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obbllgato

by VIHa-Lobos

>n\'

were played

On next Saturday evening

at Jordan

Messrs. Bauer and Gabrllowltsc)!''
win play muslo for two pianos by Ra<h,
Mozart. Salnt-Saens, Relneckle, Arensky and Schuett. Tho concert will be

"Ollvetta" that som*
the time for dlsap-

la

poailngr"?

Mme. Leglnaka has nequlred the

String

I

Quartet In Jordan hall.
Tho
program Is thus arranged: Snietana
Quartet ("From My Life"); Laglnska,
Four Poems for String Quartet (after
Tagore); Franck, Pianoforte Quintet.
The N. r. String Quartet was founded
by Ralph Pulitzer and his wife.
The
members ara Ottokar Cadek, Jnroslav
Siskovsky, Ludvlk Schwab and Bedrlch
Vaska. The Quartet, founded In 1919,
played for the first time In public in
October, 1922, and has since given concerts In cities of the United States from
Vermont to California, also in Canada.

The Boston Symphony orchestra Is
out of town this week.
The program
of the concerts next week ha.s been
changed from the one announced last

As

Sunday.

It

now stands

it

comprises

these

pieces: Roland-Manuel, Sinfonla
(overture),
from
the
opera-bouffe,
"Isabelle
and Pantalon"; Borchard,

"L'Elan"; Debussy-Ravel, Dance; Cap"Epiphanle," a fresco for violon-

cello and orchestra (Mr. Bedettl, violoncellist); Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 5.

Marlon Streeter went to the Hollls
Theatre to see "The Swan."
She was moved to write these

.cold,

to

know

For when the same dish

i

at

I'm sure to wonder now and then.
If you have learned to love your Prince.

Holmes

Travelogue
on

the

of

Symphony
Saturday

hall

give his last
subscription series

will

tomorrow night and
subject
will de-

His

afternoon.

win be "Czecho-Slovakla." He
scribe and picture the city and country
life of Bohemia.
On Friday evening, March 20, he will
repeat his Travelogue "Rome, Part J."
On Saturday afternoon, March 21, his

I

wonder

Wm.

B.

Wright

Is

Pauline Danforth will give a children's concert at the Corley-Plaza tomorrow afternoon at i o'clock.

.

something

As the World Wags:

"With

And
And
"But

I

his rollicking rams
his pretty little lambs
his five and forty wives."

I

his

and turn about,
They have torn all the wool

Mr. Read Hamilton Dlght has worked
lout an "explanation" of "Beggar on
Horseback."
"The play Is a satire on the third act
of every play wherein the hero is suddenly willed enough money to continue
j

'

[

or

marries

else
father owns millions,

studies,

the

and

is

girl

thus

insured the necessities of life while Indulging his ideals. From the proverb,

wishes were horses, all beggars
'If
would ride,' comes the theme of tlie
play wherein the authors have laughingly given the poor musician a chance
continue what we never see after he
has become t\'ealthy in the usual play.
He gets on his horse, rides a wild ride,
and Is restored to normalcy before tho
And he does not seem to
final curtain.
ride "to the devil," as the otlier proverb
to

you quoted seemed to imply.

Because

so simple a jest. It is funnier than
ever and cleverly satirizes life by using
it is

I

I

I

I

a nursery rhyme."
We doubt If the dramatists had
purpose In mind, and we find
Dight's explanation far-fetched.
satire Is directed against tollies
fads' of

contemporaneous

life,

this

Mr.

The
and

especially

against Babbitt and big business.

If

had mounted a richly
the
caparisoned steed he would have been
unable to compose music at ease, and
80 he would ride to the devil, according
The other form of
to the old proverb.
the proverb, "Set a beggar on horsegallop,"
is found in Burhe'll
back and
ton's "Anatomy of Melancholy," which
hero,

was

first

poor,

published In 1621.

Qulomar Novaes will play in Jordan
hall next Saturday afternoon music by
Beethoven, Chopin, Rameau, Alleniz,
VlUa-Lobos, Hood, Debussy, Szanto. In
April last year a trio for oboe, clarinet
and bassoon, also two songs with violin

I

DAWN
A
'

It

Sunrise reddened her window pane.
and milk . . . and
Dawn
a tired mother.

A

"A

of

„

At

the

article

As

this evil is

Sweetly his voice

j
I

1

total

,

1

NEW YORK STRING
HEARD,
QUARTET ISmore
Chamber

the song of a

.

through the vbgkqj of
heard.

—The

.

,

,,

1

pi lines is
.

Pled Piper.

As the World Wags:
Knowing your Interest

.

In

^
„
and
Boston
.

parI feel
Interested in this monument
look at It perforce out of my front

ory of Mr. George White.
ticularly

I

I

!

I

I

I

as

I

of

forlorn,
music this season seemed quite
place last!
an unexpected concert took
the New
night in Jordan hall, when

window every morning.

play ^me
York string quartet came toLife, l-Ahel^
tana's quartet "From My
Blrlne
Leginska's ".Four T-oems" for
Leglnska at
quartet, and, with Miss
tbe piano, Franck's quintet.
y„

Siskovsky,

I assume that
Its public monuments,
you share the same opinion 1 do and
friends
common
our
of
most
incidentally
regarding the monument which was reArlmgton
of
corner
cently placed at the
and Beacon streets, apparently in mem-

i

Though any hope

Otiokav Cadek,

NOT THE SAME; NOT THE SAME

I

TARBEULU8.

|

like

.

All

"comptroller,"
furniture,"
"area." "frontier," "ate," "resource,"
"penalize," "accessory" and "isolate"
to mention only a few words that are
commonly mispronounced in Boston.
Why doesn't he enlighten his excellency
the Governor of this commonwealth on
the pronunciation of "genuone"? I'm a
Johnny Raw, to say the least, at writing leaders; still I fancy I could write
one about current pronunciations which
would not be misleading.
I

,

ing,

movement

know how he pronounces "combat,"

"mayor,"

bird;
.
,1,
"C^fwyp," the echo so matrlxly fall-

wherea^ his really poetical

to

'

>

to Etaoln," the Shrdlu Is

calling,

however, who still hold It high.
Mr.
Smith's not entirely successful playing
of the first two movements did nothing to convince them of the error of

As the World Wags:
Time after time

j

^

A PILINOTYPE OR TWO
"Come-back

JR.

read the
I have
ilucubrations of those who fret their
gizzards over pronunciations. Only recently a Boston writer took an Oxonian
to task for his pronunciation of "figure."
How, pray, should the last syllable be
pronounced other than as If it were
I wonder whether this
spelled B-e-r?
journalist labors under the pleasant delusion that spellings of English words
are necessarily indicative of correct
'Twouid be Interesting
pronunciations.
)

prohibition of the practice may be
remedy too drastic. I would suggest,
however, as a preliminary measure,
more
that those employing perfume of
range
than a certain Intensity and
pubshould be required, when using a
thoroughfare, whether street or
lic
consulting
leeward,
pass
to
sidewalk, to
and bethe weathercock each morning
overtaklnsr
ing careful, when meeting or
people,
sovereign
the
of
other members
their
not to come betwixt the wind and
LEE.
JOSEPH
nobiUty-or nose.

left,

sure that their
old-time admiration is not misplaced.
The Chopin .mazurka Mr. Smith p'kyed
delightfully, in miniature vein, as It
should be, its rhythm keenly felt.
He
made the opening of the sharply contrasted Polonaise imposing; the rhythm
of the first episode he brought vlvld'i.y
forward; to every bar he gave life. But
after all this Polonaise is not for everybody; a pianist needs virtuosity and a
blazing temperajnent to escape the pitfall of unpleasant noise.
For the Nocturne Mr. Smith hit on a
beautiful and very individual tone for
the melody, a melody most musically
accompanied by the hass. To the contrasting section he brought splendor of
tone arid dyamatie force. The perform-

The

Wags:

FIRST CLASS IN PRONUNCIATION

£

it

last

to say.

the World

larks sing to
of tho Suburbs.

Massachusetts.

be done to combat

me

meadow

(Woburn Dally Times)
His parents were direct descendants
of John and Priscllla Alden, the latter
the daughter of Captain John Smith,
the leader of the fitst Puritan band In

is

shall
not for

|

turns to youth with a

still

TH« COMPLETE GENEALOGIST

to

what

1

milk carts

HERMAN HOLT,

This right, however
preference.
a wholedally being Infringed, and
and Insale manner, through the great
creasing use of scent— the public d'sand
power
great
semination of smells of
variety— by the larger and more interesttne portion of our population.
Just

die

following ye.«!terday in the March Country Life. At the bottom of page Iti the
George
house of Mrs.
Stockbrldge
Draper Is advertised by real estate
agents, and the closing words of the
advertisement are:
f"RenfAl, completely furnished with
antiques, Including gardener, $3800."

in

m

'

the

I have heard tliat such things do appear in print but never chanced to see
an example of the sort until I read the

without

,

when

— Queen

question of
In a country
breathe.
the
founded upon the right of every man
of hapto life, liberty and the pursuit
exist
piness this r'ght must certainly
inmust
in every citizen and. further,
resplratlon--t"
enjoy
to
clude the right
choose the substance which he shall
inhale— whether if be dust, ozone, niconot have
tine or any other. He should
extraneous matter thrust upon him—
wlndp:pe—
practically Injected into his
consultation of his taste or
right

and women

cry
In fields where
the dawn.

fly— I want to Inject the

pianist,

tho

bom
hour

creak along,

by

"America

the

But youth

While the question of the freedom or
thoughts
Is uppermost In all our
—freedom to vibrate and freedom to

price.

of

again.

Prom her pillow, she watched the day.
The milkman's wagon rattled away.

the air

M. PULLEZT.

made them comfortably

dawn
Bky!"

As the World Wags:

Mr. Smith was
obviously very nervous, there Is no
point in discussing his playing the early
part of the evening.
Perhaps at the
last moment he was overwhelmed with
his own daring In venturing to offer a
modern audience Schumann's Fantasy,
music few people today v.\n have at

performance

to

through the

'Bai;

While meadow larks sing to an April

FREE AIB

played this
program last night in Jordan Hall: Air
and Variations (The Harmonious Blacksmith), Handel; Fantalsle' C. Major,
Schumann; Mazurka, E Minor, Polonaise,
A Flat, Nocturne, F. Major, Ballade, A
Plat, Chopin; La Fille Aux Cheveux de
Lin, Rebussyr Fountains (Nos. 2, 3),
William C. Hellman; Hopak, MoUBSorgsky-Rachmahlhoff; Liebesleid, KrelsierRachmanlnoft; Etude en Forme de

their views,

In

find

off his

There are some persons

from the

to speed

H. P. M,

That Sparkles

Why?

money

the

buy.

p

trouble In threading his mustache?

George Smith Plays with Tone

any

quart for Mary, a quart for Jane!

More milk than we've

I

has a thread in It, which he
of a
moistens and twirls I ke the end

very good man.

Valse, Salnt-Saens.
Since at the first of

speeding car whirred past alone.
sobbed like a saxophbne.

Its IClaxon

the Outlook of March 11, this sentence:
converyou
his
"Even as he talks to

ported, the answer came back from
Salt Lake saying the party did not
know what the newspapers reported,
but believed Brigham Young to be a

George Smith,

milk cart creaked along the street.
She heard the milkman's
stopped.
feet.

waxed mustache for the needle's eye. ,
Has any one of your readers ever had

'

head."
The chorus probably would not meet
with the approval of his followers, even
if the other part of the song did.
For
in reply to a letter written from England about 1850, asking if he had as
many wives as the newspapers re-

JAMES

the

of tho first.
syllable Instead
PHILO GENE.
Still, 'twill serve.

sation

youngest wives won't have
white wool
And his oldest won't have red,
So with tearing it out, taking turn

accent on

with the

pointed out),

second

com-

lies In

FuUerton Waldo, published

like this:

I

whose

'

fa-

with "that other" old Music
hall song on Brigham Young, chorus
miliar

subject will be "Switzerland."

his

Is the Love Bun Line
To be sure, "Klsslmee" Is pronounced wrong, like tho
German word 'damlt" (as Mark Twain

then there
of KIsslmee, Kla.

Vice-President Dawes was delivering
was
his address to the Senate the band
Battle,,
the
Before
"Just
playing
Mother." This was followed by Hail
OLIVE DRAB.
to the Chief."

lines:
if

World Wags:

And

I

'

Oh Actress, oh most perfect mime,
So wondrous well you played your part,
Always to me the "Swan" you'll seem.
Surprised, betrayed, by your own heart!
And later, as the day comes when
This role you'll have forgot long since,

Burton

As
'

,

^. _
Washington
On March 4, preprophetic vision?
band
the
ceding the Inaugural exercises,
gave a concert of American airs. While

rank

in

"Will return at wuns."
the

Babies are

As the World Wags;
Has the Marine band

testimony is against the old accusaMoUere's wife was probably the
daughter of the Count of Modene, or
the daughter of Marie Herve.

Notes and

the door of nn

saw on

In a Boston building devoted
legal fraternity thin notice:

rnon before all. the man that Is slow
and eats little must be offended at the
other that Is too quick for him, as a
Besides.
slow ship at the swift sailer.
«i»%tohin«. contention, shoving;, and tho
neighborly
like, are not. In my mind,
beginnings of mirth and Jollity: but
they are absurd, doggish, and often end
aga:nsl
In anger or reproaches, not only
en'one another, but also against the
tertainer himself or the car\'ers of the,
Symposiacs.
feast.— Plutarch In his

tion.

Your virginal heart had ever been
Untroubled, 'til Life's wine you drank.
The just a "Woman (though in vain)
You pitied your poor Lover's plight
And kissed him to assuage hig palnl
Before real love, chilled by the blight
Of duty and royal need, could flower,
You oensed its fragrance for an hour.

B. C.

I

of

doomed to be a Queen,
most proud, repressed by

W.

....

if

Moliere married his own daughter. "In
the March 7 number of the Living Age
there Is a reprint of an article from an
English magazine In which famous
dead authors In the British Museum
come to life again and talk. St. Simon
accuses Moliere of having married his
own daughter."
Moliere married Armande Bejart, the
daughter of Madeleine.
His rival.
Montfieury, In 1663 accused Mollera of

child

IIARHIS LIV

town."

"A quart for Mary, « quart for Jane.
And when this baby comes another!"

Armande was Marie Herve. The weight

LINES TO KVA LE GALLIENNE.
Prince<(s,

Metropolitan Opera company, with the
Symphony ensemble; CopleyPlaza, 8:30 P. M., Naaedyn Lyska, soprano.

Vannini

the baptismal font.
Taschereau says that Armande was
born before Moliere had relations with
her mother.
Bazin swears that Armande's father was the Count of Modene.
Jal insists that the mother of

Street

Most

As.sociation gymnasium, 8:00
P. M.. Nanette Guilford, soprano of the

Athletio

liere's

Mr. Caplefs music was suggested by an
Ethiopian legend.

Oh

Dusollna Clannini, soprano; St. James
Theatre, 3:30 P. Til., People's Symphony
orchestra with Mildred Cobb, soprano;
Boston Art Club, 3:30 P. M., concert of
the Boston Flute Players' Club; Boston

wishes

to

Sinilli.

,

follows:

"Anonymous"

,

,

'Mr.

looking at It he roiii.nki'd
'George White Scandals' haT

th.it

,

,

hall.

The concerts on Sunday will he as
Symphony hall, 3:30
P. M.,

,

,

llirii

1

wedding his own daughter and so informed the King, who answered the
scandalous accusation by holding Mo-

let,

I

Symphony

wii

wished

r

"for the relief of suffering In rrerniany."
Tho National Polish orchestra will
give a concert on tho same evening In

fine

art of disappearing at the psycholoKlcal
moment.
(The
consequent
publicity
must have been painful to her, for
musicians are notoriously sensitive )
But Mme. Lpirln.=;ka hns also acquired
the art of nppearlnir.
She will give a
concert tonight with the Now York

bo

to

avoid certain notes In hi* nu-iody otlekIriK' out
unduly, wdin.l t.
11,0 r.xperlnuiit of singing 11
Admirably, too, M
,;ayed the
bnlliid. quit* aa tliouc.i in
p.,u n nvman-'
tic tale to tell.
Through all Its course
ho produced, beautiful tonn n« rendered
more adequate Jum
do tnost
planLirts to the m.
of Dobussy.K piece, an.)
,1
himself
fioo film the
which hesots mnny t*r
unflor the
spell of (Inxen In
Mr. liollman's graceful pieces Mr.
Smith plnyed charminfrly, with brilliant
tono that sparkled. Ho had rhythm in
plenty for the Russian dance. Tho extra pieces played eaxly. In, th* evening
brought fonvnrd the rest of the program Into. The. audience -was largo atid
enthusiastic.
R.-R. O.

hall

Wfts It not tn
one sang: "Now

wna on tlm

i-

IS

ll

Purls.

In

Recently a friend of mine came to
down
visit me and we decided to walk
town In the morning. Crossing Beacon
and
monument
said
by
passed
street we

Jaroslav

,.l-"f^'"^,,,f,f ^^^e

and Bedrick Vaska

viola,

the

first violin;

second;

members

of

»T«

this

Th.it

they play

formed organization.
In^^elna ble
with the finest euphony
U might be wished,
cannot be said.

better to cope
that Mr. Cadek, the
had
_^ol easues
with the power of his

?oo

l^cfX^C^^lael^

an^^
in the

Mr. Schwao,
tone
tone, kh.-^vontnee
to advantage
interest of balance, might
•

mcrease

Vila
nis

diminish his.

be m
Balance and good sound can impor-

proved.

?Ince

.

,

Qualities of still higher
musicianshir
such as excellent

'

of style, are not to
the asklnjf, and these
t possesses to a marked
iine the (lays of the fa-

•fheso

niian fiunrtot C4\n one reoull

ers
of the vulgarity with

which most per

how

seen

successfully
^

i

They found in this splendid mudramatic warmth and a wealth of
emotion. What else could they

fully.

sic

humin

the natural question after hearing them and after carefully studying
Th^re seems to be
.inew the score?
find, Is

nothing: more, except its extraordinary
musical beauty. Twenty-five years ago,
though, widely different qualities were
thoitght to mark Cesar Franck's quinDid musicians Imagine a vain
tet.
'
thing?
There were also the pieces after TaLeglnska's
fTore, who seems to be Miss
favorite poet. %^Tilchever poem she had

|

i

many

nificant

repetitions of a quite Insigtheme or two, interrupted by

trivial episodes of sprightly

little

The formula made

acter.

for

char-

monotony.

movement, though long and
rambling, was the most successful of
the four In establishing a mood.
The audience, of excellent size, liked
this last movement best and applauded
Miss Leginska cordially. After the
quintet, in which Miss Leglnska, at
her best as pianist and musician,
proved herself an accomplished ensemble player as well, the people showed
warm enthusiasm.
^ R. B. G.

The

last

I

1

each phrase, each motif became
and personal. In the Beethoven
sonata she .slipped from the melancholy

note,

'

,

Intense

tenderness of the first movement Into
the sharp and erratic gusts of passion,
two
the violence and loneliness of the
breaking the
that followed, without
continuity of the sonata form.

young Brazilian with an exquisite grace
and virtuosity, and repeated it by demand. With poetio fancy and luxuriant
rhythm she played the Debussy piece,
Szanto's exas well as the Hungarian
'Etude Orienotic, darkly perfumed

student's

most beauty and unloosed passion. And
from the first thunderous chords that
open it to the last fitful shudderings
and reverberations of the Finale, she
played to the full the dark and awesome philosophies of Chopin, his most
with
ironic and blackest music, charged
of the
the hopelessness
death and

March Funebre.
A rare and much appreciated concert
and her audience demanded her again

LAND OF Czechs;

i

By PHILIP HALE

As the World Wags:
Municipal candor

i

last Travelogue of thl? season's series last night

Burton Holmes gave the

'

'

in

Symphony

hall.

The subject was

"Czecho- Slovakia."
There are three Bohemias: Shakespeare's, which has a seacoast; Bohemia, that delightful land described
lovingly b.v Thackeray and John Boyle
O'Reilly, and the country known toi
geographers and historians with Prague'
its capital and Pilsen beer its glory.
As Mr. Holmes pointed out, Greenwich
Village cannot justly be Bohemia; It

'

is

a

Brummagem

I

Imitation of the land

to Thackeray, Beranger, Murger and Mortimer Collins, and those
that once sat In Pfaff'a cellar In New
York.
In Mr. Holmes's Bohemia, shown last
night, the men and women are industrious, working for the glory of their
new republic, Czecho-Slovakia. He at
first paid a tribute to this people whose
government fares better than the other
better
newly
constituted
republics,
than England and France. One might
infer from what Mr. Holmes said that
he was doubtful about republics of this
kind, thinking that many people need a
strong ruler. It was hardly necessary for
him to speak rather slightingly of "idealists" who talked of making the world
safe for democracy and urged "selfdetermination." Is it not probable that
Mr. Holmes is a stalwart Pwepubllcan?
Before arriving at Prague, he showed
farm life in Bohemia and dwelt lovingly
on the crops of hops. The sight of the
Pllsen brewery brought tear.s to our
eyes.
Better a week In Pilsen than a
month In Carlsbad with its draughts of
hot and medicinal waters and enforced
exercise. Better a bath of beer than the
mud bath In "hot health-giving slime."
Prague was seen thoroughly, a beauti-

'

I

:

\

I

]

I

,

'

1

.

ful and Interesting clt.v.
The old ghetto,
the Jewish cemetery, the Tyn church,
the famous clock, the national opera
house, the statues of Husa and St. John
Nepomuk, the contrasting new and old
streets and quarters, the citadel, the
cathedral and the palace on the heights
these were pictured admirably and
described In an pntertalning manner,
but the pl?tures that will linger longest
in the memory were those of the charmIng young women ijathing on the beach
I of the
Moldao. Mr. Holmes referred to
j

—

>

the

legend,

City

noble river.
The nest time It is performed at a Symphony concert, the pictures of the Bohemian beauties on the
beach should be shown while the music
Is play'.ng, although this bathing does
not enter into the argument published
in the score.
In the country w>d In Moldavia peas-

W. W.

proper locations are

its

now known

only

I

to mystical adepts.
,

I

"Oowah" is transcendental, and means
'The one soul (is) part of the all soul."

tt Is an expression used to put one In
Popularly, it
tune with the Infinity.
was an expression of contentment or

satisfaction.
Its supposed connection with the Hons
in the story of Daniel arose in a curious
way.
Certain cabbalists, In repeating

accustomed, when
tlie word,
to raise their
hands in the air and bring them down,
bowing the head. The gesture, being
.something like a lion's standing on his
hind legs and pawing the air, and the
sound of 'oowah" l-)cing not unlike the
Mishna,
pronouncing
the

his

spirited

rnnnev

to

King Darius

AH

You
And

I

;

I

I

.

in your glory of manhood
laurel-crov/ned gi-ace of the athlete,
with red popples enwrenthed,
danced In the starlight.

We
I

O

Love, of the gods most enduring.
Through ages of ages undying,
Still white gleam the sands of Acharnis,

!

\

i

And

silvern the starlight.

MONTAGNA.

"Selfe-Civil

Wax";

;

dolours hoordeth in

the
rl^iubiics,
the ven of Japan.

UmeHcan

'

coarse, loud
tinkling tone in futile
vef th little harpsichord,
they made
mita on of a
modem pianouse of u,ll the sonority every variation
with
fortes allow, and
at their command^
ot itght and shade
g?-i..ea oy
The splendor of the music

piastre

w

oi

piece is
English slang a 5 shilling
in
',
Was it so called In
J
,^i,^iiTr
no quotations lHustrat-

tr^tment; It does
anl mTans «n archaic
bv its marvellous
very beautifully, in
they Plaved the Mozart

tve^^^

ing this slang

I

n!l

term -Ed.

At Jordan

hall yesterday
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Szanto, Etude Orientale.
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(For .kjs the World Wags)
Once by the wind-s^vept /^)gean.
To the foam and the beat of the billows,
On the wliite sands of Acharnis,
danced in the starlight.
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roaring or yawning of this beast, thp
vulgar panie to associate the word with
the animal. A lion .might, Indeed, mak>?
the sound, but it is unlikely he should
intend or appropriately use It in Its
mystic significance.
I think the probability Is that, after
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CONCERNING "OOWAH"
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As the World Wags:
The word 'oowah'' occurs repeatedly
But it does not appear
in the Talmud.
there because it consists of two vowel
sounds— 00, alt— and vowels were not
Conwritten in the original Hebrew.
sequently the early Talmudists had to
In
tnsert it by memory when reading.
later transliteration It became lost, and
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As the World Wags:
Apropos of the President's "So did I,"
who told him that

in reply to the lady

she had stood throughout his Inaugural,
one recalls an anecdote about Henryj
Ward Beecher that was current BO ye.ars'j
ago.
his

At New Haven one morning

way

school,

on;

Divinity
to the chapel of Yale
where he was to lecture, he

shave.
stopiped at a barber shop for a
barber not knowing him, but tak-
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if he
ing him for a clergyman, asked
were not going to hear Beecher. On his
on:
went
suspicion being confirmed, he
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It still.
"l.ild
Novels in wKicli the characters are musicians and the incidents are
Sanger
Miss Sheppard's silly isni," said Florencf. "It will out, in an cx-journuli.st's work,
•f a musical nature »r« as a rule to be avoided.
and sentimental romance "Charles Auchester" with Mendelssohn figuring literary ho is." Florence married Dodd to the dismuy of her
an Seraphael once enjoyed popularity. Disraeli wrote to the author in a Sanger's daughters, Tessa and Paulina, were put in an English acn
Tessa was disturbed because one of the girl,
fine burst J "No irreater book will ever be written upon music, and it will where they were miserable.
one day"D9 recognized as the imaginative classic of that divine art." Miss played Debussy's "Jardins sous la pluie" fffff. "This isn't her fault^v.
widely
rend.
so
not
Sheppard's "Counterparts" and "Rumour" were
bcc-HUKC no person is allowed to play anything properly in this school.
I

'

•

i

i.

p»?rhaps remember "The First Violin." Tolstoi's "Kreutzer Sonata"
is interesting only as a study of morbid passion, sho\ving how little the
Russian knew about musical compositions; a book to be put on the shelf

Miss Somers skys: What are you putting in llic expression
for? You can't put in the expression till I've told you what to put. In
the room next door another girl called Naomi Hooper is playing The
Sonata Pathetique. She is putting in the expression, and I wish to God
next his "What is Art?"
There is one musical novel that cannot be praised too highly. Ernst that she wouldn't. The noiee is filthy and infernal."
Poor Tessa! Why didn't Dodd marry her? She was wildly in love
von Wolzogen's/'Der Kraft-Mayr," amusing, satirical, introducing Liszt
and some of his pupils, with the hero, a teacher well known in Munich. with him so that she ran away with him and died as soon as they arrived
This novel has been well translated into English. And recent German at a cheap boarding house in Brussels. Florence took him back.
novels with Mozart and Verdi, respectively the heroes, have been comWho was Simon, "a man who was still the most renowned of British
mended.
composer?" Dodd described him as an "obscene, loathsome, complacent,
Plenty of them
Wliile "The Constant Nymph" by Margaret Kennedy, published self-advertising maggot if ever there was one!
recently by Doubleday, Page & Co. of New York, can not strictly be at our house; and all so hearty and gentlemanly, all busy building Jerucalled a musical novel, two of the leading characters are composers, and salem in England's green and pleasant land, and doing well out of it."
there is much about musical life. It is an unusual novel, a remarkable Then there was the Guild of Beauty, giving concerts in the slums. "Their
one in some respects, well written, with a searching study of characters. idea is to educate the popular taste in the Arts, beginning with the proletariat; that's such a much more promising field than the middle classes."
Albert Sanger, a writer of operas, was an Englishman who was
When Dodd's Symphony was finally performed in London, there were
known and esteemed in continental countries, but barely known even to in the audience friends "who never went to concerts unless they were
Among the few were some who important, people who were not even musical but whose opinions were
the musical public of Great Britain.
called him Sanje, "in the French manner, being disinclined to suppose universally re'spected."
(Just as at Symphony concerts in Boston.)
that great men are occasionally born in Hammersmith." When he died
Th^e symphony had a "lordly racket"; it was an "astonishing pandethe English lamented that this prophet had not been honored in his own monium, with long striding intervals, violent rhythms, which fell upon
country. "His idiom, which was demonstrably neither Latin nor Gothic
Florence's musical idiom "generally
the ear, at first like an outrage."
Obituary columns
nor yet Slav, was discovered to be Anglo-Saxon.
She was
8" crystal clear, was losing shape, growing dim, crumbling.
national
unmistakably
talked of the gay simplicity of his rhythms, our
transported into a region of wide spaces, formless ether, mist, and the
public
The
feature, which, they declared, took one back to Chaucer."
flames of lost stars, where the imagination, suddenly enlarged, grasped
was hardly to blame, for Sanger's operas were on a huge scale. To pro- ultimately the idea of order, the slow procession of the glittering worlds
duce them in London was a risky enterpri.se. When his "Prester John" weaving a pattern in the void." And Florence thought, "I wasn't miswas brought out in Paris there were howls of rage and free fights in the taken. It's wonderful. He's a great man. I don't care what anyone
The opera succeeded in London else thinks."
gallery between partisans and foes.
Decorum was preserved. The audience showed
after Sanger's death.
Dr. Dawson said: "What d'you make of it, hey? Never heard such a
respectful ardor, there was prolonged cheering at the end. It was not
To which the benevolent Baines,
filthy hullabaloo in your life, did you?"
unlike "the ovation accorded to a guest of honor who arrives a little late."
waving a deprecating, benignant hand: "Ah, these young men! These
Sanger hated England and roved at will over the Continent. His young men! fle'iJ chausrp everything, will he? Why shon)r ^ujT I don't
•want It changea. And, why, when he can write a secona movement like
friends were accustomed to endure a great deal from him. "He would
."
stay with them for weeks, composing third acts in their spare bedrooms, that . .
One might hear remarks like these on coming out of Symphony Hall
producing operas which always failed financially, falling in love with
P. H.
their wives, conducting their symphonies, and borrowing money from on a Friday afternoon.
them." He was always accompanied by his "preposterous" family, for
he had had wives not to mention mistresses. Th6 children were known
This nickname was earned for them
collectively as "Sanger's Circus."
[
|
"by their wandering existence, their vulgarity, their conspicuous brilliance, the noise they made, and the kind of naphtha-flare genius which
illuminated everything they said or did." They had been soundly trained
musically, had picked up "a good deal of mental furniture and could
abuse each other most profanely in the argot of four languages."
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If they do,
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From

O'Neill to

Mich ael

Carre

Plays on Broadway Range from "Pierrot"
to "Desire

Lewis Dodd, also a composer, visited Sanger, who was then living
with a fat, lazy mistress of superb bulk in a chalet of Austrian Tyrol.
Dodd had written some "Revolutionary Songs" for chorus and orchestra,
and a Symphony in Three Keys. Mr. Trigorin told him the critics
always persecuted young genius. "The plaudits of the herd are as nothLewis was not
ing to the discerning appreciation of a small circle."
grateful for this encouragement. This Trigorin reverenced all composers
he met, but they seldom took to him. "They were deceived by his air

I

of metropolitan prosperity;

he looked too

much

like the {)roprietor

of

an Opera House. They could not see into the humble, disappointed heart
beneath his magnificent waistcoats, or guess how sacred was the very
name of music to him."
Lewis brought with him a one-act opera, "Breakfast with the Borgias," which he had promised the Sanger children to write for their
father's birthday. It was to be acted by the family, "who could most of
them sing in tune," and by any guests who happened to be about.

•

Sanger's first wife was Vera Brady, the leading lady of a thirdrate opera company, a good ^and devoted wife, but one of his pupils,!
Evelyn Churchill, young, talented and beautiful, lost her head and heart
over him, and she advertised the fact "in the high-handed way peculiar
to women of breeding who are bent upon flying in the face of accepted
convention." She went to Venice taking Sanger with her. Vera died with
a broken heart "which should by rights have cracked some 16 years
Sanger married Evelyn who had four children in six years.
before."
She died and then Sanger fell fn with Linda, who looked like a perma-

i

I

,

nency.

The children were a strange lot. Antonia went to Munich early in
the story and stayed -with one Jacob Birnbaum, a young friend of
Sanger's. He was christened Ikey Mo by the children on account of his
nose and his shin bone. After Sanger'.s death, shortly after he had told
funny stories about Brahms, Birnbaum, a decent fellow in many ways,
4narried Antonia. His bride intended to buy six or seven hats, one gold
evening dress with a train, and shoes with red heels, but had overlooked
need of underclothing.
of Sanger's death reached England and the two brothers
of Evelyn, both distinguished scholars, Charles, a widower, who "wore
iiis clothes until they fell off of him, for no better reason than that he'
liked them, had got used to them, and objected to change," had a beautiful
daughter, Florence. They talked about Sanger and his death at break-

The news

His opera "Susanna" was mentioned. She Ifad heard it in Dresden
and didn't like it. "I don't like = -'viects chosen from the Bible." "The
These semi-it it's the same genre.
Apocrj'pha, Florence." "Is it? T
i'th levity and bad taste, I don't
sacred operas are nearly always
very dignified theme," mused
know why. They've no dignity.
V plenty of fine things in that
Charles, who finally said that there ~y
big place the world and Evelyn need rtO«V^^iave selected "a dustman with
)
|a turn for music."
Florence and her uncle Robert go to the Sanger's chalet to take
the children to England. There she meet Dodd, of course. He had run
away from his father. Sir Felix Dodd, to play the cornet in a circus band.
"1 wrote some pieces for that band to play.
Circus music is a fine thing
fast.

Under

the Elms"

New York

commtaiced rather dully, and
inauspiciously, so that the light banter and obvious gaucheries of Molnar'a
"The Guardsman" met with thunders of applause, now it luxuriates in
plays. Old plays revived by the Actors' Theatre, "Candida," "The Wild
Duck," and, for a seriek of special matinees, Michael Carre's pantomime
of "L'Enfant Prodigue," Englished to "Pierrot the Prodigal," with Andre
Wormser's score for piano and orchestra, reduced to the piano alone,
New pieces by young Americans, Sidney
played "by George Copeland.
Howard's "They Knew What They Wanted," produced by the Theatre
Guild; O'Neill's "Desire Under the Elms" performed by the Provincetown group, and the Rabelaisian warring of "What Price Glory," its
savor still undiminished despite the slight deletions of the censors, and
at the Neighborhood playhouse on Grand street, there is a well mounted
and well played version of James Joyce's "Exiles," given for the first
times in English.

Although the season

in

In a few weeks the Theatre Guild, after its seven somewhat precarious years, will open its new theatre on Fifty-second street, with
Shaw's "Caesar and Cleopatra," with Lionel Atwill and Helen Hayes,
as its first play there. Shaw has politely dismissed his invitation to be
present.
And for their next season they will turn over the Garrick
Theatre to the ways of Shavian repertoire, to "Arms and the Man,"
"Man and Superman," "Androcles and the- Lion," "Mrs. Warren's Profession" (which is at the present moment being played on the stage of the
Yiddish Art Theatre by Maurice Schwartz and his company), "Major
Barbara," "Captain Brassbound's Conversion," "The Doctor's Dilemma,"
"Fanny's First Play" and "You Never Can TeU."

I

At the Actors' Theatre, Dudley Digges talks of a possible revival
of various of the Abbey Theatre repertoire. After "Exiles" at the Neighborhood Playhouse, there will be a fantastic danced pantomime, with
antiphonal choruses, marking the stages of the dance from the first rites
to the sophistications of jazz, its name is "Sooner or Later," and Emerson
Mliithorne has written the music for it. Later there will be a revival
there of their earlier performance of Walt Whitman's "Salut au Monde"
with Griffes's music.
And after this, the second of the much-touted
Grand Street Follies that whisked the wise men of the excitable forties
down, in hordes, to the fastnesses of Grand Street.

written about Eugene O'Neill's most recent play, and
said of it. There are those who diso-wn it, think ib
plays like an imitation of O'Neill, that it lacks conviction and roundness,
that its persons are caricatures, that it is more a projection of ideas than
of human beings. And, of course, there is the small but vindictive minority that refrains from discussing it, who sees in its bitter course that
proceeds from theft and lust, to rape, seduction and murder, only immorality. Immorality, to them is the surface sembfance, rather than the
Intent or the significance of the summing up.
In the close pressed isolation and narrowness of this New England
ifarm, won from its barrenness by, the unceasing toil of Ephraim Cabot
who has given two wives to the cause, driven two of his sons, embittered
and gloating, off in pursuit of easy gold and now returns with a third wife.

Much has been

pejrhaps

more has been

\

—
\
TFe X'^nli Symphony Ensemble. See sp'
S:30 P. W. Concert in aid of the Jacoby Ci
Niiardyn Lyska, dramatic singer. See special notice.
TUESDAY—Jordan Hall. 8:15 P. M. Alfredo Oswald, pianist. Bach. Chro.
matic Fantasy and Fugue; Bach-Busoni, Choral, E flat; Bach, Prelude
and Fugue, A minor; Vllla-Lobos, the Baby's Family. 8 pieces based
on Brazilian folk tunes characteristic of each type and race; Chopin,
Impromptu, F sharp, Nocturne, C sharp minor, Valse, E minor, Etude
C minor (Revolutionary); Schumann, Romance, F sharp and Novelette
in D; Mendelssohn, Charakterstueck, in A.
i

,iovely, that

wife
ii

he may beget an heir, and disinherit the son of
has loosed his dark philosophies, inherited dra-

— O'Neill

from Strindberg.

—

desire for frold, for the farm; the desire of Eben for his
wife; the desire of the agred Cabot for an heir flings itself across
,ese pages, wields its unerring katharsis. There is imagination here and
ooIosshI vigor; it is all rough hewn and O'Neill sees the elder Cabot as
the pioneer, the man of stone, unyielding, comparing himself to God in
his loneliness, and his barrenness as his wife and son are led away by the
sheriff, after she has strangled their son.
Earlier O'Neill wrote of an untamed, fretful life, of people that were
unconstrained, wastrels, wanderers on the face of the earth; here he has
limited himself to the tragedy of a single home, to people that are cabined, confined, their very isolation and narrowness intensifying their passion and desire. And as yet he is not quite at home with them. As Robert
Edmond Jones has staged it. with the single house, shadowed by great
primeval elms, its changes of scene marked by the dropping of the
wails, or partitions, this closeness is even more intensified.
A play that is ruthless and bitter, without hutnor, without a suggestion of pity or gentleness, it has the rigor and pace of the Greek tragedies, and at times their dignity. The cast includes Walter Huston, Mary
Morris and Charles Ellis and there is a marked tendency to exaggerate
the New Englandisms in their playing.

/csire

—

>Cer'6

Sidney

Howard's "They

Knew What They Wanted"

is

WEDNESDAY— Jordan

Hall, 8:15 P. M.
Eva Gauthier, soprano, assisted
by Messrs. Gunderson and Werner, violinists; Fiedler, viola; Langendoen, 'cello. Laurent, flute, and Hampson, piano. .See special notice.
Music Room of Women's Republican Club, 46 Beacon street, 8:30
P. M.
Bertha Putney Dudley, mezzo-contralto; Harris Shaw, accompanist.
Handel, "Care Selve'' from "Atalanta"; Scarlatti, the Violet;
Veracini, A Pastoral; Hildach, Spring; Horsman, The Shepherdess;
Daniels. Song of the Persian Captive; d'Indy, Madrigal; Louis, Petit
Noel; Massenet, Les Adieux de DIvonne from "Saptio"; Jensen, Um
Ufer des Manzanares. Strauss, Allerseelen and Staendchen; Rogers,
"The Moving Finger Writes" and "Yet. Ah, That Spring Should Vanish
with the Rose"; Titcon-ib, Maytime Lament; Watts, Wings of Night;

Titcomb, The Changeling.

THURSDAY— Symphony

Hall, 8:15 P. M.
Serge Rachmaninoff, pianist.
See special notice.
Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M. Wellington Smith, baritone; Elmer Zoller,
accompanist.
Brahms, Mit Vierzig Jahren, Kommt dir Manchmal in
den Sinn, Eeldeinsamkeit; Korbay, O'er the Forest and Shepherd,
See Thy Horse's Foaming Mane; Monsigny, Mathurin's air from "Rose
e*.
Colas"; Gretry, ""Songe Enchanteur" and "Laisse en Paix" from
"Anacreon"; Duparc, La Vague et la Cloche; Chausson, Amour d'Antan:
Bordes, Dansons la Gigue. Bax, At the Last; Vaughan Williams, The
Roadside Fire; Dobson, Cargoes; Vieh, The West Wind; Densmore, Sea

another

Fever.

FRIDAY — Symphony

instance of the desire motif, but here each knew what he wanted, and
without bitterness or undue philosophizing, without the necessity of crime,
indulged himself.
An excellent and well written comedy, brilliantly
acted, its situation is an ancient one, yet Sidney Howard has used it
so unsentimentally, and so logically, that he seems to have created ft
new one.
Pauline Lord plays Amy with the assurance and the
pregnancy of voice and gesture, the sympathetic understanding that
were hers in "Anna Christie." With her there are Richard Bennett as
Tony, and Glenn Anders, a young and able actor, as the erring Joe.

M.
19th Concert of the Boston SymSee special notice.
Carol Robinson, pianist. Alacona, Italian
Song of 16th Century; Bach, Gigue from "Partita" in B flat; Haydn,
Andante and Variations; Franck, Prelude, Chorale and Fugue; Beethoven, Sonata op. 90; Chopin, polonaise op. £5, No. 1 and Ballade
op. 48; Moussorgsky, Transcription of "Boris Godounov"; Bortkiewicz,
Etude, F sharp minor and Etude C sharp major. Balakirev, Scherzo,
B minor; Carol Robinson, Prelude and Capriccio; Beecher, Waltz, B flat
minor; MacDowell, Moonshine and Winter; Chabrier, Bourree Fantasque; Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 14.
P.

SATURDAY — Jordan

Hall, 3:15 P. M.
Bruce Simonds, pianist.
Bach,
Caprice on the departure of his beloved brother; Couperin, Le Carillon
de Cythere, Le Tic-Toc-Choc sur les Maillotins and Les Baricades
misterieuses. Schumann, Toccata; Franck, Prelude, Choral and Fugue;
De Severac, En Tartane; D'Indy, Paturages; Casteinuovo-Tedesco, La
Sirenetta e il Pesce Turchino; Chopin, Nocturne, B niajo:* and Etude.
E minor; Brahms, Intermezzo, A flat and Rhapsodie, E flat.
Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Repetition of Friday's Symphony Con-

cert.

POLISH ORCHESTRA

National Polisli oi-chet.tr;i
cuiiciucifd
by Stanislaw Naniy.slo wslti. gave til's
foIJouing program bf; PoUkIi iiiu;|i<|i
i'olonaiso, A ma/or, .tbopjn-Glaxuiww^
Overture, "The Fairy "'TaJe.' Monhikzkii;
"Echoes and Snuvenlrs of PoHsli .\atlonal Songs," Noskowskl; two char.T.cterl.stic
PoIi.sU dances, Obnrek from
,

—

ihe

ballet

"Pan

Twardou .'Jkl.

J.,c-

wa^dowski, Mar.urka, ."The Postillion,"
-Vamyslowski; Overture, "In the 'J'artar
VI<iuntaini;," Zclenski: musical tableaux.
"TJie

Wedding,
Powiadomski;
"As
I.Ike It," Namyslawski; two JJa-

intellectual discussion of the relation of the sexes, a plea for more freeExiles, these four protagonists, in the sense that their doubts will forever rob them of happiness.
The play, like those of Shaw and of Ibsen, has more of the psychological

^'ou
zlirkaB.

'

NaBi.v.slowski.
Costumed In their national dress, with

flowing robeK and rfd caps topped \vlth
peafrock feathers, the Polish orchestra
piayed with rhythmic siest and sentiment tlioir program of Polish music.
And for the mazurkas of Mr. Namyslowski the orcheKtra accompanied it.«clf
with singing, wliistling. even yodellins?.
to tho amusement and delight of tli"
audience.
The orchestra ia'> small one, numbering; about 50. and there seems to
be. a
preponderaure ot braes, so that at times
Its playing .suggested that of a brass
band to which a few strings had bef-n
ndded. >tr. Xamsylowskl is a conductor
of authority- and
decision',
given to
crashing climaxes, and sentimental In'

I

The prograir, with the exception of
thf>
Chopin, ^vhich NamyslowskI iiroluded with "Tho. .Star Spangled IJannei"
and the Poli.sh national anthem, consisted chijpfly of Polish dances and folk
music, throe of tlie dance.s having bocn
-ompo.aed by NamyslowskI. None of the
iniisic was of an.v particular significance,
ex(,'ept aa folk lore.
The audience \.as

persons

is

it

has of the dramatic, although each of

its

four

indelibly limned.

And with such

as these, and still more, one need not despair of the
theatre in America, although this it; pi-.r/iis; c'.y c/ie t:ieatre In New York,
and with the exception of a few of these plays, the others will undoubtedly
rise and fall in New York alone, unshared in the provinces.
New York, March 8.
EVELYN GERSTEIN.
^

Halt, 3:30

St.
-viason,

P.

M.

|

Opera Company.

Mr Charles G. Norton quotes
sentence from an editorial article

this

m

a

newspaper:
"The automobile Is here to stay.
Mr Norton writes: "The statement
situa-,
shows a remarkable grasp of the sucw
but should not a paper of
tion
abouti
cautious
more
be
high standing
making such an unqualified statem^nti
motor
the
of
in the history

local

^o early
vehicle?"

"THE CHOIR WILL NOW

SING'

As the World Wags:
Can some of your

me where

T

old church
lows:

„(
^
.
older readers te,l
can find the words of the
h>-mns beginning as fol-

"Hark, from the tcmbs
sound —
Mine ears attend the cry."

doleful

a

.'^Iso—

"And are we rebels still
And do we yet rebel?

alive,

wondrous, tis amazing grace.
That we are not in hell."

'Tls

Also—

you'll

ties

afraid yoiFve got a late st.^rt;|
probably have to stand." Where-'
upon quoth Beecher: "Just my luck! I
always have to stand when I hear that
though borrowed, the
But.
man."
President's bon mot was pat, even if It
lacks the plriuant flavor of that uttered
by the earlier distinguished Amherst
graduate. And after all, who knows but
its genesis may He still more remote or
can certainly say from whose lips it|
fell.

PETER ASH.

'

and nobody hereabouts seems
Neverthele.^s, I
have heard of them.
heard them sung in the "Old" First
seventy years
North.ampton
Church In
ago, and that was a long time after
Jonathan Edwards, the one-time pastor of that church,

"Hark from

was driven

out.

OBSERVER.

the tombs"
Dr. Watts.

was written

This hy.mn
ot land"
may be
(from Rippon's Collection)
a fat
Select."
and
"Watts
found In
hvmn-hook that was in the pew racks
early
ot our little village church in the

bv the

cicce'.lent

and "Lo. on a narrow neck

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

special notice.

"We had," wrote Mme. G.-iV.
honor of being the first artists
chosen bv the government to romake
m the
the intellectual lyric education
new Russia and prove to the Russians
happy
are
We
what great art can be.
We :>.on\A like
to give vou this ne\ts.
dear
in
sing
to return to America and
preBoston. Thank the Lord, we nave
and
served our voices and our strength
our
lor
have even greater enthusiasm
p.a.st
the
In
than
art
career and our
The Boston Opera House, where Mme.
Gav and Mr. Zenatello shone briluantl;,
Is no P.oston
still stands, but, alas, there

Delilah."

"I'm

first

SUNDAY— Symphony

.

Samson and

and

"Lo, on a narrow neck of land,
Twixt two unbounded seas I stand,
Secure, unterrifted.
wer
My impression was that they Watt:
In the old hymn books of the
regime,
hymn
and Cowper religious
but I can neither find Watts's Hymn
Book or the Cowpor m.usical rellglosl-

small but ?nthut>iastic, and Mr. xJnivslowski was presentca with flowers 'at
the end of tit*' first part of the program.

dom, a revaluation of philosophical concepts.

and the abstract, than

"Otello"

"Alda,"

"

terludes.

For the rest, there is John Howard Lawson's much-debated "Proceswhich was temporarily off the boards last week; there are the
Gargantuan humors, the rich and racy humanity of Max^'ell Anderson's
and Laurence Stalling's "What Price Glory" stirringly acted with Louis
Wolheim and William Boyd, which will soon send its companies diversely
on the road; and James Joyce's only play, "Exiles."
Although this is its first performance in English, "Exiles" is not
young, and its period is- definitely stamped as that of the Dublin that
James Joyce knew, in the early years of the century. A minute and subtle

In

"the

In the settings of Livingston Piatt, as in the musical accompaniment
although it is so sadly depleted the moods were created, the swift,
nuances and flights of fancy of this Pierrot tale fancy only barely indicated by the players, despite the dramatic skill of their playing.

sional,"

lhc..

to sing In Russia.

AT SYMPHONY HALL

mimes.

Again, the Actor's The.atre has done excellently with their revivals
of both "The Wild Duck" and "Candida." And for all its years "The Wild
Duck" seems to show least sign of aging of the Ibsen plays. Only in the
long and antediluvian diatribes, of Grigors Werle, the Ibsen illusionist,
does one realize that Ibsen was a dramatist of a period. For the rest the
play still has its dramatic flavor, its sternness of composition, and the
Actor's Theatre has given it a sturdy cast, with Cecil Yapp, richly humorous in his characterization of old Ekdal, Blanche Yurka as Mrs. Ekdal, a
woman without illusions, matter of fact, the one stable member of the
family. For the fragile and sensitive Hedvig, the figurative wild duck of
Ibsen's philosophy, there is a young, and before this unknown, actress,
Helen Chandler, who plays her with a rare charm and imagination. There
have been objections to AVarburton Gamble's conception of Hjalmar
Ekdal; some have accused him of burlesquing it, but Ekdal is always a
burlesque of himself, a self-idealizing idealist, pompous, inflated.
A re^^val, accoutred with the trappings and the manners of the late
Victorians, as is that of "Candida," which without the incomparable Katharine Cornell who has departed, now to rehearse in the play of "Th«
Green Hat," will eventually see the road.

2:3t)

Steinert'Hall, 8:15 P. M.

The revival of "Pierrot the Prodigal" was somewhat disappointing,
for although it appealed aesthetically, and Laurette Taylor's mask for
Pierrot was perfect, it was played as silent drama, rather than as pantomime, except in a few isolated places. With the exception of the baron
of Clarence Derwent, an actor trained in the pantomimic school, this was
also the case with the others.
It was never pantomime for which each
gesture has its peculiar meaning, and a turn to the right or to the left
has its own significance. And it was only in the music of George Copeland that the moods of this domestic harlequinade of Michael Carre
became pointed, lifting, rhj-thmically suggestive.
There have been many Pierrots for this pantomime; there was
Madame Pilar-Moran in the early 90s at the Boston Museum. There was
Ada Rehan who saw it played in Paris, became enamoured of it, returned
to play it here for a brief and unsuccessful week.
Margot Kelly played
it here some years ago.
And of course there have been the continental

—

Hall,

phony orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor.

Dusolina Giannlni, soprano.

Maria Gay and Giovanni Zenatello are
remembered here. There have been

well

See

James Theatre,

3:30 P. M. People's Symphony Orchestra, Stuart
conductor: Mildred Cobb, soprano. See special notice.
Boston Art Club. 3::c P. M. Boston Flute Players'
Club, Georges
-urent. musical director.
See special notice.
Bostcr Athletic
ssoci.itlon 's Gymnasium. 8 P. M.

Nanette Guil-

i

i

|

inquiries of late concerning them. "Have
they been singing? If so, where?"
A letter was received from Mme. Gay
last Thursday. It was dated at .Moscow.
Zenatello
It seems that she and Mr.

were Invited by the soviet government

sixties.

chosen

The "select" hymns were
Samuel Worcester, D. P.,

by

"late pastor of the Tabernacle Church.

Salem, Mass.," and they were Increased
In

number by Samuel

J(.

Woii^<st.-r

A

'

^t..

—

—

;

|iu

—a

To the
Mr.

moment's space

in

assertion

It was stationed until 1853, when
there was a change In the volunteer
force and Webster Engine 13 was found
on Paris street. East Boston.
In 1857
•he company was located on Chelsea
street In the same districtBetween
1859 and 1R61 the hand tubs were replared by "horse hose companies and
steam fire engines"; nine each, and No.
13 was "in Rood condition and in reIn 1872 steam fire engine 13
serve."
was located In Cabot street, wh<;re the
tiumber is still retained by a gasoline
pumping engine.
With the exception of two years,
when there were only nine engines and
nine hose compajiies in service, there

company numbered

.

[

]

'

*

'

BOK

52.

AT SECOND BLUSH
(The rose-colored stocking now appearing provided a theme >or Charles Lamb's
wit over a century ago.)
Turn, gentle Klia, on thy couch of dream
In that fair realm where all Is gold
and rose.
.\nd touch again that old familiar theme
Of badinage on dames in blushful hose

Whereon

thy wit bestowed
whipped cream!

its

There was a produtrtlon

[

il.l

Theatre, Oct.
I

company

•
i

i

;

28,

1896,

In Parta,

and

ln-r-- n.
the no.I
.\;iy,
They'll tuck this man
Whtre lazy worms around Uliu era

i'*

but

heroine.

Iffme.

:vii'i;illi

i

for the

The performance was at the Nouveau

i

i

,

worK

M

,»
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—not

Mme. Bernhardt was not the

,Stindii>
11.

Siii'li

.--o.

follow.s'

T'.,

'

il'i

Line

Security he feels
^^^-.•.gh wllh life for oaot anfi aliI'he toll of speeding wheels.

i^-.f^f
I

I

The crowds disperse wKh heavy heart

Munte Impersonated Salome.

In all directions go.

ni.i n. i.t

t'l

In

the

Hoston

efforts

may

ii..\v

glv.i

lielnK

1

—

pure

eye.

sunrise

in

hues.

Took surreptitieus glances, meekly sly.
At rosy tinctures peeping out of shoes
When Beauty sweetly daring passed
you by.

my

Once more on rosebuds walks

now

rhlla-

li,.

I'Vi-r

'

hundred years agone thy twinkling

Less careful

r'.Mru

I

ns

1

11

13.

The above record is taken from the
annual reports of the Boston fire department.
The first report was pub-

Surveying ankle"? wrapped

1

-

say.

.\.

—

.

I

this

lished In 1838.

;

I

coiumn,
on March 10, 1925, that there was no
hand eng1n«( numbered 13 In the Boston
Are department Is Incorrect.
In 1838. Melvill Engine 13 was located
In Leverett street, where, the records

has been a

.,i

writi's

Roy R

Imprest

18"

In

;

Before It was published Mme. Bern- Soon lost within the city's mart,
The scene forgot, when lo
hardt heard of the play and Wllde read
mado In F'liilatlelphla |o the sam^'
\ sickening crash, a sudden stop.
It to her In London.
She wished to take
end.
,<?lnce
the
Phlladelphin -ChiAnother man Is hit
'••i".o company loRt
its hyphen and
the part of "Salome." There were re- jA morbid crowd, a blase cop.
became exclusively ChUagoan. tlio
A casket made to fit.
hearsals at the Palace Theatre, London,
only regular perforuiancps of opera
In June, 1892, when the Lord Chamberthe city has had are those on TucsToday
'tis he, tomorrow I
lain withheld his license on the ground
<la<
evening^ during the season by
May be the one who lies
that biblical charactera were Introthe
Metropolitan
fotTn. to live or die
crumpled
company from
A
duced.
New York at .the_ Acn^enjv of
A crowd collects like files;
WUdo then talked with a reporter.
will I leave the crowd
"The action of the censorship In Eng- No sooner
iMuslc.
The (san Carlo company
Than Satan's tool appears
land is odious and ridiculous. What can
comes here for two weeks in Nostreet clothes shed lo wear a shroud,
be said of a body that forbids Mas- My
vember. Last year, however, the
With folks at home In tears.
senet'.s 'Herodiade', Gounod's 'La Relne
Philadelphia Civic Opera company,
de Saba,' Rubinstein's 'Judas Muccann outgrowth frojii an amateur orbaeus,' and allows 'Dlvorconsf to be
saniy.allon. came Into being, and.
Miss Giannini Repeats Her
placed on any stage? The artistic treatwith the help of a subsidy from the
city council, g.ave 10 performances,
ment of moral and elevating subjects
Glee Club Success
some In French or ItaJlan, some *in
Is discouraged, while a free course Is
r:nglish.
These had many faults
given to the representation of disgustat first; but the5^ steadily improved,
ing and revolting subjects."
At her recital yesterday afternoon
and' this year they have been really
Symphony hall, Dusollna Glanninl,
In
excellent.
Among the operas given
qualified
to
Robert Ross, eminently
soprano, repeated tho success she
have beeni "Faust," "Aida," "La
Club
speak about W'ilde's attainments, told a
cently won at a Harvard Glee
Boheme," VL'Amore del Tre Re,"
Bostonian that Wllde was wholly comShe sang yesterday, to the
concert.
"Carmen," "Rigoletto," and other
Meta
of
accompaniments
that
French;
petent
to
^vTlte
In
excellent
s.^Ie<-tions from the standard reper"Salome," however, contained certain
Schumann, this program: "Ombra mal
tory.
Ben,
verbal constructions, certain idioms,
fu," Handel; "O del mio Araato
The foundation of the enterprise
grammatically
which, while they were
Donaudy; "Non so plu," Mozart; 'Die
is
local chorus, which has been
correct, would not have been used by
Ehre Gottes," Beethoven; "Gesang
admirably trained by Mr. Alexander
"WIdmung." Schucontemporaneous French authors. Wllde
Weyla's," Wolf;
.-inallpn.s.
Members of the Philadelbrilliantly.
spoke that language fluently,
mann; "Allerseelen," Strauss; "Melne
phia. Orchestra have played the or"StornellLlebe 1st Gruen," Brahms:
See the chapter "In Memoriam" by
chestral scores. Thfre has been ef"Nlnna NanAndre Glde ("Pretextes"). Glde, by the
ata Marinara," Cimara;
ficient stage management and adePace.
Castelnuovo - Tedesco;
na,"
way, says that Wllde spoke oY his
There Is also an
quate scenery.
Pace " from "La Forza del Destino,
"Salome" having benefited him in
nanna
la
"Pa
excellent ballet.
The Metropolitan
Curuzzu,"
Verdi; "Curl,
prison. "When they heard that my play
Opera House, the huge theatre built
Bambin," "In Mezzo al Mar, Italian
had succeeded In Paris, they said: 'This
•Cielito
Sadero
for
Oscar Hammerstcin, is still
folk songs arranged by
really must have talent,'
He
Is strange.
by
available, and at all recent perLindo," Spanish folk song arranged
from
that moment they let me read
and
formances it has been completely
Nuno and Harris.
all the books I wanted." Glde says that
it
yesterseats,
priced
filled.
highest
Boston,
The
For the third timb In
shortly before Wilde's death he had two
world
should be added, are $2.50. and there
dav Miss Giannini proved to the
"Pharoah" and
plays In his head:
The
is
a large subscription list.
she is the thrice blessed possessor
that
pronounced
"Ahab and Zezebel" he
vouchpolicy of the company is to give
Is
It
as
of as beautiful a voice
the last liarae 'Isabel'."
pubPhiladelphia singers a chance, so
safed the present-day Airierican
far as possible; but other singers
From the depths of
ic to listen to.
No, w^e do not believe that "a poor
Produces
have been engaged, where the parts
she
top
her long scale to Its
named Pelllssier
student
obscure"
/be they
required, as "guest artists." Among
tones of astonishing loveliness.
wrote "Salome" in French.
Rappold.
Claussens,
these
are
or of fullof the finest pianissimo
Lord Alfred Douglas, who translated
exFitzlu, Sylva. Brrolle. Althouse and
many
the
To
throated strength.
the drama Into English, is living. Will
many others whose names are favocal tra n(cellences of her Judicious
point
miliar.
he not lift up his voice?
to
ng It would be a pleasure
At present 10 performances in a
to one or two
m admiration, and also
IN THE SIXTIES
season are all that It i,s deemed wise
Glanninl has
Miss
defects
minor
very
to undertake.
But with continued
As the World Wags:
still to overcome.
public support the number will be
only
Some time ago there was comment
But the discussion would Interest
incraased to one. a week, or even
and of
upon the question of the survival of the
singers and singing teachers,
agre«
oftener.
ever
quite
held
old-fashion dances. They are
this company no two could
It is at least a hopeful enterprise,
The
would surefrequently in this neighborhood.
as to details. All, however,
and it bids fair in time to be selfGiannini
enclosed program may. serve as eviunite in agreeing t^at Miss
ly
supporting, so that if the city countechefficient
modern
ostensibly
Even in the
dence.
has acquired an unu.sually
cil ever cuts off the subsidy (not a
legato
smooth
a
dances given here a quadrille or duchess
Includes
'nlque which
very large one), it can still go prosthat, m
is occasionally inserted as an oasis In a
land distinct enunciation, and
perously on.
Whether or not a
rhytftjn,
AD ASTRA.
waste of fox-trots.
such matters as phrasing and
similar undertaking is feasible
indeed,
Wenham.
musically
she sings very
Boston only Bostonians can say.
So much accorded, opinions might
EDWARD PULLER.
her
The program of dances on March 13 in
next begin to differ. To Judge from
Philadelphia. March 9.
Glanninl
the Wenham town hall Included quadchoice of songs and airs. Miss
contras, Scottisches, duchesses,
rilles,
think of herself as In some degree
We never danced a must
many of
waltzes, a polka.
a dramatic soprano. Such, too,
This
other
"duchess" in our little village.
her admirers would have her. To
her
dance Is not mentioned In the Badpeople, who none the less admire
nothing
of
mington book on dancing, nor In the
A dispatch from '^arls published ln\ great Oxford dictionary from which we heartily. Miss Glanninl seems
the sort.
The Herald last Thursday states that learn that "rum-duchess" was a slang
For a dramatic soprano a voice of
one Charles de Rlchter says he has term for a woman of imposing demeanor
overwhelming power Is needed, a voice
appearance, "a jolly hansom
or
showy
a blazfound proof that Oscar Wllde wrote
of sufficient strength to allow
woman." There was an old French
Ing temperament full play without dam"Salome" In English, not In French; that dance, "La duchesse," performed in a
GlanMies
age to the organ. This power
'Wllde was Incapable^ of writing the play stately manner, a noble dance. Ah! the
ninl as well, probably, as every singer
prompter
hear
the
We
temperaIn FVench; that a "poor obscure" stu- square dances!
of her age, still lacks. Of the
"Ladies'
now: "Forward and back!"
ment that often accompanies a voice
dent named Pellissler made the French Chain!"
"Grand right and left!"
no
yesterday
showed
she
kind
this
of
version and received for It 5000 frs>.ncs. "Swing your partner!" We hear old man
"Letters are alleged to exist proving Thompson's squeaking fiddle. But where
brought
she
Indeed,
*'^To^th6 Verdi air,
this assertion, but it Is not stated
are Lilla and Minnie and Nellie, our
pathos, as well as to "Allerseelon," but
whether the original manuscript has partners. There is snug lying in the
no hint of tragedy. For Beethoven's
been discovered." The dispatch also graveyard near the powder house on
song and Wolf's she lacked bigness of
says:
"It has always ifcen supposed
the Plain.—Ed.
conception. In the Handel air, Donauand generally given to be understood by
dy's song and "Wldraung," she was
Wllde himself that he wrote the play
Wags:
World
the
As
not remarlcablo.
first In
French, especially for Sarah
Miss
wonder was aroused recently
for tlie present,
My
In comedy,
Bernhardt."
when 1 read that a certain speaker of
Glanninl has hen stren^h. Not onco In
air
hearCherublno's
would
one
wide repute and presumably peaceful
20 years
This Is an entertaining story.
The habits had electrified a huge audience.
sung 80 perfectly In character as yessurprising part of It Is that M. <Je
a
magain
stated
exit
Miss
Glannlnl's
Later I found
terday, not to forget
Rlchter did not tell It until after the zine article that he was a human dyqulsiteness of style and tone
leath of Wilde, Ross, Mme. Bernhardt namo. Does that explain the shocking
Dellbes's song of tho^e Cadla girts
and John Lane, who published the Eng- occurrence?
H. F. M.
she sang enchantingly. The fnik songs
lish version of "Salome."
she sang quite as well as she sang them
a month ago; higher praise cannot be
As fhe World Wags
In the first place, Wilde did not write
[givsn. And In tU« UiMllinff ardor with
I thought you migtit like the inclosed
Mr.
Good"Salome" for Mme. Bernhardt.
help
column,
to
He poem for your
which she sounded "Melne Llebe 1st
wrote to the London Times on March win win a good fight. It Is clipped from
Gruen" lies a promise that In time Miss
a paper published in California, where,
2, 1893, a few days after the publicamortal
cares,
some
Glanninl may become what evidently
have
they
evidently,
tion of "Salome": "The fact that the
even as we, although their climate Is she aspires to be, a true dramatic soprano.
greatest tragic actress of any stage now golden, especially for those who go from
M. A. S.
The audience, highly pleased, would
living saw in my play such beauty that
New England with cash.
R. R. G.
have many extra songs.
Wremttiam.
she was anxious to produce it. to take
iherself the part of the heroine, to lend
IS NEXT
to the entire poem the glamour of her
(By George C. Benedict)
personality and to my prose the music
A sickening cr^h, a sudden stop.
of her flute-Uke voice this was naturalAnother man Is hit;
At the Copley-Plaza Hotel last evenly,
and always will be, a source of A morbid crowd, a blase cop
for the aid of the Jacoby Club.
iiiij,
iprlde and pleasure to me, and I look
Whose eyes are used to it
?.Ime.
Naardyn Lyska sang a group
jforward with delight to seeing Mme.
Inq'uisltlve people passing by
devoBernhardt present my play in Paris,
of folk songs of exotic origin
Are asking "Who Is he,
tional
songs of the Indians, of the
ithat vivid centre of art, where religious
will
he
die
alive
or
Is he
jdramas are often performed. But my
Japanese, of the Portuguese, Malabars,
Thro'ugh curiosity.
Uoumanians. Egyptians, Spanish and
jplay was In no sense of the word wrltiton for this great actress. I have never :"A lucky dog," In accents low,
Icelandic, as well as a negro prifoii
witten a play for any actor or actress.
chant.
We hear a fellow say,
op<>r,v

—

Inquirer's

now

an

Imitilrcr.

-'iiall

for the artisan In literature
artist."'

early

erliloriiil
.Mu.sii'

la.st

luir

Ih.

,.i
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to the osltibllshni.

to

"WASH HER

;»nd

Ihr

oil

yon heavenly place,
Or shuts me up In hell!"
Then conffregatlon In our vllla^re church
sang this hymn In a singularly cheerful
manner. l'>d.

—

.1,,

Post

!>0',s

—

point of timfe

l"il-r.
l'o..itoii

'''plil.i.

Yd

Removes me

';

AmniTM

•

;>ge, M.i.s.'-.n huM u?.
I'll:
copy wan
bllBhed by Crocker & Hrowsler. Hob'o
111
1S51.
The third line In -L-o! on
:i
narrow neck of land," headed "Serious Pro.ipect of Eternity," should read:
how Insensible!" It Is followed
bS

1''

"A

:

lady

the errant eye to

j

;

chea.t;

She carries down the escalator stair
A ray of morning sunshine rare as
sweet

Now, gentle

Ella, chaff her

If

I

,

thou dare!
A.

W.

t

FOR AMORISTS
(For As

World Wags)
of infection

the

To succumb to the effects
With the germ that grows
an

Is

to affection.

111

Of
Of that voice small and .still
Void of Us prop of reflection.
the will

JAC SINDLEK.

Framlngham.

'

25TH CONCERT~OF

I

FLUTE PLAYERS' CLUB
The 25th concert

j

j

of the Flute Players'

Georges Laurent, musical directake place at the Boston Art

Club,

will

tor,

Club,

Dartmouth

street

entrance,

at

o'clock.
Edith R. Noyes, piano;
Margaret Starr McLain, piano; Jesus
M. Sanroma, piano; Messrs. Thillois
and Kuntz, violins; Artieres, viola; Mivlolincello;
qipelle,
Marjorie
Patten
Wipaver, violoncello, and Mr. T.aurent,
5:30

The program

Site, will take part,
follows:

is

—

as

Bdith R. .N'oyes—.Legende d'Amour, for
'cello and pfano.
.Mr. Thlllols. Mrs. Weaver and the

vloiln,
t

Gaubert

Ph.

—composer.
Sonata
for

i

and

flute

I

cilfno.

j

Mr.

•

Laurent.

Mr. Sanroma.
Impreseions of a

Hugene Goossens — Five

Upllday, for flute, 'cello
1.
In the Hills
2.
By the Rivers

and piano, op

'

7

I

i

,

I

The Water-wheel
The Village Church
At the Fair

3.
4.
5.

Messrs.

i

j

I.aurent.

—

Mlquelle,

Sanroma

(First time)
Edith R, Noyes "Violin sonata
The Indian Princess Alia
Love of Atla and White Chief
Farewell and death of Atla
Funeral Cortege (up the lake)
Grief, and Despair of White Chief

i

I

'

I

|

;

i

and the composer
Margaret Starr McLaIn Piano Quintet.
Mr.

Thillois

Messrs.

Thillois,

r.Mioiie

A

—
Kimtz.

.\rtieres.

and the composer.
(First tirne)

'

i

i

:

j

I

^Tr.

anri

r

Gardner's, article about local
p^rn.rmn.f opera published In
last

Sunday,

has

\MME, LYSKA SINGS
EXOTIC FOLK SONGS

—

iii-

Local Opera

WHO

\

I

—

—

\

:

;

nagged by his ^>
able ilttlp daugh

And as she
that they demand.
she grew more ardent, her tones
resonant, although there was no
vocal beauty in her sinRlnff, and her
voice seems almost untrained at tim>^s.
Prefacing each group of songs, she
explained their origin, iheir use and,
meaning: and whether sho sang the
{trange street song of the Maiabarese.
a medley of Arabic, Sanskrit and of
Persian dialects, or the wild haunting
there
air of the Roumanian women,

was a

darlc intensity,

An

It.

ventured far

.

who ha3

;

song.
entertained.

and

small,

Plymouth—"The Goose Hangs
High," a comedy by Lewis Beach
with Norman Trevor and Mrs.
Thomas Whiffin. Second week.
Souris";
"Chauve
Shubert
Baileff and his players return
with a new entertainment. Last

—

revues

week.
Wilbur

j

man and

wonders why
ed by her husband, she
New joric,
she left the bright lights of telephone
h^r
As
for the dull village.
frequent y
runs
is out of order, she
there strikes up
to the Grahams and
a friendship with Ed.
party ana
Little "Sister" goes to a
Sher3^^,^^ accompany her.
l

m

,

I

DVORAK SYMPHONY
Je^^rday
;

1

the St. James Theaitre
afternoon, the People's Symphony, con-

^

weekidan leaves his wife to spend a
a man
end in the city. He must see
who may have a PO^'t'o". f"''.,'^''"^,
t^Ted of It.
old storj', and the wife is
comShe sends for Kd, to keep 'liermandopany and asks htm to bring his
gives
she
Thev play and sing;
line
the grocer
him high "balls, for though
the garage man 10is not paid and
alto
a worthless check, there is
ceives
Anniversary
makes
Chad-w-lck.
Butterfly" ;
ways Scotch in the house. She
his
Overture.
Ed comfortable, asks him to smoke
The orchestra was apparently In line pipe.
by little ?^ph
i^l'l.f/
P^^"^^^ Little
Dvorak
out
the
both
blossoms
and
In
Ed.
yesterday,
fettle
^t home.
symphony, which r.r»ngriy enough has They dance; he kisses her several
:

—

Majestic—"I'll Say She Is,"
musical revue starring the Four
Marx brothers. Sixth week.
in 3 acts by J. M,
Boston Repertory Company.

Coade.
Mrs. Sil^.
Mrs. Dearth....
I,ady Caroline
.Toanna Trout

same

I

m

upstairs. Mrs. Sheridan co^cs
ever. Ed beg ns to
r.t a
How will they register Then
weaken.
hoter Will he find a position.
_simple and
charmingly
..^..e,-.,
a l,u>x.
in a.
all

say a

jjgy j^ij^,
..

tok«i,
little

sentimenta

Ity;

°f

was less than Rome
was plenty
times happens. Of wit there
"tt^, not too
and humor; of poesy a
."'ay
opinion
^®
poetical, If a frank
'^'^hty arnus
down. There was comedy

I

A certain vein of
scarcely be denied.
A^frrcas
These elements,
'de'
trade.
,f
In fr
form Barrie' s dramatic stock
drew

Ing.

he

for this "Dear Brutus
that
elemen
freely on yet '-^""^her
criticism
which, according to modern and "tis
intellectual
permeates every
curate's s«rmon, a
ilo effort, be it a
nocturne for
portrait In pastel, or a
element, no less of Irony.

But

)

woman,

a

Ed Marion Fairbanks
"apartment"
who at first
Jay Velie and rrtore girls,
couch
seemed to be dressing case, which
for
nest
settles etc., made a
wUlmgly
any young bachelor would
pay high rent.
that
was
A remarkable scene had openedIn Ina
Ed
restaur,-mt that
that a
Glasgow, where he learned because
a canoe—
like
"Scotchman is not
things, and
he never tips"-and other with bare
where three Ormond girls will order
censor
sensible
knees that no
danced
'covered and the three Le Grohs
and lo;^-'«-nd, that
highland
filngs,
with
tremble
Lomond
fould make Ben
the way
pleasure. These La Grohs, by
twist.
novel
^how by thei'r;rank^ and
French branch
?hat they come from a
May.

silliness

more beautiful than
the
pathetic scene tells

j

ter quality there

,

ar!

Alan Mo'v-bray
wordlev Hiilse

1

was set on
surely an odder play never
Full of fancy and con
the boards.
to l^^, Barrie
celts one might expect it
by the
Pretty sentiment
wi-ote it.
"Ot to
one would ook

!

^

Katherln"
Francl" Oompton
victor Tandy

Margaret

I

music of Faure, music
and rounded In outline
more
thin Is Debussy's for the opera, more
p-lpa*»Ie than the slim, uncertain sugIs so at
gestlveness of Debussy that is
one with the mysticism of Maeterlinck

Standing

Mr. Dearth

I

in the
definite

Dudgeon

irucy Currier

Jf"
wVi;
Purtlje
Mr. W

;

And

cast.

jeVsamine Newcombe

Matey

I

are

The

.Bl«petl.

;

Law

I

I

^

thing of rarel
dreamer,
beauty with Jay Velie as a
and supbride
Janet Velie his d^-^^m
that helped
plemental girls as petals
dream. In the
to make it a bewitching

^"The Rose" was

Brutus,"
COPLE THEATRE— "Dear
Barrie. The

comedy

he
this
—-times. Sheridan returns, for
before
here
played
been
not
check from
tlmt his wife had taken a
season, and in the subtle, Impressionget the
to
trying
is
he
for
As
music
his pocket.
istic reaches of the Faure
gacheck-which she had given to the
"Pelleas and Mellsande" whicJi Mr.
comes
^Ed.
brutal.
Monteux played last a season ago, rage man-he grows and orders Sherilack
in from the kitchen
there was a rare restraint and a
lamb has
dan out of the house. The
of edglness In .their playing.
lion. The young wife
'VVorld
raging
New
a
become
the
jilayed
Mason
Mr.
they should have
[symphony with its eloquent and thinly and Ed. know that wife.
It's rot too
orchestral
Len husband and
sputi melodies. Its occasional
times,
They will run away.
late
opulence, and its tawdriness at
bag and to
Ed. goes home to pack Ws
without bombast, or exteTiuatlon of its
is
the station. The flight
well worn tunes, as so many conductors meet her at
naggers
the
As
"genlously prevented.
accustomed to do.
'

|

Mary Eaton.

finds

j

the queerest
wobbled into a house
a stork 'that ever
,
carrying a baby.
^e^Albert Shaw and Samuel
J°
Spanish guitar
eether with Ed, did
would astonish
fhings and songs that
old
of
Andalusia and turn the head

a stork

Ziegfeld's musical production, star
ring Eddie Cantor and featuring

^^^j^^^.

Stuart Masotu wid with
Jllddred Cobb, soprano, as the soloist,
Dvorai,
pave the loMowlng progi am
P\mph'onv Ko, 5 in B minor, op. 9o
suite
Mellsande"
Faure "Pelleas and
music
for orchestra from the incidental
Maieriinck's play; Puccini. Aria,
to
Maeterlinck's play; Puccini, Aria;

Schrode was
was a dancer and Joseph
perfect fool of

Connolly with Roland

Young. Last week.
Colonial— "Kid Boots,"

v by

ducted

—

"Beggar on Horseback," satirical comedy by Kauf-

has

her search for folk

The audience was

Margaret
Eddinger,
Henrietta Crosmann
and others. Second week.

LaAvrencc,

the stage-she
in

a

Thomas with

E.

Wallace

"one, two, three, four." at 50 o-ntf f
The Sheridans are constantly
hour
to b ame^
lowing, and the wife is not
she
The neighbors cannot forget that
insultLonely,
been on the stage.

and an untamed

exotic Czech,

afield in

I

left

parts

minor

— "Spin-Drift,"

New Park
comedy by A.

had aken
"si^al
and
^medies-to n.arry Bert, a ^^'^^,11'
beat
dead
rude, sneering, a
fellow
childrenShe ^ves music lessons to

Sheridan
,

ONTINUINSTTLAY s

(

m

manner of the
Mellpr. althoufrh
Mnu>.
.r dark vivacity,
to thoso songs the strange
hnrshmetallic
he sometlnios
sofc crvonlng In the lower
the

l-iitiuel

aest in

visits

.

'

"

;
them.
'\'^"}'[^*'\^^
plished nagger. She has
In
deMghts
She
a perfect husband.
Poor
contrasting Kd. with him.
He
peace.
cannot smoke his pipe In
playing the
has been debarred from
"
bound
Is
wife
His
mandoline.
daughter, little
f'^tf^^
insufferable
P'^Sglsh
spoiled,
who is thoroughly
rejecting
finding fav.lt with her father
attention to him
his caresses, paying no
her.
with
talk
when he tries to
Mrs
Next door live the Sheridans

who
in

—

"

1

of

the

family of Otto,

SheUey.

I

livery stable with
*'ln act 2
dreamed cf
horses of breeds never
even Ed
Arabia or Samarkand, and
manage them Just as he
couldn't

Ed has a

m

whorn
rTh'e Vo?ga boys, eight Cossacks,on the
Ed swore he found sitting
l?oked real,

fteppes of Russia, -'ertainly
\olga hoat"
and everyone who likes the
sing U
men's song should hear them Cos=acK
'should hear all ihe other

should stay
him
thfey
aione, iplanoforte-the
can make her way alone^
It was bitter irony.
but never will she
stage,
limeu
the
sharply
the
Is
sensuous,
there
for
^"h
^The-'Xsing "ballet of theas north'
delicately
Barrie will have It,
leadAft<^r she
wind " with Riggs and Witchie
ning.
Ifind another man like Ed.
thority of no less a Pers°". ^5.^" ,?,^f
w
we
and grace is rethat
ers, in strength, beauty
Although she chose to sing the goes, Ed. thinks it all over. He order."! neare to support his view,
If
color, movement
pleie with loveliness in
the aunt to leave the house, as she ir, s
threadbare aria of Cio-Clo-San froni
humans do not learn ^'^ ^^PfJ'^^^^^ue
to make
"Madama Butterfly," Miss Cobb sang 'fond of her perfect TIenry. He smokes we are given a second chance
new
of
and
lives
'^^'n'thTfinafe.'something entirely
tone In
his pipe and throws ashes on the rug.
Tomtthifg better of our
w-lth warmth and a resonant
chief contents of the
pouncing upon It
of ?hl kind, the
He reads the riot act to his wife. Vhen °"
ourselves instead of
are
her lower register, clearly, flexibly and
Ed
by
Francis preached
Grab Bag are reviewed and
q^^,the little girl asks him to stop playing
w^th a smooth and beautiful tone in
we, hlce the hsnes s"^'
then to
-1 ne
the old wa>.
tucked Into a huge bag
to orefer to jog on
her upper reache s. Only once was there
the mandolin, he rushes up stairs and
dmvn to
Himself rings the bell and lies
spanks her. Henceforth he will rule thej
a suggestion of metal tn her uppe
well-earned repose.
^J ^
house. When his wife says there willj
h
aria,
the
repeated
she
when
notes, and
be only eggs for supper— while he was
by request, this disappeared. Ari "Amerl-| with Mrs. Sheridan in her sitting room,
Story
can who has lived for a long time In
he had forgotten the roasting leg of
Mrs swing's ^°^-"V.'"';^fits these Isn't Life Wonderful?"
Italy, ehe has the advantage of an exlamb at home—he says severely: "All
^^Ta'^d/^dr^ew
cellent Italian, to which she has added
He
After
again."
of Germany
D^eX"
right, but don't let it happen
characterized a
clarity of diction.
will be
will be comparatively happy; he
n^fHv too Mr. Clive
dogs
Next week Ms. Mollenhauer will again
forget Mrs.
ever
painter driven to the
will
he
but
alone;
let
?ood-nat'2?ed
resume the conductor's post, and Harand remarK
s
?,„ .irlnk- with real power
Sheridan?
LOEWS STATE—D. W. Griffitn
man
ry Farbmann, violinist, will be the soThe comedy is faithful to life, a com- able'lacikl play he Pictured the
"Isn't Life Wonderful?" based
of
film
loist. The program will Include; BeeMoss,
edy that is amusing from beginning to
misery when he
on the story of Maj. Geoffrey
thoven, overture "Leonore," No. Ill,
'^o,
Dempend, though it Is not without bitterwith a cast that Includes Carol
op. 72; Paganinl, concerto for violin,
of
view
cynical
Hams,
a
without
Marcia
ness, not
ster. Neil Hamilton.
in D major, (cadenza by Emil Sauret);
married life when a couple is mis
"Le
symphonic poem.
Luplno Lane and others.
Salnt-Saens,
dialogue might be heard
The
mated.
of its title.
ineptitude
;,r.
the
Tschalkow31;
Despite
Rouet d'Omphale," oP.
prob
Grifin many homes; the nagging was
Isn't Life Wonderful?" which Mr.
sky, symphony No. 4 In P minor, op. 38
in the audi
many
appreciated
by
ably
in Germany
made
cohorts
E. G.
fith and his
attejnpt
ence. Yet there is no palpable
most straightthe
last summer, is
The mirror Is
of
to preach a sermon.
forward and the least embellished
.held up, but the dramatists hold it
traces of the
still
There are
films.
his
commoralizing
Lvlthout explanatory or
underGriffith sentiment, of the heavy
winent.
mascoring in titles, of the obvious
Mr.
capitally acted.
play
is
This
films
his
^ fSpottswood's portrayal of Ed. is realchinations that always mark
there
Yet
studio.
of
the
with the taint
istic with the realism that comes only
vould is simplicity, a wistfulness here, a lack
a role that
The good nature, tlie infrom art.
g^ed valiantly with
The of melodrama and pathos.
herself.
Taliaflerro
patience
herent kindly disposition, the
By PHILIP
fax Mabel
There is little substance dramatically
of the man; his longing for affection;
Hollis Street Theatre: First perform-re heartily in his story; it is merely a romantic
fi^"st'and thira acts
his realization of how a woman like
ance In Boston of "Xext Door," a com^The
in
audience.
episode staged in post-war Germany,
young Mrs. Sheridan could have been a
applauded .y a J-|e
edy in three acts, by Dorothy Parl-er
a suburb of Berlin, where
Copenick,
his
happiness;
source
of
Richard
comfort
and
a
by
Produced
and Palmer Rice.
estabPolish refugees and others have
final revolt and airs of domination
Herndon with the title "Close Harthird,
waiting apali«!hed temporary homes,
all this was expressed without a trace
mony" at "Wilmington, Del., on Nov. 21,
would
-or
their
nig^ht
In
thetically for a change
they were la^t
of exaggeration, yet with an ever presTtti
Produced at the Gaiety Theatre,
;1924.
R. R. G.
tunes.
ent vitality that prevented Ed. from
Interest any audience.
New York, before an invited audience.
\nd with the faint chiaroscuro that
being lovable but weak.
on Xov. 30, 1924, with Miss Lyon, Miss
surrounds each of his films, Mr. GrlfAnd his rehabilitation he owed to Mrs.
Curtis and Mr. Spottswood in <.he ca.st.
twisting
fith has captured strange,
Sheridan, as played by Miss Lyon, who
The players here
with a
cobbled sU-eets; a hill topped
would have turned the head of any
Valeria Valalre
Haristt Graham
bargea
windmill, a river with boats,
man.
Miss Lyon did not make the
Arline Blacltburn
Sister Graham
stolid'
three
his
with
Marie Fanchonettl
man sitting idly
mistake of forcing comedy In its more
Annie Q-Connell
the
accordion;
Marie Curtis
Even
Ada Towsetey
children, playing his
serious phase Into melodrama.
Lyor
Wanda
followed
Mrs. Sheridan
panic of the bread line that
tempting Ed. to run away with her, she
James Spottswood
ocEd Graham
th«
mark,
have
She should
the depreciation of the
did not "vamp" him.
as
Franklyn Fox
Bert Sheridan.-.
When Ed Wynn presented himself,last
C. H. Carlton
casional American at the Night Club.
been Ed.'s wife; he should have been
Bin Saunders
Theatre
Tremont
the
says,
at
lacks
he
James feeeley
Dr. P.obbins
She respected him, loved
Yet, somehow his Germany
her mate.
every
night to open his "Grab Bag,"
perhaps because he nas
conviction,
is
said that the authors first
him too honestly, to make him un
It
person in the houseful that greeted
principals American
his
A charming portrayal of a him
chosen
happy.
for
thought of "Soft Music" as a title for
peronce as the
at
lilm
lor
recognized
"Close Harmony" was^
frank and fascinating woman, with all
actors and actresses, who never
the
this comedy.
fool of 'Uvtf years ago and
fect
might!
two
her slang and views of life.
once suggest either Poles or Germans^
better, but either one of the
all the
broke
It
began.
persons that
The two were naturally the dom- "laughquake"
It Is only in his incidental
have given a false idea of the play's
at once and ImThe others In the laughquakeographs into
nature. "Harassing Domesticity" would
inating characters.
he has drawn from the native stock.
laugh simoons,
turned
professor
mediately
slow-witted
large
audicompany were adequate. A
And with the
be more informing.
typhoons and hurricanes that chased
For this comedy is photographic of
ence was unmistakably pleased.
and his family: the brother Theodor
all the variegated
through
other
isignt
each
the
goggled evad, a waiter at
married life in a small town, a "dump,"
away
scenes till the actors "were tucked
Club to preserve his scholarly Integas young Mrs. Sheridan describes it, 47
at
himself
Ed
by
bag
girl, widein a huge grab
minutes from the Grand Central starity In the day; Inga, the
2a00 (or
the end of the finale— and the
Graham, a meek man. Is
I

—in
was

this

i_„i/i.„toi
Incidental

,Y,„»in
music,

j

„
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WYNN OPENS 'GRAB

i

I

'

BAG' AT
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,

1

I

tion.

EJd.

I

lui'isllle. O) In tl.
ITlh ci-ntury tho word
to a barrier across a wui,

was n
and

fved

^

has somehow inan-

M

,

create

10

with

,

ii

»om«7^
interostlng film, yet it
of
misses Its mark, partly because
been
has
^n<Pv endlnir Mr. Griffith because of
r-uHy
obUg;d to add. and
Carol Dempster as the,
the oastlng.
slmAn
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with an unaccustomed
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l^ne, a music hall comedian,
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elaboration.
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a watrr-gato, l^.
water to flow, but obstru.i.
also a lock on a navigable river.
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America

their first appearance in
gave a
direct fro;n London ballrooms,
new dignity to the dances. 1" w"'^.''

Fried s
they were supported by Paul
jazz orchestra from Chicago.
Aerial
the
were
Completing the bill
Smiths, intrepid trapeze artists; C'auclla

.

John Collier
.iMarle LaJloz
Elsie Hltz

,

>

.

.

.

Roberta Lee Clark
chie
Houston Richards
Giles Is again blazing the trail,
.1 time giving fresh production to
Pavls's play for the first time In
l.-xy

.

1
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i
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i'!ty.

"Boston

much headway

^•

titter" was
last evening.

an otherwise beautiful per.ince.
Mr. Godfrey could stand it
:ig

.

i

longer, and at the conclusion of tlie
coiid act stepped In front of' the curlia and rebuked the "titterers" In" a
'

•

•

frse sentences right out from the
Tulder. He -was warmly Indorsed by

\v

,

:

large audience.
Is not the Davis that wo knew
In the daj's of sizzling melodrama at
th
uptown theatre, griven to wild exg-f^eratlon. to artifice of the theatre,
mellower playwright
ut
i-ather the
settled down to more delicate stroke,
characterization, to
•o
finely etched
Nor has he
flfsh and blood people.
found it necessary, in this tale of the
countryside, to resort to the old for-

graphs pubUshtd

Mr. Davis has drawn Lazybones with
unerring hand and Mr. Collier has vitalized him beyond the reach of his
ai s
Mr. Collier's performance was
\ni]y conceived, free from any sem'

'

r,

Inn. e

of theatricalism, unblemished

by

.ii
ature; he might have walked onto
he stage of the St. James direct from
A
( ountrj'side
a performance that
J lyurs well for the future of this unas^
riiug young actor, who apparently ha.s
l!i> before him.
Miss Hitz clearly
r rfntiated the Kit of Ingenuous child••1
and the more subdued Kit of maand her wooing of Lazybones
't>
a picture to think about.
Anna
US was always in the picture as
jrtlia Tuttle, kindly, sympathetic, just
irh a woman as we find in every New
);ng-land village.
For the others, each
contributed to the illusion, and Mr.
Godfrey may well plume himself on his
production.
If we could only feel, after
admonition and plea, that the veil
• ould enclose forever that "Boston titt' r,"
what pleasure In store for future
udiences!
T. A. R.
i,

'

:

.

1

i

(

1^

This reminds us of a little story. A
lady in Boston was regretting that one
of her friends was connected with an
influential newspaper in town, but not
with the one that she preferred. "AVhy
Bugle Horn of
don't you like the
Libertyr' "Well, you see, none of my
friends die In the Bugle Horn, \^hereas
the Owl makes a specialty of deaths."

One

the

of

most

diversified

biUs

time
offered at Keith's Theatre for some
opened laat evening with a larger pausual at the beginning
aasslcal, comedy, terpslchore and variety acts provided a bill
audithat appealed to an appreciative

tronage than

Is

of the week,

ence.
I

Judging from the applause, Harry
comedy star,
f, composer and musical
versatility Is apparently Inex•.ose
austlble, shared the headline honors
Nellie and Sara Kouns. noted
A-lth
linglng

sisters

who have

starred

in

The formusical revues.
"modern'
of
interpretation
mer's
jreek dances, and the latter's recital
lumerous

j'

vice I'd be, sir.'
" 'You shall have

be-

"

WHY TURNPIKE?

within 50 to 70 years are amazing.
Fancy, If one can, old Rowley having
16 coaches a day passing through. Gone
are the coaches and the branch railways have gone under, ail making way
for "Sir Auto." Who can tell me why
this old Newburport highway, like so
many others here and in England came
AVhat, where
to be called turnpikes?
and why did they get the name? In
my early days one had always to see

It,'

'

Recalled after this group.
Mr. Oswald played a Brazilian Tango.
Mr. Oswald has an agreeable touch

the simplest.

and a fluent mechanism which was well
displayed in the third of the pieces by
His playing greatly pleased an
Bach.
audience that should have been much
larger, for the recital was In aid of the
South End music school.
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aftemon.

yesterday
At Svmphony hall,
Haydn Society, with
the Handel and
Miss
MoUenhauer as conductor.
Air
as soloist, and
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And
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KoussTvit.ky. as well

Saturday morBErnest ScnelUng's

^:lceris there.

i^ortirins^rurr.

manner

froin the
since Bostonlans are separated
mother country by 30«0 miles and 300
of our
fashions
years, we have a few
And as Oliver Wendell Holmes
own.
concerning anoth-r
said some time ago
pry the pematter, Tarbellus could not
a Boston man, not
of
out
culiar habits
creation
he had the tire <jf all
straightened out

j

1

'-Heriodiade.'' Massenet),
of
Chorum

i;;-r^orurof^^.e^C-^-

which so distinguishes you, that when
Great
people from different parts of
EngBritain speak so differently, an
that
surprised
lishman ought not be

In one's
driving.

gave the

Luker as the organist
°'
the
fouowlng program for
f
people's concerts^
series of two young
fear h m
the men who

Wank

"were" would sound

his

soprano,

Mary Dyer,

the philosopher,
would not,' said
"
growing bald.'

perfect Indifference.
Tell him, in that
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^';i:„e":rsch'elling has'
.^^"quaint illustrations

added amusing
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besu^^
extensive pro-
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"Turnpike" is here elliptical for
"turnpike road." De Foe spoke of "one
about
of the worst turnpikes round
London" in 1748. The phrase "as plain
debate
in
a
used
was
turnpike,"
as a
in 1802.
in tho United States Congress
A turnpike was first of allroada
(1)
across
a
or
in
fixed
barrier
spiked
sudor passage as a defense against
horseon
men
den attack, especially of
how
certain
appear
not
does
It
back.
how
this was originally constructed, or
with
identify
it
writers
it acted; later
other
the cheval de frise, but the
senses suggest that -in older use tho
quotaearliest
The
vertical."
axis was

head In the Oxford dic(2)
dated "about 1420."
century later was the
a
"Turnpike"
word for a horizontal cross of timber
turning on a vertical pin set up to exclude horse traffic from a footway. It
this

'It

g-a-h

a pleasant memoryjs the picture
of Dick Turpin on his famous Black
Bess with mane and tail flying, scorning to pay toll by jumping over the
Igate. Toll-gates and turnpike gates are
now about extinct. Boston had her
gate out on the milldam not so many
years ago when on Tuesdays (Brighton
market day) hundreds of horses, oxen,
am
I
sheep, etc., passed through.
curious to know where, when and why
highways ever got the name of turn-

la

Interesting

effective, the

most poetically characteristic was "The
Poor Rag Doll." wistful, pathetic, and

authority of
like "wear," and for the
an American dictionary he would feel

What

under

The most

In their nudity.

Haydn

the World Wags:
"Tarbellus," in your column asks how
be
the last syllable of "figure" should
pronounced other than if it were spelled
As it is perfectly evident that
g-e-r.
in
he believes it should be pronounced
hear
that way, we should just love to
to
him try it, feeling very sure thatlike
Bostonian ears it would sound

fic

tionary

I

have been

probably

ivould

As

As the World Wags:
The Herald's editorial on the old
Newburyport turnpike was most inThe great changes In trafteresting.

tion

Vill i

"

your hair stand on end.
'I

"^^

Cooiii

ibut this one Is a wooden doll.
the
lAjbos Is evidently acquainted with
Kvorks of Claude Dcbu.«ay. The latter's
influence was especially noted in the
In the nrst. one
first two movements.
was convinced that there were liberal
of
duotations. or that the pianist, tired
Villa-Lobos. thought to himself, ".Now
of
Demeasures
few
a
Interpolate
1 11
The folk tunes themselves
bussy's."

power to your honor. It Is
she
the wife 1 have and the heartscald
She does be making my life a
is to me.
next
the
end
to
week's
one
misery from
and every day longer Uian the day beto
If I was to tell you all I have
fore
put up with fiom her it would make

selfassertlrA. "W.

that there was money enough
pocket to pay the pike when

"TlK-ie

I^k Alike to .Me." While thene Mrano
alllan dolU do not all sound allk*.
nne hearing them, without the program
"That ono U porce.11 hand, could say,
'oti.-i.
lain: that one l.s made of terra

" 'More

latedly.

atedly.

Punchln<-llo and a witch.
wRR a onco popular Hong, "All

c'.oll.

pher.

clerk,

ears most

i

'

" 'I'm in great trouble this day. said
it's asking for your ad-

Skilled in interpolatlvate remark.

Dinning our

not f«-

Manic by

gocri-.

i

Paudeen, 'and

macious.
Is uncommuntcatlvatlous.

all

U

Vllla-Ijobos

of

our concert

BE A PARODY"

band in
James Stephens:

on bores and speakers contu-

Oft from the point meanders

to

)

biien perforniod In Parld In the
fours* of the lust two years. Tli" Siiltn
last night In lia«ed i":
her,
They
yolk themes.
to tvplfy dolls, ono of «hlto
Creole doll of papl"" niachc, a liift/.ili.iii
Indian doll of terra cotta, n mulatto doll
d^ll of wood, a rag
<i( rubber, a negro

'tricks

Distress" the prose manner

"relatlvated" has received
the sanction of a local body.)
whe Is used to taking
chairman,
Our
chairs.
An expert In municipal affairs.

The ratioclnativated

name

hc

i^'

latli,

him ban

M. J. aiacManus in "A Jackdaw
Philin Dublin" thus parodies in "The
osopher Gives Some Advice to a Hus-
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But he
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word

sit
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basis.
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Can

I

very unenviable reputation."
As for Dick Turpin's famous ride on
Black Bess, the story Is now said to be
only legendary, without a historical

"I'D

'^'

li"

the

Imiliiir

upon
and
travelers' familiar to every road,
a
they earned the pikemen as a class

were

These

Ini

(HiiitrlffH,

,

IPJii

,'\(ih

which
the pikemen would Issue a ticket
gate
cost just as much, to the next
be
only when another payment would
demanded.

II.,

•lii.«n

|,lnyed In ili,
I.iPt .iBUviHiy hn was
'ooneort of the P«opI»'«
.rlientra In TloHl-.in, and

sary for the traveler to know his way
to
about, and if he were going through,
ask for a ticket to clear to Brighton; else

was read."

(The

•

F. will find pictures of English
"V.
turnpike tickets in Charles G. Harper's
"The Brighton Road" a volume of that
entei-taining series: "Histories of the
Roads," published by Edwin Valentino
"It was necesMitchell, Hartford, Ct.

had ever seen It. Mr. Scarlett observed
that a gentleman having a town-house
and a country house and a counting
house In 'Change-alley, would be sure
The advertisement
to read the Times.

pike.

FkEITH'S PRESENTS

100 years

jected to the advertisement being read,
as there was no proof that the plaintiff

,

-

Times

March 2, 1825: "A witness produced
the Times of July 25 containing a cerMr. Gurney obtain advertisement.

i

si^cret for all time.

the

ago.

This

mula.
Fifteen years elapse between acts 1
and 2: five years between acts 2 and 3.
Lazybones is all that his name Implies;
^ rk to him Is somebody else's concern.
f:ut he will fish with the t>est of them.
Up by the beaver dam he hears the
n i.ispering katydids, drawn in their dip.-tion he finds a baby, and home to
MoUier Tuttic in the basket he brings
Mrs. Tuttle, kindness itself, takes
her.
the little one cheerfully. Then the testy
and hysterical Mrs. Fanning points the
linger of suspicion at Lazybones, who
N keeping company with her daughter,
rlclentally it develops that her other
nghter, Ruth, Is the mother of the
Id, who confided her predicament to
..-zy bones, who knew not only where
to g':t the child, but how to keep a

m

:,iKi.
li,

heroes, who
ton Gazette, 1812:
were to have mounted the heights of
Abram, are yet in tho garb of turnpikers, unaccoutred and undisciplined.

.

H^nrlqu

F'oreiic.

mean

"The

.

uttle
'.innlnr

to

the

of

of

oini^""*"'

(H)

"Turnpike" was also a wire Knare set
by a poacher across a hare or rabbit's
run. It Is an obsolete term for a turntable on a railway. In Scotland a staircase winding round a central axis, a
spiral or winding stair, was called, perhaps is today, a turnpike.
Susan Warner's "Wide, Wide
In
W«rld," a book once dear to thousands
some one says: "I am scalding this
meal with It to make turnpikes." This
was In 1850. In tho same year a writer
spoke
In the Knickerbocker Magazine
of little yellow cakes called turnpikes,
or
purpose
"used, I believe, for some
Can anyone
other in baking bread."
were.
tell us just what these turnpikes
Webster in 1S06 admitted the verb to
turnpike."
a
erect
or
form
"to
turnpike,
BosTurnplkers were foot-travelers.

i.

I

(orlg.

,

,

,

—Ed.

;

.

came

Itiiii
i

nature of ft
turnpike In sense 2, later a gate or
gates) placed across a road to stop passage till tho toll Is paid; a toll-gate.

th"^
.\nother featt.re
the coW"
,ncnselv popular vvas Montana,
ra ed he was
demons.
who
banjoLst.
l.ov
nstringed
as' much at homo with a
protoI.Mrumont as his more famous
Itvpo was In the saddle of a buC'<ln«:
Harris,
broncho. Ted Trevor and DIna
In

"turnpike"

10(8

"a barrier

a son

IS

stream;

ST. JAMES theatre;—First per- Coleman, In characteristic studies of
rirance in Boston of "Lazybones." feminine types; Mack and Rossiter. in
•hronlcle of a country town." in "A Mpdern Occurrence," and Claudia
i ts,
by Owen Davis. Staged by Alba and company, introducing Enrope s
Aesop a
athlete.
The cast:
Godfrey.
feminine
famous
...Anna L<ayn8r Fables. Topics of the Day and Pathe
Tuttl*
-ler
Louis Leon Unll
usual.
as
Avere screen offerlnigs.
.'
I'annlnj.
Olive Blalceney News
n.iUlsttr. .N
Roy Elktns
Fanning
Barbara Gray
The London Times reprints paraI

MfndelHuohi

n;

tlio
,

" '^^' ^J^"
screen drama,
thrilling
'""^t''*'''^
niacksmlth's Daughter," an
«nd
vintage.
.n? hit of early
/''f
J"'
c.ny scene from "Romeo and

I

cirl

l

comedy _».-ir,es
o««''"f-^
K.1...11V leading the
In an "P';°f^'""«
Withers.
Charles
W.AS
^
''"^''^y
travesty on the old-style communlti.s
};\^,
pram, common In rural
T-*^'*
'"f "f^t
not -o many years mtothe
band,
Silas SpHven'B SUvertown

that .he 'i'-''"'"'"^';"*.
".'aek
stro.s. and Paul, ^vho l'">l<l%fl"/'!,'^y

,i

s'

oral recalls.

dowry
;'

l.-issical

,

dogK<-d.

'

-
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OSWALD GIVES

i

program.
a Kllghtly changed

PIANO RECITAL

5
|

By PHIUP HAL"E
gave

dtal

in

urogram

Jordan

pianist,
hall last

night.

a reHis

read as follows:

Fugue,
Bach. Chromatic Fantasy and
Bach.
Bach-Busoni, Chorale In E flat;
minor;
^ m^A
Pr«lude and Fugue,
in
Tnbos The Baby's Family (Suite
Impromptu.
Mghf movements); Chopin.
In
alse
minor.
\
sharp
C
Vociurne in
Re^o.minor. Etude, C minor <
TE

umlonary");

Schumann.

Romance.

u.

has got his Three Selves:
the Idealized Self as he
contemplates his own capabilities and
gifts and merits. And many a one sees
this Self as the spectre of the Brocken,
Eh-ery

The
AKredo Oswald,

h..

j

man

first

is

exaggerated to a hundred-fold his real
size.
The second Self Is the man as
seen by his Maker, and few there be
that get a glimpse of that, and that Is
precisely what In tho Christian church
are urged to endeavor to sec. The
third Self is that aspect of us which
presents Itself to our fellows, generally

we

—
of

are at least three books purto give c-crworsatlons with Ana6 Franco.
ntouflejs,"

One, "Anatole France fii
has been severely criticised
Paris as a book Injurious to the
reputation of the p-ent man. His secretary, J. J. Erousson. Jotted down
every chance remark, every free Jest,
splenetic comments, reminiscences of
early and late amorous adventures, as
if his Intention was to belittle the master and represent him as nothlnsr but
a cynical satyr.
(The book Is trans-

lated Into English but In a necessarily

expurgated form.)
"Anatole France a
Bechellerle," by Marcel Le Goff, Is
chiefly
concerned with the talk of
France, the Socialist: his views about
politics and the war.
These two volumes were published after his death.
The more familiar one Paul Gsell's
'I>es Matinees do la Villa Said" the
one most favorable In English-American
eyes to Anatole France—was published
la

possibility

letter

^c^L

i<

LONGINGS

viola;
Langendolen.
Fiedler,
violoncello (all of the Boston Symphony
Hampson,
orchestra),
Gordon
and
pianist, gave a concert last night in

violins;

W«g»)

to be a Nordic,
And with the Nordics stand!
How fine on all the other folks
To have the upper hand!
I lonir

Jordan

The

nounced as

of
8:15

with the pianist

long to be a Nordic,
Two-fisted and red-blooded,
And so perhaps be written up
By men like Lowtop Studded.
I

stage

till

was anThe singer
did not come on the
beglnnliyc
o'clock.

8:30.

The program was a long

one,

com-

posed of five groups. Old French, Italian, English and Spanish airs arranged
In turn by Deems Taylor, Saint-Saens.
Samuel Kndlcott, Joaquin Nin, and
Kurt Schindler. They were with pian.o
accompaniment. The songs had, per-

noodle,

might be counted with
MacDoodle.

toffs as Prof.

a

historical, archaeological, or
ethnological Interest, but of purely musical interest there was little, nor did
hap.s,

long to be a Nordic,
All other strains to slam
But what's the use of wishing
I must be just what I am!
DENIS A. McCarthy.
I

the necessary shouting and whooping In the Spanish songs make one forDebussy,
get the blessed Chabrler,
Ravel and De Falla. If the "Granadlna" and the "Malaguena" are the
Simon-pure Spanish article, give us
the adulterated, sophisticated, tinkered
and sand-papered exports. The most
all

NOT LEGAL

IN THIS STATE
As the World "Wags:
Mr. W. L. George says in LlbeHty:
"I do assert that the marriage most
likely to \)e successful Is one where
both the man and the woman are of

I

—

1

I

endurable song of this group was "Les
Belles Mannleres," which was sung with
the appropriate archness.

Then came a group of Sliakesperian
songs with piano accompaniment by

same age."
But what, I ask you, of that marwhich the man is of the same
age and the woman is not.
the

riage in

rSchubert, Sullivan, Castelnuova-TedesSchubert's was
co, Ourney, and Ayres.
the familiar "Hark! Hark! The Lark,"
I

i

As the World Wags:
Just as the harmonious voices of the
alumni of Dartmouth College inform us
of the origin of their alma mater
"And its whole curriculum
Was five hundred gallons of old NeTV^
England rum,"
so now does Solicitor-General James M.
Beck advise us that the constitution of

I

the United States, in its beginning,
flowed from a cask of porter, a fact of
explaining!
high
historical
interest,
much, as it does, of the inconsistency
of the 18th amendment with the fundamental principles of "the most wonderful work ever struck off, at a given
time by the brain and purpose of man,"
and the clinging to those principles by
those citizens constitutionally inclined.
On May 16, 1787, a considerable number of the delegates to the constitutional convention had arrived at Phila-

;

I

i

f

\

in a matter of fact manner.
This group was followed by chamber
for voice and various instruments. Old John
Dowland's "Fi-ora
Silent Night" with violin obbligato was
long-winded and singularly boresome.
Mr. Laurent played with beautiful tone
and brilliantly the flute part in Roussel's "Rosslgnol."
There was a wild
N. A. Indian love song.
Peterkln's
"Piper"
(with
viola
obbligato)
had
charcter, but the feature of the group
and in fact of the whole concert was
Joseph Marx's "Valse de Chopin" f«r

sung

I

PORTER AND THE CONSTITUTION

Washington had been one of
delphia.
He "at once
the first to arrive there.
repaired to Dr. Franklin's home to pay
As Mr. Beck says, "it
his respects."
may well be that these two very eminent and also very practical men then
made their plans to bring some measure

hall.

hour

music

voice and string quartet, originally expressive, free from banality, without a
trace of laborious effort. Arthur Bliss
was
shabbily
rep»esented
by
his

"Buckle."

Songs by Franck, Dukas (a portentously dull "sonnet"), Stravinsky and
Ravel followed. The chosen Americans
were Carpenter ("Le Petit Cimetlere"),
John Beach (Carl Sandburg's "Clarke
Street Bridge") and Campbell-Tipton's
"Beside the Winter Sea."
Of tiiese
Americans, Carpenter easily led the
way, with the otliers far behind.
Miss Gauthier has been famous fsir
arranging unusual programs.
She lias
had the courage and the taste to brini;
before the public songs by unknown

will repeat Jils Trav"Imperial Rome," tomorrow night.

Symphony

Next Saturday

hall.

after-

ing:

Next Sunday's concerts: Syniphon>
M., Mme. Schumann-Heink
St. James Theatre, 3:30 P. M., People's

folk

hall, 3:30 P.

Symphony

orchestra,

conductor;

Harry Farbmann,

Mr.

Mollenhauer,
violinist

Symphony

hall, 8:15 P. M., Carlos Salzedo, harpist, the Salzedo harp ensemble and Delia Baker, soprano.

Nln

nolas)

t

1612
Dowland
(Transc. by Warlock ahd Wilson)
Rosslgnol, mon Mlnon
Roussel
Tuari
Arr. by JacobI'
Peterkln
A Piper

The Buckle
Valse

de

Bliss

Chopin,

"Pierre

Lunalre"

Marx
Modern French and ciUJtexDporary Russians: "S'tl est un charmant gazon"
Franck
Dukas'
Sonnet
Mysolis, d'amour (leurette. .'. .Stravlnskyi
Le Pigeon
Rousard a son Ame (Rousard 1923)

It is the general Impression tliat Margaret Lawrence played in Boston for the
first time when she appeared at the New
Park Theatre in "Spin-Drift."
She was seen in Boston long ago. In
"Over Night," a farce by Philip H. Bartholomae, brought out at the Shubert
Theatre, In August, 1911, she took the
leading part of Elsie Darling. One enthusiastic critic then wrote of her: "She
such a winsome little body that
is
whether she is in smiles or tears one
takes equal pleasure in watching her."
When the farce was again seen at the
Shubert, in Augrust, 1912,
Elsie was
Mary
played by Fraijcine Larrimore.
Young took the part at the Castle
Square Theatre In the fall of 1914.

|

"THE TWO BAD MEN"

Ravel
Oh! La Pitoyable Adventure (L'Heure
Ravel
Espagnnl

Notes and. Lines:
In regard to the words of the song,
"The Two Bad Men," sung by Marie
Williams and William Gill in "Babes in
the Wood," as given by F. H. B., I
would say that there were several misAs I recall them, these
takes made.
are the words:

The program of the Symphony contomorrow afternoon and Saturday

HALE

he

'

certs

By PHILIP

life

noon, "Glorious Switzerland." I
Carol Robinson, pianist of jchlcagOMwill give a recital in Steinert hall to-3
morrow night. She has already played^
in Boston.
Next Saturday afternoon Bruce Slmonds, pianist, will give a recital in Jor-,
dah hall. He played here at a Symphony'iconcert conducted by Vincent d'Indy
on Deo. 9, 1921. His program for the recital is unusual and should be interest-

Carpenterj
l.p Petit Cimetiere
John Beach
Clarke Street Bridge
Beside the Winter Sea. iCampbell-Tlpton

Gauthier, assisted by Messrs.
Laurent, flute; Sunderson and Werner,

BETTY KAY.

In

.\merlcan:

Eva

*P35nriBone re-

Burton Holmes
elog,

Malaguena, (Coplas Populares) .. .Schindler
Les Belles Mannlerea (French air 18th
century)
Taylor
Aid and rnodern settings of Shakespeare
Hark! Hark! the Lark
Schubert
Orpheus with His Lute
Sullivan
Silvia
Castelnuovo-Tedeeco
Under the Greenwood Tree
Gurney
Where the Bee Sucks
Sullivan
Vocal chamber mu.^ic 'for voices and
vai-ious combinations of Instruments:
From Silent Night (A Pilgrim's Solace)

EViTGAUTHIER

Stephane Mallarme."

long to be a Nordic,
With blond hair on my

the
their relation to

sonss and madrigal:
Transcrbled and arranged by
Jc sula trop Jeunette CFrench air 141h
century)
Taylor
Alia Rlva del Tebro (Madrigal .. Palestrlna
Triinsc. by Salnt-Saens
The Spinning Song (18th century melody anon)
Endlcott
Granadina (Chants Popularies Espag-

cur

came deaf

hearing, but his

his

Wo hasten to add that Mr. Herkimer
Johnson does not play any musical instrument, not even the concertina.

of

enthusiastically everj'thing. It was evidently prepared to applaud anjthlng.

,

'

oharactep

an interpreter is doubly an interpreter
when her tones are grateful to the car,
charged with emotion, when the text
Mozart said long ago that
calls for it.
nTusic should "sound," and this is especially true of a singer.
An audience of good size applauded

,

"
And Regnier contrasts France's talk
with "the dazzling spirit of Dumas the
Tounger, the bitter repartees of Henri
Becque, the charming fantasies of Alphonse Daudet, the delicious ingenui-

the World

Across the

the

lost

gained.

voice.
T'nere wa-s in the first halt of the
recital prevailing hardness, not to s.iy
shrillness, that became wearisome and
nerve-freHIng, nor did the diction of the
slnser. admirable as it is, make amends.
Skilful diction is indispensable, but

gested telegram came through to me
as follows:
Boswell,
"Mr.
"
Tex.
"Anxiety, distress, trouble, care,
disquiet, concern, uneasiness, suspense, solicitude, apprehension."
Needless to say, my secretary is a
cross-word puzzle fan.
THE LiAIRP.

'

As

own

finding his

in

inonilng

mained
He'd

chosen son.iys, hut in
her vocal eqaiiiwnent. The greater number of the songs were outside of 'tlio
sensuous and appealing tones of her

".Should we not wire Boswell, expressing anxiety in 10 words?"
The sug-

plete indifference to whatever might
have drawn him from them, France,
the "causeur," seems to me to 'inswer
very well to the formula by which M.
Jean Cocteau defined the conversation of
the late Robert de Montesquiou-Fezensac: 'The mlnotaur who has .swallowed

I

His satisfaction was

lo the reply.

Not only

Ayr.?s,

it had been written in blue pencil
"Send this guy the bed-bug letter."
A few days ago, following my own
usual custom, I jotted on the corner of
a letter containing some disturbing
news the suggestion to my secretary,

posed them on the hearer with a com-

Such

ABEL ADAMS.

face of

tion of France; without counting the
fact that he kept taking up Certain subjects with too great obstinacy and im-

So that

attached

composers who today are Tecognlzaifl,
oven in Boston, as men of musical Impartanoe. .She has heen fortunate In the
pa.st as an excavator, a resurrectionist.
She was unfortunate last night in her
cJiolce of a program.

At

unanimous approval had

from the railroad.

"Nothing more hesitating, Inwearying in its obscure and bewildering- sinuosities than the conversa-

I

of

somewhat mitigated by

sions.

(Fot

to (jather."

the World Wags:
Did you ever hear the story of the
western road which had a complaint to
Its Pullman car department that a passenger had been annoyed by insects in
his berth?
The complaining passenger
was very much pleased to receive a
polite letter of apology and explanation

volved,

ties of

ut

As

mention

his labyrinth.

i

OLD AND NEW

—

these books because
France is represented In them as a brilliant talker, while Henri de Regnier,
poet, novelist, member of the Academy,
says in one of his weekly feulUetons for
Figaro that FYance "the delightful writer, one of the most perfect and purest
writers In one language, did not seem to
me to have any of the qualities of a
talker."
Regnier, meeting him frequently, was struck by the difficulty
he had In expressing himself, of his
embarrassed and confused speech, of the
scattering thought In painful digres-

I

in -ordant ele.i.

been demonstrated.
Amherst, N. H.

in 1921.

We

ou;

the time of this conference on May 13
Dr. Franklin had received a cask of
porter, and Immediately after It he
Invited all the delegates who had arrived to dine with him on the 16th,
being, as Mr. Beck says, "as aiwaj-s the
utilitarian philosopher," and recognizing "that the current of good feeling
frequently runs with the flow of the
gastric Juices."
On May 18 Dr. Franklin wrote of the
occasion to a friend: "They did me the
honor of dining with me last Wednesday, when the cask was broached, and
its contents met with the most cordial
reception and universal approbation. In
short, the company agreed unanimously,
that it was the best porter they had
ever tasted."
Thus was the harmony which so distinguished the convention and led to its
gi'eat accomplishment established. The

^

TOLE FRANCE, TALKER

—

hamlony

ments that were

our admirers.
Is usually an exasKernluutlon of th6 truth.— S.
L'tlnies

evening announces the performance of
some unfamiliar works. The "Sinfoni"
from Roland Manuel's opera-bouffe
"Isabello and Pantalon" is really an'
overture, for in going back to the old
.Italian comedy the composer remem-l
bered that the word "symphony" wasi
applied to any Instrumental movement!
In lyric composition.
Adolphe Borchard's symphonic poem, "L'Elan," was
suggested by some lines of Henri de
Regnier.
The "Dance" of Debussy,
written for the piano, was orchestrated
with, a "Sarabande" by Ravel for one
of Mr. Koussevltzky's concerts in Paris.
Andre Caplet is a name well known
here, for he conducteti performances at
the Boston Opera House in the years

Oh,

the cars;

^

1910-14

two bad men we are. from the
West we came afar.
beat our way from there upon

it's

And we
Oh,

when they found us

there, Jthey put
us off with care.
in search of the conduc-

And we went
tare.

Chorus

With our bowie knives in
Our presence may be felt.

in

our boots.

WTien we stop a traveler we most expeditious are;
If

they don't give up

in other
busied himself in Paris

Which we carry

in

our pantaloons and

coats.

Chorus.

—

W. H.

be the soloist) was Inspired if "inspired" will turn out to be the fitting
in w^hich

S.

Notes and Lines:
Among my programs I find o:ie >!'
the Boston Theatre, May 15, 187S. in
which Marlon Elmore is billed as Bally
with Willie Edouin as Tommy ("Sweet

Melchior, one of the three royal wise
men at the cradle in Bethlehem, makes
his little negroes dance to amuse the
Divine Child.
The piece is in three
'movements; the procession, the ecstasy
(of Melchior seeing the Infant Jesus)
and the dance. The "ecstasy" is in the
form of a cadenza. Tchaikovsky's Fifth
Symphony is also included. It has not
been played at a subscription concert
of this orchestra in Boston since De1

I

I

1910.

ait

We

ways. He has
as conductor and composer. As a composer he has written much sacred music.
His "Epiphany" for the violoncello and
orchestra (the excellent Mr. Bedettl will

cember,

we simply

their throats.
of pistols have a score
And of knives as many more.

and disported himself

word —'by an Ethiopian legend

bell,

the odor of the crimes which from
us shoots.
two it may be sung.
us
Of
That if we should not be hung.
You can bet we both will die SAme

By

Intants. delightful Toddleklns, who took,
prizes at the Baby Show") ini
first
"Babes in the Wood."
Maria Williams was the Bad Man,|
William Gill, a Very Bad Man, Alice
\

i

Atherton, Lady Macassar, though I havW
an excellent photograph of Alice in co3-j
tume as the Bad Man.
|

The program of the concerts of next
week, as now arranged, will comprise a
Concerto Grosso by Locatelll, Scriabin's
"Pfometheus," the dances with chorus
from Barodln's "Prince Igor" and
Rabaud's "Nocturnal Processlon,"which
was performed earlier in the season.
The Cecilia Society will furnish the
singers.

The ancients knew the amateur muHere are lines by Leonldas of
Alexandria, translated by F. A. Wright
in "The Poets of the Greek Anthrology,"
an uncommonly entertaining volume,
sician.

published by E. P. Dutton & Co.:
Without one single stop the whole night

through
Johnson performed upon his piccolo,
^is neighbors one by one were dying
found;

None could withstand that
scendo sound.

fierce

cre-

I heaid Alice sing "Strolling in the
Woodland, etc.." also other songs, when
she was with Rice's Surprise Party, onci
of which dwells in my memory, the refrain, "Good-by But for a Little While,"!
song and chorus, which had to be le-l
peated and repeated.
A program of the Globe Theatre, Feb-j

ruary. 1879, gives the Colville

company

playing "Robinson Crusoe." Marie Willams as R. C. and William Gill as FriJay.
Miss Williams's costume, I think,
Lina
.vas a copy of Lydia Thompson's.
•Merville

and

."Majion

Elmore appear on

the bill, but neither Alice Atherton nor
Yes, those were "glorlWillie Edouin.
jus days of the theatre." At any rate,
us, as AVe look back
to
seem
so
they
through the long years.

Dorchester.

CHARLES DUNCAN.

Albert B. Sweezey h.as published the
"History of the Amphion Club (of MelThe
rose) for a Period of 33 Years."
rc(X>rd of tbls club la an houoiable oue.

1

.

,

J'

(111.)

simpler and

mer«

Brabantlo.

Thou art a yillaln.
You are a senator.

i

'

•

along.
he's Just as dead as

But

'Tli^ Cobweb" In
Journal)

Ladles'

As the World Wags:
Your correspondent

'

deplores the lat-

of little consequence what I think or say." Admirable
Countess! (A few weeks ago an architect in New York left by his will a
handsome legacy to his secretary because she Imew horw to keep her moutli
shut.)
And by keeping still the Countess
Vllma Banky gained more publicity
than If she had talked for hours about
theatrical conditions in Budapest, Jeremiah Smith, and censorship of screen

interviewed.

ter-day tendency to mispronounce cerGood old Sargent's Fourth

Italn words.

[Reader had

clearly deflned Ideas reIgardlng pronunciation.
The pupil was
urged not to say akyount, meeount,
sperrltt, creown, inseks, destitoot, beyound, adjine, re-nyown, alrnest, caouncil. wuss, feound, caoward, blllng, dook.
subdoos, keows, Artie, aout, etc., etc!
Are the old Yaoikeeisms still indigenous
to New England soil, or has the language of the freeman perished from the
earth?
COLIN DASH.
Melrose.

—

BRADSHAW BICKNELL.

Dorchester.

DELIRIOUS CRITICISM
"His ^loquentla corporis may be understood in two senses, for he is most
comprehensive format." From an account of the French orchestra conductor

—

^"'i composer

T

!

U

'^"^

lUiene-Barton,
'*'

'

_
THE BOUDOIR
BLUES

(For As the World Wage)
The Lone Wolf roams
Through the newspaper page,
The Blue Hounds cfliase herrings

IToT As the World Wags)

And

The pregnant Earth

bellow with rage;

felt

Is

On

tho' yet unseen.

whilst
the snowUt stream

brims
to the

plashy 'bank

Calvin's Furd-Horse.

^

Aa reward

reeds
stand palely

for his pains.

tall

wraiths

like

The

trees all tense

with Inward

I

pulsing

Which

stones
along the path

little

seem wont
to share.

The

Slother, Carth,

thy

of Spring.

LiLOYD.

the World
Under the
Make," I note
day's Herald

Wags:

caption
'More on tht
your correspondent In tospeaks about hearing a
pheasant "Immediately after the first
^rernor."
This crowing of the male
pheasants when they hear thunder or
iny reasonably heavy report 's usual

rom

fall to

—

spring

I

don't
•vings

recall

they

when crowing on

"whirr"
their

their
roosts,

but at nesting time, and when on the
?round the males crow, the "whirr" immediately succeeds the crow.
This
^eems to be akin to the peacocks
;creamlng and running for cover when
a,
brass band or blare of any kind
starts; one great difference is that the
peacock looks terribly excited at such
times, but the pheasant If on tho ground
frees along as unconcerned as if nothing
unusual had happened and that his crow
and whirr were part of the program.
JAMBS M. TULLBY. t

;

I

!

1

|

ADD "ASTRONOMICAL
PHENOMENA"
I

(Trom the
Phyllis,

who

Detroit

News)

long ago quit having
birthdays, expected to go back to roost,
viewing the eclipse or whatever it was
hat took place In her kimona, which
ooks like a card Index of flapper colors.

past the advertised hour, a mark of
courtesy all concert-givers do not pay
their audiences. He ended it not much
above an hour later officially, at least;
the audience had the air of intending to
ask for many more songs.
They had already heard some exceedingly good ones, for Mr. Smith is 'by no
means a person, like the vicar of Wakefield's son, to "pursue novelty and lose
content." Nor, on the other hand, does
he stay prudently on the bca;ten path.
From Brahms, he chose two quite unfamiliar songs.
Duparc's superb .^ong
is
not exactly overworked in concert
halls, the lovely song by (ihausson still
less so. Bordes rarely appears/— strangely enough, If he has written many songs
a,s effective as that of la.st ntglit.
But it was in his delving into old
archives that Mr. Smith achieved his
greatest success. Recognizing that It^
compositiiin In the 17th and ISth century by no means Insures music's value.
Mr. Smith evidently searched till He
found in the airs of Gretry and Monslgny
music worth listening to today, music
of grace and elegance, and at the same
time amazingly expressive of the meanIng of their, texts. All baritones should
be grateful to this enterprising singer
for flnO.ing them a gratefully written
song t,hat combines the classic air

I

I

following

Polonaise. Liszt.
Stalwartly avoiding the moderns, with
the exception of Rachmaninoff, for his
second concert here this season. Rach-

Imperial

and

of

^

By PHILIP

lihe, 20th

Symphony
vltzky,

HALE

concert of the Boston
orchestra,

Mr. Kousse-

conductor, took

place

land-Manuel, Sinfonia from "IsaBorchard,
Pantalon";
et
"L*Elan"; i;e.b'--iv-Ravel, Dance;
for
CapJet, "Ep'.phany," a Fresco
violoncello and orchestra (Mr. BeTchaikovsky,
violoncellist)
detti,
SvmpHony No. 5, E minor.

i

belle

•

;

Mr.
BorcKard's piece, dedicated to
the
Koussevitzky, was performed for
Deof
orchestration
Ravel s
first time.
Boston for
bussy's Dance was heard in

and
that

the first tim«.
fonia (overture)

from the immigrati.^n authorities by which she may remain
here six months more.

Roland-Manuel s Sinand Caplet's "fresco

were performed, probably, for the

first

i

time In America.
Mr. Koussevltzky gave an Intensely
dramatic Interpretation of Tchalkov-"
ttiai;
skVs hvmphony, in the only way
should be interpreted.
thi's symphony
proDid the composer have a definite
gram in his mind? A Ru.ssian critic has
set
declared that the music '"seems to
experience.
forth some d^rk spiritual
Meek
von
Mme.
Tchaikovsky wrote to
an elaborate program for his f-^"""
symphony. He said of the 'Patlietic
they
that the thoughts inspiring It. if
were published, would cause astonishment.
.
J,
Without conjecturing what Is behlntt
music
the
not
is
Symphony,
Fifth
the
a human and personal document? Perselfsonal as the expression of the
torturing Russian's dark moods, his deout of
Ispair, his vxiln attempt to come
jthe shadow, and at the last a brave tor
deavor to be l\erolc, defiant of Pat^j
This music Is a* "human document" a3
complainivhe resounding voice of "the
Ing millions of men."
Tile best, the only explanation of the
music, if music can be, or should be,

This ruling. Issued from the depart-

ment of labor at Washington, comes as
a great relief to Mme. Savitzkaya, who
had been worried over her future, she
having expended considerable time durnig the last two months trying to convince the immigration authorities, both
here and in Washington, ot the merits
of her plea for a further extension of
time.

,

,

|

|
i

.

,

i

explained, is the life of the compos.tr;
his letters reveal his gloomy moments,
death
his downcast hours, his dread of
and dissolution, his illusions, his timid
work
creative
in
joy
his
hopes,
quenched by self-depreciation and the
ho-stility too often shown by his own

16.

A

Russian of arlstocra/ttc lineage,
Mme. Savitzkaya was admitted to this
country last Octotwr as a "«ion-aIlen,"
the quota of Russians already having
But the permit and her
been fl'.led.
vise were granted previously in Paris
only after she had satisfied the American embassy officials of her high character and integrity, and had produced
evidence of her contract with Mr.
Koussevltzky.

yes-

terday afternoon in Symphony hall
Th^ program was as follows; Ro-

de-

Mr. Koussevltzky, conductor of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, who summoned Mme. SavitzkayEt, from Paris at
the opening of the concert season, also
was keenly interested In the outcome.
Under the terms of the "visitor's" permit. under which the harpist was ailowed to enter this countr.v for a six
months stay, she was supposed to leave
This
the United States by April Ifi.
would have precluded i>er remaining
eortcert
present
of
the
even to the end
eeason. The new ruling allows her to

If

20TH SYMPHONY

ruling

stay until Oct.

Symphony orchestra
known
such well

z

harpist in the

woman member

under

NIklch. SalanFor four years
and Mengelberg.
Mme. -Savitzkaya
war,
the
during
played In the Patriotic Concert Society,
Petrograd, which functioned principally
for the benefit of returned wounded
During this period she also
soldiers.
gave solo recitals in numerous Russian
cities, receiving a medal from the Czar
for her patriotic service.
Mme. Savitzkaya fled Russia in 1917,
six months ax'ter the outbreak of the
revolution, and thereafter, except when
playing In various cities of England and
the continent, made her home in Paris
with her husband. There she studied
under Mile. Relne, a noted teacher, for
three years.

Savitzkaya, Harpist

only

Society

plaj-ed

off

atiijg a tone, such intellectual and emotional calm, nor such sombre passion
So it
to his playing as Rachmaninoff.
was in the Appasslonata, in his own
music, and in the Liszt, rather than
in tile fragile figurations and tlie suggestions of the ballet of the Gluck air,
that he Was at his best last evening.
For the ballet music his manner was
too ponderous and dry.
But with the Appassionata, to which
he gave a stern and poised intensity, a
tremendous vigor and richness of lone,

Orchestra,

admitted.

directors as Glazounoff,

i

Symphony

.

t'>

exclusively for children of the nobility.
There, beside a genei-al oduciillon, hhe
received hor first lesHons on the Imri).
Empress Marie, mother of the late
C7,ar, was the patroness of the Institu-

maninoff chose a strange and decorous
program that commenced with the meanderiTig Saint-Saens arrangement of
the Gluck air de ballet from ".Mceste,"
including the 32 variations in C minor
and the Sonata Appa.ssionata of Beeithoven, one of Liszt's Petrarcan sonnets,
Jand a Lisztlan polonaise.
There is no pianist concertlzing today
f
who can summon so vast and reverber-

compulsory

•

tion, and on one of her frequent visits
the chlld-harplst was called on to play
for her, the girl's talent earning the
warm praise of the empress. Several
years later she played Ht the palace
of the Grand Duchess Olga, sister of
the Czar.
After studying for five years under
Mme. Walter-Kuhne, Russia's greatest
harpist, at the Petrograd conservatory,
she became a member of the Russlari

Air de Ballet, from Alceste,
Gluck-Salnt-Saens; Thirty-two Variations. C minor, Sonata .-Vppasslonata.
Beethoven; Prelude, B minor; Ktudo,
C major, opus Z?,-. Etude, A minor,
opus 30; Etude, E-ilat minor, opus 39;
Etude, E-flat major, opus 33, RachPetrarca,
del
Konnetlo
maninoff;

facing

I

I

organization, has obtained a special

I

^

'

Mme. Savitzkaya has had an engaging and plrturosquc career. Ah a
child, she attended the fanioiut Smolny
school In St. PelernburK. foundi-d by
Catherine the Great and nmhitalncd

Oaprif-e.

the

Mon-

inpped

HAD PICTURESQUE CAREER

j

program:

Boston

—

j

that

the

with

Savitzkaya, second

Densmore.
Mr. Smith brought to nts concert sevHe began it,
eral axemplary features.
for Instance, at precisely one minute

don't recall hear-

ng them night crowing after nesting
Season begins, but I have heard them by
he hundreds In the English preserves
vhen it has thundered or any other
oud report has sounded: poachers locate
pheasants by their night crowing.
I

season,

this

While

signy; "Songe enchanteur," "Lalsse en
paix," from ''Anacreon," Gretry; La
Vague et la Cloche, Duparc; Amour
d'antan, Chausson; Dansons la Glgue,
Bordes; At the last, Bax; The Roadside
Fire, Vaughan Williams; Cargoes, Dobson; The West Wind, Vieh; Sea Fever,

CROWING PHEASANT
As

to some
did not do
R. B- a.

well,

RACHMANINOFF

here

to be

Is

parture from thi§ country after a
six
months' stay, Mme. Lydia

Korhay;

horse's foaming mane,
Ariette from "Rose et Colas",

awaits her hour

MARGARET

Brookllne.

WELLINGTON SMl l H,

Wellington Smith, baritone, sang last'
night in Jordan halL This was his program: MIt Vlerzig Jahren, Kommt dlr
Manchmal In den Sinn, Feldelnsamkelt,
Brahms; O'er the Forest, Shepherd, see

e'en

the

I

[

life

i

which country he erciiped from
(Ivlty In Germany during llin war, La
now In ParlH, but lie hopes to be able
to Join her here «« soon as a new quota

played the accompaniment to the

Mme.

of yesteryear.

I

i-»ii

did include live of his

Who'll iflrst slit his windpipe
Or beat out his brains.
Should be given a Bok Prize

I,

.•,

Of Its OPPOI

K"l'' »
and hopes to he s-l'l"
further extension of tho time noi
lolled hor by the Immlgnillon am
Hies.
Her husband, forinorly a cai''
Of nrtlllery In the RuBHiaii nrniy
HUbnequently lidjulntil niilHarv .itln.
'at the RuKnlan fnibn»«.v In IlolUnd.

own compositions,
they were those least familiar, four
etudes and the prelude In B minor, all
of them sombre, dramatic, reveling iu
And, naturally,
chordal progressions.
he played them as they should be and
rarely are played.
The audience, which was large, was
Uoudly enthusiastic and demanded nuE. G.
'merous encores.

The only sure method
Of capture, of course.
Is for some one to chase him

o'er her mysteries.

The forming bud

1

er

y

an elegiac dignity and beauty in tlio
andante, and in the Petrarcan sonnet,
with its lyric melody and its suggestions of impressionism, he made one forget the earlier piece. And although he

crouching

1b

And

in

London, I heard the term "half dollar"
used several times In the music halls.
It is a cockney term for a half crown,
which is
shillings in other words,
considerably more than our half dollar.

LATE MARCH

And
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At S.vmpliony hall last cvculnET.
Rachmaninoff gave his second concert

Is

As the World Wags:
As recently as last January, while

As the World Wags:
Doc Dan Kress, chairman

of the
national anti-tobacco committee, says
the people will soon "rise in righteous
nxath to pass laws to wipe out the tobacco curse." But whafs the use? If
the
people ever did rise In their
righteous wrath to wlpe>put the tobacco
curse, the reformers would then sic 'em
on to arise in their righteous wrath
to wipe out the chewing gum curse, and
then the hot apple pie curse; next, the
damnable strawberry sundae curse, and
after that the club sandwich with mustard curse. To a reformer life is Just
one darned curse after another.
R. H.

"It

plays.

ONE CURSE AFTER ANOTHER

.Mwn

full Justice.

two and beautiful," arrived at New York
on her way to Hollywood. She told a reporter that she did not wish to be called
Countess; that she did not wish to be

!

me.-

'<

other accompaniments he

The Countess Vllma Hanky, "twenty-

NORTON.

r-

Vaughan Williams song

I
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bone."

"HOW?"
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wh<"re niso
xtfonK^lv ri'Mn>; lit.

it>>rs,

7,oller

Home

^Tong."

CHARLES

m

upper and

he sang admirably. Though Mr. Ellmer

.

he'd been

If

Its

Uial In
b.v
i-;.lH'i:i:illy
nillir.-iry,
praise of drink, and In the RonKs with
text.s by MBsofleld, the word.-) of which
ho uttered with unction. The songs by
WMIIams and D6bson, the former
charming, the latter good of Its kind,

He . .
grasped her arm.
She
wrenched herself free. ... A pain
swept through her shoulder blade.
"You brute, you have broken my collar-

"Here lies the body of John McKay,
Wlio died In a fight over rl^ht of way.
Ke was right, dead right, us he <rov*i

illlant In

l

tile

A LITERARY ANATOMIST
(Front

,

'
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Pantagraph.

As

the World Wags:
Mr. Qoodwln's campaign for safe
highways, and tlie poem In your column
last Tuesday morning, suggest this one:

'

i

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Dye are receiving
congratulations jn the arrival of a
daughter.
The little girl has been
named Doris May Dye.—Jaclcsonvllle
(Fla.) Times Union.

effectlTa

la^o'a sneer.

I«»o.

(Tiim with the hlgii ..^.iw..
a ilrlnksong.
Mr. Smith B«ng with excelVnt voire,

Percy Pus, practising chiroDr.
practor, was held today as the alleged
leader of a robber band.—Bloomlngton

Senate.
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FOR OUR HALL OF FAME

hav« recelred oommunlcatlons in
pros* and verse, each one oontalnlnc
a
"nice derangement of epitaphs," InvclKhlnr against the United SUtea

How much

which must hav

ll up,~BlIt'wTn be on h«ti<l
posing as a chicken, at the

email.

next eclipse.

W«

^as

1

still

ab'^itn,

,
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countr.vmen.
i

When in this symphony, he, seeing ail
things black, shrieks in his agony, the
not
violent musical expression should
be softened, sand papered, polished by
that
conductors standing In awe of
fetish, the symphonic form. He should

.

—

:

ana rave.

lot iu, r.iSe
;
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INor

be read perover, aa too

res

ithoiloxy.
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.oiisseviisky, conducting the muhis
In
evoaled tho oimiposcr,
Sth and his weakness. For once
heard an irresistibly emotional perjrmnnoe of this dramatic nmsic: The
outbursts of revolt; the
t>Rssiinato
b.r. Id L-ind swoepinff iyrlc lints; the con<
s of the soul, not intimate and
i!
as with Schumann, but as
theus of Aeschylus called on
inajestr o£ his mother Karth,
«nd tiu- lisht -diffusing aether, to behold
the wroncs ho suffered.
-

the .newly married pair away, it was
seen that the horses harnessed to it
were black, and had long tails, and
were, in fact, those employed to draw
hoarse.>i.
The adinlral was so Indignant
that he sent the carriage away and Insisted on Its being horsed with ani-

'

:

Finale,

Th,)

many

to

a

But

stumbling

unfamiliar compositions were of
uneven Mvrth. Roland-Manuel's "Sinfonla"
which he epitomizes th3
In
Ht -y of his oiier.i-bouffe, an opera in
spirit of the old Italian comedy, is
do ;;htfully Ironical, with the irony of
K vel, his master, in "L'Heure Espaglou "; ironical even In the short sentimental episode that Is artfully contrasted with the gay and raocklnfi: muCharmsic that pi-ecedes and follows.
is

"There are those
less,

who

will

to

I

with operating automobiles while under
the influence of liquor came up before
Judge Thomas McAnarney In the district court today."
'^Vhy not?" .said Lioulse to Gustav as
she stepped on the gas.
L. R. R.

I

!

surprising haw ordinary people
arc narrow minded. Is it due to the
educational system of today? I venture

At a boarding house where a number
of college boys eat meals, cons'iderable heated discussions were In the
lair over the. fish dinner on Friday. The
discussions were mostly concerned with
the recent quizzes.
On hearing the
;

word "Infinity," I took a chance:
"Does any. of you know what onehalf the infinity Is?" "That's infinity.
Just the same," were the quick answers
from fish smelling mouths of several
students.
I shook my head.
So, the
inevitable
challenge,
"What Is it,

V»N,

then?"

It

take

World Wags:

.\s the
Tt is

to ask.

freshmen and sophomores
jumped on me, when I said, one-half
All

the

f

:

;

'

i

I

wrons;."
told me
finity

It

was almost near

riot.

why

They

one-half the infinity Is Inrepeated
just
exactly
word for word the proof given by the
professor of
mathematics.
Oh! poor
boys, they have just been moulded at
college so that they can see things just
In one perspective In which they were
taught. Getting disgusted, I said, "Oh,
forget It!" and left room. I have the
feeling that they will be talking why
one-half the Infinity is infinity for the
rest of the year.
K. M.
Worcester.
.

.

As

in tlie

heal of youthful blood.

Behold the months come hastening on,
When you shall say, "My joys are gone."
'Behold the aged sinner goes,
witli guilt

and heavy

woe.s,

Dcv>n to the regions of the dead,
With endless curses on his head.
'The dust returns to dust again:
The soul in agonies of pain,
Ascends to God; not tlierc to dwell
But hears her doom and sinks to hell.
"My father could repeat one stanza or
more of eacli hymn when 90 years of

a

and

I

—

were his own

precious,

'ittle

him a dear,

ma-hug. Would

it

boy.

little

I

mam-

be perfectly proper?

MAJIT
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passing

of

the

"Watts and Se-

Boston

old

Paris
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And do we —yet

rebel!

amazing lovt
That bears us up from hell!
"The burden of our weighty guilt
Would sink us down to flames;
And threatening vengeance rolls above.
'Tis boundless

Jlrs. G. E. Bailey of Tewksbury writes
thai she has two copies of "Watts and
.Select," one published in 1845, the other
"I would bo verj' glad to give'
in 1856.
'Observer' one opy if it would be otj
Try to imagine thesel
.
interest.
hymns in use in our churches today."
.

'tis

.

LITERARY BOSTON

j

As the "W'orld Wags:
* I went to look at an apartment in a
spiffy new building. "There is no builtin bookcase," said I,'^ "nor flo I see
where my own bookcases would fit in."
"Books!" said the sleek young agent,
"why, madam, no one needs books
these days, with tlie radio!"

DESPRIT.

ARE THEY SECONDED?
J,

Mr. L. "nv. Buell has uominatdd R.
Barba & Son for our Hall of Fame.
They "conduct a tonsorial parlor" In
staid old Hingham.

in the forties

fifties.

Flowing from Divine Patience".
"And are we wretches (not rebels)

CHEER
This

Is

surely the age of j«zz

feelile frames".
Pratt of Maiden found
"Hark from the Tombs." in an old
volumne of Dr. Watts's hymns.
"On the fly leaf is tiic name of my
great grandfather 'William 'WilUams,
June 26, 1767'. He was tha minister of

Mrs.

!

I

cafes:
;

1

C.

P.

when

renderings by an artist like
Henry Burr is dominated by that
dreadful instrument the saxophone (and
orchestra generally), an accompaniment
that reminds me forcibly of the "wail of
delightful

a lost soul."

I

have eschewed the radio

1
recently, but now I am, cured.
will liavo to content myself with the
Trumpeters
Dr.
('adman.
and
liloria

till

-

—

WILLIAM

GILL.

IRELAND FOREVER

To crush our

I

UPl

As the Weald "Wags:

!

"W'AJIT.

THE BRAVE DAYS

As the World Wags:
The "Beloved Vagaixtnd" thus laments
the

book,
in

about
We have
The inquirer misquoted
these hymns.
the
the first line of one. We quote
"Repentance
first two verses, headed

I

I

published

received several letters

I

IN

then referred him to the

hymn

yet alive!

man who

feel like giving
|

jlect,"

Wags:

the W'orld

know

fat little

Another hymn is quoted by Miss
Moore, which in "The Church Psalmody"
is headed "A Warning from the Grave."
In "Watts and Select" the heading is
"Funeral."
The hymn, which would
cast a gloom over any funeral, was
taken from Pratt's collection.
"Beneatli our feet and o'er our head
Is equal warning given;
Beneath us lie the countless dead,
Above us is the heaven!
"Their names are graven on the stoae,
Their bones are in t)ie clay;
.And ere another day is gone.
Ourselves may be as they.
"Deatli rides on every passing breeze,
And lurks in every flower;
Each season has its own disease,
Its peril every hour!"
There are four more verses, and the
moral ending is:
"The forms which underneath thee lie.
Shall live, for hell or heaven!"
"In 1875 three
Miss Moore writes:
stanzas (or more) were sung at thej
funeral of a cousin, a good young man,
though not a professed Christian. Thai
being the first funeral of a relative attended by th& writer (then an 11-yearold girl), it made a deep impression on:
the mind. These items are mentioned
to show -the great change in the .selection of hymns for special purposes."

;

j

|

A-
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We

Land".

.

cuts up his meat
and mashes his potatoes all nicely before he begins to eat exactly as if he
I

'

I

A week ago a correspondent asked
where he could find old church hymns:
From the Tombs a Doleful
"Hark!
Sound," "And Are We Rebels Stjii
of
Alive," and "Lo, On a Narrow Neck

Infinity was one-haJf the infinity.
"No, no, one-half the Infinity is infinity."
"Tou are wrong, you are

the

j

to

to

first

age."

—

CONCERNING INFINITY
I

to the grave.

came

i

CiBeaTcr Falls (Va.) Tribune)

1832.

carriage

children

for

my

Laden

;

her art. Her brilliant technique has
gained in soundness. Her singing tone
is fuller and sweeter.
Her chief aim
no longer appears to be speed.
The dramatic element in music appealed to her powerfully last night.
Her appreciation of it enabled her to
play parts of the Franck prelude movIngly, the polonaise, most of It, with
contagious enthusiasm, and much of
the ballad with effect.
But Miss Robinson has yet to learn
the necessity of contrast.
Even when
Franck pointed it out, she, ignoring the
hint, played his choral in much the
same stormy vein as his prelude. In
the four pieces of the Russian group,
noise ran riot. From the Haydn variations not too soothingly played, by the
way—to the last of the Russians there
was scarcely a bar of music calm or
quiet. Miss Robinson, in.stead of trusting only her fervor and dash to please,
should remember that people of many
temperaments seek the concert hall;
some of them like to be charmed and
rested as well as dazzled and roused.
Surely Miss Robinson can accomplish anything she sets her mind to,
for she Is a player of uncommon talent.
In a year's time she has taken a long
step forward. If in another twelvemonth
she can bring herself to recognize more
keenly the pure beauty that lies in all
good music,, the poetry that lurks in
jmuch of it, she will make a further
stride ahead.
R. R. G.

Jennie Close of 28 Beaver road. Sewickley, bad her left amkle broken below
the knee on the Glenwood hill, Ambrldge.
\v'lien the sled on which she was coasting
crashed into a telephone pole.

W.

the

j

—

THE COMPLETE ANATOMIST

long ago, if an automobilo did
enter a funeral procession. It did so
unostentatiously, crawling along in the
rear.
Even a stately limousine would
follow unobtrusively, as if, just happtnlng along, it did not presume to
push on In advance of the dead. But
now a funeral Is all automobiles, and
our last ride Is often as fast as any we
ever took before.
"The modern funeral is all automobiles, but there Is an unwritten law
which regulates the arrangement of the
cars.
"Whether there is any unwTltten
legislation governing the priority of
other makes of cars I do not know, but
the law says:
'The Fords shall come
last," and this law Is never broken."

" Wlnen

i

'

:

to cemetery.

This reminds us of a story In S.
Baring-Gould's "Early Reminiscences,"
a most entertaining book recently published by E. P. Button & Co. BaringGould's father, Rdward, was married to
the daughter of a British admiral In

i

Though less of It would have been
sufficient, the program was not without

As the World Wags
"The continued cases of Mrs. L/Oulse
"WTiynott and Gustav Lindholm, charged

N'ot

i

selected

Sunday school

organized in
father's native towii,
nearly 100 years ago, whea- he was 12
years of age. Some of the others were
'Life is the Time to Seiwe the Lord,'
'Mary to the Saviour's Tomb' and

'Now

in

has been thought proper for automo-

f

Leominster writes:

Remember your Creator God;

—

!

maturity andl

accompany a body

I

I

—

biles to

I

I

follows

"It Is only within recent years that

I

j

j

pass on without ever seeing a real oldfashioned funeral the long line of
hacks, each drawn by a pair of coalblack horses, passing at a walk from

church

the hymns
learn in the

I

alive today, doubt-

grow

of

•

Norfturnal Procession"; Borodin, Polovisian Dances from "Prince Igor,"
for orchestra with chorus.

The Herald as

Moore

of

Its good features.
Especially Is Miss
Robinson to be commended for the successful originality of her grouping of
Bach. Haydn, Franck admirably they
played into each other's hands; and
Beethoven and Chopin, romantics both,
bore each other company very well.
and ordered another round.
She also found unfamiliar muslo to
WALTER WHITE.
hnng to a hearing. There were brlljitantly written studies by Bortklewicz,
As the World Wags
n pupil of Llodov, In 1902 at the Liepsic
She's standing in a doorway and it's
Conservatory, a man with a symphonic
poem to his credit, a piano concerto and
raining.
Evidently In a hurry, because
one for violin. He lives now In Con
stie keeps looking out Impatiently. Tou
stantlnople.
step in the doorway, too, because she's
By Balakirev she at least
ptrt her hand on something that was
pretty enough to make you dizzy, and
you have to stand still a while to re- not the Islamey fantasy.
Miss Robinson's own piece, aa well as
cover. Her glance at you Is not exactly
the waltz of Carl Beecher, a composer
Impersonal, but not exactly friendly,
either. What to do? Being exemplary
about whom information is not easy to
come at, were given a very late place on
is as good as being dead.
the program.
This one has been tested and is guarIt was a pity, too, to
lose Chabrier's Botirree.
anteed reliable:
"Shall T call a taxi,
Since she played In Steinert hall a
or er, will you call a cop?"
year ago. Miss Robinson has advanced
EL.BBRNDS.

A

to

C.

heirlooms is a copy of 'The
Church Psalmody," a collection of psalms
and hymns selected from Dr. AVatts and
other authors by Lowell Mason and
David Greene. 1831. This edition was
published in 18'39 by Perkins & Marvin,
Boston." Miss Moore quotes from thfs
book, "And are wretches yet alive."
"On page 546 is 'Hark! From the
Tombs a Doleful Sound.' That was one

Robinson, pianist, played this
last night in Steinert hall:
sons (16th century), transcribed by Alaleona;
Glguc, from Partita In B flat. Bach:
Andante and variations, Haydn;
Prelude, choral aad
fugue, Pranck; Sonata, op. 90, Beethoven; Polonaise, op. 26, Ballade, A flat,
Chopin;
Boris Godounow (transcription), Moussorgsky;
Ettude, F sharp
minor, Etude C sharp major, Bortkiewlcz;
Scherzo B minor, Balaklrev;
Prelude and capricclo, Carol Robinson;
Waltz, B flat minor, Carl Beecher;
Moonshine, Winter, MacDowell; Bourree fantasque, CThabrler; Rhapsody No.
XIV, Liszt.

ferrlng them from cell to saloon. Others,
the e.Ktent of whose earlier libatlon.s
had made them Insensible to the fact
of their Incarceration, assumed their
status quo had not been Interrupted,

ihroor; Scriabin, "Prometheus:
Ponm lit Fire," for orchestra, piano
(Alixandpr I^ang Steinert), organ and
chorus iCecilia Society); Rabaud, "The

W. writes

Emma

"Among my

Italian

to

.11,

America."

j^,

Carol

each then came
the thrill.
They found themselves on
the sawdusty floor of the rendezvous
of the Gulney Guards.
Some thanked the officers for traiLs-

a tambourine.) This composition is Interesting not only by reason of its
hartwcoio scheme and the instrumentacontains passages of exquisite
tion;
The first section is too long
beauts^
spun «ut. so that the effect is wealcenedi^ut the cadenza is a monologue
of slnirular eloquence, and the dance
is free from the banality of pseudoWhat a relief from the
orieniBiism.
cut-and-dried violoncello concerto! Mr.
tudetti played in a masterly manner,
f. ith artistically varied expression, with
!uil Insight into the character of the
.-nusic and with keen appreciation of It.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
T'ne protT.-am of next week will be as
'ollows: Handel, Concerto Grosso, No.

I

And

,i,

'

intorei^iod

years past, communibus' annos,
nearly 60.000 copies have been printed
of tliese in Great Britain, Ireland and

program

Instinct told them they were
familiar surroundings.
One by one

was

many

CAROL ROBINSON

thrill

they awoke.

finite."

D

never give them

in-

heretofore.
the pleas-

Some
in

Ravel's instrumentation of
Debussy's early piano piece.
No doubt many found Borchard's
"L'Elan" pretentious, bombastic, futile.
The score bears a curious, not
wholly intelligible, quotation from Henri
Regnier.
"\Ve are told that the comrte
poser endeavors to express "the Intoxication of movement, the gesture of
line stretching hands towards the In-

5,

guests,

Its

than

that came to the guests in
old building on the night of the
N'lles building tire.
The fire threatened
to destroy the station liouse, but the
guests. In their slumbers, did not hear
the clamor nor realize that their alcoholic content rendered them more than
ordinarily intlammable. Their hosts saw
the danger, however, and, without troubling to awaken them, pushed, shoved
and carried them across PI alley to the
nearest place of safety.

iinlng.

This is all very fine, but the
(cstatic endeavor is too laborious. Borcliard visited Boston 14 years ago as a
pianist, and played so well and in such
respectable manner that no one would
then have suspeoted him of this boisterous rush towards the Infinite. Nevertheless we owe Mr. Koussevitzky a
debt of gratitude for producing it.
New compositions should be heard, for
then.<me knows what to avoid in future.
pictures MelCaplet's "Epiphany"
chlor, one of the three vjise men, lollowina- the star to Beth'ehem, where,
lost iiv adoration, he became ecstatic,
and called on his little negroes to
dance in honor of the divine child.
(Melchlor's ecstasy takes the form of
a cadenza for the violoncello, accom))anied only by monotonous beating on

will

rides

the

T-ui

ing too

longer

It

ant

was yesterday Imposing, over-

\.

'

cluding

I

police station 2

many comforts

undoubtedly provides
and conveniences for

1

j

drank
an evening, against Heleno
who drank 6J. Where are
women now, oh, generation of

In

iintll his death
as librarian at Brown
University, Provld^iJCe R. I. From thla
college his two soiia were graduated."
It was stated in 1817:
"In point of
popularity his (Watts's) Psalms and
Hymns far exceeded all publications of
the last century, and it is said that for
i:.

In
Sevre.s,

such
slow worms?"

1

West Wren-

h.

play

bocks

o5

HOME AGAIN
As the World "Wags:
The new building of

"where

ordler of the cafe Conli r
bllllard.s with his nose,
and a little pug noso at that, my chii-'
dren.
AVhcii it grew Bre,iay he would
chalk It deliberately. Once he made
a
run of 246.
The cafo itself? Swept
long ago into the limho of dear
Immemthe orablp
dissolute things.
Then there
the was the
cafe du Bas Rhln on the Boul.
fu- Mich.,
where Marie la Democrate

mals of a different color. Not all
white favors on hat and whip of
driver could compensate for the
nereal complexion of the horses."

:

'

Paragot,

gooo

He would

,

As

the

World Wacs:

have rect vi'd an Interesting lettir
from a Mr. J uua of Soutb Jiadlcy rcUI

i

;

ri"^'

°°->

Some, they are not a few, ar.
b^au-e Mr. Koo.seviUky has u..r.a..o. ....
':'\''^'"'ZTZ
hope, will go
we earnestly
whool. is continuing to produce them, and,

isslpates sadness and
"Music softena moroseness of tei
dncca affability and a sort of gontionikiiiinc juy."
They might change "geiitlenianURe" to "ladylike."

.

on producing them.
should be
not surprising. Free discussion
when the
reasonable,
are
con
.•Bwuraged. when the arguments pro and
not like the
are^
and
intelligence
of
show
dliputants argue with some
borne
"I ain't arguin'. I'm tellin yer
P«PJ*ry gentleman who shouted:
that when
ago
years
Germans
disputatious
en* Mifi of deep thinking but
one at least should be tied securely
two of them entered into an argument,

That there

ii^

a revolt

cry out against this "new" music are pleased by picturea
They read and, ctiscuss
would have distressed their paronta.
extremely "modem" novels und plays, they even wax enthusiastic, in

Many who

is

that

;

draw the line at music.
They arc honest in their disapproval and

praise, but they

dislike, and for this are no
doubt to be respected. Unfortunately they have no wish to become more
Intimately acquainted with new musical thought.
It has been said of a little mutual admiration of writers in New
York that they sit at a lunch table and solemnly declare that nothing
worth while in art, literature, the theatre, music occurred before 1914.

to hla chair.
|

Koussev-itzky's arrival, and
The composers, unknown here before Mr.
poker-backed listeners revolutionthe
by
called
are
ban,
now under the
escaped blazNo leader of a progressive movement has

There are many

aries, anarchists.

Mozart,
to go back to Monteverde.
ing hostilitv. It is not necessary
in turn
were
Wagner
Liszt,
B^thoven,' Schumann, Berlioz, Chopin,
is ancient history.
rwndly abused as dangerous fellows. But this

s>-mphony of Johannes
Boston when the amiable second
many
^^''^y
(1879)
tin«
first
the
for
Brahms was performed
declared that
leading critics in Boston. He
the
of
one
then
Dwight,
t
writing u better sj-mphony.
h» could conceive of Stemdale Bennett
played here at a
When Strauss's "Till Eulenspiegcl" was first
protest and a Prominent
of
letters
were
there
Symphony concert (1896)
who had studied in (Jermany, accused
erISc a well-grounded musician
insane.
in Ws review the composer of being
mrqq where
was produced here (1899) there
symphony
Franck's
When Cesar
for putcondemned
harshly
was
wue -till angrier protests. Mr. Gericke
for some years refused
who
persons
were
There
program.
ting it on the
a work by Franck was performed.
t. attend any concert in which
characterized as an insolent poseur
first
at
Knd was not Debussy
musical
gift of melody hoped by
a man who having been denied the
bet r?
much
fare
first
at
Ravel
Did
eccentricity to attract attention?
Boston
the
at
Boheme"
When Mr. Ellis brought out Puccini's "La
"There are no
it.
in
anjthing
see
not
Theatre old opera goers could
to the
great majority that night drawn
tomes.- was the opinion of the
opera.
new
a
hear
to
wish
theatre by Mme. Melba, not by the

Here

in

pression.

Other performances might

But

in nearly all the instances the

heard.

to

hear for the

first

time.

,

Yet their objections and this dissension are not to be deplored.
Without controversy art ^s stagnant. Once in Paris a duel was fought
o\'er Sarah Bemhardt's portrayal of Hamlet and her expressed opinion

I

I

that the Prince of

Denmark was

in reality a

woman.

would be a pleasure to find two subscribers to Symphony concerts
entertaining opposite views, fighting with rapiers, or exhanging shots on
Bcston Common, say at high noon so that pretty shop girls could enliven
What a glorious
the scene; whose bright eyes would "rain influence."
death to die, sword in hand, or even an axe in hand, defending the good
old conservatives, expiring with the name of Mendelssohn on one's lipsl
It

'

Syi^phony
ii^7sic has been heard at
do not say that the men whose
Ravels
Debussys,
Francks.
Strausses,
concerts this season are embryo
of a high order. There
been
always
has
music
We do not say that the
pretentious, laboriously eccentric
were one or two pieces that we found
weaken, might even remove this imdull

Boston, as in New York and London, who really
has been no progress in music since the death of

Johannes Brahms.
There is so much music that they do not wish

We

and

in

believe that there

composer had a right to be

-

trust if he did not acKoussevitzky would be unfaithful to his
especially those
composers,
contemporaneous
of
works
«»lnt us ^^ith the
and opinions
life
contemporaneous
Europeans who are influenced by

Mr

The negro preacher at Richmond, Va.. exclaimed: "The sun do move."
The musical world has moved, is moving, will move.

No work of genuine strength or beauty will die. No worl; that is
inipotently pretentious will live, no matter if for a time It soothes the
are creatures of our time and
oars of fomplacenl conservatives.
must hear music of our time, as v.ell as the music
environment.
OL glorious masters of the past, who speak to us as from another planet.
If Stravinsky is putting too much importance on unusual rhj-thmic
devices, liii; sin will surely find him out; his very extravagance may
benefit composers to come, who, not following him blindly, will find a

We

We

freer and more eloquent expression.
As for Mr. Bliss there were pages of genuine beauty in his wild
and whirring concerto.
Is his symphony the abominaIs Mr. Copland, then, a hopeless case?
Mr. Kousse\itzky
tion of desolation spoken of by the Hebrew prophet?
has thought of a second performance, for he regards the composer as a
man of pronounced talent. If there is a second performance, it might
occur at.the end of a regular concert, so that those who did not wish to
iiear it, might leave, and others might stay. Mr. Monteux thus arranged
But those going out!
tlie- second performance of "Sacre du Printem#s."
lioiild not scowK make threatening gestures, stamp on the floor, or curse

i

composer, conductor, and those wlio remain.

P.

H.

I

«f the

expression.
«nd are honestly seeking new forms of
Stra^in3k^''s niano concerto;

Arthur

Bliss's concerto for

full of discords."
don't wish to hear music that is freakish,

How many

handed
of these objectors would agree on a i)rogram to be

"Rustic
Mr. Koussevitzky? Would they agree even on Goldmark's
or Raff's
Voyage"
Prosperous
and
Sea
"Calm
Mendelssohn's
Wedding,"
*l«r.oie- symphony, pieces that would be surely demanded by some?
There are many' in every town who, attending concerts, would like to
In to

hear only the music they have known from childhood. They would like to
hear eight symphonies of Beethoven every season. (The ninth is to
them still a stumbling block.) If they go to a song recital th6y feel safe
when they see the names of Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, and a few

American composers on the program. They shake their heads and are
oncomfortable, when Gabriel Faure, Duparc, Debussy, Bax, or some

Frenchman or
laented.
1

So

Italian,

it is

now

with piano

li\-ing

but utterly unknown to them are repreThese hearers fear for the worst.

recitals.

These praisers of times past, patrons and admirers of dead composers, insist that at concerts nothing unusual, nothing surprising should
ohake their equanimity. They would agree to the dictum of Athenaeus:

my

query on the town or village Cork streets, ihdlcating the Irish eleMass., and his letter conment.
firms a bcUer whicli I have had for the
When Lawrence was built, in the
colonies of ablepast five years 4hat the manufacturing mld-19th century,
towns and cities of Massachusetts wera bodied Irish lived in shanties and dugbuilt and stabilized by people from Ire- louts whUe they built the manufactur
In Holyoke ;ii
land.
This belief has been backed up
ing part of the town.
by tacts.,
the same period whole colonies wen
Thi.s was not only true during the
transported from Ireland and otlii?^
Iffth century, but was a fact as far
parts of New England to put into bUji
back as the 17th century in this section
ing the plans of the South Hadloy
and other sections of the countrj-.
Wafer Works Company. In Worceste;.
Ilfre in Lowell (we will celebrate our
Fitchburg and other points their musfirst centenary next year) there was a
cular and mental efforts of the Irish a>
colony of 200 Irish frci.ni Boston who
builders practical builders— are now a
'uilt canals, onills, streets,
matter of history. Educational advaJichurcht-^
and boarding houses iji the pioneer 'tages to their children and descendants
period.
In the Middlesex registry of
lhave made the race today an importan;
r],
,ii
„ ^^.^ maps, oi- asset in th« government of the state.
.-o.-.-p
r,,
GEORGE F. O DWTTER.
Lou ell.
ted Dubliti and

tive to
of Ireland,

j

—

!

1

,

J

.

,

1

—

,

L

In the Yfears

two pianos

symphony excited particular hostiland ^ind instruments; and Copland's
the common, often disagreeable to
of
out
certainly
were
pieces
ity These
It was
to new idioms.
accustomed
yet not
ri,e ears, that is to ears as
It is also easy to say, as
them."
like
don't
"I
say:
to
anyone
vary easy for
that will please us. We
eome have said: "We pay our money to hear music

—

Gone By

Seymour and Griffith Write
Old Players and Their Homes

Messrs.

of

The Dramatic Editor of The Herald:
When my father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. James Sej-niour, -s^ere
members of the stock company at the Howard Athenaeum in 1853, under
the management of Henry Willard, they lived at the Hanson House, on
Scollay square, the site, as I remember my mother telling me, of Austin
& Stone's old Museum. It (the hotel) had a large inn-yard, where the
farmers put up their teams in the early mornings. The hotel was b
favorite resort of the actors of those days. The proprietor was nndoubtcdly the father of the Frank Hanson of whom "F. E. H." has recently
written in The Herald.
When I Ame to Boston, in 1879, the Hanson House was on the corher
Among the actors wiio resided- lat the
ci Howard and Stoddard streets.
"old" Hanson were James Coolje, "Jim" to his friends, a popular actov
of melodramatic parts at the Howard, and MacDonald Macgregqr, fanipub
At this time my father, the principal Trisli comein Scotch characters.
dian of the Howard, and my mother, who played the "chambermaids"
and "soubrettes" (synonymous with the ingenues of today), received the
magnificent joint salary of $30 per week. But a few years later. Law-,
-.

.

rence Barrett

was paid as leading man

of $38 per week, and

and

had

to furnish his

of the Boston Mu£>eum, the

own

laces.

A

sin

"wigs, tights, shoes, swords
•

•

Boston Theatre (then called the Boston
Academy of Music) the play of "Hamlet" was given with the f(*lIo'\v1ng
cast: Hamlet, E. L. Davenport, the Ghost, James W. Wallack. Jr.; t^aertes,

few years

later at the

William Wheatley; Polonius,

Mark Smith;

the King, Charles Kingsland;

Horatio, Charles Barron; First Grave Digger, George H. Andrews; Sec-

ond Grave Digger, Walter Lennox; Player King, John AV. Blaisdell; OiSit,
Sophie Gimber; Ophe'li?., Mrs. Julia Bennett Barrow; Queen Gertrude,
Mrs. James W. Wallack, Jr.; Player Queen, Julia Irving.
The next evening, Friday, Feb. 21, 1862, the five-act play bf "Jane
Shore" and Frederick Reynolds'-^ comedy in three acts called "The Drama'
tist" were given with all of the above named artists, and, for this Cntei-tainment the following scale of prices prevailed; "Parquette, Parquetle

/

('No extxu charge for reserved seats; -^Beats
y, 50 cents.
days in advance.) Family Circle, 25 cents; Amphithtehttw,
joors open at 7. To commence at 7^."
.-ume the amphitheatre was the same as the pit, to which* itt
Is it a wonder that
ij-s the price of admission was 12^ cents.
I'list's

salary

was

iRAWk CARLOS

small.

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

the night of which I began my season here in 'The
^joose Hangs High," was the 119th anniversary of the birth in Philadelphia
of Ed%vin Forrest, "and not a line to do him reverencn" in any paper or
journal that I saw. Edwin Forrest made his last appearance on the stage
in Boston at the old Globe Theatre on April 2, 1872. in the character of
Richelieu, and I had the honor of playing Francois with him. I fear It is
a sad distinction that I am the only living member of the company* that
supported him on that occasion. He died the December of that year. And
here I am, 53 years later, acting in Boston again, and as enthuslafetic and
ambitious as f was then, a youth of sixteen. I must dmit that my esteemed and long-time colleague, Mrs. Thomas Whiffen, is Just ae enthusiastic and hopeful of her profession as I am. With us, indeed, "The

Monday, March

'

GRIFFITH.

j

9,

and Florence Hardeman,
^''Ind^'n/p^nr
h"*"'

Kent

Schumann-Helnk,

Ztilallan,

H"i;thl?H" accompanlrt.

B

Fll.rt

contralto.

Come, Love, Across the Sunlit Land;
Rachmaninoff, At

WILLIAM SEYMOITR.Goose Hangs High" upon our stage of life.
The first time we saw Mr. Seymour on the stage he played Francois
th«
in Bulwer's drama, but Forrest was not then the Cardinal, nor was
performance in Boston. Mr. Seymour writes: "I feel that in a professional way I belong to Boston; the Globe, 1872; Boston Museum, 1879;
Tremont Theatre, 1889, and now the Plymouth, 1925."—Ed.

WEDNESDAY— Jordan
Goldberg,

h^ll,

8:15 P.

Brahms,

pianist.

M.

Sona

a

Margaret

Ah rendlmi; Bach, My Hear?

Rossi,

?>'

contralto,

See special notice.

viollnl.t.

Watts

Nlflht;

Julius Rliim;in
D minor b'"-^

i

?s

o

.
'

«

^^i::r^^^:r?ntrr;^r^::^;;:°Ta::^j^°;
^'^^

'^'^Vn^o^v'^'^""^'""'*^"

The new discussion on the sins of first-nighters suggests the reflectioti
The Bancrofts
that the policy of managers in this matter has varied.
certainly did not always encourage stalls filled with guests, nor were the
On the first night of "Man and
stalls sold to selected first-nighters.
Wife," for instance, speculators reaped a rich harvest and got rid of stalls

Mildred Cobb, soprano Jessie F.em

^o"'

S?sn?vrKy^rn7o^t^:•.

FRIDAY— Symphony
symphony

hall.

2:30 P. M.

Twentv

first

"x'^. Sc'oTt,

.

orchestra. Mr. Keussevltl'y "c^nduTto?°"
See s^pe

...

ial

.

much as five guineas apiece. Perhaps the cullnination of first-nightwas in Irving's great days at the Lyceum, and the supper parties that
followed for privileged guests, the most famous of their kind in the hisat as

TouL"

pianisr^;rrh;:;s.\'or^m"'";i^sfer'Ni:Lr;eh"°"T''

mg

Maedchenlied, Das Maedchen sprTchi, An
ein
wird mein Schlummen. Minnelied.
4chubert

tory of the theatre.— Daily Chronicle (London).
"
^11This reminds us that 20 years ago Irving was seized with ifttaj
playing
ness at the Midland Hotel, Bradford, after he had returned from
the hotel a bj-ass
in "Becket." It is now proposed to place in the hall of
memx)rial plate recording the fact.

Ve Ic^en

r

IT'Z

I

f!vp

T'"'

'

^

>

.

The Dramatic Editor of The Herald:
pleasure at this time, the great interest

many

i

i

tence. Recitative and Aria from

lit

of

with much
my age at the time when stock companies possessed numerous members,
who had endeared themselves to the theatre-going public; had in everyridmg, or Imes of
thing pertaining to their favorites, whether of walking,
possessed a vital interest.
travel as well as their residences, each of which"where they .lived,
In those days of the late 60's and the first of the 70's,
to
was quite familiar to many of us schoolboys, the more especially
the theatres whenever
those, who, like myself, "suped" at one or other of
I recall

possible.

'W'

V'

Symphony

Social

'tsk"

;

The house

^

Good old J. H. Ring, "Jimmy" Ring, lived over Beacon Hill at No.
Revere street, and R. F. McClannin, "Bob." McClannin, a most' Jkmdl:,street.
man, walked back and forth bet-A-een the Museum and 22 S. Russell
The'Hill was a favorite near-by place for several. Frank Hardenbergh,
"Hardy," had only a short walk—to No. 2 Bowdoin street.
That charming actress, Louisa Meyers, first of the Continental Thetwo brotfcers. at
atre and then of the Museum, lived with her mother and
street—fancy that. Tliif;
7 Lagrange street, and later at 670 Wa'shington
dcfo.place was either what is now 898 Washington street or the .raexb
.

'

••• "
south.
front
-Originally there was a block of four brick houses, the ^uthetn"
housei
corners of which came "catty-KJomer'^ to the streec. Two of these
are still standing.
Shirley France and his wife, Rachel Noah, lived at 27 HaOnson ave
nue—"think of that, Hedda"— and ,"Jim" Burrows at 9 Lowell street,
where I frequently called on him.
Louis Aldrich lived at 27 Union Park, and Dan Maguinnis—"HandDan," as he was' frequently called, but as he was fond of describihg
'

:

I

,

civilization

by the

of

ill

lOrnest

became

—

intensified.

Last season added the swift ironand the piercing charm oj Kaufman and Connelly's "Beggar on
Horseback." And now close upon
the heels of John Howard Lawson's
"Processional," there Is a play by
Dana Burnet, "It Ts a Strange
House," a play published in book
form by Little Brown & Co., and
as yet unperformed.
Hitherto known only as a writer
of conventional short stories and
of poems. Dana Burnet has wTitten a play of strength and of
imagination, at times sheer poetry,
arid always dramatic so that one
reads it from beginning to end,
In the Strange
avidly, fascinated.
House he symbolizes modern society; in it3 many and sepai-ated
ies

rooms the hierarchies of our tocial
order the Factory Room, the BaseIts
denunciators and
ment, etc.
saviours are the poet Stressman
and the girl, Laura, who revolts
from her Imprisonment in one of
the upper rooms, demands reality

—

In

lieu

ism
he

is
is

His symbolof "illusion."
intense, yet unlike Andreyev

never abstruse.

"Processional," Lawson has
In
written of things as they are, has
burlesqued them, rhapsodized jazzwise. With "It Is a Strange House."
Dana Burnet has reconstructed a
possible new world, somewhat
Capek has done in "R. U. R." with
Laura and Stressman returning to
the garden to commence aijaln, sim-

and unashamed.
The social satirist has always

ply, wise,

dis-

guised his tirades, his denunciations;
to give his Ideas

body and verisimili-

tude and to protect himself, he has
imaginary adveneither created
tures and strange impossible countries, a land of the Lilliputians, or
a Penguin Island. Or he has seen
*he world through the eyes of a
rlous protagonist, a Pantagruel, a

of

c- u
FHday's
.

Gulliver, or a

Symphony

Don

Quixote.
And in each of these expressionistic plays, stemming in part from
the symbolism of the Russians or
the
discoveries
psychological
of
Freud, there is a racy; philosophi,

cal intensity.
Some of them read
Infinitely better than they play, and

some,

among them

"Processional."

Jt Is said play better than they read,
their incongruities and lapses eliminated in the acting. "It Is a Strange

plays of the younger

followed,
fated "Masse
Toller this
voluminous and tearing critique of
our materianstlc and niachinlzed

Mensch"

.

i,'
JS:

fajitastl-

"He Who Gets Slapped,"

last season

block of-"swcaiparents at 1540 Washington street, in the middle of a
between Massachufront" houses, on the east side of Washington street,
It was
Springfield street.
setts avenue, then called Chester Park, and
died, and there that Edwin
Tompkins,
Orlando
Dr.
father.
his
that
there
Theatre,
Booth often stopped as his guest when playing at the Boston
did I.
ivjgene went to the Dwight school in Springfield street, as also
locaTo the present generation it should be explained that most of the
their pl^feSfent- detions I am here giving were then, oh, so different, from
th'.^
^nerated condition. The famous "Jim" Fisk lived not far from
Tompkins home, in Chester square, in what was called a palati^l.iresidencc.
The Elevated railroad caused a blight, like^afrost
is still there.

I

dressed

There were suggestions of It in O'Neill's "The Hairy
Ape" with its fragrmentary symbolism of the parading mannequins;
and with "The Adding Machine",
of Elmer Rice it was full bom.
With the plays of the Capek
brothers, "The World We Live In"
and "R. U. R.," with "Liliom,"
and again consequent on the Theatre Guild's production of Andreyev's

Of managers, R. M. Field of the Museum lived in those daj's ^*t- 138
West Concord street, and Eugene Tompkins made, his home-, with his

of Ollv^^

RenetitMn
m.
petition

Americans.

'^'^

^

satire,

itself into the

U

_

M

symbolically, along the lines
set by the expressionists of Censlowily inserting
tral IDurope,
is

•

through an early cornfield.

P.

cally,

then extending
through to Rockland street.
^v'
%M
William Warren was a picturesque and well known tigure ,,pn
lived
for
he
place,
boarding
his
and
everyone,
almost
street, familiar to
exclusive estebhshand died a bachelor, was at Miss Fisher's famous and
\nsits to .Boston,
ment, 2 Bulfinch place, which also entertained on their
niime'rous other high lights of the profession.
_
Vi /ii
Allen
Adorable Annie Clarke, and her mother, lived for a time at,
place, a little -in frctn
Indiana
to
removing
after
time
short
a
treet,
street.
'remont street. Nate Salsbury also boarded at 14 Allen
Mrs. Vincent, whose name is perpetuated in Boston in various ways,
at 60 Chambers street opposite
icept a costume renting establishment
of Mary A. W.ilson,
the end of Green street, under her then legal name
juvenile man at the
her second husband having been John Wilson, the
Museum a few years previous. He and the favorite leading lady, Kate
Mrs. Vincent-Wilscm
Denin, left the Museum at about the same time.

belt,

8:15

New Plays

;

!

Hall,

concert.

the great actor, ¥;., J/..DarIt interested me immensely to know that
another idolized
cnport, lived at 48 Centre street, Roxbury; and that
His real name, however,
actor, Charles Barron, lived in Roxbury also.
street,
was not Barron, but Charles H. Brown, and he lived at 50 Shewiian
from Dale to Bower street, but which later was .cut

i

The Mount

?r.-"™-s,i."S.i:'o-

House," with
its

distorted,

I

'

rushing panoramas,
mechanized settings,

its

and its protagonists revolving formula-wise, seems more narrative
and descriptive in Its persuasion

,

j

than, dramatic. Yet its structure is
flawless, so that it should play well.
I

"Tou'vo been gone a long time,"
says the gardener as he approaches
Laura and Stressman. "I'm glad
It was all a
you've come back.
mistake. (With that infinite sweetness sometimes present in very old
men) Here. Have an apple!" With
this line the play ends; a play of
bitter and subtle philosophizing, of
humor and imagination, never dog-

matic or

diffuse,

always tensely

alive.
is Olga
"Hurricane," now pubby the Four Seas Company,

In quite a different vein

Petrova's
lished-

a play of theatrical craftsmanship,
and melodr.-unatics, which Miss Petrova first produced on the coast
in the fall of 1923, and then later
brought to New York and the Frolic
by Richard
sponsored
Theatre,
Herndon.
The argument is the ancient one

of the prostitute who reforms, but
disclovers that it is too late, and so
drinks morphia in the presence of the
man she had intended to marry. Miss

Petrova has her good moments,
however; she is honest In her intent; but she has too much of an

eye for the theatre and for the
actor to write with any profundity,
lUyena, Russian born but living in
Texas, finally escapes the drudgery
of tne farm and the late of her
mother and slips off to St. Louis
After
with a traveling salesman.
various episodes and several years
she has saved enough to establish
independently^ in Kansas
herself
where she meets a famous
City
bone specialist who loves her hopelessly; teaches her to dress simply,
to talk giammatically and encourages her in her desire to be a great
artist.

And before the play ends she has
fame,
wanted,
she
everything
beauty gfammar: her sister is cured
the
of
graduate
a
and
is
lameness
of
school of architecture at Columbia:
of
her
in
notice
and the man whose
Texas has spurred her to become
to
eager
an' artist is wiUIng and
marry her. Then she discovers that
she has locomotor ataxia; that it is
inor.-.,.
him.
impossiblp for h^v

—

iMori-lii.i and

curtail'.

with Miss

I<artuii!3rly

Not

A play that

I

'nflnltely better than

.

lUjena.

till

th* early olKhfios of <^A

century did "to

reads.
Petrova as
E. O.

.

i.

i

i

Hawthorne's "Dust." The Intransitive verb meaning the ume wna
for a long time put in iiuotatlon mark*
Jullaji

CONCERT BY THE
SALZEDO ENSEMBLE

English Journals us colloquial
not In good and reguUir standing,
In

Harp

ensemble (Marie Miller,
Ellso Sorelle,
Marietta Bitter. Edith
Connor, lllldred Godfrey, Grace Weymerl, and Delia Baker, soprano, will
give

a

oonoeri

Symphony

In

hall

To Clauds Lovejoy: Tes. there wor«
vegetarians besides Nebuchadnezzar In
ancient days. They were found In Roman society even when feasting waa at
Amnilunu||
Its grossly sensual height.
a Oreak epigrammatist, but probabty h
Roman by birth, living In the time 0t
Trojan and Hadrian, freed his mind In
this manner;
The translation Is by F.
A. Wright.

to-

Reginald Boardman will be the
accompanist.
The program Is as folnight.

lows;
Sixth

Suite

Frtne.-i

J.

Bach

S.

The ensemble
Chorale and variations, for harp and
piano
WldoMlis Miller, haxp: Mr. Saliedo, piano
Aria:
"Qui La Voce," from "I Purltanl"

rjlr)
.'<n:feggletto.

Corelll
P. E. Bach

«•

:

Mlrare
Mr. Salzedo
a Ixiver and His L.ass

Was
Dawn
Don't Vant
It

Curran

Answer

Thu

Delphcs

rie

At

Debussy
Debussy
Debussy

L« DaiiMS de Puck
La Cathedrale Engrloutie
The ensemble

last In fear

I

and lli.>
which

'

nnenesB

-

f

i,f

Fa rbman
amazing

?.t'

solo with

I'

,1,

virtudMltj, II nuppleness und
lone, a maturity of sentl-

c,{

m'»nt of which few young musicians are
po8B«sB»-d: he Included the LIsztlan and

programmlsllo
symphonic
poem of
pBlnt-Saeiis,
-l^ Rouet d'Omphale,"
irhlch wan originally a rondo for two
>lanos
and stimulated the younger

name.

tnuKlc.

A substantial concert, and Mr. Molenhauer gave a good routine performinc« of both the Beeth>>v*n overture
md the Tschalkowsky symphony; In
Lhe Balnt-Saens he did not contrast
pnougli the conflicting themes of (he
resistant hero and the Insistent seductress. There was great applause for Mr.
Farbman, applause that commenced before he had finished the concerto.
Next week the soloist will bo Jesus
Banroma, pianist, and the program will

"to

It

of government
would have said

for 10 camels, 25
elephants and Ifi glrafCes, all marching
abreast, to pass through the eye of a

sttnt.

came away

thought the next course
hay."

I

overture to "Kl
vrbo'ie and d'.

I',

i:

Jenxn

know our breed

didn't

Ia«lk>

—

Terry

Baker

Miss

Danseus^s

he

people from the federal service." Ah, Calvin, the Bible was speaking of that very thing when it said II
was easier for a camel to pass through
But the Bible
the eye of a needle.
Jobholders, Col, or
that It was easier

Rue, lettuce, onion,
Radishes, chicory, fenugreek.
Asparagus and peppermint
And lupines boiled he made no

Fay Foster

their middle

ui

modernn

ultra

>re
t.Tii

separate

bleat**

were

guests

his

Is

the

of

KoUBsevltxky so staunchly
nrsd It with the
H'

french composers to writing program

aheep.
basil,

Harris

Know

to

As though

cordiality

"It Is a difficult task," said Cal,

heap

..Salredo
..SalzedO;

^.

Wlll^!.^|nd

haps as an antidote to the
nlo

As the World Wags:

"He went among his garden roots
And took a \cnlfe and cut tlielr throaty
Then served us green stuff heap on

Bellini

Couperln

illga

and

—

Hlsa Baker

Sarabando

ii

nt'

domiciled In great comfort In their new
quarters and will be at home to their
many friends after next Sunday. They
form a happy team of newspaper reporter (Mr. Wachter represents the
Glens Fall.H Post-Star) and undertaker,

Carlos ^Salzodo, harpist, with the Sal-

zedo

i.rii;aK..il

n living
loom, two bedrooms and bath, situated
In the east wing of the building and occupied by Dr. J. M. Griffin, during his
ownemhlp of the property, as ofllce and
waiting room. "Big" and "L«;w" will be
of

iulte

.

they hu\e
rooms, conslHtlng

wiiero

iijc,

sci

unccess. The flril
the use of this tran

It

!

I

give

up his

j

in Symphony Hall

R. H- L.

job.

Company

Carlos Salzedo and

needle than for a federal officeholder to

vould b*

j

3RUCE SIMONDS
Simonds. pianist, played this
yesterday afternoon In JorBach, Caprice on the deluiU:
ne of his beloved brother; CouLo carillon do Cytherc, Le ticToc, Les barricades niisterieuses;
niann. Toccata: Franck, Prelude.
Fugue; De Severac, En
el
,1.
CastelPaturage;
Dludy,
..no:
icp

r

Let us Quote again from Mr. M. J.
[MacManus's "A Jackdaw In Dublin."
'jam«8 Joyce of "Ulysses" fame is imi"Mr. Bloom Resumes his
In
Itated

.Mil

r

'

La

-Torlcsco.

slrenetta

e

il

m

turchlno: Chopin, Nocturne'
Brahms,
..iior. Etude in E minor;
raczzo in A flat. Rhapsodic in E

Mr. Simonds continued to make
I'.ich's Caprice, with its rather pon:,iV

really
plavfulness.
nuist indeed have

Il,

attractive

a way with

would warrant his setting

I

such an
all the
unusually

specialist, should
l,

needed

'i.s
.

i.-;.-oss

him.

He has

— rhythm

One of
bank.
Europe, Yeats says. The Old House tp
College Green. At no far distant date.
Righteous men must make our land..
Never hear that now. His eyes followed
road.
girl In green jumper crossing

A Tartlnl fugue arwanted more.
ranged by Krelsler, the andante from

quisite

As
From

Home

Mme. Schumann-Heink

melancholy in

j

I

knot of wist-

terially to the

Idly

j

I

Darby

I

,

I
t

"What's four letters beginning 'J,'
Meaning 'first'? Why, it's 'Joan' I say";
Well, then,

five,

beginning

Meaning 'Demon,'

to Cesar Franck, tlie emotion
The olosinjj
religious mysticism.
r.casures yesterday .shone with the!
stasy of those "glories of saints and
ngels" in certain old pictures of Italy,
this music used to glow 20 years ago.
1

is

disagree.
A.

}

W.

A QUIET EPISODE

j
'

.

seemed as though Its glory had!
parted.
All thanks to Mr. Simonds
'Ving to the world Us permanency.

j

j

;

j

]
'

Vlvbrought
j

to the audience the emotions of
the woman of Chamisso's poem, and
a tribute to her art and her personality

;

— nobody

found them overtense.
Middle-aged persons and older are
prone to rail against the ways of this
day and generation. Small blame to
them; there Is plenty to find fault
with.
But what musician of today of Schumann's genius If there
Is such a person alive and at work
would ever be led to set to music
poems of a sickly sentimentality like
If he did, who
those of Chamlsso?
would listen to them?' So all Is not for
R. R. G.
lhe worse In the world.

I

!

i

Is horrified by
The parents
to go.
spoke of
Hmoma
as
London
t:ilk about
Paris to Dr. Bovary and Emma. When
"^^-riie

f

'

original meaning.

Our old and esteemed
friend Mr. Jasper Ferguson, making an
eloquent argument In favor of a new
schoolhouee, "scores."
An qrchastral
conductor, mopping his dripping tuanr,
"scores." And so on through the catalogue of professions, trades, employ*
ments.
"To score" meant originally (about
1400)

_And
)the

to out,
this

to

mark with

meaning remains.

lines of

Mr. A. E.

incision*.

These ar«

Housman

in

*^

Shropshire Lad":

"Out of a stem that scored the band
-wrung it In a_ weary land."

]

I

j

;

At the St. James Theatre yesterday
afternoon the People's Symphony, conducted by Mr. Mollenhauer, and with
Harry Farbman, violinist, as the soloist,

yesterday morning was lynched
about two and one-half miles from
Rockyford. The negro was burned at ga-ve the following program:
He was carried to a field
the stake.
Beethoven, overture "Leonore," No.
where brush and wood -were plied about in., op. 72; Paganlnl, Concerto for Viohis manacled form and after gasoline lin, In D major; Salnt-Saens, Symphonic
had been applied to his clothing, the iPoem, "Le Rouet d'Omphale," op. 31;
wood was set on fire. The victim ut- [rschalkowsky, Symphony No. 4 In F
tered but faint outcries and was stoical
36.

here
"Score," the verb. Is an overworked
word.
How twisted it Is from Its

Is through with cotton,
cotton
that cotton Isn't everything, for
occupies his days, Aaron Sharrocks exof a
tongue
claimed: "Thl has the
blasphemer." Mary, at first unwilling,
not being able to live up to silk underwear, finally resolves to accompany her
John. But in comes Max Abrahams, a
still
rival of Jelves, and offers John a
n,ore liberal sum. He hesitates; he has
little
Honest
contract.
a
not signed
Marv reminds him that he has given his
Abrahms retires, baffled, but he
Iword.
will bide his time.
This first act Is the best, as It Often
The
the case In plays "f this genre.
characters are sharply defined; they
amusare real persons; the dialogue is
pering and reveals the nature of each
variations
are
fo!low
that
acts
The
son

John says he

—

'

1

throughout the experience.

Tliere

was

no disorder.

BLEST BE THE

Shamrocks family

John's eagerness

SOUTHERN

(Georgia Ne-ws)
Rookford, Ga. ^An unidentified negro
who confessed to attacking a girl nave

j

R. R. G.

IN

E. Cllve

Philip Tonge
Wordley Hulse
Victor Tandy

!

LIFE

it

C.

Head Walter...
Katherlne standing
prace Neville
This is a comedy with a familiar
theme: the young countrj'man who
Ithinks he can "beat the band" In LonLancashire Rastlgnac, who
Idon;
a
swears to conquer the great city.
John Bowyer, at home in Salthley
Bridge, shuts himself up in his room at
niKht, locks the door and tells his
anxious wife that he is working. Her
parents and her intolerable brother are
called In consultation. Is John winning
on the race track by correspondence as
brother Tom suggests? John has gained
money In some way for he throws bank
notes at his wife and tells her to rig
herself out In fine array at Manchester.
At last the secret Is disclosed, for Mr.
Jelves comes from London, wishing to
engage John as a poetical advertiser,
for his simple and slUy verses about
a
ladies' silk undocwear contributed to
rival house have attracted attention.
last
read
verse
The specimens of the
night make one wonder at the excellent
Jelves's enthusiasm and his willingness
servlo pay John £1000 a year for his

I

I, lit

I

Schumann-Helnk

E.

Max Abrahams

j

,

Elspeth Dudgeon

Aaron Sharrocks
Sharrocks

—

'D,'

'Darby,' see!"

Thus they started to

|

{

Mme.

Tom

Bdlss

Jessamine NewcomSe
Francis -Compton
Alan Mowbray

Tom

Imagination, and jdepth of feeling.
I

Jalland
Jelves
John IBowver
Mrs. Sharrocks

'.Miss

istanlev

mand. Most remarkably she showed
her power in the .Schumann cycle. Fine
diction. In truth, can accomplish much,
especially
when It is directed by

!

Why, our great

III Is composing one;
Now, you and
Here's a square
will have a try.
together
Both

:

tress of the use, to their full extent,
of all the vocal means at her com-

.

May

Mary Bowyer
j

program.

home

"Joan, you're right!
grandson.

;

Though Mme. Schumann-Helnk was

THE FIRST CROSS WORD

1

Irving;
Elsie
Sharrocks,
Mrs.
Sharrocks, Gerald Pemberton.

,

not In her best voice yesterday, once
more she proved herself a past mis-

M.

HALE

I

Mme. Schumann-Helnk had added ma-

p-^cullar

•

Saliitfrom
s'avance,"
qui
Saens's "Samson et Delilah," and. In
Mindful."
from
Lnrd
Is
English. "The
For her
Mendelssohn's "St. P«ul."
middle group she sang Schumann's
To
"Frauenllebe und Leben" cycle.
close the concert she chose "When
Two That Love Are Parted," by
BeochI; O'Hara's "There Is no Death."
Rasbach's "Trees." and, with violin
obligate, the "Agnus Del" set to music
by Bizet. It Is safe to assume that
the large audience, which had clamored for extra songs the afternoon long,
would not have departed content till

j

"Sixty years wed but no
(Headline:
cross word.")
"Darby dear, we are old and grey.
Sixty years since our wedding day.
And never so much as one cross word;
Darby, Isn't It too absurd?"

it.

By PHILIP

Copley Theatre: First performance In'
the United States of "Mary's John," a
comedy In three acts and five scenes by
Harold Brighouse. Produced at the
Liverpool Repertory Theatre, Liverpool,
Rng., on Sept. 30, 1924. John Bowyer,
Herbert Lomas; Mary, Constance Pellssier; Mr. Sharrocks, James Harcourt;

herself sang.

temps

Evidently a kink in her vocal cords.

be said in praise of Mr.
Siir.onds's brilliant playtag of the Toccata, that piece dearly prized years ago,
now never heard; of his grace and
beautiful tone in the Chopin nocturne,
and his freedom from the taint of sentimrntality; of his brightness of rhythm
everywhere; of the clear, cool tone In
the odd Italian piece that makes onei
hop.j lo hear the artist pre.sently play
certain pieces by. Debussy and Ravel.
Uut the outstanding feature of the afternoon was his beautiful performance
of the music by Cesar Franck.
He made it clear that, after all, this
music has not suffered a change.
beyond its supreme beauty,
is,
It
suffu-sed with a quality of emotion

was the

"MARY'S JOHN"

"Lascia ch'lo pianga" from
Handel's "Armlda"; in German, "Prln-

fulness In her voice."

Much might

It

they

In Italian.
!

'

i

J.

that

audience

by Bur"Hills"
Rlmsky-Korsakov,
leigh, and a "Perpetuura Mobie" by
Novacek.

the current issue of the Ladies
Journal, in "Where the Road
for the

Beneficiary Association.

to the satis-

—

World Wags:

"He was sorry

he had at hand for "Lie Carillon." a
sparkling brilliancy for "Le Tic-Toc."
for those mysterious barricades a vein
of iKietry everybody cannot find in
music of Couperin's day. a mood of
gentle meditation, with even a touch

much

Spanish
movement?—a
dance by Sarasate, a chanson Arabe by

Forked":

grace a»id an enchanting tone

the

so

BChenando

Muttered things that were prof.me.
Wishing somebody would stand
A plrit or two; a pint or two;
And so would you, and so you would.
the

and

Lalo's Spanish Symphony why are violinists so loth to play the charming

The Jarvey shivered In the rain.
Blew upon his fingers, and

—

:

excellent

well Indeed,
faction of

EDEN QUAY

Mr,
nds by no moans holds that Bach's
iinu ntal music and sentiment have
ing to do with each other.
those who will have it so, he
t counter with Bach's title to one
he little pieces "all lament."
delightfully still Mr. Simond.s
.>re
An exthe Couperln pieces.
> ed

Sym-

usual

:

and,

In

her, her
accompanist, KatherIne Hoffman, and Florence Hardeman,
Miss Hardeman played very
violinist.

j

natured mockery:

singularly pure tone which ho.
th able and willing to color when
the music .calls for color, deli.sf-n.iitiveness to melodic line,
For
sentiment.
else,
all

of

The
street he turned.
the finest buildings in

;.

e

•

sang yesterday afternoon
phony hall. She had. to help

to,

Bobbed hair and cloche hat. »>un't see
aU bobb«d now.
Girls
her face.
Healthier they say. But crowning glory
gone.
Her golden hair was hanging
down her back. Getting on the Sandymount train. "Wait. Look. Beef to fhe
heels. Worse with white stockings."
Nor does James Stephen escape good-

:

.

Bmesttne Bchuraann-Helnk, contral-

Peregrinations":

"Down Dame

Carlos Salzedo, the grreat French
harp virtuoso, Introduced his company of artists to a large audience
in Symphony hall last evening at
the annual concert given under the
auspices of the Ginter Employes'

jmlnor,
!

TIE

W'arrensburgh, N. T., News)
who
S. Wachter and L. F. Maynard,
occupy rooms In the second story of th«
Harris block, will move Saturday to the

(The

residence of George Cecil. In Mountain

op.

For a brief and eloquent week-end.
|rschaIkowsky has seen revival here with
With Mr.
two of his symphonies.
Koussevltzky It was the fifth; with Mr.
Mollenhauer the more Russian and In:requently played fourth, which he was
lhe last to perform a season ago.
With tb« symphony. Mr. Mollenhauer
;hoae a stoutly orthodox program, per'

an old theme. The second is unnecessarily long and it progresses too

of
i

leisurely.
John In
'

London

Is

turned Into a windswim,

He Is bound to be In the
bag.
He argues
to be a man of the world.
that thus a the end of a year he will
I

"heathen

;'.irtr
ili>'

Idol"

oii'TroT sheii

Norman Trevo^ and Mrs
Thomas Whiffen. Tliird week

with

oi

demure "whatnot". Deacon Parker
with his ward and her dowry
n\eet his nephew to whom she Is

un-lvcs
to
to
iliiry

as

t>

if

ami

£5000,

of

were

It

who

htm valueless, to Julves,
lit foi'KlVK Mary for uislsilng
rpfiisiil of his offor.
John

ike

>n's
at oxiHMisive restaurants, dresses
stly maniuM-. joins a club, learns

dancing lestons of Grace, a
I'M il: tui-r.
introduced by Alirahn.ms.
n y rebels, but from love of her husband, tries to follow step, th>ui;h she
shudders at tl'.e thought of 1>are arms
!r.

'

I'l

please
that he

fail to

his employer. John's excuse is
is trying to tit himself for a higher salary. Jelves, naturally, does not appreciate this reasoning.
Ho la ready to
discharge the poet of underwear, but
agrees to wait till Mary's plan for the
reformation of her husband is carried

I

Sharrocks

.

j

an open window.

Abrahams

routed; Grace, told that
.K'hn is ruined, has no use for him;
John falls on his knees before triu'iiphis

ant Mary.
A poor third act, except for Mary, into
whose mouth the dramatist puts a few
lines of a stilted copybook order. Even
in this act Mary wins the respect and
i

the audience.
She Is as
is simple and loving. Nor
is she merely amiable.
She can be cattish when the other woman Is In. view.
In her pleading with Jelves for her husband, she Is pathetically eloquent. And
one sees into the workings of her heart
and brain as much, yes more, by the
acting of the part by Miss Edlss than
by the dramatist's dialogue, good as it
generally Is.
Mr.
Mowbray made the audience!
thoroughly
acquainted
with
poor,
puffed-up,
vainglorious John, at last
affection

of

shrewd as she

Thus there was pleasant
not exciting entertainment.

if

Booth,

,

'Mrs.

Weston
Andrew I,mve
.^ruhclla

Daniel Mflson
Gen. 'VN'ade Weston
'Samuel I'emlliertoa
I

'

,

Cnlvln Txrwe

'

Willl.-.m Cbn'bb
W. iSnva-'p

.T.

by Katherine
Metcalf Roof, produced by the Theatre
Guild of Boston, for the
the following cast:
Jede>llah Skldmore

Turner
Deacon Parker

Abagail

Belinda May
Jacob Anable
Elisha Calnes
Pierre

Tour

I-»a

Tabltha

Perkins

Elvira

f.

first

time, v/ith

Robert W. Kelso
.Leonora Bradley

Prescott Warren
Ethel R. Scagel
Roscoe Chaff ey
Robert S. AlUngliani
Jose Alessandro
Elizabeth GerrLsh
kHelen Gertrude Gaskill

Martha Jane

Mary

E,

Walker

William M. Travers
Although there have been plays of
the witchcraft period, and films of the
clipper era, the Salem of the early and
middle 19th century has been singularly unexploited In the romantic melodrama, and the costumed mystery play
of a satiric tendency, of recent origin.
With "The Shade Man," although
she is at times verbose and too detailed
In
her exposition, Katherine
Metcalf Roof has glimpsed the possibilities of this
period, and she has
taken for her hero not the seafaring
'man or the mail robber, but an itinerant and impecunious maker of silhouCapt.

Cal-In Judd

I

I

an ironic and romantic Frenchculture,
Pierre
Tour,
of
I^a
misplaced In this Puritanical assembly.
As a "shade man," he has his moment.^
of eulogy, C:\ rano-wise, of the possibllities and the importance of the nose,

ettes,

'

man
i

\

of its self-caricaturing, and of the joys
of an artist's life.
There Is talk of the amazing rapidity of the new and radical st«am cars,
that travel at the phenomenal pace of

twenty miles an hour; theie Is amusing satire at the expense of the self
torturing, prejudiced deacons, of the
suspicions with which each one with
the exception of the young girl, eyes
the "furrlner," places suspicion upon
him.
There is a delightful comparison
esteemed Mrs.
of the verse of the
Hemans and of the French lyric.
Strange happenings are on foot, sudden -and increasingly frequent robberies of the stage coach and its passengers, and in the midst of the talk of
these In the parlor of the wayside inn,
the "shade man" arrives, and proceeds
sullen and
to practice his art there.
Insistent sailor in oilskins deposits a

A

Boston

in

Houston Itichorrls
Samuel Godfrey
WinfleM Hyaifi
Ricbard J. Wct'a
Ralph .^f. Eemley
John Hunter noutli
Collier

wanderer
and assuming the millionaire was rehearsed once more at 'the Sit. James
All the old friends were
last night.
there, even to the close-fisted village
lawj'er who "suspected It all from the
start."
Nathaniel Alden, leaving home for
the war, stayed away, vowing not to
return until he could come In triumph,
Six
J)ringlng his sheaves wKh him.
years of knocking about bhe world had

succeeded only in dropping him in New
York, out at heel, and nearly destitute.
What more probable than that some
long lost friend should 'Come upon him,
insist on driving him home to Lower
Falls In a glittering motor and present
him as a Monte Crleto to the village
where he was born. All would have
been well had not the car belonged to
the friend's employer.
The town turned out en masse, flags
flying and guns booming, and took the
empty-handed Croesus to its heart. Did
he promise to develop their neglected
water power? He did. Did he offer to
make Lower Falls a model town? What
else? What of father with that overdue note? With only a ten dollar note
In his pocket. Nathaniel Alden conAnd the girl he left
quered them all.
behind him? They married and lived
after.
ever
blissfully happy
Mr. Nedell as the homing ragged
robin strove manfully with the material given him, while Miss Hitz, whose
duties were confined chiefly to reciting
boom town statistics from the Lower
Falls Chamber of Commerce, almost
made that electric information inter-

—

"The Goose Hangs
High," play by Lewis Beach

Plymouth

|

Without a certain automatic disappearlng bed, which goes in and out of
the wall as a button is pressed, the
should would be something else ag^in.
jin, near and about this piece of furniture the plot takes place, giving rise to
broadly insinuating quips and the usual
farce of hairbreadth escapes from hus-'
fiances,
mothers-in-law-to-be,
bands,
etc.
It seems that Tommy and the wife
ot a bill collector are having tea for two'
His roomin his bachelor apartfent.
mate comes in with his fiancee and her
wealthy mamma, and the lady is hidden
Eight more girls come
in a bedroom.
The man who owns the furin for tea.
niture comes in with a prospective lady
client
from Oskaloosa. Then comes
daughter Jessie with her niidwestern

!

j

1

!

I

ment
kind, Ueare the usual ingredients of its
euiei
.acheu epi.=ouc=. iNor woulu lue
of
scenes
six
lalnment suffer if the first
aie
•

;

for
the tirst act were eliminated,
fahow
offering did not take on "Passins
Van in
Mr.
zest until the entrance o£
lound
we
Here
episode.
the telephone
knowthe comedian tnat we used to
was
he
as
Bolivar— inasqueraumg

Patsy
under

the

Jones.

And

Then comes
of sophistication.
the bill collector, just In time to provide a thrilling curtain as his wife and
a young man are thrown into the disappearing bed, which promptly disappears. Excellent music and dancing and
amusing farce fill in the time while
others engineer for their rescue.
brand

I

essential to the perfection of the
whole— fun that has been slipping in aie
the
revues of our theatre— tun that at
tat
inception of these same revues was
first consideration.
For the spectacular, and the pretty

so

]

Laura Hamilton makes a re.sourceful
and self-reliant heart-bandit, and John

"The
there was full measure.
JJeaded Bag," for the former, stood
forth in its opulence, if not altogether
for the
in the originality ot Its idea,
same scheme comes to mind as a ple.isoi
ing recollection o£ "Panuora's Box
George White's output, of a few seabag,
beaded
huge
sons since. From a
opening and unfolding irom tioor ic
came forth the choicest of ihe
files,
[Messrs. Schubert s pulchritude, each ana
girls,

i

Idea.

For

^
Arthur

"King

was

another,

,

BOXES AT KEITH'S
Leonard, world lightweight
boxing champion, at present retired
from fisticuffs, shows that he is as much
at home on the bare boards of the stage
as he was on the padded floor of the
prize ring at B. F. Keith's Theatre this
week. Assisted by two partners, George
Mayo and Charlie Marsh, Benny tells
about his former fistic work and tnen
stages a comedy bout with the pair. But
any of the aspirants for Benny's
if
crown the fi.stic one thinks he has lost
any of his speed and is "soft" they
He is the
should promptly forget it.
same fast workman. There Is some
good comedy in the act, but the crowd
was out to see Benny, no matter whit

s

dream of
Here was a

comical Mr. Van.
pageant of the joust, of defending the
honor of milady, travestied if you will,
but with all the panoply, the color of
mediaeval knighthood.
ensemble dancing
for
"Dublinola,
feature, might be picked for the unltyi
of its rhythm, for the "business" of the;
For
colleens, for Its smack of the soil.
the

was the pleasing

and;

lithesorae.j

Willems,

Miss

diminutive

and then the rosy and more for-i
ward Bessie Hay, untiring, pleasing m!
a toe and high -kicking specialty. the
For music, theer was plenty of
kind that will serve, smacking of music
editorship rather than of inventiveness.;
And for voices, Leroy Duffield carried!
ithe major portion of the songs, and

he did.

eager;

Sharing top honors with the champion
"Dr." Rockwell, a comedian with a
line of chatter ou how to live 150
The billing tells us we can't afyears.'
is

new

to
correct,

ford

m

wKh
Bi'lly B. Van up to his old tricks,
a turkey under his arm and an overload of hooch, trying to get Into a telephone booth— six of them, in fact—and
never s^icceeding until they are all em-i
Lulu McConnell, too. In several
pty.
joy

the

to

of

the
in

whlclt she
"roasted" hubby and then "loved him
the

up"

"A* Home"

in

And

caveman
so

scene.

that

In

revues come

and

I

go,

setting first a higli mark, sti^vlng to
encompass wh.it has gone before. The
wonder of It all is that they are abla
to outdo previous
ttiey all have so

In

I

THEATRE—"LitUe

Archer.

Tommy

The

cast:

Tinker

..lift

Mrs.

i'-'lower

eru W ine Flo««r
Paul Kevcre
S. Block
Mrs Jamieson
.To«le Jamitwon

(!

•

• .John SulljBurtress ul-*' >

Madeline Gre.ve
«lni»y s Baxter
.John Jlundlcv
Al Eayuioml
Clara Tiiroi>;)
L«ura Hamlltou

.

^

talent.

The Merediths,

,

society dancers,

were

Toodles and Tod, a canine act, exhibiting some smart dogs, open the

show; ;and the news reel, movie fable
and topics have their usual high tond.

Jessie

James," musical comedy presented by'
L. Lawrence Weber. Book and lyrics,
Harlan Thompson, 'music by Harry

show

'

well received.

common.
T. A. R.

WIIiBUR

is

wind fashion.

entertainments when

much

That

William Brack and company, five performers in all, have a speedy acrobitic
act in which a couple of the members
are tossed around the stage In whirl-

I

style.

these

treatment.

Jack Haley and Helyn Eby Rock, a
smart pair In songs and chatter, scored
high on the applause count, while Jean
Southern, well kno\vn on th© silver
screen, has several character numbers

i

contrltou'ted

his

the Ware sisters. The entire company
are clever steppers, doing their numbers with grace and precision.

1

scenes,

n.iss

one cannot, afford to miss it.
The doctor should be careful or some of
In the audience will laugh
patients
his
themselves to death.
One ot the best dancing numbers presented at Keith's for some time Is that
featuring Mile. Leova. She is assisted
by Danny Dare, Rudolph Malinoft and

has)
entertainmen't
the
feoiture
this
plenty of opportunity for rebuilding,!
for Mr. Duffleld's voice was continually!
being worked beyond its range and there
was also a continual forcing of tones.
Tttere is real pleasure in again seeing

performance, and she was at her best

—

—

"

solo dancing, there

airy
H. F. M.

light,

Benny

visualizing a

Round Table,"

is

BENNY LEONARD

every one setting life on a beaded ' ag
in
of differing design of extravagance

!

comedy

Sully's juvenile
really funny.

and

'

Door," comedy of

starring his annual producSecond week.
production.

calcium

taxes.

and the entertainFor fare, tnere

28 scenes
moves quickly.

There are

PLAYS CONTINUING

Tremont—"Grab Bag," Ed Wynn

of

I

Trado,

G. R. L.

Dorothy
suburban
by
life
Parker and Elmer Rice, with
Wanda Lyon and James
Spottswood. Second week.

encores

I

MoNaughton, Robert Lee, Bessie Hay,
Frank
Eleanor WlUems, Peter Trado,
and Dan
the Harrington sisters

Mr. Remley, of them all, drew
To his lot fell the
the lucky number.
role, nearest and dearest to our hearts,
the constable.
An added interest was the presence
in the cast of the author, Mr. Booth,
plaj'ing one more business man.

—"Next

were
by a
Music by the[

numbers

Nejtt in the line of thrills was the
shrieking tragedy of the towering Evan
Valentine's beetling eyebrows, funereal
voice, and grouchy lugubrious song of(
graveyards, undertakers, and Income

,

the

esting.

Hollis

flight
many
to repeated

appropriate share

received

of

Huffman.
Sch-wartz. Staged by J- C.
Harry Le Vant conducted.
Van,
The principals were Billy B.
LeGeorge Le Maire, Lulu McGonnell,
Ruth Gillette,
roy Duffield, Jack Rose,
Harry
Lockfords. Herbert Aehton,

tale of the penniless
returning to his native heath

in four acts

suffered from many changes of cast
since last she clucked a forefinger here,

and applause. What threatened most to
stop the show was the chorus dancing,
tor the eight girls, of more than usual
attractiveness of form and face, left no
lingering doubt of their dancing ability.

Roy Elklnn
LfOn Hall
Bernard XDddl

John

shei

"The Passing
Har.
Show of 1924." Book and lyrics by
Gerber. Music
old Atterldge and Alex
Jean
and
Romberg
Slgmund
by

Roberta Lee OlarU

AldeTi

George Gnilible
The familiar

Man," a play

Last

First

SHUBERT

formance

Ixnils

Nathaniel Artemas Alden

,

New!

amused audience.
"James Boys,'.' a Paul Whlteman band,!
added happily to the merry uproar and

'Elsie Hit/,

Bol>ert Alden

finds

highly

OIlv© Blakeney

iPh.vllis
'

who

per-

Anna Layug

AUlen

iu''

"THE PASSING SHOW
THEATRE—

performance In Boston.

first

Abigail

i

FINE ARTS THEATRE— "The Shade

Leon

play.

,.

glimpses a philandering wife's Inert
form on a divan, aska briefly between
cigarette puffs, "Dead or fainted?"
"Jessie James" seems not to have

commonplace title oi Mr.
so, Mr. Van to the rescue,
we were regaled with an evening ot his
ST. JAMES— "Rolling Home," a com-\ uelighttul clowneries, and again, thanks
edy in three acts, by John Hunter] to Mr. Van, there was the fun that is

Sharrocks family, to the rival
employers of poets, to the dressmaker,
jriss Jalland.

Cargo,"

own

slow,

stupidLv

and last
applauded

E. G.

the

to

in his

>

and when

shockable heart-bandit

York

week.

companied them.
Yet Miss
Seagel
played Belinda with charm and point,
and ttiere were excellent moments In
Miss AVaiker's loquacious and Impertinent Martha Jane, the servant, and la
Miss Gerrish's TabXha Perkins.
The setting was an at'tractive one, and"
the whole was well staged.
Tlie performance will be repeated tonight

and self-reproachful. We
more than formally Introduced

all

Gordon

l'r*tit~\

of eight 'slrla :iBd

to the Boston boai
„,
from Oskaloosa wha knows
what she wants and gets it, the un-

mu-

Is,"

Tierce

fliorus

lops the girl

revue, starring the four
brothers. Last week.

Marx
Selwyn—"White

^

sionally in his longer speeches he 'talked,
so quickly that his words were almost
indistinguishable.
And he, ailmost unaided, bore the burden of the acting.
Of the rest of the cast only Leonora
Bradley, who played the perturbed and
garrulous mistress of the inn, an actress
at one time with the company at the
Castle Square Theatre, was a "professional," so that it Is unfair to compare
her playing and that of Mr. Alessandro
with the amateur assemblage that ac-

disillusioned

were

sical

melodramatic or sentimental.
and well characterizing, the mystery excellently
sustained.
Mr. Alessandro gave an excellent performance as the "shade man," suave
impassioned, bitterly sardonic.
Occa-

the dramhero. The

family comes to town to
decorate and furnish a flat so that when
John, doped. Is borne to it, he will think
he Is at Saithley Bridge; that his experiences in London have been a nightmare. He awakes, is deceived only for
a moment, l)Ut he has written verse.-j
that please good Mr. Jelves, listening at

Majestic— "I'll Say She

J.

a

Back again

Zieg-

musical production, starnns: Eddie Cftntor. with Mary
Eaton. Fifth week.

lis*iUy ironic,

is

Boots,"

Al.«o

furniture movers.

feld's

unduly

It

To bring a happy ending,
weaker than his
is

Colonial—"Kid

ship

iiemurely In Boston.
A deft and well written plav, faithful
•lo the 'traditions of Its kind,
"yet never

out.

atist

his

unlike himself.
Belinda wh.> has al
ready had her doubts about her marriage mistrusts him. The "shade man"
is
Imprisoned until the mystery is
solved, and Belinda, rid of the captain
offers her dowry and herself to
the
•'.'hade man," to establish themselves

restaurant.

II

Meanwhile John's verses

as

The deacon and the sharp toagued
and ardoui "shade man" dL-ipute "over
the friendt-hlp that has started between
the "shade man" and the deacon's
ward.
The no.\t morning the deacon
is found murdered, and the
muddy steps
lead to the "shade man's" room.
The
strange green idol has disappeared.
t^apt. Calvin Judd returns In a storm;
his ship wrecked, and he, nervous and

iilri>aJy

A'lrahinns.

aiTos.s

ba married as soon

arrives.

lie

William

|

York, so the newspurposes to develop the
A deep-thlnklng
springs of Saratoga.
says
German, having examined them,
corrective
they possess "medicinal and

The

papers

state of
tell

New

us,

equal to famous European
There are Americans stiu
miany
thing who have thought this for have
may
veara, though some of them
the
was
water
believed that Congress
properties
watei-s."

:

'

Of hope rewarded
For thi

n'

A

tall

'

who insist on using foreign
phrases as bon mots and se.-'MUlpedalla
verba. It la schreckllch rather than de
bon aire. Doubtless, 1 am persona non
grata for In.sisting les expressions IdlomatlQuo are not au ifait or tres joUs.
Sonst wird es that wa
Potztausend!
must parllons Hlsrpanoli or be accounted
ischleralels. Con amore,

* summer resorts were Saratoga
Saratoga btis preferred
any on account of the medicinal
dv
by those who had
especially
iWiters,
MTgeJ and guzzled during the winter
and were liverish. Well do we remem!

life

remember

Well do we
irron-s.
feedlni; at hotel tables.

Sir Arthur Schuster has been cele".sclentlflo
longevity of
brating the
gents"; Umg-Iived although they pften

the

In order to be
man on
s\XTc of prompt table service a
waiter
Ola irrfval would give the head
$5 was then a
IS for the first week
was
waiter
table
The
sum.
siibst.intlal
tlppvl at regular intervals during the
breakfasts!
What Gargantuan
TOjov.n.
MeTi. A omen and children ordered many

work

not disdaining chops
eggs,
beefsteak
a •^niall
oravk. d wheiit or oatmeal,

—

—and

;

even

at Saratoga the
splendor of the hotel life had faded; but
John Morrisey ruled the famous gamsaw him one evening
jliuf: house.
randing at the entrance when a grroup
; collegians was about to enter. "Boys,"
J id Honest John In his w heezing voice,
you can come In and look around, but
vou can't play here; you're too young."
had the honor of knowing Mr.
Morrisey when he w'.as a state senator.
No man was more respected at the CapWhen he spoke, his words were
tol.
ew, but invariably to the point, and
once, urging the passage of a bill for
some charitable Institution in which he
was Interested, he wms eloquent.

were

my

vlttles!

when used

London has heard
tres

forming at

They are

tempritly."

—

As

Bless her!
Reader"
"
whether any rule makes " 'easier'
"
.".ore correct than 'more easily."

"Easily" was
easUest."

crobablo. snT' »n essayist,
seen a haberdasher.)

that

no

lines a

street

passes clients through

And

Its

vasty
I

halls.

To dress them

I

perfectly from head to

feet.

Provide them with a dainty lunch to
eat,
kettles,

With

mouse-traps, paper,

ten-.

nla balls.
Unites the unfamiliar trades of yore,

And haberdashers haberdash no more.

tiie

Now

"easlller,

evf-r

the dapper youth with fingers

chill

Presents a card of buttons to the gaze
Of bargain-sharpened eyes, to feei a
thrill

journalist

London 314
Burbages players were perthe Theatre and the Curtain

AIN'T

.

enlled" which she sang with charm
and a caressing gentleness, her words

II

I'
|j

I

1

I

!

i

I

As the World Wags:
In telling of a 'V\'ashington political
conference today's Manchester (N. H.)

My dictionary
that "tra.nspire"

transpired

"to

come grad-

romantic

become known."

Andover.

L. P.
figurative

B.

or

G

Mr. Koussevitzky, who was
night.
closely associated with Scriabin, brought
out this tone-poem at Moscow on March
15,

A

—and, con^>iderlng the latitude in
which the battles wero fought,
better — have said that the Mexican war
year iSil. ... If
perspired in
.-niglit

tiie

the pl'u^.be 'take place' can be substltuled for it (transpire) and tho Intended meaning of the sentence Is preserved. Its use Is unquestionabl:' wrong;
if the other colloquial phrase, 'leak out,'
can be put in Its place, its usa -is

llrst

performance

the

in

on March 20. 1915. The result
was not effective. To watch the colors
and hear the music at the same time
"Prometheus" was
was distracting.
written when Scriabin was a confirmed
to
compose music In
mystic, and wished
theosophic terms.

His hero

is

not th*
'

Prometheus of Acscliylus or Shelley.
For this performance the piano w'Hl
bo played by .\lexander Lang Steinert:
.

•

in

well

The

tiieus"

is

a prominent New York newspaper that 'The Mexican war transpired
1847.'
The writer might as
the
year
In

1911.

United States was by the Chicago orScriabin
chestra on March 5, 1915.
wished the music to be accompanied by
colored
say,
is
to
iceyboard;
that
color
a
lights were to be thrown on a screen in
conjunction with the music. Thus note
C was to be represented by the color
red; G by rosy orange, D by yellow, etc.
At Moscow this keyboard was not ready,
or it refused to work. The first use of
It was in New York, when the Russian
Symphony orchestra performed "Prome-

journalistic and ugly, but
may pass; as a synonym for 'happen' It
Is a bad blunder, but not uncommon."
Richard Grant White: ",So I find It

-*

Armenian

organ, n-ill be performed for the first
time in Boston at the Symphony concert.<5 tomorrow afternoon and Saturday

taste illustrated by such town names
'.
very firm stand
as Memphis.
ought to be made against 'placate.'
legitimate sense,
(even
the
transpire'
in
originally a happy metaphor for mysterious leaking out, but now vulgarized
and 'dead.' " The Fowlers in "The
King's English" (Oxford, 1906), add
that as a synonym for 'become known,'

said,

of

A Poom of
Scrlabin's "Prometheus:
Fire," for orchestra, chorus, piano and

.

'transpire'

and

and correct use

understanding such a sentence as
'What had transpired during his absence he did not know." Apparently began
In United States about 1800; registered
In Webster's Diet. 18'28 (not In Webster,
1806)."
There are quotatlops showing
the misuse by Hawthorne, Dickens,
Liaurence Oltphant.
"The other side of this is that wo are
Jentltled to protest wlien any one assumes that because a word of less desirable chai-acter Is current American,
to bo current Bngli.'^li.
it is therefore
There are certain American verb.s that
remind Englishm-en of the barbai'ic

World Wags

lieder,

other Asiatic songs.

CARR.

of "transpire ": "To 'escape from secrecy to notice,' to become known, especially by obscure channels, or in spite of
secrecy being Intended; to 'get wind,'
"
'leak out.'
Misused for: To ppcur, happen, take
"Evidently arising from misplace.

BOSTON

the

to

fragile way of George's "La Pluie"
and his more strident, apotheosizing
"Hymne au Solell" which she was obliged to repeat, than to the terse and
Schubert's
overwhelming drama of
"Die Ailmacht," and the two songs of
Hugo W"olf.

When she has sung more, acquired a
firmer coloratura, a fuller resonance in
her upper tones and a clearer diction.
Miss Zulalian should be an attractive
concert singer, especially of the more

not

and rhetoric explain

means

ually to publicity; to

A common,

is

series of terrible reverberations
ijcame from the sky. Every one was look
wrong."
Hng up. It seemed as though the gods
Mr. George D. Ives In "Text, Type
were playing a Gargantuan game of foot- 'and Style" quotes J. R. Lowell writing
[ball.
Thoughtlessly, and forgetting
T. B. Aldrlch apropos of "the Storv.
was In New England, I Inquired of
-w-oman near me "What is it?" She rrfj^.'
j

were Indistinguishable.
She seemed better attuned

.

GRAND?

"What

Yet she has a tendency

to blur her phrases, to soften the outline of her words, so that at times,
particularly In the Schubert "Wleg-

NEWSPAPER ENGLISH

Union says:
knowr."

Oriffeo;
Come Lovo
Mirror,
the Sunlit Land, Griffes; At
Winter
Rachmanlnof;
Joy,

song demands.

—

.for

.

IN

I understand It ail.
I have lived
Boston for five years and do not know
a human being well enough to Invite)
to sit up with me the night I die.
I
have frequently bewailed the fact in
letters home that not only do the grown
people freeze up solid it spoken to without a proper introduction, but even the
little dhWdren refuse U> answer a wistful smile.
It la true that on the night
of the earthquake my neiglibor who lives
and moves and has her being about 15
feet above my ceiling unbent sufrlciently to speak
a few seral-exclted
words while the earth was rocking, but
since that night she has retired again
Into her shell.
When Gov. Cox was Inaugurated a
few years ago I happened to be walking
on Tremont street near the State House

Lwhen a

No more

A
in

in

AN EXTINCT SPECIES
ii

W.

Dinnerman, market proprietor,
Portsmouth, N. H.
see how you could possibly
don't
I
shut tile doors on such eminently quailW. D.
tied gentlemen as these.

our earthquake

streets."

ALONE

-5k3

h»»

of dust.

.

Solell,

ing of Henry Gilbert's "Lament of Deimelancholy, a
its Gaelic
dre," with
song seldom sung.
Again in the Armenian folk songs of
Meiikian of which she sang two, with
a third as an encore, there was passion,
and the tense Intimacy that the folk

membershli) in your
House of the Immortals:
Harris Po-or\-u, real estate operator,

cats.

ate court.

The huge department store that

zeal.

As the World Wags:
and can obtain seconds Jf
I nominate

—

au

—

NOW BEFORE THE COMMITTEE
necessary

Hymne

Although she has sung variously beconcert was Miss Zulength ont-, and despite a comprehensive and purposely
exacting program, she sang with as
much zest and vocal skill In her la.st
group as she did In the earlier ones.
Her voice Is large and of a wide
range. In its middle register of a dark
and beautiful quality, and full of resonance; and although her head tones
were often delicate and well placed, she
took all dramatic climaxes In the upper
register harshly, even metallically. Yet
this is a remediable fault, and she has
much in her favor an ardent temperament, a rich sentiment, a flair for style.
between
the
.So
distinguished
she
air
from Rossi's reputed
Italianate
opera of "Mitrane," the light effefvescence and gaiety of Purceli's "Nymphs
and Shepherds," and the strange keen-

cluster
reveal:

A.

from China

Watts.

stren^uous re-adJuster

The usual clouds

of

I.,ament

fore, last night's
lalian's first full

Of winter's rain and gust.
We look to you to muster

William Hone recorded several earthquakes In England.
All London was
shaken in 1750.
A servant maid In
Charterhouse square was thrown from
her bed and had her arm broken; "dogs
howled In uncommon tones, and fish
jumped half a yard above the water."
Hone In "The Everyday Book" quoted
from "Zoological Anecdotes" a pleasing
story of two cats at Messina In 1783
who announced to a merchant the approach of an earthquake.
They tried
to paw througli the floor. Set at liberty,
they ran out of the town. The merchant, following them, saw them burrowing In the earth. Soon after there
was a violent shock. The merchant's
house and other houses fell down, so
he was saved by tlie forebodings of the

'

none.

You

The House will fall so people saye.
The earth quakes, lett ua hast awaye."

account of the campaign of
one sentence equal, roughly, to
column of this paper."
believe that a still longer sentence
s In Haziltt's essay on Coleridge to be
ound In "The Spirit of the Age." It Is a
two
sentence following
ilicent
printed' octavo pages. Mr. Evarts
imous for his long sentences ad.'jEsing a jury or arguing In an appel-

of

Night,

their lustre

your tremendous

"To

The hidden primrose
Your sturdy strokes

In Shoredltch-on April 6, 1580. Suddenly
by "God's admonition" there was an
earthquake shock. The ballad-monger
and Bond-street merchants were at once
busy. "At the playhouses," It was said,
"the people ran forth surprised with
great astonishment." Many were "sore
crushed and bruised" from panic at the
exit.
The theatre had Its enemies In
those days. Witness the earliest known
verse on an English earthquake:
"Comme from the Place,

oua

compared

of

a similar event

years ago.

in

li.

the

Into

recalls

1

sentence extending over a hun-

We know

owe

Sky-ceilings

scare, "driving people out of the thea-

-cd lines of type, and another French
jthor, Leon Cladel, wrote a lucid and

'irmerly

rufflod
.\cros8

filibuster

A.

held by" literature rather than

"Appreciative

]

The

A Caravan

Oeorge.s;

Plule,

You wield your mop...ti.nd broom,
The woods are all a- fluster
\^'hat time you oomb the coombe.

}

Purccll;

Georges; 'Valrl Ztaghig, Mcllklan; Dony.l
Oooy, Mellklon; O'er tho Tarn's Tn-

Scouring the hedge-lincrusta
Restoring carpets green!

a

\'

t.

macht, Schubert: Wlegenlled, Schubert;
Der Freund, Wolf; Mr Ist's, Wolf; La

with a duster,
Get on with your spring-clean.

like

In
'1

Conies, "Warren Storey Smith; J)lo All-

O Lady
How

i|

you *r« on

.'

Di-idre, Gilbert;

Boston.

decrees.
;or Hugo in "Les Miserablee,' has

c'

i

only

found

ZUUUAN

Sh-pherdH.

TO MISTRESS MARCH

j

JOSCBUilM.

•iclal
e

;

Until they jart from yo«.

I

Bishop Hurd said of a contemporary
lie did not like "the doctor's long
vernacular sermon." A London journailat thinks that Um Mcord lor long mb^
is

f

Though some will surely swear
And some go home in tears.
Oh, wear the pair
And part your hair

•hat

f

f

Oh, wear the pair
As you did those other years.

LONG-WINDED SENATORS

tenc'

|

Just wa-er the pa-er
And sa-ay a pra-yer
That you will stand by it
As It always stood by you.

last

never mix

|

SPRING PANTS

\s Artemus M'ard said to Mr. Schwazey,
.vho was eating beans and remarking:
week;
"I hain't eat anything since last
t
eat bean.s now because I eat beans

heerful fruit

;

i

1

(For As the World Wagst
Wear the pair
As you always used to do
"Wear the pair
Though it is no longer new.

No doubt the springs still flow, but the
Not
j;!ory of the old days Is departed.
ir many years have we tasted Consource.
or
Its
bottled,
at
water,
rress

,

!"

little

'

j

of exercise."

We

her.; I

set

I

'tru'i' pircil.'

At Jordan hftU Iftrt evening Rose
accompanied by
contralto,
Margaret Kent Hubbard, gave a song
.recltnl with
the foIlnwlUK program:
Ah rendlmll (from "Mltrano"). Rossi;
My Heart Is Fixed, Bach; Nymphs and

if any one whom they do not
actually know addresses them, to call
There Is no such thing as
a pollcetnan
a yearning smile from an honest lonely
It must not only go unan.stranger.
swered, but the promulgator of the smile
must explain herself to a policeman.
Now I know why the children 1 have
smiled at have looked at mo as st'fernly
as the adults. Fortunate, Indeed, am I
that they did not lay hold of me and
"cling fast" to me until the officer arrived.
Since drunkenness Is no excuse
for such conduct, surely the mere desire
for a child's answering smile will be
regarded as emanating from a twisted
A. R. T.
brain.

|

.

fUat

i:i

Zulalian,

I

We

I

"I

do-wn hard

It:

ROSE

In

".sitting

jou
word

brink of the pit."

years that

j

Lord Chan-

night.
used to

the

have always told him that exercise Is
the thing which destroys everything."
And so when Mi;. Evarts was once asked
to what he attributed his good health
and keen mentality, he answered: "Lack

sausages,
hot rolls,

Johnnv cake, doughnuts, always ending
wlt:i .1 stack of griddle cakes.
There were good orchestras at the hotels playing for dancing at night, giving
concerts bv day. We still see Napier
the overture to
conducting
T^-.iiian
••Ziinetta" or "The Poet and the Peasand pot-pourris.
polkas
ant," waltzes,
The broad verandas allowed promenading, while old bankers and lawyerswould
and
sit easting glances of admiration
beautiful
as
exchanging criticisms,
[young women. Cubans, Jewesses and
northern Gentiles swept by, in gorgeous
costumes of the period, blazing with
So S5t !he Trojan elders
.iii>r.i.,n'ls.
when Helen approached the wall to see
the fighting on the wind-swept plain.

When we

into

say:
ccUor Weslbury
out in life with many dear friends who
have burled
I
worked late at night.
them all." It Is said that scientists are
not fond of exercise. Is this a reason
In the last letter
for their longevity?
that Sir William Haroourt wrote he
"Remind Spencer from me that
said:

—

jisli-=.

far

inu.st

editorial in The Herald,
"Two Little Girls," explains It all. Bosare
taught In their tender
ton children

But the

TOUCHSTONE.

!

at Saratoga, also the
chilreal Uve Indians who sold to the
and bows and
canoes
dren birch bark
hotel

ber t!io

Massachusetts

I

-.>wport.

nie, Ui

solidly. If poPKlble,
undlt'gulsed disgust
correct wa.v. To think
that a complete utraiigcr had not only
addressed her, but had coarsely mentioned the possibility of a Governor of

ond J.tie turned
and went on her

I

'

uuum

even morv

ture.s froze

canaille

:

'Lvar

nmrinurcd.

•.\lLli

in'. niou.-i

and I
have Hat

down awfully hard." The woman fumed
and gave ino a searcliing gaz*'. Her fra-

w.
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I detest, abhor and abominate

I

I'he

i.iv

,

VOUS AVE2 RAISON
j

the Oov. those
this

oourtier guards the

fro

ond Floor!"
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.

nurm

1p the sixties there were very few, If
bungaUlf. summer cottages—ahtcks,
flWs and palaces are now loosely dewere
no
-.1
as ootta^es and there
One's country rela_>nd visitors.
nvHed a family for o fortnight or
or even two months, In the
r, and expected a return Invitathe city In the winter. The two

•

'

1

door

a fondness tor bourbon or rya.

^jjpred

"Why,

"Stem aloofne.ts:

i!

•

qui"

'7-

'

I

I

j
I

1

the organ by Mr. Snow of the Symphonj''
orchestra, and the wordless chorus wHI
be sung by the Cecilia Society.
This society will also sing the various choruses of the Polovtsian Dances
The
from Borodin's "Prince Igor."

choruses have been performed in Boston, but not at the concerts of the
Boston Symphony orchestra.
The other pieces on the program are
Handel's Concerto Gro.«so, No. .n, D
major, and Rabaud'a "Nocturnal Procession," which has already been per-

formed this season.

The Symphony program for next week
comprises Foote's Suite, E major, fcr
strings; Eiohheim'8"A Chinese Legend"
fabaHt.JUUi-^A. D.); Schumann's Piano

——

—

).

\:-,y

song
Tl'..

Thi> pianist v
uitlst. Alfred Cortot.

SO milch as

quit..'

a hoy.
the niirhi

'n

a

.11,1

I

\
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I

heard Bnrnaboe sin*

I

I'.-

HI

"a

iii

.-

oi'i-^

'

,

Uoi'ii^orin-r

tlic

.sail!

the late-comer at a concert, "but If T
>vere to open the door, halt the people
would rush but." -- American ijeglon
tii

lless will play Beethoven's pinerto in O major at the fourth cxnoert of tho Boston Symphony or-i
The pro-;ra next Monday night.
will u!sj inoludo Tohalkovsky's
,i
1 .".1 and Juliet." tho Si-Utrzo rrom
I'lm's music for "A MldsumUi's l-">rcnm," tho prelude to
,^viu" and the Daiico of the Sev-

Weekly.

s

Pu^to-

tho Vrelude to "LKJhengrln." Sas Dance.

•;

iic

Notes and Lines:

from the country. 1 live in ConI wont to tho Symphony
cord, Mass.
concert In Bostou last week. 1 llkod it.
Koussovltzky
[ should not say that Mr.

am

I

As tlic gentleman from New York re
marked after a speech at a Deinocrati'convention in Buitalo: "HI "Yi!
7Jo;

was a conductor. The man with gold
on his cap and coat who took the tickets
at the door seemed to me more like a
conductor. Koussevltzky, who made the
orchestra start and stop and turned on

stuff:"

A

C.

P.

11.

Frederic Frcemantel, tenor, will sing
IS songs by Beethoven In Jordan hall
f\\ Saturday night. Walter Glide will
the pianist. Mr. Freemantel, we are
has made a specialty of these
i> id.
songs. The program will include a roi

and aria from "The Mount

citatlvo
Olives."

of Draniatology" published at Easton, Pa,, contains in the Janviary number a passionate defense of "Ladles of the Evening,"

or

next Saturday afternoon.

minor at the People's Symphony
Orcliestra pieces by Svendsen,
Rameau-Mottl and Wagner.
will play the violin in
hall next Sunday afternoon.

Helfetz

Mr.

Symphony

the picture.

WHEN BARNABEE SANG "THE

everyday

CORK LEG"

(For Notes andLines)
On the night I; heard Barnabee sing
"The Cork Leg,"
In a lecture course held at a nelght>orlng town,
Crrtaln men I could mention weren't
bald as an egg;
Certain ladies I know still had tresses
of brown,
recited some verses then perfectl.\new.

On Darius

whose

the Filer

last

of

*

Can

corrupt us,

"Simon the

believe he sang

I

Cellarer,"

too.

\

and the Fair

the Brave

And "Alonzo

I

Imogene."

'

Clever artists there were on the concert
stage then.
And their voices are always a joy to
recall.

could

I

a

off

reel

roster of

talented

men,
attempting

no use
It's
mention them all.

_

name ought

ron Whitney's

to

^
to com',

first, I insist,

haiies-R> Adams, the Winch brothers, William and John,
I'jrgc L. Osgood. Tom Karl, both well
up on the list,
Jlerberl Johnson, Joe White and Budolphson all gone.

j

—

;

Powers, Morawski, the Temple
quartet
They were Fessenden, Fltz, Cook and
Ryder, all (uie^
D. .VI. Babcock, JCed Payson and Di

P.

H.

.

Gullmette,

Thomas

'

tJeorge
Parker,
and Lon Brine,

Clifford.

George

Want

T:\o Jlin Gilberts, George Frothingham.
Harry Gales, too.

Beny and

Bartl-tt. Jack
encc E. Hay.

C.

.r.

When

I

think them

all

over,

(.'lar-

lind

I

—as

win you
Thai some beautiful singing «as dona
In
I

our day.

hava beard oratorios, operas, jazz.
That the radio bringa within reach
liS

of

all,

by

I

ki:'ju

what

fine singers the

has,
aniniar,

stage

toda;.-

Sonte

and bthors

T

fall

to

rfecaU.
T.;t
,
y

In i>ite

—

of their tgreatness I fall to

enjoy
li
those artists' "fOrgTveness
•

.

.

I

earn-

j

Wa

|

with Dog

i

I

|

j

Woman with Child
Clothes not so fresh
Skirt not .so short
Hair not so good

:

j

j

I

[

Eye wild and strained.
And bumps 'tha carriage

j
j

therm.

hearing

,

'

this,

plentifully.

The

O'er the curb

As home she hastes

I

T' get supper for her lord
(A shoe clerk very likel
And put the babe to bed.

j

j

i

MAPvGAJRET LLOYD.

villagers,

Brookllne.

thought the patients were

abused; they accused the
a skin.
doctor of being a niggard if not
only for
"Carrots? Why they are fit
that they
If anyone suggested
cattle."
the
for the complexion, also

A ONE-EYED HERO

•4haTnefully

Now

in Boston.

quite
not
Altliougli
to risk a recital without a contiono, a; ail ever.ts he showed tli^ good
Judgment to play a concerto
Taste
"by "Vieuxtemps (No. 4), which can at

tnoush

pinch do very v,-&ll without orchestra.
for his muaio In light vein, to close.
Mr. Risman found pieces by no means
hackneyed a Godowsky waltz, an intrada by Desplanes-Nachez, and by
Kreisler a "Tamburin Chlnois."
In his "Pictures of Chassidis Life,"
presumably -written since the perplexing sonata for piano and violin. Mr.
Bloch appears to view life more plaTo a listener
cidly than he used to.

«,

And

—

only slightly a.-quainted witli the liturgic music of the synagogue, the melodies of the first piece, "Contrition,"
and the second, an "Improvisation."
seem closely akin to those of Jewish
Thr,ut,'h of a certain
religious music.
monotony to persoiiS innnfiuenced by
associations, the lirst "picture," grim
with
uncomproi-i-ilsing,
character,
In
little or no help or contrast from its
meagrre accompaniment, is none the
less impressive.
/
The second, wild in mood, malces its
rhapsodical effect without aid from
the needlessly unpleasant discordances
of -which Bloch used to 'hn-.v himself
" not
fond. The third piece,
sugso strong iu racial or
i:i
a hint
gestion as the other tw-o
of the gipry in its opening rhythmwill probably prove the most appealing
of the three to the average audiencte.
All three, well worth the hearing, were
heartily applauded last night.
Mr. Risman played them admirably,
rrith warm, strong tone, with sympathy
f.)r
insistently characteristic meltil"

roots,

In the night hours

scornful laughter.

Burton conas onions, garlic,

carrots,

vinegar.

One of the regulars in tho.se
places was One-Eyed Connolly, whose
age at that time must have been all of
40 and whose vocabulary was Indecent.
In those days the excellent Mrs. Early
often served drinks with her own bejewelled hands, and sometimes, when

radishes,
j

)

I

I

;

.

carrot,

that at the
Franco
beginning of the 19th century In

manach des Gourmonds"

ably.

|

cooked

SAY NAP0L1 AND DIE
I.

swers were Impromptu until the moderFarry-o
ator read a question concerning
and
(meaning presumably Pharaoh)
doctor also said
In his answer the good
enough,
Farry-o. This was more than
all the world
for surely there are not In
populous
In any square mile, however
may be, two men who would say

Eubjeot
^eople'

Wags:

Is

last

Ini

;

of Love. Arne-Huhn; Have
You Seen But a Whyte Llllie Grow;
When Myra Sings, A. L.: VerborgenWolf; Wie Melodlen zleht os,
heit.

Aufforderung,
Heimllche
Strauss; M'ha preso alia sua ragna,
Paradles; Poesia persiana. Santoliquido;
Nebbie, Respighi. I<a Girometta. Sibella; Spleen, Poldowskl; I..e long des
Mon Jardin, Fourdrain; SI
saules,
j'avals vos alles. Me.ssaser; The Garden of Bamboos, Bantock; Adoration,
Josten: The Clock, Sachnow«ky; The
Serenade, Cyril Scott.
Miss Cobb had tho usual luck which
befalls concert-givers who begin on
But, pray, let her and others
time.
like-tnlnded. keep up the good fight.

Brahms;

CATALONIA.

unilng In Hell" will be the
the
J. O. Johnson, pastor of
Ptlst Church, Sunday nl.?ht.

me

The Plague

^,„t,
Cecil

ADD "CHURCH NOTES"
V.'orld

to

i
flight In Jordan hall,
the help of a singularly musical and
able accompanist, Jessie Fleming A'ose:

gram

"Llsboa" and "^'^hlco'"?

"Souls

you to solve what

MILDRED COBB

radio

As the

to

Mildred Cobb, soprano, sang'this

We were taken aback when I»rd
(Eton and Oxford) said "organi-zatlon,
"Meabut we forgave that when He said
opotam-ya.".
professors
Why don't the learned pain) on who
the
rive us ••Versi" (and .a
try "Roma," "WIen," "Paree.
L. X.

up

have made it definite by your selzuWf.
You can't grasp it and you Can't speak
of the immeasurable in terms of meaDon't trv.
Q. E. D.
sure.
Antrim, N. H.

our
^"w6°are' undoubtedly entitled to
has
own notions In such matters, as out
undoubtedly
been said, but equally
illiternotions are principally due to the
Fancy an
acy of" our early teachers.
"a
extra
UL
Englishman sounding the
.

original

the World Wags:
M.- asking "WJiat Is one-half of
He
Infinity?" provides no explanation.
seems wise but his bottled wisdom helps
no one. Certainly it Is possible to take
college mathematics and get no help. 1
Wisdom came of itself later. Vh
did.
not try to answer that question. Suo'i
trial implies that the question is permissible; but it Is not. Defining Infinity
as the indefinitely great helps. Only tfie
If
definite can be seized and divided.
you pluck at the infinite and fancy >'bv»
have something you will find that you

pronounced
ence" and "obedient" are
"Ind-yan," "od-yens" and "obed-yent

^

the

K.

It

"

It,

As

It .^rom
Farrj'-o unless one had taken
the other beforehand.
that
learn
to
late
It Is not yet too
Is a "y*
the "y" In ".brilliant" (there
and
sound in such .words as "brilliant" the
after
••million") does not come
" thus, •brilly-ant," but before
"brill
In the
the "ant," thus, "briU-J-ant."
audibest English usage "Indian,'

"extraordinary.

remember

I

Indeed a genuine mystery.
MARTIN D. MATPOLE.
Qulncy.

thought that Dr. Cadraan's an-

too,

is

It

As the World Wags:
|

As

Connolly had no fixed home and no wife
who would acknowledge hlm.
On a week ago Wednesday, to your
excellent journal of civilization, Ed Cunj'nlngham telegraphed from St. Peters'burg that One-Eyed Connolly woMld
serve lemon pop during the first game
of the season between the Braves and
the Yanks. The Connolly whom I knew
would have hurled a pop bottle in face
of the dastard who suggc^led that he
drink pop. Inasmuch as itie One-Eyed
Connolly season seems to be wide open.

!

turnips were
carrots, onions, leeks and
employed for seasoning or garnishing,
The
dishes.
rather than as separate
cookery
carrot Is of great assistance in
or
and the most common _^ exclplent
juices, gra\-y and ragouts."
carrots,
tender
little,
And today
despised.
In cream, are not to be

,

'

Connolly disturbed her equanimity, she
told him who he was and why he was
with considerable force and fluence.
I have assumed that Connol'r died
years ago, and I believe that he did but
ever and anon I read that he has attendexl a prize flgtit, '•crashing the gate,"
as the boys now phrase it, and al-ways
showing up in season to get a line or
so that should go exclusively to the
chanlpions who tight rarely but profit-

_
^
with certain other vegeEngland^
into
coming
m
slow
tables was
s
Eighth
the
In the first years of Henry
cabbages, nor
reign there were neither
Catherine
radishes, nor carrots. Queen
until the
was without a salad at dinner from
the
gardener
King summoned a
Al
Netherlands. It appears from the

The

'

such places as Toir
Goss's on Lft-gj-aftg'

street.

I

troubleparsnips, as windy and bad, or
that
some to the head. Diphllus, stating
tnat it w;is
the carrot is harsh, admitted
moderately
and
nutritious,
toierablv
variety
good for the stomach," and the grown,
well
called "karoton," large and
recomAplclus
to be easily digested.
mended a dressing of salt, pure oil and

and Joe

Early's

!

I

turnips,

Sir:

As a reader of your stuff for many
years, I ask for information. It is my
first request;
perhaps it may be rn;.
last. Forty-.'iOme years ago I frequente'l

I

true that old

is

It

demned many

tliera

played new music by
Shem" by name, its Ural

Dear

were good

stomach, there was

\

her coat
flowers are her hat
face (she has a face)
'Tis just unpacked from clay
And free of wrinkles
As of thoughts,
As loud she bangs
Th' apartment door
To take tho dog to wa',.t.
is

And
Her

I

and fed them

fleshings clothe her legs.

Fur

carrots
doctor used to feed his patients

— he

i..

R. R. G.

there
our little village of the sixties
The
Hill.
^vas a -.vater cure on Round

'

—

Woman

In

fully abreast of
a cri.nisLm iilho paints.

'

Ard

1

I.i

(For Aa the World Wags.;

:

are stung
oures four-footed feeasts that

vcnturesortie

Though
'

performance

I

and the root of another—

of one sort

Julius Risman. violinist, with the help
of Samuel Ooldstein. pianist, offered a
program last night in Jordan hall for
which he ''deserved a crown of laurel.
He began it with Brahms's sonata, ui
D minor, for piano and violin. After
this beautiful mus.c— still early in the

evening, mind
Bloch, "Baal

will
It

A iair. and stylish-stout
With marcelled bob
Mer skirt Is slvort

dose
dram weight In wine Is a suftloletit.
remec^
appropriate
most
Is
a
time—
a
at
a drench
against serpents, and given in

was Green.
I

pastor
Wherf'

HENRY W.4,TERMA
TWO ETUDES

Hyannis.

nervous.
she did this because she was
We have consulted the wisdom of the
the carrot
ancients wttl«>ut finding
recommended as a cure for nervousness;
the seed
but Pliny the Elder says that

RISMAN, VIOLINIST,

name

Is.

evening paper clipped the notice

And

the colors of
or is It the

and meet

the
it

and headed it, "Not on Your Life
Wonft Take It."

nibbled a
M"i^3~Lillian Gish in court
saia
carrot-tbe dear little rabbit. She

their

conditions actually exist
face to face? Society is
We tiniff
Mr. BelasoO.
mosphere no paJcr tiian

An

music

his grasp

very unusual parts.

scallions,

*

life

7:30

What

to (iet there.'
Take Ml. Pleasant
car to Richmond street."

(The unif of the hour)

acquaintance tliat corrupts? The standards of life and of
living liave strained old boundyrirs uf
the proprieties. Is it wiser to shut our
eyes to this fact or to admit thai thcs<lack

"At

'Hell.

How

—

-

hues of tlii:! play ni:i.\ br
a little ovcrtinted. but should we foi
this reason ignore the tru« moral of il^
Because ;i blaclc pencil in
te<j.chlngs'.'
used to shade a dra>\'ing. the. subject
need not necessarily be dirt.v. A red
pigment is required to paint passion and
critics condemn the paint ratlier than

C

which read,
preach on

mudh grace Mr. Risman
none of his power to stir wit-

violinist of

this play.
"The scarlet

concert.

tine

gaining

In

iias lost

which, regarded by many in New York
as a highly immoral play, has been
"pruned 6f its most inherent qualities,"
as a Vermont village politician said of
his paj'ty's platform many years ago.
Tlie editor, Mr. Luther B. Anthony, is
al.most hysterical m pointing out tli*^
great moral lesson to be drawn from

Jesus Sanroma ne.Hl Sunday aftenioon
will plav RachmaninoVs piano concerto

'

'

ness his splendid performance of Bloch's
Given atioiher year of similar
music.
progress, ho should indeed become a

^—

The last of Ernest Schelling's concerts
for children will take place In Jordan

in

yond a doubt he approaches
in a finer spirit than lay in
a year ago.

The Dramatist, "a Journal

Mildred Cobb, suprano, will sing in
Jordan hall tonight. Songs by Bantock,
Strauss. Wolf, Cyril Scott, Sasnovsky
and others.

hall

Did Piccavo

correspondent asks:

or Charle.s Hackett take the part of ttiDukt when "Rlgoletto" was performeii
here by the Chicago opera company?
Mr. Hackett took Uie pan, tliou.tch foi
some unaccountable reason. Mr. Piccn
ver's name was on the bill, though
Ivad already left this country.

was the motor man.

the electric Juice
I may be wrong.

Cocnraad

slags
wi. scjvle It 1b like visualtzliig the best
notes of tlie-nt(JlifiheaTe; th-c rich, redolent quality Is there, and surpassfts ttie
winged night singing troubadour ofiioet
.av>d lover, because out of the darkness
comes to the hearers' imaginatkm all
the sensuous coloring of the PJasf, nil
the pale, delicate spring tints of the
West, which the shimmering fields of
Holland dazzingly express In tulip time."

symphony: Franck'a "Wild Hunts.

.

"Tell

as

into a player of marked poetic feeling
or of notable sweetness and light, be-

"When Culp

eulogisHc outbursts:

tho foncert of this orchestra In
Lirldjge next Thursday niyht (April

pro^ninu Beethov. u

-

Edward- Maryon has written a
of Mrne. Culp. Here is one of his

Mr.

T

this

I

and five songs by Schubert.
V. Boa iWlll ar<;conipany her.
.stiidy

-

.

Julia Culp next Saturday afternoon
will sing 12 songs by Johannes Brahms

Nells, from Strauss's "Salome."

«r.

..

Mother I'll Be There" will be siveli
a quartet by four young ladles—'
Oshkosh News.
This reminds me of a notice In a New
Bedford morning paper some year^ ago

.uiy7" ltli rhythm mighty "stirring, and
throughout the Imnrovlsatlon with li
finely romantic spirit.
In a year's time Mr. Risman has made
pmlns. Except In parts of the concerto's
(Inale, he has raised his tone to the
level of his best, which Is very good
Indeed. Although he has not developed

j

]

-

;

.

'

.\nd V

chestra,

to "'"sr

'

111''
ti
good oKl
.i>
.11,
Pr. Worcesli'r omitted this hymn In hi*
was natural that Mr. Koussevitzky "Christian I'salmody" (1&I5), much to
should wish to have Boston hear it. the disgust of those who wished their
In
The composer was his close friend, and. Walt.s unabridged and unaltered.
(1851
a6 a pianist, his .issociato In cojicert our copy of "Watt-i and Select"
showbrackot.i
inclo.ied
In
hymn
Is
Mr. Koussevitzky conducted the; the
itotirs.
the wa\
prst performance of "Prometheus" at ing Worcester's omission. By
was cop.v
[mobcow, when Scriabin played the in 1835 "Watts and Select'"
Sic.rlaljiiis

I

I

oiiii-l ill u;i

'1

organ

piano,

!<

'

It

oi

(t>r

and chorus.

only

in

'

It'

,

IhO JllKTl

rlliir

^

i

i

as.
fiho

fun.

i

by those comshe hit on sonss
„» J^tnr feti hpd as they usiuiliy

•

I

i

I

I

I

,

I

registers: in the
;\w and lower medium
always
™-,rti,,m reci-^ter she is not

"fv^t
of

Since in the
qui """comronable.
accomplishme.U
a slnge«r ot flne

there is no need

j

'

for nilnclng matterB,

'

I

.\

to the

'

may

damage

of their quality.

—

These few defects apart most slngr-i
have more— Miss Cobb sings de-iitfuUy. In four languages she enunremarkable distinctness,
'with
liies
winning her consonant.*;, furthermore, In
Invaluablo way that benefits the

She phrases

n»u«l-

knows what legato means.
To many emotions she can give voice,
most successfully perhaps to moods of
'ightness, of pretty sentiment, and of
gloom- as In "Nebble." Though vocall>overtaxed by the height and volume

cally; she

I

1

By PHILIP HALE
TTie

Symphony

'

"Prometheus, a Poem of
Fire" (first time in Boston); Rabaud, "The Nocturnal Procession";
Borodin, Polovsian Dances from
"Prince Igor," for orchestra and
Scriabin,

strings; Eichheim,
(first

The

Cecilia Society assisted.
Kegel's edition of Handel's Concerto

I

certo;

"A Chinese Legend,"

Germaine

Tailleferre, piano con-

the pianist.

;

Fourel); solo violoncello (Mr. Bedetti).

Those that are not solicitous to PUQIP
one another, but to be sociable and
pleasant, discourse of such matters and
handle such questions as make no discovery of the bad parts of the aoul, but
such as comfort the good, and by the
help ot neat and polite learning, leai

music of Handel's by the mapomp, the solemn beauty and
simple are the means employed the vithis

—

tality

stands out after nearly 200 years!
superb the introduction! It might
bear for a motto that sentence In the

How

Book of Daniel: "Belshazzar the King
made a great feast to a thousand of his

I

-aov&ment

tJiat

As

World Wags:
Here Is a Watts hymn found

has a tenderness and

the

In

a

very old volume, published In 1786, with
the old spelling. It ranks high In hor-

sel, It

i

—

THE DEATH OF A SINNER

slow

-Cnearthly serenity peculiar to Hanmay be questioned whether music, after all, has progressed
so greatly
.Ince Handel shook his powdered
wig
and threatened to throw the capricious
Francesca Cuzzonl out of a window. It
13 not necessary to go as far
as Samuel
Butler, who, offering incense to
his idol
'jattered the statues of other
Qomposers
in the great temple of
music; then
E|0or, misguided man, tried
to write muslo In the Handellan
manner; but Handel is still one of the mightiest
figures
In the history of music.
There was a beautiful performance
of
Kabaud's "Nocturnal Procession," which
"as played at a concert last February
Repeated hearings lead one to wish
th«.t the mood of the first
section, poetic
as It Is, were, not so long
maintained.
Borodin's
Dances were performed
^ith a charm for the first time at
a
-ymphony concert. They had been per*3iTned here elsewhere.
The voices
added greatly to the contrasting eficts.
The chorus of young girls is de^
..iclously suave; the splendid
and barIbarld savagery of the males
pfoclaim°^
Khan
is
intenslli^^..
^^i""^'
lflj°d four-fold.
Thus there was a brilllihnt ending. Fortunately "The
Noctur
leal Procession" followed with the inItt^rmlsslon the tremendous climax
of!

Intelligent part Into an agreeable
pasture and gardenof delight. ^Plutareb.

jthe

Lards, and drank wine before the
thousand."
Hearing this introduction, the
rresto and the allegro, and the

aj;

i

{

I

;

1

girl's

name, "Helen Maria"?

The Herald has received from E. M.
M. this old card of Invitation:

AND

T. W.
request the pleasure of the
at 12
Mr. and Mrs.

"GEN.

MRS.

M

SHERMAN
company

of

on the 9th

meet His Excellency the Envo:
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the Empire of Turkey nea.'
Fort Adams,
this country, and family.
Inst,

R.

I.,

to

Sept.

1868."

4,

—

"History of the Boston Theatre," he
should now give Its readers the delights

FRANK CARLOS

roll,

Then, swift and rapid she desoentf*
to the fiery

—^Amongst abominablecoast;
flenAa,
Herself a frighted ghost

There endless crowds of sinners lie,
And darkneas makes their chains;
Tortured with keen despair, they cry;
Yet wait for fiercer pains.

Not all their anguish and their
For their old guilt atones;
Nor the compassion of a God

blood.

Shall hearken to their groans.
I

think this

Is

enough.

am

bounc-

WANTED:

Old horses,

Irfdger)

cattle,

hogs

or anything that will make good dog
For particulars
Dead or alive.
feed.
see Jess Saylor or call 129.

Don't youT
H.

a

But there Is a sixth verse.
Amazing grace, that kept my breath.
Nor bid ray soill remove.

And

vlgor.M, Ihn full grown phllosol.hles
of the Capi k brothers, of
occaxlonally, of the Kua-Molrinr,

based on scientific study. He tells the
world what will happen to man In
40,000 years from now, though he adds,
it might possibly be 75,000 years.

"The future man

is as certain to lose
man In the past
used
his tail. The ape man
his teeth to tear sinews, break nuts
and as weapons of offense In fighting.
Civilization has done avmy with these

teeth as the ape
lost

conditions."

"Hair is a defense given us by nature
Civilization gave man
against cold.
coats and other artificial covering.
Baldness Is ever on the Increase, while
probably never existed on ancient
it
man. In 40,000 years man maV be quite
That man
as bald as a billiard ball.
lose certain of his fingers and toes
seems to be a biological fact.
man climbed trees to escape from animals his toes were needed to give him

When

Now they are quite useless."
I wonder why he has not discovered
that In a few thousand years or so man
will develop another pair of eyes in
the back of his head, so that he can
Btc the autos coming from the rear.
That would be quite as biologically a
fact as* dropphig the teeth, the tall
and the hair. No more barbers and no
more dentists then.
APPLETON A. MONKEWICZ.

glish
There

ta

and

ot O'Neill.

Vtt therit are Engllxh ploys that
urr intelligent, rationalizing. Iniaginntivo, some of iheni grimly Intent,
oihor.s touched with a furtKo and
Some of them tci- provi.-h humor.
diiillon by thp Ijondon Stag- So-

on a Sunday evening; some
Top up at Nigel I'iayfair's little
theatre In Hammersmith, or with
cictv

•

the Birmingham players. -And mo»t
uf thorn never sec ix-rformance outside of Kngland, unle«.>! an IntereKl-

cd and energetic company, like that
at the) I'opli-y, choo^'es to bring them
forward..-

Many it these have been iffwa
roconliy in the series of "Contempurary British Dramatics" rcceiv.-d
from Walter

II.

Baker

And we have

Ion.

Sc

Co.,

Bos-

cliosen three of

ihtm, not bei;au8e of any peculiar
personal prejudice or preference, but
because each of them marks a diftemper of the
ferent, phase and
yovinger generation of linglish playwrights.
Witli "First Blood." Allan Monkhou.-^e has continued in the stgrn and
relentless tradition of th.^ ManchesAs Galsworthy did In
ter Theatre.
"Strife," he has dramatized a bitter
impassioned industrial crisis,

and

lie has written with a greater
with more nuance and
naturalness than did the older EngHe sees the change that
lishman.
the war and trench contacts have
made in the sons of the capitalists, i.i
Lionel, the son ot Sir Samuel Stotts
of Stott.s, Ltd. Yet Lionel is powerless, met on one .side by his father,
ancient and doddering, and on the
other by Tom Eden, unnialleable, as
insistent on liis class rights, the
wholeness of surrender, as the elder

but

subtlety,

Stotts.

"You think I'm a mild creature—

—

endured your blow but I'm
near losing my control. All your demauds must 'be granted every time.
I've

the way to talk to free men?
You won t accept my help or sympathy. You force me back into my
class when 1 want lo be Just to you.
You leave no place in the world for

Is that

Lionel's last retort to Eden.
says of hi.s father, "of
could get credit for
he,
would help
it
.settling- this strike
him in his baronetcy.' A baronetcy!

me,"
Yet

is

he

course

if

i.s shaking afrd he thinks
He's one ot owr
a baronetcy.

The world
of

leaders, he's my father
got to be loyal to him."

industrial

and

I've
tine

and Imaginative

play,

many

A

the World Wags:
A learned professor of paleontology
and geology has made a prediction,

As

has

,

pointed, intensely dramatic, and unei-ring in it.s characterizations.

SANS TEETH, SANS HAIR

his

.

.i|>i'

Inif

.\

footholds.

Lingering about these mortal ahorea.
She makes a long delay;
Till, like a flood with rapid force.
Death sweeps the wretch away.

Down

I

GOLDIE.

My

thoughts on awtul subjects

but

(From the Baldwin Kansas,

also

Damnation and the dead;
horrors seize the guUty nwH,
Upon a dying bed.

girl,

ing around with a sweet papa who says
he has lots ot jack, and after reading
the London divorce case I want to
know if when some one refers to you
as a Prominent Club Woman whether
It's a compliment or a dirty crack.

win

What

is now on.
GRIFFITH.

As the World Wags:
I'm only a poor

I

111

linvc placed the ^all^•^lt uiiU r.a.'-o.i-

The referendum

of his verse.

rors.

i

!
'

peated a

time rhere); Schumann, piano con-

certo (first time here); Franck, "The
Wild Huntsman." Alfred Cortot will be

two solo violins (Messrs. Burgin and Theodorowlcz) solo viola (Mr.
oalls for

—

following that, will the Vice-President
be put under Investigation as to whether
he said "Hell and Maria" or simply re-

—

by Handel-Kogel,
bin, Rabaud and Borodin

How

Franklin's kito experience,

Ben

Dr.

truth

Into the

which (In my school days In the late
f<0'» and early TO's) was taught me as a
also
Scriabin
was unsatisfactory'.
fact, will not the next doubt, for Inwished the perfoimance to take .the vestigation, be placed upon George
form of a mystical ceremony, with the Washington and the cherry tree, and.

norous.
On the other hand, the music is too
often diffuse and negligible. One wearies
One
quickly of the "mystic chord."
wishes a firmer continuity, fewer episodes that say little or nothing.
The piano part was played by Alexander Lang Steinert, w.ho left Paris,
where he is studying composition, at
Koussethe repeated request' of Mr.
in the performance.
vitzky, to assist
The piano part, taxing by technical difoften
ficulties and sudden entrances,
inconsequential as regards musical contents, ungrateful music as a rule, was
played by Mr. Steinert intelligently and
was conas far as the performance
cerned, effectively.
will
repeated
tonight.
concert
be
The
The program of next week will be as
Suite, E major,
for
follows: Foote,

Scria-

jestic

of

mnijii ui

,

t"ii.

^i:in-,

As the World Wags:
With all this Inquiry

—

Koussevitzky Offers Pieces

chorus.

— Ed.

from 7

ought to be made by his many
"symphony of sounds"?
that he have his Interesting lines pu:
In some respects it Is an advance on
into book form.
Scriabin's preceding orchestral poems.
On the subjects he h^s chosen they
It is less Influenced by Wagner; it has
are In the nature of history and asidr
passages of more individual strength
their rhythmical pleasure, the\
is from
and beauty; the instrumentation
the "abstract and brief chronmore varied, more interesting, with presentof a period in the history of BosThe final icles"
greater charm ot coloring.
amusements that no other writer
climax—and there Is a dangerous antici- ton attempted.
overpoweringly so- has
it
is
pation
of
Having written that huge work, the

called for, dramatically she did full justice to the air from "Alda," sung as an
encore. Miss Cobb Is truly a singer of
talent, richly endowed with voice, perShe ought
sonality and musicianship.
R. R- O.
to accomplish much.

20th concert of the Boston
Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor, took place yesterday afternoon in Symphony hall.
The program was as follows: Handel, Concerto Grosso, No. 5, D major, for strings (edited by Kogel)

Where
righted by Zervla Worcester.
did the Christian name "Zervla" corhe

"Since when ha^
K. M. M. asks:
the process of merging human, individuA trumpet theme Turkey been 'near this country?' "
ality In the Cosmos.
because
"it
typistirring
'9 not the more
fies "The Will to create and attain."
AN APPRECIATION
Nor Is a thenie that sx-mbolizes "dawnAs the World Wags:
appealing
more
ing consciousness" the
After having read many of the vers;by reason of an esoteric quality.
contributions ot Quincy KIlby, is
What is to be said of "Prometheus" cal
Impresses
me that some Insistence
If It is to be considered first of all as a
reader:,

the

quAllty of her tone.

The composer wished this "symphony
of sounds" to be accompaniea by a
"symphony of color rays" and so he
instrument
constructed
a keyboard
which should throw colored lights on a
screen as the music was playing. This
keyboard was apparently used for the
The result
first time In New York.

chorus clad in white, as for a religious
In his later years)
service, not a concert.
his mysticism passed beyond the bound
ary, so for his fame as a composer, he
was no doubt fortunate in his deafly
before his projected "Mystery" found
form: a work In which sounds, colors
perfumes and movement were, with Uie
audience as celebrants, to express one
"fundamental Idea,"
Much has been written about the
psychology, the tlieosophica! expression,
The
the Tnystldsm of "Prometheus."
greater part of what has been written
is sheer hlfalution. One does not go to
a concert to observe through the ears

be plainly expressed
acthat Miss Cobb should rive heed to
equalizing
qulrinsr a neater attack, to
Also she should be wary ot
ler scale.
tones delivered with too much
^-h
opinion

the

piano part.

!

Jimuae mohienln

nays
clamor that
plays from Eng-

a. Constant

there are no new
land, plays of any intellectual resilience, of incisiveness and virility;
that, with the exception of an Infrequent pl.iy from Shaw, from
Somerset Maugham, or the uneven
Galsworthy, the drama In England
is amiably quiescent, untouched by
the philosophical flux, or the influence of this continent.

play that has passion without ruthlessness. reflection without bitterness, argument without dogmatism,
a largeness of idea and of treat-

ment.
Again, with like seriousness, but
nerbaps with less dramatic skill.
Miles Mallesoii has pleadeo tor more
social freedom, for trial marriages,
In her "Mary
in "The Fanatics".
the Third" Rachel Crothers skimmed
lightly over the idea of "trial marriages," dismissed it as a wliim of
the irrepressible younger generation.
But there is no puerility in Malleson's ptay, nor sensuality, only a
clear-eyed intellectual attack.
An
attack tliat sometimes becomes too
much like the proverbial question
and answer method in the second
act.
Y^et there is a freshnes of attitude,
a reasoning passion here. "I believe
that you've got to have something
of a fanatic In you to do anything
worth while these days. The thing

to keep one's fanaticism and to
keep one's humanity."
A talky play, it probably would
play better than it reads, although
it Is never discursive or dull, and
the characterization is not subordAnd uninated to the dialogue.

is

.

James
of
like
the protagonists
Joyce's "Exiles," Malleson's people
have the courage of their convictions, so that it does not seem like
so much futile, disembodied philosophizing.
In "Peter and Paul," Harold V.
Rubinstein has written a beautiful
brief summing up of the lives
two men, with a strange and
and a touch of fanof
There are suggestions
tasy.
cros:
"Llllom," and again of the
roads of "Peer Gynt," in the short
heavenly Interludes, where the a;'
arfairs of Peter and Paul are
raneed. In "Outward Bound," Put-

and
of

glinting humor,

() n
miiliirc ;md :ul riKiiii ion ol" tlu' Liinl.
brought
on negro-minstrcl .shows and circuses as immoral. If we atvas by stealth. A severe whipping, or bed at 7 o'clock without

'O

t

•

l)arenls looked

tended,
supper,

.

.

It

•

of the best in its peculiar line.

.

many in
"Let us not forget the Bryants, altliough there were
the dancing and singing negro
field, after T. D. ('Jim Crow') Rice made
popular upon the mimic scene."
their

name was
to say that the Bryants— their real
Boston
thej^ were
that
writes
he
when
Boston,
born
in
O'Brien—were
Does

Jlr,

Ryan mean

the oldest of the three brothers
at Chesterfield. N. Y. Dan (Daniel

^^'^'^Jcrrv.

was born

at Troy, N. Y.

Neil (Cornelius),

was born at

famous as negro minstrels,
Webster O'Brien) was born
Keesville, N. ^

He was

.

These old minstrels now rise before us. Again we see the small semi"Gentlemen, be seated," and we hear Mr. Johnson in the middle
inquiring solicitously after the health of Bones and Tambourine. (We
have thought that Mr. Herkimer Johnson, our friend the eminent
sociologist, would have made an excellent interlocutor).
Again we hear the opening chorus— "0 Hail us ye Free" from "Ernani,"
and then the touch and go repartee, the question "Who was the father
of Noah's three sons?" or "Can you spell stove pipe?" The shapes arise!
"Cool" Burgess dancing "Nicodemus Johnson"; J. W. Mc Andrews, the
"Watermelon Man"; Dave Wambold, singing "She Gave Me a Pretty Red
Rose" or "'Twas the Flower From My Angel Mother's Grave"— "compar'd
with these, Italian trills are tame"— Birch and Backus in a scene from
"Othello," Backus as Salvini; Add. Ryman lecturing with indescribable
gravity on topics of the day; Harry Bloodgood in "He's Got to Come";
Frillni'an, most senatorial of interlocutors, singing "Rocked in the Cradle
of the Deep"; Delehanty and Hengler, graceful in the dance, with their
tuneful songs; Johnny Wild, most amusing as a city negro and stagestruck darky; Milt G. Barlow in his "Great Impersonation of the Aged
Contraband." Where now are the statue clog dancers that went? from
town to town: "Ajax Defying the Lightning, "Damon and Pythias"? Gone
with the Merovingian kings and countless actors on and off the stage.
There are still negro minstrel companies in the West and Southwest
and so there are circuses; but not the minstrels and the enchanting onering circus of our youth when Carlotta de Berg was in our eyes an
enchantress, when Robinson was the most daring of bareback riders, when
Robert Stickney set the hearts of New York belles a-fluttering, when
Even
there were Shakesperian clowns, philosophising in their motley.
P. H.
now we see the Leva ntin e Brothers entering the ring.

circle.

with popular players that gave entire satisfaction,
public aPP5*J"The Bryants were Boston boys who made their first
John P, Ordby
organized
troupe
local
a
Aeolians,
Ordway's
with
ances
street, opposite the
Washington
shop
on
music
of
a
wav, the proprietor
When they left Boston, the Bryants had a local popularity
Old" South,
of mirth combined
that made their absence a great regret to the lovers
with an unqueswith melody. New York received the verdict of Boston
though I believe they
tioned and rare appreciation of the Bryants, and
home reputation
never went to England, like the Christys and others, their

was

it

was ttie penalty, if we were detected in disobedience.
must bo acknowledged that in the sixties wandering circus clowns
and some minstrel end-men were at times Rabelaisian in their jesting.

writes to Tlie Hetald:
„
u'
Evening Post has
n>n Spitzer in a recent is^ue of the Saturday
comedians
and
troupers
many
which
in
ministrelsy
Ethiopian
of
mention of the celebrated
ailed, but singularly enough, lliere is no
halls of their own
rvanl's minstrels who for so many years had concert
As an end man Jerry Bryant was unsurpassed,
in "the great metropolis.
Ethiopian perand as a delineator, his brother Dan had few equals as an
of amuseformer of merit, as well as a manager who sensed the tastes
engagements
ment seekers with more than ordinary foresight and made

W. Ryan

tne

>oungest^

singer in 1842. Two
first came before the public as a ballad
In 1847 he was one oi
Serenaders.
Ethiopian
the
joined
he
later
years
London with
played
the original Campbell's Minstrels and in 1848 he
early fifties that
the
in
was
It
Serenaders.
Ethiopian
Maj. Dumbleton's

m

He left ^\1«54, takbe came to Boston and was with Ordway's Aeolians
Minstrels in New York,
ing George Christy's place with the E. P. Christy
wrth his brothers
ilfwentfo San Francisco, then to Australia, and in 1857
New York. He died
Kave the first performance of Bryant's Minstrels

m

1861.

i'l

lin

Dan went

to

He died in 1875.
member of Ordway's ;:ompany

was

a

.

in

„
j
Hartford,

m ISiU.
Ct„ ;„iani

company prior to the
it is highly probable that Mr. Bryant was with this
He used to play accordion
above date in the Massachusetts metropolis,"
the f lutina
skilful performer
.olos; in later years he was kno..Ti as a
Washington, D. L., v>hicn
In 1882 he obtained a government position at
1902.
he held until two years before his death in
their hall on the north side of
It was in 1868 when
hall, kept by a Mr. Colton,
Apollo
in
school
private
a
we were attending
whose long poem "Tecumseh wa^ once
tlie brother of George H. Colton,
indescribably tedious. The hall was
-reatly admired, though Poe found it
Lydia Thompson s British
near Wood's Museum, and we used to see
huge chignons and flowing skirts, enter-

We

first

saw Brvant's Minstrels at

f ourteenth street,

near Third avenue.

New York

gorgeous creatures with
(Tostee
ing and fearing the theatre. They were playing "Ixion."
on Eighth avenue).
House
Opera
the
at
Duchesse"
Grande
-La

lilondes,

was

m

Seymour, never to be
The Bryants had an excellent company, Nelse
d'Amali) whose imper(Eugene
"Eugene"
Unsworth,
James
forgotten;
remarkable that when he played m
sonations of female characters were so
he was a man; Eph Horn,
believe
not
could
Germans
Berlin in 1862
still remember; Dempster,
we
Bend"
"Grecian
Hogan and Hughes, whose
many others. J. K. Emmett was with the com.. sweet voiced tenor, and
i.-^
nanv for a few weeks.
_
the Bryants included operatic
'in the fall of 1868 the prdgrams of
then.
were
they
is,
that
They were indescribably funny—
i.urlesques.
recall a performance
M ould we laugh uproariously, seeing them today ? We
as GennaroDempster
Lucrezia;
as
Eugene
with
Borgia"
of "Lucrezia
skill; Nelse
mean
no
and
feeling
genuine
with
airs
l.c sang Donizetti's
outside a
man
thinner
and
taller
ever
a
there
Was
-yinour as the Duke,
Sanderson?
rcak show than Seymour, whose real name was
,

"^w

.

,

,

,

earlier-White's
St, Nicholas Hotel, to the
the
opposite
nearly
Broadway,
on
^linstrels
The St. Nicholas and the Metropolitan were then
,cst of our recollection.
York, with the Brevoort House patronized
New
in
ihe two great hotels
transatlantic liners. All we
largelv bv English tourists and captains of
explosion with a gigantic pair
eniember of White's show was a steamboat
the air.
of disreputable trousers sailing through

We

saw a negro minstrel

in

New York

still

.

on the Connecticut river came many negro
Serenaders, Morris, Pell and Trowbridge.
Buckley's
ministrel companies;
of mirthSam Sharpley's, Skiff and Gaylord's and other "aggregations
depot, for our village
nakers " They would leave the train, form at the
behind a sheet-iron band,
bad a depot, not a "station" in those days, and,
The minstrels laughed
march up Main street tb the hideous town-hall.
Their faces were like wash-leather and the
;aid smoked as they marched.
Before the performance the
burnt-cork was not always off their cheeks.
on the balcony of the hall. We boys were sup-

To our

'.•,nd

little

would bray

village

ion \ arir; st-w- huavfii as ;i place of
ImRubinstein
retribution: here
agines it a.s a place where lives and
Peter.
experiences are exchanged.

experience and
TTho had wanted
crucifixion in life, receives that of
Paul, in death. . And Paul, lightened of his unhappiness. at last
gains, for a time, until he tires, the
long uneventfulness and the stolid
peace of Peter's.

of

worth producing.

these

m

wisely.

"creative" violinists,
fiddlers, there arc violinists, there are
sing and there are
who
persons
are
there
says
Rogers
Mrs.
interpreters.
is a motley crowd,
there
sing
who
people
"Of
artists.
are
si'ngers that
Of singers who are
ranging all the way from mediocrity to excellence.
and illuminating
conspicuous
alone,
stand
they
artilts there is no crowd:
first named class there are, perhaps,
figures in the world of music. In the
if they knew what
^any who might aspire ultimately to become artists what is back ot t
steps they ignore
steps to take ;^ but in thinking of the
power is without which the steps falter and fall sho.t
all, what the motive
then^JB
they sink Rack into the commonplace. What
so,
And
goal.
the
pf

There are

this

They

motive power?

^

-expression."
passionate desire and strong impulse for self
expression."
perfect
for
urge
artistic
"The
Second:
amateurs. They
Those who do not work to achieve "art by control" are
they are not artists.
'may give pleasure to their friends and to themselves;

First

:

"A

organs for singing are normal,
It is taken for granted that a students'
for a pupil to know how
healthy, fit for service, but it is not necessary
your singing or help
these organs operate in song. "How could it benefit
"muscle pulls tovou in vour practising to be told that the crico-thyroid
is
vocal cords?
gether the tlij-roid and cricoid cartilages to tighten the
organ can be mtluproper that one should know what parts of the vocal
misuse that influence Ironi an
enced, "because the tendency is so strong to
somethmg with them. ^This
instinctive desire to feel the parts, to be doing
way is right. I here
nature's
in
themselves
of
act
them
let
To
is wrong.
and other
abdominal
the
diaphragm,
the
with
tampering
is danger in
and the ja;y.
breathing muscles, the tongue, the mouth, the soft palate
of mentally
The voice will vield to a singer whatever he is capable
touch with his instruconceiving. The student must bring himself into
oj
qualities of tone
ment. He must train his ear to perceive diffei-ent
differences.
listening with conscious intent to detect those

U

the legato
Then follow chapters on breath control, consonants, vowels,
pcrtect
attack— "among the average singers of the day a

in speech, tone

i

'-liberation of consciousness.
is seldom heard"— resonance,
governing a perSuppose, now, that a singer has carried out the laws
boit, to say?" The voice must
on
play
who
you
have
fect technic. "What
body. Here the
come a messenger. Art must possess a soul, not merely a
imaginative faculty comes into play.

tone attack

plays are
would acl
so
many

The singer must not allow himself

yet probably, like
others, they will he lost again In
the oblivion of unseen plays, to be

well,

j

.

i

all

,

Song

a little book small in size
Mrs. Clara Kathleen Rogers has written
application of psychology to sing6ut weighty in matter, concerning the
The book is published by Oliver Ditson Company,
ing
here indulges herself in
Let no one think that Mrs. Rogers
and sub-consciousness aro
complexes
Freudian
that
jargon;
osvchological
to singers. Her experience
advice
practical
of
exdusion
thf
fn her mfnd to
a teacher, with her native mentality, leads her
in opera, conceits and
but with recognized authority._^ This
dogmatically,
to lay down rules, not
My
Philosophy of Singing
works-"The
new addition to her preWous
Song and Speech
Diction
"
Voice and I "The Voice in Speech" "English
should be of service to teache«
and her "Memoirs of a Musical Career"
teach
For few have the gift or the equipment to
as well as singers.

lustily

Any and

1 y

of Psychology to Inter-

pretative

and Liverpool.
Neil

A Practical Application

'

with Ordway's
We find nothing about Dan Bryant being associated
in "Monarchs of MinVeolians in Mr. Edw. Le Roy Rice's" sketch of him
DubEurope in 1865 and played Irish characters at

atrelsy.

"Your Voice and You

to be possessed by the emotion

he

equilibrium

physical and mental
to portray, for if there is real emotion,
Here Mrs. Rogers seems
will be upset; vocal processes will be disturbed.
paradox, if not wholly. It one s emoto agree with Diderot in his famous

is

with
experimented
perhaps
by
and .nnbitlou* aniatour?.

curious

involuntary, it
aroused by someihing that has happened, it is
melts, passion that is oyerpowei-that
tenderness
or
sobs,
or
tears
brings
coudiuons
"Could you expect to sing under any of these
ing
^
you would feel U any one Ox
"In the other case, that of imagining how
of it so stirs your
picture
mental
mere
the
happened,
those things had
a)) your organ, ot expression.
emotion, though only momentarily, that

tion
*

is

.

.

is.

Cor

.cr.oiu-i

Thouph the words are

not always signincanl, they

nay suggest the mood.

"summarv of principles— Chapter XIII— is an excellent condcnsawhat has been said before. There are also max|nl^5 that should

e pondered.

inlelonly by disapproving what we have hoard that wc can
fr<<m ourselves a better sound.
next tone
"In legato singing it is necessary to have in mind the
efore leaving the one you arc singing.
"You should anticipate delight in hearing your own voice.
"Do not strain for concentration. Remember that it is not an act but a
than the one
iate of mind. It is a letting ko of attention to othc;- objects
rigorously on one
•hich is your immediate concern rather than fixing it

"It
Igently

is

demand

hing.'"

and stage-fright.
is an interesting chapter on nervousness
should vou be afraid to face an audience?"
The singer is imbued with the idea that a public performance is an
He is
the performance.
•rdcal, whereas an audience expects to enjoy
intent
hinking of the result, the praise or adverse criticism and is not
misdirection of thought
in his doing what h" is prepared to do, so there is a
'
that distorts tt>e mental attitude.
r
the
egotism, for
This mental disturbance is a remote manifestation of
on
others.
made
be
to
impression
about
the
<ingcr is" too much concerned
it is "a pamful con.•<elf-consciou.<;ness is not a single-minded attitude;
-iciousness of others in their attitude toward you."
"You may rest assured that for such artists as Paderewski, Kreisler
and Rachmaninoff, for instance, there is no such thing as stage-fright."
Great
There is this to be said in answer; they do not sing, they play.
technically proficient and
operatic and concert singers, male and female,
of their long experiloquent interpreters, have assured us that in spite
There is a nervousness
ence they are nervous when going on the stage.
interpretative art.
that leads to an even fuller display of vocal and
There

:Why

singers who might please as lyric interpreters but are bound
dramatic at any cost, singers Tvith pleasing voices for the gentler
Aidas, Bruennhildea,
"sentiments and emotions, who see themselves as
reread the chapter entitled "Two
Isoldes, Donna Annas, should read and
Distinct Types of Voice."
.
r.
i
Rogers asks
There is one statement that cannot go unchallenged. Mrs.
from the brilliant Tetrazzini and Galliif one remembers ever hearing
ever moved or inspired
Curci "an expressive cantilena? Has the singing

Young

to be

'

°"

have never heard more expressive singing of the first section o£
even the florid measSolveig's pathetic song than that by Mme. Tetrazzini;
have never heard the
urc-s that followed were charged with emotion.

We

We

more compelling enM>
purely lyrical measures in "La Traviata" sung with
_
tion than by Mme. Galli-Curci^

d

wire gjllty

per-

^

TjOFCERTS OF THE WEEK
hall, 3:30 P.

IV1.

Jascha Heifetz,

notic*.

'

.

violinist.

See special

Syiyiphony orchestra; Jesus

James Theatre,
pianist.

docellos, violoncello, violoncello-bass, guitars, flutee, piano,

drums and

Marjorie Shepherd, entertraps), Herbert Forr*st Odell, conductor.
The orchestra will play for the first time In Boston
tainer, will assist.
The
a complete arrangement of Schubert's "Unfinished" symphony.
program v^cll also include standard concert pieces and medleys of well

known

airs.

M. William Richardson, baritone. Maud
Lassen, My Lilly; d'Albert, Mediaeval
Cuney Hare, accompanist.
Hymn of Venus from the comedy "Queen of Cyprus"; Paladithe, Pauvre
Martyr from "Patrie"; Rhene-Baton, Je Veux; de Falla Seguidilla, Murciana: Bertram Reyna, Deja; Schubert, Der Doppelgaenger; Jensen,
Marie; Schoenberg, Dank; W. Story Smith, To Helen; Foote, Memnon.
Dargomlzhsky, Eastern Romance; Elgar, Pleading; Edward Morris,
The Wandering Jew.
WEDNESDAY Jordan hall, 8:15 P. M. Frances Macmillen, violinist; RichBach, Aria;
ard Hageman, pianist. Bach-Kreisler, Prelude, Gavotte.
Bach-Schumann, Bourree. Goldmark, Concerto. Brahms, Sonata, D
Glazounov, Meditations; Winthrop Cortelyou, Allegro Graminor;
cioso; Juon, Berceuse; Randegger, Saltellato Caprice.
THURSDAY 3 P. M. Joseph Colman, violinist; Arthur Fiedler, accomMusic by Tartini, Wienlawsky, Schubert, Mozart, Dvorak,
panist.
Tch«lk0V8ky-Auer, Kreisler, Chopin, Sarasate.
FRl DAY— Symphony hall, 2:30 P. M. 21st concert of the Boston Symphony
See
Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor; Alfred Cortot, pianist.

TUESDAY—Jordan

hall, 8:

15 P.

—

—

special notice.

SATURDAY—Jordan
Symphony

*

hall, 3

hall, 8:15 P.

P. M.

M.

Myra Hess,

pianist.

Repetition of Friday's

Request program.

Symphony

concert,

Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor.

iDld S. Baring-Gould believe in me
tells
His "Elarly
this outspoken book h«
feppearanco of ghosts?
iJow
been
iRemintscences (1834-1S64)," published of happenings that should have
PsycWcal
Iby E. P. Dutton & Co., Now York, con- discussed at the time by a
Th^' the
In- Research Society.
Itains many strange stories. He was
It at
outspoken wlU be seen by opening
Iterested years ago In singular legends,
random.
Who has not read
Ibeliefs, 8uperstltlon.s.
faitrtly at
pleasure his "Curious Myths of th»
I with
In 1850 he met a Scottish
of AVere"Book
his
Ages,"
iMiddle
untU the
well
fairly
on
got
They
Iwolves," the collections of fairy talcs'.' Pau.
"The Pilgrim
lEven in the 16 volumes of "The Lives I son lent Gculd a book on
mind
lof the Sadnts" there are Incidents that iFathers." "I told hljn that to my
supernatural.
i

!

I

Imigit

fairly .be called

"The Old

.y

ATp

ivlng In hor hU:

Her

was seen

Kliost

m

Italy,

droMc.hPH of senna and salts, powders
basely disguised In raspberry jam, Ipeca-

cuanha doses, gargles,

blisters, cottonpaddings, leeches, cuppings and
bleedings, ho that, writing In J922, b«
was In sound health and cheerful
(Spirits, not praising the past to the dlsadvantaga of tMn century, smiling tolerantly or growllnsr vigorously at present whims, fads, silliness.

wool

have had agricultural
and at one time fac-

But how about the ghost.stortesT (He
regretted the exile of fairies.)

Most rarely
hands to address.
spoken before educated persons

tory

have

—

1

mean

cultured personages,
not merely such as can read their newspaper and spend their time with horses
and dogs."
"C— is the type -of man who will
spend his week-days at his carpenter's
bench, making a tea-caddy and say on
I

really

'Confound it, I suppose 1
musl write a sermon for tomorrow
"
and (he tea-caddy not finished!'
"One examining chaplain. Canon FawHis faco
cctt, interested nie greatly.
and the shape of his bead would have
qualilied liim for the Chamber of Horrors of Mme.
Tussand's "Waxwork?-.
Saturday:

One

I

I

I

I

m

"There has come about a rf,irulslon In
popular feeling as to the spirits of men
after death.
In place of looking up to
the souls gleaming In the light of Paradise, as we once were led to believe,
now we are told that they hover about
the 'Horse Shoe' In Tottenham Court
Road, so as to catoh a whiff of Player's,
Navy-Cut, or hatuit a lawn tennis
ground in order to sniff up the fragrance
of Glen Livet whiskey, without having
to

I
!

pay war price for

it."

Of the ghost stories
soraethinz to aay later.

we

sbAll

have

of the greatest trials in life is to

have anything to do with a stupid man,
nothing could induce to conceive
the possibility that he was stupid, or
with a good man to whom it never has
occurred that he was other than good.
Dr. Gilbert, Bishop of Chichester, was
a till, handsome man, "with a face
that apparently could not crease with a
pleasant smile without cracking, as Ice
His eye was
v. hen affected by a swell.
stony and lustreless, not like that of a
parrot, expressionless, but with a look
of the Medusa, as though being of
stone itself it desired to petrify all on

MME. JULIA GULP

whom

|

Julia

Minnelled.

many other thumb-nail
Mark Pattison struck him as

are

one who never smiled. A hearty laugh
would shake him to pieces. "He wandered about the cloisters and paced the
terrace, with his head down, as it in
search of beetles and earthworms.
The boys thought he was a
haunted man, and a ghost pursued him.
Some of his sermons were published in
1885, and exhibit, except in the concludiT;g address on All .Saints, an absence
of anything like Christianity as a rule
of life, and a source of hope."

and clergymen.

octavo compages about churches
Gould traveled exten-

sively even as a boy,
tions

comments

and

and

and

lively

Though Mme. Culp sometimes gave
more tone than she can at present

memory; then

his

book

Everybody knows that Mme. Culp
sees deep Into a song, with an inMme. Schumann-Helnk's
sight like
and that of one or two others. Yesat times to find
seemed
terday she
too much tragedy where there Is only
a gentle melancholy, as In Brahms's

much more

entertaining.
observer, interested in everythe earth, in the sky and under the waters, Gould had the courage
to express opinions that were at least
unconventional. He is speaking of the
neutralization of clerical teaching by
home indifference and example:
•'This applies to the young of slums
in a town, of the cottages in the country, to those of the mansions, and of
'Society.' They are all on a level. The
mothers of the former have no objection to their children attending a placjo
of worship but do not trouble to go

The mother In 'Society'
themselves.
with guests, plays
her house
Alls
bridge, or motors about the country,
whilst the children are perhaps taken
by the governess to church. The mothers in the slums and lanes gossip at
their doors with their neighbors, and
scratch their heads. So soon as the
children come home, parental example
undoes ail the teaching received In the
Sunday School and the Church. Of
course there are exceptions in all
cases."

In

members

least

which

Interesting

Gould

of his family,

pages are

describes

who were

the
not

ordinary men and women.
Judging
from the portraits of the latter, they

;

beautiful, her half voice is
often still of an entrancing beauty, of
a lustre truly splendid. Her diction Is
clearer than ever, of a finer significance
than ever. Her phrases often Kave a
grace, a loveliness very rare.

should not -write his memoirs until he

Not the

1

make sound

valuable gift of invention. Moncure D.
said to us that a man

those

Su-

'

are

Conway once
his

I,

i

his recollec-

amusing. His memory was remarkable.
If it failed him, he undoubtedly had the

had lost
would be
A keen
thing on

Suleika

Though Mme. Culp might to advantage have Included In her program yesterday, songs In the Italian she proIn
some
nounces so perfectly, and
French and English, If only to lend
variety to an afternoon of the German tongue, none the less ft wblB a
pleasure to listen to one song after
another, all worth an artist's slngins
and an intelligent audience's listening
to; that her program stood so high
above those of other singers points to
tcclerance
of.
the imfortunately easy
most audiences today. For after all,
what
tho
sing
to
are
ready
singers
publlo wants.

in this lai-ge

is

Schubert:

II.

die hard.

.

tev:

in

dem Schatten meiner Locken,
kuhler Wald, Sandmannchen, Salome,
Von ewlger Llebe.
Mme. Culp was given a right royal
In
Richly she deserved It.
welcome.
many a concert she has done all that
mortal can do to prove to the world
that warmth of feeling and fineness
of diction are In no wise enhanced by
harshness of sound or distortion of
Since, furthermore, though
vocal line.
not a German by birth, she is a singer
German trained, her exquisite song as
displayed through the years ought to
have gone far toward dispelling the notion that nothing good, vocally, can
come out of Germany. But notions do

He
supply them with castor oil."
"That
spent £10 on over 100 bottles.
apostolate did not prove a complete

But there

afternoon

O

to

paratively

yesterday

acht, In

start from Cairo as a missionary to the
Bedouin-s, he was advised, "as the best
way to open their minds to the Gospel,

.

sang

soprano,

Das Madchen, Gretchen am
Brahms: MalnSplnnrad, Ave Maria.
leika

that chili eye was turned."
And we like to read of Dr. Joseph
Wolff, whose pulse beat 100 throbs to
When he was about to
the minute.

There

mezzo

Brahms: Vor dem Fenster; Nlcht
mehr zu djr zu gehen, Madchenlled,
Das Madchen spricht, An ein Vellchen,
Immer leiser wird niein Hchlummer,

whom

sketches.

Gulp,

this program
Jordan hall:

'

'

*

3:30 P. M. People s
See special notice.
the Boston
MONDAY—Symphony hall, 8:15 P. M. Fourth extra concert ofMyra
Hess,
Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor;
pianist.
See special notice.
P.
M.
8:15
streets,
Garrison
Convention hall, corner St. Botolph and
Concert of the Odell mandclifi orchestra (mandolins, mandolas, manSt.

colli

In SwltrcrOerniony, Austria, «nd later
e paw many lands, noted customs and
miinncrs of living, talked with men of
hiKh and low degree, freed hl.s mind on
all occasions.
At home he survived the
oil,
castor
blue
pills,
dixiuffhts
of

says that he did not get preferment In
the church and from the church, because
he was an enfant terrible, standing in
his own lieht.
"I never attend rural
deanery meetingrs, because they evapAs to
orate In tailc and do nothing.
preaching, fji^i DO years I have been in

.

Sanroma,

A

As a boy, Qould traveled

Iniid,

Nor did Barinc Gould, a clerryman of
Church of England by vocation,
spare his superiors and colleapues. He

I

)

v

the

Order's

;.

several places and on neveral occasions.

success."

Mrs. Rogers ends, after a ch.ipter "How to Practise," by saying:
"A teacher is scarcely more than a sign post which points to the
but the indication that
direction vou must take to reach a given place,
does not bring you
your way'lies to the right, to the left or straight on,
take heed that you go not
there: you have to do the walking and also
^'
astray."
______
_

SUNDAY— Symphony

:

i

laborers, 'armers

^

^

t)it>

petrated on the Quakrr.^. iny regrtt vrai
that the old nUvor M«ynowor had no',
sunk on th« voyage and taken the whole
set to the bottom of the Atlantic to feed

Holy

limit

am," who In
backed chair.

the flshea."

lie

I

ion of

which

of

tlrs

11

1.

.

could be wi
barbarl-

(•

;ilr."

nr.'

murdora

•oui

Uably

V.
si.

.:

'l.

that lliey conn
;.;

•cad thoughtfully.

n

well

!

ll-condUionea.
iioin ISngland
tho hld-

.

iviis

ofc

.

H1e^
rii n

t

.-uigor
exTC a conception of tilings not aclually witliin tlie
The text oi' songs should b«
sh.iuld be cultivated assiduously.

'
I

mood

:.nd the

nto an.\ nioo<J
tinu' being real, i>et ft-iKiu.i.
the thing you w<^ld seem to be."

—

.

"Maedchenlled."
To make a song's meaning clear, too,
she sometimes drove Its points home
too hard, at the expense of tone and
rhythm. That was too bad. A singer
of Mme. Gulp's extraordinary discernment and her remarkable command of
vocal resources has no need to resort
to exaggeration.
Schubert tempted her to It less than
Brahms. Most delightfully of all her
songs, she sang, because most simply.
the Sulelka songs, the "Ave Maria"
and the Serenade an added piece the
people would have. How enchantingly
Mr. Conrad Bos played those accom.
It- G.
paniments!

,

—

|
i

}
;

GIVES LAST CONCERT
IN CHILDREN'^ SERIES
Ernest Schelling Talks on Percussion
Instruments
Yesterday morning at Jordan hall

j

'

of this cure, rmr—vntii—cn?

me
ave the

flfth

children's

o(

and iMt
concerts,

icngth on the percussion Irthe timpani, snaro and ba^^
the celesta, which he himself
In Iho •'N'litoraokii- Suite," lUo
Mnsplel.
ided Tschiilkowsky"*
the Gavotte from
•n-i-'l

1

t>

;

'"Jf-froni

::ao)tt«'
'

Delilah,"

gave Mr. Sohelllng anil the or
-trn larg-e opportunities for the use
percussion

Instruments

and

yesterday were Mr. Ult-

Um

lor the timpani, and for the othe)"
percussion
Instruments
the
Messns.}
Sternbure, Polster and Ludwlg.
Then
there was the award of prizes to those
who had written the most complete and
Intelligent note books.
An admirable and enjoyable series of
concerts, and It is hoped that the committee that furthered them will continue them on a larger scale another
season.

quote from '"Slang and Its Analogues," by Farmer and Henley, which

may

"An

allusion to the 'sport'

to

^-

VMS was

the program

J^^Jf
,^^^^'[f*f,'
U.
aftei-no.ni
vlrfSlst. played yesterday

'

of gander

it

Mosco.l.
Palmgren; Souvenir do

With every

away.

rt.

U

over

large seven volof "Slang and
volumes decidedly not

the

umes (double columns)

—

Analogrues"
family reading one meditates on
the vanity of attempting to compile a
slang dictionary Including the "footpads and loafers" of speech up to the

Its

for

—

year of publication. These seven volumes appeared in the years 1890-1904.
sub-title runs: "A dictionary, historical and comparative, of the heterodox Speech of all Classes of Society for
more than 300 years." Although slang
dictionary Is
Is born every day, and this

The

The Great Oxford Dictionary

large
lated.

n Us

talis

suffers

adding a supplement, tor which
collections have been accumu"It Is more than 40 years since

Its

Then came

all this it is

estimated

Bounded like
which must

compensate

years may be necessary."
Well, many of us have never seen
Carcassonne, and many of us will never
dlcsee the completion of the Oxford
tionan^ If anv dictionary can justly be
aneditors
The
said to be complete.
nounce the forthcoming publication of
between
a dictionary that will stand
the Great and the Concise.

How many words are without meanthe
!ng to a reader of novels. Look at
two pages of Maurice Drake's
first
the
of
walls
The
Window."
"The Doom
remains of an "undercroft" were "good
was
a
corner
Norman ashlar." In one
stone corbel."

1

,

read that an "aged Tonkers millionwhose life doctors had almost
despaired of because of prolonged parI

aire"

fj", ^'^^

The Italian s
the trifles.
an experiment In the odd,

My

ikaw

In as a
partner and the son as a clerk. This
pleases Uncle, who slaps Andy on the
back and invites him to dinner. There's
nothing left for Andy except to kiss
Jerry and assure her of his ard,ent love.
The dialogue Is a mixture of oldfashioned melodrama and vaudeville.
Mr. Mack's
We have de.?crlbed the play.
self-assurance bordering on
vivacity,
impudence, unfailing good humor, contributed to a realistic portrayal of the
character. Mr. Poynter made much of
Mr
the small part of eld man Rlggs.
Charters was grufi and stormy as the

a note—by taking the father

.

the

Miss MacManamy was an
Callfornian.
attractive June; Miss Louise Allen an
agreeable soubrette after the farce comedy manner. And Miss Dumont, stately
and haughty. Is a "fine figure of a

,

I

woman."
The audlende was greatly pleased and
apparently

.

J

,

I

season,

the

ducted by Mr. ildjlenJg.uer, with Jesus

at the polls, or possibly

Is

in

Sn

comedy

hall.
Give me a good write-up, won't
you?" The naturally amiable reviewer,
hearing the odious word, is at once Inclined to stay away from the recital,
or, hearing WIss Tickleboy's gurglings
and gargUngs, to give her a "writedown." Miss Tickleboy Is pleasing to

a

of "The Four-Flusher^
Caesar Dunn.
in three acts by

Presented by Mack HlUlard.
..Louisa Allen
_
r,.,Jerry Dean....
Sunderland
Gay

—

Bvan^ellne

.

•MarJarct

Dumont

We

Mr.

«at"on

I

P'^The Play
I

i

|

i

blil

noted this advertisement In the
"Joseph Chamberlain's
vacant town house for sale. L. C. C.
'Joseph Chamberlain
plaque on wall:
Price to a
lived here for 81 years.'
Tariff Reformer, £2600. To any one else

id^^ardVoyn.er

.Spencer

I.,ondon Times.

Cnartera

/..Eugene McGregor
cherles N. Greene
.'"^".Ge^trnde Moran
described the comedy as

"radiating the hustling 'P'^' ^'''/^^ti?
is to be said?
lean youth." What more
Welt, several things.
should
comedy
In the first place the
be seen by "hustling"
inge
"«"Xe'"ngethe
thev could not help admiring
imrtlcular kind of
nully with which a
motor ca^- are
shoe and a particular
conrecommended to the apdlence with

And why

does she sing?

•

"

does she so maltreat the

English-American language?

.

Llirt"Bl«»
P'^^^vhrnf
Ij*
i^M.i
Mr. Rogers

Why

the eye.

o""
June Allen.....
fi^nrira riui
Giles Faraday. . .
v<?,!,"'f,'
Horace Br..";r.-.'.V.V. John D-'^^.f-^
Andy Whlttaker
j.„^"^fn" Kanna

Dr.

or "hardly known," whien his
published in the newspapers.
Invented that hideous word

for
"review" or "orltlclsm."
Miss
Flossie TIckleboy calls, "I'm going to
give a recital next week In Jordan

By PHILIP HALE
performance
First

the

"realtor"? Why, when and where?
Efven more abominable Is "write-up"

TOUR-FLUSHER"
Theatre:

to

ciferous collector of garbage and ashes.
There are "well-known" singers and
fiddlers, who please only a few. It may
.vet be ft distinction for a man to be

Who

Selwm

known

Mr. Jabez P. Green, tne "wellknown club man," Is not on the list of
any leading club, and Is really not so
well known in his own neighborhood as
the choreman of the block or the vopolice.

"little"

the

uncle. Dr. Frederick VonLleW Broof St. Louts (long since dead) told

term "well-known" OverLet a young man be engaged,
It be a matter, of business or
love, he Is "well-known," according to
the newspapers, although in reality his
circle of friends Is small and outside
of It he Is merely a voter registered
Is not the

worked?
whether

name

R. R. G.

found

Impressed by the earnest
of shoe and motor car

recommendation

rhymes for
in Bosand soprano, first Performance Master,
to "The
ton; Wagner, prelude
Nuremberg.
singers of

muslo all notable, S. concert which
would attract a different public from
The
that which fancies only virtuosity.
day may come when Mr. Heifetz will
public.
be grateful for that kind of a

relief from
Bronx" who
called at the house, and proposed a rem- People's Orchestra Closes Its
end to the
edy, which, tried, put an
each
Regular Season
suffering. His remedy was: "Stop
firmly.
Press
finger.
with a
ear
Have some one put a glass of water
their last regular concert this
lijor
joke.
to the mouth and drink." It Is no
People's Symphony, con-

hiccups

man from

Andy heaps coals of fire on old
stolen
man Rlggs and Ws son—who had
not meet
$400 so that his father could

$10 000

'The'"concert next week will Include
Greta
with
the following program,
soloist
as tho
soprano,
Torpadie,
D
In
Weber, overture to "Oberon
No. 7 In
major; Beethoven, symphony
for
concerto
Bach,
A major, op. 92;major Mme. Leglnska
oianofort; In F
six nursery
Tnd orchestra; Leglnska,
chamber music orchestra

tniie.
played many harmonies strictly in
But he had no appearance of relishing
and
brilliancy
that
of
loss
to the
It
that sort
dazzle which alone can make
of TOUsio worth while.
Probably he despises It, and slUy
Why shouldn't he, a man
trifles too.
If so. he
of his superb musicianship?
might venture a concert some day of

As the World Wags:

of

Uncle comes In and rages.
The banker brings the news of Andy's
for
profitable invention and a check

bookkeeper.

m

"STOP THOSE HICCUPS"

I

;

has

remammg
native charm about it. The
had chiefly nov
trifles, trivial enough,
could
playing
If
favor.
their
fllty
Heifhave lent them excellence,
feat
the
etz's would have accomplished
played,
The parade piece Mr. Heifetz
technique;
no doubt, with perfection of
with no trained
it sounded so to persons
events he
all
et
violin;
the
of

'

joxysms
"an old

Dis
In. sovnd in wind and body,
tells
gusted at .Andy's swelling about, he
automothe banker, the jeweler and the
has disinherited
bile salesman that he
June
returned
are
Jewels
The
the boy
weaks Mrs. Allen holds her nose higher
of a
gesture
the
than ever and with
the
tragedy queen bids Andy leave
house.
shop
shoe
to
the
The boy returns
where he Is welcomed by Jerry, the

comes

In the
one; again, after 1845.
Heae
prelude to the "Melsterslngers
their
In
vocal
still
are
?he themes
and
Instead of instrumental,
origin.
the
often
repeats
Wagner, although he
Chorus
PUgrlm's
the
and
Bacchanals
the
not as yet worked to the full

knowledge

'

solicit

jeweler

on y

way
still be pretty, In the
Shakespeare songs.
of some of his
had more
Ravel's piece, less sought for,

five

the

His credit Is Al.
In a new and Irreproach-

ton

heightened
dignity without enough

brilliancy to

many new words have become
For

of

windmills, devised for harpsichord,
transferred to
half their effect when
Bach's splendid Prelude,
the violin.
suffers In
pace,
played at yesterday's

part of the dictionary was isthe
Hght
sued, and In the Interval fre.sh
beeji tlirown on many old words,

and

bea.Uy
of rhythm, phrasing and

and

smoklns a
able dress suit, plug hat.
He gives
cigarette, goes to June's party.
peari neckher, as It Is her birthday, a
love to
makes
lace and a diamond rin«,
Invites
her In .«iong and in speech, and
Lncle
her for a ride in his motor car.

i

an ex

dances,

banker

Andy's custom.
And BO Andy.

frmbourln,
archaic flavor
attempt ai preserving the
more than Casof these dances, any
the
In
telnuovo-Tedesco does today
Shakespearian songs.
gave
MoUenhauer
And to close, Mr.
the
of
performance
an admirable
yet
"Tannhauser" overture, eloquent tl e
with
liberties
no
restrained, taking
writing of this
score. Ernest Newman,
"potpouiTl feuilleoverture, called it a
returned to
Wagner
forAi," that

afternoon

manner.

current.

The

minuet from "Platee,"
the tambourln
vere
Mottl, ^^^^e;e
Felix ^^'!^.,f
as arranged by
and
enthusiasm
vLed with a richless
elaboration in
There was
Iptrit.
musette ^'th Its
the minuet and the
than In me
•sonorous ground bass
although Mottl made no

^°That was the best of the
not to
There were classics, to be sure Sarathat
he found fault with. But
vv^ote
bande-was It by the Mouret who Lully,
of
operas and ballets In the style
undictionary
the
as
"Without success,"
crmpromisingly puts It? The inference
Uttle
Couperms
seems justifiable.
lose

first

has

Is Incompetent.
i"a<3e
Enters Andy's uncle; who has
In Callfornla-In oil. He
dollars
million
sentence with
also punctuates every
threw the audi"hell" or "damn." -yhls
laughter.
ences last nigtit into fits of
h m
Uncle tells Andy that he has made with
chair
a
In
flops
then
Ms heir. He
hosplta
a weak heart and Is taken to a

Mr

It.

'

that his son

much more
Rameau

^'ThT' three

genuine poel, though a

Mr. C. T. Onions explains the delay In completion by saying
that there are still gaps In the "V" and
"W" sections. There Is also the necessity of

They played

^'^^l.f^^^l^X^
of Mr^HelteU
perfect playing than that
only
to Imagine, no
it would be hard
emotional rlghtness but " ^ fe-

therefore sadly Incomplete, "Slang and
Its Analogues" will always be valuable,
Indispensable by reason of the
ves.
wealth of Illustrative quotations.

in like

au

is

do credit to a

the -on^ta
tc<^^«»
charmingly, with no striving
creation
into bigness the
was
J^?^^
^oul whose Imagination
Lralnand emotionalf^f
tragedies
V>y
^o""^
and
sight
the
:forms fhan by
his
the brooks and hills about
f'^''"'^'^^
country home, by the ^el'S'^ .'j ^ J° anof
s
gambo
the
)n watching
a br^e-'J "P
ing the vouns of goats) in
pleasure he took
3and pasture? by tho
the
PeoP'f;of
in simple song
the .onata
Thus justly conceived, music
of p
proved lovely music, the
extulslie taste.

to play
intelligent, and

Rachmaninoff

'

h-

the
young. He falle In love with June,
Allen^
daughter of the haughty Mrs.
Is
she
June smiles on him, although hopes
wooed by a young doctor. Andy
old man "Ibb »
to be the manager of
A newspaper reporter theonfresh
shop.
his
dilating
him
Bvangellne, hears
flatprobable advance and publishes a
young
antagonizes
tering article. This
the HarRlggs, who, kicked out of
to be
vard law school, returns home
^"t old
fired,
Andy is
the manager.
kno^vlng
rnan Rlg7s taltes him back,

TimpiS
of a Rachmanrot nave the strength occasionally neinoff that the concerto
it with laige
played
ho
r>c-Bsitates
that would
ness and a muslclarillness experienced

story.

Looking

,

and
'^'tZfl oTr^y^^^ a'" b-elufut
And although he does
touch

"'t^'^^Heifetz gave a curious ofnf
^-^^'^
TO his credit, be It -i^',
In
choosing ^".f,
from playing a concerto,

the fun would get more uproarious."
The only quotation given under this
head is fr6m the Round Table (N. T.),
July 30, 1867. The writer tells the same
failure

of

Sanroma

'

.1-

the

a y«ar.
shoes,
But Andy has a «wul abovehosiery,
and
slippers
pumps,
boots,
old a«d
even whei#h« waits on ladles

—a' concerto that makes a tremendous
demand on the solo pianist who must
summon all of the power and tonal

^th

<••>

all

In »BO,000 or $60,000

impassioned
ing, more intellectual than

A gander was plucked, thorgreased, especially about the
head and neck, and tied tight by the
The grame
feet to the branch of a tree.
was then to ride furiously at the mark,
catch It by the head or neck, and atbear

In,

I

'

I-

dashing >ounK h.T..
shop, and younf,Is a clerk In a shoe
some
Andy has Invented an arch or
will bring him
future
thlnr that In the

'

HEIFErZ. VIOUIST,

There

.u. ..>..[

To crown

"Carnival

Episode

talk

i

oughly

to

in the St. J:inie.s

Paris." op. 9; Rachmaninoff, concertoi
for pianoforte in C minor, dp. 18; Ramthree ballet pieces, arranged by
0.111,
Felix MottI; "Wagner, overture "Tann-'
hftuscr."
„
Next Sunday evening. In Symphony
visithall, with IMl.-.f Leginska as their
the
conductress,
ant conductor, or
last
People's orchestra will give their
conconcert of the season, an extra
cert calculated to fill their coders for
another season at the St. James.
For five years these concerts have
been taking place at the St. James.

pulling.

tempt

ilio^ soloist,

They have not been marked by a
strange and phenomenal daring, by a
But they have
defiance of orthodoxy.
slowly accumulated a large and heler
apprevariously
'ogeneous audience,
dative of their efforts, and they have
formed a symphony orchestra of what
was at first only a casual assembly,
alThis season,
well intentioned.
though there have been mad fluctu.
beeni
has
there
playing,
ations in their
uniforma smoothness, an increasing
a more detlity a larger sonorousness,
previous
in
than
ensemble
niVo sense of
And the concerts have seryedl
vears
visiting
for
as
as a local arena, as well
soloists and conductors.
witn
Yesterday's concert commenced
;n"rltSvendsen's "Carnival in Parts,"
probably
ten when he was in Bayreuth,
It Is spirited
influenced by Wagner.
suggestorchestrated,
music, fluently
faint
ing a carnival seen through a
of
mist rather than In the mad rush
It is
close.
at
the
its orgies, although
somewhat tumultuous.
The Rachmaninoff concerto for piano
and orchestra is like most of this Rusbroodsian's music, vast and sunless,

peppers with wine.
We find these cures in "A Thousand
Notable Things of Sundrie Sorts" (Lonwith
don, 1627). "Stop both your eares
your fingers, and the hickop will gae
awey within a while after. Proved."
If
"It Is proved, anfl a secret: that
you give to them that have the Hickop,
every morning three houres before
meate, one roote of greene Ginger, and
two
drinking
after
immediately
draughts of Malmesey, you shall Bee
Emperlce
cured.
that he will be soone
benedlctl Victorij."— Ed.

We

a plausible explanation.
be other derivations:

remedy

this

to

B. K. C. wishes to know the origin ot
the phrase, "Everything Is lovely and
the goose han^s hl^i."

gives

known

quoted
draught of cold water to prove effectual.
That learned Arabian, Alsaharavius,
recommended cold air, cold drink and
prunes,
refrigerant draughts containing
not
tamarind, camphor, etc. If you do
have the hiccups, do not take
wish

"Espana."

lolst'-

v

an

program

Theatre;
Svendsen,

asHe Tecommendod .sneezing. Celsusliver.
cribed the cause to an inflamed
afterwards
and
Aetlus gavo emetics,
applied a
narcotics. In certain cases he
on
cupping instrument with great heat is
Alexander
back.
breast, stomach and
a
as saying that he had known

'<-h

s

n^^

"pianist,

Iho following

.

I

and

Sanroma,

to
to

.

;l..s

"Samson

glass

ocGalen thought that the hiccup Is
which
casioned by any exciting cause
emotions.
violent
rouses the stomach to

'

Debussy's

h.ivc

I

Corner"; "Saliii -Suen«." "Hn:'cha

3

the

fail.

.

'

holding

vour mouth must use his other hand
pinch vour nose, closing the no.'itrtl.'i,
head
thus having all orifices of the
all
slopped: then the sufferer drinks
sips.
rapid
short
with
the water

s,

Unyiln's
by requtsat,
Ciikew.iiK" l.

friend

the

th.it

/

|

:

£3000."
|
i

What

If

a Bostonlan, wishing

his house, should advertise:
a Prohibitionist, $25,000. To
else $85.0007"
.

'

to sell

Trice to

any one

"

''

i«r

of

•;

"•ds us th»t

18

It

In

Is

The centenary of Dr. Thomas Bowdler
lie died In 1825
should linvo been .-^oioiiiiily obsen-ed by the self-appointed
nsiii-s of th«
theatio anj) literature
In Boston and New York.
His "Family
Slu-ikespeare In which
those
W iirds and Expressions are omitted
which cannot with Froprloty be read
aloud In a l''amll>was his master
work, though he published a "Family

I

^

olii>

Krmlns

(

Interesting

.

Quincy Adaaia

is

now

the Chief

the United .Slates elect,
remains for those who re\1 It as a national calamity but to
mtt In silence, it they can, to' the
(>nt. hoping for the best, and providing, as much as In their power, against
1

I

of

.str:ita

.

'

^.

THEATRE— "Happy - Go

rOPT.EY

-

Lucky," a comedy In three acts by Ian
Hay. First produced hero at the Selwyn
Theatre In 1922. The cast:
I-«<ly Mnrton Malnwarlng. Elspeth Dudgeon

Constance rtimer
Richard Malnwarlng

May

Kdlaa

C.

l.uclua
Mr. Stilbottle

Wordley Hulse
E-

E.

Mr.

—

YE HAVE TEARS TO SHED,
PREPARE TO SHED THEIVI NOW."
A Yard of Ale glass of the 18th cen"IF

tury was accepted on March 14 by the
Museum. This glass Is very
long and slender like an unduly elongated flower vase, and It presumably
The holder was
held* a yard of ale.
reciulred to drink the contents at one
draught; If h« stopped to take breath
the inrush of air into the glass would
This
squirt the ale all over his face.
particular glass has a flat base, but
at
bulb
some were made with a round
the end so that when they were once
filled they had to be held until they
were Emptied.
We knew a restaurant In the Dresden
c f the early '80's
"The Three Ravens';
where the Pllsener beer was excellent
It was served in a boot-like glass. Unless the thirsty knew how to hold it
while drinking, the beer would fall
down his waistcoat and trousers, to the
mocking laughter of the initiated. A
sad waste of good liquor!

Is

it

British

diffuse, and
But it
skilful.

somewhat

dramatically

little

humble artifices
wyna, who would help
in

j

the

the

of
"Tilly

to

com-

Welkeep

I

a factory of cuckoo-clocks in Swltierlard.
After some of the clocks had
been made to strike in honor of the
King, ha was heard remarking to the
President with a hearty laugh, that the
sound was like that of a cuckoo.

Oxford had hard luck; Cambridge
won.
The race was a centenary affair, and the founding of the first boat
club at Cambridge was celebrated on
March 15 with the Master of Trinity
In the chair.
According to a report of
the day, one of the earliest boats was
"a superb pleasure boat, announcing itself. In golden letters, as belonging to
Trinity
College,
Cambridge,'
and
manned by nine young gentlemen of
that college In the full aquatic costume
of straw hat, blue jacket, striped trousers, etc.
No small degree of curiosity

was

.

the visiting Malnwarlngs.
There are the consequent breaks, the
Grandma
of
appearance
Banks, who- Interferes with their preapparitions
thunderous
the
tensions,
of two warring lodgers that force Tilly
Uo admit her defeat to the Malnwarlngs.
But with the third act, there Is retrlbuHion, and the good are made happy, and
blr. StiUbottle Is' returned to the place
obstruslvely
so
'from which he has

1

Insistent

I

I

come, with a last proud flourish of
Shakespearian quotation.
unprepossessing
An amiable and
piece, the company gave a zestful and
amusing performance of it. Mr. Cllve,
as StiUbottle, played him with the terse,
quixotic touch that he demands, never
Mlsa Ediss was a Tilly
exaggerating.
of ingenuousne.s3 and a sharp cockney

.

excited," for it "seemed to
little of the marvellous."

partake not a

.'-'oms one In Berlin advertises for a
translator, who can put Into German
technical
translations
from English,

Mr.' Tonge made capital
persistence.
of his few boistrous moments as the
Miss Newcycling Percy Welwj-n.
combe and Mr. Hulse did excellently
as the elder Welvt^Tis, as did Mr. MowOnly Miss Currier,
bray as Richard.
who was cast as the faddist, Sylvia, indulging In occasional socialism, failed
to suggest in the slightest anything
but the bored, mild mannered daughE. G.
ter of "high society."

French, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch,
Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Polish,
Ru.'slan, Czecho-Slovakian, Hungarian,
Indian, Japanese and Chinese.
A Knowledge of tfie Blscayan and the
Gaelic languages Is apparently not required.
Here's a chance for good old
Dr. Berlitz if he la still alive.
There's
only one "out": the translator must live
in Berlin.
Italian,

——

JIas the destruction of Madame Tussand's wax-works exhibition by fire on
March 18 been noticed in the news-

papers of Boston?
to see the article.

If It -was, we failed
It Is stated In Donall the Napoleonic

I

'

I
i

ST.

{Stock
farce

i

|

JAMES
Company
In

three

In "Mary's
acts, by

— Boston
Ankle," a

May

TuUj-.
cast:
Nedell

Staged by Samuel Godfrey. The
Bernard
Houston Richards
Stolce*
John Collier
IClementlne
Roberta Lee Clark
Doctor Hampton

'

THEATRE

Chubb

don journals that
relics were destroyed, but some of the
Mrs. Merrivale, her mother. .. .Ann Layng.
figures were saved, among them the
|Mary
Elsie HItz
famous model of a policeman who used iMrs. Burns
.Olive ftlakenay
to stand within the entrance hall and Expressman
Harry Lo^vell
,
Ralph Remley
was questioned by many who thought SK^arrl
he was alive. It seems, that the crowd
Miss TuUy goes a long way In her exoutside was especially anxious that position, and now and then there Is
Peace,
Charlie
Crtppen
and
other |tho tendency to stray afield, with the
famous criminals of the Chamber of obviousness that there must be three
Horrors should be saved.
VTho was acts whether or no. Tlie piece, while
the Englishman that wrote an unplcas- structurally lacking in significance, is
it story about a man who wa.s locked
good for many laughs. It is a farce of
colloquialisms,
the three chums are
and it must be said,
skllftilly drawn
'

Certain It was there was
plenty of hitchlness In last night's
performance, but the -wonder of it all
is that they do so well.
No doubt this
defect will be remedied with future
performances.
The three chums were
all convincing In their perplexities,
Mr.
Kedell agreeably light, Mr. Collier as
well and Mr. Richards best of all In his
real humanness, not often to be said of
Interpreters of farce. Miss Hitz as the
fragile Mary was sweet without being
sugary, and the Clementine of Roberta
Lee Clark a neat bit of characterization,
avoiding the tendency that the character Itself might induce to overexaggeration,
T. A. R.
to

Richard because she loves htm. With
the second act there Is the strained
and fearful tea party, suggestive of one
of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,"
and the arrival of the inlmkable Samuel StiUbottle to take possession, becatTsS" of 'Mr. Welwyn's preference forchampagne. And StiUbottle, his vanity
appealed to and his taste for the actor's art long unsatisfied, since he mistook the front legs of the theatrical
elephant for the hind ones, agrees to
pose as the butler, Russell, to Impress

Mr. Max Beerbohm once described
an imaginary Tlslt of King Edward's to

and Mr. Koussevltaky between them
gave a performance of the O major concerto so truly exquisite, it must surely
set a standard for performances In th«
future.
He cut
Mr. Koussevltzky began It
down his usual volume of sound b>

perhaps one-third.

his entire scale so low, he gave full
[play to even the most delicate tints of
Beethoven's color scheme, and In th«
climaxes he wa« able to achieve a
grand sonority absolutely free from the
coarse harshness that too often mars
the splendor of Beethoven's greatest
pages. The lovell-ness of the translwon
from the andante to the rondo, the
joyous lijt of the rondo Itself— they, will
The orchestra's
inot soon be forgotten.

I

I

fine

,

\

—

work

In-

the concerto Bhould

tibt

j

be
I

I

1

/,

(j

farce.

I

|

forgotten;
done.

It

shows what can

be

Miss Hess in her turn pointed out
something that can be done thw transformation of the usual frenzhid tussle
between the piano ot a concerto and the
orchestra for first place, into a performance of a symphony of quiet beauty In -which the piano played a part not
much more outstanding than that of
an oboe or a horn. Where desirable,

—

i

It

i

sounded melodies forth;

it

also lent

Its color.
It was

color Indeed, at the hands of
Miss Hess. She played, attuned to the
orchestra, In a low key, quietly, with
tone always cool but none the less
subtly and widely varied. Through her
beautifully sung melodies she gave expression to gentle feeling; by her pas-

sages of ornament she added beauty
to the whole, but never a hint of flourish.
Even In the cadenza she maintained with such perfect taste the tone
Mr. Koussevltzky had set, that for once
it did not seem like an excrescence.
Jlore beautifully even tnan the allegro Miss Hess played the andante,
music as poetic as Beethoven ever

THREE BRAGGIOni

penned; she

K

SISTERS AT KEITH'S
The Misses Bertne ana «

for

felt Its

poetry to the

full,

some reason she did not quite

high spirits of the rondo's
tain^t;Dv,a.
opening theme. Its second theme she
Bragglottl, with a company of local played delightfully, and toward the end
girls selected
from their Denlsha-wn she had some moments that united In
brllSchool of Dancing, head a bill of un- an amazing way delicacy with
llatice.
The treat It would be to hear
usual variety and appeal at. 3.
F. Miss Hesa In chamber music!
Let people who despair of music's
Keith's this week.
Miss Hess's
Richness of setting, beauty of motion ,Pa»'l°U3 state take hope.
rare performance was as heartily ap,
,
and verve of the dancers commanded |_.„,,r^.i,„„„,, she had torn the
»v..
as
though
P'auded
.„f»,„=<„o™
„/
„„/n„„„»
enthusiasm
of
the
audience
the
piano In pieces.
throughout six scenes, which ran the
The rest of the concert, oddly put
gamut from slow grace and exquisite
needs no comment, since
posturing to. the fast, dazzling and^°°^"^\;
""^ everj'thlng has been recently played.
spirited.
Amid billowing veil
The audience vt-as large and enthusirise to the

.

....

i

dusky
dance

blue '"soaring,"' five

chtldreni

...

At

the last concert, April 27, the
with rhythmic abandon and soloi't
will
be
Mleczyslaw Muenz,
technique far from amateur, soft silver
planlsC,
R. R, G.
Illumines the "Moonlight" solo of Miss
Berthe BraggiottI, and barbaric splendor of black and gold deck the slaves
and dancers of the finale, "Within the
Shubert— "The Passing Show,"
Palace," a gorgeous scene In the court
of a princess, culminating in a mad
annual Winter Garrden re-vne,
and Impetuous Nautch dance. Misses
with Billy B. Van, George Leastic.

PLAYS CONTINUING

Miriam WInslow and
Barbara West were well received in
their youthful. Impetuous "Joyance,"
and Miss Gloria BraggiottI, making her
Christine Perry,

stage debut, excelled as the leader of
the court dancers.

VaMez Armand and EJmest Peres
contributed a novelty in their dress-suit
liim.bUng act, w'herein one

Is

catupuHed

through space and

land.s In a chair, on.
tho outer's .head with knees carefully
crossed, and placid, slightly bored exr

Laura Ormsby pleases with
pre-'Klon.
varied songs, as do Chase and Latour in
a dramatic sketch, "Aroimd the Comer,"'
dealing

with

th«

fickleness of

woman

kind..

Carl MtoCulIough of musical comedT
'

;

;

Thus, by pitching

I

charms of Mary. He
book them Immediately for Bermuda and there will be nothing less than
the bridal suite.
Both Hampton and
Mary are perplexed. Hampton is headoyer-heels In love with Mary, and Mary
is
melting. The uncle's good humor
takes new turn, for Mrs. Burns, Mary's
friend. Is an old sweetheart, and checks
fly about as so much paper.
The Bermudian la about to sail and the wedding la an actuality.
The piece was acted with speed and
the requisite light touch so essential

m

:

"Midsummer Night's Dream"; the preSalome's dancs
lude to "Lohengrin";
(from Ptrauss's "Palome."
Did Miss Hess plan It? Did Mr. Koussevltzky? Or was It an Instance of two
heads being better than one? To whomever the credit may be due. Miss Hesa

will

nurse maid to temporary butler.
is from his sharp juxtapositions
It
of the Welwyns of Bloomsbury, the
father once a fellow of Oxiord and now
rejoicing in the bottle and the profits of
lodging house, and the
wife's
his
Malnwarlngs of the Towers, Shotley
Beauchamp, to whom Richard suddenly
presents Tilly, whom he has met intentionally on the top of a .bus, and
whom he would marry, that Ian Hay
draws the substance for his play.
There la no attempt at fine character
drawing, yet there Is characterization
the stilted -Malnwarlngs.
of a sort
heavy In their peculiar swagger, and

sick"

!

reconciled by the

lous, a seedy actor now a Broker's man,
who In the practise of his profession
must practise every trade from that of

—

I

I

Dickenslan
occasional
with
edy,
touches, particularly In the writing of
Samuel StUbottle, orotund and metrlcu-

—

For the fourth Monday evening conby the Symphony orchestra the
program read: Tchaikovsky's fantasy,
"Romeo and Juliet"; Beethoven's O
major plena concerto (pianist, Myra
Hess); the scherzo from Mendelssohn's
cert

—

not al'ways
is a naive

and Immensely entertaining

H. F. M.

day Eveningr Program

—

Cllve

Wesley Boynton
Pumpherston
Why, with so pertinent and flavorsome a title as "Tilly of Bloomsbury,"
with its suggestion of the sodden and
doleful lodging houses that flank Russell suare, did Ian Hay allow his combecome mere "Happy-Goto
edy
Lucky?" Originally a novel, as a play

tliis
Is
a compliance
publicanism?
with the maxim that a majority shall
govern?

/I.

alion-n.

Orchestra Gives Fourth Mon*

I

Jeseajnlne Nawcomtje

Welwyn

wore

1

Bertram Barry

Melha Ram
Mrs Welwyn

r.ivor will.

hiunorouH

.;o«t

1

Mona Glynne

Grandma Banks

hurlesq.ie,

bined la.'
nvo-mlnir

but there Is chagrin at the nature of
the presents. At this point there Is an
automobile accident and the lifeless
form of a girl Is carrld In to the dootor's office.
Horrors, It Is the face of
'the Red Cross nurse, who neatly cajoUed them out of the money they had
received from Cohen when they had
pawned the landlady's parrot. Needless to say she bears the same name of
the Invisible bride Mary Jane Smith.
What a way these writers of farce
have when they are sorely pressed!
Mai^' opens her eyes none the worse
for the accident, for her Onkle has been
bandaged a bungling job after the
manner of good farce. Enter uncle
who upbraids the nephew, only to be

Philip Tonge
Ruth Holmes

Amelia 'VVelwyn

'.

Hampton's uncle, who Is rich.
Thus their Immediate financial distress
The scheme works,
will be relieved.

Katherlne Standing
Alan Mowbray

Welwyn
Percy Wclwyn
Tilly

with
read well

ullns

from

I^ucy <;urrl«r
Sylvia Malnwarlnir
Fra-nUlyn Francis
Mllroy
Abel Malnwarlns. >r. P.. Francis Compton
Victor Tandy
Rev. Adrl.an Bylands

We

So Queen Mary Is "constantly seaIn
the Mediterranean waters,
Nothing Is said about King George's
physical condition, but he has been
many years at sea. His father, was
something of a traveler.

.

'Othello' the reader could only wonder
hat on earth n an the hero's grievance
Against Desdemona."

,

ii-

any house-

"bobbing up serenely" In
But
Impossible Hituallona.
let us remember that the piece Is farce,
nd Miss TuUy may hide with Impunity
behind Its license.
Three chums, a young doctor, lawyer
and associate, are "strapped." There
Is nothing oven In sight for breakfast,
and the landlady Is pressing hard. They
conceive the Idea of marrying oft ^h*
young doctor to an Invisible bride, of
announcing the forthcoming marrla^
by neatly engraved cards. There will
be wedding presents and these will be
turned over to t:ohen, the pawnbroker;
besides there will be a generous check
the

iribbon." He also began to blue-pencil
the Bible.
"When he had done with

the worst.
It may so happen that the
current of things may niu so smooth,
that there mar he no occasion for the
exercise of extraordinary temper, discretion or wisdom. In the executive,
and we may escape, for four years at
least, without experiencing any great
difficulty or danger; but God forbid
that we Bhould, within that period, bo
called to mount a black cockade.
j^hall
not Indulge In any useless expressions of regret foi- what has happened, but we must trust it Is the last
time that upwards of nine millions of
people will consent to the mockery of
being represented in the Hall of Congress by 13 Individuals assuming to
Ts this rebe the proxies of states.

•

'

In

.M

.

'

n'^thlnfr

.

..i;.

hold, hut the uncle Is a creature of the
ii
1.
pure and simple, dolngr
anil Ilka the creature
t!
il>la,

—

a piua-

.

...ihiir:

1,1.

might have been a slavey

clii

1826

York

which

IJi

Ml.-

.ii.nl.'

New

th«

Feb.

of

mC-ilHiv

'

'

published

from

ipli

!

prints, dally,

coluimn of 100 y««rs ago

Ita

.ivch

t^ <
It

dispenses funny songs Bn4!
chatter and does some admirable Imitarepu-tajtlon

Kranz and White do "fifteen
tions.
minutes of musical foolishness" Flanagan and Edwards, the "ballroom boys"
of motion pictures, give ccmedy of a
the
vaudeville team emerging from
;

night's

slumber'' and

practicing

Chair

"stuff," an-d Harry Fox entertains wltb
songs and whlnisloally maudlin antlct
Following Jean BedJnl's juggling' iaot

Maire,
Gillette,

Lulu McConnell, Ruth
Jack Rose and others.

Second -week.
Wilbur "Little

—

Jessie

James,"

return engagement of musical
comedy. Second week..
.

Colonial—"Kid Boots," Zlegfeld's
musical production, starring
Eddie Cantor and featuring
Mary Eaton. Sixth week.

Tremont>-"The Grab Bag," Ed
production.
annual
Wynn's
Third week.

—

"Next Door," comedy by
Dorothy Parker and Elmer
Rice, with James Spottswood
and Wanda Lyon. Third week.
Plymouth "The Goose .Hangs
High," an American comedy by
Lewis Beach, with Norman
Trevor and Mrs. Thomas WhifFourth week.
fen.

Hollis

—

—

—

;

UnllSa

•^the
.(.'.-.

...A

..i:.

,

found the lobster
and Ices di'Uclous,-

salad,
1

am,

GeraWlne Karrar
use.

BEARDED

A

dishave dockt^d. tinkered, nltered.
patch to Musical America shows that(
the ingerailly of this government In
beyond and above
artistic matters

When

topiieles

American

an

Is

millionaire,

puts JlOO bills Instead of Jewels
the casket, so that Marguerite can
Do the resing her
Jloney Song."
turning soldiers howl the "International"? We are told by the same writer
than liohengrin In Russia now arrives
in an airplane.
in

i?

left

O

Than Rhelms's

draught of streptococcus
To visions gay shall shock us.
Nor green chartreuse Inspire our verse,

Howe'er

CLUB

take the road.

IN

Those who don't' drink are slow
They had better lie low,

the World Wags:
That element of the broad and round
world wedded to race suicide is beginning to feel that time and Invention
will prove a boon to their cause. Then
the .antl-suflfragists, especially the male

By a meddlesome

;

let's

And

our favor.

have a drink

leave others to think

Of what they

will

do about

I
'

it.
I

'

For there's always a flaw
In any old law

And we may
or flout

forget

i

World Wags:
The Maine Legislature ot

As

i

l

is

that

more

the

1925

I

It would seem
it.
retrenchment is de-

|

before

j

the raising of money the
people call for more money.

In

more the
The state cannot raise more than half
that is asked for and the question is how
are the many urgent demands to be
Many will be turned down In
met.
"toto." From the Old Town (Me.) En-

don't know.

i

—

I

I

work that

manded

]

We

j

the

has
seldom been equalled for the Important

right
To a booze appetite
Interfere with it? Never.
F. W. M.

"ZERVIA"

I

I

slaughtered.

I

Our Inherent

E.:

j

bo bombed, the stay-at-homes will be
R. E. R.

'

ft.

bother your head
About a few dead.
They can't live foreverT

To H.

terprise.

;

,

the World Wags;
How Important we should all be it
With regard to the name "Zervla," measured by work before us!. The' presmay it not be a Yankee corruixtion of lent Congress, for example.
the name "Zeruiah"? As the sons of
H. K. BARROWS.
Zerulah were by royal testimony able to
get ahead of David, King of Israel, the
name might well have been considered
one of good omen in a New England
community. Aa for speeding, all things
At Jordan hall last evening, '.muki...'
were possible and are more so now.
accompanied by

As

I

i

!

1

,

—

j

1

Richardson, baritone,
Mrs. Maud Cuney Hare, gave the folBut would any good Xew Englander lowing program of songs: My Lily, LasThis
Zerulah?
::ave named a child after
sen; Eastern Romance, Dargomlzhsky
Zeruiah was the mother of three sons
Hymn to Venus, Eugenj
fear not, O reader, we are not going Medieval
(from
to spring the old negro-minlstrel gag d'Albert; Pauvre Martyr Obscur
about Noah and who was the father of opera, "Patrie"), Paladlihe; Je Veux,
Noah's three sons. As we say, Zeruiah
El Pano Moruno, Seguihad three sons, Joab, Abishai and Rhene-Baton;
Falla; Der
dilla Murciana, Manuel de
.^.sahel, who was as light of foot as a
Abner smote him with a Doppelganger, Schubert; Marie, Jensen;
wild roe.
spear under the fifth rib. Later Joab Dank, Sc'.ionbcrg; To Helen, Warren
took Abner "aside in the gate to speak Storey Smith; Jlomnon, Arthur Foote;
to him quietly and emote him there
Pleading, Edward Eljar; The Wanderkunder the fifth rib, that he died, for the
ing Jew, Edward Morris.
tlood Of Asahel his brother." It was
Mr. Richardson has a beautiful voice,
en that David exclaimed. "These men
and resonant,
hard for a baritone that is large
Je sons of Zeruiah be too
deep timbred, vibrant. And with this he
ine." Was Zervia Worcester, who copydiction,
admirable
has acquired an
righted "Watts and Select" In 1835, a
whether he sings in English or in any
:nan or a woman? If a man, why should
chose
of the continental tongues that he
there be a corruption of "Zeruiah"?
to
last evening. One would have liked
Josephus, the learned Jew, says that
have heard him sing more of the Gerhe husband of Zerulah was named
and
warm
man lleder, for his voice is
"Sourl." Others say' life is unknown;
impassioned, mobile, at once lyrical and
perhaps she married a foreigner, so his
dratnatic.
genealogy
name could not appear In the
Instead he chose a somewliat heteroAll this Is of vital importof Israel.
geneous program, the chief virtue ot
ance.—Ed.

SHAWSHIN.

'

I

which was

"EMPIRE OF TURKEY NEAR THIS

COUNTRY"

i

As the World

I

'

V.'ags:

Regarding the invitation of the late
General and Mrs. Sherman to meet the
Turkish minister and family, I hasten
to relieve E. M. M. from his quandary
as to the proximity of the Sublime

I

1

i

country.

.

"Ambassador

Porte to this
near this country" means "to this country." In other words, "near this country" modtflea "envoy extraordinary."
and not "Turkey." A customary title
of diplomacy is "Ambassador, etc^, eto._.

lute;

its

inclusion

of

so

many

songs that are seldom heard: Albertjs
triumphant hymn to "Venus, Paladilhe's
'very beautiful and fervent "Pauvre
Martyr Obscur," supposedly from the
opera of "Patrie," although It appears
:

!

in the score: two terse and ex.
Spanish folk songs of De Falla.ancl
an early one of Schonberg's, untouched
by his later harmonic innovations.
During the first group there was an

nowhere
otic

unevennes.'i in Mr. Richardson's singing,
and his high notes were not always
sure nor his tran-sltions from the middle
to Uio upper register smooth. But with
the second group this disappeared, ioid

he sang the Paladlihe song sonorously.

\

|

Next Saturday afternoon Myra Hess
program
The St. Denis-Shawn ensemble will
give an entertainment at the Boston
Opera House next Saturday afternoon
in

aid of the Wellesley College semi-

centenary fund.

Next Sunday afternoon John C.
Thomas, baritone, and Mr. Zimbalist,
concert in

violinist, will give the
phony hall.

Sym-

A "candle light" concert by the l!th
Century orchestra will take place that
afternoon in Jordan hall at 3:30 o'clock.
Ethel Leglnska will conduct the last

i

concert

this

season

Symphony orchestra

of the People's
in Symphony hall

Overture to
next Sur^<lay
"Oberon"; Beethoven. Symphony No. 7;
Bach, Concerto for piano and orchestra
(Mme. Leginska, pianist); Leglnska, Si.x:
Nursery Rhymes (Greta Torpadle, soprano); Wagner, Prelude to "The Masevening.

t ersingers."

_

JMACMILLEN
gave a
Francis MacmiUen, violinist,
He
hall.
recital last night in Jordan
Bach,
played a prelude and gavotte by
the
with .accompaniments by Kreisler,
famous G string aria, and also a bourwith accompaniment by Schuree,
He played as well the oldmark

mann.

sonata,
concerto, Brahms's D minor
"Meditations
and, in his closing group,
by
gracioso
by Glazunov, an "Allegro
Winthrop Cortelyou, a young composer

j

^

lives in New York, a Berceuse by.
Juon and a Saltarello Caprice by Alberto Randegger.
Probably Mr. Maxjmillen has a fondness for Goldmark's concerto. If so he
ever
did it wrong last night, for if
music was written for violin that deis
it
mands its orchestral background,
pages
this of Goldmark's, where for
and pages the orchestra bears the heat
and burden of the day while the solo

who
|

I

composer, violinist,
photographer, is an old and
esteemed friend. His "Oriental Impressions," a result of his musical adventures in Japan and China, gave great
pleasure when It was performed at a
Symphony concert In March, 1922. His
"Malay Mosaic" for orchestra was perfonned refrently in New York, but it is
unknown here except by name.
"A
Chinese Legend," to be heard this week,|
was first performed as a ballet In Chi-'
cago. It was then entitled "The Rivals."
Eichlhelm,

(

i

indulges in florid passage work.
pianist could give even a hint of
Mr. Hage'the brilliancy of this score.
man, a capable player, though quite as
violin

No

heavy-handed as he need
nothing with

at

be,

could do

all.

for Mr.

Macmillen

It was all a
played the concerts superbly. To the
and rhythms he
melodies
obvious
brought to hear the warmth, the rich
tone, the vitality every violinist would
bring who was fortunate enough to have
them. But not every violinist would
recognize that Goldmark (of all men!)
wrote bravure passages, after the order of that in Handel's dramatic airs,
as a means of emotional expression,
passages to be played with force and
Since
fire as well as with brilliancy.
Mr. Macmillen recognizes Goldmark's
Intention and possesses the means to
do It Justice, last night he made thrilling
music out of measures often mighty

Mr.

Eichhelm conducted. Since the two performances in Chicago, Mr. Eichhelm has
rewritten the score for a larger ordhestra.

The legend Is ot the sixth century.
Houang and Gen. Y'u come to their
death through Houang's love for Mme.
Yu. Mr. Eichhelm utilizes for part of
the thematic material music that hei
heard in China.
Born in Chicago In 1870, he now lives
After a year In
in ^at^ta -Barbara.
Theodore Thomas's orchestra, he Joined
the Boston Symphony In the season of
1890-1 and did not leave it before the
end of the season of 1911-12. He will
go to Europe soon as a member of a
string quartet organized by Mrs. F. S.
Coolldge to give concerts of modern
chamber music in Rome, Paris and

it

pity,

the;

(Jen.

;

:

"Prometheus," performed
weeki has excited lively discussion.
mostly
women, <^nnot speak of
Some,

i

sate.

traveler,

Scrlabin's

I

will give her last recital of this season
There is a "request"
in Jordan hall.

ger (Funeral music for a Soldier) 1925.

last

^

Joseph Colman, violinist, will give a
Jordan hall this afternoon at
Music by Tartlnl, WienlawMozart, Dvorak, TchaiSchubert.
sky,
kovsky- Auer, Kreisler, Chopin, Sara-

"Gaelic" symphony (1896 and 1898) and
her piano concerto (19tK)): Llll Boulan-

London.

i

recital in
3 o'clock.

Other women composers have been
represented at these Symphony concerts:
Miss Maida Lang with her Dramatic
Overture (1893), Mrs. Beach with her

Turbyflll.

;

Ba^, "The Garden of Fand" (first time
at these concerts); Rachmaninoff, Concerto No. 2 for piano (Mr. Rachmaninoff
pianist); Strauss, "Ein Heldenleben."

She has written a ballet "The Bird
Merchant" which was produced by the
Swedish Ballet In Paris; a Ballade for
piano and orchestra, a violin sonata
which was played by her and Mr.
Imand't (violinist)
New York, a
in
string quartet, piano pieces; "Image"
small
orchestra,
for a
and she has completed a ballet in collaboration with the
painter, Georges Barbler.

Mark

^

grin"; Strauss, Salome's Dance.
The program of the Boston concerts
of April 17-18 is announced as follows:

and orientalism.

chief dancers with

|

The program of the Symphony concert in Cambridge tonight has been
It
now stands:
changed.
slightly
symphony;
"Pastoral"
Beethoven,
Brahms, variations on a theme by
"Lohenprelude
to
Haydn; Wagner,

has been substituted for

Adolph Bolm and Rutli Page were

i

'

» follower of traditions, Gabriel Faure's,
Debussy's and Ravel's (we believe that
iur conservative friends have become
•ei»Dnciled to these three composers).
Ajid M. Pruniers says she has exquisite
feminine Bejjsibility and rare good taste;
that she can "write harmonies full of
saVor without outraging our ears." Well,
we shall hear what we shall hear.
M'Vle. Tallleferre says sdie has used
the classic form In her concerts as a
sort of reaction against impressionism

Mr.

i

De-

"Prometheus";

Scrlabin,

\

bussy, two nocturnes: Borodin, dances
with chorus from "Prince Igor.

She allied herself to the little
group of composers who had the name
"Groupe des Six" foisted upon them.
The "Six" became "Cinq" by the secession of a member. The hide-bound conservatives In the Symphony audience who
tremble at tlie thought of hearing anything new, especially if It comes from
Paris, will probably not be obliged to
take their ear-caps with them if they
should venture into the hall, for Henri
Prunieres assures us that Mile. Gertpalne Is not at all a revolutionary, but

It.

Why

!

with the full strength of the orchestra,
young Mr. Steinert and the Cecilia SoHe will also perform it In
siety.
Brooklyn. The New York programs will
follows:
be as
Thurs'day evening, April 9, Handel,
Concerto Grosso, No. 5; Scrlabin, "Prometheus"; Brahms, variations on a
theme by Haydn; Borodlnl, dances with
chorus from "Prince Igor."
April
afternoon,
11,
Saturday
Resplghi, old dances and airs for the

prizes.

portion, look forward to greater happiness that the progress of women is
to be halted, anticipating another war.
What I wish to convey is that as the
next war Is to be fought with new
weapons, the bombs of explosives, and
the canisters ot chemicals dropped from
the airships, with the fighting men at
the front and the non-combatant females left behind in the four-millions
city, town and village homes that will

1

For the court record shows
As everyone knows.
So

W.

THE GLORIOUS FUTURE

Itself.

Mr. Koussevltzky will give "Prometheus" twice in New York next week

,

Place aux dames! Mile. Tallleferre is
not wholly unknown here as a composer, for Messrs. Maler and Pattlson in
two recitals at least have played movements from her suite for two pianos,
"Outdoor Games," that is, games for
children. This concerto was played for
the first time with orchestra by Mr.
Cortot, who has performed 'it in Philadelphia and New York. Mile. Tallleferre,
born near Paris In 1892, took a first
prize for counterpoint at the Paris Con.
servatory In 1914, and she took other

As

take the road.

all in

bottles hint age.

poison?
Mine's boiled Paratyphosus!"
A.

we're forced to stop
cop
It adds to the flavor.

formance

i

end.

(For A» tha World Way*)
Drink and drive
Let the crowd look alive

The odds are

its

For Salmonella Juices
Our lips shall frame excuses,
Mine host shall diagnose us,
Prescribing germ and toxin
With mumps and chlokn pox in;
He'll egg the boys on with "what's your

SONQ OF THE DRINK AND DRIVE

If

royal vintage!

A

and
male

who, acknowledging impressive moNo one
Imenta, find dreary stretches.
disputes the magnificence of the per-

|

Cesar PVanck's "Wild Huntsman." Ar-'
thur Foote's Suite, B major, for strings,
will be followed by Henry Elcbhelm's
"Chinese Legend."
Alfred Cortot will
play Schumann's piano concerto and,
after the Intermission, Mile. TalHeferre's
concerto. Ravel's Valse will bring the

baclUusclous liquor.

s,

.

I

The program announced for the Sym-|
phOny concerts tomorrow afternoon and
Saturday evening has been changed:
Ravel's Valse, which was played earlier
in the season,

•

ui.;u

tuT» in discussion; while there are those

Schubert's "Der Dop-

i

That makes our pulses quicker

that he will condescend to sing occaMetropolitan Opera
Flcnally at
the
House.
Will he be allowed in New
York to pluck a huge sunflower from
Marguerite's garden and present it to
Martha? In Boston he was the only
blot on the excellent performance of
"Kaust."

When we

flnger

(On the drinking of boiled microbe
Jvice as a medical experiment.)

announced that Jlr. Challapln
the Chicago Opera Company;

When we

my

SWEET 'STEEN.
THE NECTAR OF AESCULAP

'

It

lips to

tips

who

has

LIPS

Coursed through my veins like wine;
And I caught a taste of brine
A hint of tears and many beers
On those bearded lips divine.

pictures;

In

eyes batheil
of the heart.

and female, show more moderate rep-

!

*

xt-as

it

ness In his sineiiig. Occasionally, towards the end of the evening, particularly in the "Memnon" of Arthur Foole.j
his lower tones lacked full resonance.
There was a small but enthusiastic
audience, an audience that should have
been much larger. Mrs. Hare was an
able accompanist, and Mr. Rlchardsoni
K. G.
sang several encores.

dh'lne.

The blood from my

Gounod's Marguerite is
whooping-.
a Hungnrliin actress In movlngr
Faust Is •'Harry"; Mephls-

now

liiut

palpltiillon

most vibrancy and poWer. Again In
the naive and lyric measures of Jensen's
"Marie," there was an Infinite gentle-

they pressed "gainst mine

first

nt>i

i.i-

•

pellganger," with its tragic Irony, its
dark, dramatic sweep, that he sang with

(Tor Aa the World W«gB>

Oh bearded Hps

U

,„.;

But

JR.

should Ulie to write spring poetrj',
but I And it Impossible to do so as
long as T keep them on. What do you
I.
A. R.
advise?

th» soviet government has Improved on the librettists and Bizet, but
at present we do not know how they

.11,.

of tone.

eto.

I

at

all

....

As the World Wags:

not the pnly
of "Cai W« have reaJ
is

new version

to bring out b
n" for concert

heroic

Spanish .mmi^
gave a stranse melancholy, an opulence

Blank
champagne,

Mrs.

LEONARD WARE,
KEEP THEM ON

I

I

tt

:

.

'

dull.

The pity, though, he should not have
had an -orchestra at hand to let the
|

j

j

concerto be properly heard!
The pieces by Bach, Mr. MttcmlUen
played with vigor, but often with that
disregard of tonal beauty and want of
charm which 30 years ago used to be
held Incumbent on all performers who
up really to appreciate Bach's
set
greatness. Musical taste, at nil events

—

;

;

!

.

of greens" of her own h^irveitliig
i" proper time.
•Now one of the neighbor's boys also
wntoJied the •flandellons, ami one dowy
morning, companion of tho curly bride
who like him were seeking whiitHoever
miKht be turned to good a<-count, he entered by the foot-path through the waU,
and unobserN-ed from tho house, being
hidden by the shriiliberj-, ho forestalled
all other comers by digging every pnjmThen, with well-filled
Islng specimen.
basket, he emerged upon tho lane, ana
scuttling round to the front, succeeded
without difficulty In selling the whole
crop (her own dandelions, mind you,
which she HtUe suspected) to the lady
of tho house, at a price considerably
above the market since this merchandise was of such unsullied freshness.
Il'hus, attracted by his round and open
face, she rewarded what seemed toj^er
his commendable enterprise In meeting

|

-I

Ill

M'l

SilUf till',-'
corto took mill
th» concert
1

I

htkI since
iRte,
IPS

Mio listeners
'-.-^
iiblo to
V.y placed to
It Is

gr.iiii.

a

s

siite Kiiesa Hi

of

It.

it

The

The Bulletin Board In our Academy of
now almost cx>Terod with
Is
names of candidates for admission.
"The Count" writes; 'If no ordnanoa
officer has been detailed for the Im-

Koniitii,

the

made much

mill."

at not

il

.

Fame

r""0

Mr. Macapiiliiu^o

the »u<llence's genuine
enthusiasm In no manner of doubt.
R. R. a.

he received

left

mortnlB, I should like to suggest Capt.
Neville Steele Bullitt, who has Just
Joined the Louisville chapter of the
M. O. W. W. Capt. Bullitt Is a man of
unusil >J penetration." He should go In

CUVE ANNOUNCES

and a bang.

with a* flhlai
Mr. Ch,arles Touchette,
also up for admission.

HE'S READY TO FIGHT

Aa

A

World Wags:

-lie

TE.MPERANCE

of

flrst

was founded

and set at rest many rumors
which have been circulatecl on the
tatus of the company.
Less than 15 minutes before the
meetlnp opened he received a letAllen,
"Weston
J.
signed by
ter
theatre,

LINEAR DRINKING
As the World Wags:
in Dresden I know noth.
But
Ing, nor of Its boot-like glasses.
In ancient Mathachusets, In a community I shall designate as River Fall,

Of the beer

company, which was assembled on the
He closed
stage, and also Mr. Cllve.
by saying he thought that at times Mr.
Clive and his company felt Boston did

London

establish

an agency

the

to

waitress,

lATUR HORA QUIETI

(By Robert Stephen Hawker)

I

We

tlie

laid our hireling

of

TO?

Pawtucket
Church)

"On vestibule

set of sun,

of the dead.
on his bed.

WHERE
(Calendar

was done.

o'er, his toll

And therefore with
To wait the wages

table,

Cosgregatlonal

a new pamphlet,

Rhode Island Bootleggers
Please take one."

tnust

go.'

fore the public with a routine program
of the xirtuoso order, as a virtuoso, no

Ho
doubt, he wishes to be regarded.
shows poor Judgment. As a virtuoso he
cannot as yet be given high rank. An
excellent violinist and musician he may

As the World Wags:

My friend Jorkins lives In a suburban
house on a "two-ended" lot. The front
end faces the principal street shade
trees of course, but granollthlo side-

—

walks, granite curbs, and that sort of
thing. The rear end abuts upon a narrow lane, with alder thickets, wild
tangles of goldenrod and blackberry

I

resort of Innumerable birds and chipmunks, and every Indication of the real
!

in

to

represent us at every first
night.
In this way we shall not have
to delve into the playbooks of the last
century for productions."
In closing he spoke of the incorporation of the company, with offering ofstock to the public; the loyalty of the
cast, house staff, stage staff and rnusicians, and their aim of good plays, clean
lays, and to be "on the square."

,

i

:

country. A sharp contrast is presented
by these two ends, and you would hardly
expect them to meet. After a fashion,
however, a missing link has been found.

Beyond a clump

ornamental shrubbery behind the house a broad slope of
sheltered lawn stretches to the lane,
separated from It by a rustic wall penetrated by a foot path and stlle.
Spring comes slowly up that way, but
at last the lawn becomes profusely
studded with the golden glow of dandelions, their coming hopefully watched
by the lady of the house, not entirely
for their beauty but chiefly because she
promised herself an especially succulent
of

shelve

,^ii-'-ir:nn

tf.

r:-ps'-

r!i

'lirr'i,

t

-

fflendor

i^terpre a-

from

his

several times

seat

continued

was

genuine

and

to rise

so longthe ap

"
froH.
Mr.
**"\f
been
?ong
stranger in Boston. He has -equipped
weli
and
recognized as a sound
Ur.usician. Of late years
.^^'T
L-rossed in the music of Jf P*^'He has 3o"India and Java.

Eichheim

is

far

lands:

soul.

writing
camel. Mr. Elchheit;,
country, hears
sounds
Oriental temples: Tjje
cries,

wandering

mlacftrels,

and

Instruments are ev\.r in his
jears. And he sometimes heanj them in
N04 without
Parisian atmosphere.
la
jirofil did Debussy listen entranced to
a Paris exat
musicians
the Javanese

|

]

hibition.

The Chinese legend that Inspired Mr.
Eichheim's latest composition Is the old

:

,
'

story of thd ages, the trage(^v of two
a wonuin. The hvjfband Is
killed by a rival general. Tb* wife of
slain vows revenge and would kill him.
They fight, but there Is a .strfcnge sppll

men and

upon

tlw?ni.

sume

the

Kxhausted they will reShe visits a shrine

•

|

contest.

j

of the god for not
having brought the head of her enemy
a.s an offering. She prays for strength
to break the spell. Again they fight, but
their eyes betray mutual love. She
reaches for his spear; he catches her
sword.
The spear goes through his
breast; with the sword he cuts his
throat. They die together In a rapturous
embrace.
Though this music was writlen originally for a ballot. It .serves as a symMr.
phonic poem, wild and barbaric.
Kichhcim uses ceremonial themes, tem-

and begs forgiveness

violinists

—

romanti^=

The composer was oblljid

jstrange
•

— unless

who know the music root and
branch and so appreciate the technical
But to attempt a
feats accomplished.
vlrt'ioso's program If one has not the
virtuosity that Is always a mistake.
Probably Mr. Coleman Is technically
competent to cope adequately with yesterday's program; violinists alone can
To a nondetermine that point.
violinlst his tone In quick passages
sounded thin. By temperament. In any
case, he seems In no wise fitted to the
For the second
task he set himself.
part of the Tartini sonata he lacks the
Incisive rhythm which alone can give
For the last part he has not
it life.
yet acquired the rhythmic surety which
can save an excess of fl.^etness from
the Bi^ggestion of a scamper. The wild

^*ere
and poetic direction.

fr"om his
In this
gongs of
of street

he
wants to exhibit his prowess to other

cannot

"f
was ^^^""'"7

'

well be.
Vv'hy even a violinist of dazzling technical skill should care to play a program like that of yesterday Is a riddle

non-vioUnlsts

Suite

the

their .""^J^r'*'
Auber wished thaf I eHdey!
Thg Desert
David the composer of
dismount
end ••Lana Rookh." would

'

A PROSE IDYL OF SPRING

[^^^^''i

movement

tlon.

tho.e

D

;

played

one of '''^t'^ordinary

appropriately

Ihls

;

,

1

His work was

Tn

Jordan

(Concerto,

-wfts

time.

and
without being laboriously so.
sent. For
interrupting Adagletto Is eloc.
fuga,l
4he
the Finale Mr. Foote chose
form; not for any vain ^^o^J?' P^^'
antry. but as a natural and
thetic

m

minor,
Ave Mariaj, Schubert
Wlenlawsky
Rondo, Mozart ; Slavonic' Dance, E
Valse, Tschaikowsklminor, Dvorak
Auer; Caprice VIennoIs, Krelsler; Nocturne, Chopin; Zapateado, Sarasate.
Twice Air. Coleman chose to come be;

first

The

Conceri^

du Dlable), Tartini

the

presslon.
sympaplayed under Mr. Kouseevitzy^
was

A young Russian violinist, Joseph
Coleman, gave a recital yesterday afternoon in Jordan Hall, at which he played,
with the help of Ai-thur Fiedler, accompanist, this program: Sonata (Trille

AH CHEE.

At eve should be the time, they, eald,
To close their brother's narrow bed:
Tis at that pleasant hour of day
The labourer treads his homeward way.

I

i

1

Chicago last January,

i'Phe .Pizzicato

(

.

Melrose.

Bhall secure rights to many English
plays, and our first production of next

will

Jocularity

"A

The concert was
nan
worth. Mr. Foote's charming eulte
It
been played twice at these coticerts. so
is
It
bear many repetitions.
vlll
musifnj«h
containing
-learlv written,
nature, with
cal ideas of an interesting
-The
the movements finely contra«ed
the
of
P-" ''""^^
hong melodic lines
«
LklPfulIy treated for the

the World Wags:
notice In the Traveler this heading:
Name Society to Hold Breakfast."
tills may be a true statement in
this case, I Imagine that Is more than
some of the recent Pilgrims were able

like a bottle of Bass, she replied,
can tell you where you can get one
for one dollar and seventy-five cents.

English plays, to be produced here before New York and otlier centres see

We

in

;n

I

Hall

-was

major,

tra than that taking part ir. the perrormance, as a ballet, "The Rivals,

"Holy
While

in

%

orchesM'hich, rew-rittcn for a large..'

AS

Coleman

The program

Chinese Legend (about 600 A. D.);"
Schumann, piano concerto (Alfred
Cortot. pianist); Taillcfen«, piano
concerto (first time in Boaton, Mr.
Cortot, pianist); Ravel, "L» Valse."
Mr. Eichheim conducted hys legend

!for

fro

hall.

Foote, Suite,

for string orchestra; Eichbeim,

—

Joseph

Sj-mphony

as follows:

not have seen the
Famous heroes of pugilistic
Connolly.
circles hand their names down Witness
Young Corbett, Young Mitchell, Jack
Dempsey, and so on. I think there have
been at least three "One-Eyed" Connollys of gate-crashing fame.
LANSING R. ROBINSON.

would
I

in

Even he may
original "One-Eyed"

morning ou t

HALB

21st concert yesterday <jftcrnoon

its

"ONE-EYED" CONNOLLY

their gullets.

said

By PHILIP

The Boston Symphony Qrchestra,
Mr. Koussevitzky, conducti>r, gave

As the World Wags:
Mr. Maypole is right.

L^t us rejoice, then, those wicked
days are gone, and when yestere'en I

not love them, need them, or support
"But we do, do we not?" he
them.
ended, and was answered by a perfect
storra of applause. Toward the close of
the meeting several members of the cast
spoke, all saying Kow much happier and
more contented they were under the
present management than under the
former.
Mr. Cllve, in his scheduled speech, denied several rumors that have recently
originated from some source unknown,
and declared he hoped the company
would continue at the theatre for many
years, the present lease being for five
and a half years.
Lately," he said, "a rumor that
seemed to gain considerable ground
was that as a company we were allied
with the Jewetts and their movement.
Please let me say there Is not a single
member of the cast who would ever
work under that management again.
"It Is our purpose to revive the practice of purchasing American rights to

"Chinese Legem!"

the listening that majtes our
ears tired; it's that darned thing, "I'll
R. H. L.
See You In My Dreams."

first

(;.

J

Eichheim's Captivating

a review of Harold Donald-

do on tie

'
.1

7

It Isn't

to

To

R. R.

As the World Wags:

that the glass held the liquor In retention, and that when full It could
be turned upside-down, and the beer
not to escape, by reason of Its being
supported In the tube by the contrapressure of the externa] air. To empty
have required the prolx)Scis
It would
Whereby the publiof an aard-vark.
can's deceit did but drive trade away,
forasmuch as the thirsty bums his customers sought for their nickels not the
largest schooner nor yet the longest
drink. If such be considered linearly,
but the most booze with which to slosh

ijuiiilllefi

'

teachers tn predict.

his

demand, and at the same time

Is

>

<

the Croton river.
He begins his review: "Hidden away
in the rural areas of the New England
states there are still standing many
IhouseB which were built before the reipubllc came Into being."
Tea, and the Hudson river enters Into
the Atlantic at Boston, and Harlem
Heights ds In the township of Palmer,
Massachusetts.

normal equilibrium. Complaint was also

gou<l

his

all

th"

Tn

'

for

EberleJn's "Manors and Historic
of the Hudson Valley" In the
surrent literary supplement of the London Times. The reviewer mentions the

rife

where

erlo,

he,

still

nndnnte.

by hta pcrformani-c of yesterday,
seems to he no doubt of his abllii
become a sound violtnirt. An audlei\oe
of good size applauded him heartily.

Homes

should serve the largest schooner for
nickel. Not that such emulation was
elsewhere unknowm, but here it culminated In a beer-glass the size and
height of a rifle barrel, though of a bore
something less. Which glass, V fegs,
held no more than your glass In ordinary, whereas to drink therefrom,
were it poised upon the bar, one must
mount the back of a chair, a feat of
no common difficulty even to one in

speaker at the meeting arranged yesterday by Mr. Clive was the
Kev. Stjanley R. Fisher. He praised the

-3.

There

More mu»lcally

t-'i'K
II,.
f<'inat.a's

(-amn to tho fore, with a very pretty
.tentlment to guide them.
\\'Tiether or no Mr. Colennan will " ..r
become a virtuoso of note Is a m-i

son

a

APPLAUSE FOR CLIVE

.11.

'

HORACE G. WADLIN.
THE PERFECT GEOGRAPHER

whilom was a contest -which publican

first

f'>r

'.'..1

I

B. B.

there."

ii<

of the sonata he brought
tone and a nice feel-

ex'-elloiit

ii.KnIty.

Van Cortlandt Manor House, ML Morspeaks of
ris, on Harlem Heights and

(For As the World Wags)
Jack and Jill went up the hill
write
a book of verse
To
To metre he chose
But found she was prose
How could this be any worse?

We

ason will be a popular London sue-

on

To the opening

(without longer waiting) her
urgent craving for spring greens. Not
amazetill later did she discover to her
ment that she had bought at a stiff
Iprlce the long-anticipated profluct of
her own lawn, from an Incipient capitalist who had thus slirewdly succeeded in
toaking "both ends" meeL

US POETS

Jewett
of
the
behalf
written
on
group, on the letterhead of the tatter's
law firm, and calling on Mr. Cllve to
cease using the present title of his
company or any similar one. Mr. Cllve
read the letter in full to a sympathetic
audience which packed the theatre. Mr.
Clive's own verbal reply at the time
best explains the situation:
"Let me say before I go any further,
th*t we as a company desire nothing
better than to forever disassociate ourselves with the name of Jewett.
"In our opening weeks here there
was, In the face of the million of tasks
which confronted us, one slip-up.
did not register our name. It was several weeks later that Mr. and Mrs.
Jewett and their collaborators discovered that the name of Jewett was not
an asset, and they then registered themselves as the Boston Repertory Theatre
Company. I did- not seek an injuncon against them at that time.
And I may say here that we shall
ontlnue to be known as the Boston
pertory Company, and that if Mr.
ajid Mrs. Jewett should care to go to
court in the matter, Mr. Clive and his
company will be delighted to meet them

•

Ct.,

Litchfield,

at

the 9th of May, 1789, and consisted of
S4 members, 11 of whom are now livThe next temperance society was
ing.
established at Moreau and NorthumSaratoga county, in New
berland,
York, In 1808. Fines were provided of
26 cents for drinking ardent spirits and
wine, S5 for offering them to others, and
This society
60 for being Intoxicated.
consisted of 43 members, nearly all of
whom are living."

m

them.

'an early
satisfied

association for abstinence
from ardent spirits that we have heard

"The

to Hs use under their charter.
Testerday afternoon a meeting was
held
the Copley Theatre, at which
Mr. Cllve addressed an audience comik*««d of the many hundred friends of
r*.B company on the future policy of the

During the coming summer

Is

T'ne following article, published In
the Salen Observer in 1S34, may InterM. S.
est your readers.

Trustees of the Jewett Repertory
Theatre fund, and others connected
yith the erection of a Boston repcrV.ory theatre, yesterday took initial
steps to prevent the Boston Repertory Company, now playing at the
Copley Theatre under the management of E. E. Clive, from using that
or a. Blmilar titl», cUiniing scl« right

Th«

pianist.

tone wftlch can
the concerto's last movemenw"-.^
these nrn not yet Mr. Coleniart>^
Quluter musio he piajred far better.

Buddhistic service for the
dead. There is the picturing in tones of
•Jie .savage duels: there is a love mo-

!

i

'

1

1

;

|

j

j
1

|

ple mu.=if;. the

rlve.

The exotic and tho

themes
and com-

original

are used with technical sklil
There
imagination.
ijelling

Is

muoh

more in this legend than an ingenious
employment of Oriental Instruments.
There Is fire, thore i.s fury; there is the
contrasting and impressive monotony of
the East, as In the ceremonial music at

,

^

And heron
(Pl I'AfrK-.iln.

O
,

woman In the
splendid savsgory
not fors<'t
do#s
Mr. Klchholm
..
that tliero may
,e Is a niuslolan;
eauty In wlldness. lh«t (here may
form. No wonder that Mv. KousecleKeiul
Itiky pnr:>o>;,-s to prod\K-o the
'.lay the reception by
in Paroven
an
that
a-.l
^
the »u.^
.
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If
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Or darksome wench
Of South Sea Isles,
ITmbrette, Umbretts?
MARGARET I.UOTD.
Brookllnr.

txpppariinco

ilu>

is

•

I

art thou bird

111.

"The ^ins of Saint Anlho.y: Tales ^l.'^^'^^'^l^^^^^J^S'i
printed book published
l^^^"^^:/:
is a handsomely
for the tir,'-

Oolltaa,

XT.

'

„f

r>

"Tlio Pride of Tris,"

+i,«yv,

a

now

published

i

We suspect MtsB Lloyd of nights spent
over cross-word puzzles. Curiosity led
us to consult the dictionary. "UmbretteLinbre," thus w o ran our head against
a stone wall, nor were the Illustrative
quotations of much assistance. "18&4
^J"
Athenaeum. Communications and pa>-ould dctilre. Mr. Klch,
act!,,..
authorlt^tivo
pers were read ... on the anatomy
helm," condiu ting in an
hit)
bore
of the Umbretto (Scopus umbretta)."
times,
manner, reonlled several
1S90 Dally News; "Occasionally the umhonors modestly.
Ravel
s
bretto relaxes the severity of Its deThere Is a pleasing irony In
prefer
•'
would
and executes a fantastic dance
meanor
some
No doubt
\ al'e
with outspread wings."
waltz by Strauss or Waldteutel frankobvious
We infer from this that ttie umbrette
played, for the lovers of the
"a sinIs not unlike Bret Harto's emu,
always with us; but in Ravel's
c
gular bird, with a manner absurd,"
ere is an adnnrable mixture of sensulines
is
the
There
though we doubt If
sness. irony, even mockery.
terpsjchoroan drunkenness that Is ir"Old saws and gimlets
ifslstlble and haunting.
Its appetite whets
,^
U has been said that Schumann s Lilke the world-famous bark of Peru
loncerto is no longer suited to a great
thought
happy
A
umbrotte.
tho
to
apply
auditorium, tliat the meditations, the
struck us: Why not look up "umbre"?
confessions and the dreams of
.^hy
Sure enough, the umbrette Is an Afrlhall
small
for
a
Schumann are on'.y
can bird with deep brown plumage: It is
where Intimate relations with the [the size of a crow; the male is crested;
htarers niav be established. We have
the bird feeds on Ash and frogs, worms,
From_
heard performances of Oils concerto
snails and Insects, not hardware.
put
Schumann
of
"dreams"
"ombre,"
the
when
,tlie Latin "umbra" or French
virilnamed
Brisson
th» hearer a-sleep. Now there is
shadow.
meaning shade,
well as tenderity in this concerto as
the bird "ombrette." The class In naturIt is not easy
In
ness, romantic beauty.
al history Is now dismissed. The class
iMr.
by
to «peak of the performance
unnatural history will meet on a day
measured
In
orchtstra
Cortot and the
and at an hour not yet determined.
It was an unbaring of Schuterms.
'

,
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j
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«m>te these

They are amusing.

stories.

School library
y of our
In the Sunday bcnoo.

.

a half century or

village

little

^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

^^^^^^^

I

pit.
believed, into the bottomless

I

abominably by

'

mann's

soul.

To

mention

details,

to

We

local
paid attention to the

of

Piano

Concerto
pianist);

Rachmaninoff's

Bax;

doubt we ought to be ashamed

appearance

IN
are Indebted to

S. of

T'l-

evening, Jan.

22,

It

1

appears that the advertisement, headed
"To the Fair Sex," was published In
the Cornish, Eng., Guardian.
Wanted, as a better half, a lady of
moderate fortune, say 5 or 8 hundred
pounds, of sjnall stature, genteel proportions, neat In her apparel and of
modest reserved manners, of the age of
thirty, but not particular to five years
up or down; blue eyes would be preferred; but not nice about the other
features provided tlie countenance is
pleasing. She must not be a milliner as
milliners are too much given to showy
dress and flaunting demeanor; nor must
she be a ronfectioner as confectioners
are too apt to assume captivating looks
neither
to attract young customers;
must she have been accustomed to a

!

!

i

The ..at novelist have
.passion for the

;

:

alive_Ah, yes,

ultimately, of lying.

A

schoolmistress

will be preferred as she will save the
yxpense of sending to school, and herself teach the young Idea how to shoot.'
She must be fond of music, for music Is
the very eloment of tender souls; if acquainted \v1th jnusic would be preferred,

but she must not make mouths when
she sings. She must not have affected
ways in eating or drinking, now put on

by so many

ladies, particularly in sip-

ping tea Or vine, in which some now
imitate the goose, exalting their eye;
for the purpose of showing their snowy
necks. The person making this Inquin
is a man of a limited fortune, of ihe
middle height, with a sallow complexion
but not a disagreeable face, between
twenty and fifty years of age. Communications may be left at the Cornish
Guardian office, directed to X, Y.
"No jilts need apply."

UMBRETTE
(Discovered In a Dictionary)
Umbrette, Umbrette,
(Ma chere soubrette)
And dost thou perch

And

Umbrette,

aimed.

if

he be

art thou,

ne^
lie

I

dost
dost thou rack m. 30? y.y
ing in sickness and cr^^^^^^^^

SLl^eCrfwit

dvunk-from his
know you'll not

proper delivery of this last

the

^^^^^

saw he^ n

1^^^^^^^

^^^J^sU
n

ame

still

too!

Why, Fancy,
children fainlThere's Charle.

J°^/^^,f^:"^^„,r^^^^^

Anne

Oldfield;

:

.

Wife"; Leonard Merrick with severa,

hie •'Mu^^mer's

"^^tr^Mi:S^iS^ShS:for

I

had

he. too.

b^n . Ar^ia^

i

get

I trust you'll get
pension.
And in the papers honorable mention,
Or, being so discreet,
You might secure a beat

Now

unemployed,

Hush-hush avenue,

In

viz..

a

"La Faustine."

stage,

Downing

street.

A.

W.

in tlie

Dally Chronicle.

Lord Bsher In his review of Sir Sidney Lee's life of King Edward says: "No
man. and very few wolnen retain physical cnerm and generous Instincts after
40 years of age."

Pish:

PUa«l

go

LJk»wt»»

Tut-<utl

iSt toth'n'aXjl st^^^^
lf^io had
^^ITef

LONGFELLOW
Sir

Squire

IN
Bancroft

A HANSOM
has

hansom

epWani.

the critics

those glorious

written

a

volume of memories entitled "Empty
Chairs." (He and his wife wrote "Mr.
and Mrs. Bancroft on and off the
Stage" may years ago; an entertaining
book- the authors did not hate themIn the present volume there
selves.)
and Brownis a story about Longfellow
ing driving in a London

of

Z c'ays^We -th -eat^-^^

to'.

,

satisfied

v.napproacha^^^^

a divorce

Jf

"She fed the gallery wb«^

ki^.
^^^.f^C
,^

,

'J,

cab.

'wI'^S' '^ir

Jewspapcv man

bad loL-fi-ally '"^f^^^^

P^^^

t^

.

,

niatl.

"Longfellow
A heavy shower came
urabreUa
Insisted upon thrusting his
through the trap In the roof of the cab
himself
protect
that the driver might
from the rain, which he did."
on.

•

realistic
..n.
:r V
n
Johnson,

manner.
ironical, telling how .\nni
T)au"l-ilcr=" is delightfully
town, fired by nnibitior^
small
her
left
and blooming,
e,
th. blonde anu
the
ever^^hing. oven giving ai

„f

Onr

moom

Blrs. Potrph^r
ofM":
imitation ot
^ ""P"'';

pirouette,

Umbrette?
O dusky brown

1^

I

Tou answered not; the querist deemed
you waxy.
Ay, that was but your face,
Tou had a heart of grace.
To play your joke upon the populace.

draper's shop, for the habit of extolling

goods above their real value, though a
very common practice, Is very apt to
bring on a habit of exaggeration, and.

^

you the reason.

theatre.

heard you asked, "Where can
a taxi?"

T're

^
telf

Fothermgay; how

Mrs Haller she

and come.

•

was sun

The

ne.

Robert, I do co;\^gratulate you roundly.
Tour safety has relieved my heart profoundly,
I used to think you glum,
As standing there so dumb,
people go
^ ou watched the wond'rlng

j

wj»"yxjF^d-"?.rb"^j:s "L':"e™S:

the

fire.)

ilevastatlng

Brookllne

1834).

booit

KpTcim: r::b and^:^'oTn-^ni

the
(To Tussaud's policeman, eaved from

an advertisement that was reprinted'
the New England Farmer (Boston,

Wednesday

.

^".^f

—

SEARCH OF A WIFE

.bout to be converted.
and be ™ore tolerant

life,

mak-

THE SILENT SERVICE

COELEBS

In

seido„

great20) says that long before the
grandmother took models direct from
heads severed by the guillotine to enrich her collection— It was established
on the Boulevard du Temple, Paris, in
1780 there was a chantrey In Westminster Abbey containing effigies of
princes and nobles who were buried in
the abbev. "By 1T54 the relics were so
ancient that the robes of Edward VI
had turned from rich crUnson velvet to
a semblance of russet leather. All the
had been
costumes
best preserv'ed
stripped from the effigies, which were
sadly maltreated in the handling."

]

'f. J°7o„;e,t,^, ;,.
. bitter

circus.
to-srards the ladies of the

The Dally Chronicle (London, March

rencj'."

We

in

»'

l?.rtr,%ir."r.'teTSvertoTad

ing this confession.)

The
Hr. Herkimer Johnson writes to
claimHerald: "The report that I am a
and
ant In the Lotta Crabtree irill case, be
wiHh her last will and testament to
cannot
T
broken Is wholly unfounded.
understand how this report gained cur-

for

had
newspapers
burning of Mme.

i^™'

article

Kand" by Arnold

Rachmaninoff,
(Air.
S
No.
Strauss's "Heldenleben."

if

printed a long historical and anecdotlcal
about Mme. Tussaud, inspired
by the sad event. Unfortunately we
seldom see the Evening Transcript. (No

'

"The Garden

asked

Tussaud's wax works. We learned yesterday that the Evening Transcript

bo forgotten.
Mile. TalUeferre's concerto Is short,
melodious, entertaining, with hints here
and there at ISth century moods and
manner of expression. The lively passages for trumpet were brilliantly played
is
by Mr. Mager, and Mr, Cortot, it
needless to say, was again admirable.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
Next week the orchestra will be away.
The program of April 1", IS will comprise

eiv.ness ,n the

MME. TUSSAUD

that feature of the interpretation, and here pianist and conductor were as one, would be Impertipernent. It is enough to say tliat-the
formance was unsurpassable, never to
[^ralse this or

h'er By-telling hei
had a glad and giggling
\he"lancc were attractively primitive.'"

wS^
"o'a^r^raLt
^,,„ugh "she

fnLTt^n'r^ her^unTui:S

in

passed

—

h

iich

:U social 8UCCC.-.

vc knew

"for

8how."

sho

appeared
nibcs pi-r.^uadcd her
and had

\v

A young man

rBtirenient

from the stufe

so
in

a
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Mnrcia Morris, 'le actresF of adorable ingenue part?, "who was
never a day over 20 on tlv stage" a' last married Mr. B. H. Black is an
tntcrtaiiiing talf. Lot no 'iu> be misled by tho title "When Marciu Fell,"
she fell into the holy bands of matrimony, not into guilty splendor.
1

"Up

Pown"

there is a capital description of lAIab, whoso
father manufactured plows on an "impressive scale." The town rejoiced
in
her uncle owned the
<!un'mcr stock cMTipany, Mab tiirouph influence
II
jire
She adored the assistant stage manager
played small parts.
« ,1 "accepted her frank adoration with the equanimity of a high school
Mab
principal hardened to the marshmallow tendency of green girls."
was a good girl and Harvey was as honorable as Werther in Thackeray's
batlad.
She rose to eminence in New York, and became distressingly
temperamental,' until Harvey called her down.
In this story, Mr. Collins speaks now and then as a reviewer. "Neafly
every new .\nierican play, it seems, is written as a frank imitation
5r,ne oiher play which h:is made the proverbial bari-el of money.
Its
p. 'Ud creator, in endeavoring to enlist the interest of a skeptical manager
iu liis latest work, will speak of it as a 'second' something or other, and
tbe manager, remembering what a gold mine the first something or other
was. immediately pricks up his cars, lights a fresh Pomona-Pomona, and
is rcadi" to listen to a reading."
"t'-onixary Jtary" was to be a second "Peg 0' My Heart." The plays
The pet animal she took with her
difTered. Mary was Scotch, not Irish..
when sho visited her haughtv relaiives was a Shetland pony, not a dog. To
avoid the charge of plagiarism, "she had a mania for masquerading in
boy's clothes."
In

Stage and

ago,

.\car.s

—

i

t

"I'ho Marvelous Marco" is a queer story of hypnotic influence in a
vaudeville act. "The Girl on the Elid" tells us how the joyous April was
sobered by her visit to the home of her fond admirer, a press agent, ana,
though she loved him, urged him not to go ahead of the show. "Look at
Franklin. They say he has a brilliant future behind him." (Was it not
Heine that said this of Alfred de Musset?) "He was a clover man once.
\'ow he's a dub and a drunkard. I've- known a lot of others."
"Tho Sins of St. Anthony," the last .story, has little to do with tho
.'tagc, though Frcya, the opera singer in small roles, is introduced, a Strikiig peacant bcau*y, an "Iceki"dcr with the ardors of her native vokanoe.-.'"
aleria said of her: "She looks and acts like a passionate cook.'" The
.'.cory is by no means the least entertaining in a very readable honk.
"V

P. H.

In the Sixties and Seventies

—

The Siddonians Here and BarnstorminoHow Mr, Griffith First Went on the Stage

the Dramatic Editor of The Herald:
The letter recently printed in the columns, written by one of the
real old-timers, brought to my mind a' letter of Walter M. Leman's I
came across tucked away in a desk in my attic which I was investigating the other day in the hope of finding sotne conceale<l and long-forgotThe letter is headed "Boston Theatre, 28th Dec. 1868."
ten treasure.
There are a few probably left who remember Mr. Leman as a very competent actor. My clearest recollection of him is in the character of Polonius when Edwin Booth was playing Hamlet. It seems ages ago as I look
back. Mr. Leman in his letter says that it was in 1827 that he first spoke
"in public on the stage," and consequently, though not the oldest man, l.e
felt sure he was the olde.'^t actor then playing before the Boston public. He
and Dr. J. T. Jones were contemporaries. Thomas Barry, John Gilbert

To

_

"Wherever

later. For a number of years Mr. Leman played
on the Pacific slope. If I am not mistaken, his place at the Boston Theatre was taken by C. Lester Allen, himself a thoroughly capable actor.
At tjje time I came across Mr. Leman's letter I also found a proof
sheet headed: "The Siddonians' Dramatic Club." This organization, lO
the story goes, in its infancy "thundered in a loft over a bakehouse"
here in Boston; possibly turning sour the batches of bread and cake in
process of manufacture underneath. The bright particular stars are
said to have been the Davenports, Ned Chapin, who 'later became a clergyman, and others unnamed. It was at a later date that this organization went barnstorming, making a one-night stand at Lechmere Point,
when they were assisted by Mr. Samuel Clements, an ai-tistic remover of
chairs and tables at the thexy Tremont Theatre. One of the youthful
actors lost his wardrobe on the way home after the company became
.stranded at Milton Lower Mills; from which place the Thespians footed
it back to Boston through the slush, led by Manager Riddle, uncle of the
lat^e George Riddle. The scenery was left behind "until called for," and

!

I

i

i

possibly

is still

out there.

These Siddonian boys were variously employed in real "life," several
of them being with J. M. Allen & Co., auctioneers.
Two or three were
printers trust a printer to ti-y anything once!
another was the son
of an artist, who painted the "Raising of Lazarus," while still another
was in training to be a custom-house broker, later becoming the senior
member of a well known State street firm. It was from State street
T. Russell Sullivan hailed, who in later years wrote that entertainbook: "The Heart of Us," in which William Warren is one of the
chief characters.
Mr. Sullivan also dramatized "Dr. Jekyl and Mr.
Hyde" for Richard Mansfield. I have pleasant recollections of taking
an afternoon cup of tea with Mr. S. at hi&^home on Marlborough street,
when, to my great delight, he discoursed abdiit the old museum days, and
of Selwyn's Theatre, afterwards the Globe, -botb^of which were fairly
familiar to me. What a different city we have around us now from wbat^
it was in those earlier days.
I must confess that I prefer it as it used
to be, as is altogether natural foV me, who was born beneath the shades
of the Old North Church, and who, as a child, remembers the Christmas
chimes ringing out "Annie Laurie," and "Way Down Upon the Swanee
River.' Big Ben, by radio the othrr ;iiglv did not -,ound half so .sweet.

—
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enjoyed

of the actur nn

liea^re.

eminently a peaceful and su)..
especially amiable and social tin;
.lU.un.
lenco.
The poet has for his material, word
bronze; the painter, colors and canvas: thi
his own material— ho works
like wet clay.
The actor, howevei-, is

actor

is

perish with him.
He should lie !o- cd
cheated of that supremo consolation
to posterity."
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To the Dramatic Editor
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with special pride the olav
n
ni.m.
o;
Iho
Standard Comedies" could be given at the BoUoii Miisoum, to splendid
business, and in pcssible explanation of the statement recently made,
and proven, that Boston no longei- supports Ihe best in the drama, I
might suggest some of the reason.s why that condition e::ists.
At that time that company was composed of many actors, it would
be either impossible or difficult to equal today; the prices were very low
and in the old orchestra circle, the ends of which were raised above the
orchestra, the price was but 50 cents, really the best seats in the
house; there were but four legitimate theatres in Boston, and practically
no suburban ones; there were no vaudeville theatres and but one minstrel; there were no movies; there were no automobils and no radios or
talking machines of any description, and stirs were of the first magnitude, many of them Squal to any play by any author that ever lived;
also many of the stock companies were equal to anything without the
recall

I

.

aid of a star.

Perhaps these things may explain why Boston does not profitably support the higher forms of the drama as it was wont to do, and it is positively true that it does not.
My introduction to the Museum company and incidentally to the
clientele of that place was made in one of those old comedies known as
"Wild Oats." Many days of nervousness preceded my first appearance,
not nervousness on the part of the rest of the company or of the anxious
public, for my coming was unheralded by glaring announcements or underlining, and no preliminary advertising was spread in the columns of the
press, and the newspapers were few and the I'ates low at that time. This
,wes in August, 1871, and believe me, I have not forgotten it even yet.
The famous cast case of the green room had for some days made it knovm
to those interested in such trivial matters that some unknown, by the
name of Carlos ("who the devil is he?") young man, was cast for a Bailiff
named "Twitch," and bailiffs in the old comedies are never the heroes,
and this particular one was anything but that. They are always endeavoring to serve papers on the devil-may-care leading man, and never
was one kno%vn to succeed, and generally made their exits in front of
somebody's boot, or at the small end of somebody's riding whip.
"Twitch" was no exception to the specifications, but his specialty was
a sort of an endurance test, to see how long he could survive a lashing
from the big butt end of "Rover's" whip. In order that the newly recruited aspirant for histrionic fame might last to repeat the performance
should the play be repeated, a thick pad of heavy cardboard was strapped
across his back, under his "great coat,'' and the wardrobe coats for bailiffs
certainly were great coats I'll say they were.
That I am writing this recollection proves that I survived, and being
proud of that fact, I must have lost my head, for on the second performance, I was on the stage and in the sce^ie with "Rove" when it dawned
upon me all at once that I was padless, and the only protection I had from
Charley Barron's heavy whip was my great coat and if necessary, my
legs.
There was some realistic acting done on that second performance
of "Wild Oats," believe me, and poasibly Charley Barron thought at the
time that he was lashing the future great character actor of the United
States, another Richard Third, or Uriah Heep, or Fagin
but he wasn't

—
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FRANK CARLOS

luck.

GRIFFITH.

Concerts of the week

and W. H. Smiith came
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bia art:

to nnnoin

and her botrothal to half a million dollars

tho toniato-canning bujfaicps."

Why

iiiaii>

John Charles Thomas, baritone,
M.
hall. 3:30 P.
and Efrem ZImbalist, violinist. See special notice.
r,r,t.irv
18th Century
Jordan hall, 3:30 P. M. "Candlelight" concert by the

SUNDAY-SympHony
orchestra.

See special notice.
Martino. conductor.
assisted
People's Symphony orchestra,
8:15 P. M.
Ethel Leginska. conductor, composer
Torpadie. soprano.
Mr.

Symphony

hall,

by Greta
and pianist.

See special notice.
Children's concert of the Boston Symhall. 4 P. M.
special notice.
phony orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor. See
Mr.
TUESDAY-Symphony hall, 4 P. M. Repetition of children's concert,
Koussevitzky, conductor.
WEDNESDAY-Jordan hall. 8:15 P. M. William ^^y'^'^O'"'"' P*^*
Peri, Invocazione
Boardman, accompanist.
bella; Scarlatti, Gla .1 sole dal Gangs,
Scherza; Caccini, Amarilli.
Tombeau; PesPoldowskI, L' Attente; Hagemann, Ton Coeur est un
Anterieure: Handel. Dank
sard. L-Adieu du Matin; Duparc, La Vie
Minnelied; Franz, Bitte.
Her.-; Mozart, An Chloe: Brahms,
dir
f.ei
Adoration; HerresSinding. Licht; Hatton. Bid me to live; Ireland. The
The Cock Shall
Carpenter,
Great;
the
song; Homer, Babylon
hoff
Trade Winds; Hughes,
Crow- Oavies, When Chiidher plays. Keel,
Old Song resung.
arranger of A Ballynure Ballad; Griffes, An
William Bachaus, pianist. Bach,
THURSDAY—Jordan hall, 8:15 P. M.
Abends, Aufschwung,
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue; Schumann. Des
A
Scherzo from
Warum Traumes Wirnn; Mendelssohn. H utcheson.Satanique
and 5th
Midsummer Night's Dream"; Scriabin, Poeme
m
Capriccio
Schumann.
by
Theme
Sonata- Brahms, Variations on a
(arr. for left hand alone by
B minor; Chopin, Study In E flat minor
flat. Waltz, op. 42, A flat.
Godov«ky). Ballade. A flat, nocturne D
Scherzo, B flat minor.
Hyman Rovinsky, pianist. Chopin,
M.
FRIDAY—Jordan hall, 8:15 P. Andantino,
G major; Bach-Busoni, ChaPolonaise C minor; Rossi.
Variation; d' Indy, Travelronne- Franck-Bauer, Prelude, Fugue and
Holiday, Morning DePictures (the Post-Chalse, The Angelus, Village
Sonatine; Ravel, Sonaand
pieces,
children's
parture)- Bartok, eight
Fire Dance; Tedesco, Alt
tme- Deijussy, Sarabande; De Falla, Sacred
Wien Waltzer; Stravinsky, Russian dance from "Petrouchka."
Shattuck, pianist. Purcell, GaSATURDAY— Jordan hall. 3 P. M. Arthur
Lully, Courante; Scarlatti.
votte; Bach, Prelude; Cojperin. Arlequin;
departure
of the beloved brother;
the
on
Capriccio
Bach,
AllegroChopin.' Ballade, F minor. Etude, C sharp minor. Prelude, G major,
Debussy, Clair de
minor;
Prelude,
B
Ballade, A flat; Rachmaninov,
Balfour Gardiner, .Noel; Sauer, Music Box; Liszt- Busoni. Polo-

MONDAY-Symphony
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to" distress us."
me minasked the General Co,.rt to call
the several churches In the province to
meet by pastors and messen.ifers In a
synod, "and from thence offer their advice upon that weighty case, which the
circumstances of the day do loudly call
to be considered.
There was a long debate. The Rev.
Timothy Cutler and Mr. Samuel Myles
sent In reasons against this memorial
and address. It was voted that they
be referred to the next session.

wonderfully
ne sa:nt;
may be reimbursed him out of .the i'ubllck Treasury."
regret to say that
Lietrt, Lian«'s petition was not granted.

praying, Thcia

I!clly-Ake

i

isters

.

We

More English
Noel

Cowai-d,

Plays

In 1724 H was resolved thai "Snowshoes & mogga^na" fit for service should
be provided for a certain numbeir of

good, effective men in certain towns
for the more effectual prosecution of the
war against the Indian enemy and
rebels; that officers should be appointed
to exercise "the .said Snow-shoe Men. In
the use of Snow-shoes by Running or
Marching on the Snow, that so they may
be expert in the use thereof."
The
officers and soldiers were to be entitled,
besides wages and subsistence, to other
rewards In case they obtained any plunder, scalps of the enemy or captives.
Snow-shofc
Haverhill was to have
men Oroton, 40 Springfield, 50 "20
whereof to be on the west side of the
Hadley,
great river" Northampton, 60
30 and so on.
1725
"Inasmuch as the Indian war is
at an end before the expiration of one
year,
'rom the providing of Snow,
Resolved that the said
shoes
Snow-Shoe Men be not entitled to the
three shilllngB, mentioned in the said

Ashley Dukes and G. D.
Gribble

Kach season places
'lite-hoadtcl

its

particulnr

or from losing his sense of proportion'.
An older man would iiava
written with more suavity, and
i:ynlcism, a more tempered philosophy.
But It is exactly this
young vigor, and aggressive revolt,
that
give
'The
Rat Trap" lU
strength.
In Sheila, the woman, he sees the
greater artist, the more independent
spirit.
She has more subtlety and
sympathy than Kold; she Is mora
honest and reasoning.
She i^ecognizes his puerility, his petty egotism, his lessei' ability, yet she marries him, hoping for a fusion of tlieir
personalities, or else a tolerant soparateneSB.
these bitter insurrections,
t But
flashes of artistic' conceit and jealous.v seem endless, and -she yields
at length to TCeld, practices a policy
of non-resistance, discontinues her
disilluApathetic,
own writing.
sioned, she allows herself for a time
to be devoured by his success, his
fatuous revelling in popular notice.
It Is only when she discovers that he
Is dishonest and faithless that she
leaves him and writes her novel; yet
when she knows that she is to have
a child she returns at his Imploring,
avowedly hating him.
To us, this seems the weak point
of the play, utterly inconsistent with
the Sheila that Noel Coward has
drawn, for It is hardly plausible that

boy on Broadwu.v, and

w. desplto tho i-resenoo
uiused
and pmllflc Mr.

of the
Arlen,
also occasional mention of
another precocious voimik KngUsh"lan, Noel Coward.
An astute and
earnest younsr man. possessed of
an unerring instinct for the stage,
and for ptrsuaslvo arid biting dlaloBue. Xo,-l t'oward is both actor
and playwright, a writer of song.«,
and an insligaior of musical comedies.
And his play, '-The Vortex,"
which was first brought out by the

there

Is

Everyman Theatre

little

in

Hamp-

and has since then been
more widely tested In London, Is

stead,
sooji

to

Now

reach New York.
another of his plays, pun-

gently

and figuratively entitled
The Rat Trap," comes to us from
Walter H. Baker and Tompanv.
Like Eiigcne ONc-ill In "Welded,"
only with n greater .skill, he has
written of the marriage, and its

consequences, of two alert and tem-

peramental young individualists, the

woman,

a novelist, the man, a
playwright of an easy conscience.

"The Rat Trap"

a bitter and
impassioned play, written with all
of the relentless logic and the
honesty of a young and unsentimental
man. who Is at the same time possessed of a sense of humor that prevents him from indulging in cant.
is

a

woman

of her Independence, her
sham, would return again

dislike of

whom

to the husl»and
phe
dislikes, even so instigated.

Noel Coward

Is

openly

an Intelligent and

There are

characterizations
ar.^
shrewd and the result of personal
experience, rather than of laboratory tests. And, with this, he
Is an
excellent dramatist.

But

Greeks

Scene That Was To
Itself," an amusing play in
one act, Mr. Gribble, after the manner of Pirandello in "Six Characters in Search of an Author," confuses the abstract and the concrete,
and dramatizes the writing of .a
play,

,

I

\

door.

"A

world of appearances says
'.ord— a painted mockery. Brave
ii,
gay women— these are masks

which the author, disreends it all, and still his

garded,
heroine "without raising her eyes
from her book, devours the chocolates,
leans across the prostrate
form."
Other plays received from Walter
H. Baker are "The Three Barrows"
of
Charles McEvoy, a well-constructed play of oharacteriiiation,
that might have culminated in a
malodorous
betrayal
scene,
but
didn't; a play in nine scene by Hermon Ould, like Havelock Ellis's e"-

-

says, called "The
strange half real

play

"

never

that

—

Dance of I,lfe
and haJf symbollo
qulte>

louclies

"The Rlgordans," by Edand a one.act "No'v
turne in Palermo" by Clifford Bax,
a brother of Arnold Bax, tho comground:
wa-rd

Percy,

'

'

poser.

One might

I

'

and leaves the nobleman with the
Innkeeper's reckoning and an Irate
and advancing prince almost at the

In

I
'

suppose that the
Journals of the House of Representatives of Massachusetts, 1724-1726, edited
with an introductI<M» by Mr. Worthlngton Chauncey Ford and published in
stately fashion by the Massachusetts
Historical . Society would furnish dry
reading.
On the contrary these Jour-,
They throw
nals abound In romance.
light on manners and customs, trials and
tribulations during those years of "His
Majesty's Province of the Massachuseitts
Bay In New England."

Worthy
I

•

i

•

I
!

easily

and

unworthy

clamoring for pecuniary

men

relief.

w«re
Tliere

Lieut. John Lane,
the Year 1722, he
Distemper that was
prevailing among the Forces; and was
Confined Four Months at the Town of
Is

the

petition

"Shewing That

Contracted

;

for

keeping their snow-shoes
In good repair fit for

Nathaniel Bytield, Edmund Qulncy
and Meletlah Bourn with others were
appointed a committee to consider of
some proper remedy for the distemper

among sheep

\

1

[

expenses and charges, which they have
necessarily been put to In convicting
said pirates before the Honorable Special Court of Admiralty lately held for
their trials, and grant them such reward for their aforesaid services as to

of

In

the

Wells, and was at the Expence of Thirteen Pounds, as by a Receipt from Dr.
John Perkins, being Sick with the

^

the

Ruth St. Denrs and Tod Shawn
Appear at Opera House

|

j

I

Koston Wellcsley College Club
presented Ruth St. Denis yesterday
afternoon at the Boston Opera House,

The

with Ted Shawn and the Denishawn
Dancers, in aid of the 'Wellesley ColThe audilege Semi-Centennial Fund.
ence was very large.
Several features of the generous program stood oiil in bold relief. There
T^as Mis,«! St. Denis herself, in a ballet
costume suggesting Empire days, dancing to a Schubert waltz with motions

j

j

j

|

j

I

|

j

|

that reflected that period's artinciality

and grace. Of a more exquisite grace
were her movements in the waltz by
Liszt Liebestraum. Her
Brahms and
quality one would expect lo
In eve-y dancer but which
one certainly does not would make
her performance notable even If she
possessed no otiier fine attribute.'.

rhythm—a

—

MUs

Denis showed it again to
.St.
advantage in the Spanish gypsy
and "viscene, where "interpretations
'

«:uallzat:ons" for the moment out of tlif
way, the did some very -brilliant dancing.
In this scene a young man and

who

amounted

to £12.
Tlie House took the
petition Into "their compassionate consideration," and unanimously voted £15
to the sheriff, to be applied for the use
of the petitioners.

Edward Stanbrldge's account
expended

of

(treat

Bap-

It seems that Wlllla.m Phillips and
William Taylor, who had been condemned for piracy, were reprieved for
one year, "through the compassion of
the Judges who pronounced them guilty.
In order to supplicate His Majesty's pardon." As these pirates had no relations
In Massachusetts Bay, nor money, nor
ability to help themselves, they prayed
and besoueht "the compassionate regards of all charitable persons towards
them in their miserable circumstances;
that they may not suffer the pains :if
death for want of money enough to defray the said charge."
This charge

dries

parts

Thirty-four pounds and six pence
were granted Luke Vardy for an election dinner and "extraordinaries" being
an entertainment for the LieutenantGovernor, the council "with 100 gentlemen and others." 'VV'ho were the others?
'Why the distinction?

And marked

were vnhappily taken by Phillips, the
pirate, and were on board when Harradlne and others subdued the pirates,
was turned down. But Harradlne and
others were granted £224 to be equally
divided; and Harradlne was given in
addition £20 to discharge the wages he
had paid sundry persons
to assist in
bringing about the sloop Squirrel from
Cape Ann to Boston with the pirates.
Sheriff Edward Winslow asked £21
Cs.* Ic". for charges and expenses "on *_he
Pyrates lately brought in by Capt.
Harredlne (sic) and Company." He was
granted £12 14s.
David Melvil received
Is. nd for
keeping two pirates In the Boston jail.

for sunIn executing the pirates

taken by Harradene was read and
Jected.

divers

\

j

shall seem just."
petition for the relief of John
tist and Peter Taffory, mariners

In

province.

munition, stores & entered Into the
vessel of the said Harradlne forcing
the petitioners on board the said vessel also, that the petitioners out ff a
just abhorrence and detestation of anv
act of piracy, robbery or felony, and
to use their utmost endeavors to obtain their liberty, and to destroy the
.xald pirates the common enemy of mankind, they arose upon them, and by
the blessing of Almighty GOD on their
endeavors, they threw the master overboard, killed the captain, boatswain and
gunner, and have delivered the quartermaster and the rest of their accomplices into the hands of justice, where
they have been convicted, and have accordingly received sentence to suffer the
rains of death which they justly deserved, praying that this Coui-t would
take the premises Into their wise and
serious consideration, and make such'
allowance to tbem for the misfortunes,

A

;

"

.

them

"The

Write

return to the prince his escaping
mistress, ridicule her by persuading
his man to play her lover.
But he
forgets the temper of his man,
and
the wisdom of the lady,
who
is
weary of men, and who sees In

Ashley Dukes .spins his little vr-rbal comed.v, his conflicting passions,
and his romance that turns the lady
at the end into the arms of the
m.an, •jn:i.'5hamed, Uellclouslv happy

in

Venice, at times almost sheer fantasy,
and again of a prancing

"So there's adventure, Charles—
but I am old in these romantic arts;
they stir the mind more than
the
pulse.
Adventure must he, held in
delicate fingers.
It should be handled, not embraced.
It should be
sipped, not swallowed at a
gulp," Is
the nobleman's musing.
To satisfy his irony,' he would

the world "too many fops and
their
tailors, too few men.
Too many
wits and too little honesty.
many bottles and too little Too
entertainment. A lackey s paradise
And with a philosopher's jesting

tourist

realism.
In

itants

jected to a proposed bill which would
oblige the distillers to pay a duty of
three pence a gallon for "rhum" distilled within this province, "which they
conceive will tend to prejudice the trade
of the merchants and be very injurious
When the questo the Inhabitants.
tion was put, whether the bill should
engrossed,
the vote was in
be
to
pass
the negative. Good old days!

There were pirates in those days.
Note this petition: "A petition of Andrew Harradlne. Edward Cheesman,
John FUmore, Henry Gyles, Charles
Iverray, John Bootman and Isaac J^ssen, mariners and sailors, shewing that
they had the great misfortune to be
taken and by force to be kept aboard
a piratical vessel, John Phillips commander, that In the month of April
past, the pirates quitted the vessel they
v/ere then In, and with their arms, am-

still

American

Merchants, distillers and other inhabof Boston and Charlestown ob-

|

|

and moggasins

I'f

the

to

I

the service for one year."

—

their Intent. With the rush of
revival of Ihe Restoration comedies,
there is a grcwhifT renascence
of
high comedy, -n hich George Meredith characterized as "provoking
thoughtful laughter." And we have
cho.'^en
to comment on
three o£
these modern Restoration comedies;
plays that are wise and witty, and
occaslonallly
more profound and
philosophic than the Restorationists ever dreamed of being.

Ashley Dukes, who is known here
as the English editor of the Theatre
Arts Monthly, and its London re'"^''^ ^^a" ^"th a
Load
"''/'^'r,"of
Mischief," which the Stage Society presented as their first play
of the London season, and
which is
soon to be performed at the Haymarket Theatre, 'has written a comedy of delicate irony, that is at once
romantic, and filled with sharp and
teasing philosophies.
A play of a rare sophistication,
with Its persons a nobleman and
his man, and a lady and
ber maid
who have been obliged to .<:pend
the
night at the Inn of "The Man with
a Load of Mischief," to avoid a pursuing prince.

resolve,

her lovers "not to want to bottle
the perfume, not to desire to stabilize the rainbow, not to grasp in
order to possess the ancient wisdom that is now accounted folly."
A play of a fine spun imagination
and satire that reaches from the

of

.

.

a modern nymph makes her brief
and elusive visit, teaches each of

these recent English
plays published by Walter H. Baker
are not so probing, or serious, in
all

for relief.

;

:

;

;

other comedies In
this series; George Dunning Cribble's "Masque of Venice," in which

his

;

—

mused.
There is something of the shaded
irony and tlie grave humor of
Anatole Prance in these musings.

a logical young man; his dialogue
has a happy fluency and naturalness;

;

Indians on Nantucket complained of
grievous impositions and abuses" they
labored under and suffered from the
English inhabitants there and prayed

|

M

we are false, what
The tallest tree will
cast
the
longest
shadow.
The
longest shadow is reality," the man

lavS shadows.
can be true'.'

,

re.

"Nemlne contradlcente."

On May h, 1725, a memorial and address were humbly presented to Willlam Dummer, Lieutenant-Governor and
commander-in-chief, to the councillors
of the representatives at a general convention of ministers.
Cotton Mather
signed for them. It began:
"Considering the great and visible decay of piety In the country, and the
growth of many miscarriages which we
may fear have provoked the Glorious
LORD In a series of various judgments

—

woman

danced admlrabl.v the
al.so
whole scene had life and color. Miss
St. Denis danood charmingly a dance of
Black and Gold Sari."
the
Miss .'^t. Denis also, tried an experi'

m'-nt. INIi.ss Dorl.i ITumphrey had^dedanci\ "Traglca," by name,
a
which she and Cliarles AVeLlman. with
the ensemble, danced without music.
The lacl; of music did not much matter, considering, the nature of the perforniance. But the range of postures

vlsed

Txherewltli to express emotions, not to
iiTrntlon situations. Is narrowly limited.
do away with the aid of the hu-

Why

man vi.l> c The audience, however, felt
otherwise, for the "experiment" was
heartily applauded.
So was Mr. Shawn's characteristic
"Invocation to the Thunderbird." which
had to be repeated. So was tlic "Boston'
Fanc.v. 1S54." an amusing ^oance. but
none tlie less a lost opportunity for
.'

!

something

more amusing

The

still.

"\'oice of .'•pring," which the ensemble,
n llie cucstunics of Botticelli's "Primovera" d.incod to Eduard Strauss's walta,

pleased

nilglilil.'i

There was much more after an opening piece by the ensemble, Mr. Shawn.
In ai poarance a statue of white marhie, for a few moments came to life.
Miss Humphrey dancod a solo, Ruth
Austin and Charles \Veldman a Juet,
Anne Douglas and Georgia Graham did
a Cliopin waltz in the waj' bf Miss
Loie Fuller.
l^tcr Miss Humplircy danced again.
Miss St. lienis and Mr. Shawn mimed
Mr. Weidman
a "Ballne.se" fantasv.
mimed a crapshooter. As a cowboy Mr.

Shawn danced

effectively
with Miss
DouglaM and Ernestine Day. both of
him
w(;ll. The program
whom supported
closed with an Algerian hallct, the m\istc bv II. S. Stoughto"
•

Musical visualization!!-.
Allegio Risolule
W-altzea
Scheriio

iSchuberl^

V,'

'

Ensemble
Ted Shawn
:

rit.
,

Denis

.

W»)}z (llgenfrltz^

Humphrey

I
!

BOOMED FOR A DAY
W

given

•t

become of the Ai-lhur
Machen boom? Not long ago all the

and

(irrck

has

at

I.

"literary fellers" writing for periodicals

Shawn

LULlandii,
>

r

.

Uuth

St.

Denis

on issomenis

Lii\

Buck and

D.nce Of tho

^^^^^

Humphrey. Ch«rlM G oldman
and •nsemblt-.
KuUi St Dents and TPd Shan n
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P
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.

Doris Humphrey

.

W cldmau

CharlfS

nu-sliooter

,

Ted Shawn-Ernestine i>i>y
1854
Gnitiam, Lawrence
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Mfssrs. Welilman^ Stearc.-',
l-i.shfr and Tiirkcr.
nvocatlon to the Thunderblrd^
.„

T.MKo
r

from

I

HouM

Fatma,

of

a Coffee

In Algiers^

House

MYRAHESS
yesterday afternoon,
•h ia HesB. pianist, played a "request"
|r. :r-.)m, to a large and enthusiastic
-iidirnce. find included the following

Jordan

hall

-

i'.i«ic:

^

'

^

I

.Mbenir.

who

Such

I

;

cr playiitg there is a strange

a spaciousness, a philosophy
-at tempers and invigorates.
Th^re arc some pianists who excell in
he n.usic of" a century, in that of a
'o^en composer, nr of a particular
lulsca! ase; in treir fields they are unPut with Myra Hess there
urpaj'sed.
no sucli invidious specification, and
y reijqest she chose her program .vesrMday, played as even she has not
•layed here before from her first Bach
Q)orale to the Debussy, and, we assume,
ntll the end of her concert.
Hero was playing that absolutely deplaying without wild
ed criticism,
'hricklng outbursts, or masslveness;
'-,r =iie 13 a pianist of Intimacy, and for
small hall, where each of her tuglIve ecstacies, her rich philosophies,

said

may

I

niijiits,

its

teinpesiuou.snfess,

.and

imsy; in each her mood .and
V as surely that of the comr> infencMng. Can one ask more,?!
And i>iM> « III not <^oon forgi^t the
rli'irs." and the pensive beauty of her
r-horales,
two of them in the
,iri angcment. and
the third of
n making.
Again, whether she
the fuperal inarch oi Chopin,

that

|

;

|

reverberations, its 7inoithe misted sonorities of Deubsy in "La Cathedrale Engloutie,"
in her playing.
iicre " as perfection
iuch concerts are lonely and unexpectea events that ln^ade our concert
ts

d<)rk

\

[
'

-y/^

C

'

f

G.

2 ^

When

Mr. Montague Craclceninorpe
read his obituary In the London Times,
ha wrote to say that he "was not really
misled by the report." Bernard Shaw
Some years ago
is always forehanded.
a news agency Inquired after his health
He answered:
while he was sick.

"Kindly Inform the public that I am
dead. It will saTe me a jreat deal of
trouble."
But who was the American that wrote

a newspaper:
'Sir— I desire to call your attention to
a few errors In your obituary of myself
to

on

Wednesday

last.

I

was bom

In

not Wheeling; and my retirement from the flour business in 1896
was not due to ill-health, but to hard

("Washington,
times.

The cause

pneumonia."

of

my

In the N. T.

I

i

death was not

brilliantly

the allegretto she

made

In
into play.
clear her sense

was

con-

emotion

pump

a,

a tragedy. In the presto
she achieved a delightful effect of fleetlight.
nesa and
Throughout the evening Miss Ix>-

lyric

your feet;

up

into

exhibited sensitiveness to the
romance that suffuse
the
poetry,
Beethoven's music and the best of
Weber's, such as the first pages of the
overture. A keen ear she has, too, for
orchestral color, and pure taste dn the
moulding of a phrase.
Ably the orchestra's members fulfilled
They played so well, so
her i,wis'nes.
musTcally and sonorously that there can

ginska

Pneumonia, ippendicitis.
Renal calculus and gastritis.

Swinburne suggested that the harshness of John Donne's poetry came from
the fact that he was cursed with an

j

What would our
unmelodious name.
Algernon Charles have said to Harlndranath Chattopadhyaya, whose verses
"Rescue" are in the current number of

I

i

i

Commonweal?

I

CONCERNINQ ZERVIA
As the World Wags:

came

of value; by its lovely song she
terit to express just as much
as it lias, with no attempt to

World)

The earth is not steadier on its axis
Than you in the matter of prophylaxis;
You go to bed early and early you rise;
You scrub your teeth and you scour
your eyes.
What thanks do you get for it all? Ne-

the

hall,

symphony, where also her keen rythmic

Only the wholesomest foods you eat;
You lave and you lave from your head
to

Symphony

Miss Leginska showed with especial
clearness this fine sense of proportion
thi
ill the first and last movements of

!

phritis,
•

.;o1ng -with their calm and considered
beauty, a philosophy that Is clear eyed
and profound, m musical maturity.
iE.

weak

WHAT'S THE USE.
(Samuel H'offensteln

,

'

'

feeling-

;

in

Lieginska

'

.

Othello

Jose,

comparatively

evening

displayed three aspects, ao less, of her musical talent.
She conducted the People's Symphony
orchestra through Weber's overture to
"Oberon," Beethoven's "A major symrhony," a Bach piano concerto, in F
minor, and the "Meistereinge'r proludo.
In the concerto she played the piano
part. As a composer she also came forward with six nursery rhymes for soprano and small orchestra, sung by
Oreta Torpadle.
Let us speak first of Mias Leginska's
most recent accomplishment, tliat of
To gage her skill is not
conducting.
easy for a person whom chance has not
familiar with thfi
become
allowed to
orclieatra's work. Miss Leglnsiia, at all
events, must be responsible for the low
.•scale
of tone adopted, a scale which
allowed a comparatively small orchestra
In a very large hall to rise to cUmaxcK
which, with no loss of euphony, had all
the effect of power.

Kthel

in

But as Romeo and Raoul he was superbly romantic in song and in action.
No tenor within oor recollection bore
himself in these parts so gallantly; no
one sang the music so eloquently.

•

i

own Don

Canlo were
performances.

j

-;

his

and

l^ast

!

I

I

!

—

men
be nothing ungracious In making
defect in th'
tlon of the most noticeable

Whosesoever tlio fauli,
performance.
their attack wag not always quite clean,
As a pianist. Miss Leginska, with her
crisp, bright tone, was at her best in
the quick movements of the charming
Baoh concerto. To hear her play and
see her conduct it suggested, with obvlous variants, stories we read of Han-

"Zerkia" On Oct. 20, del and his concertos.
For her songs Misa Leginska. in hu1707, Zervia, daughter of Dr. Jonathan
morous mood, wrote voice parts somePox of Dracut, Mass., and Hollls. N. H., thing In the vein of Ijord Berners, simwas married to Samuel Worcester, D. ple to the point of vacuity, which, with
fin a the most
They had 11 children. tho incongruity foreigners
D., of Hollls.
striking feature of American humor,
The first, a daughter, Zervia Fidelia, she accompanied wlUi orchestration
died when 5'^ years old, and the fourth,
^
mighty wUd7 Jokes ,°a"fj»* Jj* ''Jl^t'^
born some eight months later, was also'
tiste.
about any more frultfuUy than b xernamed Zervia Fidelia. This last Zervia
"Jack and JUl," In MIhb Leginska does
was married to Samuel H. Archer of
it
or
funny
art
.vioii. strikes paopl.i
Salem. Probably it was the first Zervia
mice seemed
who copyrighted "Walls and Select" In
not. The tale of tho ihroo
These are the only Zervlas I can , to iniuse tha audlenco most,
1851.
'
found ' Old
Some
Perhaps tho name occurs in thev.-as "Georgy-Porgy,"
find.
King Colo," because It had most charox family. At any rate it is feminine.
acter to It, much the best of the ffroup.
iMme Torpadle. with a voloe utrangely
In

regard

to

'

!

after-'

nvl

barlt-

follows:

O

minor, Hubay, played
Invocailone dl Orfeo,
f'eri; Cho flero costume, Legrenzl; Oebot, Joseph Marx; O iiebliche Wangen,
Johannes Brahm.s, sung by Thomas:
prelude and Fugue in G minor, Bacli
for violin alone), played by Zlmballst;
In

Zlmballst;

I

\

PEOPLE'S CAPARI.Yi

in

Grleu ("Manorl").
He was incomparable as Romeo and
Haoul; his Lohengrin and Tristan were
admirable portrayals. His des Grieux
was noteworthy for his singing and
acting in the church scene.
He was not fortunate as Siegfried.
For once Wagner's hero was a fine
gentleman astray in the forest. It is

be enjoyed to
In
the glorious Prelude,
full.
)ie
iioralc and Fueue of Cesar Frarck,
ith its mystic exaltation, its passlonit
outbursts, it.'; lonely grandeur; in'
he •Tapillons," with il? l>ricf and wavn;

married

"The Mastcrslngers," Tristan, Siegfried and Des

Boston knew his Walther

i

varying moods,

\\

EGINSKA DIRECTS

•

^rul poi.-e,

-or

1875 to 18S4,

Thomae,

was as

Concerto

die.

London from

Charles

by

unutterable anguish."

last of the

John

encores,

princes, however meet for players."
But the Guardian was loud in praise
of Courtenay Thorpe's Ghost.
"This
was none of your bluff, resonant spectres who come up from the bonfire In
fine voice and fettle, but a spirit that
carried about it the very vesture of

Leopold von Kronenburg and
Edouard died in
passed on in 1891.
1917. Jean was born in 1850.
Jean first sang in Boston as iRaoul In
"The Huguenots" on March 14, 1892. It
was in the' Mechanics building. That
season he was also heard as Romeo,
Faust and Ijohingrin. In later years

For in
have died away.
ind beau-

pianists

to

Symphony Jiall yesterday
Kfrem Zlmballst, violin'

with thie«
music devoted to each sololm. L--«l':r
Hodges was accompanist for Mr.
Thomas, Knianuel Buy for ZIraballtt.
The program, supplemented by many

Did not the Manchester Guardian
put the matter in a nutsliell when it
characterized John Barrymore as "probably the most deliberate Hamlet of our
time"?
"His own advice to speak 'trippingly
on the tongue' he evidently considered
to
be not altogether applicable to

1884

•

.;•

singers

j

u Joint recital,

Is

A

L. B. B. writes: "I believe that the
people of the South are much more religtous than we on tho other side of
Mason and Dixon's Line."

de Reszka
Josephine, a soprano
shone at Paris, Madrid, Lisbon and

Jean was the

'

PuO]

noon,

In

•

no "decay of piety"" in Miami,
correspondent sends from Delray (Jla.), a copy of tho Miami Herald.
It contains the Prayer in. Cougress and
under the heading "Men In the News"
there is a quotation from Isaiah (26, 1,
4), beginning
"O Lord, thou art my
God."

A FAMOUS TBNOR

J

iiewes'.

R. H'

,ZIMBAUST, THOMAS

-

'

concerts as Myra Hess gave
csterday afternoon are rare and cher-hed occasions, remembered long after
e futile thunder'mgs and the mad Imtuosities of other and more epcctacu-

There

r^ia.

ficulty in finding Dulwich a fit symbol
Paradise had better abandon the
study of the secret language forever."

.

her

to the

II.

.

Symphony Orchestra!

!e a

the

com-

—

'

of
|

of

the marine iinit pf the prohidivision but
enforcement
I
don't suppose there is any such animal
In the hall.
M. G. B.
in

bition

there it Is, and I am afraid I
must say that anybody who has dif-

'

riaria,

mander

Still,
j

in

secret service of the hull, or as a

.

.

National' Association

Purchasing Agents, for a place

"The

in

the

of

1
j

—

.

:

:

dent

The villa at Dulredeemed.
wlch where Mr. Pickwick rested from
I
his pilgrimage is in fact paradise.
am sorry that Dulwich is just a suburb
of London, with three stations, attainable from Victoria. Ludgate Hill, Holborn Viaduct, or London Bridge. 1 am
aware that it ought to be called Oomtlgala or Ispadan or something queer.

|

'

Wachct auf.
Bach:
ift
uns die Stimnie" (arrangred by
usonl) "Komm. ttott, Schoepfcr" (armged by Busoni); "Herz und Mund
nd That und Leben" (arranged by
lyra
Hess): Prelude, Chorale, ;ind
uguc, Cesar Franck; Papillons. opua
Schumann; Funeral March, Chopin;
Debussy;
engloutie,
fa
Cathedrale
ns d'Or. Debussy: La Maja et le
crnol. Granados; Cubana, Da Falla:
chorales.

Tliree

Language"

.Secret

—

an Algerian
The Vision of the Alssoua.
Dance Drama
Okba, near
Sid
of
MosQue
1-The
S„„«
<,,„^'*2J!?rhe

"A

a
'iitii,

G. Hopcraft, presi|

Glorious "Mystery."
"It is within the power of the sculptoi
look about London to say "Let us
make man in the image of sheer stunonsense, or
pidity and chaos and
rather in the image of the fashion
plates of this or that year, very badly
carried out in bronse."
.A.nd he does not despise beer.
"I would also say that he who cannot see the eternal gifts In bread and
cheese and beer and homely friendship
and kindly mirth may gabble occult
abracadabras all his days; but he shall
never taste of the eternal refections of
paradise, or sing the new song of the

,

or

HE SKCONDCD?

World Wags:
May I nominate A.

Kntepprlssearch of first editions.
Ing publishers exhumed his dead and
forgotten essays, pot-boilers, sweepings
and printed them with fanfares of
trumpets.
We are not underrating Mr, Machen's
Long ago we read his dreadful
talent.
story of the great god Pan with shuddering delight. lie often writes wisely,
well, and at times expresses beautifully
thoughts that are beautiful and even
nobie.
He can be amusing. We quote

.

"Scripture"

the

Proper Names."
M. W. T.

J.

tho

in

•Mf'y,

^ Ai

1$

were cx'olling him and his books. Collectors were rushing frantically about

r

In
I^atin

Brookllne. April

Chanson

Triste,

Duparc;

NIcoletle,

NIege, Bemberg; Aria, ".Safrom "Herodlade," Massenet,
sung by Thomas; La Gltana, Krelsler.

Ravel;
lome,"

II

Brahms- Joachim,
Dance,
Improvisation on a Japanese Tune,
Spanish Dance, Sarasate.
Zlmballst;
played by Zlmballst; Crying of Waters,
Campbell-Tlpton; Old Skinflint, Howells; Nocturne, Curran; Dialogue, Lord
Berners; The Wandering Jew, Edward

Hungarian

sung by Thomas.

iMorrls,

Zlmballst and John Charles Thomas
make a Jiappy combination in concert;
they supplement each otlier, both muThe rapturous
sically and In perpon.
strides of John Charles Thomas, and
the reserve of ZImlialist; the exquisite
refinement, the Intellectual bent of the
violinist, and the dramatic warmth and
operatic gesture of the singer.
It Is always a pleasure to hear Zlmballst, for with the abilities of a vlrituoso, he laoks the virtuoso's preoccupation with string floratura, his imaginative apathy.
His tones are always
pure and tenuous, never cloying, nor
lubricious.
And there is an emo> et
tional restraint, a lack of sentimentalism In bis playing.
Yet his program yesterday, with the
exception of the Bach fugue and his own
Improvisation on a Japanese tune, was
the traditional liddler's paradise of concerto, dance tunes and glittering cadenzas. But like Krelsler earlier in the
season, he chose to include a Bach
prelude and fugue, that in G minor,

and played it without accompaniment,
very beautifully, encompassing its fugal
Intricacies without effort, without pedantry, although at times there was monotony In his tone color
His own Japanese tune with its improvisation, the tune suggestive of the
BasqiJe airs, and the improvisation
modem in its harmonization. Is melancholy and poetic with the piano accompaniment an integral part, establishing
as well as supplementing the inood.
Mr. Thomas chose a varied program
He comfor his part of the concert.

menced with two early Italian airs.
One was Perl's "Invocation of Orpheus," from his "Euridyce"; the other,
a lilting, amusing air by Legrenzl, who
carried on in Venice the making of
dramatic
Florence

recitatives as Perl did in
the court of tho Count

at

Bardi.

Thomas has a

Mr.

rich

and vibrant

voice, at its best in these Italian airs,
although he sang Brahms's "O liebliche

Wangen" with sentiment and a smooth
and

•beautiful tone.
his habit of

songs,

For tho French
slipping over his

words did not stand him

in good ste.gd,
although in the Nicolette of Ravel he
flair
dramatic
delightful
with
a
sang
and spirit. He also has a tendency to
force his tones, especially at the end
of a phrase, and Bat his singing yesterday was often breathy.
For the last half of his program he
chose songs of the moderns and near
moderns, including Lord Berner's bold
Dialogue, underlined, "a conversatloW

Tom Filuter and his man,
by Ned, the dog stealer."

'-"tween
iHted

as'

B.
Vi

ork of 18th Century Symphony Orchestra in Jordan
Hall Pleases

It was highly Interesting to step from
a Huntington avenue trolley car yes-

terday afternoon into dimly Illuminated
Jordan hall, to see the stage filled with
musicians wearing the powdered wigs,
varl-oolored

coats,

laces

and

knee

200 years ago, and hear
them play In the mellow glow of candles the music of the days of which

breeches of

the lights and the dress were typical.
the setting of the candlelight concert given by the Eighteenth
Century Symphony Orchestra, Raftaele
MartIno, conductor.
The program was well chosen to Illustrate the wide variance In the music of
solemn
long ago, ranging from the

This was

1

——

—

—

fitK

Tvistoral
variations,
HIS ••Larjo"

and

[

snge.

like

to

painted page.
need you! and am wordless In my
need
Then, dear, to woo you I must fain

to

the flna old

More wit than

hamonles

'

flodlea In a slmuhitlon
of their
setting, one was
tempted to

And

ve
<-lr
ft

'

the sood roople to whom
and such surroundings were

^een suddenly transported
minuets In cmdlellght to

have wit

to

write

Trlnacrla win your love indeed;
Come, then, with me where kind
Theocritus
Sang simple, splci\did songs for our

how

luslo

1

withal.

|

in

Where almond and
st.irled

Where Pan
for

rose scent

the

all

plain;
still

pipes his luring airs

US,

And

wide, star-fretted space gives u?
the night
'Tls there new love may learn of
love again.
K. F. KEENE.
Concord, N. H.

prophetic powers over the future
go no further than a desperate guess
about tlie nature of the next sentence.
G, K- Chesterton.
..IV

Were

account
of Mme. Leglnska's costume when she
'onducfed the People's Symphony Orrhestra last Saturday night in Symphony Hall? "When Dame Ethel Smyth
conducted a rehearsal of an amateur

;

i

"SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

i

PERMANENTLY REMOVED BY AN

1'

INDIAN"

tn

London?

some

—the

Kngll-«h

J.

I.,ady's

Jacket,

shirt

turn-over

front,

collar?

her skirt fashionably short? All
these things matter, now that we hear
so much about the personality, indlvld-

•

uallty, magnetism, "temperament"
this or that musician.
When Arthur Niklscli first came

I

1

I

of
to

made by the leading tailor of Leipsic.
When he came out on the stage of the
fashion. The rear view
ly impressive.

was

And

particular-

designs them.
her programs.

It

They

in

December,

1724,

it

said that she
are as exotic as

We saw in Dresden
Teresa Malten as Elsa in "Lohengrin,"
her first appearance in public after the
death of the Count Von Arnlm. (It is
only just to say that he wished to
marry her, but she refused, thinking
the marriage would injure his career.)
She came on the stage, di-essed in deep
[mourning, whereas Elsa is supposed to

I
j

was voted

I

'

twenty-five,
young people
Before
ought to be thinking about each other
and not about politics.

I

MR. MACQUISTEN.
A CHANGE OF VIEW

I

As the World Wags:

be clad In spotless white. The women
near us were deeply moved, and one

I

Herr Je!
"Achl
How
charmingi"
Some have judged Conductors of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra in the past
by the architecture of their back and
legs. The legs of Dr. Muck were greatly
admired by ladies, in the audience, who
exclaimed:

;

'

j

i

I

I

'

On the outskirts of the city dumo I
saw her; a ragged little Italian girl with
warm, black eyes and a dark, tanned
face. From someone's battered and castoff music box she was cranking a jerky
and gap-toothed melody. The spirit of
the Latins, I thought, oblivious to the
dump, ' oblivious to me, oblivious to

They
described them as "aristocratic.
forgot that according to Holy Writ the
Liord taketh no pleasure in the legs of

everything but her music. These Italians do bring something to us Xordics
after all. Sweet, tattered, little musi-

a man.

cian!

'

"Mister, your shoe's untied." Evidently she was not as oblivious an I
had thought, yet how kind of her to
think of my shoestrings!
I looked down at rny shoes: the strings
were tied securely, both of them.
"April Fool, Mister!"
Dirty, squat, scrubby brat! They
ought not to allow these dagoes to outer the country.

The 18th century orchestra wears
18th century costume to be In keeping
with the music played. Query: Should
ia violinist playing Max Brucli's Scottish
Fautasie wear a kilt?

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS

I

.

j

i

j

|

1

When a Cruelty to Animals Bill was
introluced in the House of Commons
100 years ago last month, it was strenCASTLH or INDOLENCE
It
uously opposed and thrown out.
Cambridge.
•seems that the bill was to put an end
A Mr. Heathcote said
to bear baiting.
in opposition to the bill that he had
visited the bear at the Westminster
Pit this bear had often been baited,
and a finer bear and a more prosperous
He
set of cubs he had never seen.
hoped the House would not Interfere
Yesterday afternoon In Symphony
with the manly sports of English genPeel was also in opposition.
hall the Boston Symphony orchestra,
tlemen.
Mr. George Lamb, in opposition, apconducted by Richard Burgln, gave the
"Tlie sport of bullpealed to history.
third of this season's young people's
baiting was one of the oldest national
.concerts, with the following program:
sports, and had even been honored with
overture to "The Marriage of
presence of Koyalty, accompanied 'Mozart,
;.o
second movement,
On one Figaro"; Beethoven,
the Ladies of the Court.
"Allegretto Scherzando," from the Sym«slon mentioned by Evelyn, when
phony in F major. No. .8; Wagner, Proharles II had visited one of those baitcession to the Cathedral, from "Lohenup
a
dog
tossej
so
bull
higli
the
Ings.
grin"; Gluck, Dance of the Spirits, from
as to throw it into the lap of a-lady
"Orpheus," solo flute. George's, Laurent;
.'•
,
sitting in the second gallery.
Tchaikovsky, Ballet Suite, "NutcrackThe disingenuous Mr. Lamb did not
er" ((a) Chinese Dance, (b) Dance of
quote Evelyn's comments on what he
Fairy (Celeste, Arthur Fiedsaw cock- fighting, dog fighting, bear the Sugar
Russian Dance, "Trepak"'
(b)
ler),
and bull baiting, "it being a famous
day for all these butchery sports, or
Salnt-Saens, Fantasy (or harp; Sibelius,
Two
rather barbarous cruelties.
•l-'inlandia." Symphonic Poem.
lioor dogs were killed, and so all eaded
These young people's and children's
concerts are fast becoming an institumost
I
and
horseback,
with tlie at.e on
tion, and there will soon be few of the
•heartily weary of the rude and dirty
younger generation who cannot dls^laatlme, which 1 liai not seen, I thmk,
ourse learnedly on composers from
before."
years
*i 20
Falestrina to Stravinsky, on the manipilation of the harp and the evolution
^"The majority of people spend the
jf the violin.
'""'ater pa,rt of their working hours on;
Although, as In the SchelUng conorizo.-i of about 20 f t.— W. B. Barker,
certs, there is no definite classification
door.
of musical instruments at these con"A
certs, Mr. Surette prefaces and postludes each composition with lllumlnat-

j

1

'

I

SYMPHONY IN YOUNG

—

i

I

PEOPLE'S CONCERT

I

!

I.

;

I

i

'

I

I

'

.

I

—

'

—

.

.

.

i

I

—

i

Roy Elkins
Ollvs Blake.ney

substitute breaks? precious

wed-

—

that the treasurer be directed to bury
"the several Indian scalps now in his
custody, in some private place, so as
discovered
produced
or
not to be
again." From this it would seem that
there were grafters In scalps.
Ed.

Is

"

"

Loula I>eon Hall

ding gift dishes and administers poison cocktails, and the sweet, bubbling
wife helpfully spills buslnes.>; secrets
which she shouldn't, and then cries
and goes home to mother but why
keep on; consult ancient Greek dramatists or read the comic strips; either
win do.
Anyway,
Messrs.
Craven
Golden and Smith found the combination made people laugh on Broadway
for a long time, as well as In the Provinces, and now the Boston Stock Company are again- putting It across to the
tune of reassuring volleys of laughter.
The Livingstone house. In which the
first act Is staged, is undoubtedly on
Main street, and pa and ma and the
rtaitghter are Main streeters.
So Is
Grace's awkward suitor. Tommy Tucker, and her smooth suitor, Dick Loring.
There must be a prophet thrown
In to speak Words of philosophic wisdom, and UncK> Alls the role nicely.
Tommy marries Grace and they go
nway to live together in the metropolis
of JopMn.
Then we have the tragic
dinner party where everything goes
wrong, the entrance of the hated rival,
the apparent breaking up of Tommy's
plans to be rich through the sale of
real estate which he has cleverly bought

up

In anticipation of the new railroad;
the departure of the guests and the
bickering
I-told-jnou-so's
between

newlyweds, and Grace's going home to
mother. And In the last act the reconthe discrediting of the "other
and Tommy's arrival at the
pinnacle of flnaaiclal success.
Last night, the scenes were set with
well-appointed nicety, especially that
ot the Livingstone home, where furniture seemed not loo new, and not all
3f the same age, and ancient steel e^i-

ciliation,

man,"

t;ravings

and daguerreotypes comfort-

ably and fittingly disfigured the

w.-i'lls.

All went smoothly and the usual la'i-ge
audience was well pleased. Remley and
Miss Layng made excellent backgroui'.d
as the old couple, and although Nede;l
so closely approached burlesque as the

awkward

suitor

and husband that

at

times it made one fidgetty, he and MIs.'i
Hitz hit the hlgli points, of thelr young
couple with adequacy.
H. F. M.

PLAYS CONTINUING
Colonial— "Kid

Boots,"

Zieg-

musical comedy starring
Eddie Cantor and featuring Mary
Eaton. Extra matinee Thursday.
Last week.
Ed
Bag,"
Tremont—"Grab
Wynn stars in his own producLast week.
tion.
Selwyn "The Four-Flusher,"

feld's

—

starring Russell Mack
and featuring Sue MacManamy
and Louise Allen. Last week.

comedy

Plymouth—"The Goose Hangs
High," comedy by Lewis Beacli,
with Norman Trevor and Mrs.
Thomas Whiffen.
Wilbur "Little Jessie James,"
return engagement of musical
comedy. Last week.
"Happy - Go - Lucky,"
Copley
Ian Hay's comedy held over for
another week at this playhouse.

—

—

gems.

sical

Then Clara Kimball Young stepped
out of the pictures and back onto the
legitimate stage in a sketch called
"The Adorable Wife, by Tom Barry.
It Is a "triangle
affair, not so muchmuch as a play, that gives the heroine
a chance to exploit a delightful brogue
and to make a decided popular hit.
Louise White and Harry HoUingsworth
supported her with discerning ability.
Miss Ruby Norton, blonde and petite
sang, whistled and danced herself
into
mimedlB te favor and wag recalled many
times. As jugglers, the HaJe boys
are
In a class by themselves,
and some of
their stunts are breath-taking.
If you
think It's easy to snatch the tablecloth
from under the service on a dinner cable without so much as spilling
a grain
Of sugar, just try it, that's all.
Remember, you have to carry on
a gay line of
patter all the while.
Carter and Cornish justified their
title
of "vaudeville's speediest steppers" in their dance act.
Jack McLallen and Sarah, the former on
roller
skates, convulsed the house with
their
jokes.
Ralph Bevan and Beatrice Flint
are another exceedingly clever
team of
the same order.
Prank and Joe Wilson In "The Lieutenant and
the Cop"
demonstrate rare ability as yodelers.
ihe Billy Lament trio, who close
the
Show, are genuine artists
on the tight
wire.
J g p

Kate Smllh
\Vhen the minister adds one and one
it makes two, that's all, but when
tho answer is three, you have a plot,
or the beginning of one.
1/ in addition, the faithful cook stays home with
the "miseries" on the night when an
important buslneys friend of one's husband is coming to dine, the willing but

dumb

£15.

Mme. Eva Gauthier's costumes always
attract attention.

.

thereby," he should be allowed another

Boston Music Hall, his trousers excited
comment. They were of the accordion

music Is scarcely worth knowing and
the LlBzt and Rousa travesties of Irving Berlin's "All Alone" were real mu-

and

"

with him trousers

Boston he brought

B.

of that opinion last night, too, for

meed

of applause was generous and
continuous throughout the whole well
diversified program.
Perhaps the high
water mark of enthusiasjn was reached
at the apprjiirancf
mil Boyle and his
Copley-Plaza orchestra. What that organization does not know about jazz

John Collier
Bernard Nedell
Roberta L«9 Clark

Hattie
ret«r Barstow..:
Mrs. Pnter Bar.5tow
Lulu Foril

were not the only
Mr.
scalpers in the good old days.
Jacob Ames, a weekly scout near the
sarrisons on the western part of the
town of Groton, In July, 1724, "did
with courage and resolution by himself defend the garrison and beat off
and
the Indians, slew one of them
The House of Represcalped him
sentatives resolved: "That over and
above the £15 due to the petitioner by
law for recovering the said scalp and
the good services done this province

Was
I

I.

Myrorij .Xndorson

ntck Lorlng. .Tr
Ihomaj. Tucker

The Indians

which Is her favorite type of dress."
Pld JIme. LeglnsKa wear a boy's

I

Dr.

somehow preadvertisement
the flavor of pioneering days,
when "scalp treatment" had a deadlier connotation than now.
This

serves

town — was it
Companion told
us that she wore "a tweed skirt und
woolen golf coat and thick brogues,

«<oolety
,

was
the

ST. JAMES THEATRE— "The -First
Year," comedy In three acts by Frank
Craven. The castr
Fred Livingstone
Ilalph M. Remley
Mrs. Fred Livingstone
Ann,-i Layng
Grace Lningrat (ine
Elsie Hltz

As the "World Wags:

|

Rather hard to pick « winner .".t
Keith's this week, fhere are so man^
good things on the bill. The audlenc*??

.

WHITE SCALP HUNTERS

not tho muslr critics sadly neg-

llgent in not giving a detailed

BIG HIT AT KEITH'S

li.i

Again It was a pleasure to hear the
flute solo of Mr. Laurent In the silvery,
gentle dance of the spirits of Gluck's
"Orpheus,"
and the harp music of
Salnt-Saens played by Mr. Holy.
Mr. Burgln, for the second time replacing Koussevltzky In Symphony hall,
was a satisfactory and amiable conductor, more gkilfull In building up hla
dramatic climaxes than In the more
poetic passages.
The concert will be repeated this afternoon.
E. G.

delight;

from

lUten
}izz concert
Jn electric glare.

;

"Finlandia."
A substantial program
to which the audience listened raptly
and applauded spontaneously, so that
Mr. Burgln repeated the Trepak from
the "Nutcracker" Rulte.

recall
•'^nlng

tiL<

.itrument,
lidk In terms that

Yesterday's concert, although Mr.
Burgln replaced Koussevltzky at the
conductor's desk, was a thoroughly enjoyable one, from the first terse bars
of the Mozart overture to the grim and
craggy tunniilutfusness of Sibeilus's

you
Shakespeare's

of fire lend

itiuaiu,
Ih.m

listeners delight
In and
understand
And there are the program notes.

se.nd

you;

to

Nor can I nught
All many-hued,

cuiiiiiiri'

poser and ii
and couches

\S ..B.-.>

No tapestry of golden words and
No tlnunling peacork-rhynief; I

by U p. rail' Aimco
sonata
by
Scarlatti
gv.n concerto by Han*

X\ o -ul

t!u.

.

Mr. Herkimer Joh.lson persists In say"cravat" instead of "necktie," a
word that is on his Index expurgato"phone," "photo," "wire"
rlus, with
"telegraph"),
and
"telegram"
(for
"write-up"— it's rather a long list,

Ing

:

.

'

1

iwhen Mr. Auger

at the Porphyrj' told

!him that the Oxford Dictionary said
or
"cravat" was an archa.lc word
!

in certain shops, he said
cravats are old, archaic if
"well,
you please. Would you have me say

j

heard only

my

1
'

-tie'?

'

A

tie

]

should be worn only by

"
'gents' In 'pants.'
But "tie" for "necktie

'

I

j

not a vulgar word, not an Americanism as some
think. "Thrice he twirled his tie"' says
Churchill in "The Rosclad." which was
Shirley calletl tho
published in 1T61.
white "tie" the "badge of servitude.""
Tennyson"s son In the life of his father
says Alfred was adorned by his accusjtomed blue "tie" (Walter Pater's favorI
Ite tie was apple green).
Some Irreverent persons have sneered
"

is

"

J
,

i

;

'

at

Mr.

Herkimer Johnson because he

—

flowing cravats we say "'craivats" only to humor him— foulards, asisoclated in the popular mind with muElclans, poets, seekers after tlie lost
land of Bohemia. He cares not. for he
We have
is not a slave to conventions.
seen him sporting a variegated chintz
have
might
if
it
as
looked
cravat that
been cut from his grandmother's bedcurtaln. We regret to say his taste in
cravats and waistcoats is rather florid.
Though his trousers
Asiatic in fact.
may bag at the knees, though his coar
it
hal undergone an
if
may shine as
application of Day and Martin's jusllj
celebrated botUed blacking, he hold.s
his head hig'n as long as he is con.^clou.s
of a deep purple, flaming red or yellowcravat flapping defiantly in the wind.
All great men have their weaknesses.
Smiling at Mr. Johnson's deplorable
taste in the matter of cravats, let us
not forget the Inestimable service he,
as a sociologist, has rendered mankind;
let us not forget the honors heaped
upon him by learned societies the

wears

I

1

world over.
the Morning Telegraph's fa
authors Is the writer of the
Rogers Peet advertisements. A display
of spring neckwear led him to lift up
As published In the
his voice in song.
Morning Telegraph the verses are as

One

of

vorlte

follows:

"Some may long

for the soothing touch

Of lavender, cream and mauve.

But the

ties

I

wear must possess the

glare

Of a rod-hot kitchen stove.

The books I read and the life I lead
Are sensible, sane and mild,
er^tf*
I like calm hats and I don't we"r
But I want my neckties wild
"Give

me

a wild

tie,

brother,
urge.

One with a cosmic

'

A

-

.1

,i

!

WTien

id

It

my

old blue sei

_

"O, eoino will nay that a sent'* ci.ivat
Should only be seen, not heard,
But I want a tie that will make men cry

And render
yearn,

(heir vision Dliirred.

lonjr. for « iJe so strong
take two men to tie It.
ir such there be, Just show It to rae;
^V"hatever the price, I'll buy It.
r

.4i'ji:<' u<'ii
Btrauna. "Kin
which haa not bean performed by this
orchestra In Poaton slnco 1910. Straaaa's
tone-poem waa performed here on
March 18. 19 J3, by the N. T. PhllharMengelmonlo orchestra, lad by Mr.
berg, to whom the score Is dedicated.
In
work
brought
out
the
Oerlcke
Mr.

P'/itilst)

;,.dr

sees

I

190S and
Fiedler.

me

a wild tie, brother,
One with a lot of sins.
.\
tie that will blaze
In a hectic Rare
Down where the vest begins.'

Tears ago

in

New York we Une«

a

a poet retained by a soap nianulaotprer.
His verses floated from ilie
)>oet,

Uolden Gate to the sardine factories
Maine; from Lake Superior to the

111

Gulf of >rcxIco. He was sad-eyed. Even
i,:any beers did not rouse his drooping
spirits: for U was In a beer pnUJOh we'

The performancea

(1901).

than

!

honor of nitetlnir him In ot-many with the famous Inspector of Po-

Red Leary, the burgl.tr, the shipI'lngr news editor of the New York Herald, and brilliant Harry Macdona, once
or. the staff of the Telegram, who had
lice,

rone

to the Arctic on a relief exijiediilon, and 'was later secretarj- for a
tinie to Joseph Pulitrer, still later 'Wili-

C

lam

'Whitney's secretary, and secManhattan Club.

vetai-y of the

Perhaps our friend of the verse was
not what Artemus AVard called a "bos.s
poet," but he earned an honest llvlngr,
Tias well-to-do, though his verses were
BM the bubbles that might have come
froc; the soap he enr.g.

CHILDURNS BED TIME STORRIE
in

(Little

Sammy

2 parts.

Oswald an tha dentist.)

and

In

wuz

so
Earn

dam

terrabul

his

I

wont repeet

it.

went In an sed "hullo doc."
sez tha doc, "climb in the
chair an lets vassle."
"Not me," sez
Sam, "It's tha Ifid. tha pore little feller
is
too young yet ter distingwish tha
dlfFerense between akorns an them dam
marbles tha kids play with." So little
o-iwald got lifted inter tha chair. "Open
yer mouth. Uttle feller.
sed the doc,
but Oswald started ter cry. "Open yer
mouth or Sandy Klauz wont kum." sed
"They aint no Sandy Klauz."
Sam.
"lyissen,'' sed Sam,
"If
.^ed Oswald.
yuh dont open that mug. papa will
paste yuh in tha snoot." but little Oswald only cried sum more an sed, "if
So

"Howdy,"

'

mama

will crown yuh."
So
tha doc h« guessed they wuz
stumped, but tha doc sed ter koax him
"Lissen. oswald," sed sam,
Fura more.
"if Oswald d«nt open his mouth papa
wont let him play with tha little squirrel girl wot jlst mooved next door."
So
Oswald opened his mouth, tha
little

yuh

Sam

do.
told

,

dam

SNOWSHOE

fool.

Note: part

2

win

AI-.

toiler after I .see

dentist agen Friday.

my

A.

s.

TWO PRECOCIOUS INFANTS
.\K

Wags:

the 'World

May

I

your attention to

call

extraordinary

cases

of

early

these

develop-

ment?

"From
ty
ihs

tlie

and city

investigation by the counofficials,

1-year-old

Emila Cousteau,
Ziew
of
was found

University

Hampshire freshman who

with the girl In the cemetery, was exonerated from any connection with her
death."

"SAN FRAJCCISCO, March 31—Dorothy EUlngson, the 1-year-old matricide
on trial of her sanity, collapsed in her
chair In the courtroom late this afternoon.
She was carried from the room
unconscious."
F. M'. S.

'

a

I

:

evening
and on Saturday aftenHMm; Brooklyn
will hear it tomorrow night; Boston
%.- >U hear It twice on May
1, for the Saturday nl^t concert wlU take place on
Friday night to aBow Hr. Konsaevitzky
to fulfil engaKementa on the other aide

tic

needs

The

B.

the

factory.

editions.
In this book he advocated
marriages for only five years.
The
marrlago could be renewed three times.

After that. If there were children, the
wife would be obliged to live
fill death separated them. The
marshal waa confident that "all the
theologians In lha world would not know
how to prove the Impiety of this system." For this confidence he gave Ingenious reasons.
The marshal's remarks were quoted
at length In the second volume of "The
Gynogtaphes or the opinions of two
Respectable Women on a Regulation

man and
together

In its description of It
B. Shillaber (Mrs. Partington)
old Saturday Evening Qaaetts

of

Proposed for

The

was headed by an open
drawn by four white horses
with nodding plumes and richly decked

his cheek? For among his 150 odd volumes many of them answer SalnteBeuve's characterization: "mud." Even
In his life time Restif was called "The

BeUs

«jf

Shandon may

"Grand on the pleasant
the River Lee," but apparently they did not ring long on the
dramatic atag-e, for Dan returned to
ethlopian minstrelsy.
sound,

still

waters

out in red patent leather harness with
In the carriage rode

Rousseau of the gutter." But "Les
Gynographes" Is a-orth reading today,
and w^riters about the theatre might

of

silver trimmings.

read his "Mimography" or ideas for the
reformation of the national theatre
(1770) with profit.
By the way, recent reprints In Paris

JOHN W. BTAX,

Primrose and West and CJeorgo 'Wilson
CWaltz-me-again) and they were followed by the white band, "Bobby" Carmlchael, leader; then the white per-

Dan married
St

Louis

Brougham

formers, the black band and black performers, and they were strung out until
the parade waa a half-mile in

wrote

it

Ellen

Fttzglbbons of
The "Bells of
written
by
John
and Henry
Morford. They
iln

was

Shandon"

for

length.

The eittes didn't get .these thlngrs In
same way the ooe-nlght stands
did.
To be sure, they did parade on

,

the

of

Restlf's "Life of his Father" and
"Revolutionary
Nights,"
a thrlUIng
diary of the French revolution, are the
occasion of an Interesting study of
Restlf In the Literary Supplement of
the London Times (March 26).

1880.

U

Dan. who appeared

at "Wallack's Theatre,
the summer of 1867.

New

in It

York,

in

Ah, the gentle art of criticism! The
Observer (London) saw Elizabeth Blbesco's play, "The Painted Swan." The
reviewer beg-an In uncommonly fine
form.
"The first act of this boudoir
tragedy suggested that hell may hold
an exquisite torture undreamed of by

Arthur Shattuck has prepared an Inprogram for his recital in
hall next Saturday afternoon:
six 18th century pieces and music by
Chopin. Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Gardiner, Sauer and Liszt-Busonl.
Geraldlne Farrar will be seen in her
version of "Carmen" next Saturday
teresting

Jordan

the opentns day In the cittea, but in
the one-ntghters It was an event.
Timed to take place when the population was on Its way to dinner (In those
tlmea and places dinner was at 13
o'clock noon), the parade had the side,

mere flre-and-brlmstone philosophers:
that of being delivered over to a Cathcart house party and condemned, without hope of escape or power to protest,
to listen to Its conversation."

afternoon In

Symphony hall.
The Handel and Haydn Society will
perform "Hora Novissilna" In Sym-

walks lined and was the means of
enormous sales of tickets, that and tha
concert at 7:30 in front of the "Opery

phony

hall

house."

next Sunday.

always thought that "Bill" Weei

THE

of Interlo outers.
He
sat in the middle of the seral-clrcle, and
there were George Primrose, George
"Wilson, Carroll Johnson, Jimmy "Wall,,
Ezra Kendall (whlt&face). Lew Sully,
Hughey Dougherty, and ballad singers

was the prince

Tha cities never supnight stands.
ported minstrel shows as the smaller

'

feo,

Wm.
three

H. "West died In 190t.
tlniea;

his

Templet on.
Primrose's

was bom

ait

name

He
first

wm

'was

wife

;

j

His real
married
•was

London, C^anada.

He

Ha
died

191S.—Ed.

(Chaconne),
Frtuvck-Bauer,
d'Indy,
Bartok, Ravel, Debussy, Tedesoo, and
Stravinsky tomorrow night In Jordan
hall. The program Is deoldedlly unconventional.
Is this Rossi Carlo, bom at
Lemberg, or Ce«ara, 'born at Rlvarolo
near Mantua? The two wrote piano
pieces.
Bartok Is not so wefl known
In Boston as he should ke.
Mi-. Qebhard played Bartok's "Dance of tha
Bear** as far back as 1912. Mme. Hopeklrk played excerpta froim d^ndy'B

"Tableaux de Voyage" late

next week la aa follow3: "Bat, the Garden of Pfaiid"— the
"grrden" being the aea; Rachmaninoff
lano concerto No. S (Mr. Rachmaninoff
of

i

In 1902.

Notes and Lines:
My pen no doubt went a Uttle astray
when I intimated that O'Brien brothers,
profeasionally kno-wn as Bryants Mln-

scherza, Pertl;

Ama-

IT

(?)

ult.

name Zervia came

His children are named In the followIgn order: Zurlel, Zeresa. Zerema, ZelnuE, Zephronla, Zerodla, Zedina, Zegotus. Zelora, Zethanlel, Zenith, Zelobus, Zedella and James.
I
think It Is fair to presume that
James was a po.sthumous child.
ROLAND F. TILLSON.
Fall River.

>

.

'

Mr. Cook forgot Zenas and Zlpporah.

—Ed.

As the World Wags:
The enclosed "poem" was composed
by brother Vincent, who will be 12 in
May. He reads Frank Merrlwell and

Horatio Alger, Jr., almost exclusively,
I'm at a loss to account
you think the symptoms
serious? That Is, should I subscribe to
the Dial at once, or be more optimistic,
and let the future take care of itself?
PETER H. W. BRENNAN.
Mr. Vincent Brennan, age 12, Joins
the ranks of Free-Thlnkers with the
so, naturally,
for this.
Do

tones to lose their vitality, their bit?.
Otherwise, technically and musically
both. Mr. Ryder sings well, with an unu.sual neatness of attack and smoothness of legato, with phrasing very elegant. The long difficult phrases 'of the
Dupare song he managed with especial

Fay

DeloaaT.

Perl; Dolce,

mla bella, CaccinI; Gla 11 sole dal
Gange, Scarlatti; Jy'Attente, Poldowsk;
Ton Coeur est un Tombeau, Hagemann;
L'Adieu du Matin, Pesrard: La Vie .\nterieure, Duparo; Dank sei dir,
Herr,
Handel: An Chloe". Mozart; Minnelied.
Brahms; Bitte. Franz; Lcht, Sinding;
Bid Me to Live, Hatton; The .'Adoration,
Ireland; Song, Herreshoff; Babylon the
Great, Homer; The Cock Shall Crow,
Carpenter; WTten Childher Plays, Davies; Trade "Winds, Keel; A Ballynure
Ballad, arr. by Hugties; An Old Song
Re-Sung, GrlfEes.
In many respects, Mr. Ryder sang
well. He has a voice of excellent quality In the medium and upper medium
registers, especially when he delivers it
freely, as he Is most disposed to do in
these ranges. "When he sings softlj', on
the other hand, too often, he allows his
rllll.

i

places did and I bellere that's tb*
biggest reason for their dlsappesranoow
The one-night stands ore pr&otloally
gone since the mortns ploture ha4
come In.
7. B. H.

name was Flynn.

HAD

-your question of
regarding where the Chrisfrom, I
must confess my ignorance, but evidently Zurlel Cook, born Sept. 25, 1783,
who married Polly Lombard at Henderson, N. y., had never heard of the
name, for if he had, he certainly had
plenty of chances to have used It.

the 2Sth

tian

Ryder, bartone. sang these
songs last night In Jordan Hall, to ths
exceedngly mu.slcal accompaniments of
Reginald Boardman: Invocazone di Or"William

Hanging Down Her Back."
It was a hits show and a good one,
but they made the

Z'»

As the World "Wags:
With reference to

Richard

the one-

Europe, to put "Women

and bring Happiness to both Sexes," a singrular book
by that voluminous writer Restlf de la
Bretonne.
Restlf added: "One does not expect
a serious refutation of a system so contrary to the principles of our religion;
the best one can do is to say with
Marshal Saxe that It's a reverie." Did
Restlf write this with his tongue In

city.

original

all

In their proper Place

a chap who was always wondering
So much good fortune had attended his career. Of course, 'Dan waa
the real business head of the brothers.
His wife was the daughter of a wellknown sc^!ptor of St. Louis and a
woman of some culture, who presided
gracefully over the Bryant home in

New York

marrlaces approved by the
government are only for three

Marshal Saxe was not only a famoua
warrior and an ancestor of O^orga Sand,
he was a passionate mathematician,
and, nearly 300 years ago, the author
of "Reverlea." which appeared In many

that

(rain or shine)

In

U.

"We read yesterday that the
worklnga of the ayatem are not yet
known to be satisfactory or unsatis-

of

money

•

gr.

years.

believe
Nlel
Bryant was hia
brother's advance agent, for I met him
one night after the play and he invited me to the Pfirker House to meet
Dan. Nlel was a happy-go-lucky kind

In the recent writings

Jose
"Wm. H. 'Windom,
J.
James Reagan, W. H. Thompson and
others not so well kno'wn. The songs
of tha< season were "I'll be true to my
Honey Boy," "Standln' on the Comer,"
"Two Little Girls In Blue." "I wonder
will they answer If I write," "I long
to see the Girl I left behind," "In the
"The Little
Baggacre Coach Ahead,"
Lost Child," and "Her Golden Hair "Was

a

Join

trla!

soviet

I

carriage

In

to

H.

Us praise

In

to
In

at
the
westerly comer
Franklin and Hawley streets.

on the
subject seems to recall one of tne biggeat minstrel aho'ws ever orgranlzed, the
one that Primrose and 'West had during the season of 1893-4, with the 40
whltea and 30 blacks. Ah there was a
The parade at noon
minstrel show.

of tha Atlantis.

The program

city,

office

try.

one

to

his
erpr.
f.'MmpIy put, to hla

title

!

Hyinan Rovlnsky, pianist, win j^y
by Cbopln. Kossl, Bach-Busonl

this

worda latUi much
milcken

the

gotten what the play waa all about,
although I recall that Edwin L. Davenport, who wa-i then the stage manager
of the playhouse, was very enthuslaa-

I

skill.

m^uslo

"PromethetiB*'

de hoya living in
Essex place, in thla

of

borrowed from Father Front's
celebrated poem of that name.
After
(more than a half century I have for-

subject and Miss Spitzer wrote utterly
from collated material. I doubt if she
Is old enough to remember eren the
Cohan & Harris show wb.^u waa the
laat big one to tour the whole coun-

—

Scrlabin'*

I

mora

called
Frank Mayo.
His
fether was a peripatetic dealer In flah.
Frank, owing to some youthful eicapade, shipped on board a vessel bound
for San Francisco around the stormy
waters of Cape Horn, and from a
"supe" blossomed Into a "star."
ITie last time I saw Dan Bryant he
had washed for the time being tha
burnt cork from his face and waa playing at the old Continental Theatre In
a drama called "The Bells of Shandon,"

iSr. John 'W. Ryan thlnka it queer
that Harlan Spitzer In her recent arti"The Lay of the Last Minatrel,"
cle,
failed to mention the Bryants. The article in queatlon merely skimmed the

Dorothy's surprising development Is
undoubtedly due to the "glorious cliSee Buckle's
mate of California."
"History of Civilization." Ed.

The Boston Symphony crcheotra is
away thU week. New York win hear

«

little

fessionally

Note* and Linea:

I

bill

'

I

sun oswald
sat In frunt uv a hole in tha big oke
tree an waited.
Over the hole wuz a
sine wich red "Dr. owl, tha paneless
dentist." Loud howls uv angwish, distress and bluddy mordur denoted tha
fakt tha doc wuz bizzy.
Pritty soon
Benny Beever came out. talkln ter hisself about dentists and he wuz sure
giving 'em hell, in fakt his langwidge
squirrel

I'.s,

long before It was known as the Hub.
Of oourae this was some time before IH.
Oliver "Wendell Holmea humoroualy InItlmated that the State House w»a tha
hub of the universe.
Not far from the temporary home of
the Bryants lived Frank Magijlre, pro-

'WlUlam Baehaua win play mualo by
Bach, Schumann, Mendelaaohn, Soriabtn, Brahma and Chopin tonight in Jordan hall. Born at L,elpslo In 1884, he
began to give concert tours In 1900. In
190S he took the Rubinstein prize. His
first recital in Boston waa on Jan. 8,
1913.
In that year he played with the
Symphony orchestra
(BeeBoston
thoven'e concerto No. B), and In 1922
he played here acaln with thta orcheatra (Rachmaninoff's concerto No. 3).

No

..

hobble

vicinity

,

liud the.

I

knew them they were

«rat

were oonducted by Mr.

1910

'TP

'

1

.

Boston

Tt w-iU

Give

'

following effusion:

At this moment Mr. Ryder has not
brought his powers of Interpretation up
to the evel of his vocallsm.
The Hendel

FAIR DREAMS
1

l

j
'

air.

he sang with breadtli and
But In most of his other songs

indeed,

ferver.

Is not easy to recall many phrase.%
which he uttered with conviction, as
though th'ey meant much to him.
Stevenson
An<l there are the words.
%vould have it tiiat to be a successful
writer one must love the ver>- sound of
words. So must a singer— only he mu.s*,
march a step farther, glorying In th(»
If
sound of consonants and vowels.
Mr. Ryder thought more of his lelteri^
as a very present help In trouble, tie
would add much to the color of his
voice.
If he sang more as though mere
it.

When

go to bed at night,
dream? Perhaps I might.
I dream of war and of
Its spoils.
And drea^ of soldiers' terrible toi!s.
I hear the booming of the
guns,
Siiall

•

And

I

I

think of

men

shot for trea-son.
a

see the place where Christ was
born
Lo! See the buildings of Rome all
gone.
I

S
I

then move on

Throughout

And

my

tireless

Journey

lands of fame
glance at the trees of fru'lt and

waves

ttie

of grain,

Also God'a things on nature's
plain

1

1

:

—

,

iiilslngly.

nibblriif "thetti-

uiZ'^'r
head
the music

WHAT'8 WBONQ HER»T

„<•

i,r-fn„t.,,rt

He Showed a ong
1

rm

•

a cowboy racing

.

run. Henri Herz
Tho°e
people Who wrote glittering
salon music
years =
to"ch of the
Choplnesque
of
course.
the
wholfl
tricked out With the
curious harmony I
of Which Scrlabino wa.,
fond. Stre^XT
the melody and the
gutter, Mr Bat^o « "
"^^•••^t" hold the
The sonata sounded soqueerness dowri
agreeable even
to a person who did
not kSowirthat 7t
*°
-sprclons'as'l'o'
irworth.'*"

^

Is

dlrtr,

Get up!

„ j«t up!

It's

soren thirty."

5
I

my mother

then gee

standingr beside

niy ^ed.

1

AnJ

«

\,-

lis

1,1

prairie wide,
at the person at my elde.
lat -were >vu doing your face
'.he

-...s

alms. "Get up you sleepy

.,

'

I

'

A CENTURY. OLD FIRE
As the World Wasrs:
One hundred years ago

week.

7. 1835, at half past 10 o'clock nt
night, the "mo.«t destructive conflagration that ever has. been witnessed In

swept

Mberty

Doane,

State,

£>,

1825. stated that "six stores on
State
street were burned, most of the buildings on the S side of Doane street,
and all the stores on KIlby street, E

side,

from

E,<ings alley to

Mbertv square,
the Commercial Coffee
House." (where the firemen, most probably. hSd a few mugsfuU of coffee)
"most E buildings on Broad street,
west side (S of Central streets stopping at Liberty street, and on both sides
'of Central street."
So runs the account In the Patriot.
The fire commenced In the third story
stopping

at

i

j

I

.

I

We

Bv PHILIP

gave some days ago the explana-

tion given

Dance;

London

Why

I

I

Madame Tussaud
Or
for they know

j

I

they

may

Q6rvee

named Nathan

is

.

cital

last 'night

In

Jordan

an unusually good audience.

hall

before

His pro-

gram read

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, Bach;
Des Abends, Aufschwung, Warum?
Traumes Wirren. Schumann; Scherzo
from ".V Midsummer Night's Dream."
Ernest
by
(arranged
Mendelssohn
Hutcheson): Poeme Satanlque, Fifth
on a
Variations
Scrtabine;
9bi-.ata.

Theme by Schumann.

Caprlcclo In

B

minor
minor. Brahms; Study In E
(arranged for the left hand alone by
Godowskv). Ballad, A flat, Nocturne. D
flat

Waltz, Op. 43, A flat, Scherzo, B
minor, Chopin.
Mr. Bachaus la always unaccountable.
He can play when he wills to with the
airy deftness of de Pachmann In his
palmiest days. He can rage like Emil
Sauer. If he so fancies he can -display
a brilliancy of technique equal to
When the notion seizes
Rosenthal's.
him he makes no bones of pounding
shall be nameless, to use
who
one
like
Sairey Gamp's euphemistical phrase.
At times hf plays -with a quiet not far
flat.

flat

—

removed from EtolldUy.

does he do last night, this unexpected man. who has shown himself
past
a respecter of music safe
the
In
and sound, but come out with pieces by
Scrlablne!
The "Satanic Poem" poem sounds
devilish enough. If .only from its noise.
The strange thing is It makes Its eflittle
fect, for the printed page shows
substanre beyond a few twisted chromatic figures of very short breath, and
=ome harmony very odd. With Its dla-

What

•

anr'^^":

T'lr.

Bachaus dealt uncompro-

Witlt

"great expre.<«?ion." he

Is

have traveled east, I have traveWd
west, north and south, ascended mountains, dived in mines, but I never knew
and never heard mention of so villainous or iniquitous a place as Sierra

know not where the Devil's

Leone. I
Poste Jlestante Is, but the place surely
must be Sierra Leone."
Sir Rich&rd F. Burton, before he was
knighted, visited Freetown early in the
sixties of the last century and devoted
to Sierra Leone nearly 100 pages of his
"AVanderings in West Africa," a most
readable book, written with the ease
that distinguishes his "City of the
Saints," but is not always to be found
Arthur Machen
In his other \olumes.
once spoke of Burton's "detestable
but this Is not applicable to
English.
The
the two works just mentioned.
site of Freetown is vile, to use Burton's word: the town and the life were
The white men
viie when .he wrote.
were as those in '.'White Cargo." "They
might have every comfort that Europe
and Africa afford, but who cares to
write or to collect subscribers for

.

cxprr

"

as

scamperlns.s.
starts, baitings and
without
alternate toudness and softness

The calm and

York

article

his

"I

and

l)eautlful

flw

Bauer's transcription of Franc\< s
and in Its
organ prelude disappeared
'disturbplace was mannered rhythmic
of

heading

"

Thus the Polonai.se of CUov<'^
sionle.'is.
plaved, "by him was a thing of

reason

Hale.

"Sierra
in the Headlines," wrote:
"And then, for one day, the Prince
of AVales touches at Freetown, and a
corner of Africa which has never known
the spotlight blares under it for a fleeting moment."
Freetown has been in the spot-light
Captain Frederick
more than once.
Chamier, R. N., described that town tn
published nearly
his "Life of a Sailor,
100 years ago:

World,
Leone

c-

As an

vvilfiaTrfBachaus. pianist, gave a re-

REDUCE
(For Aa the "World Wigs)

Eat on

dame.

fair

And

swell thy girth
puffy shapes
Shall crowd the earth.

Till

And

roly-poiys

Balance and bound
Like rubber balls
Thrown on the ground.
We'll cling to thee:

As squirrels cling
To some big tree.

.TAMES

L.

EDWARDS.

Huron. MIeh.,

I*ort

IT

Timw- Herald)

ROOM AND BOARD -2S
BOARD AND ROOM for man and

wife,

must be clean and respectable, for
about two months; giva all particulars; box 27 Times-Herald.
4-3

'BEHY LEE' OPENS

•

noise: facility, dash and fire.
faultj
Interpreter he lias one grievou.s
rhythmic unsteadiness. He easily falls
play
to
Wishing
into sentlmen<alism.

WILLIAM BACHAUS,

NEW

IN

ADD "TClVNS TO AVOID
An editorial writer in the New

m

Dally Chronicle, London.

favored In those days by pugilists. AVe
have read that in western Canada some
years ago It was said that "at the worst
there was only a week's difference between a shingle and a hair cut."

.

.

orchard, where, on a flno
September morning, they hanged to
the branch of a blossoming apple tree
a young New England school teacher

excellent vim<
iM:r Rovinskr Bas some
touch
tttoso qualities; a beautiful
which he at
lyric measures: strength,
sound becomes
tlm€<! abuses so that

'.

—The

for a comparatively
loosely used
short cut, Into the "dead rabbit" cue

Rutgers's

not transcribers and pian-

terlstic works.

our boyhood "shingling"

in

was

And when we dance

YORK CITY

.

to spin
Tn such boia plrduettlngs and curves;
And the sight of a dance, whether here
or In France
Chamberlain's
Is too much for the

head"; but

only

(From "Stoi7 of Irrlng Derlin" in tbe Satur<l«y Evenlnj Post)
Why, it was but a stone's throw from
Nigger Mike's to the site of Colonel

ble time
.,
ance of this Chaconne.
The program was an -unponventional
larrangemeiit.
and
selection
In
one
pieces,
There were some inconsequential
chilamong them Bartok's pages for which
dren. D Indy's "TTavel Pictures."
be
cannot
were played here Irng ago.
charac'raniked among his important or

That It's perfectly moral and right.
But he thinks It a sin for young women

has been de-

It

fined:
To cut hair so as to give "the
effect of overlapping shingles by exposing the ends of hair all over the

CRITIC

LATE APPLE BLo'sSOMINQ

Busoni's thunderous arrangethere
ment for the piano, and no doubt
that Inare other transcriptions for
strument. There Is P°^f
Last night valuaflute and concertina.
was wasted by the perform-

go,

an Americanism;

is

i

1

The

(From the

K

(directed
the
seventies
sarcastically
against the appeal of Lord Sydney, the
then Lord Chamberlain, for longer skirts
In ballets)—
Proper people may stray In the Zoo all
the day.
Or may listen to Pepper at night;

same as bobbing.

tlie

'Alchemy.'

t!ie

There

term

not

is

No. shin-

THEY CAN PROBABLY STAND
FOR THAT TIME

leave Bach's- Chaconne to
"ftranscribed
dlers? The piece has been
has
for orchestra and for organ
^Ir. lerlis.
been played on the viola by

to

to

-will

\

gling

evident."

is

It

.

^

ists

which a modest
man might take his family without risk.
Which reminds a reader of a song of
In

|

Russian dance from

|

Does any one today request a barber

Roaming, unrestrained melody against
a background of sonorities, exuberance
and reflection alternating in effective
American art song
contrast.
ultireceived an impetus toward Its
mate estate when Marie Dreler wrote

C

Stravinsky,
trouchka."

In deploring the destruction of Mme.
inssaud's, a contemporary
observes
that It -was one of the few entertain-

ments

'

,

slang dictionaries of the
phrase "Everj-thing Is lovely and the
goose hangs high."
F. D. writes: "I have heard that the
phrase originally was "Everything Is
lovely and the goose honks high."
In

sell

—

to shingle his or her hair?

(From the Burllnelon GaMtle)

follows: Chopin. Po
minor: CJluck-Brahms, V^votU;
Franck-Baue^
Chaconne:
Bach-Bu.soni,
>.
Prelude, Fugue and Variation (1I"f
halse, the
Pictures of Travel (the Post-C
D?Morning
Holiday.
Aneelus, Village
s piecpK
oarture); Bartok. eight children
DebusInd Sonatine: Ravel, Sonatine:
Fire
Sacred
deFalla.
sv Sarabande:
Tedesco, Alt WIen Waltzes;

nalse,

We

articles.

THE DELIRIOUS

program read as

O'DWTER.

F.

faked

sell

mean

I

Rj-man Rovinsky. pianist. Pf^^^^ « J,';^
His
dtadeliin Jordan hall last night.
o-

fire.

GEORGE

HALE

-

AT THE BARBER'S

have been restored. Somecomplete
times the restoration Is too

ROVINKSY PLAYS

to northeast, raised much havoc. Little
wafer was available. The loss was from
$500,000 to $1,000,000.
Citizens for 20
miles around rushed Into the city by
foot and In all manner of conveyances

Lowell.

r. r.

companied by conceit."

articles that

I

with valuable merchandise. The blaze,
aided by a wind, varying from north

during the

do not

\\ irren," Mr. Bachaus had no
mind to
supply the beginning and the close with
the Ijght and sparkle they cry out for.
So it went with the Brahms variations;
In their long course Mr. Bachaus showed
himself many kinds of pianist. An interesting one he can never fall to be.
At his best he Is surely an unusually

one,

—

in
At the trial of Joanny Vigoupoux of
Paris t#r abusing the confidence
Demotte, dealer In antiques, e^^Pf^ts
A\o
gave testimony. One dealer said:

sensitiveness to Its Intricate rhvthm—
the "Auf-Sohwung" he played
with a
splendid vigor, "Warum" with a rhai-mIng sentiment that adroitly escaped
sentimentally.
Though he made much of
the sustained measures of "Traumes

of a wooden buIUlng on Doane street,
"In which Mr. Purkett, Inspector general of flsh. had his counting room."
The streets during the fire were covered

I

"

he made brilliant and stirring
ro Schumann's
"Des Abends" he
brought true poetical feeling, a slngnl«J-ly beautiful singing
tone, and a vivid
liigue

Ktlhv

square.
Eroad and Central
The Boston Patriot of April

streets.

said that colr'thal most
'a^l'or
degrading of occupations, the
he
compared
and
the galley slave,
dells
appearance In the boat to "German
sitting in a toothpick."

Was John Rusktn who

lege oarsmen submitted to

yelved heroically, If not to say
as a
(umult, yet always impressively.
The

April

Boston"

cor

It

this

—

•»*

Bach fantasy Mr. Bachans

TTi«

Ralph.

ing as If they had been sturten wicib
inanimate substance say the)
It is hardly
halves of a calf's head.
fair to deride a man's hldeousness, but
It Is where personal deformity is ac-

some

Everyday Life)
Perhaps Mrs. Peyton was ambitiousher marriage
It looked like it— and after
content
»he should have been perfectly
guests
With a big house to manage and
in
poor
She had been
to entertain.
and
marriage,
her
before
worldly goods
of
now -with a husband who was one
tne city
the chief offlclals In one of
child
four-year-old
her
and
best banks,
than
With a future before hlni far better
years
when his own father had died 10 and
happy
before, she should have been
speeches to
not Indulged in petty, mean
(li-rom

dirt leave
behind 1 n
certain Impression of
diabolism
"'^^7"'
>>« flPProHched
the"n?lldrr
tne
milder '^"'^^i'
son.itn. muslo
'"uslo with hints of
;
T
"vK
Leybach

—

—

W

Mr

They might have American Ice
for Id. per 'b., and with Ice would
come fruits, game and other comforts,
but who would raise a company or
disturb his mind with reflecting about
them?

brilliantly
^"No^'doubt the Chaconne -was
Would Jt
played in a stormy manner.
better the
the
be paradoxical to say «hat
seems
heinous
more
the
performance,
Busoni's offence'?
,
, ,j
could
he
tha^t
Mr Rovinskv showed
with a diF^
plav simply and effectively
quality by his
plav of exquisite tonal
performance of Gluck's Gavotte.

an Icetiouse?"

And the blacks! On th^m Burton
poured vials of ridicule and scorn. He
speaks of two that had risen to for-

,

tune.

"The elongated cocoa-nut head bears
Jauntily a black pork-pie felt, witji
bright azure ribbons and a rainbow
necktie vies in splendor with the loudest of waistcoats from the land of
Moses and Son; the pants are tightly
strapped down to show the grand formation of the knee, the delicate sllra-f
ness of the calf, the manly purchase
line ol
of the heel, and the waving
beauty that distinguishes the shin bone.
There are portentous studs upon 7

Tower

We quote from The Conning
N. Y. World, April 6th:
Helen's lips are drifting du?t,
Cleoitatra's heart is stilled,
crust
Far below the earth her
Sleep the girls who thrilled
named
There -n^s an Elizabethan sort ot
Thomas Nashe •who did this
thing very rwelh"
Beauty Is but a flpvrer,
Which wrinkles will devour.
Brightness falls from the a""'
IMi
Queens have died young and
Dust liath closed Helen's e>e,

i

glorious breadth

,

of shirt,
ot cheap, gaudy,

a sma'l in

tawdry ring
fingers, am
sets off the chlmpanzee-llks
lemon-colored
air,
when In the open
horny
whose
hands,
the
invest
gloves
die.
I am sick, I must
reticulated skin reminds me of the
Lord have mercy qn ub. scaly feet of those cranes which pac6(
for
/^JS'*.'
As for Cleopatra, who
at ease over the burning 6and,
terrible lines about her. e",'*''^?.'
which strong slippers are not strong*
"Lesend.*
Hugo's
order,
same
Victor
the
of
your nose," In
enough; whilst feet
vestment

|

I

nt the Centuries "?

,

probut slightly superior In point of
portional size, are tightly packed into
looklatter
the
boots,
patent leather-

MAJESTIC THEATRE. "Betty Lee."
a musical comedy In three acts, based
on the play "Going Some," by Paul
Armstrong and Rex Beach. The cast.
Joe B. Brown
r.awrenoe Glass
WalllDgtorrt Speed
Uprlflpr Fresno

•»'?J*°r*^'>2^f
ti
.\lfrcd Gerrarl
Kleh.r Craig. Jr.

OnWerC«Vln™ton
Vk Jner

Cnirtorrl

.

'

BettT Lee"
IPHnno Ohaiiln

V.

'.
.

•

...

.

O'Uouvke

Gl°'''«

-

Foy

Madeline Camerou

Dorothy Barber,
Maridetfa
And about lOO others.
bet that besafe
pretty
like
a
It looks
In
fore the week is out halt the people
Boston, or thereabouts, will be singing

or

whistling or playing a captivating
tune that goes to the words:
"From the moment that I met you

little

,

,

Betty Lee

!

!

I just bet that I would get you
Betty Lee,"
and a lot more just like them. It Is the,
persistently dominating theme of the[
sprightly musical comedy of the same
name that opened at the Majestic last|
The song, however, is typical ot
night.
the other lyrics and all the rest ot the
•

,

musical

ensemble

combine

which

to

the piece one of the best that has
been put on here in a Irng time.

make

i

"Betty Lee" has about all the ele-'
ments .that go In to the making of al
corking good show. Plenty of wholesome comedy, hosts of pretty girls,
gorgeously apparelled, lots and lots of
clever dancing, attractive scenery and|
an intelligible story. What more do you!

want?

Joe E. Brown, always a Boston favorite, firmly established himself In the
affections of the big and enthusiRStic]
Thati
audience with his comicalities.
mouth! Moreover, he demonstrated thel
their
amall
in
trousers
ten
new circus

|

was a stunning

revelation.
also won
look
at and
easy
to
She is
all hearts.
dances gracefully. While her voice Is
not heavy, it is sweet and captivating.

plitude.

It

Miss Foy,

in

the

title

role,

Miss Renstrom takes the vocal honIn
a close competition fcr the
feminine contingent, and George Sweet,
hero of the action, for the men. Miss
ors,

Barber, eccentric dancer, also scored
a real hit.
The scene Is laid on a California
with a Japanese tea room
ranch,
annex. There are cowboys and Mexicans the former providing a fine male
quartet—and so many good looking
would take
girls In the chorus that It

—

an adding machine to enumerate them
all.

The whole thing went with a snap
and a go that was contagious. Th«
audience was loath to stop and Insisted
on recall after recall.
"Betty Lee" ought to play to packed
houses as long as It stays here.

—

'

thouglil o{ her comp;ui.\ alone, lost in Die
sburgh " h.
hideous city in the world," she said with a gc
orror. .She ho,.,
have the members of her company around her bed on lOastcr,
which wou
be to them a sad holiday. Shortly bofo. o
died, nhc asked if the port,
hic i^eer. told to take the valiBcs. "You know, we niust leave
at dav•
brcak."
"At 2:30 precisely, she raised herself without any more
physical suffenng, on the pillows. She joined her hund.-i above her head,
then rniuing
her ryes, let fall her aruis on her knees with a gesture
of dinmay an i
resignation. Motionlons for a moment, kIic put her head
on the shoulder
of Desirec, without a wofd, without any other
gesture. And she breathed
her laKt sigh."

Edouavil Schneider has written a book about Elconora Duse, ^It is
Schneider knew her well. He hoped
imblished by Bernard Grasset.
that she would take the part of the heroine in his play, "Lo Dieu d'Argile"
praised
v.'hich he had written iiraai2, ahd he sent her the manuscript. She
the play, said she would have poi trayid the heroine at the time she had
the strength to work and travel, but her afre— she was then 53 years old—
and the state of her health had taken away her courage. This correspondence led to a warm friendship. (It was in 1909 nt Berlin, playing in
Th* Lady from the Sea" that she resolved to leave the stage. It was in
no:
this play that she reappeared in the theatre at Turin in 1921.) She did
have the courage to play Elisabeth in M. Schneider's "Dieu d'Argile." "No,
Merano. "See how
T cannot," she said to him afterwards when they met at
It would be a sacrilege. To speak of love at my age would
T am! Too late!
be blasphemous. I hope that Suzanne Despres will be the worthy interpreter of the thought that guides you." And Mme. Despres took the part
when the drama was produced at the Theatre Antoine in Paris in the fall

1'.

,

I

'

Rut Maria Avogrado, who with Desirec was with her
during the last
Mme. Duse talked of entering a convent for the
sake -A
«nd silence. "I no longer have the strength to undergo
this horrible
uf'ir
life.
At the end she raised herself, supporting her body by
her arms and
asked why the two women were still. "You must stir yourselve.-t
We must
leave.
Get busy." She was suddenly taken with a terrible
chill "Cover
me up!
Ten minutes afterwards she died. Her last word.s
were "To
leave. Get busy. Cover nie up!"
hours, says that

of 1921.

not a book hastily prepared after the death of an actress,
fulsome eulogy, with anecdotes true or false, idle gossip, to
whet the curiosity of possible readers. It is a careful, but not laboriously
written study of a remarkable woman written in a spirit of deepest sympathy and understanding. Having read it one has the greater admiration

This

is

abounding

for the

'

in

woman

'

But these pages about her last tours are few in comparison
with
those which reveal her noble character, her opinions on art
and life
Of
these pages we shall .speak next Sunday.
jj'

as well as the actress.

p

last years of INIme. Duse were even more lamentable than is
generally known in this country. In 1922 she suffered froni asthma and
neuralgia. The failure of "Coei Sia" was a severe blow to her spirit and a
pecuniary loss. At Rome the dramatist Gallaratti-Scotti was called before
.the curtain only to hiss him, and she had shortened the final scenes into a

The

my

The

and the

"The slow relenting and collapse of Lord Kitchener; the liquefactiofi
King Henry and his Six Wives in one reconciling pool; King Alfred
burned with his cakes; Queen Elizabeth for once in a melting mood; Cranmer martyred a second time; Robert the Bruce's last lesson in perseverRnce from the spider (was there a spider?). I think it was Mr. C. E.
Montague who wrote a story of a waxwork show which toured Australia
and finally succumbed to sultry weather somewhere in Queensland. In that
case the ingenious proprietor renamed the wilting exhibition 'The Last
Day,' and made money by it. Mr. Tussaud had not the consolation Cither
of the cash or of the magnificent moral."

—

j

|
'

There

a dispute over Napoleon's bed. Was the one at Madame
was burned the one on which the Emperor breathed his
last? The Countess de Lapeyrouse, writing to the Echo de Paris, says
it was not; that Napoleon's* death bed is still in her IJossession.
She says
it came to her from her husband, the grandson of General de Montholon,
who was a friend and testamentary executor of the Emperor. Her husband's mother, the Comtesse de Lapeyrouse-Montholon, born at St. Helena
in 1816, and Napoleon's god-daughter, signed this declaration before a
notary: "The Emperor's bed had been purchased by my father. General
de Montholon, from Madame Sturmer, wife of the Austrian Commissary
to Napoleon I., at the time of his return to Europe.
The Emperor had
two camp beds in his room at St. Helena. Shortly after my birth he complained to my father of the heat he felt during the night, and he had the
ihaibit gf changing beds.
My father offered him his own bed, which Napoleon retained until his death."
Doubtful relics are "mighty onsartin."

Tussaud's

.

I

wake

I

m

frightened."

In Paris she told the importunate Astrue: "I do not wish to 'make the
I am an old woman who wishes to end her career humblj'. That's
all." No, she did not wish to reappear in Paris, to show herself "after ths
manner of a Bearded Lady." And she spoke of playing in a cellar with
whitewashed walls having for an audience students, working men and
women. To which M. Astrue replied that it was not the way to realize the
material benefit that should accompany artistic success.
star.'

She triumphed in London, and was happy. She played in the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Switzerland and said one day: "These countri^
really exist. They are there, for one to visit them."
At last she received a more tempting offer to visit America than
those that preceded.
Had she a presentiment of her end in a foreign
land? To the author of "Cosi Sia" she said: "Remember me sometimes, at
night, and make your little children pray for me." At Paris, speaking of a
future plan, she said: "If I am dead, then Desiree will speak to you about
it."
Her last two performances in Europe were in Vienna.

is

—

—

it

j

I

Madame Tussaud's exhibition was London's Hall of Fame. As many
rejoiced at being caricatured, even grossly, in Vanity Fair by "Ape" and
"Spy," so, no doubt, some would have paid handsomely to be done in wax
and shown to the gaping crowd.

i

Macaulay wrote

"Only one height of renown
not yet in Madame Tussaud's Waxhowever, in hope of seeing one day an advertisement of a
new group of figures; Mr. Macaulay in one of his ovm. coats, conversing
with Mr. Silk Buckingham in Oriental costume, and Mr. Robert Mont-

j

in

his diary in l849:

yet remains to be attained.

j

work.

j

j

j

I

am

I live,

gomery in full canonicals."
Macaulay was there in 1925, in a peer's scarlet stole, with ermine
and gold lace. Buckingham and Montgomery were conspicuous by their

From New York she cabled a friend: "Enormous, enormous, enormous consolation." At the end of her first engagement for this country,
she signed a second. There were only three performances remaining, but
at Pittsburgh she died.
Her companion, Mme. Enif Robert, wrote M.
Schneider a long letter about the American tour.
The climate of New York agreed with Mme. Duse, but she was tortured at Baltimore, Philadelphia, Washington by the unbreakable resolution of the manager not to change in the slightest detail the established
5chemc; not to yield to the "caprices" of the actress. She suffered greatly
from the stifling heat on the way to Havana; the fortnight in Cuba was
one of torment. It was in California that she found peace and calm.;
here she passed her last tranquil month. She dreaded leaving San Francisco, fearing the cold. When she crossed the desert, the dust came through
the double windows of the sleeping car and into her lungs. At Detroit it
was bitterly cold and windy. At Pittsburgh, not being able to enter the
stage door of the theatre, for the door man was not there, she was exposed
f,-hile waiting to sleet and snow, exposed for five minutes. "They wish me,
ihen, to die!" Though miserable, unable to get warm, she played.
On her sick bed she told Mme. Robert that she was gaining. "The tour
at an end, and, an>-way, I can have nothing more to do with these
'\h
managers. I only wish I were strong enough to return at once to New
York, embark, leave. Ahl Asolo, Asolo, how^^far away you are!" She

\

Has the day of wax-works passed ? "In days of picture papers, when
you can see every bride and every law-court scoundrel in next morning's
columns, the topical effigy has lost its thrill; and the Historical well, for
that we have the films. Probably the he5'da^ of the waxworks was the
sixties or seventies, when the great public had not yet developed the
modern objection to the placid and the didactic in entertainment."

—

morning when

Tassaud's moved sonic to jesting, others to hisThe Observer spoke of the intimate and pathetic de-

of

You know how I love Italy. I'm Italian heart and
my country came to my aid in my terrible distress.
He xlid nothing. Y'es, he did come to my house
He said, 'Madame Duse, there's nothnewspaper spoke of it.

.

Madame

tails:

country.

.

fire at

torical anecdotage.

«oul, but no one in
I wrote to Mussolini.

ing that I would not do for ^u.. Well, I said to him, take my comPay it. I ask nothing for myself, only for the
pany; it's ruining me.
company which I have engaged and cannot pay. Well, he did nothing. The
Commander of Fiume"— she usually thus spoke of D'Annunzio "has
written to the newspapers a very beautiful letter about me; a resume Ox
all that I've done, my past work, things I had forgotten or would not have
mentioned myself. It was fine of him to recall them and mention them.
He declared that I had done much for my country; that she in turn owed
me something. The letter was a beautiful one, very touching, but that was
He thinks of something, talks
all. The Commander of Fiume is like that.
about it, writes about it, and once he has given form to his thought, materialized it in wTiting, that's the end. He said he had heard that I was in
trouble and he asked if there was any truth in the rumors. He was told,
And this 'Dead City' of his; it's old, old, finished,
and he did nothing
The manager who thought of taking me to America came
finished.
to see nie recently. When he saw me! 'Certainly we cannot go there,' he
said. Now I go to London for six matinees. How can I give them ? Every

,Wax

London Had for Years It^ Hall of Fame
Artemus Ward's Trials with "Statoots"

«ort of a monologue.
Her pet name for a manager was "slave-dealer," yet she must work.
How could she pay her debt of 100,000 francs. "If I only had a little of
("Pescicani" was the name given by the Italians
tJje pescicani money."
There was America,
to the suddenly rich and the profiteers of the war.)
but the impresario demanded the impossible: "That she should play five
times in the week; that she should not play in Ibsen's dramas, and if she
insisted on 'The Lady from the Sea' she should wear handsome Parisian
gowns." "Do you see," she asked, "the simple wife of a poor Norwegian
doctor in dresses of the latest Parisian mode?"
She refused offers from Gabriel Astrue in Paris. He wished her to
play a piece by D'Annunzo. "I cannot make myself the color sergeant
of

Faithful Effig-ies in

I

absence.

,

)

Of course, there were references to Mrs Jarley's wax works as
described by Dickens: "An unfortunate Maid of Honor in the time of
Queen Elizabetii, who died from pricking her finger in consequence of
working upon a Sunday"; "Jasper Packlemerton of atrocious memory,
who courted and married fourteen \vives and destroyed them all by
tickling the soles of their feet when they was sleeping."
(Paul Margueritte wrote the scenario of "Pierrot assassin," i'or whicn
Paul Vidal fumished the music. His Pierrot murders his wife by tickling
her feet. Did Margueritte borrow the idea from Dickens?)
There was always a Mrs. Jarley show at the fairs for charitable
little village of our boyhood, but these figures of flesh and
blood would wiggle, not able to stand the enforced immobility.
Fairs,
always with a Rebecca at the well; the most pronounced brunette in the
village dipping out lemonade; fairs with grab-bags: with music by an
amateur fiddler and an indefatigable pianist.
ends in the

i

Greater than Mrs. Jarley's wax-works were those shown by ArtcmuF
More than once his effigies were not appreciated. "My show at

Ward.

-

Orchestra. Mr. Koussevltrky, conductor; Mr. Rachrnaninoff, piaillgt.
See sp«clal notice.
Symphony hall, 8:15 P. M. Repetition of Brahms'* German requiem.

» newspaper, "consists ox inrec moral
^v^ou• lu me cuivwi
angaroo (a amoozin little Raskal tVould make you larl' yevKth to see the little cuss jump up and squeal), wax figger.s of G
gton. Gen. Taylor. John Bunyan, Capt. Kidd and Dr. Webster
,.e act of killin Dr. Parkman, besides several miscellanyus moral wax
toots of celebrated piruts & murderers, etc, ekallod by few & cxccld

SATURDAY— Symphony

—

hall,

8:15 P.IM.

Repetition of Friday's

Symphony

concert.

Jordan 'hall, 8:15
Exeter Acad«my.

M.

P.

Concert by the musical clubs of the Phillips
/

Although we have not read any farther In the Encyclopaedia Brltannica
t han the first article, under "K." we have
found tlnne to read several novels, axnong
Ihem "The Doom Window" by Maurice
Drots, s)ub!!shea by E. P. Dutton and
Companr. >>"e«' York. The story Is about
grlass windows, old and generous, and
those .'ngtnlou.ily faked. Let no one be
deterred by the flrsrt chapter from readv
Ingr the novel to the end, the happy ending:. In the flr.st chapter ^ire a few words

none."
Utica, N, Y.,*that a big burly fellow^ walked up to
It was in
cage containing Arterjius's wax "fig^ers" of the Lord's Supper, pulled
Judas Iscariot out by the feet and pounded him. "What did you bring
this pussy lanernius cuss here fur?" and he hit the wax figger another
tremenjis blow on the hed."
"Sez I, 'You cgrejus ass, that air's a wax figger a representashun
t'he

—

of the false 'Postle.'
"Sez he, 'That's all very well fur you to say; but I tell you. old man,
that Judus Iscariot can't show hisself in Utiky with inipunerty by a darn
site!" With which observashun he kavcd in Judassis hed. The young

upon the telephone!"

Even New "Yorkers regarded All AnChurch with respect. "It's a joke
on the place," said Wayne, who had
come back to Mew Tork, "that a man
can't be a sidesman and carrj- the collection
bag unless he'.-! got twenty
gels'

million."

"Sidesman."
this term
warden ?

Eve^^body. even Wayne, was pleasdisposed -toward Herbert.
He
scraped acquaintance with Sophie, a
shopgirl, of Cornish parentage, but she
pronounced New^ York "New Yolck."
He was impressed by the fact that a
New York working girl "habitually
wears in the streets" white gloves,

may

puzzle some and serve others
cross. word
pusrzles;
under-croft,
ash-lar, flesh-pane, corbel. Some may be
'tempted to skip the description of preparing glass for the kiln, but the.se pages
should Interest those thirsting for Infor/nation about all things knowable be-'
sides other things.
J
tlia*

antly

for

man belonged to 1 of the first famerlies in Utiky. I sood him, and the
joory brawt in a verdick of Arson in the 3d degree."'
Lincoln is Said to have read this story aloud at the cabinet meeting
about to discuss the Emancipation Proclamation, read it much to the
disgust of the cabinet, as represented in Drinkwater's play.

Nor should

Pi

this

novel

interest

Did an American use
a church

for the assistant of

patent shoes and silk stockings.
But
there was a shocking surprise for Herbert.
He saw at the custom house one
da;- the two panels from the Doom
AVindow. the two he had removed for
restoration.
At least he thought he
saw them.

onlj-

oollectors, for though a colleotor is the
In another letter (1859) Artemus argued at length in favor of wax
villain of the story, and to our shame
figures as more "Elevatin than awl the plays ever wroten," especially
and confusion be It said, he is an Amerit
those by Shakospcaxe. In Canada he fixed a wax figure to represent "Sir
\ jean, one Chesney Wayne, he Is an enterEdmun Hed. the Govner Ginral."
taining man of dark resources, ing:eni"The statoot I fixt up is the most versytile wax statoot I ever saw.
jously plotting and counterplotting-, enI've showd it as Wm. Penn, Napoleon Bonypart, Juke of Wellington, the
deavoring- to ruin honest though sorelyBcneker Boy, Mrs. 'Cunningham & varis other notid persons, & also for
tempted Herbert, who was uuforUinute
I've bin so long among wax statoots that I
in his avaricious and treacherous sweetn sertin pirut nan\cd His.
heart.
Herbert, havins; exposed the
can fix 'em up to soot the tastes of folks, & with some paints I hav I
ignorance of a London e"pert, i.s inkin giv their facis.a benevcrlcnt or fiendish look as the kase requires. I
vitee lo restore the magniflceut Doom
giv Sir Edmun Hed a beneverlent look, & when sum folks who thawb
R^indow in a Shrewsbury church. He
has found out a method of imitating
they was smart sed it didn't look like Sir Edmun Hed anymore than "2t
glass-corrosion,
Gladys is betrothed to
did anybody else, I sed. 'that's the pint. That's the beauty of the Statoot.
him, after he had ki-ssed her, at flrsi
You may kail it what
It looks like Sir Edmun Hed or any other man.
"clumsily on tiie corner of her mou'th,"
you please. Ef it don't look like anybody that ever lived, then ila
then again and again "less clumsily bu<
more fiercely." for he was ".shaking
sertinly a remarkably Statoot, and well worth seeih. I kali it Sir Edmun
'with passion,"
,?he irad read in some
Hed. You may kali it what you darn please!' (I had 'cm there)."
publication: "Lot 376, A fine 13th century panel of stained-glass, $13,000."
On other occasions Artemus was less fortunate, as whten he inclui^ed
".\nd this boj- covild forge corrosion.
.^Lnd he wasn't bad-looking or illSocrates in his show. "I tho't a wax figger of Old Sock would be D05UlAf
mannered in his simple way. And she
with eddycated peple, but unfortunitly I put a Browi linen duster hui
I

Ah,

j

this

How

Chester Waylie!

he

had made friends with Gladys and the
skilful Mr. Pindeisen and believed he
had secured the panels; how by his

;

j

I

machinations he nearly ruined the reputation of Herbert at home; how the
beautiful windows Herbert had prepared
for the New York church were smashed;
how Gladys ran oft with Flndelsen and
left Herbert free to wed Sophie and they
sailed for England with $3200 from the
generous church: how "a melancholy
youth evidently of I^tin descent, but
with the manner of Princeton," at
Sophie's instigation, talked with Herbert before he embarked and exposed
AVayne with scare headlines and bitter
raillery in a Sunday newspaper, all this
is told In a most pleasing manner.

'

i

.

I

.

was

a U. S. Army regulation cap on him, which peple with classycal eddycaIn another town he advA-tised a wax figure
tions said it was a farce."
of the "Hon'ble Amos Perkins, who was a Raih'oad President, and a great
Unfortunately he had shown the statue, the
person in them parts."
season before, as Gibbs, the pirate. So the audience cried "Shame onto
No wonder the editor
ine, and other statements of the same similarness."
"Altho' time has silvered this man's hed Mith!
of the Advertiser wrote:
Still are his snakes
its frosts, he still brazenly wallows in infamy.
stuffed, and his wax works unreliable."

"The Doom Window" is a capital
novel, holding the attention and, incidentally, furnishing information about
glass painting, corrosion, faking and the
devious ways of dealers in .'intlques.
There is also valuable information Hb.)ut
the city of New York. Having read the
novel, only a courageous man will purCollectors will
chase stained glass.
easily pardon Wayne, for there is no
fury like unto that of a collector.

28,"

The London expert had said that the
trustee.? in New Tork, who administered the estate in the purchase
of antiquities for museums in the United

Hannan

-

States, would gladly gi\-e £90.000 fori
the Doom Window. Chesney Wayne, "a
big >!.*. in America," collected old
glass and invited Herbert to catalogue

i

|

collection in London,
AVayne was
the zinc trust millionaire. He had paid
'£6000 for re-leadlng a light eight feet
his

|

"This art

'

Then there was the statue of Henry Wilkins, the Boy Murderer, whoi
moment of inadvertence had killed his uncle Ephram and walked off;
Artemus lost, this statue and substituted w
'.vith the old man's money.
full-grown one of a distinguished pirate. He was exhibiting to "a poor
in

but honest audience" in Stoneham, Me.
to the statue.

He

depraved proceedi-'.
" 'But,' says a m.an in the audience, 'when you was here before your^
was figure represted Henry Wilkins's as a hoy. Now, Heni-y was hung,'
and yet you show him to us now as a full-grown man. How's that?'
"The figger has growd, sir it has growd," I said. I was angrj'."!
And there were the wax statues the drunkard's family, etc. at!
th.e Boston Museum, the terror of our young years when we visited this
city and were shown the sights.
The last time we saw the wax figures
they 'Were in the street being carted ingloriously away.
P. K,

—

—

i

Horatio Parker's "Hora Novissima"
hall, 3:30 P. M.
performed by the Handel and Hay.dn Society, Mr. Moilenhauer, conductor.
See special notice.
TUESDAY Jordan liall, 8:15 P. M. Sonata recital by Charles Touchette,
pianist, and Godfrey Wetterlow, violinist.
Grieg, Sonata, C minor,
op. 13; SJoegren. Sonata. G minor, op. 19.
Steinert hall, 8:15 P. M.
Granville Stewart, tenor, with William
Lawrence, pianist.
Purcell,
attempt from Love's Sickness to fly;
Bach. Abide with Me; Handel, V»/ould you gain the tender Creature;
Mozart. II mio tesorc from "Don Giovanni"; Gierdani, Csro mio ben;
Verdi. Celeste Aida from "Aiua'
Quilter, Blow Thou Wintry Wind;

—

I

:

Two Folk Songs of Little Russia: ColeBeloved: Negro spirituals arranged by
Feel Like a Motherless Child,
Lawrence Brown: Sometimes
Know
the Lord's Laid His Hands on Me; Swing Low Sweet Chariot.
WEDNESDAY Symphony hall, 8:15 P.M. Sammy Kramar, violinist. See
Del Riego, Homing; Zimbalist,
ridge-Taylor, Onaway, Awake

I

—

special notice.
P. fvl.
Grace Cronin, child pianist. Scarlatti, SonPastorale; Paradies, Toccata; Daquin, The Quckoo;
Schumann, allegro from the Faschingschwank aus WIen; Mendelssohn,
Scherzo. E minor; Chopin, 3 etudes: G flat. op. 10; G sharp minor, op.
25; A minor, op. 25; Nocturne, G major, op. 37, No. 2; Scherzo, B minor;
Liszt, The Nightingale and Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6.
THURSDAY Symphony hall, 8:15 P. M. Brahms, a German requiem
performed by the Harvard Glee Club, the Radcliffe Choral Society,
soloists, and men from the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Mr. KousSee special notice.
sevitzky, conductor.

Jordan

ata,

hall, 8:15

A major, and

—

FRIDAY — Symphony

hall. 2:30 P.

M.

22d concert of the Boston

Symphony

;0,

so

that

Wayne

could

have

the

months!)"

What

And has

C. F.

Into

O'DWYER.

IfvM.

Gavotte; J. S. Bach, PreCouperin, Arlequln; Lully, Courante; Scarlatti, Allegro; Bach, CapricBeloved
clo (On the Departure of the
F minor.
Brother); Chopin, Ballade
major.
Prelude
G
minor.
sharp
Etude C
Ballade A Flat; Rachmaninoff, Prelude
BalLune;
de
B minor; Debussy, Clair
four Gardiner, Noel; Sauer, Music Box;
Liszt-Busonl, Polonaise E major.
Is
It stands clear that Mr. Shattuck
with music of the
In genuine sympathy
17th century. For when he wanted to
play of It liberally yesterday his choice
was not limited to the pieces by Bach
we hear everv .Say, to the everlasting
pastorale and sonata of Scarlatti. Nor,
many persons who
In the way of too
and rlgawish to dally with courantos
overworked, did
steadily
doons not too
of assuming that
mistake
the
make
he
It is only old enough.
all music is good If
Knowing the period thoroughly, one
had
may risk the guess. Mr. Shattuck
to help hima rich store from which
when
thing
good
a
too.
self Knowing,
music to
he saw It, he chose charming
many perplav, music unfamiliar to
in their
strong
are
themselves
sons who
tastes for the age of Bach,
delightfully.
it
Mr Shattuck played
it, as
He played It as though he loved
which
though it meant much lo him,
tonal
varied
with
it
is to say he played
except where, as In the Lully

Shrill-voiced

hall: Purcell,

lude;

—

—

had visited," There wei-e male Americans, an energetic, hungry race,
"On
shattered Europe they had descendol
like vultures on a foundered caravan,
intent on picking war-ravaged countries to their very bones,
Onj
told Herbert he had done well selling
enamelled Iron tablets to the memory of
dead Ualia,n soldiers on behalf of .
.

,

foundry in Connecticut,'' The editor of
a Philadelphia paper said to Herbert.
''Ko more British beer and wine for
you when you get to the land of Freedom, We've got 8, fine brand of Libert;
over there any fool schoolmarm with

—

a vote's at liberty to stop able-bodied
men drinking what they want to. See?"
When the polite custom house officersaid to Herbert:
An open winter thuj
'

far."

—

of this?

Arthur Shattuck, pianist, played thlsp'
program yesterday afternoon in Jordan'

matrons from New England instructed
him in his immediate duty to become

Herbert thought to himself, what
Is an
"open" winter? New York was
a foreign city, though the people spoke
a sort of English,
Thg town itseU
looked from a distance like a box of
child's toys.
"Houses of five and si::
stories qui've reasonably high houses by
all
English standards stood by tall
skyscrapers as a hencoop stands behin^l
a barn." "Ulien the rector of the church
where Herbert was to work asked him
to telephone him at the chtirch, Herbert was again amazed.
"A church

make

"hymenial" fallen

ARTHUR SHAnUCK

Drake is evidentlj not over-fond
Americans or Xew York.
On the
liner, American passengers catechised
Herbert, "and confided i!i him In all

a

do you

the adjective
the discard?

of

the accents of the Union,

1S25:

"In Suffolk, A'a,, James Briggs, Esq.,
(This is the
Mrs. Sarah Layder.
third time this lady has been brought
hymenlal
altar within
18
the
to

jMr,

)

the Boston IndePatriot, April

and

to

genuine panels through the exchange.
The noble youth was indignant. He
foolishly wrote Gladys about it.
She
was incensed at his refusal, and made
life
most unpleasant for him.
Then
Herbert accepted a job offered in New
York,

naturalized citizen of the United
States and lazy, soft-\oiced Georgian.;
and girls from the Carolinas talked to
him of the antiquities of England they

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

I

dow

AA'ags;
in

Marriage notice
pendent Chronicle

£7000 to imitate the Shrewsburj- win-

—

SUNDAY— Symphony

INSATIATE SARA<H
As the World

Wayne, finding out from Herbert that
some of the old glass in his collection
was faked; that Herbert, if necessary,
could imitate corrosion, offered him

"This, ladies and gentlem-zs, is a life-like wax figger of the not.orious
Henry Wilkins, who in the dead of ijiight murdered his Uncle Ephrarrt
A sad warning to all uncles bavin murderers for nephewsj
in cold blood.
When a mere child this Henry Wilkins was compelled to go to the Sunday
He carried no Sunday-school book. The teacher told him to gol
scljool.
home and bring one. He went and returned Avith a comic song book. «,i

is

anecdotes of painting.

at home,)

pointed 'with his umbrella

painting glass) "it

the reign of

by two. Herbert was paralyzed, seeing
Wayne's collection, ('Two panels of the
Doom Window were in Herbert's studio

a

(of

"

was brought into England in
King John." See Walpolrt's

believed,

—

,

color,

Icourante,
I

i

monotony

he wanted
of

tl:it.

for

and

its

also,

effect a
whenever

,

.

.

rh\.:

f.''

ihhiJc

lu.

:-cnt

iioh of

It

I

Cou
»ven

•

will

jirova

disposition,
to take full

style" at

made attractive Mr
Balfour Gardiner's Noel,
picturesque
music, a little obvious in its intimations
^{ you will, but none the less agreehble.
Mr. Shattuck played It brilliantly, with a wealth of contrasting
tone
wi th a melody that sang.
R. r. q

jladles."

,

hall yesterday aflcrFarrar presented her
|v«rBlon of "Carmen." which she calls
"a modem revised version from the
book of Prosper Merimee to the music
Incidental, dances
of Georges Bizet."

At Symphony
Geraldlne

.

follows:
Ger«1dlne F«rr«r
Rlegscr
J''*'''*

short

time

,

Sigh

as a wintry sky?

moon.

As we roamed the

version
that of

Small

little I recked
I'd stroll, alone. In

ProBper Merimee.

is

ture.

the
of
exception
Yet with the
choruses, the quintet, and various other
leiser omissions, the music of Bizet has
beon left intact. There was still the
duet of Don Jose and Carmen of the
flr»t act, the solo of Mlcaela in the last,
and of course there was Miss Farrar
ai Carmen, perhaps not so smooth or
80 fresh of voice as she was in her days
at the Metropolitan, but still a lithe

Carmen.

The Carmen of Prosper Merimee was
known for her laughter, provocative,
musical. The laughter of Miss Farrar's
f:*rmen is hard, ugly and sardonic, and
«he lack#tha subtlety, the fits of tender
pMsion. the eluslveness of Merlmee's
Tet she has her boldness, her
rypsy.
•uftTlty, her independence, her insinuBut there is a taint of the
way.
ating
vulgarian in her Carmen, despite the
costumes suited to the wife or mistress
of a Spanish grandee that she 'wore

yMt«rday.

performance
yesterday, it was a good one, although
occaalonally tha dances Interpolated by
Mr. Wayburn were less Spanish and
gryrsy in their origin than anything
else, particularly the bowing and scraping of the marquises of the third act
)n the foreground of the arena.
Miss
Not, as Mlcaela, had a pleasant and
nicely modulating voice, although she
forced her upper notes and sang harshly
at times.
Joseph Royer was a picaresque and magnificently costumed Es-

As

for

the rest

of

the

obvloualy patterned after the
loreador of Zuloaga, of recent exhlbl-

camlllo,

Miss RIegger was an ample and
rmo<^-voto«d Mercedes, And the orchestra, under Mr. Oonvlerre. did Ita
best with its depleted numbers.
•lon.

B. O.

It

why

was a strange adventure—this proNew York of Byron's "Cain;

uictlon In

Mystery" after 100 years. Byron never
reamed of the theatre when he wrote
When it was published there were

;r.

shrieks of pr»test. Mrs. Plozzi said
the
.'How fevpr «-as not so dangerous; I^ady

f

^aln for

women?

Baring-Gould was

When

I

young,

hi)

noted that unuff-taklng had nlmost gone
out of fashion with the ladles, but he
remembered his grand-aunt, born In
He
1769, taking a pinch In private.
quoted a loiter In the Spectator (1712)
complaining of the prevalence of snufftaking among tho ladles, and he tells

Queen Charlotte, who hnd a train of
on her bare arm "and ran Iicr
nose along It, sniffing It up from one
end to the other." He must have been a
of

snulir laid

mischievous youngster, for be put flnolyhorsehair Into his groat-aunt's
cut
snuff-box. It produced a "hurricane of
sneezing," so she did not leave him a

used them

in the
call a

penny

"comforter"

—

was

In

the

will.

not approve the habit of
He
women smoking. "If they were aware
how their breath smells after a cigar-

German Wars."

the neck from cold
as a cravat. Ed.

her

in

did

to
also

ette and how discolored becomes their
teeth, perhaps they would be more
chary of their smoking." To point his

As the World Wags:

moral, he tells a tragic tale:

Boston Patriot for April

13,

was this advertisement:
"The public are respectfully Informed

"Not very long ago an acquaintance
engaged to a pretty young lady,

got

that the Middlesex and Slerrimack river
canals will be ready to receive boats,
lafts, etc., on the loth of the present
month. Caleb Eddy, agent."
This was probably a formal announcement of the Clearing of the canals from
ice and the debris accumulated during
The Middlesex
the preceding winter.
canal ran between Boston and Lowell

who, however, one evening after dinner
was rash enough to take out her cigarette case, light and smoke her miniature cigar. He, who had been talking
to her with considerable vivacity up to
this moment, suddenly became silent.
She turned on him after a while and
asked what was the matter with him.
'Merely,' he replied, 'that I consider our
engagement must end In smoke.' And
accordingly it was broken off.
'Good Lord!' said he afterward, 'I
was well out of that. A woman who
smokes will become a woman who
drinks, and I do not want a wife who
will begin with whiskey and end with
cocaine; and, by the way, whiskey now
"
is deuced dear.'
Listen to the harrowing sequel: "The
'smoking lady is a spinster still; her
former admirer is marriad to a sensible non-smokeress, water drinker, and

by way of Medford, Woburn, Billerlca
and Chelmsford between 1805 and 1850.
connecting the Charles river with the
G. F. O'DWYER.
Merrlmac.

As the World Wags:
From the North Shore Breeze:

do you

In order to better handle its business,
the printing plant of the North Shore
formerly occupying the
Inc..
Press,
three floors of its factory at 6G Summer street, will soon conjest itself into

two

high, your

now on

are
j

1S25,

blot out tho

Samarkand."
child,

snurr-boxes as well as

Jewellsd

THE MIDDLESEX CANAL

why

floors, etc.
_

Is this one form of that dread disease,
conljestlon, which good old Doc Evans
writes about?
Is It alcin to "apartC. H. S. M.
ue^Utis"?

the time was soon

young

London journals are trustworthy

-

Hard Words

known

young, hand

hold

'

do you

happy father of three lusty chiland there Is a promise of more, as
am informed In a low voice. The
I
smoking lady has only a pug and a parIs the_

dren,

head so bold?

rot to spoil."
"X stroll alone, in

But ever

Warmth

a "Carmen"

Btripped of its swaggering, full bodied
choruses, its smugglers, picadors and
gypsies; a tabloid version in three acts
that is thinly flavored, and sumptuously oostumed in the guise of a gallery of
S^uloaga portraits; a pageant in minia-

child,

Tour head so

evolution of the music-drama.
Now Geraldlne Farrar has devised her
version of "Carmen," a strange progeny
that is neither Bizet nor the tale of

Here

hand,

In

And

when complete wonM be nearer
Merimee than the present one,
and would mark a further step in the

nlglit,

Tm

and

'

young

Dantchenko of the Moscow Art Theatre
announced that he would revolutionize
that he intended to go to
"Carmen.
Spain for three weeks in pursuit of the
f-phemeral "local color," and that his

.ites

,M s

.

.

Lowell.

Small

"You could see our bodies

,

Tongue

protect

child,

,.

What we now

•

Nemirovitch-

ago

,

first

child,
sigh.
as .bare

"o

vi

guage 'now used

SAMARKAND

„
„
Carte Peronl
Claude Gonvlerre

1

.

1

remember that students at
Yale were invited by the managers to
see the show at Booth's Theatre, to encourage art by their presence. The fac-

We

Who knows?

Marcel \ i«lon
. •
Zunlga
Tae dancers
„, j
Meredith,
Gladys
Leliy,
Laim.
UlMred
Roth.

1

of Whatsoever Lanin our refined English
(5th ed. 1681) wo find: "Crabat
(Kr.) is of late well known with us to
bo that linen which is worn about
men's (especially soldiers' and travelers') necks. Instead of a Band; and took
name m.iii (Jroata, because the Croats

the

this revival.) Byron's 'Marino Fallero"
has been performed in the United States.
A play, the "Foscari," with Camilla the
heroine, was played in New York about
100 years ago. Was the play Byron's?
His heroine Is named Marina.
Perhaps Byron's "Don Juan" may yet
be turned into a moving picture show

were staged by Ned Wayburn and the

A

out witli

which we saw the mastei-ly performance of Brutus by E. L. Davenport,
with Lawrence Barrett, Cassius and F.
C. Bangs as Mark Antony.
(Edwiii
Booth also took the part of Brutus in

I

.

It

ulty granted permission, as it did for
the great revival of "Julius Caesar," in

PRESENTS 'CARMEN'

•

Palmer brought

!

("1

There was a roaring fire at the enS of
which excited tumultuous ap-

the play,
plause.

GERALDINEFARRAR

Woodman

In the fifties.

F. C.
Bangs played Sardaand Agnes Booth was Myrrha.

inapalus,

'

Star

"lii

1

i

coungrand
"When

this

In

was produced

170:l

"Uogl-

ravalo*,"
wrote "thu

accessory camo Into voguo In t'ranco
the 17lh century. In this form It was
originally also worn by women. Apparently, when the name was given in Ensland to a lini<n or silk handkerchief
passed once or twlco round the neck, tho
cravat could be purchased ready-tied.
The cravat was also callud "ciabbat." In
urious old dictionary. Blount's GIo^sogiaplila: or a dictionary Interpreting

a ballet, Including
Mmes. Palladino,
MasoarinI, Sticke). Besestl and Parmegianl "with four first-class dancers,
eight coryphees, six ballet ladles. 99
'supers,' 24 negro boys, 12 chorus wom,en.
eight chorus men and 48 extra

niushlly set forth.
Mr. Shattuck also

Mnslcal dlrootor
.iMOcUte conductor

latter

New York

&

.larrett

It holds.
The Impressuggestion of moonlight did
not suffer yesterday because it was not

•

The

try.

which many ^ilnnlsts lack,
advantage of what melody

f

(sic)." 'I'bf
linen, or
cravat was at lii.'it of luce, or linen
of nuislln edged with lace, tied IIn a l.ow
namentri!
with long flowing ends. Thl.s ornam

Was "Cain" ever acted In England?
"Manfred" and "Sardanapalus" have
seen the footlights even

naniMn
MercidM

1

like

music, poetic Imagination, for Instance,
rnre beauty of tone, and, above all. tho

was as

l.,Ul

tar.s,

make htm

to

In

f.

nauic

go out an did anuff-ta
would he say If he knew that
fashion have taken up the
will

I

Lond

me

whotlier

"u lu this column,
lit out Mr. Johii-

I

spiritual politeness."

and movement

1

me

difficult for

'

1

Hid

a clergyman upon tho same
subjects; but I have done what I could
to restrain him withit) the bounds of
talk

.-Jlonlstlc

-<

was

\\

11

1

If

fer, it

unusual qualities for playlns Debussy's

rast

lii.il

nst

condemn the "Paradise
they have a mind to be consistent."
Byron wrote in his preface:
"With regard to the language of Luci-

Though Mr. Shattuck showed himself
no mean hand with Chopin, it seems
possible that he feels a warmer sympathy for the ancients and also for more
modern music. Certainly he possesses

Inoon

ill-

•

must

iI,ost'

well.

I

that

"very grand and tremendous";

It

"they

Mr. Shnttuck and Mr. Briica SImondi
between them make Bach's cuprlce
i'opular!
Not everyone can play It

jj

\wot

t)i.>

(t

wrote a

caUi;d

mlsfoi>.une

w.ird

the forn\
t
M.u ray tho publlhiicr, but tilr \\ allpr
S- ott, to whom the play was drdlciUed,

humor, no I— a.

what a

13ut

v.us

.

If

i.'

!

•

as well as very
> thm
and hl« momen.
no he gave to th« HarK'iiuin
rin
u
ourlous
faac.'iiatlon,
'vln^f

'

Stars

Samarkand,

i

my hurt soul,
the nlght on that far strand,
flung
low
from
a
brassy
I'll

treasure. In

'

o'

bowl

>

"

I

GTI'SY KAY.

j
1

As

the World Wags
An acquaintance of mine is deaf. She
carries one of those electrical arrangements which looks like a camera and
:

has httle ear clips. Last week she went
church and sat in one of the front
pews. A small boy who sat In the seat
behind her, seemed much Interested in
her.
Later In the day at the dinner
table he announced to his assembled
family and guests, that he had seen a
lady In church who had her own radio
set, so that she could tune In on
something else, if .=he didn't like the sermon.
This same lady went to a large famUiy gathering a few days later. One of
her cousins (not a small boy) asked her
if She would be good enough
to send
him some of the snapshots if they
came out well.
.These are more or less Interesting
experiences, but not so exciting as an
experience a man had with one of
these "ear phones" when they were
first Invented.
This Innocent and unsuspecting gentleman went to Scotlinci
Yard. The moment he appeared rvery
man there pulled out a revolver, thinking this little aid to the deaf was
an
infernal machine.
r. C. F.
to

roused enthusiasm.

knew exceedingly

the nineties heard "Hora
aright, it only proves once

A

for

27)

who has supreme beauty

was born

,

I

-

more how

lefc.

style there is not
be found. Of course there Is a
fugue.
Probably the writers of that
time were strongly impressed, as they
had every right to he. with the admirably written unaccompanied chorus, mu-

I

i

'

'

to

to

its

"The braggadocio

spirit,

their significance.

The performance
the

did not in any restandard set by the

Handel and Haydn Society. To point to
.shortcomings or to attempt to apportion
would serve no useful purR. R. G.

the blame
pose.

'

i

Iv^

S.

"a.ring-Gould In his
entertaining
-Early Reminiscences,"
published bv
^- Dutton & Co
•
'-

E

reviewed

f*"- book has
-the

in

The

'

been

Herald—wondered
j

sweetness and

of

smoking causes

feel

wait for the young man of breedfine family.
After that, all the
horrors of the primrose path stare him
in the face.
Gambling and race-track
touting, sleeping late in the morning
'"^^ ^ sluggard, gadding about with
wl!d women and other features of night
life, marital quarreling, and often hid-

ling

.

of

tnt clubs of the rich, where one would
xpect to find good taste, these pitfalls
lie in

/)

lived all his entire

life

that he must also indulge
in profanity.
Then, alas! follows rum!
In nice homes smoking is not allowed
to be done.
So the smoker has to go
where he can find his boom companions.
So he wends to the saloon (now
the speak- easy) or to the club. There,
while smoking, he is often urged to
take his first sip of liquor. A sip leads
to a swallow, a swallow to a bottomsup, and soon he becomes a guzzler and
ends ia the gutters. £ven In tlte luxurl-

a lofty dignity, and devotional as
well.
Tn this fine hymn ttie chorus on
the whole did its best work, the altos
In particular delivering their measures
with fine tcne and with appreciation of
reach

a

"In rich men's clubs, the youth begins
smoke, and soon learns other sins."

one to

of

spect

and has

purity which gives him fitness for the
great office he now fills to the full." You
should see his whiskers; whiskers of the
"Piccadilly Weepers" brand.
There is a map, "Gaze at the map and
see what useful foods grow where tobacco isn't. Millions of acres of onions,
^asparagus, squash, spinach and other
Tho curse of our
diets do not appear.
agriculture Is nicotine."

Novlssima"

sic distinctly eocleclas'tical in

In

life in Illyria, 111.,

Of the churchly

much

more amusing picture (page
the portrait of "President R. P^

still

Is

Jones of the No-Nlcotlna Alliance, who
says: 'Let us amend the constitution to
stamp out Nlcotlnel' President Jones

rapidly the emotional element fades from
music. Tirice ble.?t the composer, then,

1

IGNORAMUS.

Parker

But It Is a curious fact, if memory
does not fail, that this music seemed.
3,0 years ago, quick with religious fervor, some of It written in a churchly
style of elevated beauty.
IE listeners in

copy of Weekley's Etymologiral

^^""^^f^"'

must, of course,

how to write
chorus. No doubt

quality.

CRAVATS AGAIN

paid $15 when I
me that the word
"cravat" found its way into the French
language in tho 17th century when
the Croat soldiers of the Thirty Years'
war attracted interest by their elaborate neckwear. "Cravat" was a Gallic
attempt at Croat, and in due time the
thing and name reached England. Perhaps Mr. Johnson, who knows more
than all other etymologists combined,
may prove that Mr. Weekley is wrong
in
this derivation,
even though the
same is given in other authorities. I
can scarce wait for the eminent Dr.
Johnson's dictum. Would I were his

It

brilliant, for

well

orchestra and for
its
melodiousness also pleased." There is no
reason why it should not please today,
for. if some of It Is of the order of
ordinary choir music, the mass of the
people must like the usual type of
church music or they would not put up
with It.
Some of the melody, too, if
never quite distinguished, is of finer

the World Wags:
How tantalizing that Mr. Herkimer
Johnson, B. A.. A. M.. Ph. D., LL i)
D. D. (?), T>. C. L.. etc., etc., etc., who
knows
everything
about
anything,
should discourse eloquently upon eravats, and not reveal the interestlntr
origin of the name for that article which
decorates his eminent neck! My InvalDictionary, for which
needed trousers, tells

This story reminds us of Bret Harte's
parody of a novel by T. S. Arthur. Or it
might be included in that amusing little
book, "The Burning Shame of America:
an Outline Against Nicotine," text by
Richard J. Walsh; pictures by George J.
Illlan, that was published last year at
Mount Vernon, N. Y., by William Edwin
Rudge. Baring-Gould's friend might
have said to the shameless hussy what
the pictured girl is saying to her wooer
(page 11 of this delightful book):
"I would be yours, aye, until death.
Were nicotine not on your breath."

The Handel and Haydn Society, Emll
MoUenhauer, conductor, sang Horatio
W. Parker's "Hora Novlsslma" yesterday afternoon in Symphony hall. The
soloists were Emily Stokes Hagar, soprano: Emma Roberts, alto; George
Meader. ter.or; Fred Patton, bass. The
orchestra was the Boston Festival orchestra, John II. Crowley, principal.
Frank H. Luker was the organist.
At Its first production in Boston,
Komething like 30 years ago, this music
have sounded very

As

liable

"mU NOVISSIA"

and

;

!

Itril

c'Mistan',,

my
"pnTerTngri em-[
and battery iimyj

merrv quips,'
and fed by tho
quietly Jocose man In »n upper -box, :i

economlo waste,

sider the

kf-tiMi

were

that

scpnes

he stops.
"Pipe smokers burn up quantities of
estimated that the
is
It
matches.
matches used by smokers, if conserved,

cosluniejf v(

5000

Pishornian';;
.ippealcd I
'

Lous Ago.

homes with

modern

"Pockets are burned by hot pipes, and
money is lost through the
I sometimes
Tobacco Juice
holes In the pockets.
stains shirts and makes It hard for the
housewife when she does the washing,
often making: It necessary to send them
to the 'wet wash,' thus increasing the
household expense."
Cite the fact that "^'omen, who do
not (except for a few depraved sisters)
use tobacco in any form, average to
weigh five pounds more than men who
use tobacco In any form."

she

cigars-

They played

I

:'!•>• "-It

.-i'

-

rn--f'or;'..

impending tragedy. To ail
an enchanting orchestraand full measure was given trtis
in an ample-sized orchestra to do

j

gestion of
this, there

I

tion,
record
it
full

i

is

Justice.

a pleasure to speak of the enFor once, a. male chorus that
was composed of something more than
fillers-in.
A group of singers that gave
musical expression to the text, that
charmed in a sonority that w^s s6meFor tlie girls
thing more than sound.
of the ensemble, there is something to
jsay besides dwelling on their good
7 looks. Their "Totem Tom Tom," with
/ its dance but above all its manoeuvres,
is one
of the outstanding features of
It

is

semble.

j

I

I

I

jour theatrical year.

The company was exceptionally

I

for-

comedians-, for at times,
be classed in this cateEven Desiree Elllnger, an adigory.
Imirable singer in the title role, was
delightfully vivacious in her comedy
moments, poignantly tragic in her sep-

Itunate in
nearly all
I

its

may

!

admirably, Mr. Tonga,

mind,

no doubt, than Mr. Goetz had
but mighty humorously and

discreetly. Mr. Tonge caught the
outside of a dry scientific man to perfection; the inner human side of him he|
did not make so clear. That wicked old
Aunt Olivia, delightfully played by Miss

Dudgeon inade a reference to Peter
Graham's monotony which would apply
equally well to Mr. Nowbray's acting
of the part.
He made the role el^ectlve, non^ the Ie.«s, and in the Barrie
play, where he labored under no necessity

to

be

const:\ntly

debonair,

he

showed character. !\Iiss Standing made
the young woman very charming.
Mr. Ricliman, by the way, the adapt-

atter,

t

it

still

Th^

satirical

com-

I

'

i

'ROSE MARIE' OPENS

Mowbray and Miss Dudgeon, more

farcically
in

•

pleasingly

by Kurt Goetz, and

I

'

Mr.

>

a

mlssioner of Immigration. Two minutes
later she enters, dressed as for a coronation, finds the unfortunate immigrant
about to be deported, pleads with her
father, lends the Armenian $50 and
sends him to his knees in prayer.
In a week he is eai ning $12 a rug. In
three months he is foreman in a factory where they malce copper kettles,
another year and he Is buying real es-

ii

spectacular effects, although the stage
settings are handsome and tasteful In
their slrnplicity; not over-elaborate and
iilatant when they are sumptuous. The
ouns women are singularly attractive.
;"hey do not depend when they arrest
nd charm the eye on insolent exposure
their bodies, though they need not
The comedians are
fear exposure.
really funny; not silly, not given to
orse p'ay. For singers there are Miss

was

}

Frank Frayne
An enthusiastic huzzah for Armenia,
and cut
length
stretched to a tenuous
into seven scenes, is "The Immigrant."
First we see him land at Ellis Island,
penniless and forlorn, but addressing
passionate speeches to the Liberty
statue on the backdrop.

j

show that does not depend on

>fniive"

i

Butler

The lights of the city twinkle In the
distance, a ferryboat ablaze with light
moves uncertainly across the bay, bearing the beautiful daughter of the com-

On the nnislc, .Alessrs. Friml and
Stothart have worked well liand In
hand. The score is freshly put, the uaderlying motives of the piece find pertincnt expression in these measures, and
with th© appearance of the sulking and
amorous Wanda, tho woman of Black
Eagle, there Is always the musical si;^!-

,

Itassard Short. AVilliam Loraine, orchestral conductor.
This is the most entertaining revue
ihat we have seen for many months.

wrlght sisters.
To speak of noteworthy features of
the entertainment would be to give
practically the whole and long program.
Of course .Florence :\foore was very
pmusing In her confidentially audacious
way, \\'hether slie described her Eighth
Notes one by one, told as a ijoor workiiiic
girl the .!ad story of meeting the
man with brown sihoes that led her to
tiic river, or appeared In "The Lucky
Strike," a little sketch with a match1*.=.<:
Joseph Santley and Ivy
ending.
.Sawyer v.ere especially good in "The
Weddlne Ring." a title that gives no
lo'ea of th'-. various rounds and the final
knock-out. but this was only one of the
"The
rlretches in which they shone.

Clarence Handyside
Viola Fortescue
Alnsworth Arnold
Wallis Roberts
Albert Andruss

i

Ber-

long a favorite in Boston, again
'von the hearty applause of the great
audience. Miss Thomas sang with gennine art, with a refreshing absence of
Her voice is light
•lelf-consciousness.
but it carries without effort, and, rare
thing in shows of this nature, her intonation is pure, her enunciation distinct. There are good dancers in varied
irianner, .Miss O'Denishawn, Miss Dilley.
Then
Messrs. Columbus and Snow.
there arc the quaint singers, the Wain-

Arthtir .4shlcy

viola Fortescue
Frank Fra.vne
M^rsuer'**' Forrest

]

tiilrd

Steele.

-Howard Freeman

.

Yet his patients often

Thomas and John

Allen H. Moore
Loup
.'Donna Pas

l

annual Music Box Revue.
and music by Irving Berlin. Produced by Sam. H. Harris. Staged by

rtuth

.

•

Lj-rics

a

Sam Howard

!

!

Third Annual "Music Box"|

ts

Immi-

:

tate In Waterbury, Ct.
The beautiful commissioner's daughter-continues to be interested, but allows herself to be sent abroad by her
father, lest she fall in love with the
aration from Jim, and above all, far
By this time he removed from the matter-of-fact singcopper' kettle man.
papers.
naturalization
his
Her
has
ers of our musical comedy stage.
The immigrant is
Five years pass.
voice was one of rare charm In its
of
Mowbray
factory
Alan
Peter Graham
worth half a million, has a
.tonal purity, she had an exceedingly
Though a German play to its core, his own, befriends other Armenians and
in the bravura pasgraceful legato:
this "Isabel," German in its curious! patiently awaits the return of the lovesages she was dramatically significant
bhe
passes.
More time
melange of wit, impropriety and senti-'-|iy Mildred.
without any lessening of musical valment, polite comedy and farce, its j^omes, radiant, beu Itching, more suuipues.
clever author, .Kurt Goetz, is evidently tuously apparelled than ever.
None the less Interesting was the
not unfamiliar with the drama of pther
There is now an intermission, giving
Wanda of Phebc Brune. To her lot fell
lands than Germany.
He Icnows the time for a rapturous audience to call
most of the ^do dancing, a performplays of Roberto Bracoo; he mu6t have the authors before the curtain. Flowers
ance of madcap pirouetting, of indeThe
Shaw.
To
of
footlights.
"Candida"
seen at least the
are passed over the
fatigable high kicking that at one time
a turn he has caught Oscar Wilde's nuthors bow their thanks and allow the:
stopped the show. But beyond this was
variety of wit.
He appears even to play to go on.
her dramatic interpretation of Black
beauti-1
back
the
of
so
far
suitor
past
have investigated the
An unsuccessful
Eagle's woman. Her insinuating, obas Sheridan. From French comedy he ful daughter has attempted to involve
trusive ways, her flippancies, delighthas helped himself to the idea of the the immigrant in a hideous scandal, but
fully thrown off: her creation of the iland,
peace,
confidant,
there
is
chorus,
showdown,
elderly looker-on,
after the
lusion of ever Impending tragedy, all
counsellor In one. With a pretty origiall tears are wiped away.
were convincing. Mr. Jleakins was an
nality of his own he has assigned tho
In the amazing role of the immigrant.;
Ingratiating Sergt. Malone; the Lady.
role to a woman.
Arthur Ashli^y strove witli might and
Jane of Beatrice Kay, a captivating
The plot need not be set forth; there main, and did .ill that was humanly
flirt, a neat and buoyant dancer and in
AVhat there Is gives possible. Miss Donna as Pas de Loup, her buffoonery with Hard-Bolled Heris not much to set.
ample opportunity for amusing talk, was a comely heroine, but Clarencej man, as played delightfully by Charles
Handyside, after his years with Fred|
skilful sliding on thin ice, and, for the
Sllber, she was a comedian of fine
greater part of -one whole act, a scene Warde, must have felt startled to And'
parts.
himself a commissioner of immigration.
[showing the lesults of too much cha;m
And i?b they come and go, these musiG. R. L.
pagne cup, a scene that surely runs too
cal comedies of our day. and when
long,
though It fetched longer and"^
of them are forgotten. "Rose
many
louder applause last night than often'
Marie" will be a pleasing recollection.
greets actors who are not buffoons. ^
T. A. R.

recovered.

It

li.

edy In three acts by Kurt Goetz, adapted by Arthur Richman, "Shall We Join
the Ladles?" a "mystery" In one act by
James Barrie. The cast of the comedy:
Elspeth Dudgeon
Aunt Olivia
,.Katherlne Standing
Isabel Shawle
Philip Tonge
Wilton Shawle
C. Wordley Hulsc
MIteby

We never saw a woman take snuff in
our little village of the sixties, but the
family doctor's florid waistcoat was
sprinkled
It,
with
and he would
punctuate the account of his call on
Sir Benjamin Brodle In London with

lin's

..

Veedah's Brother

a Barrie "Mystery^

COPLEY

I.nwrpnce.

Veedah Novakian
Her Father
Her Mother
Talaat Pasha

irrelevant

THEATRE— "Isabel,"

Pickerlnsr

Hattlo Lawrence
Jenkins

—

was

By PHILIP HALE
COLONIAL THEATRE—Irving

Bill

—"The

"Isabel,"

THICATRE— "The

WlLBirfl

Richard Harrison
Hagop Turlnn

Goose Hang^
High," play by Le-w'is Beach
Norman Trevor and
w'ith
Mrs. Thomas Whiflfen.
Majestic "Betty Lee," musical
comedy w ith Gloria Foy and
Joe E. Brown. Opened last
Saturday evening.

Judith, the actress, is to be
believed, she, at rehearsals of one of
her plays, sat a-straddle a chair, or
with one of her feet on another cliair,
puffing a short, blackened clay pipe.
There's a picture of her In the act on
page 210 of Mme. Judith's memoirs.
And even in Boston a woman of high
attainments enjoys long cigars even in
public placos.

huge pinches.

the

looked,

n. n.

t'^'ilrtrcil

PLAYS CONTINUING

Mms.

If

while

dancts.

Plymouth

(It
Ittgenstein, the friend of Liszt.
la said that Liszt became an abbe so
that he could not marry her, but not

because

comparatively
Miss Thomas

of all

his

grant," a play in three acts by Mr. and
Mrs. Guleslaii.
Clarence Hanrtyslde
Gilbert Lawrence
Aliisworth .\rnold
O'Brien

Wo have not seen a revue In which
there was fo little jiadding, so little
that was inconsequential and dull. Tli'^
music was In turn gay or sentiment,il,
easy toihear, not too pretentious.

\A

George Sand, who liked strong

>

In

the seventle-s, the men as
danced the good old waltz,

host's kitchen
Interruptions,

Lucius Cooper, chief military expert
"I
of tho No-Nlcotlne Alliance, says:
am convinced that the war would have
ended a year sooner If our troops had
Only the fact that
not used tobacco.
the Germans were also tobacco-drugged,
it being well known that they smoke
hugs pipes with china bowls, prevented
them from victory over us."
Yet high-born dames have smoked
huge cigars and men have thought
none the less of them. There vras the
brilliant and devout Princess Sayn-

There

dressed

dancers

with

"

>:ang ;i waltz song.
.-Vnother feature wa,*; the male card
thcNroen played as
;iarty,
In wlilch
voinen do, with pepidnal comments,
the desire of one to find out how the

furniture.

smoked.)

Dream." A (oature tliat
many was '"L'ho Waltz of

cadets, who
Ihf most graceful

I

j

with

n-ruid go ropartpo.

.ui

t

piece was excellently played, Jifr.
particular doing fine work
In
portrait of an amazing old
man, a cruel old man though sorely
provoked, with an exterior soft ns vel-

Cllve

.'speclallv notoA'orlhy were tho "Orange' vet,
"Strut," "The"
i '.Ulfornla,"
ilr.no
In

would furnish enough lumber to furnish

'

of

The spcotnoular

1

Tho

iiinl

cigarette flend can become comjrtably rich and retire at the age of
forty, with say, $2000 a year to live on,
If

I

Baki^r

VMill

roaring nineties, not
not the
given to undue latitude, or to wild and
extravagant imaginings, but a simple
story, one that might be enacted at any
post In tho northwestern wilderness.
Many a "bad man" has mended his ways
through the influence of a skirt. The
murder of the Indian by Black Eagle's
woman was th© logical thing to happetlV
And
for It saved the life of her lover.
Jim's visit to tho hut was to the point,
for he had 'the deeds to show his clean
hand to Black Eagle in the matter of
escape,
Jim's
claim. And
lajid
the
though he knew not that st^splcion for
Ithe murder had been linked on him
with his annearance and the deeds left
on the table at the hut brought about
by the motivating "Indian Love Call,"
was nicely contrived to bring a smashingly dramatic curtain to the first act.

joke— unles^s

r.urke's

ventures ns a

"Drafted,'' rclni
'rhen
soldier.
Willi hi.<! aroorilion
aht>tted
i»t(led
Hiul

Ui: rciiy,

f

id assault
utcorac."

Tn.stead, he mxmt have his
be tlint he mean.i to
It
finish the piny with another act or two,
for which tlieory there seems to be no
real authority.

the'-end!

iiy

spci'i-ii

1

deserves much credit. This play
er,
has not the air of a translation. And
he showed discretion in his choice' of
what he might venture to leave in and
what he must leave out.
Here is the cast of Barrio's play:
Mrs. Preen
...ELspeth Dudgeon
Mrs. Bland
Mona Glynne
T_,ady Jane Raye
Jassamine Newcombe
?4r. Gourlay
Richard Whorf
Mr. Preen
Franrls Comp'on
Lady Wrathie
V Madaline Grande
.

.

Alan MoT\br3y
Lucy Carrier

Mr. Jennirj:3
Mrs. Castro

Sam

Smith..
Sir Joseph 'Wrathie
Miss Islt....

K.
C.

Mr. Valla

Philip

May

t.ury

Miss A'aile
Dolphin

\ Policeman
The pity is

E. C'iive

Wordlev

ll\il4e

Katherine Standing

,

Edlsa

Jane Arro!
Victor

that

Tonge

Tandy

Franklyn Francis
papers and people

have not been urged to keep to themselves the outcome, for even when
there is none it spoils It to know it in
advance. Who would have thought it
of Barrie, that gentle soul?
He wrote
as neat a mystery play, as stirring as
the best of them.
If only he shared
Trollope's view, that he would take
shame to himself If his readers were
not Interested enough to want to know

SHUBERT THEATRE—Arthur Ham-:

mumersteln presents "Rose Mane," a
seven scenes.
sical play in two acts and
and,
Harbach
Otto
by
lyrics
Book and
by RuOscar Hammersteln, 2d. MusicStothart.
Herbert
and
Friml
dolf
Bennett.
Dances arranged by David
cast:
Charles Ruddy conducted. The
.

CbSTles Meaklns

Malone
Ltidv Jane
.Sergt,

Beatrice

nh\Qk Eagle
Fxlward Hawley...

..

Bmlla La Flamme.

Wanda

,

Kay

."William O. Skavlan
Byron Russell
"j*«ul Douati
Phoel>e Brune

t"eMarrLaFVam».-.-

^^'^'^^rf'^"
comes Arthur Hammersteln s
minus the
Marie"
much-lauded "Rose
promptly
New Tork cast. Some will theatrical
sav: "Once again. Boston a
hold
cai-per
the
let
way station!" But
have not
his horses, for, while we
we
performance,
viewed the New Tork

Ethel

Brander

Now

evening s prebettered.
sentation could have been
given us
Not often in these days is it ringin
tunes
with
theatre
to leave the
Is It given ns
stU in our ears, not often
bone and sinew of
to get back to the
entertainment
•Jhe predecessor of our
known as musical copiedy-operett.a.
'
an-ived
Jnd^^^.
T.,ast night we
,^ m
,„
us plumb
that this piece has landed
apare
we
a theatrical Utopia, but

cannot imagine how

last

hne is well
proaching, brother, and the
Is
Some of the dla ogue t of
'steadied.
much
In
true is old-time stuff, as
Herman
he bickerings of Hard-Boiled can pflre
and Lady Jane. Again, In the amla
gentleman,
scene the same
comedian though he is.
artifices of tne
neatedly to well-worn
book is
Yet, UTr. Harbach's
Theatre
of all and
ound there Is backbone first is «c"°"'
embellishment after; there
tune for the
then the word, theti the
Piece i. aJi

engrossing melodrania.

a
HOLLIS STREET— "Loggerheads,
Culhnan.

Ralph
Play In three acts by
Produced under
First time in Boston.
ivane. The
Whitford
of
the supervision

r^rnvHalpln

f '^"h

^''^''SaU
...Jo?nn'a

"nafprn
."

?hr'fsUe Birrett

."

.'.
-

xtne
Rool

Vrenk Shannon

.

Barry MacoUun,
Although "Loggerheads" Is the first
plays to reach
of Ralph Cullinan's
Broadway and so the hinterlands and

?adni' Comns

.

Boston, it Is neither the first of his
A young
plays nor the most skilful.
stlU
dramatist, an an American, he
tradition
writes in the vein and in the
placing his plays
of the Abbey Theatre,
drawing
in a small Irish village and
their peculiar
liis drama from the folk,
Idlosyncracies. their superstitions
their flavorsome speech.

and

"Loggerheads." as in each
And
with draif his plavs, he has written
matic skill and truthfulness, with a
raciness of speech and an earthy humor,
an an occasional tou<h of fantasy th-.it
suggests Synge. In this Instance he lAs
of
built his comedy about the Influence
third
a feud that is perpetuated to the
In

tiie
the fourth generation, and
particistrange passion that leads its
although
murder,
pants to unreasoning
here it is forestalled.
There Is no village full of people here,
merely the necessary five about whom
Halpln and
he writes—the widow Ell«n
her daughter Norah, the }>^'^^,^J'^^']^Ti^
Christie
kill
would
who
Corny Halpln,
the
Barrett because he Is related to
(although
brother
who killed his

and

man

clear)^

I

very
that relation is not made
^nd shrewd
and the snivelling hypocrite
°"'"^' j'l?
Padna
scoundrel,
,
°' .-Hell
touches of the religious
"f lo.Uhsome
Bent for Hea\-en" and of the
<•

f

'

;

*

I

I- irt^i
^^•llcl

n

not

ni.ui.

yrniHK

and

i-rotty

I?

flip'

"

hut

ml God -fearingni
J Into In thp
11
her niotli'-r knows that e lii i-'i
a sailor soon to return to MwJ'-;'
kll.-d
who
man
the
of
relative
,n
s!>e
husband. Is In the vlllaBe. So
Padna Collins to spy on
who knows that once Kllon Hah' "
been In love with Christie herself,
'

,

Mid
1

ott.

'"•

ha

attempt

-with

murdered,

had been

brother

Is

not

of voice; Frank Shannon
as
Christie, and Barry Macollum
cast and a ProducCollins.
Padna
Tno
praise.
tion that deserves much
was large and enthusiastic.

and musical
as

A

audience

SELWTN'^THEATRE— Shakespeare's
"Romeo and

w:ili Jane Cowl
Return engagement.

Juliet,'-

I

land Rollo

Peter.'.

[Cast:
Samson
I

Bailey Hick

ICregorT

Abram

I

GeraW

./
/.

|p.altbas«r

iBdnvolio
iTybalt
Capnlet
I
I Lady Capulet
iMVntatrue
iLaily Montague

',

lEsralus

(.

X

luomeo
Iparis
I Peter

,

iNurso to Jnllet
Ij'iliel

IMerciitio

[An

old

man

,

IFriar Laurence
An apothecarj

Last night
[occasionally

"Romeo and

Liiigai;il

Langan
WlUard Joray
.Tohn

VernoD Kelso
louis Hector
Gordon Burby
Grace Hampton
Lionel Hogarth
Marlon Ereosen
Grandon Rbodes
Rollo Peters

George Carter
Milton Pope
Jessie Ralph
Jane Cow!
Otaarles Brokaw
Clifford Bailey

T.John Crawley
Bailey Hick
It

was

that

possible to forget

Shakespeare

wrote

The soft, hesltatllng voice, glowing eyes and Impulsive
romanticism of a maiden whose love
Juliet."

I

land rebellion were eternally contempoIrary made the play a thing of the
[present, comparable In its lighter moIments
every-night episodes under
BUburban moonlight, or precious and
Itransitory unfolding of youthful wings
las caught and transfixed by Tarkington
lln "Seventeen."
Miss Cowl's Juliet Is a flapper, a
flapper of gentle pranks and dellclous|ness.
She lives all about us she Is

—

generic.

She undoubtedly has her habimany Main streets, fathered
Capulets, surrounded by
Tybalts and wooed by
many sleek and unacceptable Farlsea.
There Is her Romeo, who went
to the
wrong school, or like as not lives
on
the
tation on

by paunchy
quarrelsome

other side of the railroad track,
while in day-dreams or
slumber she
enacts the tragic romance of her
prototype
She, and not some remote
and
.-tartllngly precocious
maiden of old
taly, IS the Juliet of Jane
Cowl, who
has made of the role a spiritual
translation, not only from Its
stated source,
but from the ebullient and
blundering
days of projecting .stages,
flamboyant
oratory, heavy-hitting "business"
and
•rude mechanical technique
Her Juliet and Rollo Peters's
Romeo
fell in love yesterday,
their romance
was not re-warmed last night
after
•"""^'""^
\fo.
tion. '^Thfv
They were ^bursting with
first
love and Us pride. They
over-acted at
times, as In the balcony
scene— they
seemed conscious of being looked
as many couples have and will upon
In th«
audlenceless solitude of many
a front
porch at midnight.
Juliet was coSsclously dramatic alone in her
bedroom
—but not for the audience. The
universe revolved around her and
her love
and surely something of the sort

demanded.

WM

Judicious shortening of long
speech.,
and
the
usual
blue-penclIllng
of
t-[izabethan robustness were
In
evidence, and contributed to the
dramatic
sv,-fft.ie,ss
of the story.
The scenery

rloh

yf.)

:

"Uoniola la iiui:h
ihii
material that one v
ha.
so long escaped th''
,,1,.
Kor,
although her purpose was primarily to
Ilmn the dissolution of the erring 'tito
Meleina, George Eliot chose for lier hl«toricui background the Kloreiico of the
early Qulnquacento, or rather tlio lat-

>.iliite

'

1

ter

\

TREMONT TEMPLE
1;

'

I

II

"

i|

[

Boston has the opportunity of seeing
what a photo play "made In Italy" looks
like.
"Qua Vadls." from the novel by
Henryk Slekklewicz, as presented at
Tremont Temple, is an ambitious effort, on a huge scale, and shows the resuits of a painstaking study of screen
drama technique by slncero wirkinen
who are even yet a little strange to the
business and have not acquired that Indescrlbable, confident touch that only
long practice gives. Estimated by the
standard set by leading American producers It lacks the convincing realism to

which we have been accustomed.
balanced;

"continuity"

Is nil

It Is 111

and, while

dramatic in places It Is dreadand draggy In others.
One thing It does possess. In good
measure, to which unstinted praise can
be given.
In Emil Jannlnga, the Gerthrillingly
fully dull

man actor who took the part of Nero,
we have a performer of uie first lank,
who stands head and shoulders above
all

the others.

Mr.

Jannings

W'tll

is

remembered here for his fine won: as
Henry VUI in "Anne Boleyn." The
role of the wicked Emperor fits him to
His expressive countenance,
depicting by turns cruerty, sensually,
fatuous complacency, hate, suspicion,
cowardice and sheer, stark terror, is
something to haunt one's dreams In the
midnight watches.
The climax of the piece Is reached In
perfection.

where

the scenes In
Christians are

devoured by the

tied

chariots

to

flying

the

arena,

and

the

lions,

otherwi.se

martyred. The lions are wonders. It
Is a triumph of shuddersome realism
and the representation of the prodigious
feat of Ursus, when he 'successfully
"bulldogs" the mad steer- upon whose
back the maiden Lveia has been laahed,

'incest,

heartaches.
as Nancy, who perform,
thf "miracles." shared the honors with

Mr Richards and provoked many laughs
l.\
h^r efforts to awaken "the younf-

expertly done. The mob scenes, too,
particularly that in which the maddened
populace attacks the palace. Is spiritedly handled.
The action of "Quo Vadls" is laid In
Rome and the ancient city furnishes
a real background which is finely used.
The InteMor of the catacombs Is ven'
is

effective Indeed.

As mtich cannot be said for other
Nero's feast, for example, does
not compare in impressiveness with
that of Belshazzar in D. W. Griffith's
scenes.

"Intolerance." The whole ,thlnK Is deficient in the imperial note. If it can
be so described. One misses the dignity that we unconsciously associate
with ancient Rome.
As for the secondary characters, Pe'Vlnlclus
tronius ls too commonplace.
lacks character, Ursus is too fat and
the beautiful Lygia carries far too
many pounds to meet the requirements
The
of the Ideal maiden of the story.
lady who plays the part of Poppaea,
however, provided a more happy selection.
She is "a regular royal queen,"
as they sing In "The Gondoliers," and
her haughty good looks made atonement for deficiencies elsewhere In the
.

cast.
All

participants are discreetly
manner calculated not to
offend the most fastidious, but there
are far, far too many explanatory prints
shown. It ought not to have been necessary to write half the book to make
But even If, for
the play intelligible.
the purpose of providing the conventhe
script
tional
"happy ending,
writers have taken almost unbelievthe text,
able liberties with
"Quo
Vadls" is a production well worth seeing.
J. E. P.

j

mother
d"U had very
picted

'

'

"

NEW PARK—"Bomola,"

a film verslon of the novel of George Eliot, produced by the Inspiration FMcturee, under the direction of Henry King. The

screen,

Romola,

there cpmes a suave and
young man, a Greek, Tito
Melema, wearing a ring of the order

of the sacred college of Pythgoras,
that recommends him to Bardi.
The
Compagnaccl, or "bad companion^,"
led by Adolfo Spini (the Doffo Splnl of
history), are plotting against Savonarola; they add Tito to their number.s.
The old Bardi dies, leaving his manuscripts to Tito, and his daughter.
The
rest is of the duplicity of Tito, of his
mock marriage to the peasant Tessa,
of his undoing and his death, and th-^

cast:
.

Tito Jtelema
Carlo BuccelUnl

Daldasaarre Calvo
Savonarola
Bardo Bardl
Adolfo Splnl
Brlgida
Monna Ghlta
.
Nello
,
Brattl
Plero d« Medici

LilUnn

GIsh

Dorothy Gisli
William H. Powell
Ronald Colman
Charles Lane
Herbert Grlmwood
Bonaventura Ibancz

Frank PugUa
Amelia Summervllle
Tina Ceccaccl Rlnaldl
Eduilio Muftcl

Angelo Seatlgna
Alfredo Bertone

F.

1

20

min-

utes of dancing, singing and jokes.
Joe Browning is back with his reform
talk.
He Is good, as usual.
Margaret Young sang with good success despite a bad cold. Few can forgot
her "Bimbo" song.
The refit of the show Includes 'Willie

And

is traced the fuSavonarola, his excommunication, and his death.
But despite Its historic flavor, the
surpassing loveliness of Liillan Gish, at
last dispensing with her earlier exaggerations in pantomime, and the Intense Savonarola of Herbert Grlmwood,
Vho seems to be the portrait of Fra
Bartolommeo come to life, the film of
"Romola'' often lacks fire.
Mr. King
seems to have given sparingly of his
Florence, yet the scenario is workmanlike and direct; the titles are Intelligent, faithful to the original.
Dorothy Gish as Tessa played with
Broadway coquetry the Italian peasant, a self-conscious gamine.
Charles
Lane's Baldassarre Calvo was a fl'rm
and poignant characterization of the

of

and Gladys Ahearn, with 'Wlllle doing
some lariat talk atfer the manner of
"Will Rogers; Potter and Gamble, In a
sprightly song and dance act; the Yong
tVong company, in expert Juggling, and
the aerial Vakntlnos in an original act.
The mcvie fables, topics and news reel
are entertaining.

.

old Greek scholar, deranged by his reverses.
Mr. Powell's Tito lacked gusto,
although he had suavity, the cool insolence, the noncommittal air of Tito.
Ronald Colman, In the lesser role of
Bocellini, played with restraint and
dignity.
Bonaventura Ibanez gave an
excellent characterization in his few
mo«nents as the old Bardl.
But It is Lillian Gish. cool and wistful as always, playing with a new dignity and simplicity, who remains the
memorable figure In this film, "Romola."
E. G.

TREMONT THEATRE—First
In

Boston

of

W

.

Tvrila

Kate

'

.

Finch

Elizabeth O'Grady
M. B. Hlcl« Jr
--^''",^ ,„rhfn
V,
Campbell
George

sfsnlrsh.-.-."

Chester Tetwciler
Polly Standish
Harbld Shephard

T.

Howard Remlg

Tom Brown

Leah Alnsworth
Theodore Richardson
Ethel Richards
'xi 'w'^I^wi^prn^tz
'
Spike Burns
Judges. .Joseph Sellg and Charles S. Buck
Judge Richards
"""'i,?," w
Thomas Quinn
Cecilia Connors
»
Flower Girl
Catherine Byrne
The Dancer
.Joseph iseiig
The Walter
^.Charles S. Buck
The Announcer
S Buck
..Charles
The Hero
Joseph Sellg
The Villain
Sally Goldstein
The Heroine
"Barbara Lee" is named after the
central character In the book. It Is tne
nth Fllene Co-operative Association
surpassej In sheer
production and
beauty, elaborateness of production,
plot, tinkling tunes, dance nuinbers and
Barbara

Lee'....

Miles Hawley

JAMES THEATRE— "The Young-

a comedy in three acts by Philip
Barry, presented by the Boston Stock

est,"

The

Company.
Charlotte

cast:

Anna

tv'insjow

Layrfte

John Collier
.Martha (Muff) Winslow Roberta Lee Clark
Aurusta Winslow Martin. .Olive Blakeney
Bernard Nedell
.Man J:artln

Mark Winslow

.

Rif-hard Winslow
Oliver Winslow

Nancy Blake

Houston

Richards

Roy Elklns
Elsie H'ltz
itarjorie North

Katie

i|

any

of its 10 j.redecesso'-s

-is

By PHILIP HALE

satirical.

the story
joungest" of the family, who
It

tells

of
Is

"the
tossed

'

a very shabby manner, being forced and even bullied into subiiii.?Elon by the other members.

around

sneclaltles

•

STEWART GIVES

perhaps one of the best
that thl's well known author has written, and at times it bordered on the
brief

per-

"Barbara Leo."
Book
a musical comedy in two acts.
Llbbey
by Ralph L. Harlow, Lcn
and G. G. Goldle; music by Charles A.
Young and Ralph L. Harlow; lyrics by
Staged by Ned -^Vayburn
L. S. Bltner.
Spangler
Pinkham Standlsh. .G. Sheldon
Grace Hunier
formance

• ;

ST.

Ill

Romola

B.

the

of

They speed through

Eherwood.

consequent marriage of Romola and the

The play

,

stag»,

of

feature

the

Is

Keith's program this week, which Incidentally Is dedicated to the National
Vaudeville Association. Throughout the
country this week all vaudeville artists,
es well as those who are now working
on the legitimate boards are lending
their efforts to the success of this organization which number among their
members some of the greatest names
Miss Claire
on the American stage.
has a well written sketch which deals
with the rich young man, a chorus gl»I,
and the views of the former anent the
latter.
A conversation overheard by
the lady of the chorus upsets what
Would be the usual run of things and
leads to a pleasing climax. It is a good,
entertaining act.
Next In line are the Sherwood entertainers, headed by Bob and Gale

Pilchards., in the title role.

'

performance and was greatly enjoyed.

R F KEITH'S BILL
and
star

The Easter offering at the St. James
Theatre last evening was the first production in this city of the very amusing
comedy, "The Youngest," by Philip
F!arry, and given by members of the
Boston Stock Company, with Houston

liOMOLA' OPENS

One of the bright spots on the family
was the flapper sister.
escutcheon
Martha, played by Roberta I^ee Clark.
Altogether It was a remarkable first

Miss Ina Claire,

Italy,
of Ital-

Is

Bucelllni.

love, while Bernard Nelittle to do as Martin.

INA CLAIRE HEADS

Strang

struggle

two older brothers, John ColRoy Elklns were a clever pair,
Anne Layng as Mrs. Winslow finely dethe

Her and

;

ian extras, the Italian principals, with
a few exceptions, clumping across the
stone-paved streets, flinging themselves
through Its ancient stone palaces, up
the steps of a suggested Barcello.
The plot of "Romola" Is so familiar
that It needs only a sliglit summarizing here. To an old and blind scholar,
Bardo Bardl, friend to Savonarola,
treasuring 'his library and his daughter,

tile

'

.\n

the

clothed. In a

TeB«a,

est.

t)ie

Carlo

Illtz

lOI.-do

II

artist.

many

the family

producer of "a
it, he revels in the
costumes, the settings, so that he loses
completely the spirit of the period tha'
ho would recreate.
Bi^t there is authenticity in this Florence that Ilenrj'
King has filmed, although at times
there Is more of Rome than of Morenco

faithful

Richards aa Richard, the
gave a finished piece of act-

ing from the start to the clever transition 111 the last act where family pride
and a generous spirit favo the rest of

sentlmentallsm.

throughout this there

rr

'

and his friends alike.
And In the
romance of Romola, of Tito, of Carlo
and Tessa there Is restraint, and an
admirable lack of exaggeration, and of

some of his vistas. But it
and threading It are the mobs

also

,il.iode

.

Ii,m."ioii

overlooking it. There are momenta of great pictorial beauty: of well
contrived emotional Intensity In the
throwing up of the crucifix against
which Savonart)Ift fn^P^ils death; the
sweeping rain that drenched his enemies

in

I

I

HM'.f.thl',

half of

Too often when
costume film stages

|.

I,

..

iPlo ihW perplexing iltuation. and "t.,
- r.,jii>:esi
Irons all the wrinkles ou

the Quatracento thnt culminated with the death of Snvoiii^rola.
.>^heer
melodrama at tlineH. when
translated to the screen 'Romola" bocomes more so, often eloquent, revelling
In Its genre scenes of the market place
and the crowds that waver and flood
the Piazza della Signorla. with the

i

m.

of

1

'QUOVADIS'AT

Norah that

discovers that
but her
Christie has come to marry,
planned
mother, and that Norah has
Australia^
in
nuns
of
order
to Join an
which
There Is an amusing scene in
Cornv at last declares his love to Ellen,
to
out
goes
mood
ron—ntic
and in
Much
hear the nyisic of the circus.
sentimental,
and
of this act Is lagglrtfe
much Inferior to the first two pungeiit
But "Loggerheads" is a
It
comedy, of round and racy speech.
and lines
has Imagination and gusto,
pregnant.
and
that are always pointed
And the plav Is excellently acted, with
Whltford Kane as Corny, Gail Kane
Norah was
as Ellen, Joanna Uoos, whose
who was clear
finely imaginative, and
It

i,.

Duomo

a

with the third act. Mr. CuUlnaii

Mlili.,

—

I

'"^^Then.

rl .

taries,
no
moralizing
speech
and
clinching argument wo
leave
them
alone under the great funereal candlaa.
J>eautlful and forever young.
H. F. IC

cars
her
.She fears "lurder if
uu the loft.
preshi
uncle meets him. or hears of
excellent first
ence there. There Is an
built second
act and a tense and well
return and
Corny's
with
which closes
his
to murder Christie, as
his

^^

dim and ponderous tomb of
the Capulets young beauty and death
together conspire to produce the oulmlnatlng eostasy of thwarted romano*.
There Is no entry of soldiers and digni-

Ium
pets

and
marry Norah.
who would
go
When Corny and his sister-ln-law
at honie,
to the circus, Norah remains
oomes
stenslblv to sew. but Christie
and when she
ifter thev have goue,
him
conceals
she
return,
Padnit

M'i >,

surely.
In the

""I

like to

'i

and suggestive of solifllty and diatunoe
Mcrrutio of the eloquent falrj- tale and
the ready sword was .xdmlrably played
by Charles Brok.iw.
nd the nurse of
Jessie Ralph was played heartily and

'

Duck.

in

To his rescue conies a friend of the
family who sympathizes with him and
by scheming gets him to assert himself.
Another member of the family
discovers an early will which does not
include this last son and so he invokes
the aid of the law to plac> !"n' ahuspd

Oranvllle Stewart, tenor, assisted by
'William Lawrence, pianist, gave a reThe
cital In Steinert hall last night.
program read as follow? Purcell, I Attempt from Love's Sickness to Fly:
:

j

i

I

I

Bach, Abide with Me: Handel, Would
you gain the tender creature; Mozxrt,
11
mio tesoro from "Don Giovanni";
Olordoni, Caro mIo ben; Verdi, "Celeste
Alda"; Qullter, Blow thou winter wind;

,

4

oiniiis:
lltlp

Zitnballst,

two

father h;\d been an
the bishop, "hut it
difference to

some

folk

way Awake.
nls nrraiifroil

feel

I

ow

like

the Lord".s

Beloved.
Negro
by Lawrence: Some-

Charles G. Norton writes: "You
might be Interested In knowing that on
our old homestead at Martha's Vineyard, we have a crab-apple tree that
actually does often have a few blooms
in Septembor.
"While we are on the subject of
freaks of nature, liave you heard of
L-uther Burbank's success of grafting
an eggplant to a milkweed. The fruit of
the new plant is a cup custard,"
Jlr.

WHY NOT

—

No sooner had we sent our remarks
about snuff and smoking to the composing room than we read the assertion of
H. J. Harper-Roberts, an English deep
thinker in Manchester, that smoking is

only an Elizabethan but an American
"who did this sort of thing very well."
Frederic Lawrence Knowles is the

Ilion
'

consumed with

is

ALICE W. COLLINS.

'

The poem

:

It's

!

England

(in
in

bodies

their

.

Oh, not for

to

Thackeray's Mr, Ranville

who

would rather die than commit himself,
was "growing prematurely bald, like
Canning" and was quite proud of it.
Let us appeal to the anthropologist,
"The Arymphaei, who dwell near the
Ryphaean Mountaines, esteem haire
upon the head to be a very great shame
and reproach, and therefore they affect
baldnesse,
and are so from their
The
nativity, both men and women.
Argippael that live under the roots of
the high mountains in Scythla are bald
from their nativity, both men and
women. The Miconii also are borne
VvMthout haire, and baldnesse is lovely
;ind nationall to them, wherefore they
are wont to call bald men Myconians."
"Yet good old Bulwer regards this absence of hair most derogatory to the
honor of nature.
Men were bald and there were
against
baldness
remedies
strange

Insurance

i

I

I

bid

'

the .composition of the Requiem, espe-

march,
Three numbers of the Requiem were
performed at Vienna late in 1867, The
'

reception was not wholly favorable. In
fact there were "unmistakable demonstrations of hostility mingled with the
plaudits." Billroth wrote: "His Requiem
is so nobly spiritual and so ProtestantBachLsh that it was difficult to make
if^o down there. The hissing and clapping became really violent; It was a
party conflict." The work as a whole,
with the exception of a soprano solo
added afterward, was produced on
April 10, 1868, in St. Peter's Cathedral,
Stockhausen was the bariBremen.
tone; Brahms conducted.

is lost.

Bax

i

|

in "selling" me
Life's little joke

How can I, holding thoughts like these.
Cry to the Spring, "Hurrah!"
A silly wheeze, when Heart Disease
Is muttering "Ha Ha!"
By 40 I should be extinct.
Or, living, all in soak
Ain't life immense? "Of all old gents
Five out of six are broke."

weed came
Let robins sing, if sing they must;
Let sap sing in each tree.

Samuel "Wilberforce bitterly opposed
Darwinian theories. A curate once said
to him. "After all, by Lord, I don't
see that it would have made any difgreat-great grand-

Songs

But please, I trust, if I'm to bust
Expect no song from me!

Woe

conietli when insurance sharks
Begin their dismal croak.
Hark! Hark! tlie larks: "Of patriarchs

—

he sat for his portrait he chose
I

program of the Symphony conweek is as follows: Mozart,
Symphony C major (K. 420>, Prokotiebb,
The,

insisted that the pipe should be
painted out, and now the picture at St.

certs next

John's College represents "an apparent
ly feeble-minded old gentleman, with his
bottom lip curiously turned down at

Violin Concerto

tion

one

cornfer,

and

his fingers ludicrously

twisted round nothing."

give a concert in Jordan hall toSongs by Coleridgenight.
Taylor. Rubinstein, Handel, Lehmann,
Thomas,
Puccini.
Rlddick,
Burleigh,
Bayly. Mozart and a duet from "Aida."
Tony Sarg's IMarionettes will per-

form "The I'ied Piper of Hamelin" in
Jordan hall Saturday morning for the
Florence Crittenden.
The mus cal clubs of Phillips Exeter
.\cademy will give a concert in Jordan
h,!.U next Sai.irday evening.
Next Sunday afternoon Mr. Koussevitzky will conduct the concert for the
ijoston Syniphony Orchestra's Pension

program

The

Fund.

"rilldenleben"

Strauss's

will

include

and music by

Wagner.

Mary
!

Jones,

E.

soprano, and Harry

Delmore, tenor, will give a concert in
Jordan hall next Sunday afternoon under the auspices of the Charles Street
A. M. E. Church.

The

progrrani of the concert in

Sym-

'phony hall on Sunday evening, April 26,
given by Alessandro Bonci, tenor. Ester
Ferrabini, soprano and Arthur Fiedler,
pianist, will include operatic arias by
Cimarosa, Meyerbeer, Verdi. Puccini,
Thomas, a duet from "Manon" and
songs by Jlozart. Rossini. Pizzetti,
Respighi, Trucco and Pleraccini.
I

i

I

I

f
'

The Jlontreal Star siate» editorially:
"An appeal is being made, on the suggestion
aid

in

of the Canadian premier, for
the establishment of a fund to
Albani, the once famous

Mme.

assist

French Canadian

London

singer,

now

.

.

straitened

in

.

retire

and

live their later

days

In quiet
,

Thev are bv nature recklesscomfort,
ly generous, and both by instinct and
business people. They
'bad
practice
make the most amazing investments
and they fling their money often after
tlie most obvious wildcat schemes with
Mme, Albani did
cheerful optimism.
not escape the general misfortune tliat
dogs the artist s steps, and the result
that at the very period when she
is
most needs the little luxuries that
solace old age, she is compelled to go
without them."

Mme.

,1

.-Mbant

was born near Montreal

She made her debut at Mes1850.
In 1911 she turned from
sina in 1S67.
singing in public to teaching.
In

Program
Grace Cronin Gives
at Jordan Hall

(Mr, Burgin); Loeftler,

"La Bonne Chanson": Wagner, Overture to "Tannhaeuser."
At the last concerts. May

1.

the usual

|

living in

circumstances.
It is an unfortunate feature of
the lives of many artists that old age
often finds them totally unprepared to

"

Five out of six are broke!"
Gordon Seagrove.

(

morrow

him

have been sung in
Boston, He Is a Londoner by birth.
At the concerts this week Mr, Rachmaninoff will play his second piano
concert, and Mr, Koussevitzky will revive
Strauss'a autobiographical
"EIn
Heldenleben,
which has not been performed at a Boston Symphony orchestra's/ concert
since
December, 1910.
When Mr. Mengelberg conducted the
New York Philharmonic Society in
Symphony hall in March, 1922, the
"Heldenleben,"
which Strauss dedicated to him, was on the program.
by

by Mr. Kousse-

v.'ill

'

sunlight unhuman tav-ilr-j- oontinues unceasingly between the ends
of time.
The travelers are caught,
unresisting, into the maze of tlie dance.
A pause comes, and Fand sings her
song of Immortal love, claiming' the
souls of her hearers forever.
The
dancing and feasting begin again, and
finally the sea. rising, overwhelms the
whole island, the people of the Sldhe
riding in rapture upon the ridges of
the green and golden waves, and laughing carelessly amidst the foam at ihe
fate of the over-rash mortals lost forever in the unfathomable depths of
ocean.
The sea subsides, the veils of
twilight cloud the other w^orld, and the
Garden of Fand fades out of sight."
Bax is known to the Symphony audiences by his " Kr\ Slaugh Sldhe" ("In
the
Faery Hills"), and "November
Boughs." introduced by Mr. Monteu.x.

led

Louetta Cl apman. coloratura soprano,
and E. Willis Bradley, dramatic tenor,

in his

ethiTial

them I should escape, what then?
This thought I can't revoke:
men three-score-and-ten
'"Of all the
Five out of six are broke."

to be painted with a church warden in
his mouth. The dons of a later genera-

The performance

vitzky will be repeated tomorrow night.

score, tells this storj" In
print, not in music.
He says that his
tone poem has no special relation to

If
[

the singers.

Cloak of Forget-

At fir?', he
the events of the Saga.
"seeks to create the atmosphere of the
enchanted Atlantic." calm an..i beneath a spell, A little ship bears a few
voyagers setting out from the shore of
Erin towards the sunset dream.
The
vessel is cast by a huge wave on
"Here in
Fand's miraculous island.

i

The first rerformance in Boston was
by the Cec.Ja Society on Dec. 3. 1888.
The solo singers were Elizabeth Hamlin
and Eliot Hubbard. The first performance in America was at New York by
the Oratorio Society, Leopold Damrosch
Marie
conductor, or. March 15, 1877.
von Heimburg and A. E. StodHlard were

fulness betv.eon the hero and Fand. so
that all meniory of their passionate love

I learn, will lay ine low.

\

his

i

cially into the funeral

Emer, his wife, follows him to
win him back; Fand takes pity on her,
renounces her love for a mortal, and

Manannan shakes

"Hush!"

When

my

;

this day;

boys.

if

,

cry.

lay;

One more word about tobacco. Dr,
Samuel Parr Avas a famous smoker. It
is said that he smoked while preaching
the University sermon at Cambridge,

me

I

the rose's blush

There was no tobacco in Bethel when
rude boys shouted to Elisha, "Go up,
thou bald head." That the Lord did not
disapprove baldness is shown by the
fact that t'WO wild she ^jears ate these

ferenc? to

J

:

thought at 30 I had zip,
Vim, vigor and Youth's glow,
But rickets, grip, pneumonia, pip,

j

ANECDOTE FOR THE DAY
j

see

with
one

I
!

peak.

i

over

men

Disclosed

Europe, Baldness had its disadvantages, as when an eagle mistook the
head of Aeschylus for a rock and
There are
dropped a tortoise on it.
men who should be bald to play well
their part as chairmen of committees,
visiting statesmen, judges on the bench,
but not when the head runs up to a

'

I

women

"Of all the men three-scorc-and-ten,
Five out of six are broke."

into

'

me

Or bluebird's vernal
The April thrush will
For gloom has come

'

centuries before the Indian

Lords)

— to

PROSPECT

,

office,

of

glory;

SPRING SONG OF AN INSURANCE

:

foreign

its

bejewelled

—

a woman in Charles Reade's
"Terrible
Temptation" who inveighs
iagalast tobacco, but she objected to this
Nothing about
form of birth-control.
baldness, as we recollect,
Even 'if tobacco does produce baldthe

all

Yes; they thought in Russia they
were going to smash all this; whereas
what has happened is that the diamonds now adorn the mistresses of
commissaries instead ot grand duchesses.— The Observer (London).

is

of

House

the

million pounds sterling some of them
had on them. Standing in that gallery
looking upon that array, I turned to my
colleague, John Wheatley, and shouted
across the floor, "Johnny, we'll smash
Mr. Kirkwood.
all this!"

Into their gizzards.
But there Is nothing about baldness.

Ranville,

The Conning Tower be-

"Helen's lips are drifting dust,"
a good line.— Ed.

nyiere

|

'

Plunge (after shocking lives)
Razors and carving knives

some men.

in

gins:

I

they who use fusees
grow by slow degrees
Brainless as chimpanzees.
Meagre as lizards.
Go mad, and beat their wives;

becoming

:

Tomorrov/ afternoon and Saturday
evening Arnold Bax's symphonic poem
"The Garden of Fand" will be played
for the first time at the Symphony concerts.
It was first performed at Chicago by the Chicago Orchestra, and this
orchestra, A'isiting Boston, played it at
its concert on Jan. 24, 1921.
Although
it
was compo.sed in 1913. it was not
heard in London until after the performance in Chicago.
Fand is an enchantress; the heroine
of the old Irish saga "the Sickbed of
Cuchullin." She is the wife of Jlanannan,
the sea god; her garden is the ocean.
In the saga she lures the warrior
Cuchullin from the service of his coun-

rust;

the galleons of Greece
Drink the ocean's dreamless peace;
T,,ost was Solomon's purple show
Restless centuries ago."

AU

This poem can be found In "The Little Book of Modern Verse," edited by
.I'essie
B. Rittenhouse.

All

I

Triumphant," which

"Helen's lips are drifting dust;

How

is

,

begins:

cigars:

dome

Tow-

er (N. y. AVorld) appearing in your column leads me to say that there was not

one of the causes of baldness. Perish
Calverley In his "Ode to
the thought!
Tobacco" names some of the objections

hairless

AS ONE

on a symphony, which was
never completed. He turned it into a
sonata for two pianos, the first two(
movements became the first and second
of the piano concerto in D minor; the
third is the march movement, "Behold
All Flesh," In the Requiem. The tragedy
of Schumann's Illness also entered into

worked

Imagination, especially Mr.
is the
And of the two. Mr. Touchette
of a good
better musician, possessed
an
technique,
though not brilliant AVetterlow. alMr.
agreeable touch.
consumed
times
though he seemed at
-.oil" scratch,
with^emotlon, played
heavy and ""en unpleasily, and with a
well as Mr.
as
ant intonation. Yet he.
mus.cal^ex-|
Touchette, is not lacking in
pressiveness.

Terry.

"Liove

Symphony

'

of the trials of Old Fogeydorn Is
the exasperating suspicion that the
young generation is right. Sir R. R.

Mr, Lawrence again proved himself an

a

few numwnicn
bers— Greig's second sonata, in with
glows,
and
Mr Finck deliberates
airs, and its sentiits homely dolorous
frequent
ment now dulled with too Sjorgren
s
lesser
the
and
playing,
sonata in G minor.
„„j
»
and
art,
Ensemble playing is a fine
practise, as
one that demands long
And yet these mudoes any other.
a smoothsicians have not acqiiired
In the r
ness and a rythmic fluency
were at their
playing together. They
Faure sonata
best last evening in the
most finished
which they played with
Touchette^

One

author of

baritone, and 60 members of the
The Requiem
orchestra.
"was inspired primarily by the death of
he had
1854
In
Brahms's mother.
sky,

too Scanu.-

Verdict— "Accidental
church street.
Death." A deddand of 501. was levied
horses.
and
on the coach

the Conning

Choral Society.
Radcllfto
the
Ethyl Hayden. soprano; Boris Saslaw-

recital

was
his iirst. their choice
navlan for a program of so
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TWO POETS WROTE

Mr. Koussevitzky will conduct tonight

Brahms's "German Requiem." which
will be performed by the Harvard Glee
Club,

coroner's inquest was held on Monday night on the body of Mr. King, who
lost his life on Saturday evening by being run over by a stage-coach in Grace

As the World AVags:
The quotation from

)

has not been too
Messrs
frequent this season, so the
wise to
Touchette and Wetterlow were
form, alcouch their concert in this
sc.ata.
Faure
though, aside from the

A

excellent accompanist.

ness,

Times, Feb,

3 for strings witli the addi-,^
tlon of Slloti's arrangement for strings
of the Adajio in Bach's Toccata. C j
major, for organ.

cerlo No.

haJl last

^The^Lnata

FINE MOTOR CARS?

(Tlio Ixxjilon

tried least to be so, as in the
charming air of Purcell. He has made a
good beginning, technically, he should
pursue his studies and, above all, hear
his voice an4 criticize himself.

There

—

evening Charles
Touchette, pianist, and Godfrey Wetof
terlow, violinist, gave a program
insonatas for violin and piano that
Grieg. Sonata in G minor,
xluded:
major.
Opus 13; Faure, Sonata In A minor,
Opus 13; Sjogren, Sonata In G

At Jordan

ing appio tree."

when he

•

Saturday night concert will be on FrI-l,
the
and
night "Prometheus'"
day
dances, from "Prince Igor" will be repeated; so will Two Nocturnes by Debussy; so will Bach's Brandenburg Con-

Played by Touchette, Pianist,
and Wetterlow, Violinist

u.ulo

h.i.^

your great-great.

LATE BLOSSOMING

changing suddenly from forte to pianissimo without reason; in fact he overworked piano effects. Let him beware
of being known as a pianissimo singer.
See-saws of expression soon become as
monotonous as an undeviating degree of
force. Mr. Stewart's was most effective

j

wovikl

quoted from the "Story of Irving
a passage in which Nathan
Halo is hanged "on a tine September
morning from the branch of a blossom-

out the final high note. Would that
operatic tenors of great reputation
would do likewise!
Mr. Stewart often phrased well In the
songs and showed
understanding of
what poet ani composer intended. He
was too fond of unmeaning contrasts

I

w

;ipe.'

Berlin"

oBfort. -syinivithetlc in the Interpret.'ition
of the Keutler emotions.
TUo niiddio
tone* are smooth and even; the ujiper
are clear and resonant in forte ir^asiires: the extren\o lower ones are inI'llned to be throaty and need correction.
Tfe^has. It is pliiin, a musical nature,
as his program showed, he has
aims, also coura.ce in uttemptinp
ry out his ambitious purpose. We
mbltious, for Don Otta,vio's air
"Don Giovanni" and "Celeste
are not for a young tenor, liow.
irm his appreciation of the music,
tn be said: Mr, Stewart .sang thpassages of Mozart with good
of breath and ended the air of
1
les as Verdi wished, not bawling

and

II

,

We

a motherless chile; I
laid his hands on me;

-«1ne low, sweet oliariot.
Mr. Stewart has a voice of fine ((ual't.v,
one that lends Itself easily to
tleelaniHtorjnK-asmes without undue

to pipes

-

grandmother."

Colerldge-Tay-
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Grace

evening
At Jordan Hall last
the following
cronin. child pianist, gave
program: Sonata. A (Paradies),
^^^f
Toooata
,

Scarlatti)

;

;
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ear-rings,
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As the World

Kramer, a violinist 12
gave a recital last
night in Sj-mphony hall to the accompaniment of Joseph Adler. He
played the Handel A major sonata,
a set of variations in E minor, by
Joachim; the Vi^uxtemps's Ballade

{

.

j

!

i

apti-

^ilone

u

adequately with
variations

it

^^"'"^ ^° '"a'^^ Interesting.

" / """" °'
talent as 'a
Troi.»l
prodigy and
to exhibit In public
his
present state of creditable
development
—Undoes not seem judicious. R.

r q

And then St. Brandon demandea oi
the abbot how lon^ they had kept that
silence, that none of them spake to
other, and he said: These twenty-four
years we spake never one to another.
And then St. -Brandon wept for joy of
their holy conversation.
The Golden
Legend by J. de Voragine.

—

doubt there are in Boston genteel
, No
persons anxious about their crests, their
jcoats-of-arms, forgsttlng Lincoln's rel^aik that the American's coat-of-arms
^ is a pair of
shirtsleeves.
No doubt
Bostonians purchase books on
] these
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I

!

'

makes it
^ ^K hearing,
i"*'?''^'
worth
nor has he yet a musl-

^rl..

may cause tlie recipient
to
the back-handed compliment,
of
"Heaven save me from
and
say,
cringe,
friends."
An instance of this Is seen in the current number of a publication cialming
between two and three million drctila-

i

my

heraldry, and also, thumbing the book
of the peerage, endeavor to trace descent from belted earls and strawberry
bearing Jukes.
urge them to purchase not only several sets of coats-ofarms to replace wear and tear, but "The
British Compendium, or Rudiments ot

We

Honor," published

It contains
"Abel, the sec>ore, his father's coat

In

V.owire: i>f-<;age:

1721.

The fashionable and usually not-too-

demonstrativ* audience that gathered
Fhowed
for the premiere presentation
unm.lBtakably Us keen delight with the
performance, according It continued enthusiastic applause and demanding encore upon encore.

FINISHED PERFORMANCE
It

woman.

The occasion,

for the

;!

will

I

I

{

;

I

wlien they see such a lady as she
street or In a shop

Now

this

lady

is

of

her,"

every-

never

"

in

respects,

was

music^s salvaof

"

lose.

pcnspquence, but

i

i*.,

still

SURPRISE ELEMENT
A
tlie

mourn.
.

interrupted Charley. "If it has been in
the New York Herald, it is no longer
entre nous."
Quite recently the front pages of the
newspapers have been blaringly headlined with Information regarding a cerItain adopted child of unknown parent-

age, who has sudderily become imimensely rich; all ot which cannot m^ke

'known the origin of the child. Now the
writer I have been referring to states
something tliat to a considerable extent
parallels this, all of which is highly to
the credit of the subject of the article
question, but this latter child will
grow up, and five million people who
did not know, now do know and will
not forget, that Its real parents were
never known. This Is not to the child's
or any one's discredit, still it is unwise
it.

There was another Instance, but I
have said enough to Illustrate my point,
that however complimentary and comcertain actions of celebrities

darkly, with those that
his inmost being he felt

|

The

.

more moving and exalted. Time iti-r-W
has helped it; a few pages which ina.\
.

the choruses at so slow a pace thai no
lingers, either chorus or soloi.'its. could
do justice either to the force or to the
Tlie splendid
shape of the phrases.
"Worthy Art Thou," on the other hand,
he fancied very fast.
Mr. Koussevitzky, indeed, was not conlet

Brahmj

."-peak

for himsc

he made adagios, piano
A^ou!d have pianissimo, forte he war''

i

dis-

was

exceptionally

"drill" of 'the Morocco girls in the second act was one of the outstanding featur-es.

The play, being given in aid of the
Vincent Memorial Hospital, is to be presen ted again tonight, with a matinee to
morrow and the flnal performance li

I
'
the evening.

r-

i

CHORUS FINELY ACCURATE

to

costuming

i

The chorus sang with fine accurao
Xo doubt they would have sung with a
more communicating warmth if .Mr.
Kousse\itzky had not taken many of

le-.it

Is

with
no
is

while the settings embodied a
degree of gorgeousness seldom equaled
even in professional performances. The
,

{.Andantes

not revealed In

program.

cores.

music of a loftiness and charm most
amazingly united. Fresher It seems today than 30 years ago. more exqulsid

.

tlie

brilliant,

doubtless retnm with WjoJclng."'
And thankful should we be that he
gave expression to his views of life in

:

of

another romance running through the
with another daughter and her
plot,
"friend" as the principals.
Mrs. Frederick Bradlee, Jr.. as Patricia, and Berthe Braggiotti. as the
played the leading roles adshe-ik.
The dancing and singing of
mirably.
Mrs. Bradlee, and the "dagger dance"
of Miss Braggiotti, won them round
after round of applause and many en-

ivs loveliness.

have sounded hysterical in their uloor
today, in comparison with what
since have heard, seem notable for '
cence. All thanks to Dr. Davison
o
his chorus for bringing beauty
ward.

synopsis

the discovery that the
sheik at all, but really
sheik
Bobbie, the "boy friend" of Patricia,
one of the Bangs belles. There Is also

that here on earth wc, have no continuing place, where for a little time we
labor and sorrow. How could a man of
mature years feel otlierwije? 'I'hanufu] he could be that he felt as vividly
the truth of those comfortable wordn:
"\yiio goeth forth and weepeth shall

1

m

In

surprise e'ement,

closed

many angles.
He saw life

v/ill

-.c.>,i!jble

Accompanied by the aunt, also Tilly,
the family nurse, and the "boy friend
of MImsi, one of the daughters, the five
girls follow their father to his Morocco
When they arrive a sheik is
ctreat.
calling on Mr. Bangs and soon theie is
fcreat excitement as the news Is brought
a holy stone
in that the great "Kaba,
\vorshipped by the tribes, has been
it Is sesuspect
stolen and ty« natives
fjuestered in the Bangs house. The natives become feverishly excited and are
threatening dire vengeance, and the
fcheik Is suggesting taklns one of th«
fair daughters as a. hostage, when the
.situation is relieved-by the recovery of
the holy stone, while the Ban^ses and
their retinue, having had excitement
aplenty, return to the United States.

They are tnough. In the few pages
of this score Brahms viewed life from

modest and retiring nature, in spite of
her many years of prominence; and she

to broadcast

less

commend

an exceedingly

confine her exercise to her hotel or
the necessar.v outing of the evening.
As this publication has so enormous
a circulation, to specify another of the
unwise references will not be in violaAn inciethical confidences.
tion of
dent that came under my observation
i.aany years ago illustrates this perA certain man of unusual wit,
fectly.
named Charley, we will eay, was going
down School street with a friend who
incidentally remarked to him, "Entre
nous, Charley. I saw in the New York
" "TTiat will do," instantly
Herald

many

mu-

I

a hopeful sign of tha times, Is the circumstance that enough people in Boston
weie so eager to hear this Requiem that
two performances were needed to accommodate the press. It Is unsensathese
mind.
people
mu&ic,
tional
thronged to hear, music not In vogue
today, without any brilliant solo singing to allure. It has only its nobility to

Of

—

is

In

plots characteristic of

I

PUBLIC RESPONDS

;

or "that's

of those at the directing
of

helm and gave undeniable evidence

I

extraordinary amount of time to
learning this Intricate music thoroughly.
Their steadiness of purpose proves a
true love of great music, quickened, no
doubt, by the enthusiasm of their conductor. Dr. Davison. In accomplishing
their noble undertaking. 200 or. more
young people must have developed a
fine taste In music that probably they

jtary; they are not, but they are unwise,
One instance of this is she describes
the constan't habit of dress that is peculiarly characteristic ot her subject,
and we will say that should she happen
to be in Cleveland or Detroit this week,
10,000 readers In that city will re.

"that's

work

performance, the
spoke eloquently

'

an

This writer

and the like, for the lion hunter
where abroad in the land.

which

sical comedies, deals with the exciting
'adventures of Mr. Banks, a New York
V idower. and his five winsome and
Feeling himself
jazz-mad daughters.
unequal to the fast pace of American
"jazzy" ex"life as set by his daughters
istence, Mr. Banks seeks quiet diversion
his new
share
to
planning
Morocco,
in
found freedom with Dr. Haines, an Inexuberant
his
leaves
timate friend. He
(aaughters In the care of their Aunt
Matilda.

in

The young men and women

—

has described, on the
—
So-and-So,"

flniehed

of

persevering, exacting training f->r cast
and ensemble during long months of
preparation.
The play was produced under the

the chorus have been willing to devote

would not do her subject an intentional
harm for worlds, but inadvertently she
(States things that had better be left unIsaid
not that tiiey are uncomplimeni

was a

excellence

Choral Society, Avith members of the
Boston Symphony orchestra (Julius
Theodoro'wicz, concert master) to
play, the whole conducted by Mr.
Koussevitzky.
The soloists were
Ethyl Hayden, soprano, and Boris

tion.

[tion weekly. In •wtloh an admiring and
intensely friendly writer tells admirably
of the habits and characteristics of a

natlonally-fatnous

night

ope to restore faith

,

mark

Joachim

Opera House.

Saslawskj', baritone.

•v\eIl-in'tentioned,

that his advisers should
think It wise for him to give
a concert in Symphony Hail at
present. No
doubt he played his concerto last
night
with a technical facility remarkable
a boy of his years; in Its course in
he
certainly showed traces of warm
musical temperament which
ought to take
P'ay it With
'^^
^Inu

^,?1H

\

in tliat time and with those
watch upon one's
words regarding them cannot be given,
seem
complimentary
and
and wliai may

is

*T°

W.

THE QRBEN

dim way of

have learned

could scarcely be taught.
Comments on the boy's technical accomplishment must be left to persons
versed In matters of violin technique.
His brilliant passages, while not agreeable to the ear of the ordinary listener,

Sinrtf.

brinx.

Sjonphony hall
came the long promised performance
of Brahms's E,equiera by the Harvard Glee Club and the Radcliffe
Last

my time, I have been brought into
close business relationship with several
people of marked prominence, and I

talent possessed

show uncommon

Iin.\.

Wags

tention.
In

It

The wonder

O*

aUB

"Fez," an exotic, rapid-fire musical comedy presented by the Vincent
Club, was given a reception which
at once stamped it h dramatic success and a lucrative box office attraction, when presented yesterday
afternoon for the first time before
a large audience at the Boston

personal production of Ned Wayburn,
.ind had for its scenario authors Mrs.
Maurice Osborne and Mrs. Charles O.
Loring.
The plot, which follows the sketchy,

I

A

tude.

VINCENT

Is it true that Charles Stewart Pamell
thought green an unlucky color? We
iread this story In a London newspaper:
"When he was sent to Kilmalnham,
an Irish political prisoner, wishing to
rolleve the bareness of his cell, look a
green tablecloth which had been worked
for Ivim by friends outside and put it on
Coming up, he found
Parnejl's table.
the table bare and the cloth huddled
away in a corner. 'What have you done
with my beautiful cloth?' lie asked. 'Ah,'
sAid Parnell imperturbably, 'green's an
unlucky color.' "

that all the regrets in after life cannot
or nullify the harm they have
done, although with tlie best i>oa»ible In-

do.
That he has unusual talent seems
certain.
In quiet passages he plays with a
sweet tone, moderately strong, with
musical phrasing and taste. So much
may be due to gootl teaching.
certain rj-thmic vigor which he brought
to bear In one or two of the Joachim
variations and in the latter part of
the concerto's opening allegro must be
laid to his own musical temperament;

to

she

A.

people, that too close

by this young player can be estimated
only by people who know from expertence what young modern violinists can

would seem

and

"boobs"

labial Inx

WEARING

undo,

et Polovaise.

W

the

Anthony assumes she sinx
From Sphinx to Minx.

Sir

ot the cleverest people In the
they
sometimes ;
"slop-over"
world,
either say something or write something,

old,

precise degree

>

UNWISDOM OF THE UNWISE

Recital

Sammy

The

and

And cheekbones pinx

Some

years

with

On custom's and convention's

"Flosculous Relievo." Ye.s, we know
the meaning, for we looked up (or down)
the words in a dictionary. We guessed
the meaning of "Flosculous," having
suffered the disadvantage of a collegiate
education. Are there any specimens of
••Flosculous Relievo" in the Museum of
O
"Flosculous Relievo."
Fine Arts?
harmonious words! We could keep repeating them, rolling them in the mouth
like the traditional sweet morsel, sweeter far than chewing gum or "Mechanics
Delight."

Ci.

.J

,1

Her crinx and twinx.
Her prftnx and prinx

these beautiful and refined
is desired,
arts will be found an abundant source
."

|

hauteur

"giiix,"
ller highest Jinx
In balls and rlnx.
The arm In fallows' arms

days from 11 till 4 o'clock. Where 31. or
with ease
41. a week may be obtained
alia elegance, or a pleasing occupation

|

warmly iv

I

.

,

published this advertisement:
"To Ladies of Taste and Genius
i'aught, by a Lady, In 2 lessons, the
Ijtautlful flosculous Relievo, so highly
appreciated In tho fashionable world, in
modern dress, and general decoration,
An exhibition of this
for 2 guineas.
elegant art, together with a variety of
works, patronized
fashionable
new and
by His Royiil Highness the Duke of Sussex, President of the Society of Ai-ts,
may he seen on Tuesdays and Thurs.

j

.

MMi'On wa«. .ip,,].,.,],
he richly depl.uj'i.'d Willi <^nlhu»laKni;
The ncquleni will
^.rv^d the tribute.
B r
be repeated tonight.
1

and winx.
Her cranx and klnx.

Tlnie.s

Miss Cronin has an amazing virility,
elan, a touch tha't Is firm and
at times quite beautiful. Her technique
Is
l.irse and pliant, although not always accurate, and her vigor often led
her into excesses particularly In the
excerpt from the Viennese Carnival of
Schumann's. She played best the 18th
century music of Scarlatti and Paradles,
for this was objective, unspeculatlve
music, of a clear ad supple pattern.
Yet there was apt and studied gentleness In her V^hopln nocturne, and at
times In the difficult Scherzo, although here she was often rhythmically
uneven.
But after all. she Is very young, and
one does not learn the art of nuance
Although at times hor playing
easily.
was parrot-Ilke. It was never brittle,
or mechanical, and that Is much. And
the fault lies with those who Insist
on demanding public attention for her
before she Is readv for it. She sho^vs
too much promise to be so stunted.

power.

,.

rli.Tmra wlihaoliln.

.

,\utlion.T

Iter bllnx

Christmas or birthday presents?
One hundred years ago the London

'

Sir

drinx.

(or

.

.

Hatm liivliliiiil
Heboid the Sphinx,
.\]ul >et nielhlnx
mark her taste In smoke!,

»sv!>

In old novels.

brooches,

I

SYRINX

women, although

seen

f.ifll-

K. C. 0.

argent «nj guios."

have

lots,

a crtnin

12,

was

t

the
trreat war is over, knitting In, public
Does any one today, even In
places.
.-^ome far-off village, make halr-brace-

ing.

Symphony Hall

..

.

tnmbour-work mentioned

(Liszt).

Sammy Kramer,

.losciWi

"FLOSCULOUS RELIEVO"
Wo have seen women occupied

Despite the tliunderinps of thosn who
dei-ry the custom of planting Infant
prodlRles and Infants not prodigleb on
tho concert stage the amiable practice
still continues, disconcerts musicianship
Into
showmanship, breeds self consciousness In the performer. Occasionally there Is a child of a strange maturity, of genius. But more often It la
Bheer virtuosity, well coached, Imaglnatively quiescent. And such was the
case with Miss Grace Cronin last even-

v..

and

arsciu.

mouth
it."

i;,

O

.'tudefi,

:

GARDEN OF FAN!
By PHILTP HALE
The 22d concert of( the Boston
Symphony orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky,
conductor, took place yesterday after-

noon

in Symphony hall.
The program
was as follows: Bax, "Tho Garden of
Fand" (first time at these concerts);

P^achmaninoff,

Piano Concerto, No. 2,
Rachmaninoff, pianist);
Strauss, "Eln Heldenleben."

C minor

(Mr.

—

;

setting

The luxury of the stage reflects only
tha luxury of the age. It Is the commonplace of every pulpit and provokc.«» tho
anathemas of Popes, though even iho
churches themselves have not escaped
tmscathed. If our New York advices are
to be trusted. Our very domestio privacy
has been invaded by It. A generation or
two ago, and paterfamilias was content
with a tub: today he must have a batJ\room, If not of marble, at any rate tiled,
and with the convenient plumbing first
Introduced by those go-ahead Amerl-cans. When he lunched or dined abroad
he wedged himself Into the uncomfortable "pew" of a shabby "chop house";
now he requires music as he eats, electric lamps and flowers on the table, and,
generally, the appointments of a pal.
We are still the slaves, the
ace.
virtuosi, the connoisseurs of luxury.
A. B. Walkley.

'

most Intereitlng
r'n Engll.^h composers because
^ho most romantically poetic
Is

.tx

this,

one

tha

forgot

not

lio^s

tho

< muslo. dripplntr with melancholy, that VauKhan WlUIams wrote
for "On Wenlock F.dge,"
and other
verses from "/V Shropshire Lad," but
Bax In his symphonic poems, three of
which have never been played In Boston, has a higher and more aiistnlneil
flljht of IniaKliiatlon thunVaughan
reaohoJ in his "London"

l:iins

WiUsym-

phony.

Bax

descent? It Is certain that he has been mightily Influenced by Irish legends, folk lore and
the wild western coast of Blrlnn. He
believes in "the Rood people"; he has
set-n the hostinu of the Sidhe; 1\« has
heard tho piping that leads mortal
li.i-n
to joy or destruction.
Is

V.'rltlng:

<(en of

of Irish

.'..antress,

depths, while the immortals, the waves
their steeds, ride joyously and laugh
at the fate of the intruders.
At twilight the watery garden of Fand Is no
more to be seen.
Did Bax dream this tale or did he

And

In

some

He

tulls

It

not.

Celtic saga?
it

It

matters

music that is not
music that needs no Baedeker: music
that Is not merely literary.
Were the
story not relattil in program notes, tho
music would .><till be enchanting by reason of its wildnesE, the fury following
the cahn, the demoniacal intensity of
the revelers, the measures that prepare one for the apparition of Fand with
the song that maddens with love.vearning.

.\nd so

Fantl's

island

is

like

Pros-

detract.
their sweet radiance In particular:
Presenile, senile, nuclear, may you have
no cataract!

dear lamps,

O

And may
tric

With

j

you are

till

and

Lee,

M.

lasting.

familial'.

Mr.

astlgmla,

not "M.

Is

all,

northern soldiers and drinking whiskey out of their skulls. These stories
wore believed by many In the North.
oC

S. D.

no place given in the bibliosays Mr. French, to "itieroly
tine writing, to the screaming of the
eagle, to the twisting of the lion's tail.
For the modern reader such literature
has no longer any value." Mr. French,
however, does not reject tradition, "the
basis of all early history," and he employs tradition wherever its use seems
justified, for if stories gain with the
passing years, "there is commonly an
easily discerned basis for truth." So
he might say with Walt Whitman:

S.

D." thinking of Herman

wrote tliat he had scrupulously
observed a strict adherence to facts.
"Nothing but an earnest desire for
truth and good has led him to touch
upon this subject at all. And If he refrains from offering hints as to the best
mode of remedying the evils which are
pointed out. It is only because he thinks,
that after being ma^e acquainted with
the facts, others are better qualified to
do so." Mr. Weaver In his life of Melville discusses "Omoo" and the missionary question at great length. Ed.
ville

blepharitis,

changes macular,
amaurosis,

all of these.

Divergent squint, coloboma, or what's
more,
Synechysis sclntllans, many others, If

you please.

But only to your eyes I sing.
As down into their deepest depths

.

udiced. Incompetent and ruthless witness." In the preface to "Omoo" Mel-

of different kinds a score,
(Hardly ardent flattery.)
Tou should be glad you ha\'en't had a
lot of eye disease;

keratitis,

them

—

I

("Please don't be silly!")
I'm not a greedy
ophthalmologist, to

The concerto

Is

melodious,

at

times obviously so, with themes that,
in Tchaikovsklan vein are now charged
with the melancholy that is supposed
to bo peculiarly Russian, now as they
were vodka-Inspired. It Is a concerto,
which, when played as Mr. Rachmaninoff played it, with Mr. Koussevitzky
accompanying him admirably, is an
exciting work, that makes an instantaneous appeal to an audience. It Is not
necessary to Inquire pryingly Into th>5
contents themselves. Mr. Rachmaninoff
by his superb performance gave unalloyed pleasure.

doubt

"Eln
Hlldenleben,"
which had not been on a Symphony program since 1910, will be ranked among
Strauss's
Important
works,
though
some of the sections, notably "The
Hero's Escape from the World, and
Conclusion,"
are
impressive,
having
emotional depth, being the baring of a
.soul.
No man is perhaps a hero to his
valet; but Strauss is evidently a hero
to himself.
He Is autobiographical in
this tone poem as In his
"Domestic
.Symphony."
There is a certain presumption in asking one to hear nuislca!
descriptions of a composer's struggles,
his feelings at being adversely criticised by wretched Philistines, who do
not appreciate him, his sulking and
withdrawal, like Achilles to his tent.
And why drag Frau Strauss into tha
musical story and typify her, capricious,
coquettish, by whimsical measures for
the violin, even if they are played as
well as Mr. Burgin played them yesterday'
This tone poem, in spite of
tlie sections just referred to, might be
justly entitled "A Poseur's Life," and a
blustering poseur at that.
No, the great Strauss will be known
by his "Till Eulenspiegel," the scene of
if

recognition in "Elektra," and "Der Ro{ii-.n Kavaller."
The performance of the
orchestra throughout the concert was
of the highest standard.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
The program of next week la as follows:
Jiozarl, .Symphony, C major <K. No.
1425)
I'rokofleff, Violin concerto (Mr.
Burgin, violinist); Loeftler, "La Bonne
'chanson" (after Varlalne); Wagner,
;

Overture to "Tannhaeuser,"

bill, because I
have the chance,
I'm simply scrawling doggerel, for the
pleasure of the thing.

A good book for this month and for
any month Is "The Day of Concord and
Lexington," by Allen French, published
by Little, Brown & Co. There are illus-

\

THE CURSED WEED

trations, portraits of Gen.

As the World Wags:

A

in

virtuous lady of

San Francisco used

my

j

chair when the
liqueurs were passed around and smoke
a heavy cigar with the men. She would
bite the end off with a firm snap of her
jaws. It was a fascinating sight.
This wasn't an affectation on her
part; she believed with Kipling, that "a
good cigar is a smoke."

her

Speaking

j

I

1

:

Charles E. Goodspeed, who In 1903 commissioned Mr. Smith to re-engrave the

'

I

I die.

me

deep.
!

1

Were

To quote briefly, Mark Twain in
"Following
the
Equator"
inveighs
against the deleterious effects of their
prudish Influence on the picturesque
costumes of the heathen.
Herman
Melville In "Typei" says that the English church trusted too much
to the
.official Christianity of selfish
mission'arles; that they were actually often
'lazy, s,clflsh Individuals who after
up-

Delightful Is Mr. French's description
Boston In 1775, "an old fashioned
town, unaffected as yet by the extravagant nonsense that characterized London.

"Both Whlgs and Tories were sober
much given to church-buUd-

folk,
Ing.

.

.

.

The

colonial

capital

was

Inliabited by a people devoted to commercial enterprise, sea-going folk and
therefore
not
entirely
provincial,
inheritors of a strong religious tradition and consequently somewhat stublorn, with a fine Old Testament vocabulary of denunciations and exhortations." Lord Percy thought Bostonlans

the most designing, artful villains In
"They have not the least
the world.
Idea of either religion or morality." 'To
him they were "hypocritical lascals,
After Lexington and
cruel cowards."
Concord, he respected the li.srhtlng qualHe saw,
ities of the New Englander.
as from a tower, the future war.

m

Contrary to the opinion long held, the

^Vc•

'

example of Hampden and

of

lot;

understand that there are historians today v. ho would have us 'bethe colonists were wTong;
that
llove
that Sam Adams was a demagogue; that
the British were all perfect gentlemen

'

'

was

Cromwell.

The only historical events
seventies.
discussed there were those described
the works of the ingenious Xenophon.
at
.\nierlcan history was not taught
Yale in the seventies, but we were
ConstituHallam's
of
treated to doses
tional History or England. Prof. Wheelwa.s
er rhvmed "put'' with "gut" and
fastidious in giving four syllables to
"parliament" and stressing the "i-"

It has occurred to me that, with a
single exception, I have never known
of a sympathetic study of a missionary
in a book of literary merit.

the colonists too idealistic,

the

follow

Boston of 1775 were a
that they were as
cowardly as the colonists were brave;
that the British in an overwhe'lnwng
number were soundly thrashed by a
gallant few at Lexington and Concord.
American history was not taught at
early
Phillips Exeter Academy In the

As the World Wags:

wife.

the cod fisheries should not be closed.
Act after act inflamed the anger of the
colonists. MTien British troops entered
Boston to enforce acts which were
tyrranous, it was time to revolt, to

We

I

his

ferences.
The British ruling 'class believed
that democracy was a myth.
The Tory could not grasp the fact that
Americans were accustomed to decide
their own local affairs. The insistence
of a town meeting on Us rights was inThe Tory saw no reason why
solence.

was a text.book. We have
forgotten the name of the author. The
pupiLs were required to learn a list of
"When was the first block house
dates.
could anbuilt in New England?"
swer this question pertly in the sixties,
but. alas, we have forgotten the date;
as we are not cocksure today about
the date of the battle of Marathon, we
the
loft school with the impression that

MISSIONARIES AND AUTHORS

insulted

their position groundless?
While Sir.,
French is in "complete sympathy with
which
the modern school of history
strives to do away with the old New
England ancestor-worship," he looks
with keen eyes on the matter "as comwith
pared
political
readjustments
Economic troubles
since that day."
were interwoven with the political dif-

of our little village in the

BritiSli In the
cruel, ruthless

who had

tive behavior.

sixties there

Strange as It may seem, there is
nothing in which a young and beautflul
female app3ais to more advantage than
In the act of smoking.
How captivating
is a
Peruvian lady, swinging in her
gaily-woven hammock of grass, extended between two orange trees, and
inhaling the fragrance of a choice
clgarro! But Fayaway, holding in her
delicately-formed olive hand the long
yellow reed of her pipe, with its quaintly carved bowl, and every few moments
langulshingly giving forth light wreaths
of vapor from her mouth and nostrils,
looked still more engaging.— Herman

look

too,

French had found a
Dawes, that we might
know whether the soldier and Mr.
Dawes were justified in their respec-

American history taught any betand colleges than It
was when we were young? In the pubschools

—

that Mr.
portrait of Mrs.

ter In our schools

:iio

too, delight In

Would

Is

wrap me up

In a clean white sheet,
And print on it
In letters green,
"Here lies the corpse
Of the Cigarette Fiend."
AVILLIAM L. ROBINSON.

Melville.

a soldier

an Interesting map of the
country around Boston; a bibliography
an index. The volume is
by
followed
is
an attractive one In form and type.

i

I,

What would Roman history be without Romulus and Remus? Who would
wish that the wolf was only a woman
of doubtful reputation named Lupa?
Who does not like to think of the good
Numa Pompilius listening in a grove to
the wise words of the fair Egeria? Wt
still think that the pious ."Veneas treated
Dido in a most ungentlemanly manner.
In Mr. French's book we like to read of
Mr. William Dawes, Jr., who shortly
before he was 30 years old thrashed

iset; there Js

gums and the cheeks.
The quartet will now sing!
.Tust

the set plain,

colored— the reproductions In
this volume are by Sidney L. Smith, appeering with the permission of Mr.

8 shillings

I

the

Don't bury

Ct., In 1775 for 6 shilllncs

1

snuff,

And when

grounds sketched by Ralph Earl— the
engravings were sold In New Haven,

I

one can procure
this delicacy at almost any cigar stand
iilong^the Boston waterfront. In 'longshore' circles, however, it is considered
the thing to wedge the snufC between
of

Heath, Gen.

Gage, Dr. Warren, Samuel Adams, John
Hancock, Lord Percy; four prints by
Amos DooUttle of the battles—the back-

acquaintance

to stay right In
cafe noir and

—

Adam and Eve I,
back and accept them."

Great are

glance,'

AGAIN,

is

"Great are the myths

sting

performance of his concerto, which has
been played here several times, twice
at least before yesterday by the com-

unpreju-

tajr,

We

"Omoo"? We do not recall
comments on missionaries In
"Type^" but Melville was roundly
abused by some for the remarks about
missionaries in "Omoo." He ivas accused of "deliberate and elaborate mtsrepreseatation"; he was called a "prej-

And then

metastatic,

is

story of what preceded and what followed the battles, if "battles" is not a
pretentious word for what took place.
He examines coolly tho evidence in the
matter of the British "barbarities" that
tired the Indignation of American hisDid
spouting orators.
torians and
Americans scalp British soldiers or cut
remember reading
off their ears?
during our civil war that southerners
were in the habit of skintiing the heads

any

eyes like Lee's

full of

French's book

Descripdiced, entertaining reading.
tions of battles are as a rule confusing,
even when blacte and red lines show in
drawings various positions of contending troops. Mr. French is clear In his
descriptions, not too romantic In the

There

Melville's

axis optle.
Myopia,
hyperopia,
avaunt thee!

Parnchymatous

Thomas

And we once heard a man say that
Lexington and Concord were worth
while If only to give Emerson opportunity for writing "the embattled farmera" and the shot that was heard round
Ho thought that Emerson
the world.
coined "embattled," not knowing that
tlte word Is nearly 500 years old; that
.Milton had spoken of "embattled ranks,"
Cowper of the "Ipabatlled muUltude,"
Wordsv;orth of the "embattled East."
It's a good word, and Emerson made it

graphy,

deviation from your •visual

Retinitis

the Rev.

Arlington.

apparatus be

The woods are

is

forty-flve.)

the focal length of your diop-

little

example

—

Be nearly always emmatropic,
(At least

final

row. views of life.
Tho diatribes of all these witers are
directed not toward the Ideal missionary but toward a bad variety which unfortunately seems to be too common.
Lang in a preface took particular pains
to express his veneration for men like
David Livingstone. My single exception Is the Rev. Titus Fletcher in CarolineiAtwater Mason's Interesting and unusual "Little Green God". Gentle, welleducated, broad and spiritually minded, this is a truly saintly character.
The end Is tragic fr^m the conventional
point of view.
But should we not regard his fate and that of all martyrs
to their Ideals somewhat as Schopenhauer regards that of misunderstood'
and unappreciated genius recognition
of this worth comes late, but Is certain

You with a monstrous

"Full of noisus.

Sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight, and hurt not."
Mr. Rachmaninoff gave a brilliant

We

1

From

pero's,

poser.

1

ular,

in

beautiful music;
fussily descriptive;

,

("Oh, Mln! Where's my medical dictionary?")
Dim down those fiamlngr orbs and so

May your

1

ancient Greek colony of a high degree
of artistic culture and becomes ludicrous In his attempt to convert the inhabitants to his own absurd and nar-

Lenticular, capsular, or capsulolentlc-

terious

Til

in
Andrew Lang's brilliant
satirical story, "The End of Phaeacla."
This Ignorant, Ill-bred man of tho
Bungletonlan sect Is set down Into an

May, now, po progressive cataract,

first tells how the hero
under the spell of the enFand, who dwells on a mys-

Island; how his wife, Emer,
liually won l,im back to the world of
deeds and battles. And then Bax tells
the hearer Uuit this music has no relation to the legend and he relates another story in which Fand, the queen of
the sea, holds with her strange companions
unce.aeing
revelry
on
this
island, fatal to those tossed by the
waves upon the mysterious shore; how
voyagers, thrown there by the sea.
Joined, willingly or unwillingly, In the
mad dance :ini1 the high feasting: Fand
singa to them her Intoxicating song of
triumphant love. They listen and are
lost forever.
The sea rises, the Island
is overwhelmatl, the victims sink to the

My

Qowles

L'Ueklane, iChlna.)

fell

their dealings with the IrrltableTsusplolous, unreasonable natives.

notions

.\leshlne."

TO LELIA'S EYES

Fand" he

Cuchulain

religions

disagreeable caricature of a man Is
Mr. Enderton In Stockton's delightful
"Casting Away of Mrs. Locks and Mrs.

(From t poem by Dr. O. H. Barloir, Ningpo,

an rrgument for "The Gar-

existing

heathen,

Introduced a purely
and nominal Christianity and
reduced the poor natives from a state
of light-hearted freedom to that of degraded servitude.
In fiction what ' a

.

.

the

tho

of

fictitious

t

Americans were not as marksmen suNot the least
perior to the British.
interesting portion of the book are the
chaptei-s on the flint-lock of 1775, the
Infantry tactics, the scarcity of powBut
der, the mlMtia, the Minute men.

"

Kloonov
1,1-. S u (::iy we quoied fri.i«ii Kdouard Schneider's iiU- ci
Do6c the luConnt of her last yeare in Europe and the tour in the United
States that ended in her death at Pittsburgh, "the infernal city, the cellar
of cojil and blast-furnncos.''
This account occupies only comparatively few pages of an intercstitg and valuable study of the woman herself, her opinions on her art, hor
taltes in literature, what she thought of life.

—

M. Schneider first knew her face to face
that she \vishcd to play only mothers,

;

liini

I

crc

on 'The

I shall see.

Borkiiian,'

wish !o have

"I

wlierr

shall

1

eoir

itriots

"^

lil?

ci.

little

theatre.

natural

I

!

in iNlay, 1921

women without age,
"When I
of Ibsen.

— then

I

shall

have

it;

a

little

my

As

for

young

to the

of other nations.

one, with white plastered walls, simple scenery.

If

it's

I

!•

without ooniplicalions"

—

and

i-hc

appreciated

!

^

Rimbau

I

She was enthusiastic over Holljind's painters. "One cannot know
painting well unless one knows Holland well." Among Italian painters
he preferred the Venetians, Giorgione and Tintoretto first. Carpaccio
Interested her, while the cold brilliance of Veronese was foreign to her.

Of

the musicians she chose Beethoven, and nearly always carried
savage accents of his sj-mphonies and sonatas
she found again the throbbings of her own stormy nature, and in the heart
of this or that adagio the vision of the peace to which her soul aspired."
Contemporary music was not indiflerent to her, but if she was seduced
by the genius of Debussy, and pcriiaps even more by the Russians, she
lik»-d still better the great classics, "the limpid grandeur of Montcverde
and the polyphonic richness of Palcstina's choruses."
all

his portrait with her. "In the

theatre

shall appeal to the young, first to

'

to the heart,
•n<l Vigny.

shall read, reflect, choose."

'real works.'

communication.

;

I

my own

almost no scenery.

onts,

In

mount

— that's

A

was

I

comprehend the idea of

EHida and other heroines
Lady from the Sea,' Praga's 'Porta Chiusa,* 'John Gabriel

of eternity, as

I

have

it

mm

Italian to feel certain Italian works.
thl^^ point ol v
palriotiani." When tlicy talked to her of Mallan
she oppo.scd "the warm human passion of Baudelaire, the nad senKitivnic
of I .eopardi, the pitying tenderness of Verlaine— "ho goe-s spontaneou'
'I

i

No

The play must be heard, there must be
Her love for the Russians was not solely for their literature and
music. She believed that a writer should not only write; he should explain his thoughts, defend them, go out into the world. Now, the Russians
in her eyes were capable of leaving the pen and living by work; hence
their power, their grandeur. She thought she found in this oriental Europe the most sensitive, the most intelligent audience. The mystery of
the great Slav people fascinated her mind and her heart.

necessary, I shall put myself underground,

a cellar, like the early Christians.

-

If I live!

.

If I live!''

She confessed that she wa*? too old to portray the heroine in M.
"She is so beautiful!" And Duse hated
11 the tricks and lies of make-up; she would not feign youthfulness.
Look at me. It's too late. It would be a
cannot play the part
Schneider's "Dieu d' Argile."

!

She once showed a book she had just purchased. "It is written in
I don't understand a word of it; but this face when I look at it
does me so much good." On the cover was the serene facc^f Rabindranath
Tagore.

ge."

German;

merchant: "One that goes looking
for actors here and the>e and unites them to rob them."
Her friend
ller antipathy towards schools of acting was pronounced.
ftt .\solo, Mme. Casale, told M. Schneider that a year before Duse reitomed to the stage Yvette Guilbert wrote to her from America asking
her to join her in founding a school. Duse was greatly amused. "Do
ou know how I would besin my h'ssons? By saying to the pupils 'Don't
atcnd any school.'
defined

»?iie

impresario

-

slave

T

am !:ot a practising Christian. My religion is not that of the
church. I go to church often, but M^hen it is deserted. Then I stay a long
time, an hour, to meditate and pray.
Never when it is full of peojjle.
Near my house at Asolo is a little church. I often enter it. There I
recognize the true evangelical simplicity."

She read much. One of her favorite books was Maurice Blondel's
'L'Action." "Seeing my surprise, she said: 'Yes, for the last three months
iring my work at Turin and Milan, and resting at Cortina, this book has
should I
one me the most good, brought me the greatest comfort.'
ot be astonished at finding in the hands of an actress, even a genius,
his famous book, one of the fundamental works of the so-called philosjptiic moderniste, considered by everyone difficult reading, requiring for
tull understanding a primary initiation?"

When she and M. Schneider were deploring the post-bellum frightful
materialism and he spoke of the difficulties in her path, she said with a
flash of pride: "We are all unhappy beings. Victims, sacrifices are necessary. Destiny kills us. Otherwise we do not live."

Why

iie

There are other memorable sayings. There are other revelations of
Duae's extraordinary character. M. Schneider's book should be translated
into English.
P. a.

Mr. Schneider used to send her lists of books to be read. Whenever
tc her she exclaimed: "Put down a zero mark!

named one unknc.vn

An

am.' How many things there are to know. And there's
Life is so short. It is necessary to make haste even in
trying to understand. It's so sad to arrive at the end of one's existence;
to say I have understood nothing, nothing."
Siie was interested in everything, literature, philosophy, memoirs,
religious quest'ons, social problems, music, painting.
She retiiat her mind had not been disciplined.
"I knew nothing.
I
rything to learn. Twelve years ago when I left the theatre I did
out regret. I did not wish to live any more for others; I wished to
myself, to learn, to understand, to attend courses, lectures. There
imc remarkable men at the Florence University. To think that I
attend a single meeting. Yes, I have read a little, but not enough."
y when I had spoken at length about Loisy and "loysisme," she
ith childish joy: "I'm learning, I'm learning. You are educating
ne. 1 am so ignorant."

How

M

ignorant

I

Olla Podrida

time.

little

Letter from Marion Elmore-Falstaff Again in
Opera. John Coates, Tenor
One of the most amusing scenes in the Music Box Revue, now in
town, comes so early in the show, that some may miss it: "The
Fraudway
Ticket Office," played and sung by Dorothy Dilley, Solly Ward
and Eric
Titus. Here is an excellent example of the hypnotic power
of reiteration;
the would-be ticket buyers for the Music Box Revue insisting
on their
preference while the proprietor of the office recommends every
show but
the one they wish to see. And in this scene is the most original
and characteristic music in the revue, music that sets forth
the verbal reiteration
in a melodiously tripping and haunting manner.

•

Siic

'ausing.

had her prejudices, her aversions. Her comments were often
Of a novelist greatly esteemed in Italy she said: "He's a hair
He curls, puts on ribbons, arranges adorably the slightest detail,
so well tlipt no one can recognize a real being
by lii.s chattering, he's a hair dresser."

> it
1

s

among

The true way to enjoy luxury

in the playhouse. "We can sit in our
the pit (with a bus fare in our pocket), and revel in
the vicarious
squandering of millions, with untroubled. digestions share
stalls, or

his fig-

imaginatively

preferred author.^; were Claudel, Romain RoIIand, Suares (espe"Trois Kennies.")
She liked Holland's "Jean-Christophe"—the

the Prince's abnormal passion for caviar and note
the elegant voracity of
the party devouring the supper kindly supplied
by Giro's Qub. That, indeed, may almost be called a spiritual experience,
not only for ourselve'^
the spectators, but for the actors as well—for, after
alf, the millions and
the caviar are as imaginary for them as for us.
All the same, the balancrthe supper kindlv supplied by
n- V""*^,^
tu-o
s Club, while we only look on.—
A. B. Walkley.

umes

in particular— and his "Beethoven." She overcame in a de"acute Ciaudelitia," though she remained fond of "Annonce faite
." though she prefened
"Jeune Fille Violaine." "Outside of the
quality, I find his religion too severe. No, this form of Christianty
Kf-.s me sick, yet there
are magnificent scenes in 'L'Otage' and in'
L L> .^nge,' and what beautiful characters, so human, so true!"
There were "Anglo-Saxon" authors she read with pleasure— "Jack
^ndon and Thonias Hardy among them"—dear to her for their "dolorous
-ion.'
She look the Nouvelle Revue Francaise, the Mercure de
and the young literary periodicals, but she was horrified
by the
oduction of books, by the "current subtleties of a sterile
formalism."
ight for "the echo of an interior
life," aud so was attached to thei
of Maurice and Eugenie de Guerin, to books
by Clemiont and
•iu Card; to Papine'.s "Uomo Finite,"
and she was passionately fond
uussian authors, Tolstoi, Gorki, above all Dostoievsky.
P night she went to a
theatre and asked if she could not portray one
^
M th. Pitiable women in "The Lower
Depths." Tolstoi was to her a foreunr,
He alone, during the war, had shown himself high up with
the
ivfp
He IS dead; there are no more men."
hilc the literary genius of
Anatole France and Maurice Barres did
lot r cape her, any expression
of art strongly marked by scepticism or'
hlettantism was to her insupportable. She
did not ask that a book should
•

[

[

,

I

Falstaff again appears on the stage, in
Hoist's new opera, "At the
It is a "musical interlude" in one
^Jif^dact, an adaptation of the

^"^

^'^"'^^

John Coates, who

I

;

m m-'^H
He

fordTn I860
ford

will give

first

appearea

'

'""^' ^""^ ""^^ '"''^^^^ *°
it a ii^-ing man, a thought, a
only those who construct; for example.
Taine.''

'Tu^.'°"r,
aith.
I love

regretted she could not appreciate CorneiUe.
Racine, other French
also Mallarme. "One of my friends
has tried her best to convert
(.acme. Impossible.
One must be French to feel Racme, as one

.^Iic

.

^Ume

to halt,

although nearly every

one to quotation.
The
are as valuable ks those
with a malicious turn, that en-

1

I

the

rich

pire's fall
liu:.

"

me rtoman emoi
by Gibbon and the •'Cause-

nistorv

of ."Salnte-Beuv*.

a

recital of

m

Shakesperian songs at the
Englishman, born Sfa^'sradLondon as a baritone at the Savov

Amenca. In 1900 he appeared as a tenor. In
'^ and
iZl he took fi
1901
the part of Faust at Covent Garden.
He has sung in the
°Pera houses, at Paris. In 1906 he sang at the
Cincinnati
H.'"^"
testival. He
was in the war, serving in France (1916-19).
Dr. Eagleficld
Hull says of nim: "He unitos to a fine tenor
voice, wide culture, perfection of vocal declamation and high dramatic
attainments."
^°;°P!,he sang as a "star." in "Lohengrin," "Romeo and Juliet"
..H Faust
and
His teachers were Walton and Shakespeare
in

l fJ

aZ has
and
L'lSt^:;
^^Tltten for

^'"^''^
his voice,

i

tempts

V footnotes

Eastcheap

tavern; the words
of the f^'^t^
libretto are practically all Shakespeare's.
Mucli of the music Is
founded on old Ehghsh melodies. Doli Tearsheet
is the leading, one might
say decidedly forward woman. The hostess, Poins
and Bardolph are intro-

To the Dramatic Editor

^

'"'"^

""'r'
as^ntock

did in bis

The HeraldHerald was recently sho^™
'""'"5_.^^.<^v'^^"

England and
archchanfer John"

"Omar Khayyam."

of

to me.

The heading

—

.

—

rhyllis and .Moon in the elevator liiat

Hannibal, the negro philosopher and
-wondrous tales, -who was one
of the ornaments of Tale In the seventies, used to preface hlfj extraordinary
stories by saylnR-: 'Now, pentlemen, I'll
tell you something that -would make
you laugh right out loud, even If you
were In the woods, by yourself, all
alone, no one near you, absolutely soli-

caocs in" the Woods" and the letter was published in As
columr.
V- I was one of the oiieiiial members of the Colville Folly
Company.
J look the part of Sally, one of the babes, I can answer the writer of
thi»
etter correctly.
The c mnany did play in Milwaukee.
"Babes In the Woud" wns produced durinj? tlio Christmas holidays,
1877-78 at th.- Eagrlc Theatre (New York), afterward called the Standard,
where Gamble storewnow stands. The cast of the play, written by William
Gill and directed by Willie Edcuin was as follows: Sir Roland
Maccassar
William Forrester the Very Pad Man, William Gill; Tommy (a babe/
Willie Edouin; the Donkey. A. W. Mafliin; Dr. Puff, Kate Everleigii;]
the Bad Man, Marie Williams; Lady Maccassar, Alice Atherton; Miss
Jones (governess), Lena Alerville; Sally (a babe), Marion Elmore; the!
Fairy Godmother, Eunice Roseau; Jennie Wren (a bird), Carrie Elberts;
Cock Robin (a bird). Kettle Hogan. Chorus: Annie Deacon, Ada Leej
Rose Leighton, Be.^sie Semple. Venic Bennett. Sussie Winner, Annie!
Winner, Mary Winner, Jennie Elberts, also a male quartet and a numberl
ot children who played birds in the forest scene.
The characters in the
pantomime Avere: Clown, Wil'ie Edouin; Pantaloon, William Gill; Harlequin, A. W. Maflin; H^^rlequ•:na, Marie William.s; Columbine,
Lena MerAaiows;

rid

;

I

'

.

Wags

tary."

;

engagement, going from there to the
played Columbine as well as .Sally and continued

Globe Theatre, Boston, I
to do so for the balance of tlie season.
The reason for the change- was
this: Messrs. Edouin and Colville thought they were
sacrificing my sister,
Miss Merville, in the character of Miss Jones. They had Mr. Gill write
in
for her the part of Prince Prettyfellow, sweetheart to the
Fairy Godmother. One of the big "song hits" was "The Man in the Moon is
Looking," sung by Alice Atlierton.
The part of Miss Jones was, after the
change, taken by Elinor Deering.
Your correspondent is right about the engagement at the Boston
Iheatre
1878; also the Union Square engagement in 1879. "Robinson
Crusoe" was played by Miss Lydia Thompson at Wallack's Theatre
Broadway and Thirteentli street. New York, in either August or September
1877.
My dear sister. Lena, and I were members of that company which
later in the season of that year, on Miss Thompson's
return to England

We

SUNDAY— Symphony

Hall, 3:30 P. M. Concert by the Boston
Symphony
Orchestra m aid of its pension fund. Mr. Koussevitzky,
conductor
..viiuu>,i.oi
See special notice.
Jordan Hall. 3:30 P. M.
Concert by Mary E. Jones, dramatic
soprano, and Harry Delmore, tenor.
Mrs. Jessie E. Shaw accom
panist. Under the auspices of the Charles Street
A. M
E Church
TUESDAY— Symphony Hall. 8:15 P. M. S. L. Rothafel (himself).
Roxy and
His Gang, presented by Albert Stelnert. The Gang,
Capitol Quartet
and the Capitol Studio orchestra.
Jordan HMI. 8:15 P. M. Agnes Hope Plllsburv. pianist.
Handel
Suite.
D minor; Glucl<. Sgambati. Melodie: Haydn. Seiss,
ScherzoHeller, Ten Preludes; Franck. Prelude, Aria
and Finale: Chopin Ber.'
ceuse; Debussy, Dr. Gradus and Parnassum and
The Little Shepherd
Hier, Prelude; Sears, Improvisation.
Symphony Hall, 2:30 P. M. Roxy and His Gang
Symphony Hall. 8:15 P. M. Roxy and His Gang
Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M. Susan Williams, pianist.
Granados Romantic Scenes (Mazurka and Recitative), Berceuse, Lento,
IntermezzoAllegretto, Allegro appassionato. Epilogue.
Andantino spianato; Rachmaninoff, Humoresque; Roger- Ducasse, Etude in E
major; Palmaren
The Pinwheel; Pick- Mangiagalli, Deux Luniares (A Dialogue
in the
Moonlight) and Olafs Dance; Chopin, Nocturne C
minor. Prelude F
major, and Ballade A flat major; Granados, La Maja et la
Rossiqnol;
Mompou, Childhood Scenes (Clamoring In the Street. Play Youna
2^'"'^^"'.=
""^'l^- Andaluza; Schumann-Liszt,
Spring
"u
Night. Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody,

WEDNESDAY—

FRIDAY— Symphony

No

Hall,

phony Orchestra, Mr.
See special notice.
Steinert

Hall,

8:15

2:30

'

10

M. 23d Concert of the Bosto- -.-m
Koaescvltzky, conductor; Mr. Burgin
-^~-s±
P.

'

'

P.

M.

•

The Women's City Club presents the

Mendelssohn'a'nd RtvlL"=
Marguerite Sylva, soprano: Mario CapInclude the second act of "Carmensung in

^""jordT
Hall, 8.15 P. M
Jordan HaM^'s-irpF^lli.

The program

will

costume.

'»

Prudden, soprano, assisted by
Songs, Handel, Air of Emira
from
•Siroe";
You Scene but a Whyte LiHie Grow
Haydn. With Verdure Clad; ^chubert. the Miller
s Joy and Wh^th^^-d'ispahan and N-sll; Debussy, Mandoline;
Homer'.
Jl^"'"^'
Cuddle
Doon and Sheep and Lambs: Carpenter, The Lawd
Is Smllin'
Thru the Do- and Treat Me Nice; Chadwick, The Danza.
Piano PiecesMacdowe.l. Prelude. ^620 Rigaudon. From a German
Symphony Hall 8:15 P. M. Repetition of Friday'sFores R°gaudon:
Symphony
Co"
~'-t,
Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor.
,7
William

,

^

D.
Strong, pianist.
17th Century, Have

I

Bur^li.

Chanson
Overture

miller wanto his

the

If

he

.

I

attend

&

Co. of

New

York

woman

;

hands round, change part-

all

ners.
They separated for a month and
6njo5"ed their holiday.
"In five years
of matrimony this was only our third

holiday moon
and many more orthodox couples are married, divorced and
re-married twice over in the same

described.

Margaret's husband was hardly to be
Warned for his black thoughts; Peter's
had apparent cause for Jealousy
and divorce, egged on as she was by

her mother, who at the end was accidently locked in a bedroom with
the
parson.
The fun is fast and furious

The attempts

period." Angela, the wife, in this case,
is
an agreeable creature, but easily
perplexed. Her liusband. Mr. Stoon, is
something of a philanderer. There is
Phyllis, with hair of old gold. "It is
neither bobbed nor shingled, nor barnaded, nor rib'oed. but grows as Go<J
(intended." ("Barnaded"? Mr. Herbert,
we give it up.) Phyllis is Mr. Moon's
old flar.io.
Nor did he mind it when
she said to her adoring swain, one
Smith. "Jlr. Moon'.s an author: and
they never know what they're saying."
It Moon sentimentalizes over Phyllis,
there is Maj. Trevor for Angela. "There
is a well-establl.shed theory that I am
not a jealous man. Nor am 17 None
the less, it baffle? me to see what a
decent, intelligent woman can see In a
man like the major. Well-groomed. I
know; but so are race horses. Well
yes
but so is a policeman.
.set-up,
The truth is, the man is pas'

;

.

.

.

Kiopate.

And he

Is^

heroic.

Tlio

last

invited Angela to run -away
with him. he said things -which would
liax-e
brouglit the Lyoeum do-wli in
ruins on the auditorium."

time he

Mr. Herbert's story jogs along pleasantly ani relates the adventures that
befell the quartet
no, the quintet, for
Smith, a nice j-oung man, must be included during the Holiday Moon. Other
women are introduced. Will Smith marry tiie dark lady, Jean Renton. or fair
Phyllis? Poor Smitli keeps asking Mr.
Moon's advice, from the moment he
saw Mr, Moon ordering two soups at
his club. "Artichoke," he said to the
waiter; "for tliat is a thing of solid
worth, which I shall consume and enJoy. Then I shall find fault with It and
wish I had had the thin first. But being no longer in a po.-«itlon to enjoy the
tliiii
(for no
man can consume two
soups. Paragon), I shall tlo no more
than toy with it, as with an unattainable dream." This convinces Smith that
a man can be in love with two women,
so he pesters Mr. Moon, of all men In
the -ivorld, by asking, "Which one shall

—

—

I

marry?"

extricate

to

of Peter and Margaret
themselves from the di-

lemmas are humorous, doubly so because the comedy does not degenerate
into

burlesque.

Margaret is an adorable -woman, never more so than when
she forgot prudlshness at the Inn and
rescued Peter dripping from the rain—
for he had gallantly proposed to
sleep
outside— and told him to put out the
light, hang his outer garments on a
chair
to dry, wrap himself in a blanket
and
keep warm on the floor.
And Peter
cried out: "Are we spending the night
-or doing 'Saved from the Sea' for
the
.cinematograph?" If only the landlady
•Mrs. Spoker, had not come in.'
She is
a character that Dickens might have
drawn,

U

:

There arc delightful adventures, as in
the Wliispering Gallery of St. Paul's,

3a-

I

"To Wander is the Miller's Joy."
unfortunately are not in the milling

Mr. Herbert, we believe, -nTites for Punch, but no one
should therefore be deterred from reading his books.
"The Old Flame" is the story of a
man and his wife who had arrived at
a stage in their relations when they
knew that if they lived together for a
moment longer they -would scream. Being- sensible, they did not scream; they
did not hurry to Italy, one with another man, the other with -lanother

.

1

the

"The Morning Star"?
The old German song

by Ben Travers.

'

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

when
In

have published two stories that are really amusing;
"The Old Flame," by A.
P. Herbert, and "A Cuckoo in the Nest,"

with her sister Julia, "the two Juliets." She died at
Yonkers, N. Y. "
of her sister Marion, on Jan. 5, 1920.— Ed.

'

our little village
purchase stock

to

tion, just before he lost the train.
Tf
he had not imprudently hired a motorcar to take her to the house party. It
they had not been obliged on the -way
to pass the night at the Inn kept
by
sternly moral Mrs. Spoker, an inn with
only one spare bedroom. If the meddling clergyman hail not appeared
and
believed that Margaret
was Peter's
wife. There are two bedroom scenes
ludicrous in the extreme, but daintily

]

!i'

I

in

Doubleday, Page

company was en route to Australia. As a child .she played wil
Going to England when she was 13, she joined Lydia Thompson s company and came to the United States in 1877.
Some no doubt
remember her in "A Bunch of Keys," Jane, "A Trip to Chinatown "
She
retired from the stage about 1905, but she was seen for
a season in vaude-l

I\Ir. 0. L. Hall WTote appreciatively
hi the Chicago Daily Journal of
an actor who has many friends in Boston :"Before 'White Cargo' scoops np its African sand and
wheels it to
some far dumping ground, I should like to say, repeating what
manv a
playgoer has said, and which I have a right to say because
I justified
myself at the beginning of the long run of the play, that
Conway Wing-'
field has been in no small degree responsible
for the fine success of tha
melodrama here. I think these words are due a proficient actor
who ha
ever been the same whenever I have glanced into the Cort."
P H

visit, has
the flavor
of a
Royal farce, but one that ha,:
been judiciously chastened for Kngli.sli
and American consumption. If Peter
had not been seen talking -with the fascinating Margaret at the railway sta-

Palais

wife

the

home

week-end

who

Atlantic;

says,

Jefferson.

the

a train so that his wife was left alone
going to Sir Stirling Bunter's for a

topher Ward burlesquing novels of the
day. One can read from beginning to
the end Thackeray's and Bret Harte's
parodies of novels. Artemus
Ward's
"complete works"
are
an unfailing
wellsprlng of pleasure.
"Wellspring!"
Was not that the title of a Sunday
school paper that was given
to
us

industry.
Query:
dered, how could
grist?

(Mrs. Frank Losee.)

ville

the

of

missionary ship,
But -w-e wander.

Robinson Crusoe" was at Wallack's in September, 1877. Miss
Elmore
took the part of Beda in "Bluebeard" (Lydia Thompson,
Selini)
and.
Gretchen in "Oxygen" (Miss Thompson, Prince Fritz) at that
theatre
in August, 1877. Lena Merville, the daughter of
Barnett L. Elmore, once
Joe Jefferson's manager, was born on the Caucasia in
the Indian ocean

when

size

youngsters

'

MARION ELMORE.

'A Cuckoo in the Neet," showing th,.
mess that Peter fell into when he missed

would have the courage to read it from
cover to cover? There are exceptions:
one cannot have too much of Mr. Chris-

we were asked

m

Company.

ana-

that Julius

is

the

-

.i

sad man and a serious one, but he enjoyed the story hugely,

Sully, Baudelaire and others that
have examined Into the causes of
laughter.
Suppose that Punch or Life

•were

New York

Colville Folly

i.-<

son,

I

became the

is it

It. We gave it to Mr. Herkimer
John
son. Like Sir Ralph— is that his nam,
—in Tennyson's "Queen Mary," he

funny when he is represented
sporting a stovc-plpe hat? Ask BergCaesar

j

close of the

Why

chronistic spirit.

ville.

At the

suspicions and quarrels. If the storv \n
IVie dialogue Is still more so.
Thp humor and wit are not of the
forced draught species.
There Is this
test: the book can be re-read. It Is not
a book to lend to a notoriously careli-s.s
friena, praying he will forget 'to return

amusing,

Can this be said of many designedly
humorous novpls'.' Or of any thick book
written with the purpose of making thP
reader laugh and beat his sldp.s In glee?
We defy any one to roar over "The
Comic >Ilstory of Rome," or "The
Comic History ot England," though the
Illustrations l)y John Leech are still
amusing, chiefly perhaps by their

Is

stuck— Smith working Phyllls's hands
up and down, "as you may sec men
work the beer handles In our hou.<(ps of
refreshment" -(vhile Moon, unknown to
them, sees and listens In a hammock

teller of

somcfmcs

is

"good

if.s

saUl of a novel

Ih.u

reading for summer."
"A
la good reading for

Cuckoo in the Nest"
any season

PENSION CONCERT
y«r the Pension Fund
'ffflay.

afternoon

in

concert,

Symphony

yes-

Mr.

hall.

began the program with
"Flying
Wagner's
to
overture

?-:ous.^evltzky
•.

;:c

He followed it -n-ith
Tmtchnian."
."^trauss's "Fin Heldcnlcben." and that
in turn with three V.'aerncr oxcerpts
the "Waldwehen," from "Siegfried." the
"Good Friday Spell," from "Parsifal
find the overture to "Tannhauser." Ti-audience, very large, showed lively e''tlmslapm.
There .was ample reason for it. The
"Waldenleben," though probably no belter pla.ved than on Friday and Saturday, came better by its own because of
its more favorable place on the progrwn, before people had been given
'

their

fill.

stir it made, nearly 25 years ago:
There were many who dammed it up
Some swore they liked it,
down.
and
though it was plain enough they did not,
and some were genuinely thrilled by its
surge and sound and sweetness and
they felt a pleasant conceit ot them.•selves, for the modernity and their darTwenty-four years, after all, do
ing.

The

—

little

to

human

nature.

But they have done much to Richard
His "Heldenlcben" yesterday
showed pages worn very thin. Those
episodes where he clung closest to the
past, where he profited most from tlie
work of his predecessors, like Wagner
wnd Franz Liszt, they stand the test
Parts of the opening section
ot time.
Strauss.

are impressive still. Much of the helpmate episode retains its sweet sentiThe escape from the
mental charm.
world and the conclusion still thrill b;
tlieir splendor of sound and their emotional depths.
But where Stra-uss would be an innovator whether he could or jio it's here

—

li;s

mtisic

shows

its

.<;hallown€s?.

The

wildness of the opening has an empty
Kound today. Though the shrill crackling of the .Vdversarles sets one to mar-,
veling at Strauss's uncanny cleverness!
in foreseeing tlie treitd that certain of:
his successors would take and so step-,
ping in ahead, those brittle snaps and
snarls exert slight force today. The experiment ot the solo violin to suggest

i

i

i

—

LOc.-s:.a;.

'^'.0

of

fleld

ba'.tlo,

Ias..:

ut-LlsiteJ, by its Added din sho-vvs but
nttt« pow»c Kaln«d.
Innovatore who lean too heavily on
fheir Innovations alone ralg-ht well take
warning: by the examiile of Richard
ptrauss.
Ev«n he. a genius, with muelc of worth to his credit before Ihn
quest of nove'ity entereJ his head, f.->und
no endurinff success when be carried too
far afle'd his quest for new means of
expression. Conriposers of lesser genlu.^.
to describe them politelj', with little to
their credit, would show their wisdom

"iiiidiu't

1

...

„llllV,|

they made hasrto In their experiment.';
more slowly still than Strauss should
tMW don*.
It was an afternoon of beautiful playing, the "Fl>ing Dutchman" marcJiing
Mlllantly, with exquisite sone in its
£«nta episode, the "Parsifal" excerpt
prowinn notable for Its lovely sound.

With

iii.

",\liidii iiH'

s.irilou collabo
.Sii iis-Geiie,"
n

tin'

She

I'l

'

the original

Madame

.Sans-G«np

/

r-dition

I'f

•I'i'led

the comedians were chiefly to
Tiiey workeO hard in the burlame.
manner, but when opportunil.^sqiie
were ^iven them—tthese oppor!'cs
tunlties were few— they did not ImTake for example the
prove litem.
scene of the Cen.sors. played by Le.= ter
Her,
.Mien. James Miller and others.
was a chance for witty ccmedy. bul
the dialogue was vapid, the "comedy"
For.'lapstickcd and mugging.
^^•as
:i)nateh- Tom r.^trleola danced ececnsoeiie.
irlcallv and almost saved the
The acts that fol'.owed— the drama nnrensored and censored l)?d more soir'
Tli
.^nd the danee.s werft pleaslM:?.
other scenes In whcili tlie comedian'^
were of Ihe burlesque iirms.'"igured
thai,
ord'-r and not ot the ftrst-class in
field of e#itcrta;nmen^
T^rre were features wdll worth .seeexing, first and foremost the graceful,
pressive and f:<.soinatiii? dancine by the
De HTaroo.s to the n>u.'if of tlie Ue Marco
It l.s not worth while to ask
Sheiks.
.vhethcr thes-^ dances migiil be seen in
.\raby, a country to which Mr. Kieliard
Bold in song distinctly expressed his
desire to go: nor would Haveloek IClli.s
probably hace recognized the Spanish
dance a.s peculiar to Spain, although
Ntr. Bold Introduced it by singing with

I
!

'

manly vol-'e "The Rose of Madrid."
However non-national the dances were,
The chorus "The
tiiey were charming.

But

it

I

doubt

have

been

the pretty girls bad sur.g the
In the buresque
\erses intelil^enlly.
•The Wild Irish Rose" 'use was make of
the £tranger-and-thc baby story tliat
\ea.s
century-old when we first heard
if

Colonial

I

i

1

:

Steele, Solly Ward
others. Second week.

John

i

!

"

j

;

;

j

ould we

,

Williams sisters, by the haracters
representing the Dragons, Wall.s. Flowers, etc.. tools of the game that we
read is going out of fashion, driven
to the wall by the cross-word puzzle,
hut in "Coloratura Poetry" we were
Liack again in cheap burlesque.
The most artistic feature of the show
Hs a .spectacle was the representation
famous statues by w-ell-graced
'of
young women. This was, indeed, beauliful. and for this alone the burlesque
scenes may be forgiven and forgotten.
Not only were the women on t le pedestals fair to the eye: the setting and
the changing effects of light aided In
;he iili*sion and enhanced the efTeot.
was the
setting
.Vnothev admirable
background for the Spanish dance, witli
the musicians far lo the rear and the
Marcos dancing with irresistible
Lie
'

t^he

i

j

:

I

i

|

!

j

i

,

i
:

'
i

.

,

j

j
i

i

|

'

'
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I

j
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.
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SANb-iitHii

.STATE

-"Madame Sans-

film verrion of th» play of
limlle Moreau. with Gloria
icanson and a cast that inclu'les Emile
and Chrales rt'r
.Napoleon
;rain
as
s^iifl

various French
J Roche asLetrbvre. and

The film
lactors in the other roles.
|has been directed by T..eonee Perret.
In a single epithet Shaw summed up
Pardon and his benign anj almost
I
rrevocable influence on the stage of
century "f^„:
early
twentieth
ir'.lrdori"
S.i I'e linked these pla-

kicwicz's

— "Quo
of

great

Sien-

no-'el,

with

Emil Jannings as Knro. Second week.
New Park "Romola," screen
version of George
Eliot's
novel, with Lillian Gish starved and her sister Dorothy

—

featured.

none of

lost

it

rest of
ably.

life

it

the

The

,

?amL
Tampa

^^"^
me home
fuJl^^^'i!^
"'^L
that night and
told mo it was either
the horn or her. The 'oand
broke up."
Mr. Chandler wrote to Mr.
Roblnaon:
Of course I do not know any
of thes"
musicians but I think the
photograph

'"-^'

is

"Gonocmlng the "recherche da
ternlte,'

la

"

ma-

MUe.
report that
the
iV'lst'nguett win publish her memolrB,
etory
If
Will
tell
the
Michel
asks
she
M,

Apropos

about her

"When
child,

of

first hat.

she was

still

little

unknown

tn

more than a
spite

of

her

pretty dreamy eyes, still called Jeanne,
she bad such a desire to have a hat
with feathers to go to her piano lesson,
that she bought a sparrow trap, cut oft

my

of a bunch of
vouth

in

a

ruT

. leader
sLTd'tw'^b'
Said
that his band
had Issued
call to learn and rehearse
a dirge, as the captain of
the Lincoln
Oruards was not expected to
live
Ha
seemed rather eTatef\ over tt.
'Some time later I again' mei him
and asked about the dirge. He
was
quite disgusted, for the man
had m^t
"^"^ ""^ "'^ * chance to
"
play

a hurry-up

Mr. Robinson adSs this note:

Paris,

;

Reminds me

Played a trombone
r,fi"u!'f',^^'''"""!
and
had the neighbors crazy with
his
°' -"-hlch.was wafted
ouf^f^'fi;.';?"''*
out
of the back window. One
dav I met

1

Uw

amusing

misguided friends of

in Milwaukee who- formed a brass band.
Hinsey and Thorne Birmingham John
were

company supported them
was very larjje

"Wlmt Uiw7"

the

who wrote

audience

had the honor.
"Before I csan answer you, I mu*t wait
till the proposed
comes to a. vote,"

In

above It: "this I.,
bunch of rubes." The Times a hot
quotes
Mr. Peter O. Knight's story
of the great
day when this band, which he
had
organized, visited Tampa to
compete with
a negro band from Key West:
"I stood
on the corner blowing my
horn when

last

really

Published

(Pla.)s^J-^--'
Dally Times.
The plc*° '^I'n ^rom Tampa by
<^'^i"^'er, artist and traveler,

Vi^^r^^^

its

ta not dead m
Witness this etory about Mile.
Mlstlngiiett. told In the Crl de Parts
by Michel Georges MIoheL He begins
by oalllng to mind her reiJy when a,
reporter asked her which of the two
women who said they were her mother

K^blnson

sends to
Tl?i''KJ;^"/'"^
The
Herald a picture of the Fort
Myers

"Personar* journalism

'

of MeUr-l'Je.

SHEET IRON BANDS

and enthusiastic.

Vadis,"

Henry

i

savour, and
Mr.
Richards assumed the difficult
role of Rufe Pryor. one that taxes tlie
actor both mentally and physically,
Miss
with his cu.'5tomar>' competence.
The
Flitz was attractive as Judc L,ow r;-.

—

film version

[

\"irginia
mountains, and they have
usually re.solvod themselves into a mere
reproduction of the cvternal accents
and lightl.v glimpsed ways of these
isolated people, primitive, half savage
in their civilization.
But in "Hell Bent
for Heaven,
Jlr.
Hughes has gone

night,

FILMS
;.

]

acterization, of melodrama and of a fine
and sweeping imagination. And. as the

—

Tremont Temple

j

repertoire of plays of the lusty mountaineers of the Blue Ridge, it is In tlll^;
first plaj-. that won him the Pulitzer
prize, that he has written most surely
and emphatically.
There have been several attempts tn
get at the folk lore ii\ the Carolina and

Boston Slock Coinpan.'- presented

Herman Mel-

Melpreface to the revised
if, ^'^^l
passages uncc«tineoted ^i'v'^^.^"'*'"^'
wl'th his adventure had
been rejected as "Irrelevant," for
example, "as
those rtferrlng to Tahiti and
the Sandwich Islan'ds which, crttlcally
speaking
have nothing to do with the
narrative "
^^^"^ passages are to be
fo.Ti^ In Weaver's
found

play

corded, yet he never makes it stand out
against the development of his characters, as so many playwright dialecticians have done.
A play of rich and flavorsome char-

Last

"The Goose Hangs
High," play by Lewis Beach,
with Norman Trevor and
Mrs. Thomas Whiffen, Last
week.
Copley "Isabel," and "Shall We
Join the Ladies?" plays by
Curt Goetz and James M.
Barrie, held over for another
week.

Hughes's

that

-nrttes

'^''«"
<-»e
chapter
hifn , ^"i^
headed
"An Allusion to His Hawaiian
Majesty was thrown overboard.

Collier

Klsle Hltz

In the person of Rufe Pryor. he ha.s
seen the strange fanaticism, the religious ecstasy that are theirs, and Us
effect on the Hunts and the I.y0wr.>s.
His dialect is racy, and honestly re-

—

Plymouth

John

effect.

musical

Ashley.

.Ne<lel!

Wklng

Ro.T

D.

P.

ville a sour remarks in "Tj-pee"
about
jmlsslonaries are to be found on page 288
et seq, "especially page 290."
There Is
nothiog a'oout missionaries on the
pages
thus named in the edition published
by
Villey and Putnam, Xew York,
and John
M-urray, London, In 1848.
The paragraplis tn -the flrsrt edition (1846)
attackmg the "republican missionaries
of
Oahu for referring to the Hawaiian
chlefiam as "his graclo'us majesty"
'^^e revised editions
?'fo'"f.'"®™°^'®''

deeper.
He has made his people real,
yet without sacrificing his theatrical

—

with Arthur
week.
A

— GAAaiA.

"

and

osculation.

M.

Kichard*

Houston

has been
g'iven here so recently it needs no detailed summing up. and although he
has since then added "Ruint" to hla

Ir-

comedy, with Joe E. Bro^KTi
and Gloria Foy. Second Aveek.
HoUis
"Loggerheads," comedy
of Irish country life, with
Wliitford Kane, Gail Kane
and others. Second week.
Wilbur "The Immigrant," play
by Mr. and Mrs. Gulesian,

baiKlon.

a:d^n

Lee,"

Of

.Xnna

.Bernaril

Hatcher

I

Sclwyn "Romeo
and
Juliet,"
Jane Cowl with Rollo Peters
in return engagement.
Second and last week,

Majestic — "Betty

Lest some malicious envier
Should blight by evil observatiou
Our overflowing complement

Leon Hall
Laying

I^ouis

fliife
Prj-or
.Mnlt Hunt
Anfly I.owrjJufle lyiwi-T

!

—

'

Huat

Steg Iluut
8td Hunt.,

i

ving Berlin's annual production, with Florence Moore,
Johnny Burke, Phil Baker,
Ivy Sawyer, Joseph Santley,

|

j

launch wildly at Mr. Fatricola's
initalion of .lackie Coogan, tlioiinih the
large audience was con\ ul.sed and could
not have enough of it.
The story of "Mah .long" wa.s ineeniou.sly told, while Mr. Bold sang to

.Second week.
—"Music
Box Revue,

million, say,

We'll camo-jflage our mathematics.

And kind of lose our reckoning
By mental acrobatics.

'

\

others.
j

please don't stop 'em).

And when we've reached a

ST. JAMBS— "Hell Bent for Heaven,
a play In three acts by Hatcher
Hughes. Produced by the Boston Stock
•company with the following oast:

i

at district school.
scttincB for the successive scenes'
for the song "Tear after Tear We're
v.ere gorgcou.sly affective.
Together

Miss Winnie L.',?rhtner sang indefatigably
throughoul tile show in an inexorably
metallic way. In ".Somebody Uoves Me"

1

'

Guy Robertson and

linger,

;

The

;

i

musical
ElDesiree

with

(And

'

,

— "Rose-Marie,''

comedy

!

1

i

K. G-

So give a tliousand W'sses now,
A hundred more, or so, to top 'em.
And then a thousand hundred more

XHiide'Mllel

act play. ".Smarty.s Party.
witli Mine
Resson In the lead, assl.sted bv TIarry
Moore Betty Barlow a.id Mary Gildca
ne plot concerns the secret
marriage
of a young couple and the
tragic consequences thereof.
Other acts which were well received
were i;d. Lowry, comedian with the
contagioi.is laugh; .Shone and .Sfluire. in
T.obby I<-ollies"; Kco, Taki and Voki.
something new in oriental entertainment; Three and One- Half .Arlcys. in a
perch balancing exliihition. and Palermo's performing dogs. .\esop'.i Fables,
Topics of the Day and the Pathc News
complete the program.

CONTINUING PLAYS
Shubert

it

I

come.

a

in

'

,

SansrCene to the list that commenced with Rejane, has included Ada
Rehan, and will, no doubt, include still

ConiPdv

I

'

otiier

otliers yet to

of .Musical

DaTid

vast assembly. With
an inimlUble gusto, and an. unerring
sense of comedy, she has added an-

Oil u3 descended.
!

"ay. and the old. familiar Aunt lemima." billed as "The Flower of Vaudeville.
Kxccptioiial also was the one-

who

Gloria Swan'son, alone,

is

)

i

Bil

Fof suns may seit and rise again,
But when once our short light has ended.
We'll find one long, unbroken night

:

I

,

,

intelligent.
stirs life into this

.)».)-

\

acts of e-.- -if |„iti
merit were Charlie King,
pres^Uk,-» "A

'

the story has not been tamwith.
Yet. despite the pictorial
effectiveness of the settings and the
skill of Miss Swanson, much of the film
lacks life and theatric interest, particularly during the later episodes of the

hi."

no

"

poleon and of the last Louis.
Yet the
scenario is a good one and the titling

—

Their whole output's not worth a red
(And I'm not jekkig).

"Madeinuls*

and "Bo.v

or (,onfectiencr.\
T'vo ro-featnrod

'

I

i

croaking.

ilio!

'

i

j

wilh

....^s

the

leiipn ne Cover." '.Nrla^iio.
».i
I^nc~knd IJnton Mopps- "
anese D.,n " the "Duth .Mil .'•

1

Napoleonic court.
Filmed in France, with the
connivancp of the
French
government,
which has lent for the uouce its closed
palaces at Versailles, at Fontainebleau.
iuiu! at Conipiegno, with xarious his[torie hihclol-K. there Is reality and the
dignified beauty of the original setting.
But I-eoncc l-'errct, although he ha.i
done well with many of the mob scenc.4
and the laundry episodes, has failed to
frive dramatic interest to the court, a
.strange combination of tli.it of Na-

illtiess.

fn,-\:-

Sclffert;

I-oulse

'

tions,
|l>ered
I

".\
l«oroelali.
e, r-o;<e"te 1 In

and Adeline

i

.

(Tor As the 'World Wagi)
L«t us live, my L/esbla. and love,
Nor heed those lonjr-faced ancients

!

•

;

j

TO LESBlAi CATULLUS V

of

d'.si»]ay

versatility, coupleii
Ml unusually One ctjstuniing
and seenffecvs.
'Hip iiovellies of tht act iii-

!

!

!•

tjoorgi

no"k by \A'ilHaiii
WellK and Goorgp White: lyrics by
C. De Sylvn and Kallard MacdonaM;
Urohestra
musIc by Gcurge Gcishwin.
d by Vvillaini Daly.
Tnore were pleasant features In thilow anw tlicrc were some that werv
For the
ilnterestlas, not to say dull.

would

a

of

Ihe 'Napoleonic
campaigns, and the
reKinictiial laundres.s wiin -flipped, by
tile fortiine.s of war.
into the lace of
Inieliess of Danzig, -ah her sergeant luis'liand bccanii- a
JnUe, -.uiiX strangely
enough never acquli eil Ih.. slightest sugg.estion of a lady of fashion.
A\ilh an uncunn.x genius for resurrcoling the past, Sardou his recreated
Ihe zest and flavor of the .Vapoleonic
regime, in plot and in dialogue, much
•of which lias ncces.sarily been lost to
the screen, although, with a few exccp-

M

i

:

who

was Tberese Figucuer, a vivandiere

'

1

in

and a blunt eloquence; a combination

K.

Tillers"

'

hone.st,
capricious,
loiid-moulhed, po.sses.sed of n pretty face
j

,

'

iipnuded.
'iitrasting <he re.eption of the va'ns acia. Meyer Golden's fanLa.stic
novel:'.
"The .Antique .siiop," with Val
i:i iien
in the premier role, easily cap11-, .i
(lie Ireadllne boners.
Prcsent'tig
Ireasured sem.s of
collection In a
'••
toilful and artistic K^itlns, <he ati
Hie I'oilector surprised
his audle,i,

;

Bv PHILIP HALE
TRB.MONT THKATRF;: Kir.^l

amusing

1

Catherine, the vivandiere, who later becitme queen of the Rtisslas, savours of
soil.

protentiou.^ and p.easlnsr vaud«of the season.
The larfc auwas In a holiday mood and ever?'
the lengthy program was eetier*

I

of DanxlA."
For Catherine Hulwcher lik« the lusty

Ihe

.n

blll.'»
>•,'

I'lichesB

"SCANDALS"
W'lilte s

'iKp

I

;

slxtii
"t<candal.<.'"

n. si

i.i'iiit.'

R. n. G.

forniance of Hip

Ke.ih'f 1'lieatro was
Hst evening when the curtain was
'>n wfial proved to be one of n>«
.seat

>

I

from

nejTliRibie

the wings of the prisoners,
them to her flat-brlmme<
first day the effect was oh'
second day the wings dried
third, the class was poison?'^
a stench, so many flies buzEed
the feathers, that the future star
home bare-headed. Since this aa'
ture, Mlstlnguett eporte only artlflc!'!
feathers, mounted on a solid setting o
wire."
Did mie. ir:stlnrJ«tt wrtte to
Michel thanking him for actjualntlng hit,
readers with the happy dayt ot her
girlhood?

i

liieniry vlewwlilrli
but
iirver fails lo ntlr
iludlrli- Interest whether in Its original
I'irm, In lh» more or less fragmentar.N
xeervt."! that escape to the vaudeville
'taije now and
ihen, or even In Us
!• sser
known light opera irulH«,>or "The
I'iay.

If

2

.MoT'

I'Jinll.

for

iMii'd

i<

.-^i-rll..-

..r

WEEK

KEITH'S THIS

I

f«

Inna:

.1

,1.,

I

''Chandler doesn't

know

that another

mtlmate friend of his (and mine)
once
smote a bass drum in this same band
but Qutt because the route of a
parade
led past the Milwaukee College
and the
girls used to hang over the
fence and
hurl

criticism at his technic.
Little
did he dream that the lowly bass
drummer was to come into his own as the
star performer in a Jazz symphony.
"In those days one haa rather
a
sheepish look marching behind a bass
drum partially carried by a small boy In
front.
Even expert cross-whacking of
the drum-stick wag Just beginning to
appear in professional bands, but beyond
an occasional modest attempt at svnjcopation, the amaieur bass drummer's
contribution was largely Umph-Umph|hocm-boom-b6om, and the cognoscenti
hadn't begun to appreciate the lowly
InBtrument.''
Tes, there Is a bass drum technic, yet
I

,

!

^

u'e

any

t

>

(iPln creil
"1 met a

"Roxy,'' otherwise known as S. L.
Rothafel of the Capitol Theatre of
New York and the radio, gave an
entertainment in Symphony hull last
cveninp: with the followini? members:
Ketsy Ayres, "Betsy;" Gladys Rice,
Caroline Andrews, Marjorie Harcuni,
Ava Bombargrer, "Bomby;" Joseph
Wetzel, Slieddon Weir, Peter Harrower, "Peter the Great;" William
Robyn, "Wee Willie;" William Axt,
Gambarelli,
Maria
Billy;"
"Dr.

j

teeth,
j

yet that man
on the bass drum better
met."
ever
Tvan I
in

he.ia,

I

THH OLD OR NEW TESTAMENTT

IN

|

'ley, !ii his usual cultivated
:ii>d etyle, soys of the report
of the finance cPinmlssicn resardliig; the
city treusury department:
•'The commission • • • has labored
lonir, Bquftndertil city money and, like
the mountain of which Scripture tells
i:s, has brought forth a wee animal.'"
"Parturlunt montes, nascetur rldlcu!U8 mue," the famous expression of the
foet Horace Is thus, on the auafcan
1
thority of the eminent biblical scholar
now occupying the Mayor's chair In
Hoston, Included In tlio canonical -WTltG- F. B.
InKS.

!n common
the ancients: 'i'aohaos, the

The proverb was
airon»

use

king

oi Empt, ridiculed Ageslluaus when he
rame to him as an ally and lost his

Kingdom:
"The mountain wiis

was

snreatly

In labor; Jun.'ter

frightened;

lo,

a mou.je6

Now

AKesJlaus was a very short man.

KD.

CURB WORSE THAN DISEASE
(Martial Translated by

J,

X. Pott)

will imrely bal"

Ha

smiled and rnil4 to hli ulsfht,
"good-bye,"
And he drank both deep end iong^-'
WTiat neit? He poisoned his only eye.

,

!

;

1895.
The company Marie Elba and
Jeanne Douste were the children was
brought over by Sir Augustus Harris,
who made a speech on the opening
night in which he called the composer
"Mr. Humperdinckel" and said that the
opera contained some "beautiful music
composed for this occasion." Humperdlnck heard the first German performance of his opera at the Metropolitan
Opera House on Nov. 25, 1J05. He came

nay «tav«.

The Boston University minstrel show

Tomorrow night the r>ox-Burgln-Beby Arensky, Men-

detti will play trios

|

delssohn and Ravel In Stelnert hall for
the Women's City Club.

A concert by Marguerlta Sylva and
Mario Cappelli (tenor) has been announced for tomorrow night In Jordan

salli;

F

The entertainment began with a com-

!

Andaluza,

I

John Coates, the celebrated English
wUl givo a recital at the Copley
Theatre next Sunday evening: at 8:30
His program includes altema.
o'clock.
tlve settings, old and modern, of Shakespeare's Bongs. 13 in number, a program

I

of

minor. Prelude In
flat major, Chop-

et la Rosslgnol.

Granados;

Frederic Mompou:
Night,
Spring
Falla:

De

Xo. 10, Liszt.
In novelty of program Miss Williams
went a step beyond most of her colleagues, unless Mme. Eva Gauthier may
labelled
be accounted such. Though she
none of her offerings "First time In
Boston," sho had found in the music
much material that is unfa-

tenor,

'

A

Schumann-Llszt; H^jngarian Rhapsody,

next Saturday afternoon.

i

La Maja

C

i

,

HALE

in

Childhood Scenes,

far has not received other particulars.
Lilian Prudden will sing songs by
Handel, Haydn, Schubert, G. Faure. Debussy and others, and William D. Strong
win play piano pieces In Jordan hall

]

Nocturne

major. Ballade in

In;

The announcement stated that

the "second act of 'Carmen' would be
performed 'in costume.' " The Herald so

the power of the radio.

SUSAN WILLIAMS

Susan Williams, pianist, played
program last night in Jordan HallRomantic Scenes, Granados; Humor-,
major,
esque, Rachmaninoff; Etude, E
Roger-Ducasse; The Plnwheel, Palmgren; "Deux Luniares," Pick-Mangla-

will take place tonight.

hall.

—

to superintend the rehearsal.
He visited New York again In December, 1810,
to look after the production of his
"Kocnlgskinder" tor the Sr»t Una* on

i

!blned perfomance of Lusuius Hosmer's
Rhapsody." rather more
"Southern
But his thirst Is well and «tren|t.
brassy than usual, and with alterating
men's and women's choruses picking up
the familiar themes.
Then each of the "gjing" In turn,
prefaced and postluded by remarks by
her
or
By PHILIP
Mr. Rothafel, displayed his
Agues Hope PlUsbury, pianist, gave peculiar talent whether It was In the
Mandalay,"
to
Road
of
"The
singing
a recital In Jordan hall last night. Her
with an orchestral accompaniment, or
program read as follows: Handel, Suite, 'playing Kreisler's "Tambourln Chlnols"
D minor; Gluck-Sgambatl, Melodle; and "Liebesfreud" for the violin. There
Haydn-Selss, Scherzo; Heller, Ten Pre- was the firm and far-reaching colalike
Arla-Flnale; tura singing of Gladys Rice, who,
ludes; Franck,
Prelude,
Charlotte Greenwood, has long and irChopin, Berceuse; Debussy, Dr. Gradus resistible arms, the burlesque of Frank
ad Parnassum and The Little Shep
Jloulan, and the whistling of' Margaret
McKeen, graduate of a western conherd; Hler, Prelude; Sears, Improvisaservatory of whistling.
tion.
But to list the entertainment would
Isldor .SelsB, who taught and con-,
ducted at Cologne,
amused himself, be to ennumerate the many excellencies
when he was not uniting his own com- of this choice band, whose members
are the deligth of those accustomed to
positions, by transcribing certain string
quartet movements of
Haydn's and sitting up and tuning in,j and whose
emphachamber music by Beethoven for the presence in the flesh only
sizes their gifts as amusement makers.
piano. Hler and Sears he dedicated his
visiting
potentate
has
been
no
Surely
"Improvisation" to Miss PlUsbury are
greeted with such salvoes of welcome,
unknown to us.
The name of Stephen Heller now sel- such brass bands, such personal atdom appears on a program, yet there tention. And again, twice today in
was a time when the name was familiar Symphony hall, "Roxy" and his performers will toss off their quips and
to piano pupils. His Eludes were sometheir pranks, their musical badinage.
thing more than dry studies for technic; they were valuable as music and
were an excellent school for phrasing.
Pianists young and old played his
Tarantelles, his "Cradle Song," and
many of his other pieces. A shy, refrom WasJ
Siegfried's funeral inuslo
tiring, lovable man, born at Budapest,
wUl be per-:
but living for years In Paris, where he
ner's "Dusk of the Gods"
Sardied, he was highly esteemed by Berformed In memory ot John Singer
lioz, Liszt, Heine.
Kven the captious
tomorgent at the Symphony concerts
Buelow admitted that his musical exrow afternoon and Saturday evening,
pression was poetic.
Me belonged to
thl?
the romantic school.
Many of his
Mr. Koussevltzky has arranged
maJo:j
charming pieces bear titles, as "In the
program: Mozart, Symphony C
Manner of Teniers," "A Pen Sketch,"
Concerto (Mr;
(K. 425); Prokofleft, Violin
and there are Suites "In the Forest,"
"La Bonna
"Flowers, Fruits and Thorns," "SleepiBurgln); LoefEler, Poem,
Wagner,
less Nights," "Walks of a Solitary,"
Chanson" (after Verlaine);

IMISSPILLSBURY

—

Adagio for strings arranged by Silotl
from the Adagio In Bach's Organ Toocata, C major (first time here); Scrlabln, "Prometheus"; Debussy, Two Nocturnes; Borodin, Dances with Chorus!
from "Prince Igor." Mr. KouSBe\'itzky
will go to New York that Friday night
and sail on Saturday to fulfil engagements in London.

than a technical one," as the
lists him.
Each was Introduced In his or her
turn, with "Roxy" jubilant, Jocular, or
affectionate; and each met his or her
need of applause even before the performance had commenced. They were
all familiar to their audience; such Is

I

bo as
minor,

Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 5.
The program of the concerts next
week (Friday afternoon and Friday
evening instead of Saturday evening)
Bach,
remains as yet unchanged:
Brandenburg Concerto No. S; Bach,

pianist)

program

him,

6r blind yen

<

D

with oreran, edited by
Symphonic variations for
piano and orchestra (MIeczyslaw Muenz,

rather

On« eye was sone and the other dim,
Put A notable thirst had he,
'T3rlnk no more wine," said the leech to

Concerto,

SUotl; Franck,

heralded entertainers, «.nd his sturdy
An idol unencumbered
oi-chestral band.
with the etiquette of the concert hajl
or the more formal stage, a genial and
alTable showman, "a natural musician

\\a8 born."

Symphony
will

orchestra

for

Blnu, "the Blue Blood."
Only in an age ot radio and of broadcasting is such a phenomen^)n as the
fabled "Ro-xy" possible. I^Yom his first
sweeping entrance from the rvings of
the decorous stage at Symphony hall
last evening, and his thin and familiar,
"Hello, Everybody," the audlencei was
a vast murmur of applause. Hero was
their idol in the flesh, with each of his

I

extra

Monday night

Vivaldi,

follows:

"Gamby;" Julia Glass, Margaret McKee, Frank Moulan, Douglas Stanbury, James Parker Coombs, "Daddy
Jim;" Yashu Bunchuk. Dr. Onnandy

'

of the

The program
concert next

;

bretto was wri^lciT as a pastnne and for
the amusement of Humperdinck's children. It was said thaCCoslma Wagner
suggested that the hideous witch should
be represented by a beautiful Borcerees
In the intervening scene, so as to make
her power over the children more plausible, and that this innovation was made
at Dessau.
The first performance of the opera In
the United States was in ISngllsh at
Daly's Theatre, New York, on Oct. 8,

maWei a pUSrlma'ge to Weimar. Havlnd
been uilowed to hear some of LIsit'si
pupils play In the presence of Liszt,
they returned to this country and called
themselves his pupils.

ROXY AND "GANG"
[

1

stores

The only pity is that In her
searchings she made few lucky finds.j
For after all, it does not follow thatj
music, because its print is not yet drj',
miliar.

unusual interest.

I

I

'

—

The performance

—

1912,

parts

when

expression of his Joy In nature, his meditations and confessions, his dreams and
Illusions, caprices and vague longings,
a romantic pianist. Miss PlUsbury Is a
matter-of-fact player.
She has evidently given more attention to the acquisition ot technical proficiency than to the, art of interpretation.
She has facility her rapid passages are clear when she does not
abuse tlie damper pedal she has more
than sufficient strength. On the other
hand. If one is to judge from her performance, the spirit of the composer escapes her, and she does not reveal an
individual conception of it. This Is as
true of her playing Handel's music as
well as IloUer's. Handel's Suite is to
be played In the grand manner ; Gluck's
melody should be sung, as If, aa Hazlltt said of melody of Mozart's, It came
from the air and returned there.
Holler's Preludes are anything but prosale Last night, as they were played,
there were some strange misconceptions
of appropriate tempi, and grace and ele;

;

,

I

;

I

!

I

i

I

'

1

I

ganco
j

wc;-(;

'..-j.^l

was,
program contained
the violinist. The
was begun by
this note: "The concerto
completed In
the composer in 1913 and

Darrleux
'•October 18, 1923. Marcel

j

|

'

concertos,

piano
that year. Like the
-which are known
the first and third of
violin conby Parisian audiences, the
technical difcerto, In spite of its great
virtuoso piece, 1 1 s
ficulties, 18 not a
concerto has not yet

svmphonlo. The
performed at a
^•JV<J'-K
and the first performance of
first __on the
^ at the same time the
concert
symphony
a
of
platform
s proThe other pieces on this week
are
gram do not call for comment-they
symo^ less familiar: Schubert's

S

phony

in

B

flat

A correspondent wishes to know if
now
any "genuine pupils of Liszt" are
Yes, Indeed. One of the more
living.
now
famous of the later generation is
In the
Slloti.
In New York: Alexander
some American students used tol
•80s

until

Dec

27,

,

I

Grace Damlen, Edith Johnson and
Jacques Bars. There was a small orIt

was

said that the score

had

been condensed by the composer.
The first performance in German was
by the Metropolitan Opera company at
the Boston Theatre April 6, 1907: Mmes.
Mattfleld, Alten, Weed, Jacoby, Moran,
Shearman, Goritz. Mr. Hertz conducted.
The opera was produced at Weimar
on Dec. 23, 1893. Richard Strauss conThe librettist, Mme. Wette,
ducted.
took her story from a nursery tale In
Grimm's collection. It was not her and

Humperdinck's

original

intention

produce the opera In public.

The

to
11-

.

,

beautiful lone. She m.iUes her scales
run with exquisite evenness, she phrases
iwoU; she lets her melodies sing; sne

ton by the Boston Woman's orchestra,
Arthur Thayer conductor, April 30, 1895,
but the orchestra was not complete.
Landon Ronald conducted the Prelude
and
at a Melba concert Nov. 7, 189o,
Mr. Paur brought it to a heari^ng at a
1897.
23,
Dec.
concert
Symphony
The opera was heard here first in
English at the HoUis Street Theatre,!
Jan. 21, 1896: Marie Elba, Jessie Hud-1
dleston, Mary Llnck, Louise Melssllnger,!

chestra.

.

good.
holds
contrast
follow a
pieces delight most when they
fitting amount of music stout of body.
Miss Williams plays with singularly

|

'

i

the noc-1
judge by her performance of
best, and
turne, she plays light music
that audino doubt she has observed
ences like light music best.
ot
But none the less the princip.e

1913,

was played by Mabel
The cast otherwise was as

Gretel

Dew maiden, Lea Cholseul; Peter,
Paolo Ludikar. Ralph Lyford conducted.
the
This was Oie last performance of
opera by the Boston Opera company.
The Prelude was first played in Bos-

House on
concert in the Paris Opera

'

as

thier;

for the

i

own

their

!

But surely they are not of the|
ner.
substance that holds the attention for
nearly 20 minutes" at a stretch.
By the same argument, the Rachmaninow piece, the one by Roger Ducasse, and Palmgren's suggestion of
a pinwheel are all better fitted for
parlor than concert performance.
The first pieec by Pick-Mangiagalll|
has a more obvious effort for characterand poetical suggestion, though It hardly succeeds; the second is salon music
again, pretty of its type. Unless the last
group differed more In kind than its
titles suggest, Miss Williams limited
her music of breadth and bigness to the
Chopin nocturne and the ballade. She
was not wise. No doubt, if one may

Riegelman.
Gerfollows: Haensel. Jeska Swartz;
Llla
trude, Lila Robeson; the witch,
Robeson; Sand maiden, Ernestine Gau-

When ProOverture to "Tannhaeuser."
performed
was
concerto
violin
kofleffs
Koussevltaky's
first time at Mr.

full

them

ln|

—

Sand maiden and Dew maiden. Miss
Swartz and Miss Fisher then made the

I

My Chamber."
music demands for the

In

replaced

or'

Those romantic scenes by Granadosj
a skilled musician wrote them, soj
let them pass for music very well madej
An intermezzo that comes in theirj
course would prove pleasant to listen
to. of an evening at home after din-i

when Florence De Couroy and
d'OUge

interest
either
suited to performance

with
is

concert.

37,
did not play the children until Jan.

Madeleine

blessed

is

charm, or

Sand maiden, JeskaSwartz; Dew maiden,
Bemlce Fisher; Peter, Otto Oorltz. Mr.
Goodrich conducted, as he will on Saturday. Jeska Swartz and Bemlce Fisher

'

Heller's

and

Wlckham;

assigned: Gertrude, Florence

i

"Journey

"Haensel

by the Boston Opera company. When
this
the opera was first produced by
company Marie Mattfleld took the part
and
of Haensel (a rather mature boy)
Bella Alten was Gretel. Maria Classens
was the witch. She will take the part
on Saturday. The other parts were thus

r

j

of

Gretel" at the Boston Opera House with
Mrs. Swartz-Morse and Mrs. FisherButler" as the children should revive
pleasant memories of the performances

I

accompanies thtm with unusual skill
If to her charming
and discretion.
delicacy and refinement she couM ad*
a broader variety of tonal color, a widaf
scale of dynamics, a stronger rhylhmio
urge, she uculd add much to the Interest of her playins.
An excellent audirn.-o
heartily last night.

applauded hep
R.

K

O.

des
l^e April number of th« Jlevue
but for
Deux Mondes contains a short
^ecul.ar
of
bo

?ible article that f hould
by th« con
interest to those incensed
duct of some judges ^hf"
^''-o^Sh' be^
drivers of motor cars are
The writer quotes Pierre
fore them.
V,,
Wolff s picture of
In the
Pu-^ of the speed maintained
«l«^ths that
and
accidents
the
Tt eets; of
Deux
des
Then the Revue
result.
"'^^
Mondes says with no ""'^f
the
In
lies
responsibility

that the
ac"The judges by scandalous encourts
or by decepUve sentences

qSis

-

'
'

;ld
I

by the auionioblle

imitlon

\-

Is

V

f.ivorlte sport.

th

-

.ill

is

.

ROLL. JORDAN, ROLL

A

canon oliinbod the steeple of Sjt.
.Sepulchre's Church, Northampton, Kng.,
to sprinkle a vane with water brought
Was It worth
Jordan.
the
from
the risk? Are weather cocks the more
trustworthy by reason of this water?
It is used for royal and other high-class
christenings, but would It pass muster
"When Abdul
with a health officer?
bottle

—
—

(From the SprlngHeld. Mo., Leader)
in, choice large front bedroom

with hot and cold running water, five
widows, twin beds if desired, telephone
Mrs. King, 454
Installed, also garage.
East AValnut.

ADD "WONDERS OF NATURE"
(From the Los .Angeles Ueral<i)
At the age of 3 his parents brought
(him— oldest boy in a family of 12 to
America. They landed at Halifax. They
settled later In Vancouver.

ways. Before marriage I felt sure that
no one would care to sleep with mo
since the habit of years made me lie
diagonally oven In a double bed on account of my height I reached from the
left upper ':orner to fhe right lower.
I married a little runt nearly a foot
shorter than I and barely half my
weight so that there might be no quesAfter
tion as to who would be boss.
two months of married life exact meas41
per
allowed
that
I
am
show
urements
cent, of the width of the bed, and that
wifey is in sole possession of the remaining 59 per cent. Score one more for

—

—

I
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23D SYMPHONY

i

sympathy,

GEORGE ANON.

don't publish my nameplanned to use the Latin
for "hen-pecked" for a nom-de-plume,
but somehow "uxorius" doesn't appeal
to me.
'life,

1

terrible blunder when I invited Gilbert
At
to the same dinner.
of it, when all was going
well, a loud-voiced guest said: 'Tell me,

and Burnand
an early stage

Mr. Burnand, do you ever receive for
Punch good jokes from outsiders?' Bur-

nand

replied:

"Oh,

often.'

.

.

.

told tale."

should be remembered that Gilbert
"failed to become attached to the staff
of Punch," as Sir Squire Bancroft says
on another page.
It

From

the breach of promise case of
"It's one easy thing to say,
at dinner, "Come and let's
"
I suppose it was to preget married.'
vent these awkward gaps In the conversation that the restaurant band was invented. The Observer (London.)

moment:
when you are
the

—

TURN HIM DOWN
As the "World "Wags:
He's the kind of a goof who sends me
a picture postcard of the Podunk hotel
with "my room" indicated by a cross
on one of the windows; or, when he goes
to New York, it's the "V^'oolworth building, showing some one hanging over the
top ledge and the word "me" alongside.

ANN

TIQUE.

As the "World "V\'ags:
Other things besides charity begin at
seems. Upon reading "Wedneswas sorry to learn that a
Vermont girl had been drowned, but
was positively shocked by the bit of
news contained in one of tlie sub-headlines, which read as follows: "Drovmed
Horse and Buggy Also in "V't. Stream."
wonder if the- unfortunate buggy
I
as worked upon with a pulmotor?
R. H. B.

home,

it

dny's paper, I

.

•

|

I

I

I

i

Gil-

bert sharply grunted. 'They never appearl'
The rest was silence. This is
the true version of an otherwise much-

}
|

|

to

In,

a .l.-llKh;-

r

Stars of Boston Stapc
at 16th Annual Bene

too

often
thoven n
Inded, u,

til

With the connivance, or rather
of Joseph Santky of

t;aidiince,

rtuclow

remarked long ago when he
mind about Max Bruch and
M.U3 annoyed many respectable
persons
who were "fond of music."
freed his

IVokopleff s concerto

Is" not too dellbIt Is free and unconflned,
not laboriously so; not from any
want
of technical skill in the
composition. It
abounds In Ideas, In turn beautiful and
Joyously humorous.
The treatment of
these Ideas for solo violin and
orchestra I.s as refreshingly Interesting
as It

enuely unusual.
l.'it

symphonic;

of

the

word;

superbly and Mr. Koussevltzky reveled
in the brilliance of the
orchestral performance.
^"e^'er's "La Bonne Chanson" Is
'^If"
justly
called a "poem." There are
symphonic poems that are pedestrian
prose
Mr. Loeftler's Is shot through
with
beauty; there is the enthusiasm,
the exuberance of romantic feeling; not
only
verlalne's break of day, but the
and the flush of amorous ecstasy dawn
And
so Verlalne's adorable little
idyl becomes in music a sonorous, eloquent
long-sustained cfiant of passion.
The
audience was quick to appreciate
the
music Itself and the character of
the
performance.
Mr. Loeffler was sum-

i

I

and abettor; the dancers,
Dorothy Diiley and Oeorgo Horn; and
O'Denlshawn with Nelson
Florence
Snow and Charles Columbus in provocative pantomimic dances.
George "White's Scandals were represented by Tom Patrlcola, "Will Mahony,
jthe De Marcos, the De Marco Sheiks
and Lester Allen. There was Phoebe
Brune of the fan dance, Beatrice Kay,
Icharles Meaklns and Charles Sllber In
jthe "Only a Kiss" episode, and a wale
jquartet from "Rose-Marie."
Jane Cowl and Rollo Peters gave the
balcony scene from "Romeo and Juliet";
Aunt Jemima came from the

to the platform.

stage of Keith's; "William Seymour was
marked for an act of his own. Norman

impressive interpretation of "Wagbrought the end. In the
Mr. Koussevltzky followed
the example of certain conductors
and
aid great stress on the inner voices
for
liorns.
y\.h, the walls of
Jericho! But
those of Symphony hall are
stoutly
built; the statues in the
niches were
unshaken; great was the Joy of
the
hearers, as always when there
Is
a
thunderous musical speech.
The concert will be repeated tonight
The program for next week Friday
afternoon and evening (for the
customary Saturday night concert will
take
place
the night before) will
be as
fololws: Bach, BrandenburgConcerto
ner

s overture
final measures

Trevor and Jean Spurney from "The
Goose' Hangs High" had an amusing
and sentimental little one-act play,
"The Ninth "Waltz," by R. C. Carton.
Joe E. Brown and Dorothy Barber
came from "Betty Lee"; the Fllene
show gave Its broadcasting scene; and
Hap "Ward appeared long enough to do
his somersault.
Then to close there
"i'esterdays," staged

m

'

"The audience listened with very few
jrlgns of liv^y interest and applauded
very slightly."
There are still In Boston men and
women who believe in the plenary Inspiration of the long-acknowledged great
composers. To these believers the name
"Schubert" was enough; anything signed
by him must be good. And so there
was clapping of hands, the customary,
yet barbaric, manner of showing rap.
turous enjoyment.
These believers probably looked with
dread on the production of Prokofleff's
violin concerto.
"Prokofleft" ! Any man
with a name like that must be a tera dangerous fellow, given to nen-erasping dissonances, moanlngs, shrieks.

rible,

logic

in

So there Is
combining them on a single

program.

As

arbiter and contrast, they chose
Ravel's only pianoforte trio. Here is the
Ravel of the war, ironic, passionate,
mordant, yet still imaginative, Debus.syan, especially in the PassacalUe.
There is no suggestion of the sentlmentalism of either Mendelssohn or of

Arensky In this trio. It Is pungent and
terse, modern in Its accent and har-

monization. And the trio played It to
the best of their abilities, sensing each
delicate nuance and dramatic gust, articulating finely Its subtleties of phrasing and of harmonics.
Not once was
their playing unmusical, oT unimaginative, and as they play together, sc
their ensemble grrows in finesse and In
tonal beauty.
e. G.

bids any
any other

ti..

act,

"Dear

Thomas; Its actors, Hugh Cameron In
tho guise of John McCullough as CasFlorence Moore as Modjeska's
Mary Stuart; "Whitford Kane as Joe
Jefferson's Rip Van "Winkle; Gail Kane

No

exoticism of the Russians.

was an

by Mr. Santley,
with verses written by John Steel. The
singers were Richard Bold and Ruth

arrangement for strings
V the . J V ?
of
Adagio's from the Organ. Toccata
vitzky, conductor, took place yester- m C
major; Scrlabin, "Prometheus"
day afternoon in Symphony hall. Debussy, nocturnes; "Clouds"
and "FesAt the beginning the orchestra, tivals;" Borodin. Dances, with Chorus
standing, played Siegfried's Funeral from "Prince Izar.
Music from "Dusk of the Gods" in
memory of John Singer Sargent.
Fox-Burgin-Bedetti Trio in
The audience stood during the perPleasing Program
formance.
The program was as follows: Schubert, Symphony, B flat major. No. 6;
At Steinert hall, last evening, under
Prokofieff, Violin Concerto (first time
the auspices of the "Woman's City Club,
in America); Loeffler. Poem, "La Bonne
the
Fox-Burgin-Bedettl trio gave the
Chanson" (after Verlatne); AVagner,
following program of chamber music;
Overture to "Tannhaeuser."
Trio, Op. 32, D minor, Arensky; Trio, A
Mozart's Symphony In C major (K.
minor, Ravelj Trio, Op. 49, D minor,
425 had been announced and notes about
Mendelssohn.
it were in the program book.
As the
Although the trio added nothing to
book was in the press It was too late
their repertoire by the concert last
to substitute notes for Schubert's Symevening, and merely repeated three of
phony. "Why the change was made is
a question answered only by "So the
the trios they played elsewhere earlier
conductor wished."
in the season, there was no touch of
Schubert's Symphony No. 5 is not unknown here. It
perfunctoriness or dulled edges In their
was played from manuscript under Mr.
playing.
As In each of their previous
Henschel's leadership in 1883. "When It
concerts, there was only a fine musiwas performed at a Symphony concert, cianship, of the individual and of
the
in 1908, It was thought that It would be
ensemble, a sensitiveness and zest that
entombed, never to be exhumed again.
are rare in the performances of chamSome have thought that the music was 'oer music.
composed for a little orchestra, a priA Russian and a pupil of Rlmskyvate musical society that grew out of
Korsakoff, there is still more musical
the concerts, at first chiefly of quartet
kinship between Arensky and Menmusic, given in the house of Schubert's
delssohn than there is between Arensky
father. The score calls only for a flute,
and his own Russian school. He has
two oboes»,two bassoons, two horns and the
facile melodies, the musical refinestrings.
"Writing the symphony, Schument, the suave melancholy of the earbert had the music of Haydn and
Her German, rather than the dark and
Mozart In his head, but not the music
psychological musings or the riotous
of their high estate. Occasionally there
are hints at the Schubert to be: In this
or that melodic figure; in a few modulations not common in the Vienna of
1816; and, alas, in the prolixity.
Yesterday the audience was apparently in
thankful mood, but when the symphony
was played in 1873 at the Crystal
Palace, a contemporary critic wrote:

acts,

assistant

•

An

and several original

included in its cast Hugh Cameron,
Ivy Sa"wyer, Jessie Ralph and Eric
Dressier, besides its author.
As is the case with each of these
benefits, there was no dearth of performers or zest. From tho Music Box
came Florence Moore and her scale
climbers; Phil Baker and his balcony

In Itself
There
effects of color, surprising

are charming
hut not extravagant; the unexpected
Is
a fresh fascination. The effects
In the
whole work are gained with such
audacious simplicity? Mr. Burgin
played

moned

i.

one of which, an amusing "Efficiency Drama," written by Mr. Santley,

is

it

masterly

to"wn,

in

is original.
The "accompaniment" 1^
more than an "accompaniment" In the

common meaning

t

Music Box RevTJC, the I6th o£ the
annual actors' benefit perform:in<
was staged at the Colonial Tl
yesterday afternoon and augnun..
the fund to the extent of $7500. Ii
was a performance that "was never
tedious, never lagging, with excerpta from plays and revues now

sius;

as Mary Anderson's Parthenla; Guy
Robertson as James O'Nell's D'Artagnan; Ivy Sawyer as Lotta's, The Marchioness; George( "Wilson as himself In
the role of Caleb Plummer; and Mrs.

'

have been careful in the
choice of guests and successful in seating them to ensure good companion.shlp, for what you put on the chairs is
quite as important as what you place
oa U»e table, but let. me confes^^to a
rule

••>U

,

I

FROM SQUIRE BANCROFT'S
MEMORIES
"As a

HALE

By PHILIP

The 23d concert of the Boston
Symphony orchestra; Mr. Kousse-

obvious reasons, especially

or address.

(From Pickup)

CLOSE

am

p.
to save ray

I

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

"W'ags:
six feet in height and weigh
I
208 pounds, so you can see that I am a
fairly sizable man; I am also 42 years
of age, so am reasonably set in my

"

-

tory?

THE WEAKER SEX

for

l'J\-en

Co-Ed. I want something to wear
round the dormitory.
Salesgirl How large Is your dormi-

As the "World

''

of IrrltallMK niniltlon and
yuwii
veiling padding.
The majorltv of
.oncerlos .should be put In a ducktvfore serving.
I^alo's Symphonle Espngnole la nn exception, as Hans von

M'Henry."
li-

'

arodlstr.
|

A PERFECT THIRTY-SIX

horses and chariot, thought. "Are not
Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better than all the waters of Israel?" But he went to the Jordan.

Yours

Fort

'

.

Sonneck wrote an exhaustive
'P.
study of the verses and the tune, which
was published by the Library of Congress In 1914.—Ed.

company bust? In the Crusades
men were drowned trying to bathe in
the rapid river. Some travelers say the
waters of Damascus are better than
this thick and muddy stream, better for
men and weather cocks. That is what
the leper Capt. Xaaman, proud of his

s. — For

of

la this?

'

work, as dollffhtful as It Ik unusual
Indlvldunl
Violin ooncertn
in .,r-

^..odox

pic-

C..

did the

the "weaker sex."

A

"accessible to the public as
a broad.side, possibly as early as the
morning of Sept. 15. 1814." Mr. Oscar

"Was the business profitable or

ater.

1834.

.

poem was

a company was
and export Jordan

in his glory

to

In

and Ej

"

I

formed

the "Free

When Key's verses were first printed
in the Baltimore Patriot, Sept. 20, 1814,
thev were headed "Defence (sic) of
In the "National SongFort M Henry.
ster, or a collection of the most admired
patriotic songs, on the brilliant victories
achieved by the naval and military
heroes" (Hagerstown, Md., 1814) tho
heading was "Defence of Fort M'Henry:
Tunc: Anacreon in Heaven. "Wrote by
an American gentleman who was compelled to witness the bombardment of
Fort M'Henry, on board of a flag vessel
at the mouth of the Patapsco." But the

1

Hamid was

Defense

-Tho

How

I

'

I'f

ture of Dav.v t'rockitl on the cover. In
this book, the vwrses of "The Star Spangltd Banner" are printed, but the title

!

.

opy

Song Book," published

uii

And It la so with
In
other forms of ussusslnatlon.
the same Journals that tell us of th«
l.icoliU>nt that befell MIU'. Hobert. we
ihat the inanuf.-u-tiirer who In a
over a bill killed with a re\>
ooutraetor. ii hero In the war,
.1
inariiod and with children, has been acJudges no longer dare to
Uiultted.
punish. The induU'ence of all the oourlB
is at the base of the present breaking
'out of crime. It is this indulBCnce that
f us so
MOW makes the llfo of e\ erv oii
precarious."
I

Wags:

Thomas

"Whlflen.

The audience was large and highly
amused. There was scarcely a flaw In
the performance, thanks to the skilful
management of Mr. Santley and his
collaborators.

'

Our correspondents are clamoring for
a hearing. Letters by writers who forgot to sign their names, letters written
on both sides of the sheets have been
welcomed by our faithful and muchenduring friend, the waste basket.
F. C. S. asks "the origin of th» exresslon 'The life of Rellly'."
"We reto say that we never heard the
phrase in conversation; have never seen
,

gret

in

it

print.

Apropos

of waste baskets. "Wo read
n a London newspaper the story of a
tidy wife, who, vexed by her literary
husband's habit of throwing discarded
paper on the floor, bought him a basket.
A few days later she found the floor
still
covered with paper. The waste
basket was by his chair, and In the
basket were neatly typed sheets. ""What
on earth are you doing?" she demanded.
He answered mildly, "Those articles are
to go to an editor tomorrow, and I'm
just breaking them In, poor things."

As the

"^Vorld

"Wags:

Soeaklne of cold holidays, the foresome preferred the warmth of three no
trumps to one club. Later iny wife de•

scribed the upstairs

Three-year-old;

show as follows:
"Mens are going

away. Mama."

"No
"What
ing?"
"

'Um
"A

As

they're not, they just got here.
leav-

makes you think they are
said "bye." "
A. S.

i

—
TALE OF DEAD LOVERS"

the "World "Wags

PRATT,

JR.

.

j
:

Archaeological explorers generally find
nothing more than they have been
trained to look for (an interesting
theme upon which I hope to enlarge a Mttle later).
.\ccordIngly, it is
regretable that Mi-. Herkimer Johnson
was not present at the recent opening
of the tomb of a Punic dancer of say
23-00 years ago. whose jewelry was appraised at MOO. 000. Several other, un-

i

I

•
!
'

^

O

I attempt
Kver seems to to exempt

eros,
that needless Institutlon-s

From
.I'lorcrs'

have
f

sundrv or

liei-

tance meiitloned below. Sho was
of the
In tho news accounts
a more-ancletit Salome.
i-ry.
of
la:ter danced away the head

That entire aggregation
perfect—.
Is a bunch of

'le

i

many

de-

'

.

,

m.Kler

I

generation
our own tl'-'io but more In a
attending fuor two aso) dellsht In
nerals.
a necreA striking Instance of such court
of
phlle was a princess at the
her farthlpgale (or
XUI:

m

Louis

known.
Mr. Goodwin.
Suffers troubles of his own.
highways he
While for safety on the

departed and,

He

even If somewhat
translation
"Love Tales from Talle-,
toned down)
mant rendered from the French"; these,
till
written about 1650 but not printed
view of
1S34 give a lively and sarcastic
Its
own
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On Nov. 7, 1910. in the second fieason of Henry Kussell's reign at
he Boston Opera House, Leon Sibiiiakoff appeared on the stngre as Mephistopheles in Boito's opera. He was a tail, stalwart pei-son with a voice
linown to the Germans as a "beer-bass." He roared lustily at the unseen
Some in the audience wore miphtily iningfels in the heaven above.
"•essed.
One of the male patrons, now dead, after the first act -said enlusiastically to Mr. Jordan, so that those standing near could hear:
There, that's what I call a bass," and he put a heavy emphasis on the
ronoun "I." Others, perhaps less cock-sui-e of their own opinion, were not
>

His Beneficent Activity As Oboist and Conduc
or in Boston's Musical Life
The retmn of Mr. Georges Longy to France will be a serious lo8« to
music in Boston, for not only lias he been the distinguished first oboist of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra; he has been untiring as an orchestral
conductor and leader of the Longy Club in the introduction of many worka
which would otherwise have been unknown in this citv.

enthusiastic.

Mr. Sibiriakoff also took the part in that month of Mephistopheles in
(lounod's opera, and was heard as Don Basilio in "The Barber of Seville."
After Dec. 9 he was seen no more. It could not be said of so robust a
•orson that he vanished into thin air; hut he disappeared. It was whisred at the time that he had hecn grossly impertinent to the wife of
10 manager; but many rumors abourt; the members of the opera company
voro flying about. Tliey added to the gayety of the time and broadened
;'.o social
horizon.
Ah, if one only had the courage to write the aesthetic and social hisTy of the Boston Opera Company from the beginning to the end! What
entertaining little book it would be! But the edition would necessarily
limited and privately printed, sold, like Mr. Herkimer Johnson's colosJ work, only to subscribers. Even then the writer might be obliged to
Hve Boston, sporting false whiskers, and between trains.
Soma ingenuous person may ask: "Why speak of the forgotten Leon
ibiriakoff at this late day?" Because La Semaine Musicale of Paris on
10 third of this month contained the announcement that on April 15 Leon
biriakofF, bass, with the assistance of Tamara Steckiewicz, singer,
^ ould give a recital in Paris when arias and songs by Gomez, Glinka,
Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov, Schubert, Verdi, Delibes and Moussorgsky
ould be sung.
The accompanist is named: B. A. Rachmaninoff. Is he
related to Serge?
So, 15 years after he was in Boston, Mr. Sibiriakoff turns up in Paris.
" hat has he been doing in the mean time? Was he forced to leave Russia
; the so\-iet government? Possibly, because it is said by those who
ive recently been in Russia, Fannie Hurst among them, that this gov'nnient encourages art in the opera house and theatre, and that the
rtists, in whose souls no merchant traffics, sing for sheer love of art.
note that at Mr. Sibiriakoff's recital the price of tickets ranges
from 5 to 30 francs, so enjoyment is within the reach of the humblest.

Gustave Georges Leopold Longy was born in Abbeville, TVance, on
Aug. 29, 1868. He wa.s educated musically at the Paris ('onservatory,
where in 1886 he was awarded the first prize for playing the oboo. His
oboe teacher was Georges Vital Victor Gillet, a famous virtuoso in his
day.

Mr. Longy was not deterred from choosing the oboe for hi.i instrument by the old French slang: "to play the oboe," i. e. be hanged. "Ju.<Jlice
plays the oboe for she rigs the gallows for the mournful dance."
The French delighted in jests connected with executions. The hanged
not only played the oboe, he "danced the branle of the bishops," for ho
gave by his feet a benediction to those standing near. The cord that knotted his neck was called the E string of the hangman. "To give the benediction with one's feet" is found in Rabelais. Another pleasant metaphor
for hanging now in French use is "He died of the high disease." And so
in English slang there are many ghastly jests from "To take one's laPt
fiing" and "to die of hempen fever," to "he preached at Tyburn cross." In
"Slang and its Analogues" nearly two pages are devoted to English,
French and Italian synonyms for "hanging." In New York a crook's curso
was, "May he dance, when he dies."

1

•

i

Mr. Longy before he joined the Boston Symphony orchestra as first
oboist in the fall of 1898 had been associated in Paris with these orchestras: Lamoureux's, Colonne's, Folies Bergere and the Opera Comique,
His artistry was often recognized in the reviews of the Parisian concerts.
From 1898 to 192.5 27 years of valiant service in the front rank of Boston's orchestral players.

—

We

What has become of those who sung here in opera with Mr. SibiakofF?
Robert Lassalle, a tenor and a poor one, went back to Paris
11 d
held a leading position at the Paris opera. Giaccone, we understand,
dead. Mr. Stroesco has given recitals in London with marked success.
line. Alda is still with the Metropolitan.
Mme. Carmen Melis, the
beautiful Carmen jMelis, sings and is applauded in Italy. Mme. Claessens
was here yesterday, singing with unquenched fervor. Amoldo Conti, the
conductor, who worked indefatigably, is dead.
Alice Nielsen, happily
married, retired from the stage, and so did Jeska Swartz, now Mrs.
i\Iorse, a charming Siebel when Mr. Sibiriakoff shooed
hei* from the
village dance, though she was again seen as Haensel yesterday. George
Baklanoff has matured greatly in his art, which was fully appreciated
here when he appeared recently as Escamillo, Golaud and in "The Love of
the Three Kings." Is Marie Mattfeld stiU living? She was alive a few
years ago. She has had a long life on the*stage, for she was touring with
the Damrosch company in 1896. Herman Jadlowker, the last we heard of
him, was singing in Berlin. What became of Frederick Huddy?
Lydia Lipkowska, unforgettable as Lakme, marri^-.d to a French officer,
who rescued her and her daughtei at Odessa, has been singing in Japan,
China and India. Anne Roberts, of whom much was expected her French
diction was admirable— married and left the stage.
Constantino, the
useful tenor, is dead. He used to accuse the manager of not sufficiently
interesting the critics in him.
He really thought that they were underpay to boom this or that singer. "Look at Mr.—," he said to Russell one'
night; "he's had two overcoats this winter and they're expensive ones."
Poor, misguided Constantino! Whenever he came upon the stage he cast
an appealing, propitiatory glance at the top gallery.
Mr. Fornari,
voluble and chatty as Figaro, and when he showed the young ladies about
in "Lakme," is still with us; but where is the joyous Attilio Pulcini? We
see him now in "La Bbheme" -w^earing those astonishing trousers and
thro\ving stage money right and left. And there was the excellent buffo
Tavecchia. Pierre Letol, is he still on earth? Lillian Nordica was once
Gounod's Marguerite when Mr. Sibiriakoff put the jewel box next Siebel's
bouquet, so that she could burst into the too celebrated bravura air.

—

As for Henry Russell, he is writing articles about music for the
Riviera edition of the Chicago liibune, articles abounding in moral reflections, inveighing against "snobisme" in music
interesting articles,
even to those who have not had the pleasure of knowing him personally.
;

Wouldjhe Boston Opera

Ci

mpany have

continued performances

if

the war had not come in 1914? The last performance was on March 28 of
that year. The bill comprised "II Segreto di Susanna" (Miss Sharlow,
Messrs. Fornari and Tavecchia); the "Mad" scene from "Lucia di Lammermoor" (Evelyn Scotney); second act of "Faust" (Mmes. Beriza,
Swartz-Morse, Leveroni and Me!srs. Jou-Jerville and Ludikar), and the
ballet ".the Pance of the Hours" from "La Gioconda." The conductors in
turn were Messrs. Rimini, Lyford, Toumon and Schiavoni. The season
did not end in a blaze of glory.
It would be an unprofitable task to give reasons why the company was
disbanded. Mr. Jordan was discouraged; he had every reason to be, for
he had maintained the existence of the opera at a great cost, and others
were not wiling to assist in large measure, much less relieve him wholly
of the burden. He had other reasons for discouragement, reasons that are
known to all those who are intimately acquainted with the story of the
undertaking from the modest beginning to the pretentious and extravagant ending.

The question comes up and frequently: Can Boston support opera for
:

a

season

of

more

tban

two

weeks?

Vv'ould the supporters be contented with
ingera of moderate ability, with slm:o BtfLga settings and a comparatively
mall orchestra
The sanguine say,
'

Yes."

The

more

experienced

«ay

"no." After all, opera even when it
given In only a fairly satlstactor*
manner la a luxury. The moving
pictures and the radio are enough for
P. H.
the great majority.

is

In 1900 he founded the Longy Club for the purpose of performing;
music written for wind instruments. The original members were Messrs.
Andre Maquarre and Selmer, Hackebarth, Litke, Gebhard (pianist), with
Mr. Longy as leader. There were necessarily changes in the personnel
^from season to season until the club was disbanded in 1914. Major Higginson was interested in the club and gave it liberal support. Would that
the Boston public had followed his example! A glance at the programs
shows the catholicity of Mr. Longy's taste. AiWong the works heard here
for the first time were compositions by Bernard, d'Indy, LoefFler, Caplei,
Bird, Lazzari, Herzogenberg, Malherbe, de Wailly, Roentgen, Quef, Gouvy, Rietz, Longy, Hure, G. Faure, Lampe, Kovacek, Perilhou, KaufFmann,
Klughardt, Woollett, Handel, Weber, Grieg, Mouquet, Lacroix, Hahn, R.
Strauss, Schreck, Magnard, Bumcke, Wolf-Ferrari, Mozart, Falconi, Enesco, Pierne, Reger, Cossart, Ravel, Fried, Moreau, Dukas, Debussy, Eugene Wagner, Diemer, Rimsky-Korsakov, Kriens, Florent Schmitt, Weingartner, Flament, Strube, Loeillet, Juon.
But these names do not give one an idea of the richness of the programs, for many other composers were represented by works that had
.been played once or twice in former years.
The club was assisted by
capable artists from time to time in order to bring out the more elaborate
works by players of stringed instruments from the Symphony orchestra,

!

I

;

{

j

j

I

Armand

Forest, violinist of Paris, who played here for the first time;
singer, Charles Gilibert, and Mme. Gilibert; by Mme.
|Sundelius, soprano; by Mrs. Richard J. Hall, saxophone, who was constantly a staunch friend and supporter of Mr. Longy in all his undertakings.
These concerts, like the concerts of a similar nature heard many
years before when the late Charles Mole, the first flute of the Symphony
orchestra, was fired with a similar ambition, were caviar to the generaL
And in 1914 the war broke out.

jby

by that admirable

I

As conductor of the Orchestral Club (1900-1906) Mr. Longy acquainted Bostonians with important modern works. He was the first to
conduct here Enesco's "Poeme Roumain," Debussy's "Prelude to L'Aprea
midi d'un Faune," Rabaud's "Procession Nocturne" and "Eclogue," Moussorgsky's "Night on Bald Mountain," Rameau's "Les Indes Galantes," Debussy's transcription of Satie's "Gjinnopedies,"
Chausson's "Hymno
Vedique" with chimes; Hue's suite from "Titania," G. Fame's "Pa vane";
the preludes from Bruneau's "L'Ouragan," Bourgault-Ducoudray's
"Cambodian Rhapsody," Berlioz's impressive "Hamlet's Funeral March," Loeffler's "Divertissement Espagnol," Rabaud's Fantasia
on Russian songs,
d'l^dy's choral variations. The ILst is a long one, including
compositions
by Dubois, Saint-Saens, Lefebvre, Delibes, Marechal, Massenet, Chevillard, d'Ambrosio, Blockx, Augusta Holmes, Wider, Ten Brink.
Georges
Sporck, Bordier, Guiraud, Caplet.
In 1908 Mr. Longy conducted a series of orchestral concerLs organized by Mrs. Richard J. Hall. The programs again showed
his broad mind,
fine taste and" courage. The first program is a fair
sample of the others.
Rabaud, Symphony No. 2; Chausson "Poem of Love and the Sea";
Balakirev, "In Bohemia."

He

continued his good work as conductor of the Boston
Musical Asan^ the Macdowell Club.

sociation

Thus he played a leading part .in the musical life of Boston for
nearly
25 years; often conducting in the face of discouragement, often
achieving
surprising results vnth the material at his disposal. Not
as a chauvinist
for he recognized that music was not confined within the
boundaries of
France. To him there was good music and there wr.s bad music.
He did
not inquire first of all into the nationality of a composer. He
did not
worship in any particular chapel of musical Paris.

As a master of the oboe his influence was equally beneficent. H^s
in the Symphony conceits and in the club named after
him was
a gratuitous lesson to violinists, singers and pianists. For he was
much
more than a florid rhetorjcian. No matter how short and comparatively
• v
insignificant was the senten
'•^m-^ of beautv
phrasing

'

When Henri

Brod,_a

1

;

Ux Paris, in"

'hi^^

38th

X

—

i

cmne from Toronto. His hrolher,
Ray was a hall attendant at the

who

niont rear entrance,

\:

acquainteii Chcrubin
l^y
Bro( ."

"Ah! poor tone."

ii,

^

ar,

•

-it^tic

.

natuio.

i

Hall,

3:30

M.

P.

John

McCormack,

tenor.

Anittomy" on Washington etreet near
Essex; to Ycaton's oyster saloon on
Court street, and also on a Sunday to
ste the Coliseum used for the Jubilee

See

festival, built In 1869.

At

No.

Pity over the Boston & Albany, men and
boys were to be seen f.shlng with rod
and line from tho cribs when the tide

was m,

the

all

way from what

W.

B.

;

,

finds

them more imaginative, mor«

•

1

dramatic cliaracterixation,
Tempest,
like Ca'iban s song from "The
i'well,
Mr. Coates sang remarsably
of l'
lightfully he sang the old setting
skill
vocal
a
with
Was a Lover,"
amazing. All tho evening ho
[truly
extremely
showed himself a singer ot
developed
line direction, of a strongly
mood, or
of
differentiation
power of

WRIGHT.

marked

of

I
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-
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[Far As the World Wags.)
Yesterday I happened to glance

Buildings

'

and email seem

old

and to meet:
There were stalls,

and

to

By
liiie.
nice feeling for the melodic
in Shakeshis manifestly keen interest
humor,
infectious
his
pcarcan song, and
rehe established an unusually friendly
and his larg«
lation between himself
excelplayed
Harris
Edward
audience.
^accompaniments.

jut

and

stands,

IJOHN

the

drizzling gloom
Like a vivid motif In a sombre loom;
While over and over a whisper smote
is

MASS.—Middle

50.

ow by

5

hgt.

religion,
gentleman of

rule

ft.

good morals

American

him

In

the fol-

-

—
—

Sennalle played
by Air. Kennedy; I Tempo Assai Lontani,
Resplghl; Cradle Song,
Harty;
When You are Old and Grey, Bridge;
Panis Angellcus (with organ, 'cello and

wid-

good

1890,

assisted

noff. Allegro Splrltoso.

—

Franck sung by Mr. McCorIrish Songs:
The Meeting of
Waters, arranged by Page; Open
Door, arranged by Hughes; The
Irish Emigrant (by reque8t)_ Barker
sung by Mr. McCormack; Nocturne,
Chopin; Vlto (Spanish Dance), Popper
playej by Mr. Kennedy; Were You
There (Negro Spiritual), arranged by
H. T. Burleigh; The Ould Plaid Shawl
(by request). Haynes; The Trumpeter,
Arlle Dix sung by Mr. McCormack.
It seems to be a stern and almost Ineluctable thing that when an artist has
achieved a clamorous success, he either
piano),

and companion, golden
would be Interested in

professional.

or

wgt.

6,

(

and
Vivace,
Sammartlnl,
by Mr. Kennedy; My Dearest
Jesus, I have Lost Thee, Bach: Let us
hut Rest Here in Quiet, Bach sung
by Mr. McCormack; Melodie, Rachmani-

young looking, good habeducated, brown hair, blue

housekeeper

Twenty -fourth and last Concert
Hall, 2:30 P. M.
Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevltzky, conductor. See]

lady,

organist,

Grave

death,

refined,

its,

"eyes,

age

MXORMACK

played

already here!"

LBS SHORT OF A TON

110

.

lowing program:

JANEB KNOTT.

>

,

Testerday afternoon, "in Symphony
hall,
John McCormack gave the first
of his two concerts this week. I>aurl
Kennedy, 'cellist, and John P. Marshall,

delight
Dazzling, kaleidoscopic a4id bright:
And the blossoms seeiiied In the dull,

the ear,
"Spring, vibrant spring,

|

lent

vendor of flowers across the way
Waa showing his wares colorful and
gay
Hyacinth; tulip; jonquil yellow;
Cyclamen; calla, and primrose mellow;
They threw a shaft of beauty and

A

special notice.

mack;

the
the

business,
preferred."

In

"

GIVE US THE OLD

Repetition of the afternoon's Symphony;
Concert, Mr. Koussevltzky, conductor.
SATURDAY Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Paul Whiteman and his orchesHall, 8:15 P.

M.

See special notice.

Tennyson ana others, speaking of
her as swarthy, made a bad break. This
us of tho old question. What
The Theaire Arts Monthly for May reminds
sort of a gin should a young man
AtLionel
Mr.
of
portrait
'contains a
choose for summei ? Should he prefer
"Caesar the stern acridity of the brunette, or
will as Julius Caesar In Shaw's
sweetness of the blonde?
and Cleopatra." Mr. AtwUl has a stern the saccharine
We understand that Mr. Herkimer
and forbidding air, with a high fore- Johnson has di.soussed this important
head, and, unfortunately, a fine head of question at length and con amore in
Section V,
hair what was known In an old Lon- his colossal work. Vol. 13,
4.
don song as a "nobby head of hair." Chap.
I

—

We

Men under the empire wore As

JOHn"cOATES,

"Under the greenwood

They

also

Arne,
tree
his lass.

Ober,
House, also for Louis P.
other
A.S we have b.-iid, Mr. Atwill in his Fenton on Harrison avenue, and
and remember
portrayal of the mighty Caesar shows Refreshment
resorts,
bar;
House
a high forehead exposed unblushlngly. pMlv Pitcher of the 'I'remont
Does Miss Helen Hayes represent Cleo- n 1S69-70 will recall what a big muscle
patra as a brunetto? According to late Ray had on his right arm and what a
advices the noble dame was a blonde. graceful club-swinger he was. He, too.

,

l?Ir earliof and
Oddly enough
scarcely avoid monotony.
versions did not
too the more modern
reliev.ng the
'ucceed altogether well in
the most of
tedium, for Their co.v.posers,
reverence
, heir
at all events,

them

i

as was hLs
rest of his concert,
Bach, of Rescustom, he sang songs of
as well as his
of Frank Bridge,
Again there waa the suIrish group.
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ond of dic^que the clarity of phrase tones which
Tl^m the cool and vibrant
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(n the first group he
liturgical music.
ilch Tmperloiflllty that

S
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Arne. Gardmer;
"O mistress mliv", a|
ArneI was and
Btrd CrlpF^; •'When that
A'i'althpw.
111 tip tlnv bov,"
original
though
Mr. Coated.';, plan,
A doze.ij
iiappy.
r.roved not altogether
the time of Arne, some;
o^ so vongs of
cou d
later,
none much

'

Marshall the

*"For ?he
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vail"

,

Mr

he, and theie
sine liturgical music as
revel in the popular
are many who can
satisfaction of an
duty to the complete
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white as drive
^'a";"
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Gordon
Linley,
.snow "
Bo^ ce
peer,
^•wi^en daffciils b.-gin to
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','^'^
Ireland; "Who.,
\^'^y<
Come awa^

have been

Noby
Those Who remember Noble ( Fremont
W. Ray, bartender at the old
Tom
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folk songs of the
h^ar the folk and near
with so frank
Gaels applauded themi
an enthusiasm that they
uiiot
and unstinted
ana
departure from

O take those
ram- "Lawn as

"Take

son"
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hair.

fathom
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a
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••Full

,

ry^-ir^^i';i">-Ketn^^v«
organ. an<4
",;r'c.;ilo

Parrv; "It was .i lover and
B}^-^::
MoricV, German;
winter wind," Arne, Q".'".^'^,'p„°'f'
Come unt«
Aikin;
Arne,
ladies,"
more,
Banister N.ch°
these yellow, sands,"
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predominance.
Irish songs the

tings

program read:

landers early in the -sixties anointed
for the
ion of Early ther<>after,
to can
their hair with precious oil as they
man hadn't done any mean act
prepared for a stately walk up the, for such treatment. Early was a big.
broad aisle of the Old Church on a Sun- fat brute of a British bully. He would
abuse,
day morning. Our old friend Nero used not have so abused, or tried
powder his hair with gold dust. a full-grown man of
to
^ o^ ,
'N obe^'
their

gave

an^npremedltated dulness

tmdencv

last niglit, at th^
new set.Copley Theatre, of old and
His
of Shakespeare lyrics.

Wags:
,
.
in Tom Early s Jomt In
I
street. I saw Early once give
lAgrange
"The hair was combed and brushed from a. vicious chin Jolt to an offenflln g young
the crown of the head forward on to
the temples." Swells slushed their hair
about 25 years|
ch.ap one night-thls was
with oil and pomatum, as New Eng- ago-and I had a poor lo^-do^^ °P'"
^oung|
.

tenor,

'.Into

leads him to exagor else his lassitude
the
Yet this has never been
geration.
McCormack, although
case with Johr.
has l^een little of
until yesterday there
programs, and his
the variant in his
bloc of
has been to give his

recital

curious

THE

the World
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short, from one and a half to two
Inches, from a close crop to wavy curls.

—

'

Professor Barcroft has told his hearers at the Royal Institute, London, that
the chameleon does not really change
Tet for nearly six centuries
his color.
English writers on zoology have asland's translation:
sured us that thl,? interesting little repred, gray, brown and
"Moreover, finding by experience that itlle turns yellow,
shall next bo,
blue at will.
the deformity of his bald head was dull inky
changes his spots
leopard
the
oftentimes subject to the scoffes and ttold that
his pleasure.
scornea of back-blters and slaunderers, according to
hee tooke the same exceedingly to the
London Daily
the
of
reporter
A
lieart: and therefore he both had u.'suShe
Chronicle called on Mme. Albani.
ally drawne downe his halre that grew
in a Monpublished
report
the
denied
his
toward
crowne
the
from
thin,
but
"In
treal newspaper that she Is living
forehead: and al."o of all honors de- straitened clrcum'itances."
creed unto him from the Senate and
earned much
••tt is true that I have
People, he neither received nor used money, but .all urtists are generous,
any more willingly, than the prlvUedge and I should like to be richer than T
But 1
to weare continually the triumphant am
Is it not uviite natural?
Lawrel gulrland."
in 'straitened
am not In poverty, notgive
I
lessons.
-still
I
circumstances':
In Republican Rome men's hair was have enough pupils, but my voice, ah,
worn short, without parting. Brushed the voice has gone."
forward over the forehead, it lay flat
JOYOUS DAYS
r.r was crisped with curling-tongs into
IN
h.-iir

'

Thus does custom stale
Boston."
the finny variety of food, and "ancient
good," ,so far from being made "uncouth," is extolled in the market-place.
The rage for the antique has reached
the point where not only the table,
but tho viands on it must bear the
stamp of a "period."
"Old books to rcsd.
Old wine to drink.
Old wood to burn.
Old friends to talk to,
Old fish to tempt the palate.
If the last Une be an Interpolation,
PETER ASH.
make the most of »t.
in

aiiil

We say "unfortunately," for Julius
Caesar was bald. Suetonius tells us all
about it In his book of entertaining
We quote from Philemon Holgossip.

—

the World Wags:
A firm of dealers in sea products
disp'ays the sign. "Oldest Fish Market

As

1

—

Romans dyed

narrow

vendors' carts,
Horses, drays, motors and people,
And in the distance, a slender steeple.

I

FRIDAY — Symphony
Symphony

I

from

a window adown
Into the busy market place,
MTiere, facing the crowded,

—

of the Boston
special notice.

THE MARKET PLACE

IN

WEDNESDAY —

wore wigs.

i

he did not use the wprd. If.
Undoubtedly the^'
us sav exhaustive.
so )n
are; the only pity is they arc not
greater degree.
.
Songs of humorous nature and thos'^

1.

—

umall curls.

He

— although

escaped.

invariably

blrtls

c>.pi'o.'.

tVose of long ago.

in

now

Is

Ma8Sachu.'?etUs avenue northward almost
often went
I
to Dartmouth street.
early mornings In summer out In the
Fenway marshes to shoot pcepa. But the

Symphony Hall. 8 P. M. Alessandro Bonci, tenor. Ester Ferrabini,
soprano, Arthur Fiedler, pianist. Concert In aid of the relief fund for
Incapacitated Italian soldiers in Boston. See special notice.
Copley Theatre, 8:30 P. M. John Coates, tenor, with program of
Shakesperian songs. See special notice.
MONDAY Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Last extra concert of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor. See special notice.
TUESDAY— Stelnert Hall, 8:15 P. M. Willard Erhardt, tenor. Harris
Shaw, accompanist. Handel, Figlia Mia from "Tamerlano"; old Eng.
Ilsh, So Sweete Is Shee; Buononcini, L'esperto Nocchiero from "Astarto". Grieg, Letzer Fruehling and Ini Kahne; Schubert, Der Jungling
am Bache; Rubinstein. Morgenlled. Irish Folk Songs arranged by
Wish
Had a ShepHughes: Kathleen O'More, the Fanaid Grove,
herd's Lamb. Dunn, The Bitterness of Love; English Folk Song arranged by Taylor, May Day Carol. F. Bridg«, So Perverse; Elgar, Is
She Not Passing Fair?
Jordan Hall. 8 P. M. Fourth Concert of the 54th season of the
Apollo Club, Mr. Mollenhauer, conductor, assisted by Doris Emierson,
soprano, Frank H. Luker, pianist, and Messrs. Boyd, Cummings and
Hanscom, members of the club. Part songs: A. W. Thayer, Trelawney; Schumann, The Dreamy Lake; Zander, Minstnel Song; Gounod,
Chorus of Bacchantes; Handel, Where'er You Walk with tenor solo
by Mr. Cummings. 17th Century Melody, Ye Watchers and Ye Hoi/
Ones: Maunder, Border Ballad; De Koven, Recessional with tenor solo
by Mr. Boyd; O'Hara, Wreck of the Julie Pl.ante with baritone solo
by Mr. Hanscom; Stevenson, Omnipotence with soprano solo by Miss
Emerson. Soprano solos: Massenet, Gavotte from "Manon"; Anns
Stratton, May Magic; Charpentier, Depuis le jour; Woodman, The
Joy of Spring. Piano solos: Debussy, La Cathedrale engloutle; Chopin,
Ballade, G minor.
Copley-Plaza, 4 P. M. Boston Chamber Music Trio: (Bar.
bara Werner, violin; Marion Moorhouse, 'cello. Persis Cox, piano):
Mozart, Trio G major (K. 564); Piano Solos: Gluck- Brahms, Gavotte;
Heilman, Intermezzo op. 6, No. 1; Hopekirk, Robin Goodfellow; Whlthorne, Chimes of St. Patrick's; Griffes, The Lake at Evening; De.
bussy, Jardins sous la Plerie; Ireland, Phantasie Trio, A minor (first
time).
THURSDAY Symphony Hall, BdS P. M. John McCormack, tenor. See

tra.

tlmo as we rode into the

that

niu iical.

refrain.

lively

whirh melsioal selling, passages for
themselves-.
odle.^ would almost shape
any such
share
Mrs Ooate.s does nut
and
view As well as sinE:tng Hip '"Usjc
and nitertamKivii.g much Interosting
comam-ient
the
Ing Information about
co.u„ose.-s. he ofte.. d.^-w thoughtful
and
parlsons between tho old versions
in
excellences
out
the new, point h^j,'
not cxl:^t
the settings of today which do

tc Dr. Jourdnlno's "I'arlslan Gallery of

notice.
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The wonder Is that composers should
talents on
not prefer to cxe.-ciso their
in th«
tho countless lyrical passages
for mnplays which all but cry aloud

told nie. When I first came, as a small
not everything fnUrToutT''^
„ careerJ youth to Koston. "Nobe" Ray took me
^ thorough lyi! to the Bo.^ton Theatre to see the big
01,0.0 the oboe as the
n vlium^n;
nitinum
for expressing
"The Black Crook," also
a truW! chandelier and

Boston Art Club, 150 Newbury street, Dartmouth street entrance.
Twenty-sixth Concert of the Boston Flute Players' Club, Georges
Laurent, director. Joseph Lautner, tenor; Messrs. Laurent and Turno,
Boardman, acflutes: Acierl, clarinet: Allard, bassoon; Leedy, pianist.
companist, and the Durrell String Quartet. Ibert, two movements for
2 flutes, clarinet, bassoon. J. F. Wagner, piano quintet. Clough-Leiter,
••Day of Beauty," lyric suite, string quartet and piano; Ravel, Chancon de la Mariee, La-bas vers I'eglise, Quel gallant m'est comparable;
Debussy, Des Fleurs: Auric, Hommage a Erik Satie; Satie Phedre;
2nd Division of "Socrate" (Mr. Uautner); Haydn, String Quartet op.

tor

more opportunity
slon than

..

SUNDAY— Symphony

77,
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'I'l'e-

years before

had alnio.'iit wholly lopt his night from
witii the a sudden back -lire flaro from the fircl)Ox Of a Cranrt Trunk loconiollve iis he
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special
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m

Shakespeare, confusing
"'f
°^
with his .nanner.s, wrote himself, of a
Arne
T><-.
Ike that of
sought
little
simpleness that seemed a

In particular, demands.
For his stiare of the

program. Mr.

solos with
Kennedv played various 'cello
a sound
f smoot'h and agreeable t<«e,

Hv^^-t-d^^usi^iu^crp

k,^^^-^^^^^"'-"Tr
the applause.
*are
his

In

t-

<-••
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or

SCANT EXPRESSION
differently.
Perhaps they r<fu\d do t^o
the
"Helgho
•Hey - nonny - nonny."
helgh^th«
after all. and •;^'lth

nollv,"

BONa SINGS FOR
ITAUAN WOUNDED

—

:

,

EGOIST

Symphony

evening
Alrssandro Bonci.
and Ester
with
Fcrrabini,
soprano,
Arthur
Fiedler as their accompanist, gave a
In

But made him a

benefit concert for the Italian war
wounded. Tliey sang alternately -and
at the close, sanp the duet from
the first act of "STanon." The program was as follows:
VIoletta, Mor.art: "JIatrlmonIo SoSrplto." Cimarosa: air from I.a Gita
In Gondola, nosslnl; sung- by Bond.

Madre

r.a

al

flglio

Regpig^hl;

lontano,

:

ijthen

here, in concert, In a repertoire almost

wholly Italian, of operatic origin. Those
who have heard him before say he
never was a singer of robust propor1

wood

in

-.he

mentioned

canisms"
(184S); Pumpelly
wrote in
"Across America and Asia" (1870) "The
woman, a very hag, ever following the
:

—

disgusting habit of dipping filling the
air
and covering her clothes with
snuff."
split, or brush-like stick, or
bit of rattan was dipped in the snuff
and then rubbed on the teeth and gums.

A

Early in our civil war Robert H. Newell
("Orpheus C. Kerr") wrote the "Southerner's Farewell to His "Wife." It began (we quote from memory)
"Fresh to his arms from snuff-dippiiig
she went,

There are humorists In South TSfrlca,
as is shown by a literary competition
in which a lyric by Shelley, Bubmltted
by a Joker as his own work, received
the third prize. '-The Judges, acting for
the Magazine committee of the Wlt-

watersand
University
found
some
promise in the poem but complained of
its

They preferred

diction.

for

first

and second prizes lyrics written in the
Taal or Cape Dutch."
This led the
Manchester Guardian to say: "Before

we

m

the laugh we should do well
to turn up the Shelley l>-rlc which begins 'Like the ghost of a dear friend
dead' and decide whether, if we met
t filling an odd corner in a magazine
above an unknowr. signature, we should
on our own responsibility pronounce it
join

first-rate.

The chances

one fears,
that we shouldn't bother to read it
through twice, not because it is bad,
but because (t is not instantly arresting.
Indeed, while we are about it, we may
apk ourselves how many even of the
masterpieces of lyric poetry, without
which no anthology is complete, we
should 'spot' for ourselves if we came
are,

across them casually and unfortified by
any 'crested and prevailing name.'

They have Hffn celebrating In London the cenjJ|ary of Charles Lamb's
good-by to Kastfcidia House. Swinburne once •'or^ljkted" a dinner to
celebrate

the

amiWersary

of

Lamb's

birth, going to

London, settling the details, brooking no interference.
"The
guests met in an old fashioned Soho
hotel, and the 'coarse, succulent dinner'
was presided over by .Swinburne beaming 'over the table like the rising sun.'
The dinner over, cam« the reckoning.
'Our shock was the bill— portentous!'
wrote Mr. Gossc.
'Swinburne, In organizing, had made no arrangement as
to price, and when we trooped out into
ilie
frosty midnight there were five
long faces of impecunious men of letters.'

"

Wiile he removing from
quid.

his

mouth a

"

Ed.

\

THE NAME OF THE PROPHET!
FIGS
Why is Palm Sunday in England as-

IN

V

Fig fairs are hel'3
in Buckinghamshire on the eve of Pajm
Sunday; there and elsewhere iii England fig pudding or fig cakp is the Palm
sociated with figs?

Sunday

Wiltshire villagers climb
a hill to eat on the top oi" it their figs,
la parts of England Palm Sunday is
known as "Fig Sunday" and mid-Lent
Sunday is called "Fig-pie Sunday."
These pies are made of dry figs, sugar,
treacle, spice, etc.
A writer in Notes
"They are
and Queries (1356) said:
rather too luscious for those not 'to the
manner 'oorn.' " Fig-sue, a dish made
of bread, i'.gs and ale, is eaten on Good
Friday, or it was up to 1895 in the north
of England.
In 1822 a writer to the
Lonsdale Magazine wrote that a mess
made of ale, boiled with fine wheatcn
treat:

sweetened with sugar
Good Friday. A box
of figs and a box of sweets were presents for Palm Sunday. A writer in 1S69,
speaking of Lancashire; "The orthodox
customs of Fig-pie Sunday are almost
obsolete there now; but some time ago
they were carefully observed by members of the Church of England, for
with the Nonconformists the lig-ple
found no favor."
The only reascti suggested Cor the
Palm Sunday i^raotice, we find in
Wright's huge "Eng:ish Dialect Dic"Probably because the curstionary":
ing of the barren flg tree is the first incident of the ensuing day recorded In
bi-ead

was

and

figs,

the dinner of

the Gospel."
Was Uie practice

of

eating

flgs

in

honor of Palm Sunday ever observed in

New England?

FOOLS GOLD
'For As the World 'Wags)
It's all over the place

Ev'rywher*

I looJc,

Bllnkln' on the eartri's face,
Glintin' in the brook.

It

wlio.s»

li

The

It

tiz?

ONE MR. REILLY
As the World Wags:

over the place
tiz?

yi&riXA.

In order to ttBHlst F. C. S.. who asks
for the origin of the expretialon, "The
of Kellly," may I say the expression
Is "Living the life of Rellly," mid probably originated In an old song with

I

which you are undoubtedly familiar:
"Is tliat Mr. Itellly. can anyone tell?

The Journal of the American Medical
Association quoted by the N. T. Times:
"Tall, heavy persons possess heavier
brains than shorter and lighter persons.
The differences may amount to
as much as 18 per cent."

that Mr. Rellly that owns the hotel?
If that's Mr. Rellly they spake of
so highly
'Pon me sowl, Rellly, but you're looking
Is

Well

well."

Later on

ton.

"HOW SLEEP THE BRAVE"

(The Bostoo Courier, April

B. H.

HIM?

auguration of President Adams. No less
than four large eagles were seen poising themselves directly over the Capitol for about 10 minutes, when one of
them, apparently larger than the rest,
began to descend, and after making a
number of circles around the centre
dome, arose in graceful spirals, and
they all wheeled off to the west."

ICHABODl
sad news from Albany, N. T
Keeler's oyster house In Green street i:
Fairfield died long ago and thf
closed.
is

glory of the Windsor in Maiden Lan€
departed. Between 12 and 1 o'clock ir

THE MORNING AFTER?

daytime prominent citizens were
up at the bar. "They calmly drank
and Jawed." And what good meals were
served there! How delicious but treachthe

(From the London Sunday Times.)
" 'I spent Good Friday in bed taking
iced drinks and all sorts of other things.
I am glad tomorrow is Sunday,' added
Mr. Barrj-more, in a voice that sounded
tired and was still husky."

lined

was

'

the "cold tea"!

Johnny McCardle's was famous for
steaks, creamed potatoes and ale. 'WTiat
became of the pictures showing Incidents In the expedition of Walker to
Nicaragua? Johnny used to tell wonabout a relative of his
Walker's men. Joaquin
Miller should have spent an evening
with Johnny.
He might then have
added a few lines to his "With Walker
in Nicaragua." Are "Songs of the Sierras" still read? We picked up a copy
the other day and spouted the verses
aloud with gusto:
"A piercing eye, a princely air,
A presence like a chevalier.
Half angel and half Lucifer;
Fair fingers, Jewell'd manifold
With great gems set In hoops of gold;
Sombrero black, with plume of snow
That swept his long silk locks below;
A red serape with bars of gold,
Heedless falling, fold on fold;
derful
tllat

HENRY

O.

i

"The Four

(After reading again

Million.")

He looked upon the City's face
And caught her dreams, and then
He wove them on his magic loom

.

1

stories

was one

occurrence of

last

the kind which has com© to our knowledge is related by a writer in the Intelligencer of Monday last, who states
that "a curious and interesting spectacle was on Friday witnesed by several gentlemen from the top of the
Capitol, during the ceremony of the in-

j

erous

The

volumes.

eral

As the World Wags:
Will you swing the gates outward to
admit Mr. Mel Stepper, who conducts a
dance orchestra, to the Academy?
M. W. S.

This

1S20^

14.

No agf© of the world, of which we
have ever read, has been so noted for
the occurrence of auguries, and omens,
and miracles, and interesting spectacles
as the present. An account of all the
prodigies that have happened during
the present year alone would fill sev-

"I hate plays that I can understand,
because they are not like life, which nobody understands."— G. Bernard Shaw.

i

of Rellly," but

ADD "SIGNS AND WONDERS"

New Bedford disturbance (earthquake). Dr. Mather went on, was very
local and of only slight Intensity. Policemen were not startled, and even
light sleepers were hardly disturbed."
"The

WHO SECONDS

life

However,

"There Is something wrong with a
if he does not want to break the
Ten Commandments." —G. K. Chester-

W.

believe that another song

I can't recall It.
the expression "Living the
life of Rellly" has been In vogue ever
since the middle eighties, when the
populace sang about the soft existence
of Mr. Rellly, the hotel keeper. It still
has a wide usage, although I doubt
that there are many who are familiar
C. W. R.
with the origin.

the

cnan

G.

I

was written upon the theme, "Living

"Often
Fuller (1608-1861):
the cockloft is empty in those whom
Nature hath built many stories high."

Thomas

Olmstead
"Joum-ey

in the Seaboard Slave States" (185C);
Bartlett in his "Dictionary of Ameri-

wtiat

No, Albany la not what
la departed,

placc--

life

the thing to wedge the snuff between
the gums and the cheeks "and snuff
can be procured for this practice at almost any cigar stand along the waterr'reierick Law
the habit in his

Inclined.

glory

|

Mr. "William L. Robinson said in, The
Herald of the 18th, that In "longshore circles" of Boston it is considered

South.

."-li'-

when he was muzzy and moUphyulcally

i

was largely practiced in some
southern states. I ought to say for the
credit of my sex that men do not "ilp "
Point of Pines.
x, i<\

the

tlie

—JiOW'AflD

soap makes it adhere. The result, he
Informed me, was lery pleasant from
the user's point of view. I found later
that all the nearby stores Sold snuff
in this way, and in most of our mill
cities.
It is said that "dippers" work
faster than non-dippers.
It seems to me that I have read
or
heard that many years ago snuff dip-

front.
"Dipping" has been for many
years a practice with "poor whites" in

all

Wonder

|plng

I

over

Wonder
I'.'s

The

snuff.

and
Nick wn.i

the beer fell off In quality,
wa.s not the philosopher that

a prize
I

lt'8 a'l

when compan^' was around;

dip the

,

:

a small piece of Italian ta&teless white
soap, some imported Danish snuff called
Copenhagen, and a small white article
of some soft wood, sharp at the end
like a screw driver.
The method of use
is
to soap the teeth and gums, and

ITALIAN REPERTOIRE
.\gain. after a long silence, Bond sang

i

u.s tin'.

L'azzles like

in, handed my friend a
dime and received a package containing

Although the concert was a benefit,
it was not so well attended as It
might
have been, yet there was no suggestion
of empty space in the lusty and long

<

Golly
Like a pixie's ring
Better close your eyes

women came

Bond.

;iir

.Tt

Shines like ev'rj-thtng,

—

;

mood and drama. Tet in her dramatic
arias she has a tendency to force her
upper notes, particularly in the forte
Again, in the songs of the
passages.
moderns, her head tones were beautiful.
Jlr. Arthur Fiedler, the accompanist,
was, as usual, an able one. Each sang
several encores, and Mr. .Tacchia acknowledged his wife's singing of his
•Twilight."

Some stop
Laugliln'

brass for daily use; black metal for the
kitchen the whole lot an unmitigated
nuisance.
There has been some talk recently
In your column concerning the use of
snuff, but not I think, About the way
it
Is still used In the large mill »ltlee
of this state, where the users are termed
dippers or snuffers. I was present not
more than 12 years ago In the store of
a friend located near the entrance of
a large cotton mill where during the
noon hour several young girls and older

Afrlcana:
O Paradlso, Mevcrbecr;
sung by Ponci.
Otello: Aria del Pallce, A"erdl
sying
by Ester Ferrabinl.
I
Re\e blanr. Trucco; Keve nolr.
Xrucco: II IniprcsstonI cainpcstrl, Pieraccinl; (a) Chi tardi Rrrl\a. (b) Uno.
due, fre. sung: by Kster Kerrabini Bohenie:
Racconto.
Puccini;
sung by
Bonci: Romanza: Connais-tu le pays,
TiioniAs:
lister
Kerrablni:
Jlanon^
Duetto l,o atto. Massenet; Ester V^r-

tions, that his voice was more suited
to the concert hall than that of many
operatic tenors, because of its lyricism
and lightness. And In his excerpts last
evening, his strcngtli lay in his suavity
of intonation. In his instinct for the
stage, his dramatic bravura, his personal magnetism.
The operatic aria is lost in the concert hall, often, and so Miss Ferrablni
was wise to choose songs of the modern
Italian,
Pizzettl and Respighi, ratlier
than a preponderance of bel canto airs;
so that she divided the program evenly
with Bonci, supplementing him.
She
sang these songs very beautifully, with
the exquisite nuance, the strange and
piercing melanch&Iy. that invades them.
Hers is a rare charm and feeling for

AUSTIC

the World ^Vags
I do not refer by this title to th.it
useful article which in my boyhood days
we used for cutting off the candlewicks;

Pluz^-ttl:

near
niuiiripr.
"cunalcr
A,
cmplled a bottle of tomato saucn
plate of cold slnw and then, ovcrcor
by beer, rested hia head on the i>I:ii>
.Nick Engel died and his widow lib
fnr a timo to run the beer house. Imi
"

I'olks turn an' look
Kinder like It

As

sung by Ester Kcr-

applause, the occasional fleeting bravos.
that escaped the balcony for Bond and
for Miss Ferrablni.

Lots of it In town,
haiki of It at l ountry faiiB
Moe that ludy'H g\iWii'

Pellet.

C.

rablnl.

rablnl.

IC

SNUFFERS AND MILLS

Solid silver

—

—

;

tPor as the 'V\'orld 'Wars)
Quite a Pill would he be
.Should one let him tell It:
Though his Maker, you see.

t

.

Xebble,

— ——

:

To show the hearts of men;
^
he went Beyond the Town

of

And then
Ho will

!

not pass again.

yet a nobler crown
AVhen Youth's on holiday:
Pity's hands are quick to mend
The broken toys of day;

And Mirth wears
I

And

And

verities are simpler things
this way.

Because he passed

!

'BADGES' GIVEN
By PHILIP HALE
THE.\TRE— First

I'LV MOUTH

formance

A
A

sash of silk, where flashing swung
sword as swift as serpent's tongue."
There's a William Walker for you!
What matters it if he did not answer
the description?
Jo Walter's oyster shop In Washington avenue, opposite the tapltol Jo Is
no more, though oysters may still be
erved there. We see Jo now, moving
his liead forward and back like a snapping turtle: wise about city politics; an
authority on prize fighting; entertaining, Jo, » good, stanch friend.
We recall the fried oysters, the box-stews,

—

the Boston stews, the pan roasts. Was
It Jo who, when asked the difference be-

tween a box-stew and a Boston stew
"Mighty little, but the waiter puts
[his thumb in a Boston stew."
It was
ja grand sight to see judges of the court
of appeals at Jo's eating stews and buttering oyster crackers, even though they
did not wear their Judicial gowns.
'\ye Iqdged In State street, near Capron and Pike's, a famous place for old
and new ale, and milk punches; but the
farmers who held market from the
earl.v morning in the street drank huge
quantities of hard cider, sometimes
with a stick in it.
Where now is
Clark's, once not far from St. Peter's
Church? A quiet place for thoughtful
men.
said:

in

Boston

per-

"Badges,"

of

a

comedy-drama In three acts by Max
ProMarclu and Edward Hammond.
duced by Jules Hurtig.
M.irio
;

railpsple

K<1.

rmillnc Arraliage
:...MndKO Kennedy!
.Gregor.v Kelly

Ciirson

Miriam Holt
rr.Tnklvii Green

nmrlps Moran
Kpccnn
Or i;vans

I

.

;

.

|

;

CorllBS Giles
P'lii'

Han-ey

'

i

John Sli.irkey
..Howard Sidney
M. Tollo Webb
riiief postal .Inspector
Louis E. Miller;
Officer Dugatf.
Percy Howard
Smith
farclal meloa
really
This play is
drama, but we regret to say that the
audience did not take to the melodrama
There was loud laughter,
seriously.
wliat might be called "noisy squeals of
when the good crook, shot by the
Joy
bad iTOok. tumbled on the floor; still
louder laughter when he v/as helped to
This
an adjacent room in the hotel.
laijsrhler was the more annoying beoau.^c the two crooks were the only important mem.bers of the company who
always spoke their lines Intelligi'bly. In

I

|

\

|

"

the first scene between Miss Armltage
and Miss Kennedy, the former in a loud
voice ran her words together; the latter
in a weak voice was often inaudible. As
for Mr. Kelly, many of his lines often
missed Are, from no fault of the dramatists; he spoke a,s if he were talking to
himself in the strictest confidence.

oxcollent vonu'diiin wno Hits tna piece
easily, especially
In
his
singing of
"Spanish JuanitJi." an Ingenious farrago of current and recent tunes. In tho

Kennedy ard
thetr mannerisms

"^v.

for
Pitt of
maniK^i-lsins

adinlrors

li.-u-

—

undoubtedly
were, the one

shrewd, an cnKaslng:

I

j
'

uisinp ill his familiar way.
PctrH-tlve" Young; Green
!<
lessons In Iho detecttve's art hyl
rorrcspondenoe with a sohool In BrookHe
Ivn and wore a gradu;ite's hadRe.
was imtr.sted in Miss Holt, scraped

j

The

Boy

with her. told her Bhe was
llowed by detectives and swore
This MIsb
i.,r faithful knight.
I.,
I,.
Holt, we Uarncii. was tho daughter of
a man wlio turned crook so that he
could send her to a fashionbale hoardIns school. He with two pals robbed a
poslofrioe of a vast quantity of governOne of them "the Puke"
inent bonds.
This "Duke," a desperate
killed lilm.
villain, thought ho could gain informa(lon from MirUini about the place where
He had half
the bonds had been hid.
ot the paper of directions; Moran. the
other half. And so the "DuUe calling
himself G. Despie, posed as a postofL'lce
Inspector. He told her Sloran had murdered her father. Did she not wish to
revenge him? She was put In an apartmcnt at a hotel, given line clothes,
-Moran was introduced to her by Marie

was large and

ani-e

I

I

'

'

'

I

B.

ance

'

1

i

j

Ocii

!

would

the

spoil

audiences to come
of

told

the

last

if

act,

in

The Duke and

Atarie

led

Solly

pS

;

[

.

Maude

Dunne
Walter Lawrence
Thomas Gunn
Irene

[

I

of

I

la'it

I

I

I

j

:

-

|

[

c

:

ensemble numbers.
Again the book deals witb the anmllllonal.e, his unic'it tale of the

-'leir

1

who

a troupe of chorus gir'.s to his
home, trusting In his master's absence;
the arrival of the winner of a country
beauty contest, lured to the big city
by the letters of the "man" and the enclosed photograph of the master; the
inveighing and scheming visitants from
r;i attleboro: the aunt and her dancing
daughter; the plain clothes man wh.o
has no objection to prohibition, be'cause at "least there is something to
drink"; the consequent unravelling, and
iivltes

i

'

1

matchmaking.
There are amusing lines, and the
book is smoothly put together, lightly
a
Fred Hlllebrand,
ridiculing.
In
omedlan adept In pantomime and the
.

sharp

>

a v'

.

r

burlesque,

there

is

::::::::.c:-4^Z^'^\
1

.

j

night and the evening now long

an

to
paiiy standing
could.

by

to

help

|

j

.

the

showed

when they
,

pUy

the

is

and "The Honorable Bertie
latter

his

adaptibility

j

]

j

j

;

:

j
|

]

..

i

HEADS KEITH'S BILL

i

m

1

not. perhaps, a very con-

band never fails
lar music by such a
audience, and last
to please a Keith
Lncores
night was no exception.
the shortwere demanded and only
this feature to
age of time brought
were parnumbers
Novelty
a close.

investigation and perhaps
good deal was taken for granted, bnt
one must play fair, or there would
no mystery at all.
"Grumpy" was once a "well 'made
play" and scattered through it are all
sorts of good old I'iner.j plaiit.s whi. li
used to make an audience breathlcssr Iticularly well received.
with delicious terror. You knew they ^'johnny t)ooley of the fanV
were going to be bandy later qn and Ifamllv. was another head!

vincing

I

"

Tfoussevitzky,

as

everybody

'

knows, does not necessarily play the
same music twice «!ike. The Tchaikovsky symphony he did not feel so racking
last nlgTiC as he found it a month ago.
If it lost some of its anguished appeal,
it gained much in musical beauty, beauty of sound end of song.
The Monday
series ended indeed in a blaze of orchestral and musical glory.
This was pleasant reading In the pro-

The Monday concerts

;

j

will

K. R. G.

KELTIE WINS
PLAUDITS IN '"TOSCA"!

(

PAESPECHT'SBANU
|i

I

,

ISS

dashtric lawyer, a lovely daughter, a
ing adventurer, and a hero, of course,
who loses the priceless diamond. Startbarrer
ing off with a scuffle iii the dark and
Paul Specht and his f amovis
an artho theft, the only evidence is a ca
attraction
major
the
Iwere
melia, lost from the hero's buttonhole.
well balanced bill
On this slender evidence Grumpy miule tistic, amusing and
night. Poputriumpli
last
succeeding
Theatre
investigation,
his
at Keith's

1

j

t

i

m

cleared successfully as the play rattled
away to its happy ending.
A country house, an aged and eccen-

was

,

and warmth

be continued another year.

Others in the cast worthy
of mention were Ralph Remley, as
"Smlthers"; Roberta Leo Clark, Olive
Blakeney, Louis Leon Hall, Marie Lalloz, and Hector Chonierc.

most too rusty, but these hurdles were

It

|

variations with

less of brilliancy

gram book:

comedy

for

Muenz played the

Mr.

roles.

On the whole his characterization
was effective and true, particularly this
.Somj struggle occurred ocin makeup.
alcasionallv when the lines proved

antly.

i

be.

i

her audience.
Bernard Nedell as the bachelor composer made a hit from the time he was
presented to his "wife only in name,"
until the curtain fell on his conquest
John Collier,
of the heart of Colette.
as "Bob Talmage," the married man
who marries Colette under Charters'
name, also played his part with exHouston Richards as
ceptional merit.
the "Hon. Bertie Bird" once again

j

between

played the
since when first Mr. Maude
^et
caustic, querulous, elderly lawyer,
is still
there
and
piece,
sturdy
il is a
ata thrill in the diamond theft, an wc
mosphere of excited expectation as
ground.
to
thief
the
run
Grumpy
watch
play, so the
It is entirely a one-part
over
evening was almost entirely given
Mr. Compton, the rest of the com-

I

"man"

1

.

effect of the years

of

"Smlthers," the Eng-

finds the way.
Elsie Hitz, in the BordonI role of
the poor little
characterized
Colette,
Parisiennc to perfection, this role glvIng her ample opportunity to demonIn her
strate her ability as a singer.
spoken lines, in her exquisite wardrobe
and in her attractive voice, she was
equal to the exacting test and delighted

Dudgeon

An amiable comedy, among the first
"Grumpy
mysteries.
polite
the

shows the

I

.

|

than the music could have stood, hul
His
with infinite delicacy and grace.
tone blended with that of the orchestra
quite as perfectly as that of Miss Jlyra
Hess. Higher praise there can scarcely

and love

.Knllierine Standini;

Tandy

humor

Mr.

something

suit himself,
All;
to the discomfort- of others.
happily straightened out, however,

is

VU-tor

;

moments of oommonness. A pity he
till today, when he could
have lengthened them without blame.

much

•'™'r;ie.y EloMer

laaac Wolf..

?lr

!

did not live

and Interprets things to

in re-

.IClspclh

|

would have thought it of Cesar Franck?
And. mind you, he hit on tliat skittish
rhythm some 40 years ago, baiore it
was the fashion. It has always been
thrown in his face that he had his

a friend of Larry's
who always appears at the wrong time
Bird,"

'.'.Franklyn
..JOBsamiiie Newc-ombr

:

'

amorous

lish butler,
j

Cast:

.

1

and

Much of the
divided between

Phi li P Tonge
Mr" S^ies t H eroiu .V:::.'..
.F. Compton
Mr. Andrew Bullivant (Gtunn>y\llH-hiird Wliort
Mcrridew

j

spectlng

part.

filled

of

story

who becomes embroiled
marriage with two men and yet is not
married to either. Larry Charters, an
irresponsible English composer, is one
"unfortunate" husbands who
of the
Howfinally attains the genuine status.
this climax evolves forms a plot that
develops plenty of exciting action and
uproariously funny situations.

Boston with

Now

I.alloz

CUomere

r'rench girl

l''raucis

p"^„

Although It came here without adjvance heraldings, without the indelible
(Stamp of Broadway approval, a show

<

name

Mrs. Maclaren

I

,

in the

in

vival at the Copley.
Miss Vircinia BuUivnnt

Wynne

jin transit, "Baby Blue," despite the
ineptitude of its title has that rarest
of things in musical comedy, a good
book, and a zestful and appealing
But, with the excepmusical score.
tion of Fred Hlllebrand, the comedian,
who plays a stalking novelist, thin of
body and of purse, who sells himself
unwittingly into impersonating a millionaire on the eve of being iriiprisoned
for overspeeding, the Ingenuity of the
lines,
and the melodiousness of the
tunes are often lost to the performers.
Last evening, from the first opening
curtain, the performance moved with
alacrity and spontaneity that redeemed
it in part for the dearth of good singThe
ers, and the mediocre principals.
horus is pretty and unjaded, although
in
precision
lack
members
s
yet Its

performed

First

Marie
::'''.V.'.".".Hect(.r

the building.
adventures of
the
from
Colette, adapted by the playwright
Dregely, has
Gabriel
the Hungarian of
vivacious
to do with a charming and

The

acts by
Grumpy, a comedy in four
Percival
Horace" Hodges and Wy^ney
Cyril

I

Davis

It was a program skilfully planned.
Since Mr. Koussevitzky finds it best to
place the symphony at the end, he
showed consideration in making what
came before it s^lTont and by no means
By way of conexacting to listen to.
rast, 'loo. to the old Italian concerto
with its stately stride at the start, the
!ove;y flowing song ot the largo movement. Us brilliant close, pomposity itself, what could have answered better
than the charming variations of Cesar
Franclc?
They may not stand on the plane
of the best of the "Beautitudes" and the
quintet, or yet tho sympliony. But how
exquisitely the theme falls on the ear,
when first the piano intones it! It becomes presently beautiful song for the
piano alone. What high spirits it sugAnd
gests when the rhythm changes!
the touch of jazz toward the end! Who

Hit?:
Elsie
Olive Blakeney

niiidW..

audience that

"GRUMPY" PROVES

;

Mr.

Sjmpliony concert lasc
Tlie
brought Die Monday series to a brilliant
It began with a Vi.valdi concerto
close.
in D minor, for orcliestra with organ,
Then Micczyin an edition by .\. Silcti.
slaw Muenz played Franck's Variations
And finally
for piano .md orchestra.
came Tchaikovsky's E-minor symphony.

run of 2»0 nights. Us coming to Boston
be assured of a hearty welcome.
the
Such a welcome was extended at
by an
St James Theatre last evening

Mr. Macart as Peter brought out all
the attributes of the kindly old soul
given to his cups convincingly. Grace
Reals as Martha Harriman gave a finely
drawn characterization. The Dan Jiartin of Harold Ilartsell was very good.
Then there were the excellent Charles
Abbe and the equally fortunate Mark
Sullivan as the old cronies. Let us not
forget the skilled playing of Isabel
O'Madigan as Sophie.
T. A. R.

^

I

NIGHT SERIES ends!

"Little Miss
play as Avery Hopwood's
York
Bluebeard" can boast of a New

of the last act.

!

'

j

a musical comedy in two
sented by Charles J. Mulligan and Paul
IM. Trebitsch. Book by Roland Oliver
and
Lyrics
Dickson.
Charles
iand
[music by Harold Christy. The cast:
Campbell
Colin
judson
Mildred Wayne
Yvonne CaVsidy
^^^^
Algernon Totten
Augu3 Ferguson
J^S''^^ ^iriii^hran^
Fred Hlllebrand
Ernest Brett
Alice HeReman
Aunt Kate
Gibson
McClutchy

SYMPHONY MONDAY

AVhen such a rollicking comedy-song

of the characterizations were
lined. Mr. Macarfs above them
then the wife, the two old cocks
and the sinister Dan Martin. The settings were adequate, pleasing to the
eye, and there was the Fall River
boat, in pleasing perspective, a feature

Blue,
acts pre-

'.Officer

others.

others.

Bob Talmndce

WII.BUR THEATRE— "Baby

Davis

usual high standard.

Richard

Box

Colette
Gloria Talmadse..

Many

Zestful Music Is Also f eaiure
of "Baby Blue"

Kittle
Millie

Another act that gained recognition
of Berke and Terry in "Mirth
and Melody." Hannon and Sands,
two
clever girls; the Wilson Aubrey
trio
and the Rose Kress Four contributed,
handsomely to the progi-am.
The opening animated cartoon and
the closing news reels were up
to the'

•

finely

In

'

was that

with the following cast:

all,

the second a^t by Mr. Harvey telling the
story of his life to Jliriam and confessing his love for her.
The audience enjoyed the play hugely.

I

Ward and

He had many new

agility.

The black face comedians, Fenton
and Fields, earned numerous laughs

Bluebeara,
ST. JAMES— "Little Miss
Hopwood.
a play in three acts by Avery
Company
Produced by the Bo.^ton Stock

Mr. Macart has written vvell and much
of the dialogue is uproariously funny.

the good old school. Mr. Sharkey "wa.»
for the lllth time a gruff detective. The

.

Allen,

Hudson and

mental

tricks.

I

We

noteworthy acting was done

i of

Revue,"
Irving Berlin's annual production, with Pliil Baker, Florence
Moore, John Steel. Joseph Santley, Ivy Sa-ivyer, Johnny Burke,

the aforesaid Joshua, lingering characterizations of "The Old Homestead."
The quasl-vaudeville "turn" of Frank
Fisher and Eldrle Gllmore in the last
act, while neatly turned into the development of the story, is none the less
.patch upon pattern.
Comedy drama
the program would have it, farce it
was by the farcical sheriff, melodrama
It became at the peak of denouement.

ing:
wish that Miriam had marprison.
ried Moran instead of the Boy Detective, for Moran was a line fellow in his
way, and there was no difficulty in
hearing what he had to say,
Mr. Giles as Gillespie was a villain of

most

I

as to which act on the bill
the most applause.
Her bit'
the typo that, combined with
per.-onality, always pleases
Harry Kahne. the mental
wizard
amazed the spectators with his feats

Robertson.

had one eye on Joshua M'hitcomb and
the other on Lightnin' Bill Jones. Cyrus
and Jethro, the belligerent old cronies,
are none other than the colleagues of

to

oft

Lester

Colonial— "Music

Timothy liowcs
Mr. Macart has travelled an old road.
No doubt in preaching his sermon he

a lonely

1

I

I

audience

doubt
derserved
also V a.s
her own
In

I

Last weelc.

VVillle

house at night In a western town, with
exciting scenes in the dark and by
candle light; bonds now in the discovered bov and now o\it of it: plenty of
gun -play outside. There is a happy end-

I

I

Shubert— "Rose Marie," Arthur
Hanunerstein's musical comedy
with Desiree Ellinger and Guy

Gilmore
WllUnm Willinms
Htnirj- W. PemtxTton
Willl.ini H. jr.i^-an
Thoinas A. Masranr

KHhy

pleasure of the
they were to be
laid

cola,

Fi'.drie

nipglns
Petpr Ilarrlman
Paul nervals

Johnny-on-the-spot.
It

:

rx>u
Sh->rltr

and Miriam was to worm the
desired Inforniallon out of him. Moran
in her company grew mushy, told her
the truth, and expressed a distinct idea
to lead a better life.
Plots and counter-plots. Crossing and
And the Boy Detecdouble crossing.
tive jumps out of closets, hides behind
window ciirtains and Is continually

;

AVlU-oi

I

CONTlJNUiiNtr

Bold, Helen

Harold Hartsell
Frank Fisher
ls;<hi>l O'Madliiaii

.\r.irtln

Bmer

Mrs. Sophie Benson
(iracp riopklns

.company

'

tli.

lltilo

PLAYS

Cliarl.-s AUhc
Mark Sullivan

I>arklni

now

bin

ciniicli.i.-i.

Ti-emont~"Scandals," George
White's annual revue, with
Winnie Lightner, Tom Patri-

I

C,r»co Tloala
Jrtnn .\iithon.v
BllMhet'.i licllalrs

O-nis Peavoy
.lethro

r

j

Tlie cast

Van Buren..
Marv Thomas

I'arson.

'

Boston.

in

Marth.i FTarrimaTi
fieorite

!

,

^""^

M.
Zelgler presents "Peace Harbor." a comedy drama In three acts, by William H.
Macart and Ethlynne Bradford. Staged
by A. Seymour Brown. First perform-

i'"^c,)
division of honors.
With his
of 10 persons, he put on
an
act entirely new to
Boston
Stella Mayhew, tried and
true vauaevllle comedienne, gave a
program
of e^xcluslve songs that left
the
.,,

IV,

grow a

to

""'""K his mastw
Ito^birt"
to bed
n^M^ go and
Better
see "Grumpy"
"ko the character, is getting
o.H^ and it s
old
almost now or nevt^

G.

THEATRE — Henry

tin y

too ob\ louslv.
It's all .c-ood fun, lliough.
Ihc t'v.pl, \
forces doing their best by il.
AsslnlIng Mr. Compton in his hoi-t ioultural
expedition we have Mr. Tonge, who
nonchalantly carries the diamond in
his pockot and is effectively woe-bogono when it is torn from him
Mis.s
.Standing, as tho Lady of the Camolias.
Is bravo, never falters
(her amazingly
good looking i-lothcs lielp her there).
.•i!i(l
:\Ir. lluL^e rinislu's things V,-,winil-

etithusiastlc.

MAJESTIC

"

'

i-u.-o

seem

second act, with the strange inconslstency of this genre, there is Inlerpolated an amazing dance by a coiitortlonlst, Helen Wehrle, who Is not only
supple, but a sinuous dancer as well.
Otherwise the company Is rough
hewn, yet there is enough life in the
piece itself to carry it, and there Is
little
of the too obvious gagging of
most musical comedies. The audience

!

the

girl,

s

-

:

i

,

tage

Crowded House Witnesses Opera

in

Roman Theatre

—

ROME, April 27 Musical critics comment cordially on the performance of
Madeleine Keltie of Boston,
'ler

debut in

Rome

who made

last niffht,

I

I
'

singing

at the Conthe title role in "Tosca"
stanzi Opera House.
crowded house, Including many

A

''notables,

Among

.witnessed the performance.
present were the Prln-

those

Americesses Giovanna and Mafalda and
can Asbassador Fletcher.
daughter
the
is
Keltie
Miss Madeleine
R. Keltie of Roxof Mr. and Mrs. John
attracted the
hurv. For the past year she
world by
music-loving
the
•vttention of
In NMce, France, recently,
l,cr voice.
1.
curtain
she was called before the
ot
act
second
the
after
times.
atshe
"Madam- Butterfly." In June and
was
London
tained distinction in
on favprabily bj" the critics

commented

^

i

English captlal. Previously she
had made a sensation in Italian cities,^
where the press of Milan and Naples
in the

I

:

I

predicted great things for her.
'-

I

l^il^

'

Wilkes

conialneJ
an rntertalnlnr edltorlaJ rovlewlnir Mr.
Ir. F. Dibble's IUb of John L. SulUvwi.
published by L4ttle, Brown A Co.: nevho HeraJd of Use

i

fcjrul.iy

Is It not true that a teacher of b«xIng at Har\-ard Invited a few gentlemen who were enjoying the ad\'»nt«es

mm

of a collegiate education to go with
to a backj-ard In Hanover street, where

a young fellow named Sullivan was to
spar? Our Informant, who was one of
the students, assures us that John I*
was then unknown to nearly all the
professonal "pugs" and trainers.

We looked In Mr. Dibble's book for
one of the stories concerning John L.'s
meeting the Prince of "Wales, and did
It.

fiired

with the prince.
first, but

rather shy at
at his ease."

U

reviewer In New York flnd^ fault
with Mr. Dibble for not going more Intimately Into technical matters; he complains of Jlr. Dibble's fondness for anwhat Cardinal
ecdote, for repeating

A

Gibbons said

to

John

L.

for

;

and are

j

j

|
•

'

is

i

\
:

'Doris Emerson, Soprano, and Frank
H. Luker, Pianist, the Soloists
In Jordan hall last evening the Apollo
Club, Mr. Mollenhauer, conductor, g.-ive
[the third and last concert of this season.
The .soloists were Doris Emerson, aoprano, and Frank H. Luker, pianist.
Members of the club who were assistant
.soloists were Charles E. Boyd,
Jr., E.
Lindsey Cummings and Louis A. Hans-

in Steinert hall, will

j

,

I

j

;

I

coin.

Miss Emerson has a pretty voice when
she sings with restraint and a decorous

{

i

i

intonation.
Mr. Luker, the club .pianist, played
the Chopin Ballade in G minor as well
as Debussy's "Cathedrale Engloutie."

Ht has an agreeable touch.

j

The

44th season of the Boston

Sym-

phony

orchestra will end tomorrow
night,
for
the customary Saturday
evening concert will take place on the
night before in order that Mr. Koussevltzky may leave in time to fulfil his
engagements with the London Sym-

phony orchestra. The program is made
up of familiar pieces, including repetitions of compositions heard earlier in
the season.
There is one exception:
Mr. Siloti's arrangement for strings of
the Adagio in Bach's Toccata, C major,
for the organ.
It is thought that Bach
wrote this Toccata for his trip to
Cassel in 1714 to exhibit a newly restored

When

he returned from fighting

England with only
pocket,

20,000

or

40

shillings

more

in

persons

in

his

as-

sembled to greet him. They escorted
him as he was mounted on a white
horse ,to his house in Dublin, where he
made them a speech and "drank to
their health In a noggin of the native."

organ; for at the concert he
played a long pedal solo wltii such skill
that the Crown Prince of Hesse, marveling, pulled off a costly ring from his
finger and gave it to him.
But other

organ pieces by Bach have thunderous
pedal solos, so the identification in this
instance Is not sure.
The program in full is as follows:
Bach, Brandenburg Concerto, No. 3, G
malor: Adaclo. arranged by Siioti;

|

on with

life

or death

may

you— remembering."

Slow curtain.

;

GRirFITH.

less clever, especially less,

afternoon,

Plaza, the Boston
of which Barbara

If

al the

Copley

Chamber Music trio,
Werner Is tho violin-

Marlon Moorhouse the 'cellist, and
Cox the pianist, gave a brief rectal of trios, ana various pieces for the
plaao played by Miss Cox. The program
was as follows: Mozart, trio G Major
^Kochel 564); Whithome. "Chimes of
ist,

trlo

A

minor.

was
their

ensemble was occasionally ragged, the
trio gave an amiable little concert yesiterday, commencing with the Mozart
trio that he WTote originally for the
pianoforte, and closing with John Ireland's Phantasie-Trlo In A minor, pre^jsumably unplayed before, although It

i

I

already ageing.
It proved to be rather perfunc-

lis

And

|

i

tory music, although there were interludes of a wistful
imaginativeness.
Perhaps some of the dullness was due
to the colorless playing of the ensemble.
In the Jlozart trio they played with a
gentle and lucid grace, a felicitous

i

i

j

mood.

To
j

'

—

j

I

a new discoverer.
Harry Josephs, a brother, or halfbrother, of John Selywn, was numbered
among tlie immortals of that organization, and so was Billy Lytell. and John
Matthews and Ed Milliken et al., including myself, and I was ro inconsiderable

offset

and Intersperse the

trios,

Miss Cox played various short pieces
for the piano with facility, and at times
a richness of tone. She was at her best
In the eloquent gravity of tlie GluckBrahms gavotte, and In the ponderous
and resonant chiming of Emerson
milthorne, suggesting the earlier "Cathedrale Engloutie" of Debusy.
She
has a sense of rhythms, and there was
warmth in her Schubert, although She
played too measuredly for such slender
romancing.
E. G.

who was assoThe Boston Herald for 40
this week.
He was a fre-

Mr. John D. Kinnure,
ciated with

portion of the "Review," constituting in
my person the entire Roman army. I
recall being the sole survivor of this
aggregation in the last act, when standing up stage centre, and gazing about at
the supposedly dead bodies ot the "allstar" csst that strewed the stage, like
the famous leaves of Valambrosa, I committed suicide eight times a week, for a
miserably small salary, by bracing the
"butt of my spear against the body of
the most accessible dead actor, male or
female, and falling against it, as the curtain also fell, amidst the roars of laughter and thunders of applause from the
20 or 30 people, Including the orchestra
of three, out front.
Thus the entire
Roman army miserably perished. S. P.
Q. R. Senatus populus que Romani. or
as we u.sed to translate It, Salaries Paid
Quite Regularly.
Needless to add that

years, died

quent and valued contributor to this
column, writing entertainingly In a
humorous vein about various events of
the sixties and sAyenties, old-time actors
and actresses, Irish wakes, superstitions,
etc.

He was a proofreader of the old smd
accomplished school, zealous for acciu-acy.
Finding an error in the Standard Dictionary, he was given a copy of
that

work by the appreciative

editor.

Mr. Frank J. Kinnure -ivrites: "Ambassador Penfleld, our ambassador to
Austria during the world war, worked
on the Hartford Courant with John.

joke.

assassination, he hav'ng been originally
under suspicion, because of his close

"The Lake at

there
Although
times
at
monotony In their playing, and

sical

We later played in Washington, where
poor innocent John Matthews was scared
blue by the fear of apprehension, even
then, for connection with the Lincoln

Patrick's"; Griftes,

St.

Evening"; Gluck-Brahms, "Gavotte";
Hellman, intermezzo,
op.
No. 1;
6,
Hopeklrk, "Robin Goodfcllow"; Schubert, Moment Musical, op. 94, No. 6; Debussy. "Jardlns Sous la Pluie"; played
by Miss Cox; John Ireland, Phantasle-

mu-

review, it might be called today,
written by himself and called "Pyjamas" (my memory tells me he spelled it
with a "y"), which he presented at the
Dudley Street Opera House in Roxbury
yes, there was such a place, and is
existent, concealed beneath the
still
dust of ages, if I am not mistaken, like
Ur and Pompeii, awaiting the arrival of

I

TRIQ
GIVES REClTALii
Testerday

6.

—

was our

that

CHAMBER MUSIC

take place there on

be exact may still recall with pleasure charming, petite Dickie Lingard,
whose name, by the way, was never
neither was It ever Dickie.
Lingard,
Her real name was Harriet Dunning,
a sister of Alice, and the name of Lingard was adopted as a nom de theatre.
She became the wife of David Dalziel,
who, late in ISTO, exploited her in a

this

naught fearing,

gone,

Persia

The present generation of thrcatreknow William Horace Lingard
and his beautiful w.ife, Alice Dunning,
as a tradition only, they having been
"among those present" as far back as
the late sixties and early seventies,
while those whose years and memories
reach back to the late seventies— '7D

more or

all

FRANK CARLOS

gbers

1

I

shall go

I
I

Notes and Lines:

fpra'igf

'

For, spite of
bring,

A LINGARD MEMORY

to

is

naught forgetting.

turn in his grave?

Wednesday evening. May

I

^

gretting

Naught that

The concert by Louetta Chatman and
Willis Bradley, announced for April 17

i

|

"Walking Down Broadway."
"The past Is ours, secure from chance
and change.
Buoyant and brave as now, go on, re-

sented.

,^er."

old friend of enrller yesrs.

ter Beer,"

Roland Hayes, tho negro tenor, sang
by royal command before the Queen
Mother of Spain at her palace on
Thursday, April 23. The summons came
as an immediate result of his public
debut in Madrid on Tuesday, April 21.
Then, and on April 24, he sang with
the Madrid Philharmonic Society.
Mr.
Hayes, after a needed rest, will make
a tour of the German cities at the end
of the summer and sing {or the first

Elizabeth Eddy Parker will interpret
"Songs of the Peoples" with dancing

There is nothing likt
Long Meltord!
l.,Dng MeUord (or sbortuess all the world

my

—

and costumes at the Copley- Plaza next
Saturday afternoon. The French, Italian, Greek and Swiss will be repre-

APOLLO CLUB GIVES
CONCLUDING CONCERT'

Donnybrook Fair. His education cerhad not been neglected, but It
There were not
had been Irregular.

profuse perspiration, after the aforesaid tumblers, he burst a blood vessel
and departed this life in the 44th year
of his age."

In
Boston;
Ave
Schuberl-Wilhclmj,
Maria, Nachez Gypsy Dance (Miss PosHlller, Caprlccio e fugato, first
time In Boston.

Wagner's "Parsifal" was broadcast at
the Berlin Opera House on April 10. Did

vengi-o knocked the Flaming Tinman
senseless, the blow was a right-handed
one, and the superb Isopel Berbers
"Hurrah for
standing by exclaimed:

j

i tainly

"In February, 1820, having
drank an almost Incredible number of
tumblers of punch at one sitting (out
of mere bravado) and swallowed half a
bucket of cold water, while in a state of

plnno; Minuet, "In the Olden Days,"
from the orchestral suite, "Past, Present, Future," by E. Ondricek, first time

hand, "and the greater the science, the
greater its superiority. But when La•:

n.i«

1

the InforniHllon that the earlier
lovely and cluirmlng "UkUlo Lingard"
gracing tho earth with her presstill
Is
Other Inquiry has dcmonatrated
ence.
that he wtis knighted some 10 or more
years ago. and made a baronet; that he
Is a Chevalier of the I,eglon of Honor,
and the chairman of the Pullman Company of Kneland.
Furthermore, he has the distinction
of having been the first to Introduce
taxloabs into London. Wllllum Iloracs
Lingard also still lives.
Memories of early days how delight"Capt. Jinks of the Horse .Marines,"'
ful.
"On the Beach at l»ng Branch," "Bit-

V,.
t)n<lrlcek and
IS violinists; Lauber, Kantasle for violin^ orchestra with violin
BOlo (Marjorle Posselt.) tlrst time In this
country; pieces for four violins and

Wagner

Is

11

Ing

ning. Chaliapin will give there his last
concert on Sunday evening.

the leading

ln-neuih

wrntu him soon afl/r, In I<«ndon,
receiving promptly a reply of the moat
IntereBllng iiml cordial nature, convey.

Paul Whiteman, with his band, will
be at Symphony hall on Saturday eve-

There was Jem Ward, who held
the champion's belt from 1826 to 1831.
"Mr. Ward was the best fighter in his
day, except when wicked people conveyed a hundred-pound note into his
for defense, but tlie left

1'
'

1

ments.

Jolm C.
way. Was

lists.

strikingly, that he had excelled at the miscellaneous fighting of

Alas, Sir Daniel could not throw John

that of

He will return
time in Stockholm.
next November for his third tour in
this country, to fulfil about 60 engage-

e., the "either handed" man, a man
"rescued in time from parroted mothers,
cuckoo nurses and starlinsr maids, Tsitth
their Paffan nursery rk7— is, and tr.^tr
Pagan prejudices against the left hand,"
gives some thumb nail sketches of pugi-

haps too

Barleycorn.

Tho anniversary concert of the Ondrlcek school of violin art will take
place tonight In Jordan hall.
Bach,
Concerto, D minor, for two violins and
piano, played by eight viollnlBts: pieces
for three violins, Bendl, "Memories";
Dvorak,
Gavotte;
Hcndl,
Mllllary

find

*
manly palm."
Reade argues that the right hand

In

ihn namo nf Hlr Davlfon Dalzlell, Bart,
which lat^r Investigation proved to be

selt);

1.

In-

up beneath his feet, rejoicing in
tho blood that dyed its threefold beauty,
rejoiced,
inrro proudly than it ever
wiv n sprinkled with the dews of mornine, it waved its verdant locks to the
Ijreezes that swept the level expanse of
the Bog of Alien, or the rugged magnificence of Macgillicuddy's reeks."

I

domestic life.
Charles Reade in "The Coming Man,"

clined to think the theory true, that Sir
Daniel's style of boxing showed, per-

only Iricisms In his style, but even provincialisms which were corrected in the
Loiiflon ring, not without danger to the
success of his first prize essay. But tho
native vigor of the man prevailed over
tho imperfect inslitution.s of his counir?-. .and with all the disadvantages of
.in Irregular, Imperfect, and unfinished
Iediication. Sir Daniel Donnelly not only
triumphed over all his compatriots, but
siisluined the honor of Ireland in a
country, perhaps, too much disposed to
disparage her; and in his last battle
with the renowned Oliver, the shamrock

will

"Request pro-

of their

Is equally ironical.

said,

McCormaek

hall.

March, arranged by

Heenan, great men In i-.str
Jem Mace a gypsy? Heenan was one of
.\dah Isaacs Menken's husbands. Would
tliat there were an unprejudiced account

and malicious, a
a booze-hound."

It

Sjmphony

played by

;

about Jem Mac*

career,

Did John L. brag any more than
Homer's men of fists and swords? Mr.
Xunnally Johnson, in the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, begins a savage article
about SuUlvan, not about his' biographer,
by saying that here Is "the life story of
the most notable fat-head that ever
According to Mr.
lived in America."
Johnson, John L.. «'as a grand stand
player and a show-off, a truculent citizen, with a conceit past standing, "and
Ithe courage and audacity of a moron so
|low ic intelligence as not to feel anyIn his old age
thing but superiority."
he was a "space grabber, garrulous and

"Luctus"
"We have heard

i

I

Would that some one had written with
the fervor shown by Henley, Mr. Dibble,
Mr. Corbstt telling th« rtory of Ms

telling

But Mr. Dibble treats his subject with
delightful Irony, and his ironic shafts
make their winged way into the breasts
Mr. Dibble
of John L.'s worshippers.
is not the first to treat a heroic figure
ironically; witness Dr. William Maglnn's
"Luctus on the Death of Sir Daniel
Donnelly," whose straightforward blow
would almost fell an ox. Dr. Shelton
Mackenzie's long note on Maginn's

This evening John
sing In
grani."

"beaten to a standstill, so that it was
feared that Gully would die"; in his
fight with Cribb, Cribb fell down and
did not recover for some minutes.

'

story after story of the hero's bragging.

obstinate
tedious,
fearful old wreck of

^nllv
over .1 i)|iy nt
forget which, at
I noticed a portrm
look, when looking

I

soon put him

n<.'

Hfbuxny, two
dances,
with
I

Henley wrote a long note with equal
gusto about Robert Gregson, who stood
six feet one and sat for Lawrence, the
painter, "lover of tunes and verses, and
no bad hand at a 'chaunt'; withal, a
person of manners and sentiment." In
his fight with Gully he had his man

was

"Well, he
I

,

nocturnes:
Borondln,
chorus from "Prince Igor."

fighter."

came back
he was asked how ho

When John

this country

'

'<

umn.

lo

ii)

i

ertheless. It n»«y be permisalble to Bay »
few words aboot the book In this col-

not find

"I'ronielhouM

boriabin,

ron with copious iinnotaTho first volume appeared, and
tlofis.
then Murray, the publisher,
the continuance. Thin wa!< a
to literature as well as to .•ii.u
the life and manners of Byron's Hmo.
In this volume are appreciative, yes.
eloquent notes about liyron'.s friend,
John Jackson, belter known ua Gentleman Jackson, "Sole Prop and Ornament
of Pugilism," for over 30 years "tho
most picturesque and commanding figure in the sporting world ... a man
of character and Integrity, polite, agreeable, reputable, a capital talker, a person of tact and energy and charm."
Byron walking with him at Cambridge
"Jacktold an excited remonstrant:
son's manners are infinitely superior to
those of the fellows of my college whom
I meet at the high table."
Sullivan had his diamond belt; Jackson in 1820 was presented with "a service of plate of the most magnificent
description to which all ranks contributed from the prince to the prize
of

letters

'Penny' was quite a 'cut-up.' The ediwarned J. D. K. not to Imitate
'Penny,' who would 'never amount to
anything.'
John was president of the
tor often

j

1

i

Hartford Typographical Union 42 j-ears

—

'
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.,1,1

holes
the black

roads

gutter'?

.i^kUsted

th«

ot

.

men

a union
went to New
vea.s

John subbed on The Boston
a ball-playing printer and
the next 40 years working nights

.

M

t

We

asked

hxst

ot certain

opera

own

Mr.

Giaccone

N.

of

I

The ^iancllesl.eI GuardiaJi began Us
review of B. E. Lawrence's "Notes on
the Authorship of the Shaliespeare
Plays and Poems" (London:
Gay &!
Hancock): "Except for the admirable
good temper of It, this most recent
Baconian book is like its predecessors.
It is stuffed with rash conjecture, per-

j

I

a lord to
And it is
us to
stop his automobile and allow
and the
mudguard
squeeze between his
range
may
family
his
that
gutter, so
at
along the side and get a good look
two queer specimens.
roads.
black
the
of
lords
Come, ye
roads
We let you profane our littlefordirt
repairs.
when your roads are closed

unknown

not

jv„

<v,>(,,; v«

11, c

alnu ions criiiic ni' ha ving lived for :;S
years In a "decadent" and "infidel
France. While Scriabin In the Russia that
was "seeking the transcendal by means
of every man" who had a vision" grew
into ".spiritual freedom." She applauds
"

jiuxice lor eignt

ranged with undiminthrough the mild Bohemian
music of Bendl and Dvorak to a verbose
they

ished zest

for

and little-known fantasie for violin orchestra and a solo violin of Joseph
Lauber, as well as music by Mr. On-

[

I

dricek himself.
Miss Marjorie Posselt, as the soloist
of tlio Lauber fantasie, played with a
firm, warm tone and musical ardor. Mr.
Ondricek was a conductor of decision
and authority. The audience was warm
in its applause.

Herald

not to eat the lettuce

.

r

What

How

part of pie should bo eaten?
much food to leave on your

plate?

1

IF

YOU

gree of

DO. you are

S. S.

entitled to de-

YOU DON'T,

as follows:

No.

Concerto

Brandenburg

iham,

clubs-had
ably belongs to "exclusive"
vessel-one
on his "long, rakish, black"

Bach,

about
would think the story was

o,

Kidd-sought the

,

major,

Scriabm,
Alexander
by
"Prometheus"; Debussy, Nocturnes
Siloti;

THE

"Z'S"

AGAIN

Borodm,

As the World Wags:
Some time ago I noted the reference
to unusual Christian names of persons,
names beginning with "Z." I enclose

(Crowds went out to hear their
Symphony hall was
songs;
They heard good 'cello playinp
filled.
as well, from Lauri Kennedy, an artist
of skill who -knows how to produce
neither
a strong sweet tone which
He contrived to
whines nor growls.
play even Dvorak's "Songs My Mother
Taught Me" without a trace of Sentimentality, and he has a nice appreciation of the vitality that lies in old
The audience liked him
Italian music.

night.

taken from gravestone
inscriptions at Claremont, N. H.
The Thomas family was among the
There are tliese
earliest of the town.
names among others: Zina Thomas,
/ara II. Thomas; Zara and Orlando
I'liom.HS, killed by lightning July S, 1S05,
Zara in his 18th year and Orlando
following

the

favorite

'

Mamrc was the wife ot Zina.
CHAS. B. SPOFPORD.

his 7th.
i

OFF THE HIGHWAY

I

World Wags;
l'.-\3
In full knowledge that

I

am

a

relic

I rise to plead my pitinot for that I seek symThrough recognition of my
lathy.
junderlng on a long-deserted shore has
a rue
come the philosophical calm that
contemplatmg his true

a past order,

(ful case.

It is

!

man

state,

finds

In

whatever

it

may

be.

I

,

i

j

,

rate, all the nicest peothem; people who like to

At any
in

ha+e you take a drink at their" pump,
when
and who always say "Mornin'
they meet you on the road.
know
people
all
On the black roads

how
And there
Hard as you
to say

is

"How many?"

Is where the trouble lies.
try, sometimes you can't
for half a mile one of
following
avoid
these oily concessions to impatience.
You mean no harm. Y'^ou know you are
an ir.trudsr, but you ara hurryine out
You
(of the way as fast as you can.
don't spread tracks on the road, or dig

I

!

i

i

;

table.
tim.=

!
'

R.

perfect.

.

,

Boston),

Marjorie

Posselt,

spite of all their

\

soloist;

acpieces for four violins (with piano

Ondricek, (from the Orchestral Suite "Past, Present, Future"),
orchestra of
first time here, played by
20 violins; Ave Maria, Schubert-Wil"

E.

unlikely, but the followknown
a true story. At a well
respected
political club a few days ago a

may sound

It

ing

Is

member

A

fellow

celebrated his 100th birthday.
member who met him on tne

asked whj
day and congratulated him nowadays^
was he so rarely met him
I "^'«'L^°
"Ah,
The centenarian said,
room now. Tou
to the upper smoking

lit

I

my

see,

son can

t

stand the stairs.

Manchester Guardian

FRENCH MADE EASY
Ttmesl
(From the Woburo Dally
of the MiddlePlans for the reception
I'orty
Societie
Les
..pv
Voiture.
made

.Hommes°et Eight Chevaux
by the Woburn members

will
ot

be

the

Dox

car organization.

SEE WINTHROP FIRST

j

%Vs-^lJl:n"wrat^a"ff

bombastic pretensions

"^Sun

to

a

in

the

are uninteresting, yes, dull.
No pains were spared in the perform-

wTnthrop

the part of all concerned.
fervor
vitzky conducted with a religious
seated
Mr Magfr, the first trumpeter,
assigns
composer
the
on high, to whom
was as one
an extremely dilTicult task, pianist and
Orchestra,
clad in glory.
full -share
their
contributed
chorus all
memorial homage to
to the wished for
I
significant
however
the composer; but,
o
Itself may be
or symbolical the work
contirmed or amateur
belief is
music of their late brother >n
noble, often
seldom beautiful, seldom
chatvcKiug by its rambling desultory only
impressive
ter seldom emotional,
tremendous dyBl the end and then by
connamic impact, a work not even
workmanship.
niiisteiiy
spicuous by
haunt\s we heard the beautiful and

It
posing it.
"
pretty little town,
prospectus for this
"^^jjpy.

ance which was technically

companiment); Minuet, "In the Olden

Days

Mr. Koussevitzky
program, for
put "Prometheus" on the
here at the end of
t was performed
Dr. Johnson rearf
"Sir,"
MTrc-h
Scriabin
marked, "you may wonder."
Kousse
was an intimate friend of Mr.
companion,
his
vitzky; he was often
He
tours.
and pianist, on his concert
Promeplaved the piano part when
KousseMr.^
by
:lheu.s" was produced
vitzky at Moscow in 1911. " i^^"^,^,^""?
hold thi
that Mr Koussevitzky should
tone-poem in high regard and affection.
d.sHe wishes others to be similarly
good idea to
;posed towards it. It is a
woi*
unfamiliar
an
Irepeat in a season
assumed imof large proportions and
think the
portance, "even if some of us
only m the
found
be
"importance" is to
if we
last dozen thunderous measure;
a whole is
find that the corni^osition as
abounding
out,
spun
va,-ue and too long
and inconsequential measures,

m

Last evening in Jofdan hall pupils oi
violin art, under
the Ondricek school of
conductorship of Mr. Ondricek.
the
assisting
with Miss Marjorie Posselt as
program o.
artist, gave the following
...
music:
Concerto in D minor for two violins
and piano. Bach (played by eight
Memories, Bendi; Gavotte,
violinists;
Dvorak; March Miniature, Bendl; Fanviolm
tasie for violin orchestra with
ffirst time
solo obligato, Joseph Lauber,
in

the first

for

trilling
pointing to dislike rickety sign posts
that in
appointing villages, with pages

R-

ONDRICEK PUPILS IN

Boston

why

.Some wondered

Why

wouldn't there be?
listcnIt is hard to imagine anybody
aiul
ing to a song from Mr. McCormack
not longing to hear another and tlicn
persuaded
as many more as he can be
Only one class of persons
to sing.
might possibly be vexed by his singing,
those people interested above all else
For they find
vocal technique.
in
themselves so fully absorbed by the
expression Mr. McCormack puts into
tHe
all his songs, by their Interest in
stories he tells, by the sheer loveliness
when
of his phrases, that they discover,
have failed to
it is too late, that they
the
wonder
JJo
note his technique.
lost opportunity tries them; not every
day can they study a technique that is

in

it

the platform to be greeted
applause^
In-l unusually long-protracted

shows no overwhelming desire for masterpieces, but surely it shows a strong
Of
taste for good songs of their kind.
course, there were many extra songs.

I

Played

.

,

was at once welcomed by the
enthusiastic
great audience, which was
mothroughout the concert, from the mi°n
^.^me
ment that Mr. Koussevitzy with
hearty

for the second

with accompaniment of 'cello,
piano (Edwin Schneider) and organ
(John P. Marshall).
The popular vote drew forth two of the
best Irish songs, "Would God I Were
the Tender Apple Blossom" and "The
Snowy-Breasted Pearl"; also one of the
most amusng, "Open the Door Softly."
For the last group there were "The Old
Refrain" by Kreisler, "Your Eyes" by
Schneider, and Dickson's "Thanks Be
Handel apart, the ballot
to God."

|

,

German

gelicus,"

Pft'tlon

the tolnot the condolence, but merely whizzed
erance, of the world which has
by me. Is it too much to ask?
wondrous,
Strangelv beautiful—and
of our
tco—are the hills and valleys suburbs
countryside out beyond the
between
charm,
sectors ot unviolated
hard, blacK
the converging spokes of
Get you up early of a Might
roads.
the
Sunday: take a bus out beyondyoursqualid fringes of the city; give
Mind you alight where a
self a treat.
from
rutty dirt road meanders away
better.
the highway; the ruttier the
And 'tis well to have a map along
you
(Geological Sur^•ey, 1886), on which
m
have marked the evil, black roads
unawares
red lest you come upon one
roadof
gauntlet
and perforce run the
ot man
side purveyors to the wellbeing
and motor.
where
is
road
Up the rutty, winding
were frightened
all the birds are, who
away from the trees along the black
to have
road; friendly fellows,, who like
you stop and make their acquaintance.
Nobody comes here to pick the flowers,
and leave greasy papers instead. The
brook talks all the louder for Iiaving
impromptu
been Interrupted in its
automobiles
verses by the spluttering
a mile
under
passed
on the road it
but
above: not indignantly, mind you,
having its own
in sheer exuberance at
"
undisputed say again.
Boopls says all the nicest old houses
roam the
are back here (she likes to
back roads, too) and I think she's
right.
ple live

.

group
they chose instead Donoudy's "Luoghi
sereni e cari," Merikanto's "A Fairy
Story by the Fire," "Rachmanixiov's "To
the Children." and Franck's "Panis An-

call to the

'"irthere, after all a rhynodontyplcus,
the whimor is he to be classed with
the cni
bamber, the great gyascutus, /earsorne
maera, the mantichor, that
beteeth
of
row
beast having a treble
sreatnesse,
neath and above, -Whose
l>-on8,
ropghnesse and feete are like a
unto a man s
his face and eares like
(even to the carefully
'"°"V
red.
color
tachlos), his eles gray color, of
the eartn,
his tail like a scorpion of
sharp
armed with a sting, casting forth
voice ot
pointed qulls, his voice like the
course
In
being
a small trumpet or pipe,
rather to
as swift as a hart"? or Is he
be classed '^'Ith the snark?

'

m

for Mr.

P\^^^,'."^.„"

a fosformation about the rhyncholite
tetrabranchiate cepsilized beak of a
turbellarian.
halopod": the rhynchocoele
•".hy^^hophore
that engaging beetle the
Prol°"Sed
the edentulous reptile having
Rrynchopremaxlllaries known as the
rhyncotous
the
mention
saurus, not to

the slow movements for violin
transcription
Siloti's
Mr.
sonata.
jneviseemed natural, one might

McCormack's program.
The people wanted good songs. There
were two Handel airs, "O Sleep." and
"Wliere e'er You AValk." They felt no

Now

There wa^

friend failed us.

of
pieces with the exception
*^^-rhe
been per
Bach's Adagio had already
Adagio
formed this season. As the
stands as written for the o^S^"'
to
commentatorsJ''^^
been likened by some
Bach s

well.

the

lof

.(Clouds and Festivals);
"Prmce
dances with chorus from
As earlier in the season,
leor"
the
Alexander L. Steinert played
tone poem;
Scribin's
in
part
piano
before sang
the Cecilian Society as
tone poem and
the vocal parts in the
Our remarks are
in the Dances.
conwith reference to the afternoon

John McCormack, tenor, ~a:rrangea a
"request" program for his concert last

Capt.|

the "P°"f«^-

f

major,

entitled to

lair of

mystery
0U3 rhynodontyplcus,
°fSwan island,
the sea" In the vicinity
^l^®
the great fish known t°
Tom
Uves" on th« Island as "SaPOdlUa.
with the,
-how can they take liberties
we
all
marine terror?-read ng
friend
rushed to our old and "teemed
""^^
A^«'
the Great Oxford Dictionary.

Bach,
for string orchestra;
Toccata, O
Organ
the
from
Adagio
arranged for string orchestra

(Simple Simon).

you aj-e
degree of A. M. (A Man).
IF

The program was

publis.

im.i

-. ,.

of the
The 24th and last concerts
took
Boston Symphony orchestra
and evenplace yesterday afternoon
conducted.
Mr. Koussevitzky
ing

Which corner of the roll to eat firs._
How much of your napkin to unfold?

will

on the season and or
Mr. Koussevitzky's characteristics as i
conductor.
-—13—
—ai-ii—
ji~
Payne Bing.
Reading that Mr. Harry
'-he prob-,
"a wealthy New Yorker'

HALE

By PHILIP

tines of the fork to use in eat-

ing peas?

—

adoration Is voiced in many pages
was unwittingly made by Mr. Koussrvitzky jesterday: he put Debussy's
"Not'turnes". after the "Prometheus.
Listening to Debussy's poetic music,
exquisitely performed, one forgot alii
about Scriabin and his high purpose
and was not conscious of the fact that
he had broad wings.
A brilliant performance of Borodin's
ever welcome suavely sensuous' and
wierdly barbaric dances brought the
end.

served in a salad?

Which

Miss
Heyman s
The
answer
to
ecstatic adoration of Scriabift and her

tomorrow
The
LAST SYMPHONY some
comments

DO YOU KNOW

When and when

|

i

We

for

verse subtlety, and the 'fond reasoning'
which Shakespeare noted as characterMr. Lawistic in his cruder clowns.
ronce holds that Bacon is the real
iithor ot Shakespeare, but that he was
Ntensively assisted by men like Dekker
"d Shaksper of Stratford. Tn upolding his theme he demonstrates once
Diore that ignorance of the special circumstances of the Elizabethan literary
world and a fundamental misconception
of the nature of poetry are the main
Hiialiflcatlons of the Baconians."

for

"

As the World Wags:

see so much about advertisements
etiquette books that the following
seems to me appropriate:

who "always has wings"

Scriabin,

not presenting in his music "the humanemotional element," and for spreading
in
"Prometl^eus" "those great wings
on which he hoped to bear humanity
upward and out over the borders of this
fettered earth life."
If. endeavoring to accomplish this no
doubt praisewortliy feat, Scriabin had
onl.v written a litle music!

SATYROS.

,

;

—
»4 ,
violinists,

,

I

Milan.

;

.

put

i

1

smell.

'

."^omerviUc. brother of the late E. Giacone and of Wr. K. Giaccone, now the
prompter of the Chicago Civic Opera
Assoolatioii, writes that Pulcini died at
iJenoa sevt n years ago; that Tavecchia,
ihe oxki-'.lrnt buffo, is now living in

•

We

„
But what hurts most of aU Is being
on exhibition. "Look!" shouts a
waving a fat
•lord ot the black road,
we were ho
,ariii in our direction, as if
shop.
Old North bridge, or an antique

Sunday what had bemembers of the Boston

company.

are often

humorous, because the back window
faoos
lalwavs frames a group of happy
>s the automobile speeds away from lt^<

;

he Herald.

come

Gypsy Dance, Nachez, .Mi.s.s
Marjorie Posselt, Miss- Gladys Posselt,
accompanist; Capriccio e Fugato (for
four violins), Hiller, played by orchestra
of nine violins.
Mr. Ondrio^lv has apparently a docile
and well-di.s-ciplined student body, and
although their playing was somewhat
perfunctory, there was a warmth of
tone, a fine .sensitiveness to his dictates
and a marked precision tn theli- orchestral ensemble.
From the concerto of
helmi;

tholr

indignities
are the butta ot practical
physical.
are splashJokes. The commoner ones
and forcing us to
mud;
ing lis with
Jump up the banking to avoid being
must be really qinte
It
annihilated.

by every print

because he

.

you

begrudge

_
we suffer

The

'

usic

lug

Miss

K.itli

tUii:ite

of

on
Mr. Kousse-

Debussy, we thought of

Heyman's

T!iitli
i,,.t-..vr.u

the,

we
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but

Hospital.)

j

"The Relation

Ultramodern to Archaic Music."
even /charges peer Jiebussv with

of

Browne
remember CoT .Albert G. town
a.
his native
referring to Salem,
unburied dead.
"the city of the

.

master ami t^enabin
carefully

le-

brilliant

,

.
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j,

Slio

the]

..patient

wa.

vice."

J

--^.-..fS ser^

b> tne .oc
was reported gassed
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r
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'
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.
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iho Exterminating Enghieers
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1
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THE BELL OF A DENVER APARTMENT HOUSE

SIGN OVER

" This bell Is

on the lady landlords Insidea."

CALL ME EARLY, MOTHER DEAR
As the TVorld

"U'ags:

Old-timers tell me that Tom Early's
saloon In Lagrange street was called
"Tom Early's Sporting Parlour." During the years preceding 1919 a man by
the name of O'Nell ran the place. They
served a cocktail there known as a
"stinger." 1 believe It had a rum base
and I know it tasted like a "Tom
Jloore special," a drink whose recipe
is a secret held by the proprietor of a
charming llttlo inn located In Ber-

WM.

muda.

L.

As the World Wags:
"Say," she murmured

to her friend In
the street car, "ain't the dresses this
spring jes turrlble, 'n' such a norful
price and no sleeves a tawl! My Isabel
is that slim she c'n make em with a
night gown all right and they look
splendid. She likes them Vogey patrons
do you? Some likes Butterltt's better.
The price they ask fer stockins is fierce.
Youkan get real good lookers she says
in (he five 'n ten but of course they're

which

M. F. K.

POSTAL" NERVES

1

IN

u

cases.
Nor do we see anything
in them offensive to good ta.ste.
If a
solemn scareiJrow of literature like
to be published and
mailed It is the lieight of absurdity to
halt
legitimate and
effective
satire
Is

it.

Prudence
ders.

Isn't

ington

who

malcy?

Hecklebury's

seem
Aunt

;

I

NAMES THAT ARE SIGHS
Chronicle)

Modem housing problems seem to be
having an effect on the cln-isteniug of
residences.
Just outside London two
recently-built breeze-block houses have
been named respectivelj-,
just
"So
Soon" and "At Last."
The latter
ound3 like a sigh of relief; but there
surely a touch of irony about "So
j)on."
A little farther afield "Satis"
«d ".NU Desperandum" echo the sieh
'

.1

relief.

BiSS PSMER GIVES

llio

and

German-Austrian Bohemians were represented by the two Bachs,
(really to be classed among the English),
Smetann,
Mendelssolin, Mozart, Schubert, Schumann,
Fifteen in all.
fStrauiis, Wagner, Weber.
The French by Berlioz, Borchard (why?), Boulanger, Caplet, Debussy,
!t)Xika4. G. Faure, Honogger, d'Indy, Manuel, Rabaud, Ravel, Rigel, Rou.s-

Haydn,

At the Copley-Plaza yesterday afternoon, Elizabeth Eddy Parker gave a
costume recital of folk songs which Ineluded the following, some of them
from the repertoire of Yvette Guilbert,
of whom she was a pupil, and others of
her own finding: Compagnons de la
Marjolaine, 18th century popuUr round;
La Vague, Oliver Metra; Stabat Mater
(Dolorosa, Medieval Chant; A Garden for
my Love, Capri Folk song; Addio a Napoli, T. Cottrau: Voice of the Tambourine, interpretative dance; Evangeline of
the Mountains, folk song; Marionette,
^alcioze; Guet de nuit, song of the*

lias vitality

Schmitt, Taillefcrre; sixteen.
The Russian.^ by Borodin, Glasounov, Glinka, Liadov, Moussorgsky,
PtOkofieff, Rachmaninov, Rimsky-Korsakov, Scriabin, Stravinsky, TchaiIcQVSlty, eleven.

standing room, and applausive.

E. G,

Apparently there is to be an Edgar
?altus revival. There are announcements
that
in New York of reprints— novels
once excited attention, and in some
quarters reprobation, though in this enlightened age they seem almost as Innocuous as a story by T. S. Arthur or

,

We

are in preparation.

knew Edgar

Saltus

when he en-

tered Yale In 1872 as a freshman. Our
class, 1876, contained many able men.

Ex-Pr-sident Hadley, Walker Blaine,
Chester Dawes, Otto Bennard, Elmer

"Bob" Cook were among
them; New York wa.s represented by
Henry de Forrest, Crelgliton Webb, Lispenard Stewart; James Brooks Dili, who
P.

Howe,

won

a great reputation as a corporation
And so one
lawyer, wa.^ a member.
might go through the list.

I

.Saltus was handsome and brilliant,
though his sojourn in New Haven was
not a long- one, owin? to an unfortunate

,X\}e

.

Bliss,

Elgar (transcription); three.

Falla.

]

The number of Works performed were 110. The composers whose
names were on the Symphony programs for the first time were Borchard,
'

Foulanger, Caplet, Copland, Corelli, Manuel, Rigel, Tailleferre.
The pieces by Bliss. Borchard, Eichhciin (revised version of "A Chinese Legend"), Hill were played for the first time anywhere.
--.'Works by,,. Borchard, Caplet, Manuel, Moussorgsky (Ravel), Prokofieff, Rigel, Roiissel,' Stravinsky ,and possibly Boccherini, were played for
the first time in America.
Besidp the works thus performed 21 were heard for the fir.st time in
.

.

'

Boston.

1

"There \-were not many soloists: A soprano, Mme. .Matzenauer; two
vioKnists. Messrs. Burgin aiid .Spalding; one violoncellist, Mr. Bedetti (tv;o
liei'fcij^iianqes) ; §ix .pianists, Messrs. Bouovsky (first time here). Cortot,
MaipF'.andj Pattison (mu.sic for two pianos), Rachmaninov, Stravinsky
(first time here), and IMIle. Boulanger, organist.
'•Mr. Borovsky gave a tame performance of Tchaikovsky's Concerto
No. 1; Mile. Boulanger, hampered perhaps by the condition of the organ,
lacked decisive rhythm. Mr. Stravinsky had the courage to play his own
/concerto and he played it as if he really liked it.
.

The season was on the whole unusually

interesting and

brilliant.

are orchestral performances that stand boldly out, as those of the
SVinph'onies and the Variations by Brahms, Tchaikovsky's Fifth, the
Dances (with chorus) from "Prince Igor," Debussy's "Nocturnes." Scriabin's "Poem of Ecstasy," Honegger s "Pacific," the music by Respighi.
Schumann's Concerto, Berlioz's "Roman Carnival," Strauss's "Till Eulenspiegel," Ravel's "The Waltz," Prokofieff's "Scythian" suite and violin
concerto, Respighi's "Gregorian" concerto, the music by the two Bachs,
Bax, Boccherini, de Falla, Foote, Handel, Haydn, Loeffler, Liszt, Mozart,
Rabaud, Vivaldi and certain pieces by Wagner.
Thfefc^

'

E. P. Rose.
- Xow comes forward Mr. Pascal Covici
jof Chicago, who has published in cus-

Itomary handsome form, "Purple and
Fine Women," with a preface by W. L.
George, and states that Saltus's "UpIlands of Dreams," "Victor Hugo-Goligotha," and a life of Saltus by his wife

The English by Bax,
Spaniards by de

i

j

j

:

LoeflFler;

six.
;

'!

riftirle

The Italians by Boccherini, Corelli, Respighi, Vivakli; four.
The Americans by Copland, Eichheirn, Foote, Hadley, Hill,

!

sul.tleties of orchestration,

and

Liszt,

Bfilj,

ninth.

thematic invention and fantasy In it,
lie
has touched its persuasive
rliythms with a faint wit and a subtle
changes of tempo, of
lestlessjiess,
rhythm.
play "Processional," it
the
As did
gives full expression to the inchoateness
of our American life.
Although Leo Sowerby's "Synconata"

to the audience.

Beethoven, Brahms, Handel

)!

FOLK SONG RECITAL
1

and

skilful orchestr.ation, yet
it lacks the fantasy of Gershwin's rhapThe first American to receive a
Kody.
fellowship at the academy at Rome.
.Sowerby wrote liis "Sjnconata" at the
uK?estion of Mr. Wliiteman for native
music scored for a jazz orchestra; and
is tile tirst of these compositions.
ithis
The audience was very large, even to
I

spring shudthere somebody in Washcan bring them back to nor-

(Dally

.seventh

names familiar

[

passing and
be as respectable and

is

•

most

postal authorities in Boston
to be suffering from an attack of

will
tlie

1

j

and

[

According to the dispatches, it is certain of the drawings that particularly
offended the local postmaster. But ther
are all far milder than dozens of the
"Dial" originals, which passed through
the mails, and quite as good art in

The

1

i

is

tlie study more than it did
of the soil, Gershwin has not denied the
essential vulgarity of jazz. His rhapsody
has its ferocity and starkness, yet there

.

mails?

touching

Leo Sowerby's more

music

are

made
BOss's concerto was curious and made little impression. Eichheirn
another trip to the Oi-ient and heard strange and pleasing music. Manuel
V-as welcomed, and so was ProkofietT. Stravinsky's piano concerto, the attempt to write as Bach might write today, aroused the ire of the contieVvatives, and many of the "more advanced" found it dull— the -worst of
Honeggcr's "Pacific" is a powerful machine. Mile. Taillefcrre'8
faultsn
concerto is amiable, unpretentious tinkling.

t
,

savored of

hat

Dial"

time

liicU in

tication

Itself

"The

modern

3,

but Mr. Koussevitsky is devoted to the memory of his dead companion
land, friend and thus outvies Mrs. Micawbcr's devotion to her husband.

And in Ills rhapsody, uniiisc Mr. Hill,
whose jazz concerto In its ultra sophis-

The new "DiaJ" has been parodying
so extravagantly In every Issue
"Tlie Han-ard Advocate" may
oiave committed a work of supererogaion In devotins a whole issue to its abmrdlUes.
But why in the name of
^^ense must the postal authorities of
.'Boston halt its passage through the

]

concert opened, to GershwiTi'.s
In Blue," as yet its greatest
an-d

:

were repre'-"^v.feuf. how about the radical wing, the extreme left? They
sented hy Bliss— Bax cannot be justly de-dcribcd as. a radical— Copland,
Eichheilh, de Falla, Honeggcr, Manuel, ProkoiiefT, Schmitt, Scriabin,
Of the pieces by these composcr.i, Copland's
•Jitra'vinsky, Taillefcrre.
symphony provoked the bitterest hostility. It is a pity that it was not
performed a second time, that there was not another opportunity of judging its merits and its faults. Scriabin's "Prometheus" was played twice—

JAZZ concert!

inevitable as

BOSTON

(From the X. T. World)

'

Rlmfeky-Korsakbv,

recent and studied "Synconata."
.And of ilie stream of those who would
make of "Jazz a good woman," tliere is
none with the idiomatic fi-eshness, the
imaginativeness
of
.-spontaneity
and
i;eorgc Gershwin, who so recently has
turned to a serious study of composition,
juid at the bequest of the Metropolitan,
til
writing an opera for performance
there next season.
Gershwin, writing In the Theatre
:\r3gazine for this month, sees Jazz not
as a peculiar and isolated idioin. but a
harmonic stage through
transitional

THE SPRING FASHIONS

..

,*?;

jazz, from tlie incipient and still
naked tune of some 12 years ^o with

"Rhapsody

.

ny. Our old friend Johannes Brahma was repvescijlcd by two Hymphonies
uad The Haydn varialiond. and the performances of the symphonies were
Rmong the leading fealuico of the season. There were three of Haudel's
works performed. Lei us go on. Corelli, 1; Liszt, 1; Mendelssohn, 1;
Mozart, 3; Rigel, 1 (first time in America); Schubert, 2; Schumann. 1;
Vivaldi, 1; Wagner, 0 (there were two perStrauss, 4; Tchaikovsky,
formances of Siegfried's Funeral music); Weber, 2. We mention only
instrumenUl works. And Gabriel Faure, 2; Glinka, 1; Berlioz, 1; d'Indy,
Rachmaninov, 2;
1; Liadov, 3; Borodin, 2; Moussorgsky, 2; Rabaud, 2;

late

vliicli tlie

"i

Mt. Kousaevitaky disappointetl the hurmiscr.s ant! the propheta. He
not only respected the ancients; he showed that lie waa fond of them and
Let u» call the roll of the old
wished tlieni to apptar at tiicir best.
A-orthies. Emmanuel Bach and J. S. Bach, Four of Beethoven's .lymphoiiica
and two of hi.s overtures were performed, A symphony by Bocchcriiii
[H-as played hew for the first time, poa.sibly for the first lime in this coun-

Again, for the third time in Symphony
hall, last evening, Paul Whiteman and
his baud gave a ccnccrt of early and

acliievefiient.

seccuns."

.<).

Ml.ss

;WHITEMAN GIVES"!

ROBINSON.

Dosnir. Syinphiiuy

'.

Madame

Od

titi-

.

goes deeper than mere costuming, and
aclileve more suppleness both of voice
and body. As yet she Is still In the initiative stage of the child who likes to
wear strange costumes and '^pretend."

out of order; please ring

,11, of

,

Parker has studied
Guilbert and has adopted
the interpretative gesture.^, the Intrinsic
furbelows of this school, she lacks the
Intense and dramatic Imaglnutlon that
alone makes these ontertalnments eloquent.
She has a pretty manner, a
graceful carriage, and a gentle and
childish voice of slight carrying quality.
But what she lacks Is that essential
lof every form of entertainment from
ithe burleariuo stage to the tragedies of
ISophocles, tlie ability of the player to
(Suggest a mcwd, to conjure up an alien
temperament.
If she would continue
with the folk recital, she must acquire
more abandon, with a sense of style that
with

t;;.„;

Jlciniji

reel ta list

.Mthounh

Wisconsin
imer in Michigan.

ilmer

f>,

forward lo 'his .scstsfoi wUh fciir
.md introdn
i.vl .VIr. Kousi;evU2ky turn his bac's on the ffooil oi
'Wilrt-eyed compojcrs of tcduy \,ith breath .smcllinjr of vodka and ahsinllu
And it had been •^aid of him that ho was a acnHatioiial conductor, u performer on the trapeze and Oyinij-rings of niuxic, a conductor whose one
aim w;aa tu make the smug- Bu.ituniun sit up and take notice.

i

i

J

.Miii

lookcil

the costume recital, a r
that has neither the stigma of Uio staire
nor the dulneso of the concert.
And
ever since tho advent of Tvetto Guilbert,
the concert halls and the lesser salona
have been incontinently Invaded by Incipient chiinteuses and palely imitative

|

;

i

j

jQn the other hand, the interpretation of Weber's overture to "Oberon,"
Schubert's "unfinished" symphony, a symphony or two of Beethoven's,
-tlie. introduction to the third act of "The. Mastersingcrs," not to mention
a few. other performances, excited adverse crticism and not without a
show, of justice.

Mr. Koussevitsky

is first of all romantic and at times is inclined to
sentimentalism when he conies to purely lyric passages. When
he does not give way to his sentimental nature he is truly and irresLftibly
poetic.
He is mastered by moods. Yet he does not lose control of the
orchestra by sudden and spontaneous changes, when he is on the platform,'
of previously rehearsed interpretations, for his personality is so pronounced that he masters the players a.s well as the aud-ience. He can be
passionate without being blatant. As a rule he prepares a climax that,
When'it comes, is irresi.^tible. In wildly romantic music he is not to be
excelled, yet no one treats the music of the 18th century with more loving devotion, with a finer sense of values, with a clearer appreciation of

fall into

*

lin'idcnt

in

iiiul ,-.i>u-rt oi Uic period.
He is not too fussy about details;
oseiiuiou? towuiils the great composers.
Anatole 1-Vancc ^nid of tlic critic might be
paraphrased

I

"father promised Francis $5000
he would stop writing \-erses, but he's
and won't stop." Edgar came to
Yale from St. Paul's.
if

heard of him later he was
Europe, studying metaphysics. In Munich he finally succeeded
in presenting the mad King of Bavaria
with an autographed copy of his "Anatomy of Negation," a serious work in
which he took great pride.
He was
better known in this country by his
novel,«! and short storle.s and by
his de-

—

amber mustaches; pursued by high-born
and infatuated women, rare and radiant
of

m

,

[

,

(Is there not
•'Villa on
the

another of his

worics.

Our Saltus see-sawed: now the purphrase was high in air: now the
thumb-nail sketch.
The man that
wrote: "The sky after hesitating
between deaa rose and apple-green chose
a lapis lazuli, wiiich it changed to indigo,

stars

and with that for ballroom the
came out and danced," also de-

scribed

Commodore

V*relst

in

three

short sentences:

"As a lad he tracked
muskrats in the Michigan marshes. As
a uiau he constructed and commanded
a lleet of lake steamers. As a corpse
he left millions." In the air of
Monte
Carlo is "a smell of vitriol and violets,
of \ice.
patented. prodig;al and perfumed.
There is not an old-fashioned

with

virtue In the place."

"At
theatre

-

no

properly

conducted

London

permissible for a lady
whose salary does not exceed 30 shillings to drive to the stage door in her
is

It

brougham."
"Love is ^

fever.

Marriage

i.s

febrifuge."

And

listen

to

this

a

description

of
sultry,

Jlarle: "Her purple eyes were
her scarlet mouth was moist, the red
tangles of her hair made a burnoiis of
name, her fingers glowed and her
wrists were such as those on which in
to it- and
days gone by falcons alighted and
G.
kisses fell."
U is needle.ss to say that
she perfumed her bath.
The mysterious, the occult fascinated
Saltus.
If he delights in heroes
that
are a compound of .\IcibladoK,
Don
Juan and the Admirable Crlchton; if
his women are often splendiferous highsteppers, he does not distain to go into

small

Let people help them

pro-

ple

i>ical

need money.

voted a careful study,

more serious

I

well.

liqueur,

man in Auerbach's
Rhine" that wears an iron ring on
one
of his thumbs?) As for the ladv
at this
feast:
"Her eyes were pools of purple,
her hau- was a garland of flame
her
mouth a scarlet thread." -What a pity
that she turned out to be like
Olympia
m "Les Contes d'Hoffmann! For Saltus
had undoubtedly read Hoffmann, probably ^illiers de I'Isle Adam C'The
Mod.ern Eve' ) as he had read Balzac
from
page to page, Balzac to whom he
de-

that rent must be paid, janitors, cleaners, bills for light and heat. A school
settlements in Boston, and settlements where music is taught, have need.
in varying degrees, of money. The cause itself needs no advocacy
at thiJ
our; it has proved its worth. Surely it is desirable that everybody

a:-

of his right hand.

R^-

2

>-

MR.

'

LONQY
tribute

paid

by Mr. Koussevitzy, the orchestra and
the audience to Mr. Longy at the Symphony concerts last Friday. His art
as first oboist of the orchestra since
October, 1898, his energy as founder of
the Longy Club, and as conductor of
various orchestras constantly introducing unfamiliar works, richly deserved
And last Satthis public recognition.
urday at the anniversary concert of the
Longy School there was again publicly
expressed appreciation of his services
in the art that he adorns.

A PERFECT DIAGNOSIS
(.Noted

"Sir:

by H. G. C. In the Billboard)

I

am

the actress

who

suffered

a broken neck and fractured skull more
As a result I
than three years ago.

was temporarily

crippled."

ANDRE CAPLET
Andre Caplet, composer and conducHe
died in Paris on April 24.
played an important part in the musitor,

was conductor
Boston Opera Company from
November, 1910, till the company was
disbanded in the spring of 1914. Some
of his chamber music was known here
cal life of Boston, for he
of

the

before Kls arrival.
He was a better musician than conBorn at Havre In 1878, he
ductor.
studied at the Peris Conservatory, and
was awarded the Grand Prix de Rome
Before Mr. Russell brought him
In 1901,
to Boston, he was busy in Paris as an
accompanist, and he occasionally conIt was in
ducted theatre orchestras.
Boston that he really began to learn the
beHenschel
art of conducting, as Mr.
gan to leatn when he was appointed the
conductor of the Boston Symphony orAs the story goes, ho was
chestra.
recommended to Mrs. Henry Russcli in
Paris as a copyist of music. She became
interested in hlni and urged Mr. Russell to give him fuller opportunity for
his talent and a certain and lucrative
It is also said that after miliposition.
tary service in the world war, he turned
his attention to the spiritual life, and
was devout in practice, also in the
character of his musical compositions,
writing "Prayers." and other religious

works. His "Epiphany" was performed
here by Mr. Bedetti and the Symphony
orchestra last March." During his last
years In Paris he fwe ooncerts. oonducted orchestras, brought out some of
A
his own works and those of others.
staunch admirer of Debussy he, it is
said, was closely associated with him
In the orchestration of some of that
master's later composlttotM.

A CLERICAL SANDWICH-MAN
As the World Wags:
"\\Tiat has become of the trade of the
sandwich-man who, with advertising
boards on back and front, used to
sidewalks of Boston?
A
the trade seems to have
been evolved by a local, sensational
olergym.in willing to vary the duties of
his profession by becoming sandwichman for a restauraml on successive
Sundays he has announced to his great
congregations (and by radio to a much
wider circle) that tie will welcome all
every one standing "Dutch
comers,
treat," at a certain advertising restau-

parade

new

the

trick

of

;

rant.

j

j

|

I

I

lashiin.

•a

—

schocl.s in short,

cigars,

werp filled v. ith
diamonds— "with little diamonds, of
course." He wore a big diamond
on the

thumb

composed.
There is a Chopin scene, with Mr. San Roma to play both Chopin the
man and some of his piano music. From motives of delicacy there will
be no incident shown in the life of Richard Strauss not, indeed, that
Strauss himself would be likely to take offense, if one may judge by his
latest work.
Miss Bcrthe Braggiotti will dance Salome's "Dance of the
Seven Veils."
All unusual entertainment. If anybody thinks it not in itself
enough,

The

.Ainer.ciM.

?

Thai was a handsome

,

inally

iitcrtain thenK-^'-hrs

"large"

and Mandarin

/

in palaces

duced in a flask of gold with two little
golden cups of Deocan workmanship.
Cape! talked of millennia, aeons,
kaipas
uf time and of space. Don Ruis
Ixvi's
dinner included a strawberry soup,
the
like of which Saltus had never
eaten
out of Russia's capital, and rarely there:
a royal cj'gnet, neck arched, the feathers
replaced, an orc)iid in its beautiful
beak, and zambalione of which the conIstituents are plovers' eggs beaten
with
champagne into an ethereal foam. Don
jRuis's teeth, after a curious
South

—

matter.

aspic,

V

llvet.

capel s valet as his master was in
a
railway carriage served hini with quails

He bewails his fate, his deafness, tive world's lack of understanding. Deep in thought at last he sits, nerer hearing the knocks on
his door.
His friends make bold to enter. Presently they, sit down to play the
new quartet till the humor of it, as they conceive it, sets them all to
laughing. They compose themselves mighty quickly when they recognize
from Beethoven's anger that it was no musical joke he had in mind. In all
seriousness then they play the first movement of the quartet. "'WTiat do
\ou think of it?" asks Beethoven. "It is beyond my understanding," say.s
one of the company. The others say as much. Beethoven ends the scene
with a fervid confession of faith in his quartets, music for the future.
Schubert brings contrast once more, for the stage is brilliantly ucl
in the way of Louis XV. In the course of the scene three singers perform the "Erl King"; for a trio, the committee state, this song was orig-

,

home

are at

They smoke

writers.

just finished.

A

men

the boudoirs of princesses, in the private
offices of Prime Ministers. They know
!all
languages, are epicures, quote at
pleasure from the ancient and modern

by the Boston Music School Settlement.
Then comes Mozart, in a brilliant scene in the Vienna Hofburg. Before the emperor and empress, with all the court in attend-aace splendidly
dressed out, the young Mozart plays a minuet to which a youthful archduchess and an archduke dance.
The picture of Beethoven offers a vivid contrast. H* i% sitting alone in
his cold, untidy workroom, the fire burnt out,, disorder every~\vherc, discomfort. He is waiting for his friends to play fo3 him his new quartet,

1

:

and gambling hells. They lounge in
clubs— all of them "exclusive" clubs— in

number

talent should be given an opportunity to study music.
This
'ortunity the music school settlements provide.
But do people realize the cgst? They know, if they stop to think.
^al rent must be paid, janitors, cleaners, bill for light and
heat.
school
r,v.:.-t also have its office force, wliioh means bills
to pay for telephone
calls stationery, .stamps, typing machines.
To keep in tunc and repair
the old piano.^ people give means a large expense. The pianos,
indeed,
ou-ht to be new, if the purchase >\;ere possible, or at least in good conions.
'1
The pupils at different schools, furthermore, can seldom buy
>d violins.
The cost of music for chorus and orchestra is no

*Vt,«^

were delighted when we read that
Mrs. Glen Levin Swiggett was general
chairman of 20 committees in Washington, D. C. Surely there was a typographical error: "Glen Levin" for Glen-

We

beauty?
Saltus's

of the original choir, authority states; the
committee have been particular in the matter of liistorical accuracy.
To impersonate Palestrina. Mr. T. Francis Burke, director of the choir
at Boston College, will be on hand.
I\Ir. Richard Piatt Vvill play the role of Bach. After giving a pupil a
lesson, he sets 10 of his children to singing a chorale.. These 10, by thp
way, will be impersonated at one performance by children of the South
end music school, at another by the West Newton school, and at the third

'r

to

I

These "Musical Mosaics" ought to prove a valuable feature c'
Boston's "Music Week" they are wide in their appeal. Folk who like
to listen to music will hear a deal of it at this unusual entertainnieat,
of infinite variety too. from Palestrina onwards to Richard Strauss,
Short dramatic scenes will
all performed by" musicians of distinction.
There will be not a
be played, the actors coached by Mr. E. E. Clive.
People no longer sure of their musical history will find
little (lancing.
All these activities, furthermore, will be
their memories refreshed.
set forth in a series of stage pictures which promise to be very beautiful;
for this feature Mr. Harold F. Lindergreen is responsible.
The plan is this: To show at one and the same time the development of music and certain historical events along the course of this
The stage Is
The historian begins with Palestrina.
development.
transformed into a likeness of the room, or chapel, in the Vatican
where the requiem first was sung. Cardinals are there to hear it, and
Palestrina himself conducts his work, with
other churchly dignitaries.

'

aim

••—
curious book of stories by a strange
man, who had read everything, talked
and wrote about everything, and had
ransacked the dictionaries. Mr. George
is right when in his preface
lie says:
"It ia not easy to sum ap .Saiius, nor
t3
It necessary.
Hp may in 500 years figure in the cyclopedias of literature
or
again he may not."
Did Saltus describe himself when he wrote in one
of
these tales:
"I had rot a care on my
mind, a regret on my conscience. »'
speck on my shocs."T

Reading the stories in "Purple and
Fine Women" one is often reminded of
Ouida's characters, the ones portrayed
in her more iRmboyant manner.
'Who
will ever forget Ouida's Berties,
wringing the sparkling Moselle from their

Development

I

U-Ad.^

A

in

light in the purple phrase.

Historical Scenes in the Course of Music's

.iwu.siiy

In

—

When we

wandering

.aid

with appreciative ears to the victims of illusions and insane fancies"
Describing "A Drama in a Drawing
Room," he does not forget that the
chief dish at a dinner at Narragansett
Pier— the verandas there were "vibrant
with osculations"— was a filet of reindeer; that when the Marquis of Paraboln drew an envelope from his
pocket,
there emanated an odor of orris.
Hi--'
neighbor, a little red-headed Brazilian
woman, whoti she smiled, a;.scloscd a
front tooth filled with a diamond.
Then there is the Lady Angelica a
charming daughter of a duchess, who
had the habit of uttering "meow's" eo
that strangers in the room looked
about
for the cat.

to us:

"Musical Mosaics

I

ea.sc,

listen

I

a fool

'Tf

,

whk-li

wltli

man-of-the-world. a cosmopolite.
Uc
could be unsparlngrly sarcastic, but as a
rule he was amiable, suave, polished.
His brother Francis, it may be remembered, wrote several vohinies of poetry,
sonnets to nuislcal composers and artists, sonnets to all sorts of drinks, etc.
He also wrote a life of Donizetti which
was never published. Edgar once said

[

^'''^ "'^""'^
"""^
'^'^y
He knows ha
Se ir"!
"^^"f'''"'^
^''"^
Claudio Montecrdf rtterJl'V"^''
the dovecotes of
conservatives; that the beautiful and
h noble
M may with the centuries,the
the
yes. with the decades, Ussume new
forms
m the expression of all sentiments and emotions.
P; H.

—the

lift,

ami In conversaEvon then he had the air of t\\

jtion.

Mr

a choir of 28

social

brilliant in recitation

with
Kousaevitzky: This conductor relates to his
hearers the
_.tures of his soul in the land of music.
He tells them what he hears
feels, without consideration of others,
who, having heard and felt in
different manner, insist that what they
.«
heard and felt should be the
only interpretation. He is not bound by
tradition.
His taste is catholic
i.He nationality of a composer is
not questioned.
His programs are a
proof of thus. And, prai.<o be to Allah, he knows
that mu ic is not a fixed
.Hud established art m form and
expression; that young composers of the
920 8 cannot f.H^l and express themselves as if
they had been born in
to

liis

was not concerned. He was

the faculty

The

latter iLhus gets publicity of

—
graiu-

nl>

tha:

peculiar

couM

It

in,
"Kli
,ril arlghi.
Ing .....1..: 111.
"The Miller," by iJ.UK'J Mi.salisky.
had
Mr. rhalepln
At 9:S0 P. M.,
ended his group, added songs and all.
After an Intermission of 10 minutes Mr.
Riiblnovitch was set down to play n
group of three eolos. Mr. Sophln had
a ragnnint concerto to play. Mr. ChalIiipln could not be looked for .igain very
From the sire of last night's
icoon.

and Intlmnts a kind

afrord to jlve the
least fret fe«da for an
well

oler^yman at
li.dcnnitp period,

even It it should And
(as her i xperlenca was sumn>arlied by
a boarding-house keeper In Portland who
had conlra<:ted to board a small section
of the Baptist Conference:) "Them pious
eats awful !"
Hie comparison between Uie advertising hoards of a sandwich-man and
the clerical "robes" of a clergyman can
be further paralleled by the tabard of
a herald.
The latter was, in feudal
times and lajter, even more sacred than
a clerg>-nian and any reader, taking:
down his "Qucntli-i Durward" will thank
me for bringing back to mind Scott's
graphic chapter XXUI: "The Herald."
t herein In set out Inimitably how an im-

not impressively large, ono
n:ay gather thajt not everybody likes
Mr. Challapln's method of arranging a
iconcert. More tinging and less playing
would please most people better.
Mr. Ch.illapin sang as he had .seldom
He
|sung in Boston In recent years.
respected Schubert's music, to its great
gain, and, ono may guess who does not
know, Borodino's. Beautifully he shaped
!hio phrases, firmly he controlled his
laudlence,

'noble tone; he regarded rhythm. Havine sung fine music finely. It mattered
{not If he liked to sentimentalize Malipahkln's pretty romance.

poster, feloniously woartns the tabard,
was by It so Impeded !n running away
from the great hounds loosed upon him
on detection that the novel chase excited enough
merriment among two
monarchs, then practically at swords
points, that they ended by making common cause against a third party. Inlmlcable to tliem both. Now would not our

'

Ihls

j

1

JUDGE, OR JURY?
the "World Wags:
Let it not be supposed that the decision of a Judge of one of the courts,

The Herald announced a couple of
days ago, to waive trials by Jury in certain Instances Is a thing never before
as

mixed bands, "The Bedouin Song"
Arthur Foote.

Dutch

H. E. R.

As the World Wags:
Poor W. Rox and his questions about
how and what to eat In your Friday
The Inference is that Mrs.
column.
Ttox has been giving W.
merryhell
about his table manners.
The degree
•she undoubtedly thinks Rox is- entitled
to is A. B. (A Bum).
E. T. S.
Too raw for your column? Well,
you know, you can't be nice ail the time,
sun, I do not believa the Boston poUc«
would Interfere.

I

!

,

COPLEY THEATRE— "Nothing
a farcical comedy
acts by James Montgomery.
the Truth,"

'

i

K. 11. Rulston

Clarence Van Duten
BlBhop Doran
Dick Donnelly
Robert Bennett
Mrs Ealeton
nthel fiark
(Jwcndolvn Ralston

Mahle .Inrkson

an

WELL

aU these pieces
additional piece.

opera,
Borodine's
from
aria
long
"Prince Igor"; "O, Could I but Express
number
In Song," by Malashkln— if the
he called outj was correctly understood:

livery

•

U

[

THE GENTLE ART OF CRITICISM
(From tbe Obserrcr, London)

We

do not often see a worse pi
than the present farce at Wyndham's;
the reason being, ono Iringlnes, that
the finite humm brain finds as much
difficulty about produoinif the completely and inexpressibly bad as It does
in achieving the completely and Inex-

However, In "Little
pressibly good.
M!os Bluebeard" what can bo dona In
that way has been done.

—

Roger Askem wishes

If

Gil-

was

to

THEY SEE PURPLE

—

Which,

We

are glad to sea that MaJ. Jolly
has been appointed superintendent of
the royal naval school of muslo at
Portsmouth, There should be special attention paid to Jazz. During the world
war, Vice-Admiral Anstruther's secretaries were Mr. Jolly and Mr. Merry.
M. Painleve suggests "bread raising."

name Is
means

T

"It

that

Jessamine Ncwcombe

Ruth Holmes
Katherine Standing
EdlRS

LnO' ^^r^\
Richard Whorf
audience that

,

US, GlENTLE

As the World Wags:
A week ago Sunday

it

if

I call

a dozen are

and

number

authority is there for the
use of progrum for pro-

'

Or telegrum?

Why

do

actors in present-day
plays speak so that only those in the
first few rows can hear Uiein, except at
the Copley Theatre w'here they know
how (o speak the Eng-lish language; so
does Rabbi Ijevi of Temple Israel.
Why can't radio announcers learn
5.
4.

it clear to me and you,
cross-word fan appends a clue
For information plus elucidation;

The senator described above.
More like the leopard than the dova,
English plain, to love
"Ebullient anathematisation."

Is said, In

to pronounce names of musical compositions and their composers which are
foreign, to say nothing of murdering the

Engli.>!h language?
Here is a sample.
"Lazydoo."
It
proved to be "Lres
Adieux." Maydeese (guess?)
Medici.

A W.

'

To make

A

how

—

"52."

A man of high repute and great
In Uncle Sam's affairs of State
Is challenged by a section of the Press
With launching shafts of rhetoric
Forged in the fires of Nether Nick;
He shows, they urge, through thin and
thick,
'Obj urgatory demonstrati veness.

see.

gram?

is

(An American state«man ha.' been accused of
"objurgatory demonstratlTeness.")

Wlien you call for number 9
(nine) on the telephone, why does the
operator always repeat "Nain"?
Does
it sound like "nain" when we say it?

What

referred to

FULL OF STRANGE OATHS

In

2.

3.

saw a large

going

B. P. D.

it

yoti swat a dozen, quite to
will always find one left. Try

present-day

I

through Arlington
with a large number on the front between the headlights. I do not believe
It was a fire department machine.
Can
you tell me what the figures mean? The
car

touring

room and

death, you

established

from anthropoid

INFORMATION WANTED

red

SHEPHERD

the Ultimate Fly?

"Ultimate" because
the

definitely

How can Mr. Bryan neglect the glorious opportunity of killing two of his
favorite birds with one stone by retorting with Proverbs XX-1; "Wine is a
mocker, strong drink Is raging; and
whosoever Is deceived thereby Is not
wise."
H. F. M.

the

Why

been

originated

of the world."

for

World Wags
WJll Mr. Herkimer Johnson kindly answer these qiiestlona?
1.

has

man

today by Dr. Ales Hardlicka of
Washington, D. C, who has headed expeditions of the United States National
Museum of Anthropology to many parts

]

As

KNUTT.

London a fortnight ago,

Gwen Fprangcon-Davies wore a

TELL

,

be a moot

A.

apes, according to tbe opinion expressed

;

Philip i;oi;«9
E- B. Cllre

may

here

wig, acting on the advice of the Egyptology department of the British Museum,
for Cleopatra was a Macedonian Greek,
not an Egyptian.

O.

j'ou,

BROTHER BRYAN'S OPPORTUNITY

Apropos of the revival of Bernard
Snaw's play in New York, we spoke of
Cleopatra's hair, wondei-ing whether the
actress was represented as swarthy.
At

M iss

grant

As the World Wags:

often spelt
"pebbles,"

French humorists say: "We asked
bread and you gave us stones."

tne revival in

but

I

question.

AUSPICIOUS NAMES

Caillaux's
Cailloux,
which

the

the other violently purple things there
With some trepidation X
represented.
asked myself if I were color blind and
things were visible to artists
if such
and not to me. Of if there be in paintng an heroic: tint corresponding to the
leroic size in sculpture.
I do not question the honesty of the
irtists; neither sliould I question that
3f a man with delirium tremens, but
[ cannot help doubting the accuracy of
their perceptive facult}' ^or of my own.

•

As M.

came between
"The Mikado"

World Wags
I have Just visited the exhibition of
water colors at the Boston Art Club
and while thc/e found myself repeating:
I never saw a purple cow, and never
hope to see one, changing cow to boat,
the names of
to mountain and to

As

j

results?

know

bert and Sullivan's "Princess Ida"
ono c? their early or late works.

'Trlncess Ida"
"lolanthe" (1882) and
(1S>S5).
It met wilh little favor.

We knew- a New England family that
served waffles with cinnamon and
sugar and cream. But are waffles the
same as the English pancake? Morris
Blrkbeck, traveling In the United States,
wrote in 1817 that waffles were "a soft
hot cake of German extraction, covered
with butter."
German? The word
comes from the Dutch, "wafel." We
doubt If the English pancake looks or
tastes like the waffle, and what is a
prosaic pan to a heroic waffle-iron?
jOld Taylor, the water poet, spoke of
pancakes that had in them spices and
"tragical magical enchantments." Why
'Uragical"?
Did the eating bring fatal

the decay in lying.
The play also shows the criminal
of asking certain questions unless
the questioner has confidence in the
amiability and easy conscience of the
one questioned. Many morals In fact
could be drawn from this droll play,
itiorals that are at times emphasized by
satirical touches, as the allusions to the

Ifolly

H. K. R.

—

lemon."

In three

May

Columbia road toward (?lty
knowing thi n>o»t dirui;t
held up a drlvu- of a milk dfI
truck and asked the Information.
not

Apparently ho was a I>.indoner who ntplralod words beginning with a vowel,
hut seer^ed well-Informed na to localiIn .a polite manties in .South Boston.
ner he said: "Follow alonn the boulevard the way you've come until you set
and In a little whlh- you'll bo
to
there." I thanked him. but was pUBtled
as to why ho directed me to go to "Ij."
However, I found the way to the baao
.^nd Informed my brother offlcers that
it was a good way to come.

.

miserable world this would be If nothing but the truth were spoken; households would be disrupted, friendships
would be broken, church and state
would suffer, there would be no business transactions. Oscar Wilde was not
merely paradoxical when he mourned

pretty "Valse Caprice" by
no doubt— a "Pizzicato" by Glazunov
and Moszkowskl's brilliant "Guitar."

played

roiiln,

"Waffles, the American form of panare now obtainable li^ London.
The chief difference is in the use of
maple eyrup In placft of sugar and

Bennett's' resolution to tell the truth
without reservation, they show what a

Scott— Cyril

Bopkin

Point,

cake,

of

Wordley HnlM
Alan Mowbray
Brands Compton

h.id

(1S84)

Robert Bennett in which William Collier
shone eight or ten years ago.
The farce wears well, for absurd as
may seem the consequences that follow

I

L. Sopkin.
The concert began, 10 minutes late
with four pieces from Mr. Sopkin. Ther<
was a "Swiss Echo" by Rlbauplerre, J

Mr.

and Englishof Englishman
playing an American play, with
Ml.ss Ediss even talking like a Cocknoy,
with others talking about "pounds" and
slipping ocCMlonally Into "dollars"; but
the action might take place In any country.
The audience. It was a constantly
laughing audience, at times uproarious,
recked not and easily forgot the few
slips, also the occasional hesitation or
forgetfulness pardonable on the first
night at a theatre where the bill is
changed nearly every week.
Mr. Clive. fortunately did not attempt
to Imitate Mr. Collier; ho had his own
Where Mr.
conception of the part.
Collier was deliclously dry, Mr. Cllvo
was unctuous. Ills was a bolder characterization, more frank relying more
on facial and bodily expression, on eviThere were
dent mental struggles.
capital bits of "business." as his relaMr. (3ollfer relied
tions with the clock.
more on expressive diction, on the delightful manner in which he spoke the
trmh. It would be hard to say which of
the two portrayals was the more pleas-

—

Mr. Cllve pleased an
completely filled the theatre last night
by his revival of Mr. Montgomery's
farce— It Is a farce rather than a
comedy—and by his taking the part of

ham

acknowledging
after
Chaliapin,
Mr.
hearty applause, finally began to sing.
songs, "My
Schubert
He sang two
Dwelling Place" and "The Double"; a

my car along

was a company composed

.\nd hero

,

ICHAUAPIN SINGS

well, not to forget

women

I

1

that this bishop is a farcical charactei
that admits of being acted broadly
Miss Ediss's story of how she fell
once was an innocent girl" was wel
worth hearing as she told It.

folk songs sung by Theodore B. Tu, who prefaced them with
a plea for sympathetic listening, and
explanations of their meaning.
Then the second of these festivals, a
marked Improvement on the first, both
in point of Interest and in actual performance, closed with community slngThe
ine, led by Augustus D. Danzig.
audience was of good size and loud In
Its partisanship and applause.

James

SOPKIN PLAYS

rhiofly

A.'

.iniatl.sts.

—

the

"Nothing but the Truths
By PHILIP HALE

'

ho World Wagh.
ocoanlon a coupit of days
to go from Brookllne lo the army b
•t South Boston. When I had driven

.-

Mr. Tongo played in a more subdued
manner than usual and was the more
Mr. Compton's Blsnop waf
effective.
be remembcrec
well defined
it should

were Chinese

Sable Jackson

" Feodor Chaliapin sang last night
the
in symphony hall, at the fifth of
Steinert series of concerts. He had
to assist him Max Rabinovitch, as
accompanist, and the violinist, Abra-

interspersing

—

hniker.M.
!<
nieaiis the

!•

.

ing.

choral singing, there were 'cello solos by
Mr. Bedettl, accompanied by Mr. de
Voto, replacing Richard Burgin, who
v.as scheduled to play.
A'side from the competing choruses,
which Included, as well as those already
mentioned, a Spanish and Polish group,
there was singing by a Chinese chorus,
led by Miss Grace Wong, and there

I

Judge In Pennsylvania (and the Dutch
were quite numerous and popular In
that state years ago), Is said to have
had a villain brought before his court
following his Indictment for murder;
and the Judge remarked: "To cave
time and expense of de county I Shall
do wldout de Jury In dls case und try
de case py de bench." After all the testimony had been snjbmltted and the
counsel had flnlshed their arguments,
Uie Tu4«e solemnly said:
"X h«f tMtened to all de evidence und I've heard
vot de counsel had to say, und it Is Riy
mind dat dere is some doubt in de matter, und I give de prisoner de benefit of
dat doubt, und ve vlll hang hJm axiv
Perhaps, If the Boston cwtirts
vay."
follow this practice with the numerous
criminals ' that are multiplying there
win be no need of organizing vigilance
committees to lessen crime, as was done
In California In the gold fever days.

And

•.

to choose reckless truth-telling a*
subject of a play. There is Gilbert's
Truth," not to mention other
inidlfs by English and Continental

'li

Sym-

mixed bands, the first prizes for the
best singing went to the Dutch and the
Germans, the second to the Swedish
and the French, and the third to the
Of the
Danish and the Armenian.
leaders of these, only one was a woman,
Mme. Marie Flore Pruneau of the
French delegation.
As they did last year, each chorus
sang a song of their own choosing as
well as of the committee's; for the male
chorus the latter chose Mendelssohn's
"The Hunter's Farewell," and for the

I

..

"I'lilai-e of

Yesterday afternoon, in Symphony
gay with bunting and folk costumes, with ampler and more choruses
than last season, the second of the International music festivals was staged,
with Dr. Davison, Mr. Surette and Mr.
Converse as the Judges and Judge Frederick P. Cabot as the presiding officer.
And of the eight competing choruses,
divided into three male groups, and five

As

A

R. R. G.

1

:

first

hall,

—

instance:

comp.atrlot's music, too

-Mlipds and i>i
Mr. Montgonv

piiony Hall

There's much to be said in favor of
the old-fashioned nightshirt, though wa
do not approve the turned-down collars
and cuffs In colors recommended by the
Parisian arbiters of fashion.
On the
other hand, no man looks heroic in a,
nightshirt.
Mr. George Moore carefully considered this question In a FVench
provincial town and decided for pyjamas, pyjamas with a "y".
See his
astonishing story in "memories of my

As an

last

International Music Festival In

turn."

practised.

sang Schubert

EIGHT CHORUSES HEARD

CHARL,Ha-En>\rAKD AAB.

Life."

and musically
night, and

lapln sing so beautifully

as he

"Paris decrees that Nightshirts Re-

Dead

Of course he Impersonated the dnink-

jen miller adroitly, and the second toper
Not always does Mr. Chal|as well.

clerg>Tnan, Insiead of tactlessly using
his. Influence as above mentioned, be
better employed In getting his great sect,
wasting much strength in opposing an,
even greater sect, to make a common
cause agaJnKC their common enemy?
Thus only will the Devil get his due
quietus.

"

:

I

-

Lenox and did ^
i-"
1.
in the scene whei-.>
pleoo oi
Lee Clark
Roberta
intoxicated.
ho was
was a sweet and shy girl of the chorus.

forinanco

SUubert—"Rose Marie,"' mu-sical comedy v\'ith Desirce Ellinger, Guy Robertson and

'

tine

Tf M'.ATRE

—

No,

"Noi,

conifdy In three
Book by
Louise Groody.
Mandel «nd Otto Harbach, UtIi-s
tto HRibach Bnd Irvlngr Caesar,

Others who contributed to the general
excellence of the performance wore

inuslcal

Panoes

by Vlnoent Toiimans.
and ensembles by Sammy Lee.
tlon under the supervision of
lusle

John Collier, Marie Lalloz,
Harry Lowell and Samuel Godfrey.
SELWTN THEATRE— "The Privateer,

|

|

or the

I

past:
|

....Georcla
^

;th

Boston
If

>lar.v
Eiliin

Dederlc*

i

I

Mistress Sehwyler.

I

lift

special

memory

by
investigation
American committee.

der

is

HouCrandon home at 10 Lime street $10,000
to forfeit
dinl renewed his offer
detect and expose the
'if he could not
claimed oy the Crandons

seances J
•"'"OnrnlglH at one of the
up the
Dr Crandon accidentally turned
to
supposed
was
who
Bird,
red light and
l^a"ds free_
be controlling had both his
happened
things
The most wonderful
and the
when he was at the seances Carrlngsame thing can be said when

the]

and missed
i

E. G.

"Snooze," his diminutive and evident"new" attendant, was a "scream.",

Nothing else but—.
and;
Mr Hainey was a handsome
origmall
deboinair hero, whether in his

'

.

'THEATRE-"The Best
ST. JAMES
by David Gray and|
comedy
a
People,"
Seen earlier in the
Avery Hopwood.

New Park

with Florence

season at the
Howard, James Rennie,!
Johns,' Frances
others in princiCharles Richmond and

The

cast:
_ T onni
J-*""*
Lenox

pal roles.
Mrs.

_

Bronaon
Marion Lenoi
Bullock ..

.

.

.

Anna Layng
XOTls Leon Hall
j-j^j^

•.

1-

•

Harry Mangon
George Grafton
Lord Kockmere

gjtj,

Harry Lowell
Bernard N cdell

• •

.Marie Laltoi'
.••

^^^^ CoUler,
"Houston Blciharda;
Samuel Godfrey,
Olive Blakeney
curt
Aucl'6•^-Vli:::::::"^v..:..:Boberta Lee

Bertie Lenox

audience at
\ large and enthusiastic
last evening saw
theatre
James
St.
the
In "The
Uhe Boston Stock Company
Hector and his,
Best People." Charles
well chosen pro-,
orchestra offered a
gram.
amusing]
"The Best People" tells the
adventures of
nory of the everyday
the "best families"
the Lenoxes, one of
lavA headstrong daughter
in town.
faml y
the
"hea her affections on
collegiate
ohaiTffeur Bertie Lenox, the

i

sn ^
rags, his female disguise, his sa ilor
the finale.
orliiTelegant "costume" in
J
He sang sweetly and well. ^leroine was,
Miss KobI, as Nan,
old-fashioned Picture
as nretly as an
"^^t -as ade
a^^d'^her voice, though
e'^^ctlng music
auate to the not very
had an efOliver
assigned her. Miss
Herbert as tn.
fective part, and Miss
"King's Arms
bouncing keeper of the
,

vivacious
"'The choruf was- pretty and 'Phe scen.nd the costuming effective.
too much
not
but
was conventional
ery

of
T,*** JTttv
The musical numbers
"borrowed' pretty

have been
sources
from various and sundry
to
There is little in It exclaim
"Ah-h-h!
and
,,,, with surprise
The book is conThai's the stuff."
The company, as a

vateer"
freely

Ilderably better.

'

con^^^^^^^^^^^
VhSle; works wit ha
that carries the P'*'=®„,^' ,,. ° grformance,

,

voum

of the family,

becomes Interested

the chorus. Complications
as the folks In one
larlse thick and fast
in the other.
set battle with those
d^is crisp, slangy and
in

a

g°rl of

The dlalogTi*
llghtfully characteristic

throughout

the.

as MilUe. one of the
best work
chorus girls, does some of her
.^U of
this season. Her lines are
so that a,
the "wise-crack" variety,
lot in
fortunate
"laugh a line" is her
Bernard Nedell Is excellent as

•"oUve^B^eney

this play.

i

contributes,
the chauffeur, and
play. Elsie
one of the high spots of the
flapper
little
fresh
pert,
Hitr makes a
role.
and gets a great deal out of her
perfinished
Richards gave a

nin^,

I
1

Houston

suite,

Francesca Bragg'ot
audience
with great
f-undly
"^"f
frienaiy.
both Interested and

Colonial-"Music Box Revue,"
revue
Irving Berlin's annual
Phil
with Florence Moore,
Joseph
Baker, John Steel,*
Johnny
Santley, Ivy Sawyer,
Florence
Burke, Solly Ward,
O'Dennishawn and many others. Last week.
Plymouth—"Badges," comedy
mystery drama with Madge
Kennedy and Gregory Kelly.
Second week.

part^
d mtant piano
n Sved a br
Savu-oma P'aJ^^
^^^^^^y good
music
Tiie
^"'f^^'^i^a a^fl time.
Italian opera ot
^godv, the 12th,

,

I

was

rhapsoa^
*^J^'"°
Manna
A LisztHuugaiian
began the ^^^""''t ^to \olU in Mr.
Zucca's ••Rach^m ^° ^
audience
.

The

iong,,^,
.Tacchia's o'-'^hestra
hiked his
Rimsky-Kor?f '^""^..^''uued
Bee,
Bumble
of the
•'^Flight
Flignt oi

committee. I would like
that he was
that when I discovered
sakov's
Crandons, I
gymphony congiving information to the
brought over from
into the
j^^n having
refused to allow him to come
certs,
was
he
enthusiasm too
courtesy
''«lU''°J'fLwed
seance room and out of
They
Well
it again.
also per,»»'°T^„^.'i..^overture.
ov
181
permitted to resign. He was
,or TchalUovsUys
Scientific
^^^^
mitted to resign from the
of ^nllIn any
American and he Is no longer ^aye
and us moments
f'^'^'^nirit
a
ing sphit and_
as T
^^^^^^^ ^.^^y few.
way connected with it.publisher
for once
a
„irity
the
evening,
of
"^""'d the
letter from O. T>. Munn.
A short group .<rl°^^^,^7.
effect.
a "Valse
Scientific American, to that
when i v,^^^'';".'?^ srellus? anTby Saint Saens
"After the seances in July,
begged ^Triste b> biDeiiu-, A prog
nroBram more
wanted to expose her, Mr. Munn
"^arch.
^^^^^
^ew
a military
reached
we
me not to do so until
of
and
He stopped the presses Bird
been "Jev'sfd, and
York.
"'°^'^'"L^e
e
ha\
scarcely
plenty,
by
^P
pl^^^^^^^^^
'threw out the articles written
there were added
course
states
He
issue.
f°rtietn
for the September
SO began the
,orevcr;
tfcthat It was not throwtr otrt on his
May they go
^^^^
of "Fops.'
an
count and intimates there wasn't very
clearly fill a neea,
they
^ ^
if
any^
and
pages
much to the suppressed
well.
,
remarkably
one is Interested enough, to want to see
them, I have them in my dressing room
time.
any
at
where they can be read
permitted to choose
"Just Imagine; they ask you to beIt a woman were
flowers
lieve a spirit brings In three
should you name a man
biographer
around
promiscuously
her
and throws them
Sappho have fared
in
the room. I was in Berlin, Germany
or a woman? Would
four
than wtlh AlAnactorla
1900 when Frau Rothe was given
better with
months in Jail for practically the same
woauu> would have writY'ork
I know a team in New
thing.
who produce six dozen roses in the
condisame
the
under
same way and

and admit

tions,

It

Is

performed by

"I have heard that for my activities,
the spirits through Margery have de102 5.
creed that I must die by I>ec 21,
may be
AVell, that may come to pass. 1
dead before that date. No one present
that time,
is positive he will be alive by
anybut please don't ever belleie that
one has the right or powei} to wish or
are
death
aiid
doom vou to die. My life
and not
In the" hands of the Almighty,
pretends
in the hands of someone who
he can communicate with the dead."
audience
the
showed
then
Houdinl

was

the test box in which "Margery"
in
locked wTien beng subjected for tests
After explaining
psychic phenomena.
Mrs.
the niechanism,vhe said, alluding to

Crandon:
"She accused my assistant Collins of
then
secreting a two foot rule and
I
eventually she put the onus on mo.

that

it

is

caeu97 What
ten without a
Helen of Troy?

mlan had

natural means.

doing such a thing
wouldn't dr^am of
shape of the box
••You know from the
i

or-

's^ressris'-Hispania"
Stoessci s
There was
Jacc
chestrated^ ^^y
^^^^.^ ^p^^
o
from
tantasla
^^.^^^
also a

from

'

-PLAYS CONTINUING

the'

of tone audiao^ndan^^ot
end with the

Vn

in the bargain.
ly

^^''^''^^Sa
Mr.

and also at

^

a

!

charac-

.

-

teristic of

present.
the
"Bird states that he resigned from

ton

Mr. Clark, who
dinary thinness of limb and made a
notable characterization of the amorous
and lively Patroon. He was Henry Clay
Earnabee returned to earth, with a dash
Acres and
of Joseph Jefferson as Bob
physiognomical hint of President Cool-

,

~

played

how Mrs. Crandon wa.
seances, Houhelped by Bird during the

capitalized his extraor-

And there are
with Improvisations.
few current entertainments so blithely
madly danced to.

overtu.-_e.

Tell"
Cre^^"^h^™am
the stirring rhytnm

m.antfestatlons
to be authentic.
In describing

The land detachment was headed by

thoughtless, or so

|

1

broadsides of Edam cheeses. A
Capt. Quince,
cious but tuneful gang.
magnificent in velveteen breeches, crimson sash and huge moustachios, was
"far too tender-hearted to be a pirate"
and was. moreover, embarrassed by the
Book of Rules. Mr. Watrous, a Boston

i

Scientific|

There were fle^ratue
gHn."
^l^'
and fanfares as
"uh not an
was packed to
°°"(^J'to
^° be seen,
^al^n'^^
the
empty seat in
^ ^^^^al
floor
^he
oj
vacant
table
nor a
in v
the a r.
„(,e
spirit was in
on m
plauded :Mr. Jacchla They
PP ^^^^^^
enthusiasm.
with
•'
heartily nearly ^^^^^
^."^^gnt

f

fero-

j

"Pop" <=°"'^^'^^\^'"
40th season of

the
Houdlni reproduced some of
with which he says he caught
Cran"Margerv." wife of Dr. Le Roi G.
the Scientific
that
don. at "the se^mces of
course
evening, in ^^ort
the
In
had^n^
American committee.
excellent program
in thej
An
playing.
seances
the
about
of his talk

band which Infests the Hudson
and captures Burgher Dinck's ship,
gallantly defended, though it was by

it

the

tricks

pirate

favorite, sang this role well
none of the clever lines.

POPS 'FIRST NIGHT'

1

J Malcolm
medium
book "Jlargery," had helped the
"^^hile unin producing manifestations

takes control of the situ
ation and the lady.
Really, that part of the performance,
the

t

that
Keith's Theatre yesterday charged
Bird, author of the recent

to give It pith and body.
space tp tell the whole

In

cie\er

animated fables, news reel and
complete a satisfying performance.

The

adventures,

sticks

Good

same

the

Is

Harry Houdlnl, master magiclari
P.
and mystifter, from the sUge at B.

There isn't
which Is laid In pre-revolutionary
times in and about Albany, with a
The old
colonial Dutch atmosphere.
Patroon is on the point of getting the
in
daughter,
burgher's
the
lovely Ann,
recompense for a debt, when, in the
guise of a captured pirate, the Patroon's long missing son, after sundry

which

Bill

S*"

The rfst of the show ln<=l"d«i,J,«i,^"^
originality,
Al Blackmer. musicians of
°'
-fnd Lorlmer and Hudson
°"f,
smartest bicycle acts in
T.'l^
topics

dances

story,

that is pretty and attractively costumed; comedians that are alert and
spontaneous; dancers that are joyous;
a musical score that has already per-

immensely entertaining, and

in

Keilh'&—Whole

I

I

jni

His P'aylnS alone
his comedy added
is enough; but with
to
h'fvy applaiise^
he "anthers through
by Ella
Nash and O'Donnell, a^^'^^ed
called
Houghton, have a radio sketch
with a set
to do
"<?tnt(c " having
wh^
girl
broughi home for the little
machine.
hardly gets a look at the

Cooper's

i

like

original stuff

spoken moment.
Yet there is little that Is original In
the book, with the exception of some
extremely pointed lines; it is to the
performers that the credit for the
briskness of "No, No, Nanette" is due.
Miss Louise Groody Is a deft and piquant little comedienne and dancer, who
not only dances with animation but
sings smothly and agreeably as well.
There is the incorrigible Charles Wlnnlnger, a shrewd and bumptious comedian, wise in the ways of burlesque,
whose Inimitable mimicry and acrobatic
£wept the audience into mad bursts of
applause.
And there Is Georgia
O'Ramey, a subtle and provocative
comedienne revelling in the role of the
cook about to leave, until persuaded to
the seashore and a dubious house party.
In brief, a musical comedy that delights both ear and eye, with a chorus

it

|
I

a bit of old times to see
and hear a real comic opera- once more,
composed, written and acted In the
good old fashioned way, sans Jazz, sans
slang, sans a dozen other things we
stage
have come to associate with
modernity.
"The Privateer," to be sure, has
something more than a suggestion of
Gilbert & Sullivan about It, but even
at that the suggestion could scarcely
Howard has
Mr.
be improved on.
woven a lot of the "Pirates of Penzance" Into his book with some bright,

was

Tt

first

1

niei-« of the Patroon.

Mlsa FrancMca Bragglottl

— J immio

world

«f «Vin

Big Black and White Show
begins third week of engagement, with Cooper as star
comedian and leader of fun.

|

I>utrh^^^M;rgher.^j^^,

Wa

of

And if there is
suaded, in advance.
nothing new or alarming in the situation of a good man suddenly invaded
by three demanding women for whom
he has carelessly provided in his desire
to be happy, these performers make

™'-'

W llaon Waldron's

Snooite. page to the Patroon. •n»rils"'; l^*^.
Nan. daughter of Nl-iholas Dln. k.. .Rita KobI
Somhathy
K^trlnka. h-r alpter
Mme. Twlttera, keeper of the Inn.Jayne Herbert

the chorus to the
final curtain, there Is not a dull or un-

prancing

^^«!f

of th. Klug s^for«s.^^^^

n.T.r.tr.w.

C.Pt.

Porotliy

.

t

Hansford

revue.

Sf.nlrey

Int rtaine'r^rofo'ld.

elaborate burlesque
Second week.

in

er,
Herhei

master

-^vock.

of the Day,"
Bozo Snyder, star entertain-

Senna.laer.

Dlnck.

KlohoU.

I

I.nwlor

WhlKtler

and enviable thing, and from the

Tan

Henry

n-'f
-'"^i^^ ,!^°e7e
"f^f"*'
last night,
"t" f
three-year
pianist, back after a

heavily

Gayety—"Follies

cast:

Renna'-laer. Ma
Copt. Qntnce, a pirate
Jnkle Arendell. a sailor

'

sharp

The

Andy Tan

Waterman
ist,
\t
en route from Chicago to
Bri'aJway, "No, N'o, Kanette" long preceded by Us euave ajid IrresK^tlble
I Want to he
tunes, Its title piece. Its
Happy" and "Tea for Two," has arrived at the Tremont, and to Judge
by the voclferousnesa of last night's
audience that demanded each of its
songs and dancea again and again. It
win be rather l|>ng en route.
For "S'o, No, Nanette," even aside
from the music of Vincent Toumans,
has a matchless company that, from
Miss Groody and Charles Wlnnlnger
down, sings and dances relentlessly,
with a strange and intoxicating zest
and esprit de corps. JIuslcal comedy
so well assembled and timed is a rare
Ptnrer

\'

Second

bill.

dan", and comedy

Majestic—"Peace Harbor," play
of modern village life. Second week.

A

Yankee Doodle."

of

Blue," musical
B'red Hillcbrand.

^

j

Jl.TIPleu Grooil.v

Waahinztoa

I'riti'o

Birth

13opton.

Rlrinor I>ft«n
T\>Ulngtfn r'rosff
Josephino Wlilttcl!

Groody
Barker
.....Chtrlea Winnlnger

,>r

M

O'RdmfT

Loi'fte
.lack

»

comedy with

and
comic opera In three acts. Score
time in
book by Shafter Howard. First

Jlr.

Fourth 'week.

others.

Wilbur— "Baby

Ralph

Itall,

Reniley,

|

The

see.

ProduoKra-

Anna l^yng, Louis Leon

F. Keith

orchestra's music Is good, and
clever nian'P"trey adds to It with his
Harry and Ann
latlon of his baton.
working song
fast
a
have
Seymour

medium to
impossible for the
committee
wa3 asked by the

move. I
Munn and Dr
Dr Comstock, O. V.
to construct a
Prince
Franklin
Walter
^"U^i vr^^'^^J^
which
restraining de^ice

feet, neck, shoulders
her from using her
it.
and hands, and this Is
the medium s right
••Dr Prince held
hand and I held her ^^^^^^'^J^^'n'To
and If ^^^^Z,
able to do anything
'uany physical
Urdctct
--^^^f
$10,OOU tnai
Ing to wager
and expose her."

te~n

,

«»--te about

oi

Or auppose that Char-

recoUecUons
lived to write her

of Cleopatra?
_u
life of CharMrs. Gaskell wrote the
solemn S.
the
that
All
lotte Bronte.
It In his
Austin AUIbone said about
Literature' was
•••r..-.tlonary of English
'

t^is:

"ThtaworkwaeaneifedtoaonUln

several

Inaccuracies";

George Moore

In

and

one of

n°2!'

Mb

tlons^wlth himself t^^^^^'^thv^^Mrs Gts'acterlstlo injustice the
of ail
^f'-,
commonplace
kell as "the most
Alice Brown has
English writers." Miss
In an exalted
eulogized Miss Gulney
biograany more ^pathetlc
life ^f Mrs.
phy than John Evelyn's
w fe so
Godolphln, that fair yo""^
him in hisi
pathetically mourned by
good
beauty
dfary ^She was for wit,
and all acnature, fidelity, discretion
complUhments, the inost
here that 1
nerson ... But It Is not

''Is "there

having
pretend to give her character,
^°/thy H «
desX^ed to consecrate her Perform tWs
to^terlty." Well did he "oble danie
could any
labor of love. Or
for
of France have asked

a more gallant

biographer than Brantome?
Jess bioTwo books of a more or pubUslied
graphical nature have been
Co. of New
fecenlly by E. P. Dutton &
Anstru-

York: "Art and Man," by C.
essays
ther-Thompson; a collection of
Introduction
and fragments with a long
Her
and
by Vernon Lee: "Mrs. Meynell
Anne KimLiterary Generation,"
an elaborate study of Mrs.
ball

Tuell.

M.Miicli

RinniiHK'> b'Jsy Tire
.lournallst,
poet hor critlcnl opinions
her
and
friends. The two volumes arr
of an
unusual nature, written con
amore. Mlk>s7'^. speaking of her dear
dead friend, Iftl^X^t times her artistic
resen'e though six^ rreserves the exqntslte sense of pro^.ortlon that dlstln(Tulahes her own wrltlnss.

The

s

—

and

close friendship of Mtas T^ee

Miss Anstruther-Thompson, which was
more thnn a common Interest In art.

was
The

familiar to all dwellers In Florence.
introduction, personal and eulogistic, occupies about one-third of a
handsome volume of 370 pages. The
two women had published a book entitled "Beauty and Ugliness."
few
of the essays In the present volume are
\ joint production. Miss Lee'a friend
had an "unassailable aloofness, a (eraln solitariness and even secrecy."
Helpful towards others, generously Inerested In them, she never alluded to
ler own plans and affairs.
"Out of 30
>dd years of constant correspondence,
ind the recollection of dally talks dur'
Ing months at a time. It would be dlfflrult to pick out, and make up a dozen
pages concerning solely herself." She
would have resented any attempt to do
so.
Tet her Indlvldualty was pronounced, shown by Sargent's portraits
and sketches, which, with other illustrations, embellish the book, and by her
Ideas on art expressed with a singular
force and courage.
learn that she

A

We

was

affaaCM UIO snamoiinK
ft
which Is tirMom<i ".nd
eavot
silly; and to add tM the uuhcihi
of 'senMieiisov Hlongntae of b«r ti *
This !
silly fish standing on his head."
the llTBt Impression. But walking round
the stn'.ue, "for It Is necessary to walk
round aialues In order to see what they
Vie t.bout," she Is no longer o riddle,
but a very completa imd delightful work
of
of art, for this 1» * representation
To
Aplii-<vl!te il.'slng up from the sea.
^

the austerlst and most selfless)
should call a contemplative."

The adventures of the
sculs In picture grallerles,

telle,

far,

violent

r.olse."

i

llie

"Undine"

the power of art

was

this:

It Is

"com-

mensurate with the amount, the Intensity and the emotional tone of the
activities Implied In Its enjoyment:
the
work of art calls forth an active collaboration on the part of Its beholders:
and hence Its power to please or displease, to enchant or to bore us."
This

what Walt Whitman said of music:
"what awakes from you when you
are reminded by the Instruments."

Sophocles, maidens and horsemen from
the Panatheanlo procession, and,
perhaps more than all, gods, goddesses and
Doric columns."

The essays are "The Connections BeMan and Art," "Greek Vases "

"Deslderlo's Tomb
In
Santa Croce,"
BSsays on architecture," "Movement of

Next Sunday afternoon

Raphaelltes and Sargent"), "Has Futurist Art a Future?" "Imagination and
Emotion In Art," in which Miss Lee In
a footnote likens good antique heads to
Mozart's music: rifa often Indefinable
character, to which we can apply only
the word 'charm' seems to consist in
extremely rapid alternations of very
different expression In very different
separate phrases. His adagios differ In
this very markedly from those of Beethoven, which leave no doubt as to
what they express."

One of the most striking essays is a
fantasia In the restoration of the Venus
de Medlcl. Byron wrote: "So stands
the statue that enchants the world."
The essayist urgues that this Aphrodite
stands
badly:
"A
beauti-

woman

a

very silly attitude, slightly leaning forward";
not
"A beautiful woman In a very silly attltu(3^e,
slightly leaning forward"; not
really walking forward, for she topples
forward too much for walking; nor Is
she standing still, for her weight Is not
rightly arranged for that
Her knees
are close together," which gives her an

ful

In

in

semble choir concert
Music Festival).

Clvlo

are American.
the

And

same now as

the 'movies'

!

t

Boston College, with various students,
official robes, to sing, as the papal
choir, music of Palestrina, his Panis
in

Angelicus. Adoremus
0 Bone Jesu.

It,

perhaps,

becau.se

Chrlste

I

and

family wbo Joined him in singing a
horale before going to bed, and listened
devoutly to his playing of the harpsichord, to his chiding of his son I'hilip

Emmanuel

I

well?"

freshness and the lyricism of Dan
Totheroh's "Wild Birds," a prize play
from the University of California, now
playing at the Cherry Lane Theatre, and
published by Doubleday, Page & Co.

For a month this first play, chosen
by Eugene O'Neill, George Jean Nathan
and Susan Glaspell for performance in
the Greek theatre, has been extending
audience, so that soon it will move
further uptown to Broadway.
Those
who have both se^n and read It claim
that It reads more smoothly than it
plays; that certain of Its episodes seem
flat and Inept In aclval performance.
There Is something of genius In this
play, a wild and eager loveliness, that
rare In these sombre and satirical
is
play.s from the middle West.
The love
of .M aisle and Adam, the figurative wild
birds, foundlings both of them, bound
to a lame-like farmer of the prairies,
is like a slim and fragmentary theme
that grows In intensity as it returns
each time, augmented; swept to fruition
by the fury of a nadman's tora-lom
its

a

general managerial howl at the lack of
It does Indicate that
English films.
both manager and playgoer know a

good thing, Irrespective of Its origin.
'Rose Marie' has really caught the town
musically; 'Llghtnln' has been running
ever so long; Barrymore'a Hamlet has

Is

Te,

Bach, played by Richard Piatt, sat
Kurrounded by his large and devoted

Notes and Lines:
There are so many plays touched with
a middle western accent, so often irremediably dull and literal, that it Is encouraging to come upon one with the

It Is

last year, there Is

,

For the benefit of the musical settlements about Boston, the commllte«" has
devised these brief and effectivelystaged episodes, for which Katherlne S.
Sweet wrote the scenario and Mrs.
William Arms Fisher chose the music
to be played and sung. Palestrina waa
impersonated by T. Francis Burke of

for his lackadaisical playing.

Mozart, in the person of Florence de
Napoli, played with his sister at the
glittering court of Maria Theresa, a
minuet from his'' "Don Giovanni," a
Bach choral, and a sonata by WagenThe setting was extremely effecsell.
tive and Miss Olga Frothingham and
iHarry Francis danced a minuet to Mozart's lightly playing spinet.
For Beethoven there was the episode
^pf his frleod's mild and astonished reIceptioii of one of the string quartets:
and a quartet made up of Emmanuel
Zung, Henry Filler, Boaz PlUer and
Walter Poole played the allegro from
the quartet, opus 18.
The Schubert of Richard Appel played
the accompaniments for his cantata
and his "Erlking," which was sung by
Dorothy Peterson, Joseph Lautner, and
Morris Brown. For Chopin, instead of
the salon that one expected, there was
a Chopin alone in his Parisian apartment, playing his A flat ballade, by
candlelight. Jesus Maria San Roma was
the Chopin.
The mosaics ended with the dance
of Berthe Braggiotti.
Each of them
1

'

'

i

j

was

well

grouped.

;

staged.
and
excellently
The music chosen was char-

always interesting and picturesque. A laudable enterprise and with the supervision of E. E.
Clive well produced.
There will be

acteristic, the episodes

performances both this afternoon and
evening.

B. G.

.

Mrs. Chatman andE. W. Bradley Present Program

|

"WILD BIRDS"

phrase a Cohanesque title); It's New
York, Boston, or perhaps Atlantic City
plays
ioi even Bridgeport, Ct., where
It Is quite within
iare first produced.
the mark to say that over oO per cent,
of the plays now being presented here
,

three.

know her

a few paragraphs. Others will be published here from time to time.
" 'No, this Is not London' (to para-

1

Iglotti.
|

been Idealized Into something else, but
not by Shaw. Miss Arthur seemed to
give us this woman of a man's proportion, with a man's stout heart, yet with
the ideal of her woman's vision. I confess to liking her Saint Joan best of

Mr. Russell Metcalf has written to

]

was

I

The part was played
the character).
straight by Harold Scott. Sybil Thorndyke's Joan was not convincing to me.
She wholly lacked the voice and something of the authority of Julia Arthur.
Joan was of the people; of the farm and
She has
could wear a man's armor.

The Herald a long and Interesting letter from London about theatrical events
We make room today for
In that city.

j

lieu

Charlie,' as we saw In New York and
Boston (a wholly wrong conception of

•

of the composers from
Richard Strauss, who in
anecdotage or setting
domestic
of
represented by Salome's dance of
seven veils and Miss Berthe Braf-

the lives
I'alestrina to

in

So

becoming

ing aught else than the Lords of the
King's Court or the learned monks of
On the other hand,
the trial scene.
much Individual work was less satisfactory here. The Tent scene was less
well played, none of the actors seemed
to voice or visualize the characters In
But there
the best Shavian sense.
was no such caricature of Charles VII,

Symphony
an En-

(Boston

In

il

,

had had their brief day of success
modest parts, now looking but not voic-

hall at 4 o'clock there will be

'Real
Movement In Antique
Sculpture," essays on painting (there
la
one entitled "Walker, the Pre-

go

IB
i

In

I

ture."

may

at least, one

In

Last evening, in the Fine Art.'< I"'
a large and variously a«i""iiil>l.
company, assisted by Uaffa-'le Martin
and his 18th century orchestra, pr"s.nted an amusing and faithful lltt'.-s
series of "Musical Mosaics." incidents

give as well

theatrical.

man""
forced,

tif,

The play was far and away betand costumed. The minor
parts were much better done, all by

the

Lines and Expression In Greek Sculp-

things

Im

1"M1IS1CALM0SMCS"

seasoned actors. In fact, I noted the
presence of a lot of 'old-timers' who

"Musical Mosaics" will be given again
this afternoon and evening.

1

'

ter staged

Halle, Brahms, Rubinstein, Moasager.
iArnc, Johns, Quilter, Stickles.

tween

all

hired

Malslo

After all, these are minor
a play of a Klrance and
pulhliig Hciialtlveness, at llnioK an exotio
fragrance, a realism that Is neither
Mr.
nor Foftf-ned.
sordid,
blHlantly
Tothoroh has b lyric gift that Is rare In
Hunie
time
the
at
and
tlie dramatist,
play moves with direcliiess, a
hlM
paucity of exposition and h racy and
vigorous dliiloguo that i» never once

eye.
;

ballade,

Dwyer, tenor, assisted by
McGuinness, soprano, and
Florence
will
Jessie Fleming Vose, accompanist,
give a concert In Stelnert hall this
Arias by Mozart, Pergolesl,
evening.
Donizetti, Verdi, David; songs by Donaudy, Josten, Ecarlatte, Rlmsky-Korsakov, Staub, Jensen, Meyer-Helmund,

"

now we may

the
">

priiirle.

tlio

lblolJll^lles

Unquestionably the production
here of 'Saint Joan' as a whole Is betI am
ter than that given In America.
speaking especially of the appeal to the

George

Considering Grecian art, she believed

'

guess.

la

Implicitly that In the fifth century
B C
Greece, or at least Athens, "had
no
Inhabitants to speak of except diadembound athletes, poets like the Lateran

c

rel

iilon Ih stilted; tin
cIku.
to
IkiIjo, who nicloiiramatlcally decants
itlui fearful runaways from hU stone on

If kindly and discriminatmade; moreover, as a matter of
fact, we are In one form or another always using some standard or other with
which to base a Judgment or a best

brilliantly, often in the fury of his
Ichordal torrents, he grew too ponderous.
And yet again, in the Debussy, he
played these drifting impressions with
the limpid vagueness and ductility of
line that they demand, with a sheer
loveliness of tone and phrasing.
E. G.

i

labored

whoho
whoso

,

ingly

which he played with the' virility that so
fnw accord It, his octave passages were
clouded by his pedalling:,
In the Keltic sonata, which he played

It Is

hciivlly,

'

and persons that n
obvious Intent unc

>

not so odious

j

Miss Anstruther-Thompson's Idea of

list,

In

Willi

Ithe

reaches the concert stage today, that
although much of his program Included
iiuislo dulled by too frequent playing,
Mr. Mackey is to be commended for his
Inclusion of these. Tet he played the
Beethoven rather literally, with an overabundance of stentorian fortes.
But as the evening wore on he seemed
to play Immeasurably better, with more
nuance and imagination, with a lone
that mellowed so that from lis occasional brittleness in the earlier group it became rich and resonant in the MacDowell and the Debussy. An intelligent musician, he Is a pianist of good
technique, with an ear for the brief and
Tet at times,
eloquent melodic line.
in

produced

Bernard Shaw's 'Saint Joan' Is still
running here. Having seen the original
production in New York, and Julia
Arthur's Saint Joan In Boston, I wanted
to see what Sybil Thorndyke made of
the much, almost too much, pictured
and sculptured Maid of Orleans. And
really I can enjoy this best of all
Shaw's plays even to the third and
more production. Now, despite a certain much quoted line, comparisons are

47,

Liszt.

cipeciatly

all first

•

Uu-io are scenes

American modesty.

tic

"In the silence of the Individual
consciousness" where "not only music
has to exist If It Is to exist for us at
all, but likewise statues and pictures
and natural scenery, unless they are to
remain merely so many material objects, or rather so many groupings of
mechanical and chemical forces, without value or significance save to the
mind which perceives them." So M.
Vllley argued two years ago that the
perception of obstacles by the blind Is
nearly always
"improved by slight

New

for us that
as take In

24th
It is so seldom that either the
Beethoven sonata or JlacDowell's Kel-

we

two women's

by

Op.

advertised
'as
"WTille Cargo,'

Is

"Has this any particular significance?
Are we In our, perhaps, too much boasted American civilization really leading
here as certain of our people think we
are leading, or are soon to lead, the
world In most of the significant phases
of life? One should be careful In generalizing too much In such matters. It
Is, however, a matter of congratulation

Chopin; Sonata
Keltic, Op. 59, MacDowell; Reflets dans
leau. Debussy; La Catliedrale engloude
tie, Debussy; La fllle aux cheveux
pebussy; Bird Song. Palmgren;
lin,
Concert Etude in D flat, Liszt; Taranflat,

Rovue'

In

turne in F sharp. Op. 15, N'o. 2, Chopin;
iValse In Q flat. Op. Poath., Chopin:
Etude in E. Op. 10, No. 3, CHiopIn; Bal-

A

'Hlhtlbly

tion from the French, or wai adapted
from the Gorman, Augustin Daly-wlse.

which he played the following music:
Moment Musical, Op. 94, No. 6, Schubert; Impromptu, Op. 90, No. 4. Schuberwt; Sonata, Op. 78, Beethoven; Noc-

lade in

("which

out value pertaining to the stage camo
ver from England, or was u transla-

Stelnert Hall, last evening, Charles
Mackey, pianist, gave a concert at

museums and

Impeded

remarkable

pursues tiierii-^ ia:"
In Iheir flight o^
the swift i.,
throudliiK
Yet
trenchant measure* of

en-

America. And
Mr. Winthrop Ames, one of our most
arllstlc producers. Is here putting on
licggar on Horseback.' How differ(\
ent from the 'good old days' when almost everything of value or even with-

wore

III

dies

though

r

the

York';
Tarnish,' and so on through the

CHARLES MACKEY*

churches are told Uva manaer that fascinates even one that In matters of art
is a barbarian.
They found their perceptions quickened by humming melo-

noise,

Chariot's

played In

tiodjctlon that we n:i8t leave Mib»
fuel ana AUo« M«rn<ll (or » few dftya.

accomplished rider.
This knowledge of horses aided her In
her essay on Centaurs In connection
vith Greek horses and horsemen; yet
"this woman of the world with so
many obvious Irons In the Are, was In
reality th^t which, when we speak of
s.Tlnts (and she was, after all, a saint
of

and Misa Leu

that

gagement has been extended, and even

thl.s,

.fisi-ys

pleased the JudlclouH

flo

long analysis. The
there Is
esrt.iylst Ltiieves that originally thera
was uii Ktos "pulUc* the dolphin's tall
l-.>vn with •il tho might of hlo i;;iy
winged I.oJy." Thus did Miss Aiistruther-Thompson loosen the reins of
hor lancy, though In many of the ess iyn
she rides rociirely will, a curb bit
Ar.d HO engrosse.l are we by Ih-

j.rove

an

athlptio,

i

i

[

I

I

M. Louetta Chatman, soprano, and fi.
WiUlB Bradley, tenor, sang an ambitious
and In some respects unusual program,
Mrs. Chatlast night In Stelnert hall.
man, for Instance, began with two of
Rubinstein's settings of songs from the
Persian,

two

of the

j
1

i

"I Feel
All Beauof novelty

loveliest,

Thy Breath" and "My Heart
Some singers In search

ty."

!

might go farther and find worse than
whole set— If only first he could
find a poet who knows Rusplan to make
the

I

|

new

translations of the texts.
Mrs. Chatman also sang the air from
Massenet's "Le Cld": three "Spirituals,"
"By an' By", "My Lord, What a Morning", and "Walt Till 1 Put on My
from
air
great
Pllina'a
Crown";
"Mlgnon": "I'd Be a Butterfly", by
Bayly; and one of the Queen of the
Night's arias from the "Magic Flute".
So, at least, the program read.
Mr. Bradley sang two Handel airs,
"AVaft Her, Angels," and "^Vhe^ee^ Tou
Walk"; two Puccini excerpts, from

"Toaca" and "La Boheme"; a song by
Liza Lehmann, "Oh Moon of My Deand from Coleridge Taylor's
light";
Away, Beloved".
"On,
"Hiawatha",
Mrs. Chatman and Mr. Bradley also
sang a duet from "Alda".
They have good voices, both these
singers, voices of fine quality, generous
volume and long range. If they are
wise they will give thought to the qvies-

|

—
Ariur,

icaTe~ Air,

John
,1

.

r

i.i.p.

,

Tonasnry

!;:-i-.:m

.•

.Mi,
Is to be said of
In I.onDid hi> leaving his dingy xwm
llcurii;<
Lafcadio
by
tii.solnated
don
the
books ami hy a Chinese picture on
rowlns
was
wall, in which a Celestial
to fetch Mllllacrtoss a laUo, and rowlnK
l>i'"s«I(
Ban go to China, having seen
picture? Did
with the (-hlnaman In the
Sepulture
Mllllgan's
the picture after
Tliero
show htm with the Chinaman?

What

nnd

.nty

regls-

fow veiy htRh notes whti->h,
havp little but their helsrht to
them.

'.1

i

j
I

b* hoped that Mra. ChatBradley will five thought
Mg a stronsrer feelliiK fori
a they showed evldencft of

to

.

^'r.

|

'

i/>.-

»

^

.

muBto

toth

lasa
alnirers no

afwas only the Chinaman In the boateKin
died at I
tc^ MUUgan, prosperous,

\

was hishly exaotlnK;
sfcere In Ita demands

Thoir, prograjn
in

doubt would appear to

'

1

Rash l8 the man "that recommends
found
novel to a friend, yet If Jones
The Haunted Cesspool" vastly enter-

have neither eyes nor

he to be blamed for wishing
enjoyment.
his
share
to
^ou
haven't read It?
A\Tiat!
Robinson buys the bookorter.' "
reasonable
at
a
sold
novels are no longer
^^o"^"^,
trash,
It
price-thinks
coldly.
Jones-s taste, and greets him
subject for

answer

read

It

——

Theban Mountains that have

story

m

m

m

night stand.

The French have

J

disappearThere is the extraordinary
with the
ance of Mr. Gerald Plkestaffe
Plkestaffe. whose measlittle boy. Mr.
to,

,

him UP
urements and calculations led
it so lh«^t he
the mirror and through
and Miss
was last seen by Col. Lyle prodigious
Speke floating happily in
and softly lighted space.
There are Messrs. Malahlde

who on

country,

saw queer

something
their

lodgings

were

suffocated

a

We

bility."

IMd Miss Trench, the governess, turn
Into Xehpile the dancing girl. In Sir
Mark's hall, because they had dug up
an ancient Roman burial place in the
park at Carsholt and found Nephile's
dancing sandals, jewels and a flute?
There is the story of "S. O. S.," with
onf of those witnessing a singular ocThere Is the
currence being a dog.
artist in love with a woman he never
iaw. He could not portray her in spite
of all hl.s endeavors, but went to meet
r-'li-fi.
"Alone ot men the
h'"
a:'
\-

part

the

of

Millie

I

\

CAST
,

Davis,

'

country?

e

Miss

Florence

the Joint Performers
^^tntr ^afdXe^^r'McGSs!
?op^ano.TvV%,;Tr^r^^^^^^^^^^

lmo£
^.;^."Su1nr tanrPofgi
L%ozze dl Figaro) Mozart. Nlna.J^er_

In the lonely night.

Good lads and true lades,
Never can they hold
Love like that which weeps
Straylus from th« fold.

18, Plym"^^^ith^"Oh,

Mav

for the feet nor
i

there, nor guide.
voice sounding, nor touch of

human

hand.
,.
_
light,
Nor face with blooming flesh, nor
nor eyes are in. that land.
,

18,

it

and

Copley—"Great Cathe-

John Willard.

.

not O soul,
thou, all is a blank before us.
region,
All waits undream'd of in that
that inaccessible land.

know

Cromwell

and "The Shewing up of
BerBlanco Posnet," by George
nard Shaw.
May 18. St. James—"The Cat and
drama by
liic Canary," mystery

Mav
|

j

Treniont Temple— "CharAunt," return engagement

18,

lie's

Nor dost

John

rine "

to follow?

No map
Nor

May

unknown
.

is

Mama,"

of
adapted from the French
LackLouis Verneuil by Wilton
with
aye, starring Alice Brady
Kenneth MacKenna, Edwin Niothers.

ground

him

COMING PLAYS

cander,

any path

for

GORDON SEAGKOVE.

CWalt \Vhitman)

region,
•n-here neither

lad, the wild lad

never would do right,
Heedin,!? not her pleading cry

DAREST THOU NOW O SOUL
[Barest thou now O soul.
Walk out with me toward the

dear lad,

Who

I

I

S°^e^ssage°r;'The:LassJ.ith the Del

lad. a

The mad

STILL ROOM

vltzky?

[centric

McGmness

IS

kind

Alwavs home to sleep
But who is It that fills her dreams
Bui the straying sheep?

whose "Dramatic
Mr C E. Montague, reprinted
says of
Values" has Just heen
course the} ac
the Irish Players: "Of
as
play
each
of
cept the intended mood
s, but like
musicians accept a composer that mood
good musicians, they still see temperathrough a mood of their own:
ment is at play upon temperament
KousseCould not this be said of Sir.

has

and

A

.

>
Fred Hlllebrand and
converting a coW
Gibson succeeded in
enthus^
"
,and somnolent audience >"tof
one with their ec
lastlc and applausive
and^paUer^^
dancing, singing

Tenor,

r'^-.t-

gentle morning kiss

her mild good-by.

And

Dr'nkal
"National Foods," by Earl J.
well
as Mr. Walter J. Clemson
vocation
la,^, has missed his obvious
Hill
Harold
Mr.
On the other hand.
Blossom is a landscape architect.

noticeable

George^Dmer,

To take her

who

Jts

m

book was a collection
he had written home to

of Fame
The bulletin board of an HallThe Ostereports two new candidates.
an article
opathic Magazine contains

and as s^'ch
at the rise or
action a vigorous start

dow^

BLACK SHEEP
good son, a true son,
To ploase a mother's eye.

A

f

son, the butler,

-Shaken

•

-

first

THERE

Bevtr'..v

in

the sale of •'U R. I. Red
male hens." We are glad to sec that
speaking and thlnkwriting,
genteel"
ing are not wholly extinct.

.idvertises

Capt.
How many who have enjoyed
and books
Mayne Reid s novels for men
^•"•o'*
for boys know that he
published in
book on conquest that was
this

called on to work.
msslCassl
Sascha Beaumont, ^8 Tvonne
added a BPrlghtly
dy, "the show girl."
sang acelement to the comedy and
remembered
cepTably. She Is pleasantly dancing in
expert
?n Boston for her
new role
"Moonlight," although her
opportunWes
does nof give her ^lany
J"*^""^^,
display her skill.
to
appears a^ J"ddancer and comedian,
gives the

siijce

I Is

of letters that
his mother.

The
Donald Meek In
Aunt Kate
impersonated
Potters!^'
ex
stock
her
"from Brattleboro." and
She
stead
perience stood her In good
the
to
Appeared in admirable contrastshe was
frivolous persons with whom

company

The newspaper published

Master-

pany

oppcslte

considerably

late, is proverbial.

Rattler " "Black Ivory.
Trader'
man R^ad,-'' "The Sandalwood
Ar« allan
and Mayne Reid's stories.
f ? It
todaj
boys
tyne's books read by
England they are st.l
is said that in
Bal
among the Juvenile "best sellers.
as a lad in
lantyne went to Canada
Bay Comthe employ of the Hudson
tin

all. Miss Griffith
style
good looks, an assured
and a sweet if not a heavy voice
hee^-.P/^y
Eleanor Gordon, who has

Blue"

be

Robert
as we know.
April 24 1825^
Ballantyne was born on
seventies -were
and
Boys in the sixties
between the_autho
at a loss to choose
Mar
•Ungava." "The Coral Inland
far

of

girl,

'^^he^'-Baby

tried on Mr. Herkimer Johnson,
whose temperance, except In the matter
buttered toast and sweet chocohot
of

unnoticed^
One centenary Pa^^ed here
^Hchael

so

tributed

I

cold, raw turnips, carrots, onions,
nuts, raisins, with fruits in their season; or better yet, let the experiment

of

A BOY^ FRIEND

be a heroine at

:ng

a

ith

represented

I

and the heroine of tne
said to
piece insofar as there can be
con-

runaway

camp was

j

[nearly 200 years later.

hit

took

talking in London "Diet and Efficiency." said that we
destuff because we eat "cooked and
vitalized foods in a vain and stupid endead
of
out
vitality
get
deavor to
things." We should eat the things that
nature intended us to eat: dairy produce, uncooked fruits, salads and other
A
foods not deprived of vitality.
healthv person needs only six hours
bed*
friend;
best
our
is
Cold
sleep
rooms, baths and food, for the most
The function of
part, should be cold.
a doctor should be to teach the avoidance of suffering, not to enable society
to sin without suffering.
•Recently women wore tight, high
but fortunately fashion now
collars,
dictated that their necks should be
since that fashion has been
and
hare,
better
in vogue women had been much
tempered and much better looking than
He said nothing
they used to be."
about short skirts.
Suppose we try tliis summer a diet

the Union
huge Union Jack, although
existence until
Jack did not come into

Ing.

by

gigantic arm seizing the
moon just off the full and tossing It
sight below
like a tennis ball, out of
see the moon
the rim of the sea.
come back, and the dead wife fresh
from the sea bath smiling, unfrightened,
saying: "He has missed, dear! But why
bother?"
^,
^„ ^
When the girl at the table d bote
accidentally sent an olive flying toward
the Englishman and he picked It up,
did he and she at night go back centuries in the grove and then find themselves in Bussana, the earthquake village?
^.
,
O'Malley watched curiously the conMcAltinual performance of nature.
that
lister found in his world dream
fir-cones,
picking
Val.
"It Is all right."
looked on death, or on what he thought
was death, and his companion saw
that "death, where love is, meant only
the transition into this 'other' state
where separation was not even a possithony,

English

a.
Eleanor Griffith, who »"ade
waltz,^
here last year In "The Last
the

and

^'air^Petershln nursed a private terror;
express would
that "one day the night
would be
catch him when his foot
What haprails.
jammed between the
the
pened to him and Mr. John Snide,
education
bookselling married man of
and authority?
We see with the widower Mr. An-

i'BABY BLUE'

TOO MUCH CODDLING
Dr Leonard Williams,

WOMANIShT NOT VIRILE

and

cast
'
Four new faces appeared In the
Theatre
"Baby Blue" at the Wilbur
t-f
Improvement
last night, with a decided
revue resultin the performance of the

their outing in the
signposts, and smelt
burning, and returning to

Forden,

tales of terror

a noisy Othello.
"Thus do these simple children of
nature joke in a first-class manner,"

known

has been
Bernard Shaw's "St. Joan"Production
performed at Cologne. The
an unqualified sue
it is said, was not
^^"'"^^
cess, ••mainly owing to
Instead of ^he
presentation of St. Joan.
The
Sha^^
by
depicted
visionary
virile

wonder, written with a fine fancy. Witness Maupassant's "Horla"; some of
the "Contes Fantastiques" of ErckMarcel
by
tales
mann-Chartrion;
.Schwob in "Coeur Double" and Le Roi
au Masque d'Or."
Mr. Blackwood writes from what he
himself has seen, heard and known.
Thus, in this peculiar field of literature,
he stands solitary, unparalleled.

\

!

1

his Invitation.

be read before going upstairs to bed,
•nen though an electric light is on the

,

,

^hemse ves libeaving a host provided
cigars, but not at
erally with his best

to

I

have

,

i

truly
others are not so sensitive
s
And is Mrs. Wharton
"because it Is not
the Moon" tiresome
men "W-ho

We

.

at t!:
Earl Buxton made a speech
o
annual banquet of the '"'tituteIshed
Patentees In London. He said he
in
had
he
inventions
to work out two
One was a teapot with such a
mind
not
would
spout and such a lid that it
over at the
dribble at the one and slop
table and
on
the
about
•'mess
and
other
The present umspoil one s napkins."
the
which
at
points
many
brella has too
water runs off. This is good for the
you
accompanying
holder but a friend
win get wet. An umbrella should have
thought
only one conduit. Lord Askwlth
idea to heat a rod
It would be a good
would
water
the
that
so
electricity
with
go up in the air again, while Prof.
umbrella
the
that
Lowe suggested
should be turned inside out, with the
handle made hollow, so as to allow the
rain to run down.
and
A merrv meeting of aristocrats
reminds one of
It
deep thinkers.
Reuben
on
comment
s
Ward
Artemus
PettingiU's remark, that it was better
in
to live in his peaceful hamlet than

A

truer

for

^ J ,» „,
last (O joy; O fruit of
to fulfil O soul.

TO BE INVENTED

depends largely on
"literature
pronounce
whether you
"chure."
with a final "fewer" or
to have drawn
Is It not something
character that Is
with Flemish detail a
this country
now accepted as a tj-pe in
and in England? One d««"'^"
of an
speaks ^^f*"^^
as "a Babbitt." as one
Quixote^
Idmrrablo Crltchton, a Don we read
if
that
Yet Mrs. Deland says
hold our noses^
fhe novel "we have to
Fernaps
surprising saying.

:

them

all!)

Judgntent

This

them on two occasions, for he lost his
oom and never found it; he was one of
those who watched the invisible but paloable being, horrible in life and in
There are pages that raise
death.
?ooseflesh in novels by Sheridan Le
I'anu. Nor is the dream in "Armadale"

Company-

the
that gives the title to
the collecvolume. Is the weakest
symbolical,
allegorical,
It is too
tion
Blackwood s fastoo obvious, and Mr.
^d^*"'
his mysticism.
cination Is
his
occultism,
^^nf "'"f„,f
tures
the fourth
seeing strange sights in
time and.
dimension, his disregards of
and slangosslpers
two
The
snace
discolored
derers whose tongues make
do not
s
patches on their handkerchie
There
move us to plty or condemnation
moral
is a Sunday school
f^^^^^^l'
Black
Mr.
of
thmk
and one does not
mas
wood as a preacher, even as one
It is in
Querading for pulpit service
Incom-;
finds
one
that
the other stories
parable Blackwood.
the

them,
Equal, equlpt at

literature."

ed and the Haunters," are not so dls-|
turbing as the fancies woven by Mr.l
31ackwood from visions and psychic
And so to some Foe's
revelations.
than
more unearthly
is
"Shadow"
•Llgea," "Berenice" or even "The Pall
and
Hoffmann
Usher."
of
of the House
Hawthorne were wanderers in the land
move
of darkness, where strange beings
Fitz-James O'Brien Joined
will.
it

|

by
TTe have no hesitation, although
expressing
nature our soul is timid, in
our Joy in welcoming a book hv AlSf^'
that the
non Blackwood. It .s '^ue
-pubstory In "Tongues of Fire

by E. P. Dutton and

Then we burst forth, we
soul, prepared
In Time and Space O

-Babbitt" Is
Modern Literature that
certainly Is not
"not a novel at all, and

is

ua.

float,

reported to
Mrs. Margaret Deland Is
Institute of
have said at the Bowdoln

down

not Mr. Blackwood's intention,
to
like the, Fat Boy's In "Pickwick,"
make your flesh creep. Tales that are
suthe
and
terror
of
tales
dellberatelv
pernatural, like Bulwer'8 "The^ HauntIt

I

lished

any bounds bounding

Miss McGulness has coloratura soprano leanings, a coloratura that Is
already firm and of agreeable tone.

and watch the sunrise."

conversation, whether the
the affirmative or negawould be so ruda as to an-

in a
swer Mrs. GoUghily by saying t and
contemptuous tone, "Xo. I haven
courThe
don't intend to read H"?
himself to a
teous visitor as he helps
smiles
second piece of buttered toast
so Uttlr
have
•No my dear Madam. I
this summer.
I hope to read It
time
BucoUC?
^iTve you read •Colic and
Idyl.
They say It's a charming

first

slid

the ties loosen,

when

Space.
but tho ties eternal, Time and
nor
Nor darkness, gravitation, sense,

All

antics^

Into the plain, then stopped for a ftw,
more centuries to stare across the Nile

•

'"'""l-hes a

In

Is

Who

tive

j-ou

nor nose;
message, in-

lips

their features, as their
Vet they tell this nameless
scrutable.
thins plainly because they have no
words. Out of the green fields of milportions of thei
let they stand like

Tou

on every hand.

Till

In tho

Mr. Uwyer's share

Momnon terrors, which reveal, yet)
They
hide, far better than the Sphinx.

RoblnAon

H heard

mrd

Stickles.

those

taining^. Is

The question. "Have

jlmUant

.

concert was
He uses his voice
There are u few remarkable sketches, the principal one.
In an ocexcept
strain,
well,
without
extraordlnarj
as "The Spell of Egypt,"
fantastlca casional dramatic passage; his tones,
for Its simple eloquence, Its
even in the upper register, are clear
meditation.
and restrained. His legato Is firm and
"The spell Is laid upon you once you smooth; he Indulges in no loose tenor
have looked Into the battered visages ofl

',

R. R. O.

Letter advantaKe.

l?rtllloi>

r

(from I'earl of Brazil), DavM.
Mr. Dwyer sang the following: O Del
Mlo Amato lien, Donaudy: Guarda, Che
Blanca Luna. Josten; Gla 11 Sole dal
Qange, Scarlatti; Almant la Rose, Rim-'
Dellcleuse.v
L'Heure
aky-ICorsakow;
Staub: L.ohn' Delne Wang, JensenV'
MeyerMargaretha,
Deln Gedenk' Ich,
Im Zltternden Mondlicht,
HelmuiMl;
Halle; Sapphlsche Ode, Brahms; Der
Asra, Hubensteln; Where Blooms the
Rose. Clayton Johns; So Sweete Is Shee,
Old English; Adoration, Josten; Weep
You No More, Qullter; Expectancy,

twi.

death by wainlmjs "o'
]

i.

.

was

Df photoplay.

j

.lu

li

Wftycr

I'lider 1

mul

r

111

Ml'

s," publis'.ied

i

.U-un^u.n

by

1

...m

ilWs "A

,

Brofm £

1-lttle.

Co.,

.Soini-

comparable"

»mbitious young, elaborate
ot the uctor, advice to the
decndos, he will look
different
in
conditions
theatrical
between'
oomparisons
agreeable reministhe
entertah»ed by
in vain; but he will be constantly
stories
of his owi advenanecdotes,
of
host
cences of Sir Johnston, by a

It

painters,
good sayings of others, complimentary remarks about
acquaintance
wi>lo
n
.1
Johnston
Sir
literary men and fellow artists, for
off the stage as well as on it.

and

1-

...

him a
two or three of our pi<rty, when came from
talking. Said I
were
who
others
the
by
unnoticed
sigh,
ending
long hearti
envy this man his possessions
to mvself, 'Here are you almost about, to
the awful price for them that
pay
could,
you
if
and power! Would you,
sigh,
gwan proclaims? No." It is many years since I heard that pitiful
it conlesson
nor
the
it
of
ring
haunting
I have never forgotten tlie

remf ed from

and Samuel Phelps; but he

his praise is

>Vhistler

.

was Mr. Morgan

gestion?
amiability, though he
Only once does Sir Johnston lo.se his prevailing
Hohenzollern had been
William
temper.
quick
a
nature
by
Mys he had
played in Berlin. He
cordial towards him when Sir Johnston's company
Campbell
a necklace and
Mrs.
gave
drama,
the
poke intelligently about

without a "but."

—the

list is

a very long one.

...

shred of
to be a poor, degraded wretch, with not a
and infamy, and directly responsible for ten times
suffered under
more blcfdshed than any aggressor mankind has ever
through all history."

—

honor, steep<4 in lies

SUM*.

foreigners
There are Americans still anxious to know what visiting
as Mary Anderson's
here
came
first
Johnston
Sir
"Amurrica."
about
Bay
was well enleading man. The sunlight was a "delightful surprise." He

"CANDIDA" PUYED

it
Gen. Sherman invited him to supper, gripping his arm as if
time,
were in a vise. At Denver he could not get anything to eat for some
There was no drama
as there was a rat hunt in the hotel dining room.
tastes, although he built a
polygamous
Young's
Brigham
with
in harmony
with
theatre. In the Sacramento valley there were strayrberries

tertained.

BY THEATRE GUILDii

met John Hay and Henry Adams.
and

just built themselves houses next each other

!

j

,

1

1

—

1

In the Franco-Prussian M-ar, "England was, heaven only knows why, mainly
pro-German." Sir Johnston tells of filthy and cruel outrages then perpetrated by Ge'rman invaders of Normandy. He describes the arrogance of
Prussian officers, their insolent behavior even at a rehearsal held by liis
company. Eulogizing Charles Frohman, he speaks of the Lusitania. sunk
by "the' unimaginative and dastardly Hun"; of Henry James whose voice!
shook with "indignant rage at the arch-plotters against the peace of the

I

|

I

all

the actresses he has seen. Sir Johnston puts Ainie? r>esclee
in

modern domestic tragedy and comedy has

to

my

—

equalled. Desclee was the supreme and absolute mistress
Everything was
of her art. She knew so well what to leave out.
incomparably simple, and it all looked as if it were so easy to do. Never
did she descend to mere theatrical effects. She had no tricks and no mannerisms, was a realist, but with a complete sense of beauty in inovement
and gesture, and had great distinction." The one that in "Frou-Frou"
came nearest to Desclee in after years was Modjeska, to whom he several

mind never been

.

.

.

j

deed, of theatrical artifice may sometimes lead to a feeling of genuineness
not always In evidence on the stage.
So It was yesterday. The aotors, one

times pays homage.

"Sarah Bernhardt was a brilliant player, full of the tricks of her
trade, and fairly versatile, but in my humble opinion eminently theatrical.
Her voice was melodious, but very monotonous, and she was given to
screeching when in a passion. Often the effects were got illegitimately, and
at any cost. In short, as it seemed to me, she did not take a very high
ideal of her art, a quality whicli was always patent in Aiir.eii De.sclee,
Ristori, Ellen Terry, Modjeska, Rejane, Eleonora Duse, and Mrs. Kendal.
These women stuck to nature. But then, I am given to understand that
an adherence to nature in any art is nowadays quite out of date, so perhaps Mnie. Bernhardt was only anticipating this advanced 'movement.' "

j

1

(

to the delightful account of Sir Johnston's school
days in England and his Christmas holidays spent with a priest in Normandy. Sir Johnston's love for France was in a way inherited, as was
his dislike of the Germans, which is plainly revealed in the course of the
book. His father was indignant at the grabbing of Schleswig-Holstein.

"Her acting

We are Indebted to Mr. Philip S.
Me.,
Bolton for a copy of the Old Town.
Mary Bands Enterprise, containing a masterly ediMiss Proserpine Garnet
Rev. James Mavor Morell
rew paraH. Russell Burbank torial column. We quote a
Charles 8. Buck
Rev. Alexander Mill
graphs:
Mr. Burgess
B. Irving Locke
Kllzabeth Curtis
Candida
"The Federal consideration which
Eugene Marchbanks Read Hamilton Wight
stateman of EngBy their wise choice of a play the Gladstone, the wisest
to as
Guild did the town a service. Plays, land in the Victorian age, refered
however successful when first pro- the greatest work ever strucK oft at a
duced, later have only one of two
brain and purpose
They can be- given time by the
courses open to them.
be the prize and the
come forgotten, the most likely event, of one man, should
clt:zen.
or they may little by little make their pride of every Intelligent
world
"We find the best winds in the
way upwards till at last they take rank
growing
are confined that the world is
'as "classics."
It Is. It
perhaps
think
Stock companies will now and then better and we
plain each
perform these pieces, or some player of It l8 not our line of duty Is
this
note may take a fancy to a role he lone of us haa our responslblUty
thinks will suit him. But to approach lllne.
with simplicity a play once hoisted
"The earthquftker played a return enabove Itself, or a role of which famous jgagement In Massachusetts last week
actors already have made much It land In come sectlona shook thing up a
must be, If we may Judge from the little. It Is nice to live In a section
average revival, at the least of It, diffi- or Etate where the liability along this
Only the repertory system can line of work is reduced to a minimum..
cult.
keep a play In Its place.
Motto Corae to Maine and make your
So yesterday It was good to see home where health, peace and happi"Candida," already on Its way to ness resigns.
artificial elevation, serving as merely a,
"You would be purprlsed at the numvery good play for some Intelligent peoof people that are starting Into the
A remarkably entertaining ber
ple to act.
poultry business In a small way. The^<play, too, It proved Itself, with no
numbers every year. A few like
"stars" on hand to drag a role or two jare In
George Annls of Mllford Is raising them
Into undue prominence, to the detriment
The dlreotor, Mr. John- by the thousands."
of the who.e.
son, has a manifest respect for Shaw's
proportion.
sense of
A FULL NEEDLE CASE
So he made his piay march well. The
the "World Wags:
As
most Intelligent amateurs, there la no
May I propose Mr. Joseph Needle,
denying, lack the sure theatrical touch
at the command of the stupidest of
tailor, for the Hall of Fame, and nomiBut, If the amaprofessional actors.
nate for the waiting list the, following,
teurs are genuinely Intelligent, they
whose surname Is Needleman two
sometimes show an Insight Into charcalled Abraham, two called Samuel,
acter beyond the powers of mediocre
Isaac and Joseph, all tailors, and Joseph,
professionals, though they may lack
Later I may desire
raincoat maker?
the technical ability to express fully
to propose Morris Nadel, tailor, and
what they find. Their very want. In-

1

1

One turns with pleasure

Of

2 /-

.

But the pages about the tours in America are comparatively very few
and not among the most interesting, though they are agreeable reading.

•first.

R- R- O.

thanks.

cast:

in the delight

world."

P. H.
gave a distinct picture oi tne man k
natdre. Mr. Bluck suggested neatly the
curate's minute of exhilaration.
An unusually good play which we
cannot often see was given a good performance. The Theatre Guild deserves

Yesterday afternoon and evening the
Theatre Guild of Boston played George
Bernard Shaw's "Candida" In the Fine
Arts Theatre, under the direction of
This was the
Krnest Law Johnson.

beautiful

new toys."
of their new^ homes they were like a couple of children with
and they
1885-1886
of
tour
that
on
Boston
in
made
I
friends
"Many
Mr.
have remained my friends to this day. Conspicuous amongst them was
Henry L. Higginson." There is a page about Frank Millett. On a later
Club, also St.
visit Sir Johnston enjoyed the cooking at the Knickerbocker
Gaudens's statue of Gen. Sherman. Theodore Roosevelt in Washington
gripped his hand into a pulp. In 190.3: "Chicago itself cannot, with the
wildest stretch of imagination, be called a beautiful city, but it will become one, and at no great distance of time." In 1885 the approach from
the sea to New York was not so imposing and magical as it is now. "There
was, I think, only one sky-scraper, known as the Flatiron building; and
it had no architectural merit."

was greatly improssied by
generous in praise of other actors,

is

of delivery.' The difficulty, of course, was not to sing the
I found the exercise of great help, especially in long suswords.
tained passages, and carried on the practice for many years."
Sir Johnston is mistaken in his statement that after Gilbert and
after "The Gondoliers" had been produced
Sullivan quarreled it
they parted "never to write in conjunction again." They were reconciled
and wrote "Utopia Ltd."
The book contains seventeen illustrations and there is an index of

"Time proved him

"They had

•

from monotony

Eir Johnston a scarf pin.

In Washington Sir Johnston

m.

i..

There must be room for a technical niaiiui. (iie ehanu of Sir Johnhistoton's voice and diction has long won praise. Doctor Brewer, the
voice. He struck a low note
rian, told him of an exercise for the speaking
on the piano and said: "Now speak a line of six or seven words on that
For instance, let's try the words
note; don't sing them; speak them.
'Angels and ministers of grace, defend us.'
"This I did, and then he took me from note to note as high as it was
possible for me to speak on the 'note he struck. Said he: "You must prac-j
notes, that
tise to extend your speaking register just as a singer does his
you may get flexibility and variety of tone and thereby free your voice

'

i.
Who would exchange this anecdote for ten pages about Hamlet s charis this: AVhat in the world
acter? The question that will haunt the reader
indisighing about? Was it iverely the expression of

breakfast.

-Wi...

Force of circumstances turned him from pursuing his love and talent
lor painting. "Though 1 had a great love of the theatre, it was no wish
of mine to become an actor, but I was the eldest of a large family, and it
was time for me to get out nf the nest and make my own living." An earl>
engagement brought him in contact with two "wonderful" people, Charlef
Reade and Ellen Terry- H^' associated gladly with painters, literary men.
men of distinction in all walks of life, at home and on the continent, it)
cities and in the country, where he saw, reflected and remembered for the
benefit of his present readers. It would be a. pleasure to quote freely from
his descriptions of famous men and women whom he knew, .Swinburne.
Bossetti, Irving, Samuel Butkr, Reade, Gilbert, Millais, Marie Bancroft,

the character of Hamlet,
Sir Johnston does not attempt to analyze
Library. "I noticeo
Morgan
but he tells of meeting J. P. Morgan in the
He
accent.
American
of
trace
slightest
that he spoke with not the
the moment he was a
tank int^ a chair before the great log tire, and for

i

ill

..luiii

111,.

:.i

actre.ss. "this

needless to say that Sir Johnston

is

Sftlvini

tures,

Teyed."

.-.iipM^M.I

,

supremely gifted woman whose acting ha.
often inspired me." And again: "Neither in this country nor in any otl
wa.H there her equal in the part.-i she played. Except one, and she was th
great French woman, Aimee Desclee."

pape nftev

page about the art

little

.iM-

I't

——

"

;

had singularly clear and Just
conceptions of the people they were

and
•

all,

Mr. 'Wlght_ hit to the life
portraying.
the look and bearing of the poet; he
made plain the workings of his curious
Discerningly Miss Curtis saw
mind.
through Candida; she played with Bimplicity and charm. Miss Sands was very'
funny as thj able Prossy, also true to
type.
As the outrageous Mr. Burgess, Mr.
I>ocke fell not far behind her. Mr. Burbank, though stressing over-heavUy
Morell'a ministerial side, on the whole

Max Nadelman,

tailor.

LANSING

R.

ROBINSON.

World Wags:

iAs the

Replying to the

and E. T.

S.

letters

of

which appeared

W. Box
in

your

to go on record as saj-estimation,
Ing that etiquette, In
subject.
In fact, I
Important
an
i's
present husband because of
chose
his extensive knowledge of the sub-

column,

I

wish

my

my

ject.

AATiUe I was In 'college I took an advanced course In etiquette. X consider
myself an authority on the subject,

receiving the degree of Vs. D. (Dainty
dumb Dora.).
Being young and beautiful (also having money and a Rolls-Royce, the i" h

not

—

— ——
)

I

•

yesterday afternoon, under tho
of Thoinp.'on Stone.
William

liMll

rilviM-tlon

l.iuibank

out,
the privilege.

The program was aa follows: Chorale
"Now I.,et Every Tongue Adore
tlireo numbers
by the Temple choirs, Henry Gideon,
conductor, nnd H. R. Austin, organist;
"Praise to the I.,lvtngr Qod," Ensemble
choir,
Augustus D. Zanzig, leader;
"Kyrle Elclson," Ensemble choir; two
numbers by the choir of St, Cecilia's
Roman Catholio Church, John O'Shea,
organist and director; "Evbning Song,"
Ensemble choir; "Ilosanna to the Eon
of David," Ensemble choir; two numbers by the male choir of King's Chapel,
Raytnond Robinson, conductor; "The
Heavens Are Telling," Ensemble oholr.

much In loi-e with cn«
men and tried lilm out

ry

ways.
1^?

I

was delighted

to see

of

In
«<\^rth

pons

Iniluctins'

Thee," Knsenibla choir;

course,

of

I,

hllti iiso

spoon; but. alas and alack, when
another tlma peas were served without
Ot
cream, he still used his spoon!
his

the end.
my present husband,
also my father's present office boy, and
after testlngr him out thoroughly found
him perfect; In fact, he pays so much
attention to etiquette that he pays no
attention to the bills, and has no time
to talk, which, after all. Is what ona
most deslr&s In a husband. Is It notT
I suspect that W. Rox. Is a couijt^^ii-nian, and eren surmise that W. Roii.
means the wllds of AVest Roxbury.
K. T. S. Is a person after my own
heart, aa he Eats Thingrs Sclentlflcally.
course, this

At

last

\v;ts

met

I

am

Bv PHILIP

durance vile at last,
Just as the village parson prophesied.
It wka mdead old stutt to salt a mln*

Ami crude

to

foreclose

on

widow

s

fhloc
Uiiolp

Shelby

.Mrs.

Jane

me.

Tons.!r.yk Sf.

Clare

o'er.

.

a month.

Collins

erguson

Puncan
Puncan
Hoetor

I
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ENGLISH AS SHE

IS

As the World Wags:
In your- column of May

What they say sounds to
ly correct?
me more like "ni-yun," with a long "I.
'

have supposed this peculiar pronunciawas adopted to distinguish "nlne'1
from "five."
M. S. O.

I

tion

As the World Wags:
Here Is a list of questions which were
asked at the desk of the Bostor
Athe.iaeum In the course of a recen
week:

Monday
does an asterisk in 'Who's Wlic

America mean?
Mariage de Figaro, Beaumarchals, Ir
English? (By telephone.)
How do you spell "Athenaeum"? (By

in

telephone.)
>s'apoleon I

a Bonaparte?

Wednesday
Where was Benjamin Pierce of Salem
who died In the revolutionary War,
burled? (By telephone.)
Are Athenaeum shares

stock?

(By]

telephone.

What month

Is

the most lucky to be

married in?

Thursday —

Green
T.
(By mail.)
Is Gen. Dearborn's house In Roxbui y
still standing; "it's history"? (By mail.)
In what order should honorary degrees

Kneeland

and

printers In Boston In 1728?

be given after the recipient's name?

(By telephone.)

—

•'
Friday
Are Rev. Lyman Beecher's Sermon.T
Athenaelim?
tBy
(2) on Popery In the

mall.)

Saturday

Does the Boston Athenaeum own Sir
R. S. Ball s Atlas of Astronomy?
Has the Boston Athenaeum any lt\lc
remover? ("You know the two bottlfi
kind"?)

Can

all

your readers qualify aa Ubrary
C.

asslsta.nts?

CHOIRS OF 3 FAITHS
UNITE IN CONCERT
225

Make up Ensemble
Symphony Hall

Singers

The Ensemble

choir,

composed

at

of 225

representative of synagogue,
cathedral and church, gave a concert
t.iifore a large audience In Symphony
voices,

!

crtheiess delivering the melodramatical-[
ly stately lines and singing manfuUy.i

and Mr.

Si.

apparent simplicity makes
Rosetta
the more fascinating.
it
all
was In high spirits, romping, saucy,
Incorrigible.
It was as if she suddenly
thought of her surprising tricks of
action and her astonishingly Impudent
Vivian was the good little
replies.
lOva, but with a keen sense of humor.
And they sang together tunefully and
effectively artless ditties that now appealed to the ear and the heart and

frank in stating objections
be raised by those who honIs

As

ADD "COMMERCIAL CANDOR"
As

frankness of a leading hotel In
Boston in announcing on Its current
supper biil-of-fare "(iunjibo Passe" Is

worthy of

something

to

learn.

EUJaii Viul'mby
Air>. (Juaubj

^luu

~.

.\iuivora>
I'ullip
ionk;i'
Jiay i-ui^s

Jesnamlne .>B«tuiiiu>
>-im
^K.«t!ieriii« SiKUuwt
\wioi
Kii'liard

Luu Mux
Jun Cargun

ii

J 110

"We cannot demand that
well says:
the medium bo a moron, as a prereciuiShe
slte to our taking her seriously."

run the risk of being misunderstood,
mocked, vilified.
tells

the story of her ftwak-

,

Cumy
I

ran-

•

luuaj
Joseph ilclutnai
Cohan lavorite of a
\itior

vJwnir ol Brildpate

The well known

lonely,
haunted house, Uihe advenc)wor-jiuimmingo,
luretses,
gunmen,
shots and slirioKs, :iil turnbung. upo.i
one aiiomei s ticeis iu ja^i-y siacaitu
1 hytnni,
once more kept an audieiici
rocking last nigiii witli its "wise-crack-

ing" witticisniii ana uai.K meiuaiamatic

hokum." Mr. Ciive s players swung
into the stereotyped pans with a holiday zest, and apparently had as good a
time as everyone else, whiia iUr. Clivc
lumself,
iho grotescjue, grimacing
"

hermit, rambled hither and yon like an
Inebriated satyr, filling the role with a

•

gusto which

From

won much

favor.

hon ling of the backstage
wind machine at the rising of the curtain to the closing line which flippantly
the

assured

I'

I

I

the

laughing

audience

thai

what the public wants," the
play was fast and furious, and remarkably Cohanesuuo for a cast largel;"this

ers.'

forted, enriched or astonished after the
pavment of a certain sum. '! he very
fact that "Margery" Is InteUl.gent has
been urged against her, but aa Mr. Bird

ruucis

*ri«iiiRlyu

KeuuuUy;

Jik'SS

L>uu(ieuu

lilKiietu

.Sim. Jtboues
t'Biers. lie hermit
.u.vra Tbornliill

one that has had the honor and

She Is an Intelligent, attractive
woman, without the disturbimr characteristics that one Is acc\istomed to
associate with professional mediums, to
whom persons moved by sorrow, greed
comor curiosity go that they may be

Word»ley Hulsc

C.

William Hailowcll Magee
Jobu ulanu
iiary iNonou

To

beof knowing "Margery"
lieves for a moment that she Is conherself
She
fraud.
sciously guilty of
was for a long time sceptical with regard to mediums and their alleged pow-

Key?

melodramatic farce in a
prologue, two acts and an epilogue, i>y
George M. Cohan. The cast:

pleasure

Bird

O. F.

to B.aldpaie,"

this one."

l\Ir.

notiue.

COPLEY THLATRE— "Seven

but one answer.
my judgment there
regard the oblique explanations as
I
absolutely ruled out; but If they were
not so, I should regard the assumption
of a gennine psychic power as far less
objectionable than the asatimptlons to
which we are driven when we reject

|

World Wags:
seems to me that the commend-

the

Tt

able

Is

No

HARVARD

World Wags:

May I call your attention to the latest
evidence of Harvard University's liberality as furnished by a "Pop" program?
Selection,
"College Life." Hinrichs;
waltz, "Jolly Fellows," VoUstedt: march,
Fair Harvard
"Veritas," Densmore.
open to the public.
Is not this the culmination of a glorious tradition?
FREDERICK McGILL, JR.

extraordinary explanations by which we
perhaps dispose of certain phenomena Is not more objectionable than the
simple, straightforward assumption that
still

the

ihomaa iluydcn

now tickled the ribs.
An Incomparable pair, these sisters, has asked men of sclentltic attainments
who In "Topsy and Eva" have engaged to explain phenomena. And without
a capable company and do not insist the hope of commercial gain, she has
on bearing off all the honors from the
beginning to the ending of the play.

—

.

FAIR

may

we have

the

contact

Furthermore, it gives a senjustice.
sational appearance to a book that is
written in all soberness.

In his final chapter, "In Summation,"
Mr. Bird says: "Inevitably, If we pursue psychlo research far enough, we
come to the point where we must thus
weigh probabilities, and ask whether
the series ot oblique, complicated and

Dan Emmetfs

its

.

For

.

It Is to be regretted that the publishers put a picture of "Margery" on the
wrapper. The picture does not do her

chapter xliv."

There was music by Stephen C. FosThere were other old-time melo-

own and

.

—

ter.

"Dixie" was given
There
with the fitting reckless dash.
were also simple sentimental ditties
The
audience.
that pleased the large
excellent dancing was varied in characThere was a general breakdown
ter.
in the opening plantation scene. There
were dances by the Pickaninnies and
the London Palace Girls; some good
buck and wing dancing, also clog dancing; an^ there was the surprisingly
graceful ami agile Harriet Hoctor.
No one should expect at this late date
an analytical inquiry into the art of
Their art Is their
the Duncan Sisters.

may

alleged movements
M. Altsakof's new
word telekinitlc seems to me the best
Germans
The
haye
obtainable."
"Fernwirkung" for "teleklnlsls." And
we have "telekln," a device for the
electric control of machinery from a
distance.
.

.

without

,

liar.

dies.

,

deal about phosphorescence, luminescence, fluorescence, biological light and
radio-active reactions that remains for
science to formulate before oiie can
judge where the possibility of fraud In
psychic lights begins and ends. I regard
unwillingness to commit one's self on
the general proposition of fraud versus
genuineness as a sign of weakness
have said so elsewhere. But In this particular field the weakness Is on the
part of science rather than of the Individual Investigator, and Is not to be
avoided. If we don't know all the possibilities of fraud, nothing is to be gained
by dissembling our Ignorance. So in my
Judgment psychic lights are to be
spoken of as certainly genuine only when
they carry a degree of motion that
makes them so. Irrespective of their
characteristics as mere lights. And motion on this scale does not occur in

Clare married Mrs.
Shelby. So those who expected a faithful transference of the story into the
field of musical comedy were disappointed, though Uncle Tom was seen once
with a large Bible in his hands. He rebuked Cliloe for her light treatment
of religious subjects; he talked In an
instructive manner with Topsy and Eva
and he sang sonorously and well
No, Mrs. Cushing merely took names
of characters and a few episodes from
the novel (or play) and thus ga\'e a
preteTct for Rosetta Duncan to appear
with a black face and let herself go.
The singing throughout of the principals and the chorus was of a higher
order than is usually found today in
revues and musical comedies when the
chorus is extolled for its dancing. Miss
d'Arnell has a good voice, whirfi she
used Intelligently. She acted in a Spirited manner, as if she enjoyed herself
and her surroundings. Mr. Ruysdael's
vocal abilities and his career are fami-

die,

5, A. W. says
that the telephone operators pronounce!
nine "naln." Is this spelling phonetlcal-i

S.

that

We

SPOKB

of the

movements

estly believe that all objective mediumship is a fake. He himself, though he
be accused of ultra-conservatism, refuses to list certain psychic lights as
demonstrably valid. "There Is a great

i

The plug bats In the third act were well
missed the bloodworth seeing.
hounds, but they were referred to
jocosely. Eliza did not cross any ice but
she danced nimbly. Little Eva did not

EDWARDS.

Were

Mr. Bird

There was Robert Halliday as George!
Shelby in a crushed mulberry coat, nev-i

I

my

Was

.

thought

as

telepathy, telekinesis or
of objects without contact.

transference,

not identified.

.

operations

Iramediumistic

through the action

we have

.

d'Arnell

ELIZA DANCES; EVA LIVES

priceless boon which wives forever
crave.
If I behave there's two months taken
ofi
time,
Which leaves me only seven years to
serve.
JAMES L.

The phenomena

.

arise

—

it

these laws and these forces are recognized, if they point toward the spirits
of the dead as the Intelligent operators,
well and good. But to assume that they
do this when we do not even know what
they are is borrowing trouble, while to
assume that they do not Is equally out
of order. ,
The present assumption
1.?
simply that certain phenomena occur."
And so this book ot over 600 pages Is
an exhaustive and Interesting "record
of facts observed."

I

A

effects of which
movement from a disis descriptive
The word Is Qf a respectable
tance.
JTeyera used It in 1890;
"Exage.

numerous seance-room

of electrical or
biological nature, or present electrical
or biological analogies.
When

Palmer

way.
she can now, night

Mr. Bird speaks of the word "telekinesis" as coined for application to the

These are presumably

Roots

Wallace
Hoctor

ous than ever, "and no one in the yearsj
gone by cracked bis slaver's whip more;
The costumes of the period
viciously.
in which' Mrs. Stowe put her characters;
were handsome In the old-fashloned|

.

.

.

Maybaun

"Topsy and Eva" is a pleasing entertainment, amusing even when the Duncan sisters are not on the stage. Our
friend Simon Legree was more villain

.Somehow I never can forget her hats:
They always tilted at a crazy pitch,
As if a gust of wind had blown them

What

doctrine.

Hal Sands

Premiere

ini

'

Edith

N.vdla

i

[

of forces whicli

K

I

—

seance -room

Myrtle 1
Rosetia
Vivian
Harriet

Clare

.St.

Danscuse

so I signed right on the dotted line.
glad was I when once the, honey-

tip

•

about psychic phenomena phenomena which occur in su(-h fashion aa to
be a function of the presence of somei
particular human personality, with Its
attendant organism; and without explanation in terms of known scientific

Pan Rrennan

.

Ophelia

concerned spirits do not "come

Ing.

I.owrie

Elaine

Erasmus Marks

la

ReauCord

Harriet
..Roy

Eli^,,

But chock me
and day,

(Including
the apvarious sitters
pointed committees), and the author.
Whatever may be the reader's opinion, whether he be prejudiced In advance or willing with open mind to examine evidence, Mr. Bird'.? book will
not fail to interest him. In whatever
manner one approaches the subject this
record of phenomena Is Important.

at all." He does not talk about spirltsi
or spirit manlfeatatlons.
"I am talk-

Shcrley

Frank

Cl»lr

Simon Legrce
Geo Gee
Mariette

Her

St.

Henri<iue

really never wanted to
But father pulled the two will stunt on

he

(\irr.T

.Antoinette

AuKUstine

be wed

there.
visits here are fixed at one

It has been said that this book might
have been published in a more condensed form. This could not have been
done with justice to "Margery," the

|

essays: It Is a book of good faith. For
Mr. Bird writes dispassionately, almost
cooll.v, of things seen and heard at the
liouse of Dr. R. G. i^randon In Lime
street. In other houses, also In Paris
and London, with Mrs. Crandon as the
me^Jlum.
In his preface ho snys that as far as

Kiiyeiiael

Renee

Bessie

,

moon was

This quotation might serve as a motto
'Margery' the Mepage of
dium," by J. Malcolm Bird, published by
Small, Maynard & Company.
Mr. Bird
might say as Montaigne said of his

Robert llalliday
"p''? <

Ann

love.

And
And

Basil

Helen
•

old folks decry the thrills ot

I

from
perceptional

logical reasoning

Is

for the title

HALE

MnrKretta

Tom

George Shelby

Friend wife I'm sure won't miss me
very much;
She lives on pills and cries when It
begins to rain,
And dwells upon her tortures from depression

re-

of religion, while

sensb
Is,
that
Charles P. Stelnmetz.

.Mmcc Torrlnnl

>

Harry

farm.

As some

that of science

COT.OXIa'l THEATRE— Firr.t performance In Boston of "Topsy and Eva,"
a musical comedy in three acts by
Catherine Chisholm Cushing (based on
music and
"Uncle Tom's Cabin");
lyrics by the Duncan listers and others.
Jerome .Stewartson musical director.

In

a

must alway«

-Belief

Infinite.

facts,

ITOPSYANDEVA'

DORA.
I

the

.

FROM "MUDDY RIVER ANTHOLOGY"
Well, here

only finite things, but cannot perceive

main the foundation

,

certain powers which were rr-nuul;ably
This story is told at great
developed.
length and In minute detail. There Is
an elaborate statement of sittings and
Bitters from Mfty 27, 1923. to Dec. 2T,
The various phenomena are ex1924.
haustively described; the possible explanations are calmly discussed; there
are many Imiulries Into the possible
"fraudulent" practices. Naturally much
attention la paid to the committees that
have sat In solemn session. Mr. Bird's
characterization of the commlttemen is
entertaining reading.

Science derives Its conclusions by lh'»
laws of logic from our sense perceptions.
Thus It does not deal with the
real world.
Our sense"* can perceive

organist.

prelude,

and were very vvUllng to
Ih^in

was

—

11

is

English.
that no

Congratulations are In order

w^ere
changed into
poun.as, nor was the scene shifted from
New York state to somewhere In Eng'and.
It was played as written, -aii

dollars

American

farcical tuelodrama, and if
one could imagine that Elijah Quimby
had taken an English wife, It worked
perfectly.

Magee, the author of fiction thrillers;
you remember, goes to the Baldpate Inn.
summer resort, in the dead of winter,
to write a novel in 24 hours to win a bet
made with the owner in a New York
a

club. He comes there for perfect uninterrupted solitude, carrying In his pocket
the only key to Baldpate. But there are
other "only keys," and their motley array of owners start to congregate, and

:

"
l

CONTINUING

i

U

^e^oUuls,

Blails

presldenl.

Tfeinont— "N'o.. No, Nancllf,"
miLsical comedy with Louiso
Groody, Charles Winninffcr,
Wellington Cross. Ge»rgia O.
Ramey and others. Second

lUe

-"H-li

and
usual nock of thugs who doubleeross
thP
iriplccross each other lo get It. And
ami
ghost, and the dlNippearlnff corv<s*>,

on and ott, and the
the llshts
which the
biifilmg double dcnouenient. hi
plavwrlght flsuratlvely sticks his toiiBue
out at the audience like a small boy.
and
Alan Mowbray stood out boldly
•acefuUy as the agilo. affable writer
own
his
hero
In
u
being
In
who succeeds
book; Mr. Hulse was a good .stock
•hick," and Ulchard \\T-orf> Jow-down
crook of the dope-nend variety was fltwish
tlnglv vicious and abject. But we
Mtss'EdIsc, as the girl reporter, would
cnlv let her eyes blaze tire when sht
"Great Scn-A. what a story!" Othei
n,
H. F. M.
parts were well taken.

which

fla^h

JAMES THEATR}: — "A Full
A farce by Fred Jackson, The
Hlt»
Hernard >edell
01lT« Blateney

utilll*

llowell

Mlurecker

::u«

l':.rka.

tho butler

Ilonell

roujhertT
iln

M'joney

Kfarner
Mrs. Fletnlng
\ era Vernon
Mr>. reinl>rakt

From

the

story

Hou»ton nirhords
John Collier
Louis Leon Hall
Ralph Bcniley
Frederick Murray
Barbara Gray
Marie I.alloi

Nrtl reiiit)roke
liforjrc

We

Clark
Koy Elklin

Violet

moment

Sec-

KINGS"
••THE SPORT OF

f^^'
ho.no I
Shortly before I left
Copjey Th.the
of
Olive
,„g with Mr.
I*n Hay 9
He asked me to see If
tre.
Ix,ndon
In
strong
going
laat play, now
by the
was Bultable for production'The Sport
called
.
Tt l« caiiea
•

was rung

that the

first

cur-

indulged in by

Justly indignant.

tine

race
ered with
1

attractive IWlngmakes
^r^rn^a-^cou'trrhoule, easily

amends.

that some

orte

.

Mr.
Praise

.

ed by the Prince TLegent after his defeat of the gigantic Capl. Cooper at the
Curragh of Klldare." This is romantic
Donelly was never knighted,
license.
hut the ridiculotis rumor that he was
thus honored, led crowds to welcome
him reluirting to i eland.

,

There are signs of a return

The people grow
dayte.
ing columns about the
champion of the world,
advertisement nose and

City.

share goes to Miss Hltz and
Bernard Nedell, , but Koy fllklns as
Parks, the butler, CJllxie Blakeney as
the bride. Houston Richards as Ned
Pembroke. Roberta Clark as Daphne
Charters and Anna Layng as Miss Minnecker must also come in for their few
llon'a

attempt

to

ao:

ii-.

done.

the part, for surely his chest was like
a blacksmith's bellows, and how he
could roar out his lines! Watch Jack
Dempsey in the moving pictures, sitA
ting on a bench and making love.
million times funnier than John L.

prevented him from denouncing her as
a fraud was that she did not charge
'oi .idnaission lo her seances.
The other acts on the bill were ex-

•

I

'pleasures,

[heavy bass singer

predominated.

"A

and in these, comedy
One of the big attrac-

tions which evoked continuous laughter
and applause was the farcial act of
Miller and Mack, "The Bing Boys,"

one of the funniest travesties seen in
Boston this season. Berrens and Foster In "A Modern Musical Fantasy,"
have a delightful novelty in terpstchore
Marie Cahlll, once idol of the American vaudeville stage, who admitted she
was not so young as she used to be,
displayed the familiar smile and vivacity that made her one of the leading
stage comediennes.
By request, she
sang quite a number of her old songs
and was given a warm reception from

appointed.

parts of the house.
Other numbers included Samaroft and
Souia. In one of the newest performing
dog acts in vaudeville
Seymour and
Jeannette. In "Two Midnight Strutters"
IjCW Hearn & Co.. in "Gcn'Jemcn of the
;

;

Evening." with Elliel Gray and William
H. Elliott, and Ernest Hlatt in "Nothing Serious.'' Sawyer and Eddy In an
aerial novelty, conclude the bill.
The
usual Pathe film. Topics of the Day and
Aosop's Fables complete the program.

was

I

not the equal of

-Making
lovers
1"

who

llovers,

who always rendered

society

intena

-m-.
vu

ne.xt

Parkman

or

on It. merry
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Let
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and
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and
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us hope
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predecessors that had
fate of
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la.U
day and then died from

Out

of support,

undeserving that fate.
of Mile.
The title reminds one

treats of the
In a way It
birth rather
but
matter,
subject
0
scene Is the
opening
The
death.
than
assembled a
are
Here
Shop.'

bejewelled

the

Now

and
hy James Huneker
Fleming and
Vance Thompson. Thomas
Illustrators.
Thomas Powers were the

iTork.

a^palr

edited

.

„ spinster
„„iT.<!t(.r who
wiiv* wants
a

to live in
i^oiotH on

'

Hundred Fathoms Deep"?

LANSING
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rho^u'g^'
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ie%er o^her
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happens
which we see what
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after
irZ::Z^^word^

[born '"to the
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«i|>y have been
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ordi-

ThoVo was an attempt
F" i^;n 1806
forTn'lghtly magazine Jater
"o rl^^e this
numbers were

,ln the year.
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In Dlst.

Only four

brilliant,

•HimpVer's

^erXr^t

S±jrihers^^^^>=atJ}h^

vears

most

Thev were
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|
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by him In later
Gourmont wrote to

utilized

Remy

de

--m pra.se

Ba^n^^^^^^^^

treatment of the Black HuneKer
had surpassed Huysmans.
account o' Mlle^
gives an amusing
"Steeple /ackin his

se"tenc^^
I

.

characteristic

published In th^ magazine^

letter Jf

he has

faring

"fun"
their ""terest In the
for thir error by
Europe. Some of
art and literature of
essays

2?d"^thrrove.^

of the people

reckless

To the noble -m^ of Ph,^^^
tines it was caviar. Jhejmtc
mIstaKe ui
Illustrators made a
continual mockery of ^^^^7°%^^^^^^
«ald that the
have
though they might
ai°neu
was good-natured. They

magazine.

'
a daughter^ that
^^rV^of hu^sbands and
with murder
are^ tuS

Grandma Wilbur

walked up to Swanson's to get help for
grandpa; his rupture came out the night
before and wouldn't go back; Jenus
iSwanson and his mother accompanied
'by Alien Doty took her home a whizthen they got Lawrence
iing and
Kngels, who gave him EOine treatment

tlie

ferry

ROBINSON.

moves

,

WEST SHOW

There were some

a^Te'unblrt^ll garbed

^he
lif r'"jr °i i'us^onduc\°or"wlfh
soon .o
puncH.
S^T^feVs afd-bell
b
them. It Is no lairy

(The Valentine, Neb., Keimbllcan)
42

It's

,

of

ward Bound';

j

Don't
you recall his "Huh-uh-un-dred-fa-a-ajthoms-dee-uh-ee-uh-eep, in a hundred
'fathoms deep," and so on? And that
iother stand-by, "Asleep in the Deep,"
not to mention good old "Rocked in the
iCradle of the Deep."
I hope the pendulum is swinging backiward and we shall hear some of these
There was something
old boys again.
alluring in their method of landing on
was the climax of
note.
It
(that last
iecstasy for the sympathetic listener.

all

SUTTON VANE'S "OVERTURE"
Sutton

was at the opening
Vane-s new play, -Overture.'

»w

leave his
o^ the cUy should
our community
mimons to establish for
institution."
^uoU an educational

we have

"I

I

and music.

r

ica.

1

of old times 'and simple
what has become of the

ceptionally good,

Boston should hope and
be fu end that the hope may
hite

in

b nefact^

The c^n^rse

t

And speaking

1

to the

than the women.
are far better artists
seems to be true In Amer-

,

best
sep-

is done to offset
arts and thus much
for the
influence not altogether
n,;
"
too prevalent revues
>d of the now
work

axe not three
In these ^ay- there

S

thought he was good in "Honest
Hearts fend Willing Hands." He looked

profeslonal mediums at their splritualseances.
Ho gave the audience
his opinion of "^Targe^^," the Boston
niedluni, and said the only thing that

1

wlC McKin^hirc "Aubr'ey SmUh.'Norman
seent /merica;
r^:^ fhTttr^%h:^mr/onVe%ta.e

be a regular "club' man;

I

i?tic

the eternal trlthis play Involves
brought in,
tt is not offensively

••We

at readdoings of the
with his collar
his elephantine

is the reason for the present
revival of stories about John L. Sullivan. Three books of his life are running In the newspapers and magazines.
John was no perfumed sybarite with
twenty lovesick cinema women baskng
John was a rtghler. He
at his feet.
always said "I'm a rotten actor," hut

Houdini continues for another week
as chief attraction at B. F. Keith's and
la«t night fte confined his act to an expose of several of the tricks used by

nneras are sung In

Sn^^Arci^^t^"^^-^

weary

readily unis nightly

the
r^d^ltirto thrbett"%ar
English 'by a

to simple

and that

commendation.

derstand

.

While

shfinngs. you can
why the theatre

five

to

Cllve could
saw another play Mr.
F. Gran
Nell
by
-Possessions-

T

PAST AND PRESENT

cleared up, the thief leaving with the
reward and Susie returns to Sioux

Srvrre^ofwho-rnrrtitij

Clive could
^^^^^'^''/rers a good charpresent ^"'"P^^yj.^^'^^^d Mr Compton,
"
acter part for
be
Miss Standing ^""i,^'^"?
the Boston
tne
get
can
well oast. If he
him to try
rights I should advlse^

Donn Byrne In his story: "In
of James Carabine" (Saturday
Evening Post), makes Carabine speak
of "Sir Daniel Donelly. who was knight-

maid

had taken by mistake. The
They
ollce are called In by the maid.
allow anyone to enter, but none to
leave the place, and after mlxups, occurring through the second and tho
third acts the whole things Is finally

I

much
"Personally I have got
than at all the
pleasure at the 'old VIC
as you know Is
other theatres. Here,
theatre
of a "-clonal
beginning
the
shabby
somewhat
in
produced
Here are

,

the Insidlousness

LITTLE WILLIE WALKER.

Itakes a hand, and when the Jewels are
The
to be returned they are missing.
[thief. Nicholas King, comes to the sublet apartment to get his bag and to re-,
turn the love letters found In the bag

I
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'The Vortex!'
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Here the none too
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the adoring
opens her husband's bag and finds

racln.,

And

i

Ife

,

and described as a

authorized to say that the^
circulated to the effect that
Herkimer Johnson will act as a

Is

Is

light-hearted

are

until the final

[during the train wreck,
jhusband finally returns,

It Is

,

Copley players.

now

Johnson

i

"turned

wlt^^
not really dl.»attefled
h-^'

without pathos, and
dtsap "Inted
»re '';f'yY''*\'lrt
definite purpose. Ynu
and asK
unquestionably disappointed,
Is
None.
airr
It
yor what g.K,d Is
fact that the
tho answer, despite the
prowas
It
play was very well acted.
("eatduced at 4he Everyman Jh'^/re located
theatre
ing about r.OO), a try-out
of
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the Wert
London, and If It ever gets to ourlos'ty
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It »• not
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Ionian:

minute of 'As the World Wags:
usual
the last act, there was a steady roar
While strolling down to the
which
audience
the
from
laughter
of
always
morning business conference I
attended the performance last night.
busiThe plot revolves about a newlywed 'make It a rule never to think of
prohibition,
couple, a calamitous aunt, a young
I was musing about
ness
counpair in love, a thief, a maid-servant
and about the way that half the
f^om Sioux City, a vamp, and a corps of trv Is about to be made spies and infor
course
of
policemen who keep complicating mathalf,
other
formers on the
wondering
ters.
'pay; and then I got to
lawyer,
young
trade
of
a
that
the
Is
The story
whether the rotary clubs and
George Howell, who leaves his bride of conventions and the. certified public acand
a day to go to Boston to get back love
countants and the efCIciency men
letters written by his friend. Ned Pemable to put
the house organs would be
wall
broke, to Miss Vera Vernon, a chorus
the
back>)n
Un- Humpty Dumpty
passed
girl with gold-digging instincts.
again; and at about thtr point I
fortunately, Howell has not told his
window,
a big lettered sign In a store
wife of the errand, but has explained
reading:
that he must go to Cleveland for a
BIG SALE LAST WEEK
In the meantime, the bride, who
client.
COME EARLY
is worrj-ing about her husband's fourstarted me off on another
day absence, pnd still further disturbed And that
whether the Einstein
wondering
by a dream and an aunt who distrust.s tack,
Intheory, or the recent earthquakes,
lail men. reads of a jewel robbery and
things, were responTo further complicate stead of other snappy
a train wreck.
business
new
these
for
sible
things, traveling bags are switched
in that,
and when the methods. There's something
tain

become
the ^^orklng-man.who

quentlal.
1

Mr.
revenue officers
spy In the service of
army of
warring against the noble
Mr.
bootleggers Is wholly unfounded.

Mabar

wh.v„

re»erved
parently have all been
rhnrnrter. a
th^m. There 1» one
.cene to
Who ha« refused U. the flrM
a t""^-;.
b,-rn. but now l»ke»
"
tU«-d»tiKhler of th« '
to

of Kings.'

Anno Lnyng
Kobertn

Dnphne Charter*

baci>

i,«

-neits'

ti.-ir

""Al'/.'hK of course, '"-"''".n^ 'but
of possible beauty """K^'^r
It '«
Mr. Van«'s treatment of

Elile

Vlvholis Klnf

lu

the .H.-rs. but

Francesca

Waterous,

Braggiotti and others.
ond week.

cast
from Slouz OltJ

t„

hiindn.

—

bca-t

House."
fiutlr

x

to stand 'til she
n.ii the cows that had
her crippled
could get thcin mUk.a wlli

Brune, Beatrice Kay and othFifth week.
Selwyn "The Privateer." an
American comic opera by
Shatter Howard, with Rita
Kobi, William Rainey, Ilerers.

life,

.if

,

week.

I

but
U, quite

,

.1

Shubert—"Rose Marie," musiElcal comedy with Desiree
linger, Guy Robertson, Phebe

^

ST.

i

TlilHKd.i;

lUilir,

Ta.\lor c:inip a while
i.n
Mr. anti'MrH. .Swunsoii
to the bulk of the
lov.nlly
lir.indma .-"ay- »hed slncerfly
.

his
In
about this aflhere's a whole chapter

Xew York

;

,

I

—
"Uh,
"1

only every once In a uhll.
but how many onces aro
"

how Ions

nose who have
daclous maga-

And

then, after

A
is

—or

only knowledge of niuslo

knowledgo

all,

CHRONOS.

a while?"

is

As the World Wags:

My

Tliere Is Shanting,
dancing, while Mrs. Halloran complains
of the dust she will have to clean up.

—

I

I

their talk that Conan Doyle's description of pursuits on the next plane
Is strictly accurate.
And what is the play all aljout? What
is Mr. Dos Passos driving at, except to
free his mind about the hypocrisies,
humbugs, injustices of this our "too
daily life" and to point out the futility
•f ideas and the vanity of Illusions.

The performance was smooth,

MASYA3
;

|

.

!

fut"

There was a large attendance last
night. Jazz music in its Jazziest form
was furnished by the Crimson Ram-

Club

Dramatic

\

aviator falls to the ground
and Is killed. It 1? Justly regarded as
a tragedy. When PUatre de Rozler was
thus killed in 17S5 by his balloon taking;
fire, there were cruel comments In the
Parisian press. The Marquis de Caracdoll, eager to be "piquant," wrote an
epitaph in verse. It may thus be roughly
translated: "Here lies one who died in
the air, one who for a death so uncommon, deserves, as the universe looks at
it, to have his tomb In the moon."
I

[

j

1

!

the World Wags:
The sketch with a picture of Paul
Dresser published in a Sunday Herald
was a revelation to at least one reader.
Since when have the precincts of Harvard been stirred to recognition of an
author of such simple melodies as "Just

Them That You Saw Me," "The

In Boston of "The
parts and six
a Oong." a play In two
Passos. acted by
scenes by John Dos
Club.
the Harvard Dramatic
he had seen
Our old friend Sarcey, if

1

Moon

a O^ng"

Is

summer of 1892 at Mrs. Wood's
boarding house at Nantasket
Beach I met Paul Dresser. He wasn't
much of a dresser then. He told me in

1«

that^
ta^c'al with episodes together in "j^^
the
SSy be firmly knit
not,
dramatist's mind, have
^^J^^yj^

brief

the story of some of his songs.

„>any

definitions.

Is

^^^^^^^^''XTr.t''.
What do Jane and Tom ^^"^ J ,yj^

W3,y did Ue --f^^-4^jr^haTbe^e
did they oome tog:ether.
-.bribed

We

agreed that, like Stephen C. Fosballads, they reached the wellsprings of the heart by their simple,
ter's

home-like, plaintive strains and the
direct appeal of the words to the "men
and women of labor and sorrow."
There was no piano in Mrs. Wood's
house then. I should have liked to hear
Dresser Improvise, for melody fairly
oozed from his finger tips. He had at
this time just come from Cincinnati,
where once he lived, and I noticed that
on hot days he relished his beer. Whoever can sojourn in the smoke of St.
Louis and Cincinnati In the muggy,
groggy months of June, July and August and not drink beer to temper his
heat and appease his thirst must have
the copper lining of which one occasionally hears In Boston.
As The Heralds sketch Implies,
Dresser was an open-handed Bohemian,
quick to the relief of a fellow-worker,
as. Indeed. Is the disposition of stage
folk the world over.
We sat long, cool afternoons looking
out across the blue waters of the sea,
right over the area plowed by the Shannon and the Chesapeake so bravely 80
years before. Dresser was a German,
no doubt whatever of that, but like the
Turners of our own Middlesex street
region, the tuneful group of Llederkranzers In New York, the lusty singers
of "Der Wacht am Rheln" In the Pine
Garden Schuetzenfest at Hyde Park 50
discreet
eaters,
sturdy
ago,
years
drinkers,
life.

I

men

of

honor

in all

walks of

Jovial, lovable fellows at all times.

never saw Dresser again.

He was

human soul. The weary
men and women vibrated In

a kindly,

hfearts

of
to

unison

musically sj-mpathetlo touch.
speed the return of the soothing Bplrlt of such men and such tranWILLIAM B. WRIGHT.
quil days.
his

May God

MORE BANANALITY
Giuseppe paused: "I have." he eald.
b'ltterscotch and gingerbread.
Fresh peanuts, here. In Southland bred.

"Some

With wines — magenta, mauve and red—

And doughnuts heavier than lead
And vermicelli pale.
But damn banan? Slgnore, si,
Non c'e, I have It not." said he.

JOSCELYN OF ABBOTSFORD.

OBSCURE CHRONOLOGY
As the World Wags:
"How often do you take a drink?"

Jormatlon scene was

spectacuiurly

g^^

&lne\n^^;acWt.^^^^^^^
Burin^rs ^t^^^ ^-^^^^^
J?a*nsfoS;a.:ion? Not ^^/-'^.t^g^aboit
is still taiRuis
for Tom
.^.ot-ootpr i"'
^"
tftaracxer,
,» ^-^^ could
^
«>•"

.

.

fre^rt'.nde?:^:nd^'MJ.|--^.^whos
SiTunluon was fa-u'^^
the

f^^^^^S"

dei^danr o?^a pV"^"^i,-lr"Th^:
dllr H"erde:t1.^s\roun^d
Man, for so
Tane by the Garbage
w^ a
L^a'tHgires In the P'^VJ^^-th

KeT

sinister appearance and f-J^.^"^'
The mourners arrive. Pt^^JC'"^
laugh.
This scene of the
io a dance rhythm.
reason of the
fWneral is amusing by
and the
Wtttr humor of the dialogue P^sent

^tesqur^havlor
•^he other most

of

"those

important scene

one

that of the railway accident,

is

in

In the
from a remark made later"larrled^
are
plly that Jane and Tom
Chicago. The

fers

to
They are on their wayrealistically
One
accident is described
because he canfrets
survivors
of the
will
He
time.
not get to the market in
Train hands
dollars.
tase thousands of
porter seems
are callous. Only a negro
are borne
a human being. As corpses Man ves
g
across the stage the Garbage

them i" '^e.
sarcastic descriptions of
"Spoon River
Ifter the manner of the
leaves
suddenly
Tom
Anthology."
without hirn^
Jkne. allows her to go on
No

He

will

Join

a gang

of

laborers.

He
reason is given for his behavior. broseem
Blmply quits. Jane does not
York, and
New „

ken hearted.

,

_

him why he came to
born in
New York. The telescope man,
Brooklyn and living In the Bronx,
makes a long harangue in which he Is
man.

A bum

tells

especially disturbed by the throng of
tirade,
fat men In swivel chairs. This
admirably spoken by Mr. Curtis, is an

arraignment of

New York

life

in all its

branches. The Garbage Man, luring a
bum by the promise of $200, contrives
his death.

Jane, now a famous actress,
Mrs. Halloran's, a washer
•woman. In a court or on a roof? PoMremen are after him. Their entrance

Tom and

meet

at

worthy th© name,

Is

undisturbed beneath them.
ABEL
Amherst, N. H.
_

WITH A

not a

Interest the articles
I have read with
letter
about names beginning with the

"Z." and

any

We

doubt

If

John Gilpin

saw an operatic perfomiance yet
without
he was a worthy clUzen, owt

ever

,

"T'hia Marie Jerltza Is evidently a
The book "Sunlight
spoiled darling.
Singer's Life," attributed
and Song:
that
to her and signed by her, shows
does not hate herself. She Is said
to be good-looking.

Voltaire's

Veronge de

more than

London, sang feebly,

fell

tragedy.
la

Nux

"Zaire."
In
(the Paiis opera

by

i

j
;

in her eastern

FASHION NOTE
(rigaro, Paris.)

Before the war. on the first of each
month, a Parisian actress received 30,000

'

silk
francs' worth of intimate lingerie of
not
or royal lawn so fine that it could
bear washing. Each evening, the god-

dess, undressing, let fall these garments
to the floor, which was Immeeiatelv

swept by the chambermaid. No more
than a rose asks after' the petals fallen
from its stem, did the actress wish to

—

to

Zaire,

costumes, but they
complained of her lack of warmth.— ED.

ful

how when

back

is

Emma
1890) the heroine was played by
.Eames. The critics found her beautl-

the stage that

half the battle. She tells
she stood In a "Vienna street
watching Theodore Roosevelt go by in
a carriage, he singled her out and
smiled at her displaying In his admiration all of his Justly celebrated teeth.
What the Vienna Opera House needs Is
a manager like Handel, -R'ho when Francesca Cuzzonl had a tantrum held her
out of a window and threatened to drop
her If she didn't behave. Poor thing!
In 1741 she was reported to be under
sentence of death for poisoning her husShe did not make her last apband.
on the scaffold— she went
pearance
Is

there were

Voltaire's tragedy "Zaire" was for a
revived
long time famous. Tt has been
times
several
Paris,
at the Odeon,
There Is a singular story
since 1900.
Englishman
An
Lbout thi.i tragedy.
named Bond, having obtained a transvain for
lation Into English, tried in
Lane Thea productioa at the Drury
At last he resolved to bring out
atre
role of
the tragedy and he took the
Luslgnan. There was a large and brilyears
liant audience. Bond, at least 60
In the
old played so emotionally that.
his
recognizes
father
scene where the
daughter, h«- fell, unconscious. The auhis
dience marveled at the- realism of
eyes for
acting, but Bond, opening his
outwith
chair,
his
from
fell
a moment,
stretched arms, and died. There have
been nearly a dozen operas founded on

A

On

if

name, which

when
I would like to know Just
"The Hungarian Brothers" was written
T.
M.
Z.
whom.
and by

cMc

she

looked to see

my own

grims.

this world's goods.
Is
There Is this to be said: Chicago
pride ; its '"habifamous for Its
dollars;
tants reckon In thiousands of
Bostonlans in ten-dollar bills.
operatic
an
of
establishment
Yet the
company In Boston might give color to

Read the news from
our drab life.
news.
Vienna, oblige us by reading the
Mme. Jerltza talked loudly while Mme.
Bruennhllde.
Olszewska was singing as
The latter rushed toward Mme. Jerltza.
One story Is she struck her; the other
All agree that
Is that she spat at her.
rememshe missed her aim. It will be
Metropolibered that last season at the
comtan Opera House Mme. Jerltza
plained that the tenor. Mr. Glgll. P"shed
footlights,
her so that she fell into the
whereupon her gallant husband the
was
Pepper?)
it
Baron Popper (or is
very angry.

like

So I am
but have failed to see it.
to
sending it In as a further addition
me from
the "Z's " Mv father named
Hungarian
an odd volume called "The
French
Brothers." Though the name is a
the Pilof
descendant
name. I am a

will go
bent have a frugal mind, they
two
without or be contented with
weeks of a vIslMng company or a lo^iger
brilnot
respectable,
season of a fairly

liant troupe.

ADAMS.

"Z"

As the World Wags:

necessity to a community's well-being,
an
as some think; It Is a luxury and
If citizens are willing
expensive one.
opera; If
to pay for it, they will have
though on musical pleasure

know what became of her lingerie. The
maid was more concerned, for at the

into

end of a few years she left service with
savings to the amount of 300.000 francs.

She died after trying to
dire poverty.
support herself by making silk buttons
In Italy.

WE

DIDN'T

KNOW

IT

WAS CON-

'AIDA" IS CLIMAX

TAGIOUS

.

is

turns up in
Bums, Idlers,
suspected of burglary.
telescope
revelers are seen near the

Tom

In the first place Boston Is not at all
In the second
centre."
place the deficit In Chicago for the last
operatic season amounts to $399,27 5.
The guarantbors will pay. or should pay,
Never80 per cent, of the gruarantees.
planned
itheless a "brUUajit program" la
for next season.

citizens

they had nothing to

posslbTy because
•""l^r'^^'Th:

.^^'^.S

That Never Came"?
In the

of

Opera,

I

the performance last

Prisoner and the Bird" and "The Letter

little

duced to

not Boston, the musical centre, support

a "musical

f«mance

As

Tell

flyers and a sufficient number
at
anti-aircraft artillerists to Rhoot
As the artilthe aviators of an enemy.
and
anything
hits
ever
if
lerist rarely
come unthe dropping of bombs would
the gameder the outlawry of pot shots,
to fight
cocks of the air would be left
Dove of Peace cooed
It out, while the

proud of

1

By PHILIP HALEFirst perTOJB ARTS THEATRE:
Moon Is

for
face to oppose such a proposition
those in
the better consen-atlon of
woven habiliments? Such a declaration
would be In effect a limitation of armed
almost
forces In diplomatic manner and
Inference.
universal scope by necessary

Navies would become useless. History
Cleveland
Idoes not relate that Gro'ver
Is It to
ever shot a swimming duck, nor
or the
Lord
First
the
be presumed that
do so.
Secretary of the Navy would
rebe
Land forces would automatically

"Chicago Ss
often hear It said:
Why canItts tjpera company.

We
|

~

•

1

btora.

Puts on "The Moon Is a
Gong," by Dos Passos

published.

When an

cil

i

Harvard

1

that Is necessary is for the Counand the Assembly of the League of
henceNations at Geneva to declare that
shall be
forth and forever all shooting
shots
sitting
or
"pot"
wing,
the
done on
the prime
to be outlawed. Where are
and
armies
of
commanders
ministers or
in
navies, themselves sportsmen, bound
to
law
the
their own honor to give
the
have
would
who
bipeds,
feathered

r'''"ll

later.

J

Fedor Challapin has composed a foxtrot. "Challaplnata," and It has been

,

Inter-

necessarily noisy.
Many
Minor characters were
it.
Among the principals the
honors were borne away by Mr. Nye as
the Garbage Man, who gave an imby Mr. Keyes as
pressive portrayal;
John, the butler, whose exhortation to
the mourners at the funeral was truly
eloquent; by Mr. Curtis, as the Telescope Man; by Doris Halman, a capital
Mrs. Halloran. Miss Small as Jane was
more effective In the first scene than

often
took part In
well played.

'"There were, she had been credibly
Informed, punctual women, Just as there
were many who wore the fashions of
the year before last, and others who
thought flesh-oolored ellk stockings sin-

That the sportsmen of the
world, among whom are to
/^"J
hlg"»it
the ^soldiers and statesmen of
rank everywhere, are In accord as to
applicable to
the principle particularly
than as to
this matter, vastly more so
Interthe discredited dicta of so-called
cersuccess
make
national law, should

of the day.

•stlng,

j

eminent

at

plishment If they will but hold fast
of
one of the fundamental principles
by the authorfield sports as laid down
from Sir Roger de Coverley,
ities,
through Frank Forrester, to the writers

^om

'

—

July hlfalutln

loudly

puts

,

English national song: at least, we don't
use one. If we feel the need of something of the kind, we generally yell
whatever happens to turn up as likely
as not, a product of the music hall.
During the late war, for Instance, we
sang 'Tlpperary.' It did contain references to Piccadilly and Leicester square,
but even those are cockney, not widely
English. And yet. ever since Pinafore
became a national possession, we have
had the very thing In our pockets:
" 'He IS an Englishman.*
It would
"There's a tune for you.
beat the Marseillaise hollow."

In 4th of

the

of

Geneva to
make war more sportsmanlike have In
accomgreat
of
possibility
them the
to
International

The Garbage Man
cheered.
an end, temporary perhaps, to
Tom and Jane. If they are at last In
aJtiew world, over there. It would seem
Is

efforts
publicists

The reported

man has his say. There
much megaphone talk. An address

WAR

IN

As the World Wags:

real estate

on "Prosperity"

my

had any seems to bo
n of Lonflon found purely ethnological.
I have a kind
of
Roast Beef of Old a hunch as to where the man came
New Zenlandera at from that wrote the thing. The aplatoh at Twickenham plication of which interesting dlscloauro Is that Beethoven always aeems to
It Is that these words
tne about half English, certainly some
To be accurate, we remove from Germany toward what
J.
ya to sing:
sounds not exactly like the present
..he chilled beef of the ArEngland, but like the
England of
ubllc.'
Shakespeare's time, and down toward
aen the New Zealandera pay the Beggar's Opera.
Certainly some
.t visit.
of his scherzos are much In the nature
for the Canterbury lamb of of the Derry-down Derry chorus, and
_,ealand.'
his Idea of dancing seems to me that
Xhls last woiild possibly reduce the of Merrle England more than of any
and
tears,
nostalgia
to
team
opposing
fOther place.
we ought to pull off the match. The
Is there any truth In It?
Is It the
fact Is that we English have no purely Dutch In him?
If

SPORTSMANSHIP

iB In burles^iie'Voln.

—

see,

there In a while?

(AmarlUo. Tel.. News)
Dr. J. J. Criime of Amarlllo read the paper
by
Dr. Anderson on "Appendicitis
prepared
from a Number of Angels."

OF MUSIC FESTIVAL
Civic

,

1

As

the

I

am

World Wags:

one of those who always wants
Can you
to know who's responsible.
help me to spot the author of the following lines?
There are some people seem to think
Liquid barb-wire is good to drink;
Though conductive unto riot,
I prefer another diet.
And was It Mr. Wigglle who said:
the gum people chew that
fortune, but the gum they
leave under restaurant chairs?"
"It's

not

made my

UNCLE FOSTER.

i

'

Boston
As the climax of the
concert verMusic Festival Week a

opera, "Aida," was
sion of Verdi's
Boston Opera
last night at the

given

engagement ot
House, opening an
local musictwo nights only. Many
long hst of
a
and
artists
ians and
comorganizations
amateur musical
opera
famous
the
present
to
bined

—

—

>

a nt'w lonn.
There was a strlldnKly costumed
massed chorus of SOO who, for the most

i.n

i

.

THEN AS
•

on

form of concert stage
for a magact. denificent pageant In the second
of the
picting the triumphant return
Radames, with his chained
stiff

vanccd
recede,

though

a dim

^ p ^

(For as lie World Vr«?s'
leader of a
C

.Vndre Glde

A

learned

And

The

with

"Dead

first

A

few

in.

TEARS AFTER THE FIRST STMPTOMS were noticed a priest was called
to baptize the child and a few minutes
after this rite, he was dead.

re

both
|

said he

tired of

'

Tendagura."
>ou

Boy.

jo>-.

ON THE SIDEWALKS
view with alarm the campaign for
\
bananas, as if accidents were not nownvimerouE enough. As a result, we shall;

have to wear baseball cleats, especially
where small boys heed the call. That
horrible song may be revi\ed. What do
you think of a boy who will throw a
banana skin on the sidewalk? I'he boy
will answej-, "What do you think of a
banana skin that will throw a man on

.

I

m
.

.

the sidevTRlk?"
'

FRANK

J.

'KIN-Js'URE.

-—

GRADUATES

;

:

:

W. Rox

is

cf E. T. S.

i

IN

ETIQUETTE

As the World Wags;
very glad to see the reply
(Etiquette's True Son?) in

'

I

1

seems to have
and flops into grotesqueness. Classical acting
it

This acting, at
never amuses you meanly."
lesser risks

Please answer some more, E
(Exact. Thorough and Sedate?'.

THE NECK

'Chandler, Ohio, Republican
On Sunday, April 19, at the home of
,jhe bride In Davenport, Miss Anna Adams became the bride of Mr. Ray R.

Apple.

—,f
HARK! FROM THE TOMBS
.

As the World AVags:
Is your column interested in unusual
names and ambl^guous epitaphs
A
lO-minute stroll each in the peaceful
old graveyards at Milton and MIlllB
aiariUla, Orllla, Orlesa

and Ajubah

T.

.S.

W, ROX.

The

third week of the "Pop" concerts at S3Tnphony hall will be chariacterlzed by the following programs to

I

be pre.'?ented by Mr, Jacchla and the
"Pops" Symphony orchestra of 80 Symphon.v

players.

Of

these

Wednesday

w-lll bring a Russian program; Thursday a triple representation of AmherstWilliams-Wesleyan Colleges, and Sundav ^Tay 24, a symphonic program.

least,

like Forbes Robertson runs
never makes you yawn; and it

this chapter for the reason that readers about
interested in opinions about actors and actresses than
to agree or
about theories concerning the making of plays. It is easier
How many, for example, care about the treatment of advendisagree.
were "so many
turesses by Augier and the younger Dumas, to whom they
the
Colorado beetles; art's duty was simply to keep them away from
Are not
better."
crops, and the stronger the caustic treatment the
and Dumas the younger (except for his "Camille") only names to

We

the

plate.

IN

.

all the
'smoothness,' 'temperance,' the 'modesty' of nature,
Romantic acting,
players
....
the
to
praised
Hamlet
that
qualities
of
set
gambling; it comes off and
like other romantic art, is adventure, almost
found new worlds, or lit on the door of magic, or it fails

nhat>. fair (not beautiful) and forty
(more or less).
W. Rox. believes in etiquette, with
variations, ruled by the heart and just
general good sense, and defies any book
to tell her when to loa\ e the last leaf
no pun intended—of lettuce on her

'

.

'discretion,'

your column, but begs to say. with all
due respect, that E. T. S. (Evidently
Thick Skulled?) is in error, as W.
Rox has no wife, never had a wife and
dees not expect to have one. being the
'female of the species," fat (some-

'

RIGHT

this

j

my

see,

As tWe World Wags:

i

evening when the

of the disease set

acting w-as
passage from "Good Acting": ''Coquelin's
of beauty,
lure
or
thril
separable
any
nothing btft acting; unfortified by
was simply the sum ot the
B«x or intellectual ascendancy, his power
plastic physical '"^dium a finthree strict elements of great acting-a
joy m the thought of the charof
passion
a
and
cunning.,
technical
ished
in Moliere s plays aiid in
Coquelin
of
study
elaborate
An
acter acted."
Robey of the muMCGeorge
of
one
by
followed
is
"Cyrano de Bergerac"
which really
theatre
the
of
art
one
that
of
head
Sialls. who is "at the
There are e oquent
life, in England."
Jives with the full vehemence of
like the
Lges about the Irish Players. "In a world of things overdone
like a thing soberly said
stage mere quietude has the value of epigram,
makes a list of Sarah Bemhardt's
In f newspaper." After Mr. Montague
one could judicially count up
there,
not
was
she
"When
faults—
"rank"
to heaven-when she was
"cried
that
arf'-faults
her
her sins against
once more, and you felt
act
her
saw
you
"Then
exclaims:
not there"—he
or at a pheasant s
Fiesole,
from
Florence
at
again
as if you were looking
In abit.
with poppies
neck, or Leonardo's Monna Lisa, or ripe com
really so fine, or might not,
sence yob may have asked were these things
them finer; present, you
a change here and a change there have made
only enjoyed, you asked nothing."
especially, across
"That you will see Forbes Robertson walk down and,
His speech is
theatre.
the
to
going
for
reason
sufficient
the stage is a
His use ot
it.
infested
that
booming
the
without
in the great tradition
some of the great orators
the drms in rhetoric has the severe beauty that
which some of
must have had, since nothing else can explain the terms in
execution. ..... His
those who heard them wrote of this part of their
charm on measure, a comely order,
is the acting that mainly relies for its

Or take

JIOR.^l.

had appeared strong and

healtlii' until last

we

toflfether

off
"

;

a

glee.

You'll hug- a Dinosaur with

also;

ITALY

sa\e

The Well-

Acting

up all that was Synge:
character, the d.sdam for artistic
brooding joy in hard, strong lines of
a new serenity of
c^promise, the energy of tragic imagination, and also
fifteen pages.
beauty." This is only a sentence from

yell:

When Bored enough

'

infant

symptoms

IN

Philip H. Cook

then

started,

f»^f

sZs

that his labors w.ere done.

Y

"We'll
go
bored,

virulent In hatred and abuse, "\\a\at a
pity that France is not alive to discuss
these books'

Dr.

^

see you here? Ami
"AVho'd expect
looking so well
Old dear, what a lark to meet you."
He fell on old Dinny and huggecl him

it openeth the gale to good fame,
nd extinguisheth envy " This is not

b.T

"there'.'-

to

liai

I.Voted

felt

.tflad

should owe him something."

PROCRASTINATION

Tendagura J

he said yavining

Moliere
at length plays by Synge. Shaw.
P^ers give only a
The titles of other

Measures." "Good
faint idea of the contents: "Fiscal
Pla/-Makmg,
"Improvements
Made play," '"On the Actual Spot,"'
at S^rat ord-on-Avon,
''Shakespeare's Way with Agincourt," "Playgoing
Poel, "Th^ Whole4ood and Bad Subjects for Plays." "The Art of Mr.
the wit and wisprove
random
at
taken
quotations
will
some Play." Nor
Mr. .Montague
art.
dramatic
the
of
studies
Som that distinguish these
"The sure ear. the instmct ^"'^ '^lon^ the

time.

Piofessor

came for the first time at the moment
of clinching the bargain, 1 trembled \
little.
Fifty francs. I thought, is not
really dear for carrying away this heavy
mass of foolishness. He ought to ha^ e
isked 100 francs from me. I was dumbfounded when 1 saw him pull out of his
I
thought 1
pocket the bank iioie.

in the case of Anatole France.
Half a dozen or more books about him
"have been published since his death,
some by men purporting to be his
friends, that tempt one to think the less
of him as a man.
Rene Johannet in
Anatole
France,
est-il
un gi-and
Ecrlvain?" answers in the negative and
rot
without
bitterness,
while
"A
Cada\Te," to which four contribute, is

Ibsen

i

the

true

ir.

Mr Montague discusses
WUde and Masefield.

i

to do:
It's the dullest hole under the sun."
the Dinosaur sleeping in
saw
iTlien he
slime.
lie was lil^e the .Sunflower, weary oi

.

tjiis

'

r.ot.'iing

always the same, ,oO francs
for the loi
Ftance said to his ."secretar?
M. Bronson. who has written an
amusing but singularly indisc-.eet book
about his master: "When the dealer

"Death hath

wandered

Y

'"By jove!"

I

others.

.>

Ipi ofessor

of

treatises,

s

m

Reviews of plays.
This apology was not necessary.
nature. One reads toda^^viUi plea^^^
tee are not always of an ephemeral
concerning Aeschylus and Euripides.
the oninions of Aristophanes
Archer. Towse; Gautier.
iSzUu! Lamb and Ligh Hu'nt; Lewes, Walkley,only for a day.
did not write
Lemaitre
and
d'Aurevilly
B'arbey

most unspeakable bore."
till his poor jaws w^re ten
yards apart
I'Uey would easily take n a small horse
and cart
Perhaps (in a pinch* rather more.

!

wa.i*

Bacon wrote:

research

voS mn

apprehensive, quick, for^etive.
»V-\T
n below
bTlow yourseU
illusion;
gives you that

it

shapes.' At least, it sometimes
your self
certain ways* you hope you ar e above

Dinosaur seated by Tendagura

U

.

novels,

mak^s

He yawned

brought a low price.
Anatole France had the habit of
throwing all books that he did not wish
to keep into a huge bath tub. When the
tub was full he summoned a secondWhatever the conhand book dealei
tents of the full tub were, prose, verge,
essays,

I

.^luscd sadly "By crickey! there's nothinc to do;

a flattering
dedication, as a
nature, by the authors to some more or
These books
less distinguished persons.

price

I

in

books in his library; Bellln2 books by
former friends who cut him after, his
"Corydon" appeared; also books by men
with whom he has quarreled. Henri de
negniev. Francis .Ja.Timeg and others.
We^plcked up years ago in Paris
books that had been presented wi£h a
rule

'

—near Tendagura has discovered one of the largest dinosaurs—
— Exchange.
world."
the

selling S50 of the 3500

Is

to kindred
confesses that he exhunled tliern
In a short prefatory note he
pleasure
be a kin,
"And yet for old theatre notices there may
with misgiving
books jjbout
in haste, it is true, with few
them
wrote
You
Excuse
of
hot air and dust of the playhouse
?ou or moment to look a thing up;
seem.
to say things that would
sure
were
you
lungs;
we"; stirin your
bad it all
How
morning
the
in
again
them
saw
you
if
ToiTV gush or rant
balance. Bttt that heat of the playIwas for rneasur^" containment, and
the system of Falsherris-sack
Like
house is not wh;ily harmful.
•
•
•
'It ascends me^into the ^ram
staff, it hath a twofold operation:

expedition

7

/ 7

C

AFRICA"

"Professoi-

Montague's

Uhat k

"HUGS DINOSAUR JNEARTHED
IN

'

1911.
"Dramati^ Values" was first published in
country, and they were greatly valued
this
to
came
cSios
few
Onlv a
the value is not dnnm.shed for Mr
by the for unate possessors. In 1925
or a weel< when he contributed h.s
day
a
for
merely
not
MonLVi°e wJote
article .n the hook is formed
Each
Guardian.
Manchester
arUcles to U^e
fi,-st-niKht notices of p ays
.several
whole
loo.se
rro .pi ur into one
a simUar n,.ahty of
withheld
or
gave
or
thoughts,

Mr

of religion will bring back
mediocrity which ought to
bound the wishes of man. eithe^tlio
people or the Indiv.dual who has tasted
the more refined and elegant accommodations of l\fc."

maxims

that

P

of the king.

much more than our

version of reason, a corruption of taste
and the cravings of artificial necessity
which causes the restless pursuit of
Vet n.ither
objects seldom attainable.
the reasonings of the philosopher nor

the

,

|

Izcd Hazliifs letter to Gifford.

depended on the reAn avidity for pleasure has inform.
creased with our freedom and a thirst
of ao.uisition for Its support pushes to
And
'the most dangerous experiments.
'though sensible it Is owing to the per-

to

not necessary to be too severe towar,
boresome than elsewhere.

less

as

bittel

j

political salvation

king.

is

^iished last year, seven years after Mirbeau;s
oiffhlies and nineties,
journals in the ^-^f-.^
feuillctons contributed to Parisian
Henley character-,
Kairconspicuous for "Splendid savagery." as

weakl^ess of hum^in nature,

aio already to (b1c> far adin ov-ry' species of luxury to

we

it is

-

John Adams

j

form
throne and a massive archway,
of black.
dance
a
for
background
rich
who alImp-like slaves with cymbals,
with
frenzied Jubilation
in
ternate
This
giHs.
rroups of oriental dancing
L.
Ernest
Mr.
by
directed
pageant was
who
Major of the Normal Art School,
dewho
also headed the committee
signed the scenery and costumes. favor
much
Mme Rose Zulallan won
which she sang
In the role of Amnerls,
Its richness
for
notable
voice
with a
Maentz. as
and nexlbility. Mme. CJalre third act
Alda. rose to her best In the
by Rulon
duet with Radames. sung
sang the
Roblson, Mr. William Ryder
James
and
merit,
with
part of Ramphls
Houghton was well adapted for the

pm

to

pubhsn

been deliRhted in the play
Por Mr. MontaKtie. who has not always
from
far
is
and
Rusto
fine
a
house, writes with
P^'^T'T^.-^rr"
Mirbeau".. "Gens de rheatre.
Sarrhis hook, for ex«m,,le. with OcUve

l,4»itpr?i

Worrfii-.\rtiim«

t.io

"In Ypitc of cvcrytbinK.
the theatre. Boredom there

El

<)f

„rvc

April 27. 17SS:__

fear

I

warrior,

captives to the throne
Multicolored Egjptlan costumes,

From

".Vlas! the

arrangement was abolished

his

^he "^""Ih
Perhaps the snyinR that Jules Hcnard put in
"Dramatic ValucB.
as H tiiotto for C. E. MontaKue'.s
nmibl(3(lav Pnjro & -Co. of Garden City:

cpl-

NOW

Mercy Warren wrote

flven
applause.

of

Uic:;>-

a

T

j.

leoted by h«r
"This monui
^e.irs cannot resorrowing husbmul.
Therefore 1 weep."
store her.
I<ord now .she in thin,"
witji a tiny "c" below, almost obpcurt-cl
E- M. |^
by moss.

j

orderly rows, while the
the front
principals, seated together at
their cues and
of the stare, rose at
translasang their parts. In an English
The more familtion and from books.
the opera were
iar and stirring parts of
with spirit and received hearty

The more

—

Uphs:

In

sat

part,

-.vomon.

jfur

I

——

have quoted from

drama are more

Augier
our playgoers?
.

son,

who

What to them
lectures poor Clorinde?

is

Fabrice, the retired rake and good

\

of his time who, having something of moit through plays that took life when
when in England the stage had for
many years almost abandoned the attempt to reflect seriously the life of
the day.

"Ibsen was the one

man

to say, was also able to say
His plays came at a time
acted."

ment

1

:

,

—

'

•T^mpoon edJlom wreck

A lumper wan originally a laborer emrioyed In loading; and unloading cargoes,

was brought out in Boston
it was described was not
as
life
that
heaven
.UK th.uike(i
in Norway, but George
be
might
it
though
New Encland.
that objects sentnnentally to
'"a had said before him of the class
them by a favorite
actual world: "You may distinguish
or thRl

when oue

of hia plays

j

j

dv of the

and the remark, 'If that is human
n. L>..' 'Surelv we are not so bad!'
"
Now Ibsen "did not tell people how they ought
nUu^e.' save u^^ from it.'
And audiences were
lives looked to his eyes.

Mr. Montague inquires most amusingly what these sanitarians meant
in years not far distant by "wholesome."

!

I

verses-"have
lean women who
writing"-wlsh to be
invented verses In
Lady Margaret
llcnoTVTi? Kot long ago
of The Poetry
filled four pages

by a hairdresser Her
her
scolded her so severely,
such
Companions in the workshop made into
herself
threw
fun of her that she
going by— she
the Vienne. A woman
had passed the age of <i«^P'^'^.,into the
old"--Jumped
was 60 years
girl out.
river and pulled the

1

;

'

IsrcKvlUe
of the term,
Review with denunciations
as
which she characterized
!

"poetess."

name.

Victorian ghost of a
did not
Edinburgh broadcasters
her
for they have described

|..the pale

'yet

It

Clarence
called

ket

restaurant,

street

This

x.,

Sold
to

J

from Nov
Dec

13.

ar4 ^he
good enough fw
^e Wve|
deed, an excenant mans-ger.
of "lady manuse
seen an ISth century
to know,
ageress." and were pleased
that she was a lady.
for
stickler
a
A\hite.
Ulcha.-d Grant

1

'78

a

61

j

and
man would reply "dam-fi-know,
decide to
the farmer would generally
than
rather
there,
right
dine or drink

^ ,^^1^'^:
"sculptress" and "paintress
Of "authoress and
ard. O mon Roll
words and
-Tioetesb" he wrote: "These
conothers of Ihelr sort have, been
demned by writers for whuse taste and
judgment I have great respect; but although the words are not very lovely,
seem that their right to a
it would
deplace la the language cannot be
uied."
...
^
whether}
not
Is
question
the
all,
After
Laura Matilda is a poet or a poetess.
hat Fort of poetry does she write?
As Artemus Ward said to his wife Betsy
when he told her that in England he
would vifilt the birthplace of Shakespeare: "Don't you know he was the
greatest Poit that ever lived? Not one
of these common polls, like that young
Hylt who writes v(;rses to our daughter
:,.hout the Roses as growscs, and the
Breezea as blowses but a Bobs Poit."
j

i

I

'

—

There are towns where a woman's

'

,
,
,
Every market man employed a husky
meals, and
negro lumper at "$5 a week,
rum
rum money.'.' These food Inandquantitickets would be purchased
the men every
ties and doled out to

morning-

m

archaeloglcal explorers generally
on "getting a good
so Intent
press" as seems the Franco-American

his drawlng-rxHjn,,

If

now so prothe many excavations
world
ductive over practically all the
words of the
the
we would often hear
words are qualititle; sometimes those
report:
as in southern Arizona's
fied
sometimes acand
"3000 to 6000 years,"
of the
curately as (at the other end
and
alphabet) in Ur of the Chaldees
Maya
the
of
rest
Yucatan and the
been so
countries. Egyptian finds have
of the less
well advertised that some
popubeen
have
discoveries
spectacular
are
Slare.
larly overlooked in the
Egj-ptlan.
much
on the brink of learning
epitome
curious
the
in
and otherwise,
the February.
of the ages described In
to the city at
1925 Atlantic Monthly as
evidence
Other
Jordan.
the
of
the fords

tli

j

We

of

how much

=

and recent, most ifPO^tant
the Punrevelations have been made In
the Sumerlans as
lab, perhaps tracing
from

Mesopotamia, etc.,
to
North as has
InS^a. instead of from the
supposed. "The similarities with

coming

and

Sumerian

cultures

are

are, I think, at the eve
striking,
theories of
of a revaluation of all our
letter 'rom an
origins," says a recent

we

sceptical but open-minded^
has been discovered
there
of a
enough to take away the point
who becertain joke of our ancestors
Archby
dating
marginal
lieved the
of the
bishop Ussher in the margin
sacredAuthorized Version, second In
among
viz.:
only,
itself—
text
ness to the
Items on the
the contemporary notes to
manuscript of a certain Welsh genealwas this, say a third of the way
was
down: "About this time. Adam

authority,

Already

,
,

o^

"h%" •S.sto'^^-r on^f
HIT
irautles^of G^eek culture^o

:

created."

singul^^^^^^
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As the World Wags:

Early's place on Lagrange street
called
public house, as they are
boxers and heavyIn England. Clever
They went
hitters met there nightly.
than the year
also, but much earlier
school on
boxing
1900, to Prof Bailey's
negro
Court street. Bailey was a tall
dark-skinned
of great tact, not very
some
that
hands
and so clever with his
his pupils.
of Boston's "best" were
The manly art of self-defense, rowing,
yachting, laclub swinging, cricket,
had not yet
crosse, swimming, skating
baseball,
been wholly pushed aside for
The
like.
the
basketball, tennis and
gambling
the
betting,
of
vice
national
nfested
generally
spirit had not yet
tinge
outdoor sports and given a sordid
diverout-of-door
England's
to New
(BetUng on horse racing Is ansions.
holding up
other story.) Boys were not
stealautomobile riders night and day,

Tom

was a

ThTa^uthori^slU^^dW^^^^
i^i"

men
There s
Dan e.T.ys this "out West where
Harris's book.
Rohert
"For upare men" stuff Is the bunk.
and
fighting
firr^ofTeii
standing, hard-working,
jrs^'"^;
westernof Queenssplendid drinking men. those
anT'lovablf!^ the Marquis
oldwho says mtle but
ers weren't a patch on Bostons
bury. Lord Tubby,
lumpmarket
time longshoremen and
They drank Tom and Jerry for
ers
breakfast and had a '10 o'clock' highof old
ball of whiskey with a schooner
Inslock ale as a chaser; and so on, at
slept
they
tervals, until bed-time, when
'''"
as
morning
next
awakened
O^eTrttr/ ^ds^t^a^^lhat
soundly .and
Clmefllas
open
fresh as daisies. Hard work In the
and
fodder
robustious
req^iires
air
drink. I wonder if recent legislative restrictions account for the fact that two
Ms so. a-the.
lumpers are now employed where onc
^r.e^t^ch'-^ltie-rii.
huskv of the seventies would suffloeT
and problematic Fritz.
uoublesome
as
mournful
And Brother Leahy looked
we parted. LANSING R. ROBINSON.
I

rrt ^pi}

^d

undervalued

borhood

a QMrf
with

we have

In Palestine and the
French
re^ of Syria came to light In the
work at Byblos. Even the Sumerian
basic
the
nearer
civilization, apparently
years
ground than we suspected a few neighthat
aeo has been discovered in

Egyptian Influences

^D ASTRA.

filled

we

at Carthage-Utica and
selective-apparalisteners had a radio
hear from
tus so that we could In turn

bunch

="'""^15°';^'^'^

imagined by the playwright,

YEARS AQO

If

.

coarsened and bloated.

^

^-

were

duotion in Berlin of "Oscar
Fore rn
tragedy by Carl Stemhelm.
account of the
Journals now give an
figure nearla the centraJ
\ play. Wilde
as
Is represented
He
time.
the
all
ly
He Is first seen

.

^ _
In London and
Mayto fight.
didn't go over In

_

6000

the pro-;
The Herald has mentioned
WUde," a

cafe of
place, referring to another
that localU
there were dozens in
Rice or lilcustomer.
Fearing to lose a

seek further.

why Jack

been

in to
coming to market would drop
so-and-so s
Hice's and ask where to find
wh on

!

Buzz,

me

Aegean

Blackstone Street

.

As the World Wags:

Gcnuinn

as ben
Dan explains the dam-fi-know
of ProprietoJ'
ing the stereotyped reply
people
Country
barkeep.
Kice or his

the distincpure English, wrote that
the male l3>
tion of the female from
the oldest
of
Is^Cne
termination "ess,"
Enelisft
and best established^usages of
obreasonable
Ha found no
speech.
taste, to
individual
of
one
i^^ction. only
"poetess." and even to
.."authoress,"

ter

1918.

Wenhani.

TOM AND JERRY
ONLY 10 CENTS
RICE'S TAVERN

^"^J^
than

2

be that's

the only place In Bortoi
to get

4978
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As the World Wags:
Jack Dempsey landed
said he was too seasick

i

DAM-FI-KNOW

he

sez he
ei\e
tha time?" If enywun
throw
bucks fer tha raincote we U
Inkood
nuthin
but
necktie,
m tha red part with tha trick pants.
doose us ter
sooveneer.
a
as
We're gonna keep 'em

us

.

beginning

"AW

"Dearie."

tell

h;obtain a captaincy, although he
commanded a battery since 1!)16. Li v.r
native
he produced a bottle of his
^
Somewhere
and forgot his troubles.
waltlns on
was
it
lost our luggage, but
when we aia "trolley" at Turnberry
all that was
rlved that afternoon. And

only the
Odyssey.

things."

Z

-to

of

llvln-

emerged frum tha kukoon.
it over his
uv tha raincote an' throwln'
tha gorgeus
arm. he stood fourth In
necktie.
red
tXndar uv a beeyootlful U yards
uv
wot had
I^n' a Jray soot
"AhaT sez Buzz
cloth in tha pants."
calls
wot
birds
ter me ''wun uv them
"
J'^t then this
boy chTm -dearie.'
komlc valentine stops In '/"^.^^.^^
kin yew

his Inabiin--

who bemoaned

lery officer

is

Hoppln out

;

the

It?" sez Buzz.

"Wot

f
livin' things^
"I kin find better
Jlst
over "tones.
this wun by tumln'
tha butterfly
then tha rain stopt, an

'

of

•

"That, sez i,
Man, as yuh are prob blys
..^ a man.
tha earth
awalr, is tha sraltest uy

-Ing of the baffled wind in the vent-l
c
fl'^i
tors of the rflilway carriage, and
wIndoNy
the
slashings of rain against
O. K
like
looked
who
man
was
a
there
s
C and whose snores rivaled the win.l
artilbest efforts; there was a Scottish

1

T &

Hart

i

that ht
guavdianslilp of the portal, and
George
wouldn't hesitate to mitt KInK
effects:
his
'Dan found this card in

„»
of

Me an' Buzzard Bill
a doorway, watchln
This
us.
sumthin- walkln' toward
"sumthln- " had on wun "^^"^^"^/^^^^"^
per
a
malks
transparent ralncotes
manlger uv
Bun look hke tha suksessfll
tripped
hombre
This
a hawg-farm.
had J^t^ot tlong ^asefully like he
In tha arm
shot uv "sweet dreems
ralnln'.
standln- in

wuz

The naxT man swore
conveyance.
was a camel, said it ran like ono.
will not swear it was not a c.Tine'.
There was for long a wild hollow ri.:'r-

He receives visiting potentates.
with
Dan says he has shaken hands
durmg his
everv Elk of distinction

NUMBER OF

(or Black)

the animal between the shafts of

iob

.

:

oracle

are

^

wuz

It

may

and down some particularly wide and
straight street, where the rain-sIlppery
pavement brought one or more of the
There was an
participants to grief.
(.argument between one of the navy men
and his jarvey concerning tho genius of

and historian of the North end
of the
has been elected Inner guard
year in,
Elks of Medford for the ICth
The inner guard is some
!=uccession.

a "noet" John Addington
said she
fvmo'nds. ^peak^ng of Sappho, Poetess
....^ 1,,,
onMpnts "the poetess
^.^T called by the ancients
but
"the poet
as Homer was called
u
her as
Mrs. Browning addressed
N.

(or Stag.)

district,

S^^It^itl

Albany,
the leading theatre In
to be known
she satd she did not wish
was
"manager
"manageress";
as a
was In-

We

White

As the World Wags:
Dan Leahy, steward of a North Mar

St edJliss

noet-woman!"
_
"^
When Rosa Leland took charge

in across the moors.

MARKET LUMPERS

goes back to the 16th

Edmund
If
century.
m^n ^n "Victorian Poets"

bobbed

!

heed her,
word. Lady Lindsay
iby the obnoxious
raised the same obago
years
about 10
magazine.
same
jection m the
a 'Vlois by no means
"Poetess"
torian" word.

still

is

narents

write

i

thought a glory to her
years at Limoges had her

girl of 17

^^^^-^

(By SnowBhoe Al)

recollections

l

a book that should be read by all who have the slightest inreread,
terest in the theatre; one not to be read hurriedly, but read and
especially in these days when one is tempted to ignore the theatre of past
P. H.
years and find enjoyment only in revueo and muaical comedies.

hair

read

A ESSAY ON THA SHEEK

arty. I am not certain how lai'ge this
party was. but there were only two of
us who tolled up the interminable flights
of the stairway from Waveriy station
at Edinburgh at daybreak.
One of the navy men Initiated the
comely barmaid. He created the first
"stinger" with his own lily-white hands,
presentlfig it to the goddess for her apThis had, not a rum base,
probation.
The sole
but one of liqueur brandy.
other ingredient was Creme de Jlenthe.
This was voted a chef d'oeuvre. and
stingers were enjoyed ad lib. by one
and all. Later tlae Creine de Menthe
bottle ran dry, and after some learned
cogitating and suggesting the difficulty
was conquered by the substitution of
green Chartreuse for the mint. A dash
of peppermint bitters was held to be
necessary after the first round.
Between this substitution and the
cold gray dawn at Edinburgh many
There was the movthings occurred.
ing, at closing time, to a cosier and more
sequestered bar upstairs in the same
There was at some
house (l think).
time a general exodus and the hiring
of four-wheel cabs by each member ot
the party, followed by chariot racing up

is

A

requested, might I

were at the
There
were several of us, I refuse to commit
myself as to the exact number. The
natives comprised a certain number of
American naval flying officers from the
camp at Grimsby or Great Driffield, or
wherever It was. The guests were my

weA

hair

i

If candidate,
-^l^r^tL^^ suggest

was a night in old York— a beautiful
night — rain, and a black wind storming

not
Critics
drain.
putrid, loathsome, offal, carrion, sewage, an open
ashamed to use the vocabulary of medical officers of health. But Mr.
Montague does not regard playgoing as a branch of hygiene; he goes for
away from
the fun of the thing, "and to this day we never, when coming
temperature."
the theatre, find ourselves feeling our pulses or taking our

I

„,„m

Pro.rhfadiig!^ 'r^o^olldle^^red^J

ravel out from the reading of an almost
forgotten word!
The "stinger." There

rea(iPerhaps the chapter that should be most carefully pondered by
Wholesome Play." When
ers who go to the playhouse is one on "The
"wholesome" we have no desire.;
stress is laid on the fact that a play is
to the "good-hearted" man, or
drawn
feel
we
than
more
any
it,
to see
as Mr. Montague points
Germany,
or
France
In
intentions."
man of "good
"Is it amusing?" "Is it inout the first questions about a new play are
" "Does it prove anything?" In England, and not infrequently
teresting'
it be seen without giving me any
In this country, the question is "Can
convey, or
disease'"— "as if plays were a species of drains that exist to
how playBbHain from conveying, diphtheria and typhoid. Where that is
critic who tries to be all that his
of
kind
meek
the
play,
at
a
look
goers
semi-official inspector
readers would have him, becomes in due course a
the
'nuisances or a consulting sanitary engineer,' and he takes to
.t"
first
language of these callings. Thus when Ibsen's plays were
fetid,
foul,
acted in England they were certified as disgusting,

do Amerl-

Wags:

the World

THE "STINGER"
As the World Wags:
What a string of

m

How

Afl

—

instinct for structure;
Oscar Wilde was "a genius that wanted the
masses of all that
he wrote like an aix-hitect skimping the main lines and
sumptuous incrustation
he built, caring mainly for morsels of curious or
architecran so short
to light up the next wall. ... In drama Wilde
of his brilliants upon a wornpanoplies
full
hang
would
he
that
skill
tural
"
Husband.'
out clothes-horse of a plot like that of 'An Ideal

..poet" or "Poetess"?

education.
v^nt^ges of a collegiate

j

but how their
publicly analyzed.
uneasily conscious that they were being
to live

Here

;

a^*^oung"gentlemen enjoying the

He was

also one who
furnished ballast for ahlps. In slans Ins
WHS a river thief. The word was also
vi.ved to denote a mlUtla man, also a
small contractor, a sweater.
Darwin
spoke of "halrsplttlers and lumpers"
men who lump things together. And In
Ireland a lumper was a coarse potato.
I^over In "Charles O'Malley"; "Tou son
of a lumper potato." Ed.

(\'!peclally llnitier.

offices of the

I

j

I

I

.

InK m»ohln<'3 una oPmnili
every li hour*. Nor were
i

.t,

i

muron

,

li..".Mr.

700

there

2000 pounds
hfs yoke-lift, could ralsa
Ho was a n.iUonal
on hlB shoulders.
I remeniHercules.
wonder, ii modern
'
leelng William Millar, the Austrawrestler, repeatedly raise a 100above his head at Wlni dumbbell
establishment. Wlnshlp agreed
sliip.s
with the notlona of Dr. Dlo Lewis of the
Hotel Bellavua and tlie Turkish baths.
Lewis advocated two meals a day, abjurrure
ing tea, coffee and other stlmularta,
h»Mi-a.
air .Tt night during a BJeep of
}<
had no counsel for women: the Idea
;ul Scouts, women Jurors, Judges,
b.irbers and policemen would have upset hlni. Nor did he believe In marathon runs. Ho once told me how John
Stetson In Charlestown outran a red
Indian In a -lO-mlle race. About this
time (1ST5) SIgourney Butler was en
livening Harvard gatherings on class
day by singing "Malone's at the Back
of the Bar."

I

f""'"
erine," a satirical farce in
by
by G. Bernard Shaw, followed

f

[

Shewing Up

same author.

GRE.^T CATHERINF."

•

r
The Sergeunt

'

\arlnkn..
Na'Hebkin"

••When Malone'e at the Back of the* rati
Bar," attributed to Ed Harrlgan, was
not p ubllehed until 1878.—Ed.

:

Y.MOI-TH

THEATRE— Alice

Mama!"

.h

.

KMer
Blanco

a

three-act

Brady
comedy

me

f,"<;f^

The

well.

^

•

fast with a stout --oP^.^f ""^^t^J^f^
then a few air
for a Cunard hawser;
Houdlnl playfully
holes, through which
us he was
poked his fingers to assure
Then Into the cabinet, ai^d
there.
still

us aga n
a few minutes out before and with
with the packing case ntact
original posithe rope secminbly In Us
The audience voted on the demotion.

^n

Edwin Nlcander

ine I.«

Shirley

Gardei:

Onl-

'""iV,
Cromwell
Kenneth .MjcKenna
;

:

.lohn

);i,rn,l

Gardes
M,rttn
Llaitre rHotei::;
All the frothlness
t.n

Mildred Florence

Ralph LocUf

and furious sophistication which we have learned to regard
Is
At svnonymous with French comedy

evidence in Alice Brady's new vehiIts first
cle, which last night received
airing before a large audience, having
tentaa
with
boards
the
previously trod
it
tive step somewhere in Connecticut,
Is understood.
searches
who
tourist
American
The
Paris in vain for the elderly sleek roues,
saturnine men-about-town. Impetuous
In

<

|

voung lovers and piquant, epigrammatic
mademoiselles advertised by La Vie
Parislenne might as well stay at home

The atmosphere

see "Oh Mama!" first, for these
people, as stereotyped stage folk as the
rural milkmaid or the bold mad man
used to be, are all there.
start off with a glimpse of the
a
effete domestic life of the La Gardes,
family consisting of the pert coquettish
Is
Jacqueline, her husband, Albert, who
one year older than her father, as we
marare told, and his son by a previous
j'ears the
riage, George, who Is a few
devotedly
he
whom
senlolr of the girl

that

when

little

sis-

I

a

„
Catherine,
,

Miss Newcome was
and
queenly and assured. There lingers,
must always linger, the memory of
Russia,
of
Empress
Poris Keane as the
comshe who came and conquered, but
Miss
parison were idle and unjust.
relyhurdles,
her
all
cleared
Newcome
as the drunkifig mightily on Mr. Hulse
was a deen chancclior, whose acting
where he
scene,
first
his
From
lieht
the
wrestled with his morning bottle, to
of the
hero
the
was
he
of the play

play proceeds, and compromising situations tread upon each others' heels,
wtih everyone in the cast walking in

with studied accuracy at Inopportune
momenu and raising a row.

the

to say that Jacqueline goes with Rhenal
to Versailles for a quiet dinner, telling
her elderly spouse thai she has gone to
Le Havre to kiss her dear father good-,
bye, whereat he seizes the golden op-;
portunlty for a cabaret gambol with:

Rhenal' s somewhat unconventional lady
George, horrified, learns of his
friend.
"mother's" plans, and rushes to Versailles, ousts Rhenal, and then realizes
the tragic fact that he has fallen In love
with .lacqueline, sinks on a sofa, tears
his hair, calls himself Oedipus, and wav-

between suicide and America.

Then there Is the next morning, with
strained meetings, painful effects of
carousal, and carefully worded questions and answers about everyone's
But the New England
whereabouts.
conscience Is satisfied, for everyone Is
generously whitewashed In a glorious
dawn of explanations, and as the curtain falls we are reassured that all is
right when George steps up nobly and
asks his father for the hand of his
"mother.^"
The old gentleman cheerfully acquiesces, and we know that only
a divorce stands between the happiness
of our heroine and our hero.
For the most part, the acting was
and the comedy
telling,
swift and
lineF went over to the tune of voluml-

man and

Mr.

as the

Mowbray

The Seebacks.

who was

sailles

than one

"FAREWELL" NEXt"WEli.K
FOR BOSTON STOCK CO.

I

the
Plans are under way to make
Boston
the
next and final week of
Stock Company, completing Its fourth
successful season at the St. James Theatre, an outstanding event.

The play. "The Show Shop,'" a colorcomedy by James Forbes, Is par-

ful

ticularly well suited for a farewell offering.

EnglUh_

•

^'^^^s^"rd^rl:at.ftrp^a>^c^ant
.3"on: rrt gesture Ht^.-J*,
WT.S there enjoying

it

"'^•The shewing up of

|suredly
to the

f""-

Blanco Po

net

lynch law
Shaw's sermon on the
con alns
In the states,
interest but It
.c^nsTderable thrill and

Mr

we do U

suffered

In

contrast

to

the

preceaing

of a Practised
"'Vt is the old recipe
one hand
'hand in the business, with the otheT
King a dexterous melodrama, unpleasengaged in ramming
"l^usi"?
down one's throat. Most

truths
: ^cessfully has Mr.

ant

the
better than our
western atmosphere, 'ar
shooting guns,
nitlve pieces, filled with
drops and spoUess
ca tus-palnted back
from PhUa
stetsons not three hours

Shaw captured

j

well^ and his
Bianco, Mr. Cl.ve did
Again M..
effective.

1

..spi-mnn",,vfl/.tlv

Bobby Randall and com-

novelty to the entertainment.

of the

f^'thei^^^'^^r^ho

Inter-

pany, the former with a good ••line,
and his associates of the snappy steps,
and Jack Gregory and company adding

e^neclaily
of the P'ay, especially
tj^,,^?;^
overlooking

terrace

bag punching,

enough:

comedians;

The mounting
,hP

In

three
the Meyakos,
wholesome looking Japanese, versatile
as
dancers,
as
instrumentalists,
as

Mis.<;

Erli==s,

Oli"
.1,

iC.,,,.,,!

W«irt

W 'iii
Ilalph

year:
following plays this
"Good Gracious,
Clothes, •'
•'Civilian
of
"Polly
Annabelle," "Just Married."
Street."
the
"Across
Circus,"
the

the

Whispering Wires." "So This Is Lon"New Toys," "The Other Rose."
"We've Got to Have Money." "Judy
Drops In." "The Old Homestead," "The
Gold Diggers," "Chicken Feed," "The
Conspiracy," "Oh, Boy," "The Fool,"
"The Whole Town's Talking," "•DisLion
raeli," "Cock o' the Roost," "The
and the Mouse," "In the Next Room,"
"The Misleading Lady," "•Expressing
Willie," "The Deep Purple," "Nightie

don."

••Lazybones,"
••PoUyanna,"
Night,"
•'Rolling Home," "Mary's Ankle," "The
"HellFirst Year." '•The Youngest,"
Bent Fer Heaven," "Little Miss Bluebeard." "The Best People," "A Full
House" and "The Cat and the Canary,"
this last repeated by popular demand
this

week.

.1,

8""""'

..:..

Ihein 1- a grisly murder, an
authentic haunted house, dirty doings
necklace.
In the dark, and even a stolen
-he plnvers are worthy of their vehidash
cle and act with a finish and a
that proves famll'-^irity as well as abilc.f
many
fact,
of
matter
a
as
For,
ity.
the actors have served a long time apNedeil
Mr.
play.
prenticeship to the
has recently played the part which
Henrv Hull created, Paul Jones, In the
Elsie HItz played Annabelle
far east.
West for seven months on tour; and
Anna Layng, as weird Mamm^ Pleas,nnt has given ejfcellent performances
of the part many times before.
Houston Richards, although he did
not have a particularly sympathetic
part, was enthusiastically received last
night, as was Olive BJakeney as Susan
All of the Company, in fact,
fiillsby.
combined to give one of the most Interesting performances of the season.

PLAYS CONTINUING

,
,

—"Topsy

and Eva," mucomedy starring Vivian
and Rosetta Duncan. Based on
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." Second

,

Colonial
sical
,

,

week.

—

Nanette,"
No,
"No,
musical comedy •with Louise
WiVininger,
Charles
Groody,
Georgia
Cross,
Wellington
O'Ramey and others. Third
week.
Shubert "Rose Marie," musical
comedy -with Desiree EUinger,
Guy Robertson, Beatrice Kay,
Phebe Brune and others. Sixth

Tremont

1

:

—

week.

„

2 ^

// ^ J"

Manare sorry to learn from the
Leon
(N. H.) Union that Mr.
police duty
Copp, who has been doing
his position in
In Enfield, has resigned
at Leborder to work In a brick yard
should
anon. Mr. Copp's nama alone
those medistrike terror in the souls of

We

.

Chester
1

I

I

|

J

tating evil d#eds.

ON THE HIGHER PLANE
the W^orld Wags:
you discovered that SoloI am glad
the
mon was a Scotchman. Most of was
Sandy McTag
great are Scotch.
up
went
he
died
he
When
them.
one of
Upon St.
to heaven to claim his place.

As

to
Peter asking him what he had done
said:
gain admittance to heaven he

"My name

Is

Sandy McTag and

I

Just

to
deed doon In Aberdeen and cam up
heaven to tak my place wl' the reetchPeter,
"
St.
replied
"Bide a wee,"
ous
an then gang awa; we can no mak

poorrldge for one."

Mondav evening, Houston Richards
and Roberta Lee Clark, Juvenile and
Ingenue of the company, will step before the curtain between the acts and
"be themselves" for a few Informal
minutes. Other evenings and matinees
have been allotted the remainder of the
company.
The Boston Stock Company, under direction of Managing Director George
A. Giles and Samuel Godfrey, has offered

N.

II,.,.
1. .
liK'.'
H'

larldng.

pieces.

esting

am
Standing as Ws vere
dxmib
anced, both beautiful and
wholly in the mood, ^'^f
J '^^f y^more a !><=«"t^

evening.

.Boberln

miliar thrill? missing.
Even those who had seen the play
before found themselves as pleap«ntly
frightened and hysterical last night a«
they were (he first time. None of the
traditloml attributes of a dyed-ln-thefwool, blownin-the-bottle thrllUr are

pearance

end

,

KlluliT

.,

harle. Wilder

from England, made a good imiwesslon
a
with a pleasing tone, a sure bow,
technical proficiency, a program that
wk.rmed one to the thought of hearln?:
of
her ^n a more ambitious group

Catherine's

for

.Si.Hnn

Then Toto, the clown, inseparably
his
linked with the Hippodrome. Now
more
act of old Is embellished, much
still
contortionist,
of the ways of the
more of the art of the pantomimist, and
never flagging, the art of the comedian.
Malvina, the fiddler, her first aphailing
in the united States,

-

awe and majesty
name Is almost
Writing the play as

foil

Young

contemporary vaudeville.

\

of

in its doing.

quire that the family make an entrance
Of
and in turn caress the heroine.
course they are discovered In an embrace of their rehearsal and misunderHowever, that slight indiscrestood.
the
tion soon lapses Into triviality as

ers

m

being
It's story is of little Importance,
stupid
the adventures of an impossibly
English officer who is deposited with a
thud In the imperial Ijed chamber,
a series
finally getting out again after
of adventures equally impossible.
gorgeous
Surrounded by a barbarlcally
with traces
court, veneered, all of them,
drunken and
of le Roi Soleil, underneath
lived and
woman
wholly delightful, this
had her being in the grande.st of the
grand manner— a difficult Job, truly, for
excellent
a repertory company, but most

his hastily scribbled lines re-

To trace the complicities of situation
and farcical suspected betrayals of faith
suffice it
is both Impossible and useless;

could
a forfeit of $5000 if he
claitns he
everything that the minister
splj;'\ "1^"'
of
matter
the
can do
that all this
tatlons, and proclaiming
methods of
can be accomplished by the
the ordinary magician.
friend
For fun we have our versatile
James Barton, with his company. Mr.
familiar.
Barton's souse is more or less
newness the
but it has the sparkle of
stamp of the actor's individuality. Thena
of
there is the unusual combination
to a
pleasing voice, not often given
the
is
there
comedian, but best of all
dancing that belongs to Mr. Barton
entertainers of
easily one of the best

•

envelopes her

simply
grandeur.

Jullen, a sort of matinee wolf type, who clings desperately
spot
to his youth in sptle of a bald
He comes to rehearse his play with
and obligingly doubles In
ter

still

piece

Is

Jacqueline,
brass for father, mother and

•

"who should only
his
play queens." Mr. Shaw has made-

mother.

three

• •

sufficient in Itself.
he did for a woman

We

Then

lition or
It was
The destructionists had it, and e perhacked in pleces-a vemarkab chalHoudlni
Mr.
Then
formance.
offering
Lnged the Rev. F. A. Wlggln not do

the rest of Europe for 20 y^ars.

and

calls

case^
the preservation of the

^^^r^Mollra^Franklyn I'rnncis
Waggoner joe
Newcombe
Jessamine
The Woman
performance,
It was a distinguished
an honest and thorough going triumph,
and beyond all doubt the crowning
achievement of Mr. Clive's season at
the Copley, an evening to be rememenIt is difficult to restrain
bered.
thusiasm In the face of work so truly
and so splendidly done.
Catherine's reign, whom glory
'In
These are the words of
still adores."
Byron that Shaw prefaced to this roepisode in which
cynical
and
mantic
them all,
his heroine is the heroine of
the beunscrupulous,
Catherine, the
witching, the ruthless, the ablest czar
playof all the Russlas. The work of a
wright is halt done when he chooses to
take as his prfTicipal character this
amazing woman who ruled Russia and

cast:

nirrie

•

I

H

K»Vf
C. ^U-"",,?'
Yrdjc, ^"Jfilw
........ ...

IK

"""'•'i
proved
This model mystery play which
so popular when givtn at the St. JanieB
repeated
last season that It Is being
fathis week, returns with none of Its

cUnch

Ilulse

J;„,„ .r^lll

. .

BIylh*

.\nmit.. l1«

that Includes Hoube an act of Into
sure
dlnl, there
time is taken over
terest though much
fashioning a packon the prosaic art of
builded
Last evening they
ing case
sparing of nails
he case .and were not
formidable
a
long English ones with
When all was done they made

Francis

Feemy Evans

Sheriff Kemp
T,,e^ joremaa

from the French of Louis Verhy Wilton l^ckaye, produced by
Brady, staged by John
A.

;ed'

IIi.rry

Clclly
<

,

Is

..:::.v.;::.'.'.".'.".'..A'ieie"Eichier

nnnVela
Posnet

has

on any program

SHEWING UP OK BLANCO PO.^KT^

iZZi

'

dancing, but
bit top-heavy on
for this very
an excellent entertainment
must the proreason. Not always then
Baying
gram be "well balanced." ns the
vaudeville.
goes, to provide good

&;::;;::::;::;;:;::::::::i=>»pe.i.^r<j.-

ALICE BRADY WINS

opley

this
at B. F. Keith's Theatre

The bill
week is a

Jessamine Newro.nh,.

erine

<

iMiutic!;

Mowbray
>™n"t8 Compton

•'

i

the

and

ii.,.„lrlcliii

-^j
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'

Clown, Entertain

Tnnfly

Vii'tor

r
C. wnrdleT

l-«tlom!iln

Prince

'

James Barton and Toto, the

i

a oneCabis.

Blanco Posnet,

of

act play by the

more

far

'nt

John
a play 111 three ttctH by
and piodured by the Boston Sir
pony with the following ca«t:
Anna
Mammr rii'«»«nt.
.T.Oul(i I.eon
lU.Kor Omlir
Hmmton

'

'

I

Cath-

THKATRE— "Great

COPLET

i

WRIGHT.

B.

iiig

"Ul-

uikIH.t has a right (
Of a truth,
evening.
done tiH proud-

.

.

Ralph
cvnlcal. satirical husband, and
was
<Il»o'eI.
maltre
as the
Ix)ckB
H. F. M.
unctlously a.muslng.

W

WILLIAM

•<

the flrst
entirely on ."iound of
wcrd and (lulckness of retort, were
vaudeville.
average
of
remlnlsvont
This Illusion was heightened by the
a play,
within
Iniroduotlon of the play
serio-comic actlns. dimming of lights,
and general breaking of continuity. It
Miss Brady
w-a.s also in this art that
sang her two songs. "Just One Kiss,"
and ••Oh. Mamma: '. for which she reS«ie was the
ceived several encores.
graceful, coqucctlsh French mademoiand all
portrayal,
ielle without naw of
rewarded.
well
were
efforts
Tier
Edwin Nlcander excelled as the affable,

...

rounded

t

about

aoi 'IS all look
w>Rrni up, and
rolyltig almost

a month on the M*ae»chUB«tU
highways.
^
^ w
doxBalley'a
It's a relief to remember
inr roomi and Wlnshlp s grj-mnaelum
Boston Th«iipatalre next door to the
Wtnshlp. with
Hire as It was In 1876
,lfath»

I'lttJ-wrlght,

DOONB.
BALLIE ,r^,^„.vTTn

"A YOUNQ GIRL'S QRIEF"
(From Domhnall Og)
mother, give myself to him
that you have in the world
all
give
And
to him.
Go yourself asking alms
And come not west or east to seek me.
'"A little

"My heart ts as black as a sloe.
Or as black as coal that would be
I

In

a

forge.

Or as the sole of a shoe on white nans,
And sure you have wasted my life and

^
,

health.
|

have taken east and you have
taken west from me.
You have taken the path before me and
the path behind me.
You have taken moon and you have
taken sun from me.

"You

And
IF

great Is my fear that you have
taken God from me."

SOME OF THE GREAT HAD HAD
PRESS AGENTS

As the World Wags:
(News Item "Miss

—

Betty Bronson,
takes the title role in "Peter Pan,'
attributes her
success,
the new screen
ability to portray the role to the fact
that when quite young she read Barthe
rle's book, and Imagined herself
hero of the niece.")

who

—

1

I

Ib asp,

and

••""!'}

b.islUsk,

and

toad.

Which makes him have

strong a

Each night he stinks a queen

to death."

I

must confess that

J

played with cateirirs,
then ettrlhwornis, then small
u-r snakes. nnlU I flnnlly reached
height of success with niy asp.
It
lis only to my constsnt nssoolatlon with
these reptiles that I attribute my suc1

I

I
I

i

—

Borerta Tou know, I was
Interested In the art of admlnh potions. Allien Just a wee
ooniocted a poison that was
thrt mice that played around
th... coilar.
When quite a child, 1 gave
some to my smaller brother. He died.
It Is only the constant practice that I
linve had in niy art to which I attribute my success.
icrer'a
s

^

.'

con.sldercd

this

story about the Indian KIur who sent to
.Moxander "a fair woman, fed with
ai onltes and other poisons." Sir Thomas
remarked: "For my part, although the
design wore true, I should have doubted
the success." He gives curious reasons
for his doubt, and added: "To the stork
that
oateth snake and
the
state
(starling) that fecdcth upon hemlocl^f
these, though no commendable aliments,
are not destructive poisons. "—Jid.
*

oxporlnionts.

ikltig

;

I.

Thomas lirowne

I

asp was the result
>

breath,
Sir

—

—

minded

night.

^
'

'

|

;

The performance was characterized by
precision,
agreeable
tonal
cdcring,
and careful phrasing. It is not often
that the name of Clementi Is seen on

a program today.
It
It
because he
wrote more than 100 sonatas? If he Is
famous for his "Gradus ad Parnassum." he could be at times romantic
In his piano pieces, not merely mechanlcally correct and fluent.
Last
night Relnecke's Impromptu, In spite of

—

Its

The program was well arranged
show the talents of the performers.
L.

'

to

/

|'

POISON DAMSELS

t

"The woman In the case" In a curChicago cause celebra seems to
have produced the "new thing under the
sun" long denied; she (supposedly an
Intentional "Typhoid Mary" of fatal
memory) perhaps has supplied the elerent

ment of disease lacking in the tales of
poisoned damsels, which have been be- K
Ueved for thousands of years. In India,
since from long before the Christian
era, everybody has known that a girl,
fed from Infancy on poisons, becomes
|
beautiful, but so deadly that even the

ii,

ctintact of hands In the marriage ceremony will kill the man. Accordingly,
these girls were given to high personages whom it was desired to slay subtilely.
Such stories were in great voguo
in Asia and Europe, especially In the
latter's dark ages when copies of a.
writing "Secretura Secretorura" falsely ascribed to Aristotle, formed an a:i-

[

not "Tom" Corwin, who, standing in
front of a statue, remarked: "See
Never joke. Statues
that statue ?
are erected to solemn asses."- Burleigh was respected for his portenSuppose he had indulged
tous nod.
in airy persiflage with Queen Eliza-

lonlshingly large percentage of the
manuscripts available. Then little was
"known" about fhe ancient Greeks except that they were great magicians,
one of the chief being Aristotle; no
when a beauteous damsel was presented
to Alexander by a king of India, Aristotle was able to divine that she was
poisonous, and thus to save his master
from death.
The widespread acceptance of this legend throughout the
west, and an astonishing amount of
other lore on poisoned damsels are set
lilt
in an elaborate note on page 97,
further expanded In an appendix beJlnning at pa-ge 311 in the second volume
! 10 promised by M. N. Penzer In

beth.

Yet Lincoln's little stories, and
those attributed to him, are still curPlutarch collected jests of
rent.
Bacon compiled a
noble ancients.
book of jokes, mostly poor ones. Sir
Thomas Moore is as well remembered
by his ironic jest on the scaffold as

by

But racial spirit is
Even a nation may resent

his "Utopia."

sensitive.

and wheezes at its expense.
Dean Inge should have rcmemtoercd
the rage of Americans when "Martin
Chuzzlewit" and "American Notes"
were published.

jibes

;

asterly edition of the "Ocean of
this Hindu classic Is a mine

';

worked. Another apIs on probably the oldest love
In the world, on which perhaps

irst fittingly
'-'.T-

—The proper pronunci

j|

As the World Wags:

hereafter.

,

CHARLES EDWARD AAB.

The journals

of

Paris publish euloj

i

Tber<j was a Sultan of Cambodia, one
fJa.eamut, who at« poison from his
i'e; and he wa-j of such a poisonous
re that wh*n he wl.«hed to put a
:iian to death, he had him stripped

and spat upon him, whereupon

.obleman died instantly. If a fly
'ed on the Sultan s .hand, it died.
so the woman mentioned by CoeUus Rhodlglnns was a fatal bride.
Avir-cnna tells of a man who poisoned
-

And

mous creatures that
i

bit

about Andre Caplet,
known In Boston by his music and as
conductor at the Boston Opera House.
It seems that when the world war broke
.out he went into military .service. Although his age assigned him to the territorlal army, he insisted on active sergistic

articles

I

j

him. There

allusion to the Sultan in "iiudi-

I

I

vice In the reserves.

In

He

took part In

the battles of the Champagne. He was
wounded and also gassed with the resuit that his lungs were thereafter affected, so that his death was due to the
after effects of the grippe. Caplet was

.

.

wrote,

the

"Why

English,

much money

in

England,"

"In

.

"John Bull" was coined by Dr. Arbuthnot, not Swift, to typify the EngMrs. Siddons from 1783 to
li.sh nation.
1805 paid six visits to Dublin. Her first
was in June, 1783. She crossed the
Irish Channel. "I never felt the majesty
of the Divine Creator so fully before. I
AUways (you
was dreadfully sick.
tee I have forgot to spell) go to bed the
for by lying
board,
on
go
you
Instant
horizontally and keeping very quiet, y»u
She
influence."
its
cheat the sea of halt
did not like Dublin; called it "a sink of
"they
As for the people,
filthlness."
are all ostentation and insincerity, and
In their ideas of finery very like the
They are
French, but not so cleanly.
tenacious of their country to a degree
When
of folly that la very laughable."
she wrote these opinions in July. 1783,
rhc forpot to prepay the postage and her
.

j

Adams

Mrs.

Patris,

there is not that
the world," and Dunois
the audience,
replies:
"thinking of the rate of exchange and
interallied
debt," applauded,
roaring
with laughter.
the

most pleasing amusement I have yet
found; the little knowledge I liave of
the language enables me to Judge here,
and the actions, to quote an old phrase,
speak louder than words.
I
was the
other evening at what is called the
French Theatre (to distinguish it from
several others) It being the only one
upon which tragedies are acted. Here
I saw a piece of the celebrated Racine,
sacred drama called 'Athalia.'
The
dresses were superb, the house elegant
and beautiful, the actors beyond the
reach of my pen. The character of the
high-priest admirably well supported
and Athalia would have shone as
Sophonlsba or Lady Macbeth, if the
term 'shine' may be applied to a char
ter full of cruelty and horror; to these
public spectacles (and to every other
amusement) you may go with perfect
security to your person and property;
decency and good order are preserved,
yet are they equally crowded with those
of London, but In London at going In
and coming out of the theatre you find
yourself in a mob, and are every moment in danger of being robbed; in
Bhort, the term John Bull, which Swift
formerly gave to the English nation, is
still very applicable to their manners:
the cleanliness of Britain joined to the
civility and politeness of France would
make a most agreeable assemblage; you
will smile at my choice, but as I am
like to reside some time in this country,
why should I not wish them the article
in which they are most deficient.
There are three theatres in Paris conthat
upon which
stantly open, but
tragedies are acted is the most pleasing to me. Corneille, Racine, Crebillon and MoHere are very frequently
Upon the stage the best
given here.
pronunciation is to be acquired. There
Siddons in London, who is
is a Mrs.
said to be the female Garrick of the
present day. I had not the happiness to
see her when I was in London, as she
was then in Ireland, but I saw no actors
upon their stage which by any means
equal those which I have met here. The
people of this country (France) keep
up their intercourse with each other by
dining together, after which they repair
to the theatres and to the public walks."
.

I>iib-

M. Brisson, the dramatic critic of Le
Temps, seeing Shaw's "St. Joan" in
Paris, in a French version, found the
play "a stinging comedy full of humor,
of imagination and Ironic touches." To
him the portrait of the Eafl of Warwick
is
'a perfect model of the British politician, a marvel of finesse and irony."
AVhen Joan exclaims, hearing that
put on her head by
,t 16,000 had been

your

.

belltjr n!

weeks she made

theatres in 1925?

she speaks of the playhouse.
"In the graces of motion and action

ation of his name still vexes many—
as he was leaving New York sug
gested that the temple of Solomon \
should be built there, not in Jerusa- \
For this he was roundly
lem.
abused by those interested in Zion.
Now, safe in England, he is surprised at the indignant outburst. He
says his remark was only a joke.
It is not prudent for men in high
station to play the mad wag. Cracking jokes, they are suspected of flippancy, lack of judgment, inability
A
to cope with serious situations.
senator, governor, bishop, president
of a bank should never jest in public, and in private only among bosom
"Tom" Reed suffered pofriends.
litically because he was known as a
humorist.
"Sunset" Cox's administrative ability was ignored. Was it

pool thfit she said: "Miss Colyer and I
play a vigorous game.
Is there any
reason why some photographers think
it part of their business to kneel to get
a photograph?"

to

lliuuglr,

French are "too polite to wound the
This was in 1784. What would
ear."
she say if she were to visit Parisian

Now

Only a Joke
Dean Inge

danger

e

li.i'.

Did Mrs. Adams go to the opera In
Paris? She could have heard the first
performance of Piecini's "Diana and Bndymion" and Grctry's "Richard Coeur
de Lion." She could have seen the row
where the young Vestrls reappeared after having been sent to the Hotel de la
Force for refusing to dance though requested by the Queen. (He had hurt
his right foot, but he was Impertinent
His father, "the
in excusing himself.)
god of the dance," exclaimed with tears
In his eyes, "This Js the first misunderstanding between our house and the
Bourbon family." When the young man
reappeared, there were shouts: "Down
on your knees!" Stones were thrown on
the stage. His admirers and his foes
engaged In a battle, .so that soldiers
came in and took out several prisoners.
Nor did Mrs. Adams say anything
about Beaumarchais'a famous comedy,
"The Marrrago of Figaro," a play that
had U-s pari, tn brlvieing on the RevoluEarly in Octotjer, 1784, the play
tion.
had attained "the unheard honor of
having reached without interruption its
50th performance." So wrote Baron de
Grim, or Diderot, in the "Correspondance Lltteraire."

"Warren-Adams Letters"

the

shoulU

.Mu;

Un, for in about ten
£1,000.

this people (the Parisian) shine unrivalled. The theatres exhibit to me the

ADD "OUTDOOR SPORTS"
There has been a question concerning photographers on tennis courts In
England when women are competing for
the championship.
Miss Joan Austin,
now Mrs. Randolph Lycett, the tennis
"star," asks: "Need these action pictures be quite so revealing?" and we
read In the Evening Express of Liver-

..in:il-

person and
property, yet public executions abound;
in the other your person and property
are safe; executions are rare.
But in
a lawful way, beware, for with whomsoever you have to deal, you may rely
upon an attempt to overreach you."
(Mrs. Adams earlier in the letter had
drawn a vivid picture of licensed and
unlicensed vice in London.)

perfunctory than the Sonata.

VEE DEE.

.

"The stage Is In London made use of
as a vehicle to corrupt the morals. In
Paris no such thing is permitted, they
are too polite to wound the ear. In one
countf-y vice is like a ferocious beast,
seeking whom it may devour; in the
other like a subtle poison secretly penetrating and working destruction.
In
one country you cannot travel a mile
without

seemed older and more

later date,

,1

^

The pro-

size.

Calvin Coolldge ^When just a babe In
I refused to talk. I would not say
"Goo."
It was not until the age of
four that the family finally made me
say "Da-da." At school I hated to
talk, and disliked the reciting of pieces.
It Is to this long continued practice, beginning In early Infancy, that I attribute my present success in keeping

his

—

de Ballet; Arensky, Polonaise.
There
was a well-pleased audience of good

arms

silent.

last

lug

'

gram read as toUows: Clementi, Sonata,
B flat major; Relnecke, Impromptu on a
them© from Schumann's "Manfred";
Schumann, Andante and Variations;
Rachmanlnov, Barcarole; Salnt-Saens,
Scherzo. B Major; Boardman, Prelude,
D Minor (Mss. First Time); Beecher,
The Jester; Arensky, Polonaise. There

—

lirlnk.

evolution.

Steinert hall

in

.11

second volume was published recently by the Massachusetts Historical
Society is one written by Mr.s. Abigail
Adams to Mrs, Warren from .\uteull In
September, 1784. It contains interesting
remarks about the stage in Paris and
In London.
Beginning by saying that
virtuous females were frequently subject to insult in the streets of London,
she adds: "In Paris no such thing happens, but the greatest decency and respect is shown by all orders to the
female character.

William D. Strong and Herbert R.
Boardman played music for two pianos

'.

nie so much of the curse of
nation and Ij might say world
I refused to imbibe buttermilk.
I ev^n disliked bathing.
It Is' only this
long continued abstention from liquids
that has given me the ability to do
away with Intoxicating beverages.
William J. Bryan— The first time,
when, as I remember,
a little child,
my mother took me to the zoo and
pointed out a monkey, and said, "There,
that's a monkey," I have hated any and
all anthropoid apes.
As I grew older
and attended a circus and saw a gorilla,
I was seized with atUl more horror.
It
is my long continued dislike of monkeys
Uiat T attribute my present dislike of

the

—the

William D. Strong and Herbert R. Boardnian Offer Program That Shows Talents

Andrew Volstead I have always hated
When a mere Infant In arms, I
pushed away the nurslnR bottle. It re-

•

Mr. Koussfivltzky, by permission of
the trustees of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, will conduct in New York
next November, under the auspices of
the League of Composers, a concert of
modern orchestral works by Europeans
and Americans. The players will be
"plck'ed men" from the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Among

!

drink.

...-H

he dctennlned to seek new
paths in the field of art. He meditated
on spiritual matters. His mysticisms In
devotion was shown in some of his later
comp<isitions, "Prayers," a Mass,
and
(especially In "The Mirror of Jesus."
csi-ouoe

ko

yesterMr. Herkimer Johnson called

day at The Plerald

ofllce

on his way

to

Clamport. No, he is not going to Europe
has been
it
this summer, although
of our
stated in the society columns
newspapers that he would attend an

Important

Genoa and

congress of scientists, c.t
visit Spitzbergen before re-

turning home.

to u?,
"I travel in winter," he said
tlie
"by attending! travelogues, although
to bo
not
one.
vile
a
word Itself is

found,

I

am

glad to

8a.,v.

In

the grert

Oxford Dictionary. In summer 1 real
Hakluvt's Voykges, Capt. Cook s, also
Some one told nio
Anson's Ao^•ages.
Chiiiu,
last week that I should go to
Sir John liarhave.
Why should I? I
although
r.ow's 'Travels In China," and
the book is over 100 years old, I know
Chineso
ll>e
for
country,
all about that
are a conservative folk, and of course
have changed little since Barrow went
there as private secretary to Sir Ccor.e>Saunon, who acconipatjied the Earl

Then

Macartney.
of
Every
Dick."

there'i;

am

'Moby

cn

the
take a
cruise with Geprge William Curtis on
the Flying Dutchman. There are son.e
countries I should like to sec, the ones
gorgeously colored on the maps in the
old geography studied In the intermediWhy
ate school of my little village
should I go to Euro,).!? 1 liiic my ov. n
bed and my own bathtub."

rummer

I

Pequod with Capt. Ahab; or

We

happen

to

know

I

that Mr. Johnsor-.

He would like to sc.
Burgos and Damascus, Corsica ani
Corfu, Lisbon and Minorca. Copcnhagf
and Rio de Janeiro. With him. it's
case of chill penury. Happy man, th.^t
can find consolation and enjoyment b>
reading of the more fortunate in th.:
was

bluffing.

i

:i

centuries!

We advised him to purchase "Thp
Cradle of the Deep," by Sir Frederick
Treves, first published In 1308 and no\^reprtnted for E. P. Dutton cS: Co. Here,
indeed, is a fascinating book of shrew.
observation, curious information, wild
Eloquent
romance, incredible deeds.
descriptions of nature's cruelties as
shown at St. Pierre and Kingston, eloquent by reason of simplicity, the abwriting.
tine
of
deliberately
sence
Stories of the West Indies and the
Spanish Main; stories of buccaneers ami
pirates: of daring Englishmen and Spani.sh

rulers,

stories

from Barbados ami

the setting uut from there to the refu- n.
traversing that part of the ocean which
Is the haunt of the Vanishing Island.

Honest folk have seen St. Branduni,
where Armida disported herself i"
palace and pleasure gardens, but it has
not been visited for many years.

Here
shelf

Is

with

a volume to be put on fhn

"The

Pirates"

Own

Book."

—

a

.-8."
'

•

rnilne
.-1

\MH

Adwhnt
h an

It

>

11,

I

And

•

Mr.
the Bulletin

for

ohS

•

Canon

For

men come

all

•

As the World Wags:
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"WHOSE NAME

to rest at last

i

living
again.
until you^jr?! =ked
back to
1*3.
.

dim

what the
\ Siamese musician, with
to be
immigrations authorities believe
come be ore
the longest name yet to
native
his
to
tbrffi, will be sent back
San Francisco
^ntry if request from the
Slainese Is
an order to deport
for

(1945)

Alas, too late it cabe
at the tirst
be' / I cad rebember how
would
sigVof a sdneeze, your gradfather water
go idto the kitched ad boil sobe would
Ad thed, takig a big tubbier, he

id the

r.

vent his election.
Salem.

'

sea. Sir Frederick dea chapter to "Edward Teach.
"Napoleon
of scoundrelMariner." the
"The stage pirate with .black
doni.

viewed from the

WASTED LIVES

said of
that:

some people on Beacon

I

.Vnd love to hear

them

.

should purchase
the Deep" even if he
on
a can and a
dine
is
paper bag for several days. The test
are
a delight.
and the tllustrafloa*

|

RESURRECTION
Spring

wa

sang

is

.

.

.

She wounded her dream with a

refreshingly

kiss in

the autumn.

w iih
,

Pierced it until it bled.
Left It to die where the road Is w inding
Lonely and weary and dead. . . .

Long winter days are times

pianist.

for sleeping,

Buried deep in the cold,
Never a person could tell she was griev-

1

ing.

,

Mourning a dream grown oM

,

of wan les
Not long ago we spoke
an English writas of Dutch origin, for
they are
erroneously stated that

r"

er

Hill

English pancakes.
young
Reading the Diary of

told.
'

ventures, we came
made at The Hague

°hly

i
f"^',?^
..m,.
J-*''''

all

find

thing wrong with their development.
Dr. Alice Hutchison.

of

toIt is when they put two and two
gether and call them a company that
morality.
of
sense
their
the British lose
J. Bromley.

temptations.
not have any other
BentincK
Brienneii and Mile.

—

Mile,

I

all

Van

round ana

fat."

.

.

.

.

VIOLA STROI

'

m
what we call hot cakeshave
We
America are of Dutch origin. every da>
^va«les' and •grl'ldlc-cakes'
Dutch girls are not
for breakfast.
good
They say they make canpretty
they
l^^ves. I am'not surprised
Two

get awfully bored with us
If they don't there is some-

.

is

James

Ins book f
Gallatin, an ^'"tertain
with which he le
for the frankness
amc.^us ada es his ee-.apade. ami

across
on Sept

.

not the time to rcmfmbcr
Dreams that died in the fall.
Dally she hears a cardinal whistle
Stirring the old, old call.

Spring

had

like the

a
after a bit.

I

not the time to remember
Dreams that died in the fall.
heaj-s a cardinal whistle
she
Daily
Stirring the old, old call.

a

,,raIt Is

,-^;^,y^^"- -

^

Children

of

AA
ruld h^v^'been

i

I

Edward

.^.pice

unforced animasteadiness of tone
greater
ere-vie.
desirable^ ln the first

distinct; she

of the wise
Listen to pretty lies,

of knives, who
cask and scatters

full

her enunciation

song

The wisest

'

'

,

preoiat ion

.

is

|

(The Bangor (Me.) Daily News.)
"Quite a large
Note from "Wesley:
crowd gave a surprise party on Jefferquite
c^on Guptlll last week, but were
surprised themselves when they found
good
a
However,
him away on business.
lime was enjoyed in the trip to and fro
the
Mr. Perley Gray took his truck for

nature that ^^"l''. '^"^„,easures.
n.atlc or P"^<^'^ ^^^^^^^^^^'"un due upShe
flexible also^
each
^.^^^^^^

who

was it some poet, or Uteratteur
But
possible
said that "all things are
report of the
to read from the official
ColDartmouth
inquirv committee of
'25 had made
lege that 10 of the class of
been so
affidavit that they had never
a person
kiss
to
as
corrupt In morals
the time of
or even be kissed, from
"What sort
their birth. Is remarkable.
have in
them
of
one
any
of a nurse did
babyhood-or later In life? It is a most
it not
were
be
would
unbelievable, or
stuthat they are of Dartmouth College
And yet, it is not more surdents.
singleof
a
declaration
prising than the
blessedness girl of 80 out in St Paul,
kissed,
Minn., that she had never been
had kissed any person on earth. It
uor

^

The singer has ^

As the World Wags:

votes
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A COMPLETE SURPRISE

a\% Macrn'n. crpir^^tt^'ptllnyln
Dowell.

;

Having characterized Charlotte Amalia, the capital of St. Thomas, as the
most picturesque town in the whole
sweep of the Windward Islands when

:

occasion,
,

Creme de Menthe
THE LONG SHOT.

lecture:

j

tation."

,

.

^

alone in the smoking room chuckling
to himself about a house with a repu-

|

orlgl-

Vcademv and am only afraid there is a
will preclause in the Volstead act that

!

House, After he had gone the one-man
servant probably found the Governor

'

has

it

man

definitely

1

a bad has
a draught.
Next week's

|

.

'

Appreciated
blx Id it a little powdered
or
and
soprano,
wideglass of glorious golded bourbod
Sarah Prior Fecke,
the glass
pianist, gave a
whisky. Dext,.he would fill
Wyman,
Tlrrell
ed
dutbeg
iM-vrion
with boiltg water ad spriggle
night at the Hole
over a pool of
conclrt Thursday
top like dry browd leaves
go
program included
The
bubblig hodey. Ad his code would
Bucuminster.
--s'^
m'aml.
away' Yet, sweet childred, there is a
tu
"Se
Pergolesi's
probised
ray of hope; by doctor has
Which Idbe a prescriptiod— hooray!
Bady
splres this tibely bit of philosophy:
to get
draft
a
id
sit
had to

]

^

established
uiiled from anthropoid apes.
Hrdlicka for your
T nominate Dr. Alec

'

-

|

.

.

Warmly
Soprano and Pianist

of

,

ALREADY A MEMBEFi

HOTEL BUCKMTNSTER

.Work

'

As the World Wags;
.
"Dr Alec Hrdlicka holds that
been

GIVE^NCERT AT THE

head.

sugar ad a

i

declares that
\n American doctor
resulted in
cross-word puzzles have
must be nice
It
families.
uniting -many
when they all meet together in the same
p^ded room,

The t4|t Whisky Sling
Pardod by edudciaciod, dear childred.
severe code
but I ab a victlb of a very
to

officials.

granted bv the immigration
eThe musician's name is Lleeusszu
Hurrizuszesszes \Villlhiminizzissleinni
been
has
however,
This,
zissteizzii.
T
\,
shortened by the Siamese
Hursts.

(Punch)

r
cZ—.A^^f'tHE ANCIENTS

AS BLESSING TO

(Variety)
'

DEMENTIA CROSS-WORDI A'NA

Then come

IS*

SPEAK"

I

Se

.

The man
couple arrived very late._
AM>at Inhim.
said to the man next
ning is it?"
"iOnd of the fifth.
What's the score?"
".Nothing to nothing.
girl.
J^e
"Oh, goody," said the
I'haven't missed anything."

A

YERXA,

.

•

HEARD AT A BALL GAME

silent hill
There's grandeur on the
There's glamour on the deep.
town—
clanging
There's magic in the
Now lay me do>vn to sleep.
NOW

I

.

jtion.

•

As children home from play.
And when the lamps of night are
She puts their toj-s away.

-

,

r

i

ahke
To slain and conqueror are
strong.
Earth's mother, arms

1

his horse and
"reflecting as he went on the uncertainty of life, tit least in Government

Johnson

i"Our Vicar i% good Inge.
One evening he offered to smg,
So we asked him to stoop,
Put his head in a loop,
strinB.
And pulled at each end of the
am uncertain about the pronuncla-

As the World Wagb)
After the long, late afternoon
And hushed the hearty Song,

,

I

The Bishop ordered

to

"g" should be
to this limerick the
hard:

fVoT

,

Mr. Shaw. « a reader
TTTgo back to
detective
grew sick of these lives andcharacterstories-Mr. Shaw should not
begged for^
fze them as "stuff.'J-and
hero, Mr.
book about a saint or a
No
say
should
Shaw's Ideal librarian
of viitue is
'my son: the p< .per sphere and
good
do
Go out

left,

Ml*-

"g" to rhyme

lln^g

A CHILD'S WORLD?

IS IT

,

WITH "SING"

the World Wags:
w
the English dea,^
'^'l often hear
orecently gone away from
has 80
f.soft
°
Inge
referred to as Dean
shore
accordbut
"singe")
with

who rethe secretary of Erasmus,
"CoIlo(,ul.3S,
master's
his
touched
and
manner,
same
the
in
added some
Greek.
wrote verses In Latin and

,

IT

I'-

i-i

las,

I

at the door. Now. you must come
upstairs and see the blue room and the
It was
tine outlook over the town.
where poor MaJ. Jones died when he
was here on a visit. Abscess of the liver,
vou will recollect. Dreadful case! You
could hear his groans down in the
sn'Oklng room."

RHYME

I
|

La^

ford, Ct., will
deeds perpe rated
th's Calender of the
Mr. Mitchell
by gallant men of action. one may look
taste, so
is a man of fine
volume or
forward confidently to the

saw

people.— Mr. Snell, M.

nephew Henry, who wrote
Nichoor with the village priest,

,

rcgulai

the.

blood
When Qiie finds absolutely pure
stationary
there one llnds an absolutely

I

of

The town hall
sword with which Counts

on

,

We

obliged

,

;

i

Novioinagum

Charles
signed between Louis XIV,
General.
of Spain, and the States
the
Canislus distinguished himself at
He wrot.i "Summa
Council of Trent.
Institutiones
Chrlstlanae:
Doctrinae
Raderus and Joachim
Christianae."
wrote
wrote his life In Latin; P. Dorigny Jesuit
The learned
his life in French.
with his
not to be confounded
is

^

.

at

Nymegen

Egmont and lloorno were beheaded.
was
was at Nymegen that peace
It
II

,

',

at

there.

lived
Dosses.ses the

magne,

m

yellow fever. You will remember him,
a most genial man. Look out for this
found it a
step in the passage!
very awkward corner for a coffin, fl'his
ne.\t room ha,s a charming view of the
sea: the bedstead i.s a specimen of
Poor old Col. Sralthson
Creole work.
had his worst fit on that bed; took two
men to hold him; poor dear man, he has
now been paralyzed three years. This
third bedroom we call the red room; It
gels the morning sun. I. hope you admire the curtains, they came from EngHere poor Morris, my secretary,
land.
died.
lie seems to have got typhoid
fever In the house, although we are
most careful. A short illness, poor telI bought his horse, that roan you
v!

Yes,

I'etcr Canlalus, who
Peter's, was born

Holland, the Caetellun.
seven hi Is.
Caesar, a town standing on
CharleOnce the emperors, especially

tionable whether
contain any good books.
i,„ve
band have
But Cartouche and his
Marcel Schwob
been treated lovingly by
Charles
and Mr.
in his "Coeur Double."
Scoundre s
Whibley in his "Book of
drawn a Pluand
Peace
Tas glorified
him and
tarchlan comparison between Newgate;
the
Deacon Brodie. As for possessed
the
Calender would that we
and
volumes, not those tinkered
Did
toi^
^d
genteel
softened by some
his edit on
George Borrow, preparing respect the
when he was a hack writerWe hear that
old and sinewy English?
Mitchell of HartMr. Edward Valentine
bring out selections from

I

Is

'

amlnatlon of It
would have had to undergo
operation In a few years.

was canonized

St

I

is

to

I

CANISIUS'S BIRTHPLACE

1

the story of the
lEL^hop reaching Castries in the thirties,
and the governor, a mean man, who did
not wish to entertain him. After dinner the Bishop was shown over Government youse and forced to listen to
some such converse as the following:
"This Is the best bedroom, bishop. It
was here that my predecessor died of

The Cradle

'^^''^'^'ZljlJi

Toil)

appendicitis
the m-Bt remarkable
JocV Hhot
operation lu medical hlBtory.
himself while playing with f "^'Y^-;
appendix at the
'Ihe bullet severed the
surgeon s Unlfc
e "act spot where the
through
Because the bullet wont
Icias
ni''^'>
surgeons
the
body,
loeVs
and reIncl.lon
an
reached in through
ex
moved the severed "PP'-'d'^; the boN
showed that

SUife
1
she kept her
general In the civil w.-.r.
Tall,
companions In order at rehcurHul
always kindly and
dignified, she was
her
to
applied
over
NO one
g tclous.
In an obfhe term "strong-minded"

written

pittBburch

er d

t

•Te\'"e^UeC"-the "lad wa.-that
stocked with
reading rooms should be
Lives of Car
the Newgate Calender,
Itouche, Charles P^^<=« ^"^t ' orr fic^
on
fict on,
fact
infamous characters
.s very Quesknd detective stories. "It rooms should
reading

I

hlin.

I

Joey Bordanaro, five y«»f» O. hopp
discharged from a Cleveland
have consm
tal after what surgeons

alto sect on In
cltlv 'SO S she led the
Poter^ Church
ho large choir at St.
The daugh cr of a
street.

^

praying, some singing snatches of pothouse songs: while some, the crazy,
would rend the air with maniaca!
laughter.
The accompaniment of this
hideous processional hymn would be
tramp
of
the
the guard and the clatter
of the chains on the
cobble-stones.
There would be boys running by the
side, eager to miss nothing; and in
the moving crowd not a few of the
drunken companions of the gang, who.
as they reeled along, would hiccough
beery consolation to the voyagers."
A description to be compared with
the pages in "Les Jfiserables," telling
of Jean Valjfean and Cosette seeing the
carted convicts pass on their way to
the galleys.
Then the horrors of the voyage to
St. Kitts:

on a gunpowder
murder aimlessly around
mere babe and suckling
Teach."

ADD "WONDERS OF SUROERV

not

did

ever!

nearly

r.

I.

ai gulns for fobefore the LoglslHture
70 8 and
1" the late
male suffrage,

>
one
50 to 200 people,
«^>'Jf dressed^
who is not even fashionably
seems. And jet
What wicked waste It that
solitary man
anyone who knows,
than
satisfactory spectacle
[s a far more
the
devouring
persons
a crowd of young

—

sits

of

.,m

.

.

wear
ltut''"Ml9S Stoncman
always womanly in
tr. u.ersr she was
or
court
In
bearing,
dien.H, speech and

-;rs^^^r^;nmo«^
and

men, hatless, bare-footed
and unwashed. Some would be cursing, some

and a belt

article

an

ih

i.rogram—except il
which it is based,

,.,1

"

£e^r '^^

at Kingston, read the chapter "Strange
Wares,"
the
story
of
Christopher
Jeaffreson's voyage with 300 miscreants
of Newgate prison to St. Kitts,
"A
fearsome company they would be (as
they marched to Billingsgate) haggard

ringlets

in

l>

at

iiDxious sense.

For a description to bo ranked with
Sir Frederick's account of the destruction of St, Pierre and the earthquake

}

Shaw

to

••'<>'

'

the daring adchorus every night, and
cocaine ^for them
of
venture
nard Shaw.
every day.— Geor ge Ber

ine, with cutlass hacks along
Kunwale. the mysterious, wcathervorn ship, seen In Carlisle hay. hut
i^hin^ early In 16S2 when JI. M. ij.
hmoiid was at anchor in the pool
r Eridffotown? Aro the land crabs at
.Ipetown
AVill little
Kood eatiuR?
i.'hnny tell us where Bridgetown is?
[n what year did the sun stand still on
I Barbados Sunday?
AVliere was the
I'Ulnrado of Sir Walter Raleiffh?
Pcilitf
the "terrible,
awe-insplrlnfr"
•h Lake at Trinidad.
"It is as hare
'f the poetic afflatus as Is a coal-nieri-hant's yard," 'V\'Tiat Islands did Horatio
AVhoro Is Dead Plan's
N'elson visit?
Chest? Is this the "chest" In the famous sons? WTiat nations fought for
the po.ssession of St. Lucia, "the KaJr
'on of the West Indies," and how
iiy times?
Is there any cure for a
iuto of the Fer-de-Lance?
Just where
Is the statue of the Empvess Josephine?

worker, died
.

joy of jazzing

ind sour n

lhl»

her
Bhe was n eloHO friend
Tiu ^dlly
W-lkcr. ?vh.,
Mary
Lsoclato of Dr.
nynibol of
woio men's clothing us a

their lives In
Upending one week of
them only as unBut the public knows
never knew the
happy wretches who
beauty
with ladles of the

^^T

More cheerful

lu iho
.siiffiHge

It.

happy

o

first
bur In

i.,M.'iiian,

iwod iix a tpxt book
sclioolbnyp.
\VTio wns
ho cavuiin of the Moat nicssed Trinity,
hat Ehost ship, crca^ins like an old
>asket. with the water that camo from
he pumps stinking of rum. stalo hides

vt

May
woman

T..

N.

.\lbany,

to DesFrom Plato and Pyth.igora»
but
Bln't^'" ^""^ ""7
and
cartea
ili.mili-ivi'l
^Zl
have Justllled
than whole single n,cn who would
costs by
Museum
British
the
all that
'
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FUTILE FLIGHTS
of May

^

The London Times
published an account
^
I

12.

l.S2.'j,

of Mr. Graham's
In the
ascent with his balloon.
course of the account the writer said:

17th

for ballooning, If
yesterday's exhibition,
seems to bo very much on the wane; nor
Is it much to be regretted that it should
be so; for, with the exception of the
gratification which such sights give to
one's curiosity by exhibiting a man
dangling in the air at an Immense
height, we can perceive little amuse

"The public taste

we may judge by

"

"

'

"Impressions of America," in "Places and
i.i. driving
first lecture in New
us t published, describes her feelings at her
which she saw at a
dealer,
horse
Irish
.-.he gave an account of an
relieved when an
was
I
alivo,
than
dead
"More
e interested nobody:
'You've got my money for
itcrprising lady shouted from the gallery:
nothing. Good-by. I've had enough of you.'''
and Asquith—she will always be known as
.

The Countess

of Oxford

woman. She dislikes
T\Iargot—does not spare herself as a lecturer or as a
be more of a
always
will
nose
that
my
know
"I
being photographed:
results in my teeth comlimb th.f n a feature, and trying to look pleasant
ing out like tombstones in the morning papers."
at the end of his
Mr. Herbert Howella as philosophical when
walked to the
man
young
a
London,
piano concerts played this season in
clear, bell-like voice:
a
in
said
and
hall,
Queen's
in
balcony
rail of the top
There was a demonstration
"I am afraid I say, thank heaven it's over."
pianist, led Mr. Howells on
the
Samuel,
Mr.
in favor of the composer, and
applause was then heartier. When it died down, the

Was

the platform.

The

was heard again: "Thank heaven, that's over, too."
Science
now quote from W. H. Haddon Squire's letter to the Christian

voice in the balcony

We

the balcony inMonitor: "For a few seconds occupants of the stalls and
an astonished
and
'back-chat,'
call
comedians
dulged in what music hall
English audiimagined
never
'I
neighbor,
to
a
exclaimed
foreign musician
ences behaved like this!'
like that in
But we have seen and heard European audiences behave
Paris of the 80's, the
Paris and Berlin. At a Cologne concert in the
Saint-Saens's
smug hearers in the orchestra seats wished a repetition of
Students, among
balcony.
top
in
the
were
We
Deluge."
Prelude to "The
"What?
them an Amazonian Russian woman, a glorious creature, shouted:
At anrepeated.
not
was
Prelude
The
life."
That thing! Never on your
chosen for "The
other Colonne concert the gallery did not like the tenor
the sitters
Damnation of Faust." Hisses and hoots, with applause from
fortissimo,
playing
men,
100
over
of
orchestra
the
that
below, were so loud
could not be heard.

We

was performed.
In Singakademie, Berlin, Ruibinstein's "Paradise Lost"
favorably
sat in the balcony next a young Englishman, now living,

positions.
kno^vn by his works and honored by his appointment to official
number.
fugal
began
a
chorus
The
^Id.
years
20
over
little
He was then a
for he had a
This young man (it was said that he would not live long,
that's a
troublesome heart) stood upon his seat, and shouted: "I say,

rotten subject for a fugue."

Hissing and screaming in protest are not unknown today in European
Printemps" in Vienna.
cities; witness the recent reception of the "Sacre du
read that in London a group of women has "organized to prevent
from the orthe presentation of indecent plays by booing and shouting
producchestra pit if the competent licensing body refuses to ban unfit
Mrs. Margaret Horriman, chairman of the stage committee of
tions."

We

first
the London Council for the Promotion of Public Morality, says that
order to
there will be an appeal to the Lord Chamberlain's office for an
impel revision of too plain spoken passages. "If that fails, we will adopt
the con-.._litant tactics; any measures we deem desirable, regardless of

sequences, to compel the discontinuance of immorality on the stage. We
will attend the performance and protest publicly from the orchestra to

prevent the production of the plays."

Not long ago there were demonstrations against two plays in New
York. The audience on the first night of "The Loves of Lulu* (Wedekind's

tfTe walls, or counterfeilTng themselves deadTWefe (earned •#orth as corpses
to be buried."
As for taking a whistle into a theatre, it was said by a Frenchman
that it was a low instrument sometimes summoned by good taste to aid it.
Anyone tliat wishes to know the history of hostile demonstrations in
French playhouses, how hissing was in vogue, how it was forbidden by
law, and again allowed the history since the middle of the 17th century
should consult Victor Fournel's "Curiosites Theatrales," Chapter XI.

—

—

There has been hissing in American- halls. At Chicago and in Philadelphia certain ultra-modern compositions have been hissed at symphony-j
In Boston last season there were vigorous protests against!
concerts.
Stravinsky's piano concerto and Copland's symphony, but there was no
hissing. The objectors contented themselves with perfervid talk and with
letters addressed to the conductor. These letters were generally in a vein
of courteous remonstrance, though there were threats of not renewing)
subscriptions. If these threats wei-e carried out, .the concerts would, ofj
|

course, come to a premature end and Mr. Koussevitzky would be forced'
to leave the city.

Once we heard hissing in Symphony hall, but it was not directed
against a composition, the conductor, or any soloist. The demonstration
took place when a prominent member of the orchestra refused to stand
up with his co-mates to acknowledge applause, refused because he had a
personal but unwananted grievance against Mr. Monteux, the most amiable and courteous of men, although in rehearsal he was an admirable disciplinarian. Many in the audience resented the member's foolish behavior
and sibilantly showed it. We doubt if hissing weuld be of aesthetic benefit
in any theatre of Boston. Our public is what is known among the Germans
as a "thankful" one. The great majority, enjoying a v*Tetched play, would
resent hissing as a reflection on their own judgment and would see with
pleasure the hissers ignominiously ejected. No, the spectator is expected
to applaud.
Applause in our concert halls has lost all significance. The mediocre
performer and the dull composition (especially when there is a thunderous din at the end, brass instruments tooting and blaring as if the walls
were those of Jericho, organ with all the stops drawn out) are applauded
as though there were a display of genius on the platform. Would hissing
an ultra-modern composition conduce to musical righteousness? Operas
that have at first been hissed, as "The Barber of Seville" and "Tannhaeuser" (in Paris), are now in a state of vigorous health. Symphonic
works that at first were noisily protested are now warmly applauded and
recognized as classic. If only the hisser could see into the future! Yet
hissing and counter-applause would enliven .symphonic afternoons and
nights and possibly induce ordinarily indifFereot persons to attend concerts if only in the hope of seeing a row.
P. H,
mpni,

HiK.

aerial

flig-lits

iMLi._ii

,11
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aa usually coiidU'-tf'd

This was the Graham to whom
Thomas
Hood addressed an Ode oontaining
these

verses:

"Think! What a mob of little men
Are crawling just within our ken.
Like mites upon a cheese'

Pshaw:— how
Ambitious

Dukes

the foolish sight rebukes
thoughts: —can
there
be

Of Gloster such
"Oh! what

afe

these:

glory?— what is fame'
Hark to the little mob's acclaim
Tis nothing but a hum!
A few near greats would trump as loud
As all tlie shouting of a crowd
That has so far to come!"
is

The Observer (London) docs not think
that a debate between Rebecca
West
and Duff Cooper reached a high level
of dialectics.
"Of such arguments us
these It is perhaps sufficient to sav
that
they are mutually destructive:
I

know

mine

to

femwear a

it is

As for the
trousers,

Oxford

what

but I never about the hobblecame
across
a ,klrt of a few years
woman so effemi- igo? i never heard
nute as to want to sf a man who
so
skirt,

"Erdgeist") laughed ironically and coarsely, guying the whole performance. There was "riotous" laughter, incessant during the second act of
wear two skirts, Jeslred to become
"Flesh." "At the end of the act when a thoughtless stage manager raised
which is what the
the curtain for a 'call' a wave of ribald mirth swept the theatre." Mr. Oxford trousers are. effeminate that he
was prepared to
Charles Belmont Davis of the Herald-Tribune says that it was directed -JIlEs AVest.
„.ear one trouser
suddenly
then
and
away
turned
performer
half
at the actors. "A woman
instead of two. Mr
Duff Cocper.
threw her arms before her face as if to guard it from the lash of a whip.
peror,
humiliation,
Perhaps it was an involuntary movement to hide her
"Reports from Oxford, however, have
haps, there may have been other things that caused it. I do not know it that the city is getting discouraged
the lady's name or her stage record, but to be found in such a mediocre at the growing evidence that the wide
trouser is not 'catching on' except, of
company in such a mediocre production might easily mean that she needed course,
on nails and gateposts. Perli'aps
employment. In any case the insult of the audience meant that weeks of Oxford will now concentrate
on what
rehearsing without pay had been thrown away, and that the prospects of a some judges hold to be a more proper
Broadway engagement with its emoluments a sure salary and perhaps a object of eoilcitude width of hat.
"In Cambridge, I am told, the trouser
little fame
had been swept away, and swept away at a season when Broadis
being worn a trifle tighter than
way engagements are extremely rare. Surely it is bad enough for the usual."
male portion of an audience thus to insult an artist who in no way is reAt ^'ale in 1874-T5 absurdly wide
pponsible for the lines she must speak, but what price to the women of the trousers, veritable bags, were worn ^y
feudience?
Most of them were connected with the stage before the days students that thought themselves leaders In fashions.
of their sable coats, fine raiment, jewels, limousines, and a husband or
man friend who can afford to help them across the gulf that lies between
the hard work of the stage and the luxury of an orchestra seat. Perhaps
Americans at Court
the men of our first night audiences, as theatregoers, and the women, as
The newspapers in leading cities
ex-artists of the stage, may recall the line of EUean Tanqueray that she
speaks after the second Mrs. Tanqueray has done away with herself 'If of this country are giving much
.space to descriptions of Court recepI'd only been more merciful.*
Tliis
tions at Buckingham Palace.
space would not be given if editors
Hissing, whistling or booing in the playhouses and concert halls of
Lurope is a venerable institution. The Emperor Nero would not run any did not think that men and women
of the Republic would eagerly read
risk. He not only organized a claque of 5000 of the lustiest and strongest
young men to applaud him when he sang, but he decreed it was not lawful the accounts; were curious concernto leave the theatre: "Many men, weary of tedious hearing and praising
ing the costumes worn; were looking
him, when the town gates were shut, cither by stealth leapt down
from forward to the reproduction of photographs of American women in the
obligatory dress. There is apparent-

—

—

—

—

1

—

ly no Jefferson Brick to write a
savage editorial against the kotowing to royalty: no Elijah Pogram
to thunder in speecli against "renegade" Americans. What would Abigail Adams say if she were writing
letters from London today?
She
v/ould probably give a vivid, perhaps

a little cjniical account, of the august ceremony of presehtation, for
certainly

.she

"among those

would

have

been

present.''

I

After all it's a harmless amusement.
The King is a democratic
person, tempting irreverent Americans to call him in their admiration
"Old Top," or "Old Thing." thus paying their homage in terms of Engliaifi

slang.

"Pussy cat, pussy cat, where have
you been?
I've been up to London to
look at
the Queen,"
American tourists will put the
Court on the list of things to be
seen, with the Tower, the British
i'useum, Westminster Abbey, and. if
there is time, a trip to Stratfordon-Avon, and, possibly, an English
cathedral or two.
Victor Hugo said that we take supreme delight in seeing all varieties
of domestication. "It is for this
roa.son that so many persons
watch the
progress of royal proces.sions." Royalty, stationary and receiving,
is an
equally entertaining
sight.
Who

would miss

it ?

^VU^
On

a

Ho

is

He

is

lean
legs,

With

2

road
runner,
flat

^runs

the

well-lraind

and sinewy with muscular

.
.

thinly clothed,

as he runs.
lightly closed

he leans forward

fists

and arms par-

tially raised.'

WALT

There
Nurmi.

were

brave

WHITMAJ^^.

runners

before

not discuss the disputed
deed of the f'rst Marathonlan swlft-ofPliny has been cited as an aufoot.
thority; but here is what Pliny wrote:
"It was counted a great matter that
Phlllppides ran 1140 stadia, to wtt. from

Athens
LAnl."=ls.

'We'll

to

Lacedaemon

a

Pntlonldes.

In

two

day.?, until

courtier of -Lacacdani and
fonnivan to Ale.vHiider the

grcai,

r»ii

In-;

flim

.Sl.-\(iii,-

-<-ii

t'lr-

I>..r,»

But now eerily Ml
In the (ruiid i lrquo
on*- day Hie runnlntc
but u wlille ajoe wo

oni5 ilhy. 120O Ktadla.

this

tl-.at.

day we see some

to indure In
And
of ISO miles.
al)Io

n, I>. (rhMslniillng Dorui
perfect Indy, no doubt about
Two fenmloB against • lone male.

i

i

What can he
AVell,

!

let

on a

them answer these quea-

gl\o a imin a Kyiiibol ho
fld'-nce In himself and

Hre not Ignorant that nhoi; Fontoius Sc
Say I am dining with Dora, or vk-e
VIpsanus wore l,'ou.sul.s. a yoiiiiK boy but 'versa, at n forty-live cent table d»
ovcninif
9 years old. l^ctween noon and
bote and Wllhclmina iu.ihes up and
(The translation Is by Lsaya. "Oh, IMra."
sayif,
AV.
ran "j miles."
rise.
I
Philemon Hol'and.)
|"Don't get up, VC. T." Shall I sit down
Now a stadium Is about 62i feet. |or not? I know that If I do sit down
Pliny says nothing about PhlUppldes at
Wilhelmina will .-illently give ine her
Marathon
The latter, known also as i.-,ei-ond sillable. Why do they always
I'hidlppldes. « as sent by the Athenians
Miy, "Don't get up?" And the worst of
to' Sparta In B. C. 490 to ask for alJ
K "is, while Wilhelmina Is telling Doia
there
He
arrived
afc-alnst the PoiTlans.
the latest awful thlng.s about Jim and
o!i
the second <lBy from his li-aving
.lenny and 1 am standing, the soup Is
Athens.
chilling.
Should the con.sclence of a man of,
riie Athenians once sent Kuchidas to
say, thirty give him Wllhelmlna's secHe went and r-- ond syllabic If he sits In a one man
Dcl;>hl for holy (Ire.
turned In one and the sanio day, having electric car while a twenty year old
measured 1"& Roman miles: that Is to flapper stands? Mine does and It isn't
say, 125 miles of 161$ English yards.
an over trained conscience either.

So:ue of the most fanjous foot races
were unfairly decided. Gods and godaided

desses

their

favorites.

If

there

had been an Incorruptible umpire when
Mllanlon, dropping three golden apples given hini by Venus, gained thr
goal before Atalanta, the most swiftfooted of mortals, ho would have ruled
Mllanlon off the i-oursc.
At the funeral games in honor of
Patroclus, Minerva tripped up Ajax's
might
heels, that "godlike Ithai-us"

proper for an A-1 gentleman
to precede a real lady up a flight of
stairs why isn't It proper for the man
to precede the lady up the steps of an
In either case, If the beelectric car?
nighted man follows the maid, he sees
(I
the ankles and I want to be nice
won't say roll. That would be low!)

win.

It

Is

true that Ulysses of Ithaca

was a fast runner:
"And as a lady at her loom,
younp and beauteous.
Her sllk-shuttle close to her

being
breast,

with grace that doth inHanie,
her white hand, lifts quick and
oft, in drawing from her frame
iler gentle thread, which slie unwinds
with ever at her breast
Gracing her fair hand; so close still,
and v.ith such interest
all men's likings, Jthacus unwound,
and spent the race
By him before, took out his steps with
putting in their place
l-'romptly and gracefully his own, sprinkled llie dust before,
I
lAnd clouded with his breath his head.

And

and the tiny hole

—
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,
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to

^"fu"^"
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Pett
Bertie"

..

.

Beaumont

cannot do

I'rlneie
Aubrey Vnn'ile

'i-an stu"7vesa"nt.'.".".V.'.V..".'.

.

tomed

.,
Gre™wood
Barrett -^^f'^*^.

G^«id

'

.
.
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Amy Uevere.
Mnrlel RtryUer
Jick G''>7<'!
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t

(Je"*-
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Tniifirnrer
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first

:

act

moves

swiftly

The

is beauWebster's Standard Dictionary. "Forty (more or less),"
And her name is W. Acless, I'll bet.
cording to tlie same Webster her name

Ah, but fair

rather

nut,

or

:a

vhoni

T

nuttee

woiiUl

givf-

(not
the

show as

it

are the dancing of principals and chorus: the sumptuous and exquisite costumes; the charming apparition of Miss Elsa Ersi, who with a pure
light voice sings admirably from a
technical standpoint, whose enunciation
and diction though she is a foreigner,
might serve as an object lesson to

now stands

to

must ba either Wllhclmina or Winifred.
Being monarch of all she surveys, her
name must be Wilhelmina, accent
where you will; hardly Winifred, a
And Dora, the other
lover of peace.

.

chief features of this

[many
j

j

American-born

singers.

Nor

'should the prize fight pass unnoticed.
Among the dancers Mr. Brown did
surprising and intricate steps; Amy Re\ere, Muriel Stryker and the Duel sisters are well worth seeing.

fire."

,

,

,

Or had he learned his
wrong?

weapon

all

Whate'er the reason; while the picnic
throng
Surveyed the

tian

Denmark and Norway, when he combed

grin.

Young Walton made a sudden, lunge
.

.

.

his head, often saw and proudly sho-wed
to those present, sparks of fire flying
Itrom his head.

and broke

His treacherous opener on the salmon
A.

tin.

W.

_

ALL

IN

SILK

Medical

Journal

kind of "chronic indurative erythema.
extendThe thickening may be marked external
ing from a little below the
the
not
is
This
malleolus upward."
worst: paraesthesia sets in.

^

I

,

on in

There was a rage

for

;

,

!

wear-

ing them at the end of the 16th century: see speeches in Ben Jonson's
plays.
Washington Irving, describing the

Dutch housewife

of

FATAL

pr. D. C. Enloe of Shei-man was placed
on the stand for the defense Wednesday
He
^afternoon as an expert witness.
lanswered a hypothetical question inessential
facts
of
purported
the
Ivolving
the case as to whether or not the deshot
jfendant was insane at the time he
jhis wife in the affirmative, giving as his
opinion that from the statement of the
case by attorneys for the defense, the
circumstances were an •vldence of menj

j

this

1560.

IS

(Dcnlson (Tex.) Herald.)

I

horrible condition Is atand
tributed by the learned Dr. Weber
other deep thinkers to silk stockings.
Duthem?
wear
Who were the first to
first
laure savs that Henry ll was the
He sported
to wear them in France.
in
sister
his
of
wedding
them at the
(This was the year before Jean
l.-,59
Portugal,
to
Nicot, French ambassador
brought tobacco into France.) Henry
VIII of England wore them. Some say
that Philip II of Spain, who began to
reign in 1556, was the first to wear
them. Queen Elizabeth first put them

And

A BULLET THERE

i

in the Britthat girls and

Dr Parkes Weber writes

ish
young women are suffering now from a

so the Illustrious Prince Christhe fifth of that name. King of

And

.,
with an Impatient
.

flgbt

i

sparks fell into
it in his presence) the
her lap, as stars falling from heaven;
at which she was so much affrighted
that she had fallen into a swoon, had
they not dispelled her fears by jesting
with her about it."

^

artifice

!

learned Bartholet of Bologna
wrote: "The very same thing often beexcellent chemfell Petrus Jo. Faber, an
and he adds
ist, as he saith of himself;
and beautiful
nobie
a
saw
that ho
maid, from whose hair (while combing

The

, ,
his
But Walton Junior here had met

Is

AS TO ETIQUETTE

tion.

,

plied his

strong,

a covering. In all
Creatures and in every seie

Has Mrs. Nick Fuchek's hair, 78
inches long, the singular property observed by Scaliger? When tlie hair of
a noble lady of Caumont wa-s combed,
vomit
it seemed in hla'own words, "to

.

match,

and

Is

now with sudden, sharp

The heated angler

CoHln"
GtX^^^i

•''^<^''

,

"The
manner wa»

century:

speciall

Nature, is not contrary to the Law oZ
Nature, or unlawfull, neither is It Intrinsically eviil, so that it can never be
honest; for, positis ponendis, it may
!;tand with the honesty of Nature, and
the modesty of a Christian Woman.
But for a Woman to be shorne. Is clcerly
against the intention of Nature."

not'

work than one

17th

for

want

will.

gently,
dispatch.

F™^i;^t
Frlnglc
Aubrey

Te^^^mana^er".".;:;;.-".

less

the

a more

lecompcnce of their smoothnesse and
of a Beard prolixe Haires, which
use hath rolledup, a custome some
seeme too strictly to urge, who will not
allow Women to have Halre hanging
downe by their Cheeks, but all to be
Certalnely such, a
bound up and hid.
dependant part by it selfe, of its own

and

Is

skill,

Now

Terl Fellesl

-

\

understand
So that the party failed to
How a mere fish defied the mortal s

.

^rtSle

to

of
in

Woman

kinds of
Nature hath placed some note of dlfferencp, and the judgment of Nature ia
no way ambiguous, where she hath
granted by a peculiar indulgence, as
an Ornament and beauty, the increase
of long Haires, even down unto the
Feet: Nature having allowed them in

.

SALMON FISHING
In
Young Walton had the salmon well
hand
...
_..„„,
accuswith
And played his quarry

...Elsa Ersi

Miss

v
As the World Wags:
So W. Rox is a lady! "Fat (some"Fair
what)," a forty-two, perhaps.

i,

Haire
given

One
ceasing to
naturally able to do without
Norwood.
respect oneself. -Dr. C yril

,

'ehtt^

Bulwer

of 45.—H.
usually solvent until the age
Chappel.

:

etiquette

This rivalry must be a glorious sight.
quote now from good old .John

^

men

tresses measmore have entered.

or

We

he gained the
Tremont streets.
laughed desidewalk, he turned and
awaiting the
risively at the timid folk
he
afternoon
One
officer's signal.
did not
dodged, as was his habit, but he
again.
laugh, nor will he laugh
city

women whose

long were the tresses of the famous Sutherland sisters? How long
was the hair of the Lady Godlva?

the hurrying mo-

The black-coated

3.1

inclies

50

How

When

'.•="'

,

.

ashamed

is

Boylston
tor cars at the corner of

John Klendon
Betty Wl.ee er

.

^

The

according

ure

THAT SMART YOUNG MAN
He dodged between

H-\Li;.

:"::;;:::;:::::'?S^^a*^
Effie Weston

1

miles.

(not beautiful)."

greatly

'.^hus far

Dictionary is ignorant, or
define them.

Under the Kmpcr or Leo. who succeed- amusing. Tlie second act needs reed Marcianus, was a Greek, one IndaThere Is too much Inconsevision.
"One
cus, of surpnis-ng footman.slilp.
of the old-fashioned kind,
talk
Iquentlal
vanlie
but
might see .him at parting,
la
ished presently like lightning, seeming
explanatory and amatory. The show
as if he flew over mountains and steep rjust born and promises well. Mr. Le
places, rather than ran: he could rid;
handMaire's costumes and gowns are
mere ground in one day, without being
de|some, beautiful in color, tastefully
wear\-. than the best post cjould have
furnish
done with so many hor.ses of'rclcase as
'slgned, and the stag« settings
lie could take, wntnout staying In any
an effective background.
when he had made In a day
place
There la a great deal of dancing, solo
mucli more way than a post could do
with all his speed, the next day he reand ensemble, and it Is of excellent
turned to the place from whence lie
Only one dance is of little
quality.
day before, and went
the
depar<ed
worth, the one in which the chorus Is
again from thence the next day for some
Mr.
dressed for the "Woofus Bird."
oUher place, and never slopped running,
nor did stay long 'n any place."
Jack Haskell is to be heartily congratuthe
Polymnestor,
Nor let us forget
lated on his supervision of the producyoung goatherd. He pursued a liare
The evolutions of the dancing
tion.
His master entered him
"and caught it.
at the Olympic games where he was
chorus were varied in a pleasing maneasily victor.
ner, and the precisioti !s not merely
mechanioal ; it has the air of Improvisa-

tiful,

DOWN TO THE CARPET
these days of bobbed hair It Is
pleasant to read of Mrs. Nick Fuchek
of Buckley, Wash, who leads all competitors ih the state-wide contest, leads
liy 11 Inches to spare.
Her 78 Inches
rugs as she
of hair "trails on the
walks." Next to her Is Anna K. Mathews of Tacoma, rejoicing In 67 Inches,
In

minutes."
"Vigratlon," "trembler." Good words,
But
no doubt, and full of meaning.
do they mean? The great English

of stags

1

isure^"
'here '^was Starchatcrus, the Swede.
*ie day "ran out of the Upper
> In
!den Tto Ocnmark. a journey wtiich
;r aacl could hardly perform in the

Roman

the silk-stocking gentry, or element.

I

"BROWN DERBY

Kenneth MoArthur
.T.
Dogwoo.1 Barker
.

fJicatre— was

the'

silk?
In pollticn •were

opposed to the "short-haired." So wo
have the wealthy classes described as

'

say that
goveni-

omp.iss of 12 days, though cti horseback."
What is to be said of the Piechi who
D\sattended the Turkish emperor?
pa tolled with his orders, they ran "with
sMch admirable swiftness, that with a
little
pole-ax and a phial of sweet
waters in tlieir hands, tliey would run
from Consta-ntinople to Adrlanople In a
day and a night," whlcli is about 160

Were these stockings of
The "silk stockings"

what

called
swift-

slave

They've silver clocks, Harry. The dowager sent 'cm. .She went to put 'em on."

"The earthquake, according to mehorlzonUl
teorologlcal reports, was a
inches, a
.jvigratlon of nearly three
tretnrecord for the last 30 years. The
several
blor was continuous and lasted

1916.

'

a

guineas."
When Beatrix came tripping down the
stair, as shown by ,Du Maiirler's picture In "The History of Henry Esmond,"
and Esmond stood rapt In admiration,
her brother cried: "Right foot forward,
toe turned out, so; now drop the curtsey, and show the red stockings, Trlx.

The ^udi«nce

accepUbly.

filled

U'l' r

.

1

army

for

singQrii

L

'

..-husettH,

l

pleased.

Wilbur Theatre: First performance tn
Boston of "The Brown Dertjy," a museven
sical comedy in two acts and
Book by F. S. Merlin and Brian
.«.;enes.
Marlow from story by Bert Wheeler;
PerIjrics by Clifford Grey and Ray
Ray
kins; music bv Paul Lannln and
Presented by Chas. K. GorI'crkins.
conOrchestra
don and FanniQ Brice.
at
ducted bi- Gus Kleinecke. Produced
New Haven, Ct., May 18, 192o.

was

Wlnsed-toot" for lie was of
ss that almost readied tha<
d greyhounds, 'ft'e regret to
was "otherwise unfit for
nl. being cowardly, and a

and
—it

Iti

uouui <oBt mor*
a. man's mm,
than th<; roiit on hlH back; a gtilnea for
a coal, p' hiips, but the clocked silk
hoKo embroldiTcd on the Instep cost two

aiitv in Uie ultra-modern manner, was
It served dancers
sufficiently inneful.

chaplains.
Every Collins in the British army was known as
Walker,
every
as
"Johnny."
"Lottie."
Larousse in Paris published a dlctionarv of "li' Argot Pollu" as far back as

Let us speak of comparativelj- recent
times and established facts.
Henry the Fifth of Kngland could
run so fast that he would take a wild
buck or doe In a large park "without
bow or other engine."
Harold, who succeeded the son of
Canutus the Second, -was surnamed
Harefoot, because he ran as swift as a
the Scots,

provincial

of "Soldier

By PHILIP

King of

color

Gibbons, has just been published in
London. Of course it Is not complete
For
(no dictionary of slang ever is).
example, one does not find Gerty Wears
A elvct" for the Flanders town of Goedewaerswelde; nor "Charlie," the nick-

name

mi

th-

riiiK

and Sailor Words
and Phrases" used in the World War,
compiled by Kdward Fraser and John

A book

'

are.
Ktlius,

,

the stocking.
E. T. S.

In

Low^ell.

.on

li.iv>

work wond«r«.

hat Is
noriumonl. Wearing It In the prize
ho Is victor ns long as the hat In
on his head. The hat Is a brown derby,
not :r "Groen Hat"; not Mr. T. P.
O'Crfiinor's "Hat of Destiny "; (hut U
There nro love
servfs i\M a symbol.
sc.ii. s of a mild nature between good,
genfroua Mr. (ireen'wood and tlui llungari.in refugee and morn or less comlo
love making between I'.ertio and Betty.
Mr Creenwood waH supposed, as Kenneth M. Arthur, to be betrothed to Miss
Van Stuvvesant (JUne Day), but sho
graoofuUy hailded him over to the fair
HunKarian and consoled herself by
waltzing with him.
The chief <;omediana were Mr. Wheelvaudeville
er, who revived some of his
business— ho came on eating an apple.
He wa.s often funny. Then there was
John Sheohan, excellent as the roughneck boss of the alley, and manager of
Bertie. Mr. Flgman is an old acquaintance and .so is Eddie Gerard, who wasas light oil his feet as though he was a
boy of 18. Mr. Kleinecke had fine conThe mutrol of a competent audience.
sic, not conspicuous for startling origin-

is

—

v.'

will

presented to Ber-

A brown derby

'

It

sliii

men

|,,

tlons:

If

Kn.'

...t'n

do?

New Amsterdam,

said that the shortness of her petticoat
was for the purpose of giving the stockings a chance to be seen; but they were
not of silk; they were "generally of blue
worsted, with magnificent red clocks."
Virginia women, In the latter part of the

tal

derangemenL

the
Despite a chilly, tlrizzling ram,
Hf.senback-Waliato circus parade
throutrh Rosios's streets
scheduled, and thougrownups
of children apd
sand.s
viewed the spectacle.
The first circus perfomance of
the
the season was given during
afternoon on the Andrew square,

was beW

vesterday as

South Boston, show grounds.

Last

night's performance was broadcast
by radio, transferring the band
music and roars of wild beasts into

countless
Per.sons

New England
who

homes.

attended yesterday's per

-

f

ni.-V»on. a
Sieve. i'i» IK"!"'''"'

*

Toil

MRATRF-'Aic

Tonsf

niKitt*'"!"

riBPctii
.

I

laughter,

Clhe

v..

1.

Spelvi"
.Jolm Handloy

„.itl,

;X.noc
s Imc

hones,

;
,

\

I

Ciiniptn"

I mill-is

h.
. t;r.n Boston
with an appreacted
and
mu,v a day,
Ition and a spirit that
.
underneath the inugli
fore it. And yet
of
almost
regret,
of
or was a note
performance marked h
ars, for the
e
nd
of the season

raftTatr

I

t'nrrlrr
M»y i;dla«

.l.uoT

.'.'..Vlrl.c THl^•U

Knini-!s

...rrsnkl.Tn
,

..Ailrli-

Moon
X.,-

,

;

Itoinc

Its-

i.-lilf.

Glj-onc

has now been
i. ln'8 farcp
To
rounds tor a grneratlon.

this

o«mc
It
same theatre it oame

for

It

Iniposrlhle

to

a

before its im*
four seasons this

For

earnestly

(Hosts should post a scale
tips in the bed chambers of week.,'«ad visitors, for hospitality in these
eonable.

expects servants, from butler
A6, boots, to be rewarded.)
.-Unfortunately there are the sud*-.denly rich who, not sure of their
''social standing, delight in making
a Splurge by extravagant tipping.
iJS'hey spoil the voyage for the more
BeDsible and those in moderate cir5<;mnstances. They also are ruining
the general service. For many years
the accepted tippings on ocean liners
'^vas a pound for a table steward, a
fixed number of shillings for the

and

sterling

and usually

p"ays,
:!en,

^he enterprise

is

<^'«<^<'f
to the
a distinct loss

cithers.

of the

compan5^

tended Fvery member
least, was given a
irom the first to the
--came

passlveb.

'

fair>y
/personal greeting that
event
In that, alone, the
jthcm.

ings "of each,
excellent in Its

••business," 'lo"^"'"':. ^
Ihe
approach. In consummation.
In
m his
hamfatter again was enjoyable
In the delicacy of
rlZ
the unwil mg
ws "touch, as he fleeced
Fisher again became Angelina
p,rrv.
of farceur.s.
best
the
of
-fter the manner
^^'j,'!
ana Bloodgood, the r>^'"^"^f
and
Bloodgood.
trade to the end. Mrs.
ba.t.
swallowed
Perry,
Mrs.
ikewise
farce
And so the
u^ok. sinkers and all.
convincswiftly, lightly, always

stimulus of

!

was

;

i

I

Mr. Cllve, in his altogether
[brother.
was iiptoo few moments as Travers,
acton
Iroarrously funny as 'the "bad
could
Perhaps the best compliment that
neara
of
b» paid to him was the query
thethis
of
patron
bv ladv. a regular
actor might
aire who inquired who the
been
we
so unfamiliar was he. TTad

j(

1

I

1

i

I

'

•

we would
Irclined to be a bit forward,
have been' pleased to have answered,
"Traverse
tne
Mi^s Newcombe was grand In
-rand manner as Mrs. Bloodgood, and
differentiated
Mowbra^ neatly
ilr
As the latter
C^eorge from Angelina.
of the girl,
caricature
keen
he gave a
avoidnice as feminine. In suggestion,
So, too,
overplay.
to
in" the temptation
their say,
(he others of the cast all had
Venly, fun
competently, convincingly.
Copley.
the
at
week
Is on tap this
T. A. K.

1

And caused our hands to meet
Has le.ft his task but partly done,

ingly enough to damn
stupefied amazement,

;

it

Nay, droop not so your pretty head,
For, underneath the rose,
A lot of wives and husbands tread

tip of

it

It is a glorious burlesque.
metropolis.
'"Dumb" acting, an agonized director,
author, the Incursions of
maddened
a
stage mechanics and a thousand disthe
tractions and interruptions
thintr a burlesque realism that is irre-

The audience laughed
laughed until
laugheer until

hysterics,

it

—A.

sense of proportion."

"FOLLOW THE FOOTSTEPS
As the 'World Wags:
Where were the guardians of the
sanctity of Boston Common when they
permitted many of its crosswalks to be
painted with yellow footsteps of a woman walking toward Beacon Hill, often
with inscriptions like "Follow me to
the Pageant on May 18th"? Shocking
the eyes of persons on the Common by
great illuminated signs from across the
street and the ears by loud speakinj;
apparatus cannot perhaps be prevented,
but what about advertisements, still
more shocking on the Common Itself?

similar devices may have had
to do with the slump in the Victory loan was set out here by me on

How

much

May 1. 1!>19: "Yellow Footprints" and
May P: "Fool Advertising"; therein I
gave details of how such yellow Imprints were apparently reminiscent of
most ancient solar ctilts, and later of
the device and inscriptions made by the

Sydney Smith made a famous list of taxes demanded in England, beginning his article: "John
Bull can inform Jonathan what are

tions."

itself into

gasped for
was faint—

"W.

CLUB-RIDDEN

feet of the courtesans of ancient Greece.
Are the managers of such pageants de.
sirous of Inviting comparisons?
.

Freudians hav{ learned to
stress on the symbolism of feet

.

lay

The

the inevitable consequences of being
too fond of Glory:— TAXES." A list
themselves
Where all hands covered
with glory it is invidious to make In- of those expecting tips in this counMr. Nedel! and try would include taxi drivers, bardividual comments.
IMiss Hitii w-ere their own competent, bers, baggage men, hat and coat
Mr.
Hall scored deselves.
efficient
B. F.
There is another good bill at
checkers, waiters and others who
cisively as the theatrical manager and
Madame
week.
this
Theatre
Keith's
Mr. Remley as the hotel clerk was should receive a li^ving wage from
Emma Trentini, back from a three-year '.placed to perfection. Mr. Richards their employers. And here again
same pleasing was capital in his role,
tour of Italy, is still the
the foolish rich encourage greed and
Miss Layng as the dragon -like stage
numbers
prima donna. She sang her
'mother was in her element and Miss lack of self-respect.^
Ma"Naughty
and
'from "The Firefly"
Clark, the best little stenographer that
has with her
ever cut up didoes before the footlights,
rietta." Madame Trentini
of
The determination of Yale's class not
Zardo.
Kric
'was a warm favorite.
the famous pianist,
Montreal,
a
pve
75
the acts, during the week
to hold its reunion at
_
Sinfonians
Between
Etsenbourg's
Dok
brilHant exThe the principals in "The Show Shop" will
"Katherlna.
at New Haven, is another
of
real rendition
Yale spirit.
Jti
night
last
"true
was
and
the
pieces,
of
specialties
ample
special
give
band^s harmony, in
Clark and Mr. Richards led off by
especially good.
by
KNOWN BY THEIR HANDS
mining more than his little impromptu comedy work and
lack Kosc.
would
the
kept
singing the dainty and tuiicCul "Once
hats,
those early days people
•Tn
ubual number of straw
by
Upon a Time," written and composed
of the
audience roaring.
to Grace Henry, editor
In
write
ocfor
the
who.
Ford,
The show is opened by Fred and Anna Miss Margaret
editor of
Bulletin, because she was the
casion, hefself .iccompanifcd tin- singers
Hennlng, assisted toy "Pat," who jugJ. IS. r.
her about the
asking
Bulletin,
dances.
the
and
gles, sings
it was:
formation of new leagues, and
George Griffin and his company have
If
M«yer.
Sylvia
decided by her and Miss
a pleasing dancing act featuring
handwriting they
they didn't like the
.Tack Mack and Grade Deagon
Pich
Mama," comepoor
the
Plvmouth-"Oh,
and
letter,
nonsense.
usual line of
never answered the
their
offer
Lackaye
«•
has
was formed.
dy adapted by Wilton
little league never
Charles Chase. English comedian,
dinner of
Louis \erof
French
humor.
Charles S. Brown. Jr.. at a
unique
the
some
from
or
Leagues
athletic
Sec
Junior
Brady.
the Association of
The Five Dubskys have an
neuil, with Alice
fables and topact. and the newr< reel,
"In
week.
ond
entertaining.
^Sforace Henry and JUss Meyer
are
ics
nnr
the ch^.^^tcr
those early days" Judged
Colonial-"Topsy and Eva
her h^n?,;7'V"^;
on Lnclc
o? a correspondent by
*'"^
sical comedy founded
Show
'^^l^
What did they wish? The °ld
MES THEATRE— "The James
the Duncan
with
Cabin,"
by our mothers
written
Tom's
acts, by
hand,
four
sloping
in
comedy
A
i-iiop.
for 1 oung
weel--.
Seminaries
Third
attended
lid
Sisters.
who
Forbes. The cast:
'"'^t]!^
The "Spencerlan
Nanette,
Ladies?
Lee Clark
it
breath.
and then went right off again.

MMLTRENTINllS

other's toes.

Margot Asqulth In her latest book
suras up her impressions of America.
Here is one of her comments: "In every
city I have visited there are clubs, both
male and female, to forbid or promote
some triviality, and until these are reduced America will never have a true

the door for me, and then extendin
his open hand to'ards me, in the
most frenly manner possible. Does
he not, by this simple yit tuchin geswelcum me to England?
ture,
Oh yes—-I guess he
Doesn't he?
doesn't he."
Yet Americans should not complain of these European "extor-

to their
turns out to

but,

be the biggest kind of a success.
"The Show Shop" reaches its high
water mark in the third act, representing the final rehearsal of the atrocious
melodrama wliich is to electrify the

BlstilDle.

Upon each

my

\

i

did not join our feet.

He

]

of his reception. "I don't remember
'rival in London
a instance since
of my gettin into a cab without a
Briton comin and purlitely shuttin

'

I

a dance.

The clergyman who made us one

Punch, was pleased by the warmth

her consent to their marriage. To ensure the catastrophe he himself takes
the part of the leading man. The name
of the play, ".A. Drop of Poison," and
was seem
changed to "Dore's Dilema,

I

mc

Of leading

But since you gave me heart and hand
Our waltzing lost Its "pep."
•We blame the floor, the lights, the band.
But cannot keep Jn step.

.

pany fairly outdid Itself.
the p ay went
ers were on tip-toe and
on the modwith a bang. It Is a satire
taste
Prevalent
ern theatre and on the
the efwith
deals
of Broadway. It
man to -win a
forts of a wealthy young
backing the
pretty young actress by
moved
find and
could
worst possible play he
ensure its cahis mobribing the manager to
"'Mr Tonge was delightful in
order
horror of the
lamitous failure in New York in
,nents of perplexity. In his
masquerade as that the girl s ambitious mother (whc
inevitable outcome of his
matrimonial
his
on
has been blocking
a Mason. None the less,
^^J^""/'^
Blood-, scheme) shall become convinced that
make of
score did Mr. Compton
give
fearsome
and
quaking
her daughter is not a star and will
good a les.s

i

I

'

All the play

-

I

when in court days
made my shy advance.
You had a multitude of ways
Sophonia,

;

rules
°°^^suoh a situation the ordinary
Under the
apply.
of criticism do not
comthe
the friendly crowd

i

urhiAMf!.

be

"A

taught how to dance,

together.)

five cents for

The
Bloodgood was
meltlnt: of Perry and
forebodommous
the
T.Uelv contrived,
was
fearful of the other

1

wives need to be

more than twentyeach bath is absolute
\vaste, and helps to spread unrest."
In the good old days, when passengers wore their old clothes, the only
bath was from a hose on the deck.
Foolish Americans have corrupted
I
_eervice on land as on sea; in the
v'thuted States as well as in Europe.
Tipping Englishmen and the Continentals was expected; it was an
Jjistitution; but the sums given were
-moderate and gratefully received.
Even officials in English universities
•.]Bnd cathedrals have been known to
accept a shilling or two for granting Information to American visitors. Ai"temus Ward, contributing to

,

stor.v of
So once asain the uproarlon-^
under
ih" «lns(?> lh;.t were smothered
rreemasonrsShe cioak of membership in
V .;eewas
apain
was unfolded, and once

victimized

and
(On reading that many huebands

,

'

|

THE TWO-INTO-ONE STEP

"^'^fit

working
downs, but suhaving its UPS and
of merit In its
talning a high average
The
""^7; .^^
performances.

of the conof the carpenter, the farce

and
Yet the chlrographlst still exists
In court
drives a brave trade, although
rooms there Is often an astonishing conexperts.
flict of testimony among

..ping should help

*!'^ays

capable

popular company has
variety of
public in a great

tipple and
ivenlent door, the farce of
after
Mr. DItrirhstein built
hedrooni.
i" the toohthe manner of one skilled
knows how to tic
nl.iue of the stage; he
exposition a
knot and not make his
.a
knows how
l,orcsome one. Tct again he

masonrv

It?
"But what sort of handwriting was a
"Ou then— albUns a mans, elblins
himchlrograposophlc
no
maid's. Ua was

"The Washington decision on tipAmerican tourists
who are going to Europe." The
.-BUnis named by this decision are rea-

B-^^^^^

t,

Company

by more capable hands.
farce
relief it Is from the

lo untie one.

appearance of

,,,,

Into its own,
think of this

pleee presented

And what

her

concluding week

last rvcnine, and to

thf Coplf.v
Is

i

ipping at Sea

are timid and nervous at
eea, not because they fear icebergs,
flre, fog with a collision; they are
i.la doubt as to the amount of tips
they should bestow without losing
the desirable respect of stewards.

;

Slnll.liiu-

IvMlhprllio

boldness or .lohn Hancocft. A b "snin^
schoolgirl-for there are girls who stll.
may
blush without the aid of rouge—
A clear
.seem a daring Amazonian.
a.s
thinker may write as atrociously
^^ a Balzac, Horace Greeley or Henry
Even the sex of ft writer Is
lerson.
As the man
often not determinable.
question:
says In "Alton Locke" to the

2

Many

GeorKe
^•-

night,

la.t

X

I'ool'

'

f'mltli

'iCdwliin Phelps
irrrdfrli-k Miirra.vi

sHU ""Other
Toh.v.
rop.v. Ml"
BlUlncfi, i>"
a ^"J"-;,
.. alter*,
Mong. a btase nana•'»'"'•'
St.

Mt«

The

I

n«rpy Jouix
Mpwl'rnv

.Vl»n

f

»">« ,-/.!"..„

Mrr.

riillln

Hcrt

Kuf

J,;;!;

iioother

\iu« Viirrlncton.

I

wrti"""

I

J081TI1 S'll"^""
>h-lnner..v

.i--i;i>-'«J---,
property ra»n V.VjoaepK

oommn...

,vp comedy in fro"
ThB oast:
?t«ln.

mill-

'1

.

'

.

.
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CHAKLES-EDWAHD AAB.

GOD TEMPERS THE WIND, ETC.
(Philadelphia

Record)

I

and

Friends

fraternity

brothers

of

\

j

'

I

i

i

I

i

1

!

former Penn football
player, were surprised yesterday to hear
of his marriage to Miss Mildred D.
Lamb, daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
George Woodward Lajnb of Hatboro,
which took place on Monday In the Uni-

David

JI.

Sheeirer,

versity chapel.

STATE PRIDE

i

'

!

;

PLAYS CONTINUING

,

—

i

I

i

:

,

1

Sadie, a .f.no^rapher

iwnbur Tom»la,. a

Roberta

Tremont-"No,

d'^^^-;-,--

.t.ge

nnisical

NeJell
..
Teftne Belden
:Max Rosenbauu-. a theatr,cal^manager._^.

.Bernard

i.n.

Olivf

an Z"lre«B
an InBenoe
atare mother

\[n

•

.;„

-.

A V4nr

»

painter

EIbI'-

carpenter. .Frank

••

imkenov

Anna
nalpli

,.,1,

"itr
T.a.viiv

:

Reniley
1

Twltcliel

—Hv;. T^welJ

comedy

:

with

Charles
Groody,
Wellington Cross

.

Ff«- rnnlileT.

No,

Louise

Winnmgei
and

others.

Fourth week'.
musical
Sh»bcrt--"Uosc Marie,"
comedy with Desiree ^-^^^^e^^'
Robertson, Charles Mca-

Guv

kin"s

and

others.

Seventh

flourishes?

by young

The more modern

women whose

P"^"f

'P'-

'"V"?:
»<f illegible?
Is
to the eye, but almost
judged by
a man or a woman to be
are

mg

handwriting?

U

Is tr^ie

that there

character who
professional readers of
and vices
pretend to name the virtues
handwriting of
by a glance at the
them. A
to
unknown
those personally
use his pen with the
timid

man may

In Iowa they can't understand
didn't follow up his •Tin from
Iowa" by rafsing his right arm high in
the air, waving his flipper, singing

Iowa."

why John

"That's where the

|

,

•

As the World Wags:
Iowa papers do not seem to be entirely pleased because John Cownie of
Pes Moines broke through the guard
line, grabbed King George by the arm
and said, "Howdy, King, I'm from

A."5

tall

corn grows."
R. H. 1..

the World W'ags:

'

keep company with a young man of
Scotch
contrary
to
descent,
who,
Scotchmen in general. Is extremely leniont with his money, although there is
always .1 noticeable pause before he lets
I

loose of

i

It.

He

explains this pause; Several genert-tions back, one of his ancestors was
an Irishman, and from the way he figures it, :\ccording to Darwin, the characteristU s of this Irishnian are due to
predominate in him, therefore the pause
i.s a battle between the Scotch ancestors
saying "Hold tight, mon," iind the
Irishman sa.ving "Shpend it, son," and
you know the fighting ability of the
Irish.

I

{

MILDRED

N.

/'

1

'

'

'

I

'

:

'

Cantaloup

Pie

vs.

Cantalupo in
to have been

Italy,

where

victims

Those who

How

of Hamlet's age, although his chosen
form of utterance did constrain him to
speak dramatically through the lips ot

ject

his created personages.
In the first
scene of tlie fifth act of the play Clown
number one says tliat he began to be a
grave-maker on the day that the elder
Fortinbras was killed by King Hamlet, and that this was the day 'young

Hamlet was

;

Hamlet's

extreme
youthfuiness
by
speech farther on In the dialogue between himself and the Prince whom he
does not recognize as the 'young Hanilet' who was born on the day of the
duel.

A

reviewing

the

De-

News, says that about the only
claim to Interest the no>"el has is "the
fact tliat the courts have decided tliat
Leon Gordon took from it his ideas for
the play "White Cargo'." Mr. Speyer
finds little internal evidence for the
charge.
"So far as this revlefwer is able to
Judge they are alike in twQ things. The
locale, the west coast of Africa, Is the
sama The theme, the relations of white
men with native women, is the same.
That ends it." In the novel, "there is
little or no drama, no centralu conflict."
Mr. Speyer tells the story as it is related by Ida Vera Simonton In her
troit

novel.

"That's the stor>'. Who can recognize
"White Cargo'? There is no Witzel,
who Is the whole show. Huntington, a
strong man, is no more the tj-pe of
the weakling Langford of the play than
is Ndio of Tondeleyo.
The battle in the
play is to save I^angford from marriage
and then from its effects. There is no
such struggle in the l>ook in fact it is
the lack of any coherent, human conIfiict that really spoils the book, makes
lit a hellless conglomeration of incidents
'and rhetoric.
'Mammy palaver' does
rot consstitute action. In .the novel
tliere never is a question of marriage.
I'lie book is not worth reading.
It is
even less wwrth reading if you have
iseen Wlute Cargo'."
;

This reminds us that Conway Wingthe original Doctor in "White
Cargo,"' has returned to the stage of the
Thirty-ninth Street Theatre in New
York. "White Cargo" has now passed
the run of "Rain" in that city. It has
been performed for a year in Liondon.
The producer says that 12 companies
have presented the play, "and the production is approaching a total of 3000
performances In various parts of the
field,

world."
Is a pity
Lit
ot seen as the

that Mr. Wingfleld was
Doctor In Boston, where

A few moments
have been sexton here

•
30 years."
"It is true that the Clown does not
say positively that his beginning of
grave digging in that cemetery was at
the same date as his becoming a sexton
there
but this fact has its \'aJue discounted as an argument in favor of

glory.
It has been
"reliable eater."
said that President Coolidge likes

Speyer,

'I

man and boy

"Hamlet proceeds to ask the Clown
various questions about the consequences ot interment, and the Clown

•

\

I

shows him the skull of Torick, telling
him that it had 'lain in the earth tliree
and twenty years.' Hamlet rememljers
Torick and talks about him in a reminiscent strain, recalling incidents and
characteristics which indicate plainly
tliat he himself must have been at
least several years old before Torick
died 'three and twenty years' before."

Hanilet had attended the anniversary
at Wittenberg. He proposed to return
there after the funeral of his father.
Roger Ascham in his "Schoolmaster,"
published in 1571, says that the age up
to which a man should be under tutors
is 29.
At universities in those days
"men of ail ages passed indiflnite
periods,

sometimes their whole

lives."

Mme. Albani, at the age of 72, has
been appointed by King George a Dame
of the Order of the Briti^ Empire, Slie
is not the only singer to be thus honored.
There is Dame Melba; there Is
Dame Clara Butt, and among British composers is Dame Ethel Smyth.
Why "Dame?" one may ask. The word
first meant a female ruler,
emperor,
head. Early in the 13th century the
Lord was prayed to "give our Dame
(the Queen) his grace." The wori stood
for "lady," the feminine of "lord": "our
most gracious Sovereign Lady, Queen
Victoria." And so in the 17th century
a writer spoke of Zenobia, famous for
her beautiful teeth and remarkable
continence, as "Queen of Arabia and

Dame

We

of Ajitioch."

have

"Dame

Fortune," "Dame
Natui-e." The word was the legal title
prefixed to the name and surname of
a knight's or baronet's wife, as "Sir
Edward Powell, Knt. and Brt., and
Dame Mary, his wife," but "lady" prefixed to the surname is now In common
use.

Thomas Hardy used the word ironically in hla title "A Group of Noble

Dames," for most of the heroines of
jthese short stories surely shocked Mrs.
Grundy.

John

arriving in New
intend, to go to Berlin

Barrymore,

York, said:

'"I

and produce Hajnlet in Gerthey will let me."
We saw Edwin Bootli play Hamlet in
Berlin. It was on Jan. 11, 1883, that
in the fall

man,

if

he made his

fli-st

appearance at the

Residenz Theatre. He played in English
the supporting company sROke
;

The theatre was full; tlie
Interest was Intense; the applause was
spontaneous and almost furious. Booth
was called before the curtain over 20
times. It was a critical audience, the
great majority of the spectators were
German.

Germans,
actors,
critics,
playgoers,
many of whom had seen Hamlet played
by Devrient, Sonnenthal, Rossi, Salvlnl.
Booth was placed by these Germans in
the very first rank of living actors. Yet
before he went to Berlin certain American writers for the press had sneered

his praiseworthy ambition to play
Shakespeare parts in a country where
Sliakespeare was and is loved, as a

at

—

—

"quixotic venture."
But how about the critics?
"Did not the critics speak of you?"

liov

'

'

I

.

,

'

Mm

I

i

'

'

1

I

1

born."

he says:

later,

name, like a raw oyster,
be consumed in its nude

Edward

tlie

Belasoo's proposed training ot Jackie
Coogan. wlLich include state,inents to the
on iSliakespeare
place the ago of Hamlet at about 16
or less.
"Shakespeare himself may. I thWik,
be considered an authority on the sub-

^v•o^thy the

Mr.

he saw

effect that authorities

insist that

navel, "Hell's Playground," In the

n-lien

Ileral<l has received this letf<»r
Mr.s. Llllle Buffuni ("'hace Wymaii:
"I see In tiio press references to Mr.

is

the staunch old-fashioned New England breakfast, including griddle
cakes.
No pocketbook or bewhiskered cereal with a little toast, and
He is doing
a- nut or two, for him.
a man's work; strong men deserve
and thrive on a hearty stomachic
He was
preparation for the day.
chosen President because the people
believe him to be "reliable"; reliable
in all things, including breakfast.
Perhaps the cantaloup was not quite
Was he forcing the season?
ripe.
Pie for a time would be safer. New
England's heroes and sages have
been "raised" on pie, pie for breakfast, pie for dinner, pie for supper.

was Hamlet

from

a melon should
be eaten with salt and pepper, never
with- sugar, may suffer with those
whom they despise; but a melon
should

.

The

said

indulgence.

this

old

and

wltt«d by the wood-ruflei an

re-

Haroun iil-RashId: Curz-m's
.ictor.
Tom of Cnlro"; and that sloi
In giving
T!
Blorl»-i. "The Diamond
Fremde Blati wondroui
the Ik.
bv FllzJnmei O'Brien, which publl.s
paid hhn the coniphmenl of publishing
io"
ngo
In the Atlantic Monthly ni
yearn
reviews In both English and German,
and characterised without qualification u sensation.
his portrayal as the greatest ever seen
UlandB have their place. They are
The Vosalcher Zeltung
In the city.
paid him even a greater compliment
by Darwin, Melville and
dcFcribed
As a
its re\iew appeared the next day.
There is room for Alexander
othern.
rule the reviews at that time were not^ Selkirk, a "surprlstng account" of his
published until the second day after a
adventure taken from the Harlelan
performances Th« Berllnar Zeltuars
xriscellany; the story of a degenerate
Kden; of the unfortunate Tim. dm.-.
"People said to themselves. What I oaa
of Corsica.
King
any good thing come out of America,
the land of humbugs?" But the "liesl"ii'In ""Flora and Fauna and P'IhIh^!.
tating, distinguished and Ironical audiBen
reads from Milton, Goldsmith;
ence was, as In a moment, transformed.
cod
eating
by
it
how
applause,
tells
who
Franklin,
shouted
hurrahed. It
It
he foreswore vegeoft Block Island,
clapped hands in wonder and delight ; it
again.
reprcHentod
elecare
even
PoelB
tarianism.
waxed warm. It was ravished,
trified."
A Booth cult would grow up Keats by his "Ode to a InNightingale."
mid-ocean;
famous for Its singing
'There is but one
'with this dogma:
"
William Blake by his tiger— probably
Shakespeare and Booth Is his prophet."
on Its way by vessel to an American
AVe never saw Booth play with so
menagerie. Burns, Dobell, .Shakespeare
much tenderness, force, anH fire, eloappear; one Is informed about trapquence as he played that nlgtit at the
ping earwigs; there are four pages
Residenz.
about our old friend, the sea serpent;
and there is Wordsworth with his
'

But how old was Ann?

first cultivated

of

iho niigdad bKrber

dnunn.

ghost and determined to rovohKo him?

many, died in 1493, from eating
melons immoderately, for he was
passionately addicted to them. His
Emperor,
also
Maximilian,
son
shared his father's passion, and also
died of indigestion. The French
writers of short and amusing stories
often make their heroes and heroines

(1»e

here.

let.

from

it is

from Armenia,

KKo when

lil.

(

oonlract witli Mr. Rela^co for the training ot the boy to take the part ot Ham-

on its
a delicious gourdy, but melons are not
Long ago Averrhoes
for all men.
described them as of "a cold nature,
juicy, detergent and diuretic." Great
rulers have died from eating them.
Frederic the Third, emperor of Ger-

introduction

ill

ply

called

so

;>«rt

iiorforming

The father of Jaukle Ooofan has doiiie<l
the Vcport that h« has made a

President Coolidge attributed his
sudden indisposition to a cantaloup
eaten at breakfast for the first time
this season. "He says that he does
not eat hea\-y meals, but is known
as a 'reliable eater,' with a healthy
appetite."
"The cantaloup,

tlio
>v!i.M

'Americanism":
"He was a lovely youth, I guess
The panther In the wilderness

Men and women
Europe.

are going In herds toll
"ITrlend after friend departs, "f

when no one onj
hlpboard dreased for
dinner, when
there was no bond, no swimming pool,
when a voyage w^as an adventure, when
men made their wills and prayers were

Was

not so fair as he."

In the good old days

offered
up even In Congregational
churches for parishioners at sea, gifts
were sent to the departing, champagne,
eggs, fruit, flowers, books.
The books
were often selected hurriedly and at
random. We recall an Instance when
"The Wreck of the Grosvenor" was
sent to a woman suffering from a nervous breakdown.
The recipients were
seldom consulted.
As at Christmas,
the giver chose a book that pleased him;
ergo, it should please Mrs. Eugene Golightly, whose chief disappointment on
deck was that she could not sit at cards
In the men's smoking cabin.

Mr. Edwin Valentine Mitchell of Hartford, Ct., has compiled an anthology
whlcli he calls "The Steamer Book." It
Is published in a convenient size
by
Dodd, Mead & Co. of New York.
Mr.
Mitchell as an editor of book notes and
I
a publisher has In the past shown excellent taste.
This anthologj' Is not
only for a steamer; It would be pleasant
reoding for a railway journey or a summer veranda. It may be clas.sed with
Mr. Lucas's two volumes, one for the
town, the other for the country, both
suited for the two.
Mr. Mitchell lias
arranged his selections as follows: Ships,
Navigation and Navigators (Sea Lore,

by George Brooks Armstead), In which
the passenger will And subjects pertaining to the voyage, so that by memorizing the facts about keeping watches,
tonnage, visibility, etc., he can astonish
his enforced companions.
This chapIncludes
ter
also
Mr. McQulliand's
"Strange Career of Mary Anne Talbot," who dressed as a man and served
as a sailor. Mr. Kaufman tells of "Hamlet." performed on the high seas. In 1607,

"How did they stage
off Sierra Leone.
"Did
the ghost?" asks Mr. Kaufman.
the sailors shout with exciting approval
when Hamlet
through

the

finally

heart?""

the
king
ran
Oiptain Keeling

record: "I envlted Captain Hawkins (of the Hector, which
was sailing with them) to a flsche din-

noted

In

his

and had Hamiett acted abord me;
which I permltt to keepe my people
from idleness and unlawful games, or

ner,

Anthony Scrope tells of the
and death of Drake; James Russell
is heard on "Old Voyages," and
Ifrom the Newgate Calendar is taken
'a story of convicts escaping from Botany bay. There are pages by Dickens,
Raskin, Horace Walpole— "If there ' 's
no air-sickness, and I were to go lo
Paris again, I would prefer a balloon to

I

i

I

There are fifty pages of miscellaneous
matter, all readable, whether Thomas
Fuller Is describing the good sea captain, or one shudders at the thought of
Blackbeard the Pirate. There are pages
about smuggling, Melville's Idle days at
sea, James Russell I.,owell alone with
the sun, Oliver Wendell Holmes shaving
at sea and unblushlngly recommenuing
a particular razor; figureheads and
weather vanes; Lamb's first view of the

sea—Alice Brown wrote a memorable
story about the Inlander who saw the
Alexander
ocean for the first time.
Smith, a delightful essayist unaccountably neglected in these days, describes
the canal at Dreamthorp; Shelley goes
In bathing and one hears Dr. Johnson
Insisting that a man In a ship Is v.orse

than a

man

In jail.
of the

book are^^dlrections
about keeping one's log and a nautical

At the end

vocabularj-.

Anthologies are often disappointing,
almost always so, for the favorite pages
of the reader were not favored by the
There are some verses in
compiler.
George Moore's "Pure Poetry" that
cause surprise, after one reads his long

and characteristic Introduction.

Emer-

son's "Parnassus" reflects curioui^Jy on
Mr. Lucas has been
his literary taste.
fortunate, and Mr. Mitchell Is to be

One ne«d
congratulated on his work.
not take passage for Southampton, the
Canaries or Rio to enjoy "The Steamer
Book." We see Mr. Herkimer Johnson
in his lighter moments, sitting on his
veranda looking toward Spain, with this
book in his hand, and blackened T. D,
in his mouth. He will place the book on
the shelf now holding Hakluyt's Voy
ages, George William Curtis's "Prue and
Alexander Smith's "A Summer in
I,""
Skye," "The Pirate's Own Book," the
anthologies of Mr. Lucas, a shelf near
We are sorry to say that
his bedside.
there will be a "scrofulous" French
novel or two.
But Mr. Johnson has
assured us that he read.s novels of this
nature for material therein that may
serve him In the preparation of his
colossal work (as yet In manuscript).
Mr. Mitchell must have enjoyed the task
compilation.
We now anticipate
of
eagerly his selections from the Newgate
Calendar. And to think that the night
win come when no man will read, unless
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle convinces us
that well-selected libraries are open' to
the public over there.

sleepe."
life

Lowell

the packet boat."

Walt Whitman, Chesterton, Flecker,
Shakespeare, Poe, Dobell, Hood, Keats,
Dibden,
Shelley,
Christina
Rossetti,
Hurst, Peacock, I^edwidge, Meredith,

Chapman, D. G. Rossetti, and unknbwn
writers of chanteys furnish the verse.
It's a pity that Mr. Mitchell did not Include Whitman's magnificent description of the fight between the Bon

Homme

Richard and the Serapis, which
In Tennyson's mind
"T'ne Revenge."

must have been

when he wrote

Many a man who started out with the
intention of leaving his footprints on the
sands of time finished by leaving his
finger-prints at Scotland Yard. Lor.J

—

Dcwar.
that there are tw j
share the same scullery
Wilkinson.
Ellen
Ulss

don't

I

believe

women who can
tap.

—

*7

^'
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"Ring Out, Wild Bells"
For centuries the bell-music

of

Holland and Belgium has been famous. It has been said that this
music has had its special developin flat countries where the
traveling sounds are heard at a
greater distance and a greater effect
As a flat
than in hilly regions.
landscape suggests towers, so there

ment
Next come some short stories: Hawthorne's "Drowne's Wooden Image."
Bostonlans,
especially Interesting
to
Daudet's "Shepherds' Star": "A Terribly Strange ^ed," by Wtlkie CollinsHad Conrad read it? One of his short
stories Is about a similarly horrid device for disposing of travelers supposed
to have a heavy purse; Morler's tale of

by the placing in them of carillons an appeal to the ear as to the
eye.
Bell-ringing has also been famous

is

—

——

:

with

Iter,

ADD "ANCIENT WORTHIES"

A BONE-DRY BALLAD
I'here aro

And glory be to Middlesex,
Which made Brick Bottom
Where water now Is used to
But tears

"Up
And

Rum

Fleet,
[

So long

law and order,
And death to colls and stills.

And

let

live

|

Bone Dry anthems
and hills.

the

Resound

L.

1

rye bread smeared with

EDWARDS,

TWICE A YEAR

j

suggestion by an eminent authority
that all of us visit the doctor twice a
year for thorough physical examination
sounds helpful for health, but It might
also furnish an opportunity for not too
conscientious members of the medical
I'd

like

know

to

refers to

Medecine" by
most amusing
comedy in three acts can hardly be
called new, for It was produced at the
Comedle des Champs Elysees on December IBth, 1923.
Printed in book form
with Romains'a "M. le Trouhadec saisi
par la Debauche" it had reached a 3,3th
Jules

Remains.

edition In 1924.

la

This

—Ed.

As the World Wags:
Would you put this under "Mutterings of Great Men," "Infamous Firsts"
or "Things You Oughtn't Know"?
GOSH ALL,
Socrates.

hemlock:—

By

(Half

Number

SNOWSHOE

One.)

AL.

wuz

Some have boldly said "broadcasted";!
some have said It timidly; others Insist
that the word should not be used at all.
Now comes the S. P. E. do these Ini-

midnite. Sammy squirrel, loaded with wobble-water, an" singin' sweet
addaline, nocked at tha door uv his
home. "Deerle." sez mrs. squirrel ter

stand for the Society of Pure English?—and decides In favor of the forma:
"He broadcasts," "he broadcasted,"
"they have broadcast," "It was broad-

little

It

|

—

Oswald, "yer father, the famus
booze-komeedian,
has
kum home."

tials

j

"Dont

hurt him much, ma," sobbed
tender-harted
little
Oswald, as he
crawled under tha bed. Oswald rememcast."
bered wot happened last time. If he
The Manchester Guardian asks If we recalled kerecktiy, papa didn't anser tha
"He forecasted bell fer tha secund round. "'Well, well,"
are to say presently:
sez tha Mrs., as she opened tha door, "if
the winner of the Derby," or "I rough- lit alnt tha lllustrius hootch-akrobat,
casted the walls of Chatsworth, my .Senor Samuel! Doo yew faver markis uv
suburban home." The Oxford Diction- kweensbury rools, er shall It be rufCSam saw Oswald under
ary admits the respectability of "fore- an-tumble?
casted"; 'Yonghcasted" was in use In tha bed an' flggered It wuzzn't a bad
plase atall. He tried fer It an" maid it.
the 17th century.
"Kum out!" howls tha mrs. "Deerle,"
"If you never use "broadcasted," then
your friends may not know, when you sez Sam, "'wen we wuz married yuh
say 'I broatdcast the best that is known promlst ter obey me." "That," sez tha
and thought," whether you mean that mrs., "Is tha only part uv tha wedding
this Is your lifelong habit or that you seremony wot eny uv yew poor saps
happpened to do It last night. This ever remember. Kum out, yuh kow"'Kum out hell!" sez Sam, "I
would clearly be unbearable; a man ard!'"
might be taken for an Incorrigible bore will have jTih understand, woman, that
wen
tha
admitting
occashun rekwlres It, Samuel
and proser when he was only
a momentary lapse of which any of us Squirrel kin be firm an" rezoloote. I am
tha boss In my own home, an' I'll stay
mleht be eullty."
under tha bed If I wanta."" Little Oswald closed his eyes an" trembled.
As lit* WofSa ^Vags:
Don t hurt him much, ma,"" he sobbed
On Sept. 20, 1860, there was published (to be kontlnued.)
!n Boston a biography of Ralph FamWamin! don't miss tha' next Instalham, the alleged last survivor of tb«
The blogrraphy ment. Tne solo uv a woman Is taken
Battle of Bunker Hill.
apart
Clarence.
an" explanedl
Who was C.
was by C. W.
[

I
I

'

_

INQUIRER.

Copying nature is good, but it is only
lilttp.
There v. ill always be good artwho do thai. •But there exists a
'vast body of art, in it some of the
;i

ists

world's masterpieces, whicl^ goes far
beyond that, rising the colore and forjus
of nature as an architect uses raw ma-

/"

^

y ^

artist has wished to produce a
definite emotional effect, and uses purple to tffis end, he Is completely justified. If an El Greco distorts forms it Is

J—

because they tell more that way. If an
Egyptian feels that more of eternity can
be expressed in a form of simple echoing curves than in any. other kind he
has been justified.
Even the sincere
futurists of the present, trying to express the fourth dimension of spacetitne in two. are justified in the endeavor, though the result in its present
form may be awful, seen as a finality,
instead of as an experiment in a new

Every year

and though he
young ."ion of

Is

man
is

a

in

Zair

IBl years old

80 years,

Cambridge.
P. S.— 'The student copies

representation.

h new

woo the

He owed

—

he is getused to his tools.
Some people
never care to leave this stagp. Those
who do ought to have as much charity
from the lay mind as thos<r who stay
safely under the apron strings of exact

Is
;

,

an unhealthy wife by whom he had bad
27 children.
In 178? he published "Love
Wife."

i

can never

on.

ting

successfully, wa.s a faithful hu.sband. He prefixed to a volume a note
in which he appealed fiT aid as hp had

My

and so

codify the successful results of experiment, never to stop further experiment
the crest of the wave is always .ahead.
Art is large enough for all concepts
in fact, who can say just what it is or
where Its limits are to be found? Let
us not a priori limit it to a single small
phase.
CHARLES CHILD.

Musp

Letters to

j
'

down with absolute finality, or
where is progress* They are like the
rules of grammar, merely attempts to

oft she siphs and o£t she weeps.
.Vnd hangs he." peiisive head.
While" blood her furrowed finger steeps,
And stains the pa.ssing thread."

not

I

be laid

"For

did

subjects,

rials,

scriptions for his poems. He may make
an excellent shoemaker, but can never
make a good poet." Tet was there not
anticipation of Hoods "Song of the
Shirt" wlien AVoodhouse wrote:

he

j

and those governing such elements as media, mate-

While we are praising famous men,
us not forget James Woodhouse, the
poetical shoemaker. Dr. Johnson spoke
contemptuously of him: "They had better furnish the man with good implements for his trade, than raise sub-

if

i

vehicle, still fluidic.
The rule of technique

let

Woodhouse,

artists, today, tr.v

camera.
If an

he enJoys traveling, stopping at Belgrade on
his way from Constantinople to Rome.
As yet we are not told whether he has
used tobacco from his youth up, shuns
the wine cup or is able to read newspapers without spectacles.

j

Even camera

to interpret a mood by the distortion of
the exact lines first impressed by the

last

and has

.

"Knock

color.
'

survivor of the Charge of the
Light Brigade has been dying annually

The

Effendi.

|

Our correspondent
ou le Triomphe de

—

R.H.L.

are introduced to the oldest
This time his name
Europe.

'

Del.

3

to flfnore.

an emotional reality concerning a place:
the mood which it evokes, made understandable by the use of "unnatural"

And

beer

we

As

.

A

for the last IC or is years.

well.

In 2 Parts.

Cl2.renc«7

j

a country practise from an older man.
The latter has nearly starved amid the
same rural clientele. At the end of
three months the seller calls on the
buyer to ask payment of the first instalment of the purchase price.
He
finds the village utterly transformed.
The local Inn has been turned into a
hospital.
Whereas the man who sold
the practise had starved on four or five
clients a month, the purchaser was seeing scores and hundreds weekly.
He
had granted free clinics to everybody,
and at length put to bed the whole
community, except for a stubborn few
who persisted In believing themselves

CHILDURNS' BED TIME STORRIE

W.

i

French comedy dealing destruc-

.

4

gentleman seems

use of "natural" colors
and forms, but it never stops at them.
Color and form become tools or svmbols
in the hands of genius to show forth a
reality which does not necessarily exfor Instance,
ist in a phj'sioal garment

terials.

Canadian

Vv.

this

may make

.\rt

Wags:

In the

of

which

to be true, yes true, there Is

,

tively with the notion of periodic medical examinations for all mankind.
The hero of this play is an imperfectly schooled physician who purchases

Newark,

seems

no kick

Doubtless he, who knows
all literature, ancient and modem. In
whatever tongue, has read the brilliant

the seller and the t)urchaser
talked, the clock struck 10.
"Now,"
said the purchaser, "at this moment, in
all those lighted houses, where my patients lie, more than 200 nurses are taking the temperature of the sick."
Before the conference is over the new
doctor has put the old doctor to bed
and installed a trained nurse to look
to his needs.
INDOCTUS.

your correspondents, who
signs himself A. Knutt, writes of purple paintings.
As a -painter may T say
a word concerning a princlplp in art

German mus-

On, perfidious Alblonl

multl-doctorlal Herkimer Johnson thinks

—

the World

It

what

bells."

I

As

of the Idea.

new

,

Wags:

'V iirlcl

li

1

One

m

1

A

profession.

.X.'.

tard,
and supported by two
schooners of Pabst, Blatz, Schlltz, largo
U-r
Oberman, Jung and BorchertMUor
Gettleman beer.-one had a wide
choice
those happy days."

j

As the World Wags:

\
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SEE RED

I

^'^^ ^ household necessity
T»
^^^l^
It *took
the place of butter.
There arn
worse things to eat than a slice
of fresh

o'er vales

JAMES

cated by the Right Reverend Bishop
Lawrence, assisted by the rector.
This carillon of twenty-three bells
was the gift of Mrs. Hugh Bancroft
in memory of her mother, Mrs.
Clarence W. Barron, who was for
many years a member of the parish.
Mrs. Bancroft's gift of twenty adthey were installed
ditional bells
now makes one of the
this month
greatest carillons in the world. The
carillons of Bruges and Ghent have
forty-eight bells; that of Cohasset
number forty-three, surpassing in
number the celebrated carillons of
Antwerp, Malines and de Toiimai.
Kamiel Lefevre, the assistant and
favorite pupil of Denijn, gave conHe is
certs at Cohasset in 1924.
again at Cohasset for a series of
concerts in June and July, having
begun the series on May 25 and
The
giving a concert tomorrow.
programs are of an interesting and
greatly varied nature.
As the Rev. Charles C. Wilson,
rector of Saint Stephen's, says, it is
difficult to overestimate Mrs. Bancroft's memorial gift to Cohasset,
the church and the community. The
bells "sing of the things of Christ
and eternity as well as of the joys
and sorrows of the passing days.
They play for births and baptisms,
confirmations and weddings.
They
comfort the hearts of those who
mourn in Zion. In joy and gladness
as in solemnity and sorrow, the bells
lift the heart of the church and
community in worship and adoration
cf the Eternal God. The carillon is
The gracious
a perfect memorial.
memory of Mrs. Barron will always
live in the heavenly music of the

—

!

quickly steamed away."
the scent of Highland Scotch)
Is hanging o'er the bay.

A

especially for the carillon.
s.-.hool of carillon-playing was estabished at Mechlin in 1922.
On Sept. 23, 1924, the carillon of
St. Stephen's, Cohasset, was dedi-

dry.
drink.

every eye.

anchor,'" said the

'Ihl

.i

I

ing a cart

No more

—

f-ic

flU

bearing

to the .Saint-Gtr-

{

Three cheers for Father Volstead,
We'll ne'er touch cups to Hp.
Down with the wloked acofflaw
With bottles on the hip.

gy, on the bells themon change ringing, exng the mysteries of the (Jrandmethod, "bobs," "treble bobs,"
ci^s," "rounds," "double dodges,"
teaman's method and so on. There
is this important difference: in bellnnging there is a man for a bell;^
in the carillon the tunes are playedi
by the use of a keyboard and the:
carilloneur is a musician. Coniposi-|
tions by Mathias van den GhejTi he
wns born in 1721 have been collected and published, but most of
the music for a carillon is in manuscript.
In recent times J. Denijn,
greatest of living carilloncurs, .nnd
J. A. F. Wagcnaar have written mu-

—

Apropos of the yeast man
who. drivfrom home to house
announced his coming by bell or
horn and
then dipped with a long-handled
dipper
a cupful of yeaat. L. R. R.
writes:
"In Milwaukee there was the
old German mustard peddler. His musUrd was
contained !n a box mounted
on tw'
wheels and a dog drew this
oomblnltlon up and down the
streets
The
proprietor uf the cart rang his
came a plump German miss withbell, out
fikxen
Pig-talls flying, and the musUrd
wouW
be ladled into her pitcher,
a nickel
changed
hands,
and the
"
hound waddled on to the next mournful
door

(Fo^ An the World W«g»)

many books

envelope

the

recommendation: 'Go
*
main Fair.' "

I

bill introduced in
Parliament
designed to prevent traffic in titles,

Years ago an appeal ft a nen- hospital
-T Rto de Janeiro met with a feeble re»«"»'••«,
Dcfi Pedro II Uuui =ffer*Ml the

tiile'^aron to every suoscrlber of 100,000
jmllreis, thai oi count tc an.\- one gi\ins

i

!

j
'

i

j

her that

i

Subscriptions poured in; the
hospital was completed.
This inscrip-i
tion was put above the portico: "Human
Vsnit> to Human Misery."

'250,000.

|

THE BRIGHTER SIDE
("Virtually every one was taking on
an average eight grains of bortc acid a
day. One began taking it at 3 years of
ace. and did not stop until one died, it
was possibIe*in 24 hours to take as much
as 30 grains." A short s;de;ight on
food preservation
by chemical pre-

j

;

Will the committee of the League of
Nations considering the reform of the
calendar report in favor of a year of 13
months'"
Brit'sh railway companies
find this year preferable to any other
proposed.
There is little difference, it

—

between this League of Nations
and the "Liberty" calendar
advocated by some in the United States.
Each would have foui- week months,
with Leap Tear and New Tear s days
outside any month.
is

servatives.)

Right onwards from the cradle,
Until I droop and dote.
The busy experts ladle
Their stand-by down my throat:
The (lose Is not my seeking
(Mine meekly to endure).
.Bui life is, roughb- speaking.

The

THe POOL'S PARADISE
I

boric acid cure.

A
1

gather

it

is

know

there are onions In heaven;

For they have a lieavenly smell,
smell like

taken

With ever>-thlng

the

smiie of a

friend
T

Who

eat

In bean." ^nd beer and bacbn.
In milk and malt and meat.
Prom figs to little fishes.
From turtle soup /to tripe,
I'm told that e^ ery dish Is
Well doped and true to type.

long-iast
,

has good news to

tell.

Roses are lovely and fragrant.
But who ever tasted ihem fried?
.And lilies are nice to lay on the breast
Ot one who has lately died.

'

'

—

But onions aroma immortal!
That smother a steak done

What taorio acid
tissues mu.st receive'
But one thing keeps ine placid
And unincHnerl to grieve
.A
nicely pickled party.
Great Scot!

My

1

said,

calendar,

I

know

well!

there are oi-.ions

For they have

».

:ji, heaven.
h;a\enly smell.

The Phantom Lover.

In my concluding stage
ought to reach a hearty
And well-preserved old age

RECITAL NOTES

LUCIO.

Cambourakis. boy 0-'">'"'«''
tonlgh^^t 8 30
will play in Sleinert hall
WIeniawsk..
^clock,- music by Tartinl,
Nicos

Richard
The
Strauss's "Salome" at Moscow.
stage manager dismissed each section
of the chorus when he had no further

They

werp

rehearsing

|

I'chaikovskyBurleigh,
Ahron-Auer,
barasate
Auer Levenson, Popper-Aner,
wlil

soprano,
Olive Macy Appleton,
Tuesday even«lng in Jordan hall next
De Paz. David,
Mozart,
Palsiello,
songs by Pergobsl,
Ing at 8:15 o'clock,
*
Chadwick.
Rossini,
Nerlni,
uJewe.
John
Beecher, Watts, Foote, Lehmann.
Charainplay
will
MacKnight. flutist,
ade's Concertino.
Edward Whitlow will sing at Haynes

"The wai-riors ca^i go."
"The servants can go home."
When he said: "you .lews go." he was
t:se

for

it.

little later:

hree-fourths of thp
orchestral players arise and walk to the

astonished to see

I

door.

Figaro of Paris objects tn the us"? for
an letters
pui'poses
of
advertising
nouncing a death. "One of our friend.'i \
leariii=fl thp flealh r.f a relative by a Id j

(

;

hall

I

11

East Newton

street,

next Tues-

and Hamday' evening, arias by Verdi
per songs by Glordani, Carlsslml,
Franz, Haydn, TostI, Arne,
others.

Buck and

j1 ,

Sh
dMCUtslon about
tb sanity. Having seen his father's ghoet, why did ho afterward speak
of an undiscovered country, from whose bourn no traveler returns 7 Did
]la:iilot

I

IS

a disquu'tlnt'

I'lKuro.

There

i»

ntlll

j

he bcUove that his mother was privy to the murder of h^" father? How
Mrs. Lillio BuflFum Chace Wymai^ discussed thia
old was the Prince?
question in The Herald last Thursday. She, by the way, w^ote "Qtrtrude
Guy de
of Denmark" to prove that the Queen was wholly innocent.
Pourtales entitle.^ his recent collection of essays "De Hamlet a Swann."
Brensby Williams some weeks ago at the Coliseum, London, gave imitations of actors in the role, showing Wilson^ Barrett, Beerbohm Tree,
rorbes-Rcbertson; followed by portrayals of the Prince that might
have been given by Messrs. Huntley, Graves, Knowles and other comedians, also how an American from the Wild West might play the part.
It Is said that young Jackie Coogan will be trained by Mr. Belasco for
tha part, but Father Coogan says there is no contract as yet. We have
always thought that Mr. Chaplin should be seen as Hamlet, and we still
have the hope of seeing Mr. Foy on tiie platform of Elsinore. Hamlet
He is to be seen on the street. We should not be
is very much alive.
surprised at hearing that Mr. Herkimer Johnson
Clamport for a week or two.

had invited him

revenge, not indecision.

to

To go back

to Mr. Bridges: Shakespeare turned a barbarian into a
and sophisticated modern (Elizabethan) gentleman. Hamlet's
sham madness "makes excellent playing." Shakespeare wrote a play for
civilized

the crowd, not for the solution of psychological problems.
(Was not the
madman a comic character in Shakespeare's time?) As for the Ghost
and the traveler not returning? "It would need a reconciler of Kantian
antinomies to explain the utterance of these words by a man whose whole
course of life is due to a conversation with a returned traveler from the
said country. And when the reconciler had done his work, he would only
have made a small addition to the world's collection of jokes." ShakesP^are became so interested in the soliloquy that he forgot all about the
G^°«*'
he forgot that Hamlet was a prince and made him talk "like
an unsuccessful man of the middle classes familiar with all kinds of discouraging experiences." He made a character, "who has talked with a
ghost from purgatory, call the after life inscrutable." Nor is there any
canon in the Bible against self-slaughter. Then there are the contradictions in the relations between Hamlet and Ophelia; also regarding her
fate. The action is supposed to take place in the 10th or 11th century,
yet Hamlet went to the school at Wittenberg which was not founded'
until 1502.
Why did Hamlet defer his vengeance? Page after page has been
written about his irresolution; but if the vengeance had not been deferred
there would be no play.
By a careful and entertaining analysis Mr. Bridges seeks to showi
that Shakespeare's "notion of the stupendous character he creates is radi-j'

:

•

'

-

.

.

'

'

—

faithThis "centenary" edition follows the folio of 1623. The text, a
side; opposite
reproduction in spelling and punctuation; stands on one
part are helpful, illuminating,
re the copious notes, which for the most
There are many curious disquisitions. Were
ut at times superfluous.
in his anger "smote his
le "sledded Pollax" Poles; or did the King
no reason
aded pole-axe on the ice?" Mac Donald gravely says there is
from the
hv the Dane should not have carried a pole-axe, or caught one
Queen, Hamlet
with
the
scene
the
in
that
thinks
Ho
attendant.
and of an
asks her how she
minted to portraits of the brothers on the wall. Hamlet
batten on a moor. "Perhaps an
->uld leave off feeding on a mountain to
and physical.
lusion as well to the complexion of Claudius, both moral
an "incestuous,
In a note to the Ghost on the platform calling the King
this
doubted that
!ulterate beast," Mac Donald asks: "How can it be
adultery? Their marpeerih the Ghost accuses his wife and brother of
was not adultery." The annotator repeats this opinion on the same

I

'

il

.

from the construction
placed upon the text.
Yet, withal, its universal
popularity is richly deserved. Such
closeness of speech, such insight into
character, such masterly manipulation of incidents, are nowhere to be
paralleled outside the volume of
Shakespeare himself. Idolatry is no
true reverence, and one shows deeper respect for the master by pointing out what he would himself have
admitted as defects, than by accepting and praising indiscriminately all
'that is labelled witl#his name."
We may speak of other chapters
cally different

m

*^^"And makes each petty artery." "Artery" is substituted by editors
"arture"
Ithout authority. "Arture" is the word in the second quarto,
"This perfectly fits. In terror the weakest parts
leaning- "juncture."
the joints, for their 'artures' are not hardy."
scene, Hamlet
It will be remembered that before the play in the court
"To account satisIdresses Ophelia in a decidedly improper manner.
of
ctorily for Hamlet's speeches, to her, is not easy. The freer custom
Mac Donald was write age, freer to an extent hardly credible in this"
1925
? in the early eighties; speech between men and women is freer in
"will not satisfy the lovers of Hamlet, although it must have some
Mght." Did Hamlet talk recklessly because he was in the presence of
"He may be supposed confident that Ophelia would not under3 uncle?
and him, while his uncle would naturally set such worse than impropri-.
Perhaps Hamlet, led by his mother's con>8 down to wildest madness."
ict to loathe women, hoped that Ophelia would rebuke him and thus give
m joy. Again, Hamlet was so excited that he did not weigh his words,
it is it not simpler to believe that the lines were to make the groundlings

re

—

E
'

n
3

Supreme Court of the United States
was justly celebrated for the capacity of his mouth and the accuracy

commonly

age

"

ho furbished up the antiquated

had been a popular success."
It is strange that Mr. Bridges, speaking of the old play, does not
mention "Fratricide Punished, or Hamlet Prince of Denmark," used by
English actors on the European continent in the 17th century. This tragedy
was revived by Willinm Pool at the Oxford Playhouse in August, 1924.
The Royal Chamberlain is Corambus; Leartes is Leonhardus. The King
is a vulgar upstart; the Queen a "farcical hoyden."
There are no grave
diggers, no Rosencrantz and Guildonstern; Ophelia is a sort of Columbine
that dances through the action after Hamlet seta out for England. Two
banditti sent to kill him are tricked by him into shooting each other,
Hamlet feigns madness. The story of Hamlet is primarily a study of

And here are two books that deal with Hamlet; the one is wholly
Prince
devoted to the play: George Mac Donald's "Tragedie of Hamlet,
and
of Denmarke," published in Lon4on by George Allen L. Unwin, Ltd.,
first pubreceived from E. P. Dutton & Co., New York. This book lyas
Sir Johnston
lished in 1885. It now appears with a short introduction by
"Of all the books and pamphlets on Hamlet
"^orbes-Robertson. who says
study
hat have come under my notice, and their name is legion, this
What is
away the most erudite and scholarly
by far and
"1
"rrT"":;.' "'V ^o„V tKon thp tpvtiial references is the
ven more val^uable to^th^ s^tude^^^^
MarDonald's
enetrating analysis of Hamlet's' temperament
rguments in favor of Hamlet's sanity are, to my mmd, quite unanswer'

1)

of n-hii'h lu' avuiu
'He chose the theme because it was
of intrigue, incest, murder und usurpation, a tale with two appearnnct
a ghost, a tale of 'occulted guilt' at last made apparent, a tale that er
with ati orgy of poisoned swords and wine cups and a stage full of corpses.
These are the thing.s that attracted the groundlings, and it was the fact
of the story's attractiveness to them tlint induced Shakespeare to make
use of it. He wrote 'J^amlet' because a previous play on the same theme

of his aim as well as for the^ solidity
of his judicial opinions. There is a
prevailing belief that tobacco, while
it may disfigT.ire the teeth, preserves
them. Gum is said to have beneficent stomachic properties. But all

things chewed should be chewed in
moderation, and without disfiguring
facial display, nor should there be
fury in expectoration.
Let the
chewer, whatever he chews, imitate
the placidity of the cow, who, to
quote Walt Whitman, "crunching
with depress'd head surpasses any
statue." Let it be remembered that
if "to ruminate" means "to chew" it
f.lso means "to muse, meditate, pon-

i

j

noteworthy book next SunMr. Bridges's demolishment of
the absurd Baconian theory is a
imasterly piece of work.
P. H.
jin

this

jday.

Ider."

Ruminating Humanity

ugh?
,

Charles Reade asked if a cork-jacket should be taken as an arm
rainst "a sea of troubles." Mac Donald: "Perhaps to a Danish or Dutch;
itic, or one from the eastern coast of England, this simile would not
As to the passage about no traveler
'.em so unfit as it does to some."
!turning: "The Ghost could not be imagined as having returned."
There is a wealth of shrewd annotation. The study of Hamlet's charThere is no vain display of
rter deserves Forbes-Robertson's praise.
The general reader and the Shakesperian student will alike
edantry.
njoy the book, though they may not agree with Mac Donald's estimate
f Laertes: that he is "just the man to be the villainous, not the innocent,
ool of villainy." We cannot help believing that Laertes was a fine fellow,
iven if he did rant on occasion.

^

Mr. William Wrigly, Jr., believes
that the United States can beat thei
world in selling goods. He speaks
with authority. 'The other nations'
fear our competition. Only in Egypt
and Persia is there no discrimination
in allowing Mr. Wrigly's products to
enter. As caravans were once famous for bringing teas, silks, spices,
from the East, camels now groan
under the weight of chewing gum.
It's a glorious thought, this pacific
gumming together of the nations.

^

.

j

;

The other study of Hamlet is in the second and revised edition of
"Our Fellow Shakespeare: How Everyman May Enjoy His Works," by
Horace James Bridges. Pascal Covici of Chicago publishes it in stately,
handsome form. "Two Points in Hamlet's Soul" is only one of ten chapters witten in a clear, scholarly, fascinating manner.
Mr. Bridges says
that while it is certainly "not Shakespeare's best play, and does not contain his greatest poetry," it 'has been for three centuries and in every
land, the most popular of his works. All the extravagancies of idolatry
are illustrated in the multitudinous commentaries upon it.
Hamlet is treated as though he had been an historical personage, and theories
of his character are discussed with portentous and rather ridiculous
solemnity." Poe discussed acutely a radical error, the absurdity of thus
dealing with a phantom. "Perhaps Poe may be answered by saying that
the 'phantoms' of Shakespeare are more real than most historic characters,
few of whom we know so well as we know the dramatis persona of
Elsinore."
"Hamlet," says Mr. Bridges abounds in carelessnesses of construction
and inconsistencies. There is evidence pf "headlong haste" and "incongruous combinations of elements." The duration of the action cannot be"
determined precisely, nor can the age of Hamlet, "for we can scarcely
trust the accuracy of the First Grave Digger's chronologizmg." Mr. Bridges
would have the play criticised at first as by the grocer's apprentice in
"The Knight of the Burning Pestle." for it was he and his kind that
.

.

.

The

little

stick in its

tra of 30

_

_

.

men.

that the
The Tale Alumni Weekly says
commencement

question of drlnklnsr at
problem." "ConIs a "concrete local
undoubtedly
crete"? The reference Is
"stone-fence."
liquor, possibly a
to

wrapper may|

hard

before
Dr. Roger H. I. Lee, standing
Association, said
the Am&rlcan -Medical
known to the
that the "happy drunk" Is
a state of
scientific world as being In

For man is a ruminating animal.
He may chew the betel leaf with
arca-nut parings; lovage, of slippery elm; tobacco, fine cut or ptug;
gum in its nudity from the spruce
tree or in its manufactured state; he
chews from the Andes to the Himalayas; from the Arctic to the Antarctic. The passionately addicted to'
the habit insist that this working of
the jaws soothes and sustains; encourages lofty thoughts; cheers toilers on land and .sea; enables one to
endure patiently
lectures,
plays,

i

',

symphony concerts, political harangues, committee meetings. Noblemen of France in bygone years were
usefs of tobacco in "this form. Not
Icng ago a member of the august

.

I

yet be more powerful
than the
sword, more powerful even than poison gas.

1

_

Pupils of the Emilia Ippollto Opera
school will appear In costumes In oporscenes from "Cavalleria Rustijatlc
"Norma,"
|cana,"
"I^a.
Boheine,"
{"Tosca," "Rlgoletto," "I) Trovatore,"
and "Pagllacci" at ,Tordan hall on next
jwednesday evening. Mario Carmosino
jwill conduct.
There will be an orchc.s-

1

and
"euphoria"-a word, young ladles
Greek
gentlemen, derived from two
bear."
words meaning "well" and "to
of the
Did Dr. Lee coin this form

Iword, spelled "euphory" for

many

years?'

Imbibers
The word was applied even to
As far back as 1684, the
lof soft drinks.
Bonefs inval[translator of TheophUe
compilatltlus'
uable work "jrercurlus
i(ln folio.

Geneva, 1683)-no self-respect-

It—i^ote^
ing family should be without
quantity
rrhe most certain rule for the
the euphory or
bf mineral waters is
Well-bearing of the patient."
Psychologists today speak of euphoric
Uiis conkpathy." In our village days
By the,
Sition was named "laziness."
musical
way, the euphorbium is not a
^

Instrument.

'
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THE STAGE
^

for their

•)<.lnK
^.

irea

t

and MftX-

.

This in
has been produced.
>na where the ruling powers made
no effort to save the tool of Napoleon
.n"

And

Itl.

V

Carlotta

lal

"but his presence

Is

referee described "Rain," brought
Ht the Gnrrlck, London, as a "plunielodrania."
It found the play,

by press agents as "shocking

:)oonied

appear on the stage

read, does not

r

The

Juarez,

living.

still

But Mr. 'U^inglefoot not only sees
nations at peace and drinking tea in
unity, he fondly believes that the
beverage softens the manners of
those who do the world's hard work.
The fish porters of Billingsgate
were famed for their profanity.
Now if one runs against another,
he does not curse and swear: he
My
says, "Beg pardon, Mr. Wilks.
fault, I orter to 'ave seen yer com'Ave a cup of tea, mate, before
v\'.
Mr. 'Winglefoot
we goes 'ome."
cites the remarkable case of Mr.

.

Hit

omparatlvely

"

"shockless."

treroendous.y
ii.s

f

the

World Wags:

"While placing the snakes in the zoo
Winter's "Dr. cages
one of the spitting cobras shot its
i'uli;i>tin
l»«s been produced, a curious
venom a distance of 15 feet down the
In the play he narrow dark passage behind the cages
perversion of history.
missing a keeper's face by Inches "
;s seen showing his Instrument, invented
Do the scientists not state that there
for a humanitarian purpose. Louis XVI, .never was a spitting
snake of anv
'!y Interested.
The national Assem- sort? I always* thought this snake was
fmands the exclusive use. While in the class with the whangdoodle or
IjUdv\lg

sue.

'

goofus.

L

Sam

R. R.

good doctor has been working on
machine, his wife has been .imusln,?
A correspondent recently spoke of
herself with the tenor Lerisot. Her In- that amusing
comedy, "Knock," by Jules
fidelity Is detected when the police hunt Romalne.
Granville Barker's translaThen Dr. Guillotin, some- tion into English Is now publlslied in
for traitors.
what annoyed by hor conduct, hands London. The Daily Telegraph says that
her over and she Is condemned to death; Mr. Barker can write plays, produce
but, considering the matter, he finds iP'ays and act plays "with any of our
himself greatly Rt fault and wishes to |men of the theatr&r but when it comes
=r\v.» the erring wife.
The tenor, noble to translating plays he is not merely
w, has anticipated
him; he has the ctjual but the superior of any of his
His latest gift to the
a the only guillotine in existence rivals.
i
his loved one may live.
The doc- |EngIish theatre Is an amazingly perfect
;vr, not wishing to be outdone, sacri- lyersloiV pf flomaln^'fl cleve^ |9atlre«'i
^
"
flees himself, says he stole the machine,
gives himself up, and finally falls by it.
.-xS a matter of fact he died in his bed.
ISicos Cambourahis
"Sirjgular Guillotin, respectable pracNicos Cambourakis gave a recital
titioner; doomed by a satiric destiny to
the strangest Immortal gior.v that ever
of violin music in Steinert Hall last
kept obscure mortal from his resting
night. He played Tartini's "Devil's
e, the bosom of oblivion!
Unfortu-

;

'

.

"

.

'

:

.

.

.Styx

and

name

Letlie; his

I

like to outlive

I

Caesar's."

I

may

It

subscclbers

Interest

to

sonata, Wieniawski's D minor
Concerto and miscellany by AchronAuer, Burleigh, Tschaikowsky-Auer,
Levenson, Popper-Auer and Sarasate.
This boy of Greek parentage began
his study of music under his father,
who later moved his family to Russia, where N'icos was placed in a conservatory. His studies were interrupted bv the.revolution and the fam-

trill"

.

the

i

Boston Symphony orchestra concerts to

j,

Know the program announced by

1

>Ir.

Koussevitsky for Paris
on Way 23.
ily were forced to flee to Greece. The
ilandel. Concerto Gross'o, No. 6; Borchboy gave cojicerts in Athens and
ird.,t "L'Elan"
(first
time in Paris);
i:ichhelm, 'Chinese Legend (first time ' Constantinople to earn enough to
bricg him to the United States for
n Paris); Honegger, piano
concerto,
,£iiBt time^ Mls4 Yaurabourg^ gianist)}!
study with Auer. For the past year

I

So r la bin,

"Poem

Was

Ecstasy.'
program "subject to change.'
'of

he has been in New York studying
with the master, interrupting his

the

work

to give more concerts for the
purpose of financing hie lessons.
This is but a partial recital of the
events in the life of a boy not yet
,

the World Wags:
The Herald of May

.As

had a notice

28

resignation of Dean Jones of
YaAe, and Quoted part of a verse written by blm some years ago.. As I remember, the full lines were something

the

of

like

16, •^ho plays a taxing program with
the air of a veteran. Quiet and unassuming, he inspires confidence. It
on the one hand there are occasional
biting tones and a monotony of interpretation, there is on the other hand
remarkable accuracy of technic.

this:

"Here's to the Town of New Haven,
The home of the Skull and Bones,
AVhere God speaks to Jones
In the very same tones
That he uses to Hadley and

,

There were moments of great beauty
during the recital, a forcast of the
Cambourakis of the future.

Dwight."

my

If

rate,

recollection Is not quite accuperhaps this will do as a substi-

tute for the original.

HARVARD

He

should now study diligently to
acquire greater variety and flexibility
in interpretation and tone color, not
forgetting that the truly great artist
is he who puts himself in tune with
the great things in art and literature
as well as the great things in his
chosen profession.

'73.

"THERE GO THE SHIRS"
As the World Wags:
I wish
our movie producers would
learn the great truth enunciated by
the

.

poet

to

the

effect

j

that:

Steel hulls do not a picture
Nor Iron decks a stage.

make^

I

Battleships of course are Interesting
in time of war and sometimes beautl'
'.
but after the thousandth or so
'^n^tion in the middle of an eve-

—

The World's
[

entertainment and it runs Into
thousands if you are anything of.-j
ovie fan they begin to pall. Steel
r -.yts and steeh-'machlnery
you can
almost siaell the oil steel
cannon
lielchlng smoke, a seasick motion, rows
of sailors In white hats always the
-lame sailors officers saying how d'ye
-jo to somebody: these are good for a
.-.mentations— maybe for a hunat the five hundredth or so
ardent militarist begins to
d at the thousandth a unlch wafts to heaven the prayer
•Gl'.--; us Peace."
-i's

'

'.

—

:

—

—

—

—

,

•

Perhaps this

the result the movie
to bring about..
They

Is

people desire
niay be pacifists at heart. If so, they
B.p» ftoing more for ihe cause of pence
; n many sermons.
fs true there is one feature pre•r^d In these pictures of which
one
^
tires,
r mean the smoke screen,
beautiful in itself, whether trail'ik« a lace curtain from an aero•

'

1-

nowing

a

behlni ^iie
k of a destroyer, it is doubly
from the fact that it conceals
like

veil

'

,

ih--

battleships.

.JOSEPH LEE.

Pacifier

[

Mr Mervyn

Winglefoot, the tea

of Mincing Lane, London,
to
stopped at New York on his way

taster

rhapsoChina, and took occasion to

beverage, as
dize over his favorite
one intoxicated by extravagant,
shameless indulgence. Tea-drinkmg,
the
he believes, is spreading all over
world. "When it becomes universal,
warships, submarines, big

then

all

guns and all kinds of death-dealmg
machinery will be scrapped, because
bethere will be no more fighting
tween ^the nations of the earth." But
gain the
will there not be wars to

A

student
control of the tea-trade ?
history
of economics and political
once made the surprising statement
that tea-drinking nations had overcome and would overcome the narash
tions given over to coffee, a
If
statement, not easily defended.
any one should ask why the happy
dwellers in More's "Utopia," Bacon's
"New Atlantis" and Campanella's

ar'

and

Eva,"

musical comedy starring Vivian
Fourth
and Eosetta Duncan.
week.
Tremont "No, No, Nanette,"
with Louise
musical comedy
Groody, Charles 'Winninger, 'V\'ellington Cross and others. Fifth
week.
Shubert "Rose Marie," musical comedy with Desiree Ellinger,
Sam Ash, Houston Richards,
Beatrice Kaye and others. Eighth
week.
Gayety— "Seven Eleven," allnegro burlesque, with Garland

—

Mr. Dolan, singing pedantically after the
manner of the waiters taking their turn
a song In Billy Mahoney's; AVlnnle
and Dolly offering thrills in the air, and

then again back to the "nut" style with
Lee, wooden In poise, odd in
mal^o-up, original In parody, adepts at

Shaw and

their trade.

The cast
iKodney Martin
Cyrus MBrttn
Ambrose P»ale

FILM,

his

1

to

^o?"

E. E. (live

\ Ictor 'Tandy

Hlchard Wborff
Katherlne Standing
Jessamin? Newcombe
May Edlss

London audiences have been laugh-

1

flashing

plump and comely

althful

Italy, and al•?he film was made in
name of the
though we do not know the
he belongs to
director. It Is obvious that
than the Holbthe European rather
Those
of picture-making.

wood school
who like groups

Pays

'^*'"Z

George Bronson
Donald McChesney
Mary Orayson
Com'ptesse de Beaureln
Miss Burke.

Christian of the golden -^^'-^'^l^^^l
one feel a
ladylike enough to n.ake
good
slight impatience, and
-Ras
f ^^^^
pastries
neau of the poems and
explosive and contented.

happy,

"It

Francis Coropton
A.U»n Mowbray

^

Ellerr Clark

adeQua e
Iround him were grouped
e
to
principals whose work conformed
flttmg
made
and
Cyrano traditions
rap.^r.
fair,

THEATRE.
A farce In

three acts, by
Rol Cooper Megrue and Walter Hackett.

Advertise."

a glorious

for

T. A. R._

^

,

COT-LyrZ

Pierre Mag"""without benefit of lines
oyer the ronier succeeded in putting
attributes of the
bust, pulse-stirring
was at once
Gascolgne cadet whose
a stark tragedv
and
triumph

background
Roxane was

but give and take

at

i-loward, Mae Brown, Sam Cook
and Speedy Smith. Second week.

last apThe immortal CjTano has at
years
peared on the screen. For many
awaitmotion picture enthusiasts have
understood
is
It
ed this event, which
because of
has been slow in cmung
Last night at the
certain litigations.
whei,
happened,
James Theatre it
=!t
pathetic
Rostrand's heroic, laughable,
and
swashbuckler flaunted his long nose
bidding of a prohis ready sword at the
The picture was in
"ectlon camera.

little

iously funny act withal; Dolan and Gale.
Miss Gale with a pleasing voice, and

—

CYRANO ON

Is

Charles Wilson and an unnamed colleague sound something new In the art
Which was
of the "nut" comedian.
Wilson? And why not give the silent
partner a place on the bill! Which was
One
the funnier? A toss-up at best.
affected a sort of self-congratulatory
manner, so we suppose he was Wilson.
But the other fellow was "there."
And for other acts there was Mulroy,
McNeece and Ridge, in a dancing act
that savored of its kind; Don Ramsay
of radio note, and his Radio Four, entertaining in song; Joe Keno and Rosie
Green. In vigorous comedy, rough stuff
burlesque, rugged dancing, an uproar-

CONTINUING

—"Topsy

thriller

ization, responding to his every mood.
Johnny Dunn and his cornet are workIng overtime, and Johnny Nit Is a negaThen
tion of his name as a stepper.

action; there
dialogue.

door.

Colonial

and a

Vodery's

the embroidery of the double quartet
of steppers and there you have the
complement of one of the best acts In
vaudeville.
Mr. Cressy's sketch Is much after its
kind, this time with the village lawyer
There is the
as the central figure.
homely wit, the kindly speech In his
characteristic style. But the piece lacks

with all his might against "slops,"
did not live to meet Mr. Winglefoot,
drink tea, with a buttered muffin,
and perhaps a little jam, and hail
with him the millennium now at the

!,

of vocalists

riotous
Will
cacaphonists, Johnny Dunn and his
blasting and sobbing cornet, Johnny
Nit, the nimble dancer, and the eight
dusky steppers all have good acts. Miss
Mills's
dancing is Irresistible. Will
Voderj''s orchestra Is a plastic organ-

mies swore terribly in Flanders,"
Did tea bring in
cried Uncle Toby.
What a pity that John
a change?
'Wesley, who gave up tea drinking
to set ^n example to his followers
and William Cobbett, who inveighed

i

I

"Our

includes

In the aTr.
Miss Mills,

was

they eschew profanity?

week

F. Keith's Theatre this

whack; a team

as if they were in a London drawing room or at a cricket match. Did

'

B.

Florence Mills, the
little star of
"Dixie to Broadway";
Cressy and Dayne, In a new sketch; two
acts of the genus "nut," superlatively
put; an act of well known radio entertainers, slapstick with a resounding

too blooming strong.
In the world war the British drank
their five o'clock tea in the trenches
his tea

,i

Doctor!
For two-andyears he, ungulllotined, shall
but guillotine, see nothing
but guillotine; then dying, shall through
long centuries wander, as it were, a disconsolate ghost, on the wrong side of

At

the' bill

courteous manner for hot water, as

i

«ii!ty

HEADS KEITH'S BILL

when he drank

"My word!" "Gracious
This reme," "Bless my soul."
minds one of John tJSPSa drawing
many years ago of sailors in a temperance "pub," one asking in a most

I

liear Tiothing

FLORENCE MILLS

'pressions are

i

.

Bloggs, who,

played Roxane, Angelo Ferrari played
Umberto CaslUnl did De
Quiche and Alex Bernard took the rol
of Ragueneau.
H. F. M,
Christian,

beer, was noted for his blood-curdNow, passionately ad
ling oaths.
dieted to tea, his most vigorous ex

\

'..he

.

.

yellow glint of Roxaiii

T5urope."

liooth-iMsle.
He puts on his advartlsed
hoes and his advertised suK of clothes
and so on. I suspect that he
les at last In an advertised coffin."
,

At Vienna

baniKTM of the
s h,uir, thp Juiid
gtoro of the cannon In the battle scene
and the gorgeous greens, browns and
reds of the soldiers' doublets were done
with Hoemlng fidelity.
The colors' did
no,5 jump out of the p'olure, as they
have sometinuis done In other attenapta
of the sort, but were pleasing, natural
and In keeping, at times lending themselves to composition of breath-takinjr
symmetry and beauty not usually seen
or a picture screen.
The picture was presented by J. WJ
Kcenan and B. T. Peter. Linda MogUa!

"City of the Sun" arc not represented as hardened tea-drinkers, Mr.
Winglefoot would undoubtedly answer that tea "was not then kno-wn in

SYDNEY SMITH PAROPIED
"The American, after sleeping on an
a(1v«>rf1s(«d tnatlross, Reta out
of an ad'"""S and stands on an
advei-^" "i" bathroom he nsos
Used soap and an advertised

ing at and applauding "It Pays to Advertlse" for more than two years now
and the piece seems destined to become a sort of Britannic rival to "Abie's
Irish Rose" in point of popularity. It
some time, however, silnce It has
Is
been played In Boston, but the greeting it received at Its revival at the Copley last night Is a tribute to Its sustained qualities as a fun-maker.
Mr. Jones, as the hero, plays the
role cleverly and Mr. Mowbray, as the
the
enthusiastic press agent, sweeps
mercurial ups and
boards, with his
downs and his realistic exposition of
the merits of printer's Ink. Mr. Clive
has an amusing bit of character In the
son of the rival soap manufacturer.
Miss Standing is up to the minute
as the, fascinating secretary, and Miss

!

,

Newcomb puts a lot of good work Into
her part of the make-believe French
countess who tries to fleece both sides
loses. The minor parts are acceptably taken and the whole thing moves

and

with sure-fire swiftness.

E. P.

J.

people
of three or four

of a" oM
a half light suggestive
glad of this
master were undoubtedly
sweeping
the
of
while the admirers
of
panoramas and pounding hoof-beatsposMiHe may
a Griffith or a Cecil de
sibly have regretted it.
experiment in color. If such it
In

The
.Miccessful.
can be regarded, waa very

Vaudeville. Politics,

A

blind

vaudeville

War

actor

named

Charles B. Lawlor died a few days
ago in New York. His name will be
preserved in the annals of political

by his s6ngji"The Sidewalks
York," which has been
s -ed lustily in all of Gov. Smith's
JlpRigns. The song, with its cnrhythm, deserves an honor, (ig
of
Je place in the groat anthology
were
'Jitical songs and ditties that
purposes—
political
for
4)pted
len that anthology will be corn„ -)ry

ih»
reqiilr»"l
-1-xloniv
niHalpul.Ilon. unrt thoncIK

H. ..

Bv her

Klff

.

and hy her hrlngInK Mr.

the carillon Is
statheard on other occasions than the
evenings and
ed concerts on Tuesday

i

aftemoonp

'"That the plft

j

'

for

service,

.=:iinday

Is

duly appreciated Is
of hearers

armed

HALE
celebrated

carillonneur of Mechelcn, gave the
third concert of the season last night

at

Stephen's

St.

Church, Cohasset,

playing the enlarged carillon of 43
bells, the memorial of Mrs. Hugh
Bancroft to her mother, Mrs. Clarence W. Barron. The streets about
ohasset common were lined with
otor cars coming from neighboring towns; townsmen mingled with
The moon-lit scene favstrangers.
ored the peculiar quality of the
music.
The program was agreeablv varied:
Meyerbeer, Air d" prace from "Robert
le DIable". The Red Parafan. commonly
Russian

sone. but one
Sauire. In an
Kennel. Will
Vou?; Mallly. Toccata for pedals; TagCherchez; Chamlrade, Vleng,
llafico.
nron blen atme: Faure, Charlte: HuUebroeck. Only for You.
The bells are conspicuous for beauty
and richness of tone, far different from
many chimes In the towers of American churches, "jangled, out of tune and
called

a

written by a
Old -fashioned

harsh."

folk

Herman

:

Town; d»

Mr. Lefeverty! an accomplished

It is
an
London as

Indisputable

fact

Boston and

In

that

to the teeth,

to ten.

was Increased from

voice.

:

;

j

1

In

New York

silvertheir voices. (If there arc the
voiced, there are also German-silver

voices.)

Bostonians have long been reand
proached, male and female, old
or
young, for their loud, piercing
raucous speech. Have they grown
that]
so conscious of this infirmity
many of them no longer practise the
what Dr.
art of conversation that
described as "good talk is

—

;

now easily heard in drawing
table;
room, club or at the dinner
sub"good talk," that is, on general
frank exjects, not surprisingly
friends
posures of tho foibles of
land relatives.
not

tween here and the western coast, from
the grimy desolation of the Lake cities
to the lonely grandeur of Coyote Can-

refuse to
Mr. Koussevltzky does not
He had much to say In
In
London If he was correctly reported
thinks that
the Evening Standard. He
write
will
the first American who
on Jazz
("really grand music will base It

i

<

be interviewed.

—

day

Only a few days ago we spoke of
His
the oldest man In the world."
the sensation experienced when sucname then was Zair Effendl and he of
ours, and the final bars of the
was 151 years old. Nothing was said cess was Slave" swept through the
••Marche
about the state ot his teeth, whether

improving what we are pleased to call
our mind bj' diligent perusal of news-

we came

papers, foreign and domestic,
across this paragraph;

"SANDT,
years Mrs.

Ore.,

May

—For

three

30

Anna Hennessey, a woman

of middle age, has been cutting a third
set of teeth and is still suffering pain
such as babies suffer during the teething period. Seven teeth are trying to
pierce her upper gum above her natural
teeth, all of which she retains. Dentists

have not been able

to give

her

relief."

men but

women sometimes

at 80 years ot age,
put forth their'^eat teeth. "My wife,"

Med.

saith

Donatus

299),

"In the 36th year of her age, put

(Hist.

1.

6,

c.

2,

p.

A
the farthermost jaw-tooth."
arned man tells of himself that In his
iOth year he had a jaw-tooth come.
Mutianus, and he was a serious, trustworthy writer, was personally acquainted with one Zancles. a Samothraclan.
who bred his teeth again after he had

forth

I

We

distinctly

|

in

and

chia's blood!

And now as we agam hear Pops pop
unpunctuated by static, we wish that
some evening there we'd look up and see
fesa microphone all set to carry the
listentivities to every lonely Bostonlan
borders
of
ing in 'way put beyond the
the Bach-and-Beethoven belt.
Who'll put the nickel on the drum?

TTBUS THE TEKBIBLH,

If

arrived at his 104th year.

remember jumping up

unbridled excitement,]
'shrieking, "That's Boston!— that's cold,
Lnenthusiastic Boston opening up Pops!"
*>ut we were not then ware of doing so.
iWe had forgotten the many miles between us and home, forgotten the weary
'loneliness so commonly experienced durand
ing one's first year out in the cold
^ruel— we were back, 'way back, at the
barrier,
the
behind
little "rush" tables
surrounded b.v' friends from school wavhighball aloft
ing our glass of loganberry
howling for another encore or Jac-

down

land

"Powerful and Explosive"
correspondent of an English
a distincharacterizing
guished American woman, speaks of
her as having had "remarkable intellectual force; a powerful aiid explosive conversationalist, in opinions
altogether unorthodox."

A

Our old and esteemed friend John
Bulwer thought that in extreme old age
to have teeth renew again, "of which

journal,

there are many examples, are rather
miracles In Nature than Monstrosities";
cited a sad case; "It would have
been a foul deformity in man to have
lived without Teeth as they say Phericrates the poet did, who was 'edentulus,'
and had no teeth at all; for In whom
they fall out, or are lost by age, or some
disease, tt makes the mouth look like a
decayed harp that is unstrung."
Before we leave this engrossing subject let us not pass unnoticed the kings
of Ciueteve who were wont anciently to
drink poison at tho loss of their fore-

and explosive." The
gentle talker is not easily heard in

and he

teeth, eaylng that a king ought to have
no defect. It was Alphonse Karr who
said that we began to grow old with the
first loss of a tooth.

"Powerful

these

days.

One must explode

to

win attention and respect. Oliver
Wendell Holmes attributed the Boston voice to the east •vind and a
diet of codfish, though one fails to
see why cod should roughen vocal
organs.

Artemus Ward's

of

whereas

American compoSsrs

Is

yet

conducting three

and clear up WBZ's wave length
nor can they imagine the immensity

followed by a roar of applause
upper and low- room,
that alike shook Symphony Hall and the
walls of the house beside Lake Erie,

In America, there
for the
only a vast musical Intellect,
10

cal culture,
la

London you have a musi-

"In

'n.otifs."

talent,

set,

(

Johnson

realize what that means? It means that
in a thousand outlandish spots lying be-

or rejoiced In a second crop.
But dental richness is not the privilege alone of old age.
Last Sunday,

was

William Curtis. Matt Carpenter
were all the more persuasive orators
of
because of the silvery quality

Herman Melville's yon, exiled Bostonians are turning their
in
story
"Piazza Tales," which Is a book to be. dials each evening in the vain endeavor
ranked with "Israel Potter" next to the to catch a strain from the best beloved
great three.
and most Individual Boston institutic
We know how- they are feeling about
DENTAL WONDERS
for we have been there. In a cosit
As the World Wags;
mopolis just 500 miles from' the corner
Huntington aveH'ajj Tahlr ot Trans-Jordanla, who Is of Massachusetts and
nues, we betook ourselves early in May
the oldest man In the world (140 years),
of last year to the residence of the
18 beginning to show his age, according rarest avis in those parts, a man who
to London papers. "He Is rambling and could tune out the local station and get
our pen is feeble, no
incoherent of speech. Is cutting his Boston. Because
one will ever know the agonizing susmarried
has
just
and
third set of teeth,
pense of the moments during which
again."
And yet we say the English we
manoeuvred to sort out the contriR. H. L.
have no sense of humor.
butions coming from the array of local

er,

is

Emphasis of under-statement
ner.
as in the
is in the delivery as much
Wendell Phillips, George
matter.

tastic

he sported a china

is

it

it
all the more biting— as when
directed against Benjamin Franklin
—by reason of his dulcet tones and
manthe apparent suavity of his

As the World Wags:
There hasn't been ^ single broadcast
of Pops not the tiniest, tootiest echo
from the nightly delectation has been
sent through this year's etherl Do you

It

not necessary, when
favorable, to raise the
Wedderburn's invective was

convince,
the locale

'

A CRY FROM THE EAR

Sulla, the dlctatofi

a point, to persuade, to

To make

dramatists."

thought
necessary to add five more, for there
were deeperate blblioklepts even In those
days. We regret to say that the name
of the English translator of the nymph's
treatise Is unknown, but the Volume
may be found In any weU-stocked
second-hand book shop.
And to those who are afraid ot thunder storms we recornmend without reserve "The Llghtnlng-Rod Man." a fan-

two

Aristotle noted that not only

By PHILIP

his chair.

|

many
leav« Bos-j Many

"no

[

these songs. "I should like, if such
a thing were possible, a huge anthology of all the silly lyrics on men's
lips since Adam went whistling out
paradisal garden." What
of his
songs were sung by the Greeks the
Taillefer,
night before Marathon?
tossing his sword aloft at Senlac,
chanted the song of Roland. The
English in the Crimean war sung
"Annie Laurie." Sentimental songs
iiiay thus have tragic significance.
The so-called "foolish" songs of
audeville may influence voters.

i

of the plays produced are yellow.
years ago an Interior decorator of
summer cottager sheuld
"You can't go
renown said to us:
copjj
ton for temporary exile without a
wrong on yellow." It was a fireman,
Thld though, who swore, with a startling
of "How to Interpret Lightning."
Btrusj oath that he didn't care what color they
priceless book was written In the
painted the engine house so long as
can dialect by the accomplished NympM they painted it red.
manuscript
the
Bygoe. For many years
According to old writers yellow was
was jealously guarded with the BIbyl-! the color of immodesty, jealousy,
nobility; the color of summer,
wealth,
Rome,
line books, first In the capltol at
Louis
July.
tem- also the special color of
later, by erder ef Augustus, In the
Antoine Caracioll, a keen observer in
As the Poland and at Paris, said yellow was
ple of ApoUe on the Palatine.
years went en the number ot guardians, the color characterizing cuckolds.

too."

volumes about Wellington for the words and music of

houses plagued
passing motor cars and trucks
vith their roaring and their tooting
-these do not encourage low tones
and quiet argument. It was said of
two German disputants that when
they entered into an argument, one
at least should be securely tied to

yellow

say
and bv their attentir e— one nueht muthis
almost reverential attitude, as
the
from
them
to
come
sic seems to
heavens— music not of earth.

sacrifice

1

"Banana, canary and other shades of
are in high favor in England
this spring, the color being promoted
as an inducer of sleep, appetite, and
even as having an Inspiring effect upon

and

.lune

through

is

this

in

Ireets, or sitting in

Dr. Korufeld, a deep thinker of Berlin,
"who luis conducted extensive experiments to find out why lobsters are red,"
thinks that cooks may serve them of
any hue to fit the color scheme of a
dinner.
Jules Janin In a flowery feuUletsn once
characterized the lobster as "the cardlnal of the seas."

shown bv the great number

Paris songs sung by Paulus
and others in the cafes concerts
v.-ere used to boom the cause of Gen.
Boulanger. In the world war "Tipperary." almost forgotten in music
halls, was the chief song of the
British army.
In one of Thomas Hardy's poems
a stanza is filled with the names of
the tunes the cavalry had loved at
the time of Waterloo. A writer says
in the Manchester Guardian that he

Kamiel Lefevere, the

a

country Mrs. Bancroft
I. efevere to this
of the dwellers In
ha<= enriched the life
tnje coml-ohasset. She has rendered a
»r,i.,liv

hi

COLOR SCHEMES

foi-

was

man

probably the noisie
country. Attempts to
maintain a conversation In street
;irs or even when walking in the

Boston

city

l.y

cathedral*.

old

Mai.8«chiieelts town, tliore
revelation of this peculiar art

In

BELLS RING OUT
ON MOONLIT SCENE

and

In a

Jingo if we do,
We've got the ships, we've got the
men, we've

would

one Impressed by

atmdRPhere

elcn

soldiers and people, city and
The word "jingo" as apuntry.
ied to a political party clamorous
or war, and to a chauvenist, came
rom a London music-hall song of
the '70's:
We don't want to fight, but by

Got the money,

"f

tr«^ elerls

Old Hat Was

honor of
ew." Processions in
over Cleveland marched to the
me of "There Goes Muldoon; He's
Solid Man"; Theodore Roosevelt
as associated with "There's a Hot
ime in the Old Towm."
A negro minstrel walk-round,
>ixie," became the war-song of the
luth in the civil war and today
/ >s every southern heart. "Shoo
-7" was quoted in Congress by Ben
tier to show his contempt for a
t.,-tain measure or its advocate,
-fingland and Ireland are not witht instances, from the time when
.illi Burlero" was sung continually

43

the
that the beatity nnd
simply a
of the carillon are not

glorv

of a

cloar."

his teeth or hts necktie.

reBllr.e'l

hr,Tro.

the earlier presidential camigns songs played an important
rt.
The supporters of William
^nry Harrison made the welkin
ig with "Tippecanoe and Tyler,
"Little Van is a Used-up
lo";

Never judge the worth

The

expression

of

rllff-i-nllftlloii

ed.

Tliis

j

OTiH

In

m"; "When

on\y cf Ihe

tho florid
richly o.nameiUe.l, hut
w^re not
brnvui-« ^...h^lHslim-"!"
In in«
gerved
n,^velv riftngorous: they

1

'

that

avtli>tlc

fr»-

law liked to rend aloud
hash freely, which makes his

PherkTSles, In spltn of the fact
hs never had any teeth, was a
famous writer of oouiedleai h» had the
courago to attack Ah'IbladeH In hly play*
and liM Invented a now metre, which «aB
named after him.
A'ot

»»11l'y

nipohanlonl

•

ln«

pr<rforni«ii'"».

his

Xew

father-in-

""^In London I am
SymPl^ony
concerts only and the London
orchestra is giving It ^l\°Sf,^?°VTTow°ss
(How
112
Boston alone I conducted
Comparisons I know are
this'' H2?)
orchesodious. The Boston Symphony
repertoire in the
tra has the largest
oPl"'°"
world, but It Is my convinced
That the London S>-«P^°"y
Brahms
Beethoven,
of
Plays the works
any or-

and Tchaikovsky better thanIjave culThey
world.
chestra in the
tivated these particular
perfection.

What

perhaps.

e-tmg,

Is
Is

tendon symphony

musicians

In

even '""^^
the fact that the
orchestra Is com-

English musl
posed almost entirely of
°f Boston contains
clans, whereas that
country
musicians from every European
Americans.
with only a sprInk_llng_of

There

la

curiosity about Mr. J^onKy's

There was a rumor tWat M.
of the famous oboist
the vlolonand teacher and the son of Bal." would
du
ceUist that wrote "Loin
Symphony
Uke hts seat In the Boston
time when oworchestra. There was a
complications he was
ing to domestic
but he «
anxious to cQ^e t° America
to leave
now 43 years old and he '^loath
of Leon
talk
There has been
Paris
^he Royal
l::ol..Z principal oboe of The uaii)
Opera orchestra, London. "He has four
Telegraph of May IG said:
America but he
invitations to settle in
where
England
prefers to remain In
a Bololst and
he teaches and appears as
It Is said that he
In chamber concerts.
give oboe
Iwas ^Te first Englishman to
successor.
Suet the

nephew

Smyth presented Bugene
case^
Goossens, Jr., with a ^iKaretto rarely
Eugene has a weak heart, and to Ws
case
the
handed
Smokes, so he
with
young brother, Leon, who carried It 1918
him during the war. On Nov 6,wh ch
wounded, and the bullet
'

'^''"Dame Ethel

Leon was
might have downed him was^

deflected
His
struck the cigarette case.
killed
was
player,
horn
a
Adolf,
brother
sisLeon s two
In 1916 on the Somme.
One Is married to a
ters are harpists.

when

It

violinist.

Leon Gordon's "White Cargo" reached
House,
365th performance at the Play
London, early In May. Two companies
Its

provinces.
are playing In the English
"Common Clay." a drama that won a
produce-'
prize at Harvard, -was recently
In

London.

was
I

ds WHS
.

„

,.w

.lis

.-!

.1

Nvlicthoi-

consiaei-lng

he woulrl
•anlmaV Included

not n trainer of fleas.
un(l«'r the bill
,it would hapro"
from porfonriwithheld
man who
vhU-h he
fleas thflr natural food,
was hum»n n«sh? Would he

resumed
would he not be

trentlnir

them with
rea-

c'tieltv? There was frravc doubt by
not
son of the fact that 'anlmar was
denned Bclentlflcally. l^ord DeshorouKh.
bill stated
for the home office, said the
reptiles
that 'anlmnr Included birds,
fleas apthat
sorry
was
He
fish.
and

of mechanical contrivances
medicine seems to be increasing. A
new one has Just been shown at work
of a nose
In the AVlmpole street rooms
and throat specialist. It Is the invenis used
and
tion of a French doctor,
nervous and catarrhal
treating
for
a
has
Instrument
The
deafness.
looks
which
switchboard
gleaming
Briefly,
set.
wireless
big
a
like
rither
the idea of the machine Is to stimulate
of
the hearing nerves and the flow
blood in the ear by electrical vibration.
teleThe patient puts on things like
ihone earpieces, through which the Instrument sends a series of musical
octaves.
notes. The m^ichlne covers six
invention, and the
It Is quite a recent
In
results are said to be Interesting
what may be called the re-education
Manchester
hearing.—
In
of the nerves
Guardian.

The use

The waflies at each performance.
comes from a container with a long

pierced with holes at intervals
"It falls into
less than an Inch apart.
long tanks filled with bran, which, after
various experiments, were found to produce most nearly the actual sound of
rain falling on roofs or the ^arth."
New York has seen Concrevi's "Love
barrel

for Love" and liked It greatly. In London Fletcher's tercentenary wa.«i celebrated by a performance of his "Maid's
Farquhar's "Beaux StratTragedy."
agem" Is announced for June 6. Otway's
"The Orphan" was revived last month.
two
It seems that we are to have
stock companies Itv Boston next season.
courage
the
have
manager
Would either
tc revive an old comedy by Congreve or
Wycherlev? Congreve's "Way of the
World" waa played by amateurs In
Brookllne last season. Suppose that one
of these comedies were revived? Would
there be any audience for It after the
first night or two?
"The Orphan" was produced at
as early as 1734. 'When
Charleston, S.
were "The Orphan" and "Venice Preserved" last performed in Boston?
Vlttorlo RIetl's suite from his ballet
"Noah's Ark" was produced last month
at Prague at the festival of the Inter-

"Burning of carpet

summit

of

Ararat thrown

By

SINOPSUS

I

I

This correspondent of
Its rehearsal?"
the London Times is, we fear, a serious
person. Salnt-Saens wrote his "Carnival of Animals" for a joke and without
thought of a public performance, but
the audience enjoyed the music when

The love story Is that of Charmlan and
the Roman officer Sylvius, who Is enslaved by Cleopatra. "The work is not
a comic comedy, but a comedy of the

1

heart."

celebrated critic taking ni"
task as to the subject of my pursuits,
and receiving regularly the same answ e;
to his queries, that I knew nothing of
chemistry, nothing of astronomy, of lav
at last exclaimed, someof politics, etc

And once a

.o

,

v.hat impatiently,
•-r.^.

fir,

"What

know?"

T

the devil
In ••')• ;n

is

A

tIi<n:6ndon

(,

it,

-.ri,;

They speak

Pat Riley,
of so highly.

Is this you,

Pat Riley,

wuz a beeootifll evenin'— " "Why,
yew lop-sided, cross-eyed bum!" howla
wich yew ast
it's

in

i

still

have tha

me

ter

a trunk at

my

letter in

marry yew, an'
muthers house V

"I dont remember no eich thing!" yellod
sam. "I'll go an' git It, an' wen I brine
it
back I'll maik yuh eet it!" howls
tha mrs., as she went out an' slamm?a
tha door,
"la thair a letter, pa?" sez
Oswald. "Shure," sed sam, "but it will
talk yer ma 2 days to kum back an
foarth, an' she will be over tha mad
spell by that time." "I wunder," sez
Oswald, as they got In bed, "If gramma
will kum back with mama." "That reminds me," sez earn, so he stuck his
hed out tha window an' yelled "Deerle,
dont bring back nuthln' but tha letter!''

Mr. Koussevltzky was quoted Thursday as saying that while the Boston
Symphony orchestra had the largest
renurtolro of any orchestra In the world,

no orchestra
muKlf-:

of

I

'i

In the world played tho
Beethoven,
Brahms and

question, quoted

i:iobile

I

II.

shall rage in the
streets, they shall jostle one against
iinother in the broad ways they shall
;

seem

i

Nahum

"The chariots

4:

I

like

they shall run

torches;

I

!

I

like the lig-litninjrs."

Well,

if

other,

which the

late Evert Janused to sing, was somewhat

Thomas

"leading the

life

of

CbMtnut

;

Marie, Queen of Roumania, asks the
readers of the New York World: "Why
should it be more humiliating, more out
take oft
of keeping with self-respect, to
your hat to a King than to a Presi-

Riley"

dent?"

Walt Whitman in his preface to tho
wrote
1855 edition of "Leaves of Grass"
States:
of the dwellers In the United
"The terrible significance of their elections—the President's taking oft his hat

family shows proper

deference.

POSEIDON HICKS,

,

I

R.

i

means that you are as well fed, groomed
ind grand feeling as a prosperous hotel
propri,^or on the one hand, and as the
head of a family with his week's pay in
his pocket, whence it will not come unless the rest of the

'

late
the
to
trlbuted
him
Marshall. It was said years before
Hawk Eye funny
Burlington
the
by
yesterman, but the saying is one for
day, today and forever.

Tim

Riley, Tim Riley,
On the day he gets his pay they treat
him highly, so highly,
On the day he gets his pay, they let
him have his way.
And there's nothing- In the house loo
good for Riley."
Sir,

i

"What this country really needs Is a
good five-cent cigar" Is a saying at-

sen Wendell
as follows:
"There's nothing In the house too' good
for Riley,

trancigars

wag, this noble Lord.

—

The

"The

Havana

says:

of real

for revolutionIs certainly a corrective
mad
ary and bolshevlst tendencies." A

that's you, I'at Riley,
of so highly.
By cripes, Mr. Riley,
You're living d d well"

,

Birkenhead

Lord

qullllslng effect

They speak

JR.

to them, not they to him."
saw early in 1S83 Humbert,

HiU.

We

King

with nls beautiful wife
aad without guard or retainer outside
his hat to all whom
oft
took
Rome. He
he passed even before they had time to
salute him.
of Italy, driving

That Biblical Marathon
At Yucalpa, Cal., a "Bible-readmg
is
Marathon" was held. "Marathon"

were rehere loosely used, for there
No one, triumphlays of readers.
read the last
ing over the others,
makverse in the New Testament,
encouraged by
spurt,
desperate
a
ing
The
the plaudits of the bystanders.
Satreading began at midnight on a
in 69^4
urday, and was completed
It is not
hours bv a stop-watch.
naipes
stated whether the proper
genealogical tables or in the family
Kohath—
records, as the sons of
Izehar, Hebron and Uzand the names of places in the

ziel,

mrs. squirrel, "I

11

That runs the hotel?

Amrans and

It

J

.

In dirty flings at

like this:

"Is this you,

So,

hours would have been deemed

a sacrilege.
It is a pleasure to note the fact
that the Bible is used to more purpose in other western states than
California. Thus the supreme court
rf Utah, handing down an opinion''
written by Judge Frlck on an auto-

the Irish, your latest being a professiion
of Ignorance as to the phrase, "Leading
the life of Riley.'; And you an authority on American folk lore!
They'll be
publishing some of those days, anthology of Boston folk songs and the Riley
refrain will have a place of honor in it,
for (1) this particular saying has two
genesises, (2) in many sections of our
city the phrase, "I'll tell the world" Is
a synoAym of "I'll tell the RUeys," and
(3) I have heard the remark for many
years, "Telegraph, telephone and tell
the Rileys."
One of the two songs I refer to runs

about

Kun, Sluloh, or Getty.sburg,
nanio
or an incident furni.shed a comparison, pointed a moral in' every day
Rappenint's and arguments.
And
the Bible was read In the noble King
James version; there was no thought
of a revision; no thought of a Bible
"brought up to date for modern
Tho daily speech of the
readers."
villagers was thus enriched. To race
througli the whole of Holy Writ in
()9Vi

CONCERNIN<5 RILEY
As The World Wags:
You seem tb delight

the

—

Mr. Monteux brought It out here in 1922.
Rletl was born of Italian parents at
Ale}tandrla in 1898. He studied at Milan
with Frugetta; at Rome with Resplghl.

I

as

worn cotton."

In

her eye, but sam taiks refoogs under,'
bed wair little Oswald has alredyf
went. "Kum out!" yells the squaw, huX
sum refoo.ses ter doo so. "Don't hurt
him much, ma," sobs little Oswald.'
An' now, little reeders, carry on!
"Well, Oswald," sez sam, "I hope yew
hav bin a good boy wile papa wuz but?"
"Uh-huh," sobs Oswald, wipin' his eyes
wfth his tale. "An' yew alnt dlsobaye'
yer darlin' muther, have yuh?" sez sarr
"Uh-huh," sobs Oswald wiping his nos
with aam's tal». "Alius remsmbor," s<'
sam, "ter obay yer deer mama." '"'
mama smarter'n yew, pa?" "Sertlnly!
sez sam, "mama Is slightly older tlia)
pap " "Yer a lire!" howls tha squaw,"
yew wuz chewin akorns afore I wu;
borned." "In fakt," sez sam, payin' ivattenshun ter tha mrs., "I will neveferglt tha nlte yer ma proposed ter me.

The orchestration Is clever.
'.animals march in two by two the Hon
roars convincingly, and in a continual
two-note figure the ass seems to inform us that he Is not left out of the
But Is such
stampeding procession.
m.uslc worthy of the time expended on

I

well

-so

Ernest
Newman,
reviewing
Mr.
Koussevltzky's concert pf May 15 In
London, wrote: "The plain, sober truth
Is that there Is not an orchestra
In London at the present moment to which,
without the exercise of consldtr.ible
charity, even the front rank of the
second class can be conceded."
He
compared the difference of the Boston
strings with those of the London Symphony's as "that between satin and

m

SNOWSHOB AL

Samuel §qulrrel kums home all lit up.
His squaw opens tha door with murder

the

Oscar Straus's "Cleopatra" Vas produced at Manchester, Eng., on May 11.

laid to goldfish."

Russell

In 2 parts (Konkloozhun)

in.

When

the

CHILDURN'S BED TIME STORRIE

Contemporary
for
Society
national
Music. "The suite depicts not merely a
into a
animals
procession of toy-shop
painted ark (that might have been
amusing), but a kind of Biblical film
with flood, rainbow, and an apotheosis
the

TciMikovsky
Symphony.

If

brothers were living
they would say that the goldfish had
drunk up all the water.
If

C

of

are the statistics.

warned
Vlllanovus
and
Magnlnus
against eating fruit In any great quantity, and Garden ascribed the continual
sickness at Feesa In Africa to the inhabitants eating fruit three times a
day.
Tet we like to think of lazy James
Thomson, the poet, standing before a
wall and with his hands in his pockets
eating sun-kissed peaches.
Dr. Johnson said he had only once In his life
eaten enough wall fruit.
Swift kept
writing to Stella that a little fruit eaten
gave him giddiness; he longed for
peaches, he was tempted, he aWays
repented whe.n he yielded. We all know
old
the
Sfiw about an apple a day.
Baring-Gould tells us In his entertaining reminiscences that when that fine
old lady Margaret Belfield Gould went
to bed, the footman always stood at the
bottom of the staircase with an ap.ple
and a glass of water on a salver. Kant
liked his fruit cooked.
Why should not the victim of a fruit
diet be known as a "fruitarian"? By the
way, why was a fanatical sect In Cfiilna
of the 'SO'b called "the vegetarian"?

Londoners are told that in "Rain" 750
gallons of water are precipitated from

'

much dlsconc rted at the
was Just.—"Wtlllam Hazlltt.

there are
any, about human "fruitarian.'?," if there
years
ago it
are any surviving? Thirty
was said In a cheerful and enthusiastic
Natural Food Magazine that even at
three-pence a pound the economical
"fruitarian" would gain on the economFor some years fruit has
ical cereallst.
not been for the sternly economlcBl.
peaches,
pears,
apples,
Suppose
grapea, etc., formed the sole diet of
men, women and children; would Ihey
Qalen thought that summer
thrive?
fruits all contain unwholesome juices
which are apt to become deleterious
poisons, while Mnesltheus, while he
said that fruits supply little nourishment and that Is of a humid character
was sure that they do not disagree
with the body. The ancients discussed
at
length the proper time for eating
fruit.
Galen, Rhases and Simon Seth
recommended eating at the beginning
of a meal, but many, as in Great Britain, France and in the United States
dessert,
fruit
for
today,
preferred
though figs and grapes were often
served before meat or fish. The heroes
were not afraid of fruit. Ulysses reminds Laertes that he received from
him when the wily one was a child, 13
Tantalus, after death, was not
pears.
free from his liking for fruit: It was put
before him and snatched away before
Crates,
he could choose and taste.

What

In

ter

It

cold.

parently did not come within the scope
of the bill. Viscount UUswater said that
before the report stage he hoped the
noble lord In charge of the hill (Lord
Danesforti would consider whether Insects should be Included. An Insect was
not a bird, reptile, or fish. Lord DanesLord UUswater
until
fort said that
spoke he had not realized the great
He would
matter.
Importance of the
Lord Pesborough added
consider It.
that he wished fleas had been brought
passed
to hlB attention before. The bill
through committee."

the

\eiy

Mr. A. T,. Kennard, a veterinary surgeon In London, fed half a litter of borzois on a diet of oranges, apples imd
bananas. These frull-salad pupa all oecame first-clas.i hounds. While thron ol
thost fed on meat, fish and biscuit fe'iew
into good dogs, one died and two othPomeranians
developed rickets.
ers
fed solely on fruit grew to the size of
large fox terriers, and when distemper
attacked them It passed off like a bad

bin.

said

He wns

or

lull

reproof, a«

account of the forty-two jourlleys
Makot the Israelites, Kehelathah,
beloth,

Horhajjfidgad,

etc.,

were

read with due care for the correct
pronunciation or whether the reader
dashed at them boldly and without
thought of accuracy.
The believers in plenary inspiraBible
tion and those who class the
with other sacred books of the world
might alike protest against this irYucalpa.
at
treatment
reverent

There was a time

in

New England

there was general reading of
the Bible in families; when family
prayers and blessing food at table
were a part of the day's routine.
chapter in the Old or New Testament was read by the father of the

when

A

household, or each member read in
Nor in those days
turn a verse.
were families dismayed by coming
upon passages of "Biblical frankness"; nor were words that were not

then used in polite society mumbled
cr omitted. .The phraseology of the
Bible entered into common speech.
the
It was heard in the street, in
shop, at town meeting, in tho courtroom. The names and deeds of Biblical heroes and heroines were as fa
miliar as those of generals in the
civil

war

and.

what happened at Bull

APES AND TOWN LOTS
As the World Wags:

We

than

Mv
now

scientists are
to make
colleague. Prof.

ever

in the hlHs

finding it harder
folks believe us.

Hokum Dubb,

j

|

j

is

surrounded by a posse

man
with shotguns, for asserting that
was descended from the rum-faced

I

When the Hon. Rye Bourbon asked him for his evidence he said,
Look in the mirror." A great crowd
when the professor is
expected
IS
chained and brought to town. The prosearmadillo.

|

|

new

cution will sell town lots in their
Beachsite, while the defense will have
Prof.
ihe hot dog and cow concessions.
Duhb's great earthquake cure, gelatine
the
Injected into the feet to throw off
shakes, will be applied to all. Samples
doughnut
of his new sectional hollow

with petrified milk or hambone
be given free* The Anti-Evolution
Quartet will yowl; a prayer for rain on
arid
the evolutionists will be offered,
will
Prof. Dubb, 4ressed as a monkey,

filled

vriW

collect coin

from

all.

Bring your bank-book or certified
checks to the trial and get choice lots,
while old Nickle Voice turns out his
appeal In steam -calliope sweetness. (It
in
will be broadcast to every realtor
the country.) Both sides will share In
Dubb
Prof.
rights.
the moving-pictvre
will play the part of a booze-soaked
gorilla, to save the cost of make-up.
The picture will be entitled: "College
Beasts, or Wet Through." Free tickets
on trains to the trial for all who purchase lots, whether they are ^jionkeyfaoed or not.
We old gin-soaked scientists used to
crawl under the desk when attacked,
but now we get into the newspapers
and syndicate our troubles at so much
a sin. Prof. Dubbs latest jazz song,

"Take Me Back

to

Monkey-Land,"

is

supporting all of Mrs. Dubb's little
Eliza
gorillas, while papa is playing
double-crossing the Everglades.
Moral: Persecution pay.s both sides
when the stage management is good.

PRO BONO PUBLICO.

A

TRADE SECRET

ascertaining the Ingredients of a
pair of stockings.)
First you pulp a scaffold pole.
Grind a worn-out leather sole.
Conjure carbon Out of oo.al.
Scrape some granite from a rocKside,
Add some caustic soda paste.
With a dash of menthol "laced."
Tone the mixture up to taste

(On

With peroxide

.

:

j

,

,

,1

acted,
years good plays, admirably
As a
have been brought to Boston.

.

'

The Herald

last

"Hamlet"
Sunday quoted remarks about
^-'^
tS^h oLa" s only

Fellow Shakespeare," u

although they were welcomed
neglected by
by the crit^ics, they were

.

-J'^Sra"'

rule,

from

ueii

I

..'i

ti.'i

are-

Silk StO0klll(,3

W.

A.
luiMvlnson

1

would

silk

I

glorinccl
frankly prefers revues,
sumptuously mouiited
galore
musical comedies with dances
This
and at least one funny man.
for any
great public does not care
any play
play of serious purpose,
mind and
that will appeal to the

the exIs a fibre pr-duced by
through
.on of a viscous .substance
as to
way
a
such
;ite orifices in

filaments of a homogeneous na-
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The
cause discussion.
men. Why
are first of all business
in Bosshould they produce plays
attended by
be
not
would
which
ton
;the Boston public?
upThe professional or amateur
naturally wishes
lifter of the drama"
to be betthe Uste of the public
not satisfied by the
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As the World Wass:
would be good enough
I wonder If vou
the -whole
to inquire It anybody knows
'Willie the Weepcalled
of the classic
er"?

know about

only

I

three verses,

are
and quote them below, but thereItself
said to be some more. The song
words
fully as lmport:-.nt as the
is
thereof: sung In a minor key. rather
repeat
fade-out
good
a
with
slowlv, and
alon the last Una of (ach verse, It is
together a corker, and has exquisite

opportunities

for

that

syncopation,

"1

story

you the
Weeper,
Weeper.
the

tell

11
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Willie

of

the

the hop-habit, and he
bad,

He had

Is,

And

let

me

tell

had
i

a dream that

of

wont

to

the

lause 'he''knew

hop-Joint

late

bright, (?)
says.
Te says to the Chink, he
some hop.'

esty of civic management.
Next season there will

It

^
he

one

'Gimme

i

dreamt he played poker with tlie
King of Slam,
|ul he won a million dollars on the

Tie

'

1

very first hand,
the second hand, he won a million
more,
nd then the King— why, the King
got sorer

I

P

-J.

;

j

has been cleared up.; but it ap'lurdy,' I said, 'that absurd story
'He doesn't positively assert
peared that Bacon wa., making*^ difficulties.
keep up a mystery about it. This is
fhat he wrote the plays, but he will
he keeps writing to Bacon about it,
very annoying for Shakespeare, and
public discussion. Bacon insists in writa
to
him
challenged
even
and has
think Shakespeare can make head or tail
ing back in Latin, and I don't
sometimes
course, he doesn't like to say so, because he

minutes at
a pair of men's shoes in 15
broke
the Half-Moon tap In London,
down m training, "having been seized
child's
with Indigestion after eating a
In his
half-boot, which still remains
stomach."
of
This reminded a London journalist
annals
a curious Incident related in the
all know U
of Covent GarAun. As we

of the letters.

'

'

•

in

many

VEE DEE.
HISTORY"
"UNNATURAL
ADD

Tibetan children are told by their
mothers always to r^in down hill when
they are chased by the snow man, For
he Is very hairy, and when he runs
down hlU his hair falls over his eyes
ind keeps him from eeeing a child, but
ears when be runs
t ?aUs back over his

worthy,

cleared up. He
^rf
was a matter thlT^ught to be
i^"-t
t
'What maddens him is that it isn
Shakespeare.
old
for
sorry
said he was
himself
given
ways
has a
Fletcher
fellow
that
instance,
onlv Baron Fo '
worst.
then there's Marlowe; he's the
ah-s about 'Henry VIII'; and
assigning 'Richard II'
been
had
Robertson
Mr.
a
''I mentioned that
Marlowe.
and, various other play.s to
maki-o.Ti,.,t'«
what'ss r^'^^
That s what
fellow-ghost.
"I said

ordered

for suplove to be dressed and served
part,
"The cook pulled the upper.shreds
per.
which was of damask. Into fine minced
and tossed It up in a ^-asoutInto very
the sole, cut the wooden heel
In butter, ai d
fine slices, fried them
the dish for a
placed them round

hUL

Philip 11
Is told of a son of
of
Spain. He did not like a Palr
bootroyal
the
by
him
shoes sent to
pieces
maker, so he cut them Into small
and returned them with the command
eat them.
that the bootmaker should

^^A"story

Managers and Public
correspond^of The Herald,
of
Mr. E. E. Clive, manager

loting

\

j

said pubP Copley Players,
that he is obliged
^ly not long ago
second-rate plays
] introduce some
also quot-j
theatre,
the
fill
to
n order
prof estheatrical
the
of
.ng heads
Boston as the
sion who speak of
America,
vorst theatre town

who

m

Shipwrecked men and men on ana
chewed
nigh starvation, have at least
merry men
leather for sustenance. The
reduced
once
of the pirate Morgan were
bags. Let one of
to eating their leather
hey
tale
the
tell
Exquemelln,
them,
and sliced It in
first took the leather
it between
beat
they
did
"Then
pieces.
t
two stones and rub it, often dipping
ot render it
in the water of the river
tendei
by those means supple and
and
!

'

commentary
says that this is "a sad
upon a
n the change that has come
and asks
'reat theatrical past,"
with Boston
,vhat is the matter
made that
often
statement
The
at fa"'* "
are
managers
heatrical
last ten
the
During
nwarranted.

they scraped off the ha.r,
And
roasted or boiled It upon the fire.
mto
being thus cooked, they cut It
it
helping
small morsels and ate It,
•va-tev,
of
-gulps
down with frequent
right
[which by good foi-tune they had
Lastly,

at hand."

c

it

"Thafs

V

«ttv

it,

then,'

And

ioTion ifth'atihe

vet

said

my

vou know,

l^I^n

onli-

if

Marlowe gets 'em. Bacon can t. My
b"y Bacon and Shakespeare

be settled

j

of

\\

Of

,
used Latin tags in his plays.
„
playing the game.
"I said I thought that Bacon was hardly
" 'You see Shakespeare vexed him,' said my sprightly friend. When
didn't take it seriously enough. Then he
the bother started, Shakespeare
squaring, and, of course. Bacon s very
wanted
Bacon
that
about
it
put
that.
about
touchy

of gallant
devotion
countries to show their
wine from her
to a fair one by drinking
particular
shoe or slipper; but this
Is recorded,
lover, whose heroic deed
more noteto make the compliment the
the shoe of his lady

was the custo=i

,

>

much heart-to-heart talk,
Disappointed because there had not been
he was told of the inquiry
when
laughed
who
guide,
his
A. N. M., found

last

lovers

unworthy

in 'Macbeth.'
drink. I said I was pleased
the scene a little longer to give him time for a
would call again another day. He asked
to have made his acquaintance and
Bacon, and
me if I had noticed whether many people were waiting to see
He
lived.
Bacon
where
know
didn't
and
arrived
just
had
I
that
said
I
"
please.'
'Next,
cried,
and
hurriedly
hands
shook

month Mr.
A
John Smith, who was matched to eat

Wags:

B.con . p.ayc, in th, ..me,

Guardian (May 15), discussed the
"A. N M" of the Manchester
Charon ferried
themselves
Baconian theoiT with Shakespeare and Bacon
he d like to see, A. N. M.
anyone
was
there
if
Asked
Styx.
the
him across
gentlemanly young man, bawled out
asked for Shakespeare. His guide, a
have to wait a bit. He's busy
"You'll
said:
and
"Literary Quarter,"
and it's thrown him late.
cuttings
press
of
lot
a
had
todav I suppose he's
through them. Sometimes
Shakespeare often spends the forenoon going
aren't nice."
he gets into a very bad temper when they
When "A. N. M." met the great man he began a neat httle speech,
waste."
but Shakespeare waved it aside, "No time to
reverence—but he cut me short
"I said I had always had the highest
said that I
'Ever written anything about me?' he asked, and I
again
the third murderer
had read a short essay before our literary society on
He said that was a bagatelle, that Burbage had wanted

more than with

hundred years ago

life:

make out that the plays mean
tJe cTpher business of trying to
to quote Sir Sidney Lee, is
attempt,
the
say:
they
cither than
tff sane consideration."

its

But
26
the Boston public
the managers.

Harvard's famous "Veritas" seems to
permeated the entire business
Jia've
neighborhood around the square. Note
shop with a sign "Antiques"
fruit
the
boldly displayed— admirable union of
academic ethics and practical business.

ip

two

institution, establiterary purlished for artistic and
free from all
poses," and, therefore,
taxation in the commonwealth.
more
Thus there is promise of a
for 1925season
theatrical
important
with
the fulfilment will rest

th« World Wags:
Capt. ,Tlm Doyle, the commander of a
Boston fishing schooner, reports seeing
sea serpent 138 feet long. Capt. Jim
iavs the serpent had a head as big as
a barrel and was striped with gay colThe description Is so vague that
or.s.
M R are unable to say exactly what sort
of rum runners are cruising off Boston,
but if the serpent wore blue goggles
o\ er its eyes, was covered with bright
brass bell on
S' een feathers, and had a
Mha end of Its tall, the rum runners
On the
il-robably sold Scotch hooch.
oilier hand. If the sea serpent had long
of
purple
sail
a
and
whiskers
side
l ink
isilk growing out of the second dorsal
would say the rum runners
fin, .we
around Boston were plentifully supplied
R. H. L.
with white mule.

the World

be

an "educational
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chowLneare's insight to be in-,
be-1
JJ'^ ^^gument that
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playhouse in Huntington
by the
avenue, has been recognized
commonwealth of Massachusetts as

dreamt he .went sailing on the
River Nile,
liYlth Queen Cleopatra and all of her
style—

^

Shakespeare's plays is
•''".'.A°"JSs"t"fe/iS BT:;:s''t;e'.«hor .f
ot the two wr.ter.
work,
the
know
not
,os,ibt on'y to one who either does
TwhTis singolariy lacking in power oja insight
was
man believing that Uickens t,.
V
i\/r^
n,-;Ho-f.<; =;nnnoses the case of
Seized by the cryptogram
name.
his
bearing
novels
the
iTth^ author'o
Darwin's initials were the same as those
a^d cipher mania, noticing that
as
put upon the trail of a mare s nest
be
once
at
of Dickens,^'he would
Baconspeare.
in
believers
the
by
magnificent as that discovered
As for
in detail.
Mr Bridges compares Bacon with Shakespeare
must necessarily be between men living in
identities of phrase, "so there
for
writing in the same language." As
the same age and country and
something

theatres
stock companies in Boston;
not sucwith a repertory. If they do
to produce
ceed in their attempt
plays that
plays worthy of attention,
known
would not otherwise be
conclusion
Boston, the unpleasant
are not unwill be that Bostonians
a m, or a
for
"He's
Polonius:
like
sleeps.
he
or
bawdry,
tale of
hrst
As Boston is said to be the
library supcity to have a free
the
ported by taxation, recognizing

occupy

iie

I
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tion, so one of these
Theatre, soon to
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and

artistic hondoubt the wisdom and

that the lights there

were burning

London
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had.

'He

in

a
are
Paris theatrical conditions
by all
deplored
and
state,
similar
the best inin those cities who have
A
heart.
terests of the theatre at
ex"municipal" theatre would not
for he would;
cite his enthusiasm,

chimney-

sweeper;

smattering of legal terminology.
insight
edge, but not for wisdoni and

is

that

thought

the

Willie

He

tered

me

to
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by anvbodv who knows how to do it.
Here goes for the only part yet known
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managers
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L.to
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vaudeville, or

nson;

io

MacSonnets.

lic

Dr.

delighted

have

ai

-Typiciil

other

had lucrative

definition of artl-

s

the

theatregoers.
negligible
hand, light comedies of a
music, have
nature, with or without
runs. The Boston pubthe

tlie

ind weave, and thorp you
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:b.:!:^etnfidence

in

Shakespeai.'s

woi^

believe the truth is that the old
'Possibly.' said
he did write. He would hke
what
remember
chap finds it verv hard to
there his old pals are against him.
r^aim all there is in the book, but
to let Bacon bave 'T.tus
he has offered, as a compromise,
I
a dispute like this
Its rather letting Bacon in. Mind you.
Andronieus
you've all agreed about a man he s forWhen
alive.
interest
the
keeps

my

"

S

bSe

friend, 'but

I

'

'

gotten and he fades away.'"
I said.
"'Isn't there immortality of the soul?
" 'It's a disputed point. I don't think they'd ever settle it here. Some
and higher sphere. It annoys people
think they fade away to another
to tell them they're simply not getting on.
like

Shakespeare

Shakespeare in the Sonnets reBridges does not believe that
sin. suffering and repent^nc^.
own
his
count his ^In joys and sorrows,
and Pemrelationship between Shakespeare
For he supposed scandalous
there any evidencej.hat
tittle of evidence; nor is
or
.iot
no
is
there
tookl

Mr

j

—

tlli n.

In

>1

[1

,n

.,

.

,

spoils

h.->

,

of

/

when he returned from Bohemia
his own tow'n.
Voltaire asked him

war,

vr spoke io Mary

to

thought by some to be the "Hark
^abethaii sohnetteers had stock thcMnes and poses.
"Love" in
was a current synonym for friendship or liking. But Mr.
".IOCS not deny that there may be some reminiscences
of personal
ce in the Sonnets. "I am not seeking to maiotain that Shakespeare

...

"Pltton,

Much has been

about the exploit, and the King
answered him In verse, "There
a picture of Zlska's drum In the Boston
Public Library ("Magasln Plttoresque,"
In verse

I

Paris 1S43, pp. ISO, 131). The skin is that
of a man; it is taken from his back and
chest.
This Zlska was a terrible fellow.
Baring-Gould In his readable
"Early Reminiscences" describes his
portrait, "no better than a tavern sign-

We

must remember that the poet, after some
f«''>tof married life, was condemned to a decade of fjrass widowcrhood
London. He belonged to a profession which, even in that none too
precise age. was considered exceptionally lax; and not without
reason."
i-.-;

—

the National Museum at
"broad shouldered, oval-faced
Czech compatriots,
with a lofty forehead, and one fierce,
cruel eye. His hair Is thick, black, and
curling." 'Where Is this drum today?

board,"

In

Prague:

like the rest of his

"Macbeth" shows "the working of the inward judge." If "King Lear"
is "a tragedy of Folly and Fate," "The Winter's Tale" is the
"comedy of
oily and Fate."
p. H.
'

As the

song has

old

An Inthe Indo-European languages.
teresting Instance of such use occurTfed
when
wls«:
in
this
history
British
In
king James came to the throne of
England, he was followed by a horde
of hungry Scots who found themselves
In plenty after repression by penury.

there's nothing

It,

I

like leather.

I

THE CORRECT(7) VERSION
the

The

World

\\'aBs:

Rev.

Samuel

I

Bushnell

C.

of

Arlington, a Yale alumnus. quoteO llie
quatrain (written by Dr. John C. Hosssldy> about Bostons "exclusive" families in a letter to Dean Jones of Va,1e.
Dean Jones, taking his text from the
Yale motto, "Lux et Veritas," responded with the following lines;

Here's to the town of

of the Truth and the Light,
talks to Jones

In the very

same tones

Forest

Hadley

with

Hills.

F.

•

of proportion
Is

j

is

F.

of the region:

"Doctor— Please come to 7221 Tioga
Eternity case."
World Wags:
Owing to powerful and
the

we were asked

to gaze

not as typifying the

of

Chiapas.

Whatever be my
1

All

Should

W. C, prominent Wichita

I

—
—

be growing thirsty

I glare at those who scoff;
Inimitably haughty,
I toss the contents off.

If

druggist,

I

—

quaffing be not numbered
Among the hour's needs,
hold the bowl at arm's length

And

The

archbishop said, "Flammarlon?
yes.'
When my friend brought
answer, he said to rae: 'You see,
done all you wished. Now, you're
going to make an ascension on your
wedding day. I'd like to go with you.'
'Agreed, at the mayor's at 1 o'clock,
then luncheon, and at 8 o'clock be at

toss In olive seeds.
little sailboats
celery hollowed out,

Or fashion

Well,

From

this
I've

Then whistling a chantey
I sail

my

fleet about.

E. K.

LIBEL AND SLANDER
the "World Wags:
The recent collapse of still another of
the grreat political suits for libel, calls
attention to a curious phase of human
rifiture.
That the tongue is an unruly!
member should be mentioned so often
In his General Epistle by James (head
Jerusalem of Jesus' followers before
they were called Christians), when he
had such other instructions to give, has
been a wonder to many; yet the bridle
on the tongue, which he urges so strenuously, has been needed from the eariiest times.
"Words of Defamation in
Sanskrit" (Journal of the American
Oriental Society for March, 1925) Is an
article showing that numerous slander-

-As

i

i

[

i

i

,

ous words have been In such constant
use that they have remained common to

As

the

We

bowl.

World Wags:

know that when anybody undertakes anything especially desperate
In the way of fighting, the
first thing
he does is to get himself armed to
the
teeth.
Such is the accepted form of
preparation. But I doubt If many of
us
could tell exactly what the process
is

—

When there was talk in December,
of
Halley's
1909,
comet
appearing
Flammarlon alarmed Parisians by say-

Or does It mean, like the ordinary
description of a period of time—such
as "Monday to Wednesday" or "the
20th to the 23d"— to and Including the
teeth. Implying that the person .so
panoplied does not omit teeth in the
selection of his armament? If so, the
phrasing shows a careful, If rather

mind

ing that it might surprise them, might
destroy
the
earth.
M. Honllevigne
wrote: "One is never sure of the fidelity of comets: who says 'comet,' says
'woman.' " Jules Claretle wrote amusingly about It, how the earth would
die. enveloped in electricity. In a paroxysm of gaiety, "as a grisette who has
lighted charcoal and kills herself for
love, or the earth will render up her
soul, dancing an unmeasurable farandc>le, an incredible dance of St. Vitus."

whoever first drew
Most people
except new born babies and children in
In

specifications.

the dentally deciduous stage

—

are customarily armed with teeth, and it is
only to a person with a meticulously
legal mind (e. g., Philadelphia lawyer)
that it would occur to specify that" his
client had not had his teeth pulled out

(presumably

to

But

—

skin has been used In several

In one of Octave Mlrbeau's novels an old French general thought It
would be a profitable enterprise to import Into France the skins of African
women to be made up into articles de
luxe. Books have been bound in human

—

.skin

i

JOSEIPH LEB.

In January, 1910, Claretia wrote In

"La Vie a Paris"~that'Flammarion naa
reassured the world; the comet would
do no harm. A first-nighter remarked

avoid their beingknocked

out) before entering the flght.
But perhaps the reference Is to arilficial teeth
meaning simply that In entering a desperate battle one does not
leave one's teeth at home.
But these are mere surmises, unsatisfactory at best.
There is nothing in
them that makes a picture or at least
not a picture to be relied upon and
gloated over with .secure conviction.
And this is a serious disadvantage.
When anybody goes armed to the teeth
it is of tlie first consequence that we
should pietme him. He should not be
wasted. Personally, I always see him
with a loii^ knife held by the Made
crosswise in his mouth and with a red
handkerchief around his head and a
cutlass in hla right liand and a pistol
In his left.
But that is Idealization. What are the
real facts?
What is arming to tho
teeth?
And who are the gents' outfitters who attend to It?

—

scending and taking him along my
friend had had enough of It but the
wind returned. The next day at five
o'clock we were at Spa."
"And your wife?"
"She did not wish to descend again."

ing.

the

under-

Wd

What is arming to the teeth? Is It
putting on armor that covers you
up
as far as the teeth and then stops so
as to let them show? Arming to the
teeth would seem to have that mean-

up

all

"At luncheon Mme. Godard told him

all

legalistic,

fit

deferred.'

GORDON SEAGROVB.
ARMED TO THE- TEETH

ways.

and highly valued by blbiiophils.
Did not Ziska the Hussite general when
dying of the plague order that his flesh
should be exposed to birds and wild
beasts, "but that his sldn should be
made a drum, assuring his men that
the enemy would fly at the very beat
cf It? What he desired was done, which
had the effect he promised." This story
of the drum was accepted by many
even In the sceptical 18th century.

fln.e-cr

'Its

'Godard has had
and the ascension is

'No,' I said:

there would be a delay of only a few
days. A week passed. 1 go to the abbe
to tell him that the ascension Is. for the
next day. "They told me he was at his
country house at Saint-Maur-la-Varenne. I leave word, telling him to meet
me the next day at la Villette at six
o'clock. He did not come, he had not
returned to Paris. A friend who -was
there took his place. Now comes the
curious part of the affair. The wind
drove us over Varenne and then there
was a calm.
were 800 metres abov*-;
I heard a voice calling my name; we
were Just over the abbe's garden; we did
not see him, but we saw his house distinctly. I thought for a moment of de-

pooh pooh for the salad.

Without a

This Is a curious story, but there Is a
stranger one about a fat lady. Mile.
IDesmatlns, a glory of the Paris Opera,
She
who departed this life in 1705.
was as haughty as she was intrepid in
her gluttony, foe her domestics served
Day by day she
her on their knees.
grew fatter and fatter. Alarmed, she
became abstemious. She drank vinegar, and thus Injured her throat and
voice. At last she he9.rd that a butcher
near her, the fattest man in Paris, had
undergone an operation by which he lost
15 pounds of superfluous flesh. She had
pounds of fat removed In a similar
manner. Her Joy was so great that in
her convalescence she thought of regaling her friends in the manner of
Atreus.
She served them at supper
with spinach a la gralsse d'Ortolan, and
pates des foles gras, which they, not
knowing the source, found exquisite In
Never, they said, had they
flavor.
eaten so well. After this pleasantry of
a decidedly personal flavor she lived
only- six weeks.

Human

"He married me.
stood?'

an apoplectic

And let the entree roll,
No dinner's to my liking

'

per

la Villette.'

L'KNVOI

O

friend in the hide and fur trade who
was about to sail for this country. To
him the aurgeon gave the skin, insisting that It should be tanned in his
Time went on—as
friend's tannery.
time has a way of doing. The friend
returned to Paris with the skin made
purses,
pocketbooks,
portfolios,
into
other little mementos, which the surgeon Is now distributing among Intimate friends of his patient.

cent, beer is invariably associated in the
minds of Prohibitionists.

dragging

And succor seems but slim,
often take my pencil
And tap upon the rim.
Or, If I'm bored, the contents
I splash upon Ihe roast
Then heave the empty vessel
Directly at the host.

I

surgeon trimmed her until she presented a more pleasing appearance. In her
gratitude she told her benefactor that
he might keep the surplus skin. "Have
The
it made Into souvenirs," she said.
He had a
Idea struck him favorably.

retri4

If conversation's

webs were

—

feelings

do not stand aghast

When, dining In the open,
The finger bowl Is passed.

ural elasticity. She was left with unsightly rolls of loose Integument, eo the

cheer of

W.

state

reads of an American woman in
Paris who found she was not fashionably Blender. A Burgeon advised heroic
She recovered her waUttreatment.
her
llne and was greatly jileased. Alas,
Bkln, too long distended, lost Us nat-

wretched group of half a dozen 20th
century Scofflaws in petticoat pants and
rainbow-hued sweaters standing at more
or less ease- in an 18th century pillory.
I believe I said that the Scofflaws were
not to have a look in as participants In
the celebration. They may have had it,
indeed,

the

in

/
One

upon a

Bacchic revels, but the gloom and
bution -with which Indulgence In

("What are your feelings ivhen the finger
bowl Is passed?" demands one of those
etiquette ads designed to scare you to death.)

local

sinister

influences I understand that the Scofflaws did not have a look in when it
came to participation in the tercentenary pageant in Quincy. And yet, there
is
no possible shadow of doubt that
Quincy- would never have found a sunny
place on the map if it had not been for
that arch-Scofflaw, Sir Thomas Morton,
who on May day, 1625, raised the first
May pole in America on Mt. Wollaston,
now known as Merrymount, and dispensed to the delighted Indians of the
neighborhood copious draughts of good,
scene for a
hard liquor.
It was a
painter, and, therefore, for a pageant:
nevertheless, the eventful revels with
which Sir Thomas founded the city on
tliat glorious spring morning were not
commemorated in the celebration. It
cannot be for lack of persons who were
willing to take part.
I myself volun-.
leered to appear in the pageant as an
Indian chief In the act of receiving a
flagon of rum from Sir Thomas, my only
stipulation being that the scene was to
be carried out in the proper spirit
Medford. preferably, if it was to be had.
I regret to say, however, that these suggestions were received with lll-disgulsed contempt.
I suppose that Instead, when It came to representing the
various periods of Qulncy's history in

tableaux

—

a pioneer In AVichita, is recovering from
a serious Illness at his home, following
a relapse caused by the news that his
wife was recovering from an operation
In Wesley Hospital.

St.

MERRYMOUNT AND QUINCY
.^s

—

FINGER BOWL TECHNIQUE

(From the Wichita Herald)
J.

"Do you have

resident,

see a doctor in this- town before
getting liquor?" And the resident replied, "No
afterward."
CHEERIO.

FRESH EGGS—DUCK
A SYMPATHETIC HUSBAND

A PAYING PATIENT

x

as a wise-cracker
that a visitor to a certain

to

(Seen by the Roadside)

Note received by a Pennsylvania doctor Indicating fundamental philosophy

me

town asked a

ADD "COMMERCIAL CANDOR"

M.

as

known

la

just told

were dead.

salt

not set forth.

W.

he

name."

(Portland (Ore.) Journal)
DIEGO, Cal., April 28— (United

woman

proportion

with holes and

TRUE OF OTHER TOWNS

language newspaper of this city, 12 girls
were born at one time to a Mexican

"SALT WATER KISSES MADli
FRESH, EVERY DAY."
these

SAN

In

pierced

gets
out."

What

News) According to dispatches reicelved by L'Hlspano American, Spani.sh
I

Paradise

skin

As the World Wags:

PLACE AUX DAMES

I

the western part of the state:

making

feels that

his

worn

Lion. Spiders'

within the telescope, tiut the spiders
were kept from food so that the lines
of the web would
divide
indivisible
nothings.
Goncourt expected to see
stars as big as plates. "I saw one. I've
forgotten Its name. It appeared to me
no larger than a big emerald in a Jeweler's shop In the rue de la Palx."
Goncourt met Flammarlon two years
later at the house of Brisson, the sonin-law of Sarcey.
"I went to this
luncheo^i -with the fear of meeting
Sarcey after our interchange of disagreeable words." Flammarlon burst
into a rhapsody over ballooning, so
that Goncourt asked htm If he had
Fpent his honeymoon In an air ship.
Flammarlon said that the story was a
curious one. "I had a friend, the Abbe
Pioger, who as soon as I published a
book, revised it from the clerical standpoint as 'La Pluralite des Mondes,' remade by him for the use of Christian
schools and without quoting me too
much but he was my friend. When I
was to be married, he said to me. 'Are
you going to be married in church?' I
answered,
'I
don't know,
perhaps."
Then he asked to perform the ceremony, although he was not t"he priest of
the parish.
'AH right but no certificate of confession.'
'That's a serious
matter: I II refer It to the archbishop.'

human

approaches

CHARLES-EDWARD AAB

-W'.

As the World Wags:
If you have not seen it. you may b«
Interested In a sign which I noticed in

process of
water kisses fresh

whenever he

"being called out of his

j

The

in

Boston.

and

L

utilizaskin. Morlor In his "First
Journey Through Pei-Eia" says that the
Sunnis killed their slaves when they
became old and unfit for service, but
"comfort their consciences by placing
the skin of the deceased at the threshold of their door. In the belief that he

suits for damages for defamatory words
to so extreme a degree that the English
courts were forced to alter their law and
procedure to prevent themselves from
being swamped by the growth In this
form of litigation. Then as now, anyone seems to lose his head and his sense

New Haven.

The home
Where God

That he uses
Dwight.

Accordingly they Indulged themselves

Pommado du

One more remark about the

tion of

about the

said

Camille
Klammarlon's
honeyn
passed In a balloon. The true stoi
to be found In the Journal of the Gonoourts true, Edmond was a faithful
narrator.
In 1893 Edmond, the surviving brother, went with Alphonse Daudet
to Flammarlon's observatory at Juvlsy
to see the moon and the stars.
He
described Flammarlon as having the
head of John the Baptist about to be
presented to Herodiade, with a shock of
hair that might serve as a
sign for

!.•)

'

j

i

"It's consoling; it's a pity. I should like,
be
to see the end of the yforld. It would
And
at least a single performance."
Ciaretie added: "It would have a large
audience, fewer critics to review it. One
would have been obliged to describe the

scenerv

I
'

in

some preliminary

article.

Ah.

there could be without danger the
dress rehearsal of this tragedy without
But no. we shall see the
a morrow!
end of the world only In the revues at
the end of the world."
feuilleton
It appears from Claretlne's
killed
of March. 1910, that a Hungarian
himself from fear of this comet already
if

seen

by

escope.

Flammarlon through his telThe Hungarian, so read the

dispatch from Budapest, left this note
behind him: "I kill myself before being
dread death Inflicted by a
I
killed.

star."
Claretle

patch

found

"It

Is

"copy"
certain

In

that

this

dis-

through

1

:'

'

>

ist

what

ill

He was
uld,

at

his

g.iliig

111

hliTiBolf,

iiig

r'-

and

own

ill
the bnaiitUul blue Danube, or
oot himself.
He was free. He did
t
ha^•e before him the spectre of
tnorrow. of this month of May filled
'th omens.
Terror of the unknown
ove him to choose k certainty. He has
aped the comet by 'anticipating the

May, 1910, came and with It the comet,
brought a tragedy to the owner of
telescope set up In, the Place de la
incorde.
He offered vainly the pasrsby a sight of the stars. They asked

"Can you see the comet with your

"i:

«truhient ?"

by this question
"This Is
ked repeatedly, answered:
1
JOOOth time I've been asked this
discouraged

Me,

No, I cannot show the comet,
too low on the horizon, but I can
^w you Jupiter, which has tonight its
estlon.

s

with

r satellites

It.

They

"

him,

left

his

liough he had announced on a plad "Jupiter," as "one would put on
opera poster in large type "Caruso." "'
Dickens or Daudet would have
itten a delightfully Ironical chapter
the sadness of a telescope man who
s not, cannot have, the fashionable
r on his program.

For hlB second concert In Paris, (May
30, Mr. Koussevitzky nnnounced Denis
Taylor's Suite "Through u?e Looking
The other pieces were BachGlass."
Stelnberg, Concerto In D major for orRavel,
chestra; Dukas, "The Perl;""
The Waltz," and Miss Tallleperrc b
concerto played by her.

Head

r

Is

a man

did Claretie,

r

of letters, refer

0

"That even If the
comets should come to
earth they would do no harm."

icnce,

of

"he obituaries of Pletre Louys stated
t the characters of his novels were
en from French history.
A wild
statement!
"Aphrodite,"'
"Leda,"

i

Chrysis"

— ?"La

Femme

And

(Spanish).
the good

"King

Fausole'"

le

reign

—F.

in

L. Rose.

I

"Poke

[ring,

in the

I

would
Pierla,

Polycrita,
Aretaphila,
Chiomara and
other noble dames in his essay "Concernlng the Vlrtuea of 'Women."

I

C

COPLEY THEATRE — "The

Gayety—"Seven

Bad

satirical comedy In three acts
by Porter Emerson Brown. The cast:
Henry Smith
C. TVordsley Hulse
Pell
Mora;an Pell

1

.Uan Mowbra.v

Pancho Lopes

WHllam

Ptdro

„

Veauatian>..,t
lAlveradia

Bradley

Franklyn

Fran^-ls

.'Blspetli

Dudgeon;

E.

I

E.

CI ire

the wings and sombreros swept the stage last night at
the Copley, as Mr. Clive's company,
In

i

I

big

success

fared
]

pretty well, all In all. and was especially;
fortunate because Alan Mowbray fitted
into the role of Pancho with not ai
curse or a smile to spare in either di|

Percy N.

London
est

Newman

recently

•

I

be

desert

on view

what

through

i

'

:

all of their

;

own, where they'd tunefully twitter and toot,
And a concour.se of cowboys on bold
bucking bronchos Impelling explosive applause,
typical trlb* ot Indigenous Ind-i

And a

sagamores, sachems and
squaws;
Lovely ladies and numberless nobles
and knL^hts, all astride of astonians,

Garbed

Scholes,

I

of a ranchhouse, with

|

!

With an organized orchestra

high aims It is always
precision.
have spoken of Koussevltzky"8thing, but
Inspiring
It wa^? In Itself an

garments ot gauzlness brave-

in

with

bedizened

ly

bullion

brummagem

and beads.

With a rugged rhinoceros, regular uni-

corn, useless as well as unique.
of that peerless
parade keeping townspeople talk-

The unparalleled pomp
ing a week.
It

is

pleasant to ponder on pleasure
juvethat's past, on our jubilant
nile Joy.

'

When

world

our

worry and

!

'

tn

|

'

conventional cluster of comical
clowns, all comedians classy and
cute,

J-

reviewing a
Orconcert of the London Symphony
spoke
chestra led by Mr. Koussevltzky,
"habitually spends
of him as one who
It
himself on a jingle concert as though
were to
were to be his last, and he
to
(appear before his Maker next day
stewardgive an account of his musical
that Mr.
It may be recalled
ship.""
in
Koussevitzky said that no orchestra
Beethoven,
Ithe wortd played music by
the
Brahms and Tchaikovsky as well as
Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Ern-

Mr.

He was Robin Hood, Bluebeard

rnom

The

I

1

in^r

i

,

baboons and bears.

'

declared that
in
and Lochinvar rolled together, with an
first class °":hestra
no
was
there
generoun
added touch of Jove and a
''^l^,
Scholes
Mr.
London.
Francis.
.^^
And
Claus.
Santa
pinch of
of playO "The orchestra's habit
Cbmpton, who not only had to be thai L Spractically
nothing but works it has
ing
twice in
and
villain, Morgan PelJ, but die
before
times
played hundreds of
cow-|
^"'"bined with
the play, was vicious, haughty,
could play In Its sleep,
part
change
ardly and treacherous to the tenjh
constant
hts plan of employing a
fatal to the
of a moustache twirl.
of conductor, Is proving
the livAll the action takes place In
announcmg. 1
rection.

^

ishing steeds.

things.

Blinn's

family?

j

de

2.

?
Or,
greatly daring, will they exult in
prominent members of the arboreal

Piebald ponies ,and panthers and polecats and pumas, big buffaloes,!

Fourth week.

drawing-room
accustomed
to
subtleties from across the foam, let
loose with a fierce and terrible "western," more full of thunder and death
because it pokes turbulent fun at bad
men, at hacknejed situations, at divorce laws, various American prohibltlons, and a large handful of other;
Holbrook

all

cavemen and the lake dwellers

,

in lairs,

—

11

i

ads glowed.
the china-like chariot cunningly
carved, where the Queen of the

Carnival rode.
There' d be calico horses with manes
well marcelled, and a zebra striped
strangely in streaks,
And that beast from the Bible, the
blood-sweating behemoth, fiercest
of physical freaks.
Living lions and leopards and llamas
and lemurs and lynxes all lined up

j

more
I

And

Temple
"Charley's
Aunt," filmed from popular farce,
with Sydney Chaplin as star.

(

passengers in the Mayflower, that:
densely populated vessel; they do
not stop with going back to the
Vikings, who anticipated Columbus.
Will they find forbears among the

At the blue-and-gold wagon brilliantly
burnished, where mirrors in myri-

Third -week.

—"Cyrano

Tremont

.

Wattis

I

Guns barked

James

that

duly for days.
of
a seat on a step or a perch on a
post we would stare with ecstatic

amaze

j

Bergerac," film in colors from Rostand's heroic comedy, starring
Pierre Magnier. Second week.
St.

Francis Compton
_.. .Richard Whoa-f
Victor Tandy
Mar Edf ss

Red Giddings
|j«sper Harty
Hajdy
I Angela
I

and Speedy Smith.

Barry Jonw
Eatherloe Sta-ndlng

Gilbert Jones

Lacia

From

burlesque, -with Garland
Howard, Mae Brovro, Sam Cook

Mali,"

I

Eleven,"

birthright,

boy's

every

The newspapers tell us that an
American citizen and his wife are
going to Europe in search of remote
ancestors. They are not wholly satisfied with their lineal descent from

pageant parade, and we dreamed

Eva,"

negro

-

-

was

Before the Mayflower

It

Groody, Charles Wimiinger, Wellington Cross and others. Sixth
week.
Shuber1^"Rose Marie," musical comedy "wit^ Desiree Ellinger,
Ash, Houston .Richards,
Sara
Beatrice Kaye and others. Ninth
week.

|wife sees nothing but a swollen eye.'"
Yet there have been devoted wives for
There was Mrs. Robert Fltz[boxers.
Simmons, for example, seated near the

I

all the
thoroughfares thrill with sensasurprise.
and
shocks
tional
Not again shall the trackways of traffic
and trade with resultant re-echoes
resound,
Nor the creaky calliope's clarion chords
rattle rooftrees in regions arOTnd.

Tremont "No, No, Nanette,"
comedy virith Louise
musical

iGerman girls not to marry pugllistT.
"No matter how splendidly one wins, his

I

eyes.

It

—

of delight

pachyderms"'

Nor the thousands that throng

CONTINUING
musical comedy starring Vi'vian
and Rosetta Duncan. Fifth -week,

"panoplied

pass.

bill.

and

Dumas's drama she failed pitiabl>.
actor,
Victor Maurel, a great operatic
came to grief In Paris when he attempted to play in a comedy.
In

Not again shall the windows of mansion
and mart harbor hosts of Inquiring

Kate and Wiley have a balancing
is ahead of the usual routine.
-he news reel, animated fables, and
topics of the day round out a usual fine

Colonial— "Topsy

dreams

In dellrlou.s

the

as

act that

Berlin advises

shouting to her husband:
him in the slats. Bob, poke him
Lslats"; a spouse that Plutarch
gladly praised along with
I have

To indulge

ing.

Keith's

dramatic portrayal of Vloletta in Vertook the part
di's opera, but when .she

curb and the multitude muster en
masse.

The show opens with Lawton, the
who does some real work with

—

glare,

the sorrowing souls of the lads of
our land have been driven to dire

despair.
Neverrtiore shall the curious clutter the

!

performances.

the first
said ot Mme. Edvlna, She "in
taken
part of the play seemed to have
beings
aerial
her humanity from the
chanthe
round
themselves
who dispose
She smirked
deliers of opera houses.

j

tennis balls.
Maker and Bedford in a
skit called "Rolling Stohes," are pleas-

Jim, pediculosis,

and

glitter

i

The Sunday Times

and grimaced and falsalt des mlnauemderies like a prima donna about to
dl
bark upon the Mad Scene from Lucia
was
actress
Lammermoor." Later on the
more human, and with care may become an ornament to her new stage.
Gemma Belllncioni was applauded
throughout Europe for her Intensely

And

juggler,

Kate no diagnosis.
Pete has bromldrosis,
Also "halitosis.
To offend our noses.
Maw has Christian Science,
And with that appliance.
Hurls Pete her defiance.
Dad has got paresis,
Joe has enuresis.
Me?— I wrote this thesis!

Ladder" was severely handled
harmful
the critics— "pretentious,
were only
rubbish," said one— and there
"Jacob's

by

man.

i

Phil-,

.-i

has ptosis,

Georges Carpentler

!

admiring
the performance she told an
gave
reporter that she thought a play
of
display
greater opportuiilty for the
charof
Interpretation
emotion and the
opera
acter than were afforded by the

threatened with loss of the circus parade with Its glamor and

nonsense.

AN AFFLICTED FAMILY
Bill

•

(For As the World Wags.)

Flor-

)

In
Louise and as that shameless hussy
The Jewels of the Madonna." On May
experiment In London
1,3 she made the
stage In a
of appearing on the theatre
Before
play called "Jacob"3 Ladder."

I'we are

nirnes,
couple of dancing men from
Broadway, give some eccentric steps and

in

France ?

Brother

We all remember Mine. Edvlna singattracIng at the Boston Opera House,
foolish
tive musically and physically as

six

|

j

8 o'clock.

particular colleagues of his, and has a
Is
truer instinct for its essential style.
Too
inclined to scamp hl^ Wagner.
for fear
perhaps
It—
underplays
he
often
Gilof sentimentalizing it.— Lawrence

j

some good comedy. Miss Lockwood is
an able assistant. Dave Stanley and Al.

Patln"
In what century did
et

the
An operatic concert by pupils ofIvew
of
Lister studios, Stuart Ross
at
place
York, accompanist, will take
evening u-t
the Copley-Plaza tomorrow

THE CIRCUS PARADE

iMuckridge, give their usual lively song
jnumbers.
Jack Benney, comedian and
[fiddler, was a favorite.
Douglas Leavit
.and Ruth I.,ockwood, along with Charles
Bates, in an act called "Ourselves." gave

—

1

.

The Courtney Sisters, Fay/and
with Dave Nussbaum and

;

chapter XIV:
lalatlons

QUINCT KILBT.

home

Excellent Bill

Ned "Wayburn, famed for his presentastrange that the Hungarian did
tion of Foliies beauties, has an act of his
t find relief from his fear by reading
own on B. F. Keith's program this week
jthat Is a tabloid Ziegfeld show all by
'.e-rre Bayle's "Divers Thoughts on the
itself.
Rita Howard. Helen Fables and
caslon of the Comet that appeared
'Jack Keller are prominent, but every
The four little .'member works hard to make the number
December, 1680."
umes are packed with good reading, #)one of the best in vaudeville.

eiiectacular, strange
circus
Boul-stlrrlng

r,l,

I

1

j

Will

•

I

•

Wayburn

une, that Jocular g

1

!

"

,

.

't

'fhytlnii,

.1

bv marrying the miser's willing daughter, but the bewitching sight of an old
school friend who Is visiting makes It
impossible. But—she Is married. From
this oul de sac of fate no one would
have escaped had not Jove stepped
down from high Ofmpus In the form
of handsome Pancho, terror of the countryside, rustler of cattle, who shoots
Mr. Koussevitzky or Mr. Furtwaengler
his prisoners because he has no Jail.
viewing Mont Blanc
Pancho halls the surprised Jones as' or Mr. Mengelberg,
that It
for the first time, would exclaim
the man who once saved his life, and
puts In a busy day setting his affairs was a sublime and unsurpassed example
right.
Mr. BoCreator's handiwork.
Amusing and generally effective, al- of the
It was ft Pretty
though one of two gorgeous lines were danzky would say that
high hlU. Mr. Koussevitzky, Mr. Furtbadly muffed an failed to get over. C.
waengler and Mr. Mengelbcrgs In their
^^ordBley Hulse, the querulous wheelconducting of Wagner, for example, err
chair uncle, did an admirable piece of
excessive
on the side of rhetoric and
work, and Katherine Standing as the
Is generally
woman In the case was effectively al- iemphasls. Their Wagner too
too
fussy,
H. F. M.
too Blow, too sentimental,
luring.
on the
loud or too soft. Mr. Bodanzky,
other hand, though he Is far more at
i\ed
and Cast
these
in this music than any of

••

liT.

macnm.'-cut

a

oa

Ids cniphanlH en the flrat of the
the
ratber
e.xpr< sped,
bar— rudely
rhythm of a stick drngged along raililngs than that of a flowing river.

with

Uncle Henry, an Invalid who
"wheels b mean chnlr" are on their last
They can't pay the mortgage
legs.
on their ranch, and a typical hard-faced,
black-ooated miser Is going to foreclose
Uncle tolls the whole
at 8 o'clock.
world that Jones should fave himself

I

He

fate.

tr

to

,

wasn't

,..
weary with

woe—that's

the beauty

of being a boy.
that cavalAV-e would faithfully follow
trail
cade's course on its tortuous

through the town.
in
While we envied each separate soul
cowthe show, be he canvasman,

boy or clown.
Though the seasons should speed with
and
the

swiftness

sweep
sight

many

of

swarflows

scenes/ from

our

be
There are' certain that shall not
faded forever and fully forgotten
not quite.

—

In this democratic country there
are -worthy men and -women -who
hold their heads high because they
fondly think they are descended
from Charlemagne or Richard the
They show family
Lionhearted.
trees as indisputable evidence. Many
more rejoice in a coat of arms and
on tl>e slightest provocation lead the
conversation to matters of heraldry,
introducing all the -words in the
terminology of that art. Forgetting
Abraham Lincoln's remark that an
American's coat-of-arms is a pair of
shirt sleeves, they decorate their letter paper; this coat is prominently
displayed on the wall of the drawing
room; it may be seen on the sides
of their limousine. Redbum in Herman Melville's story looking about
him in Liverpool saw a young buck,
Lord Lovely, exposing the sole of a
toot "so as to show the stamp on it,
a coronet." One is pained by the
thought that the boots of our bearers of coats-of-arms would show at
jiresent only rubber heels.
After all it Is a harmless amusenent, this pursuit of ancestors. It
has its dangers the family tree
s>ome generations back may turn
So Denis Duval to
into a gallows.
plague his wife traced his descent
from Claude, the gallant highwayraan. But the accidents injure only
tlie pride of the pursuer.
Over seventy years ago an American wrote: "Unless we may claim
wcJrld for our sire, like
all the
Melchisedec, we are without father
Our ancestry
.
and mother .
ii }ost in the tuiiversal paternity."

—

.

i

—

—

Hommura

Uc'.ia,

ti

—— —

Add

jar's, lu liuiii

—

iRhBth a full man, said Ba"the speech of the
l8
meUnoholy races and of all
... It la the medium that
J,
ireU nlfJi express th« laexpressl-

"Ur-ash-lm-a sailed away,
To the youngling mooni
Sailor he will drift along,
Leave his geisha soon, . . ."

—

.

how we

do come to the
Ah, men, nKMi,
rescue every tiniel Here the girls have
simply shot the textile Industry ail to
pieces with their abbreviated dresses;

(Bangor Commeiclsl)
L. Bnow of Hermon
of

These people better bo careful
they allow their photographs to be used
by beauty concerns for I know a girl
Who gave her photograph and when the

—

AND READ:
Patti's

—
out —ehe

'

Use

Why Be Homely?

Beauty Cream."

of those ads which showed
you look before using their cream
—and how you looked after but, boy,

was one

It

!iow

—

BEFORE

;he poor girl was the result of
using their cream.
she died of a broken heart.

AND—

am

I

going to London.

I

am

from

"Under

the

Willows,"

all, sir," I

by

A

I

am midway to believe
among my far progenitors.

in

tree

June

D;

EVERETT.

flasks."

To their amazement. Bunk staggered
out Into the grim moonlight night.
"Friends," he said faintly, "1 heard the
word 'flask,' and saw that I was discovered.
I just used evolution as a
bluff, and taught the chemistry of disliquors
to your children so that
tilled
they can make an honest living when
In
they grow up and have whiskers.
this marsh is one of the best portable
Mississhappy, the
old
distilleries
In
work of our own pupils, and a brand of
mountain dew unprofaned by the 'medicinal purposes' of the revenue man. It's
yours, boys, yours, the work of your
own sons. Take It." He paused, aiid
would have fallen had not tender hands

As
I

summer

1

I

aa

it Is

It Is

as

i

Is

grew

warm

in Florida.

;

with

It.

—

MORAL Antagonism Is often drowned
MINT RICKEY.
by conviviality.
(Japaneise for "Good Morning:")
lass who tripped that April bund
Had blooms twined In her hair.
The gentle cherries gave their, pinks
To match the purple there.

Each

Strolled

down

for

good,

for

bad.>

i

The gaunt Chinese walk down the bund.
They t.alk of this and that;
And Malay men from out the Straits

[Pass softly, pitter-pat.

,1

Jr.,
Is L. R. B. sure? Poseidon Hloks,
renowned for his accuracy. Ed.

—

i

:

,

j

and adventures while in Jail awaiting
execution and gave the jail physician,
Dr. Cotton, or Cottlng, who became
quite chummy with him, an autographed copy of It, also bequeathing his
body to the doctor for anatomical purThe Cotton family Is still In
poses.

possession of this unique author's oopy

bearing hla autograph and bound In his
A. B. P.
skin."

And

A medical friend of mine In Duluth
used to show me a neat bill-fold which
the texture of pigskin,
Like all good
grained.

only finer
leather. It

improve with age and graduIt was much admired by
ally darken.
to

his friends.

L.

ROBINSON.

As the World Wags:
"President McConaughy, Just Inaugurated as head of Wesleyan University,
can know his friends from his acquaintances by their pronunciations of his
name."
His friends pronounce It "Jim."

STUART

C.

RAND.

j

|,

j

ble whisper, 'Professor,

how

an audicould you?'

In

our

Well, young man, I have enjoyed
conversation, but It, Is quite a distance
work claims
to Blossom court and my
me." And he arose and went his way.
The seat of his trousers hung quite a
distance below his coat tails and shone
there
with a bright lustre. And I sat
had been
on the bench, wondering If I
savant
the presence of that great
in
of the
der.

elephant

folio.

'^'^l^^'^iJsTr"

NEW CANDIDATES
po«ted
The following names have been
candidates for admission to our Aoad-

as

Chicago.
^^Dr Polk E. Akers, dentist of
to

He

Is

recommended

tor

his ability

a cavity in the Academy.
of
Messrs. Bing and Bing, contractors
pep.
New York, men charged with
!n
undertaker
Colflesh,
Mr. Delmer J.
Philadelphia.
All

TO MITSA
(For

Ab the

'World VTast)

gurgle la the
In rain the streams shaU
grass
air of
drowsy
the
And blossoms scent
~
June,
And llttlo breezes whisper as I pass

a

ers.

His

that

when he became

tale

is

of

coat.
of

age

It

seems

in

July

gave him what was
known In those days as a "FreedOMi
"I still have the coat
Suit" of clothes.
of this suit which I have worn more or
less during the past 60 years, late years
wearing It considerably for common
The coat, which was
every day use.
made by the late George Brummer so
1865,

throughinto giggles at short intervals
out the rest of the evening. The doclevity
with
received
also
was
tor's story

As the World Wags:

seemed

the

Flappers passed by in a
continuous stream, and every so often
"Beer
I heard my companion murmur,
barrel ankles." Turning to me he said,
"I have an acquaintance engaged In
the butcher business, a rather coarse,
ribald fellow, who refers to girls with
tat ankles as 'beet to the heels,' no
doubt applying a well known term of
his trade to the unfortunate girl whose
weight has slipped down to her feet.
the prevaI have a friend who ascribes
lence of fat ankles to the fact that
Howboots.
wear
longer
no
women
ever, as he is In the leather business,
his
to
Importance
I do not attach much
theory. I think a far more tenable one
just as
is that there has always been
large a proportion of fat ankles among
we
but
today,
is
there
the ladles as
did not notice them, not having them
forced on our attention as we do now.
A few weeks ago I attended a lecture
on the Inferiority complex. In the audience was a distinguished looking man
who Interrupted the speaker to relate
some of his experiences In his clinic.
He told of a woman doctor who had

by a youth, who remarked

he

that time

Mr. George H. Atwood In a letter to
Lisbon (N. H.) Courier tells a
still more remarkable story of endurance. He says nothing about his trous-

a

his

father

the tailoring business In Lisof black broadcloth with a
quilted lasting lining and of the single
breasted frock coat type. I have just
taken the coat into the tailoring establishment of the sons of the maker, to
feel th.it
1)C cleaned and pressed, for I
even if this garment has given me allong in
bon,

most

,

is

60 years' service,

it still

ought

j

to

be good for several years more, before
I cast it aside as worn out."'

Apropos of the "Oxford bags,"
tailed because -Ihey were originated bj
(>xford students, a London journalist
recalls tlie trousers sported by Dr. John
Uichard .Masrralh, provost of Queen's
There was a college
(ollcge, Oxford.
.'one

One verse runs as

about him.

fol-

i

lows:

"He has a long beard which he playfully

wags

When

he does the refined la-di-da.
.\nd nothing in O.xford can equal the
bags
Of Dr. John Richard Magrath.
"

.

SO!

.Two vagrant, sentimental

airs

('onie floating on the night
One I heard In old Hongkong

(Ah! She was very white!)
The other sounds like Singapore
(That tawny Burmese mite!)

alwavs suffered from an Inferiority
complex because she had 'fat legs/,
This statement seemed to arouse the
few
risibilities of some women seated a
rows behind me and they kept bursting

ford road under the nom de guerre of
He was quite ai
Captain Llghtfoot.
character; wrote and published his life

WILLIAM

this, since sailor lad

the bund,

was

was made from skin cut from the thlgli
Nicely cured. It was of
of a cadavdr.

O HAYO

(A long time,

''I

As the World Wags:
Frank Sanborn once told me this as
The last man hanged for hightrue:
way robbery in Massachusetts was one
Michael Martin, who worked the Med-

\

True, an evolution trial, with a great
street procession out to the baseball
field with the professor In leash, might
have pa-id more In the sale of lots and
hot dogs, but atmosphere would have
been lost. There Is no comparison bemountain-dew and hot dog
tween
Nightcap, Miss., made a wise
stands.
There the first strike for Libchoice.
erty for the moist of us was struck, and
we trust that no killjoys will monkey

I

ADD "SPECIAL BINDINGS"

there
Visitors

the

sponsibilltles,

writes

Mr. Poseidon Hloks. Jr., Is undoubtthe
edly oorroot but was fully off on
words of that olasslo, "Is that MUtor
hotel?"
the
keepa
who
RelUy
X*. R. R.

atmosphere and hospitality,
both of which are due to the teaching
of physical science by one brave professor, who had vision enough and vital
energj' enough to prepare a rising generatlon in a dry desert for their relike

Hyslop

I1DWABD&

Ad the World Wags:

A

in

Ik

softL"

1

replied, turning to him.

He wore them;

:i.

eel of science.

Mr, Percy
simply delighted when ^
^'^f.^
Bears-Roflbuok Company wlU now sell
w»th
ooaL I have ordered a pleoe and
envelope
my order 1 ©nolosed a stamped
»ure of reoelvlnt the
1^0 that I ean ha

j

—

("po" some mo' hot bacon grease
datall chicken," said the colored
cook).
A banjo fell from a tree Into
All gazed
the colored man's hands.
quietly Into the fire and thought of the
old songs: "Good times come again once
Their hearts
more," sang the banjo.
went back to Dixie, away, away, away
down South In Dixie.
thriving
My story Is soon told.

on the old marsh.

JAMES
}

ovuh

lots

number

|

to the still.
divine smell filled the warm moonhard faced
The, grim,
night.
lit
"grew gentle with memories tender."
Fried ch(cken sizzled over the old camp

community with many town

herein for a

has perplexed householdei"s since the
movable inter-room bath-tub went out,
about 1876.
The question 1st "Why do guests In
homes always fall to rinse out the tub
after using It?"

A

fire

World Wags:

am spokesman

of students of psychological matters. No
one of these students dares to sign the
query which Is to be put to you. You
will no doubt settle a question which

him back

led

the

in

'

from that

to the
present, dav tliey have been his .Sunday
fno
coats,
three
oulL-vst-.-d
liHving:
brst,
dozen pairs of .suswaistcoats and
The trousers have not lost y
i)enders.
button.

cent of the first course of some dinner
long since digested. But It was a noble
face that looked out from under that
disreputable hat, calmly surveying the
passing world with appraising eyes. His
voice was cultured and his tones gave
the Impression that here was a man
who was master of his fate and who
had a strange hold on the tail of the

Such sympathy Is mine with all the raoe.
Such mutual recognition vaguely sweet
There Is between us. ...

LOUELLA

from a bench

were rather old-fashioned and not any
too new. His hat had seen better days
and the spots on his vest were reminis-

whim;
But

dered the trousers.
vears them. From

I

then

care not how men trace their ancestry.
To ape or Adam; let them please their

I

evolution who was hiding In the
marsh, no other than Prof. Fuller Bunk
himself.
"Bunk," said the determined leader
when the grim visages reached the
marsh, "come out youall, or us-en uhl
transftro yuh out with theseall gas

Is

pair of trousers

,

cloth." Did she say "trousers"? ten to
one thaiiword was "pants." Lemuel or-

I saw that It was no ordinary man
who had spoken to me. His clothes

James Russell Lowell?

of

must have a

I felt flattered to be
public park?"
referred to as a young man, for just
that morning I had studied myself In
the glass with distaste, noting the gray
at the temples and "that tell-tale line"
under the chin. "I wouldn't doubt It at

As the World Wags:
Can you use this twlce-tlmely quotation

he and his wife looked at a tailor's
She saw a cloth that
window.
pleased her eye. "Lem," she said, "you

Presently I heard % deep
tion to him.
voice, "Young man, do you realize that
one of the best places In which to study

human nature

1

shop

sat
on a bench In the Public Garden to enjoy the glories of the burgeoning world.
A,8 I sat down I noticed a man on the
bench, but I paid no particular atten-

told

THE OLD"

Pa.,

BEEF TO THE HEELS

there is a West India Planters' Punch
Bar there now at which Tom Cringle's
famous recipe is served (1 of sour, 2 of
sweet; 3 of strong, and 4 of weal<; limes,
sugar, good old Jamaica rum and water.)
The last Is usuaUy omitted. E. V. M.

EVOLUTION IN MISSISSIPPI
As the World Wags:
The little town of Nightcap, JIlss.,
was ablaze with just wrath. Grlmvisaged men, with false whiskers bristling, strode up and down Main street
with a tear-gas bomb in each hand.
They were ready to gas out the teacher

DOIT.

As the World Wags:
On my way home one afternoon

IVIE

read that Mr. Lemuel Whitfield!
Gardner of Washington, N. J., who Isi
74 years old, rejoices In the endurance
of a pair of trousers. Forty-one years
ago, while on his honeymoon In Easton,

—

As the World Wags:

LITTLE ORPHAN ANGIE.

"GIVE

oft.

We

lish meteorological office.

—

looked to the
then to the left of her

cams

right of her

the AVorld Wags:
I see by the papers that Mr. Derapsey has at last arrived over there and
reached Berlin to fight the Germans
for which he Is to receive the meagre
sum of $15,000 weekly. Our boys beat
hlnl to It— they were over there In '17
and '18, at the munificent $30 per month.
Mrs. GIB.
Wotallfel Wotallfel

Aa

pole.'*

That's' a good place for her to cool

There Is not a single second In a year
without at least 100 lightning flashes.
During a year the world experiences
10,000,000 thunderstorms, or an average
of 44,000 a diy. Blue Book of the Eng-

I

,

to

Amundsen's party at the north

TO REASSURE YOU

trousers, and the British declare that
Men,
the textile industry Is saved.
R. H. L.
aren't we wonderful

when

advertising

DONCHA

to

and actress who was once

the fiery SIg. d'Annunzlo.
•may accompany Dr. Charcot on his
exploration ship when it sails to rescue

devoted

The flapper
be pretty well fed.
next door said the only thing to do was
Just as though I would
to go abroad.
Guesa I'll
with the prince In Africa.
stay home and play golf.

when

Just,

per-

the passionate,

Ida Rubinstein,
fervld dancer

will

the manufacturers were
go Into bankruptcy, along
and adopt wide, baggry
boys
come the

and

about

SAFETY FIRST
"World Wa«i:

the

question before the house was.
to go? The boy friend suggested
Niagara Falls; but what's Niagara without a new husband? Maw said, "Denver." But I'm in good health and don't
need their climate for my lungs. Paw
advised Mexico; but, gee, that's for
The butcher menquiet honeymoons.
tioned the South. Isn't he dumb? The
Derby Is over. The milkman thought a
lake trip nice; but by August the fish

As the World Wags:

and Mtss
Frankfort were
married recently at the home of the Rev.
J. A. Snow at SnoWs Corner—with Mr.
and Mrs, WllUam Snow, parents of the
bridegroom, In attendance.

-Aji

JOSCELTN.

Where

OTPST KAT.

NEXT WINTER'S SNOWS
Snow

my

wanted it, I says, "During August,"
which seemed to be O. K. But then

And thus camp dawn, so long ago
(Heave a sigh, sallori heave a
sigh— on,
"When cherries bloom I see that morn,
and hear, onoo mors, you "O Hayo ."

!

the Sahaia.

I<.

,

And

the

We wer« pamlnded of thaw wise eaynewspaper of
lT\g9 when we read In one
a "tATvin," In ft New England 8tate__and
In another newspaper of a "Chott" la

Herbert
EUinbeth

I

love,
airs of evening echo the refrain.
Mitsa prove
If mindless of our tryst
All other voices are heard In vain.

As the World Wags:
The other day the president comes up
to me and says, "Doncha, when do you
After deep
want your vacation?"
thought, for I already know when I

.

;!9h

tlu ui Ur.s KlnK their solitary tune\
In vain shall nature breathe her song of

THE ONE GREAT QUESTION

As toiifimen strinn the single string;
The Bluffs, on high, are all alight
and still I hear your soft voice sing:

Is

that you, wife? (I'll have to get
These verses out of sight!)

LARRY

T.

HOT STUFF
As the World Wags:

"a man from the West
Surely,
"started s;Tnething" when at the ;i.'.ih
finniversar>» of the class of ISSO of HarvaTd he recited:
"Here's to old Massachusetts
The home of the sacred cod,
Where the Adamses vote for Douglas,
And the Cabots walk with God." ^
AVhy should people who have written
variants of this quatrain— used the
"tune" and the idea brazenly claim
credit for originality? be even accorded
a place among famous one poem authors.
Evidently the originator of the quatrain
the Harvard anniversary poet doesn't
consider the I'fame" from it worth a line
regards the whole controto the press
versy as about as Important as the
questions "Who killed Cock Robin?" and
"Who struck Billy Patterson?" Why
should we be periodically bored with re'

—
—

—

—

—

minders of the most infamous variant of
the class day poet's quatrain?
It is much easier to sneer at Cabots
and Lowells than to honor one's country
by achieving what they have achieved.

A

lifetime spent In the seat of the
scoffer made Thersltes a past grand
master in the art of deriding Ajax,
There are modAchilles, Agamemnon.
ern incarnations of Thersltes. X. F.

i

—

'

tciiiaturally luinly nr imul his notions ol the English rlimnte to his
prrience of May, .lune, July, 1921. He must at all costs see that divo
proceedings, arrivals of awkward strangers, and all similar domestic embroilments have a close season from September until May, he must see
that, as a bee garners lioncy for the winter, the butler lays by all his epi-

Anyone that does not sit in a theatre before the rise of the curtain
without pleasurable anticipation is to be pitied. It is pleasant to remember one's first play, whether It was "The Cataract of the Ganges."
"Henry Dunbar," or a pantomime in which Maflfitt and Bartholomew
to see the
diiiported themselves. If the play is "Hamlet," we are anxious
points
chost and to know whether the prince in the scene with- his mother
miniatures, or
to the portraits of the two kings on the wall, compares
merely sees imaginary pictures. Why be disturbed by k^oss improbWhy
abilities; why not accept absurdities, provided you arc entertained?
last month
be as "beastly particular" as Mr. .lames Agate when he saw
He asks
a revival of "The Maids Tragedy" by Beaumont and Fletcher?
"why"
a half dozen questions to .show the "silliness" of the dramatists;

gi-ams for the summer; and he must arrange for all the Atlantic depressions to pass north of IcelKjid or south of t'lr Azores until the divorces
and the epigrams are over."
In "Liebfrauenmilch," a comedy by Karl ilgcnstein, produced by Reinin Berlin, in which a bored wife leaves her dull hu.sband in quest of
adventure—"she appears as likely to find it with another heavy young
man as the grass-widower is to find it with her charming unmarried girl

haidt

and "why" that.

this,

And
when

is

it

who descends upon his home suddenly"— a ubiquitous man servant
manages most of the situations in an excellent manner. No, one cannot esfriend

by its very nature an absurdity, even
"Don Giovanni," "The Marriage of Figaro," "The Master-

so with opera,

which

is

cape the butler even

and
singers," "Falstaff" or that perfect e.\ample of lyric drama, "Pelleas
Melisande."

gallant
does not lean forward when, as soon ass the curtain rises, a
of a villam,
rushes with rapier in defence of the heroin*! at the mercy
masked and of high degree? One should never tire of the dark stage,
lights turned on and a
stealthy movements, muttered conversation. Then

the

Are these butlers

.

to be

found

in real life?

We

know.a man who

oli-

Guardian

We

"because
domestic quarrels, thev suit the dramatist, in "I. B.'s" opinion,
producer, beyou can get people in and out of them easily; they suit the
cause vou can have a staircase for superb exits."
(There was the staircase in "The Case of Becky," with Miss Starr
either running up or running down in every scene.)
"But they could not possibly suit human beings, and no architect
imaginable could contrive such monstrosities as those which contain the
Lounge halls either
.
kind of people known to. Mr. A. A. Milne.
have French windows or no windows; they abound in doors, stairs and
other conductors of cold air. If the average lounge-hall of polite comedy
were equipped with two anthracite stoves and a labyrinthine chain of hot
water pipes it would still be uninhabitable." "I. B." is speaking of England.
In our stage lounge-halls there are often gas-logs "old gas to,
.

.

'-or

electric heaters.

—

said

the

earth

was

'a

the
flat

World Wags:
where this here Gen. Bullard

to Gen. Pershing
about the Gyrenes and their w. k. pubw.
w.
That guy Is
licity in the late
holding out on the public. The real

story

this:

Is

The gens were all sittin' around discussing about who was gonna start In
"Who're these here
the big scrap.
marine guys?" says Gen. Pershing.
"Gen., they're fighting fools that don't
know nothin' else or If they're in the

army

or

if

they're

in

navy and

the

they don't give a damn," says a guy
from Plattsburg. "T ell you say:" says
the general, surprised at such seeming
'
Intelligence in such a dumb bird.
'*Veh'
says the Plattsburg guy as he
"

Sam Browne

gives his

belt a

few slicks

"Mebbe we should
with his sleeve.
have ought to start these here Gyrenes,"
"Mebbe," says the
Pershing.
Gen.
says
Which they
yes guys all together.
done.
After

the marines had cleaned the
Prussian guards and lost more men
than any other bunch In the division
and killed more germans and taken more
machine gun nests than the cockeyed
germans ever seen captured before, the
gens seen their mistake. "Hey," says
Gen. Bullard to Gen. Pershing, who
was passing, he was always passing,
"these Gyrene guys which are left are
sure gittin" the lime lite showered on
them. How come? Dye want 'em all
to get a raise and have us guys get
"I stopped that," says the
canned?
Gen. dryly as t was passing (I was always passing, too), "I've started a ques"

tion."
"I'll bite," says Gen. Bullard. "What's
your question, Gen.?"
"Who won the war?" says Gen. Persh-

As the World Wags;

ing.

i

\

"All right, who won the war?" says
Gen. Bullard.
"The T. M. C. A.," said Gen. Pershing, and then the two gens laffed an'
t'--v Vb,i ruK'
Xr^fffA hfcnu"? tb«"

Started something to make people, -forcopeia through to supi)lement my knowlISL<0.
get about the Gyrenes.
edge, but I do not JThd them classified
as .Tew or Gentile. Some are listed as
rubefacients
and
one,
soothing, some as
SEUMAS O'MALLEY SANG
Can it be posI note, as dermatrophic.
ON THE MAYO ROAD
sible that anti-Semitism is here conSure, an end comes to every man
cealed, or, more insidious thought, is
And there'll be an end for me,
this a plot of the Jews to discredit theor how
Gentiles? If Mr. .lohiison fails. I shair'j But I'm not knowing when
Nor where this thing may be.
leioaeult Henry Kord.

WHAT

A. l\IY10nS(

i.\

M

T\
It

tions

have received several communicawith a note; "Read— Then pass

this to a proper person."
Having read them we feel it our duty
proper and imto publish them so that

proper persons may be
writer says of himself:

"TO WISE

MEN

edified.

The

1925"

"Special notice. A. D. 1894

I

may

be on the lonely road

Or in the crowded street.
Or when I'm by the tavern
With a wood floor at my

ir
We

\

Discussing the fourth-wall game, "I. B." finds that plays always hap"When the fourth -wall families have gone
P'-n in the summer time.
inevtil rough a sufficient process of sexual entanglement to make a play
itable it is always June. The French windows can be opened and so rea backcloth of sky, blue beyond the most exacting standards of the
Mediterranean; the heroine wears v/hite; one of the men is in flannels.
Three months, six months may elapse, but eternal summer gilds them yet.
There are no mists on the lawn, no mackintoshes in the hall; it is roses,
roses all the way, and it is England."
Of course, the managers may say that the public does not purchase
tickets to be reminded of what is going on outside of the theatre. "Confront them with a program which announces 'Special Fog Effects by Climatics, Ltd,' 'Ladies' Dresses by Burberry and Gentlemen's Coats by Mattamac,' 'The Cough Mixture taken in Act II has been supplied by Messrs.
OwbricJge,' 'Goloshes and Umbrellas by the Everyday Company' confront
them, in short, with even the fringe of reality and they would bolt in
unison for the plays about Barg-dard, when the sun of contentment is
blazing on the shoulders of nudity, where there are no muddy gutters and
oiily golden roads. What is a poor dramatist who wants to ^vrite about

men

the
see

I

RAYMOND HOWARD SHRIVER.
"POWERFUL YET GENTILE"

—

burn"

thfc

made some remarks

.

Will you not set ilr. Herkimer .Johnson's astute yet powerful intellect at
work to reach the meaning of a clipping that speaks of a "powerful yet
gentile" remedy.
I am familiar with all kinds of ointnients. and I have searched the pharma-

keep

to

Remember

THE GENS AND THE GYRENES
As

declares

sisters, displaying as befo' a
sentiment sickly and hollow, would send
down a bunch of damn Yankees to Irse
them."

i

minds

and stood fast.' a.'« does Hill of
Boston, and Morse of Brookllne, and
ralnleve of France in 1925."

no'th'n

in the stage libraries,

have always wished to look at the books

.

other

circle

asked his father.
"Well, son, were we to do that, some

^

sets,
know what the family read, whether there were many complete
of a borrower. There
irresponsibility
the
by
broken
was
a
set
whether
or
the same color.
these books stand in rows all of the same size, all of
of
As for the lounge-halls, the home of sparkling conversation or

wise

Heine's statement concerning the serviceableness of monkeys for work reminds me of an amusing story due to
the civil war.
"Why don't we get monkeys and train
them to pick cotton?" a southern youth

.

'

and Greeks and Hindus a»

Egyptian

erences.

impossible creatures
The butlers of the modem drama are no more
as witty as their
are
who
co-mates,
his
and
than the valets of Congreve
years ago Les Valets
masters and as impudent. Ludovic Celler wrote 50
from the time of Aristoan Theatre." the story of their metamorphoses
Beaumarchais, Vicphanes, Plautus, Terence, through Moliere, Mariyaux,
And what a chapter
7a's.
tor Hugo and others, to the playwrights o€ the
opera, from Gubetta in
could be written on the confidants of drama and
stand ill at ease while
that
women
pallid
the
to
Borgia"
"Lucrezia
Hugo's
Donizetti's Lucia pour out their woes in song.

to

who

with

lights going in the sky.

.

butler and a

deny their proadmits the existence of butlers. "I have seen one. But I
quite sure that in real
liferation over the English countryside, and I am
butler I have met did not make a
life they never have good parts. The
wittily, nor did he
single epigram; he did not moralize profoundly and
begin a single sentence, with, 'The
lell me the family history; he did not
had been to the
trouble about women, sir, is,' etc. I fancy that he never
was expecting
theatre. He did not for a moment see that I, as a playgoer,
mean,
tremendous things; he did not even look tremendous; he was a
skimpy and silent man, whereas I had been learning ever since I ^started
aphoristic."
to lean against pit-doors that butlers are majestical and

Verdi's Leonora and

same

that monkeys are the ancestors of mankind; that human beings, accoi'dlng to
his opinion, are merely perfectly accomplished—yes, too highly educated
monkeys. If monkeys could speak they
would probably maintain that human
beings are but simian degenerates;
that mankind is but a depraved kingdom of apes, just as according to Dutch
opinion, the German language is a corrupt form of Dutch.
"I say: It monkeys could speak, although I am not convinced as to the impossibility of their speaking, the negroes
on the Senegal firmly and obstinately
aver that monkeys are as human as
we, but cleverer, for they abstain from
speech in order not to be acknowledged
as a part of mankind and compelled to
work; and that their clownish monkeyshines are out and out artfulness,
whereby they might seem unfit for exploitation, as we others are exploited by
the rulers of the earth."
If Heine elsewhere touches on evolution, I would be gi-eatly obliged for ref-

days?"

Wharton because a
iects to certain stories by Mrs. Edith
Man6hester
bishop figure in them prominently. "I. B." of the

zoologist

and

teachers along the affes of history. Before 3500 B, C. Egyptians said souls of
Sun Ood Men, when their bodies died,
their minds went to the sun to keep
The
the sun lighted and In motion.

a smoother In-

I

cosmopolitan

.

.

affords

"ME AND MY SYSTEM

do confess I have no ear for it.
It may even be true, as patriotic linguists of the Netherlands have maintained, that our own German language
is only corrupt Dutch. It is possible.
"That reminds me of a claim of a
but

floor.

spoke of stage butlers, "wiiat a race they are! Po!"?""^J'^ sj'fTf
<=°"^«'^«^t'°'?^l^^\^;
philosophising, witty or dull, they are fluent
^'J'this stage puppet or speakuig-tube
of
study
careful
made
a
once
Straus
be laid without his aircannot
teatable
smallest
'The
playwright.
for the
among the upper classes, alien
fng his views on political economy, divorce
He may be grossly
idiosyncracies.
his
have
must
He
immigration.
He may be an Adimpertinent to his master, or he may be oleaginous.
He may be the sort of
mirable Crichton or the last word in ineptitude.
have for your own or he
butler to whom you would pay untold gold to
heen with you
may be the kind of man you would pension off after he had
unusual, strangely gitted
a week But he must be a character— something
Why is such a paragon content to.butle for the
and unforgettable.
rest of his

surely

of vegltablPH, oil

"Flammarlan repeated only what had
been known and taught by many wise

troduction to that which follows:
"By no means will I gainsay the peculiar beauty of the Dutch language,

We

.

wrong combination
Once

the World Wags:
Tho Scopes trial In Tennessee reminds me of a few paragraphs In
Heine's "Memoirs." The opening paragraph may seem Irrelevant, but Its Inclusion

H.

P.

grapes.

.\s

Who

man on

production by Reinhardt.

HEINE AND EVOLUTION

Melodrama cannot be too peppery and hair-raising for us; tragedy
not object to the
too gloomv; comedy too light. Even in 1925 we would
maid
good old opening scene in wiiich the butler, talking with the parlor
armed with a feather duster, acquaints the audience with family sorrows,
willing maid.
joys and scandals, and then snatches a kiss from the too

dead

in a

was

told

that I had been examined 4 years by
wise and educated men, and they found
me to be and judged me to be the best

educated living person in the world. I
I was
accepted this verdict as true.
and I am a Master in Psychology.
"I lived in good health and strength
ten years without eating, one ounce of
other
fish, flesh or fowl, knowingly. Ten
years T ate flesh on two days each year.

Thanksgiving days and Christmas. N)
harm to me, except once when T ate a

fire
feet.

I'm thinking I'll come some evening
.1 dim, quiet place.
And lie down, on the clean hillside
With the moon In my face.
liut

To

And after a bit, I'll be arowsy
And close my old eyes,
And awake in the queer, far morning
Where no goose cries.

GEORGE CARROLL.

As the World Wags:
Sir Charles HIgham, the agent of the
India Tea Growers' Association, says
substitute
for rum.
tea is a
that
Charles, we ask you! Would a person
after eight cups of tea want to kiss the

bartender good-night?
substitute for rum.

If not.

is

It

no

R. H. L.

ARMED TO THE TEETH
As the World Wags;
For the Information

of

Mr.

Joseph

—

a

There was Sterne, for example, wlio
and left for "Tristram
Shandy."
The plagiarist may say in defense that ideas are old and com-

iehito

from "Thomas the bambdivers*
red

little

scupper*
streams

g out to the sea. that
with great purple

homas.

at

jjdited that
And
render.

and
were

the
question' is
plagiarist do with
them?" It is not surprising that
two men have in mind at the same
time similar ideas and phrases,
tcencs and situations. As in literature, so in the matter of invention.
Kliaa Howe was not the only one
v.orking on a sewing machine. That
there U "unconscious" plagiarism noj^

blotches,

olcht of all this blood,
thp pneniy was near .surdetermining thereupon to

hasten this outcome, he took the tiller
from the helmsman and steered In such
fashion that the Belle Hermlne fell
the galleon nnd

ui>on

rtrappled

It.

rlg-

E'n« HRBlnsf rigging, the enemy's bowthrough the Corsair's
thrii,"!tlng
sprit
shrouds. Whereupon Thomas Troublet,
letting go the helm, cried out. 'Brothers, follow meV and sword In one hand,
pistol In the other, a polgnard between
his teeth, was the first to leap to the
fpeniy s deck."
So It would seem that putting part
of the arsenal In the mouth Is more
than pictorial or allegorical.
I.. X. CATALONIA.

I

I

I

(LontfoB

D«11.T

Chronicle)

those of

cially fond.

A

whom

how

Christmas morning Sargent called
house ^vlth a large parcel. "Jtist
a Christmas card," he said, and hurried
away. The parcel contained a newlyflnlshed composition in oils.
on

at his

The passion of the Hungarians for
Is shown by the latest Issue of
stamps from their postofflce. On the
100 kronen, gymnasts march Into the
arena: on the 200. a skier does a
turn: on the 300, a skater cuts a figure;
on the 400. there l.i a diver: on the 800,
A boy scout
fencers are at work.
blows a bugle on the 1000 kronen; a save
In goal Is shown on the 2000, while a
hurdler rushes forward on the 2200.

„

.

were amusing, KhowluR
how the simple villager had the better
and
rest
seeking
lot tlffl city man
These

he was espe-

close friend recalls

I

series of articles entitled "The Sparrowprass Pupers." The .luthor was a wlnemorchant In New York, (His portrait
showed that he had a Burgundy nose.)

Intimate friends, for Sargent. like

to

.

nrtteles

I

'

We

i

,

,

i

I

'Reminded

ant was entitled to royalties. The
charge is particularly unpleasant
'vhen the play in question has been
awarded a price. "They Knew What
They Wanted," which won the Pulitbeen
zer Prize," is now said to have
"pirated" from "The Full of the
Moon"; the complaint calls for
$150,000 ^nd other equity relief.
Mr. Howard, the author of the
prize-play, is not seriously disturbed, for he says that it is
"Shamelessly, consciously and even
proudly derived from the legend of
"Tristam and Isolde." If he is a
plagiarist so was Richard Wagner.
The plagiarist's name is Legion.
Terence and Plautus helped themselves freely from Grecian comedies.
.Shakespeare and Moliere plundered
with both hands and were reproached for plagiarism while they
were living. In recent times the author of "The Servant in the House"
accused Jerome of taking the play
made famous by Forbes-Robertson
from a manuscript sent to the ac-'
Poets and novelists in all ages
tor.
and countries have heard the dreadCharles Reade made no
ed word.
bones of taking a scene and conver-

'

by

delightfully

by

Decie Merwin and published by the At
The blessed are
lantic Monthly Pre§s.
gar
the dog, pig, hen, cow, horse and
The author is first of all to be
den.

Gar
praised because in "Blessed be the
den." he does not quote from Bacon's
Andrew
es.«ay, nor does he allude to
motto
Marvell, nor does he put for a

Thomas Edward Brown's "My Garden
a lovesome thing, God wot!" There s
nothing about the "German garden and

is

its

fair gardener.

own.
little book is the iiuthor s
sees the animals with his own eyes;
manhe moralizes in his own 'humorous
ner after he has studied them.
liis
with
familiarity
his
in
wish that
This

He

We

dog Cerberus he had asked him

wli,y

so
the Sixties the name Carlo was
Jowoften given to the Newfoundland,
these names are not beyond
ler, Rover
can see why
all' understanding and one
"Kink" was given to the foolishly vlvacious black and tan. But Carlo.
in

'

—

i

"Rusticus" loved his pig, first of all
sation, in "The Wandering Heir"
because "a pig, more than any of your
from a poem by Dear. S^lft. When [other animal friends, looks like many
Dryden was reviled for borrowing people you know. The moment you see
an idea and rhyme from Ben John-' a new pig you have at once a dozen
eon, no one pointed out that Johnson! names in mind, every one of them fit1

had appropriated both from ShakeNot
speare's "Venus and Adonis."
long ago Pierre Benoit was accused

ting perfectly.

of stealing the idea and scenes of
L'Atlantide" from Rider HagThe similarity wasj
tard's "She."
A. column could easily
startling.
be filled •with noteworthy cases of
plagiarism through the centuries.

itit

[

1

will

admit thai

I

have

encountered a curious prejudice pn the
part of some people against having a
"Rusticus'
pig named after them."
found an intellectual sympathy existing
times "the
at
pig,
between him and his
living Image of a lady I know, as she
leans over her tea cup to catch the
last
last syllable of innuendo in the
titbit of scandal that is making its
I
So
town.
little
rapid circuit of our
address my remarks, to Mrs. Jones, and

that

people you don't care about inbreaking into the privacy of
people they don't care about is a mystery to me. This whole fabric of social]
life is a tissue of pretense, an empty
trading in social coin, a dinner for a
dinner, a luncheon for a luncheon, a
call for a call, with a sweeping clearance
sale once a year in the form of a
crowded miscellaneous affair called a
I ami
.'I am well out of it
tea.
sure I am not interested in the domestic
details of their lives, and they are all
talking at once abcjt. their servants
or their children." "Rusticus" lOA'ed his
He applied this t^st to a proscow.
pective hired man: "Do you milk reverently?" When a brisk young man answered: "In my last platfe we milked by
electricity," he was dismissed.

on

;

.

|

—

"My Sum-

"Bucolic Beatitudes"

illustrated

of advice

"Why

sist

a Garden," was once thought to

Now comes

Is

whom

But the bitter keeps on and on.
Sparrowgrass
"The
doubt,
No
Papers" can be found in a secondhand bookshop. The author was Coz-

"Rusticus,"

,

finally persuaded him to Join the guests
he had hid.
in the garden, from

n>e love of you.

be an entertaining book, particularly
believe
the pages about "pusley." We
likened
the author was enthusiastically
in
dwell
all
not
did
by some, and they
Charles Lamb,
to
Conn.,
Hartford,
'the
as
familiarly characterized by them
gentle Elia."

"Rusticus"

The chapter
"WTio is "Rusticus"?
"Blessed be the horse" leads us to susNo one but an intipect his identity.
mate lover of horses could have written this chapter.
'

enjoyed it.
unreasonable

And

Xenophou would
"RustLii.ii"

has

"Tea

for

:

Alan Mo'i'brajrj
Katherlne Standln^J
Fraac's C<>niptoiil

BIspeth Dudueon
The Valet
Frankljn Francis
An airy triangular tangle Is the last
offering of the season by Mr. dive's
company—a play of new and whimsical
variations on the old Une-up of a Jealous husband, a bachelor with "rooms,"
an Indiscreet wife and a sophisticated
man-servant. In feet It Is partly satire
on these old stage props, and more
than once the players stop and consider
what should be done next In a wellbrought-up eternal triangle.
As the curtain rises, he wife and
her bachelor friend are lunching out,
and discussing the unfounded Jealousy
of the husband. They start to formulate
a plot to cure him, and on this plot
the curtain descends abruptly.
What
they plan Is revealed in the next scene
and the two following acts. The friend!
comes for tea, is treated suspiciously'
by the husband, and tenders him a lotl

practical princess.
of

cast

|

The Friend
The Wife
The Husband
The .Maid

the story of Disraeli walking in
grounds of Hughenden with tlie
Disraeli, proud,
Princess Batthyanyi?
of everything at Hughenden, took his,
Pointing to beech-,
guest Into a wood.
mast covering the ground, he -^aid in
his best oratorical manner, "Observe
the magnilicent prodigality of Nature!"
"Why don't you keep -pigs?" barked the

was the cow

The

Cooper Megrue.

the

It

—

THEATRE

COPLEY

i

Three," a comedy In three acta by Rol

call

1

in

on Old Stage Props

to

-

dies.

mer

"Tea for Three" Partly Satire

like

movement in favor of pig clubs up
and down England today? Does he re-

remember

zens (or Coizins).
Charles Dudley Warner's

Chicago

Does ^"Rusticus" know that there

thought as I swung on the gate
In the cold, by myself alone.
How soon the sweetness of hoarhound

And

1

is

a

passed your garden and there
the clothes line hung a few
Pantalets, and one tall pair

play meets with success, the
author may expect to be charged
Sometimes the
with plagiarism.
charge turns out to be well-founded.
Within a fortnight a judge has held
That in one case, that of "Polly Preferred," the plagiarism was unconcomplainscious, nevertheless the

screen;

I fear."^

On

If a

"Why

conundrum,

would say something about an impendHe knows it, too,
ing overdue draft.
and as he waddles over towards me he
puffs and grunts a bit in covert imitation of the great man whom hs know.s

I

Conscious or Unconscious

Aesop's Fables, modernized for the
"Topics of the Day," and the
Pathe news reel complete the program.

tlie

the pig, "Rusticus"
found that the older his pig grew "the
more closely in his stately prime does
he resemble the president of our local
bank until, at times of financial stringency, I can hardly bring myself to
visit him. I know if he could speak he

son to his big sweetheart:
Chocolate drop of my heart,
I dare not breathe thy name.
Like a peppermint stick, I stand apart
In a sweet though secret flame.
And when you look down on me
And the button on top of my cap,
got In my
I feel as it something had
throat
strap.
the
against
And was choking

1

Sliver Thread."

cannot share his liking for

To go back

years!—Hues addressed by the author's

sports

1

borne. ln a skit entitled "Members of the
Same Club," which to many of the audience brought memories of the pre-Volstead days, or nightH, and incidents enacted during those times; and Alice
Diaz and Harold Powers In an excellent
tightrope number called "Frolics on a

a hen crossing the street?" Some an^
swered by saying, "Because Old Grinu s
This
dead, that good old man."
Is
question and answer were attributed to
Sixties,
the
early
in
Abraham Lincoln
in mockery of conundrums purporting
to come from him.

especially a
chapter about a drain, which, If It had
been Installed according to the author s
plana, would have been of gigantic size:
froiH
\\'o also remember, and now quote
tottering memory— alas, the fleeting:i

pleasure.

i

and EarPDancer, in a skixt-,
and
Sayings
Songs,
"Negro
Polk
Dances"; George Watts and Belle Haw-'
Fred
ley. In laugh-provoking songs, and
Ardath, with Earl Hall and Grace Osdienrie,"

the origin of that foolhen.
ish answer to a statement or question
"So Is a hen"? Who Invented that idi-

There was, for Instance, In Putnam s
Mafrnzlno of the Fifties—wcnild th.at there
wuro a« frood a magaflna today!—

many another artist, was generous In
giving away examples of his own
work

ln'o tUo country, the real

rcadlner,

oi

What was

country, for tho mimmor, provide themselves with books nbout flowers, birds,
horses, cows, pigs, hens, all the floasTn
ures n.t\& annoyances o( rural life.
ninny Instances these books after a
week or two nro pvit aside. The cottager
seek.x relief In detoctlvo stories and tho
novels that arc advertised ns the best
Jfet there are books nbout enBcllors.
what-youjoyment, existence, exile
will-ln tho country that are pleasant

The organizers of the John Sargent
exhibition will probably receive a number of offers of exhibits, which might
otherwise be overlooked, from the master's

We

—

SARGENT'S GENEROSITY

lives

"Rustlcus'< at his best.

otic
Si.iue f;(.lan

]

inciucnis in the

less apocryphal than
neighthosft, so much enjoyed by my
Anfl Mrs. Jones's eyes twinkle,
bors.
her
tail
and her 'noso twitches, and
curls tighter and tighter In sheer deli«hl, until I biirst into laughter with a
guilty fear that t may have been overheard—may have so set In motion a
new series of stories that would Inevitably bring disaster to some of our most
Here we have
respected townsfolk."

mon property:
"What did the

was now

hei-

mutual friends no

Ktole right

103:

10

'

hav.;
"sj".

passion ror noft leather
and glittering metal." Where now are
the gorgeous carriages and harnesses
Displayed In his shop
of Brewster's?
windows in New York, they compelled
admiration, as we with others stood
And the
and looked and wondered.
comforting odor of the well-kept harpottering
about a
"Ru.sticus,"
ness!
stable, finds a clean one "the nicest
smelling place- in the world."

about women,

full of

Shavian

epigrams. The husband is engrossed In
business and neglects his wife. It seems.
In leaving the friend takes with him
a cherished photograph of the wife,
and tells her she can have It by calling at his rooms. Later at his apartment the stage Is set according to
ancient tradition her favorite roses,
and the valet Informed that a woman
Is coming, a "a new one."
The husband
comes, departs, the wife enters the
bell rings again, and she Is whisked out
as husband enters again with fire tn
his eye.
Then the deal Is made. The

—

—

his rival draw lots to see
will kill himself In 24 hours and
will get the woman.

husband and

who
who

The "other man" diaws the suicide
and the audience is transported
next day, with husband and

ticket,
to the

wife both distracted for different reasons, and both prostrated with grief
when the paper comes with news of the
other man's suicide.
They thresh out
their relations, the husband Is properly
humbled, and then a ghost appears.
There is tea for three when the curtain falls, and everybody Is happy.
The play is especially well cast. Alan
JNIowbray's rising star shone once more
with a steady gleam, and Miss Standing
exceeded previous e'"fort3 In lightness
end deftness of touch. Mr. Compton
was the Jealom? husband and the minor
parts were well taken.
H. F. M.

—

r

PLAYS CONTINUING

—

"Topsy and Eva,"
musical comedy starring Vi'vian
and Rosetta Duncan. Sixth week.
Colonial

—

SONGATB.F.KHTHS
Patti Moore and her song-dance revue,-|
with Buster Wazzols and Bud and BudEntertaindie, assisted by the Domino
expert
ers, a Jazz orchestra of seven
a comgive
instrument manipulators,
Keith's
P.
B.
at
entertainment
plete
liveliest
this week, with some of the
dance numbers imaginable and acrobest
the
among
is
that
batic dancing
seen here recently.
MarMile.
with
together
Thev,

and Frank Gill, late of the
Music Box Revue and recently back
from a European tour, head a program
of excellence and variety that Is bound
please and to entertain, despite
to
even the sultriness ot such a June eveguerite

ning as last evening.
Difficult dance numbers are none too
easy to accomplish under the most favorable conditions and last evening the
audience, while appreciating the efforts
of the performers, could not but sympathize with them. And this held good
with all the performers.

For Instance, Du Callon, the "loquacious laddler," had a funny line of chatter and a ladder balancing act of merit,
and the Three Longflelds presented a
decidedly clever equilibrist novelty, li|
which lighted lamps played a prominen
part; but It could be seen that all wer
working under difficulties owing to th

Tremont "No, No, Nanette,"
musical
comedy with Louise
Groody, Charles Winninger, WelSevlington Cross and others.
enth week.
Shubert "Rose Marie," musical comedy with Desiree Ellinger,
Sam Ash. Houston Richards,
Beatrice Kaye and others. Tenth
week.
Gayety— "Seven Eleven," all
negro burlesque, with Garland

—

Howard, Mae Brown, Sam Cook
and Speedy Smith. Last week.
"Cyrano de BerSt. James
gerac," film in colors from Ros-

—

starring
tand's heroic comedy,
Pierre Magnier. Third week.

Tremont

—"Charley's

Temple

Aunt," filnved from popular farce
star.
with Sydney Chaplin as
Fifth

week.

J

The Hat

oi"

Ceremony

the late Lord Leverheat.
hulme that when he absorbed anOther features on the bill Includ othov soap concern he called together
Ethel Waters, "America's ebony come
all his travelers. He asked each one
It is said of

— —

:

—

.

from hi*
volumit of B»tectlo]i«
Awaki>nlns and Oth«<r
"Thi>
ni8
]\.em»" has been publlnhPtl by Double-

—

a

V

saili

:.

'

.

i

silk

\vi:'.;-

.u. ..«.>•

>viu aii

liuit

I'uturc."

iiat- in

The now spapois oi London announce at regularly alternate intervals the disappearance^ of the silk
hat (topper; chimney-pot— known in
the United States as plug:, stopcpipo,
vcr) and then its coming agftin
ii;io fashion. For years it was THE
hat for Englishmen. It was worn
by everyone pretending to respectability, by clerks, schoolboys, as well
by members of the learned proions, the clergy, high officials of
ill.

I

it, if

BROWSER
Each time

in

Joogal Strife"!

London

Browber's convinced that

re

"An Imglishman's

castlf); his

hat

club

crown."
States the

is his

the United
.pipe was not donned merely for
lal occasions; it was the hat of
(Gamblers preferred the white
with a weed around it.) The
i\epipe was seen in offices, in railway cars, on the street. Captains of
Mississippi steamboats sported them
id

in

luntily.
(n

I

The harpooner Queequeg

"Moby Dick" began dressing

in

New

Bedford's Spoute» Inn by putting on his beaver hat, a very tall
one, before, minus trousers, he hunted for his boots.
Today the stovepipe hat in Boston
is for weddings, funerals, the opera
though the gibus or accordeon is
n»uch more convenient and the ultra-conservative associate it inseparably with a swallow-tail coat. It
is
hideous, uncomfortable, though

—

|

|

'

—

George Augustus
book on the hats
ten, by the way,
clared it to be the

Sala in his little
of nations writfor a hatter deone head covering
for gentlemen. Is there any more
pitiable sight than that of a perspiring man on a hot day, in frock coat
and with a stovepipe, hastening to
a church-wedding ? The undertakers

—
—

of Pottsville, Pa., have sensibly abolished by agreement the tall silk hat
and frock coat in the performance of
their duties. "They will make no effort to add to the solemnity of last

by their attire." Conventionally
clad from time to time, they often
enlarged the grief of the mourners
and cast a damper over the funeral.
Nor do their friends, the doctors
and surgeons, now think it necessary
for professional dignity to wear
stovepipe hats on their way to patients before assuming their sick-bed

,

;

I

sit In

'

/•

^

one can doubt. The troobU !• that
to convince B
it is not easy for
that the similarity was "unconBciouB," and men are easily Inclined
|lto side with the complainant when
As Victor Hugo
'he is Bucceesfnl.
once wrote: "Success is hideous."

•

{

|

j

I

I

^

;

;

And
At

'

—

the sound.

.

—

The program
June

17

of the

contains

"Pop" concert

pieces

to

for

be played

by the Boston Saxophone Club.

Abdon

—

Desiring to captivate the millions
London with some new entertainment, they stage It first for a week or
two In some lesser British city. Then,
even If It puts the whole of the smaller

j

population to flight, the day may still be
retrieved by cutting out and casting
from It those portions whiclx have offended most. For now it can go off to
London, all pulled about and tied up
and trying to forget the dreadful past,
and possibly pass In the capital as no.
duckling at all but a quite merchantable
s-wan.
The London critic does not like
the converse arrangement of Inviting
London to attend, at a price, a fairly
advanced rehearsal. He all but says,
"l.s thy servant a dog that he should do
this thing?" like the man whom LandBut
seer asked to sit for his portrait.
really, is it better to be the dog or to
ona
is
not
it
Happily
Int London be It?
of those major Issues oo which the
formation of a firm, slashing opinion Is
as it were, to salvation;
essential,
rather, one of the questions on which It
may be possible to doubt and hesitate
and yet, as Thomas a
pleasantly
Kempis says: "Not be so mucl^ as rebuked at the day of Judgment." Manchester Guardian.

—

Mr. Carl Lanzer, "the great Amerlican violinist" should visit Boston next
season. Mr. Redfern Mason of the San
Francisco Examiner gives an Interest-

•

Laus, solo bassonlst of the Bostoil
rived from oversea.
Symphony orchestra, conductor. Mr The Garde Republlcalne Band came
Laus founded this c.'ub last Decembei
across from Gay Paree.
with the purpose of allowing that th< The Kaiser Franz Band from Berlin, our
saxophone Is not necessarily the clowi
own Marine Band, too,
of Jazz, fit only for jazz. The Saxophon The Irish Band from Dublin town, ImClub will be the first to play publlclj
petuous but few.
in New England on Wednesday night
though it gave a radio concert last A band of Southern singers, sweet of
March, which excited widespread and
voice and sweet of face.
There Is a)
compilmentary comment.
The Hyers sisters leading, sang the
famous saxophone solo in the first Suite
folksongs of a race.
of Bizet'.s music for Daudet's "L'Arle-,
Celebrities conducted compositions of
sienne." We remember that when this
their own,
Suite was first played here at a Symphony concert, a clarinet was substi Familiar to inhabitants of every clime
zone.
and
wai
there
as
saxophone,
tuted for the
Franz Abt himself directed "When the
difficulty in obtaining the Instrumen
Swallows
Homeward Fly."
This substitution
and the player.
which Is still common, weakens, on' With sympathetic tenderness that molstened
many
an eye.
might say destroys, the wished-for
And when his own "Blue Danube" waltz
effect, for the saxophone in the Suit
was led by Johann Strauss,
"The Inno
a's In the theatre typifies
His er.crgy and artistry electrified the
cent."

—done

of

The Manchester Guardian revlewlni^ The

correspondence
Roosevelt-Lodge
the
says that Senator Lodge's "attitude to
England sprang from his belief that the
revolution was a contemporary event."

more fun

dog."

held un-

instrumental music was appropriately grand:
Five hundred In the orchestra, one thousand In the band.
One hundred red-shirt firemen made
one hundred anvils clang.
While cannon roared in unison and
church bells loudly rang.
The English Grenadier Guards Band ar-

ON THE DOQ

and saw It again In this city last week,
and now says that no first nighter
could have imagined how well it would
look and sound now. It mostly cuts the
other way. There Is a process known
to London theatrical managers by the
engaging description of "trying it on the

i

KATE rfAWORTH.

IT

to see a play or maybe
the first time, and done
pretty badly, or to see It done much
later and done well? The point Is raised
by a London crltl9 who saw the first
night of a piece In London last summer,
Is It

an opera
j

Youth Beauty? 'Twere foolishness to Great artists were assembled there, both
those of native birth
sigh o'er such as these.
But for one hour of youth's unshaken And famous foreigners whose names
were known throughout the earth,
faith—
For dreams that pierce the sky and With choristers recruited from a hundred
towns around,
reach infinity
I'd trade the years that can but rob And mastodonis organ to accentuaCb
still.

hands applauding In the way
they used to do.
Gllmore's great, ^aoe Xubllee tn
Elghteen-eeventy-two.

QUINCY KILBY.

—

\

:

spirit

TRYING

disputed sway.

me?

A

I

time has stolen

this that

What's

new Back Bay,
from Where Music in her majesty

march, or

The Watchman In the Armory adjoinIng Dartmouth street
Declares he annually hears the stamp
of phantom feet

...

,

psalms.

of triumphal
far-off calls to urtuu.

Helen Hogan, advertised In Parisian
newspapers as "one of the most celethe ribbon tied diplomas.
the air is heavy with brated organists In the United States,
organist of the Central Church, Provitheir perfume
dence, etc.," gave a recital at the Egllse
there trips des Etrangers, Paris, on May 31.
I thrill as across the stage
a graceful image
In long full skirt and high piled hair;
THE BOSTON PEACE JUBILEE, 1872
One after one— the half forgotten figures
(For Aa the World W«g»)
of another day
At Gllmore's great Peace Jubilee In
I even see the one that once was I
Eigh
teen-seventy-two,
and smile
The grandest -musical event this country
Till some small thing dispels the past
ever knew,
And I am old and disillusioned with the
A Coliseum sprang to life on Boston's
world.

Flowers

hymns and

tral

Faint echoes

tense eilence

1

W'li Don ilarquls be remembered Ir
the days to come as a hufnorlst, a poet,
or a "IramatlstV Today he shines brllHantly, whatever his mood, but "the
Iniquity of oblivion blindly scattereth
her poppy."
Some Iterkimer Johrison
In the latter half of this century may
study, as a sociologist, the sayings of
the Old Soak,
A theatrical manager
may put on the stage the remarkable
drama of the Passion^ Those Interested
'..roblems of the domeEtlo relations
Quote from the Sonnets to e. redr-ed lady.
Will there be verses by
1
Marquis In the anthologies of 19507

that every year now on the
Seventeenth of June
A horde of ghostly visitants their voices
still attune
In wraiths of stately choruaoB or spec'Tls said

While the old Professor fumbles oyer

me

Si^

"Star Spangled Banner,"
sung by Julia Houston West.

i

rites

manner.

cidedly the best

,

I

own

The grand

.

at a London club,
''crnation,
lieated by wine_ and not finding
iwn hat, he threw down the
IS of others and danced madly

them.

PARIS

IN

—

,

i

Marine Band rosurrcotlng
songs of other days.
RudorHdorf or Madame
I'eschka-Loutiwr sang.
With salvos of sincere applause the Coliseum rung.
But ono song pleased the audience de-

pleased some of the I'arlalan critics;
It displeased others
which was to be
expected. What a dreary world It would
be If there were no differences of opinion. The critic of the Menestrel was not
favorably Impressed; he found the music monotonous.
M. VulUermoz wrote:
"It revealed to us a composer curious
In regard to charming sororities, and
of an extreme, piquant orientalism, an
orchestral painter especially skilful In

combining delicate and amusing touches
of co!or."
H. Charpentler, while he
found that Mr. Eichhelm has an "Inter(His wife laughs, tool) What Jollier esting temperament,"
said he was plainquip In life
ly Influenced
contemporaneous
Than this pretending that one beat* Russian school.by R.theDezarnaux
did not
one's wife!
think
the
music very original, but the
Ab Browber droola he'll reach and tweak orchestral rxjlorlng
and
amusing,
was
the cat.
the hearer might fancy himself In a
crowded
street
the
Keen Browber knows his gueets wlU atmosphere andof Pekln. "We have
the rhythms of a ballet,
know that none
not very fresh In Its Inspiration, someMiss,
In
lived
he
unless
so
frlval
Would
thing like Delibes dressed In the modern
And often when their Idiot mirth Is done fashion"
(!).
M. Domln-Sordet wished
His lo-\nng spouse and he exchange a
that the "Legend" had been constructed
in
a
more
definite manner.
"There are
One night when they were striving thus
two or three themes of an oriental color
to charm
^
8 which give it a minimum of personalJade
poor
the
upon
bruise
a
saw
1
ity."
G. Pioch praised the invention;
arm! '
"Subtle, It does not sin by excessive sinIt Is exotic, and, as fitting,
What has become of a miniature of gularity.
aen. George Washington, which the Asiatic. First of all. It Is musical. What
is
called
London
program
music is here eclipsed
a
Into
put
owner, Mrs. Frend,
auotlon room a few months ago? On by emotional music; In a word, music."
the back of It the original writing read:
Roland-Manuel asks whether authen"Thle miniature of George Washington was given me by Monsr. de Havre, tic Jewish music like "Kol Nldrel" and
It was painted "Kaddisch,"
old melodies that were
of Boulogne-sur-Mer.
by Halle, at Paris, In the year 1778, heard In Solomon's temple before Israel's
'taken from an original In the possession exile, should find a place In the concert
Answering his own question, he
of Mr. Searle, a member of the Amer- hall.
ican Congress, who was (retaken?) by says: "I avow that I have been shocked
!the Glolre French frigate of 38 guns, by the sight of an audience composed
commanded by Capt. de Ha^Te, Canter- chiefiy of Jewish melomanlacs welcoming as a revelation and encoring enthubury 12th August 1797. (R. Prend).
This miniature remained In the eame siastically psalmody without any musame
the
At
sale.
sical Interest, which Is sung constantly
Ifamlly till the auction
sale an old Sheffield plated George In services today.
Do these hearers
'Washington tankard, engi-aved with his never step inside a synagogue?"
name and dated, a pearl brooch with a
look of Queen Victoria's hair, and a
Walther Straram, known here as one
snuff box with a lock of Byron's hair as of the conductors of the Boston Opera
jan Inset, went under the hammer.
House under Henry Rus.sell, gave three
orchestral concerts of modern music In
ON ATTENDINQ A GRADUATION Paris this month.'
i'l
sit far back in the darkness of the
old Opera House, my eyes upon the
Toklo recently heard for the first time
stage
Where half a hundred boys and girls Beethoven's ninth symphony.

when

s

„

liaiul

When Madame

EICHHEIM

^.
a BUbJect

(iu.irils

lalse,"

Our

Henry Elchhelm's "Chinese Legend"

wtf: ftbo^ his cheeks of sallow fat
His bulged and yellowish eyes assure
you that.

With

tliey

1

'tlB

rife

ll'i'
I

i

Sea."

Con-

ilodfi'
wovili

Save the Queen."
undlng with "The
The IrlBli
WearliiK uf the Green."
The Germans gave "DIo Wocht nm
Uhein," the French La Marseil-

In r.e Guide du ConWeber-Mahler, Intermezzo
PIntos";
from
"The
Three
Ilouaael "For a Spring Festival"; Proko'fleff, Second Symphony (drst time); Mozart,
Debussy, "The
violin concerto;

Browber's 'lltOe

He'8 wheeled and Joked about

solemnly warned to don it if
The
hoped to be successful.
bowler or derby wa« long thought to
be disreputable. Straw hats, when
they were first introduced, were rcg;\vded as the abomination of desoIntion. Swinburne aroused national
Wi

I've dined at

Dan

ctrt of Jlay 29;

I

flat"

Kou.iHi'vUzk.v prepared this prnfor his third concert in ParlB on
6; that Ib to say, here Is the pro-

gram as announced

|

pictures are trustworthy.

American^ doing business

June

be a BBtlrlst, who calls for no window
nor
In the breast of a man or woman,
does he wait to hear self-revealing voices
the
or
Illver
from the tombs by Bpoon
graveyard visited by Dostoievsky.
Here Is one of the portraits!

I

0.
It was worn at prize-fights
A on the cricket field. King George

AM ars

Mr.

gram

day. Pafre * ("o. It contains the vtrsee
that Mr. Marqulu prefers. They show
his verBBtnUy, his fanoy, hl» truly
poetlo spirit. And In this volume are
some "Savage Portraits," irhloh might
be classed with certain versps by Tallhade and Verlatne, not to go back to
Catullus, Martial a-nd Herrtck, for blttemesB of tnve<;tlve. This humorist cap

{

ing account of this virtuoso who for
six years has "been up in the Sierras
of California practising for hours -iaily,
consorting with ail manner of thinkers,
writers, men of the mountains, learning from them and from nature those
artistic truths which are not to be
eathered from the books." Mr. Lander
has "a forehead like a bastion, a jaw
firm as the base of a fortification and
the open mind of a child."
"It galls his American soul that the
great public should flock to hear every
fiddler who comes from abroad, while,
as It seems to him, the mere fact that
a violinist belongs to this country practically

and as
chance

damns him with

the managers,

for the populace, they have no
to hear and Judge for them-

selves."
i

F.

i

i

I

I

'

Mr. Lanzer "to vindicate American
Messrs.
challenged
lias
vioiinship"
Kreisler, Ysayc. Elman et al, to play
He makes his own
In open contest.
violins and fashions his own bow.'?. He
plays the "big classics," but when he
comes to Symphony Hall (or Mechanics
Building) we wish to hear his version
of "Nearer, My God, to Thee," with"the
quasi-liarp accompaniment and
Lohengrin Fantasy in the style of a
ohaconne, after the style of Bach no
funny business, no faking, but orthodox violin playing"; also the "Arkansaw Traveler." Mr. Mason heard him

—

I

i

|

I

playing it In strict violinlstic
then in the wild Dorian of the
player of the country fair."
Yea. Mr.
Lanzer mu.st be heard here. Mr. Koiissevltzky should engage him for at least
one concert, to play at least one piece
In this "wild Dorian fashion."
"first
style,

There has been a discussion

In

Lon-

1

—

'

,u

.

,

i^'.'imlif

out

Istently
M-y ro11
on n

,

iiiriU

whlstif.

I'uuiily, .-jonio

'

""to

ask and

grot

As the World Wags:
In a debate In the

speakers
Roquefort cheese by

me a

from

]

!

[

I

!

For novel feature at the 'Pops"
night, the Boston Saxophone
last
Club, conducted by Abdon F. Laus,
bassoon of the Boston Symfirst
phony Orchestra, contributed several numbers. This organization of
about 40 players has as its avowed
object to prove to the public that the
saxophone is an instrument not only
for jazz bands, but tor serious musiThis contention
cal undertakings.

to
(With actn^wleaeinenb.
mugs of
o
come
you
have

Where
The barber's

shelves.

Who made
When

°'

«nd ^^yeav
J^"*

^^'-'S^'

went one and

And

Arcady, they say.

in

live

awa>-

ever go
Proud prince, If you should ball,
To some dim shop of triple
know—
Kneel reverently, for you must
all.
into the junk go one and

COLLEGE SERIES

college

This

how to Judge good
how It's done. One

hammer In the whlskey-lf
whiskey,
but If

poor;

the

is

man

MEN."

had put these

came an
do

to

order

—

was drawn from^ame.

thing" From Gen. Bullard's diary"Algerian," quoting this excerpt, asks
"Who won
In a clear, bell-like voice:

,

A NEEDED CHAIR

the war?

As the World Wags:
there ha» occasionally
In your column

J

"

And

the kisses of Apollo

Each

of

o"^f
"^^^t^' tongue
.^^gue
anthracite

As the World Wags:
my wife had an accident

^

know^^h^

.

^"^,3.
Darktown Strutters
Chuck out ^'^'f>ov
classics.
the d^^f ^^^^^"
for
cares
one
than the Greeks,
^^^^
own anthology >s better
*«^t ha^e
.^^
EviUna Johnsmg s
.

,

^

while

—

ahm

playln

.

Wags
'

We

dren."

planned to go away for our vacation this week, but a friend advises that
it Is taking a great risk to close the
house right now. If we turn off the
water and drain the pipes, would it be
.

reasonably safe?

MISSUS M. M.

Stop

No.

evolutionists.

it!

Step on

J

u

I

NO, HE DOESN'T WANT IT
(From the Herrln. ill.. Journal)

editors for
supplement
strants, even though the
would remind one of the school edi-i

WANTED
WANTED TO GIVE AWAY— One

I

folding bed. Pay for this ad and take
S3-85.
the bed away. 220 South 12th.

the ob-i

tion of Martial, in which all
the
jectionable epigrams were put at
end as an appendix,
"Standing staring altogether.
Like garden gods— and not so decent,

[

1

n^uwlsh

Pro^^'^f^-^

No

generation understands the next.
can only understand the next generation but one. Gertrude Kingston.

Ii;^"el

We

inveigh aralnst
beV
of a person
01

an «"f™'=*i::Lttc?e
^*<'*
diverting

preeencB
rlohes in the
wealthy
longing to the

j^j^

mdlgnabrows contract,
o-f P"'?)'
he is bilious,
UPS come
IS
and
he
If
""^imace
tlon
^""'''^"X^
reproving » poisonous
together in a

f

/^t^Hannlbal of
hlf eyes dart at
arrows of a
^^^^ ,„
look that» the
Adoipno
Amazon.—
tha upper
d^pollon.
|

have

opened
open

mmw^y

fire

on

Americans. ^ Our
^„ ^i„,ost
ments have
h^ at least
ought to have
we
but
^^^^
nothms.
one marine left.

I

.

"Just one!" you tease as I slip frir
your grasp, whispering, "No, no.''
Were It in a picture garden, dark
with cypress trees and haunted by the
scent of gardenias, a garden where a
marble faun, waxwhite beneath the frail
and silver fingers of the moon, pipes
an eternal obbllgato to the tinkling of
a shadowed fountain, were It In a picture garden you Pierrot and 1 a wistbut
ful Columbine
Kisses In a cluttered kitchen, between
of advertisements
solicitor
you, a poor
and me, a dull writer of advs.— "my
friend where Is your sense of the redlcu-

—

Basse-Cour

As the World
The Chinese

—

THE ETERNAL FEMININE

^^^^^
aisWhether he has acoulrea^"
means
o'^^^ee Wb eyelegltlmate
you
If
green
honesty,
7"l,*t^^°turn
his f we ^

*^l!a

,1 have been told by many people that
they were in favor of birth control, but
did not want It for the working classes,
because where were the soldiers to como
from? Mrs. Lasky.

—

either."
to

Is this right?

It!

EDUCATOR.

this plan be adopted by
the benefit of remon-l
J.

Might not

i

1

p. s. Why dont the elevated people
put bars on the windows? maybe they
figure we can't climb in the windows so
far from the ground.

Listen 10

ro^^chopTf^yin. s,e th^^^^^^^^^
gjn and syruP.
n. gm
stopped dy n
without

5

last nlte so I

ever told you
dont know if
what a long 'nec my Marthy has, but
enyway before 1 could stop her head
went out the window jest as a car come
by in tlie opposite direction, it was
queer Marthy never let out a peep but
she always was a hev~\'y sleeper and
proberly expiied before she had a chanst
to wake up gratuitously yoiu-s
ben Her.

to sleep.
!

study the "«e°>-|'\^f,^5''Lee," "The
"Waiting for the
BaU ^nd other

on the chu-chu cars.

I^over.

We

to them
'^I'XoJ^Ti^W should„
'^hat they

and become

\

better spill it to pertect your reeders
was coming
from the same truble.
Home on the El about 3 A. M. and
and it was
sleepy
awful
got
Marthy she
only a few minutes when she dropped

_

"

1

knows

auUether.

an early gravestone
cam out
3ny vitality e^^er
^^^^^^
tlonary, but the P"
There O S ^t to be a
dictionarie^s.
using
^^^^
jazz so
Chair of rag and
ina ^^^^^
^^^^
could learn something
„.orld

Paris

—The Phantom

^s
The result Is that t^^J^^^f
humorous P^P"
with
^o
i^o phrase
v

lvalue

freckle faithfully record*.

as the Sun-God's own
A nose that freckles surmount;
golden apple,
r.o. In the race for the
Freckles on the nose don't count.

And

|

^^J^^-

ancient

the
contrary confirm themselves in
may
principles of honor and chastity,
hand
peruse this supplement, and
the
over, without fear oi offense,
chilEnglish Gentleman to their

For beauty is the greatest gift
Gods give to well-loved wards.

got to hand It to William
Jennings Bryan. In the hot spell last
summer he stirred up the Democratic
convention and we all thought of Florida Instead of Maine. During the winter
he made us see him- basking in the sun
at Miami. This summer he has the entire country looking at the South instead of Maine or Medicine Hat. Old
Orchard and Mt. Desert are entitled to
the limelight in summer, but what's the
use when there is no excitement? Even
the counsel for the defense in the Tennessee evolution case calls Dayton a
beautiful place in summer with no mosPreparations are being made
quitoes.
to receive a crowd In August.
It's always good weather when Bryan's
on the heather. He radiates good climate all over Dixieland. While In our
frozen North, he Is always plainly seen
to be waiting for the Robert E. Lee to
Tenfollow the Swallow back home.
nessee Is ^n luck. Several millions will
listen when he sings, "Tennessee, I hear
you calling," In a tone that will make
one want to hock one's overcoat and go

This great man is quite right. He Is
the greatest force In this country today,
with the exception of moving pictures.
Currier and Ives prints, and Higher
Education. He ought to run for president of the Amalgamated Universities
of America and put science on its feet.
Science is now a monkey tied to the
educational hand organ. This damnable
crime of education needs correction.
Every educator knows that the students Jazz all the subjects they study.
They say of geology, palaeonontologj'
and biology, "They're the cat's wrinkles"

,

.

.

beauty supreme,

It's

CLARISSA BROOKS.

South.

contaminate
the public; but not to

unfair to count the freckles
That on a fair nose gleam.

common
ihe phrases in
certainly most of
negro melodies,
from negiu
fiom
ma sum up
_„rds that
of words
groups
quick
the

are i
the present, we
phi^ees that
gt,age from the
the ^on^^^^
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^nalr
^^^^
Yet there is no

of

readers

a rec'any regular paper with such
whose
those
.
infamy
ord of
read
minds are formed, and who can
the
and imbibe no poison, but on

apple,
In the race for the golden

The symbol

its

curiosity, we
as to counteract their
^et^ined to lay th^ whole before

THE FOOL'S CONSOLATION

use today are

presented

contempt
mation to hope that our
individuals, so
by
imbibed
be
would

very

this

then

contaiiung
gratis with a supplement
this trial. "Not feeling
e report of
public estiourselves old enough in

ADD "FAMOUS SAYINGS OF GREAT
I

I

an

Next Installment

later.

"A few days after
measures Into effect
from Gen. Pershing

I

trial was
wife's affections. The
Gentleunsavory one. The English

dlssolves-

hammer

,

!

reports decently.
alA hundred years ago a London the
derman brought suit against
alienating his
great '^ctor, Kean, for

it s

floats

sinks the whiskey

WHISKEY.

'THAT'S

pact"
read of a "suicide

If It

It

Brother Pachyderm.

As the
You have

unhappitence of crime, domestic
encounters, but
ness and pugilistic

in

lonelv.

STILL PEERLESS
World Wagj;

New York
respectable journal, the
the news
Times, which prints only
ignore the exisfit, does not

whiskey.
drops a

Is

is

You

'that's

The Whiskey Test
As the World Wags:
The first thing a freshman learns

fair

thick ekins at rapid rate
We'll Just go into Real EstateThen we will no longer term

T» grow

low in
heart filled with
is not the reader's
that highly
patriotic pride? -Even

I

and ^^hy was the
By whom, when
Invented?
hldeoulword "realtor''

lonely
'Twill be fine to be the only .
Relics of a bygone age.
Hailed by researcher and sage.

m

th'ngs
'eut someone took those
in tl^rall—
The Jlaple Leaf holds us
slowRbmance is dead and rhymes are
all.
and
one
Into pe Junk go

survive as your kins do.

Even though we're somewhat

Is not the one
not have the circummurder graphistances attending a
not sensationally, described,
cally
stories
given to reading detective
is who
which the absorbing question
not the happily
killed and why? Do
others
married wish to know why
lays
American
an
If
agree?
not
could
the ring a foreign Pretender,

there were dens of
ete,
With ladies pictured decol
stein or so.
iAVhere one could hoist a

will

And

iin order to protest?

all.

creatures and affirm us.
grow us thick skins, too.

Handsome

We

would
pomp and show, 'that

And

1

We, who wear such flimsy eplDermls, though we feel quite peppy,
Still ha\T not the lasting features
Of you splendid, thick-skinned creatures.
So we hail you. pachydermus.

not those

fountain

Into the junk

fight

happened in
or merely state what
murder, achalf a dozen lines; the
granted or dequittal or conviction,
victor. But do
nied, the name of the
protesting read the details

f
J^f/J^^iy^

gifts their
^"^''i,.
oalK
Inspire the cardiac
pens began to flow

Can newer
Like them

associated with its use in
jazz pieces; it was not proved that
a group of saxophones may be employed tor the satisfactory performance of serious music.
Indeed, such proof was hardly attempted, since the items offered were
elementary examples of cloying sentiment or obvious humor. If Mr. Laus
desires to convince the general public that the saxophone is to be taken
seriously as a musical instrument,
he would perhaps be more successful if he were to give it more musical
tasks to perform; yet its limitations
of expression make this doubtful, and
most people probably will be content to leave the saxophone in its
useful place as a member of the orchestral family.

wailing

'

of biology

mur-

ludicrous grounds; the
the
may interest two nations;. yet all,
newspapers should ignore them

.

museums

While you, charming little elephant
Manner dignified and elegant.
With the rhino and the hippo
Each a hale and hearty chip o'
The old block, you still adorn
The kind of skin you've always worn.

prize

Pei-'^'P^'"^^"'^,,^^.

Of flannel, heart-shaped

clear that the

In

may

vorce

'

There was a maid with
(T.lke all the ma.ds

Now

The
divorce cases, prize fights.
an extraorder may have been one of
be re^dinary nature; the trial may
incidents; the diplete with thrilling
be sought on singular or

^^^1^°^^^

chant as Petrarch chanted Laura's
but relics of geology

I'd

.

B.

Now sanitationrellcs-well-a-da>
f
And you are
and all.
Into the Junk go one

The Ichthyosaur and pterodactyl
I'd sing In meter fair and dactyl
The praises of the dlnosaurus

nothing
an address; "We suppress
the
because it is bad. but we present
unpleasant decently."
and
There are many excellent men
women who protest against the space
murder trials,
given in newspapers to
in

ago,

In

Of dlBtlnguished first arrlvers
Yet we'd drain to you a flagon
You are Nature's Covered WagonYes, we d hall you, with loud cheers.
As the World's great pioneers.

the

sf>
proud array
once boasted of ^our
P'*^
">
S"'
names,
With owners'
^f
casts
P^r"'

That is, it was
saxophone may
be played without the portamento

any

The modern elephant i d term
A little, lovely pachyderm
You, too, hippo dear and rhino
Each a charming lost bambino
Sad and sorrowful survivors
|

^

^

W.

Oh, shaving

chiefly negative.

Whenever we

THE PACHVOERMATA

(For As the World Wats)

division of
tetident of the eastern
Associated Press, said recently

THINGS
BALLADE OF ^eTaRTED Henlcj)

not successfully be denied, so
far as its use as an orchestral instrument is concerned, but the evldence of the concert last evening

was

'

superin-

Mr Edward McK«rnon,

fj^-l

Kcnmefort
been .-peaking of Llmburger.

may

made

come

Unpleasa nt, bu t Decent

some^l"^?'',ef'He'^"'ur'-41;e'rs
get Han let.
^f Denmark."
have been
Tt^ n "'\hat" t-outan't
Han..ct must have
cheese

The "Pops"

I

French Senate rc-

cheese, some of the
gardlng Roquefort
to
Quoted tributes made

free ticket of admission.'

I

slightly

Hugo

one boxed

ears find the shrill whistler was
The imuiaBer
ejected from the theatre
came on the stage and said that the
disturber was a rival dramatist.
"And he had the audacity," said the
his

manager,

om-iime cheering message,
changed because of circumflashing back under the
stances,
has
sea; "The marine has landed and
R. II. I»
th« situation well In hand
tne

lai

and Gennany

I

'

llerlln

;>t

Why

refresh th.
re^o'i'treviv
K d "l«<-t tolaniriin ire
s
land.
"f^„';«Urth as Phlla-

rlsht of spectators to ©xovul by hissing or booing
ns their opinion In concert
'iread !hut when n. new play
I.

11:1''

l>ix.ou's line

unl

do no; the i)i osiii(>nts of I''i anco
settle matters as Victor
proposed
during the war of
.ntire
'He spoke of sending a chal1S70-1.
have lenge to the King of
who
Henrys
Prussia: "We are
Ma" ThrHelpfu
delphla.
.7^";'" ks into us during
both old; he is a powerful sovereign,
onesl
^:'"/';" ew >ear.s
only
he
^r'
and it is agreed that I am a great poet.
the last few vears
the •Oood Time
We are, therefore, equal. Why should
who win•• not we'come no mo redemp
Is
"nar
we not decide the quarrel which divides
when
romin'
our two nations by single combat and
epare so many Uvea?"
j'"cU^ 'KV^^n_POINDEKTER.
^t,^.,ll

.

nn,e {he
XiiO
come

lous?

'

—

ROMANY RUTH.

As the World Wa»ii:

^

,

,

to

an always no license,
Ufthts of
celebratown. Has Brother Hill had
tions other than this 200th7
array
this
that
bet
to
willing
I m
fraternity
has nothing on the one In our
this,

As the World Wags:

square, we noticed
new receptacles for
and frequently
conveniently
waste
corner.
street
placed on
"Mark my words," I said eenten-

Dewey

for the first time the

tlously to

are

my

husband, -"many persons

going to read

•letter'

for

either

•

,

These suits for damages when a wife's
and
affections have been •'alienated,"
leads one
the reported sales of wives,
of
one.
value
cash
the
Is
to ask what
American woman once wrote to the

hummed from a

f

Point du Derrlble, "like
horned beast kneeling down to
In the water."

some
drink
I

i

'[

'

j

I

I

'

Sark; the clergyman Marchbanks. There
the old shepherd, Gadgett, of kin to

Is

Thomas Hardy's Wessex, countrymen;
1

I

.

I

;I

hitch 'em around

two old stumps

I've

you never saw the
—never
use "em for eating. They
that kind of teeth —and
don't say
can rightly

got

like.

'I'd
I

ain't

as

I

\

speak

wud

'em.
I wear 'em for the looks of things.
Some day I mean to have my likeness
'took wud them in."
I

I

.

.

.

I

I

"

When Dan finally saw them, he saw
fifty teeth, twenty-flve in each
for
Some time ago we urged Mr. Johnson [Gadgett had improved on nature.row,"And
to read "The Constant Nymph."
His [now," said Gadgett, "I mun be thinking
gratitude was almost pathetic.
Shall of having my likeness took; but I'm
we ask him to read "The George and that stiff in all my boans and the
power
I

the Crown," by Sheila Kaye-Smlth, and
"The Old Woman of the Movies arid

agone from my legs." Nevertheless
Gadgett "always understood as the Lord
is

Other Stories, by Blasco Ibanez? The
two volumes are published by E. P.
Dutton & Co. The Spaniard's stories
appeared In American Magazine and
newspapers before they were collected.
'The George and the Crown" was published in this country as a magazine
Why it was
serial, but abbreviated.
thus shortened Is a mystery, known
only to the editor, who thus, no doubt
without deliberate malice, did Miss
Kaye-Smith harm, for in her writing
she Is not episodic.
"

praaperly reasonable."
Mr. Johnson should read "The
George and the Crown." He will keep
it for further reading, not give it to a
visitor, not enrich the Clamport public

library.

"CONDUCIVE"
As the World Wags:
The folder of a hotel in New Hampshire says: "The inn Is especially conducive to families and children."
Even If not true, it Is worth remem.

H.

BARNES.

Ibanez.

George Moore described In his "Confessions of a Young Man" a composer,
one Cabaner, who said that in order to
portray silence In tones he would need
b^nds.
This
three brass
Cabaner,
poverty-stricken, roomed once with Jean
Richepln, and set music to some of his
The two possessed a bed, a
poems.
chair and an oil-cruet. They would buy
bread and eat it In a sauce vinaigrette.
At last Cabaner found a job of playing
the piano in a music hall. Cabaner died
}-oung, almost unknown, though Manet
made a portrait of him. Now Richepln,
famous and prosperous, purposes to pubsh at his expense the music of Cabaner.

"The Old. Woman of the
Movies," pathetic and told with the
simplicity of a true artist can be read
many times. Another stoi-y of the war,
but one grrotesquly humorous, is "The
Daudet might have

Among the other ^les of the
told It.
"The Monster" and "the
are
Sleeping Car Porter.
"The Widow's
Loan" is a wild story of remorse and a
strange death In the Andes.
All the
stories are entertaining, but to us the
most engrossing is "Sunset," In which
there is no action; only the conversation
between Baldwin, an American, the
richest man in the world, now 80 years
and the Duchess of Pontecorvo,
old.
now flaccid, obese, with swollen feet,
once a Junoesque beauty, as they sat
in the garden of the Duchess on Cap
Martin.
Only when he was 80 did
Baldwin confess his love for her
thiough the years. "Why did you not
declare yourself'.' she kept repeating.
Why did you not tell me then what
.

"

you have just

told

me

now?'

!
j
1
(1

Moore remembered "the
'

—

.

"

"in untidy, tumbling heans. likR a stock

silk shirts, the
four sous of Italian cheese, the roll of
bread and the glass of milk the streets
were thy dining room. I remember thy
face, Cabaner; I can see it now that
long, sallow face, ending in sl Jsrown
beard; and the hollow eyes, tne meagnre
arms covered with a silk shirt, contrasting strangely with the rest of thy
dreas. In all thy privation and poverty
tliou didst never forego thy silk shirt."

—

"

One cannot recommend too warmly
"The George and the Crown,
a ror
mance of Sussex and Sark, a story of
characters and passions. Reduced to its
simplest iform it is the old story of two
men and a woman, the slip-shod,, passionate Belle Shackford, whose hair was
i

JOSEPH

bering.

war

'

j

influence.

and Mozart, m whom
on Bustsni he might never have been. Even Bach
in this intimate and
Busoni found a kind of kinship, have no part to play
'Faust' is the resplendent sign by which we
intense expression.
.

.

.

recognize the founder of 'neo-classicism.'

What

Yes,

Johnson

Alphonse

any

;

IE

has already
read some of these stories by Blasco

Hero."

D"^^^"
Faust/' produced
Busoni's posthumous opera, "Doktor
is a spoken prologue
There
music.
the
and
text
the
wrote
May 21. Busoni
historical
desire was to portray some famous
in which the author says his
^-Ju^n^n^
Merlin,
of
thought
He
magic.
k.ure associated closely with
f of setting,
not deeming himself worthy
others, but at last chose Faust, and,
the old marionette play. The
music to Goethe's poem, he went back to
important. "Herein Faust practises
e'is^de of the Countess of Parma is
and countess on their wedding
count
the
on
necromancy
and
divination
countess who, even at such a
the
of
undoing
complete
the
night. And to
the count could wield. "The
than
power
grejiter
a
to
victim
moment, falls a
pleasantry for Mephisdoubtful
of
scene
a
ohild that is born provides
right away from the traditional
topheles. The end hf the story gets
at that metaphysical state bedescent into hell. Busoni's Faust arrives
in the consciousness of
yond all idea of God and devil, and dwells only
the child-figure
after surcease
his own ego, which shall be continued
end is strangely parallel^
This
influence.
abiding
his
of
symbolical
which is
the time of deliverance orew near
to Busoni's own life; more and more as
it) he revealed a growing curiof
aware
was
he
at hand (only too well
As another critic puts it this
osity in, the work of younger musicians."
like Goethe s; the cenyaust il neither damned like Marlowe's nor saved
his will, that divine will to do good
tral theme is not his soul at all, but
At first Faust uses
devil.
which cannot be destroyed by compact with the
his utmost wish; then we see
of
gratification
the
for
powers
his magic
of his
how gradually he renounces magic, realizes the unattamabihty
devil in the
and
both
Gpd
from
freed
dies
eventually
earthly ideals, and
persist for eternrty.
knowledge that the divine will which is in him will
This
the last scene.
Busoni did not live to complete the music for
Basil Maine, who heard
work was done bv his disdiple, Philipp Jarnach.
never heard music so free from
the first performance, wrote that he had
"Of Wagner there is not a trace; for all the effect he had

,

Gadgett, who was proud' of his teeth,
which took him "nigh on ten year" to
jmake.
"They're sheep's te'eth, wot I've
[picked up on the hill, and rubbed 'em
jand filed 'em till they're a proper size.
lAiid I've strung 'em on two wires and

j

Mr.

in rehearsal, 'The
Grand Guignol play should surely be put
Another
'
throws vitr.o
woman
A
Chaine.
Pierre
and
Lorde
Embra": by Andre de
lives
He
her.
wronged
has
^'^/^^ '"^j^
in the face of a man who
when he takes h.s walks abroad. His old
lioiTible that he wears a veil
grief - not
h.s
that
^nows
She
him.
morher lives with hin, to comfort
Juan.
he can no longer play the role of Don
j-acial- it gnaws his heart, for
danger
to him, and exposes her to
read
to
woman
young
a
e;gafes
4e
the stranger, but the girl
Ai VrTthe man orders his mother to dismiss
^eels at seeing him^
disgust
the
conquering
pity,
from
^Je
r^maSs, Bi^p'y
hold her in his arms.
would
day
one
presence,
her
to
The man, accustomed
wrote in praise of the construction
A servant shoots him dead. A criticthe
play left him breathless.
•and ended his reiriew by saying that

m

I

Perhaps

by

]

editor

believe,
Among
as light literature.
these books was 'Les Pleiades' by Count
de Goblneau, which, published first
about 50 years ago, has recently been
reprinted. I had read favorable reviews
of the novel, and knowing the Count's
famous essay on the Inequality of Human Races' and his 'Renaissance,' I
looked forward to the novel with lively
But, cutting the leaves
ionticipatlon.
of the first volume, I saw on page 108
that Mme. Olympe Berbler had for her
intimate friend an 'Immense' American,
one Mr. Buffalo. That startled me. I
put aside the book and like ihe lovers
in 'The Inferno,' that day 1 read no
rooroj.
Win you recommend a book or
two worth while?

nu-els

.

After Rose died in childbirth, Daniel
jwent home, taking his baby son. There
he worked in humble ways. Belle, unhappy through her jealousy, tempted
jhim to run away with her. He and his
father went to sea, for the call of deep
waters was ever In their ears. Patient,
butter
washing and scrubbing. I estimate the sensible Jess, caring for the child, would
at
conservatively
labor
wait for Dan, whose mother told him he
worth of my
which I have ever would be a good husband to any girl
Jllo, 485.60, none Of
collected."
except one.
"Except one?"
Truly the prto« of thU woman la far
rutle*-""Except Belle. She belongs to one
^ove
(man only, though he will never be much
Still, she belongs.
to her.
And I knew
7. /
it long ago when you wanted her so
Mr. Herkimer Johnson writes to us, jmuch."'
Inquiring about readable novels as a
ellef from his stupendous work as a
The three and Rose are by no means
sociologist.
the only ones carefully studied. There
"Before I left town, I purchased a fare Doris's parents and brothers; the
!few volumes of what Is characterized, I Shackford family: the Lo Conteurs of
of a newspaper that she had
loaves
served 235.425 meals, made 23,190
"I
7960 pies.
of bread, 5930 cakes and
raised
fruit,
have canned 1530 quarts of
of
pounds
5450
churned
-660 chicks,
put in 36,461 hours of sweeping,

pistol. The hu.sband
The husband ^•^>«>'""

with the

^

score of rocks." There

was

skilful

chance a friend who
husband seeks revenge. He chloroforms
friend abuses his hospitality; the
tarputs him behind the pasteboard
the betraver while he is asleep and
kill b*''" 'over
will
bullseye.
a
make
to
get, ..o th'at the wife, thinking
prose poem of Baudelaire s
Did the dramatist derive his idea from a
She
a shooting gallery
to
hnsband
her
in which a woman accompanies
smilingly, turns towards her, and
He,
figure.
a
hitting
in
skill
admires his
says: "I was thinking of you, my dear."

j

E. R. 3.

is

has lost his eyes.ght.

—

,

•Utter,

and win put mall Inside."
We parted to meet In an hour. My
husband's first greeting was :"You
were right. Five minutes after I left
you 1 kept a «Wy from putting a letter
into one of those boxes."

|

who

Target," by Rene Berton.
A wife, fond of aport,

—

LEONARD W. BUELL.

Crossing

Fostonians

iig,

the Independent.
4v,„„
••Some of the Interesting old things
shop windows.
to he displayed In the
bottles
•A wonderful array of old
Midloaned by Mr. Luther Hill at the
dlesex Drug: Store."
legal
shinlnir
Mr. HIH Is one of the

house.

drama, either
«re interested in the "uplin- of the
of tho Granfl
progrnm«
the
note
j,ck-.cr*.w. or moral suasion, .hould
of .ome of the plaN-^at
production
the
to
view
^vith
a
r,ui^no1 in P«ri,
r,.,nm.-n.l
(.ea..on.
^^ r r.
one of the two repertory theatre, next

blown over by the wind;"
devoted Daniel, whose father
kip: ilio George, and Krnley, who had
served In the war. a moody philanderer.
Belle had led a free life before Ernley,
whose father was the prosperous Innkeeper of the Crown, caught her fancy.
Quarreling with Ernley, Uellc promised
to wed the devoted Daniel, but finding
herself with child by Ernley, she broke
the engagement, for this father was her
man of men. He Anally married her.
Daniel, who had begged her to wed him.
went to Sark, his mothers former
home. The description of the island life,
of the savage scenery, Daniel's meeting
with Rose, his marriage and her death
this is all told in unforgettable manner.
Sark Is as vividly portrayed as
Guernsey In Hugo's "Tollers of the Sea,"
Guernsey and the beauty and terror of
(the Channel Islands; "Sark's own voice
'at Point Robert, which inland was like
the drone of a mosquito, but on the
coast was like the voice of a trumpet
braying Judgment the judgment of
Fogs came in
the east coast of Sark."
the winter and there was "one continual
Those
white blindness on the land.
were days In which sight, touch and
smell were sunk in one clammy, salt
whiteness, and the only sense which
lived
was sound, as the foghorns
Jiiilf

„

Permit m* to nubmlt the following;
Thli
from the Stonehum Independent.
about
columnist's paradise of a town l8
Says
anniversary.
200th
Its
celebrate

ic

is

''

"Glueckliche
to be said of Schoenberg's opera,

described in

Egon Wellesz's "Arnold Schoenberg,"

Kerridge and published by

J.

Hand." which
W. H.

translated by

M. Dent & Sons?

fabuscene represents "a man." "On his back there sits a
into his neck." A change
lous cat-like animal, which seems to have bitten
The man smgs, accomfertility."
is made "with the utmost dramatic
beautiful woman
panied by two clarinets and a bass tuba. A young and
comes a lord, an
appears. The man, thinking deep thoughts, sings. Then
man "groans deeply.
"elegant" man. The woman runs to h^m; the first
"elegant" man
The woman returns and begs for pardon; but when the
first man does
comes in again the woman is lost for the second time. The
queer lighting
not groan; he sings. "Now I possess you forever." There are
bright yellow to blinding light;
effects, dark red passing through orange,
in a whisper.
there is also deafening music; but the aon-^s end
who
Wellesz tells of a discussion between Schoenberg and a man
latchkey."
^
stood up at the end of a performance "and blew on 'a

The

first

Club in LonMrs. Coolidge gave a concert at the American Women's,
Pizetti was
don toward the end of May in which a new piano trio by
Of Henry
Kindler.
played bv the composer and Messrs. Enesco and
in Boston— Mr. Scholes wrote:
known
Impressions"—
"Oriental
Eichheim's
"We have heard several before at a London concert. He has taken temple
cries of hucksters, the beatbells and chanting priests, the piping and the
woven into a score for
ing of wooden drums, and with these, delicately
anglais, has tried to convey
riano, violins, viola. haVp, flute; oboe and cor
Within the inevitable
to us his aural impressions of China and Japan.
bounds he has succeeded."
"Elektra" was revived recently in London the critics fell
with rapiers but with axes. One, not condemning a subject
not
eipon
finding that the
treated by Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, but
any poetical significance,
librettist and composer had not invested it with
flowers.
remarked: "You may grow flowers out of filth— but here are no
The impression made upon us is that of a crude murder story; 'Mother
of
murdered father, so we'll murder mother.' The scheme hardly admits

When
it,

musical relief."
Mr. W. Haddon Squire in a letter to the Christian Science Monitor
great
wrote: "From a huge swollen orchestra, for nearly two hours, came
waves of sound, often undistinguishable from sheer noise. One saw them

,

I

;

—
owls snaii
Ooleful creature.s; and
dance
shall
there, and satyrs
there.
And the wild beasts
houses,
and
shall cry In their desolate
dragons In their pleajsant palaces."
Thus might the Alabama river have
whispered to the Cahawba as in the
Fifties, they heard the sound of music
for the dancers, the hoof-beats of the
gallant hunters, the laughter of the
bewitching ladles, the drone of the pastor and the shrill-pitched reasoplng of
the lecturer.
Probably no satyr dances a pas seul
In the deserted street; dragons have not

.'latemeni.

.Marf<uerit6 of Navarre
wrote poems, also a collection of
stories entitled "The Heptameron,"

—

and held one's breath «nd ears. On the stage a woman shrieked
top of her voice, pacing: backward and forward before what seemed
the enormous doorstep of a suburban villa. She varied the monotony
jihrieking: first on this .step, then ofT of it, and after shrieking in comny with various other very unpleasant people, she finally danced, or
the choreography would have made Diaghilev shriek
rather, hopped
and suddenly de.spairinK of making: herself heard above the orchestra,
expired, killed, one felt, not by the librettist, but by noise and shortage of
'Salome' and 'Elektra' belong to the 1890s, that queer
bre«th.
period when in England, as Holbrook Jackson says, the staidest circles
hegot .strange, pale poets with abundant hair, whose thoughts expressed
theniselves in purple patches of prose, and whose sole aim in life Avas to
live passionately in a succession of scarlet moments.' All of which sounds
very silly now. To this era of Eton crops and Oxford trousers the musical
idiom of 'Salome' and 'Elektra' seems just as alien and remote."

—

.

.

yet when "Elektra" was performed in Boston by Oscar Hemmercompany, the mu.<ic of the great scene of recognition seemed to
\i!f superbly eloquent. Was it not Mme. Mazarin
who then took the part of
Flektra. a remarkably dramatic portrayal, though librettist and composer
made her resemble Poe's king of the ghouls dwelling up in the steeple:
"And he dances and he yells." Nor is it fair to class "Salome" with "Elektra." The former is by far the greater opera.
stelii's

of

dwell

in •which the passion love is treated

with a frankness unknown to Marie
of Roumania, and a humor characof the period. A queen of
England, Victoria by name, published her journals, which by their
teristic

homely details, excited ridicule. It
was even whispered that Sir Theodore Martin aided her in the revelation of her household cares and domestic happiness. The writings of
the extraordinary Christina, queen
or Sweden, were published in 1752.
modest biographer said of her
that after her coronation "her con-

as yet been

—

A

erent vines and underbrush.

duct changed and became most unwise," a mild way of putting it. No,
Marie is not the only one; but has
any other royal personage, male or
female? been so unblushingly selfcentred in publication of the written

In 1853 Frederick Law Olmstead Journeyed through the Seabord Slave States.
He found Montgomery a prosperousv
town, "with very pleasant suburbs, and
a remarkably enterprising population."
Selma was a "thriving and pleasant"
"There are 200 landings on the
place.
Alabama river and 300 on the Bigby

word?

(Tombeckbee (sic) of the geographers.")
He spoke of Claiborne. He heard negroes
singing and saw the "juba" danced.
Mobile in its "central, business part,

How many young ladles and gentlemen, having enjoyed the advantage of
and row going
When Mr. Zacharewitsch played Prokofieff's violin concerto in London a collegiate education
and
Into the world to correot xn-ongs
'm read into it a program derived from Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress."
^
spread the goepel of BweetneBB and
Alabama's
light, can give the name of
Leon Gordon is at it again. His new play, "Trade Winds," will be
or even,
first state capital, her second,
for men only: 11 members of a crew at sea. The 12th person
"a lady without hesitation, her third. For the
playmate" of one of them, has been thrown overboard before the rise oif
seat of government in Alabama has
of the

very compactly built, dirty and noisy,
with little elegance, or evidence of taste
.Out
or public spirit in Its people.
of the busier quarter, there is a good
deal of the appearance of a thriving
Is

Greek story."

ihe curtain. The ship is rudderless; most of the crew become insane;
at
ihe end the majority are dead by their own hands. Only the pilot
remains.
He is mad and clings to the wheel that cannot control the vessel.
Mr. Gordon, as a dramatist, has adopted the motto of the jockey
in

"Tke Arcadians": "Always merry and bright."

.

New England

first

capital

Is

to

P. H.

Historical

question the accuracy of portraiture.
Julius Caesar is known through

Drama

Shakespeare, who did what he
pleased with Plutarch. What matter if Louis XI on the stage is not

While Rasputin is the villain of,
a play that is attracting attention'
on the European continent, a drama,
"James the First of Scotland," has
been produced at Glasgow, and
Parisians are discussing two or three
plays in which Joan of Arc is tlve
and for some
heroine. Of late
years past ^histories of the United
States have been reproached for mis-

—

-vholly

The

Marie, the Essayist
Queen Marie of Roumania has
written for American newspapers
the last of her essays on royal privileges and duties, the ideal man,
beauty, dress, manners, love, marriage, charity for the fallen
this
essay, concluding the series, and of
a nature known in newspaper offices
as a sob story.
Marie, as was per-

said that they learned
Kngflish history from Shakespeare,
T.'ho in turn went to old chronicles
and was swayed by prevailing prejudices.
His Richai'd III is now regarded by historians as a mere bogy,
utterly unlike, physically and moral-

—

Holin-

haps natural, had much to saj' about
and radiant beauty,
her importunate lovers who made

I

Thanks

be ranked

wrote portions of it or not!
Victor Hugo's Marie Tudor is a
libel, and what is to be said of his

An Englishman

did

to us as Iram, Ys, the Seven
Cities, Xanadu, and the capital of At-

well

;

'

j

I

"Abraham Lincoln" does buy the newspaper
!

!

troduction and bibliography by Charles
Honce); "The Drums of Yle," a long
poem by J. U. Nlcolson, and a new revised, complete edition of Mr. Nlcolson's

romantic lyrics entitled "The King of
Then there Is "Die
the Black Isles."
Schoenste Lengevltch," amusing verses
by "K. M. S." (Kurt M. Stein). As
some of these verses were suggested by
operas, we shall quote from them in
"Notes and Lines" of Thursday.

'

FLAGS
(For As the World
are they for—
Oblong sheets of cloth with colors on

What

them?

emblemry

state
Insignia for all the sons of

;

the slopes of a volcano, so there was
rebuilding at the junction of the rivers.
Though the inhabitants were only a few

thousand in number, Cahawba was faIn the South for her lavish hospitality, her female seminary, her library

and laboratory.

men

little

that seated seventy-five guests In the
mansions of the rich. The men and
women were vividly portrayed; rejoicing In i:ala dress, the pomps and vani-

These pages
ties, sumptuous feasts.
written wUh gusto, furnish a striking
contrast to the graphic description of
the ruin and desolation that followed.

Northern
broke out.
mansions
Into those
silks
swishing
with
the
"still fragrant
Then came the
of the Golden Age."
swept
The stately homes were
flood.
away. Plantations were ruined; shipping ceased; the railroad was removed.
The drama came to an end. And as
worth
If the rivers no longer thought It
their while, they have been quiet, con-

The

Civil

tented,

War

marched

ever since.

'Wild beast3 of the desert shall lie
there; an.l their houses sliall be full

.

august

In

men!

The pulses mount to see them In review;
There's something catches, grips our
throats
As they unroll the pomps and pageantries

Of nationhood, or dynasties

in

silent

dust.

And

troops

to read about me
because I am a- queen. I have not
in this respect so wantonly.
When it comes to the theatre or the heart to disappoint you. Yes, I
the opera house a note^'orthy char- am good and beautiful."
At least one publisher of these
acter must first of all* be made inessays volunteered the information
teresting, even at the expense of
that queens seldom wrote. A rash
truth. An audience seldom stops to

curacy.
not err
I

b^twe^n charm and

In these essays there has
been shown a singular inability to
put herself aside. It is as if she
had said: "After all, you, my readers, arc interested in me; you wish
to become intimate with me; you

There are other books recently pub-

,

Again there was flight; again there
was stagnation but, as men return to

more than a con-

lished by Mr. Covlcl of which we should
like to speak: "Uplands of Dreams,"
by Edgar Saltus, a collection of essays
that appeared originally in the Cosmopolltan and the Smart Set (with an in-

Escutcheoned

man.

is

ogy of romance.

she thus lost dignity,
prospered through commerce. She benot for gold and
centre,
oamr. a shipping
.silver, Ivory, apes and peacocks, almug,
trees and precious stones; the river
boats of the southern HiramE brought
fclavos and corn, cotton and molasses
Ai
There were Imposing warehouses.
few years passed. The rivers, laughlng
in their might, swept away the pride of

Her Bell Tavern drew
of all sorts and conditions to the
town, planters, politicians, merchants, land sharks. Dr. Reed describes
In glowing words the luxurious life of
the aristocrats, given to sports and enAs in the days of Noah
tertaining.
there was eating, drinking, no thought
of the morrow, no dread of the rivers,
peaceful, but abiding their time.
Dr. Reed's description of the social
life Is romantic, as by one recalling
with regret glorious days and nights
of the past. One reads of dining rooms

fine distinction

The book

tribution to American history; It is an
additional chapter in the huge antliol-

If

passionate protestations in
vam, the costumes and iewels that
she wore on state occasions outshining other noble dames and dazzling the eyes of the strongest and
bravest male, her kindness of heart,
the affectionate regard in which
she has always been regarded by
her people. She has meditated like
Cicero on old age.
She has drawn
beauty.

known

lantis.

The Bite of this first capital was at the
junction of the Alabama and Cahawba
The spot was famed for Its
rivers.
beauty; it was favorable to commerce;
but the rivers delighted in overflowing
their banks. The commission knew no
fear arid in a short time the town boasted of a state house, a state bank,
schools, churches, hotels, handsome private houses, and even two newspapers.
The Hoods came; the legislators went to
their business In boats; the seat of
gov'?rnment was moved to Tuscaloosa,
later to Montgomery.

mous

la

Reed and Mr. Covici
town is now as

to Dr.

this vanished, forgotten

vanished, forgotten towns, with
Iram and Ys. As Iram lives only In
"The Thousand Nights and a Night";
as Ys Is remembered by traditions of
Brittany, the "Souvenirs" of Renan and:
Lalo's opera, so this capital of Ala-j
bama Is now brought to view, as by the
rubbing of Aladdin's lamp, by Charles
B. Reed in his fascinating book, "Thej
Curse of Cahawba," published In a
limited edition—an admirable example
of the printer's art— by Pascal Covlcl
The Illustrations vie with
of Chicago.
the print in appearance.

among

But Cahawba,

The Battle

.

Not a word about Cahawba.

herself, her rare

their

"Henry VI," whether Shakespeare

not iesitate to present Cromwell as
n clowTiish ruffian in a play that long
was popular.
In recent years Disraeli has appeared on the stage in a play distinguished by the art of George
Arliss. The story of Disraeli's connection with the Suez Canal is a
perversion of the facts in the case.
"Hamilton," in which Mr. Arliss also
appeared, is^not conspicuous for ac-

spectator,

entertained.

Men have

"Cromwell"?

by

acting,

fjvents ?

the wse, shrewd ruler.

studied

charmed by the
thrilled by the situations,
does not ask how closely the dramatist follows the established
proof.
Have not pyrrhonistsi looked on all
history as a romance?
Facts ar«
for Mr. Gradgrind, not for men and
women in the playhouse, eager to be

—

shed's authority as a chronicler has
been disputed. Duncan was the bad
man in fact; Macbeth, a fine fellow,
And how outloving his country.
rageously Joan of Arc is treated in

monarch

Comines.
Was Boris Godunov of
the opera very like the man in flesh
and blood?

representations of character, in certain instances for telling the truth
aboyt statesmen and other popular
heroes. Are not many dramatists of
the past ana present guilty in giving false impressions of character,
of historical
erroneous accounts

ly,

the

.

paid before."

^

August Manns was fond of saying: "Every orchestra will play as
let it." The London Times thinks this remark might
be resUtcd as, "Every conductor is as good as the results he obtains, no better."
badly as you

village.

.

House, kept by Boston men, with Irish
servants, T found an excellent hotel, but
with higher charges than I had ever

been twice moved.

The

observed by curious and

Intrepid travelers; no doubt owls are
But what remains of the
to b« heard.
town, the ruins of mansions, the streets
these have been for years as the sport
of nature with Its thoughtless, irrev-

Mr. Newman, discussing this revival of "Elektra," spoke of "the
slowly putrefjing monstrosity that Clytemnestra has become in
this

modern version

...

Who

—

the answer Is ? Perhaps the child
Is father to the man can one day
say,

'Or thosS who, with broken ewords and
tortured breath,
Found sacrifice where once were life
I

and

love.

We all revere the flags as they pass by,
But If the drum's beat gets us! Then
we SCO
Beside the heavy stride of centuries
Honor, dishonor, chivalry, cruelty,
Romance, tragedy and

glory!

EDWARD YERXA4

/ U^K^

'Z~C>

jaccnin L>o/tuuna

/f?

y~

urjK,v.^

"Pop' Concert Next Week
Several special nights of unusual
mark the last week but
one of the 1925 Symphony Hall |"Pop"
interest will

which opens tomorrow
concerts
night with the final Sunday evening program of the season, devoted
to the works of Tschaikowsl<y and
other Russian composers. For novelty. Stravinsky's scintillating"Fireworks" will be included.
Monday evening will bring the annual request program (unrestrict'

ed).

There

will be a Spanish pronight, and on Wednes-

gram Tuesday

day night a second Jewish program,

meet the demand of those who
were unable to obtain seats for the

to

earlier one.

—

—

he weeic will
Friday, when
.111
.\ 11,111,
ia will conduct his five hunconcert. This marks a
I'op
in the history of the "Pops."

In the
to gold.

enemy

,1

'

,

,ird

othei

the

ui

musicians

prominent

have led these concerts— Frartz-

Gustavo

,

.«;irube,

Paster
none held

.losef

Maquarre

Andr^

Max

Adaiiiuwski.

Tiniotli^e

sel.

—

baton for so long a period, and
by
e had the success achieved
Jacchia. who is now in his ninth
on. The program on this occa-

made up

wlll be

entirely of nuniarranged by the

composed or

8

ucfor.

^"

on brotherly
amity and 1;

I

,

i

Nights

atarlil

liiiiKl HfVi

"velvet
^ "\*

Manchester, (Eng.) GuanJread that "under the will of a decased American poetess a poetry travelscholarship Is to be created which
award £400 annually to a poet of
lerlcan birth for travel abroad, on
he or she agrees to propoems every year."
"Easy money. Three poems a year
mere lad's job," exclaims Lucio. "A
ition that

uce at least three

I'.il

He was

re-

tlmen.

inrigrr thfl eltv of

An

act rather out of (In* ordinary is
offired
by Mile, Mtircclino d'Alroy,
She
))ill''d as "The Designing Woman."
takes several bolt« of silk and cloth and
out of them shapes, with the aid of

day
as
heights are as gentle and friendly it
mysterious
a comforting dream. How
Why don t the
all is, vet how plain
and
iscientisis trust Brother William
good as 90 ,»
as
It's
Iteach his Junk?
it's e^f'e^
of their dead-sure Junk and
k'nd of
on -the brain. Give him some
Intelloctual
the
all
hog
Don't
a show.
Ihere
town lots and keep others off. Bryan
Brother
lis too much sneering at
who has questioned cocksuredness.
he s
Probably you are both wrong, but
Eleven to «even on
right anyway.
William, the Florida llghtr.rother
by
wpighl, to win in the first round
knockout;

morning,

piiiH,

cvenini;

and

l,,si,liall(.|i

clever bit n£ entertainment.
Hurry Hines, mimologi.st and comedian, l.s no stranger to Boston. Ho has
a new act and his topical sayings were
well received.
n\c\-

I

il

i

,

and

Pearl

'Violet

Hamilton

and

•

Fordy'co appear In "Playtime,"
a playlet dealing with child life. The
voices of the three young women harmonize well. The accentric dancing of
Miss rearl Hamilton, who impersonates
a colored girl, was a treat.
On the bin also are. the Le Roy
brothers, athletes do luxe. In "Feats of
Class," George Hermann, "The Dancing
Charles Crafts and Jack
.Skeleton,"
.Tesslo

BROTHER DUBB.
CHYAM TELLS IT THE ETTIKET
FROM THE PROFESSION

Under the Jewish men from Kommorn there were one time two good
and
Greunselg.
Dokter
fehlddochs.
Schwartz, the apoteker. A good shldtell you,
tioch, so any Jewish child can
man Oder a woman which is a
Jneans
To the
marriage.
good match for a
rDokter in his office, there came one
day the Witve Apfelast, which her hus-

Sheehan,

in

pictures.

"'Varieties,"

—

:

i

band had died six years before and left
She comher a pretty nice property.
and
plained herself from headaches,
that she
and
good,
that nothing tasted
what
couldn't Bleep, and I should know
examinaelse The Dokter made her an
find
could
but
Itself,
ition like It asks
her,
So he said to
inothing wrong.
•Medicine if I give you it wont help

a poem, whether

Is

lyric of five lines or

it

consists of

an epic of

5000.

:

sympathetically,

catch your scholarship."
Luclo" fell asleep and dreamed of
young American poet who had won
his scholarship, by being a disciple of
Irst

and

Pound

Izra

Eliot,
looked like

T.

poetry that

riting

and

S.

badly

minced prose, with few ascertainable
rhymes and even less ascertainable reato
Unfortunately, when he
son.
Europe something In the air affected
him: he went in off the deep ena, got
is hair cut, and broke right away back
But realizing the neceso Babbitt.
ity of conforming to the terms of his
cholarship, at the end of hie first term
e fired the following composition into

got

'

he Boston

hiking round Rome
met a guy from horne:

Tom Blumberg by name.
And, say, he was game!
"I call this," said Blumberg,
"No end of a bum burg."
Said I, "Son, you've hit it:
quit

Make
collect

It.

grossing
been the

jbusiness

You, now, are a good shiddoch, I
yes.
would
too! aint a bad shiddoch.

How

went round B»rUn
With a jolly old Finn—
T

tummy was

round, but his beak

H

compounded
and gin.

me, of cocktails
entirely of pepper

Just before the very end of the year
vas up he weighed In with:
In good old Paris
I met a man called Harris
(Also a girl called Clarice).
Gee, but we woke up Paris.

Me and

very ancient disused graveyard
Rehobeth:
"Mj' wife from me departed,
AVhich robbed me, like a knave,
And left me broken-hearted
To descend into my grave.
My children took an active part

Harris

(And Clarice)
Of course there were raised eyebrows

That

graduated

seen called.
AuS

the

word puzEle

HAND AT WEMBLEY HOME
MAN WHO SHOOK KING'S
THE KRI-nK.

As the World Wags:
A London doctor says the scanty garb

of the girl.9 of today tends to make
And the girls seem to
be getting healthier and healthier.

them healthy.

R. H, L.

WHY
As

the

There
today

SO

FLIPPANT

World Wags:
is

in

altogether too
treatment
the

much
of

end treatment of
Those who
ing.

It are alike fascinatare lost In mazes of
James's later novels and despair, may
find here a reason for the Intricacies and
diffuseness, parenthesis within parenthesis, not without marked Influence on
Marcel Proust.

I

I

E,

did.

M.

C.

KaravaelFs Russian Dancing
Act Leads Program

A

diversified

vaudeville

bill

fea-

turing singing, classical, jazz and
acrobatic dancing, piano and violin
playing, monologues and duologues,
Keith's Theatre
is the offering at
this

week.

hi.s company of four
"stepping sisters from the Steppes" hold
The act is well
position.
the stellar
staged and beautifully costumed. The
dancing numbers have snap and vim.
Miss Charlotte Carmen renders several

Karavaeff and

levity

serious

People go to Montreal; It
Is thought to be funny to call them
"Wets." The fact Is the reverse: they
are dr>-. Dayton, Tenn., starts an antichimpanzee trial. The funny men say
that the evolutionists who go there will
This is
be fed on southern peanuts.
nonsense. Most Evolutionists are weak
old. men who live on gluten bread and
milk, with, once In a while, a Tom
and Jerry from the old private stock as
a chaser. We should be fair to the
They are not monkeys;
fevolutlonist.'<:
they do not pick fleas oft of one another.
fj>erhap3 the saddest feature of these

matters.

It
.contioversles Is the lack of trust.
l8 beautiful to hear Brother Bryan talk

charming

violin solos.

Sharing close honors is Herbert WilIt
liams, presenting "Soup to Nuts."
termed
is a mirth-provoking offering,
in
fined
Comedy
Ruf
on the program "A
Four Courses." Mr. Williams has an
inimitable way of putting his lines over.
He also offers one or two piano selections.

From Covent Garden, London, where

sang In grand opera, comes Gerald
He has a beautiful voice and
happy choice of songs. Although
li.indioapped somewhat by a heavy cold,

lie

Griffin.
:i

to all kinds of newspapers and
zines, as essayist, critic, iwet.
for
is much about her articles

I

recovered.
"All through here Just begun there."
Either my bad writing or your compositor took all the point out of my
joke on May 17. It should have read:
"Tears cannot restore her, therefore
weep," but it was printed: "Years
il
cannot restore her, therefore I weap."

And

World Wags:
from the New York
Is a very good cross-

This heading
Herald-Tribune

remarkable study of character "The
Pilgrimage of Henr^ James," published
by E. P. Dutton & Company. Subject
his

—

FOR OUR HALL OF FAME

Samuel Leo Gargle,
'cum laude" from a medical school, Is
An extra
proposed for membership.
Tieetlng of the election committee has

What Pater said o/ Watteau,.Mr. Van
Wyck Brooks might have borrowed for

could not survive."

Henry James in his youth, determining to write, found his wlshed-for Ivory
tower strangely out of keeping with the
atmosphere, life of Boston, CamNew Y'ork. As a boy he dreamed/
England, an England revealed to him
by English novels, pictures, periodicals,
among them Punch. Ho also evolved
an England from his inner consciousness, but when he came to live In the
England of every-day life, there was no.
realization of his dream, no resemblance
He longed,
to what he had evolved.
this American, to be English through
and through, to be accepted as an Englishman but to the English, who admired his talent, who wero courteous
In their way, he was always an American, a foreigner.
James looked longingly toward Paris.
There was wit; there was a sense of
proportion; there was a striving after
the Ideal in a^t of every sort. He saw
the mighty ones, talked with them,
tried to worship in the various literary
chapels.
Ho was disappointed; he
was shocked by'' Gallic freedom of
Looking over
speech and manners.
Europe, he could find no abiding place.
soil,

,

bridge,
of

—

He felt himself expatriates.
men and women in many of hla

The
novels

are Americans, restless, dissatisfied,
disheartened at not finding what they

Tholr thoughts and
to find.
Had ha not sold
disillusions were his.
Had he gained menhis birthright?
Moore once
George
tally by the sale?
said in effect that Henrj' James went

a

way

re_

quality of
Meynell's fertility and' the
She
her work were alike uncommon.
it
find
loved Italy, but she did not
Inher
of
necessary for the fulfillment
domescredibly active lite, literary and
did she find a
tic, to live there, nor
dowith
literary career incompatible
mestic duties. "I worked hard on Joursubnalism that I loved, on my own
bore
I
jects, during the years that
scorn
with
wrote
She
eight children."
prefers
of literary women— Miss Tuell
"ladies"— who could not work "with an
the
down
pouring
avalanche of children
staircase." Miss Tuell considers Alice
Meynell as a journalist, a contributor

there
not at

all."

in

":^ere rest the mortal remains of
Captain Israel." (Birth and death rates).
"His body was lost at sea and never

and as the length of the pome
doesn't matter anyway, could they possibly be justified In withholding the
lad'3 next year's cash?
quility,

Ml.

I

Is

in

written
Miss Anne Kimball Tuell has
"Mrs.
an elaborate critical story of
Generation,"
Meynell and Her Literary
P. Dutwhich is also published by E.
300 pages,
ton & Co., a volume of nearly
Mrs
with a bibliography and an index

"He had been a sick man all his
He was always) a seeker after

And to finish me did contrive,
Which struck a dagger to my heart

nd wigs on the professional green at
the Boston end. But as poetry has been
defined as emotion remembered in tran-

—

something In the world that
or
Is no satisfying measure,

a

and
pilwomen created by James, hewhose
only
had
IT
grimage was fruitless.
s^KaUon
been willing^ to work out his
Men and women
>.ls own country!
same
the
weaknesses,
have the same
the world
nobility, the same passions,
Tragedy
"The
over. -The "Pilgrimage"?
of Henry James."

life.

As the World Wags:
Let me add to the "Hark Prom the
tombs Series:" I have unearthed these
odd names from an old graveyard in
Dedham: Nabby. Abba, Submit, Preserved Fish; and these gems from a

thin;
result, he informed

—"No,

2 /-

HIRSCH.

is

So Mr. Brooks has
thology.
unobtrusively, not as digressions,
reader of .the men
the
i^inded

James "Cyrano de BerSt.
gerac," film in color from Rostand's play. Last week.

HARK! FROM THE TOMBS

was

The

week.
j

be if we made a chassenah?"
The Dokter shook his head. "Frau
Apfelast, you know how it is by a
Always he must think on the
dokter.

life

Femme"

No, Nanette,"
musical comedy, with Louise Groody, Charles Winninger, WellingEighth
ton Cross and others.

Tremont

The Witve answered, "Dokter, from
making trips It is me already meas.
To collect butterflies, oser am I sc
mashuga. But marry again, that maybe

have

would

first

home and

Shubert "Rose Marie," musicomedy, 'with Desiree EUinger,
Sam Ash, Houston Richards, BeaEleventh
trice Kaye and others.
week.

"

manner— James

an' en-

in

analysis,

at
that James would not enttir
could not enter abroad, There
the elder James,
is a vivid portrait of
Swedenwho came under the spell ofthe
lovln„
here
is
James
William
borg,
brother. And
but' keen adviser of his
put
be
should
that
throughout the book,
Education of
on the shelf next "The
charon
Henry Adams" are comments
illustrative of
acters in the novels,
aspirations
James's modes of thoughts
disappointments. In old times certain
were
Grandlson,
Charles
novel-s, as "Sir
Mr. Lahyprovided with an index.
la
et
France
Hellebecque's "Anatole
mixture of Index and an-

the

1

cal

yourself an interest in something,
dishes oder butterflies or any-

this

to praise the study and
clear light
the style— he has shown in a

—

to
Alps.

is

thing what pleases you. Or, get married
again and help your husband with his

CHYAM

His second envoi:

His

What you need
Make a visit to the

And whati
ettiket from the profession.
says the ettiket? It says the dokter
give it
and
prescription
should make the
to the patient, but the patient should
then take it to the apoteker, and the
apoteker he should fill it."

*

We

live different.

made

this

told

Brooks has not only

Mr,
story,

Copley—"Tea for Three," domestic comedy by Roi Cooper MeFinal presentation of the
grue.
Copley season. Second -week.

it

office:

^STille
I

even so much.

curiously, aluir«t
the doings of Daisy

Miller?

and moving

Final week.

I

life.

who had observed

j

oem

•

.i:^

.

last
other dlB.appointnient. And at the
timidly
ho looked forward. heslLatingly,
even
not
to the United .Statcw; would ho
man
there feel himself a Hlran«er, this
who years before ^lad written "Rodem:.t
e
Squ:u
"Washington
Hudson" and

o n i a 1—"Topsy and Eva,"
musical version of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," 'with the Duncan sisters.
0

v

il''"'-.,.-.

ilal.v.

alarmed
Living In London, Jamea was
of hlB
by the comparatively small sale
There wae wealth for him hi
novels.
Ho had
the theatre. So ho wrote plays.
and
no instinct for th* stage. Hl« men
women were lifeless In the theatre. An-

PLAYS CONTINUING
C

in

Til'i

nted with olieerving American

tc

street

frocks.
Mile. d'Alrov ha.q ii good deal
of personality.
She sui creds in putting

;i

io" of

sung with charm.

Griffin

*"
';;

hoped

abroad and read Turgenlev; Ho wells
stayed at home and read Henry James.
New England frightened James. If he
remained in Cambridge, he saw himself
In later years at a Boston corner with
paper parcels in his hands, taking a
street car for his home. New York was

maga-

Th^re
Merry

England which her husbanil edited r for
the National Observer and her consequent association M'ith Henley, sharing
at times his satirical view of the United
States, a.s when vshe attacked our liking for things "ment.ally inexpensive,"
for "trash," tho denature of whatever
"The
things are lovely and strong.

New

Bnglander hastened

to

assure you

with so self-denying a face that he did
not wear war-paint, that It became
doubly difficult to communicate to him
that you had suspected him of no thing
wilder than a second-hand dress coat,"
Her commentaries on life are analyzed,
her Journalistic work for women,
studies of children and nature, her litShe aderary criticisms, her poetry.
mired a touch of wildness In i poet,
yet she appreciated Dr. Johnson, Janu
Austen had scant spirituality (no wonder Miss Repplier described Mrs. Meyunhumorous,''
"profoundly
as
nell
though she was witty). The Brontes
and Dickens were prime favorites, so

were Jleredith, Browning, and above
Coventry Patmore.
1.
Miss Tuell writes, often shrewdly,
almost always in an entertaining nianr, and in an unrelieved vein of euloAlice Meynell was a gallant wo^j.
man, a singularly versatile and accomplished writer.

We

like

to

remember

her by her articles in "The Wares of
Antolycous," a column publislied from
1893 till 1905 In the Pall Mall Gazette.

The Observer (London) thinks that
on general principles Oslo is a better

name than Chrlstiania, "just as Rye is
a better name than Cllftonville — because
is natural and the other is
The London postofUce warn.-;
with other places of
confusion
again.st
the same name, stating that there is
an Oslo in Florida and one in MinneThere is an Oslos in Denmark. _
sota.

the

one

artificial."

—

'

"Mabel's

di^coiu-Kes on Inp lunclnj.s,

I'u'

foolish habit of treating, cubists,
ipartments, planp pieces for
tipping^
one liind, hon\e brew, picnics, rumhounils, the Canadian Lorelei at Windsor:
"Dort fushlt jeder shwell, und tut singe
Und handed Ihr Quarters und Dimes.
Die Bells and Cash Riiglstor rln.creh,
WIe in a Cathedral di^ Chimes."

tho

..

^

?

•

(Kurt M. Stein of Chicago)
s
frequent contributor to "B. L.
yti
column in the Chlcapo Tribune.
Ttlchnrd Alwater In his preface to
'.f

•

.Ur.

•K. M. S.'s" liitlo volume "Die Schoenpublished by Pascal
sle T,eiigevUch.
Covlcl of t'hlcaKO. tells how Mr. Stein
came to write his verses. The tUIo of
A
thia book had the foUowlnR origin:

I

contributor reported a conversation between a clerk In a hardware store anj
The shopper
a Sheboygan hausfrau.
wanted "A couple pounds ten penny
nalgels and a roll vlre for die chicken
zii
fixen." Some one objected to
iooop
the publication of the story, saying It
was a shame so to spoil the most beaiitifnl language on earth.
"B. ti. T."
headed the complaint, "Die Schoenste
Lengevltch."
Thereupon "K. M. S."
began the sending of his verses.
'

I

I

I

j

i

—

There was there still Is—discussion
Chicago over the question whether
opera should be performed In English.
It occurred to "K. M. S." to try, he
writes, "a new and international language which would use enough familla''
words to give a faint clue to what It
was all about, and yet retain enough
strange ones so It could be sent through
the malls." "K. M. S." used the combined dialects of the Rhelnpfalz and

I

in

Hesse

as a base.

The
"Faust,"

and

—

Punch
hemian

clean forgotten,
the once famous

Hans Breitmann

tho Breitmann of
"barty," the Breitmann

who

inarclied

with Gen. .Sherman, tho Breitmann,
'.M

spite

of

all

his

dreamy

wh6

philosophy,

go into iiolitlc.-;'.' Sela retei-eni:e to him, or,
for that matter, to his creator. Charles
Godfrey Leland, whose versatility perhaps Injured his famo. Vet the Bvtltniann verses are iiood reading today and
(,uoi:, tlons would kIvo point to theories

was persuaded

to

dom do w^see

and arguments.

Lela-.vl s

lenilniscer.ces

are entertaining, if '.-nly as a proof that
At school
he did not hate himself.
near Boston he loathed pan dowdy, a
preproperly
is
it
noble form of pie if
At a dinner or supper in Bospared.
ton, where the literary lights sat at
table, he had the audacity to mention
Did Leland
the name of Casanova.
know as much about the gypsies as he
about them,
books
His
thought he did?
their sorcery, Italian magic, etc., are
worth having, but, after all, Leland is
nearest and dearest by reason of his
Hans Breitmann and the translation of
verses by Heine and Heine's "Relsebllder."

Not that "K. M.

S."

is

In

any way

His scheme in
of Leland.
the use of "Langevitch" is different;
he is far from being a transcendantallst.
Fill Breitmann with beer and he would
talk of Kant, Hegel, Fichte and the
rest of them by the hour. Leland himself was a man of strong convictions.
His patriotism at the beginning of th;
northern
certain
civil war disturbed
At the same
editors and publishers.
a
topical
insists
on
that
time anyone
arrangement of his library would put
"K. M. S.'s" volume on the shelf by the
ballads
and
side of the Breitmann
"Breitmann in the Tyrol." They are
all books to be taken down at leisure,
read for a short time, and the true
test read again.

an imitation

operas
thus
explained
are
"Tristan and Isolde," "Aida"

Years ago operatic
were versified amusingly in
we recall especially "The Bo-

"I..ohengrln."

stories

Is

Girl," but Mr. Stein takes still
greater liberties. There was a time it
was in the early nineties when his
version of the two Wagnerian operas
would have been considered by wildeyed Wagnerites In Boston as sacrilegious. Letters of remonstrance would
undoubtedly have been sent to the
Evening Transcript. Today we run no
risk of being assaulted for a few quota-

—

—

an operatic emphasis on the last^
syllable.

once a
the "u."

A Montmartrc

'

" 'S

»

fuehlt,

Sonst taet Ich net complaineh?'i
Repleit Isolde. 'Was mir bricht.
Das iss mei Herz, Brangaene.'

'Was Kann ich for die Lady
Sagt Tristan, und tut boweh.

'Komm
,

tun?'

closer, Tris,

doch a paar Steps

sie 'Ich tu net haue'
iss der Grund warum du dich
"

Sagt

Was

Den ganzen Trip gehidden?'
The sad

Aida and Rartamos

of

tale

begins:
" 'S

is

strange, but es

is

History,

Das schon von Memphis, Tennessee,
Zwei tausand Jahr zurueck, a Stadt
In Egypt den Varne 'Memphis' hat.
Well die expenses grad net hoeher,
So serfte dort a King for Mayor;
Und wie's bei Kings die Fashion Is,
Hat dor a daughter, Amneris.

"Um

I

ihre Dresses aufzuhookah.

Und nach der Lingerie zu guckah.
Hat Amneris a slave, Aida,

Wo

warhart zu betah.

for ihr looks

IRadames von die Oftiziers
Der first Egyptian volunteers

'

j

AVar ziemlich sweet on dissen Slave
Und singt in jeden Phonograph:
" 'Gee, beste Aida
Eyes wie del eyes
Waren noch nieda,

sind

Honig Kind.
Ich fuehl so lonely
Aweg von Dir,
Dich glelchich only
Du bist die Welt zu rair."

There
peare
" 'Ich

is

due respect

paid

Shakes-

:

hab a Hunch
Bum',

die

Welt geht an

die

Sagt Hamlet zu Horatio, sel Chum."
The Prince tells Horatio what the
Ghost told him:
"Elncn Tag-es war Pas habit—
Setz nach lunch er sel bequene
Alte Crown auf. um im Garten
Schnell a Kurze Nap zu nehme.
Denn nach meals a Klelnes Restchhen
Is a gut Ding for Digestion.
•

•

•

"Kommt mei Uncle, ungehoeri.
Da er Rubber&ohle weart.
'

But Mr.
I

not always

Sleln
In

— auspicious

—

.lame is
theatre or opera house.

I

!

'
'

;

There
sons

in winter attempt to prove their
acquaintance with the rules of high so-

him

a

number

of

brilliant

who

;

men,

iimong them Ned Wilkins, George
Arnold, Fitz James O'Brien, Frank
Wood, William Winter, Walt Whitman and others, some constant in

I

j

j
j
I

'

attendance, some curious visitors, as

William D. Howells. Thomas Bailey
Aldrich was for a time at Pfaff's.
Clapp and his merry men had their
weekly journal; they also contributed to Vanity Fair. There was too
drinking; there was more
than thinking and doing.
Most of the loudest, the most
"Parisian" at Pfaff's are now forgotten.
These men forgot that in the
Paris of Murger the bohemian life
for the great majority of the students, artists, musicians, was an
agreeable episode, not a life-long
The gayest sobered do^wn,
pursuit.
became smug, respectable citizens,
held office, adorned .the bench, wrote
That one can stay too
seriously.
long in Bohemia or Montmartre is
shown by the melancholy example of
the gifted Charpentier, who at sixtyfive is still the man of one opera,
whose Muse is still the little working girl, a charming creature, but
not an inspiration to lofty strains.
To loaf with good results is a peand yet
loaf
to
talent;
culiar
quicken the mind and inspire the
will to paint, WTite. compose by wild
discussion, is a Parisian, not an
American faculty. In Elizabethan
days the tavern welcomed the "Jrits
talking

descendant of Sir
Walter Raleigh was to appear at
the Wimbledon pageant in England,
the question came up, how should
his name be pronounced? Ra'wleigh?
Rahleigh? or Rally? It was agreed
lineal

I

j

i

by arriving late, heedless of those
entered at the appointed hour and
spend the time, standing, talking at random, impatient for llfe-saving cocktails.
The hostesEK with a forced and ghastly
smile, wonders •<i'hether the dinner will
be ruined.
And when the tardy ones
enter the drawing room, they do not
apologize for that would be vulgar.
There was once a famous woman in
Paris, the Comtesse de Loynes,
who
wielded a great Influence in literature
and {politics. Her salon was the meeting
place of the celebrated In every walk
of life.
Her dinners were noted for
luxurlousness of fare and the quality
of the guests.
M. Andre Maurel tells
us In his "Souvenirs d'un Ecrlvain (18833914)" that she demanded punctuality
and pitilessly enforced It. Dinner was
at 7:30 o'clock.
At 7:33 she summoned
the steward and said "serve!" At 7:40
ihe foldmg doors were opened: "Madam,
the Countess, Is served!" There was no
waiting for anyone.
She would say:
"I don't- see why I should be rude to the
polite ones in favor of those who arc
not polite.
ciety

He gathered about

cellar.

,

LAND LEGS
Cruisers in the roadways.
Troopers on the highways,
China lacquered red with

-

Caravans from Honan. —
Derelicts from Shanghai
Watching for the blazing

over Hong Kong. ^
Tunnar.ese at Canton,
Loess paaded under runners'
Ancient lamas seeking
Purple wall of Pekin,

Red

informs us that
who cooked for President CooUdge, has
her.
retired. Swampscott will not know
Yet we are told that she was famous for

line.

flre

tramping

Gyrenes

down

feet,

Hata-men

street.

WTiere'? the road to Louie s?

Where's the flower of China?
Where's the Boxer crowd

f

of fighting

men?

Come
What

on, bears

and dragons.

the hell do we care?
Gyrenes on the Pekin job again.
Madelon.

—

As the

WE

A BOURBO.N
'World Wags:

AMONG

US?

In the early days of Indians and tomahawks the Parks family from Bourbon
<_ounty, Kentucky, bought land .and plotted the town of Bourbon, Indiana. And
It's there yet, making all the young ask.

"Papa, who Is Bourbon?" ''What Is
Bourbon?" "Why did people drink Bour"Can I have a drink of
bon, papa?
"

Oh, drefful, drefful!

Bourdon, loo?"

JUSTINE.

PURE ENGLISH
Mr. J. C. Nugent -wrote to Variety
informing the editor that "Klabltzer" is
this year's meaning of "kldder," nor
should a "mug" be confounded with a
"shill."

"While a

mug

press—that archlmoves the world—'
Mrs. Martha M. Mulvey,

The
kitchen.
lever that

dragon's

sign.

Coolies In the compounds.
Mandarins In hiding,
Gyrenes on the Pekin-Hankow

concerned?

As fierce a light beats on the presibeats
dential chair as on a royal throne,
It Illuminates
not only on the chair;

medean

of

to Pekin,
to Pekin,

Leathernecks
Gyrtnes marching Pekin streets again.

inspired wit. George Moore
finds a London club a poor exchange
for the old resort. It is true that
life cannot be observed, much less
kno-wn, by looking out of club windows; but is not the view from
Montmartre, in spite of its naturally
broad sweep, scanty and contracted
as far as the mind of the dweller

the

blood

men.

Armored cars

and

is

—

'

'HAVE

on/the height

insist

mer as

of Nantucket,
Paris,

Pfaff's

otherwise estimable peron formality at dinners,

are

who

and dinners at a ridiculously late hour,
even when the Dogstar grins from the
sky. And there are guests who in sum-

much

that those who treated the name as
if the first syllable were spelt "ray"
were affected and wrong. (In the
accounts of old voyages collected by
Hakluyt, Raleigh's name is spelled
without the "i.")
The English pronunciation of
proper names and towns has long
been a stumbling block to foreigners, and in this respect Americans
are to be ranked among them. This
difference between the spelling and
the pronunciation has been the subject of jesting by paragraphers and
comedians. It would be interesting
to know how the difference arose.
In the United States Bornpasse became Bumpus; Taliaferro, Tolliver;
d'Aubigny, Dabney, and there are
other instances of transformation;
but in England the pronunciation
of proper names seems wholly arbitrary, often incomprehensible.
It
has been said that in France families pronounce their names as they
see fit without regard to the rules of
pronunciation.
The name Got,
made illustrious by the actor, was
in
some
regions
rhymed with
"dough"; in others with "lot."
Saint-Saens, the composer, pronounced his name at variance with
the rules. In the United States there
are families
who
run against
custom.
There are Hazards and
Willards who insist on accentiiig
sharply the last syllable.
When
Geraldine Farrar left Melrose for
Berlin she and her friends p'ut the
accent on "Farr." So did her father
of baseball fame.
When she returned she was in full bloom, rhyming her name with "hussar," with

near Chelsea, Vt., or
Tunbrldge,
Shaker apple
England?
Tunbrldge.
sauce, thick, black and juicy, was placed
of doughnut
towering
layers
between
Genuine Shaker apple sauce, not
slabs.
what is knoT^Ti In these degenerate days
For years we have
as apple butter.
not tasted, seen or heard of this dish of
dishes
food for heroes and for heroic
stomachs.

York from

Spelling and Pronunciation

As a

•

*

•

"

tart.

coming to New
dreamed of a
Latin quarter which he located in

Jr.,

7 2 r-

wo schecht

net mel Stomach

Iss

—

'

Charpentier's opera "Louise," will
smile sadly and say that this colonization is impossible. The MontTnartrian state of mind cannot be
transplanted; or if it should arrive
in New York it would fail for want
of nourishment, nor by "nourishment" is there here any covert allusion to the Volstead act.
There was a brave attempt in the
Henry Clapp,
Fifties and Sixties.

Ich a Walk zu nehme'.
Of course, wir Koennten a Machine
Affordern, but ich clalme
Wer forty Waist hat, wie mei Frau,
Soil exzerseizah, anyhow."

"Brangaene. foUhr Parlor Maid,
Die tried sie zu consohleh*
Und sagt, 'Say, Lady, soil ich dir
Maybe a lemon hole"?

Arc the presidential sausages and
cakes on the same plate? They should
no more be separated than Castor and
Pollux, Damon and rythlas, Mr. and
And Is the s>Tup—
Mrs. Micawber.
maple, ive trust poured liberally over
the savory mess?
As a Vermonter, does Mr. Coolldge
know a state dish that found Its way
down the Connecticut river to our little
village, which we left before Mr. Coolldge arrived? It was called Tunbridgc

Those who know Montmartre by
sight, sound and smell, not merely
by stories of bohemian Paris and

Und

Die Blrlsche Isolde.

-

nore the glory of these apples? Was
Mulvey's reper-

this side dish hot In Mrs.
^tolre?

.

"Den andern Abend ging mei Frau

so a Steamer Chair,
Getriramed mlt Rugs und Golde.
Du llegt, als haett' sle Mai der Mer

"An Deck, auf

'

(Joloiiy

wheat cakes^and eausageB, and prepared "salt pork and milk gravy" In an
Inimitable manner.
In our
Salt pork and "mllli" gravy!
happy and unhappy boyhood, thin slices
was a
there
of salt pork were fried and
thick cream, not milk, sauce— a delicious dl.-ih, always served with shredded
and fried apples. Did Mr. Coolldge ig-

The Republic of Montmartre "purposes to colonize New York." Mr.
Duran brings the silk flag of the
Republic to show that he is the accredited representative, and he, a
French New Yorker, will at once begin "an energetic colonization campaign."

tlons.

j

is

It may be argued that a man or
a woman has a right to take improper liberties with a proper
name. Angus B. Reach was complaining bitterly because some one
had pronounced his name like the
verb, and not as if it were spelled
"Reack";
whereupon
Thackeray
passed fruit to him at table and
said: "Mr. Reack, have a peack."

—

—

said that there was
Ferguson
who stressed

It

In

shill

the

has not the poUe of a
that a shalag has

sense

.poise (not the shalag of easy virtue, of
course I refer more to the wlnsjl), still,
lit
has the trick front of the mean
Is it not possible
mapped shin.
that instead of a shill you referred to
English and
pure
for
Yours
lonilk?
a

—

|

...

I

|

i

Its infinite

variety."

—

World "W'agrs
a gTea.t conifo

le
'is

am

I

the
Maitland of Lethiligton, then
Queen's secretery, as the forger,
from
though Mary once rescued him
Bothwell's dagger.
not
Mr. Mitchell's discovery has
Hia
yet been proved a mare's nest.
theory is gladly accepted by many,
concerning th«
in spite of suspicions
to
testimony of any expert called
letdecide on handwriting. If these
is all
ters were forged, the tragedy
Borgia
the darker, and the Scottish
revealed a martyr; while the
is
with
forgery itself is comparable
that
:that of the Ems telegram
hastened the Franco-Prussian war.

i

helping the

^cut cause

of

Jim Duka lias erlven two
\lon dollar's mo:* to tho building fund
.itlon.

'•Duke University.
i

Here, boy, go out

buy me two cigars and

paclcige

ii

H.

cigarettes.

sme

ivith

for

seats

l«.

for our hall of
the mlgrhty the

nominates

r-'Aron"

Dumbell. who

divorced Ills first
Rev. Mr.
wife in Mexico and married a telephone
girl.

have received tho circular of a
summer inn which has baen recre-

We

'

ated."
•Artistic

i

cadences of
light and shade have been blended Into
Panels
beauty.
poetic
of
atmosphere
an
of reflected light synchronized to the
cast
henceforth
musical theme shall
their ntagFc spell upon "the dance.' Out
of the

blink

lu-xuvy,

soft

shadows tiny orbs
and go."

And we understand

of

amber

that there

Is

also

;

Miss Rachel had no lady peers.
With Jacob she contended,
Ke served and served for seven years,
And then It wasn't ended.
No single fault did Jacob serve,
It appears,
Had learned so well the Laban Bwer\-e,
She played him seven more years.
A. W.

,

As the World "Wags:
Nietzsche's advice "to live dangerously" Is made all too easy in 'Washington,
for the pedestrians, where the
D.
scarcity of traffic! policemen is accounted for by the high mheritance tax.
If this is the beginning of the superman It Is too frequently his end.

C

W. ABBOT.

home office expert on docunow brings evidence to show

that the contents of the casket were
for the most part forged. It should
be remembered that Mary denied
the authenticity of the letters.
"If

any such writings be, they are false
and feigned, forged and invented by
themselves (the commissioners) only
to my dishonor and slander."
As
an
expert
in'
handwriting
Mr.
Mitchell names the cool and onical

couldn't eve
ten—or per
(or ninehaps twenty— MS8. sent, nine
And now
teen) would be sent back.
and
that I don't want the beastly money
sick and
care nothing for fame and am
actually
of the whole thing they

I

—W.

letThis should bo added to Mr. Lee'B
"realter about the origin of the word
tor."
He writes: "The word was coined

Charles E. Leo, executive secre-

in order to give a special
designation to certain members of the
It has been In
real estate business.
very general use west of the Hudson
and Dixon
Mason
tho
river and south of
think it
line for several years. In fact I
might safely be said that In the above
the
recognize
people
districts
mentioned

and adopted

"Replying to your questions broadcasted to the world: 'By whom, when
and whv was the word realtor Inanswer
vented', it gives me pleasure to

your question.

"The word 'realtor' Is a coined word
and was originated by Charles N. Chad-

hearts

shall

wear

as

The

official

meaning given

real

'A

follows:
an active

estate

to

a

it Is

man who

fits

searching for

It

a second-hand

in

book shop.
In one chapter he says that Boston Is
known as "The City of Notions" but
every place in the Union might bo so
called, as they have peculiar ones of
their own;" whether It be in singular
;

ideas on passing events, or in serious or
simple Inventions, from a steam engine
to an apple-parpr."
He describes the
latter in a footnote which deserves the
dignity of a separate paragraph.

[

"This is one of the many knickknacks called 'notions' in the manufacture of which the inventive genius of
the American is perpetually indulging,
and there are hundreds of others. The
trifle herein alluded to is as useless, but
as clever an article as you will see put
upon a table, which, by its peculiar
construction, can pare an apple to the
greatest nicety in five seconds, and in so
fine a manner, also, that the operation
of the smallest knife could not surpass
it. It would, however, be a curious
sight
to see a dinner-party of a dozen each
provided with the apple-parer at his
side, inasmuch as the power required to
peel the apple being produced by strong
wire-siirings connected with the parer,
and the whole being put into action by
one handle turning two wheels, it makes
during the process an occasional tick,
louder than refined ears are accustomed
to be saluted with.
Its proper place
should be the kitchen, where Its utility
would be perpetually tested in peeling
potatoes; but the objection even to this
is two-fold for $5 (Its price) is an unnecessary addition to the wages of a
cook, whose duty It is to prepare her
vegetables, and it would moreover teach
her to be Idler, if possible, than she generally is."

WE HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED
World Wags:
There is an English surname Haslett
or Hazlett.
Can you tell me how the

As

the

family pronounces

it?

M.

J.

CANAVAN.

—

Two

hours to do a battlefield!

God keep you from the shades
That throng about that memorled
place

When

dayllgrfat

.

.

entitled

to

its

bene-

The National Association

rigid
of Real Estate Boards has a most
code of ethics, and one of the requireboard
ments Imposed upon any local
that becomes a member, is that the
local board shall adopt the national
code of ethics as a part of its rules
and regulations. The national associa-

tion

1

COLLEGE SERIES

word

'realtor'

•»-as

what college students think
Classes are tho place one
of classes.
meets professors. It is here that the
student is sometimes exposed to higher

the public

adequate cause fpr

makes up
In classes ho
at the card table, Ypsl. or
It Is in classes he meets
elsewhere.
never sees
his friends; it is there ho
Classes are an
a good looking girl.
enjoyable place to spend a rainy day:
buzz
the seats are soft and the constant
lullaby
of tho professor's voice is a
education.

refusing a license. The word seems to
be a natural one, as natural for Instance as realty, sailor or mortgagor.
The only persons who have the right to
use the word 'realtor' in Boston are active members of the Boston Real Es-

easily puts one to sleep, and
despite all these good qualities, I have
often heard it expressed that "classes
J. L. B.
Interfere with college."

We

thank Mr. Lee for his full explanation, though we still find the word
" 'phone,"
las objectionable as "photo,"
"wire" (for telegram and telegraph).
is imitself
association
the
doubt
iNo

which

portant and useful, but when we hear
or see the word "realtor" we cannot
ihelp thinking of Babbitt. Ed.

As the World Wags:
The lire, according

HONOR JACCHIA AT
SOOTH POP CONCERT
the

In

THE FOG HORN

'

plaints."),
You that sleep on soft pillows,

You with your precious ease

'

What do you know
With the

should your pleasure-tripping
crowd'
Pass through Foret Molie;
Forget your peace-time manners
fair.

.

,

.

Spit once or twice for me.

Kor

there

the

cursing

line

came

through

To taste a fruit that sours,
The pleasant blooms machine-guns
spew
They're back in no two hours!

THE

SOLICITOR.

man on
ft

of

the seas!

lighted way.

a cop

the smother drops on a trackless

When

bay

(Nothing around you but walls of gray)
The fog horn's our only "Stop!"
|

When
And

spray's like the

tho white wraiths wreathe and
of

blindfold

the

strife—
.

What do you care for a sailor s llr
(And it's lost with the turn of a ivrist
When a boat Is lost In the mist!).

Association,
Publishers'
Music
ton
greeted Jacchia in the conductor's room
of a signed
copy
a
him
and presented
testimonial from the association.
As Jacchia returned to the stake,
Wesley E. Monk, etate Insurance comhim
missioner, met him and addressed
and exin the absence of Gov. Fuller
comthe
of
congratulations
tho
tended

Go

on! Write in to the government!

Tell them you lost your sleep!
Tell them a fog horn's first intent
lament.
Is to soothe to quiet a babe's

after (deo volente) prevent
on the fathomless deep
(But a landsman must have his sleep).

And

A

loss of life

However

achievement

presented him a gift of gold
on behalf of the music lovers of Bos-

'°Durlng a second IntermUsion, JuUus
Theodorowlcz, the concert master, preThere
sented Jacchia with a clock.
were numerous floral pieces.
The program comprised pieces either
composed or arranged by Jacchia, who
ninth__season as
Is now completing his
leader of tho Boston ';Pops."

tho flick of tho
flick of a knife

WTiat dd you know

it

ride,

it's

in

God we must

trust

Mr Monk
And

a

Tou
You ask your road

of tho fourth numbrief Intermission.
and HarP. E. Burgstaller, president,
of the Bossecretary
old W. Robinson,

for his

of

drive your car on

When

him

life

dangers tn*t

of the

go

events and

to

^

("George R. Putnam, commissioner of
lighthouses, has received scores of com-

presentation

was fittingly observed.]
Jacchia stepped on the stage
the
the members of his orchestra and
audience rose In a body and apSeveral men of foreign birth
plauded.
native
their
in
greetings
shouted
down,
tongue. After the applause died
stand
there was a tap on the music
the
and
in front of the conductor
Schubert's
playing
were
musicians

R- H. L.

all right.

attention to these verses entitled:

by
Agide Jacchia of his 500th "Pop"
The occasion marked a
concert.
milestone in the history of such
celebrate

Italy,

We have heard summer visitors at
Rockport and on Martha's Vineyard
complain of fog horns. We invito their

'

Upwards of 2500 persons assembled in Symphony hall last night
to

news from

to

has dropped to four cents. And once the
It's cents.
[lire was the equal of 20
ilire

,

lost

'sleep

Exchange."

Itato

III

endeavor to make known to

shall

I

i

monwealth

sickly fades.

Is

,
,
„
When the fair ones went to Bath,
England, they were advised by the Rev.
Christopher Anstey in his "New Bath
Guide" as to what they should take:
"Bring, O bring thy essence pot,
Amber, musk, and bergamot,
Eau de chipre, eau de luce,
Sans pareil, and citron Juice,
Nor thy band-box leave behlnd,^^
Filled with stores of every kind."

visit.

Marche Milltalre.
At the conclusion
ber, there was a

DE LUXE
then to Saint Mihiel and. back
two hours." Travel Bureau Ad.)
God speed you, happy gentlemen.
With leisure and the price;
You'll llk««the view at Saint Mihiel,
Les dames will term it "nice!"

(".

.

'

Of course Miss Eustacia and Mrs.
Eugene Golightly take llp-stlck and
powder with them for the week-end

of

licenses active members of memits
ber boards to use this word and
exclusive right to it has been upheld
fact
iin the courts of many states, in
has ever
in every case where a contest
been made. In states whore real estate brokers are licensed, it ha» b«en
decided that aa unauthorized use vt t>-.«

and

conduct,

—

J

of

**

slower
Is the word used at all In Englattd?
We have never seen It in an English
newspaper.

a member boa^-d
Is
Real
of the National Association of
Estate Boards, and as such an affiliated

'member

pings, from model factory girls to presidential
inaugurations.
It's
a most
amusing volume, well worth the trouble

—

sefact that the word 'realtor' means
In our conservative Northeast,
curity
been
has
word
the
of
the adoption

bourne of Minneapolis, a member of
and
the Minneapolis Real Estate Board,
was adopted by the National Associacontion of Real Estate Boards at Its
vention held in New Orleans in March,
1916

from me.
a friend.

ADD "REALTOR"

Mr.

^ L

"REALTOR

Girl,",

of

to beg a boolf or article
H. Hudson In a letter to

come

from

I

and

fired

the Sheppostlvely will
^-

the though

li

literary n«ent»

get a civil word,

member of the national association,
who Is subject to its rules and regulaof
tions, who observes- its standard^

'

lish

_

me

revolts

and

ers

of

herd case I will not, I
not buy my typhoid germs

Fatman.

What

when I had not a penny and almost
down on my knee» to editors, publis

the fair land of Poland
ploughed by the hoof
Of the ruthless Invader
With might."
we quota from memory and perhaps
have bettered the ._text "When Alfred
Bunn visited the United States In the
early Fifties and wrote his "Old England and New England," he described
I
'all that he saw and heard, from the
Revere House's bill-of-fare to spirit rap-

Mary

ments,

saw a movie whore

As the World Wags:
Whatever the outcome

"When

"7

marriage said to have been
signed by Mary and Bothwell; also
an agreement to marry.
Mr. Ainsworth Mitchell, the Eng-

I

LITTLE ORPHAN ANOIE.

Was

Messrs. Shuberts' sensational revue,
"Artists and Btodels," enthusiastically
recommended (see their advertisement).
"For sheer beauty the girls ar^ staggering."
»
Three carousing cheers! Let's lend
ZU4GAKA.
Utem our support!

tract of

"The Bohemian

libretto of

"When hollow
mask," also

As the World Wags:

Lucrezia Borgia is now ranked by
biographers and historians as a
noble and benevolent dame who has
been cruelly maligned. Catherine de
Medici is now regarded as a wise
ruler, whose every thought was for
the good of France.
Miss Jane
Cowl has discovered that Cleopatra
was a model wife, a paragon of
domesticity. Messalina, no doubt,
was outrageously abused by Suetonius, Tacitus and Juvenal. Byron's
line about Catherine of Russia is
shamefully libellous.
And now it
seems Mary Queen of Scots •vva'g' the
victim of a cruel forgery.
Mary has had her gallant defenders from Brantorae to Andrew
Lang; her bitter enemies, from John
Knox to Froude, who described her
as "a bad woman disguised in the
livery of a martyr." " If Schiller
sympathized with her, Swinburne
pursued her relentlessly in his series
of tragedies beginning with "Chastelard."
Novelists as a rule have
wept over her sad ending.
Even her staunchest defenders
have been worried by the existence
of the Casket Letters, which she was
supposed to have written to Bothwell, letters that convicted her of
planning the murder of Damley in
order to gratify her passion for the
mbrS stalwart man. The fatal casket
held love letters and sonnets; a con-

It's

sir.

house. When the roce»H boll was rung,
out of the Fchool dashed tho pupils and
ran across the strcfl to tho saloon—
When they got insure 'nuff saloon.
croiyn
side th.>y all yelled for an Ice
Pretty soon a little boy comes In
cone
you
says
and savR to a big boy: "Ma
should slop In the drug store and bring
'
your father home."

—

larmouthport.

1

yauce, we are' reminded of the appleparing machine, which in our boyhood
was a never-falling source of delight,
almost as fascinating as the cushioned
sewlng-bljd fastened to mother's work
table and the hay cutter which has
chopped off two fingers of the hired
man. He had the reputation of being
a "careless cuss." Perhaps today the
apple-parer Is worked by electricity.
When Alfred Bunn, impresario, librettist
he wrote tho incredibly foolish

But Rachel,

Rehabilitated

getting mighty darn
the scene
smull village schoolwith
a
opened up

Mr

sanitary plumbing.

HENRY

Waga:

World

the
Yes,
queer.
.\fi

—— —

a

'

Having mentioned shredded and fried tary of the Boston Real Estate Exapples to go with salt pork and cream change writes:

shall

A HARD COURT
Though Lenglen queens the tennis court.
might be taught her
lessons
Some
Bv one who proved a rare good sport.
Pad Laban's lovely daughter.

—

there II be
need),.
But I'd rather lose my man If I must
And starve on a sailor's widow's crust
Than to live by your rotten creed
Ave or wed with your landsman's breed!
(If

I

'

you have your way,

PETREL.

'

who
I know a man (kn M. D. at that)
threatens that one of these Junes he
will really do himself proud. He says
he will lock himself in a room and sit
down in one corner of it with a pall of
new peas on

his right,

a

oall

of

new

I

—

is too much of what inight be called the Anglican timbre in
Mr.
Olive's voice to make him a successful interpreter of any nart that
is
typically American. There are other actors in Mr. dive's
any whose

There

more atuned to our conception of the Lincoln vo
Make-up and voice, however, are not all. The part must De acted so
as to make Lincoln as real as Hamlet or Othello, and that is almost impos-

voices are

t-s
of Desire" is described by Variety as "the latest in 'the
nan ct the world' series of films." Who -would know by the title
film pla)- is based on Ouida's novel "Strathmore." We do not
»^'s
nber the novel, but we have a hazy recollection of a play "Strath.e" performed at Exeter, N. H., in the early 70s by Dolly Bidwell and
Sr company; a p'ay abounding ip supposedly thrilling situations and
eyes
stilted »-ialogue; but we, boys at school, saw the plays with youthful
She also played in the town hall, the
.ind wero sworn admirers of Dolly.

o;

heroine of "Pretty Panther."

Was

this

drama ever printed? What was

sible in the case of a familiar historical character like Lincoln or

i

it

about? "Strathmore" was not played solely by the Bidwell company;
^t alone for Exeter. But "Pretty Panther"? Who -WTote it? And why?
or as we recall the play it was stuffed with absurdities which made it

iha

m

more enjoyable.

Wiitn Evelyn Scotney joined the Boston Opera Company, her voice,
rxcept for the extreme high notes, was weak, childish, and without color.
She had no charm, no force as an actress. Yet Mme. Melba had encouraged her, and not only because the two were Australians. Mr. Russell
gave the tall, young singer every opportunity, much to the dissatisfaction
of the more critical in the audience, who did not think the opera house
should be an operatic kindergarten.
In 1926 Miss Scotney is singing with the Carl Rosa company in
London, and lo, we read in the Daily Telegraph that she is a "prima donna
She is
of the first water, and the part of Gilda suits her to perfection.
the expert par excellence the expert in all she does and the expert in
what she leaves undone. She knows exactly when it is best to let herself
go and when the right moment has come for restraint. Her performance!
was so well thought out, so admirably balanced, that one could almost
follow the working of her mind, as one could follow her splendid control
cf breath and inflexion; in itself a sure sign of mastership." My darling,
what would'st thou have more?
The Times, not so wildly enthusiastic, said that she was known as a
coloratura soprano who excels in lighter opei-atic arias. "Her voice has a
clear, girlish quality, which suits her role admirably, and there has never
been any doubt about her technical ability." It appears from the Times
that this was her first appearance in opera in London.

—

|

Another singer known

to Bostonians,

imperialist

Siegmund

in "Die

W.

and

in private.

Morgan Kingston, took the part

'

in B.oston at a Boston Symphony Conrecital in London. "The tone of

were concocted has been dispelled:
Those romantic captains of Hussars,
with their bright and waisted uniforms and their melodious sighs, are
no more. Those much-loved count-

She recently gave a

round and smooth, and is
especially charming when she sings quietly without any tremolo. In the
high notes and the impassioned moments we catch real conviction. But
er mezza voice is hardly ever free from a tiresome wobble, which is sometimes so pronounced as to be indistinguishable from a trill, with the voice
nettling eventually on the upper instead of the lower notes. She makes
Geijman sound very beautiful. If only English singers would go and hear
her, and listen to the way she pronounces 'Ich hab' im Tra-um (not Tram)
geweinet' and 'd'r (not dare) starke Christoph' and a few other thing»I
Well, well, let us enjoy a good thing when we get it and not lament over
the times when we don't."
her voice

is

one that one does get tired of;

it is

Messallna, Nero and Tiberius.

esses are in exile or earning their|
livings among the drably-dressed
The Vienna of the
bburgeoisie.
Hapsburgs, which so amiably inspired so many of the operettas, is:
as vanished as the Babylon of Nebu-

greater attention was paid to "bookkeeping, tables of coins, weights and
measures; to preparation for a commercial career; to the development of cap-

P. H.

chadnezzar."

held

'm'-i only' rule of the St. Louis

when the suggestion

of Director

Symphony Orchestra was upThe

in

the orchestra would entail many inconveniences for the men while the
organization was on tour."
What, not even a woman harper ? The second harp of the Boston Symphony Orchestra has been for half a dozen seasons a woman. If we are
not mistaken, on one occasion there was a woman playing the horn at a
symphony concert, and did not the late Mrs. R. J. Hall play the saxophone at a subscription concert of our orchestra? Women have played in
the Colonne orchestra of Paris and are perhaps with it now. There were

Women
As

Gordon

Corot was asked

why he

sold to a publisher a series of articles dealing

and stage adventures.

Why

not?

We

have recently heard

in

worry during what was

insidious influence of this and
propaganda perintellectual
meates what are called our educated
University or
Harvard
from
classes,
even lower, up to the supreme court
(soon,
I trust), to
of the United States
be restrained and controlled.
Most of us, no doubt, could furnish
of
instances of the arrogant tj-ranny
these intellectualists or high-brows. The
people of this state should demand a
reform of present conditions. This may
be Initiated by a petition of a certain
number of voters, approved by the at-

way from Mr. George M. Cohan, also from Messrs. Forbes-Robertson
and Hawtree. The lives of Weber and Fields and Mr. Woolcott's life of

Ihis

The

similar

Ir\ing Berlin are to be put on the shelf with the biographies of John L.
Sullivan and other entertainers, not forgetting Mr. Corbett's autobiography. What would one not give for George L. Fox's autobiography ? It is
not likely that Mr. Hopper will be shy in relating his experiences. It is
|»rcly possible that he will give the correct version of "Casey at the Bat."

rhe Editor of The Sunday Herald:
Mr. Clive puts on Drinkwater's "Abraham Lir jln" next winter,
take the part of Lincoln ? Mr. Clive, with an his versatility, is
hardly the man for it. He might make up to look the part, he might act
he part well, but, though the hands were the hands of Esau, the voice
would still be the voice of Jacob. We may be sure that Androcles had a
voice that nobody would mistake for Mr. dive's; nevertheless, Mr. Clive 's
Toice suited the part "down to the ground." But could
he possibly make
t fit our conception of the personality of Lincoln? I "hae me douts."!
If

who

of

supposed to be a course of instruction
forced on me by a bard of '•intelligentzia." This course also included a
poetry by a fellow named
of
lot
Quintus Horatlus Flaccus, and anoth-er
that
called Virgil or Vergil, on subjects
and
the plain people of this great
glorious republic are not interested in,
and in which there is no money.

We

life

foot

the popularizing of public Instrucnotice of
I regretted to see your
the man Tacitus and his exploiter M.
Relnach. That Tacitus has caused me

there in an orchestra would disturb fellow-members or the audience, provided the management paid legitimate attention in the selection to personal appearance.

with his

-

the

many hours

n-ill

|

torney-general, to culminate finally in
of the commonwealth. J. E. T.

an act

any remarks by us
We do
about Tacitus nor do we associate him
We made the forwith M. Reinach.

,

not recall

i

I

1

profit.

—Ed.

j

After a Season of 37 weeks which be13, 1924 the Copley Theatre
closed last night after the most successful season known In a number of
During the season Manager E.
years.

gan on Oct.

tion,

hadn't introduced

Horace by which a bustaeaa

SEASON ENDS AT
COPLEY THEATRE

for

a female figure in a certain picture, he replied: "Women disturb the landscape."
are not so ungallant as to believe that a few women here and

De Wolf Hopper has

man might

Phillips.

*
World Wags:
In view of the movement now on

.'^.s

Cleveland Symphony Orchestra when it first visited Boston.
for the trips, even if there were only one female violinist in the
St. Louis orchestra, could she not, to quote Lord Dundreary, "flock to-

When

Epistles of

FOR LESS EDUCATION

in the

gether" by her lonesome.

in Virgil?

about the advice given to agriculAnd there
turists In the "Georgles"?
are many lines In the Satires and

potatoes on his left, and a leg of lamb
himIn front of him. And he will help
with a
self to mint sauce, I suppose,
as
it Is
garden BjTlnge. A triple gross
written down, but I think I know what
he means. It Is our Anglo-Saxon habit
the
to jest a little coarsely about
dreams which are dearest to us.

chair-

women

No money

How

Rudolph Ganz that two women

violinists be employed, was vetoed by the Symphony Society."
man of the board of control, explained that "the presence of

Tacitus

mentioned In an uncomplimentary
manner by Herman Melville in that
strange book, "The Confidence Man,"
reproached for his pessimism, his asWe
signing evil motives to so many.
believe It Is now agreed that he and
Suetonius took too dismal a view of
Tiberius ruling at Rome and diverting
himself at Capri. We thought Tacitus
was now Ignored at Harvard; that
Is

tains of Industry.

"The

E. K.

the musical comedy "Cleopatra" was produced at Daly's Theatre, London, the program stated that everything had been done "to capture the atmosphere of ancient Egypt." So there were slave girls, Nubians,
etc., at the beginning. "But Mr. Jay Laurier (as Pamphylos) has not
been"
in Egypt for more than a few minutes before he refers to somebody
as
a 'mug.' "
The late Lucien Guitry: "His menacing quietism of style filled the
stage with its dynamic quality and gave every word the effect of thunder without lightning."
Vienna: "The old atmosphere in which the pre-war musical comedies

Waukuere"

Marya Freund has been heard

lives.

When

able, praising his lyrical expression.

cert,

still

Benjamin Franklin would be a hard man to bring to life on the stage.
On the other hand, Aaron Burr, whose personality is a blank to most of
M. offers extraordmary opportunities to an accomplished character act«r. if some Clyde Fitch can be found to write a play around the part.

at Covent Garden. "He has a good presence and, after a little nervousness at the start, acted well. His voice has
hardly got the heroic ring, but it has the true tenor quality, of which we
have not heard too much this season. At the same time his tone is not
incisive enough, partly because he does not make his words distinct, and
h's singing in the first act, except during the last five minutes, was wanting in vigor." The Daily Telegraph's criticism was a little more favor-

of

Wash-i

ington or Napoleon or Roosevelt. The actor who played Lincoln when!
Drinkwater's play had its long run in this country made up tolerably but
not convincingly. He had a good voice, but it Avas pitched in a key of sustained gloom. I should not say that he acted the part; he simply stalked'
through it, seeming fearful that he might unbend and spoil the show.|
Like every other impersonator of Lincoln that I have ever seen he resembled the great original
only one respect: His legs were just long
enough to reach the ground.
Has George Washington ever been acted ? Not with success, evidently, or the tradition would survive. I have never read the comments
of the French critics upon Coquelin's impersonation of Napoleon in "Madame Sans Gene," but if he satisfied the exacting demands of a French
audience, it was a triumph of genius. Who took the part in the American production of the play when Kathryn Kidder ijlayed the title role ?
Whoever it was, he had the usual delusion that a national hero spends
most of his time as a poseur. As Napoleon he moved hither and yon
across the stage, pursued by the fierce lime-light. Two fingers were carefully tucked in his weskit, not to be removed by battle, murder or sudden
death until the final curtain. He was the last word in unbending imperialism.
Of all the stage Napoleons I have seen not one ever forgot
himself so far as to be a human being.
National figures of the second rank do not present quite the same
difficulties.
The Disraeli of George Arliss was very successful in America, but the actor has admitted that he would not dare to play the part
in London to audiences in whose memory or imagination the witty
old

1

:

''

mer's acquaintance at Tale, through a
dry-as-dust pedant who thought only
of miserable grammatical construction.
And he chose only the dullest passages:
'"..^ir.mily avoiding the pages about

1

Clive put on 35 different plays, 13
which had never before been seen
Boston, these being "Bed Rock," with
which the season opened; "A Bill of
Divorcement," "Mary's John," "Isabel,
"Shall We Join the Ladies?," "Make
"New Year Resolutions,"
Believe,"
"Children of the Moon," "O'Flaherty.

B.
of
in

'

C," "Hapry-tio-Lucky." "Uncle
Y.
.A.nyhow." "The Shewing of Blanco Posnet" and "Great Catherine."
Among the playwrights represented
durmg the season wore George Bernard
Shaw, J. M. Banie, Arthur W. Pinero
A. A. Milne, Alfred Sutoro, Ian Hay, R.
C. Carton, Stanley Houghton, Henr.<Arthur Jones, these being among the
best of the British writers for the stage.
The season of 1925-6 will open at the
Copley, Saturday evening, Sept. 19, with
a comedy never before seen In Boston.

CONTINUING
musiShubert—"Rose Marie,"

Desiree Ellm-

cal comedy, with
Houston Richards,
ger, Sam Ash,
Kaye and others. Elev-

Beatrice
enth week.

V

Tremont^"No. No, Nanettte,"
comedy with Louise
musical
Winnmger Wel.Groody, Charles
Eighth
lington Cross and others.
week.

—

—

ture,

and Dignity

Jellicoe

sliding

down

a

argue that in England the gulf between the classes is
so deep that nothing the leaders do
can lower them in the eyes of
hoi poUoi.
They argue that if Marshal Foch should be rushed down
a water chute, his llignity would be
lost for ever.
'"In a democracy like
France a great man dare not compromise his dignity without running
the risk of losing his office."
Yet
Americans still joyfully tell the conversation, real or invented, that followed Lord Lyons's surprise at finding Abraham Lincoln blacking his
spiral toboggan,

"In

England no gentleman

ishes his

pol-

own

boots.*
"Ah," said Lincoln, "whose boots
does he black?"

show that all men are the same,
wearing a crown or a straw hat, it
was said gravely by dignified journals that King George was polite
to

a stew of

tripe," said the

'and

peas,

cauliflowers,

and sparrow-grass,

land-

I

new potatoes

working up

all

gether

in one delicious gravy.'
" 'At what time will tt be
asked Mr. Codlln falntl>-

The valiant
ing
In strength

I

.

.

to.

ready?'

In

late

all

And

IXot

grilled.

when steak to onion first
was wedded.
No finer match than this was ever seen.

of

A

to

Swampscott, handed out cigars
to admirers on a station
platform,
but the world does not know whether
these cigars were named after
a
poet, a statesman, or an actress.
I

it

Mr.

Phillips's
medical friend, who
wished a leg of lamb In front of him, a
pail of new peas on his right, a pall of
Inew potatoes on his left, spraying mint
sauce with a garden syringe.
But for THE square meal of June,
Mr. Phillips would have "the true, original, authentic" beans and bacon. "Now,
Indeed, may a man thank his stars for
two things— that he is not a Jew or
Mohammedan, and that he is not living
in a hotel.
For If he is a good Jew or
[Mohammedan, his faith has put a taboo
:on the pig; and no hotel or restaurant
apparently knows how to cook and serve
i

Jthat animal.

"

"A good 'shank
[the

end." with plenty of
bacon left on, you know, and boiled
carving knife melts lightly into
The beans are the broad beans that

tin the
It.

Nor do my words po.sitlvely
and peremptorily conclude against the
budding of this thorn, but against the
necessary relating thereof to Arlmathean Joseph; which I rather leave at
large to some occult quality In na-

that on-

ported.

served

beauty,

bottled

country

in

inns,

with the like (never
as yet fathered on any saint the causer
thereof), the oak in Hampshire."
It was believed by many that St.
Philip, St. Joseph and others were put
by the Jews into a ship without sails
and oars, with Intent to drown them.
Tossed by tempests, the vessel at last
was landed safely at Marseilles. Thence
the passengers made their way to Eng-

begins

To

find

ture, paralleling It
itself,

think,

I

distinctly

tickled

By thoughts

of bread and cheese behind the bar

With pickled onions from a copious
jar.

He might have

lent his aid to subtler

dishes;

Mary Magdalene remained in
land.
France to close her earthly pilgrimage
alabasat St. Baume. Her body. In an
Prince
ter tomb, was found by Charles,

Though some regard

his presence as
a crime.
In sauces meant for certain fowls and

':

fishes

the eldest son of the King
Unless we are grossly misFrance wfote a story
Anatole
taken,
about Mary in France. For the early
years of Joseph of Arlmathea see
George Moore's "The Brook Kerlth."

His lurking vigor helps from time to

of Salerno,
of Sicily.

time;
iP.ut It

was not

to be; your pious

wishes

Are wasted; he was garnered ere his
prime
I

who 'pens

'The bard
lad

—

Meat, ProsperityrDisease

the days

trickled,

A sort of Tutankhamen, safely pickled;
Tramp ten good miles — the appetite

in

glass jars, the asparagus that can be
eaten to the very end of the stalk?
Oreen peas next, "Elegant and irreplaceable; it seems a shame to treat
them as a mere vegetable trimming to
something else the French ai:e wiser
and serve them as a separate course."
In our little village of the Sixties housewives saw to It that the juice was made
more delicious by a touch of salt pork.
There was no serving of them as shot,
and we ate them with a spoon.
"And new potatoes (well buttered).
And salmon. And strawberries. "And
that pinky kind of trout (oh, how good
in aspic when
June evening Is at
last sighing Into a scented dpsk!)
Up
And
lamb." We have already re
referred to

pork to bean.)

he might (the simple luncher

ward

glory

German and French, asparagus

else

grins)
Have long defied

asparagus is quite good when j'ou can
get no other, there is no matching it
with the fresh product of Evesham."
the

Joseph

;

Or

cence of the poet's June. Oysters are
out of season, "but after that lamentable omission I have nothing but admiration of June's bin of fare."
He mentions first of all asparagus, that "subtle
nn3 ei:tingt:ishe3 Creature." He ceReiders America's real contribution to
culture the discovery that asparagus
could be canned and made available all
the year round, "but though tinned

know

that

Good old Thomas Fuller In his
"Church History" ridiculed the story of
the Holy Thorn. For this he was taken
The curious
to task by Peter Heylln.
reader will find Fuller's answe.' In his
"Appeal of Injured Innocence." We
reader,
quote a passage: "And now,
(seeing some mirth will not be amiss)
know that as I do not believe his report,
who, on a Christmas -day, stroking his
hand down his doublet before, found
there a great green quick-set suddenly
grown, and wondered thereat, until he
remembered that the moulds of his
bald-worn buttons were made of Gastonbury thorn so am I not of so sullen
and morose a nature as not to credit
what Is generally and credibly re-

(Life sang

to pea, nor

think

he stuck his staff of dry hawtlmm into
The staff grew and budded
the hill.
The
and b:owed on Christmas day.
thorn was grubbed up in the time of
the civil wars, but several trees raised
from that thorn yearly budded and
blowed as the old root did. There was
once a nursery at Glastonbury where
shoots from the second trunk were sold
at a crown apiece.

were

trifle

Not even lamb

messenger was

Arlmathea was never In England."
As the story goes, Joseph of Arlmathea, arriving at a place not far from
Glaston, walked to a hlH near a mile
on the south side of the town. Weary,

free,

JUNE'S BILL OF FARE

A

of

dwelling;
green, perhaps, but svette and

A

the season.

prince arrived.
"I believe some

other lines; and, plain to
still

In

dispatched to the centre of
the city, to procure a sliver box. Into
which the blossoms were put when the

stripling of a line excell-

him the ancient virtues

cording to tradition, this thorn blossoms only for royalty; the blooms are
enclosed In a silver box, and presented
In the early
to the ruling sovereign.
morning of the day that the Prince
laat
of "Wales was to visit the cathedral
the thorn
fall, the dean noticed that
time
first
the
for
bloom
had burst Into
that year, although it was then very
hastily

see.

I

There are anthologies of poetry and
prose for the months. Over a century
lago an "Almanac for Gourmands" delighted Parisians. Mr. Gordon PhllUps,
an Englishman, forgets the national
'beef and Yorkshire pudding. In his
rhapsody over the gastronomic benefi-

Phillips

f

Cralg"F. C. F." writes to ua from

,

—

r>oes not Mr.

^7

7-^

is 117'

'It's

smacking his lips, "and cow-heel,'
smacking them again; 'and bacon.'
smacking them once more; "and fltes^k.'
smacking them for the fourth time;

I

colleagues that he preferred
plug to fine cut it Was behind closed
doors.
The newspaifers reported
that President Coolidge, journeying

three times as much
as the Italian, the
Englishman four
times as much and the
American
a bit more than the
Englishman.
America Ueber Alles!
Yet through the centuries
lovers
of the human race
have lifted up

"

sembles the discouraging eternity of
those who, In hell, try to fill sieves
with water. ^ydous Huxley.

his

v^orman

•What

'

"imparts a peculiar pungency."
Vice-President Dawes is known by
his pipe, but has he ever insisted
that senators should smoke his mixture?
At least one member of the
United States supreme court chewed
tobacco vigorously, but if he told

beloved brethren"
read a ehapi»r •y«ry day?

lord,

I

not hesitate
to
recommend
strongly to his hearers a special
brand, seasoned with a blend which

by

JJ'^''"'

Why

order"

"During a recent vlalt to the new
at Washington, D. C. the
dean told us a pretty story about the
hawthorn bush in the Cloee. It was
brought to this country from Glaatonthe
bury, England, and la an offahoot of
thorn tree supposed to have been planted there by Joseph of Arlmathea. Ac-

j

did

Not even aloud
clergyman of the

houra

24

rapid-fire

cathedral

Hutchison took the same ground at 'R'Tiat might he not have been had he
fulfilled
^the medical convention in London.
promise in his gracile youth emWhat is the prudent man, fearing The bedded!
for his life, to do ?
Ah me! Had he achieved his riper build
He might have lived to grace, all fried
and shredded,
The life of a newspaper editor reThat noble dish, a steak discreetly

acknowledged that he preferred a
cigar to a pipe, but Mr. Baldwin

In

With what gusto Mr. Phillips writes!
to Dickens's description of the stnell, bubbling and
steam that came from the Iron cauldron
at the Jolly Sandboys while the landlord stirred the contents.
'Mr. Codlln drew his sIee^e across
his lips, and said In a muri?iurlns voice,

arteries;
all
diseases known
chronic; and not long ago Dr. Woods

have."
Mr. Baldwin did not quote
CjTon's lines beginning "Sublime tobacco," probably because the poet

be read thro.,
aaya. the Bible cannot

Passages comparaljle

at his farther end a gentle swelling
the rotund, mature, accomplished
bunion,
/But Just the contour of a crisp spring
as
onion.

to those who only, smoke
cigarettes, and in the third place
to those bloated profiteers who spend
half a crown every smoke they

".s

.

vUle:

irom being harmful, cures gout, kidney troubles, hardening of the

hand

the family that
ete beefsteak, chops or
ham and
eggs for breakfast; roast
beef or
leg of lamb for dinner.
A deep
thmker in Berlin, Prof. Max
Rubner
stated last May after an
exhaustive
inquiry that the Frenchman
eats
as much meat as the Italian,

.

.

.

j

"Dignity and Impudence."
Would any French president or
premier interrupt his formal address by a dissertation on tobacco?
Mr. Baldwin did this when he was
admitted to the burghers' roll of
Dundee. Imagine Poincare, Briand
or Caillaux saying to the public: "I
have always found that smokers
and may I .add pipe smokers?
have a wisdom, a calmness of outlook, and a breadth of \ision denied
on the one hand to those who do
not smoke at all, and on the other

Happy

.

Only
legs of beef and mutton."
they would have frowned on coffee
and claret.
Nearly forty years ago the late
IDr. James H. Salisbury in his "Relation of Alimentation and Disease"
made bold to say .t,hj!?t meat, far

-

consumption.

.

'

because, a gentleman, he dislikes
scenes in public, -not because he is
a "doctrinaire democrat," and the
comments on the scene were headed

was thought
tiiat the prosperity
of a country was
measured by the amount of
meat
consumed by its inhabitants.
The
United States plumed itself on
its

—

Is "Liucio" of the Manchester Guardian Mr. Gordon Phillips? For "Lucio"
s the author of
IN MEMORIAM
I
don't want them fo:
content.
(For one of eeyersl who perished In infancy)
themselves, but they remind me of
Slender and 'slim,' but" far fr*)m; Weak
the sun. There's nothing solar about
Was he,

But when King George shook
hands with a "fresh" American tourist, and his courtesy was applauded
by some as a "democratic gesture"

For many years

—

llko

among us. They all went about
preaching fanatically their respective
doctrines,
banded
together
against the Demon Meat. In lighter
mood they might have said with
Harold Skimpole, describing his
breakfast: "Give me my peach, my|
cup of coffee, and my claret; I a

'

boots.

curiously wonr two nprlriK overcoal.n
full summer
the niaBHlve, bl«nk«tpod iin(J the smonth, ollve-yreen
skin of enoh Individual bean. The anuca
l!>
parsley lots of It, nil prettily green
and grate/ul. Add new potatoes
What an Isleffant color scheme la there
the pink and white of the baoon. the
delicate green of the (lowing sauce, the
sombre Jacket of the beans, broken her*
and there to disclose their preclouc centres.
And to drink? Well, t say
hock and soda-water, or a very, very
simple white wino cup."
In

threatou
mnfirmed, hardened
cater of meat.
Old Robert Burton
attributed black melancholy to beef
and mutton. Did not Sir Andrew
Aguecheek say to Sir Toby, "I am
a great eater of beof and I believe
that does harm to my wit" ? "No
question," replied Sir Toby.
Down
to the present time the eater of
'meat was told by many that he exposed himself to hardening of the
arteries, Bright's disease, cancer, in
fact all the diseases, which, hideously
portrayed,
figure
in
Rembrandt
Peale's "Court of Death," a picture
that in former years adorned the
waiting room of many physicians in
this country.
There were vegetarians long before Graham. Fruitarose;
were
arians
"nutarians"

he Parisians, seeing in L'lllusiration pictures of King George riding on a toy railway at WemUley and

Admiral

li

—

SCI

n riluin lu mithe horrors thBt

iK

/

/
Democracy

—

;

,\te

this expiatory bal-

him (and several

like

him)

in

a

salad.
I

As the world wags
yesterday the saddest sight I
I saw
ever saw in my life. A plasterer from
a gang working across the street came
by carrj'ing a lath from which dangled
four empty cans. He •was plainly rush-

i

|

ing the can, as in the old pre-Volstead
days. I followed, enraptured. He went
Into ^ drug store, stopped at the soda
fountain, and filled two of the cans
with root beer and two with sarsaparOh, for the cry in' out loud!
illa.
R. H. 1..
I

ADD "PE«ILS OF EDUCATION"
(B^m

the

Newport,

R.

I.,

Heraldi

Clarence E. Holt of Newport, R. I.,
said he had formed an opinion from
reading and discussion that cannot be

changed and was executed.

DEADLIEST OF ALL DRUGS
(From the San Francisco Examinen
Dr. Lagan was said to have been
implicated in a deal for the delivery of
?5000 worth of Opinion and other narcotics.

The Rev.

E. D. Railey of Ucatha, Cat.,

|

|

"Some
"F. C. F." writes further:
friends of mine had been told about
in the
brook
trout
In
a
fishing
good
the
southeastern part of Massachusetts.
they
luck
what
see
They set out to
On their arrival at the
would have.
brook, they were somewhat disconcerted and their ardor was diminished on
On
finding a sign tacked to a tree.
this sign was printed an arrow pointwas
this
there
ing towards the sky, and
inscription:
'<gHE sees you now; we will see you
later If you fish In this brook?'
"If C. G. "Van Tubergan, Jr., of Haarllem, Holland, a dealer in bulbs, has not
already been admitted to the Hall of
Fame, will someone please propose his

name

for

membership?"

As the World Wags:
"Headquart!«rs of World Union Still
In Miss WlUard's Home."
How long has the World Union been
running

It?

SCOFFLAW.

Milton.

TENNYSON VIA BROOKLINB KTE.NUE AND IPSWICH STREET
(Dedicated to Mr. Dana)
Poke, poke, poke.
On thy tedious way, O Tram,
And I would that my tongue could utter

More violent things than, damn.

—

*

;

s

come when searchers
column or two In
the recommendation of books for summer or vacation reading. It's the same
The time

the broker's lass
Rulcka or CadlUacsl
Tor the lissome lad
Fords It or Tra/ks ths tracks!

practically as asking, "What one
book or set of books would you choose
If you were to live alone on an Island?
When Mr. Asqulth was simply "Mr.',
he voted for a complete set of Balzac's;
novels. Perhaps today, out of gallantry,
hfl would choose Margot's reminiscences,
the unblushing revelations of his spouse.
An agreeable writer of today speaks of

game

the stately tram moves by
\ta haven at Mass. Station;
it O for a tweak at the motorman's
clutch
And some Bigm of setting on
J

_

I

Poke, poke, poke
At the foot of my street. Trolles!
For the tender prace of being on time
Is never vouchsafed to me.

De La Maro's

The most dangerous motorist Is often
— Sir Henry Mayburj'.

|

excellent principle Is for doctors

—

AYoods Hutchinson.

A GOAK"

IS

As the World Wags:

Any

"Wolfe Tone."

kin,

ask,

I

to

—

wild rapparee I find perched a little
abaft th" middle o' me fiddle's G-strlng
GAGGER.
—once In a while?

th'

RUM

"Wolf, discord In certain chords of
keyboard Instrument due to system of
tuning of temperament." Ha! Ha! Ho!

Ho!—Ed.

WRITE TO YOUR CONGRESSMAN
As the World Wags:
The Inct that little boys

and

of six

eight are wearing long pants has caused me considerable embarrassment. I
am a very small man. Today In a
restaurant a strange waitress offered to
bring me a high chair, and recently
on a crowded street car a kind old lady
offered to take me on her commodious
Everj'where I go I hear people
l»p.

who

And a

saying, "Isn't he cunning?"
nice old gentleman last weak

It

again.

He

R. H. L.

THE RIVALS
Wags)

he but knew

You pass me by
"VTIth icy

frown

And downcast
If

eye.

happy he would

How

be.

he but knew

The eager

kiss
used to give
And now both miss.
How happy I would be!
L.

We

-JAMES

_

EDWARDS.

KEITH'S BILL

1

The bill at Keith's this week
spicuous for at least four reasons: Jim
Mc Williams, the "pianutlst"; the winners In a moving picture contest; Sylvia
ClarU, In a clever monologue, and the
Albertina Rasch Girls, In a "Pastelle
la

The surrounding

Ballet."

acts,

con-

which

average.
Jim Mc"WlllIam8, as usual, drew the
loudest laughs. The audience liked his
intimate "nut" line, his parody on
opera, and the easy way In which he
works.
Sylvia Clark's monologTie concerns a
"parting at the train." She his!
I typical
Imagination, a keen sense of hu-nor andi

1

1

The moving picture
S. Krauth andj
Dorothy M. Nourse, posed on some steps
Tor a few moments and danced a little'
an adequate

voice.

i

contest winners, Harriet

;

with Herbert Bragglotti.

The "Pastelle Ballet" Is a dancing act
with 20 young girls who dance well. The
ballet
headed by Marita, a Dresdenlike little brunette, and she, with the
others, gave a decidedly continental
I."!

flavor to the act.'
Emmett Gllfoyle and Elsie Lange
have a comedy act In which, between
witticisms from
Mr. Gllfoyle,
Miss
Lange wears most of the $20,000 worth
of wardrobe, scenery, feathers and brilliants the program describes.

Aesop's Fables, the
regular Patho
Topics of the Day complete

Xews and
'.he

bill.

In-

No doubt "Utopia," by Sir Thomas
More, and Bacon's "New Atlantis" (In
one volume) will furnish more material
for his colossal work, as yet, alas, unH. Goltein's Introduction Is
finished.
good reading. There are Illustrations
by S. Langford Jones. The translation
of "Utopia" from the Latin Is by Ralph
Robinson, made In the middle of the
"Utopia" "Nowhere"
15th century.
the word has passed Into the English
Would
language, even into operetta.
the man of 1925 be happy In Utopia,
that
"Republic" though
Plato's
in
country did not deserve De Quincey's
Sun,"
abuse Campanella's "City of the
Cyrano de Bergerac'a Moon, The New

—

>

—

—

Atlantis, Samuel Butler's "Erewhon,"
or that strange "Terre Australe" discovered at the end of the 17th century
by the Incredible Jacques Sadeur?
Would he not be subject to daily examinations in all branches of science
Dr. Sprat
if he were In New Atlantis?
proved to his own satisfaction, that
Bacon's vision of Salomon's House was
Royal Society.
of
the
prevision
aSwifts Academy as visited by Capt.

Lemuel Gulliver would be a more
Y«t Sir Thomas
amusing Institution.

Is

—
—
—
—
—

—

Jackie

;

Is

I

n

,

'

little

*•

it

,

war, etc., etc.
Mr. Agate suggests that many moral
plays are not enlivened with such "deliful place before the

the
imbecility."
"It rumcr and
illustrated weeklies are to be believed,
,he (Mr. Coward) writes his playr in a
cate

,

'

dressing-gown
and before
flowered
breakfast. But what I want to know is
what kind of work he intends to do'
after breakfast when he is clothed and
ill
his right mind."
Some one said that the characters in
"They are,
this play are Chekovlan.

.

compliment and generosity.

i

The Russian
with a difttrence.
maunderers and drivellers lie back in
their cherry orchard mouthing grandi-

\"Di usilla with a Million/* at
Tremont Temple, Hailed as

tut

\

ose futilities at the stars; these English
ones sprawl on their stomachs wittily
picking the n^irsery hearth rug to

Well-Acted Romance
"DruslUa with a Million," the motion
picture
which opened at Tremont
Temple this week, contains Us greatest
appeal In that It Is highly flavored with
sentiment. And while senlment may be
derided by the haughty Intelllgentia, the
Those
general run of people like It.
who have seen "Drusllla with a Million" or, at least, the general run of
them have gone away from the theatre
to spread the glad tidings of a good sen-

—

—

timental picture.
Yet there is more

There

Is

than

sentiment.
all the

and

other Ingredients of an absorbing romance, well proportioned. It is a story

an Inmate of an old ladies' home who
acquires a million dollars when the wayward scion of a wealthy family gets
He reforms, aided %y a
too wayward.
of

sweet little wife, but Is spirited away
The method
by a former sweetheart.
of spending money employed by the old
lady, which is to take care of babies
left on her steps, paves the way for the
happy ending when the little wife becomes destitute and tries to get her
baby into this philanthropic home.
Mary Carr plays the part of Drusllla
as only Mary Carr can pla.v such a
Priscilla Bonner is effective as
part.
the little wife, Ifenneth Harlan does the
wayward son business to everyone's sat'

isfaction, and Claire Du Brey plays the
part of "the other woman."

about
flay, "The Bon of'i
Heaven," ^hlch will be produced trl
London and tteted by Students of Cambridge University on July 12. *he scene
feport, but
la irt China, according to
nothing else has been reported. Will
Is

curiosity

^

the pleasant Irony that

made

'Que_en

Victoria'' and "Eminent Victorians delightful reading be found Irt the play.
Irony in the theatre often misses flre.
It

perplexes the audlenee.
I

— —

Mf. Isidore d6 Lara accompanied both
singers

in

some

pieces.

,

j

For the Krebs Trio the performers
were dressed in 18th century costume.
The effect was most pleasing to the
eye, but more than one thing that
happened In the course of the trio made
us suspect that the time spent by these
gentlemen in making themselves look
nice would have been much better employed In rehearsal. Ernest Newman.

—

Notes and Lines:

also comedy, love

Naturally there
Lyttoii Btrachey'e

—Italy's

Richard

mission to the "Autocrats" of Princess
Mary, Viscountess Lascelle's nursery.
The music Is appropriately simple. As
Mr. Johnson Is not musical, he should
ask some mother to sing these songs to
him and other children and then present
the book to her with a fine flourish of

'

—Exactly.
awfully nice, isn't it?
—Oh, yes, charming.
Jackie — I've always wanted to go to
Italy.
Richard —Rome
a beautiful city.
Jackie —Yes, I've always heard Rome
was lovely.
Richard — Have you ever been abroad
at all?
went to Dteppe
Jackie — Oh, yes:
once — we had a house there for the summer.
place':
Richard (kindly) —Dear
Dieppe.
Jackie —Yes,
was lovely.
Richard — Russia used to be a wonderRichard

*

i

—

cither.

There Is another book published by
E. P. Dutton that Mr. Johnson might
have taken with him If only to give It
to some mother of children. Fourteen
songs from A. A. Milne's "When We
were Very Young," with agreeable music
by H. Fraser-SlmBon, and charming
The
decorations by E. H. Shepard.
handsome volume is dedicated by per-

He

if it had depended on you you would
have had for me the sentiments you
have had for another."
We wonder whether Mr. Johnson will
romance;
this
old-fashioned
enjoy
whether he will turn Impatiently towards the other volumes of the Broadway Translations published with It.

Include Ryan and Lee, "the tough boy
and the dumb girl," are above the

I

a stately and

—

he but knew
The happy hours

We've spent among
Ihe trees and flowers,
Hi-w happy he would be?
If

my mind was

contributes an illuminating introduction. The story Itself
is
simple.
Mile, de Chartres marries
the Prince de Cleves.
She respects
rather than loves him. At a ball she
meets the Duke de Nemours. They fall
In love.
The dutiful Princess, seeking
a prop for her weakness, tells her husband all about it. He Is grieved and at
the same time touched by the frankness
and virtue of his wife. In time he gives
way to suspicions which he later finds
are unfounded.
Yet he dies of grief.
The widow, holding herself partly responsi' 'a foi -his de^th-. refuses to wed
Nerroi
ar
goes lt;y.-f. retirement.
Hov ,uc. of her own story did Mme.
de T,a Kayette tell? It has been genera..y believed that her own husband, from
whom she lived apart he on his country
estate, she at Paris— was an Insignificant fellow, but a few weeks ago Emile
Magne wrote an article for Figaro, In
which he showed that this husband was
not a bit of a fool, but a sensible,
straight-forward man, deserving the
love of any woman. His wife's intimate
friends were La Rochefoucauld
and
Mme. de Sevigne. Nemours in life was
by no means the gallant gentleman that
figures in this novel, which is a psychological study, a study of sentiments, one
can hardly say, passions, conducted
with coolness and sobriety. Even the
prince on his death bed talks to the
princess as a gentleman of the old
regime. "I beg of you that I can still
have the consolation of believing that
my memory will be dear to you and that

Ed ought to
another book.
change his name to Edward W. Book.

(For As the World

to

ish Columbia.

written

If

1

I

translation of this old novel Is
by H. Ashton of the University of Brit-

I'm not
eolne to be picked on any more.
^
D. A. L. Y.

As the World Wags:
Edward W. Bok Is at

!

The

make

It,

i

'

buy me a candy bar wheh I wandered Into a cigar store In search of

to

Dem
the things that satisfy.
them kids wear short pants.

j

sufferable prig."

offered

third

hands

deeds. Is the only thing that continues
are
to exist. These stories of the birth
Reading
often naive, often beautiful.
them, one need not Inquire Into "Karma" or problems of the faith. Whether
or not one accepts the statement of
Buddha that no man lives two moments
in the same universe may be put with
the statement of Heraclitus that no one
has ever bathed twice In the same river,
and Heraclitus, above all men of a lofty
and arrogant spirit, used to contend that
the sun Is of the precise magnitude that
It Is better to read the
It appears to be.
about the gentle, brooding
stories
his words of comremember
Buddha, to
passion, to ©nvy his placidity.

i

observed that Hazlltt spoke
well of It and found Nemours a finer
gentleman than Sir Charles Grandison,

ever since

I

transmiof the lineage, the theory of
"Kargration of character, not souls.
ma," the result of one's words and

—

Mr. Herkimer Johnson writes that he
has added to hia library at Clamport
three volumes of the Broadway Translations, published In this country by E.
P. Dutton & Co.
'I always wished to read 'The Princess of Cleves,' by Mme. de La Fayette,

,

volume now In Mr. Johna collection of "Buddhist
Birth Stories," edited elaborately by T.
with a "Commentarlal
Davids,
W. Rhys
Introduction." Here one has the story

The

son's
!

take with him Mr. Lucas's anthology
of prose and poetry, "The Open Road."
Mr. Aldous Huxley would choose any
volume of the Encyclopaedia Brltannlca
(the thin paper, small, octavo edition),
for there would be a wealth of entertaining reading In It, and each article
would be complete. We knew a man
who took a volume of Bayle's Dictionary Into the country not the folio,
of course, the octavo edition but he
was a good Latin scholar and had no
difficulty in translating the quotations
in that tongue, and he read French as
easily as he pronounced It atrociously.

to find out what a patient likes In the
way of f'ood and let him have It. Dr.

"THIS

"Come

One might do worse than

Hither."

the most capable.

treasury of poetry,

play, "Hay Pover," \iras as "clean
as n whistle," Mr, James Agate was not
to be cajoled Into mistaking anaemia
for morality.
Ho found neither health
nor cleanness in Mr, Coward's characters who ars still vicious babies.
"The
mother, Judl.ath, spends the afternoon,
In the words of a visitor,
'bouncing
about on the sofa With a hearty young
thing In flannels,' and Is capable of
warning her daughter that because she
Is a vigorous Ingenue of 18 she la not to
expect a monopoly of amorous adventures.
Are there such mothers?" But
Mr. Agate admits that as a piece of
brilliant, Impudent and sustained fooling
the play Is a pleasant entertainment.
He quotes from the dialogue the conversation of two visitors, who, having
arrived together, are alone and neglected. Jackie Is a girl.
Jackie Have you traveled a lot?
Richard (modestly) A good deal.
Jackie How lovely.
There Is a pause.
Richard Spain Is very beautiful.
Jackie Yes, I've always heard Spain
was awfully nice.
Richard Except for the bull-fights.
No one who ever really loved horses
would enjoy a bull-fight.
Jackie Nor anyone who loved bulls

Johnson's sociological comment.

[

MARGARET LLOTD,

An

ha.s

after "copy" find a

.^

now

More with all hla irony— It did not forsake him on the scaffold when he
wished the headsman to ipare his
beard which at least had never com"Utopia
In
treason—wrote
mitted
many things that might well be seriInterest
the
as
today,
ously pondered
taken by relatives of a betrothed couple
fit.
physically
In seeing that they were
There Is much political and economic
wisdom In the book. Mr. Goltein's
Introduction Is a painstaking Inquiry
character
into the character of More, a
compounded of strength and weakness.
volume
this
In
There Is rich material
for Mr.
of the Broadway Translations

selections

from

his

If Mr. de Lara's
opera "Messallna."
musid Is psychologically correct, that

famous lady has been grqfttiy taoUe^
by the historians her temperament was
1

evidently not as ardent as we he>v» beui
led to believe.==arnMt Ns'wrmaA.

Although Noel Coward told the applauding audience in London that his

Music, blatant and brassy, blaring
across a dance floor to the swaying of
bodies and the scrape, scrape of boisMusic, sonorous, vlbratterous shoes.
ing, thrilling hundreds at Symphony.
Music, a squeaky pipe organ In a stuffy
movie show. Music, a banjo and voice
Music, eight
at a darkened Window.
fraternity brothers bellowing, "It Ain't
Gonna Rain No More." Music, trumpets and drums, a band and the tramp
Music, driftof feet In martial tread.
Music,
ing lazily across starlit water.
thought.
the mother of

ARGON THE LAZY.

Wliert Ceclle iSorel asked the authors of "The King's Mistress" for their
play about Mme du Barry, Messrs.

Aderer and Ephralm read It together to
At
see If there was need of revision.
the end of the first act Aderer said:
Barry
"It's queer but Louis XV and Du

have said on this day everything that
legend has attributed to them." Ephcouple!
"Unfortunate
replied:
ralm
They had nothing more to say to each
Paris.
de
Crl
days."—
other
the
other on
In Ralph Stock's "South of the X.lne,"
brought out In London last month, DanEverett, bored with city routine,
iel
South seas.
sells out and goes to the

Twenty years later his son, an artist,
beachcomber,
finds him there, a sodden
"Here Is a drama," says
but happy.
dramatist would
tfie Observer, "if the

Instead of
snatch at his chance.
th^ impossible stage artist, forever slapdeclaring,
and
sketch-book
ping his
"This last study Is abaut the best

bS

the
thin" I've ever done,' Instead of
nebulous figure of the girl he is engaged to. Instead of the melodramatic
my
scene of recognition, 'My God,
SON,' etc., the self-sacrifice and shame
unand the quite
the father,
of
necessary last act— Instead of these
genthings, we might have had the

|

|

I

I

|

—

nlllriliu;

-wept to victory
imore, and hl>
'across the fields of Jina and Austerllfr..
But on the road to Waterloo his tank
of pousso-oafcs waa hit by a shell. The
end foretold! Bluecher arrived In time.
Wellington took the credit, and Na,

Hubert
of

or

Aoes

nor how.

sung

If

so.

they

flt

set

the

player's left hand
n usTc nor how the
what the voice part
fits his right, nor
with the piano.
do
to
and chorus have
vocal line, chorus,
all five-words,
interesting indiright and left—are
of burly, but
x-duallv. and create a sort
the sort of
quite unmusical, strengtli.
would
strength that 'On Wenlock Edge'
still

have

marries a

into

him

man

three

for keeps.

times, she
R- H.

gets
1j.

|

YOU CRAVE TO BE A SLAVE
(Kor Ab th« World Wags)
not be honest and admit
jThat all you want Is now and then
To be a slave, a slave of men?
The clank of chains, you foolish dolls,
jls what you long for with your falls.
Independence what Is that?
'Tls but a sham, a false defense.
'You'd rather cast off all your sense

I

'V\Tiy

,

,

—

I

Join a

Why
To

worry

live,

harem and grow

fat.

not the style
as did the rank and file
if

"tls

Utah— Salt Lake City-

;Of

Or wonderous Persia, free from KuUe?

Now

nese Saturday-to-Monday occasions
had hitherto struck him as great glided
cages as to which care waa taken that

'

I

j

.

ihe birds should be birds of

«.

I

feather.—

Henry James.

I

I

1

Infer from the pictures of
Hllaire Belloc. recently printed In news-

One would

papers, that he Is aggressively carnlv\\ e
erous. a beef and mutton man.
are assured by those who have had the
pleasure of meeting him at afternoon
tea that he is passionately addicted to
hot buttered toast and jam.

Mr. Belloc In one of the portraits
^presented with a pipe In his mouth,
This
a conventional brierwood pipe.
reminds us that in one of the cartoons
in
exhibited
Punch,
of
by MaJ. Lloyd
London, Mr. Baldwin is shown in a
celebrated
hammock, smoking, not his
pipe, but a cigar, to keep the flies away.
"The date is some time In 1923, so that
the pipe as the symbol of honesty is a
Does
matter of the last two years."
any one know when Vice-President
of
the
possession
Dawes first came into
Is

I

I
I

pipe that distinguishes him?
Mr. Baldwin, far from being offended
the
)y MaJ. Lloyd's caricature, opened
Another victim of MaJ.
'.xhlbltlon.
Mond, lent some
Sir Alfred
jloyd.
arlcatures of himself. It Is said that

Jark Hanna enjoyed caricatures
his expense, even when they
virulent, and collected them.
American politicians have been
it

were

more
remember how vexed

We

sensitive.

made

Other

George William Curtis was, as editor
Harper's Weekly, when Thomas
of
caricatures

N'ast's

and Carl
weekly in

of

1872.

Charles

appeared

Schurz

He

Sumner

the

in

Y>rorested

more

than once, and on one occasion wrote
to

Nast that Sumner's position "may

be criticized In writing, because In writing perfect respect may be preserved.
But it Is not 80 with the caricaturing
And later: "To serve up
pencil."
Schurz and Sumner as you would
Tweed shows, in my Judgment, lack of
Nast must have
moral perception."
laughed when Bellew In the Fifth Avenue Journal caricatured Curtis and
Nast: "Mixing day at Harper's— Making
Mud to fling at Greeley."

LEAGIERO

You'd rather turn the pages back
And run along the twisting track
To history's ancient stage,
When I was king In Babylon,
And you a slave, thou female sage.

CATHERINE PAMILLA ROBINSON
HIS BETTER
As the World Wags:

wife Is In good health, what Is left
of her, except that she does not hear
well.
A medical friend tells me that I
ought to have her ears clipped to improve her hearing.
I think I'll try it.
Do you think I should pay full income
tax for her when there Is only half of
lier left?
Her tonsils are In another
city, her teeth have been removed to
cure pains in the wrist, her appendix
is no longer witli us, and her gall duct
has been successfully deducted.
Slie
thinks it Is wrong to have her hair
bobbed, for, she says, it was given her
as a covering, and it's vulgar to bob it,
but she wishes to have another surgical
operation If I can afford it. It doesn't
cost much to have a bulldog's ears
clipped and it saves liim from getting
all torn up in battle, which, she says, in
itself Justifies the operation.
She used
to be a female wrestler.
My ears are
cauliflower.
1
don't like

now,

(1945)

The Pousse-Cafe
sweet children.

This,

story

pressed

of

Is

St.

the

sup-

why Napoleon went

Helena.

fore he

ousse-cafe.

Presto

— he

the

way

the

and Jazzing

girls

act

around

declared Jilm-

in

My

wife always
laced up tight, with a Navahoe blanket
wrapped around her up to the chin. She
stayed at home and ate griddle cakes,
fried

potatoes,

doughnuts

and

fudge

while waiting for the doctor to come.
When I came home 1 always asked her
how she felt. She always said a little
better and she thought she could ea.*

some cold liver and onions.
Do you know where she can get any
Crow" to mix with Peru-

of Kirk's "Old

vian bark for that tired feeling?
She
is weak aa a kitten after knocking out
the nose bag and wants a good reliable
tonic.
I used to get It aown in Dock
.square at a high class family trade
place.
Is "Ward 8" good for a cold? I
know a man who has six cases of It.
He says It will cure a cold in two
months if It lasts- that long. I don't
think it will.
ANXIOUS.

A

Claque or

Two

The Vienna Opera House has long
been famous for its artistic purposes
and f)erforinances. Here, if anywhere, was the temple of the operatic Muse.
It is distressing to
;

The great soldier, bebecame emperor, was secretly
enamored of Mme. Recamier, and small
wonder! For Recamier had auburn hair,
tawny eyes, and a color like apple blossoms. Then Josephine came along: a
small, dark woman, clearly showing her
eole ancestry, but with a wondrous
lOdy and a steady hand. And with that
first
his
nd she mixed Napoleon
to

dancing

loose frocks, hell-bent.

K. R.

CUSTOMS OF THE ANCIENTS

HALF

My

As the World Wags:
Every day In every way our girls are
eettlng kneesler and kneesler to look at.
J.

don't deny,

You know I speak the truth.
To me you cannot lie,
Thou pretty maid of modern youth.

learn at this late day that the management has given free seats and a

small salary to heavy-handed persons •wiib. the understanding that
they should applaud. But some of
the singers hired a rival band to
applaud them and by hissing to
overcome the plaudits besto-wed on
these singers' rivals. The original

people.

He

example.

shocking

The members

discuss by the hour, by the day,
the propriety of allowing this or
that word the entrance. And "with

taught them

various kinds of applause, which are
described by Suetonius. These apwhat result? The Academy is now
plauders were "remarkable for their
working on the second volume of its
fine heads of hair, and were exIt began work
re-vised dictionary.
itremely well dressed, with rings
in 1878; unless there is undue haste
upon their left hands." The leaders
the last page will be ready for the
received a salary of about $2000.
press in ninety-seven years.
And from the time of Nero claques
Even with the enlarged alphabet
have encouraged actors and singers
there would not necessarily be uniin theatres and opera houses of
form and correct pronunciation
England, France, Italy, Spain, RusThere are bom spellers; there are
sia, South America and the United
bom mispronouncers. Misspelling a
States, though these claques have
word excites ridicule, although in
as a rule been hired by the artists,
the centuries able men and witty
itianagement,
which,
hownot by the
women have erred in this respect
ever, has recognized the importance
mispronunciation may be regarded
of having what might be called a
as a personal defiance of the congrateful public. Some years ago the
Iventions; it excites controversial
leader of the most influential claque
conversation, which is welcome when
in Paris wrote his memoirs, in which
wise
Itopics are stale and few.
be defended unblushingly, and not
A
sides with the majority.
man
without a sense of humor, his art
Boston physician once said: "I proand his service to the general pubnounce 'paresis' with the accent on
It is not necessary to name
ilic.
If I should
the second syllable.
names, but during the existence of
pronounce it correctly, my patients
the Boston Opera House a leading
would think I am ignorant.'
Itenor had hia faithful and recomIs there not trouble enough -with
jiensed band; when he came on the
the present alphabet? Our language
Btage he at once looked up at the
is not easily spelled, not eaaily protop gallery before he burst into song,
nounced, but it has served poets, es
looked to assure himself of their
sayists, historians, novelists, statespresence. That the great opera
men, preachers and the plain people
house of Vienna deliberately enadmirably. Long ago the New York
gaged a claque is indeed surprising.
Sun said apropos of "had rather"
Boston, as other cities, knows the
and "would rather": the English
claque in another and perhaps less
language is what it is, not what it
offensive form. This claque is comshould be. Do we really need five
posed of friends and relatives of a
different "O's" for "obey," "no,"
young singer or pianist. Even if
"not," "nor" and "actor"?
the performance is pitiable, distressPtff, the applauders are bound to see
Mr. WlUIam
We caU the attention ofadvertisement
Mary Jane th~o#gh the ord' tl, to
J Bryan to the foUowlng
newspaper.
Parisian
'^ Sispersuade the inuLifcrent i^jid
that appeared In a
African
•'Wanted. A young and gentle
appointed that there is on the pr {companion.
ape. willing to serve as a_
'form a revelation of true art. Thi^
-•'
Address, Mme. D
misguided appreciation is underFigaro commented on this advertisedoubtless
standable, but does it make for mument. "If we reprint It. It is
because young apes capable of acting
sical
righteousness? Is not the
K
rare.
arc
ladles
for
as companions
It
singer or pianist wronged?
Disone of our readers knows of one.
Mme.
Inform
crimination is thrown to the winds.
would be kind of him to
poor
the
why
ask
to
led
D., but one is
And in the theatre, what are the dethat
woman has so few female friends c©mvoted admirers of some actress, reehe cannot think of any other
,,
monkey.
female
a
joicing in what is vaguely known as
panlon than
'personality,"
characterized
as
celeR. D. Blackmore's centenary was
*^ute," but wlfhoQt the essential elebrated last month at Teddln^ton. Are
t>e>Biqu»— Bd t^pearinff
pawta
any of his novels except "Lorna Doone,
read today? We prefer his "Maid of
a
under
simply as Miss So-and-So
Sker" and are glad to learn that It
was his favo#le novel. Wreaths were
name given her by the dramatist
placed on the graves of Blackmore, his
land 'With well-advertised costumes
wife, and his niece, Eva Pinto Lelte.
jwhat are they but a claque?
who was the original of the little haby

A

I

And

Institu-

j

As the World Wags:
A New York actress has remarried
In New York if a girl
her husband.

^

come

owner's financial difficulties
in the handa of
the market. It Is still
family that let it
a descendant of the
has re"History
to the composer.
of
«-«teH itself in the debasement
down
AuVtrlan currency, which went
for
some
and
with a run 115 years ago,
An
poor."
years left Beethoven very
Anelo-Austrlan committee, mcludlng the
Ronald,
Landon
Austrian minister. Sir
fundi
and Sir Henrv Wood, is raising awhich
the house,
for the purchase of
concert
Into
convert
they purpose to
rooms as a "Beetboveneum."

a venerable

i

THE LONG SHOT.

Vienna. In
The house at Moedling. wrote many
which Beethoven lived and
through its present,
of his works has

Nero,

common

suddenly went mad.

it

If

Is

who

prided himself on
his histrionic and vocal ability, organized for his performances in public a claque composed of young men
of the equestrian order and about
5000 robust young fellows from the
tion.

—

—

as they spell,
ing could be simpler.
Would these scholars in CongreBS
on pronunciation?
agree
easily
Would they not -wrangle, possibly
come to blo-ws, even over the right
of a word to be in the dictionary?
"^ere is the French Academy for a

may pronounce

claques.

The claque

ruler of the world, was
Here history portrays
to St. Helena.
him dying broken-hearted. It was not
.to!
With a pousse-cafe in his hand,
he smiled Into the eunllght as warm
winds wafted the palms to and fro
above that far, sandy beach.
What was this dazzling concoction?
Into a sherry glass, dear children, wa>»
poured a portion of mareschino, red as
rubles. On to this, with a steady, careful hand, there was placed a portion
of rich brown curacao. green chartreuse
of the color of emeralds pardon me. I
cannot go on I can only say. "Poussecafe, maker and destroyer of kings. I
But the memory oversalute you!"
powers me. Please pass the buttermilk!

"7*"

9,M
Thomas Hardy s poems.
why such poems should be

not see

all

exiled

poleon,

above clap-trap."
»°

demanded the
thereupon
claque
equivalent of ten ticket* to outbalance the intruders. The management then decided to do a'way with

Several

-phlne.

locanio "Km;

J

Foss has set

aiioUior imil

eniperui

jsolt

'Come
nes that
youia sots the
.irvani'c' Indolence of
at yoi|r
ros of Gehenna blazing
forcible
and the father statinK. In why he
.(.Hi
and'unmoasurod terms, exactly
considers Qulotly drinking ^""f^'f-^o
more dlgnined
death on a tropic beach a returning to
^nd virtuous course than him to catch
compels
a clvU izatlon that
the morning and
The 9 30 to work In
It
evening.
he B-30 from work in the intellectually
play
would have raised the

—

«

i

;

|

|

j

,

>

|

i

i

I

girl

A New

Alphabet

Dr. Frank H. Vizetelly has long
been disturbed by the difference between the spelling and the pronunciation of many English words.
He believes that there should be no
difference; that scholars meeting in
solemn session should decide "which
of the many current types of English should be the standard" and
then add twenty-two letters to the
present alphabet. As there are
forty-eight sounds in the English
language, that is, the English language regarded as such by Dr. Vizetelly, there should be forty-eight letters.
He has published a script of
his proposed alphabet, fearful and
wonderful. Take "X," for example:
there is one ssrmbol for "X" as in
"box"; another for "X" as in "exact."
There are eight symbols for as many
"A's." When this new alphabet is
determined, all that remains will be
to respell half a million or more
English words and then induce 170,000.000 people to spell, that they

"Bardie* In "The

Maid

of Sker.

^

William Black with his Interminable descriptions of scenery still
There was a time -when "A
read?
Daughter of Heth," "A Princess of
Thule," "Madcap Vio!et," "The Strange
Adventures of a Phaeton," and' from 15

And

is

to 20 of his other novels were eagerly
discussed; many drew the line at
"Judith Shakespeare."

FOR CHILDREN OF TODAY
As the World Wags:
Mr. Herkimer Johnson has beyond
doubt noted the tendency In present
day pedagogy to bring the elements of
all phases of human knowledge to the
attention of the youngster as soon aa
he has the slightest chance of being able
Thus the study of
to digest them.
Latin is pressed downward from the
high school to the grammar school;
"outlines" of this and that are offered
to nay, urged upon freshmen In college; and our private schools of elementary grade stipulate that all conversation engaged In on their precincts

—

—

bo carried on In French or German.
Granted the desirability of broadening the child's outlook; is there not a
little danger of driving too far In this?
Might there not be some hazard In
mixing gin with the baby's milk, however skilfully the union be effected?
I was somewhat surprised, not to say
affrighted, to read
I

nursery rhymes

I

a little
found

in a book of
In the play

:

company at

or no

/cr

Her

belief

is

Is

it

Shakespeare's
violet A- Wilson believes that

Mrs.n

stated in the

P"f»ce

to

h«

Sod.ty JVom

^^^^

yt."

But they

finally consented.

Lady Warwick would not go to a public theatre but she saw ShakeWhen he purchased a cottage and ground at
speare's plays at court.
Stratford-on-Avon, he failed to comply with some formalities due her as
lady of the manor, and the property remained in her hands till he journeyed to Warwickshire to rectify the error.
Husbands did not relish the idea of their wives visiting the Globe to
see Burbage, "their mortal God on earth," in Shakespeare's and Jonson's
plays, for the dramatists put all sorts of notions into women's heads.
Shakespeare's Portia would have outwitted Coke. Helena was represented
as "a woman doctor of skill surpassing Dr. William Paddy and the whole
College of Surgeons."

Lady

Rich,

AVarwick, Lady Hoby. charming
«"^J*J^*"'Jv"Btory
o£ their
story wj-n''^
devoted, humble, defiant. The
lever- vengeful or devout,
,

Ctt^ i^ts

ur

and there

There are 12 illustrations,
not, unfortunately, of topics.

A

cont.mpor.iy ^iter..
p;.«.nd other dt.m.ti.ts, .ndftomoth.r
.
del«ht.d by th. oustom of ki»»g,
Thus Er..m».
recomn.^^^
.nd
ovon
,lr.„B«.
g,„t.d

•^.'j?

Miss Wilson, to show that Shakespeare knew the two parties in contemporaneous quarrels and utilized the incidents, tells of the dispute between Lady Russell and the lord high admiral, keeper of Windsor forest,
and tKinks it supplied the material for the Falstaff-Shallow incident,
usually referred to Shakespeare's poaching in Sir Thomas Lucy's park.
She thinks that a scene at Sir Thomas Posthumus Hoby's house suggested
'
Malvolio's rebuke of Sir Toby.

print
P. H.

and binding.
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NO ADDRESS

Like

of a young friend of mine.
you, Mr. Johnson,
"To those who keep
The bachelor's secluded sleep
Peaceful, inviolate, and deep

room

I

(London

who

will?

j

„»
of
is

ECONOMICS rOR THE INFANT
vard

School

Summer

Mary had a little lamb,
And all that sort of rot:

•Tater

seeing aged
%irrs^Thot:f '^^^^^^^^^^^^^ rs\oSt
- fweetly" and

^
choseWt-exr-kt;^ ^rmerL^K %,

"Out

A short while ago I noticed In jwur
column the query as to the location of
a postofnce called Ireland, Mass. I am

garden,

there?"

that one

^^^^^

"I

their petty-coats and outward
S?rstockings. Once Uated, "they pull up
fine stockmgs, and those of
their
show
to
do
garments, as usually they
we say otherwise of th^^^^
shaU
what
And
purest silken dye.
He
breasts, arms and wrists.
baring of their necks, shoulders, naked
.

went on with a still severer indictment.
Shrew" storjiing agamst
So wTflnd Petrucio in "The Taming of the
of the face,
pamtmg
the
agains
t
iling
ra
Hamlet
woman's fripperies;
went back to the good old days of Queen Bess,
.

Jacobean reformers

smoke, dance to
did not paint the face, cut their hair short,
ride astride, wear short
oaths,"
mouth-flUing
"good
swear
gamble,
excess,
given by men friends
skirts or show their ankles, "go to dinner parties
in love with popular
at the Apollo Tavern, or visit public theatres to fall

when women

sctors."

horror, wonThen, as in 1925, 'tgrandmothers, with hands uplifted in
dered what girls of the present day were coming to!"
counTo quote Barnaby Rich again, women did not want to live in the
coachway."
good
no
was
there
"because
heaven
go
to
try or

perhaps needless to say that plays were regarded by many as the
vice,
inventions of the devil and players were looked on as "masters ^of
teachers of wantonness, spurs to impurity, the sons of idleness." 1""^
Stephen Gosson. When James Burbage bought a house in the Black
the
friars and proceeded to convert it into a playhouse, the residents and
Puritan colony made a great outcry. Lady Russell got up a petition which
It is

succeeded in prohibiting the opening of a public theatre. Not till after
her death was the Blackfriars Theatre, with Shakespeare a shareholder,
opened for the public. Lady Sidney could, from her windows overlooking
the Thames, have seen Richard Burbage and his companions, armed with
"divers and many unlawful and offensive weapons," pulling dowri the wood
and timber "in most forcible and riotous manner" and carrying it away for
the building of the Globe Theatre on the Bankside.

When Lady

Rich and Essex conspired, players were offered 40 shillings
their ordinary pay to perform Shakespeare's play: "Of the
deposing and killyng of Kyng Rychard the Second," to influence the public
mind toward rebellion. The actors refused at first, for they were rehears

more than

ing another play which they thought would be more popular than Shake
Bpeare's tragedy, "so old and so long out of use that they shold have small

^

under-production

as

you

an authority on United States postage
Mr.
stamps and postage markings.
Atherton has in his collection an enveThe
Mass.
Ireltnd,
to
lope addressed
envelope contains a letter offering a
chap a Job If he would hurry to the
town where the Job was located. This
letter went to Ireland aoroas the water
and* was returned, marked "Try Ire-

potatoes; the farmers

the

prices

high

They get twice as much money

1

dM
,

lurk;

I

to New Haven and It was also
called Ireland Parish and Ireland Depot.
I have received this information from
Mr. H. P. Atherton of Springfield, Mass.,

field

and

pretty

what

don't care.

In

^

.

for hall

much work."

Rock-a-bye. baby, in ^Ihe ^^f^^^^'-willWhen demand weakens, prices

^^^f^^^^^

Burton went farther;

was chewing

1

Tng

.

the

in

informed that this postofflce was located
on the stage coach line from Green-

.

so

•Tater^buff, 'tater bug,

I
I

fall"

Down comes
and

strengthens,

supply

lwhe°n

prices

land, Mass., U. S. A."
lost that Job.

He

rauit have

will

the market, bulls, bears,

all.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAS

^,

'Lady-bug, lady-bug, ny

Tour house

In-

As the World Wags:

where havo

bu»,

wearing

traditional

IRELAND, MASS.

sheared.

It

you been?"

m.l.«

court but
should be worn
James ordered that no farthingales
not ^n a
could
lady
a
that
complamed
the women did not obey him. He
by giving
2orr mannerly kind entertain her lover than
She would condescend to try
fair hand a pipe of tobacco."
a long-stemmed Pjpe
in
solace
/f.^Tfl ij};^^
found
and she herself
Whole
the illustrated title page of The
Toy^l Thus is she represented on
Wilson.
Miss
by
reproduced
and
1627
Armour of God," published in
not to worship but to
Barnaby RicJ thought women went to church
shall
"You
seen.
be
to
and
fashions
new
Bee
Robert
f,««
out loud.
it «°":«,~oW^!bert
tell
CJd
toed to the church, that I am ashamed to
to show their
he said that they went to church

.

'tater

the

genuity of the department In deciphering difficult addresses, some misguided
persons are actually placing upon envelopes addresses embodied in crossword puzilea, with the object of testOne of these
ing the postal servants.
enthusiasts Is inclined to complain that
solved,
although
not
was
the "square"
it was a very easy puszle, with the
Important parts indicated in aolored
The postofflce, very wisely, deink.
clined the task, and returned the letter marked "No address."

She roundly used to damn
Australian competition,
And smite the harmless lamb.
bu«,

Chronlcl*)

;

Sometimes it paid to have
And sometimes it did not.
When Mary had a deflclt.

castle in Wales).

Har-

Gosse. A.B.. Radcllffe: A.M.,

By JL

upon

presuming

pour libation."

^
To be brief, I picked up a borfc
Waldemar's nursery rhymes; and this
what I found:

not,

Dally

The postofflce has no reason to welcome the cross-word erase, beeause,

Tet it Is, I feel. Incumbent upon us to
view the problems of childhood coolly
and In unprejudiced mien. If we do

cherry Blusht
with cheeks "sugar candied and
"nosegayes of yeolow ^''-^
'^^^^^^

an index of proper names,

is

handsome volume as regards paper,

Is

will burn."
'Oh. I should

of The Herald:
Mr. Koussevitzky's remarks as to the
London Symphony orchestra, quoted in
"Notes and Lines" in The Herald of
June i, and the opinion of Mr. Ernest

To the Editor

away home;

on Are. your children

worry; the place

Is

In-

they'U Just

An"*a8 for the children.
have to learn."

In regard to London orchesquoted in The Herald of June 6,
were very interesting.
Having been an orchestral player for
40 years in American theatre, symphony
and opera orchestras, it was my good

Newman,
tras,

Sing a song of sixpence,
A bottle fuU of rye;
Why is such a goodly drink
So confoundedly high?

here, my de»rs. Is not
In theory Immersed;
so much of liquor.
not
There's
But there's Just as much of thirst.

The answer

Little

November and DecemLondon, hearing many conRoyal Philharmonic,
the
certs given by
the London Symphony, the Queen's HaU
and the Royal Albert Hall orchestras.

fortune to spend
ber, 1923, in

Boy Blue, come blow your nose;
much more at atake than you

The most decided difference to me in
comparison to our American Symphony
orchestras (I have heard t.iost of them)

There's

would suppose.
Only the boys who

jooll

out for their

health

was In the brass and the percussion.
The London brass was a Joy to me. They
use instruments of a smaller bore and
the tore is always clear and resonant,
with none of the blasting that Is so common in our American Symphony or-

Get their aliquot part of per capita
wealth.

SATTROS

TOO LOUD SPEAKING
the" World Wags
The radio Is, no doubt, a great dlsoovery, and it has given pleasure and

Ao

f

Information to thousands, bfit, accordIng to the old adage, one can have too
much of even a good thing. A neighbor of mine has a "loud speaker," and
he Is listening to it at short Intervals
from seven In the morning until midThis may be amusement for
night.
him, but It robs me of many hours of
needed sleep. I'm not as young as I
iused to be, so as a punishment I sent
him a pair of dumb bells, saying that
ha would oblige me by using them night
and morning as a healthful exercise
and let the "loud speaker" and his neigh"Throw out your
bors have a rest
chest," I said to the inconsiderate hobbledehoy, and if you must have a noise,
BAIZE.
hear me snore."

>

In the fortissimo climaxes
chestras.
neither the brass -nor the percussion
covered up the other sections of the orchestra, thus giving a clear tonal picture of the score. There is a unity of
have
style in London orchestras which I
heard in no American orchestra. This
cent
Si
per
that
may be due to the fact
whereas our
of the players are English

American orchestras are usuaHy a mix-

various
86 per cent, being from
European countries.
The strings and wood wind •fl^t?"
wood
ture,

cellent, the intonation ot the

decidedly better than

are that there will be a
bumper com crop this year in the United
States. But what's the use?
R. H. L.

Reports

are used tc

''Yn London the concerts
the custom
one rehearsal. In America
is four rehearsals.
English
The manner of the typical

«—

conductor

As the World Wags:

we

I

is

very different

For instance. Sir Hen /
if
comes on to the sUgegood
J
were going to have a joUy
same / ,^
Tnd giv^ tSe audience the
he
V
stage,
f.
concert, on leaving the

usual

here.

«

J

—

up

a. Tlolln part
floor and pMsed
t almple act of

I

i

'

which had Mien to the
Such
it to the player.

not uaual
klndneaa
with our conductora, some ot whom glvf
.he Imprrsalon that their entrance and
event of tremendous Im'xlt Is an
;iortance and that their "Interpretation"
le destined to smash Into smithereens
"Let
'all others that have gona before.
'
the earth tremble."
In America each cltr that has a vymphonr orchestra believes that It has the
beat one In the world. I/OcaJ pride may
be a gooA thinc but It Is well to know
what other people are dolnr and not be
too self-satisfled.
If the money spent on symphony orchestras In America went to support a
really first-class music school we would
within a few years have our own composers, conductors and Instrumentalists.
God speed that day.
In

i

I

'

CHARLES

Chleace, Jnne

K.

NORTH.

27.

Emeat Newman, the leading Engllsb
otitic, who was last season the music
critic

and

i

now

Is

New Tork Evening

the

of

In

London writing

Post

for the

Sunday Times of that city, recently declM-ed that there is no flrst-claes orchestra In London. Percy Scholes of the
Observer wrote not lone ago of the London Symphony orchestra that Its habit
of playing practically nothing but works
It has played hundreds of times before
and could play in Its sleep, continued
with Its plan of employing a constant
change of conductor, is proving fatal to
the high aims It le always announcing."
Visiting musicians from abroad, virtuosos and composers, all say that no
orchestra in London compares In excellence with the Symphony orchestras
of Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago.

—Ed.

"I'o

come an accidental cropper

Is

SCI

.ih...

111-

Mlhli

Til.'.

CX

I.'.HII.

'rhpr(»

\n<\

.'"^t^

'

masqueriKlli
.i.llestnff--snld that a
i;,:
llcnuin-cuiniiionor would as somi h.iso
the heels ot his shoes red, as hl» stockings. A beuuty had no more the title
of "lady," but reigned as an undixputed "toast." "Whan to the plain
gurb of gown and band a spark adtf*^
an Inconsistent long wig. we do not si^''
now 'he boshes," but 'there goes -a,smart fellow,' If a virgin blushes, wa^.
no longer cry, 'she blues." He that
drinks till he stares is no more 't^o-;'
"A youngster In 'li
row,' but "honest."
scrape" Is out of date; and what briRhS'nian says, I was Joaked by the Dean'nr
"Bamboozling" Is exploded; 'a shat" t|i<
muscular motloni
if the
!^ "tatler," and
of a man"s face be violent, no mortal^
says, "he raises a horse," but 'he Is' a*
merry fellow." "" Great Is the EngllSlT
,'lc

wix.<i

'

weeks ago.

A medical Journal recommends a sImremedy against insomnia: isopropylprogenyl-barbiturate of amidopyrlne.

.

greatness is born of an audacity du*^
to their totaf lack of humor.— Algerncm-

Blackwood.
Sidney

-.1

Dark,

editor

Churc^

the

of

Times (I,ondon), addressing the Sorop^
timist Club, wondered why there haq;
not been in 23 years a greater Increasjc
in the number of women journalistjg;
He had the courage to say that womejp
should do better In journalism tbau"
men ""because they have far mor*
impudence; they have learned how to
make the best of themselves, whereasmen only make the worst of themseivesi
partly through sheer timidity." And h«
was content to let women step into the
men's shoes because they could not
make a worse mess of things than the
,

and Bowls

!

"Clocks stopped at 6:45 A. M., the exact time of the first Quake" at Santa
Barbara.
We are

.

Indebted

to

Herkimer

Mr.

ij

Johnson for the following notes:
"Stavorinus mentions a remarkable
effect of an earthquake which occurred
while he was at Batavia. All the clocks,
^he pendulums of which oscillated east
/and west stood still; but those which
hung to the north and south were not
affected.

" "The prescience ot animals of the
approach of earthquakes is a singular
phenomenon,' says Dolomieu, 'and tlie
more surprising to us from our Ignorance by what sense they receive the

intimation. It is common to all species,
particularly dogs, geese and domestic
fowls. The howling of the dogs in the
streets of Messina (1763) was so violent

they were ordered to be killed.'
iNote to 'Dissertation on the Earlliquakes
;that

in Calabria, 1763.'

"From a

May

22,

which

I

letter written at

Serampore,

'The water In our tank,
have known there 34 years,

1810.

'changed suddenly to the color of daik
green, and an Immense quantity of
ifkah,

many

o<

thain weighing from

10

to

IS seers, floated
face of it. Some few

dead on the surwere taken out by"
the natives, and carried away;
the remainder were transported by "backer
loads and burled, or applied to the
purposes of manure. This strange occur-"rence Is attributed by most people tn
the recent earthquake, which
I under-

stand was

felt

in

Calcutta." "

The late David Nunes Carvalho 'w^'.
a famous expert In questions of han<S-V
writing. Did he ever pretend to read
character
by handwriting?
Charles
Reade introduced an expert in the trial
scene In "Foul Play," which'' he wrote
in collaboration with Dion
Bouclcault.
The character was suggested by an acknowledged authority in London.

The

Manchester Guardian says thai*
a cultured writer looking out from an"
O.xford college window in the
Bensoniatv'
manner would see today very much

what he saw before; "some brilliant
scholarship and much lounging, temrfrcd by keen athleticism, amid sui-1" undings of superb beauty
and consi'd-

ppabla comfort."
7
Yes, and this cyltured writer
woiJia'"

much exercise, the 18-hole
game day after day, is fatal to
many; better no exercise at all.

that too
,

|

I

|

j

i

i

Consider your heart, he cries;' he
echoes the advice of the old doctor in Reade's "Very Hard Cash":
"Jinius, jinius,

Take care

'

a sound sweeter to our ears
those days than distant church bell on
Sunday evenings or singing of the
Choral Union In the hideous town hall
"We hear
with Its embattled parapet.
the chuckle of the devoted band as
window after window was shattered.

The world went

Our Manners
The Rev. Dr. Minot Simons

No doubt, as Mr. Blythe says,
Americans, the great majority of
them, overdo in exercise as in the
various business and professional
walks of life.
He warmly recommends as
not

healthful, not jackstraws,

backgammon (English or Rus-

not even pachesi, but the
good old game of bowls, open air
bowling, a game resembling very
little the indoor game.
He writes
about this healthful sport with the
gusto of Hazlitt describing a hand-

sian),

ball virtuoso.
It is true that bowling was for
centuries a favorite game, indulged
in
passionately.
Three hundred
years ago Garrard was so affected

by Northumberland's dangerous sickness that for seven weeks he did.
"nothing but pray, nor sleep, nor
eat; all that time I never bowled."

But bowling greens

led

even the re-

spectable into grievous temptation.

King of England would
have put down the one in Spring

In 1634 the

Garden, had

it not been for the infor there
tercession of the Queen
was "continual, bibbing and drink;

day long under the
trees, two or three quarrels every
grown scandalous
It was
week.
and unsufferable." From a passage
in the Harl. Mis. it seems that the
game in France was "the pastime
rf mechanics and servants only,"
out in England "it is the exercise
cf gentlemen, and requires both art
They play
and address
deep, and spectators are at liberty
ing wine

all

...

to

make what

(Betting

is

not

bets

they

uif known

please."

on

dent in a public place, "there has
always come the gentle, low-voiced
'pardon me* from the unintentional
offender." Mr. Fry has seen women and girls standing in crowded
street cars, but many of them were
young. Let them stand. He also is
pleased because "you're welcome" is
^"gently murmured" in reply to the
conventional "thank you." And from
his observation Americans, including New Yorkers, are "really a very
calm, deliberate kind of people."
Is Mr. Fry an optimist, or a subtle
ironist? He hears "gentle murmuring" even in a crowd, no raucous
voices. It would seem that even at
rush hours the "Step lively" is murmured by the unfailingly courteous
conductor. As a nation we are without bad manners of any kind.
There are books on etiquette galore, but is there any "Psychology
of Manners"? Has any one studied
manners as the behavior of the mob
and laughter has been studied? Mr.
Fry says nothing about table and
family mannfers; his observations
aie confined apparently to street, car
and shop life. He surely has hot
stood in a subway station of this
He
city at, 5 P. M. or 10:45 P. M.
has n6t, made hi?' way through the
crowd leaving Symphony hall at the
end of a Friday afternoon concert
when the fairest woman seems to be
elbows. Happy man! Who would
strip him of his illusions ?
No doubt, as a nation we have improved sinc6 Mrs. Trollope visited

the

Dickens wrote his "American Notes." Unlike tha French, we
have never had an international reputation for politeness, but foreigners who have lived in France have
complained that this courtesy is only
superficial. Goethe once said in efus, since

of his countrymen that when
they were polite they lied. Among
nations the pot has often called the
kettle black.
Were the Boeotians
really as rude a, folk as the Athenians would have them thought? In
a nation highly civilized good manners are not noticeable except to
those Who are without them.

fect

7
A

^

boy In Lawrenoe waB spanked by

his teaeher "because of his Iron will,"

which he had neglected
safe deposit box^

tJnllke

to put In a
Jean Jacques

Rousseau, he took ho pleasure In the
punishment. Fired with rage he summoned playmates. Thlrty-flve panes of
glass In the school house were smashed,
and thus young CharlU Russo was
avenged.
Ah, how this stmpls story takes tis
back to the days of our Innocent boyhood,
"We Were not spanked In the
district and
Intermediate sohools;
a
heavy ruler was the Instrument of reproof; but there was smashing of school
windows, Just for the pleasure of hearing the smash.
We were armed with
sUngs B.nd buckshot.
"We see now
the forked stick, the thin lines of rubber, the leather that held the shot One
boy, Ed Couch, "was envied by us all;

voi-y well then.

SLIOHTLY ALTERED

ac-

all

of your carcus."

.

glass,
]

of bowlinp, pitching quoits
or horseshoes, or indulging in mumble-peg.
If he is told that he may
drop dead on the course, he will
ask: "Where can man die better?"]
j

'

of

i

dream

|

polished met&l and
thought to secure a surer aJi
hear even now the smashing

wa«

Believe me,

those endearing young

If all

charms
Ijike powder, rouge, lipstick and such,
R'ere to fade by tomorrow, come off

my

on

arms,
look like so much.

Tou sure wouldn't

THE DOCTOR.

CHILDURN'S BED

'

Golf, Hearts,

pie

•

cused American? as being conspicuously without good manners In pubEnglishman,
an
whereupon
lic,
l.inguage.
sojourning in
Fry,
Walter
Henry
-•—
our manners
finds
He saw life very clearly. He woulS" this country,
everywhere "astonishingly good."
certainly claim the good judgment stu-'
pid people sometimes have, due pet^'
When some one has bumped into
haps to their inability to see alterna-i
him or even touched him by accilives — just as some men's claim to

Mr.
Samuel G.
Blythe
has
Bounded a trumpet blast against
golf as an exercise for men over
as
50, yea 40, maintaining that
many who have reached that age
have a weak heart golfing is a ^anjrerous pastime, not, as some delight
in saying, an old m^n's game.
He
admits that it may benefit the
strong-hearted, but his theory is

\

i

"
a wooden

for Instead of

j

Old Mr. Rockefeller will not be
porsuadod by Mr. Blythe to subBtitute bowls for polf, nor will any
grolfer, even though he is past CO,

I

I

1

and there are lockijn in the
stations
fo?/ wearied

lifc-aavfng
olfers).

,

than to achieve a purposeful inediecrity-^James Agate.
Figaro of Paris publishes astonishing
news from Moscow. It seems that the
liours of sleep are determined by the
paternal government; from midnight till
9 A. If. No one is permitted to get out
of bed (or off the stove) before 9.
Those who violate the law are severely
punished. This reads as if it were taken
from that bitter but amusing satire
"We" of which the Herald spoke some

I

.

.

^ r

I

r

links,
^

a curious letter about Oxf<Jrtr
Thewii".f Sept. 2'<!, 1709.

men had made^

bet-

"«!•-

II

phanl trousers."

IN

Tlf*1E

STORY

PARTS
PART I
a

Reginald Rabbit walked Inter the ofuv Dr. Harold Muskrat, tha famus
Tha doo wuz
surjun an' speshallst.
blzzy givin' Freddy Fire-fly a flzical
xamlnashun. It seems that Freddy had
bin mlndln' his own dam bizneas, wich
konsisted uv nuthln', wen sum kid took
a swat at him with a stik an' nicked
fice

his

stopllte

all

ter

skrlpshun
straight
nald,

my

—"

"If

a preekin go

It's

yew desire, yew
"Kalm yerself," sea

want yuh tuh

"I

"Well,

hellengone.

freddy," se« tha doc,

Feellx, on
alius triMn' ter

sun,

regl-

talk a look at
tha poor
acct.

karrots
chew
time which leeds me ter
fella is kross-eyed."
"That's 2 bad,'" sez the doc.
"Yeh,
It
is," agrees Reginald, "in fakt, my
wife is very kross-ej-ed." "That's awful!'" sez tha doc.
"Teh, awful nise,"
sez R. Rabbit, "it alius spoils her aim,

simp

is

at tha saim
believe tha

wich

is

?,

little

why

I

am

still

llvin'."

"Wair

yer sun?"" sez Dr. Muskrat. So Reginald went ter tha door an' hollered,
an' little Feelix breezed In.
"Wot's
on yer mind, papa?" sez Feelix, staring
tha doctor In tha fase. "If Feelix ain't
kross-eyed, he's krazy," sed tha doc.
""Don't get peeved, doo^" sez Reginald,
"he wuz iookln' at me."
"Well,"' sez
tha doc, "if he's Iookln' at yew rite
now it's a dam serious kase"
io

SNOWSHOE

AL.

GOOD ENGLISH
As the World Wags:

A story teller in a recent number of
a weekly of gigantic circulation relates
yam of Abe Hummel, a celebrated
criminal lawyer of the preceding generation.
The defendant in the story,
a

charged with murder, is made to say
to Abe, "Listen, there's a place in Tonkers I want to turn off, and there ought
to be five grand in it."
Was "grand" slang for "a thousand"
in 1913-14?
My Impression Is that
"grand" is a comparatively new word
in the slang book, so believing that the
purity
of American
slang
should be held sacred. I appeal to Mr.
Herkimer .Tohnson for the facts.
historical

TIGRIS RI'VERS.
expect to hear from Mr. Johnson
a few days. In his last letter he
wrote that he was deeply Interested In
the symbolism of Algernon Blackwood"s
"A Prisoner in Fairyland." Ed.

We

In

—

HOW KURLEY KQUELLED
THE KLAN
As the World Wags:
As a former Bostonlan, whose ancesdonned war-paint to pour at the
Tea Party, according to the tablet at
HoUis and Tremont streets, I still take
the eastward position and bow to^ward
the Gilded Hub on Beacon Hill.
The
solitary man on the Rhode Island State
House win never be so near and dear
tors

me as the Massachusetts Indian, although for Roger Williams, a former
to

Bay

State resident,

who

left

unwilling-

have every respect.
Historic happenings in Boston should
not go unsung. Not every charge of a
Light Brigade can have its Tennyson,
ly,

I

the recent charge of the Curley
Civic Cohort cn the Ku Klux Klan
ought, I felt, to receive more or less
metrical mention.

but

GEORGE BRADLBB.
Providence, R. I.
Said Mayor Curley to the Klan,
"Just try to come In, If you can!"
Said the Klan to Mayor Curley,
"We can wait, if lt"s too early."'
"But you can't come in, at all,"
Said His Honor,
"There's no hall."
Said the Klan, "We'd like to meet.

But we don't want Tremont
For, although

we

street.
like fresh air,

^
IV hfivitny tnere.

us Klnn crept

In:
|

M.

—

HerV
pa*,

U> Mra.
oalls our attention

s

a» he appeared
\therton-. latest hero
and was unminuet,
the
for
too late
by dear Git*.
reoognl«ed for a minute
pale-blue saUn.
-He wore a Ions coat of
embroidered, over a white satin
ellk

and black PUTOPa-

etocklngrs.

1

were deep lace ruffles at the
his high
wrlsU and a Jabot huns from
There

today,
**^ut
"brighter clothes
prominent
creature
gorgeous
movemenf Is a more
ballroom.
,.ven when he Is outside the
French
\ ^ult of a subdued rainbow hue;
blue
pale
of
stripe
•ray with a thin
backa
trousers;
baggy
for
green
and
and held
less waistcoat, double-breasted
an Ice-colored silk
in place by braces;
hat—
The
gray.
a dcr-by
bluish
sh'-t of a
Nothing is
of pale gray or fawn color.
corthe
Paris
In
bald about the cane.
with
rect thing In sticks is to sport one
a lapls-lazull head.
,
^
.
„
Apparently the summer derby In England is without a weed. When Herbert
Minks became Mr. Rogers's private secretary he dressed carefully, "knowing
that of every ten people nine Judge
value from clothes, and hat, and boots
His ehining
—especially boots.
swell
the
in

the

!

I

'

CANAVAN.

Thome,

"which

prefixed, as

He

gives

Englishman

.'At'

Even

former times had
in
"At Beech," "At Ashe."

names "Hasle."

among

these
Is
"Hazlitt"

if

derived

from

which In old English was
"hazel,"
"haesel," It does not follow that "Has"
in the surname should be pronounced

to think
the
Clifford,

Ann

self.

was

L.ady Cumberland,

1

daughter

able

when she

my

mother; and an exquisit
resembling my father."

face, like
of body

shape

ADD "WONDERS OF PHARMACY
As the World Wags:
A rainstorm revealed new uses fo
bromo-seltzer, as advertised on an "El
billboard.
The two strata of poster
combined to announce these new vlr

ele-

;

%te

tues:

"...

for headaches, ingue,

fudge,
frostlngs."

Miss Juliet offered a new e€T^es tjn?e^
Jewish
clever impressions of
written for her by he'-,*';"**'^^,?^^
her
DeU, as well 88 some of
»™"'"f >J
stage <=elebrl«e»
apt impersonations of
lin^-

have tasted, and made, fudge that
needed an antidote. And is this an ex
ample of candid advertising? A local
store is selling "Stanzalone Coffee."
Is it a kind or a brand?

Ed

to devote some of my daytime hours to
la consideration of the prices and quan-

the
the best of these were
Brlce, BeUe Bake--

UaXnf

Fam>le
Grace
Wi-nn and the much-lmltatdd
of

I

It is

.a

humor

of mine, as

Lamb

said,

I

i^a

j

Powers', elephant, late
^'^i
an "n"9«8,t
York Hippodrome, offered -kUl and Iniact not only In dancing
no
was
there
»»iueence but because
Punishment nor
ffrcfng vislWe-nelther
them
urge
rewards seem necessary to

j''

|

did a single, with H
HIS materia, was /
used r
somewhat similar to that he besan
rharles King recently, since
here
sojourn
late
wUh allusions to his

r^Mercer Templeton

L,? mfo

titles of coal, etc.
I had occasion a
while ago to trace hack on the books a
certain item which cojjld not be accounted for.
We knew It had to do
with the roof, but it was not for shingles.
Diligent search revealed this entry,
made by my predecessor:
"Repairs to Eve's spout: .. .$20."
I guess Adam raised Cain all right.

Stoneham

I:"pUnlst.

L.

W. BUELL.

(A foundling offspring

We

of

Rudyard Kip-

"Boots")

— stroll— stroll —stroll—up and
the avenue,
—legs — legs —legs — continually

down
htehiy Individual nnd entertained w,th
The Klein Brothers
,, tv
w,,™^, ooneclallv when they orbe-glnnlng with r.ny
Ifed
„n?,"terpieces as
euer, eliciting such
f?"^ « ''"^""^
"rhubarb." "Q

meet the view.

for

Ivan Bankoff danced
Beth cannon. King ana
In their songs.
Realty had good material wUh -usual
jMack'and p'rantley opened H.eras ana
skates.
his pupil,

on
acrobats

roller

who mix humor wUh

proclosed the vaudeville

feats,

!th;ir

—

—we— used

to see only when the
breezes blew.
Now there's no concealing them at all.
Lags that look like crescent -shaped
parentheses;
Slantwise legs suggesting interfering
knees;
Sawed-oft skirts that nearly show the
B. V. D.'s;
Legs that please and others that appal.

blr" and others.

Iwms

legs

Legs

^o^rme'S

'stunts

Dutch-built legs on maidens come from

gram.

Rotterdam
Beef

PLAYS CONTINUING

to

from
am;

heels,

heifers

Coonskin legs from

MuUingar where

Way Down

South In
Alabam;
Schoolmarm legs that come from Way

—"Rose

Marie," musical comedy -wath Desiree Ellinger, Paul Donah, Beatrice Kaye,
Houston Richards and others.
Thirteenth week.
Tremont "No, No. Nannette,"
comedy with Louise
musical
Groody, Charles Winninger, Wellington Cross, Georgia O'Ramey
and others. Tenth week.

Shubert

Down

East.

Parsons groan and country cousins stand
agape,

At

legs

— legs — legs —legs —any

and

size

every shape.

—

men

Blind

grieve,

not

realizing

their

escape.

Cannot understand

it

in

the least.

Pipestem legs that spring from dainty

number twos;
Broomstick

legs

surmounting

flappy

overshoes;
Rolling-pins whose clumsiness you can't

^

excuse
"In your Sunday!
'Weekly Comment' W. E. K. asked, who
Napoleon In Kathryn Kidder's
E.

F.

i

,

H.

.

production of 'Madame Sans Gene."
actor was Augustus Cook."

j

Bandy

v/rltes:

J played

i

The

J

'
I

I

"HAS," NOT "HAZE"
As the World Wags:

What Is the correct pronunciation of
Hazthe name of the essayist. William
Short "a" or long "a"?
have for years given the first syllable

litt?
T

JACK BUNSBY.

air.

STRAWS AND JUNE

to attend."
Isn't It abo'ut time for Mr. Pachmann
set of platform
to rehearse a new
tricks?

Even the persistence of this spell of
warmth and sunshine has not restored
the straw hat to Its old-time popularity.
a big city restaurant where they

In

^

us?

/

^

/

was

Koussevftzky

one

of

I

what
His

.

strikes me as polished and trivThe Piano Quartet (G minor) was

^

i

Mr. Scholes says nothing about Faure's beautiful songs, but
concludes by judging Parry, Stanford
and Mackenzie, "quite as well worthy

and

of admiration as Faure,
spects more so."

the

O

What Mr. Walkley says
him may amuse subscribers to the

In

some

i

re-

Percy!

The London Times was not enthusi-

Boston Symphony concerts.
"The conductor enters. ... It Is Mr.
Serge Koussevltzky, whose behavior as
he advances to the desk Is so quiet and
restrained that you would never suspect
that dlable au corps for which he Is
famous. But when he starts the 'Melsterslnger' overture he Is a man trans-

over St. John Ervlne's play
"Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary."
'Do you know the kind of play with
the dear old Vicar and flapper who
says, 'I'm a modern girl, I am,' and the

astic

\

The great, blazing, pompous
mirches lift his arms high above his
head, and then down, down they go,
pxishlng the music, as It were, back in
It3 overwhelming advance. But to speak

afternoon tea scene where the talk Is
of cucumber sandwiches? Well, 'Mary,
Mary, Quite Contrary,' is Just that kind

formed.

an entirely harmless
that, it has positive
merits. It is hygienic. It affords a rest
cure to the overworked brain of the
a

ot

of course, to speak as a fool.
of the conductor, by which
he seeks to give out again to the orchestra the soul of the music he has

thus

!

ot small beeer."

I

conductors.
a'oout

;

'over-

to Mr. Scholes intolerably long becaKise
"In
little.
it seemed to be saying so
this the avoiding of 'intemperance,'
your
the horrified refusal to provide
guest with a whiskey and soda, and the
pressing upon him of a couple of gallons

his Impressions of the concert.

Mr.

I

did he actually give
themes, to my ear,
treatment of
his
significance,
.

.

ial."

Mr. A. B. Walkley attended the 21st
anniversary concert of the London SymThough he Is the
phony orchestra.
dramatic critic of the Times, he writes
delightfully on other subjects, so It Is
not surprising to find him publishing

shunned

fastidious)

best sense,
emphasis,'

( 7 f~

/

|

Mr. Percy A. Scholes of the Observei"
(London), speaking of the Gabriel Faure
concert in memory of the late composer, is puzzled by "the position" of
Faure. "Granted that Faure (by natuthe
ral temperament delicate and, in

serve 1250 luncheons a day almost the
only hats to be seen on the hat racks at
I o'clock yesterday were bowlers, felts
and velours. There was only one boater and one panama. In the streets straw
hats appeared no more popular. Why?
Luton has ascribed masculine reluctance
to purchase straw hats to the disappointing summers we have had li. recent
years. London Daily Chronicle.

Is,

It

play.

is

kind.

More than

great

British

The

public."

public

is

used to these plays. "In any internathe
tional exhibition they would be

The gestures

ot the British Pavilion, where
they would be marked 'Drama: British
Domestic: Gold Medal.' In this specimen. Miss Eva Moore, to keep up her
courage at night In an open boat at
sea, says that she cried 'fm British,
I'm British, I'm British." She might have
said the same thing with equal truth
all day long on shore."

pride

absorbed within him, seem only exaggerated contortions to the unmusic^il or
the soulless. The staid and statuesque
Englishman may find Mr. Koussevltzky's
movements- excessive, but then Mr.
Koussevltzky Is not an Englishman
1 found him very Inc'est tout dire.
teresting to watch, and I think, If I
in his orchestra (say, the
triangle), I should be compelled, under
to bang it like
Inspiration,
electric
his
mad. When It came to Sir. Edward
Elgar's tv\rri to conduct (his own Variations, op. 36) the effect was, naturally and rightly, different; intimate, and,

were playing

noticed an occasional tendency
develop the whooping tone beloved
generation of contraltos."
passing
a

"W»
to
of

The

late

Warren Davenport used

to re-

proach contraltos for having a foghorn
quality of voice.

Under him,
I may say so, homely.
should not be so fierce with my triangle, but touch it delicately, as though
I instance the triangle for
1 loved it.
fact,
.safety; because, as a matter of
there is no triangle in the London Symphony orchestra."

Real

legs that

near

silk,

no one can defend.
thread and cot-

sitk, lisle

ton legs;

Red

white sox, sox the hue of
scrambled eggs;
Underpinnings sized and shaped like
SOX,

powder kegs.
Powder though Is on the other end.

— don't — don't — don't — look at
what's
front of you,
— legs — — legs— up and down the

Don't

in

Legs

leg;s

avenue.

Any age from seven
two.

Vincent Lopez and his band

I

stroll

And

expert.

'wUh

became the

on every street our glances they
engage.
Next you know we'll see them in the

ii

LEGS
ling's

"w"

the beaches they

rage.

of

statesmen, and with good housewives
in any kind." As a child she read much,
delighting especially in Montaigne's EsSidney's "ArQui.xote,"
says, "Don
cadia," Gerard's "Herbal" and the poetry of Spenser and her tutor, Samuel
Describing her girlhood, she
Daniel.
wrote: "The hair of my head was
brown and very thick, and so long that
it reached to the calf of my legs when,
I «tood upright; with a peak of hair oiV
my forehead, .nnd a dimple in my chin!
like my father's; full cheeks and roun^

phants, Mercer Terapleton f"*
on the
Brothers werq the principals
last
program at B* F. Keith's Theatre
as
variety
In
night, a program as rich
these names might Indicate.
efher

'Among

Then upon

will,

them

to "discourse with vlrtfuosos,
travelers, scholars, merchants, divines,

IN KEITH'S BILL

,

friend, 'Vladimir de Pachplayed In London to an "Immenso audience" on June 15. "There
were, of course, a few minor troubles.
The piano-stool, for example, was not
In
to his liking— but then It never was
Pachmann reall the long series of
privllegedj
been
have
citals which we

old

tin

111.

Eng-

,

^^^^

ever:,

them only on

lack
first

grew up

ELEPHANTS DANCE
aanclng

drumsticks

stage.

well of her-

dame

noble

lish

——

Powerss

and
to see

SELF-SATISFIED
Margot Asquith was not the

...

Mis.

we used

First

—

"Haze."—Ed.

topper- wore a band of black. MInKS.
was not actually In
so far as he knew,
whom he
mourning, but somebody tor
die any
ought to be In mourning might
the band
felt,
day and meanwhile, he
It aUo pro...
distinction.
conveyed
.
tected UiB hat."

Juliet,

Jam^es,' gams
where.

1

Now

trees near their habitations, as Alder,
Elder, Beach, Plumb, Curson ("the stock
Hawthorn, Bush,
of a vine'), Ash,

richly

x^st.

J.

We have always heard "HazUtt" pronounced as if "Haz" were the verb
"has"; so pronounced by Englishmen and
Americans. Did the surname "Hazlitt"
come from "hazel"? Old William Ciuuden, In his "Remains Concerning Britain," gives names of men taken from

poR MEN ONLY

Tir

—

;

the tiouiul oi the verb "has." I underword comes fioin
the
stand
that
"hazel," and suspect that the "a" should
told me he had
friend
be long; In fact, a
met people of the name who gave the
.
tlrst syllable the sound of "haze."

"

£r\e^ with a grin,
Tape,
his trusty old Red
Fire Escape.
f.m out by

.omep

;

I

years to seventy-

No

What, Mr. Walkley?

in

Lon-

don. "There are probably some among
us who cherish a hope that when the
children of jazz grow out of the nursery

they will scream a little less lustily. At
present the jazz family contains too
many enfants terribles, and their notions of fun, to be frank, are as yet deBut we should
cidedly rudimentary.
hasten to say that the remark does not
apply in particular to the expert players enrolled in the service of Mr.
Lopez."—Dally Telegraph.

triangle in

the London Symphony orchestra? Will
not some kind gentleman show Mr.
Walkley a triangle, so that he may
recognize it when he attends another
concert?
Mr. Walkley Is already acquainted
with the double bass, for he writes:
"An orchestra with 10 double basses

It is said that the late Luclen Gultry
rehabilitated the middle-aged Parisian.
Before him, playgoers insisted that the
jeune premier sliould be an actor not

Each of
indeed, 'some' orchestra.
their huge instruments looks like a pubplayer is
lic monument, of which the

is,

more than

30

years old; but he

made

the lover of 40 years acceptable. "Becoming the preferred stage-lover of
French audiences, particularly of the
feminine section, the age of the lover
advanced with the age of Lucien
Gultry, to the unconcealed satisfaction

the appointed guardian. They all have
the air of dogged, determined men,
capable of desperate deeds."

-

IN MEMORIAM
A tarnished brass cornet with rotary
valves performed upon by a personage

whose

five

pints

of

mustache

of bis contemporaries."

72J

failed

mysteriously to Interfere with his artistic endeavors. A yellow clarinet tantalized by an undersized creature wearing, among other things, a soiled colA battered
lar and blue spectacles.

tuba which grunted

"Humph"

in

)-'erhaps

In
tone
brief, the little German band \Vhich long
lavender
ago marched on to join the
rubber-tired
the
and
sleeveholder
phaeton in the attic of America^ dis-

carded

his mellifluous

institutions.

instrument.

Let us pause to

erect In Its memory a monument
sighs consecrated by our tears.

THE PIED

,

PIPER.

of

The

digit."
alphabet vibrates to a particiilar
are
Perhaps even at this moment some
as
thinking of ch.anging their name so
to their
to find a more flattering key
they
inner nature, to the thing that

Intervals

of

of the readers of

'

.the

when a dilapidated Fi-ench
horn wasn't barking "chow-chow." A
who
pointed the exhaust of device
slipper
skyward and strove vainly to separate
A bass
the slide from the chassis.
drummer who leaned languidly against
the mahogany bar and closed his eyes
the better to catch the purity of the

some

Herald are Interested in "nunierology.
the
and are aware that "each letter, of

!

lundamentally are,
total of the vowels

having

added

the

the total of the
'consonants, so that this final vibration
to

'

I

expression of their life. Rethat 11 and 22 are the vibra"Twenty, too, has a
tions of genius.
tenmystic quality of greatness and a
toward religious absorption."
Is

the

full

member

dency
Twenty-three? Skldoo.
But before Mrs. GoUghtly consults a
"niimerologist" she should ponder these

i

—

w

I

iirds of

•AH

.'

very gruund.

this

in

L.ecuiiBi' iiiiinLn>r

ll-

nothing, h.is nothInK to do with
nature, but Is merely of human ImpoBlFor exuniple. when
tlon, a mere sound.
cry 1 o'clock. 2 o'clock, 3 o'clock, that
but man's division of time: the time
l.«
lelf

is

Itself goes oil. and it has been all one
in nature. If those hours had been called
So when they
nine, ten and eleven.
say the seventh son Is (ortunato. It
means nothing; for 1{ you count from the
seventh backward, then the ftrst Is the
seventh; why Is not he likewise fort

erty.

which these

In

which

quote as follows:
sir,
we have been

I

"Yes,

we

In

Callfornlans.

—

charitable purposes as they
be right and I have myself acted upon
these principles."

THOMAS.

found used in Florida? How
"shoppe." likewise in Florida?
As for "realtress" Is the female of the
species more deadly than the male?
E. H. G.

,

•

1

hasten to nominate for the Hall of
Fame one Marj- Slaughter, M. D., of.
I

l

Lowell.
doctors, would you say
that Dr. M. D. Sheean was a predestinated one?
L. W. BUELL.
of

DR.

MOREAU

As the World Wags:

A

quarter of a century ago I made
acquaintance of H. G. Wells, In
"Thirty Strange Stories," a masterpiece of the horrible. Since then. I have"
accompanied him on his wanderings,
terrestrial and celestial, but it was not
until the other day that I chanced upon
that companion-piece to the earlier
book, "The Island of Dr. Moreau."
Ah! What an afternoon I passed. At
the merry pranks of that amiable vivisectlonlst my few remaining hkirs assumed the perpendicular, and I found
the

I

By

the

That a

Dawes

city or a

early light."
town should

be.

named after a prominent man is by
no means a novel idea.
Not only
have our own statesmen been thus

have read of pitiless panthers.
no one could hope to escape;
of violent lions and pythons,
of Bimi, the murderous ape.
But for terrible thrills, and shuddering
I

honored,

chills.
Is only one place to go;
that's over the swells, with H. G.

but

ancient

worthies

as

of Dr. Moreau.

me

And

tive

insignificance
after him.

the

of

I

of

"My

And when we meet on

Saturnlght,
I'm taken at her word, and she
Exclaims. "What lovely notes you write.
And how our sentiments agree!"

:

1

A.

j

an American mll-

I

'Your voice

said:

would seem

don't care.'

Is

ADD "UNNATURAL HISTORY"
(Adv.

so cold that

I

But

I

And

it.

You begin it; you falter; you leave it;
Then back you go creeping again.
To the depths of that ungular jungle,
And the beasts that were almost men.
of bedtime bunkum
Each night on the radio,
But never a story so jolly and gory
As the Island of Dr. Moreau.

There are bushels

CLARK.

have never thought about my nose,
but the caricaturists have thought a
good deal about it.— Mr. Baldwin.
1

i^"^- //

mouth."
'

Mr.

J.

C. Squire says that

"Mayfair"
in"The moment you gfet Evolution
you get something to hope
But In
and live for," says Mr. Shaw.
seim
stales of America you

Jean be labeled the mixture-as-before.
!"Millions of our fellow creatures ivill

be agreeably titillated by taking

It.

troduced,

The

interesting point left Is to find a
its success, and, examining
it curiously,
one asks at last whether
the reason lies somewhere in the region
The gilding of
of 'If Winter Comes?'
gold and the painting of the lily is a
flourishing industry, and Mr. Arlen is
as ripe a sentimentalist as Mr. Hutchinson.
Or was it born and bred by the
cinema, with 'Winter Comes' as midwife? One has to remember that Henry
James was somewhere around, too
(subtly and with a side-glance toward
tlie not altogether to be dismissed suspicion that the young man is, it would'
not be untrue to say, an artist, or more
reservedly to point, a romantic.
must allow that possibility)."
Mr.
Squire, having thus neatly parodied the
manner of Henry James in the act of

sole

several

something

quite as likely to have found
Job, for.
to die, or at least lose your

The Observer (London).
In the
Western civilization will go up before
smoke of another world war longP^^^ent

Christianity, traveling at its
Rev. H. K.
pace, takes possession.— The
L.

AN ABUSED WORD

1.

J-

hubby makes

THEIR RIGHT MINDS.

Dr.

P.

a deep-thinking
prepared to maintain
that literature appeals, not to the eye,
nor to the ear, not even to the imagination in the ordinary sense of the word,
but to the sub-conscious. "The final
B.

Englishman,

I

Ballard,
is

money?

We put the question to R. H. L. He
answers: "It isn't the how they want

By the
lo know, Ifs the how much."
wav. there once was a favorite piano
Daughter
Wrecker's
'"The
piece:
Quickstep." Has any one written a song
to be sung at twilight and with great
e.tpression, "The Bootlegger's Brid|"Kd.

We

his

AN ARTLESS HUSBAND.

•

Again we rejoice at seeing pictures
of the costumes worn by women of this
great and gallorlous republic at the
English court. A hundred years ago
last month the Observer (London) described a pleasing scene at this court:
"The long-deferred Drawing Room
was held on Thursday with tho custo-

English Journals of a
dancing test; a "Mara-

In

motor
thon" talking test; a "Marathon"
the imcar exhibition. We were Under
pression that legitimately "Marathon"
There
foot-race.
Is applied only to a

^Was a sign some years ago in Boston,
"Klectrlc
[perhaps ll Is there today:
Lunch." VV'ould a "Marathon Lunch
"Elfectric
be served as quick? Of did
parefer to the rapid gorging of the
trons?
I

have
I
been reading Janet Fairbank's "Tl^e
Smiths," which is all about a lady who
resents the fact that her husband doesn't
How do
tfll her all about his work.
they get that way? When I try to tell
the little woman some thing that has
happened In the great business world
during the day, she either walks out on
me, or gives me to understand that the
American husband has no conversation
worth listening to. Tell nie, was there
.-ver a lady who wanted to know how

read

"Marathon"

'Be still!'
cried out in his despair.

As the World Wags:
I want feminine testimony.

Sheppard.

We

j

things-

When a
Just like original sin.
cannot explain anything he says
Lloyd
Mr.
George.—
Lloyd
Is
It
that
George.
I

j

look on Marathon
looks on the sea."
today Is looking at many

"The mountains
And Marathon
Marathon

j

.

/

ester 9865
line.

again he kissed her

'Be still!"
"Indubitably," sayfi Mr. Squire, "It Is
the
pleasant
from
giiiie called "Gonsequences' that this derirac."

'

Beaver. Pa.. Times)
White brindle.
bull.
same. Call Roch-

in

for return of

'

"She whispered:

j

i

LOST— Female
Reward

like fire beside

|

cigars?

•

"He

—

—

years 219,000 during his life believes
himself to be the greatest smoker In the
world. But did not Mr. Robbin of New
Jersey smoke 35 cigars a day, making
in 67 years the grand total of 611,375

these lines appeal to it?
" 'Oh,' she cried, and she cried, 'You

ice

W.

Something has been said recently in
the newspapers about a Mr. Kelly who,
having smoked 15, cigars a day for 40

"If

thief!'

—

she merely signs them "A,"
dearest" starting her attack
Are just as useful either way;
My answer Is to send them back.

Her notes

Do

"He

street

Boulevards and
avenues were mentioned as more
worthy of the great man. At last
worshipper
exenthusiastic
an
claimed:
"Paris should be known
to the world as 'Victor Hugo.'
The poet, leaning against the
mantelpiece, had listened, apparentHe turned to
ly lost in thought.
the last speaker and said with a
confident air: "That will come, myr
If one
dear sir, that will come."
had proposed that France should
be known to the world as "Hugo,"
the poet would not have objected to
the change.

H. G.

were interested In the publication
Sir
of two wills in London journals.
Vauncey Harper Crewe, Bt., left a large
amount of money. What Is more Im-

write each other every day,
Intact our true love's bond.

To keep

"She said:

named

Wells

IN

I

We

served Mr. Arlen for this:

whose drawing-room there was
once complaint about the compara-

There was blood in the sink, there was
blood on his hands.
There was blood on the surgeon's knife;
And the puma's moan, and the staghound's groan.
As they fought for their ebbing life.
Sax Rohmer has written his shockers,
And so have Kipling and Poe;
the Island of Dr. Moreau.

'

By business often dragged away.
With Angela correspond.

in

for fainting spells, give

enpHBSanl.

husband and
of
wife. It Is said, frequently becomes so
alike as to be indistinguishable.)

making a statement, asks what model

Garchine a strange story to illustrate the egotism of Victor Hugo,

Wells,

But

|

The antiquated

AMBISEXTERITY

We

'Pompey and Bismarck have been remembered. In this commonwealth
at least one town was renamed after
Turgeniev told
a local celebrity.

There

H.

citizen.

"Oh, say, can you see

And
And

ELLERY

A

poet in Evanston, fired to a fine frenzy by the
suggestion, has already composed
the state anthem:

Whom

To the Island

'

handwriting

(The

reason for

jnorthern Illinois.
North East Illinois would be awkward. And so the
Tribune suggests that the state be
named after Gen. Dawes, its most

eminent

that I was still able to achieve, In literary language, "an involuntary shudder."
f)o you care to print my offhand imprbasions of this gentle tale?

And

klst oblique,

the

direct,

kl«p
kIsK

was
and

There

I am profoundJy glad that I have not
the least idea what is coming In any
direction whatever.— H. Belloc.

He had sowed

lous."

Smith, has mentioned the bill intro-!
dnced in 1919 in our own Legislature providing that Boston, Chelsea,
Revere and Winthrop should form
a state to be kno'wn as Boston upon
its admission to the Union.
There is later ne-ws from Chicago.
The Tribune of that city protests
against the name "Chicago" for the
jne'W state after the secession.
It
does not favor North Illinois, for
the ne-w state will not include

|

As the World Wags:

ceremony.

damsels wore forced in ho content with
the whisker kl.ss, tholr checks being
merely brushed by th;it luxuriant appendage lo his majesty's countf-nanca."
A» yet we have failed to see any reference lo George V reviving this agreeLeigh Hunt burst into
able ruslom.
poetry when .Tenny kissed lilni. Imagine
of
an American dame exexaltation
the
claiming at a sewing bee or afternoon
tea, "And then dear George kissed me."

The Herald has already commented on the proposed secession of Ward would call first-class humor?
Chicago from the state of Illinois
And what does the sub-conscious
and a correspondent, Mr. Frank E.i
think of Michael Arlen's "Mayfair"?

—

THE DEADLY SCALPEL

.

agreeable

the
the

not brilliant, was continuhis wild oats, but
they were all Quaker oats. Really, Mr.
Chesterton, is all this what Artemus

"Dawes"; Not "Chicago"

I

THE ISLAND OF

The conversation

jlionalre,

we know about "realtor,"
may be ask who coined "realtress," a
that

Apropos

this

}

As the World Wags:

word
about

sub-consclous
Well, what does the
think of Mr. G. K. Chesterton's humor
as displayed In his "Tales of the Long
Bow"? In one of the stories Col. Crane
says he will eat hia hat If Mr. Hood
succeeds in setting the Thames river
on fire. Mr. Hood did succeed, but the
colonel shrank from eating his "topper."
He suddenly thought that articles of
[dress were not a wholesome diet, so he
wore a cabbage on his head for a week,
and then boiled and ate it.
Capt. Pierce showed that pigs could
a^er the d " "^t^aand In

.

!

the sardonic."
Could there be a better explanation?

Now

m- in^j'-"' '"•'V'
occasionr.
excellent health and splrils, and \UI,
not fall to kisii the f«lr blossoniH
beauty as they were presenled. It wns
iiniUHing lo walch the degreds of fervor with which hiB majfuty performed

|

It

C.

sj'l'

nunuM

8(1

1

meaning

HOWARD

in

articles are stored, and the
which his books are kept

^

through a

good

to

daughter succeeding him should make

old
Spanish words real,
royal, and tor, meaning bull
demonstrates that while we are
businesslike we have a strong streak ol

two

well

I

and, like everything else we do, when
we have a failure we have a large,
husky one. For Instance, we Invented,
produced and cast forth Into the world
the Realtor, or glorified real estate gentleman driving a sedan. It comes from

and

person

mary

rurtlcularly to that part of the personality which lies In the vast and unexplored hinterland of the mind, so to
speak, which It Is the fashion nowadays
to call tlhe sub-conscious."

.special provision for the safe custody
at Calke Abbey of the old Abbey seal
and"of"The"ke7s of"ca;ke"chu;^h''and"'o"f Ify
hls muniment room, and shall permit
«wav and be at
might flee away
no one to Inspect or handle them save ^'^ /'^at I
[rest.
In the presence of Lndy Crewe or of
Rerself or hor husband
illustrates
Mr. Chesterton later on
Mr. Arthur Warwick Sutton left es"It
tate of the gross value of £112.793. He the differences between nations.
also, about to die. had his little say:
takes an Englishman to eat his hat; I
legacies
left
no
will
thip
have
by
"I
'never heard of a Spaniard threatening
to religious societies and charitable and
other institutions (apart from certain jto eat his sombrero, or a Chinaman to
the National ichew his pigtail. You can only set the
of
provisions in favor
Council of the Young Men's Christian Thames on fire; you cannot set the
event.s of
in
certain
Association or
Tiber or the Ganges on fire, 'because
the British and Foreign Bible Society).
been
the habit of speech has never
as 1 believe that it is man's duty to
^Vhats the good of talking
i,„ 1.
nf„»i,^^ .Jieard of.
during his own lifetime
give in charity
in
countries
^^^^^^
^^^^^ elephants
such proportion of his Income as. in the Iwhere they are only white elephants?
sight of God, he may deem right and
(Go and say to a Frenchman, 'Pour mon
then to leave the residue of his prop- Ichateau, Je le trove un elephant blanc,'
erty to those for whom he is bound to
land he will send two Parisian alienists
provide, and also leaving to thein the jto look at you seriously, like a man who
responsibility of setting aside annual- says that his motor-car is a green
ly such a proportion of their income for
giraffe."
believe to

and we
are experienced people. We have had
our triumphs, and enjoyed them, and
we have also fathered a few failures;
grief,

of

to,

lare not to be left without fires In wet,
damp, or wintry weather.
"He expressed the desire that his

recent issue of lib-

in a

trustwortliy

thoroughly

an article by Frank Condon,
"A Native Son Explodes," from

entitled

lot

least

nt

As the ^Vorld Wags:
Referring to your recent justified
comment on the word "Realtor." I think
the most plausible explanation of its
given

and ultimata appeal of the nne»t literature Is to the whole porsonall'ly »nd

and
once a year looked over by a

libraries

Is

eel

hl.-'tory

recommended by those competent
The rooms at Caike Abbey
Judge.

REALTOR" AGAIN

origin

natural

and carefully attended

place

"

"

^^

a

baronet's anxiety about this collection:
"Those arjicles retained by his wlfo
or daughter are lo be kept in a dry

I

Ujn.i

left

that Included a great auk's
Articles not chosen by his wife
egg.
and daughter are to be offered for sale
Note the old
to the British Museum.
lection

-PO"

lu.

he

portant,

"b-

th.

serve In

I

—

—

"

am

man

As the World Wags:

"PGR SALE— BARGAIN
ONE USED SHOWER BATH"
We have a lovely shower bath
We all used once a week.
But now we offer It for sale
Because It's sprung a leak.

CHORUS

We
We

ain't
ain't

We

ain't

gonna wash no mo', no mo'
gonna wash no mo'!

There'll be a rim around each neck

gonna wash no mo"!

DINTY &

T'yftUS.

KLEPTOMANIA
Paris shopkeepers are complaining of

an epidemic of kleptomania. (The number of Americans in t>arl8 Is great this
And so Dr. Antheaume thought
opportune to discuss the nAture of
it
this disease at a meeting of the Aca-

season.)

-

1

than five' feet in height; he weig1is~al3eTSt "9S Jifilf^s, has narrow, sloping*
shoulders, a huge nose and large feet; gray hair and shrewd eyes that|
Nadin Boulanger, Roussell,
belong to liis alert and assured manner.
square
Stu»rt Holden, vicar of St. Paul's, Portman
discussed" plays, sau|
havinir seen three "popular and widely
relation to English life ol^
the pulpit that if these plays bear any
inevitable catastrophe, for the
towards
hastening
are
English
^*'^'j-v the
gentleJ
of the open drain." And what did Ihe reverend

—m

Dr

Rev

P^Viiiys'are -dramaa
^
lean not say r.Dout ihe

dramas popular in London ?
wealthy classj
"Thev portxay various sets of people, chiefly of the
moral prohibitions and
who exhibit open and cynical disregard of all
of life is the sex instinct, and
sanctions, tali^ as though the only impulse
unrestrained gratification.
the sole guarantee *f happiness its
glamorous pruriency, this glorification of the dust1 protest against this
draping of sheer animalism in silk. The thinly
this
cesspool,
the
bin and
double entendre appears to be the stock-insmart
of
the
dirt
disgui<ied
.

.

not think of tolerating
trade of the carrion dram.atist of today. We should
typhoid and
in our city, belching out its deadly bacteria of

an onen sewer
^^^'^There

is

moral standards of the jungle and the gutter,"
the fate of Egypt, Carthage, Greece and Rome is

more— "The

and Dr. Holden asks
without significance.

if

'•
,

Some have thought that Juvenal's denunciation of certain vices was
they
more offensive, more dangerous to youths than the vices which
would not have known if their attention had not been so unblushingly
three plays; he
called to them. Dr. Holden did not purchase tickets for the
was invited to see them. He did not tell the congregation whether he sat
them out; or whether, with a snort of disgust, he stamped up the aisle,
after the first shocking speech er situation.

'

these
Surely Mr. Squire's "The Clown of Stratford," was not one of
that Bacon did
three plays. It is "written on the unlikely assumption
on "The
write Shakespeare." Bacon is seen at his desk, secretly at work
Tempest." His wife comes in. Bacon hastily shoves the manuscript in a
drawer. Shakespeare calls; Bacon's wife is persuaded to leave the room.
Shakespeare, a little drunk, asks for money; the royalties on the plays
are not satisfactory; pot a recompense for his sufferings due to his
putting his name to such trash; rude boys shout "Atheist!" at him in the
He leans on a pile of
streets; ladies reprove him for his improprieties.
books "while holding a quill pen in his hand and falls into one of the most
familiar and majestic of Shakespearian poses; and we see how the
wretched Bacon was at last persuaded to take bribes from suitors in order
to buy off this threatening blackmailer from Stratford."

Certain persons in Leeds (Eng.) are going to say to the people of that
town next winter: "Here is the drama with no admission price at all. Do
you want it? If you do, put something in the hat when it comes round."
At York it was found necessary to give a few performances in the GuildAs this is a municipal building, no charge could be made for adhall.
mission. Collections were taken. The theatre directors found that these
Guildhall performances were more profitable than those in the Everyman
Theatre, where the payment of a fixed price for admission was required.
At Leeds five plays will be produced under the new condition. Anybody
who cares to subscribe six shillings may reserve a place at each of the
five plays and have first call on places at any other plays which may be

done

in addition to the five.

—

and I do not for the life of me know
It is believed in England
whether it is a belief forced on the public by the pianagers or on the managers by the public that a dramatic work must be of a certain length,
that it must not take in performance less than two and a quarter or more
than three hours. It would be laughable if anyone attempted to uphold
such a theory in any of the other art>; half of Chopin either the longer
would have to be thrown overboard, half of Scriabin.
or the shorter half
It would be laughable in painting, with pictures varying in size from a
postcard to decorations covering an entire wall; it would be absurd in
sculpture, absurd in poetry, absurd in prose, but for some extraordinary

—

—

—

reason it is not considered to be absurd in the theatre. Let us be clear,
however, that England is unique in its acceptance of this strange doctrine.
The Italian theatre, the French, the Spanish, the Irish abound in plays
which, stretch the intervals to the utmost pitch of endurance, could never
These theatres abound in that thing so discredited in
fill an evening's bill.
England the one-act play. But why discredited?
As a member of the theatre-going public I believe I am justified in
demanding three hours' entertainment in return for the price of my seat.
(Outside London I may demand less; the facilities for going home are not
so sympathetically arranged.) I stand in a queue for an hour or more, I sit
on a hard seat, I cannot smoke for these discomforts I demand decent
compensation. I do not object to one-act plays even if you call them
curtain-raisers
they have the merit of making it more likely that the
stalls and dress circle will ai-rive before the curtain rises on the piece de
resistance; I do not object to a faixe after a three-act tragedy; the managers might consider the policy not only of giving me good value for my
money, but of making it harder for me to be dissatisfied by varying my
fare. If I go to the cinema I may not like the drama, but I may like the
comedy; if neither pleases me there will surely be Felix and the Topical
Budget; if I go to a music hall or a revue it is impossible to conceive
that every turn in the evening will leave me cold. It is only the legitimate
theatre that arrogantly puts all its eggs into one basket and throws the
basket at my face. Lennox Robinson in The Observer.

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

The Herald has received the following letter from a prominent Amercan composer who has been in Italy, France and England for some time
and had unusual opportunities for hearing music:
Theatres and concerts were in full swing in Paris. I am of the opinion that we have more good music in America than the Europeans imagine I am sure New York has more good concerts than all of Europe put
together. The orchestral concerts in Paris and London are merely scratch
performances by orchestras of excellent players who do not belong to
regular organizations. The natural result is unbalanced tonal quality and
an imperfect ensemble, though the orchestra Koussevitzky got together
for his Paris concerts had a lovely quality of tone due to the individuali
'

excellence of the players.
All the orchestral concerts were second-rate)
compared to those of our fine orchestras in Boston, New York and ChicagoJ
"Ravel is a strange contrast to his wonderful music. He is not mors]

Koechlin, Vuillcmin and many more of the French musicians were charmRespighi, Pizzetti, Alfano, Console are a
ing to meet, and the Italians
delightful crowd of admirable musicians; delightful, also, was De Falla.
"At one of the concerts in Paris, a song by Ravel, for voice', flute,
violoncello and piano, was performed with Ravel, pianist. The words were
a protest of the blacks in Madagascar against the white man's abuse. The
song was a great success. During the long applause a man arose, walked
to the stage and addressed the audience, saying: 'Leon Moreau is leaving
the hall. I cannot stay here and listen to such words and music while
France is at war with Morocco.' Shouts and laughter greeted him as he
Ravel, very
strode down the aisle followed by his wife and daughter.
bored, waited until the noise ended, then repeated the song.
"The next night at a performance of Stravinsky's 'L'Histoire du
Soldat,' the piece ended in a riot. The friends and enemies of Stravinsky
hissed, whistled, applauded, stamped, shouted; then began abuse, threats
and personal attacks. It was amusing, but disgusting, and, of course, it
spoiled the superb, sinister and very original work.
"The next night at a charming revue there were some 30 lovely girls
on the stage with no clothes except a silken loin cloth. Here I could have
understood undue excitement in the audience and even personal attacks,
but French logic seems not to work that way; for in the intermission 1
saw many men drinking ghocolate in the foyer with the complaisance of

—

—

[

Ilindu yogis.

j-

i

Ballet play 'The Three Cornered Hat,"i
by De Falla, and a ballet with music by Auric. Auric's music was excellent. At Covent Garden I heard 'Elektra'; Strauss at his best and
worst, an amazing piece of arrogance, brutal and useless. Hacking his
way through this serpent tragedy he is a niouthpiece for all German art.
Strauss here shows that the people he so ably represents have tihe inThe false premise of weight and size has
stincts of African aborigines.
been developed to a point that excludes beauty. I often compared the
theatre-art of Java and Japan, founded on intelligent good taste, with this
futile thing and wondered what Debussy would have thought of any-

"In London

saw the Russian

I

luing so monstrous."

by Coward, is a bold treatment of a theme
probably be barred in Boston by Mayor Curley and the virtuoas City Hall censors. It is very well played as is another of Coward's
plays in London.
" 'Fallen Angels,' a play

that

wouW

^

"Paris, London and the larger cities Amerrcan music is tlie sole property
One |of tlie New York Jew and his brethren
C? Spam have taken to our Jazz.
In tlie parks of Paris tliey
th« restaurants elsewhere.
tiwM^e notlilnK else
It Is often tarS to recog- still play excerpts from the operas of
A-na (neatrc.
nize it, for European musicians play it Meyerbeer, the overtures to •Zamv)a.','
in » Btralt-laced manner. This so-called iThe programs generally are like those
|

m

!

j

|

demle de Medicine. Some have deiflned
kleptomania as the obsessing Impulse to
take away fr»tn a shop anything that
comes under the eye; to steal It In spite
of strong mental reslsta,nc6.
Dr. An-|
theaume says, "Fudge." "I have lately,,
with my colleague, Regues de Forsac,!
shown that if such a disease exists]
among sane people, as it Is defined Inj
treatises on psychiatry arid taught to
students, after the act is committed and
the obsession gratified, the thief having
gained her home and 'become mistress
of herself, would easily appease her
conscience by returning, directly or Indirectly, the article. I admit that kleptomania Is an irtipulse to take; I do not
admit that it's also an impulse to keep.

Music
of the Boston 'Pops' in the old
tall 30 years ago.
or
tt&lls
concert
"The theatres and

and London are a shabby lot
Even the Grand
compared to ours.
Opera House in Paris is no match for
Paris

Auditorium in Chicago-, in size,
beauty or acoustics, -while Queen's hall
the

and the smaller concert halls in London
are decorated like mortuary chapels,
and the attendants look and act like
The English take their
undertakers.
eviart seriously, and the critics are
dently a patriotic lot, praising Sir Edno
Englishmen,
.Til
and
ward Elgar
matter how thick their music may be.
musical
Tliey tolerate other and more
races, as the French. They have allowed

de Fursac had Inquired' inj
department stores Whether!
articles thus taken were sometimes re-'
turned. The answer was "no." In five
years there were three restitutions due
to an uneksy conscience.
Then the question came, up, hqw to
put an end to this epidemic. It'Sv^
stated that there Is no stealing in the
shops of Buenos Ayres because infive

"I

band

hypcrmotlvlty into the idea of stealing.
It is strange that no one at this meeting spoke of Or. Icard's theory concerning the cause of kleptomania, pyromanla, homicide, In his curious book
about women puiillshed by Alcan.
We knew a woman of wealth and refinement In Boston she and her hus-

—

dleff

a

gooa

many

years

ago—

thought of returning them. When he
death, he told a friend that
his one regret was that nobody would
understand his wife. After his death,
she continued her practice, and accumulated a quantity of articles that
^
were of no use to her.

was near

A QUESTION OF TASTE
(A holiday reminiscence in Flyland.1
Midgee, house-flies, gnats, mosquitoes
ChUttlng at the Aero Club,
Talked of what a Whltsun treat owes
Unto mortal grub.
One enlarged on shin of Rover,
One on Guide-Girl's cheek had fed;
Tet a. third had been in clover
On a broiled bald hea^.

But B. fourth his chance had wasted
Over artificial hose,
"Ever since," he sighed, "I've tasted
Nought but cellulose!"

to

and the perversity of the momentary
act; (3) by symptoms of great hyperniotlvity; (4) by crystallization of this

is

a confirmed kleptomaniac. Her
husband used to visit the shops and pay
She never
stolen.
articles
the
for

who

like

London.

who was

themselves watched. There Is no
waiting till a thief Is caught In the act.
An astonishing statement about the
"disease"
In
England
was
made:
When a thief is caught, "she is taken
to a room where she Is stripped and
lightly whipped."
Dr. Maurice de Fleury admitted that
the W'ord "kleptomania" was abused in
favor of professional thieves; but he
maintained that genuine kleptomaniacs,

who would

in

1

feel

the sick, repentant,

met Mr. Koussevitzky

T believe he will do it. if he
world.
permittpri to rarvy out th.«p pU-.ns

JI.

restore the article, abistaln from so
doing because they fear the formalities
The kleptoand consequent scandal.
maniac may be distinguished from the
thlef^ (1) by the UHClessness and absurdity of the theft; (2) by the contrast between the normally honest life

mirable

critics is spoiled.

He has fine plans for making t^he Boston
Symphony Orchestra the best in the

great

spectors follow suspicious persons,

to get

ments 'and thus the work of many* ad-

The moment the stolen article Is kept,
tliere is no more question of disease."
Dr. Antheaume, as quoted by Figaro,
said that

their musical judg-

into

politics

A.

W.

DUSTING OFF THE OLD ONES
N. Mex.. Tribune)
f Albuauerque.
The Y, W. C. A. Is having a party at
the recreation room. Invitations, which
have been sent only to women, bear the
bidding, "Please bring your husband. If
j.vou have no husband, bring a gentle
man.''
I

MOTORS

VS.

STUDY
'

At Oxford University an undergraduate may drive his motor car or motorbicycle only between midday and 8:45
P. M. (or 10 P. M. In summer), and

I

—

—

:

If he is ph
motors Are for

only

tliat

since

»e«r." Nor was the Highgate oath, adnilnlstnred to each traveler on his first
as he alighted at the Inn on the
top of HlghgatP Tim "on the fringe"
\\i London, so terrible. "He
swore never
to eat brown bread while ho could
get
white— ryo bread was the usual diet
among tho laboring olaji.ie.'i never to

I
'

MU'tl.

Ij.mk,

"The

defense for the jiubllo
liool «nd university system Is that It
•lids to produce a public spirited typi'.
•i-ustomed to deiil with all kinds of
on, und to display powers of letiderhlp.
Towards the formation of this

.

many

Influences contribute,
lid not tho least of these Is the playK.of team frames, which not only afrd wholesome exercise and foster a
-.reKurd for physical discomfort, but
ii-ad all classes
Into one team and
:ow up the man who plays for his
All success rather than that of his
le.
Until a similar clalnj can be adiiiced for motoilnj,
whether as a
istime In Ksclf or as an adjunct to
IndlvidualliitIc Kanie

1

such as

golf,

activities.

it

liiu

(.i-

drink

Washington, D. C,

In

The

I

SMUG

I

I

1

is

street

and cool

off.

great many people marry more hapjhazardly than tliey choose their clothes,
j—Sheila Kaye-Smlth.

L.

C.

was
five

the

sun
heard a hurdy-gurdy's dismal squawks
And saw a monkey captive on a cord.
The man-like Uttle thing wou\d dofC his
I

tossed
chirping loud his chattering monkey thanks.
Fend off the cruel twitches of the

bit

.smug.

oX his

many cunning

Was

clambering, ere you
your back,
circling

knew

round your neck his

arms
Tap gentle monkey

kisses

it,

up

little

on your

cheek.

(For A»-the World Wags)
haven't a House
I haven't a Radio
haven't a Motor
(not one)
I never did a Puzzle
CNot a Cross-Word Puzzle)
And I've only half

And

As the World Wags
The Japanese have formed a society
to boost whiskers. They offer a prize to
Japanese who raise the most beautiful
beards. They s.ay that whiskers enhance
personal dignity and will make the
Japanese more esteemed as an Intellectual/Viation.
Wait until Art.* Brisbane gets hold of
that.
He will say It means the Japan-

ese are planning Immediate attack on
the United States and that the whiskers
are Intended as bullet catchers.
R. H. L.

CHILDURN'S BED TIME STORRIE

PART II
By 8NOWSHOE AL

Sinopsia up part I: Reginald Rabbit talks
Uttle Keeli.x ter tha famus surjon. Dr. Muskrat,
ou acct. he Is krossered. Reginald explains ter
tha doc that Feellx talks after hla muther boo
Let's go.
is very kross-eyed.

Doc Muskrat give little Feelix's
optiks tha wunce-over an' turned ter
"Sorry," sez he, "but I aint
Reginald.
r,o authority on cases uv this nachurc,
(iw better talk him over ter see

haven't any

I

I

Miss Joan ^.Varkes

who

I

,

And

)

Penny.

MARGARET LLOTD.

If

of ale

j
I

STEP LIVELY

j
'

As

I

World Wags:

the

consider the plan of \'the State Police
in Rhode Island td> insist
on a minimum

i

T.'if'

difference will

tions,

speed, rule to pedestrians. I
walk much
SQsually at a pretty fair
rate of
It makes me furious
to
up constantly on a fairly crowdedbe held
street
by flfellow-pedestrlans who
insist
on
dawc/llng. I often want to apply
strong"
arm methods to such dalllers. A
police
re^ilation, fixing a minimum
of four

modlous

Jail.

company

Courtney and Keyes returned with
material. Miss Courtney's dancing
remains her strong point, her kicking
certainly an accomplishment In which
she is second to none. Mr. Keyes's Imitations of various types of yokelry were
j

a. S.

WALKER

''

As

the World AVags:
a summer's evening
Old Kasper'8 work waa on
the verge of

jit "ivas

elimination.

'

I

patch about 12 miles from
the gilded
'dome, with old Kasper (specie
I

I

Arnerl

I

j

1
'

j

CONTINUING

i

LIBER VERITAS

j

exceedingly clever.
Other acts included Casey and Warren as an Englishman and a wisecracking chorus girt in a Paul Gerard
Smith act, "The Fog"; Prosper and
Maret, acrobats whose slow, easy, nonspectacular
methods are
deceptive,
since they mask the extreme difficulty
fnd skill required; the Ruby Trio, who
ting, dan<ie, yodel and play the xylophone, and Mack and Manus, aeriallsta.

our com-'

^

"^J"'^"^^ ^*"<^y °f ^'«eds Insurroundings. He is
^tar td by mspired
start.\ed
countenance
one and only" approaching of hi.s
whilst
^'"a" "nger of left hand
""'f^"^^}."^
Da/d
says the youth of strenuous
conoeptlon. "I have decided
not to re}° Harvard, being now in a posltion whereby and like
the nlural
ance of the squirrels at thp Ar=
v«^,t,J"f

Shubert

!

'

I

cal

—"Rose

come, Kasperette" from dad
a.«
the onion tops slant In
unison
^^'^
'enulrements
of the
T.'^^^*
t^mes i:
have matured plans for
ment and practice of a 'Private endow
emy for the Training of Private AcadSecre-

taries to M31Iionaires "
••Well a-day and well
'

enough, my son.
but such proceedings will
neces-sita e
on such a faculty the
presence of one
"P-'rtenced In the labyrlnthlan
^utln^ of such a position or
routine
who him-

VZ^T''
,

Marie," musi-

comedy that approaches

light

opera in type, with Desiree EllinKaye, Houston
Beatrice
ger,
Richards, Paul Donah and others.
Fourteenth "week.
Tremont^ "No, No, Nanette,"
comedy, with Louise
musical
Winninger,
Charles
Groody,
O'Ramey, Wellington
Georgia
Cross, Josephine Whittell, Edna
Whistler, Jack Barker and othEleventh week.
ers.

—

burial ground, the
blessings of C
bridge and your own honored
roof tree
can be dispensed with at one
operation "

How

amazing impersonaCohan saying

his

"Little Nelly Kelly"
being especially affecting.

to

new

and

speed).

his

that of George M.

goodbye

^" excellent one.
a few dozen lives

just the..thing. It would
make my walking much more Vreeable.
and would
|glve me plenty of time
to visit the
<iawdlers safely shut up in

I

amusing were

I

any one caUed for one iUnkard
and a pint of wine, he Was to
"be set to a table to Eate wlth\« or 3
<-^_Pitallst
the amount andishes of good meate and a dU\h of notated,
rlL^^"" and whilst toyour
own exnerl
sweetmeates after." Good old Engi'and. ence to date
Is-er-as
you and I know
We read that foreign travelers
nth century found Eng.rsh-Tnns'gdod' count 'at M^errhanU
'='^<^"a,nis of jour
poor ^fj
ind one traveler recorded that "no kix^d |fath— "
old
3f business Is transacted
In Englan,d
"Old Sire,- I would have i-,,,, *
"
"•'bout the Intervention of pots of f^^t a
regr^tta^rimou.'t o^ aqua
•lay

.

fi

'

inus,

Now comes

Gum

less make so long as we
get
thene? And if getting there
isn't the
leadjng maxim of the American
today,
I should like to
know what is''
I bedleve, however,
that there' is even
^re.a»er need of applying
some such

j

points out to us that a onct^ cherished
American Institution, the fi >ee lunch,
was known In the 17th century at an
Inn at Leeds, England. For on market

'

I

have an old Victrola

A

O'Donnell and Blair presented a new
"The Plasterers," even funnier than
thet familiar "Piano Movers.
It Is
prol ably the noisiest, moat destructive,
fastest and most hilarious act on the
Keith circui
It is all over In no time,
jbut in that short space everything thai
can fall, crashes, everything that can
be broken is ruined, every accident that
can occur, does. The act Is unique as
a high-pitched, fast-moving Interval of
j
continuous exhausting merriment.
Harry Rose entertained with swift
and snappy excerpts from every kind
of nionologulst's offering, taking care to
draw nothing out tpo long. Lspecially
act,

(without records)
Corona,

A

What^

is

Last month ItxV. Robert Keable, writing from Tahiti, ^quoting Albertus Maginsisted that the cocktail was not
Inyented by an Am.srlcan, but by Galen,
when he was court physician to the
Emperor Commodus. Galen's recipe was
as follows: half a ci^thus of spiritus
vlnl galUcl, half a cya thus of the juice
of a lemon, and two ,olnches of dried
adders. (Twelve cyathl ."nade a sextarlus; a sextarlus was n. wrly a pint.)
The pinches of dried ad<\ers took the
place, we suppose, of bitte.V-

two encores.

(not any)

But

and were

win remain with us as long as it
shocking and daring to drink forbidden liquors.
Is Boston's night life
better, or worse, than In the nineties?
Annisquam.
JOHN H. CARRICK.

After giving generously of her repertory in her own act, delivering such
songs as "Alahamy Bound," "Cheatin'
On Me," and "Row, Row, Rosle," Margie
Coate Joined the Meroff orchestra in

Begun.
don't see the Movies
(Never see the Movies)

I

Puritanism

flask

did this little monkey-shine to me
Willie loud the heedless, sweating,
gallery laughed, j
.\.nd when I held his willing little hand
For all I eared he might be kin to me.
JAMES L. EDWARDS.

He

and uproarious act, and Harry Rose,
the "Broadway comedian."
Dancing Ben MerofC and his orchestra
varied their music with dances by the
agile leader, solos and songs, and slap! stick of the most comic nature.

And
And I

With freedom comes a serise of surDirectly the girls discovered that
the public was no longer shocked by
short skirts
and bare knees, back
dropped their garments to normal. With
the acceptance of public smoking, many
will give up the custom, for it Is
evident
that to many of the ladies, the taste
of tobacco is obnoxious. But the
pocket

stunts.

'

I

feit.

cord.

[i

a

bacco in the Old Country,
thought none the less of.

And

The winner

\vhich are advertised
Purslon Kittens for Sale.
Do you suppose that they are really
imported kittens?
CHAS. A. FRENCH.

mone or

houses of Beacon Hill because of this
practice; although
the
pious grandmothers of many of these raiding policemen enjoyed their clay pipes of to-

cap,
And deftly catch the proffered pennies

And

always

A better-than -average program oegan the week at B. F. Keith's yesterday. Including such excellent entertainers as Ben MerofC and his High Hatters, Margie Coate, "queen of syncopation," O'Donnell and Blair In a new

World Wags:
saw a sign not more than
a hundred miles from Amesbury
on
the

INCOMPLETION: MILNE MOOD

exercised its influence in the lowest
holes of after-midnight diversion.
Even now, the Boston police can
hardly resign themselves to the spectacle of smoking in public by women.
They still harass the dying coffee-

^For ns the World Wags)

HEADS KEITH'S BILL

I recently

VICE

tle tables. Small cups of sweet black
coffee were served, and so-called Turkish cigarettes, with chunks of intensely sweet Turkish Delight.
There was
always a Turkish or Armenian fat man
present to keep order; a retired wrestler, usually. Even in its vices, Boston

ODIAN.

On Federal street the other eve at
The street broiled like a griddle in

As

CATALONIA.

Smoking Parlors. Who remembers
them? They were colorful places, with
seats ranged about the walls, and lit-

THE ORGAN MONKEY

BEN MEROFFS BAND

A

ish

to be down that way,
drop in. All you need is a few "bobs"
In your pocket.

RAINBOW GOODYEAR.

PETER MINIME.

!

i

If

and I'eniorse and tripping over the
hoe, disoovers that tho onions have
strangled all the weeds, and 8o, having
no more use for his modest garden Implement, with muscularity marvellous
for Hla years, Jerks tho hoe far over
the tree top Into the Valley of Bevond.

Yes, Indeed, of ail the cities Boston
the knee plus ultra. What?

sporting resorts of Boston In the late
Nineties. Much liquor flowed then, but
legally of course; and whatever may be
said of the denizens who frequented
a half a dozen places like Dreyfus,
the proprieties were not wholly overlooked. A "gentleman" might not accost an unaccompanied "lady." Preliminaries must be carried on in a sort of
sign-language; the actual meeting must
take place outside. Smoking by ladies
was strongly discouraged, often forbidden, in the very liveliest of Boston's
night resorts. Ladies might drink all
they could hold, and more; but it was
immoral to smoke in public, morality
being largely a matter of contemporary
modes of thought. In dfder to smoke,
ladies must patronize one of the Turk-

Bass's ale, Scotch whiskey and soda waterr They entertain
^•isltlng players from Engljtnd and the
English possessions. A person can not
become a member unless he has some
locum standi in his own sphere. If
you attend a game at the grounds and
buy a pavilion seat for two shillings,
you are entitled to a cup of tea with
cakes, or an iced aerated drink but
nothing stronger. Ladies come in on
this, too. When the members wi^h to
dance they go to the Bridgetown Club
in "The Green." If they become too
torrid, they go to the Standard Ice

p>iiMiti\

Joy

JOHANNA SCHMIDT.

As the World Wags:
The tragic passing of the old Drey
fus calls to mind some of the famous

Jrlflk pale ale.

House on Broad
you ever happen

IN

uii'

(as the World Wags:

"Hazlitt,"
Invariably
pronounced
"Hazelit," Is a common name In Ulster,
and "Gallagher," equally common is

A BARBADOS "PICKWICK"
As the World Wags:
The Herald says, "Pickwick clubs are
nnion places In every large city, and
bably few communities of 50,000 or
more are free from them." Please let
me add that there are places of less
than 25,000 Inhabitants that have them.
The Pickwick Cricket Club, situated
on Kensington road, Bridgetown, Barbados, is a concern which promotes
athletics and sociabilities. The members play cricket and other games; they

article In the July Century
of
a half-forgotten tale.

diction.

I

ANNIE LYLE.

L. X.

get

me

j

always
pronounced
"Golaher."
If
"Golaher" is correct, as no doubt it Is,
then "Gai-laghei' compares favorably
with the African country of "Egwiped."

a wealthy American, George
Browne, "known as 'Boston'
^wne," became the sole supervisor,
lo was "Boston" Browne?
1873

rrie

could

maid while

It not a Countess Karolyl
of half
R century or more ago, who eloquently
cursed Francis Joseph and his race? I
think superstitious persons believed that
jthe tragic horrors which overtook
his
family were the result of this male-

SOMEWHAT HAZY

Tinsley Pratt, writing about the
nchester (Eng.) Theatre, says that

first

reminds

Was

iAs the World Wags:
\Ir.

—

he

to kiss the

As the World Wags:

aiound very much, some one should tell
him that we're wearing our hair bobbed,

I

beer Avhile

and never

dribbled

IJtopla.
My iilaii ellmlniitcH all ;:uporfluoUH fnrmulti.! In as much as the nutnbir of dlscliJes will bo limited to no
loHH than three, each of whom, iiccordilng to the Bllpulatlons governing no
comprehenslvo a curriculum will be rejqulred to furnish a bond for $DOO,000
(certlfled check)."
"(Jod bo praised, never before did I
'regret as I do now the delicate condition
of your mother's health that has restricted the number of our offspring to
onrt; would that we only had half a
doztjn In tho same mould of mentality."
Af this old Kasper being overcome by

Boup."

the World Wags:
see by The Herald that Doc. Evans
advises us girls not to wear starched
petticoats and starched lingerie during
the warm weather.
If Doc. doesn't get

1915,

liiiH

IwiKi
t;|iu;o music wii.s iii.iili
and horn book at your own

he could kiss the mistress, unless he
liked the other best; never to eat wirter
gruel when he could command turtle

I

too.

small

strong,

As

R. B. wishes to know when the "slang
hrase, flfty-flfty" was first used in
w England. •"! am told that It origiIn

Ti'liaiJlJi,

The undergraduate

ho mends his motor all the day and
inks it up at nigrht contributes nothing to the comnton eood."

cd

Hcii

bears kwlte a rexemblance ter yew, he
has every chanse In tha wurld." Reginald sed Ben kood talk Feellx Inter tha
nioovees If his ma wuz wlllln.
they
all went
tor Reginald's house.
After
Benny had signed Feellx up on a kontract_»jhe took anuther look at Mrs.
Rabl.'^ an' offered her a kontract at
twice tis much munny. She aksepted.
"But, my deer," objekted Reginald, "If
Feellx goes In tha nioovles an' yew go.
also, how about nie?
Wair do I go?"
So Mrs. Rabbit told him.

not unreasonable that (irsl-year men
ould be grlvcn a chance of settling
W!i and taking a creditable part In
lltge

HK'l

inus kross-eyed moovco aktor, an' had
liwlte a talk with him. Ben sed Keelix
wuz so doggon kross-eyed he kood git
him a Job in moovin' pichcrs rite away.
"L'v koarse," added Benny, "It Is to
a persun's advantage ter be kinda
funny lookin' besides, an" as Feeiix

f«.nilliar

luiracter

tlioj

Visit,

2 J
A

years ago we were lu
the library of Senator Evarts at Windsor, Vt. He was asleep In a chair. A
l57Jbk was In his lap. With the Impertinent curiosity of a youngster we looked
at the title. The book was Lecky's
"European Morals," but on a table was
a little volume that attracted our attention, a beautifully illustrated edition
of Horace published by Didot of Paris.
Thackeray's autograph was on a page
with a dedication to some one who had
given the book to Mr. Evarts and
Thackeray had annotated. We were
old enough to appreciate the value of
this Horace, and we understood how
lovers of books could steal unblushlngly
and refuse to return borrowed books,
saying. "You must bo mistaken, Jones;
I never even saw it."

good

many

—
montii.
are low>
re
would seem that F»ure :i genliis andi
!
tho i'anill.\.
In this artistic last win
nouncing
her
acprudish
in
Miss HalKbt is not
the
testament the substantial aid of
oount of the Roman women and In her
in an evopiano, reached the last step
contrasting Horace with Ovid,
ralsecl
years
lution, which for several
of
purified thought to the threshold
To understand Horace's philosophy his
would
abstraction and evanescence. One
and views of religion one mu.st be acmaany
that It is here freed from
quainted with the maglo in vogue say
attachment and Is alamong tlio common people, the Im- terial and earthly
with the meditations of
ported pseudo-science of astrology, the ready familiar
And it seemed to this
prevailing superstitions. There was be- .1 seraphic world."
wrote it he was
critic that when Faure
lief In witches, evil-minded ghosts, the
All this is
the company of Plato.
influence of moon and stars; there was
rather vague.
worship of native gods of the animistic very pretty, but It Is
Having criticised adversely the
period.
much imMr. Lapommeraye was not
corruotion In much of the prevailing re"Ragtime,
by Stravinsky's
ligion, he at last valued worship for the pressed
s concert
nation as a whole. Death invalued the played at Mr. Koussevitzky
One death devoted to Stravinsky's works a month
loss of possessions and joy.
comwas glorious, that of dying in battle for ago In Paris. ("Ragtime" was
There was a "mystic posed in 1910 or 1911.) "One has done
one's country.
Syncopated
since.
better
conception of an aetherial Immortality much
ongllssandos,
This rhythms,
trombone
attained by the virtuous life."
have
was the immortality known and valued .^laughts on percussion instrumentsbetter
Americans
by Horace; great deeds and great verse fouixd certain jazzing
who at
would survive. As for philosophy, be artists. And the Billy Arnolds
c)f the
used the Stoic and the Epicurean, which the present moment are the joy Elysees
Champs
had much In common as regards theory music-hall opera at the
of
of conduct, and he recognized the poshave combinations and breakings
often
sibility of the Stoic's world-spirit overthemes much more surprising and
Stravinthan
He was interested with all more fortunate musically
soul.
Billy Arnolds
It is true that the
schools in working out problems of consky's.
But Horace was first of all an are ot the land of rag and Jazz, that
duct.
Sravinblood.
these rhythms are in the
artist, one tiiat "first lives nobly and
The feeling tantamount in sky is a Slav; ragtime is for him a folkfully.
imitation Is very
life and art for Horace was joy."
lore adventure; his
Imitation; It
clever, but It Is only an
age.
It Is not possible in a short review to
also bears the mark of its
give one an idea of the ripe scholarship,
intimate
acthe
view,
of
the breadth
Fischbucher ot Paris has published b.v
quaintance with Horace and his period,
"The Great
subscription (50 francs)
the
by which this book is distinguished.
Organs of Churches in Paris and
by Felix
of the Seine,

thoro
"soolllt evir
poems in praise of

i

,

i

:

A

were reminded of this edition
read "Horace and his An of

e

Tfe

1
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I

n',ui;lit

professor

Ooll.-se.

CThe

r

1-atiu

of

l.o,>k

&

initton

llaaelton

Kllznbeth

hy

.yirenf

I

Now

I'o.,

at

A'asssar

York.)

The

wero, as a
lasslos at Yale In our lime

he

exercises.

smmmatioal

m

'I
onhOdvssey.'" In the eyes of pedantic Prof.
rules
of
I'ackard. ^vas an illustration

•'Demosin Hadley s Greek C.rammar.
thenes" was not eloquent In New Ilaven "Tacitus was a school hook. There
were two exceptions: Bernadotte _gernorin showed us enthusiastically the
"Oedipus Re.x"
of
bility and pathos
enthusiasm;
his
shared
we
and
the
to
alive
keenly
Wilson.
Mr.

I

'

lyrics,
of
tle

the

Roman

life

and

satires,

Horace,
in

epis-

the

acquainted us with
the time of the poet;

Horace became a familiar friend; so
we were not disturbed when Mortimer
("oUlns, whose sods were Catullus and
Aristophanes, said that Horace wrote
of
so as to be quoted in the House
Commons. We doubt If he is quoted
orations
the
But look at
there todav.
Goodrich's

in

British

"Select

Elo-

quence' and see how Chatham, Burke,
Fox, Fltt, Brougham drew on Roman
Is

now

more

said that Latin

fully

in

bration of Virgil, the poet, and in the
eyes of the common people, the magician, at Naples next September.

Punch Bowl" at the Duke of York's.
hurt
It was said that this parody would
the feelings of the composer's widow
rechamberlain
lord
The
friends.
and

common sense. He had comsense, but he was often mastered
Handling affairs
frenzy.
divine
by the
of this "too dally" life, moralizing on
accepted facts, he was always the poet.
The gift of humor and of satire were
his, but his satire was more akin to
that of Anatole France in his earlier

—

I

of Juvenal,

the

An

Grace de Dteu," by d'Ennery and Lemoine, first performed in 1841, has been
Robert
revived at the Ambigu, Paris.
de Flers writes about it In an amusing
manner in Figaro, but he neglects to

rejoicing

of the poet attributed to Suetonius,

Deems

as Interpolations, she tells of his counthat of the
try life as a child and
ApuUan peasants; of his father's fine
character; of the boy's education at
Rome and Athens, his campaigning
with Brutus, his career as a quaestor's
clerk, his

whom

I

i

'

!

'

meeting with Maecenas— and

he satirized.

Especially interesting and vivid are
the pages about life in Rome as Horace
are far from Becker's
saw It.
"Gallus" with Its attempt at a short
romance to serve for the many pages
There is first a description
ot notes.
of the city itself. Its hills, public and
private buildings then the professions,
occupations and labor for in Horace's
pictures of everyday life all classes of
Although he had
society are included.
a sad experience with war, he put war
To him
first In the business of life.
political life was as dangerous as agHe looked
riculture was honorable.
;

—

askew on money-making occupations

.

I

.

.

I

1

I
,

'

—

—

Taylor's

orchestral

the
he
h s

suite,!
j
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THE BEHEMOTH OF HOLY WRIT

It

may

"be

that

flawless Intona-

lower than most of
tha.
modern playc r-s-and the factto the
close
b^w arm is always held theoty,
give

v"olin--much

old

derd

five

Memorlam

in

'town

is

^Xng"

tor this the dramThe wife is
credit.
but she Is not re-

scene-and

deserves

Somewhat shocked,

apology on the
embarrassj.^^j^
They talk about the man they
"^Tt
go out to
Ced, each in her wayTheandauthor has
1
tea together.
real effect:
suggested the necessary
woman lives her
"The idea that each
the imthat
by.
passefl
life in a life
they have in
l^rvHance of the memories
conton raises them far beyond
and the con^rderatrons^of convention,
each, as conventional
sideratlon of wh.t
woman. ouBht to b. feeling.

t^ntful
senuui.

|

]
i

/

Otto Lohse, the conductor, who died
recently, often directed the orchestra
at the Monnale, Brussels, and was the
chief for one season before the war.
When the war broke out, he was so
vexed by the resistance of Belgium that
he sent back the cross ot St. Leopold
which had been given him, but he did
not return any of the money he had
received for his services.

in

with

'

last

Is

7

'f

primitivf
this curious revival ot

more
obscurantism something a little
Knowing
modern appears to mingle.
of a fight
the money worth, to a town,
else,
between Dempsey and somebody
has been
the town of Dayton, Tenn.,
Imporquick to perceive the business
tance ot staging well a trial of strength
between Jehovah and Baal. _ So a baseot
ball park (the American counterpart

string

Paris

Until the

And

felt no rival could display
novelty of like renown.
Some other circus here or there
Might have strange animals, a few,
Hut surely nothing to compare
AVith this of Barnum's, this was new.
'Twould make an undisputed hit.
This Behemoth of Holy Writ.

.A.

saw the show on Circus day.

I

And

lingered long at every cage.

saw orang-outangs at. play.
the hippocampus rage.
The ducic-billed platypus was there.
Rhinoceroses met the eye.
The gyascutus in his lair

I-

And watched

Defied the bozo In his sty.
Said I, "Some one of these is it,
The Behemoth of Holy Writ."

I

The ring-tailed roarer and the
The dingus and the philliloo,
I looked them over in despair,
I'he triple-eyed

gazoozus

bear,

too.

The boojum with the prickly back.
The black hyena with his laugh,
he catta wampus and the yak.
living double-headed calf,
none of these names seemed to
Tne Behemoth of Holy Writ.

'J

The
Y'et

Of circuses I've seen a score,
Menageries .nnd zoos galore.
But never found out which was
The Behemoth of Holy Writ.

fit

^
'

it,

QUINCY KILBY.
"HIMSELF HATH SAID

IT"

As the World Wags:

Nuda."

Gabriel Faure's
quartet was performer*

dreamed about it nlglijt and day
show arrived In town,

1

w

etta,

posthumous

"There

with the Barnum show,
the years do flit!)
As much as forty years ago.
The mammoth posters on the wall
Announced a Congress none could beat,
O? untamed creatures great and small,
A perfect Zoologl6 Treat,
With one AVorld's Marvel heading it,
The Behemoth of Holy Writ.

Was featured
(How rapidly

the

put thi annual In
poetry^
She wants a nice tag of
paper
busy, can only
burthe editor, bored and
admirable man. A sadsay he was an
little woman eneyed rather vulgar"
advertisement for the
ters to put in an
For many
small house.
sale of her
the mistress of the
tears she has been
his death the
admirable colonel. Since
There is no
unbearable.
atist

his second one, "II Compagno dl
Glnoco," founded on an Italian comedy.
he
is still known and will be known
But
as the composer of "Cavalleria RustiThis reminds us that Leoncana."
cavallo, also a man of one opera, left
manuscripts which Allegra has put together for an opera entitled "Maschera

(For As the World W»gs)
of Holy W''rlt

The Behemoth

—

by

C

Mascagni has written another oper-

}

My employer, my friend. Is gone. And
while he plays his usual golf I loaf and
FALSE ALARM.
write this.

we can renriemhis woy of holding

C°lonel,"

I

I

the blood red tip of his cigar, and the

whimsical smile with which he left me
as he left the office for the last time.

"The
K one-act play,
in LO"don, has
Harry Wall, brought out
The m><l^'«-^eed
subject.
^curious
D. t>.
Jones, \.
wife of the late Col.
provincial
enters a second rate
O
colonel has been
ne'wspaper office. The
The widow wishes to
years.

MouBsorgsky's "Pictures of an Exposition," the piano pieces orchestrated
by Tchumalov, have been used in
adaptation for a ballet at Breslau.

I

Still, I can see in my mind's eye the
broadness of his slightly stooped back,

work, work, wor^.

body recording to the
him this special power.

'

was the

I

be.

self."

of

root of all
Teachers and doctors did not have
evil.
a high social position, and the lot ot
the author, unless he found a. Maecenas,
was not enviable. Miss Haight takes
pains to disprove the statement that
Horace was indifferent to the miserable
condition of the slave.
There is much about the dress of men
and women. The dress of women was
the more important, for it indicated
morality as well as proper ettiquette.
"The matrona must use simple robes
only the meretrix would wear
the thin Coan raiment that concealed
nothing and It was such a woman who
would raise loud lamentation over the
theft of her conspicuous jewerly." A
man should not be harshly Judged by
his clothes.
In this section there are
Horace
pages on the art of dining.
satirized
and extravagant
gluttony
feasts
the theatre exercise and athThere is free discussion
letic festivals.
in the poems of problems of sex, the
for avarice

trade,

heard

audiences in Boston, New York, Chicago
and other cities in this country great
pleasure, but when Mr. Koussevitzky
brought it out in Paris at least one
critic, G. L. Garnier of the Menestrel,
found it "very long and very boresome."
He also said; "In the face of 4he audience's protestations, Mr. Koussevitzky,
with a malicious expression, turned
towards the players and signed for them
to rise, wishing no doubt to associate!
them with hisses as well as with applause. This would only have had sensj
if
the orchestra had been responsible
for so mediocre a choice. It the players
did not participate In it, what was the
conductor's purpose? Did he think that
the dissatisfaction would extend to the
performance? We were surprised only
by one thing: the ardor put into the Interpretation by Mr. Koussevitzky him-

We

I

still

"Through the Looking Glass." has given

there Is a study of patronage, as it was
practiced at Rome— his friends and acquaintances from Augustus to the bores

i

is

concert halls.

which Includes two sentences not to his
credit and regarded by commentators

—

-(r

Xassases and Is surer of
^^on than anv violinist

fiorld air of
occasionally in

MEMORIAM

and business man were housed.

ot Szigeti,
The Daily Telegraph said the strings
grip
fiddler:" "He can
chordal
in
firmly
more
with the bow

as the father, and Linda's

do that?

1 can still see hlm.^ he labors
is gone.
diligently In his office, the careg and
worries of his great business thinning
and graying the hair from oft his massive head the head behind which the
brains of a dreamer, a fortune builder,

,bo

"Linda dl Chamounix," which was once
a favorite in Boston. Ronconl was great

girls

DON DE NAVARRO.

IN

I

cess;' it is t-ard

the
state that the subject of the play
same as that of Donizetti's opera,

Miss Halght draws from the writings
of Horace Information about his growth
and development as a poet and a man;
by no means content with the scanty

'

ask you, do the

As the World Wags:
He Is gone! The man for whom 1
have toiled and sweat these m^ny years

the
lay down eArery;re not prepared to
ind to trave.
vhfng on the altar of art
footsteps uo not]
the road with blecdit.g
royal road to sucstart for there is no

=

"La

incredibly old-fashioned play,

porch,

kissed."
I

have not suffered. I h^^*
stranded.
.termed and I have been
it all
havT?one hungry, but it is worth
ot joinUnnking
To thopo who are Just
If you
say:
would
I
.nofesslon

't^^.n

the

a

porter.

Is

I

,

exSun-tip" was only oi\e cf a fsv/
plays well acted that were
been
has
It
Bostonians.
neglected by
Lucille
eminently successful in London.
Part of the
La Verne, who takes the Praised
to the
justly
been
has
old mother
June 21 devoted
skies The Observer of
a rewith
talk
a column to her modest
"1 suppose there is no priva-

—

mon

down

laughed with that dreamy, sleepy laugh
that a girl has when she Is being

•

Alfred Lester, the original dismal
jockey in "The Arcadians" "I have a
motto, always merry and bright" left
an estate valued at $1&6,000.

poet of

life

Wags:

lege Humor:
further
"Aline,

cellent

fused to grant the request. Now there
is an effort to get an injunction preventing gramophone record makers from
using songs by Tostl.

One need not be a Latin scholar to
enjoy Miss Halght's Inquiry into Horace's ideas of pleasure, his opinions on
They err
manners and morals.
life,
who rashly characterize him as the

that

the World

To quote from Dorothy Dow's "Not
So Different" in the last issue of Col-

;

Bruno Weigl has
on harmony, in two
He does
ond contains only examples.
traditional
not attempt to reconcile the
harmony with the most recent formvi.as;
from these
his purpose is to extract
s
new formulas a harmonic code. Schott
Sons are the publishers.

William Boosey, the music publisher
in London, led a movement to get the
lord chamberlain to prohibit the singing of "Did Tostl Raise His Bowler Hat
When He Said Good-bye" in "The

with
thorough
ing
to
Latin, came to the rescue some time
ago when there was an attempt to
minimize the Importance of that lanThere will be a national celeguage.

true
is
It
rhetorician.
latter lived in evil days.

ASK SOMEONE OLDER

1

,'|As

treatise
volumes— the sec-

written

acquaintance

the

1

!

French writers,
of their clarity In writ-

and gentler years than that

Tlgoland Is going dry! The League of
Nations, which has a mandate over that
country, tays prohibition is gaining
We live in a dry country, too,
there.
so we're suspicious. Bet the real name
of that place is Bllndtigoland.
R. H. L.

Department

equipped.

who owe much

As the World Wags:

"

and Greek
a curriculum except
but
branches;
special
for students in
part
there Is a determined effort on the
the imof educational leaders to show
portance of these "dead" languages,
teachers
having:
of
and the necessity
It

Educated America looks
Black l^eath.
aa with some consternation and feels
how much work there is still to be done
before civilization finally prevails.— Manchester Guardian.

•

.

writers for forcible illustration.

have no place

be used as a law court, seating for 10,000
spectators will be provided, the Judge
has complacently agieed to sit for only
tour hours a day, so as to keep moneyshedding visitors longer in the town, themotor .speed limit is being abolished pro
of restern., and the intended provision
taurants. Jazz bands and side shows
It
seems to be worthy of Wembley.
havr
really is rather hard on religion to
hare",
little
a
uses;
such
to
'>ut
its name
on dpmocriicy, too, that large bodies oi
men who have been free for generations
should break out, like medianval kings
and bishops, with maladies which modsupposed to
ei-n mental sanitation was
have rendered almost a;* cjbsolete as the

-

i

y

an English league football ground)

is

to

"Realtor" Is perhaps unique in history, as a "short and ugly word" volun"Realty" was long a
tarily assumed.
landmark of how low law-Latin could
debase words, but from it to coin
["realtor" was the climax of perverse

"Tory," "Whig" and the
were the most opprobrious words
which occtirred to their political opponents, but they were redeemed and
long h.ave been proudly carried; likewise in the religious world wherein
"Baptist" (in its earlier form) meant a
person most sacrilegious, while what
the Antlochan populace really meant by
"Christian" was too bad to have been

ingenuity.
j

illke

I

—

hii Titled
f.

I

l

down

iners

of

r.

The iirofessed rei« u«.
al estate ethtra have a

tusk too srreni

ti

rompllcate

It

j

by at-

trinpting; to folal upon lovers of decent
EiiRllsh such a hybrid word ns "ivnltors." Hereabouts ^(and still more In
Ennlanrt, as asked In this column on
June 2S) they can take warnlnir from
the episodo commemorated In the fa-

mous

Scottish Jacobite sons of "Johnny
Cope, and are ye ninnin' yet?" After
his defent at Preston Tans, the British
commander fled so precipitately to the
fortress of Berwick -on -Tweed that Its

m

thin Mister

And shoot

His athelBtJo

Darrow througn

liver.
|

want to go down to Tennessee
To see this evolooshun.
say
For down In Tennessee they

[I

"Hit s agin the const tooshun

,

Tenneesee
But can the folks In
grape.
Stand Billy's Juice of the

•We hear much about constructive

^

And can they ever argufy
"The niggah came ^-om^^'^«,^7»E

sarcastically complimented
him upon having niade a new record:
"You are the first commander In histo

own

appear ^s the herald of your

defeat!"

CHARLES-EDWARD AAB.

RESTAURANT GAMES
letter

checkers

TIMELY
(For as the World Wags)
notices one well might
think that marriage is a thing of
printer's Ink. We trust that later, for
the Infants" sake, that no mistake In
fonts Its parents make.

From wedding-

A.

WARNER.

AS HE RODE, AS HE RODE
Riding from Revere Beach to Boston,
observed the following signs In a

I

city:

A GALLANT

LADIES' TAILOR
There were no periods or commas, so
I naturally assume that the gentleman
was merely stressing his amiable qualifications.

In the next block James Burns, fuPorhaps the
neral director, held out:
thought this Inspires may be far fetched.
And farther on was Frank Breath,
A good counsellor
coun*ellor-at-Iawr
has need of considerable breath.
L. R". R.

^

WHY THE

EDITOR LEFT

TOWN

(The Ohio Herald. Ohio, 111.)
The Star Theatre presented "Char-

Aunt" on Tuesday and Wednesday

ity's

Is

of

Frenchmen:

and down
"In all the little cafes up
retired
country, where the small
away
shopkeeper or civil servant whiles
friend over
his placid evening with a
must be a
the checquered boa^d, there
week.
calm patriotic satisfaction this
championship of the
the

nights and drew large crowds both evenlngrs.
Wr. Nels Is giving the people of
Ohio as good pictures as one can see
anywhere and they are well chosen pictures, which tend to demoralize our
young people by their saJacioiis sug-

^es^ons.

board

^

Jeritza as an actress.
No Mr. Ernest Newman does not like Mme.
played Fedora more movie-hke than
she
when
performance
her
found
He
there were momenta,
"For acting of that type it was quite good;
ever
But of anyit much better.
done
have
not
could
Frederick
when Pauline
I
characterization,
.^"'^
thing approaching organic
<=°"J<1
.^^^'^Yv,
the wrong
Jeritza from
Mme.
Perhaps I have the misfortune to approach
and her jewels.
frocks
her
by
impressed
standpoint. I am not the least
effects, her conventional poses the
I am tired of her too studied
every part she plays,
her own personality to the forefront of

i

IRELAND PARISH

thrusting of

As the World Wags:
Noticing recent

Inquiries

as to the
Mass.," In

necticut valley should know that this
term might apply t6 the territory now
occupied by the city ml Holyoke, Ma«9A
The first settlement In that section was

Uon?

made about

•

-

Mr. Herldmer Johnson has been highly honored. He has received an Invitation to subscribe for a copy of "Armorial Families of America; a Registry of

Americans Entitled to Coat Armor
with Pedigrees of ihelr Families." The
Coat Armor, pedigree and Book will
cost him only $200. Mt Johnson, however, wlir be unable to' send his check
to the enterprising Phlladelphians. ChlU
penury represses his noble rage. Writing
to

The Herald, he says that he

really

does not need the Coat Armor, for his
mackintosh, purchased 20 odd years ago
at St. John, New Bruns^vick,
viceable.
He says nothing
pedigree, but we happen to

Is still

ser-

about his

know

that

he is a high-stepper and ^warranted
sound. One of his uncles found a coatof-arms In England. Having brought it
to this country, he afterwards learned
he was not entitled to it. The most conspicuous feature of the coat was a
donkey rampant, to use the heraldic
term. We do not know whether It was
gules.
I

WANT TO

QO

DOWN TO

I

want to go down to Tennessee
To see what I can see;
hope to see the mlssln'-llnk

Up in a hlck'ry tree;
expfct to see him feastln'
On a hunk o' bacon rlne;
And mebby he'll drop a rock
On the head of Billy Bryan.
I

jr

want to go down to Tennessee
To "Bee a man named Scopes
ore all I hear of them folks
They'll hang him with nine ropes,
In school one day
cralked about creation;

For the kids

He
I

I

dunno what he had to say.
But It flred the whole durn nation.

want to go down to Tennessee
To se« old Clarence Darrow;

And every lanky mountaineer
Will tote his bow and arrow;

time, a mural tablet
Henry Irving is to have another monument; this
Mandeville. Somerset,
-'^^^
on his birthplacTcottage in Keniton
borne half by
The cost will
described as a "Godforsaken little village."
fifth
w
This
1 be the
profession.
dramatic
the
half
by
subscription,
public
^^"-^^
bronze
the
is
There
him.
memorial to
l^'^^l
Galif'^^^^"
m the Guildhall Art
marble
Gallery in London, the seated figure in
and the tablet
Theatre,
Lyceum
the
at
entrance
lery, a bust in the main
publisher s assistant.
Newgate street on the site where he worked as a

^^^

assist in the building

^^^^^

in

is realistic, but it lacks
John. Galsworthy's new play, "The Show,''
dramatic values of
obvious
the
Guardian,
Manchester
according' to the
"Loyalties."
"The Skin Game" and
^ ^ airman ^
v,;„„»k
has shot himsell.
"There h«s been a suicide; a distinguished
The law
in 'The Show
involved
Two parties immediately find themselves
the press for the informawants the facts for the guidance of a coroner,
abstraction, nor can tne
an
remain
cannot
law
the
But
public.
the
tion of
set to do fundanientally inare
instincts
decent
of
men
two
nress. Thus
anguished relations.
human things. For the facts must be wrung from
wife had pursued 'private
Th?y are ugly facts; both the airman and his
public property Thus there is a show
lives,' which the suicide turns into
people would regard an inch
staged and an inquest is held at which smart
And
box at the grandest opera
or two of space as worth more than a
it is shown that the suicide had
story,
the
of
twist
ironical
an
with
then,
recovered from the strain of
no sexual motive. The airman had never
had endured in secret agony
and
insanity
to
doomed
war. He felt himself
\hot
^l'^^^"
some threatening mental failures. He
Galsworthy
of view, Mr.^^p^^^^JJ.^
asylum gates. From the purely theatrical point
dramatic conflict bevisible
no
is
has taken risks with this play. There
with decent purposes. There was
cause nearly all the characters are folk
airman had left his wife rather
the
since
lives'
private
'the
for
an excuse
is an excuse for the journalist
There
stock.
tainted
of
father
than be the
ruthless invasion of privacy. "The enemy is an

gather roughly from Mr. Bryan's
remarks since he has been in Dayton
that the following time-honored InstiI

tutions will be swept away If evolution
The Bible, the constiIs not defeated:
tution of the United States, the Emancipation Proclamation, the Ten Commandments, the Dred Scott decision,
the Magna Carta, the Missouri ComVoromlse, Robert's Rules of Order and
R. H. L.
Mrs. Rohrer'a Cook Book.

.

As the World Wags:
should like to know how far all
who speak of things being
end to end would reach if they

the people

themselves were laid end to end, and If
anything could be done to keep them

way?

TRISTRAM AND SHANDT.

Selections from Thomas Moore's diary
There
have been recently published.
are some pleasing anecdotes, as the one
about a coigirany of bankrupt English

ofBcers

at

Boulogne.

They

collected

and the detective

for

"Apropos of loss of friends, somebody
was saying the other day, before MorIgan, the great calculator of lives, that
they had lost so many friends (mentioning the number) In a certain space
of time, upon which Morgan coolly taking down a book from his office shelf,
and looking Into It, said, "So you ought,
!

experience
are com-

most filmhave ob-

...

There

'The Show; may not be everybody s
iunbedizened writing and acting. But
creation were a happy change
Galsworthy's
Mr.
of
journalists
The
play
Influential
convention.
stage
the
of
caricature
from the usual
is theu- maswhich
pubhc,
The
case.
this
in
wheel
the
people are put on
And, to some extent at least, the public is right A
ter orders it so.
explanations cease to be public
corpse demands an explanation, and when
public action means pubhc news,
they begin to become worthless. Yet
Mr.
of 'a show.
and that sets the stage for the shames and lacerations
He continues
Galsworthy does not solve his problem. It is not his way.
maiftsticallv to review the case."
.

and three more."

"Talent and slenderncss,
and an Innocent expression,
binations so rarely found that
struck girls of Berlin who

in their

invisible

before the appointed day.

sir,

.

for a show
entity. It is the crowd-appetite
nothing of what the Americans
are no high lights, no violent clashes,
like this natural, unforced,
would call 'theatre.' Some of us are ready to

a performance of "The Forty
Thieves" apd ran away with the money

money

in the

foreign to the audience.

ago by immigrants
most of whom were

As the World Wags:

that

same devices

for the hero of "The
appears that it is not absolutely necessary
^^ama was recently
sombre
The
negro
a
Emperor Jones" to be played by
as the Emperor. The play
Derformed at Prague in Czech and by a Czech
must have been very
made a profound impression, although the scenes

CHARLES FORBES WARNER.

laid

all,

It

of the great dam on the Connecticut
river at Holyoke. Their settlement was
for a longnime called "Ireland Parish,"
land that name was retained until the
•incorporation of the city of Holyoke.

We

the
of her really inartistic repetition of
scene or another."

above

same

80 years

from Ireland,
brought over to

TENNESSEE
I

land,

whereabouts of "Ireland,
your column, I would say that any one
familiar with the history of the Con-

Observer
"penalties."— The
as
(London).
Will some one name this railway sta.-

well

said to herthe Australian Miss Doreen Clark who
em whats
be a pianist," and went to London to show

"

name?
In the state of Maine, where there
are many migrants f^m French Canada, the authorities make kindly efforts
A
to meet their language halfway.
railway station notice Intimates: "Les
"oafers ne sont pas alloue," and I have
no doubt It Is attended by "pains" as

.

opinions and she leaves
"She may be said to have the courage of her
listened to Beethoven s 32
we
As
whatever.
them
about
doubt
us in no
to whisper-T said it very loud
variations, a voice from the past seemed
as we sat Pat-ntly through
and
ear';
his
in
shouted
Td clear I went and
rhyme mmgled with itf t^^*""
Bax's Sonata in G, a still more ancient
batteries besieged Belgrade
•Austrian artillery artfuWy arrayed Boldly by
think, for. instance, that
Yet it is permissible to hold other opinions-to
even of persuasive tenderness
the 32 variations are a work of refinement,
given any proper chance and
and to believe that Bax's Sonata is seldom
as
well
as
temperately
played
it
day
that when one
^f^^^f^^^'y-.i^T^"
hasten that day if .she would
out to be music, too. And Miss Clark might
have heard lately, and
we
that
players
good
go and listen to half a dozen
come to a new mind about her instrument."

and counters. The fact may help to
explain something about the French
character."
i\
(1885-7)
In our student years In Paris
cafes was
thp game of games In all the
dominoes. And In New York in restaurants frequented by Frenchmen the box
just as In
of dominoes was on the Uble,
was
beer halls of that city the game
pinochle. Can any one tell us whether
bezlque?
than
pinochle is an older game
bezique? And
Is It not derived from
again we ask, when was pinochle first
played In this country, and why the

.

And how about
self: "I, too, will

course, there Is still the
famous cafe In the Palais Royal where
loves
chess alone Is played. What he
occasionally varied
Is simply draughts,
be
would
cafe
no
and
bv backgammon,
Its

neces-

and serenely go on her accusto med way?

of

completely equipped without

how

helpful,

criticize herself, or

draughts
winner
world has been played, and the
His portrait has apis a Frenchman.
and
peared In the Illustrated papers,
we are proud of him. Those of Isyoua
Frenchman
the
who Imagine that
should
fierce and excitable little man
remember his enthusiasm for draughts.
as Tils
just
chess,
not
His board game Is
too
card game Is not bridge. These are
complicated and lntclle(j^tual 'or him,
though,

how

.

tftat

game

favorite

the

a

in

The

As the World Wags:
suburban

|

were surprised by reading
correspondent
of a Paris

We

criticism,

for it.
sary it is; how actor or musician should be grateful
recital in
'"oflficial
Let us read a short review of Miss Hurran's first
among her friends
London, which was "the signal for great enthusiasm
encouragement:
The reviewer, having made this statement, said by way of
practice, so
"One of the first things would be to set to work on finger
tone in them.
some
with
passages
pianissimo
play
may
thBt she
through one « /nind so
The second thing is to pass a great deal of music
make sense. While she i3
that the phrases begin to stand out clearly and
under the damper pedal
doing these things she might put a block of wood
that would enable her
80 as to have all unnecessary temptation removed;
began the next. It would be better
to get one thing well said before she
few things could be put right,
also to begin with simpler pieces. If these
pianist."
a
become
would
Hurran
Miss
„
Will it mduce Miss Huiran to
Is this constructive or contemptuous?
her friends
will she put her trust in the plaudits of

commander
tory

—

their heart's desire In a negligible part with a promise—complain
that' the producers urge them to forego (heir dinner for a while If they really
wish to advance In their profession."
t.ilMcd

They'll -ride Into the vlUair©,
his snortln' flivver,
Each

I

.

.

—

i

—

.

—

nientarlos
Calniet.

What was
exists that

is

now

m
m

Carmen

Mr.

and

fierce

fickle;

Carmen

But to be

Carmen must be a gypsy."

,s

fierce

fierce «m<l
and fickle

Thomas!

is a sentence:
"Such, without doubt, was Nature's
some
Intention, but it was frustrated by
in
curious trick of fate, and very early
her life she had realized, whenever she
in
being
thought about It, which, not
the least Inclined to hypochondriasis,
years in
•was not often, that most of the
which she had been conscious of Life
against
rebellion
in
spent
been
at all had
something, or some one, in proud, decondiintolerable
fiant acceptance of
bravetions, of hard work and privation
standing up
ly borne, and generally of
deto the said naughty world with a
termined refusal to be crushed by it."
Proust
Marcel
Could Henry James or
have written a longer, more Involved
sentence?

Here

would go hard with you

As "for the Hebrew Indians In Peru,
the lost tribes of Israel have been
placed in many countries. Articles have
been written to prove that the North
American Indians were descended from
And so there were
these lost tribes.
those in the 50's of the last century
who believed that the Dauphin did not
die— the son of I..ouis IGth but was
taken to this country and was a misHow duU
sionary among the Indians.
life would be if It were not for myths,
conjecture*,
vague
guesses,
legends,

—

DOWN TO A BORDER TOWN
Oh, I'm going down to a border town,
At the ending of the day,
To the narrow streets where the sun

disiJUtes!

SONG AND SPEECH

retreats,

As the World Wags:

.,.A.nd

Wellington Cross wrote only too truly
when he said in a recent issue of The
Herald: "This would be a pleasant world
to live in if everyone had a pleasant
voice"; but he showed lack of knowledge of the value of singing lessons,
when he said talking lessons were morej
The tone Is produced th<i
Important.
same way in speaking and singing. The
person studying singing can learn to,
speak correctly by applying tho-Eanioi
process to speech as to song, but those
learning only to speak do not learn to
Therefore it is better to learn to
sing.
sing and acquire both correct slnglnaf
and speaking at the same time.

|

something

The readers of The Herald may remember that 'Carmen" has been
Russia.
•Rearranged," in other words, maltreated, for performance in
"intimate little
an
as
"Carmen"
characterized
education
of
minister
The
oiijected to
opera." written for "a small orchestra, a small chorus." He
circus
"a hundred smugglers in the mountains." "All that is left is a
beginparade with the same typical routine. This episode occurs at the
conning of the last act and is the only shadow of an excuse for it to be
In some workman's theatrical paper I
sidered grand opera.
have read many times that in 'Carmencita' the theatre should show the
does that
life of the factory workingwomen. That is ridiculous. Whence
I consider your adaptation of 'Carmen' of
impression come?

There'll be

...

not
voice

great significance. No doubt it is possible to discern the interesting forerunner of the future theatre in this production. No doubt here is a real
tragedy as a starting point on the road to that theatre of the future, a
tragedy which is an example of refined taste and a search for new theat-

pranos of

rical forms."

Dr von Hauch. au
he
In Peru; that
says that Ophlr was
300 '^ember.
Peru
or
forests
met m the
tribt ol
-count them'-of an Indian
pronounced Jewish «PPf "«-"«HebTe^to "ebrw^
spoke a language s.miiar
"^me
Solomon is the most comm<.n
to

account given by Caesar Fredericke, the
Venetian, of his travels in the East
Indies and beyond the Indies, after he
For the people ot
left Venice in 1563.
Pegu consumed about their "idol houses
great store of leafe-gold, for that they
overlay all the tops of the houses with
gold, and some of them are covered
with golde from the top to the foote, in
covering whereof there is great »tor«
of gold spent, for that every 10 yoereS
they new overlay them with gold, from
the top to the foote, so that with thU
vanitie they spend great aboundance ot
For every 10 yeres the raine
golde.
doeth consume the gold from these
houses. And by this manner they mak4
gold dearer in Pegu than it would bee,
In thU
if they consumed not so much

^

a legenai

tribe- and according
there was a
current among the tribe
"^j^"^^'
land of gold, Ophira, on the "^'f
ago. They
ages
which white men visited
gold.
much
carried off

the

f

|

is

v.'hich this

gold from
great plenOphir, brought in from Ophir
P^ecous stones
ty of almug trees, and
l<'"g
and Hiram's navy was not of Taish
navy
the
for
omon's only one.
silver, ivory, and
Tsh brought "gold and
apes, and peacocks."

The navy

of

Hiram "brought

regret to say that the
Hauch, Austrian explorer,

We

I

|

vanitie."
Note the

.

is

On

was

true.

,

inal

dawn

j

m

;

Ah!

th«

La

ft
;rreastonishment

throw

"A

Margjuerite."

one, is that
identified by the late Rider Haggard.

'

gold,

for

throne of ivory was overlaid with
the best gold; his drinking vessels were
of gold, and all the vessels of the house
of the forest of Lebanon were of pure
gold; "none werey ot silver; it was noth.
Ing accounted of in the days of Solomon." (Mr. Bryan's attention is called
his

—that Solomon sent his fleet there to
fetch gold which was in great quanti-

*to
'

i

We

accuracy ot these measurements.

MR. JOHNSON AND THE SQUIRREL
Has any one thought ot the fly, the
common, annoying house-fly, as courageous.
Yes, Mr. Algernon Blackwood, In "The
Promise ot Air," to which we have

already referred:
"A fly, the most' fearless of attack of
creatures!, an insect Incapable of
all
He (Joseph Wimble) remembered
fear.
that Athena gave Menelaus, in order
that he might resist Hector— what? Not

weapons or money
No. Athena gave him— 'the courage
a

thert^ro

C^gs in^" ^t

fly

—

:

and her
i

'

qualled among all living creatures. No
half, no man the
lion or tiger dared the
quarter. But a fly, depending solely on
unconquerable wings and
swift
its
power of darting flight, risked these
amazing odds."
,j say
,
that
Mr Herkimer Johnson wouldsingularly
red squirrel is
little
the
thrilling
Mr. Johnson has had
brave.
He
experiences with some ot them.
one dart in front of two baby
"'een
has
enthese
squirrels to defend them. As
caging little animals play havoc In a
winter
house i£ they make it their
all
quarters, Mr. Johnson has wired
thsee^to
will
and
entrances,
pcsslbie
chimneys before he leaves for Blossom
haunts of men. Th.»
C ourt and the busy
smoking
other dav, he writes, he was
and ponderthe pipe of contemplation

and

have mentioned Anatole France^
to him the sign
A woman's gait wasmerely
came upon
Thais
ot elegance.
remind?he stige- the spectators were Decharte
ed of the music of the spheres
b>
ff^c'nated
was
Lily"
m "The Red Martin walking I saw
seeing Therese
mo^eby
speak
you walking. Forms
told me he
ments. Each of your steps
charming
secrets of your particular and

"we

"Ivory, and apes, and peacocks," a
haunting phrase. "Israfel," the English
writer of purple essays, used it for a
James Huneker, before
before
title,
John Masefield thought of his "Cargoes." We were saddened by finding out
that divines have disputed the transSome would have
lation "peacocks."
Those
"Ivory, and apes, and parrots."
who wish to acquaint themselves with

de Gromance was too
eyes ot Georges Fremont
graceful.
but he admitted that she was

beauty."
1

tWn

Mme.

fn the

of

'

powhand, of a being enormously more
was uneerful and terrible than itself—

Bla^kwood^B

to^ hfr;not.to do i^^
Sh« took
looked funny In town

|

suddenly
"It struck him (Mr. Wimble)
fly
that the reckless courage of a fly a
the
that settles on the nose, the lips,

a
was a high-stepper, given
steel-springs
trancing. Suggesting

it

|

or skill or strength.

did indicate

frn'SXg-^ta^l^er

\

arguments should consult the corn-

Moses 13
27 feet tall, Abraham 20, and
are Inclined to doubt the
feet.

skirts.

beaten gold.

the

Josephus, the learned Jew, says
was not over 8 feet 9 Inches
How tall was the Cardiff
In height.
him stretched at length
see
gianf We
village.
In the old town hall ot our little
According to H6nrlon, a French acadinches;
feet
9
123
was
Adam
emician,
Eve 118 feet 9 inches; but there was
only
was
Noah
quick degeneration, for

that Goliath

did not walk
""charlfs Rea°de's heroines
young Joan in
they •swam," Adorable ^t^ry
The

for

'

days.

gait,
springy motion in her

Alg'ernon

Solomon's two
to this last clause.)
hundred targets were ot beaten gold,
shields
were of
and his three hundred

Huetius, who discoursed wisely
on the "Navigation of Solomon," put
Ophlr in Zanzibar. Bruce, the traveler,
We like to
^upported this opinion.
think with John dos Santos that on the
there
:Monomotapa
in
mountain of Fura
are rich mines and on that mountain
Balkis,
stands a castle, in which lived
and that
(.h" radiant Queen of Sheba;
There
this country is the real Ophir.
at Carwas
Ophir
are some who say
chage, while the Abbe de Cholsy, who
wrote the life of Solomon, was inclined
to place Ophlr in the kingdom of Slam.

ties.

ter

is

Miners in Mexico say they have unearthed skeletons of men measuring
from 10 to 12 feet. It the miners tell
those
the truth, there were glantp in

A rising
common rate
Of pride and joy no
That flush'd her spirit.
this that HesOne would infer from
little

If

And Solomon needed much

or

matter
f^^«^f
a y;^*^,

^holb.
chantlngly, nor Is it
and confining
of too narrow
Hester.
of
Charles Lamb said

we may venture
Ophir was discovered and

opinion.

into the hearts

walk

"Few women

th aU due

example tor
Anatole France s

not Venus
Mme." des Aubels In

step,

Our own

W

the

set

?Md

is

qu'elle est belle

believed

-.^f-»tS^^lr
Dido's queenly entrance

wheft the eas<

COLORADO PETE.

— Ed

first

trail

Smiles on a drab border town.

not
reg"l^;^^°;
along the surface with ^

of

Malacca, Lu'-'^a
the East Indies, perhaps
general or
Holstenius fixed on India in
Malabar, Ceylon.
a city of Celebes.
the
Durphe
Topobrana, the island of
Bengal,
Red sea, Java. Sumatra, Slam,
even Spain have been named.
the
Maffeus believed it was Pegu for
,rom
Peguins pretended to be descended the
work
Jews sent out by Solomon to
Comines of that country. Ch.istophe»- in
lumbus thought he had found Ophir
cavHispaniola, for there he saw deep
for over
erns which went undergrouna
that Solomon s
IG miles, and he said
The
them.
in
gold might have been dug
the
inhabitants of Mellnda or Sofala on
sure
.^astern coast ot Ethiopia were
age
sceptical
this
in
,.eihaps not today
i

i

opening verse of
Crecy":
"Gold on her head, and gold on her feet
And gold where the hems of her kirtle
meet.
And a golden girdle round my sweet:

j

at

homeward

dips down.
I'll stop where the road
When the last star's gone and the golden

tating the poet
was the opinion
students says that it
their divinities did
of the ancients that
glided
move upon the ground, but

reminded of the
William Morris's "Eve

One

Italian.

who had

the

pale,

The Rev.
her to be a Lyblan virgin.
good man. annoM.,
A.
Cooper,
G.
J
copiously for stumbling

sonorous repetition
word "gold" in the brave translation
by Mr. Thomas Hickocke from the orig-

not

Dr.
Ihe
Peru.
the first to put Ophir in
before him
equally excellent Postel was
ago.
century
in this assertion over a
Josephus
Pee how deep thinkers differ.
Ophir wa^ iu
that
said
Jew,
learned
the'

oi

pious Aeneas,

i

glare.

story to tell when a mission bell
Brings thrills to the midnight hour;
Then no one will miss a sly stolen kiss
From a dark-eyed Spanish flower.

ner of walking.
was
"And by her walk the goddess
the
So Venus appeared to
revealed."

'

amber

A

stride of
Certa,inly there was In Pegu much
gold, as is related in the extraordinary

raven hair,

shawl

life

Austrian cxvlov.v.

In

a shoulder small 'neath a colored

Will gleam In the

court
Keen observers of the American
the long
at Swampscott admired
manMrs. Coolidge. her easy

P. H.

it.

rettes,

We

...

of

gay coquettes lighting ciga-

High combs set

And

follow that because a
beautiful in song, her
voice is agreeable in speaking. One ot
the most celebrated American opera
singers was famous internationally for
the exquisite quality of her voice, but
jn conversation her voice was raucous,
a croak, singularly dlsafrreeable.
have known Italian and German »u

does

It

woman's

I'll

Bottles

BKATRICE WAINWRIGHT.

j

romantic people play.

wine
and bottles

i

stand."

.

Join the throng in a Spanish
song.
When flickering lamps are lit;
And I'll make a sign that I want red

And

i

m

Poor Bizetl

It

was followed by another, "The Mirror."

at Dayton, Tenn.

in her perversity as
"Bizet's Carmen," says Mr. Bonavia, "is adorable
as in her languor and abandon.
in her wild ardors, in her waywardness
apart
Were it otherwise she could not have delighted musicians so widely
She could not be the
in temperament as Sarasate and Busoni.
her compomost popular creation of the opera theatre if there were not
profoundly human, something that all feel and under-

sition

ONE SENTENCE
writing
Mr. Edward Charles Reed by
novel
a novel won a prize of £500. This

We

interpreters: Those who see
\s he savs, there are two kinds of
desire to turn the heads of
character;
the
in
fickleness
courage as weil as
them; a belief in superstition that
n^en- the grace and beauty that win
animal spirits, with
makes Carmen a faUlist. The others are first for
actress says that for her Carcoarse and vulgar acts and gestures. One
Mane de 1 Isle
men is a Spaniard, rejoicing in serenades and bull fights.
hips and feet. Tarqumi
protests against "disordered movements of arms,
interest sympathy.
d'Or says if one makes Carmen commonplace, she loses
studied the part with
Galli-Marie, the first Carmen, bore testimony, having
from Merimee's. She is
Bizet that his Carmen is essentially different
her with poetry keeps
neither vulgar nor bad; "music by surrounding
realism at a distance."

...

well."

tree

cannot approve the writer who
confidently asserts that "Solomon could
never be such a fool as to cover his
Ivory throne with gold; he Inlaid, not
overlaid
it, he
ornamented and embossed paits of it with gold, but did not
conceal the whole of It; for then common wood would have answered the
purpose as well as Ivory." O doubting:

therefore
prerogative of gypsies. We cannot agree with Mr.
is not the exclusive
differing from Merimee s,
Bonavia in saying that Bizefs Carmen, while
ia the better creation.
firkle-

The

mon?

.

crK™s: "None but gypsies are

almug tree?

the

r..i:t-i^i.

walks
towns with muddy foot-ways she

bearing gum Arabic? Were apes first
brought to Judea In the reign of Solo-

was

60 years old. The legend still
the
killed Bizet. There is no truth
first; that the failure
ailure
the
at the Opera Comique
repeatedly
performed
was
The opera
.torv
it. but Bizet did not
condemned
exception,
one
with
The critics,
f rTt vear
objection now seems curious: they said Cara broken heart. Their
die
songs, but Bizet gave her Spanish
men a gypsv. should sing gypsy
they would not admit a Gallo-Span.sh
rhythms;
Hungarian
of
nstead
of the
Bonavia has summed up in a syllogism the attitude

CarmetC-

it

and, "rare thing In our

Augustine

Ingenious

the

ol

,

eternity,

space
time,
ing on
r^^menibering that the battle of Waterwhile he sat there,
loo was beimr fought
far as time was concerned, when
•IS
chattering ot a
angry
the
heard
"he
Mr. Johnson
squirrel on the veranda.
the enemy. Th»
meet
to
vent out boldly
glared;
(.squirrels face was furious; he
hurt to the quick, outraged, becau.s^
walU
warm
within
coming
and
his going
n.^' of
'were now at an end; because
I

— —

loUod

endure tb«
Ur. Johnson.
nfrer

!

I

,

.

.11

from

wrapped

iriy

could not
triumphant (ace of

i

In

'

A

Protestant

i

I

sect

William O'Erj-an, a

'

She had no mind to brush away
An empty vow, an old May day
Men have not only feet of clay.

l

TUNBRIDGE AND CHELSEA
\s

Tunbridge

In

ff.a.

annual

the

When Typhon
i

j

made
I

tarts.

fine

ones.

They were

liquors,

CHARLES

"A

in

entitled

"On the

a

iUager

A

who was

lost In the

woods and

shouting his name, adding the
"Lost man! Lost manl" This
story is In Thomas Hardy's "Far from
the Madding Crowd."
A former resident of Chelsea wrote to Mr. Hardy,
who was surprised and pleased by the
;

pt

vords

similarity of the incident.

chausen had

in

Chel-

One of them digging a hole went
so deep in the ground that he could not
recover his Iron bar. One day in Boston, visiting the wharves, he saw this
bar.
sea captain told him it had shot
up from the ocean when his vessel was
off China. If any one hearing this story

did not forgive at once
his librettists for turning Goethe's poem into an opera,
and though "Faust" was soon in the
repertory of every German opera
house, Goethe's face was saved by
giving as a title the heroine's name.
Now Germans are apparently reconciled to "Gretchen," a German film
version of the poem, if the one and

—

the Woi'ii Wags:
Once I didn't like to look at the pictures of th> Bathing Beach Beauties.
Hut any port in a storm. After the
stem, uncor.^promlsing features of Clar:^s

ence Darrow, Bill Bryan, and Dudlev
M.alone thev re really quite restful.
R. H. L.

roles.

TRUE MODESTY

—

name

Wags:

German

tenors, at

rel,
I

[

with sopranos and contraltos, swollen, preposterous, yet vocal.
Who
knows the exact weight of Goethe's
Gretchen? In the poem she speaks
of herself as a rough-handed work-

was not
svelte. No doubt her face was fair;
according to stage tradition, so was
her hair, though some women have
ing

girl.

Ten

to one she

had the courage with plausible argu-

Z 3

^

J

Shepheard's Hotel at Cairo, Egypt,
has long been famous, .ind Mr. Muller, the manager of it, Slaving visited
some of the most important hotels
in the United States, should be well
qualified to express an opinion con-

home and

abroad, proportioned like a beer barwere nevertheless applauded ^s
Lohengrin, Walthcr and Tristan. So

in 1897.

"Personal Service"

in the

i

icerning their merits and their faults.
"From the mechanical and efficiency viewpoint there is nothing
!to compare with the hotels in this
icountry. The only drawback is thai
[personal service is entirely missing"
How can there be "personal" serMr. Muller
jVice in a huge hotel?
The
admits that it is impossible.
1

manager cannot be expected
No. 1683 from Terra*^ Haute

to ask
if his

is satisfactory, or scold a waiter
for not bringing No. 987 of Hocka
num Ferry a better beefsteak. Yet

bed

says

by E. V.

that

essential qualification would

be a

seem

total,

—

In Prevost's story, the narrator,

novel.

I

happening to be at Pacy, sees Manon
chained with other women on her way
to Havre, where she will be deported.
Des Grieux Is accompanj'ing her. Two
years later, at Calais, he meets des
Grieux, who has returned from Amerlc;i
alone and broken-hearted. Des Grieux

'then

tells

him the story

of his Infatu-

Manon's repeated Infidelity, her
punishment, and her death In LouisiDes Grieux' 6 narration begins
ana.
jwith meeting Manon at Amiens as she
|was on her way to a convent.

'atlon,

"Given this remarkable opening scene
master stroke of dramatic exposiThey
tion what do they do with It?
suppress It, of course. Instead, we are
shown a pleasing enough panel, 'a la
Watteau,' delicately tinted (especially
In the Massenet version), but wholly
misleading for any Intelligent comprehension of even the plot (we won't speak
of the drama!) which resolves Itself for

—a

—

us Into the mutual infatuation of the
tenor and the soprano, abetted by a
rascally baritone and thwarted by :.
noble and paternal bass."
Would Mr. Gribble have the opera
begin with Manon in the cart, and des
Grieux forsaking all to accompany her.'
Would he then in a second scene show
us des Grienx, returned, and have him
tell the story of his amorous madness
In succeeding acts, after the manner of
Hoffmann in Offenbach's opera? The
cart scene is in Puccini's version, but
appropriately towards the end. To follow the novel literally, step by step, for
operatic purposes would be impossible,
for the chief Interest In the novel is
psychological, not dramatic.
How could des Grieux bo so forgiving, so lost to self-respect? Did Manon
really love him? Were her protestations
of devotion sincere even for the mo'

/iy^

In the legitimate theaopera house the size
of actress and singer has not prevented them from taking poetic

and

Lake Maranu-

Carl Faelten, founder of the Faelten
Pianoforte school, Boston, and former
director of the New England Conservatory of Music, was born in Ilmenau,
Thuringia, Dec. 21, 1846. He was educated in the Latin school of Weimar,
but his early musical education was
He later
gained by self-teaching.
studied with Montag at Weimar, and
with Schoch at Frankfort-on-the-Main.
He founded the school that bears his

fastidious?
tre

In

son.

only woman can be found who will
appeal to the eye. It is stated by a
Berlin correspondent that Miss Lilian Gish is the ideal.
There are German actresses whose
hair and features suit the part, but
they are too fat for the film. When
did German producers become so

sorrowing con I have preached
many sermons. Few, I fear, have
pleased God; no one of them has pleased
me." EkJ.
pulpit said to the
gregation: "My friends,
the

was drowned
.

Germany

He was not the minister who leaving

backgroimd of gray water and graye.sky the lights of the city were spread
cut before us in a matchless panoiama.
Over the prow of the boat, on the deck
"it which were crowded young folk, two
alw:iv.=! thev were two by two
.IV two

cian,

Me., July 20

—Carl Faelten of Boston, a musi-

cook while bathing today. It is supposed that Mr. Faelten, who was passing his vacation here, suffered an attack
of apoplexy. The body was recovered.
He was 76 years of age and leaves a

Gounod and

looked incredulous the Chelsea man was
furiously indignant:
"God's truth, sir,
God's truth." Our grandfather entertained traveling clergymen. One prayed
after breakfast that the two sons of
the host who were on their knees might
grow up to be like two hemispheres.
Grandfather asked the guest later what
he meant. "O, nothing particular; but
I
thought it would please the boys."

the Woijd

LAKE MARANACOOK,
(A. P.)

"National Ideals" for the Film

A

Please don't let any of those heartlessly old-fashioned people convince you
that the younger generation does not
have its code of social behavior to which
it adheres as rigidly as did grandmoths.-.0 her curcsy.
It was on an excursion
'steamer, where no one is acquainted
when the boat leaves the wharf In the
morning, and in the evening, well
We were nearing home. .Vgainst a

China'

Amr.vioan edition, Philadelphia,
:sr.5).
Bar-'.ws says nothing about the
eld story concerning sound health and
consequent payment.

sea.

-As

in

"
fAElten, boston
musician, drowned

Co.,

—

Harbach

Tremont—"No, No, Nanette,"
musical comedy based on play,
"My Lady Friends," with music
by Vincent Youmans, featuring
Louise Groody, Charles WinninCross.
Wellington
and
ger
Twelfth week.

Broadway Transla-

almost pathological, lack
of the ordinary dramatic sense."
He
complaliis because these librettists the
reference Is to Massenet's and Puccini's
operas, "Manon" and "Manon Lescaut"
suppress the opening scene of the
to

teenth week.

(.'irst

Baron Mun-

many descendants

John B'.DOws's "Travels

cf

whose

— "Rose
-

of the

the "two
operas Inspired by "Manon Lescaut,'
familiar to a larger public than the
book, are a striking example of the
proverbial obtuseness of the librettist,

Marie," the
- FrimlStothart production, in which a
melodrama of the Canadian
Northwest is set to music. Fif-

Shubert

&

Dutton

usual.

Hammerstein

new volume

tions published In^thls country

PLAYS CONTINUING

(

.

Robinson, Ferguson only by letters
addressed to him or by acquaint
ances venturing to take the liberty
k.
of asking for him at the des

Jeanny,

We

In the sixties we used to go to Chelsea, Vt., to visit our grandparents. At
.=:outh Royalton we took the stage for
helsea and passed through Tunbridge,
vlth Its bams painted red.
As Mr.
Wade's friend says, Chelsea had known
Quaint characters.
There were many
stories told of them. One was about a

I

May Usher, appearing with Benny
Rubin, was taken ill yesterday, and
her part was assumed on 10 minutes notice by Lucille Meredith, another member of the company.

hav2 hten brought up to believe
thut the Chinese doctor was paid on;v
so long as his patient kept well.
member of 'he Pekin Union Medical
College wrues:
"The Ch'.iese physician of the olJ
school not nly was not paid during th"
health of the patient, but was almost
never asked to take charge of a ca.s.>
In the sense in which this Is done In
f ther countries.
He was called to make
;i oiagnosis and give a prescription, aii'l
obvious
improvement followed
jn'ess an
of the dose which
;:ie adniiniilration
\<ts prescribed by him, his services
bv.reauired
again, and anwould not
o'.i.er physi.'.'i'n would b« called."
There is tu entertaining account of
•^1 inese pnyj-.icians in the sixlh chapter

WADE.

j

aloof.

now

is

Mr. George Dunning Grlbble, In his
Introduction to "The History of Manon
Lescaut and the Chevalier des Orienx,"

gram as

his

on July 14 that
defeated Hcover by three
lengths in a race on the Thames, an>l
the Philadelphia
gol.l
ibus retalni .1
ohallenge cuu. What h-vs old Dr. Johnson and thu "drys" to say about this?
Tvlay Beresford quaff deeply and often
T. P. H.
from the gold cup!

me

"A
Garden
of
Surand
Ballew,
Carleton
In
Feast for Fashionable P'ancles";

and

a novelty gj-mnastic offering
Eiffel Tower." Aesop's
Fables, Topics of the Day and Pathe
News, on the screen, complete the pro-

The Henild said

with quaint

ST. C.

about

careful

No, "personal" service
impossible. The guest, enterHe
ing, loses his own personality.
as Brovra,
is No. So-and-so, known

a

Rae Eleanor Ball and brother, In
"Moments Musical," and Gully and

I'eresford

characters, and old, and now obsolete,
customs prevailed. Had a Mrs. Gaskell,
a Miss Mitford, or a Jane Austen known
this town, what a delicious book, or
books, would have been the result."

Taunton.

was

In

j

prises";

"eats."

delicious,

Chelsea of my boyhood: a someIsolated town nestling among the
foothills of the Green mountains, the
most accessible railway station 13 miles
filled

and

Newman and Company,

in

saires,

'

what

The town was

EDWARD YERXA.
WATER

VS.

Beresford,
Jr.,
th"?
date that Jack
English scuiler, trained on ale and
beer, drinking as much as four pints
dally, eatlnc- much as he pUased, and
occasionally s-moklng. In the same Item
it stated th;i,t Walter Hoover, theAmer:c;>.n sculler, abstained from even ma!t

fair,

of the

away.

But when the nights are lone and long
Can heartbreak spurn an old love song?

AS the World Wags:
T read In The Herald under a London

never heard them called Tunbridge
We always spoke of them as

fried pies!'
"A picture frequently rises before

Walter

sketch entitled "Battling Terry," portray a scene that centres around a Judge
who finds himself unconsciously preventing a prizefight in which his dwn
son, unknown to him, is one of the prinHo is the unwitting backer.
cipals.
Other acts include Joseph Griffin, an
Irish-American lyric tenor, in songs, accompanied by Albert Vernon; the Ro-

She shuts stout doors with leaden thong.

A_E

Icnown as the World's Fair, is still held,
which fair I have attended many times.
Thirty years ago It was also spoken of
locally as 'The Drunkards Reunion.'
"The Tunbridge Tart was a common
dish in Chelsea in my boyhood, and my
grandmother was an expert in the manufacture of the same; my mother also
but

worn anecdotes without betraying
boredom or forced laughter. But as
landhotels grew bigger and bigger,
mortal view.
to
lost
lords were
Clerks grew more and more superior

D.TVO

says the rosary.

exaggerated

son's approval of them.
The hotel clerk was also in the
He greeted
old days well disposed.
smile,
the guest -with a reassuring
his
listened sympathetically to all of
complaints, even heard his shop-

at B. F. Keith's theatre this week.
Grette Ardine, with John Tyrell and

Kaye, presents "The French
Model," in which the plot Is exposed by
simultaneous dancing and singing.

doijb;

in spite of slippers for the booted traveler, in spite
of Shenstone'8 lines and Ih-. John-

bill

She was a hoyden glad and free
Until came sorrow like the sea

no

country—comfort

this

Igreatlv

j

,

n\^

siho ild
:hem, were anxious that they
Perhaps the traditUTi
:).pleased.
^1'
the comfort to be •found in oW
)•
Knglish inns was not forgotten

boy. and company In "How It Happened," a farcical
newspaper
stirring
interpretation
of
headlines, and Moran and Mack, blackface comedians, with their Jokes and
mimlo boxing match, head an ejscellent

She danced and had her girlhood's fling
Then matched the fiddler's offering.
And somehow he took everything.

knew

their guests,

in

.selves

Benny Rubin, a Boston

'

'

Georgre

Benny Rubin and Moran and
Mack Are Headliners

(For As the "World Wags.)
WTien Rose left laughter far behind
She turned the key and closed the blind.
Because the daylight was unkind.

days in Best
Young, ini-rr. --lcI

in old

Germany.

outside of

THE RECLUSE
^

esleyan of Cornwall, also called Bry•iltes.'
Scorning: everything connected
ith
evolution, perhaps William the
usader exemplifies reversion to type."

the World Wags:
The readers of this column who were
Interested In the discussion about "Tunbrldge Tarts" may find Interest In an
excerpt from a letter of a friend who
v)me» from good old Vermont stock:
"From time to time you have seen
Musions in 'As the World Wags' to
Chelsea, Vt. The last one that I recall
was a few days ago, when "Tunbrldge
Tarf was mentioned and discussed.
"Tunbridge is the town south of Chel-

nn

JOSEPHINE.

\

-

ments to reproaont hor as dark; as
Fechter maintained that Hamlet, the
D.mc, was blgnde.
For the film "a national ideal" of
Gretchen is demanded by Germans;
.so the producers arc looking for one

'

Dayton as a Jehad Is a confusion of
It would seem correct to speak
f It as a Jeremiah.
In Brewer's Readra"
Handbook occurs the (ollowlns:
Cliristians.
In ISIS by

whilo fo.iiii. At
a youthful couple,
He
ardent ombrnoe.

—

t

unded

Dtood

—

|

>^rms;

!;lble

—

11

blllow.s of

Kri-'a'.

elbow

1-issed

"L." writes to The Herald from
Worcester: "Reference In the news of
ha day to Bryan's sermon on the mount

—

her once, long and audibly. Thi>n
again and again I ceased to count
I'lnally he was pleading for somethiiin
prevented my hearing
ton<his low
what. But her higher-keyed voice carkiss you," she said.
won't
T
"No,
iled.
"Why?" "Because " her voice was
stranger."
gentle "you are a

he

hurt;
I

.

—

!
'

This
rage

<d

"

1

'

ment?
Prevost, as Mr. Grlbble points out in
Important Introduction to the story,
gives no description of Manon's personal
his

We

attractions.

are not told whether
tall or short, plump

she was fair or dark,
or svelte.
her.

That

enough.

the beginning, "The

"Manon Lescaut"

ume

all who saw
The narrator at

She fascinated
Is

Man

first

"Memoires

of Quality"

appeared as

Homme

vol-

de
Quallte" says when he saw her at
Pacy, chained, sad. with soiled clothing,
"there was something so engaging, so
charming about her, that I felt both
jrespect and pity"; he thought that her
ieffort to conceal her face sprang from
Writers
l"a true sense of modesty."
'have Inquired Into Manon's social status,
Was
so real Is she.
she of common
7

In

—

d'lin

—
seme

patent,
referring
to

Mlch»lct believed that as her
In?
k-oundrel of a brother— her cousin In
the
to
opera—belonsed
Massenet's
"Barde-du-oorps." the two were of a
food fi-.ailly- This Is Important for those
who reirard the novel as a social study
of the modal corruption In the provln-

—

perversion,

'Imagined by Prevost." Did he know
Manon? Did he not suffer as des Grleux?
Mr_ Grlbble's account of the extraordi-

man

the

Indefatigable

of the

writer,

world, dialectician,
exile, translator of

powerful preacher,
Richardson's novels, amorist, Irresponsible

and

childlike In

money

matters.

Is

There are legends
a romance.
about him. It was said that he strolled
in the streets of his native town with a
far too pretty lady on his arm; that his
father, meeting him, was so shocked
that he died. A more malicious story
was that he struck his father and caused
his death. The grandson of the old gentleman proclaimed the falsity of these
Another legend was that the
yarns.
father attended his son's reception Into
the Benedictine order and swore if his
/son should break his vows, "he would
hunt him the world over to blow out his
brains." Then there Is the legend of
Prevost's death: how, crossing the Chantilly forest, he had an apoplectic stroke.
Found by peasants, he was borne to a
village where the iocal surgeon, with
"deplorable precipitation," performed an
who
This revived Prevost,
autopsy.
"opened his ey.es, took In the ghastly
scene, groaned, and expired."
also

sacrlflcing and saintly? Was Augusta
weak, vacillating, irresponsible,
unmoral? Was Byron the Incarnation of
insincerity In writing his verse? Concerning Byron, the poet. Miss Barrlngton Is hardly a safe guide. Recall this

The welcome
of
clings,

of dear,

having

of

His

;i

hi-

tura.

-

t

.

I

Dame Smyth

Luncheon

ond harpist of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra has for some years been
a woman, and on a few occasions
women have played other instruments. Dame Smyth makes no ref-

'

i

Those who wished
him well could find no better nature in
him for an appeal. Her Byron was like
the man in ""St. Elmo," from whose lips
only withering sneers had escaped for

admira-

T

doubt whether anything of Its original
should rather'
I
savor has survived.
have it so, trusting the reader may, to

"Biscuits
but half-

i

Twenty-five years ago, Sir
busiAlexander says, the American
elaborate
ness man's luncheon was

glory.

in

He went back

and indigestible.
the office to sleep.

to

This did not lead

and efficiency is now
after than rubies,
sought
more to be

to

efficiency,

fine
1,
,

|i

called a 'silly pity' to exclude the
more emotional half of creation."

'

do not easiiy
former
the mixture served in its

find

many

years. He was like Mr. Higglns
Orpheus C. Kerr's parody of "Jane
Eyre," who said to Galushianna: "Curse
the priests!
Curse the world! Curse
everybody!
"And
Curse everything!"
he placed his feet upon the mantelpiece
and gazed meditatively into the fire."
AH the warmth of Galushianna's heart
went forth to meet "this sublime embodlment of human majesty." And so

She concludes: "Here in England,
where our performers certainly do
not err on the side of unbridled
passion, it seems vhat has been

called half-and-half

for even millionaires

gold or virtue.

Sir
»
^j.
If

New York

,

at

luncheon,

m
.

Alexander was a guest
it

.

,

'WOUla

j

erence to orchestras composed exclusively of women, but she quotes
Mozart as having said that men play
with "less expression" than women.
Did he not refer solely to pianists?

and-half" cannot be ale-and-porter,

'

sustained and malevolent
Her Byron could do nothing

generous or noble.

I

is

are, of course, "crackers,"

Barrlngton's

1

what

and a plate of biscuits."

women

a sweeping statement. The harp
often played by a woman in these
bands. Women have been and are
When the
in Parisian orchestras.
Cleveland orchestra first visited Boston women were members; the sec-

1

sists of

that

is

I

neither comfort nor Inspiration In his
iwlfe; if the wife had been represented
as cold, priggish, nagging, the novel
would not have been so entertaining.
There is a certain fascination in Miss

says

is

;

|,

*•

|

play, as a matter of course, in all
the famous continental bands. This

Alexander Roger, "a promi" i,r.„;n»>
j
u
nent London business man, having
visited the United States, talks aminbly about -what he saw and heard
The latest biographers have dealt here. He found that every working
savagely with Byron.
Lord Lovelace man's house is now provided with a
took great pains to prove that Byron's phonograph and a motor car, for
affection for Augusta was incestuous.
this reason: he cannot afford to purAnother biographer sneers at Byron's chase whiskey. Sir Alexander also
fatal devotion to Greece. Miss Barringattributes general American proston has followed in their footsteps. She
does not dwell on the revelation made
perity to the "invigorating bright
to an astonished world by Mrs. Stowe,
A keen observer. The "most
pir."
except to say, not mentioning her name,
amazing change" he found— and he
that the disclosure made nine years after
the death of Lady Byron was "a rehas been a frequent visitor for
grettable indiscretion with many Inactwenty-five years is in the matter
curacies."
millionof luncheon. "The average
spends only a
No doubt if Miss Barrlngton had plctaire New Yorker now
ured Byron as a husband who found
confew cents for his lunch, which
<

j

St. Louis.)

ajj.

I

ac-

particular form of 'masculinism' is
( She has eviexclusively English ? "
dently not heard of the decision in

.

Millionaires at

forbids,

Dame Ethel Smyth, who "wonders"
how many persons realize that this

oriental

—

What

artlessness,

him

himself said that

description.

\

j

measure and restraint. As regards
Abbe Prevost's limpid and elegant dicIts

.>5yron

the St. Louis

cording to report, the engagement
of women members, however proThe reason
ficient they may be.
given is that being women they
might be an inconvenient, not to say
disturbing, element. It is said that
this decision was against the wish
and judgment of the conductor, Mr.
Ganz. It appears that the London
Symphony Orchestra which recently
celebrated its jubilee, boycotts womThis policy
en instrumentalists.
brought out this month an indignant
letter from the English composer,

i

1^

ble

In

of

bring'st the child, too, to the
mother's breast."
MiBB Barrlngton goes out of her way
to say that these lines are a "poor
imitation of Sappho." Byion In a footnote had quoted a fragment of the Greek
poet which he had amplified.

attack.

elusive

accused

faulty ear.
was
forte

Thou

Gribble's discourse on the "morality" of
the romance Is not the least entertaining feature of his valuable introduction.
He modestly says of his translation that
into
ir attempting'to render the romance
readable English, he has been ""chiefly
posas
far
as
preserving
with
concerned
sible the dramatic accent and rhythm

so

Swinburne

in Orchestras

The management of
Symphony Orchestra

There is little or nothing in this
novel to show what a mighty influence
he exterted in the romantic movement
throughout Kurope, an Influence that Is
not now wholly dead. Yet this novel,
good reading, with the hero. If not 'i
certainly "not a gentleman,
vi.lain,
the poet
iriay revivi mterest in Byron,

rest;

—

tion,

stall to the o'erlabour'd

Whate'er our household gods protect

Prevost in the simplest possithis miracle of art," said Anatoie France, "he
v/rote a couple of pages of morality to
precede it like a fichu thrown over the
Ehouldera of Mademoiselle Manon." Mr.

its

Women

heroes and heroines were melodramatic:
rtufted puprets, now In the huge dustbin of time; but Byron wrote "Don
Juan," passages in "Childe Harold,"
•"Beppo," "The Vision of Judgment'
i>nd, In his letters, prose that Is spark
ling, virile, a glory of English Utera

peace about our hearthstone

Are gather'd round us by thy look

manner had accomplished

as well as

I

steer;

Whate'er

her?

of the narrative,

bird the parent's brooding

wings,

"When

;

former days ordered

in

three or four mugs of beer and a
chocolate eclair for luncheon.
But
not the average American citizen,
irrespective of his income.

'

;

cheer.

To the young

a dangerous adventuress of the iljuion
typo or merely one of those amiable en-

ble

men who

of Greece.

stanza from "Don Juan":
'"Oh, Hesperus! thou brlngest all good
things
Home to the weary, to the hungry

Who was the fair Huguenot lady, poor
and distressed, who, as an emigree,
went with Prevost to England, offering
in paj-ment her heart and hand? If he
had accepted her generous offer, he
would have been excommunicated and
exiled. She went with him to England
and acknowledged him as her protector.
They were delighted with Engiish resorts of fashion and pleasure. Was she
Ingenuous? Was she, "as some pretend,

of

sandwich.

paratively substantial dish for his
noon-day meal. There are men, it
is true, who go without luncheon;
and so there are vegetarians, fruitarians, "nutarians"; so there were

I

des Grleux, the story
It has been said that
Prevost would have liked to sign these
confessions, but was prevented by respect for his priest's robe. Mr. Gribble
thinks that the Internal evidence in the
book Is so eloquent, so generally admitted, that It may be considered almost
conclusive. But no one knows who his
Manon ^cas, or how he lost her; how he
gambled, desperate for money, or what
fermier-general appeared with a pearl
necklace to captivate the girl; or what
was the final catastrophe that threw
Prevost at the age of 24 into the "tomb,"
as he called the Benedictine Order of
St. Maur, where he took his final vows.

became

ham

Bread is in many respects an extra.
Perhaps Sir Alexander's friends
brought their crackers in a paper
bag to the restaurant of their choice.
As breakfasts today are much lighter than they were years ago, the
average man needs at least one com-

!

Abbe Prevost?

thusiasts of the Cult of Love"?

a respectable

sure

I

Is the story of

of

'

i

Puccini naturally Italianized the chara
more tragic
struck
acters;
he
The passion in Massenet's opera
note.
Is elegant emotion, even in the scene at
St. Sulplce. It might be Justly said that
Massenet's Manon is more the woman
Imagined by FYevost. One would like to
hear Auber's "Manon Lescaut," with Its
laughing song, a favorite concert piece
of Carlotta Patti's, with her flawless
bravura, her hard, metallic voice, her
performance that reminded by its sounJ
of a barkeeper cracking Ice.

man,

lobster, with
something
and palatable.
No doubt Americans twenty-five
years ago ate too much, and not
wisely in other respects; many, rich
or in moderate circumstances, eat
too much now, but it may be doubted
whether the average New Yorker
spends only a few cents for his
luncheon. A "few cents" do not in-

'

Did Massenet or Puccini come nearer
as
told
the story
ty Prevost?

1

light

'

narrative.

nary

—

i

freshing

i

'

while
Pumas the younger exclaimed: "Louis
they,
If
not
XV and Dubarry, what are
Manon and des Grleux triumphant?"
Manon is an Immortal
This remains:
character In Action: Prevost's romance
is a masterpiece by the simplicity, the
artlessnoss and the vividness of the

priest,

eeem as if his hoets, with millions
at their disposal, treated him rather
shabbily. It was not necessary for
them as an evidence of good will
and international friendship to order several courses, but they might
at least have put before him thin
slices of cold corned beef with salad,
or a plate of clam chowder with ship
biscuit, or, better still, a cool, re-

I

tion of the young Parisian, whose
dowry was u store of '-grace, beauty,
lljfht-heartedness. scepticism and love."
Maupessant admired her complicated

to

(arollne Lamb, t&Sy
.Miil.,1 nkt!,
.Mi.-is
Oxford, Claire Clairmoont and women
of low degree as well as noble dames
wore at Byron's feet.

by

I

sole

natural

dpncloncN

i

bourKeotse and country gentry,
'ules Janln found her in her devotion
md caprices a marvellous representa-

her

tlii.s

There Is the Byron sneered at by
Thackeray, whose description of Fielding la outrageously falsei. There Is the
'Manon Uescaut' is the last example of
Byron belabored by Macaulay in his
a lost style." "
Now there
'violently thunderous stylo.
is the Byron of Miss Barrlngton, who
asserts more than once that Byron' was
"not a gentleman."
M
'What was the secret of his fascinaThe writer who signs himself B. Bar- tion? For he fascinated certain men as
rlngrton for we understand B. Barringwell as many women. He was honestly
ton la a woman having chosen Lady mourned at his death by honest men of
reputation. Did women find him Irre
Hamilton for a heroine now take* Byron
sistible by reason of his face? When he
her
in
eays
for a hero, and, as she
sang of Giaours, Corsairs or Laras did
preface,
has endeavored "to touch they believe him to be "himself the
biography with Imagination and to pre- great sublime he drew" as Dr. Craik
sent the essential truth" as she sees It,
Miss Barrlngton does not
suggested?
"clothing the historic record with speech
give the answer. Did his fame as an
The letters Introduced, author draw all women, even Miss MU
and action."
though often condensed, are authentic, banke, to htrp?
with one exception. She gives the title
"Glorious Apollo" to the romance, which
Moore, William Lamb, Lushlngton.
Is published by Dodd, Mead & Co, of
Hobhouse, the poet Rogers, Dallas, Col
New York.
Doyle are introduced in this novel. They
talk, each in his way. •Some of the best
It Is not the first time that Byron has
the most convincing pages, are those
novel.
between Lady
a
In
man
figured as the leading
describing the scenes
if
While he was alive that extraordinary Melbourne and Byron. One doubts
Leigh is fairly pictured; she
woman, Lady Caroline Lamb, did not Augusta
As
woman.
more
of
a
must have been
hesitate to tell her story In "Glenarfor Byron's wife she is represented as
von". Years afterward she and Byron
angelic from her first appearance as
appeared In a novel written by a woman
Lady Melbourne's guest to her death.
of no small literary reputation.
It Is easily admitted that Byron was
"Glorious Apollo" will no doubt be
unfortunate in his forebears. One might
widely read, for the strange tale of
say that he was cursed in his birth. It
Byron, his wife, Caroline Lamb, and
should also be remembered that he
age. That he
Augusta Is told In a feverish manner, lived in a stormy, reckless
shocked English ideas of morality is
provoking and satisfying morbid curiwith
relations
surprising, If belief In his
osity.
It Is not probable that Byron's
In Engpoems of the Bast or ail the cantos of Augusta was not well founded.
land he was pursued by women; he was
"Childe Harold" are eagerly read today
not the pursuer; in fact, he was bored
even by the sentimental young miss.
by the hysterical In their mad chase. He
"Beppo," "The Vision of Judgment,"
the bitterness of
"Don Juan" are enough to assure the made enemies easily by He had the aufume of any poet, and there are those his speech and his pen. young man to
was
a
he
who prefer the letters of Byron to his dacity when
Lord Carlisle's poetry.
prose.
What a pity that Murray, the laugh in print at
He had been impudent to Eldon, the
publisher, did not allow Henley to conlater years he exIn
chancellor.
lord
tinue his annotations; that only one
tolled Washington and sneered at Engvolume of that edition appeared!
He satirized Coleridge,
lish royalty.
But Byron Is still a romantic, a fas- Southey, Wordsworth. It was darkly
whispered that he preferred Pope to
cinating character in spite of his recent
Shakespeare. Yes; he had a devil. No
biographers. One Is tempted to add. In
place for him in Westminster Abbey.
spite of Miss Barrlngton, who paints
Greece honors, reveres his memory, but
him in darkest colors. Was he an un- we are now assured that Byron's last
mitigated rascal, an Irreclaimable sinact was nothing but a vainglorious pose;
ner? Was his wife
Incredibly
selfthat he secretly hoped to be made King

oial

nature,

.-upi'ly

llie
French text, than,
through inadvertence or Ignorance, endow It with a meretricious and unseemly flavoring of my own. 'There are certain
styles,'
says
Alexandre Vlnet,
'which occur only once: no one will
again write like the Abbe Prevost, and

'1

Perhaps by reason of this emotional
quality that might find vent out of
season, rigid disciplinarians do not
favor women in orchestras; or perhaps, as respecters and admirers of
the sex, they side with the old Italian, who in the "Book of the Courof fair
faces by
blowing wind instruments. This obtier"

women

disliked the
disfiguring

jection, 'surely,

female

sight

their

cannot be made to

violinists.

a

:

1

:

|
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ino

by

Action
,

50
Los Angeles public schools cut
for the
,.ok8 from the list submitted
Anseles high
biarian of the I.os
W. Reamer Walter, a
l.ools by R.

The London Times

"Anatomy of Melancholy."
\nd probiihly Robert Burton's transand a
tloii of "The Thousand Nights
n's

Niirht."

As the World WaRs:

girl roll her stockings and still
a Christian?" Is a question to be
cussed at the Christian Endeavor
nvention at Portland, Ore. Anyway,
she?
e d bo a Holy Roller, wouldn't

Can a

MYRNK.

World Wags:

would have fuzzy or

fluffy

ha^i— after

—

.

vocabulary

word

and
—one-halfotherslang
half

Mr. E. Guy Dawber Is president of
Royal Institute of British Archlrccture, not a painter and member of;

j

(For

•Now

Academy.

Mr. Clarence A. Eldrldge proposes Mr.
plasterer
chairman of

AVedlock,

L.

'

the matriworker, for
monial bureau in our Hall of Fame.
the World Wags:
the
from
Clipped
Transcript:

Adams

The copper knew the

NOTICE
deliver to
same,
desire

MILK

And he

we
customers who

Telephone 224-W
of this,

A

When you

girl is

tree is

cause

sail

go.

"You

must know

a ship at night

ment

i

M. F. SHEA.

'
As the World Wags:
You must not throw peanuts at our
humanity
hang
not
must
you
ancestors;
by its tail upon a Jungle tree.

a shaft of wood,

hill Is a rise of ground,
field Is a place to fence,

bird note

is

a sound.

It.

So dawn is another day
For wages, and things to keep;
And noon is a time to eat
And night Is a time to sleep.

\

YORK,

Hirsch,

known

EDWARD YERXA

Jack Lait described Dayton,

NEW

Max

Tenn.,

!for readers of Variety.
'There are several millionaires, real
They drink
ones, in seersucker pants.
a very sizeable quota of unusually fine
mountain white mule made from the

which grows 12 feet hig^*'
and they disguise it in Coca Cola. To
an unacclimatized lush that combination is a cue to climb a tree and bark."
corn,

As the World Wa^s
The evolution trial is one thing anyhow in which women are not concerned.
Nobody but men are in any way In-

61,

one

H. L*

Hirsch

July 24 (A. P.)—Max
of the most widely

of theatrical

managers on Broad-

I

way, died suddenly today while boating
on SheeiJshead Bay.
For 25 years he had been treasurer
of the Metsopolitan Opera company.
lAbout eight years ago he was the manager of Pavlowa, the dancer. For the
last four years he had been manager
of "The Music Box Revue."
He was kfiown as ••the man who never
signed a contract" and had been connected with the theatre since he was 12.
In 1876 he joined the old Standard
(Theatre as an office boy under John A
puff. In 1883 he went with the Metropolitan Opera Company and was in the
box office during the split between
Gattl-Casazza and Dippel. Later he became treasurer of the Chicago Opera

I

bring

the

vecially in America, have published
portrait, name and the picture of the
•Countess's' chateau. All this Is pure
The binding has been very
'invention.
well done by Engel; the skin is henceI

If I remember, I
forth unchangeable.
the
carried this souvenir to a tanner in

Reine Blanche. Three months
lue de
were needed for the work. Of course
the idea is eccentric; but, as a matter
beautiful
lot
fact, this fragment of a
body is all that remains today, and it
la

perfect state
l.-an last for centuries in a
The unof respected preservation.
known's witih was to see this skin bind
time of
the
at
appearing
my last book,
of
her death. It was the octavo edition
Didier
by
Terres du Ciel,' published
honor."
this
that had

crowd, can Imagine no
coat,
by fewlutionizing the cut of his
he color of his waistcoat and thus strutUing in the streets, disguised as a circus man, a dummy in a cavalcade. This
has always seemed to me the act of a
are
petty, vulgar, impotent soul. There
ways—
ISO many nobler and fruitful
of
action—
speech, writiivg, sane civic
.manifesting one's discontent, revolt, or
loriginal-y. It is impossible for me to
(believe in the -sincerity, even in the real
'existence of one that Is not dressed as
O'ctave Mirbeau.
I am.

And

j

j

!

—what does Mr. Holbrooke mean by

this:

"The Wagners

"ghastly task" 'and why "ghastly"?
Nor do we understand why the composer Bridge is "never likely to
be considered an illuf:trator of a pathological museum."

John Fletcher's comedy, "Rule a Wife and Have a Wife," has been
The old play was once a favorite in Boston. When
took the part of
it was performed here in the winter of 1808, Cooper
Leon; Harwood was Michael Perez, the Copper Captain; Mrs. Stanley
revived in London.

j

took the part of Estifania. According to Robert Treat Paine, who re•viewed the performance, Estifania in "an arch, wheedling soubrette, a
very rogue at heart, with a tongue of oil and pepper, a chambermaid
with the address of a coutier," etc., etc. For this Boston performance,-^
the "correcting dilutions" of Garrick tempered the "colors of the colloquy."
In George Colman's edition of Beaumont and Fletcher, the note to
the title "Rule a Wife and Have a Wife," speaks of "judicious altera-

made by Garrick in the catastrophe.
London as Fletcher wrote the lines?

tions"
in

Was

the recent performance

Kapek's "Insect Comedy," in a translation made by Mr. Kitamura,
has been produced with great success on the Japanese stage. Scenery
and costumes were designed from European models.

!

i

—

j

'

This was written by Mirbeau with
'reference to William Morris, poet, designer, printer, cabinetmaker, interior

and what not. Mirbeau realand appreciated the talent of Mor-

'decorator
lized

,

so the vision fadeth."

We

Z

There

here!'

For example

'

was the pious fulfillment of an' anonymous vow. Certain newspapers, es-

it

\

j

ghastly task
die exhausted, and the next artist who arrives has the same
know that Mithbefore him, and mithridatic solution is unknown."
ridates was a fine fellow, who, by the habitual use of antidotes escaped
languages.
his enemies wishing to poison him. He was also master of 25
But how would, a "mithridatic solution" aid an artist in accomplishing his

volved i.n it. Man may have descended
from the ape, but according to all the Company,
accounts from Tennessee the ladies are
a*. Hirsch was hailed as a peacemaker
when on the celebration of his 25th year
not mixed up in the scandal. R. H. L.
with the Metropolitan Opera Company
COUNTESS (7) AND ASTRONOMER he brought together Oscar Hammerstein
We have already spoken of books and the ofllclaU of the Metropolitan
bound in human skin, but we did not Opera Company. In those days they
know at that time the story of Flam- were bitter rivals.
marion. It was published in L'Opinion
(Paris) on July 4.

tack intended for a binding.

We know it is disrespectful, but reading Mr. Holbrooke, who can help
thinking of the lady in the wig meeting Mr. Elijah Pogram: "Mind and
matter glide swift into the vortex of immensity. Howls the sublime,
and softly sleeps the calm Ideal, in the whispering chambers of ImaginaTo hear it, sweet it is. But then outlaughs the stern philosopher,
tion.
Arrest for me that Agency. Go,
and saith to the Grotesque 'What ho
:

I

As this story was circulated, a
persons who
woman, a countess, bequeathed to C.
J have alway^ distrusted
Flammarion the skin of her shoulders. dressed differently from the rest of the
was
explanation
in
letter
The following
make ak^ friend of
written by Flammarion to Dr. Cabanes. world. Never wlTl I
"My^ear Doctor: The story has been anyone who, as a protest against his
very much enlarged. I do not know the period, or to set himself apart from the
person whose physician brought me the
better way than

bottles of the students."

because Delius has an "unparenetic attitude" his music is rather
unpopular. "Many of us are only even now in a state of phonological
phrenology." Mr. Holbrooke wishes in music "a healthy run of blood,
subcutaneous or the reverse; that which stirs this is all for the better in
the works produced, be it ecstacy, stypicity, or stupration." As for the
songs of Delias, they are" pulsating with streams of golden melody, and
rapturous love music of intense espousement."
Writing about Goossens, Mr. Holbrooke exclaims: "The demented
^tic rallies himself and pants in the rear, loudly chortling his delight of
all this daring chiaroscuro."
j

someone's daughter.

A

And a

|

you

It must be lighted";
Said the mariner to the cop,
'Mate, I think I have a drop
That will serve our purpose well
To get Ignited."

A

local

.

The cbpper let him
With the warning.

VISION

A

'

.

"

(For As the World Wags)
road is a place to ride,
lake Is full of water,
flower's part of a plant,

A

These castigated critics may well bow their heads as they become
Let us give some
acquainted with Mr. Holbrooke's Corinthian style.
examples:
"Stravinsky is most complex of all composers, but it remains to be
seen whether all this paraphernalia of chromatics contains the egg and
the true juice."
Vaughan Williams: He "may be termed, I think, the scholastic member of the group, without damaging his gifts. The spirit of Ceres hovers
over the work of this musician." His work is "rare in these days indeed
musical
•when morphology and mordacity are dragged even into the
arena by the daring red men. Peripatetic journeys are made to imposTerminology is ripe in the popular vvork
sible regions of cacophany.
is a
of today. Abracadabra is in the scores and the brain. Mysticity
new move, cabbalistic rites are new tones. Iconoclastics are on the nutri-

you are

Therefore stopped before
A sad commotion.

Watson?

•

a tempestuous wind called

Mr. Holbrooke first of all inveighs contemptuously against critics.
daily
of note with verbal hemorrhage write on music mostly in our
best
journals." Then he names about 20 music critics, including all the
known and the most competent in England. "These are all good journalbehind any of
ists, but there has not been sufficient (if any) conviction

light

have the only star
That is visible, you are

it

their matter."

the ocean;

Upon

intended to supply the
f erhaps
!^umerous automobile parties one sees
pasturized" along the highways at this
J- O'H.
•ime of year.

A

a

evidently not well versed in the Scriptures. Acts xxvii, 14,

"Men

me.

thou
ho

is

Euroclydon."

X

It's

A

Thft reviewer

"But not long after there arose against

tar.

think

"I

said,

All at sea, without

PASTURIZED

What do you make

;

stopped

.

.

^

Of a city in a new
Kind of vessel that was known
To be a flivver.

Starting Tuesday, July 14th,
will

.

But down the avenue

i

North

As Ibe

wherefore

Said the ancic^it mariner,
2<o longer sailed the sea
Nor on a river.

,

and cement

.\s

|

THE TAR
THE COPPER AND
World Wags)

|

the

X.

Now h» has written a book, "Contemporary British Composers," in
which he expresses freely his opinions. He reminds one of Shimei, who
"came forth and cursed still as he came"; cursed and cast stones. We
doubt if Mr. Holbrooke's colleagues will say with David: "Let him alone,
and let him* curse; for the Lord hath bidden him." There have already
been savage reviews of his book.
Mr. Newman has been amusing in his condemnation; but the Daily
Telegraph surprised us by asking: "What is the meaning of
'There is no Eurochydon arising' in Vaughan Williams's Sea Symphony" 7

caprice, etc.,
singularity, whim, folly,
does not inof the human mind"
etc
in 1801.
form us, for it was^published

MISOGYNIST.

:he Royal

For some years

dcp'.ored the
articles in sour, not to say abusive, vein, in which he has
ful
unwillingness of the English public to appreciate his music at its
has had
value. He gives one the idea of being a disappointed man. Ho
reason to be gloomy once or twice, as when, no sooner had he arrived in
this country for a business visit, he met with a crippling accident.

Unfortunately "Eccentri Biographies,
Characters
or Sketches of RemarkaWe
of the
forming "a pleasing delineation

in:-.ear-profanity, and the
correctly used— and a head which is
I know, for
u-seful only as a hatrack.
not one in fifty million looks any difter-

.ntly.

time in
ijWd, Goossens, tlthougrh he has been Uboring for a longer
lord, has
\>ineyard. He has had influential friendu; one of them, a noble
•written librettos for Holbrooke's stase music.
Mr. Holbropke has contributed to English periodicals

oft.
which he sprang and was driven hat
A\
Who was this strange person?
did he call
Avas his little game? Why
Was he a nut
»iimself "The Aerial"?
the English meanin the Ameri'can. not
iinc of the word?

of all desert Isl'indcrs
retonne coat, rcll-topped underpinning
.-heathing, a flask and cigarettes, or perblush, a one hundred and fifty
il. ansnt

manner

UP

h/<« {)een

through

career, and made his exit
road, where
the grand entrance into the
him, into
a carriage was in waiting for

,hls

the kind of girl who would be
i.ipwrecked with me on a desert island.

know

;

pub-

ISlil).

much
the Spanish costume, has excited
attention lately nt Vauxliall-gardens.
gardens,
the
On Monday night he entered
and having walked or rather skipped
round the promenade, with a great air
tho company
of consequence, saluting
as he passed along, at length mingled
lamongst tho audience In front of llic
of
Orchestra, and distributed a number
was written,
card-! on each of which
world
whole
•The Verial chullenges the
anyway comto tind a man that can in
After haymg
pete with him as such.'
chalserved out about 300 or 400 of his
taklightning
like
oft
darted
lenges, he
garden in
ing the whole circuit of the

her In the hlKh school. Among
V. Bur...ks censored are Sir Richard

the

in July,

lished this society note
"An Individual In a splendid dress of

the

I

f)ne of Mr, Joseph Holbrooke's symphonic poem.s— "Qupcti^^
heard in Iloston, po«sibly a few smaller pieces, but he i.s n
n-cn known a-s bib co-mates Vaugrhan Williams. Bax, Hoist, Bridft-e,

AMONG THOSE PRESEN

r

Erik Satie, a French composer whose sincerity and influence have
been hotly discussed, is dead. He was first made known to Bostonians
by Mr. Longy's introducing Debussy's orchestral transcription of the
"Gymnopedies." A careless student at the Paris Conservatory, he wrote
music for performances by the Rose-Croix. Later he studied seriously
His admirers says that
under Roussel and at the Schola Cantorum.
"Socrate" is his finest work. To his piano pieces he gave queer titles, too
often laboriously facetious.

Poor* Miss Mathilde Verne! She once gave a recital in Boston but
no one took the trouble to say of her what the London Times was moved
to say: "Chopin and Schumann were there to become a declamation, and
their other values were not for the moment in point. The Etudes Symphoniques were a number of hills to exercise the muscles, the Toccatta

—

if

THE PITY OF IT
soon Dublin will be the only
place ^ left where you can drive on a
jaunting car. In half a dozen villages
throughout Donegal no such thing could
be seen, except ocoasionnlly on a Sunday with a farmer driving his folk to
And
mass. Motors are everywhere.
even In Dublin taxis begin to be on
the rank at the railway stations an
innovation of the last few months."
The Observer.
"Wry

with poplars to test the endurance, the Carnaval a
be opened and latched behind one, so as to train caie
That this is not the usual view is nothing to the point; it
.ciiLi..
und view, though incomplete, and its essence lay in the consistency
which it was maintained."
lined
lined

'OS to

—

Giordano's opera "Fedora" is not liked in London, yet Mr. Newman,
it, though mercifully cut, three hours too long, had one joyous moment: "Mr. Lappas in this scene did his best to compensate us"
(for the absence of bicycles) "by appearing in a nice pair of Oxford bags
that harmonized wonderfully with the Lake of Thun and the distant
mountains of the Bernese Oberland Wagner's Rhine, I fancy, in a new

who found

'Conceit

to

be

enough

to

far

Rossini's String Quartet in* G, performed for the first time on June
25 at the Royal Academy of Music, London: Truly an engaging and most
"
innocuous little quartet this, in three short movements wb'^rc'n
suggestion
will
discover
scarcely
any
you
allegro
little
happy
a
the last
that would afford a clue to their composer's identity. One xv>u.i>. v......
while listening to this naively melodious composition, picturing Rossini
falling asleep over the score of an early Haydn quartet, and awaking with
the amiable intention of trying his hand at something not dissimilar in
The parts of this quartet and four others were found recently
style.
in' the library of the Royal Academy of Music.

directions,

certain

in

but

he re-,

Mr. Bryan and Joshua

Englishman was not
mania of
f^ee from this
-^^f^^'^J^^j
of too su
himself
dress "He judged
inhabit contempoeHor an essence to
beauty did
aneous trousers; his moral
19th century 'bourot v^ld itself to the
haun gretted that the

hats

,

\

.

"^O'vmpian

ing victory

The late Octave Mirbeau was
dislikes as he
and unreasonable In his
extravagant in his
and
enthusiastic
was

no opportunity of sneerin some of
ing at the pre-Raphaelites: abusive o
grossly
hit articles he was
the admirers of their Pf "V A^orrK's
i is s
drawings. His remarks 'ibo^t
mild vem for
hat are in a singularly
him.
standardDid he seriously advocate a
Fi-enchmen' irrespecized dress for all
advantages
size, color, physical
lost

Mm

tive of

or infirmities?
in

affectation
trousers,

is

there is occasionally
hat, waistcoat, cut of
If

not something like

there

to wea,r what
hatter, haberothers are wearing, when
rever-

snobbery
dasher

in the

wish

say with hushed
"Tou know our best people

tailor,

ential Voice:

are wearing this."

Jones

is

a sight

n

hat, even if he puts »
he does not
f.ather in the band; yet
it really
dare to sport a derby though
a distinguished air if

a

little

soft

would give him
made
had the courage to order one brim,
flatter
or him with a broader,
abomination),
V curvod brim is an
gor'why should not a man rejoice in
,..

f

cravats
geous waistcoats, wear flowing
and
"vest
Instead of the conventional
his
consults
that
the "mad-e tie"? One
necesnot
is
matters
these
in

own

taste

of attracting attention,
not dress.he is serenely unconscious;
himself. Anatole
ing for others but for

sarily desirous

Pans who went

1

'

i

and

the

^\

sellers in non-fiction. 1-"^^-^^,^°;^;^
reviewing this book
the privilege of

for

Fnince knew a man In
"What a leabout clad in bed-ticking.
to see a Bosfre.-^hing sight it would be
hi& famfrom
'onian, having descended
arrayed across
ily tree, walking, thus
to his office, or
the Common on the way
down an aisle of Symphony Hall.

AS the world wags.

^^/^^^^^
Tree" may be cited
of the Old Apple
as a suitable tune.
family tree
The fruit of the old
cracked up to be.
I.n-t what it was
bad
For if Johnnie goes
it on Dad
You can't blame
great-great-grandadee.
But on Johnnie's
Susie's a sick little

1'

spud
has poor blood.

Don't say that her Ma
germ
It's because of a

Tllat^NoL-harsrd

from the

it,

of

is

supposedly

the

scriptures,

Bryan
in

"Book

for

I

^
one of the bes
Family Tree" remains

as bitter

He

^'^^^^

Mr.
versed

the

to

well
competent to give instruction as
to be blamed
not
is
He
advice.
as
the
not b^ing acquainted with

won

AS the World Wags
"The
Prof. Wiggam's

refers

he

Now

i'^^ired'^^'inf so
of
S^her^ates^n the old cuys
.^^^^^^^^^^
of :oy at
%ecta?ors sometimes died

.

after
like that before it or

well

^

a New Jersey
leading citizen* of
three bagger
a
hit
son
his
town, seeing
tie^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
..hen the score was

most origiMorris compromised. The
was an imnal part of his costume
brimmed as
mense soft hat, "as broad
a silk cord
an umbrella, adorned by
he stiongwith three acorns. Otherwise our bicyhis costume
IV resembled in
wore costly velvet
clists except that he
lined with silk."

like-?

dav
and

^„

A

now reserved foi
banished to show

heroic head-dresses
drntlsts at fairs
eases in museums."

authority
have wondered at Joshua's
heavenly
and the obedience of the
"Book of
bodies. The author of the
no
Joshua" well says: "There was
;

flood.

lost
"Book of Jasher," for it was
pity if
centuries ago. The more the
He
theory of Grotius is- sound. ^
u,eui....
the
,
triumphant
a
be
to
book
this
^^ij^^^d
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success
the
celebrating
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B

Ireland-

As I understand he Is collecting
pusdata on the marriage and divorce
pass
toms of his contemporaries to
down to posterity. As Mr. Johnson
the
perhaps knows, Achill Island Is off
u
coast of Ireland, and separated 'rom
by such boisterous sea.s that during the
winter season communication by small

son.

so that this little
completely isolated. No priest

Impossible,

is

island
of the

Is

Roman

Catholic faith lives there,

but once in a while a youth and maiden
and
living there wish to get married

a priest
Thev then kindle a huge

desire the services of
faith.

of that
bonfire

that
at a place specially designated for
purpose, and the priest, on the mainhe
land, lights a bonfire to show that
has seen their signal and has given
the
of
sanction
the
marriage
the

I

church.
In the spring, when the mild weather
comes, the priest goes over to AchlU
Island, and the couple go through with
the regular servlae aa a formality, although they have been considered as
husband- and wife by everybody since
I asked
the lighting of the bonfires.
what happened If the couple decided
during the winter that they didn't care
to have the service made binding, but I
was told that nobody had ever thought
of such a thing as backing out, as the
church would not allow that. The extreme modernists have not moved to
Achill island to any great extent. It
seems.
Mr. L. X. Catalonia seems to be very
well Informed on a good many subjects,
and particularly so on matters pertaining to Ireland, and he may write the
editor that these bonfires are not lighted since the days of radio, airplanes,
etc. (as I also notice that he has rather
a challenging disposition), but I can
only say that what I have written was
F. C. F.
true a few years ago.
CralgsvlUe.

i

|

,

Will some one tell na where Mr.
Swlney de Mashanaglass, the author
a little book about the sword and the
ducal hat given by Gregory XIII In lf,7.')

and

persons.
and other evil-minded
mastered the conIf Mr Bryan had
Being Illustents of "Fragments,
Incidents
Manners,
the
of
trations
Scripture,
and Phraseology of Holy
Calmet's great
rr appendix to Dom

of

custhe other day of a quaint
JohnHerkimer
Mr.
to
Interest
of
tom,

me

told

objections
pared to confute the vain
astronomers, agnosof evolutionists,'

to Charles Frederick, Prince of Cleves
What Is his
Juliers, came from?

nationality?

tics

^vhich was
Dictionary of the Bible,
ISl-^—
published at Charlestown
this
should glory

m

m

Charlesto^vn
found five
fact—he would have
explanation of
pages of convincing
full page plate
the miracle and- a
Gimbrede showing the

the night,

jade.

fooling us,
Moon, oh. Moon, you've been
You're only a big l'^n;'ll,^]''^5l„T.,TOr-

KATHARIJSfE

As the World Wags:
A gentleman-a native

of

made by

T.

astronomy

-

You looked a wicked

ji

the
But Mr. Bryan should have
precomme;itaries by heart and be

".reographv and supposed
for the learned
of Joshua's miracle";
of
considers the position
snake
big
writer
a
because
But
the
luake
and Ajalon, the time of
Caused her great aunt to a fright.
Gibeon
the day and
And gave seventeen cousins
moon's age, the time of
that
provmg
year,
morn
the
until
of
time
the
Tf Bettv will dance
was^
well born.
nature
^a.n't
of
she
progress
that
SoiVt say
the whole
fed
cessation
For some cell not well
interrupted; that the
head
not
her
In
round
Has turned
small part
sleepy till dawn, of motion affected only a
Aifd she doesn't get
viz
northern hemisphere,
the
cf
family tree,
Sweden to that
of
so the fruit of the old can see.
latitude
the
from
1° you all very plainly
for six hours
of Judea, and only
May be just pure bunk
of readjunk
of
lot
punk
Or a
Thus Mr. Brvan from lack
of puttingNot related to heredity.
lost his opportunity
ing
Wollaston.
FREMP of
lost his oppora reporter to shame;
MOON, OH, MOON
tunity and his temper.
(Kor-.As the World Wags)^
men mad,
Moon, they say you make
You twist the world awry,
and bad.
glad
jester
They say you're a
That you have dreams to buy.
I've seen

—•

World Wags:

Revere
Did L. R. R. as he rode on the
sipi
Beach road last summer, see the
"Sanitary Tearoom"?

Devout men and women

tioner?

S;%f%ny%rof\\ese^men.na
dinky derby?

said that when Mr. Bryan
at Dayton, Tenn., whether

commanded
he believed that Joshua
still upon Gibeon
stand
to
«un
the
in the
and the moon to stand still
and moon
valley of Ajalon, and sun
the
obeved him, he waxed hot under
insulted, but that
collar, said he was
questions
he would always answer
asked v>'ith an honest purpose.
Why should Mr. Bryan have
ques
doubted the honesty of the

in

Senator Bvarts, Judge

ley.

m

among

It is

T,. in -irf

His skulU
g:oisisme' Of our coats.
ed by Scandinavian ^^^^^^^^"^^ the apitself
enics was loath to box
for plumed
proved stovepipe; he longed
helmets. But he unats and golden
:J:tood that he could ""^ -''^-^f,,^;
these
ironical crowds. <5on
= er,

men

the

boats

was asked

famous
and other
Peter Paul Rubens
Tennyson, Walt Whitman,

for hats, think of

We

As

the

sold the chemicals, and Who cut
Your film people
author's hair.
simply do not know how to behave
themselves; they take liberties with the
public at every step on the strength of
their reckless enterprise and expendiEvery American aspirant to film
ture.
work should be sent to Denmark or
Sweden for five years to civilize him before being allowed to enter a Los
Angeles Btudlo."

London.

As

the only rival intenigent
follow his example.

the

robust order, which is sometimes worse. It must be
admitted' on behalf of the latter gentlemen that whatever they can't do,
they can at least make a great noise. Nietzsche laid it down that "it is,
virtually impossible for a man with a loud voice to have a subtle mind."|
Perhaps, therefore, we ought not to ask tob much of some of t'ljese tenors;
but we surely have a right to expect a certain consistency of tone from
them. They are very proud of their high notes, and lest we should not
notice them as we ought to do they hold on to them for an unconscionable
lentrih of time, with something of the effect of the peacock parading l^ie
But the peacock can deploy ^lis fine feathers as well
iple'ntfor of his tail.
on the ground as on the wall; whereas the Italian tenor, as a rule, can
make a fine bird of himself only on top of the wall, and on the ground
becomes a rather insignificant duckling. Some of them have no mean
between the shout and the whisper. Their lower mezzo voce was a colourevening this last week
!«88, and in some cases almost toneless; on one
there were times when one positively could not hear the teaoc aX all in

ris

film

who

lish ears, or of the

in

is

soon have to sit for JO minutes
beginning of everj' reel to be
told who developed it, who fixed It,
who did It, who provided the celluloid,

Italian tenors of the first quality seem almost as scarce as German;
the best we have had during this week is Aroldo Lindi (a ScandinavianAmeiican, I believe, who has Italianized his name). The others have
mostly been either of the bleating order, that is so objectionable to Eng-

Newman

soon.
These "bandits" were born too
at work now in New

They should be
York or Boston.

shall
;it

—

—Ernest

FILMS
rampant among your

makers; artd good sense is about nonThat is where Mr. Chaplin
existent.
scores; but Sir. Harold Lloyd seems so

incarnation."

his middle reeister.

entertainment
"At the late splendid
cottage, at
given by Mrs. Coutts at her
assembled
Hlghgate, the gang of thieves
most outround the premises were
that
rageous and daring—so much
officers and
they attacked the police
of a gold
actually robbed one of them
value of 20
watch and chain of the(London),
July
guineas." The Observer
^'

SHAW AND

B.

G.

—

—

—

^ASHBURN HARDING

Th.

old

m.«

>n >•>•

""irM

"Among London's
days are
of water.

lacks these droughty

facilities for obtaining a drink
Except In the parks drinking

fountains are few and far between, and

mostly

"out of action'."

Why
There

An

There are the "pubs."
land, far, far away.

water?
Is

a happy

acquaintance

who has

seen strange

sights and tells strange tales says that
the Chinese term "foreign devils" was
not originally provoked by or applied to

white folk. Rich merchants of Canton
in the 15th century began to Import
dusky slaves of the East Indies and
called them "devil slaves" or "foreign
devils." When Europeans began to en-

empire the Insulting term was
transferred to them.
John Barrow, accompanying the Earl

ter the

Macarthney, English ambassador to
China about the beginning of the 19th
century, wrote that In Canton the embassy began to be treated disrespectEven the peasants showed exfully.

cf

devils,
"foreign
signifying
pressions
imps; epithets that are bestowed by the
enlightened Chinese on all foreigners."
Americans were described by them as

"second sort of Englishmen," and "even
Americans, I under
stand, have nearly forfeited In the
minds of the Chinese."
this distinction the

IT'S

As

the

May

ALL

IN

THE DOING

World Wags:
It

please the court: Mr.

and Gentlemen of the Jury.
My client has done nothing

Foreman
to

war

rant this trial before his Interiors. He Is
entitled to consideration, commiseration, and exculpation. One of the jurors
is unfortunately possessed of mismated
eyes; another has a hare Hp: still another Is In need of a hair cut; a^ln T
note one, who, in the language of that
noble and forgotten poet, Horace, "balnea vltat"; the shoes of another, egad

—

1

this time offends, and solely a family affair; tli:
bi
li
for weeks, and, public has no business to n
!mmonal.-.s. your honor, may It
the
pTiase thp court, the district attorney through the newspapers into
la
left-handed, an evil omen for my reasons for it or for a separation,
client. My own, and by no means InIn "The Show" the man that killed
KlKnlflcant limitations, are In all rehe
spects a hea\-y handicap to the defend- himself was a public character;
As inmt, but. thank the All Wise Law [did not live with his wife.
.Iver. the fate of the prisoner rests
not vestigation turned out, was it not

the for

it Is

rot?

have not

Q DU

my

i:i

hands.

The outraged Jury returned
"Innocens

dict:
V* "

sub
J.

its

ver-

circumstnntlarum
D.

Boston.

RUSSEUi.

*

AN EASY ONE

j

j

;

j

writes

I

LET US NOW PRAISE FAMOUS

MEN

nor was any appeal
made by the man's fam-

country,

for silence
lily-

"Gen. Scott was said to have won
£200,000 at whist in the course of his
jcareer at White's partly through the
mean device of keeping strictly sober."
j

'Hamlet" Modernize

I

—

I

Hardly a week passes

i

HER COMEBACK
the

.\s

World Wags:

Speaking of getting

longer bathing
suits, the last time I was out getting niy
feet wet from wading, I sat down on
the beach and the "osslfer" came up to
me and said, "Young lady, where are
vour trunks?"
I
enthusiastically relied, "1 haven't any trunks, but a perfectly good suitcase that's never been
used." With that last remark I was
sc-nt home.
Hoping you are the same,
;

I

THE WHATZIS.

am

j

in

England

produce next month in London
modern costume.
a "Hamlet" 'in

will

interesting to note the
attitude of English newspapers
in
connection with this play. Mr. Gals-

worthy

protest.

Mr. John Galsworthy in his'
latest
play, "The Show," again
uses the
stage as a platform for the
exposition of social wrongs.
He himself
takes no side; he merely
presents
the arguments here as in his
"Justice," where he deals
with the inrxorable working of the law in criminal cases; as in that
powerful play

'

where workmen strike and
capital
defends

itself.

"The ^how" a distinguished
airman kills himself.
He and his
wife had separated.
The law and

.

In

the press inquire into the
cause of
the suicide, suspecting scandal.
Thus
they set a sensational show for
the

great public, which no doubt is
disappointed when it turns out that the
airman had a painful, incurable disease, that the separation
was not
for any statutory offense, not
from
even unfounded jealousy. The
question raised by the dramatist
is this:
Shovld the privacy of a family be
thus invaded?
Should a family be
thus wounded in the name of
the

law and public interest?
It

tist,

m

is

asked why he, as a dramashould say that public interest
is

trials

is

"regrettable."

argue that this interest

Some

not morbid.
One staid London journal goes
so far as to say:
"Is not a strong,
sane nosieness the leading characteristic of humanity— a passionate
desire to learn how the minds of
men work when under stress?" A
good play is something that reveals
is

this.

It would seem from some of
the
arguments that suicide is simply

j

|

|

i

I

!

Nothing as yet is said definitely
about the innovations.- The Prince
pei'haps will sport a monocle. When
Shaw's "Saint Joan" was performed
in Vienna by a Moscow company,
the Earl of Warwick wore one. Londoners are wondering whether "if

Hamlet wears a boiled shirt, Polonius will w^ear one of those pull-over
sweaters and the Queen of Denmark
the latest from Paris." Polonius,
who according to Guy de Pourtales,
a recent translator into French of
"Hamlet" and "Measure for Measure," was with Claudius and Gertrude in the removal of Hamlet's
father.
What is the advantage in presenting Hamlet in a swallow-tail at
court, possibly wearing,' a plug hat
on the platform of Elsinore; in
bringing on the stage the Queen and
Ophelia in short skirts?
When
George L. Fox modernized "Hamlet"
in some respects for his laughable
burlesque, the modernization was
necessary, inevitable.
There was need in the 18t.li century of greater accuracy in cbstume,
for in London and Paris heroes* and
heroines of tragedy, Romans and
Gredis, wore strangely anachronistic cresses.
Then there was a return to antiquity. When the younger Dumas's "Dame aux Camellias,"
turned into "La Traviata," was produced as a story of the 18th century
and costumed as such the absurdity
was recognized; but when there was
a brave change to the dress of Dumas's period voices were raised in

Publicity, or Reticence?

[

j

No doubt

"Sltllng

beads,

told his

Came

relics

of

said

standardized world. One newspaper Issue appeared last week withSuz.-jnne.— The
of
out a photograph
Observer (London).

MOTHER LOVE
As

upgrade
the
along
skimmed
Ashby road
Which winds through a green Paradise

We

Rindge
Past Swallow Hill,
lovely pond
to

With

where

colored

magic,

gemmed.
Which earnestly,

I

the

lies

water-lilies

.

to miss.

beg you not

round a corner sped and saw a

We

„
.
„
Sale.
Pups Sot
.

Which blazoned

When 'we had
i

i

As

"Collie

women

the

passed,

folks
»
Is their -frbnt' all

An

impulse-reflex

If

dre<

could only

I

;

'

upwards

my

'

eyes lighted

Oliver Optic, which added fire to the
Knconlum or the
"l^^brletatis
wish:
Praise of Drunkenness" by Boniface
Olnophidus de Monte Flasconc A, B. C,
London, 1723; reprinted privately In

New

York, 1910.

Five hundred copies.

Krom chapter 1— "That One Must Be

1 quote: "If on one hand I have
to fear, that the title of this
will offend the delicate ears of a

Merry,"
reasoTT

Book

great many, and make them say, that
no vice ever wanted its advocate, NuUo
vitlo unquam defuit advocatus, I am
not perhaps, less exposed on the other,
to the criticisms of as many folks, who
will probably apply to me, that which
was said heretofore to one in Lacede-

nionia, who had a mind to make an
encomium on Hercules, viz: Whoever
blamed Hercules?— Quis Herculem vitu-

peravit? However, though 1 should have
no readers at alj, yet am I resolved to
continue my discourse at the hazard, in
a manner, of imitating Pyrrho the Philosopher, who one day as ho was haranguing the people, seeing himself abandoned by all his auditors, pursued very
magnanimously his doclamalion to the
end. To enter, therefore, upon the pres«it subject, I lay down this as my first
position, viz: That it is lawful to get

drunk sometimes."
I follow with the

editor's preface to

"Homer wrote of
the reprint of 1910.
no more weighy subject than of a War
between the Frogs and Mice; Virgil of a
Gnat and a Pudding, Ovid of a Nut, and
l.ucian and Apuleius told the story of
an Ass. May this trifle drown the cares
and anxieties of the reader like a flask
of old Falernian, and thus serve to
verify tlie claim of Erasmus that this
This
is the chief property of Bacchus.
reprint of a most rare and curious
panegyric by some unknown Oxford or
Cambridge four-bottle don owes its ap-

pearance to the desire of a booklover to
double his joy by sharing a treasure
L. M. T."
with others of like mind.
New York, Oct. 1, 1910.

While upon the subject of antl-promention another volume
"Eliana: Being the Hitherto Uncollected Writings of Charles Lamb. N.
hibition, I will

—

|

—

Widdleton, Publishers, 1886.
past winter I read, on
the statement that
several
From
"sauerkraut had a kick in it.
a biographical aketoh, by Charles Lamb,

W.

v.,

.1.

During the

occasions,

I

"

of John LlBton, the celebrated Engllsl
actor, written In 1825, I quote: "Of th<
infant Llston we find no events recorded before his fourth year, in which
a severe attack of the measles bid fair
to have robbed the rising generation of

a fund of Innocent entertainment.
had it of the confluent kind,*RS

He

It

Is

and the child's life was for a
week or two /despaired of. His recovery
attributes (under heaven) to
always
he

wished to stop—"
on
reacts
which

Interference of one Dr.
Wllhelm Rlchter, a German empiric,
who, in this extremity, prescribed a copious diet of sauerkraut, which the child
was observed to roach at with avidity,
when other food repelled; and from this
change of diet his restoration was rapid
In maturer years,
and complete.
when any of Mr. Listen's intimates Inof
vite him to supper, he never falls
fork,
finding, nearest to hie knife and

the

tires.

but

And women who
placid
thrilling

86«m

are
to

of sauerkraut."
Therefore why prohibition?

a dish

—

>

-

'

•

i
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BOB EMERY HEADS

cow.
If such bucolic similes are nice
(A sudden squall oft clears the lifeless
air.)

Please pardon the detour,

I

meant

you of the dogs—
mention
to
swerved

to

telf

But

pretty

woman's oddities.
At first I did not from the car alight.
For nervously the femaie parent dog,
Watched every single step and sudden
move.
As partridges decoy Intruders from
their young
She took me

for

outlaw band.

the

leader

of

an

AT KEITH'S

"Big Brother" Bob Emery from

Fta-

headlining the bill at
and reciKeith's this week. His songs

tlon

WEEI

tations

I

1

BILL

r

as the gentle, round-eyed

I

,

WILLIAM SETMOTJR.

South Duxbury.

always sweetly

me

i

...

amuse
As

there are philosophizing,

do

whimsicalities

pretty

|

humane

i

Such

j

called;

"Wugn)

World

the

— lonei

"i^andford and Mertoii" by Thomas
Day and "The Young Lieutenant" by

In this

(For

.

study

upon a volume on the upper shelf of a
bookcase, resting between a copy ot

eccentricity

,

EDWARDS

stein of cold, real beer!

Have a

the
diamond studs. He was not seen at ruwas
ball nor on the next day. It
Penmored that he was the last of the that
arvans. It was accidentally learned
v-alet
he had come to Paris with an old.
standard oJ
as mentor to purchase a
with
church,
village
the Virgin for his
box for
the accumulation In a savings
the preceding season.
still

L.

and dry and

a wish.

.\na glancing

Walters In the restaurant
at home.
this
were puzzled by the apparition of
superb young gentleman. The women
still
were
ball
opera
the
waiting for
his
more interested. Everyone coveted

There are

my

In

l-'cellng dull

his prayer, paid the bill, efay,«.^'°"^
As he stepped Into his
to the waiter.
coach he asked the name of the street
Sulplce was
In which the cure of Saint

procrastinating HamietT today in
boiled or "fatigue" shirts, in knickjers or claw-hammerS, but it is not
easy to imagine Shakespeare's sweet
Prince thus dressed, nor is the production likely to enlarge true interest in the Shakespetian drama.
In
iAmbroise Thomas's "Hamlet" the
Prince sings a drinking song. Will
jazz dancing be introduced at London in the play scene, with Hamlet and Ophelia admirajile in a
fox-

Ij

JAMES

As the World Wags:

memoirs of Vlllemessant
the
to
founder of Figaro, Is that devoted
the
restaurants In the third volume of
these
write
mid Vlllemessant
six.
full
memoirs'? It matters not; they are
more or less
of entertaining gossip, and
tells
author
malicious chatter.) Themany amazing stories about gourand
mands and gourmets, landlords havwaiters. One gourmet Insisted on
extraordlwas
It
till
ing game kept
by
narllv hlgh.^so that It was served
room
a waiter-he held his nose-In a this
When
guest.
other
without any
were
pastilles
odorous
left,
guest
burned in the chamber.
One Saturday night In carnival time
ena valet In a sort of feudal costume
asked for
tered the Cafe Anglais, and
outwaited
master
His
the proprietor.
The valet
side In an archbishop's coach.
a
was sent to find out if there was
of Britgentleman
a
came
In
seat.
visit
tanv 22 years old. It was his first
black, in
to ip'aris. He was dressed in
shirt
ball costume, with an embroidered
adorned with three magnificent diathe
at
were
diners
mond studs. Noisy
The stranger sat down,
other tables.
hand-'
drew from his pocket a batiste
his
kerchief edged with lace, bearing
chapcoat of arms: he also produced his
heads
He crossed himself, told his 'Then
let
thfee times, and said a prayer.
Ostend oysters,
to the waiter: "Give me
Madeira,
a thick soup, turbot. filet with
salad, a vanilla
truffles,
a partridge with
pear. For -wine
Ice, and a St. Germain
Chateau-Laffltte ana
I'll take Sauterne,

Widow Cllquot."
He ate. drank,

ht:

Whereat she thanked me with her
Wagging tall,—
Cod bloss her loving mother heart.

I

Germany but

there is a new
theory about the character of Hamlet or the announcement of a performance of the tragedy with unusual features. Now the director of
the Birmingham Repertory Theatre

iand

fron.

hoard.

th;it

But a Frenchman was seen at Lyons
kidney
sprinkling mineral water on a
cooked with a Hne liqueur, and a.nwith
other drank Burgundy of 1904
The same cortripe and sausages.
couple
respondent tells of an American
who at Marseilles mixed bouillabaisse
tlie
ate
and
and hare In a soup tureen
mixture with afna^lng rellBh.
of
Not the least Interesting section the

Mr. J. O. Balcer reminds us that J.
Brain Is the president and M. F.
There is legitimate inquiry in
Braih the vice-president of the Omaha newspaper offices; there is also prySchool Supply Company, of which he
sensational
naturally believes they are the brains. ing curiosity for merely
The great majority of
purposes.
FAITH IN BERWICK, ME.
newspapers are quick to suppress
As the "World Wags:
scandalous matter when it can only
Down In Berwick. Me., the home of wound unnecessarily, without benethe SuUU-ans, where I was born and
Many families have
ficial result.
bred, there was old Aunt Huldy.
She
was very pious, never missed prayer had good reason to thank newspameeting, was the chief mourner at all pers for their reticence, and this is
the funerals, kept tabs on the births
seem of
and marriages. One time there was a true of cases that might
big fall of snow, and her back windo.ws legitimate public interest, as when
were plied up with It almost to the some years ago a prominent Amerieves.
Aunt Huldy looked out, went to
killed by a jealous man who
a bedroom and prayed that the' good can was
As far
Lord might remove the snow.
She considered himself wronged.
looked out the next morning and said:
as the press was concerned, this
'Well, I prayed the Lord to take the
American died a natural death, yet
snow away. It's still there. I knew
off were
the Lord wouldn't remove It when I the facts of his taking
prayed him to do so."
kno'wn in the newspaper offices of

me

her think her artful strategy

1-t

won.
And went and sat upon the running

of tea, finally salad.

S.

,

cage
I

then cheese with a pot

Slrawhevrlo.*,

ni<
bl.ln

did her best to ed^e

And

\ foreign correspondent
by
I^arlslan wallers are dumfounded
the rcsth« order.-? of Americans In
faa
entering
visitor,
tanrnnls. One
mous one, called for this dinner:

better that the public should know
the truth; learn that there was nothing scandalous in the separation and
Is not a public man a
the death?
public show at all times; a model or

this

Who

The English miHiagers have

curious idea.s about Shakesperian
productions. Not long ago Grecian
heroes in "Troilus and Cressida"
smoked clay pipes.

'

a warning?

FRANK. W. CORD.

—

Is

to his

own accompaniment on

proved exbanJo-ukulele and piano
they Included
tremely popular because,
Own Back
selections like "Play In Your
for which
Radio,"
the
"On
and
Yard"
on the air. His
he has become famous
and his enterpersonality Is engaging,
as rnuchj^avor
LTnment yesterday fo.mdwith
the enthu
as
with the erown-ups
Big tsroiner
elastic members of the
throughout
who were scattered

nub

'^Kuth'S

of

the T..nguay mar,...

—

—
Mr.'^hnw. Ai d In his Bohemian
the middle one of the play he introduces us to a woman Joumallst who
smokes a pipe, has had two husbands,
land Is about to marry a third." The
play Is "really too talky, and truth to
tell, Mr. Zangwill's humor la often pond«rou» rather than sprightly."
'itable

t

hair-vaislnp stunts
Intf rspeisps her

:

i

:,

and mandolin
s.
Tho Texas
bove the aver-

ihcr-

,

interpretations

I

were

melodies

syncopatfd

vei-y

ssinK.

GRACEFUL DANCINQ
the dnnolng on the

.Most o(

June

by

funlsJied

Day

bill

and

was
Leo

a graceful pair who were
Riven able support by Paul Tlessen and
his syir phonic band.

Hennlng,

William Sully and Genevieve Houghdevoted their talents to a mildly

ton

"Arms and

the Girl,"

amuslns: sketch,
which was helped along by Sully's exHarry J.
•'v.nt soft shoe dancing.

always a favorite and his
it-y
is
>rpretstion of a typical young blade
the country who can not be
ironi
fooled was one of the funniest bits on
the bill.
A skilled cyclist, Walter Nilsson. -nrtio
seems to be able to rida on anything
Charles Irwin, an
with two pedals

Mr. Paderewskl has been knighted,
but his countless admirers should not
address him or think of him as Sir
He himself Is too well InIgnace.
formed to use the prefix.
"The statuteH of the Most Excellent
Order of the British Empire provided
that 'foreign persons' shall be deemed
to be 'honorary' members of their class
and, In the second place, I am assured
by. Debrett that 'the use of the prefix
Sir Is Inaccurate In the case of honorary knights of these orders, when as
has
Is usually the case, the accolade
not been conferred and no special warrant has been granted permitting use
In the case of
of this appellation.'
Mr. Paderewski's investiture, the Court
Circular makes no mention of an accolade; It merely says that the Sf*"*
"
cross was 'conferred upon him.'
Observator In the Observer (London).

:

;

English comedian, and Berk and Saun
a clever dancing act, rounded out
ill'
a prograra of varied entertainment.

CONTINUING

—

Majestic "Rose Marie," Arthur Hammerstein's musical production. A melodrama of the Canadian Northwest, set to music by

Rudolph Friml alid Herbert StotThe 16th wVek.
Tremont "No, No, Nanette,"

hart.

—

H. H. Frazee's musical comedy
based on the play, "My Lady
Friends," with Louise Groody,
Charles "Winninger and Wellington Cross. The 13th week.

Mme. Melha, speaking

a

at

'

The rage

ladles

pen,

Son of Heaven."
When he was asked whether he contemplays, he replied:
other
writing
plated
"I should like to, but I think they will
all have to have an Empress In them,
in order that Miss Kingston can have
a suitable part." He said that he had
tried to combine in the character of the

"The

play,

the great heroines
Including Queen Elizabeth

Empress Dowager
in

history.

and Mary Queen

all

of Scots,

"with a good

deal of oriental savagery."
Who was it that said years ago: "The
three greatest women in the world are
the Empress Dowager of China. Mary

Baker Eddy and Sarah Bernhardt"?

A

"Family" Bible

A

"family Bible" plays an important part in many will cases
when there is question of a date of
birth, marriage or death of many
years ago, for these Bibles with
their extra leaves, inserted often between the pages of the Old Testament and the New, were family
chronicles. The Bibles themselves
were often illustrated with wood
cuts, sometimes with steel engravings.

The former pictured antedi-

luvian

animals, Noah's Ark,

Solo-

mon's

Temple

and

out),

(inside

The
scenes, costumes, ceremonies.
full page engravings were often of
a fanciful, imaginative nature, as
"The
were the
favorite artists that thus worked
before Gustave Dore and Tissot?
Names unkno'WTi to fame, but their
pictures were held in great respect,
considered almost inspired.
There was a pathetic interest in
the record of births, marriages and
deaths, dates that had been entered

"Abraham

offering

Witch of Endor."

Isaac,"

Who

solemnly for several generations.
Are such records made today? Is
there a blank page headed "DiAnd how many families
vorced"?
still have the Bibles that were the
comfort of great-grandparents or
They were
even earlier forbears?
not often for daily use at prayers;
parents and children read from more
convenient volumes. The "family
Bible" had the place of honor in the
"best room." Richly bound, it rested
on a little table, a revered ornament, surpassing in interest the
mourning emblems on the walls, the
sea shells on the mantelpiece, and
the ivory chessmen on a second
stand, brought from the far east by
Uncle Amos, whose visits were noteworthy events in the village, whose
burial place was never known, nor
the manner of his death, and so the
record in his case is incomplete.

Mr. Percy A. Scholes of the Observer,
London, having heard "Rlgoletto" and
"Falstaff," felt moved to write an
The
article about "The Two Verdis."
former opera he characterized as a
crudely

"conventional,

colored,

old

of

—

plays

The Duke
continues In London.
Buckingham's "Tho Rehearsiil" has
been performed by the Phoenix actors.

still

Lytton

his

revivals

for

of

Strachey may have an
but he has a well-oiled
Gertrude Kingston took the
tongue.
part of the Chinese Empress Dowager
in

neighboring peasants. His mayoralty
he was mayor of Salnt-Sauveur was a
kingdom which he ruled rigidly, but
irreproachably for 17 years. He drank
burgimdy like a prior of the Templars,
and It was necessary to drink at his
table, otherwise he would thrust a knife
He made out of his
.at your thighs.
horses the horses of Diomedes. To
mount them he had to battle with them.
It would last for an hour, but the man
ended by putting the lyoke of his iron
thighs on the quivering back of the
He died as gi-andly as he had
rebel.
lived. His florse slew him, faUing on top
without
being able to unseat him,
of"iiim
and pounding with his feet that head,
which, half crushed, went to play whist

I

I

Mr.

type, tho Rob Roy of Cotentln, cattleman, agrriculturist, sometimes driving
has cart with hands of a gentleman
which would have crushed those of the

man

I

dinner of the London Musician's Club,
saJd that Mme. Marches! told her she
Armstrong.
Mrs.
could not sing as
"You are English, they will not believe
In you." Mme. Melba: "I fought hard
land said 'I am an Australian, a Brlflsh
subject and proud of it. A^Tiy should I
do what you ask?' At last I gave In,
and the only reason 1 am glad I gave
In Is that Melba Is a name that every
nation can pronounce."

ironical

—

—

jiict

blood-

and-thunder thing" with tunes that are
rank vulgarities with the merest pompom accompaniments."
Dear, dear! Do you find nothing Mr.
Scholes in the meeting of Rlgoletto and
Sparafucide? Do you call the orchestral

for that scene "}5omfind nothing In Pvigobefore he enters his
monologue
letto's
Do you find the quartet
cottage?

accompaniment

pom"? Do you

^

*~*~-~~~

"Mr. Hofer did not sing or act In such
a way that any Imaginable Isolde could
have fallen In love with him (for
though In real life girls notoriously fall
in love with anyone In novel and plays
you have to be plausible)."
The King (Helgers') in "Lohengrin"
was "mostly a trifle tame when his
whole bodyguard deserted him to see
a swan and left him in charge merely
of three young girls he showed some
lack of kingly dignity by his quiet acceptance of the desertion
As
for the ensembles, one of them, the big
first
act,
went
wrong,
one in the
the
difterent characters apparentlj' dividing
themselves into different groups so as
to sing In all the keys at one time."
"Delia Reinhardt, a girl vainly attempting to impersonate a boy attempting to impersonate a girl— these opera
girl- boys rarely convince;
one hopes
Shakespeare's boy-girls did better.
"When a young fellow has been
brought up as an opera hero it is no

—

and admiration

I

in

workmen outside the building, who
produced a fine tone frc»n a steel girder
by means of a, large hammer, and maintained an admirably steady rhythm.
During the course of Salazar's lengthy
self -communings

more

one

than

lis-

tener rose with an expression of anguish on his face and sought the door."
chief theme of Israel Zangwill's
new play, "We Moderns," is the revolt
of children against parents, the new
ideal against the old. "The boy, Dick,
the
is a painter of Cubist tendencies;
girl. JIary. i.s only 17, but she has been
little
reading science, and babbles her
cliches like an idiot" (another critic
describes her as Mary, "still quite con-

The

trary, playing

fires of hell, and
becau.<<e of a sort of

withHhe

escaping burning
asbestos iimocence, which knew how
fishes generated, but refused to take
the propagation of the human series
seriously). "Dick falls in love with another rebel and wh«n he discovers
that a blackguard poet, who is the
leader of the wretched

little

Bohemian

to which' they all belong, has seduced his beloved, his views on morality
change and he becomes a Victorian, too
Mary goes through the same process.
In her case also the blackguard poet

set

He
the unintentional evangelist.
is
forces his unpleasant attentions upon
her. with the result that she turns to a
decent young engineer who loves her
in honorable fashion, and behold another Victorian.
"The author tricks out his story with
an Infinity of talk upon all sorts of
topical matters— Shakespeare, the Royal
Society, Bolshevism, the ijresent Prime
the war, lady Journalism
Minister,
Freud,
low,

the

Carlyle,

Birthday Honors,
and, of courRe

Longfel
the inev

'.

'

|

In

Bos-

dele-

appears that the
bolsheviks fattened peasants to convince
agricultural
Russian
of
the visitors
One of tme peasants wrote
prosperity.
a letter of complS-int to the Pravda,
which, strange to say, published it; "At

reviews of German opera in
London.
"Music is not 'good' because it makes
you 'good,' but because, when good, it
springs from the same class of mind, as.
in another sphere, do good actions."
How about Richard Wagner, who in
certain ways had the instincts of a
crook?

London.

It

tea we w^ere made to ftat ham, "butter,"
Everybody
cheese, eggs and cream.
seems to be watching you to see that
you swallo'v^ every bit of food."
And so when Mr. H. G. Wells went;
to Russia he was delighted to see the
.

.

government's interest in educaCopies of his works were in all
the school libraries, and pupils said entliusiastically that' he was Russia's favorite author.

"You never can tell with these little
Sometimes they conIntimate revues.
tent themselves with letting you digest
sometimes they
peace:
In
dinner
your
distract and definitely lower the eupeptic index; sometimes they shamelessly

soviet
tion.

DiVERTISSEMENT d'ADVERTISEME

exhilarate."

(For

As

the

World Wags)

were a radiant creature
"Who lived on a billboard sign,
And had kept that schoolgirl

If I

forgot to say that in Zangwill's

"We Moderns" a doctor comes to say
that Mrs. Sundale, the mother of Mary,
who has appeared in perfect health, is
to be operated on within half an hour
for a benign tumor, and surgeons with
their knives are on the way. The father
turns to Mary and says in effect:' "Perhaps that will teach you to be a good

complexion.

Would you then be mine?

And you were a

lordly being

Of noble silhouette.
Continually a-sraoking

A

girl!" "So Mary gives up psycho-analysis and goes off to Mesopotamia with

her stalwart lovWr."

i

chesterfield cigarette

We'd

dwell

in-"

the house

our

o'

dreams, dear.

a "Rubalyat"

of frequently foolish orchestral effects,
we were like Melisande, not happy, not
happy! In spite of the intelligent contributions to the orchestration by some

i

knew him.

The British Trade Union sent
grates to

London

(Fantasle Orientule), by
It was
the Spanish composer Salazar.
disposed of in more than two lines.
was
Euclid,"
of
"This, In the language
length without breadth. We began to
Salazar
fear it would never end, and as
has hardly a thing to say that is worth
saying, his Pantasie being a mere string

There are those

literary work.

ton who,

— From

We

[

was he so like a Homeric hero? Barbey
was always romantic, in his poverty and
pride, in his conversation, dress and

good' blaming him for lack of stability,
and the Viennese Octavlon (in 'The
Rose-Cavalier') is in this respe(^ no
worse than his young English colleague
in 'Dorothy' who serenades a girl with
the assurance that though his sentiments may change 'with the morrow.'
"
yet she's 'queen of his Heart tonight'

charm and

my

father's that night, to the horror
Ten, days
of us all.
afterwards a horrible abcess appeared
hoofs
horse's
the
that
on the forehead
could not break, -and he died, resolute,
after 14 hours of 'boullion,' as they say
so frightfully in Normandy of the deathAfter his death his haemorrattle.
rhagic nature still bore witness to his
strength. From his house, a long distance from the graveyard, a river of
blood running out of the Joints of the
coffin, marked the way."
Barbey no doubt had an uncle, but

at

...

rankly vulgar?

Mr Ernest Newman heard

!

American, who some years ago—
studied
was before the world war—
Germany and Austria, revisited these

With a painted path to tread:
Our children grow round and rosy
On a painted, loaf of bread.

An
it

in

writes;
countries in June and July. He
as
"The country is Just as beautiful
remember if, and in Berlih

you must

polite,
the people were self-consciously
Us charm is gone. . . In Nurem-

but
unberg Iho people had a distinctly
friendly air.
not for many

Never again, or anyway
a year."

Mr. Paul Souday. the Paris correspondent of the New Tork Times book
review, says that Barbey d'Aurevilly—
opened
a museum of his relics has been
will never
at Salnt-Sauveur le Vicomte—
occupy as important a position in
French literature of the 19th century as

This Is undoubtedly
Verlaine.
but what a queer bringing together. How Is a comparison possible?
Mr. Souday admits that Barbey's

Paul

true,

novels are remarkable in spite of their
extravagance, but, giving a list, he
does not mention those wild stories "Les

DIaboliques."

If

Zola trrote a savage

review of "A Married Priest," Stevenson expressed admiration for "That

Then there Is
Barbey, the critic, literary and dramatic; Barbey, the polemical writer. One

Which Does Not

Die."

most entertaining books is a little
one on Beau Brummell and dandyism.
We speak of Barbey here because Figaro recently published extracts from his
Letters to friend Trebutlen and from

of his

"Disjecta Membra."

The

description of

worth reading;
"My uncle was a blond Hercules, blue
eyed, with a complexion as ruddy as an
Engllshman'a and with the handsomest
legs I ever saw. He was the pure NorUncle Barbey

is

Our smiles be forever charming.
Teeth glistening with pepsodent.
all would be well in a worJd of
Well adverflsed content.

And

Then wheh middle age came upon us,
You'd relax as you drove the car,
Looking as handsome as ever
With a lucky plug cigalr.

And

I would bend benignly
Over the radio.
Lending grace to the family
Like a soft halo.

circle,

MARGARET LLOYD.

There have been several verbal tests
"National Intelligencer,
sobriety.
"Truly Rural" were prime favorites. De

^ of

(juincey tells us that Dr. Ma.ginn enter
tained the peculiar theory that a man
did not reach the apex of civilization
"This doctrine he
until he was drunk.
naturally published more loudly than
ever as he was himself more and more
removed from all suspicion of barbaric

He then became anxious
sobriety.
with tears in his eyes, to proclaim the
deep sincerity of his conversion to civ
But, as such an odiously long
must ever be distressing to a gen
tleman taking his ease of an evening,
illzation.

'word

unconsciously, perhaps, he abridged

always after

10 P.

M. into

it

"clvilation.'

And now an -English police
prisoners to say "The artiller>
marched past and saluted the constab
they pause at the word
If
ulary."

doctor

asks

"saluted" they are likely to be declared
"to be drunk." The report in the Lon(^n press has deeply offended the royal

—

i;eglment.

"IT'S
(For

A DAY
As

IN JULY."
Wags)

the World

Pond -lilies float on stagnant pools,
Crows squawk piercingly shrill.
Pine-cones crack, startling the squirrel,
Grass burns brown on the hill.

Cows lie lazily chewing their
Hens cackle on their nests.

—

cuds.

Children quarrel Lo, there's a cry
Dogs growl, wakened from rest.

I

—

—

-

I

'

Flies stick; there's

no repose.

"Wt

H"''

M ANSON.
SLOWLY
THEY MAKE HASTE

'"''"''""""LeANOR

World Wags:
beg to non\lnate Messrs. Stophat

B.

""^- j^

SALANDRl.

,

and Stophet. architects of Toledo, for
membership in the hall of fanxe.
Mr. A. H. Qultsow is an architect in
M. O. B;
Clilca«o.

As the World Wags:

"VOTICS

l''OR

WORLD

AVAR ON ILLITERAST

"

that the lower head[I
enforce Its
m'e requires no comment to

seems

to

me

/

the

1777

by a war in which he daily met with
fresh losseg; the English \-entured even
Into his ports; he could destroy them,
but he feared to Increase humanity's
iwoes; he preferred to suffer. No one has
ever made a more magnanimous action.
•

'

As the World Wags:
adCan you send me the name fnd
torpedo?
,

The

1784.

autl^or

was

a nice first-class
will
He's one of those guys who
and after gazing
step out of the car
-"eniark
pensively for a minute will
its only flat
"Well, it might be worse;
on the bottom."

Whaf

I wonder If you know
That your adored, your very own,
Unfortunately aims to blow
The saxophone.

downs
45

Are you aware your fellow shakes,

A

At breakfast look him o'er, I beg;
Observe how plaintively he'll run

gamut

Grief's

If

his lonely jsgg

overdone.

Is

He has another jolly trick
Of rising when the night

is

Returning with cream cheese

To munch

dead,

I

—lots

Persis, sweet, you know I know.
not betray poor tJamon^ but

But
I

love

you

Not

so!

Gordon Seagrovc.

arc.

—

FJnglish

strange craving of Anglowickeder than they
Philip Guedalla.

is

It

Saxons

the

seem

to

—

AT MY FUNERAL
As

World Wags:

tlie

My

dogs looked bad.

Were

We

.sick

and sad—

loved each other dearly.

Some of the mourners tried to cry
And screwed their faces queerly.
Notes by local reporter;
The undertaker politely refused all department store tin wreaths, as was reA quartet
quested by the deceased.
sang "He Passed the Bars"; when it
was explained that this title had no
biographical significance, all dispute.^
ceased. \n adequate, but not elaborate,
lunch was served to those coming from
a distance. Undernourished connections,
however remote the degree of kindred,
were allowed to participate. 'I'hose «rriving in Ford cars were requested to
conceal them in the bushes, but no other
The
discrimination was shown them.
last hack in line was reserved for fundaSchool
of
Bryan
the
mentalists of

arrangements were
satisfactorily carried out, and were, on
the wholer of a perfunctory character.
Thought.

.

1

1

'IHie

police

JAMES

L.

EDWARDS

I

,

j

,
'

Danger

Frenchmen welcome the
of American and
Mr. Henry
this summer.
hordes

Vidal sees the decadence of French
taste as a consequence of the invasion; sees, and blows a bugle blast
of alarm in Figaro. Not that foreigners living in Paris can change
by their habits necessities, whims,
the half -tints, shades, and sense of
proportion peculiar to the French,
but by setting a shocking example
they are slowly effacing "the old
and delightful reputation of elegance" that Paris has enjoyed.
Go into a theatre of New York or
London, says Mr. Vidal; you will
never see a woman who is not "en
toilette," a man who is not in evening dress. (This is rather a sweeping statement, but let it pass.) If
you go into the Paris Opera, "you
will

meet

'citizenesses'

dress, 'comrades'

in

in

street

business suits,

You
collars.
may say that it was not a P'renchman who was the first to wear a
some even with

cap, goine to the

soft

Comedie Francaise.

inches in his socks, who carried a
small pony under each arm up a stair
way at Albany Street barracks; Bur
naby who made the famous ride to
Khiva, and was killed In battle at Abu
Klea "the most unsoldlerly soldier, so
far as appearance and bearing went,
that I have ever known." At El Tib he
was clothed for battle In an old blue
yachting suit, with two soiled dress ties
knotted below his knees; with a black
silk muffler around his neck and a
broad-brimmed pith hat green-lined
with the chin strap worn as gunners
41,4

,

—

Macdonald welcoming him before
Firket— "I'll show you all
Omdurman
the fun of the fair," and at
Tilm
iassuring him that he could show
ScudaMr.
so
And
"some good sport."
correImore, for many years a war
describes
ispondcnt for London Journals,
adyenheroic
less
or
more
battles and
that is
itures with a peculiar gusto
^compounded Of sobriety and enthusiasm
could be less
In the narration. Nothing
more literal and more
isensational,

wear It.
There was Valentine Baker, whose
career was ruined by a scandal. Queen
Victoria in consequence deprived him of
the task of reorganizing the Egyptian

army.
Kitchener has a chapter to himself,
and so has Hector Macdonald. Kitchener was then as "lean as a gutted herring, as active as a panther, and tanned
to the blackness of an Arab complexShrewd, far-thinking, enthusiasion."
tic for any cause that interested him. In
sympathy with any one trying to do
good work. As for his "steely glance,"
he had practically lost the sight of one
eye. In 1919 Col. Gort, who had been
his closest associate at the war office
in the first year of the war, said to Mr.
Scudamore: "He was one of the finest
gentlemen that has (sic) ever lived. But
how he has been maligned."
Mr. Scudamore has much to say in

the
graphic than his description of
of the
fight at El Teb in which 2500
killed.
were
^English force out of 4000

one of the s,x Euhad
ropean survivors of a square that
fo'^med.
been hurriedly and Imperfectly
tie
by
introduced
chapter
This Is the
tellstrange story of Forrestler Walker
night
the
comrades
ing the fortunes of
almond
before the fight by cracking

Mr Scudamore was

shells.

,

Scudamore,

man who had been

as the son of th^
secretary of the gen-

'

postoffice, England, and had
augurated state telegraphs, we-nt, a boy
Turkey, for the
'of 16, with his father to
'elder

praise

in-

leral

all

invading

ances from his Turkish employers."
There was Col. Fred Burnaby, 6 feet

tor

Mr.

in

y

ithe battle of

Bays, "All right. Pa, you win.^^

French Elegance

-z.

I

SAMUEL FLAGG BEMIS.

more — I won't say

^

probably prefer the word "chirrups"
Let's
this connection: "It's a fine day.
go out and kill something."
in
So we find Mr. Frank Scudamore
"Sieaf of Memories," pabllshed
jhl.9
New
by E. P. Dutton & Company of
battle of the
JYork, supposing that the
ever
'Atbara was the "prettiest" fight
HecSfought in the Sudan; representing

in bed.

There's more
what,
I'd

I

r

j

years."
Snowville, N. H.

SO

(in brick)

2

In

for

flag out at
until the
our house it always stays out
pa, says I,
to
says
next holiday, so, I
nag
some
you
learn
to
have
"We'll
Don't you know a flag
etiquette.
Arid
night?'
over
shouldn't hang out
On,
he comes right back and sings,
dawn's early
say, can you see by the
th.it
"don't
pa,
says
"Now,"
light?;'
prove that flag hung out all night?"

second drink?

Hi/ichlef merit was, as himself frankhe never did anything
from one year's end to the other but
draw his screw and his generous allow-

ly admitted, that

that
For many years it has been said
and seejan Englishman leaving his bed
would
jing a clear sky says— old writers

formed under

and which now had lasted

There was Hobart Pasha, Turkey's
able naval officer, who had been a gunrunner for the South In our civil war.

1

As the World Wags:
Whenever we hang the

neither act, nor speak, nor think
at a party he but takes

Can
If

—

(
|

in lawless
the sun of the Indian seas
little loot
contests with his kind for a
grasped,
he
as
soon
as
vanished
that
as prebut mainly for bare life almost
and
ups
its
through
carious to hold

PYTHIAS DOUBLE CROSSES DAMON

1

noted for their logical processes of
thought.

unemotionally, for

PerslB,

is

putting a scene before
In
fortunate
one, as In the chapter, "A Night on
the Marmora"; In the account, earlier
in the book, of the uprising against Europeans at Alexandria In 18S2. He has
a pretty sense of humor, delightfully
drv at times, as In the story'of William
Hoheny.ollern visiting the Sultan. There
trivial,
Is a wealth of anecdotage, not
not Idle gossip, but serving to characcampaigns.
In
figured
terize men that

though the mercury is in the nineThe French have long been
ties.

I

jhl« valuable charge—
'.such was his character,

far as possible descriptions of battles
and of warfare in general; he has
omitted details of harrowing Armenian
experiences; he regrets that' he could
not include reminiscences of Morocco,
Abys.slnia, Spain, the Caucasus, and of
lands nearer England, as Ireland, He Is

there."
so every Frenchman, regardprosful of his country's fame and
the
perity, should wear a high hat to
theatre and keep on his waistcoat

:

in

Like ITlysses, Mr. Scudamore has seen
cities, many men. In this volume
he tells adventures In Egypt, Greece^
Crete, as well as In the African wars.
He says he has endeavored to avoid as

And

'

Scudamore was

to

Thus the boy began his travels
for
_nd observations In a happy way,

lempire.

Macdonald's gallantry, brilHe thinks he was

of

authority.
cruelly slandered.
liance,

i

There was "Tommy" Townsend
name was Charles) who thought

organize the

system of the Turkish

Ipostal telegraph

protect Christian neigh-

many

e.^actly whether we live
under a republican or monarchical
government, but they know the Rue
and sold
do la Paik, what is made
French
there; that the temple of

\

In this persecution."

their lives to
bors.

in

who knows

'

Pidansat de Malrobert. All the volumes
were published In London.

cism

ans, producers,

maid in
is not a chamber
Labrador, a lady's maid in Colombia

There was not even the. reward of glory.
Europe did not know about it and if the
story had been told the truth of it would
have been doubted, for there were no
witnesses, no proofs." Dupre died and
As the World Wags:
took his secret with him.
your column of July 20 you gave.
We found this quotation from Gudln's IanInappallingly
long sentence by Edgar
that
curious
and asked
book in the fifth volume of
Charles Reed in "The Mirror."
miscellany "L'Espion Anglois," letters if Henry James or Maccel Proust could
about politics, literature, scandals of the have written a longer, more involved
day. There are 10 volumes in all. The sentence.
Probably not, but Joseph
first four volumes of our edition are
Here It is from theConrad could.
entitled "L'Observateur Anglois" (1777Rover'
»
first page of "The
1778.)
The 10th volume, which for ex"But as to that,.old Peyrol had made
cellent reasons is often missing, was up his mind from the first to blow up
published

"There was no fanatiThe Armeniwere always the richer
memlicrs of the community, therefore to
be despoiled. Turkish prlexts have risked

Armenians?

of

day
"There

of

dress

...

all combe lessened, good-by to
articles de
in dress, jewelry,
everything that has given
luxe,
ToFrance its prestige and wealth.
France.
all the women are for

I

known Turkey and'

pose that anywhere In the Mahomedan
world there exists a man more tolerant In general than the average Turk."
Docs one ask. How about the massacres

merce

taste

iiii.i'

1

The Turk's wife rules her hushanr
household even more completely than'
does the English wife of the average
do not supI
British citizen.

it

lu
conunon fads and folb es of
where disarmament would be discussed Ht the
The common opinion about
manltr.
chilfron
old
an
coming
of
A man named Dupre,
Teh writers reminds me certam exe
Dauphlne, passing his life In maklni dren's story concernmg a
a s^O"-"
fir
cutioner who possessed
/ ^ ^"^^
chemical experiments, Invented a
A prisoner
most marvelous sharpness. neck
on the
so swift, and devouring that It could no
his
with
him
knelt before
the
be avoided, nor quenched. Water woul<j block the sword flashed through
The
nothing.
felt
Increase its activity. Experiments witl a r but the prisoner
with a satisexecutioner looked around
this fire were made on the canal at
the prisoner to
ned air. and commanded
so. h.s head
did
man
Versailles In the presence of Louis
the
When
sneeze
Our relegaat the Arnesal, and in some of France'^ roUed Off on to the ground.
the niirsery
of
the realm
seaports, with a result that "made th^ te n of Alice to
a nation
as
that
show
to
seem
would
1
When
most intrepid soldiers shudder.
"ot accustomed to^sn^e.e^^^
was fully determined that a man thu we are
^^
skilled could destroy a fleet or burn
Williams College.
^
town without any human power bein
able to come to the rescue, the Kin„
in NaThere may be a few agencies
forbad Dupre to dfsclose his secret to'
million-that physicists,
anyone. He rewarded him for keeping ture-say half a
Stanley de Brath.
still, yet this King was then embarrassed do not know.—

XV

I

I

the present troublous
not think so.
t'raes? Mr. Vidal does
the country
of
interest
the
for
is
It
should prethat France and Paris
reputation. Should
.serve intact their

ii^
""Twas vcrv much Interested
abou Engauthor of at least tw cent editorial In The Herald would disI
humor.
American
and
that
tragedies, one Gudln de la Brelenerl< lish
idea
the
agree, however, with
wrote a book entitled "Aux Manes d Lewis Carroll and hi.-, fellows wrote
Beneath the surface
Louis xr\'," In which there Is a curlou only nonsense.
rapier thrust
frequently
story that might be told at a congres there Is very

In

tiiii.

pie Intimately) has poHsessed mor'
one wife, albeit the laws of the
allow him a maximum of four. .

Americans,

cussed

>•«-

a

mutated

If they
French have adopted them.
foreigners
had not been adopted, the
would behave more circumspectly. ;
are triDoes one say that these
seriously disfling matters to be

the
1

'

rc-

the Knulish und
dream of
at home would not
enter
dress.
neglectinjc _ proper
shirts
French theatres in traveling
waist—and, if it is hot. without a
Strangers have 'brought decoat.
France; the
plorable practices into

"'"".rr

R.

^i-

but.

who

„i.,n-.,
Bluff

" v.Xv:^.«^th'r^Ma.»n;Mu"
there
!.;.rs.'''"^ou!d"Jt%.JA been placed

In July.

HELEX

.shelf

devoted to

i^n iibl'

Yes

Oak

at

the public library

on

rain;

a day

Au..

—

As the World Wag.s:

m"

umi.

liiir,

tutor wa.s an Anglo-Saxon;
nioniber that the French
him only too quickly."

1

>ichlns heat with no relief— 'till
londs blacken In the sky;
imuer. lightning, then drenching
It's

\dnullcil lliat

cricK
see othei propls playing
the.
wonder at them, t hoar of then.
for
sorry
1„K golf, and I sm
ten Chamberlain.

(Horses' hoofs kick aside the stones,
Lettcnnan's whistle blows,
Blossoms droop, then wither and die.

dear old blacks a funny

lot.

"Take

(his
his

my

He was walking beside my
when suddenly he leapt forward

I

orderly.
stirrup,

to see at that time In
Constantinople; the ladies ot

and bayoneted a man right through the
body. But that wasn't enough: he bayoneted him again and then acsJn. 'Bass!

holiday in
the Sultan on their Friday
Sweet
the High street of Pera. or at the

your excellency,' he pleaded. 'I
must give him another. He's my fa-

there

was much

and near

Waters; the festivals of Greeks, Catho.
Turks celelies, Gregorlans, Armenians,
the
brated by the whole community;
GOO Arab
dailv parade of the Sultan's

Mr.
stallions; his
by
Scudamore was wakened from sletep.^ziz
tramping troops the night Abdul
and
harem,
own
his
was Imprisoned In
palace

Murad

V.

hailed

as

of

Ylldlz.

Emperor

of

the

Murad—deposed after five
months: a man of one wife, an BYigllsh-

Turks. Poor

woman,

the daughter of a milliner.

In the eighties we happened to meet,
Dresden, some English officers who
had served with honor In the Sudan.
They admired the Turks. Jlr. Scudamore's remarks recall the former conversations. He corrects popular impres"The harem as generally desions.
picted does not exist In Turkey. Hardly
any Turk ot these days or during the
past 45 years (which Is the space of
In

Bass!'

I

cried,

"stop

it,

that's enough!'

'Oh, no,

ther!"

"

A chApter i« devoted to "brother correspondents." Mr. Scudamore begins by
saying: "Of course, war corresponding
has long been a dead trade, which nothing in this world can ever revive." Sir
Philip Glbbs will probably not agree with
Mr. Scudamore has a good deal to
this.
about

thfe

O'Donovan
wanted to

visit

say

Irrepressible

Edmund

He
Dally News.
Mecca, so he took off
his clothes and hung them on Eve's
tomb outside the Mecca gateway,
through which no non -.Moslem was allowed to pass, and was walking towards
the Holy City. Fearing for his life, rescuers found him "stark naked, save for
a pair of brown dogskin gloves, with
which he continuously beat his breast,
While he tripped to a Uttle lilting dance
of

the

\

>

:

Wcllcsz gives elaboiMtc analyses of the more important
Preceding chapters describe Schoenberg's acquisition of a new
technic, and the method of his teaching for which he is said to have a
great talent. "Those who might come to him for information on 'modcm' music, in particular those who wished to learn 'modern' composition, would come to the wrong person."
He will say to a pupil: "The
simpler your inspiration seems, so much the better it will be
.
when you find something you have written is very complicated, you
should at once be doubtful of its genuineness." Schoenberg is against
giving to the teaching of musical science the importance of fundamental
ideas; he believes that music belongs to "the explanatory sciences which
teach us what a thing is, and not how it ought to be done."
"How can we say, That sounds good or bad ? Who is to judge in this
case? The authoritative theorist? He says, even if he does not justify
that is to say, not what he has discovered
his opinion, what he knows
for himself, but what he has learnt; or what everyone believes because
But beauty is not the experience of everyit is everyone's experience.
one, being at most only the experience of certain individuals." And so
Schoenberg in the preface to his treatise on harmony begins: "This book
Dr. Wellesz thinks it goes more deepl|g>
I have learnt from my pupils."
into the essential nature of music than any other text book. "One learns
to think and investigate."
Boston knows Schoenberg's "Verklaerte Nacht" and Five Orchestral
Pieces.
It does not know his symphonic poem "Pelleas and Melisande,"
the "Gurre Lieder," "Pierrot Lunaire," "Erwartuag" or "Die Gluechliche Hand."
We should like to see and hear the last named, with a
special coloring for each scene, and within each scene nuances of light
changing according to the mood. The description begins: "A man lies
in the front; on his back there sits a fabulous cat-like anljnal which
seems to have bitten into his neck. The background of the reduced
stage is formed of dark violet velvet, in which little holes have been cut.
Through these holes the illuminated greenish faces of the six women
and the six men appear. Half speaking and half singing, they carry on
the function of a caress." Later a young, beautiful woman gazes symRe shudders. She gives him a goblet
pathetically towards the man.
lighted by violet rays. An "elegant" man, a "lord," now appears. He
takes the woman in his arms and runs away with her. The first man
groans deeply. All sorts of queer things happen, including "commonplace music and harsh laughter." At the end the scene is the same as
the first. "The man lies under the fabulous animal, and the six men
and six women sing a recitative, passing on to a cantilena of growing
intensity: "Hast thou again to experience what thou hast so often sufIs there no peace within thee?
Cans't thou not be resigned?
fered?
Dost thou feel only what is near? Seeking ever to grasp what must
always elude thee! Tormenting thyself! Ever without rest, poor one!"
Yes, we should like to see the man, whose neck has been bitten, the
other man, the elegant lord, and the woman, who keeps eluding man
No. 1; but he, not noticing that she has left him, stands up straight and
P> H.
§mgB: "Now I possess you forever."
Dr.

halls.

works.

late date there is a singular discussion in England of Richard
character, provoked in good part by George Ainslee Right's
Some think with the reviewer in the London Times that
phy.
apof this biography would have been more appropriate if it had
scornfully and
,)eared 30 vears aero; but this reviewer does not write so
••vagely about Mr. Hight, or for that matter Wagner, as Mr. Newman,
.IS

s

.

"the burking of
is not content with one or even two articles against
the man
facts and the garbling of evidence with regard to Wagner
It is perorder to save the face of Wagner the composer.
great blender
fectly possible to be a great weaver of beautiful lines and a
of a Lothaof beautiful colors, like Wagner, and yet have the appetites
Montague Tigg.
rio, and no more delicacy in money matters than Mr.
recognizing the fact that no
The Times reviewer— Mr. CoUes
amount of explanation can make Wagner into a pleasant character, ap-

who

m

...

—

?—

parently is pleased because he was unpleasant. "If he had been a pleasant
the face of
character, he would never have accomplished what he did in
almost inconceivable difficulties. He was a ferocious egoist with a supreme personal fascination; and he used all his fascination for the purthought
pose of obtaining money and assistance from ajiyone whom he
likely to be of use."

Newman

Mr.

i.i

money matters

says that Wagner's reputation in

« stank
i
4.

since his boyhood he had borrowed
with
without scruple from his friends, and run up debts without scruple
ta^despeople; and he was a notorious bilker of his creditors."
witNot only a bilker, or sponge, but Wagner was a notorious liar;
Hight says he
Bess his account of the Jessie Laussot episode. Even Mr.
Wagner in
himself does not "believe one-half" of the story told by
In the nostrils of all

who knew him;

My

*

Life."

What is the use of reviving old scandals in 1325 and disputing
doubt contemptible,
angrily concerning them? As a man Wagner was no
and Isolde, the
but what has that to do with the second act of "Tristan
Ihe
pages of
scene between Bruennhilde and Siegmund, or the better
ShakesMr. Monktiouse not long ago was sure that
Mastersingers"?
may have
peare was a good man, "though, for anything I know,
_

.

...

am
I
the Ten Commandments.
every man is not a
there is not a despicable side to everybody, whether
his worst. At his
at
him
to
down
get
can
you
if
cad or a moral impostor
you
worst, perhaps, but why shoi^d you take him at that? Jf
the life of St. Irancis
aasemble and concentrate upon all the lapses
you might make him appear a mean fellow."
broken

all

asked

whether

m

What a pity that Mr. Newman, when he reviewed Mr. Right's biogGautier, for Wagner
raphy, had not seen Wagner's letters to Judith
French
made love to this brilliant daughter of Theophile, writing her in
Andrieux. He
from 1869 to 1878. These letters were given to Georges
extracts froni them.
has allowed a French newspaper to publish some
Judith for her
admires
French,
the
loves
he
that
one
Wagner says in
speaks of this
the more because he has none himself. He
patriotism,
stupid folk that

Mendes and Villiers
thought him great,
de risle Adam had seen Wagner at Wahnfried. They
not the only man in
told him so, and wrote in his praise. Wagner was
Paulme Viardot
love with Judith; but was she in love with him? Was
interesting
many
wrote
she
whom
to
conductor
German
the
in love with
And was Turgeniev in love with Pauline?
letters?
is

called

German."

Judith, CatuUe

Mahdi. to the divle with the Mahdi.
I'm Edmund O'Donovan, that's me
name." " The natives thought him mad
and therefore under Allah's special care.
"I could have done It," said O'Donovan,
"and beaten Dick Burton and Burckhardt and all them fellers, if you'd only
left

Unlike many raconteurs,
boresome.

i

and interpretation of the scriptures.
The famous case of Bishop Colenso
excited the strictly orthodox early
in the sixties, and amused the libHe, bishop of Natal, was of
erals.
a naturally doubting disposition. It
is said that his doubts were stiniullpted by talking with the Zulus,
'though the reason for this stimula-

1

[

!

tion is not

now

clear.

At any

—

Lecky, in his '"History of the Rise
and Influence of the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe," speaks of persecution by Protestants as peculiarly inThe Scopes trial would
excusable.
have furnished him another subject
for indignant and eloquent treatment.

few days ago the Herald published
from "Misogynist" In which he
described the modern girl In a manner

A

a

letter

He
that can not be called courteous.
looked forward with horror to being
stranded on a desert island with her.
The Herald has recefved letters In
reply from justly indignant women, old

rate,

Colenso published views on the Pentateuch and other biblical books,
views of so unusual a nature that
South African bishops demanded'
that he be deposed. Re appealed
to the Crown; the Privy Council favored him, and he returned to his

j

I

"

tributed.

up their hands in wonder,
Yet there have
say "Incredible."
been cases of heresy-hunting in
Great Britain in which the questions
were concerning the literal accuracy

would have something to say to each other.

and young.

I

As the World "W'ags:
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diocese.

Newman.
I

W. H. Kerridge has translated Egon Wellesz's life of Arnold Schoenberg. The book of 159 pages is published in this country by E. P. Dutton
& Co. Dr. Wellesz^s biography of Schoenberg was first published at
Vienna in 1921. The present edition is practically a new work on account
of revision and addition.
This is a book for the music student and for the v^nriter about music
rather than the general reader, for Schoenberg has not led an excitingly
romantic life, he is not a sensational character however sensational his
music may be in that performances of it have stirred up strife in concert

never

lifting

.

Chenier and Madeleine had
a great deal to say, but not to each other. Chenier faced Mr. Mugnone,
the conductor, quite squarely, and told him that he was his (Chenier's)
sole joy in life, the only source of his dreams and his poetry, that as he
gazed into his (Mr. Mugnone's) great eyes his (Chenier's) reason tottered on its throne, that Mr. Mugnone was poetry itself to the poet, the
very centre of his (Chenier's; existence and many more nice things of
that kind. Madeleine (Miss Sheridan), not to be outdone, assured us of
the stalls that the last words on her lips would be that she loved us;
the sentiment, I need hardly say, being mutual. Altogether, it was a
great evening of the good old-fashioned Italian opera kind." Ernest

Is

The English make merry over the
Scopes trial at Dayton, Tenn., or,

its

"We had another charming exhibition of Italian operatic manners in
the last act when Chenier and Madeleine were awaiting the call to the
You would think that two lovers in such a situation as this
guillotine.

he

Famous Heresy Hunts

Society has provided good evidence that the theatre
art should be relegated to the evening; in fact, mass-psychology
tends rather to late night performances."
.

alone."

entertaining: book from beginning
to end.
It is to be hoped that Mr.
Scudamore will tell of other adventures.

Lennox Robinson, having said that matinees, even at their best, are
Liverpool this as•Tiateful things," brings out from Lysaght Finigan of
"The average attendance at matinee (theatre)
tonishing statement:
performances throughout the country is probably not more than 20 per
.

me

An

,

and

He was accused of hav'^Scotland.
ing suggested that "the Bible does
not present a reliable statement of
the truth of God, and that God is
not the author of it." His suggestion that "The Song of Solomon" was
originally a love song was regarded
as nothing less than atheistical. By
expressing a similar opinion, Castellio had offended the Geneva theologians who pursued him to the sad
end, which Montaigne declared an
infamous reproach to his age. Smith
was removed from his chair, but he
prospered as professor of Arabic at
Cambridge, and an editor of the
encyclopedia to which he had con-

and sang a loud chant, the words of
which were: 'To the divle with the

Richard
The question has again been raised, Was Donizetti a Scot?
theory some
Northcott, the archivist of Covent Garden, promulgated this
name was
time ago in a pamphlet that is out of print, that Donizetti's
A. deC Grove, in
Izett, which, by way of Don Izett, became "Donizetti."
that Donia letter published in the Observer (London) last month, says
was a Perthshire
letti's grandfather (some hav^ it greft-grandfather)
man who, captured by Roche in the fcish invasion, became his private
(John Phoenix
secretary, wandered to Italy where he married an Italian
Orion was
constellation
the
that
astronomy
on
lecture
in
a
insisted
named after a distinguished member of the Irish O'Ryan family.) An
at Bergamo,
Inquiry into Donizetti's Scottish descent was recently made
Domzetti muhis birthplace, on the occasion of the founding of a new
seum, but we have not yet learned the result.

cent.

.
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I
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description you
rather passe at the
Though you picture her

Miss 1925

Is

|

I

Ing themselves artistically about his
His permanently waved hair
ankles.
glued down with a gaily-banded
Is
broad-brimmed hat to top It, perched at
a precarious angle. His vocabulary is
exceedingly large consisting of the two
words I and ME. He hasn't got as far
as the course in gentlemanllness, that Is
too deep for him; his one way cell can-

Cetewayo and an untiring

advocate of the Zulus' rights.
In the middle seventies Robert.^on
Smith was professor of Oriental ]anguages and Old Testament Exegesis
at Aberdeen. As the author of cev^in articles on biblical subjects,
published in the Encyclopedia Britannica, he shocked the Free Church of

of

present hour.
j
as an absurd creature, she is much
ahead of her comic brother, who slops
along with his balloon tires flopping;
about and his supporterless socks drap-

bitterly attacked.

Perhaps the most grievous blow to
his pride was that the accuracy of
his arithmetical statements was disAn honest man, he was a
puted.
friend of

I

He was

gave

—

|

j
!

1

—

!

iild

V

I

cue

DONCHA

,i-h!

I

"

boy.
to he .sti.uided with hlni?

..mbttlou*

:

'

.,

.

-

ahvH.VN
As a country
the survival of «
proof.

Willi

good for

DOIT.

u .ilch certainly

when

WILLIAM

well-matchod to their own pale Wues
and delicate grays.

—

hope and pray that

I

It

may

jielther

be,
I

look on
scorn.

with

love

most

unusual

The hives, too, are unthinkable to me,
Pray help me, doctor, I am most forlorn.

My,

I

I

my— Misogynist

had better take

to

me

It

An

might be well to send

absolute and certain cure for
hives.
after taking It, I do not mend,
I'll
know love coraeth once into all

a soda mint for his digestion! Evidently
the ladies of Earl Carroll's creation are
not pleasing to this Congreve of the
20th century. Perhaps a more contented
mind could be derived from the close
companionship of a-Catherlne de Medici,
ail Annie Bracegirdle, or the shy, sweet
hulics of that "jeune premier" Dick
Sheridan. Yes, "It" is one of the "fluffyhaired savages with the rolled underpinning," but minus the "cretonne coat,

If,

lives.

JAMES

L.

EDWARDS.

would prefer that British boys
I
should get their ideas of America from
reading penny dreadfuls about redskins
than from films, S. B. Morrison.
'

—

J'

On that part of
"useful only as a hat
rack," hang a few paragraphs from
Cabell, a sentence or two from Norman
Douglas and John Galsworthy, and the
Simplest one syllable words of Socrates
and cigarettes."

flask

my anatomy

Most people would
think

—In

second volume of the late S. BaringGould's recollections, "Further Reminiscences (1864-1894)", Is published by
E. P. Dutton & Co. As In the former

A

TIGER LILY.

and Dryden.
'

seems

It

fact,

they do

volume,

sooner than

die

&

Co.)

Oh Mud! To thee I sing!
Mud, Mud, Just Mud!

Mud
Mud
Mud

Mud green, Mud black!
old color or of none;
or viscous; Mud thin or

brown.
of

any

thick

of road, or flat, or dock!
stinking or 4lud smeUless;
of garden, or of Flanders fields
Mother of plants and nurse of tetanus
bacilli.

Mud on mat or scraper, or on boot,
And wantonly dragged the house about;
Grieving the souls of careful housekeepers;
Mud splashed on garb of prince or

pauper
whirling passing wheel.
If Stud thou be, mere Mud thou art,
Serviceable, e'en worshipful in proper
place and time;
Dirt alone where thou belongest not.
As In the mind of man, which should
be crystal clear.
JIud thou art, to mud returnest
Was not written of the mind.
Even here I sing to thee, oh Mud!
A doleful, quavering, yea, a dying song.
'

!

j

LOTTA'S FOUNTAIN

and had

Lotta's Fountain at the junction of

Kearney,

Geary

and

in

\

Is the important artery of the old Potrero district,
known colloquially as
"South of the Slot." (When the cable

ran on Market -street everything
south of this thoroughfare was referred
to as "South of the Slot," that Is to
say, Eouti of the groove where the
cable traveled.) After the earthquake
the cable system was replaced by ele-;tricity, except on the hills, but the old
Geary street car still bumped along i.i a
sedate manner until It ended at the
turntable near Lotta's Fountain. And
what a pleasant method of transportaItlon that was! A man could hop on anywhere and drop off with a graceful leap,
like a freight brakeman a very sporty
lines

—

and fool-proof street car.
That magic name, Lotta's Fountain,
recalls

to

memory a

building opposite

where existed, not in competition, but
supplementing each other, two saloons.
On the ground floor was a beautiful bar
which catered to the so-called business
men's patronage. Beer there_ cost 15
cents a glass, or two for two-bits, so If
you wanted two beers, it was cheaper
to treat a pal and have him buy a

The free lunch was magnlflcent.
was served by a dignified Japanese,
who cut huge slabs of roast reef, ladled

round.
It

Spanish beans, salaas tiad taout
males.
He was a watchful cuss and
never permitted anyone to come up
with a plate more than two or three
times without buying another drink.
In the basement directly underneath
this high-toned cafe was a "steami.ot

beer"
thft

place which drew
cassln? teamsters.

the trade

A

gl«^

and vicars hoping for promotion adopted the blue ribbon and
wore It conspicuously. No sooner was
Temple moved to London than these
ribbons vanished."
In the same chapter we read that a
good many bishops whose parentage
was of the middle class "at once developed swollen heads and exercised
the curates

located.

of
of

their

authority

arbitrarily

and

tact-

lessly."

Nor

did Baring-Gould shrink from
telling stories at the expense of prelates.
Archbishop Talt was dining at the Duke
of Westminster's.
His face became
ghastly.
Laying down knife and fork
he said to himself:
"It has come to
pass at last a,s I feared. I have been
dreading, expecting, a stroke."
"Console yourself, your Grace," said
the Duchess of Sutherland, who sat beside him.
"It Is not your leg but mine

that you have been pinching."

The story about Dean Lefroy who
gave a garden party on the occasion
wedding is a fresher one.
A French gentleman was brought by a
guest and Introduced to the Dean.
"Sir," said the Frenchman, making
a profound bow, "I do not quite understand vat is a golden wedding," The
Dean patted his wife's shoulder and
Bald:
"This good lady and I have lived
of his golden

together for

"Ah! now

fifty
1

years."

do understand," exclaimed

Frenchman, as his face lighted with
Intelligence, "so now you are at last
ibout to marry her!"
the

What was

suffered
chief

Baring-Gould's real opinion
about apparitions? Here again he tells
ghost stories, giving details as if In

"The

to his

punishment uncon-

vinced."

one recipe In this chapter
that is not for snake bites or stopping
"Bone a leg of mutton and stuff
blood.
It like a goose with sage and onions,
and then cook. Do this and you will
thank me to your dying day."

There

Is

Baring-Gould went to Switzerland on
honeymoon In 1868. Later lie visited
Belgium, Germany, Tyrol, the Eifel and
the Algan Alps, Bohemia, the Rlssen.gebirge and Dresden, Genoa, Rome, Les
Eyzies. He found much that was entertaining; he tells about it most enter-

his

presidency of a "co-cducatlonal"
club. His wife divorces him for drunk
lenness, the angry mother-in-law arrives
tt>e

land is eventually placated by contents
of the cellar.
There is a chorus of nine girls who
can dance, and there is the Harry
The
Archer orchestra, which can play.
audience was elated with the comedy
Bob
played
who
of
OeorgS Sweet,
j

White, and Roger Gray, seller of liquid
wares. The girl who led the chorus received more applause than Identlfication and was recalled several times In
her spirited and individualistic jazz

:

tainingly.

their

claim to be re-

Both of the two acts took place
the same living room set, with
dark tlwterlude In which the spotlight
gave alternate glimpses of the divorce
scene In the courtroom and the election
scene in the club.
Around six of the original cast a new

!danc#

garded as ladies."

In

is a long chapter about folkBaring-Gould began to collect
them in Devon, later in Cornwall.
Farmers and yeomen helped him little,
for the songs they knew had been published early in the 19th century In
"Vocal Charmer!^." "Apollo's Cabinets,"
The songs he wanted were to be
etc.
obtained mainly from men that could

There

songs.

neither read nor write. Printed ballads
Melodies
were seldom trustworthy.
were incomparably more valuable than
be bormight
latter
the
for
words,
the
rowed, but the tunes were for the most
part local.
"The real composers were either the
whose
ancient wandering minstrels,
transmitted
orally
live •^tlll,
tunes
they
else
or
generations,
many
through
were the spontaneous compositions of
chirped,
Ignorant village song-men, who
supping their cider in the settle by the
Are of the taverns. As these airs were
unaccompanied, their vitality depended
entirely on the quality, the originality
and the freshness of the melody." Too
often Baring-Gould, telling of old song?
he found or heard, says that the word.'
were so .Indelicate that he was obliged
to write fresh verses for the tunes.
"Unhappily some of the most dainty
airs were wedded to the most indecorous words." Yet on another page he
writes that the singers had no thought
that they were offending polite ears.
"The relation of the sexes is the basis
of most poetical compositions that cirThe
culate among the peasantry."
ballad-maker treated "the way of a

....

.

.

with a maid" simply and directly
as he treated every other subject.

man

The 20th chapter is headed "Squab
Now, a squab pie in CornWest Devon is composed of

Pie, 1S94."

wall and

mutton, veal, bacon, apple, onion, pepper and salt, and a pilchard, the whole
ripened with cream. These ingredients
are put to bed under a covering of pastry and baked
seldom found

in
in

an oven.

The squab

is

the pie, although the
name persists. Baring-Gould usJed the
title for one chapter, but it might be
applied to the whole book, with its
pleasing wanderings from the stated
subject, with its side and sly remarks.
Even talking about Prague and Bohemian glass, he has to inveigh against
women using tobacco: "It were well if
cigarette smoking were also to go out
of fashion." (He's been speaking of English women taking snufC In old times.)
"Ladies' breath now does not savor of
milk and boney, but of stale tobacco
pipes."

"MY GIRL" OPENS
RUN AT WILBURi
—

Wilbur Theatre "My Girl," a musical
book and lyrics by Harlan
Thompson, and music by Harry Archer;
produced by Lyle D. Andrews.
farce;

The men who put "Little Jessie
James" on the musical comedy map
evidently believed in sticking to their
once-tried rules, for they have injected
Ithe

I

I

"The Montafun women and maids
smoke like the women In England who

.

failed utterly.

was amusing to observe that
whilst Temple was Bishop of Exeter
"It

Market

San Francisco, is happily
Kearney street leads up to
Chinatown and., the Barbary Coast, If
followed far enough, and Third street

streets,

a little color Into verses, however
ordinary they may be. It is like the bit
of sky that an artist introduces into a
Bickersteth's one hymn that
portrait.
may survive Is 'Peace, perfect peace.'
This line was very appropriately inscribed on the tomb of a scold by the
relieved widower."
On the same page we read of Bishop
Temple as a fanatical teetotaller. At a
meeting, he said that he had tried all
his life to induce men to drink in moderation and had failed utterly. He was
not pleased when the morning papers
rejj^orted him as saying that he had
trild all his life to drink In moderation

As the World Wags:

have gone

to

New

If

of dlseftses,

pig.

hu

run at the Vandorbllt
York.
".My Gill" has a predominant th
it
Is
the glorification of the g'
Ainerlcim bootlegger All the far.problems of the lively plot are solvi.i
ferliy the timely appearance of splrltus
mentl, without which Rob White might
News,"
still be reading thn "Mlsslonnry
nnd "Pinky" still the humble but honeiit
rum-runner and not the merchant
)>rince with oxford bags and English
accent. Once It was said that prohibition was no longer a joke, but now It
seems that a fresh farce hag been built
upon Its ashen.
After this It Is hard to say that the
plot holds water, but It proceeds with
enough elasticity of connection to allow
the usual number of semi-detached
vaudeville acts to be thrown In with
little or no reason, though most of them
In a
are their own excuse for being.
eapsule: Bob and his bride come to
Long Island to live, give a party to
new neighbors, with unsplked
their
punch, find their guests leaving In disgust and are providentially saved by the
arrival of a fleeing rum-runner with a
cargo of that which turns the affair
into a shining success and elects Bob to
In

magistrates endeavored to persuade him
that witches did not exist, but he Is said

man have renounced

of

'

P. C. S.

Third,

versatile

"Bickersteth was a kind, amiable man,
but very vain over his poems, In which
are no poetical Ideas, and his hymnal,
that has been almost everywhere superceded. He wanted to alter my 'Onward,
Christian Soldiers,' in the line 'With the
cross of Jesus going on before,' Into
•With our Lord and Master going on
before," or some twaddle like It. Also
In
the Children's Evening Hymn he
wanted to wash the color out of the
lines, 'Guard the sailors tossing on the
deep blue sea.' But to this I w*uld not
consent.
I greatly relish the bringing

Mud
Mud
Mud

By

this

hymn.

greasy;

•

find

blunt In the expression of opinion, not
sparing his fellow-clergymen, abhorring
shams, a curious traveler, listening to
traditions, ghost stories, eager to h€«
old folk songs, saying little or nothing
about the things that gave him wideYes, there Is one
spread reputation.
famous
Baring-Gould's
allusion
to

so.

BERTRAND RUSSELL
MUD

(Inspired by A. L.

we

A fnrmef

which

MH.iith

cattio recov-

have bewitched his

lieved to

As the World Wags:

The

iiiK.

"Good

placate the

Into thsir pre
Just arrived n(

.suphlatlcatlori

a

man recovered completely. Wh.it Is
more, th» ohild was none Ahe worse for
the cxperlmenUf"
There Is a wealth of gossip concernlrrg
old women reputed witches, recipes and
charms in case of sickness, as this cure
"Take an old well-blackfor jaundice:
ened clay tobacco pipe. Grind up the
bowl and take as much as will go on a
six pence, before each meal."
This chapter on Devonshire lore is
Last December, acdated (1882-'85).
cording to the Manchester Guardian, a
Devonshire farmer was sent to prison
for attacking a woman whom he be-

mind.

|
'

sncrlflced

a po"!thumou.s child to be brought
and breathe Into hi.s mouth. "This was
done several times In the week, and the

(For As the World Wags)
life the hives I've never had,
Nor felt love pangs of any mortal
kind.
And yet today my feelings are so bad
I must know which It Is, or lose my

kicking her heels at honio. driving the
family ahout. even sewing and refusing
to admit she might like to be picked,
but she hicks the Initiative to enter In
competition, to deck herself, attract attentlon and land "the susceptible male."
Her mother loves her but that's not
very exciting. Let him look at the female of the species who searches thereby without marrying. Hurrah for the
spinsters!
They wouldn't arrange his
shipwreck. The manly wit of directing
STUNG.
fate died long ago.

^i;k,

for

my

In all

weru

his cattle

I'hyslclans
which was diphtheria.
gave him up. His wife's relations sent

MAIDEN LADY TO DOCTOR EVANS

of girl still exists,

fncc.

knew well
how one man

u>
i

of

ROBINSON.

L.

gravi"

.

.

:

sheep and burnt It to
Kolk" on the moor.
ered from that day.
from a eompUcKtlon

Fountain.

displaying the "skirts" of their choice,

-

;

i

11

wont well on a drizzly winter morning.
Thus ono could lunch In either saloon
depending on the proximity of pay-day.
Now, alas, the only refreshment at
the corner of Kearney and Market is
the water that gushes from Lotta's

As the World ^ags:
Misogynist has o narrow vlelon;
he looks only where young men are

The other variety

and

i«

he migni.

hi-n

i

\

,

,

—

—

same speed and

spirit

of

flippant

company has been
their
ular

built,

but

If

they

warm up they later filled
shoes. Among the songa the pop"You and I" found much favor,

were slow

to

land Mr. Sweet's "Fifteen Minutes a
Day," a lyric of satire with a Gilbert
and SuUH-an touch in parody of the
advertisements which tell a man how to
he a social succes.s. There Is more of
this satire, as when the contraband
king tells how he has qualified for all
social occasions by learning by rote,
population
facts about pigmies and
Nothing of the sweet, simple
statistics.
and girlish In this show, and little of
With her tongue In
languid romance.
her cheeH, "My Girl" sings, cavorts,
H. F. M.
laughs and boos.
i

i

For a Debauched Taste
The Manchester Guardian thinks
there is an increasing demand for
"the literature and drama of corruption"; that many young authors
they will fare better with
by appealing to a debauched taste. "You may read on
the covers of novels sickening puffs
believe

publishers

by publishers who indicate the attractions of frank disclosure." The
writer accuses certain publishers,
"and not merely gutter publishers,"
of giving preference to books with
what is called sex interest over
books that are without it.
This writer is probably referring
to English publishers and English
novelists.
While there is a censorship of plays in London a censorship that moves in a mysterious way

—

when

it

is

not palpably absurd

there does not .seem to be so watchful, not to say, prying eye over
novels. In this country the censorship of books is often ridiculous, an
exhibition of the prudishness that
spells "leg," "limb"; but there's no
denying the fact that in this coamtry,
as in England, there are writers and
publishers who put before the public, novels that have little to commend them as regards literary worth
or study of character; they are, to
use the descriptive word of a local
bookseller, "sexy," and nothing else.
It is surprising to note a revolt
in Paris, where men and women of
marked literary ability have exercised a freedom in incident and
treatment that have been described
as "characteristically Gallic."
One
of these writers is Henri de Regnier

—
;

1

1'".

("olo.

.\.

and Harolfl

liiia.i.'ii

"Were tlicy asthemselves physically
cetic in the matter of food and drlnk?^
Did they exercise In the open or on the
floor? Did they war relentlessly against
fat and wrinkles? Balzac wrote about

h Academy, an exquisite
entertaining novelist who
t been distuipuished by retie on subjects that arc considHe
red taboo for Ajiglo-Saxons.
now draws the line, and in a recent
issue of Figaro writes sharply and
manfully against the latest collection of short stories by the brilliant
Paul Morand, regretting to find
Morand now coming out with tales
be sold "under the
that might
cloak," published in* the "Secret
Museum" lodged in the "Inferno" of
And Regnier's
libraries.
public
criticism is not merely aimed at the
"crudity" of expression, the bold
"relief" of certain episodes; it is
against the matter itself chosen by
the novelist for his alternately realistic and fantastic treatment.

of 30 years. In the old Engnovels the heroine is wooed and
wedded before she is 20; at 25 she is

.

I

Hollywood" Is an act In the manner
"The Torchbcarers," or the rehearsal
parts of "Merton of the Movies." It is
funny even though the Idea la not original. Haven MacQuarrle & Co. are the
ones sponsoring this act and a young
man who "volunteers" to try-out from
of

novelty, and the regular
pleted the bill.

— "Rose

Marie,"

j

Mr

Nanette,"
musical comedy based on play,

of the

IS

SUlClDEl

return home.

As

the

IN POOR HEALTH
in abou^ 15
The body was discovered
<-oen oi
,
of water by Mlcnael J.

HAD BEEN

World Wags

By GEORGE

B.

RYAN

HE WENT AWAY

,v,?t of

He's gone, he's gone to his long rest.
We see in grief his vacant chair
for him 'twas for the best

4e

u
lon,

Mayhap

"Tis bitteri

hard

Mr.s^
Clothing, tele'^phoned
lives at the -m^^

as

found

Thomp-

who

lood health for
to give music.
foUe this ^he continued
prominent young n.en
iJLsons to

;

many

said a neighbor.
week
her mother early in the
make a long trip. It
that sh° planned to
during the week
said some time

women,

Shrni

have to do his work.

I

the body
articles

had^ot been in
J^at'^X xtm^sor
Weseveral months.

to linger there.

He went out smiling, in his eye
No hint of sorrow seemed to lurk
But, drat his hide, I don't see why

who Identified
Mis^ Thompson by

''ofl[ce"rs°''

The spokesman for this column has
I
that the cus;t on reliable authority
tomary conductor has departed for a
things he did
the
island.
Among
dtsert
not take with him were the letters
about desert island companions pro-

w^s

'

Old refused to
her^
permit anyone to go with
Boston
She was widely known
musical Circles and on
"'"'i;
recit.us

X":vrIbr3?^":ars

\

m

voked by Misogynist.

gave and
Jordan hall.

caslons
In

/i

assisted

at

'
;

making their
"Meisterslngers" are

at Keith s this
17th annual appearance
have * -eU
usual,
as
and,
Iweek
A-thu.
famUiar songs.

ranged

act

of

same bombardment as Mr.
its

J^^^

Instincts after

ryeSroJ age.-Th-.ir n taT";

I

|
,

rf'thlt'tir "grrdm:t1.erl^MiLt^
bu? did they take careli

rrlo

years

A,

fair-

snaky lengths acros;

the pcene.
piC;
"Don Q.", a sequel to the earlier
is a typica
ture "The Mark of Zorro.
Ks.sentially a
Fairbanks production.
meari
"one man show," that docs not
conceived and^
that it is not artistically
that is
boldlv executed: a performance
popularlt^.
certain to achieve immense
dominates the
Air Fairbanks, of course,
He is scarcely off the scene
situation.
He is his familiar.
for a moment.
self. He leaps
K.-aceful, agile, animated
his oldand bounds and climbs with all
sword isj
flashing
His
time mettle.
rival,
more than a match for his hated whole
the
for a dozen .bravos, or for
He
once.
at
Spain
M-inx of tbc Queen of
the reckless abaniri..^ borsr h,ack with
work
his
don that is characteristic of
impetuous
y„d makes love -with the particulai
bea,rs his own

deville bill.

PLYMOUTH THEATRE— "The Fall
Guy," a three -ace comedy by James
Gleason and George Abbott, presented
the Messrs. Shubert and George B.

ardor

r.-.n

frank melost. rv of
rii.
The
drama with a strong Spanish flavor.
every plot
hero outwits all his foes, foils
capand
villain
against him, downs the
honored way.
tures the girl in the time
The action is graphic and continuous.
a moment.
for
Never does it slacken
admirably
The cast is well chosen and
The scenery aftord.s a perfect
trained.
the btor>
of
course
background and the
K crltl
never needs to be explained.
as Mr
far
cism there be it is that, as
act
every
his
concerned,
l^airbanks is
perfectly
and movement is almost too
are
PO^e^
The
studied and rehearsed.
of a painstaktoo evidently the result
secinches and
ing care that regards
would
A little more spontaneity
onds
performance^
the
of
freedom
add to the
ot
par
Mr Fairbanks also takes the
thus steps
Zorro. his own father, who
into the later play f"-"'" 5'^\ff 'l^'P,^,^"^]
Mai>
"doubling.
there Is some effective
exceedingly
as the heroine, is
\stor
;,;eltv

and appealing.

A

fine Iniperson-

was that ot the Ruke of Aust.ia
and of
who is murdered by the villainaccvised
whose assasinalion the hero
Hei.sholt
hy AVarnor Oland. Then Jean
bad tnan.
as Don Fabrique. the comic

another hit. Othe'' Princialso directs
pals -iK- Donald Crisp (who
Pickford Forrest. JuliI-otlie
the play).
Stella de
ette Belanger, Jack MacDonald,
Charles Stevl.anl.:. .Mb.-rt IMacQuarrle
I'artha
ens '1-otr dn rrow, Roy Coulson,
Their
Kra'nklii. and Knrlciue Acosta.
c;,ntribntr-s

their
"team work is beyond praise and when
work admirable, but,
whole
flie
an has been said and done,
summed
evening's performance may be
starup in the name of its gifted
"

J-

-l^-

^

PLAYS CONTINUING

—

"Rose-Marie,"
Majestic
merstein production in

Ham-

which
melodrama of Canadian Northwest is set to music. Nineteenth
week.

.••1'OV

Collector

Nowion

fharles

.lohrnie QiilntHn
•Xitt.v" Frank Herm»n

Is

Liion

cast:

Wnlsh

nertlia Qiili.lan
Lottie Qiiinlan

that

"Don Q"

The

IvicLellan.

i

Douglas Fairbanks.

man, and ^^f^

"

In

individual

MEISTERSINGERS

AT KOTH'S AGAIN

assisted
of "Little Jesse James,"
present
by Ole Olsen and Harold Olsen,
of a little
consisting
bit,
attractive
an
quite
jazz and song by the boys and
the
a little jazz and more songs by
dainty and graceful Miss Hamilton.
was
act
An unusuallv good dancing who lend
offered bv "The Dl Ga'Tanos
variovis
a continental flavor to their
numbers. "Senator" Ford from Michimuch
had
monologulst,
favorite
gan, a
foibles to
to say of present fads and
Another
audience.
the delight of the
of the
act that shared In the laughs
evening was "Mason & Cole" in "Rain
pf a
dancing
More
and Sunshine."
strenuous order was presented by Covan
the
« Ruffln, who were tiretees andthem.
audience demanded much of
NewAchilles
&
and
Rector,
Reck &
man completed a first rate summer vaustar

"

river

191

5,

truly.

banks whirls

teenth week.

DNESDAY, AUGUST

He wants to finish the
wants to go home. It is
and was
entitled "The Dizzy Heights,"
written by the versatile Paul Gerard
They know the value of laughs
Smith
and came in for a big share of them
Laura Hamilton, late
evening.
last

like
whip makes it snap and crack
the picture
a machine gun in action. In
sounc
the
hear
itself one can almost

Park.
opposite Norumbega
Medical ExThe body was viewed by

Friends," 'with music
by Vincent Youmans; featuring
Louise Groody, Charles Winninger and Wellington Cross. Four-

"My Lady

weapon

1

she

climb;

the P™l°^ue
the
Fred Lindsay, an expert with

,v,agic

.

honevmoon.

is

rocky
casement.
the heights of his lady's

Wednesday,
had been missing since
finding of
ended yesterday with the
Charles
the
on
cove
her body in a

Tremont—"No, No,

"Three Cheers For
Paul McCullough.
patriotic
the Red, White and Blue," a
for
song of many verses, serves them
,
,
a comic musical offering.
Andersor
and
warm
was
The evening
and Burt, favorite comedy team, would
have gone over their set alone, which
They
consisted of a scene tn the Alps.
their
are mountain climljing and on

He

|

teenth week.

"Music
Cullough, lately featured In the
Box Revue," furnish many of them in
and
their comedy skits, "The Senators,"
"The Bath Between." Bobby Clark still
between
cane
clowns with his cigar and
"wise cracks" and is ably assisted by

scarcely worth the telling.
removes
snips papers In twain,
smokers,
cigars from the lips of their
uses
enemies,
trips up the heels of his
escape from,
it
as s facile means of
dungeons and by its aid scales!
it

Search for Miss Edith Thomp»v«.,
prominent
of 1079 Boylston street,
who
Back Bay pianist and teacher,

a

There's plenty of laughs in the bill
week and Clark & Mc-

at Keith's this

Fairbanks takes his formidable lash
do with
into Spain and what he doesn't

j

Hammerstein production, in which
a melodrama of the Canadian
Northwest is set to music. Seven-

to

the

at

fzs-

DECLARED

rush

a course covered

Is

Douglas Fairbanks has added another
amazing list of athletic accomplishments, namely the deft manipulaused
tion of the 20-foot stock whip
In
with such effect by the vaqueros.
photo"Don Q., Son of Zorro," the new
presentation
first
play which had its
Mr.
Colonial Theatre last night,

'

PLAYS CONTINUING

should

golfers

where there

Com-

in

edy Skits

to his

—

EDITH THOMPSON

& McCullough

Clark

pleasure.

COLONIAL THEATRE

—

noveltv in balancing acts complete the
The ever-popular
vaudeville program.
.Aesop's Fables, Topics, of the Day and
screened.
are
News
Pathe

own

week.

.

music.
is
set to
Eighteenth week.
Tremont "No, No, Nanette,"
musical comedy based on play,
"My Lady Friends," featuring
Louise Groody, Charles Winninger and Wellington Cross.
Fifteenth week.
Wilbur "My Girl," musical farce
by Harlan Thompson and Harry Archer, authors of "Little
Jessie James." Second week.

company, and the Trado Twins offer
Amazon and
some snappy stepping.
Nile in "A Tropical Enchantment," and
Betincourt and company with a real

less

Us resting place is marked
by a line of shrivelled sensitive plauta."
Aint Nature wonderful!

Northwest

Bert Gordon, in "A Recital Classique,"
Hall and Dexter
is funnier than ever.
are also amusing in their skit, "Her
First Lesson." although they could do
with some more new material. There
Harry
is a colorful dancing act with
Rove and Billie Maye and a supporting

,

the ball to

—

the old favorites

—

Wilbur "My Girl," musical farce
by Harlan Thompson, author
of "Little Jessie James." Third

No ball Is lost,
with sensitive plant.
"There is no uncertainty as to the
direction of a drive, for the course of

^

com-

reels

all that.

make men and women

Passionate
Fiji,

PLAYS CONTINUING

He offers a number of
amusing songs, not the least important
of which is his well-ltnown number
having to do with huckleberry pie and
the spelling of It. Then there are Jim
and Betty Morgan, with their own
wicked orchestra and some decidedly
pleasing songs offered by Miss Slorgan.

Shubert

news

age

their

Shubert "Rose Marie," a Hammerstein production in which a
melodrama of the Canadian

Factory" and more than living up to

among

the cleverest of them.

".Summers Duo," an aerial

formance.

have changed

generous, in spite of Byron's saying
that avarice Is the vice of old gentlemen. In these days the young are the
selfish and self-centered, consulting only

"

be decidedly enthusiastic despite the
niugglness of the night.
Willie Solar, billed as "The Laugh
his billing, is
on the card.

old

dialogue was well received last evening.
For those who like black-face comedians there was "Push 'Em and Pull
'Em with Harris & Holley, a pair who
can do some clever soft-shoe steps besides their regulation darktown banter.
A better negro dialect for both would
be a great improvement.
Odette Myrtil, the French revue star,
is an entertainer with a great deal of
magnetlsnl and ability. She has a continental air that always appeals to the
American audience and a voice of
haunting sweetness.
A jyggler of extraordinary powers is
Stan Kavanaugh, who furnishes half
the amusement by his own expression.;
A prettily staged dancing act featurlngi
Mildred Crewe would have been pleasanter if Miss Crewe were not featured
quite so much, and had let her dancers
appear more often, to balance the per-

dancing are on the menu at B. F.
The proICeith's Theatre this week.
gram, incidentally, boasts more than
one act which is no stranger to patrons
of vaudeville, and these established favorites were given warm welcomes last
night by an audience which managed to

We

there are women of 50 who are
irresistibly attractive; women of 60 and
over who are still beautiful. Nor does

Now

Frank Ellis and Marie Walsh have
same popular act, "Our's Is a Nice
House, Our's ts." and their dancing and

considerable

and

a-plenty

Is

old maid.

aai

their

KEITH'S PRESENTS
Laug-hs

lish

in

the audience

;

woman

the

1

—

"No No, Nanette,"
musical comedy based on play,
"My Lady Friends," -with music
by Vincent Youmans featuring
Louise Groody, Charles Winninger and Wellington Cross.
F'ifteenth week.

Trenioiii

'

Tripp aro soloists this year and are
supported well by the remainder of the
group whose work shows careful and
muslclanly direction. "Twenty Minutes
S.

K-pfp
)lTTi^Tl-\.'?^c<,::::

I
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^^:\Z
I.auKlilin
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nnHenr.v T'o^lin
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Mritp
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Harry
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.V,
Toiul
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MMariorl.- Haninn

"The Fall Guy" Is like a department
store— no matter what you want, it has
some of it. It Is studded with laugh
has
lines and humor of character, yet
underneath pathos which caused many

men

to

weep frankly

last night.

Much

savors of su-ankling melodrama, yet there are situations of
fascinating realism. It leads its central
character into a terrible mess, and a?
he abjectly flounders like a fish on the
end of a line, achieves for a fleetinsr
moment the sense of his identification
with all mankind, so that all onlookers
flounder with him.
How much of this is due to the pla>
and how much to Eddie Dowling cannot
be settled offhand, but neither Is far
As Johnnie Quinlan. 'Mie fall
astray.
guy," Dowling is sure and compelling.
Perhaps here and there a touch too
much of slapstick, but convincing in
.the role of the boy whose intentions
are so good that he needs must play
'hard guy" and pick fretful quarrels
because of false shame.
combination kltchen-dlnlng
the
In
room of a cheap flat all the action takes
There the useless Dan 'Walsh
place.
saxophone and
distressing
a
piles
;ponges a shameless living from his
jlster and her husband Johnny— Johnny
who explains Dan's flow of inane comment by the statement that "he was
vaccinated with a phonograph needle
work
There Johnny comes home out of

of the

plot

;

'

I

and despairing, and listens to the bootscheme of the cake-eater,
legging
the
"Niftv" Herman. There he brings
drugs which
fatal suitcase loaded with
to <le"; er_:
he was unknowingly promised
a third
There are plain clothes men and
not encomplication
degree, and the
delectr.e
Urely new in which the chle
sister ot the susin love with the
'•is
dutj
between
torn
Is
pected crook, and
.

|

.^•1.,,

.illl

1

^,

LiM

;,s

I

.

iili

.

.

I

1|.

.show Kil and Claude (illllii>ris atf i- niui
t'harl.s Crockett. In the roles of a pair
of coiiilo old miners.
The company uses n whole army of
"extras" and the crowd.s of miners,
"Bourdouphs." diinclnn girls, bartendl

,

...

..

'

ihe yoiuiB couple, oulnilnutliig
cirwli»n Johnny. In the fell clutch of
the
with
frantic
and
cumstances
thouKht of a prison term, chlldllshly
l\v»<fn

selr.liig
shifts his burden of iinfrulsh by
the drownat a lesser cnt.-»strophe like
to his
Ins man at the straw, declaring
that -he .IKln't mean to

mounted police, Indians
are numerous onoufrh to
.satisfy the most particular.
'I'he properties, too, are the real thhiir and not
an artificial whisker mars the play.
There must have been some heroic
raising of beards In preparation for the
ers,

i

.torn .-ad wife
i.pparontly puts
iear his coat." Powllnsf
alternatively tender,
his all Into the

Johnnie.
sullen, fierce and humble
materniil
ahnost
I^auKhllns

Anna

en;cctlvely

loj-altv

off.sets

—^_

i

—

•

Keith s this week. He
costume, and his
artistic buffoonery and clowning keep
the audience In mirth ever.v second he Is
on the stage! His skit is billed as "Tip
Top Reveue."
Sharing honors are Rene and John
Arnaut. "The Incomparables." The two
are familiar to vaudeville audiences and
their act this season has many new
features.
They do not utter a word.
They play several musical Instruments
w ith skill and are clever acrobats. Their

I

—

seen

In

his

trick

imitation of two "love sick birds," Is
one of the best things done.
Clifton and De Rex are two skilled
female dancers. Tliey have an act of
the EnglijUi musical hall type.
They
had to respond to several encores last

—

night.

—

Another dancing act that pleased was
of Patterson. Cloutier and cotnpany, "A Fantasy of Dance." In a novel,
manner it carries htrough with it a lova
theme which has Its beginning In childhood and continues to the grown-up
ktage. The dances ranged from the jazz

Colonial "Don Q."
Film rerof Rex Beach's story of
same name, with Douglas Fairhanks giving delightful impersonation of titled hero.
Second

that

sion

.voek.

to the classic.
I-ou Browne and
"A Rattle of Wits."

'WI NDS

Muriel Rogers, In
had a clever bit of
Rogers
is
atentei'talnment.
Miss
tractive looking and has a good voice.
Other acts included Adonis and dogs,
Frank Carroll and John Gorman, singers; Zena Keefe. moving picture star,
jand Powers b'-others.

OF CHANCE'

V
picture of the spectacular
\ ivid
'dseekers" rush to the Klondike, neariO years ago, 'before Alaska
settled
vn into the staid and respectable re-

today, Is presented in Frank
d s big photoplay, "The Winds of
ance," showii^at Symphony hall last
is

MATTHEW HALE

eht.

The

real

Alaska, plus Rex Beach's
imagination, plus the magic of
motion picture director, combined
g^lve a striking series of scenes
Tlio

DIES IN CAPITAL

•rful

1

ry
is
commonplace enough and
-ings along In no very cherent manbut the various episodes, n.ost of
ni
taking place In "the great ojl"rs." are staged on so varit ,i s'--ale
r|
the natural background
so im"sslve that the whole leaves a deep
r"-ess upon the mind of tn^? spt^ctytor.

•

|—Matthew

Hale,

figure in development of ports and
{shipping in the
South Atlantic
'states, died here today in
Georgejtown University HospitaL
j

1

'

I

P.)

j

If

f

Aug. 29 (A.

Massachusetts
-member of the Progressive national
committee in 1912, and a prominent

i.--

play does not depenl upon the
or the versatility of the actors,
it
for the most part on Old MotU;r
|Xature and she is ful'y competent to
ip»rform the job.
The towering mountains, the skies,
prim forests, the rushing torrents,
forbidding snow fields are graphicaldppicted. Where the human factor
«s in is the realistic porlrayol of
strenuous events that marked the
OTic invasion of the northern fasts<-s.
The hectic bustle of Dyea; the
fusion of the camps, the gold seekstreaming through the savage wildof the Chillcoot pass, the strife in
ch the feeble are tram'^led underand the primitive passions of man
riot— these are the distinguishing

WASHINGTON,

Death was said by his family physician to have been due to
cerebral emIbolism and followed a month's
Illness
with chronic myocarditis. He had
been
in the hospital two weeks.
I

;

Mr. Hale who was 43 Jyears
old, is
survived by his widow and four
chil-

jdren.

Funeral arrangements were held
in
abeyance pending the arrival
of
relatives, but it was thought
burial
would be in Westport, X. Y.
,

OS.

'-necially
exciting -are the scenes
MUfe' tljft boats
heaped high with
^llaneous freight, tossing and spins. like so many chips as thev whirl
thiouqrh the boiling rapids. The
dance
hriU views are more backneved,
although
there Is a pistol duel whlcli has escaped
the most rudimentary censorship
One
can almost hear the bullets
us the
J two victims collapse and spat
fall.
Then
Is another fight in a
dark cabinet
midnight In which the red flashes of
guns make breathless play.
^^'^ Beach narrative i.i adhered
^IPjto i>i-eliy laKhfuUy and carries along
v.ith not much delay.
Pierce Phillips.
thH hero, a good-looking, loveable
and
Miniedibly
simple
individual
of
the'
.species "boob." played by Ben
Ljon,
is
in constant trouble, falsely charged
wiUi all manner of offences from stealing miners' grub to murder.
Through

(there
at
jthe

H

no

fault

of
to

hjs own, of course, he
stumble out of all these
l>rf (licaments
and his enemies meet
rtT^lr
richly deserved undoing In the
rr.TTiases

onti.

The heroine, the Countess Courtreau,
who is tunning a hotel In Dawson City'
Is ve'-y pretty and convincing.
Anna
Q. Nilsson makes a great deal of the
part which might easil.v be distressingly
melodwunatic.
The remainder of the
cast "pV.v up" with fine energy, notably
\ icir.r JJc'^aglen as "Poleon." 'h« <»iiir|p;

Matthew Hale, once prominent as
chairman of the Progressive state
com-

mittee
Albany,

in

Massachusetts, was born in
30, 1882, Son of Matthew
(Lee) Hale. He received the

May

and Mary

jdegree of A. B. at Harvard in
1903 and
jA.M. in 1904. He attended the
Harvard
;law school, and Feb. 23,
1907, married
Anne Taggard Piper of Cambridge.
He
began the practice of law in the
offices
of Dunbar, Brandeis & Nutter
in 1907,
and in 1908 opened a private
office.

From

1S08 to 1911 he was an
assistant
solicitor for the Boston
& Maine railroad, working on the interstate

commerce law. In March, 1913, he
bought
the Boston Journal.
In more recent
years he had been active In
several
business enterprises. In 1918 he
became
vice-president of
the Llbert>Ship
Building Company, and manager
of tho
Liberty shipbuilding yards at
Brunswick. Ga.
Prom 1918 to 1922 he was
president of the South Atlantic
Marltime Corporation, and the South
Atlantic

He

Export Company.
entered politics in 1909,

i

sctts

the

lit

committee.

latter

party'ii

afterward

lie

ri.sldcnt Wilson and In
ter

upiioliitod

He was

1918

the latof the

raging thunder atorm la described
newapapera as "an electrical dlaturbance." One hundred years ago the
London Times of July 24 said that several persons had dropped down dead
"from excessive solar Influence."
In

As the "World "Wags:
attention has been drawn lately
two words that seem to me so unusual that I am hastening to ask your

My

to

words?

Gloucester.

"Nestletrlpe" Is a dialect form of
"nestling," a bird too young to leave
"Pllgarllc" first meant a bald
Its nest.
head; then, a bald-headed person, and

!

note the publication of "The ComNo limerick
Limerick Book."
book can be complete as long as there
are censors, timid compositors and pubTet what a wealth of geographlishers.
Slam,
ical Information, from Alaska to

We

plete
j
i

ifrom Bengal to Siberia, with references
surprising manners and customs,
to
[would ba furnished by a complete collection of the Ingenious rhymes.
;

humorous charand an entermade the more so by

Eddie Dowling's compelling performance in the star part. Second wggIc*
"Rose-Marie,"
MAJESTIC
Hammerstein production in which
melodrama of Canalian Northwest is set to music. Last two

—

— "No,

No, Nanette," musical comedy based on
play, "My Lady Friends," with
music by Vincent Youmans, featuring Louise Groody, Charles
Winninger and Wellington Cross.
Last two weeks.
WILBUR^"My Girl," musical
farce by Harlan Thompson, author of "Little Jessie James."
Fifth •week.
Kraflft

F. "W. Krafft, for 29 consecutive seamember of the first violin section of the Boston Symphony orchestra,
died suddenly last night at his home,
Allston.
52 Aldle street,
Mr. Krafft, who was born In Gerto this country by
brought
many, was

sons a

than a
year old. He joined the Boston SymIn
and
played
1888
In
orchestra
phony
From 1912
each season until 1912.
it
of
member
the
until 1921, he was a
New York Philharmonic orchestra. In
the latter year he rejoined the Boston
group and was a member up to the
time of his death.
Known as "Willie" Krafft, the musicircle

less

of friends

It's

'

great to be honest tho' poor,
industry's thrust upon us,
There Is no idleness to endure.

It's

jWhen

you have but the one pair of britches,
Wilt you worry about what to wear?
Would the man with unlimited riches
Ever wish to wear more than one pair?
It

lines

-wide

IS ITS ONLY REWARD
grand to be poor but honest.

VIRTUE
O

1

interesting plot,

had a

gar-

lic—Ed.

i

PLYMOUTH—

when he was

The word was

derived from "pilled" or "peeled"

"The Fall Guy,"
a three-act comedy, unfolding an

parents

a poor creature.

finally

j

his

"nestletrtpe"

is

"pllgarllc."

be the derivation of these
A. R. M.

What can

"'"plays continuing

W.

Is

"Nestletrlpe" was iised In the sense
of "the last of the litter" and I under'TUstand It is a farm expression.
garllo" was used as "puny or sickly."

It's all humorous and
of" his family.
for the
eets the audience In good spirits
and
society equllbrists, Bobby McGood
company, the concluding number on the

F.

One

opinion of them.

and the other

who provides entertaining
sketch, "The Lucky Stiff," Is

presented by David Ferguson, wellknown character comedian. There Is a
pretty setting depleting a park during
the early evening, and the subject relates to a married man believing his
burdens to be almost greater than he
Latter he finds himself
can endure.
and rejoices In the fact that he haa a
family to strive for.
A few chords from William W. Dougal,
and Miss Prankie Heath, a song bird of
appears and furnishes much
ability,
merriment wRh character songs.
number on the bill Is the
star
The
Glersdort sisters, fair of face and figure, frolicsome and musical and one of
them a dancer of exceptional talent.
They are seen, with a company of high
class Jazz musicians, In a music and
Irene
dance number of unusual merit.
orchestra
Glersdorf is director of the
while
trumpet,
and
violin
the
plays
and
flute.
Elvira plays the trombone and
earns
who
dancer
Rae Giersdorf Is a
much warm applause. She also appears
The numas a player of a mellophone.
ber Is a colorful one.
that
A "Fanvilyology" Is presented by
Laurie,
!"plnt size author comedian," Joe
members
about
say
to
much
Jr who has

TREMONT

Unfortunately, neither dithe day of the week.

A

i

song numbers.
Mel Klee, who describes himself ar
"The Prince of Wails," is a blacTf-face

weeks.

,

menUoned

vine

and the man lends considerable color
to the setting by his presence and his

taining hero,

j

of the 17th century, scrupuloualy deflgave the date Oct. 23, 4004 B. C,
at 9 A. M.

1

how three people can reunder the conditions, it is
prepared for the wealth of mlrth-provoklng songs and antics of East Dumke.
Then come "Tiyo Girls and a Fellow."
Misses Taylor and Huston and Mr. Allen
Both girls prove
In a dancing act.
themselves equal to their difficult tasks

funny

sclentlet has arrived at

jnlta,

aloft

cian

when he

I

causes wonder

acters,

i

the definite conclusion that the a^e of
the earth'i orust la between 1,000,000.000
and 10,000,000,000 years."
But Archblahop Ueher fixed the date
of the creation of the world for Oct.
Llghtfoot
4, 4004 B. C, and Dr. John

j

the poles of the earth are the only
found.
be
places where comfort can
After the audience has admired Paul
Paulsen and company In an aerial novelty act In which balancing feats are
performed on a trapeze to a degree that

A

i

married.

"An English

I

The entertainment at Keith's Theatre
week Is a sure cure for hot weather
that
Ills.
It drives away that feeling

chatter.

.

natlon.il

this

comedian

s

uppearanceH In
public before he joined the oruhaatr^

wage umpire board.

main

h«
a viollnl

'>uth

something of n
and made a niin..>.

supiiordd

member

a

hini

aoriualntance*.

!

fine bill at B. V.
is

ti

Theodor'
ganired the Progregslvo party ilr. Halo!,
left the Republican ranks and became
chairman of the Progressive stale committee. He also represented Massnchii-

BILL AT B. F.KEITH'S

Dooley. of musical comedy
fame, assisted by a company of clever
singers and dances, heads an unusually

]

i

when

1912

I

r

Johnny

west i.s set to music. Twentieth
week.
Tremont "No No, Nanette."
musical comedy based on play,
"My Lady Friends." with music
by Vincent Youmans featuring
Louise Groody, Charles WinninSixger and Wellington Cross.
teenth week.
musical
Girl,"
Wilbur "My
faroce by Harlan Thompson, author of Little Jessie James."
Fourth week.

^

'

JOHNNY DOOLFY

PLAYS^CONTINUING
Majestic "Rose-Marie," Wamwhich
i'l
production
merstein
melodrama of Canadian North-

like

lilming of "The 'V\'lnds of Chance."
The Incidental music Is worthy of
hearty commendation and the chap who
wioic lh<- titles did a really capital Job.

PowUnBS

trite and
work.' Seine of her lines .seem
delivers
unnecessarily mushy, but she
almost
them with a sincerity which
does
Carter
I.ou
true.
maka-v ,hem rlns
work as the oban ailmirable piece of
good
Is
a
noxious Pan. Joseph Granby
other parts
crook of cheap polish and
are adequately taken.

il

(iraniblery.

and the

elected un uKlen

w!irt

and

you're eating a trifle Infrequent
Then you're really enjoying your food.
Doc Evans himself made the statement.
That we all eat too much for our good.

When

O

!

It's

grand to be poor but honest,
all you own In one

You can keep

O

trunk,
great to be poor ^but honest,
This stuff I am writing's the bunk.

!

—

It's

O'ICANOGAN.

We were strongly tempted during our
vacation to visit with Mr. Herkimer
Johnson, Bournehurst on the Cape Cod
canal, for a handbill assured us that
there was "continuous dancing from Bimset to

dawn," three orchestras and
"Ostentation of

Hawaiian Beauties."
"Ostentation" of beauties. Mr. Johnson exulted in the fact that old English
Is still spoken on the Cape, for as the
eminent sociologist said to us the original meaning of "ostentation" was "a
Mr. Johnson was eager to
showing."
see

the
"the
land
uine

this

"ostentation,"

not to

mention

other attractions, Danny Dugan,
greatest ballroom dancer New Enghas ever produced"; prizes gendiamond ring In white gold setting,

—

a link bracelet completely studded with
sapphires and brilliants, and 24-lnch
oriental

Indestructible

pearls.

He

wished to be caught up In the "musical
Now, we
whirlwind of syncopation."
have seen Mr. Johnson on the ballroom
He reminded us of Heber Kimfloor.
ball as described by Artemus Ward visiting Salt Lake City, a loose and reckless dancer, and many a fair foot has

j

\

j

^

j

a
|

When autumn

who was

long the Sir Oracle of the Porphyry Club. If he wedded her, what bo-

.'jl-50 plus tax," he turned pale, and
JiA. "Don t you think we had bettor
tay' at Clamport and have a game of
pinocle?"

WHY THE MAKE-UP MAN

about his domestlo

LEFT

the

TOWN

/

AdTgrH«»mfnt

In

the

\

1.1 u"^

-1

Ca'.i

more

affairs.

surprised, when, as

We

Tlme»)

Se«ttl»

were

he can run a newspaper and play

"What do

It

first love was Cornelia, and I loved
her devotedly. She was tall and slim, a
good many years older than I was. She
had straw-colored hair and was the
I
daughter of the village yeastman.
doubt if he named her after the mother
of the Gracchi, that excellent woman
so vilely slandered by the poet Martial;
for Cornelia's father was not a man of
letters.
You should know that in the
sixties in my little village, the yeastcake was non-existent. Neither the
housewife nor those suffering from indigestion, as pictured In our leading
newspapers and magazines, could obtain
these cakes, for they had not been manufactured. The yeastman drove about,
sounded his horn, and dipped out yeast
He was a curious apfor tha family.
parition, whose clothes and cap had a
He made the
appearance.
yeasty
rounds on certain days; the huUed-c.orn

this museum rich In memothe blameless community, we
that the Injunction "Shaker
told
were
your plate" was used by outsiders. This
was the first time we heard the phrase.
of

AD EPITAPHS
(On the tombstone of Kuth Sprague, Hoosick
Falls,

N. Y.)

BUTH SPRAGUE

Died January 11, 1816
its. 1 mo. 3 days
from the grave by Roderick
stolen
eOie was
ArmB Clow and dissected at Dr. P. M. which
strong's office In Hoosick, N. Y., from
place her mutilated remains were obtained and

Age 0

deposited here.

by fiendish men.

Her
Her bones anatomised.
Her soul we trust has risen to God,
Where few physicians rise.
body dissected

Suppers

the other half.

Paris
Montesqulou.

half

kill

—

of

;

dinners

man

(AdT. In the Philadelphia Ledger)

COm''ENIENT

BATHING OUTFITS
$1.55

—

DH-er Caps, Rubber Shoes and Belt
complete Outfit at almost the price of
the Shoes alone.
'

In "I

I

j

ll
1

win

killed In
server.

own

his

kitchen."

—The

:

Did not Benjamin Franklin
against the bald-headed eagle

protest
as the

American emblem, and speak most

j

respectfully about that supposedly noble
bird, preferring the majestla turkey-

buuar47

i

;

volumes

of

r

^

memories are

preciation.

now pub-

Many
quick succession.
Inconsequentittle-tattle,
only
are
them
mallwithout even the charm of
tlal
Is one good story
There
scandal.
clous

lished

:

of her,

of

Miller's

Sport": a story

of

"Fifty
j

a general

at
Visiting Mr. Herkimer Johnson
Clamport—he has not yet sold his cot-

children's

|

Webster

the

library secretary. The rector,
Clare, was compiling a book
saints and miracles of the mediaeval church. In this lonely parish
were the ruins of an abbey where the
^
himself to Satan, revelled
with his monks; but the abbot repented
went about the land speaking the words
of God, and at last tore down the
abbey.
Among the legends was one that God
made a promise to the abbot which
would be fulfilled by the first rector
that was worthy.

out.

was

It

ARTICLE v.— NATURE
(From the London Dally Chronicle)

AU

We

winter through.
pretence

.

My Lady made

ings hue.

Now, with the sun
!

1

in frequent evidence,
She dips her ankles into sheaths of
blue. Chill blue.

sailor,

explorer,

humanity."

fictitious.

one by the
conspicuous
for Its simplicity. Impressive
reticence,
and the naturalness of the dialogue.
There Is from the very opening—-"This
account of that one strange year of my
life begins, as so often
happens with
strange stories, with a journey"— the
suggestion of mysterious happenings to
come: the arrival at the railway station
where hardly anyone ever left the

temporane«us

documents.

She

sets'

against him other historians. Indeed, in
an appendix, she subjects Carlyle to the
test of deadly parallel columns. Was it
not Wendell Phillips who disturbed the

Is

smug and orthodox by
'

1

I

calling the French
revolution an unmixed blessing?
Not the least engrossing pages of
Mrs. Webster's book are those descriptive of the aristocrats awaiting the
summons to the guillotine. There is an
index, and there are six illustrations.

manner In which the stationmaster eyed the secretary; the talk with
the tall, thin man that gave him a lift
|ln his cart as he was walking at
night
to the rectoryj the information that the
rector was a queer one, and no curate
stayed with him more than two weeks;
the warning "Don't you go askin' too

Age

many

Age

train; the

THREE SCORE AND TEN
tide.
not all unkind: that ebbing
it bears away
So sadly sung for what
where ^e
Has drained the shallows

launched our pride,

questions''; then the Icy reception at the rectory, with the sight of

candles left burning on the church
the sombre appearance and behavior of the rector's daughter, a behavior that was Inexplicably rude all
this prepares the reader for mystery on
mystery, to be explained or partially left
to conjecture at the end.
Why the
locked room In the rectory? What was
the rector doing in It? What did the
hard drinking Dr. Forbes know about
him? Was the rector's soul consumed

is

seas abide.
But sounder barks on surer
Fraught with our hopes today.
is

not

reef,
lain.

Has bared a

the

unkind:

all

wave

shrinking

where with

soa-

wrack has

altar;

Of sunburned ankles, with her stock-

married the beautiful and aKcompUshed

man Chimes

smoked

time for bed.

I

soldier,

No Man's land. With the
revolution these men and women rose to
tragic heights.
Mrs. Webster is decidedly on the side
of the French nobility. She makes some
surprising statement^ in their defense,
and has no patience with Thomas Carlyle, accusing him of blind prejudice
and deliberate ini.squotation from oon-

.

the first
are told,

In

Mrs. Webster's story is a fascinating
one, told in a lively manner without too
much moralizing. Her sense of humor
is often shown, as in her description of
the dethroned Kitig of Poland's court at
Wissembourg in Alsace; in her following the adventures of Bouffler's gay
mother, with her gowns of flowered silk
arid rose-colored satin slippers, singing
to harp or harpsichord songs of her own
invention, witty, often at the expense of
her countless admirers.
The stern moralist reading of the careless, unmoral life might well exclaim,
"What a mess!" but it is better to take
them as Leigh Hunt viewed the characters in the comedies of Congreve, Wychesley and Vanbrugh; dwellers In a

of the

we

why

reformer, politician and
farmer by profession; a wit, a rslte, a
libertine
by nature, Boufflers was,
nevertheless, that rare anomaly, a libertine with a heart, as much Don Quixote as Don Juan, alternating his amorous adventures with wild, unpractical schemes for bettering the condi-

SJ-

novel,

to her,

social

poet,

him as

This

Is

seminarist,

Reld's

author, as

Devoted

A singular lover, whose
well summed up by Mrs.
her preface:
"In turn a

him?

character

with Biffin's novel, or Mr. Christopher
that master of parodying, be
tempted to make mock of It. The story
is of a rector In a lonely
English village whq engaged Leonard Carr to
join

to

Our pipe was

the more entertaining.
us
Several correspondents have asked
a widower,
If Mr. Johnson is a bachelor,
were under the imor a husband.
he
presslon that a good many years ago,

he niece of old

to

20
59

from

It

i

our disappointment Mr.
Johnson talked at tiresome length
about games, beginning with
those
|rnown to the ancient Greeks and Romans. He dwelt on the fact that the
game of ducks and drakes was played
by Sclpio Afrlcanus and his friend,
Laellus, more than 2000 years ago, and
one Roman writer described it in minute detail; that a tOth century English writer gave Its full name, as "a
duck and
drake and
a half-penny
cake." And so on; and so on; not a
word about the Copenhagen heroine.

might yield to the wishes of competing
he
and Importunate publishers, but
lost
thought it better to wait until he
would be
his memory; then the volume

.

bound

for

was

during his administration in Senegal
did he allow her to go without letters

Ward,

don't

games."

And then

estate
tage to a "realtor" or a real
temptagent, although he has received
why he. did
i^.; Offers—we asked him
said he
!not write his -memoirs. He

T

lay

lover

tions of

j'oungsters played the good old game
Copenhagen: a game in which we all
put our heads In a circle on a clothesline.
One was 'It.' He or she stood In
the middle and tried to slap a hand.
If the hand was slapped there was a
kiss and the one slapped took the centre of the ring. Kitty slapped my hand.
1 have never been able to find out why
the game was called Copenhagen. I do
not find It mentioned In lists of English

worn to receive a decoration.
the genThe sweep listened quietly to
said; "Well,
eral's remarks, and then
sure you were clean in
!f I was quite
you for a pet."
keep
I'd
house
the

I

fiancee

Eleonore's

Boufflers,

years, refuse marriage until he

and she was 48?

of

T-ed tunic,

,

I

did

Marsh

"The Rector of Mallseet," published by E. P. Dutton
&
Co., might be advertised as a
"mystery"
story, but we doubt whether Mr.
Graham In his wildest moments, would class

we

|

Years of
chimfamous for his violent Bpeech. A
him as he
ney sweep brushed against
in a beautiful
left Buckingham Palace

1

but

his

Leslie

"The next girl with whom I fell in
love I met at an outdoor party where

in

in Lleut.-Colonel E. D.

where

metals."

know what became
remember her gratefully.

I

Richard

life under the old regime, in the golden
age and In the French revolution. Why

Cartwrlght found herself on her
marriage eve, when she was surrounded
by a pack of blind hyenas In the Leper
Settlement of St. Adiomento. Mr. Sax
Robmer's inventive faculties would be
taxed to their uttermost to devise anything more subtle and complicated than
the net In which the author entangled
the unfortunate George de Vere when
he fastened him securely In a mall bag
and left him hanging by his teeth to the
railway signal exactly over the spot

her face had a dreamy, far-away expression.
Don't think for a moment
that there was a vHe need for the
combing. I was not like the little boy
in the famous picture by Murlllo. No,
the combing was her expression of ap-

dis-

Mr.

P.

is

is

Amy

with his pen In hand.
"Cornelia did not help me In my rudShe did not enimentary studies.
courage me to be diligent and obedient.
But she used to comb my hair with
a flne-tooth comb, and as she combed,

,,

and

Chevalier de Boufflers,"
published in stately form
Dutton & Co.
This edi-

is

the 10th reprint from 1910. It
more than the story of the Chevalier
and Eleonore de Sabran; it is a record
of dissolute times and stormy years; of
tion

could scarcely have conceived of a more
appalling situation than that in which

love,

Ob-

Pugh

"The

book,

which
by E.

vitriol through the trap-door of his
cab
onto the head of the half-drugged and
quarter-wltted Lord Wembley. Mr. Ed-

|

]

"The Burled Cable."
We quote from W. R. B.'s isview of Mr.
Graham's book In the Saturday Review

scription of the club-footed hansom-cab
driver with the withered face dropping

on another.

spiritual

Nesta H. Webster (Mrs. Arthur
Webster) gives the sub-title "A Romance of the French Revolution" to her

story,

"Mr. W. W. Jacobs has never written
anything more eerie than Biffli^'s de-

was

not so prominent on natic fowl),
Itlonal Insignia as It was before the war.
Even then Its origins were sometimes
that the
It la on record
Innocent.
double-headed eagle of the Tsars was
Prof.
designed for Nicholas I by
Schreiber of the Imperial Academy of
he
that
and
Petersburg,,
Arts at St.
chose as his model a common chicken

novel.

Harry Graham, In "Blflln and His
Circle" speaks highly of that novelist's
de-tectlve

between the

The story is told In a
manner with a
quietly
convincing
singular charm of diction.
Nor Is
there too much stress put on the wooing
of Miriam.
The descriptions of natural
scenery are not rhetorical digressions;
they are the Inevitable settings for the
characters to work out their fate.

and the sensual.

of literature.

den,

is

soul; the conflict

—

Pom." a

me?"

to

the parson."
say, having read the book
feverishly, the mystery Is not so appalling after all.
It Is the more appalling
because it Is the mystery of a diseased

lowed by her chin. She hoped to be
lecognlzed as a notorious novelist. A
public of a hundred thousand housemaids was all she asked. Stella Benson,

met Benjamin Constant, when she
47 years old and he was only 20.
She formed his literary style and as
Guy de Pourtales puts It, taught him
that the best use for the employment of
his passionate nature was literature.
She taught him to live, think, even to

it

mean 7"*

yoti

"Nay. To
Some may

She was the sort of person whose
bosom enters the room first, closely fol-

Charriere, the beautiful Belle de Zuyeagle, to which,

appears, the
late Mr. Bryan objected as the American
emblem (suggesting Instead the domes-

"The

"Danger

It. Tl.

presenting the play "The
Turtle." Hardly auspicious names
for theatrical managers.

Mud

"Well,- Cornelia and I, notwithstanding the difference In our ages, were at
the same school kept by a maiden lad^,
who died only a few years ago near
Boston, Perhaps Cornelia was mentally
backward; perhaps she was a moron.
It matters not; she paid me marked atread that Mme. de
I have
tention.

A PHILADELPHIAN'S IDEA OF
"COMPLETE"

I

seems that Messrs. A. E. and

Rlskln are

my

ing

uis

r

Ham-

I

"There's danger there."

Mr. Johnson, apropos of nothing, suddenly said: "When I was a little boy,

vard In the Shaker house now standing
as a museum are the printed rules for
One required the brothers
behavior.
and sisters to scrape their plates clean,
so there would not a vestige of iood re•
11.
and there would be no waste.

'

let.

down.

Was the command "Shaker your plate"
common In New England? At Har-

—

W.

—

the wine-cellar exclaims: "My first love
was Olympla"; then the curtain go«3

,oss

A.

Everyone thinks he can drive a gig,
edit a newspaper, or prescribe. Dr. C.
O. Hawthorne.
The old saying was, everyone thinks

he began to tell of his early loves.
In "The Tales of Hoffman" the hero in

39;

shrillest

frage.

we were

toes,

wants neat niul conjienUl room-'
between 'J and 5 SunUay at 4740

fixed already for the
green. Spring ere«n.

Everybody forms their own opinion
of the suitability of a married couple at
a wedding. It's one of tha most Interesting points In a wedding.— Dr. Bel-

seated on the veranda, slapping mosqui-

'^VALE HELP W ANTED
,

queen,

Is

Why
fire of heaven, or fire of hell?
his daughter Miriam object to
Carr's presence In her garden? Then
there was old Mrs. Clare saying to the
secretary: "Do not single out one person and pour out all your love, for It
will flow away like water, and ooze
into the mire and you you will be on
the road to hell," and then, with a
Puck-like smile, adding: "Never pay
any heed to the chatter of an old woman." There is the hunchback Gregory In
vthe stone cottage where In a dim and
oppressive room was a bookcase containing volumes of the classics, Plutarch, Ovid, Caesar, Thucydides, Plato,
while on a deal table was "Odes of
Horace."
What did the hunchback
mean by saying to Carr: "You take
care there at Mallseet. Take care."
by

did

ShB warns me that tha autumn mode
in town

nized in all clvillred countries, is not a
restful person, nor do we think that he
Is a good provider.
She may have died;
she may have left him. Voluble in many
ways, he has been singularly reticent

when Mr, Johnson read "Admls-

ruddy

might behold her, ba*, Inconstant

I

camo of her? Mr. Johnson, in spite of
his great attalnmojits, which are recog-

^hlng; welfiht of his cowhide

come-i. In hose of

bit)wn

rouna
While winds of noon's upraising

—

them

Some

rave,

gifts

of

Innocent.
,

grace

life's

morning gave.

And evening
Age
i

I

I

not
wings,

is

finds again.
all

unkind:

the

laboring

have
For all their troublous beat,
stirred a sense
things,
departing
That in the shadow of

'

I

—

A-,

tlir.Miirh

life's

soniethInK

(tronliiR

thtjre

Rrl^fs.

Saying: "The crop's

THOMAS THORNELT.
to be learned

It's nil

recordlns
the
Name,
Kesldence, and
Year of the Decease of 1712 Persons
who attained a Centurj- or upwards
from A. n. 66 to 1799, with Anecdotes
of the most remarkable," by Mr. James
Easton of Salisbury, Eng., a book pub-

"It feels

These

of John de la
Virginia now living?
He
reached the age of 130.
He was a
"great smoker of tobacco, which agreeing with his constitution, may not Improbably be reckoned the cause of his
uninterrupted health and longevity."
Tins golden book, "Human Longevity," should be reprinted, not In a
limited edition, not In an edition de
iuxe, but In a simple form so that It
could be found In every household.
"Lilves of great men all remind us," etc.

FRAGMENT

IN SABLE
very handsome In black
ft
vould not be safe to marry a woman
11 ho
looi;s so well In mourning.
In

"She

fact,

Is

;

hasn't

beeh."
"Every woman looks well In black,
every woman is a potentially beautiful
it

widow."
"That

Is why the Institution of
riage will never be abandoned."

mar-

CHRISTOPHKR MORLEY.
IN THE THEATRE
Somerset Maugham has made a play
out of his novel "The Moon and Sixpence."
Henry AInley will produce It
this fall.

The
leted

British censor of plays has de20 "profane" words from "The

Emperor Jones."

Who

wrote these lines?

"My

father was a soldier
At the battle of Waterloo,
The wind blew up his trousers,
And he didn't know what to

Understand that you can have in your
writing no qualities which you do not
honestly entertain In yourself. Undcrstand that you cannot keep out of your
Ji writing the Indication of the evil or
shallowness you entertain in yourself.
If j'ou love to have a servant stand beIhind your chair at dinner, it will apIpear In your writing; If you possess a
vile opinion of women, or If you grudge
I
anything or doubt Immortality, these
win appear by what you leave unsaid
more than by what you say. There is

K

no trick or cunning by which you can
have in your writing that which you do
not

possess

In

yourself.
for

—Walt

memoranda.

THE SON
X

heard an old farm-wife
Selling

some

Mingle her

And

the

barley.

life

name

AVhit

"Leaves

Grass."

with life
"Charley."

died in 184 B. C. One hundred and thirty plays are attributed
Of these, 21 were recognized as genuine and published. Three
plays, "The Slip-Knot" ("Rudens"); "The Crock of Gold" ("Aulularia"),
j:nd""The Trickster" ("Pseudolus"), the first translated by F. A. Wright
e.f Birbeck College;
the remaining two by H. Lionel Rogers of King's
('olUige School, are now published by E. P. Button & Co. as a volume of
There might be a discussion of the choice.
l.c tBroadway Translations.
Vv hjr "The Pot of Gold," the finalo of which is lost.
Why not "Miles G'.oriosu^i," or "Curculio"? In the former we recall the bragging Capt. Pyrj'.opolinices, flattered grossly by the parasite: "You broke an elephant's
!irm"in India with your fist," and "I remember
the number of
let me see
men; you slaughtered in a .single day 100 Cryphiolathronlans, 30 Sardiniansy three-score Macedonians." Capt. Brag then asks: "What's the sum
total of the men?" The parasite answers: "Seven thousand."

verses,

RIdgelcy Torpublished
by

from

London Times.

the

Some

of

ttie

fundamentalist Ifeaders

are singularly gifted In the concealment
of their finer qualities.— Dr. Alexander
MacColl.

—

There Is only one law of salesmanship—to love one's customer as one's
*
Gladys Burlton.
self.

—

FROM THE OBSERVER, LONDQN
not often that one finds malady
In such apt Juxtaposition as
Times:
yesterday's
in
AN
There were too
many people un- whose PURPOSE
Is to
happy, for the sim- In
ple reason that
OFHAPPINESS.
know
not
did
they
Joy was FERS her HAPPY
Editors
to
VERSE
be
most quickly to
found.— Mr. Alfred of Daily, Weekly or
It Is

and cure

AUTHOR,

LIFE

BROADCAST

|

where

Noyes (page

7).

Monthly

Papers;

u b 1 s hers and
Composers. Terms
by arrangement.

P

1

.

—(page

a

leaf

man

of

that he

is

When an Ill-favored man arrived at
Charleston wlth'a view of setting himself there, he was waited upon by members of the club and invited to attend
the next meeting. The si ranger deferred, having looked In his mirror, and
wondered why the attentit n was paid
jhim. Another call and a note from the
president of the club, requesting him
not to be "diffident of his abilities;" begging him to attend the meeting the next
night, adding that the members would
be honored by the presence of one
"who has already attracted the notice
of the whole society by his uncommon

at the farces of Plautus included slaves,

bath^en, muleteers, musicians, and "anonymous, vulgar, ill-smelling people" (to quote Tailhade's phrase). Yet Cicero, fastidious in the use of
words and construction of sentences, and Varro the gra-mmarian, praised
Plautus warmly. One Roman critic went so far as to say that if the
Muses spoke Latin they would use the tongue of Plautus. It is not easy
to think of Mr. Perry of Harvard or Mr. Beers of Yale writing ecstatically- of the dialogue in English and American farces of today.

—

characters in the plays by Plautus, like those of Terence the
two helped themselves freely from Greek comedies are of the same
type: indifferent or foolish fathers who intrust their joyous sons to shrewd
and unscrupulous slaves; girls, who about to be sold, turn out to be a
lost daughter or related to a friend of the amorous youth's father. The
slave outwits the pander; the youth weds the maiden, and he and the
slave are forgiven. There may be a miser, or a swaggering, stupid captain,- enriched by plunder
Plautus had served in war against the Carthaginians is the victim of a parasite. There are sons who pray for the

—

—

—

father's death, that they may give the inheritance to a mistress, as in
"The Haunted House" ("Mostellaria").
The slave is the precursor of the stage valet whose history through
the ages has been written by L. Celler. This confidential servant shines
in Moliere's plays.
In plays of the Restoration he is impudent, resourceful, venal (though reasonably faithful to his master), witty, epigrammatic, as if he had been introduced only to match lines with his employer.

Today we have the stage
sea, or in the air, not

butler, a butlfer that never was seen on earth,
even in a novel by Mrs. Edith Wharton, whose

households contain a butler, "inside men," and a visiting bishop. We all
know this stage butler, whether he is represented as worldly-wise, ready
to give his savings to his distressed master, fond of his ponderous joke, or
an ass, never so asinine as when he is an amateur detective in a mystery
play. It is seldom, though, that as in old days, he is seen when the curtain riseSj in conversation with the coquettish parlor maid, dustirig carelessly the furniture, while he informs the audience of what happened
during the last 40 years and what he fears for the future.

seems that of the two translators for this volume of the Broadway
Rogers is the more easily colloquial and contemporaneoiis.
Let us note some o^.hls: lines; c
"Suppose our middle-aged Benedick, his Beatrice by chance.
"But golden talent fine and large d'yfer think we'd beg from 'dear old
It

The stranger resented ;',\ese attentions, angrily asked what they meant,
The bearer of the note told liim to conthoughtfully his long nose, his
"elegant" pair of lantern j..ws.
For a time the stranger was unmo-

sider

lested.
Thinking he was f..rgotten, he
ireassumed his foppish air-s and made
"advances to young ladies of fortune
and beauty." At the end of a fortnight he received a letter from .iome
"pretended female" (It being a trick of
the club):
"My dear sir. There Is such a congeniality between your countenance and
mine, that I cannot help thinking you
land I were destined for each other
jfrom the earliest ages of the world. I
l&m at present unmarried, and have a
certain fortune in pine barren land,
which, with myself, 1 wish to bestow
upon some deserving man. And from
seeing you pass several times by my
window, I know of no' one better entitled to both than yourself.
T am now
almost two years beyond by grand climacterlck, and am four feet four Indies
in height; rather less in circumference;
have lovely red
jand a little dropsical
(hair and a fair complexion.
And if
jthe doctors do not deceive me, I may
hold out 20 years longer. My nose is
yours, rather longer than com|like
jmon.
But then to compensate, I am
[universally allowed to have charming
;

eves.

Why

The audience that roared

are

vince even a handsome
a perfect fright."

—

.

indebted to Mr. Goodspeed
(pages 211-212) from tht
Massachusetts Magazine, Boston, 1791
There Is an account of "The Uglj
Club" in Charleston (S. C.) and thei'
mode of procuring new members. By a
standing law of this club its room was
the ugliest house in the town and in the
most indifferent room In that house.
The furniture consisted of chairs contrived with the worst taste imaginable,
a round table made by a backwoodsman, and a Dutch looking glass "fiiil of
veins—one look Into which would confor

—

Plautns, a man of the? people, wrote for the Roman people; only
for them according to Laurent Tailhade introducing his reniarkably vivid
translation of "The Bacchidcs," "Poenulus" and "Chirculio" in which he
repi^duces in French the popular speech and slang of the original. It
is strange that Messrs. Wright and Rogers do not mention this translation, especially as Mr. Wright says that in his own version he has tried
to show that a Plautine comedy resembles "The Beggar's Opera" or "The
Gondoliers" rather than a comedy by Congreve or Sheridan. He also says
that.he has slipped in some words and phrases of his own, believing
that the kindly shade of Plautus in the Elysian fieldp will forgive him.
He tatlitted three lines in "The Slip Knot," for they contain a joke "unsuitajbie for an English audience."
so squeamish in these days, when
the English stage is renowned for its free, untrammled speech?

1).

talents."

do."

The derivation of the phrase "getting
the wind up" has been discussed. Noel
Coward said of his la.st play that It
was' "as clean as a whistle." But is a
whistle cleaner than any other musical
Instrument.
Any instrument which Is
blown Is not so clean as one of strings.
A flute Is sometimes waterlogged, and
horn players are seen at symphony
concerts emptying their horns.
Is the
comparison a Just one? Some have suggested that the phrase should run "as
clean as a weasel," with Its white shirt
front, but Dr. Byrom's "as clear as a
whistle" may have been the original
expression.

man:

of

We

any descendant

^autus

to l^m.

MacmiUan Company, were especially
commended by the Literary Supplement

praise-

worthy example of Mr. Daniel Bull McCarthy of the county of Kerry in
Ireland.
Ho reached the age of 111.
"At the age of eighty-four he married
a fifth wife, aged fourteen, and had by
her twenty children, one every year; he
was always very healthy, and never
observed to spit; no cold affected him;
he could not bear the warmth of a
shirt at night, but put It under his pil-

chair."
Is there
Somct of

was near

frost

"Hesperldes,"

rence'.s

smuggler in his early life he was remarkable for his love of brandy, which
he drank In large quantities.
So fond
was he of good ale that he never drank
a draught of pure water.
Think not
harshly of him: "he was not a drunkard,
but had frequent paroxysms of drinking, which continued several successive
days.
After his ninetieth year he at
one time drank for a fortnight together,
with only a few Intervals of sleep In his

like

hair was curly.
The spring was late that year,
But the harvest early."
Ills

lished In 1799.

low; for the last seventy years, when
in company, he drank plentifully of rum
and brandy, which he called 'naked
truth'
and If, In compliance
with
solicitations, he drank claret or punch,
he always drank an equal glass of rum
or brandy, which h^ called 'a wedge.' "
Think, too. of Mr. William Rlddell of
Selkirk In Scotland, who was 116 when
he departed this life. A "considerable"

carried

I

Ho sickened making fence;
He was to be married

Lonsevlly:
Age, Place of

the

\Will 8CTn« 'laarned professor of langfuapes at a Chineso
Japaaiese university in the year 2100 translate "Charley's At
"A 5'exBa Steer" into an hitroduction and contribute explanatory i.
cdit^the farces to show tho taste of English and American audic
v/heh their nations were powerful and respected?

"Twelve bushel at sixty cents.

from

"Human

moment

all in.

We're about through now;

Long nights will soon begin.
We've Just us two now.

GLORIOUS OLD AQE

Consider for a

1'

i

filnKfi

Of I'eaoe and recompense.

There are lessons

—

—

They are indeed somewhat

in-

Series, Mr.

'

_

Jarge'?
"He's plucked! His goods are up the spout!
"He weeps voj'll not believe such bosh, until he needs a mackintosh.
"Blimy! The bloke wot you describe comes of a bloomin' stingy tribe.
"You've filled with thieves, sent scores of cooks with scores of sleeves,
a Heathen Chinese lot!
"In sunlight to its living core like Chinese Lamp transparent.
"Out, out, old mole, canst work so fast i' the earth?
"0 frabjous day, calloo callay!"
These are all from "The Crock of Gold."

—

j

|

!

j

In "The Trickster" we find:
"You know, of course, if I raise Cain.
"But all in vain your Hymn of Hate.
"Mon Dieu!- how few the decent folk!

Your father's just the sort
of bldke.
"If you do both your promised works, you'll beat for bravery the
Turks.
•

"Good! Molto Carino!
"A Verdant Green in fact."

This freedom of paraphrasing in jaunty rhyme gives ease and
:
pleasure to the reading. We know of nothing duller, more for'bidding than
the-* prose translation of Terence in the old Bohn edition. Trilhade
enriched
his translation of Plautus by notes explanatory of Roman manners and
cusjioms.
This new English version is not annotated but there is an interfesting sketch of the life and times of Plautus we are glad to learn
ths^ Plautus at 45 years of age, leaving the army, was red-headed, bigbellied, with a dark complexion and ruddy cheeks, long head, sharp eyes,
fat,' lees and verv lar^e feet.
There are a few pages about Plautus, the
•

;

—

!

,

j

I

—

j

——

:

,

visitation of the great earthquake,

i

me may

wondei' at the statement that Latin poetry, if left tq
would have been alliterative, assonant, accentual, "very much, in
what English poetry is." Plautus was beginning: to develop it on
1*0 lines, but it fell into the hands of scholars and became denationalized. "In the attempts made to master an alien form, hexameter, sapHence much oi
phfc, alcaic, elegiac, there is always a sense of effort."
"Only the hendecasyllabic,
Latin poetry must always seem artificial.
as ,Tt was used by Catullus and Martial, goes with any real ease. If wi
wi^h to find natural verse, we must turn either to the last stage o:
Latin" (hymns of the Christian church) or to the beginnings.

'

much

as

.

biche

.

A LADY OF TROY

,

seems that mosquitoes have worked

eral deaths of persons who
bitten by them, 50 cases

have been

poisoning

have been
bloodto the

of

reported

institute and five amputations."
England also suffers from midges and there
is a harvest bug that gets under the
sUln and causes extreme irritation.
Ain't nature wonderful!

To the reader of these three plays
Plautus will be something more than
a name. One or two of his comedies
have been performed in Latin in
England. The "Menaechmi,',' from
which Shakespeare took his "Comedy
of Errors" has been played in this
P. H.
country.

Speaking ef hens, the yield of eggs
Fontainebleau has been increased
seven fold by adding to the hens' billof-fare a dally ration of wine,
Mr, Harry Graham in "Biffin and His
considering Reginald Drake
Biffin as an essayist, quotes what a
critio wrote of the content of the essays! ''All those opinions upon life
which the average reader has long entertained but is naturally ashamed to
express," Mr, Graham says of Biffin
''He always finds what the French so
aptly call/ le mot juste there is a certain (how shall I put it?) ja ne sals
quoi about his writings which Is not to
be found In the works of many more
popular essayists, notably perhaps Mr.
Circle,"

j

Then the stranger began to curse
and to swear to wonder whether after
The President
all he was an ugly man.
called at that moment, assured him he
was the very man for the club composed
of those who had rpsoliUion enough to
dare to be ugly, promised him good eat"Look into this
ing and drinking.
Dutch glass, sir, and be convinced that
you."
without
do
we cannot
;

Tonks P, Stucker, the American stuof
writer of

Was there a club of this nature In
Charleston in 1791 or at any time? Or
was this description the labored jestIt
ing of an editor short of copy?
seems to us that we have read of a.
the
either
In
club
similar
somewhat
Tatler or the Spectator and that an
Ugly Club in London is mentioned by
Victor Hugo in "The Man Who Laughs"
but Hugo gave a curious account of
English institutions witness his "Wapentake" manners and customs in that
remarkable novel. (We are far from
books and cannot turn suspicion into
fact.)

—

Statues to living peisons-unless
Permitted
guised in art-shoujd not be
when you
Tou must feel very absurd
It is a
statue.
walk past your own
of our
mercy that we have no statues
Manchesthe
best sellers.-A. N. M. In
ter Guardian.
of "My
Mr. James Lord, the author
for ^^ich Mr.
Life,"
Circus
Chesterton furnishes an 1"''^
age of
having five children and at the £3000
a circus for

having bought
One
showed economical good sense.
of the children had the ™«a,^lf«-.had
who
put the four others with her
They all had the
the complaint.

2S

rich requiem

will

...

ters

Are those black hands below the ports
And bare, black heels a-dancing
On the deck? All sorts
Of tattered plumes are floating
Underneath the ghostly wreck;
A sodden bale, a mangled hat,
A vanished blossom from a levee tree
Where some pale hand has cast It
.
'

.

oi

McGuffey was, perhaps, the leader
McGuffey who compiled the Reader;

your kisses against the trees

And down upon the sand,
Where a cinnamon moon swung

Scholastic bee, fastidious.
Who gathered patiently for us

low, so

The nectar from a thousand sources
Of flowery lore and ripe discourses;
A taste of Shakespeare and of Poe,
Of Scott and Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Assorted well and expurgated.
i

low,

Above a drowsy
(The years have
i'

land.

drained

:;t}w..

moon

".'

Of

-

.

slender
-

,

With dots and

I
.

kisses, high on high;

Perhaps

his
stuffy;

And the centuries have long been cold
Since you startled them with a sigh.

But

himself, as President of the Turkish rethe procedure recalls the
If
hypothetical dilemma of the Lord Chancellor In "lolanthe" of giving his consent to his marriage -with his own ward,
it also sheds a quite modern light on the
problem of Lord Stowell, president of
the ecclesiastical court, to whom the
vivacious Duchess of Gordon once put
the knotty point: "Who would try you
If you were charged with crim. con?"
"I have often asked myself that question," said the judge, "when I have been
tete-a-tete with j'our grace." The Obpublic.

In a near-forgotten fog.
But oh Their song rings low
Among the limey hills and shreds Itself
With boom of frog
And streaming of the sunset carpets
L/aIn across the ripple of the flow.
I

down to Xr'Leens?".
"Yes'm, leavin' tonight on the train,

''Goln'

any

,

MACKINLAY KANTOR,
BENEFICENT MOSQUITOES
At an Epsom (England) mental hospital, mosquitoes are employed for the
treatment of patisnts suffering from
genera! paralysis.
The theory Is that
the poison thus dUtlUed by the germ
of malaria annihilates
the organism
causing the paralysis.
A, Moore Hogarth, "Honorary
Director of the Institute of Pestology,"
Is

Mr,

likens this attack on a disease of the
h'-dy to the war waged by pests against

etc.,

etc.

or
from a jug embellished with floral
metal
other figures— the jug had a
cover—there were horrid stories about

Orleans hefore
was shipped nortn.
"them
from
1'hese stories did not deter us
pouring the sluggish stream on thickly
buttered bread.
Reading that France has just conferred the title of "Best Baker" on a
"humble worker" named Leon Denlau,
we recalled the story current In Paris
was
of the eighties: that French bread
peculiarly delicious because the dough
one
it
was kneaded by bare feet; that
arose very early, went out and peered

sights

down

seen In
molasses"

gratings,

New

one

would

see

this

cellar treadmill in full operation.
This teaches us, dear children, that
not
lln matters of food a man should
be curious: abo^'e all, he should keep
out of the kitchen, unless he happens
to be the cook.

not unmixed rejoicing In England over the discovery of anthracite In

There

Devon.

Is

name McGuffey.

EOLUS.

!

In our school days Messrs. McGuffey,
Montelth and Ray were not names held
We
us In honor or detestation.
b-s(
learned. Or failed to lexm, the surprising possibilities of permutation and

World Wags:

from

combination

When

Capt. Froblsher set out with 15
sail of ships in May, 1578, articles and
orders to be observed by the various
captains were set down by him and delivered in writing. The first order was
as follows:
"To banish swearing, dice and card
playing, and filthy communication, and
to serve God twice a day, with the ordinary service usuall in Churches of
England, and to cieare the glasse, according to the old order of England."
What was the clearing of the glass?*

Greenleut's

Arith-

behind
Geography; w,i read and
Mitchell's
spoke from an excellent compilation by
What became of our old
Sargent.
Felton's
school and coDege books?
Greek Reader is still on a shelf with the

we read dime

metic;

novels

"Prologi'e,
Jlorrls's
Richard
Knightes Tale, the Nonne Prestes
Tale" from "The Canterbu.-y Tales";
there are the Latin ?.nd Greek Lexicons, some volumes of Latin, and Greok
authors; but where are the books of
the District and Intermediate ochools?
We remember a "Speller" ivlth a picture showing a man in a lalUd coat
and plug hat pointing to the Temple of

Rev.

REGINALD UPCOTT.

"I read recently a
B. L. F. writes:
one who compared
snort at some
Aeschylus to Dickens. Some time I am

going to make 'em really sit up and
take notice by comparing Aeschylus to
Emily Dickinson, who Is the most Greek
of our poets except the great Ralph

Wisdom for the encouragement
small boy of the Hollo species.

of

a

SEATS OF THE MIGHTY

Waldo Emerson."
"Let us hope for these Inconceivable
beings who will develop one day out of
man, as man has evolved from the
brute. Let us salute these future prodlglcs." ^Anatole France.

—

"It used to be said that the fool of the
family was sent into the church; now
he or she seems to be sent into Action."

Macaulay.

LOS ANGELES AGAIN
The Daily Chronicle published a let%vondertd
the
writer
ter In which
whether the American girl that criticized the pronunciation of Harwich and
Warwick by the English could pronounce correctly some American plaice
names, and it gave as examples, ConThe librarian of
necticut and Sioux."
Los Angeles recently complained that
scarcely any of its Inhabitants knew

how the name was pronounced. In the
hope to educate his fellow-citizen.s ho
circulated the following rhyme:
The lady would remind you, please.
Her name is not Lost Angle Lees,
Or Angle anything whatever.
She hopes her friends

.

BACK';

This is good news for tourists. In the
days of Prussian militarism there 'was
no shabbier sight than an oflficer in citizen's dress. "Quantum mutatus ab illo!"

—Rose

.

"

server (London).

the

.

somewhat

For Mr. Ray I did not care
So much he dwelt in facts quite bare.
And marshalled figures by the score
Insisting two and two were four
He frowned upon the last romance
To fancy never gave a chance:
There was no theme o'er which to
dream
Within the mathematlc scheme!
And yet the years have lent a gloss:
Taught less of Profit, more of Loss,
And two and two are tour today;
So I would, honor Mr. Ray.

—

As

revere the

I

were

found
The earth was like an orange, round.
Engirt with many a zone and cincture
(And yellow, with a bitter tincture).
His jargaphy was tall and wide.
Encompassing the world outside.
And made a splendid ambuscade
Behind which one, all unafraid
Might revel in the world of play
(Which Is the best of worlds today)
I still might steal beneath
I wish
The shelt'rlng covers of Montelth.

Kemal Pasha has solved his matrimonial difficulties by pronouncing a divorce

"GERMAN EX-OFFICERS
GET UNIFORMS

stars Interpolated

tomes

And great Montelth, from whom we

love beneath the trees
But some
And down beside the sand.
Where a cinnamon moon swings low, so
low,
Above a sleeping land.
still

sul-

molasses
In our boyhood days when
was thick, not watei-y, and poured

.

Long, •wide boats are steaming

that

lot

from

sible,"

!

,

a

complaining of the way in which them
tanas are packed: by tramping been
down with bare feet. There have
for
angry replies: great care is taken the
"one of
the cleanliness of the feet;
been
had
it
that
states
largest shippers
posfound to be the cleanest method

In river mist, alone.

,

saved

letEnglish journals have published
correspondents in femyrna

return some day

Use V take the Anchor Line
But boats don't run much,
"
more

It

WITH NAKED FEET

—

last,

together.

bother."

in powdery wisps of smoke
Against the glassy turn
All gone and with their gracious
Baritone of steam they sang

They

Its

passed them by.

,^

measles

DOWN TO NR'LEENS

Gone

A

or Zetchzko, the
detective etorlea,"

dis-

dent.

—

life,

Roumanian

it

"CLEARING THE GLASS"

be done," exclaimed the
stranger, and went out with the Presi'Will

—

animal

dent

spilled

touched

loved you

their lips as

DONFARRAN'.

at

dined to squinting, but this, in my idea,
The sun himself looketh
is no blemish.
obliquely upon us in the winter, and
no one thinks the worse of him. Dear
Sir, I expect you to wait upon me tomorrow evening. Yours till death, etc.
"M. M."

who

those

edge

great damage this year over a large
area of England, 'In addition to sev-

?

••God's

And

With

quished,"
It

There were three magi in my youth.
Well skilled in ways of Art and Truth,
To whose rare worth I fain would raise
My aging voice in tardy praise.

Tou piled the cup of the slender moon
With kisses, high on high;

Tou

.

1

Henry Hobart VaU. 86, who dipd a\
Woodstock, Vt., on Efspt. 2, "published!
McGuffeys revised readers and prepared
Ray's New Arithmetic <or publication."

ARGON THE LAZT.

<1t a house Is Infested
with bedbugs and cockroaches are intreduced, the bugs will be cleared off;
and similarly, earwigs will clear ofll
flies, and rats will dispute for food with
other rats, the victors eating the van-

English dramatist and the greatest
English novelist extend to their less
reputable creations.
Taken all
in all, there is no playwright in any
language, save Aristophanes, wno
for sheer humor can be matched
with him."
Some might ask, how about La-

—

The little lass ran after her and
her viciously. "Hoi up there,
gash damn you," said the little lass.

hostile forces,

greatest

Londoners, while lacking in polisl
have a certain disposition to "live ar_
let live" which Is their substitute f
good manner*. ^Bernard Shaw.

We were riding along a country road.
Ahead of us, barefoot and bareheaded,
was a glngham-clad lass of eight, driv-

kicked

them with

tolerance as the

bu

fire.

road.

;

his effort, viewi^ig

As the

admit there was something of a

ing an old Guernsey cow. What a picture of rural innocence, we thought. We
approached; the noise of the car frightened the cow. She bolted across the

The translators give descriptions of twenty comedies often with illimlinative side remarks. There is a bibliography.
.\s "Plautus is a comic writer, it is upon his rascals that he spends
most of

A RUSTIC CHE-ILD
World Wags

will

We
headed

have heard much about longand short-headel •.acos, and

|

now we

are told that the brain of Mrs.

'

!

Helen Hamilton Gardener weighed at
Ithaca 1150 grams, precisely the weight
of Dr. Burt G. Wilder'is brain.
Many famous men have iiad brains
comparatively small in weight. Sho'jld
not breadth of beam be seriously considered? Berlin is complaining of the
narrow seats of English and American
busses recently introduced. The English scale of seating acco.-'imodation is
given by the Observer as follows'

Bus and tram passenc^^rs

16 In.

Third class railway passengers... 16 in.
18 in.
Tube passengers
First class railway pas:?engers. 18-24 in.
IS In.
Theatres (gallery)
Theatres (stalls end dres3 circle) 20 in.
-0 In.
Albert Hall stalls
Hawthorne offended the English by
speaking of the "bulbous" British matron; yet the lord chamberlain gave only
16 Inches of space to each peeress at
Princess Mary's wedding.

be so clever.

To share her fit historic pride,
'"-he "g" must not be jellified;
"O" long, "g" hard, and rhyme with
"yes";
That's all about Loce Ang-el-ess.

"Many of the Inhabitants are as von"It is a lovely country, and coal has
as the Americans
a depressing effect on landscape. It is tent with 'Loangel'
to
seems
coal
are with 'Frisco.' " But we have be?n
a peaceful country, and
quiet
is
a
It
the
people
of .San Francisco
that
mineral.
told
rancorous
be a
country, and coal is invariably accom- never say 'Frisco, and resent the shortoratory."
of
they
Indignantly
quantities
deny the
as
ening,
panied by large

ENGLISH
(From the

Illinois

IN

CHICAGO

Bankers'

ABsoclation

Bulletin)

We

are going to follow Into the penitentiary all criminals -who molest banks.

THE GREAT SECRET OF TRUE
HAPPINESS
(Back

of

Be

<1''af.

Dr.

Willis F. Person's
Sullivan. O.)

Card.j
j

dumb and

blind

to

every-;

——

;

(lirs

I",

I.I

nil

].A^

.t.

...

|.-..-

1.

permannntly from the

cr.iah ;emo' « her
and Love pverybuily us you lov<> cone and permit Henry to turn to hl»
but GOD 8ui)rcmely, and obey real beloved In time for the final curaim.
lUln.
But have Dr. PERSONS Treat you,
Much the sam* thing ha* been done
for Ills Prices are the lowest of nny In earlier years, but never with less
Specialist In the State of Ohio.
There Is more about duty
|»ubtlety.
which Involves the elder Lake and his
.

Frances UpLon, .loo Wag.stiiff,
Jayne Auburn and others. Sixth
week.
Treniont—"No, No, Nanette,"
musical comedy founded on the
play, "My Lady Friends," with
Louise Groody, Charles Winninpcr, Wellington Cross, Georgia
O'Ramey and others. Last week.
Majestic—"Rose Marie," Arthur
*Hammerstein's musical production, a melodrama of the Canadian Northwest set to music by
Frimi and Stothart. Twenty-second week.

Iv.

ourself,

!

.

DESTINY

20-year quarrel over a street-car franchise with the elder Smith. This difHculty Is patohed up In the manner of
Messrs. Capulst and Montague, after
the young people go on the rocks. A
capable cast does Its duty with few
slips. It Is understood that the play la
booked here for three weeks. H. F. M.

As the World Wags:

much

hope for a great
Mr. Samuel I^eo
throat epeclallst
Ourplo. who, we have Just learnrd, is
an Interne at the Boston City HospltiU'.'
Is

It

too

to
In

TATIEXCE.

LONG TONSILS

Miss Frances Starr, Belasco

Republican)
The line formed at the right in Pr,
Warren M. JllUer's ofllca in the Trii.st
(Rockford.

111..

Actress, Is Headliner

I

building today when Mrs. Charles Kelly,
250 Fourteenth ave., appeared with her
brood of six children to have their tonDr. Miller started at the
Ells removed.
bottom and worked up. reportins that

liarly this
(

\

I

I

1

I

,

'

Skilful Picturization of Pol-

!

lock's

Place
a smooth oak plank, cover
with butter, season with salt, pepper,
and a little paprika.
Bake in a hot
oven for one-half hour, and then tjirow
the carp an the river and eat the iflank.
to cook a carp:

"The Fool," a

This is a variation of the old salad
wheeze. Ed.

—

"AFFLICTIONS SORE"
(Plattsraouth, Neb., Journal)

Dr. C. II. Gllmore, who has been suffering with a boll on the back of his
neck, a very painful corn, had last week
all his teeth extracted.
However, he Is
getting along nicely.

ADD "BIRTH CONTROL"
(From the Klchmond, V'a., Times Dispatch)
In addition to his mother, Mr. Shelton
Is surs'ived by several hundred sisters
and brothers, among them being Mrs.
Tohn C. Mundy and Jliss Massie.

'duty; 3-ACT PLAY,
wood &

Percival, Ino.

The

a threeJr., and
by Klrk-

Dorothy Mosey...

and faith In Gilchrist, at the moment when a gang of miners, led. by
a wildly jealous husband who thinks

an old-fashioned couple
is

In

a small

capably Introduced. Then enwith the red dress, and a

ters the lady

very messy plot, the like of which may
be found In substance on any police
blotter, begins to unfold.
In brief, s^s forces Henry to marry
her for legal reasons, at the same time
maintaining her alliance with Tlodney
Lake, son of the local millionaire, who
Is really the father of her unborn child.
She enters the household and subjects
It to her \'ulgar tyranny until the third
«.ct
denouement and the subsequent

!

powerful theme Is carried on
with unceasing vigor to the final sat-

"IfooI." Its

ilsfying scene.

PLAYS CONTINUING
Plymouth—"The Fall Guy,"
comedy of every-day people and
their every-day ways, humorous
in plot situations and lingo. Eddie Dowling gives convincing performance of

title role.

Wilbur—"My
farce

Harry
Sweet,

Last week.

Girl,"

musical

by (Harlan Thompson and
Archer,

with

George

Edna Mom, Roger Gray,

Basra,

his

when he was under the

handsomely bearded man commits an
unworthy action, the cry Is: "How much
Is there
Is to be pitied!"
.<;olemn oath than "By the
beard of the Prophet"?

such a beard

any more

E.s.<;aylsts have dealt eloquently with
Hunt considering the
nuisance of shaving on a frosty morn
ing.
The late Prank Richardson was
nover weary of difi;oursing on whlsker-

beards; as Leigh

GOURMONT AND BEARDS
Little

i

epilogues

originally

ing that two-thirds of them sported
moustaches.
He asked: "How, then,
is it that shaven faces are regarded in
Seeing
Paris as especially American?
Anglo-Saxon
face of the
a shaved
tj-pe, there is no hesitation; one says,
'he's an A-merlcan!' and he is usually
Do they shave only for Europe?
right.
believe that the fashion of shaved
I
faces, a little older in America than
in Europe, is not much older, and that
over there it is of recent date. Shaved
faces are nearly all younger than those
Nothing gives Its
with moustaches.
date as the manner of having or not
having a beard. It is hardly necessary
to write under a portrait of the past
the precise year. Pointed beard, forked
beard, moustache turned up or droop-

thick or thin 'favorls,' horseshoe,
goatee all these modes mark their
epoch. One does not think of Voltaire
with the moustache of Richelieu, nor of

—

writes

W.

his
And so
father, hearing that "suddenly to awaken young children, and as it were by
violence to startle and fright them out
sleepe in a morning
of their dead

that

(wherein they are more heayle and
deeper plunged than we) doth' greatly
trouble and distemper their brains, he
would every morning cause me to he
awakened by the sound of some instrument; and I was never without a servant, who to that purpose attended

1

j

upon me."

As the World Wags:
Blithely he mounted the
ing the feathers off the

stairs, pickto the

cawry

Mo
tune of
Not!" The decision being in the negative, he fed the bird to the goldfish and
strangled the parrot. Then stropping his
trusty never-ready, he retired to his
And
den, seeking surcease of sorrow.
there they found him three years later,
a volume of Nietzsche in his lap and
his finger marking those beautiful lines:
"She Loves Me!

God's

in his

She Loves

heaven

Alice right In the world.

PAINT BRUSH JOHN.

A

dog even

than

2

in

per cent, of

winter carries less
Its weight as hair,

clothing amounting to a tenth of their weight.— ManGuardian.
chester

men sometimes wear

published

between 1910 and 1915 by the late Remy
de Gourraont are now reprinted In a
volume entitled "Dissociations." These
epilogues are not among Gourmont's
best, but one, "a Barbe," bears on the
subject under discussion.
He saw an American magazine In
which were 'pictiu-es of New York's
city officials, and was surprised at find-

ing,

Montaigne

Galway

sluggers, foliage, Piccadilly
weepers, zymos, spinach, moustaches,
mutton chops, siders, soup strainers,
Burnsldes.
Books have been written,
especially In French, on beards.

ag:e:

love

Gilchrist has stolen his wife, is beating him Into Insensibility. The sight
of her, walking across the floor, strikes
awe to the mob, and Gilchrist escapes
with his life.
There are no dull moments In "The

in

influence of strong waters, fled secretly
to India, not daring to return for fear
of public scorn and judicial punishment.
The books, sacred and profane,
abound In instances of homage paid the
beard; how wives of orientals kiss their
husbands' beards and children their
fathers' when they come to salute them;
"See that heard; the very sight of It
would persuade anyone that he to whom
it belongs is an honest man": or if

Perhaps the most appealing performance of all Is that of 'Mary Margaret,
the little cripple who is healed by her

Alison Bradsbaw

of

town

beard

A.

in distress

A Mohammedan who shaved

stick.

strained.

Rodney Lake
Roy Gordon
Grigaby Lake
Gnrge W. Barbler
This play of tawdry domestlo relations opened at the Park last night
after a preliminary try-out. It concerns
Itself with two families In the village

ogj' of

Chanopened yes-

picturization of

The play abounds in dramatic qualposslble advantage by excellent directing and photography. Nor Is it without
its needed moments of comedy relief,
equally well managed, and skilfully re-

east:

Belle Mead, N. J., and Its action,
curiously enough, is wrapped around an
Idea of duty. It opens with a promising
scene of rural by-play between the aged
Smith couple In their living room, where
the whole play takes place.
Mrs. Smith enters, humming a h^^nn.
Mr. Smith is rebuked for tracking the
floor.
Over and above these stock resources, however, the authentic psychol-

the
before David,
had not trlmined his beard.
In the mountains of Yemen It was a
disgrace to appear shaven.
At Basra
any Turk that cut oft his beard was
liable to be punished by 300 blows of a

coming

of Saul,

their backs.

ibbf Smith. .,.„,>..M.^„.BlaBctae Obarman
Daniel Smith. ......... «r.
7amei Bradbnrr
ZdltJi Monson.
Teggj AUenby
Henry Smith
..James Spottswood

month Dr. Harry Sampson,

a "robust man," passing Mr. Hymen
Cohen, was fascinated by Mr. Cohen's
luxuriant whiskerage. He did not shout
"Beaver," for as we shall see later that
game, once popular, Is now out-ofdate.
The doctor grasped Mr. Cohen's
whiskers and pulled them vigorously,
possibly to see If they were real, as
Sergeant Cuff In "The Moonstone"
yanked oft the black beard of Godfrey
SUPER OPTIMISM
Ablewhlts lying dead on a bed In The
The supreme holiday optimist was
Wheel of Fortune. It Is further alleged probably he who took his family out for
and a picnic in the family car.
that Dr. Sampson set fire to
Mr. a drive
When they were miles from anywhere
Cohen's whiskerage with a lighted cigar, the heavens opened and down came a
but this, although It was stated in a tremendous shower. "Dear me," said
the optimist, "how very fortunate; that
dispatch to The Herald from Bangor,
reminds me that we forgot to bring
Me., we are loath to believe.
kettle."
No wonder that Mr. Cohen was fright- any water for the
ened and Indignant. No doubt when
COURAGE
SCREWED-UP
the hand pulled the beard, he thought
(Getting up too suddenly after lyof JoRb, who before smiting Amasa In
has in one
night
all
ing flat In bed
the $fth rib with the unnoticed sword,
case proved fatal.)
took Amasa by the beard with the
If you're waking call me early.
right hand to kiss him.
Perhaps Mr.Call me early, for 't is clear
Cohen remembered the deadly insult
I have not been lying "curley"
offered by Hanun when he shared off
And a sudden shock I fear.
ithe one-half of the beards of David's
Therefore get me up "by numbers,"
servants; that when David, afraid of
Slowly, gently as the sun
Aclsh, the King of Gath, feigned madRises out of nightly slumbers;
ness, he "scrabbled on the doors of the
Starting up, great risk I run.
gate and let his spittle fall flown upon
Even so my bones are creaking.
his beard," Mr. Cohen undoubtedly reGravitation drags me back;
membered that among orientals the
Lest my bones revenge be wreaking.
cuttlnar off the beard was a sign ftf
Raise me with the motor jack.
mourning;
Mephlbosheth,
son
that

Play

nlng Pollock's stat/e play,
terday at Tremon Temple.
Edmund
Lowe as Daniel Gilchrist, the young
curate of a fashionable church, who
gains the title of "The Fool" because
he refuses to preach the untruths which
his rich congregation demands, gives a
splendid' performance. His luxury-loving
fiances, Clara Jewett, played by Brenda
Bond, ably supports him, as do the
other members of the well-chosen cast.
The Btory moves from Fifth avenue '.o
the coal mining districts, then back to
New Tork's waterfront tenements,
where The Fool, after being dismissed
from his church by an outraged congregation, opens a little mission. Here he
gains a reputation quite different from
that bestowed on him by Fifth avenue.
His house is known as "Overcoat Hall,"
because the poor men who go there
often leave with Gilchrist's overcoat on

THE SARACEX.

PARK THEATRE—

I

S~

1

|

As the World Wags:
Give Slowshoe Sal the following recipe

spoke of the game "Beaver."' It
seems In London to be represented by
a poorer game. If a person ncoosts you
with some commonplace remark about
the weather— "Is It hot enough for
you," "Well, the days are getting shorter," or "Cheer up, Christmas Is comcontemptuously,
answer
you
Ini5"
Bonk!" and score a point. It's played
may be
scoring
the
people;
by two
counted as In tennis.
game,
foolish
The inventor of this
the editor of Pascall's house magazinewarns his readers against playing It
with their employer when he makes
such an obvious remark as, "Late, this
morning. Miss Take." "It's Bonk all
right, hut let the point go."''

I

[cartooB -iilms..

'T)uty,"
act play by James Bradburj',
Russell G. Medcraft, produced

"BONKl"

We

.

;

way

wholly shaved. The 18th century held
the buard to he orduro and tin treated
Hut with us. an with many other
It.
things. It is anarchy."

I

I

as the best
the carp on

2

//

Attracted by a bill of unusual merit,
'holiday theatregoers last night packed
B. F. Keith's vaudeville house and
forced the "S. R. O." sign early In the
-ach patient underwent the ordeal cotirevening. Comedy acts predominate, and
ageously.
except for the offering of the Mexican
[Grand Opera Company, there Is conAs the World Wags:
Wlien I was a boy all boots and shoes Jetant laughter from opening o^-erture
were made "straights," and there were to final curtain drop.
Miss Frances Starr, the well-known
no rights and lefts as now, consequently we never heard of foot-trouble, for iBelasco actress, headlines the bill In
you could wear the boots on either foot. "Collette." a comedy drama of manners,
They would break In nicely and per- written by Jean Archibald. She Is supThis prevented ported by Lavlnia Shannon, Christine
fectly fit alther foot.
The plot
the heels ^om wearing on one side. At AJteld and Gilbert Douglas.
one time all women's boots were made revolves round Collette, a maid In the
home of an aspiring mother and daughof black lasting and without heels. The
uppers were cut out at the factories and ter, who crave to rise to social heights.
distributed among families to put to- It points a moral both pertinent and
gether.
They were then collected for timely.
The mirth-provoking features of the
JAY BURNS.
factory finish.
bill
include
Olsen and Johnson In
Cambridge.
clownery and song, and Demarest &
Collette
In
farce
entitled "Strings and
a
TAPPING, GENTLY TAPPING
Stringers."
Olsen and Johnson end the
FYom a headstone In BunhlU Fields performance with the afterpiece "Dont
cemetery, London:
Miss It," in which all other acts on the
Here Lies Dame Mary Page,
bill are parodied.
Arthur Astor, In his
Relict of Sir Gregory Page, Bart.
sketch, "Sentimental Mac," presents a
She departed this life, JIarch 11, 1728, high-grade ventriloquist's act.
In the 56 year of her age.
Van Horn & Inez, In "Sixty Turns a
In 67 months she was tapped 66 times, Minute"
Tuck and Cinns In "Look
Had taken away 240 gallons of water
What Nature Has Done," and Milton
Without ever repining at her case or
Berle, "The Wayward Youth," are supever fearing the operation.
portltig acts.
There also are news and

DUSTING OFF THE OLD ONES

Rbnsard witn a Bimveu lace" 1 Joes
rii-ern In
sne Socrates with 'favorls'
Austrian cut? These tricks with
n.'i
beiird» were orlKlnally barbaric fashTh" old Romans at the time of
loiiH.
the Invasions wiTo. struck by them.
The undents knew only two ways of
wearing a board: the whole of It or;

'

I

.

portion esteem I highest,
wast not ever begot
Thine next, being born who diest

Thy

Who

And straightway again

art not.

With follies light as the feather
Doth "touth to man befall;
Then evils gather together.
There wants not one of them all
Wrath, envy, discord,

strife.

that seeketh life.
Ajid sealing the sum of trouble
Age draw nigh,
tottering
Doth
friends and kinsfolk fly

The sword

Whom

Age, upon whom redouble
All sorrows under the sky.
Sophocles tr. by A. E. Houseman.
Mr. E. E. RelUy proposes the followcandidates for admittance to the
Hall of Fame:
Mr. Alonz^ E. Quick, who buries the
ing

dead.

Mr. F. H. Tape, who as "funeral director guarantees a good fit."
Messrs. H. N. Bangs & Sons, furniture movers.

—

—

:

1

Hunsnrian fioll nnd wijio out the 'old
debt of honor In the approved manner.
This puts one In mind of Conrad's
grim Ule "The Duel" In his "Set of
"

J^--

Six."

THOUGHT THEY WERE UP

Vorld "Wags:

(From

came down from there today. A
»ys to me, "AVhat did you drink
Portland?" That sets me to thlnkln'.
I'onder,

I

Wanamaker'B,

The other night In Florence,
pOr was It In Milan,

OVERHEARD BY

R. H. L.
There's his name
right there In the list and, my dear,
he's paying: thousands and thousands
Who ever would have
of dollars!
thought It. Why, the old tight-wad he
He
never loosens up for anything.
smokes flve-cent cigars, and he goes
to Franklin Park for his vacation. Look
at the money he must have If he's got
to pay the government all that Income
tax.
He certainly doesn't earn much
money; he must bo a bootlegger. No,
he couldn't get all that money by bootaround at
I'll bet he prowls
legging.
night and sees people committing murder and blackmails them. All that income tax? Why, the dirty pup!"
Idea!

DR.

E,
S.

C.

Surg.

New

York.

Army,
Late

Ont.

Consultant and

Senior

Clinic.

Hosp., St.
boro, Ont.

Joseph.

WHAT

"CHRISTIAN CHURCH
"Twenty-fourth street and Madison avenue, Sunday 7:30"
The Observer, quoting this announcement, says that the use of the Scriptures for the purposes of the smaller
words has already been recognized in
England. "Thousands of us today recognize Og and Asa and Ner and Uz and
Lud who walked in heathen darkness
a year ago,"

Sur-

Surgeon NlchHosp. Peter-

The history taught by every nation
today is far more national propaganda
than an e.x^positlon at truth. Ramsay
HfteOonald.

—

In Consultation.

A NOSE!

"Mrs. Blanche Cavltt of Oklahoma
has had her sense of smell insured for
£10,000 prior to a three months' trip
through France, Italy and Egypt."
How can she prove a loss of the
sense?

1

R. A. writes In the Observer (London): "I used to be much annoyed with
the noisy people at the theatre who
would not let Mr. John Foulds's Incidental music to Shaw's 'Saint Joan' be
heard. Now that this has been brought
to the concert room, I find I need not
have spent so many angry glances and
'shs.'

The

suite is distinctly

and

I^dy Gregory has
ndapted Goldoni's "La Locandiera," the
it

in which Duse shone.
was played In Boston

the Russian

The last
was by

[

it

J

company.

A symphonic poem, "The Ballad of
Wilde),
by
(after
Gaol"
Reading
Jacques Ibert, a Prix de Rome man, has
been p'layed at a promenade concert In
London. "It suffers, like so many of its
The work
kind, from shapelessness.
.

.

feet

when he wrote

.

New York Times

of Sept.

5.

But Melville was beguiled, and his
description of the Islands in hia- "Piazza
Tales" is remarkable; pages to be
ranked with the finest in "Moby Dick,"
and the account of the fight between the
Bon Homme Richard and the Serapls '.n
"Israel Potter."
I would not exchange 75 years for
-Lord Haldane.

25.

"What will the Harvest be?" asks the
Journal American Medical Association,
reading in the Knoxville, la.. Journal,
the wedding announcement of L. E.
Buzzard and Martha Jane Crow.
'Troin Budapest comes the report of
a duel which would have been fotlght 10
years ago if the two combatants had
not chanced to get separated by the
war, although they also both happened
to be thrown Into different prison camps
in Russia.
But it was not until recently that they were able to meet on

had

dayi

their

Well, let the pundits trounce

it.)

The point Is this the vltamlne,
Which has for Several seasons heen
What one might term the Palry Queen
Of dramas dietto,
Has come unstuck! the praise It won
Has been. I gather, overdone;
I see Its virtues (gee, what funl)
I

Described as

hypothetic.

the rival bigwigs come.
Observing darkly, "Fee, foe, funi!
Not. vltamlnes but calcium
lol

Tou need on

1

this our

I

A

I

suppose

shan't! but, oh, I hope there'll
good old rowi I love to see

be

BlFFIN.IANA

We

learn from Mr. Harr.v Graham's
of the celebrated author, Reginald
in a
R. B." In the

masterly
Saturday
manner by "W.
Review of Literature, that Mr. Biffin
possessed an "incurably romantic temperament." No wonder that Lady Mildred McLogan (pronounced Mulligan)
hopped on him. (She was one of the
late Earl of Gorbal's 12 daughters.)
"Artless, Ingenuous though she might
be. Lady Mildred McLogari In many

Drake

Biffin,

book is for
With the exception of Mr. Dent's scholarly pages, the
wishes to know something
and
opera
the
goes
to
who
reader
general
the
certain operas are told,
about the development of the art. The stories of
and PagliGirl
Bohemian
"The
Trovatore,"
"II
even of the familiar
" The choice of the plots to be described suggests the drawing of lots
acci
productions, as that of
from a hat , yet respect is paid to some late
the Drover," and Hoist s The
Boito's "Nero," Vaughan Williams's "Hugh
Perfect Fool."

reviewed

...

.

was natural for
have spoken of a lack of proportion. Perhaps it
to English composers, but
the author and reviser to give much space
and The Lily of KiUarthirty-odd pages, with the plots of "Maritana
operas bouffes scarcely
Offenbach's
enough.
than
more
surely
are
ney"
are six pages about
there
but
work,"
this
of
scope
the
come within
s.
operetta
Arthur Sullivan's

We

opinions, amiable for
critical estimates are of course individual
criticism is not deep
part, showing catholicity in taste, if the

the most
and searching.
"Mefistofele."

There

is

It is

for Boito
a pleasure to find discriminative praise

s

an index of operas men tioned.
necessarily

Mr. Carse, writing his "History of Orchestration,"
Twice he quotes the admirIndebted to preceding works of this nature.
have paid him heartier
might
he
but
younger,
able book by H. Lavoi the
Galpin s
He is also indebted to Forsyth's "Orchestration and
tribute.
But Mr
other writers.
"Old English Instruments," not to mention
own and is to be recommended
Carse's book has substantial merits of its
schemes of composers followespecially for its analysis of the orchestral
orchestral fields.
and
symphonic
in
Brahms
and
ing Wagner

instruments in the
He begins wi^h a careful description of orchestral back to the early
and then goes
17th century (this chapter is illustrated)
notation
century with examp es
efl'orts at orchestration in the 16th
is dealt with at great
period,
initial
the
century,
17th
the
Orchestration in
man
is the story told in a dry
length. Many examples are given. Nor
to Bach and
leads
orchestra
string
four-part
long chapter on the
ner
Haj-dn and Mozart
"period."
Handel. Gluck stands for the "transition
the
on orchestral instruments
are next considered. There is a chapter
in instriaments mfluenced comimprovements
the
how
and
century
19th
reached
Wagner with his period
posers. There are many pages before
first chapter is
The
follows.
Tchaikovsky
and
Brahms
The period of
headed "Strauss, Debussy, Elgar."
from 1636, also an
There are lists of orchestras through the years
conducing orchestras from
appendix relating to the various methods of
There is a full mdex.
literature.
18th and early 19th centu ry musical

m

it

The learned experts disagree
With tempers dark and hellish,
While I sit tight and put on weight
By eating what I always ate
And heaping up upon my plate
The things I hke and relish.
LUCIO.

life

Odyssey jvholly ignored.

A

showing."

must be time
To sally forth and And some lime,
And eat a lump or two If I'm
To keep my works a-golng.
So

find

was

hope that vltamlne's the way
One should In fact pronounce Itl
I call It that in this my song
Because It helps the verse alongi
If my pronunciation's wrong.

For,

Edi-

^1
M,

(I

it."

canic, lava-strewn as they were."
torial in the

gather from the B.
That vltamlrtes have

I

Giordano's
Mala
The two stories are wholly different.
"Cavalleria Rusticana."
far from being licentious.
Vita" has a plot that is not pleasant, but it is
"Tosca" is the title of Puccini's opera; not "La Tosca.
this nature; but
There must necessarily be omissions in a work of
it is surprising to
when even several third rate composers are mentioned,
Iliad and the
August Bungert with his dramatic cycles based on the

The

THE FALLEN STAR

.

"A pity It was that Herman Melville
was not beguiled by the Galapagos, vol-

will

(See reports of the proceedings of the
British Medical Association.

.

.

.

hand

disappear in his
pocket. His closed fist will emerge. He
will continue to talki A moment or two
later the fist opens and a cigarette Is
placed In Its corner ready to be lighted."
Nothing is said about llr. Baldwin's
use of tobacco. How often does he fill
his pipe In a day'? How many matches
does he light for each pipeful? In the
duel between the statesmen, will pipe
his

overcome cigarette?

At times It is
lacks unity of style.
curiously like our own Vaughan Williams in the use of a slow, heaving
The music aprhythm In the bass.
peared to keep fairly closely to the
verses of the poem printed in the program, so far as the realistic details
of cocks crowing and clocks striking
were concerned, but the general sentiment might have been equally applicable to almost any gloomy subject. One
may except the passage descriptive of
Here a certain
the actual hanging.
effect purely physical in nature was produced by the repetition of a short
phrase, which grew gradually louder
the 'Baland more discordant
appeared to be the work of a
lad'
clever man, who had not yet found his
.

'

.

you

to

thin.'-

translated

r

"As he talks

samjB mysterious manner.

of his second opera, which failed pitiably.
"extraordinarily clever
Reviewing "Carmen," the writer speaks of the
Carmen befind fault with
use of Spanish rhythms." The Spaniards
There is, to be sure,
spirit.
cause it is not Spanish in melody, rhj^hm, or
is a Sequidilla rhythm—
the "Habanera"—which is West Indian; there
French.
^.
but with these exceptions the opera is wholly
,
"Mala Vita" is "a coarse and licentious ""itation of
.

]

Keen observers In London were
pleased to note that M. Briahd tras
"wholly unrepentant'' In his per.sonal
habits,
Vitty cigarettes, one after the
other, hung from the corner of his
mouth tJiroughout the day; He took
them froin his trousers pocket Itl the

W.

admonitory

"Therese" was not his last
Massenet's "latest work, 'Therese.' "
Samt-Saens.
of
Avord
final
the
"L'Ancetre"
opera; nor was
described as
On page 338, Rodenbach's novel, "Bruges la Morte," is writer never
believe that the
"sordid," a characterization that leads one to
of "Die tote btadt.
read the novel and knows it only by the liberetto
unquestionable talent will
"It remains to be seen how Charpentier's
" There is no mention
adapt itself to work of a wider scope than 'Louise.'

will be solved by the congregation during the service.

Patients Seen

Only

Ogden,

of

.

loose or
A book covering so wide a field must inevitably contain
seriously that
erroneous statements. "Salome" scandalized New York so
performance. Yes, at the Metropolitan,
it was withdrawn after a single
York (Mr. streatbut there have been performances elsewhere in New.
"sacrilegious because Parfeild, or the reviser speaks of New York as
This opera is described in half a
sifal" was and is performed there.
proportion in the
dozen pages, nor is this the only instance of a lack of

"CROSSWORD PUZZLE SERVICE
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Dent's additions are valuable.

"The puzzle
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Jewels in her hair.

Standard-Examiner

The

Lie.

Inst.

olls

time

And

old pavane.

Utah, announced

FREDERICK

V.

geon Peterboro

comedy

seemed that still In Florence
The ghosts did dance it there
Borgia with her lover,

A Borgia, I the lover
The stlk-whlpped old pavane
We danced two gorgeous figures
In Florence or Milan.
DAVID SORTOR
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ROMANZA
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Philadelphia)

WOMEN'S SUMMER FROCKS
ARE DOWN TO ALMOST NOTHING

wonder.

"The very

/ y

;

HOME BREW?

net

J

/

1 hree books about music have been published recently by E. P. Button
of
& Co. of New York: "The Opera," by R. A. Stveatfeild "The History
by Cednc
Orchestration," by Adam Carse, and "The Term's Music,'
Howard Glover.
.
edition of
Mr. Streatfeild died in 1919, having revised the third
us
informs
"The Opera." The present edition is the fifth. The title page
brought down to date
*liat this edition has been revised, enlarged and
rewritten most
Sklward J. Dent. He in his short preface, says he has
the book into
of tne first chapter and part of the third "in order to bring
"The later chapters
line with recent historical research." He also says:
There are
dealing with modern opera required complete recasting.
He begins the
additions in the sections of Russian and English opera.
drama. Mr.
with a few words on the general principles of musical

respects displayed
an orlglnal!tv of character which she must, 1 think.

o^

and is
opinions of his
This is a valuable Jjook. Mr. Carse has
unmistakable language. He is not
not afraid to express them in clear,
orchestration is unsatisfacafraid to say that the balance in Beethoven's
promment trunipet
"To some modern ears the scream of undesirably
tory
his orchespassage
awkward
an
over
horn
of
a
wobble
the
or
notes,
the marks of time in which
but
are
They
distressing.
be
tration, may
^^;''k^the passage of about
Beethoven lived, and have survived witli his
He does not believe
hundred."
another
for
remain
100 years. So let them
in bringing it "thoroughly up-toin "touching up" this orchestration,

m

of Bellini and Donizetti, for they
'^^^^He does not despise the orchestration
"dull or obscure coloring and an
avoided
having
of
merit
great
the
had
over-tRick texture."

—
—

"the most
s, that remarkable as Berlioz was
pendent, and daring orchestrator of his time"
his music was never popular enough to influence or color the orchestraone cannot agree to
tion of either his contemporaries or his successors
Liszt, Wagner, the French up to that time of Franck and Debussy,
this.
Tchaikovsky, Strauss, Rimsky-Korsakov, were all deeply indebted to
Berlioz. Mr. Carse, however, devoting half a dozen pages to him, admits
that to do full justice, to enumerate the innovations, to catalogue effects,
blends, patterns and designs, would require a volume.
Schumann is responsible for having inaugurated a style which by
successors and
Its heavy neutral-tinted example influenced many German
justly earned for itself such epithets as "turgid" and "muddy."
Mr. Carse might have given more space to Auber, Chabrier, Bizet.
His study of Tchaikovsky is elaborate, for he regards his example as one
of the most powerful influences in orchestration during the last 40 years,
"indeed, probably the most far-reaching since that of Wagner."
An adequate review of this important work would require more space
than can be given in a journal that is not wholly devoted to music. It is a
"meaty" book. The meat, not indigestible, is nourishing.

When

progressivi

"The Term's Music"

is

primarily intended for use

in schools.

It con-

The composers discussed are HanBach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Wagner,

tains specimen examination questions.

Grieg, Moussorgsky, Borodin, Dvorak, Debussy.
Mr. Glover talks right out in meeting. He cannot endure sentimental
rhapsodizing, descriptions of concrete images conjured up by absolute
music. "The pupil who sees Gothic cathedrals in Bach fugues and dancing
dervishes in Brahms waltzes has no true appreciation of the music, and is
the victim of faulty instruction."
"To the rising generation all the paraphernalia of contemporary music
should be among the commonplaces of life, because it can never remember
the day when such things were new."
There are opinions expressed that might easily be contradicted: Handel's music is not without "real emotion"; Beethoven was not "always
harassed by poverty"; it is not true that Schumann's symphonies are
"rarely heard today"; is Dvorak's violoncello concerto "the finest in exist-

ence?"

The accompaniment to Mozart's "Voi Che s ape te" is furnished by
No other instruments?
"the. plucked strings of the orchestra." What?
The reader infers from Mr. Glover's text that Cherubino was originally
accompanied by the countess on the harp.
These are minor matters. The book is stimulating, abounding in
good sense, frank in expression. There are short analyses of various
works of the composers chosen. The examination questions might perplex
the most enthusiastic in our Symphony audiences: as "what part did
Beethoven play in the evolution of the concerto? Contrast his methods
P. H.
vith those employed in the 'Concerto grosso' of Handel's day."
most daring" assertions a modifying
Word, which frequently failed to attract
his

have

from

Inherited

her

father.

It

expressed Itself In. many of her simplest
aotlons, as for Instance when she went
the costume ball at Bunderford
to
House, attired only In two pieces of
seaweed and a chain, or when she
walked down Bond street In a large

kttentlon.

LILLIE
j

BUFFUM CHACB WTMAN.

NewtonvlUs.

j

ALCOHOL AND OLD AQE

Pome years ago newspapers of Paris
upon which was perched a
using 'the parrot I mean, 'rlescrlblng the habits of a woman 110
not Lady M,lldred) langruage that would yaars old reported that she had since
have been better suited to the hold of childhood been In the habit of taking
a tramp steamer than to a respectable a glass of brandy on an empty stomach.
West end thoroUghfir*."
This report disturbed Remy de OourPate Intended to bring Blffln and mont.
"Hyglenlsts ao not like to see
he
when
but
together,
Mildred
Lady
information of this nature In the Jourwent to propose "he mlstinderstood the nals because It serves only to weaken,
pet name by which Lord Gorbals called kf not destroy, confidence In hyglenlo
his daughter, and whistled for her as
i-utes and lead men to grosser fallings.
though for a dog. He never saw her
^ centenarian should never be presentagain."
id to us save as an example of strict
Best of all, If he has drunk
lobrlety.
'picture' hat
live parrot,

j

Tn the first three years of his literary
life he produced articles upon the Portu-

songs and Innumerable limericks.
Are any of Mr. Biffin's volumes In the
Boston Public Library or the Boston
Athenaeum? It Is possible that he has
shared the fate of our own poet, the
late lamented Frothlngham Clanoey?

THE "MOST UNMIXED BLESSINQ"
As the World Wags;
Wendell Phillips was a very dear
friend of my girlhood, and naturally I

modern
plesslngs
flmes, and by the exceptions which he
Soes suggest, and by his phraseology
j'the most," Instead of bluntly an unInlxed

blessing,

and

to

Mr. Phillips decidedly

Tempered his eulogy of the French reThat was according to a
solution.
habit of his.

He

often Introduced Into

who had a speaking vocabulary

words and a reading vocabulary of

Another constitutional
amendment would be In order for his
prohibition, and the rac<» of turkeys,
like the brass monkeys, would b«corae

tail,

I

turn,
(Blue mix'd
j

goes.

GEORGE CRABBE,

Who

member

Mr. Bryan was a

organs,

I

insist

And sundry

twinges, dent

my

gums.

A

These four will see me through, until
body needs a boxer's skill,
In a dry position
i he mortice

My

j

—

leave to helm

Congress

and mjr mortician.
A,
_
.

and as such was
probably Impressed by another critical
comment of the essayist on the intellectual power of the hen. Mr. Nye did not

By PHILIP HALE

TREMONT

ABEL ADAMS.

ANON

jiaria
leapt. Manuel' MontalTO
jBasillo Fernandez

HEARD

and

wing,

countenance

'

En.ign.

.\n
j

A
j

LANSING

The Concise Oxford Dictionary pre"sheck," and allows "shak;" but
is permitted by some dictionaries.
And here we make room for a
"pome" sent to us by a western girl:
I

AM NO FLAPPER

am

and
and
and

I

I

twenty-three

wear

my

hair straight

and

HAVE TAUGHT LATINl

my

vocabulary has a dual per-

sonality

a part of me
use on men
and I have no cretonne coat
and no patent leather hat
But I've got a yellow slicker
one really
the other

Is

I

$1

I

defy any mere

how much
I'd

If

my

I

'

i

'

Klenry Morgan, as
was by no means the

Harry

?

V

Kendal

';<'»«

Jean

Fit-her

Irene Freeman

known

to history,

"Mildest mannered man
That ever scuttled ship or cut a throat.
INor was he like the admirable pirates
"Peter Pan," one smoking three
in
"

;

|

|

1

cigars In one holder, another skilful in

When
the use of a sewing machine.
Bello there were the

Morgan took Porto
i

cruelest excesses; the taking of Panama
was followed by a carnival of cruelty

As Lieutenant-Govand debauchery.
ernor of Jamaica, his Joy was to Indulge
with his brother in drdflken orgies.
Read the story of Morgart as told by

man E.xquemelin. As the typical
buccaneer, with pistols in his belt, o
forth
•utiass in his teeth, breathing
horrid oaths with a rum-laden breath,
be
to
more
figure,
Morgan was a heroic
commended than the sentimental, rhetThe
orically poetic hero of this play.
dramatists followed history in representing him as a Welshman, taking
Panama and being l<nighted.
In the play he Is rehabilitated, as later

man to
know

sho%n Tiberius, Richard
and Catherine de Medici excellent
that
rulers; as Miss Jane Cowl asserts
rieopatra was a model wife who would
Victoria
have been welcomed by Queen
At Panama he Instructs
as a sister.
his merry men not to touch liquor until
they are on shipboard and away; he Is
lir

find out

I really

think

they knew
never see the moonlight

Nor have a sheik
Nor go to dances.

JOSINB.

FbOT- PATHWAYS
As the World Wags:

When

Herald....
Pierson

l.odr
T.adv

Edmund

.^llisl'"\A aller

historians have

lipstick

moonlight and sheiks
have no serious Intentions

and what
For

for

like

I

Who

And

pay

I

Esq

^\IZ

r.^*
S',",!*"]

his

no flapper

for I

I^'"''!

"^^j'
>.f
Claude

Fr«ncis
Mrs. Wcstley

ROBINSON.

R.

T'^^^^

Commodore Wright
.Tames Townshend
Henry Marmion
.Sklpwitb,

<

Winwood

Galway n"";;^'
Harry Kendall
William I'a rnnni

George Castle
pg,g*
Or pt. Henry Morgan

As the World Wags:
do people laugh when one tries
to pronounce words correctly?
Almost
everyone speaks of a sheik as a "sheek,"
whereas to pronounce it "sheck" is the
Tou hate to give In and
best usage.
say "sheek" In order not to offend, but
you come to it by and by, rather than
endure such remarks as "wow! Where
do you get that sheck stuff? Come down
to earth, you poor prune!"

Maude

William R. Gregory
Estelle

Eliplialet

Why

BA trice

Brandon Peters

J. ColTln Dunn
'Don Jacinto de Esmeraldo
Dona Lisa (Lady Elizabeth NeTille)

struts with swelling plumes, erected
fan,

am

Joanne Greene

rarmnnclta
IS

per-

lings.

The turkey gabbling at the whistler boy
With hollow threat profound, as "mid
his dames

I

THEATRE—First

formance In Boston of "The Buccaneer,"
by
a romantic comedy in three acts,Stall'Maxwell Anderson and Laurence

Amherst, N. H.

Low-cuTtsled

W*

think,

1

think highly of It. "What other cres/ture except the hen or a congre.ssman
would sit three weeks In the heat of
summer and have nothing to show for
it
but a red-hot door knob cr an
amendment?" So Inquired the essayist,
and so answered the ex-congressman.

He

,

spliced to Delia, I but ask
A careful Joiner for the task.
protect my failing sight
to
And
glazier I must see tonight.

When

I

of

mv

tunes

skilful organist;
dentist will, for certain sums

Must be a

My

louse.

'

with red, as matches when
they burn!
And thus th' Intruding snarlef to oppose,
Urged by enkindling wrath, ha gobbling

(On readlne that undertakers are to be

called morticians)

A

(The half-seal'd eyes and changeful neck

he shows,
While in its qulck'nlng colors vengeance
glows
rrom red to blue the pendant wattles

CRAFTSMEN

an essay on the hen, generally further-

And
sail,

MISOGNIST

like moral objections exist to
the adoption of Mr. Bryan's nomination
of the barnyard fowl as our national
bird, one familiar with the literature of
the hen and her husband can find a hlstorlo basis for Its makln:?.
good many years ago Bill Nye wrote

at the time,

254.

reading vocabulary is larger than a
speaking one, because It Includes the
words one cannot pronounce.

Though

ing the same Idea, yet pointing out certain objections which might disqualify
her. He suggested that her productiveness as a layer of eggs was emblematic
of the vast resources of Amerlc.t, and
then poured the cold water of statistics
on her, demonstrating the Infinitely
greater egg production of the plant

of 192

A

extinct.

and

He moves about as ship prepared to
He hoists his proud rotundity of

As the World Wags:
Once upon a time, In the year of our
Lord 1025 there was a girl In Chicago

bird.

"sheek"

their iklrta,"

What he actually said as to this particular hiay be found In his Phi Beta
Kappa oration entitled "The Scholar In

often

immoral

HURDIS: FAVORITE VILLAGE.

and from head to foot. "The color of
jier hose and the shape of her shoes
not seen.
She evokes for us an
jire
=poch when women who wished to
siinw tlieir legs were obliged to pull up

enormous human convulsion could
be an absolutely unmixed blessing. He
had, however, an unhesitating preference for some convulsions over others.

on a Sunday morning In walking
three or four miles to church,
which. If they did by some of the roads
In the English mud, would spoil the
shoe-shine they started with.
JAMES M. PULLET.
Melrose.
larly

the

ue of this

woman of mature years, evidently belonging to the higher bourgeoisie, who
[walking on the boulevard des Capucines
js stared at by all who meet her. Women
•IS »\ell
as men turn to look at her.
VVTiy?
Because she is dressed simply

really

Europe

behli'.d

/

.-.<.-i

them

high brows of the uplifters when, In a
moment of surcease from their general
uplifting, It was brought to their attention that the national emblem was an

Inflam'd.

Figaro speaks of a highly respectable

j

None the less It was well that tlio prowas not made.
substitution
posed
Franklin doubtless overlooked or made
no point of that salient characteristic
of the Turkey whlcli would make her a
more fitting emblem for a polygamous
rather than a monogamous nation.
Imagine the state of mind

pedestrian who may well
These
to the highway.
foot-pnlhways are Instllutloiie evidently
brought about before the roads were Improved, they al.so, as a rule, are somewhat shorter than "going around tho
Some are church paths. i}y
road."
"honting" a stile the foot passenger
can frequently find clean footing on llio
solid turf often several feet higher than
the roadbed which had often been cut
through a rise to ease the grade. Sometimes these footpaths are so direct that
In a 20-mlie hike several miles may bo
Where the soil Is heavy, as
saved.
much of It Is In this country, the footpathway Is a necessity and Is appreciated by the country people, particu-

or any
prefer

Thanksgiving, rolseau d'Inde, lo dlndon,
the Indian bird, the turkey.
There Is no hotter 100 per cent. American than that admirable fowl, as native to Its soil tis the Concord grape
and the Baldwin opple. The Eastern
world can offer Its bustards and their
kin as substitutes, each continent has
grown Its own of eagles, but America
has supplied the world with turkeys.

prove the conserving vlrI have no Idea
element.

A PARISIAN SCANDAL

quite pronounce the French re-TSTutlon
to be ,"an unmixed blessing." I doubt
If he would ha\-e considered that any

a Republic." It reads thus: "The
French revolution, the greatest, the
unmixed, the most unstained
(lost
nd wholly perfect blessing Europe has
d In modern times, unless we may
osslblv except The Reformation and
..e Invention of printing."
By thus confining his comparison of

not persisting In grave error
It was not the turkey buzzard, the carrlon-eatlng scavenger of the South,
which Fronklln proposed to Bubstltuto
for the bald-headed eagle us the American emblem, but the truly majestic and
equally bald-headed bird which we offer
up OS sacrince on our day of national

fers

take note of everything said about him.
He did often utter surprising things
and as you say "disturb the smug and
the orthodox"! but I think he)|dld not

,

quotes "Jog on. Jog on, the foot -pi.
way," he sends my memory back a haU
century to the Shiikespcaro country ami
a bit i«outh of It, with Its many foots»Bo much used by the native
pathwl

am

If I

>nly water, to

of the
if ridiculing the commandments
Vntl-Aloohollc League. I should like to
)elleve In them blindly and this would
boat me the less as I have a very modbrate taste for alcohol, but, not being
t fanatic, I am obliged to accept facta
Even if this
ks they are presented.
particular story is fabulous, I could tell
if others, perhaps not centenarians, but
idvanced in years, who never gave up
iuch habits and are In sound health,
/9t I would not hold them up as eiIn this, as In other matters,
imples.
)ne should distrust examples to be folagrees with one Is perWhat
owed.
liclous to another. It concerns oneself,
lot a neighbor."

guese navy, Euthansia, the Guinea Pig
In Sickness and In Health. Essays on
Prayer, Muslo In lU Relation to the
Human Soul, the Prevalence of Glanders in Flanders, besides novels, odes,
marching
triolets,
ballads,
sonnets,

to

OUR NATIONAL EMBLEM
As the World Wggsl

,

—

del,

—

your Dorchester correspondent

corrects errors In "Winter's Tale"

and

galiant In Dona Lisa's house, not wishing to offend the Spaniards In the dwelling; flirting vigorously with Carmencita
and Maria while making hot love to his
hostess; indulging in long speeches when
action would have been more to the
point; and, about to set sail for Jamaica
"rum, rum Jamaica rum" telling at
great length the court fops what he
• '^'..icrht
ot them, of King Charles, and

—

—

—

-

SHUBERT— "R o s e Marie.

c.rchestr:t to wander down the alsKs,
while the actors rush out to bring hlni
A rollicking show,
to the stage.
) aok

IS

dodging artfully from bogus thrill to
humor.
ir. F. Jl,

jibing

!on.

at the question, the
and Incredible treatwiorloal subject, one asks

i

San Carlo Opera Company
Smooth Performance

inteiestlnK.
US of dr»inatlo foico in the
the
s the scene Just before
Tlie first act by Its
ivtain.
talk reI'lce of purposeless

i.i

stands

it

is

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE— San

"whose

"

Opera Company in
Pavley Oukralnsky
Amneriii.

Kln«

amorous encounters
with Carmenolta and Marial
The stage settings were simple but
The company, well
very
effective.
selected, played with spirit and intelli-

'

Mr. Farnum. manly and vigorous as
the buccaneer, showed too often, e^iecially in speech, his long acquaintance
with the screen. In the first act he and
Miss 'Winwood were frequently inaudibut when there was need of
ble,
dramatic emphasis, as at the end of the
second act and In his denunciation of
the courtiers, voice and diction made
the lines impressive.
The play rests on Mr. Farnums
As he has long and deshoulders.
servedly been a popular actor, he will
psain be applauded as warmly as he
- - last
night by the large audience.

Bessie

A

Sailor

Go-

I

trumpets

and for the orchestra
stragglmg
and choruses which were less
mimed
than usual. Again Mme. Roselle
di%,niatic
and sang Alda with vocal and
occawere
facility, and although there
both Individually,

Kvtoii

In her at la
sional forcings of her tone,
no trace of.
or the third act there was

bari*'^Kmlllo Ghlrardini proved to be a
abilities, of
tone and an Amonasro of
an unstrained and sonorous voice and
of
a sense of the dramatic possibilities
For the rest, the tompany is
hi'' role.
singas last year, but newly costumed,
,

what man or woman will next be
snatched Into nothingness by a Big
Black Thing—but they also like to be

and acting as best it can.
Peroni and the orcnestra played the
overture admirably, although there was
a tendency, later, to force the climaxes.
The audience was of good size. Tomorrow evening the company will give

or

ing capably,

Mr

Whoever
riotous laughter.
sees "The Gorilla" can experience both
and the
abundance,
these sensations in
combination was effective last night. It
moved the audience to alternate shrieks
of amazement and hilarity from start to
to

and what play on amusement

finish,

A

offered

at

and the

It

I

fective.

— that

a shadowy, malevolent

gorilla,

iyr.

who

Meredith,

•

—he

make a

The

and her

fair niece

The blunderbuss detectives arrive and

—

take charge with their hats on straw
which they point out to «lie playwright who has always insisted on
Lights go
writing them with derbies.
cut on the stroke of 12 and uncle disappears there is a secret chute to the
shriek, shots,
cellar, door-slammings,
Nearly
fkeletons, opening panels, etc.
everybody disappears, bodies are found,

hats,

Davis.
"Bits of Eccentricity,"
and Sherwln Kelly In
"Bike-ologj'," also are on the bill.

Warren and O'Brien

—

and

A

the rest of it.
burlesque reporter provides

much

fun with camera and ready pencil, and
provides a comic turn typical of the
play when in a dark cellar and confronted suddenly by the terrible black
unknown, he greets him and tries to
sign him up to write a series of articles

The play is projected
for his paper.
Into the audience when the Thing Is
lost,

In

and leaps over the

(

INUING PLAYS
NEW PARK—"Duty." Play.pf

\

small to-svn
mosphere.

life -with

Cast

James Spotts'wood.

WILBUR— "My
cal

is

post-'war at-

headed by
Second 'week.

Girl."

Musi-

comedy by the authors

of "Lit-

tle Jessie

James."

Seventh week.

of

traveler

the

Blrcombe,

anfl

philan-

"with the air of a man agreeably conJeffery E. Jeffery, scious that a good suit fitted him well."
describes the life of an English family .She finally got rid of him by saying In
of the middle class for a week and
hts flat, "Hugh, you're making yourself
day! Its perplexities and trials; Its Joys rather ridiculous, rjally you are." "No
and discouragements. With apparently man, whether the love which ha Is profsimple material, Mr. Jeffery has writ- fering be sacred or profane, can perten an unusually entertaining novel, dis- sist against an accusation that he Is
daining "mystery" and raw "sex" as behaving ridiculous}?."
She had ena means of holding tho reader's at- couraged him in a way because she was
tention.
The novel is published by jealous, needlessly, of Rosamond CulLittle, Brown & Co.
ver, a dangerous woman, who lived
emotionally with the deliberate object of
full
The cht^acters are drawn at
being able to write emotionally of her
They experiences, "And it was common
length, yet with careful detail.
that her experiences Inare described and by their speech they knowledge
cluded three lovers, by one of whom
describe themselves. There is the head she had a child. She was not wicked:
of the household, Mr. Rexton, the pub- She was merely unusually Inquisitive
unusually courageous In her
lisher, good, easy-going man, too easy- about life,
methods of Investigating It and ungoing, proud of his publications, but not
usually frank In her Interpretation of
progressive; devoted to his handsome her discoveries. She was not wicked—
but
flirtatious,
but she was certainly dangerous."
naturally
wife, who Is
Rexton's Interest in her was that of
by no means linnet-headed. She Is Ina publisher for a novelist. SIrcombe
troduced as mentally finding comfort, had inspired Mrs. Rexton with a dethought a six
She
while her digestive system Is dealing sire to travel.
competently with Sunday's lunch, from months' tour on the continent would
"the vehement exhortations which Mr. be more than a vacation; It would be
the a cure.
to
But het husband could not
Garvin had that day Issued
Government, the Empire and humanity face the "unpleasant prospect of being
at large." As for her husband Anthony,
uprooted from his home, his haunts,
he Invariably mixed himself a whiskey his habits, his comforts and being comand soda when he arrived home. "One pelled to wander about Europe— and
should never confront one's family," he possibly other and even strange conalways said, "before dispelling the de- tinents—for months on end in company
pression of a long and tiring day at
with an adorable but restless woman
" Sc^ he
bent upon having 'adventures.'
the office."
and
Guy.
was appalled by the situation when a
There are the sons, Colin
cantankerous
legacy of £10,000 from
Colin, the older one, 17 years old; "his
end
manliness gave Indications of developold Tory aunt of his wife put an
and enabled
worries
manhood."
her.
Into
pecuniary
ing, all too soon for
to his
"poThere Is her daughter. Honor, 21
to secure the works of the

"An Ootave," by

'

I

him

years old and igood-looklng, about to
graduate as a Bachelor of Arts of London University. "Already she has made
up her mind conclusively, though perhaps temporarily, on every subject on

tentially

Blagden who preferred to put
Into a risky busisafe
ness and earn a salary, than draw
dividends from Corporation Stock and
War Loan.

what money he had

i

—

low,

large

them."

soft

collars

a

size

The adventures of Mr. Rexton as hus
band, father and publisher are amus
Easy going, content
ingly related.
fuwith the present, heedless of th^
Even when a burglar entered
ture

too

his house

Her mother had a
dubious consolation: Honor was dancefor

his escape, Rexton
closely about
excitement had died,

and made
bed

the

pulled

clothes

him after the
and said to his wife:

constantly being taken out to
"questionable clubs by equally Impos
sibto young men who wore high stiff
collars a size too small for them."

mad,

,

thank
"Well
brute
Heaven, we didn't catch the little meant
That would have
any way!
*
ey''**"^'
giving
prosecution and
of bother.
police court and all kinds

Good

Nor should the servants, Mrs. MerEthel and Parker, bo ignored,

night, old dear"!

In
There are many delightful touches
Mr.
description and in dialogue. When
Time?,
Rexton at breakfast opened the
to assure
he glanced at the headlines
not more
himself that the world was
turned
than usually abnormal; then hg article.
Walkley's)
(Mr.
W.'s
to A B
column
"He had got half way down the
from
and had passed the third quotation
to
reference
fourth
the
and
the French

rick,

especially Mrs. Merrick

Sorkln for publonger

office,

Eugenics, of which she had picked up
a smattering from 'Lens' in tlie New
Statesman. Her belief in the superiority of her own generation was profound and, therefore, at times IrritatShe had announced her allegiing."
ance to what she grandiloquently called
"The Cause of Progress" and had been
known to frequent Labor meetings In
the company of "impossible young men

who wore

resplendent"

|

Rival houses were no
lication.
Yet when he was In disto be feared.
Blagden, her
tress, had not Honor and
offered to enter the
lover,
Socialistic

earth, from Euripides, in two of whose
plays she had seen Sybil Thornd.vke, to

whose portrait
j

should hang only a little below that oit
Francois©, the Incomparable, In Marcel
Prevost's great and Interminable romance. Mrs. Merrick who had so much
to say, when Guy went to the hospital

an operation, about her sister who
had died "in the same year as Queen
Victoria, of a disease which only one
human being In three hundred and fifty
for

ia classical author when

Honor came

In."

thousand succeeds in acquiring, a fact
with
recorded
Merrick
which Mrs.
And her sister, he
obvious pride.
Imother of eight, of whom five were
Tatlsfaotorlly burled, and 'just wasted
away,' with every now and again an
operation as an enlivening variation In
the monotony of her life. Mrs. Merrick
described the process of wastage In deas regards the operations.
tail and,
Implied that almost every surgeon In
London had regarded her deceased

more than
A novel that may be read
pleasure.
once and with renewed

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE—San
company
Peronl.

sky

Carlo
Conductor. Mr.
"Tosca."
Dances by the Pavley-OukralnIn

ballet.

Florla

The

Tosca,

a

cast:

celebrated

songstress,

fernale
attractive
sister as the most
(Intestlnally speaking) who had ever
come within his professional experi-

Bianca Saroya
Mario ValU
Baron Scarpia, chief of police
Franco Tafuro
Mario Cararadossl, a painter
Spoletta, a poUoa agent.. ... .^i'rancesco Cur=i
t-ul^i de Cesa-i-*
fjcharroae, a gendarme
C^sare Angelottl, a political prisoner,

ence."

A

And when Mrs. Merrick complained

A
A

Sacristan
Jailer

Shepherd Boy
Despite the touches of sadism, perhaps because of them, Tosca, when well
performed, achieves a spontaneity and
a reality that are barely suggested In
the ready made formula of Sardou. For

back."
dressed

Puccini has so insistently identified his
music with the moods and nuances of
the play, tersely underscoring, marking
Uttle time for extraneotis confessions of
faith of soprano or tenor, that there
Is a unity and a melodramatic pungency

On her afternoons out "she

ing."

nor of

.

up and painted her
a lady— In a manner of speak-

herself

face, like

And—crowning misdemeaamounting almost to brazen
had been observed by
the frigid and virginal house.

.

all,

—she

I'arker,

parlor-mald of unmarrlageable age,
standing for all to see. In the gloaming and, Incidentally, In the~ front gar-

—

den, wrapped lovingly in the
'And he,' Mrs.
the postman.

arms

of

Merrick

scorn, a
married man with four children iKJor
mnocents and another expected.' "
When Leila said "that will do, thank
you," Mrs. Merrick emitted a gurgle of
<^l«pl^no^ntment a gurgle which sound-

commented with magnificent

—

—

—

j
I

,

[

Petro de Biasl
Natale Cervl
Lulgl de Cesare
Bernlce Schalker

Ethel, the maid, slje explained the
trouble at length, "in the voice of one
declaiming tho Commlnation Service In
a. mood of fanatical execration." Ethel
read cheap novelettes late at night. She
was careless, idle, slovenly, pert
"cursed be those that dare, to answer
of

lechery

CXTIN I

all

captured and

dancers.

productions, was well received. He
assisted by Jtabel Stapleton as acgave half a
Steel
!\Ir.
companist.
dozen encores.
Miss Lily iiorris. English music hall
comedienne, had a novel offering, a
She wasTecalled
typically English act.
several times.
Wilfred Clarke, who has been here
several times before, offers a somewhat new version of his vehicle "Now
What." The act was very pleasing.
Something nevv in dancing is offered
by Nitzjf Vernille and her company in
their skit, "In Wonderland." Miss 'Vernille, prepossessing in appeara(ice, can
dance welh' She is assisted by John
AValsh, Dorothy Stephens, and Sandy

Is ^a playwright, and
in burlesque of the good old trick, he
reads his play to uncle, a prospective
angel, and his play is the one we see.

escort arrive

jaz;!

is

1

threatened to

and

way

voice we hear comes from
a radio in the old Long Island home of
It is a lecthe uncle, Cyrus Stevens.
ture on ghosts, which is quickly shut
radio Is
The
oft by a fearful darky.
used later when a sepulchral voice of
warning comes through it f rora the
first

Gorilla, who has
all at midnight.

classical

His comments on the dances and his
explanations of what was going on, kept
the audience laughing.
.John Steel, tenor and star of Broad-

last act.

The

Keith's

honoi-s

points to his Actional origin by bearing
That is, there is
the name of Foe.
much talk about him; whether he exists or not is the sacred secret of the

I

Is

Rockwell also made an unexpected appearance in the final act on
the bill, that of Norman and Madelyn

is

I

acts

unnameable terrible big black thing which everyone is
trying to catch, and which in this case
uncle,

'

feature

of

Steller
week.
Theatre this
go to Dr. Rockwell, who in
jthe course of a funny monologue, gives
directions how one may attain the
He illustrates
ripe age of 150 years.
his talk by use of a banana bunch
stem to indicate a backbone and ends
his act with several solos on a tin
His imitation of. the "Pled
whistle.
Piper of Hamelin" was partHularly 'efI

—

j

bill

duced on the strength of the quite plausible assumption that people are "fed
that so many
up'" on mystery plays
have found their way to the boards in
the la3t half decade or so that their bag
of tricks has been worked to death, at
least for the time being. So Mr. Spence
has put into his play all the stock characters the blundering police detectives,
the super-sleuth from Scotland Yards
who falls In love with the harassed
heroine, the comedy negro, the aged

—

1

KEITLBILL OFFERS

I

"The Gorilla" was written and pro-

i

—

^- ^-

"Tosca."

bent can do more?

,

performance
accustomed difficulties with
and trumpeters in the trione,
umphal ceremonies, was a smooth
the

ring

|

People like to feel cold chills run up
their backs as they gaze at a stage and
wonder what part of the panelled wall
will open to reveal a ghastly apparition,

tickled

with

Tlie

(j

Conkltn

Frederick M.

WllneV.'

is

It

which range fiom

I

i

Verne Drew

.

Dr.

but sheer pageantry.
little
dramatically quiescent, freighted

interpolated ballots
the
of
:the rhvthmical genuflections
the dance
priestesses of the temple to
of
apartments
lot
the imps in the
an opera
Anmeris. And the audience of
amiable mood, defirst night Is in an
spectacle
manding pomp and gorgeous
last evening, bar-

Joseph I.awrcnc."
Robert Hloks

Pop

company

Is
:

J- Harry Jenkins
Walter Vlimmer. Jr.

Slnimous

the

act there
richest period, until the third

Matt Brlgga

The Stranger

to

"Alda" Is still, despite its innumerable
opening night
tesltngs, the choice of the
music
For, although it Is the
operas.
his last and
of a Verdi on the verge of

a burlesque mystery play in three
acts by Ralph Spence, presented by
Donald Gallagher and James W. Elliott.
with the following cast:
Thomas J. Grud.T
Jefferson I.pe

Krtmunil Ellon

(^orv
(aire

Beatrice Altlerl
reappearance of the

summer, was foreign
and the cast.

rilla,"

.Mice nenb.T. his niece
Artliur JIarsden
Mr. Miilllsan
Mr. Garrlty

Natale
Francesco

of EK.Tpt

again last evening for tho opening of
an abbreviated season here the company sang "Alda," and the performance
was, on tho whole, much of a pattern
with earlier ones. Only the Amonasro
Peronl
of EmiUo Ghlrardlnl, whom Mr.
in Rome this
is said to have discovered

I

gence.

Brron Douglas

De Mlas

Now, with the
San Carlo company, of Mr. Peronl and
the
ballet
Oukralnsky
Pavley
the
musical season has slipped In again. So

little

rrrus Steveus

8ala«ar

GlilrarUin

t'lotro

A Messenger

with kind remembrances
tia part,
mutual
and a respectable amount ofwhen she
But hoWshe ragos
"sriititude.

Pl,TMOUTH THEATRE— "The

KmlUo

fricstcaa

'et

learns of his

Anne Roselle
De Mette

Manuel

FamfU

the

(,;arlo

with the
Conductor,

Stella

,".
.

Hndames
Amonasro

windmill.
throw
then
Love for a night, love for a day,

over

"Alda,"
Ballet.
cast:

j^ljj

Dona Lisa, wanned
at the 8ltar.
time ready to
his fierv words, is for a
bonnet

The

Carlo Peronl.

,

her

in

j

one of the aged man,
that
Aero full of feet." It is true
Spanish ladles speak with unand
love
about
frankness
,^
and Jlorgan. courtih, .10 of wooing:,
of
idea
any
spurns
l>ona l.isa
i'nit
a cereniony
sanctifying their passion by
by

like

last

He
derer, buzzed about Mr^. Rexton.
would button his double-breasted coat

[

s

the despairing protest of the
the bath water as It departs
through the wastage pipe.

ed

Hammerstein operetta with MadRichards,
eleine Massey, Houston
and others.

to his opera.

Last evening, although there were
rough edges to the performance, especially in the too frequent raucousness
of the orchestra In moments of high
tension, the company was in the mood,
From the unwleldly caricature that she
so often becomes, Bianca Saroya lifted
the rapier-tempered Tosca into a woman
lof dark charm and subtlety.
The new tenor. Franco Tafuro, acquitted himself well as Mario; he has a
j

I

1

'

'

:

robust and manly t«'n<'5,„^°'''t';M"J^Uh
seldom f..r. -H. M.-Tlo ^
s...u i>Ui.

f

coir.i

tin-

stonily.

|

|

was M>
Th.re
i
<]^'

of Tlllalnous vrnom.

dlenre of Kood
,nd Oretel."
nften.oon will be "^^''Ttto E"mgolctto.
ahd this evening
',

"Reprtsentatlve American Dr»mas,"
by the Indefatigable Montroae J. Moies,
Is a volume of 681 pages, double colpublished by Little, Brown &
of Boston.
Mr. Moses had
ilready complied "Representative Plays
by American Dramatists" In a volume

umn*,

Company

In

which he

a

tried to sugerest

histori-

In the present volume
Se began "at a time In the modern development when there were evidently
I break with old models and a statement of the newest spirit of the
then
Elghteen-Nlnetles."
The plays
chosen for this purpose are Hoyt'a "A
Texas Steer," Belasco's "Olrl of the
cal perspective.

Golden West,"
Thomas's "Witching
Hour," Fitch's "The City," Mackaye's
"The Scarecrow," Miss Peabody's (Mrs.
Marks's) "The Piper," Smith's "Mrs.
Bumstead-Leigh," "It Pays to Advertise," by Megrue and Hackett; Forbes's

1

"Famous Mrs. Pair," O'Nelll'e "Emperor Jones," Miss Crothers's "Nice
People." Davis's "Detour," "Dulcy," by
Kaufman and Connelly, Rice's "Adding Machine" and Kellj''B "Show-Oft."

This book should be of great value to
the student of ths drama. Do printed
plays give pleasure to tha general reader? There are some In France, England
and this country who maintain that a
play Is not a play until It Is acted.
Others prefer to rend rather than see,
for. reading, they can Imagine a better
porformancs than the one that actually
Charles l,anib's remarks
takes place.
about the ImposBlbnity of putting "King
on the stagp nro known to all.
I-ear
Many would argue Ukcwliie about plays
Wo doubt If a
of lesser Importanco.
reading of "Abraham I^lncoln" would
even,
convincing
na
be as entertaining,
as the performance given In Boston. One
or two of Yeats's poetic drarrtas are effective on the stage; oDiers. beautiful
as they are, perhaps because they are
so beuutlful, are for the closet.
We read wllh great interest and
pleasure some of the plays chosen by
Mr. Moses: "The City," "Detour," "Nice
People," "Mrs. Bumpstead-I.clgh," and,
knowing "The Girl of the Golden West"
only as an opera, fixe original drama,
"The Emperor Jones" Is for the stage,
nor Is It necessary for full effect that
the Emperor should be played by a
negro: witness the success of the tragedy when It was produced recently at
Prague,

by

Hoyt and

Belasco.

The London

"The

won

produced

figure

commensurate

Is

two exceptions, "The Emperor
Jones" and "The Scarecrow." One is
not told when or where "The Emperor
Jones" was produced. The preparatoi-y
essays are more than a Judicious estimate of the plays that follow. Thus, In
the Introduction to "The Qlrl of the
Golden West" there Is an Interesting
wttli

analysis of Mr. Belasco's art as draraatlat,
producer and director, eulogistic
"H.s
but not without dlsorlmlnatloii.
roads extensively if not always to his
profit; he knows the drama of the world
and has sympathy with it But I still
believe and he and I have argued it
out that he distrusts a too rich Inner
content to a play. tTe seeks drama of
He distrusts
emotion, not of ideas.
the work of art. that cannot be manipuIs
too,
the essay on
Admirable,
lated,"
CHyda FItoh, whose plays ttlstlU read
well, though In them one feelV the preponderance of repartee, and a most un'':imiy
understanding of their acting

—

—

I

am

It

now

Inclined to
place Pitch fairly high in the soale of
possibilities,

,

,

,

American drama as

Is,

and has

been In the past, because he was k
One might quote
truthful observer."
with profit fr'om every one of these ess.iys, and If the reader has questioned
the eholea In this or that Instance, Mr.
Moses gives plausible If not wholly convincing reasons for the Inclusion,

conductor at ths Munich
of
'

Sara AUgood, who visited Bostow as
one of the Irish Players from Dublin,
will take a part in John Drinkwater's
jopera dealing with the life of Burns.,
Frederick Austin has written the' music.
jThe piece will be' brought out ia Loudon
next year.

j

letto" Given

Gretel,'*

"Rigo-,

HOUSE—After-

San Carlo company in "Hansel
and Gretel."
Conductor, Mr. Peroni.
The cast
noon.

Gretel

,

Hansel
Father
Mother
The Witch
The Dew Fairy
The Sand Man

Eleonora Corl
Bernice Scholker
Mario Valle
Stella De Mette
Frances MoroKlnl
Alice Homer
Beatrice Altleri

and cohesive singing of the
chorus to the individual bits of Sparafuclle, of the nurse and of Maddalena.
There was a large and appveclative audience.
The operas this evening will be
"Cavallerla Rusticana" and "Pagllaccl."
E. O.

binical

Emil Mollenhauer, conductor

oi

Symphony

orchestra of
Boston since its formation five years
ago, has resigned, it became known
yesterday. The resignation was offered more than a month ago and
accepted at a meeting of the directors three weeks ago.
The directors had hoped to defer a
Ipublic announcement until plan.-? had
jbeen fully completed for the opening of,
j

the new season this fall, but word of;
the conductor's action got out and was

confirmed both by

Mi-.

Mollenhauer and

the mood, from the lusty struggles of
the home of the opening act, through
the gentler scenes of the enchanted
wood, to the final taking off of the witch
It
and the gathering of peasants.
seemed of little consequence that the
dew fairy performed her rites with the
perfuncfory air of the vaudevlllian doing his turn, or that a leaping hand
protruded itself from the stove to
gath.er in the witch.
Miss Corl, the recently acquired
soprano, has a clear voice with a
tendency to shrillness, but she mimed
Gretel with spontaneity and agility. The
duet with Hansel in the second act was

:

|

TOO MANY COOKS
I

Mr. Mollenhauer, while loatli to en-'
ter into any detailed discussion of the
situation that lay back of his unexpected relinquishment of his post. InIt was due to interference
method of conducting the or-

timated that
with his
chestra.

"To many cooks, as everybody knows,
spoil the soup,"
of putting it.

was

laconic

his
,

,

Two (Spokesmen

way

/
directors,

,

for the
directors

were ensaid the
Unaware of the actual reason or
itasons that prompted the conductor's
These two, Joseph L.
resignation.

however,

Sunday afternoon concerts, and that
possibly the press of Mr. MoUenhauer's
numerous other Interests also entered
Into his decision to resign.

company sang and played
yesterday afternoon, It was always In
Yet, as the

are glad to find readers Interested
In the creation of this world, anxious as
to the precise date.
Mr. Henry Cohen writes: "A Rabtreatise

the early centuries

of

that the world was created oi
Friday evening at twilight,
at
the
autumnal equinox, 5689 years ago. It:
anniversary will be celebrated at dus".
on Friday evening, Sept. 18, this yeai
The computation is traditional, o

avers

Gretel.

so

72 rWe

'

tirely

Is

Mr. Mollenhauer, now 70 years old,
has been intimately bound up with the
musical life of the country for more
than 50 years, having been a member of
Booth's Theatre orchestra at 14, and a
first violin in Theodore Thomas's orchestra at the age of 16.

tury.

spirited

seldom now that Humperdlnck's amusing and evocative opera
jsees performance here, that the San
Carlo company is to be commended for
venturing to Include It In an otherwise
^U-Itallan repertoire, for doing It in
English, and for doing it so competently.
It is not easy for the opera singer to
mime, with persuasion, cither Hansel
It

that without you the orchestra
not have been organized, mu'-li
less have
attained the musical efficiency which It now enjoys." Mr. Gardner was formerly a member of the Boston Symphony.
Mr. Mollenhauer will continue to devote himself to his other Interests,
which Include leadership of the Handel
and Haydn Society, the Apollo Club of
Boston and the Boston Festival orchestra, with all of which he has been Identified for approximately a quarter cenfelt

rould

the directors.

by San Carlo Co.

OPERA'

and untiringly performed
since the foundation of the orchestra.
"Speaking personally, and as a player
under your baton, I wish to express my
deep regret.
I feel and always have

with light gallantry.
Mr. Ghlrardini, although not In the
best of voice, gave an excellent performance of Rlgoletto, without caricaturing.
In a word, there was no out
performance,
from
the
about the

I

BOSTON
preceded by Illuminating little essays. (The biographic sketches
with blbllorraphle notes are In an appendix.) The casts are printed In full,

Each play

:

It ro.id

efficiently

well as in the playing of the orchestra.
Mme. Lucchese sang Gilda with a vocal
ease and loveliness of Intonation that
stirred the audience Into frantic applause. Mr. Tafuro again proved himself to be an admirable tenor, and even
more, a capable actor, which his playing in "Tosca" did not suggest. It Is
said ot him that his best role is that of
the duke, and he played It last night
with bravado", with cajoling, tende^rnes^

the People's

"Hansel and

|

tender the board's acceptance.
"I am further Instructed to extend
the sincere gratitude of the board for
the splendid work which you have so

pany did amazingly well, in point of individual and ensemble performance, as

lit

name

I

"As secretary of the People's Symphony orchestra, I have been requested
by the hoard of directors to acknowledge receipt of your resignation as conductor of that organization, and to

melody. And when It Is sung as well
as the company did It last evening,
there are few operas of the Italians that
surpass It.
For last evening, the San Carlo com-

It.

In the

|

GARDNER'S LETTER

Alice Homer
Beatrice Altl^rl
Liilgl de Ccsarc

the Initial patter of the court until the
close, there is nothing but sheer

&

chief

retary of the orchefitra.

Frances Morua'rl
Franceaco Curl

chill

ters on the continental drama, the music hall and the Yiddish theatre in
Son of London
England. P. S. King

The

i

*

lingering traces of opera boufCe, there
is not a dull or labored moment. From

M. I. Landa has written "The Jew In
Drama." The book will contain besides
a general survey of the subject chap-

Opera Festival rejoiced
Knappertsbusch.

,

"Rlgoletto" win always be among the
most favored of operas, for despite Its
"old style," Its glittering roulades, its

Daily Telegraph.

win publish

i

ilarullo

would have brought him In about a
quarter of a million pounds."

1

malltftn

A PaKO
OloTunua

Owen Nares has written his reminiscences, "Myself and Some Others." "An
exciting moment occurred in 1915 when
he was offered, and refused, a film en
gagement with D. AV. Griffith which

which might eusgest a tone of finality."
"»he Show-Off" are
"Dulcy" and
"poignantly tragic In their fundamental
note, which 8h.ows how deeply the playwrights have gauged and sounded the
limitations of certain American social
Clyde Fitch's "Beau Brumstrata."

li"

,

which Tony, Jack and Judith behave

—The

>

:

:

Ojnteaaa dl Oeprano
Bvrsa

—

In

*

I

Jokes over Martin Brown's "Cobra."
He,
"It was too late to warn Tony.
a charming but shy youth, had carried
her off in his motor car. Let no one ac
cuse an American undergraduate of
wasting time." The Times.
"All these things took place in Amer
lea, a. fact which may account for the
Intense and concentrated nobfllty with

Impoi^tance with Poe, Whitman, Emerson.
Even O'Neill "should not at the
present be subjected
to a judgment

mell" on the screen Is not Clyde Fitch.
"Different by far Is the fate of the novI would not advise
elist In celluloid.
a class In drama to gets Its knowledge
of a play by first seeing the moving
Would O'NelU, Rice,
picture of It."
Kaufmann and Connelly have written
the plays In this volume If Andreyev
had not his "Life of Man" and Capek
his "R. V. R."7
"There Is ample ereatlveness going on.
but this ereatlveness seems somehow
to be attached to movements, to artistic
theories, rather than to personal InterThe entrance of
est or conviction."
folk drama into our theatre gives prom'Tor drama that is not of pureise.
Imagination is built of the life the playwright knows best, and even in imagination the philosophy and sy-rnbol must
be sustained by a view of life that has
soma personal connection."

cracked their

bcM

MInh

'

aland maimer, .viisb ticliulkL
Mr. Mollenhauer, when seen at h'
though not of the Hansel build, really iiome, 180 Huntington avenue, suld: "It h
suggested a buxom peuiiant boy. And
polltkH, that's all. that were rcspoiithe orchestra, with Mr. Peroni, playod
Asked if
siblii
for my gfttlng out."
with suavity and lack of harshness the
tl-.i.s
might 1)0 niterpreted as taking thi
lovely and cajoling music that Huinperdlnck gave to his children's opera. Iti
was a pity that the audience was so form of Interference with his conduct
rf the orchestra, he replied: "Exactly
small.
bo.
When everybody else thinks he
more than you, and three or
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE—Evening. luiows
four tell ypu how you should do your
San Carlo company In "Rlgolc>ttr " work, you hnvo no alternative but to
give up your position. And that's preConductor, Mr, Peroni. Tha cast:
cisely what hsppened In my case."
nilda
Joieplilne Lucchene
Mr. Mollenliauor said his letter of
DukB of Mantua
Franco 'r»fnni
Rl^ololto
Einlllii
Crhlrurcllnl
resignation simply stated that ho would
.Snararuclle
['li'tro cle Blaal
relinquish his post at onci-,
H<> showed
MadtliiU'Mu
Brrulce Bcbalkcr
the reporter the reply received two
Monterone
Natalo Cervl
Borau
Frnnceaco Ci'-cl weekn later from Carl E. Gardner.

tic

"official

a,

critics

llic

voice

logue of the plays in the British Drama
League's library. "She allows no glim
mer of preference to creep Into her
epitomes: Ibsen is her wash-pot, and
over Dekker she casts her shoe."

recognition" abroad
and foretold a poetic drama revival la'
this country.
Fitch and Thomas were
pioneers for plaj-wrlghts of the Immediate present. And so on.
This preface to the compilation la in
fact a thoughtful essay on the AmerMr. Moses admits that
ican drama.
they are right who say that it has not
i^^von,

llclously

Reading the volume we thought of the
amazing Mary Dalst^n, an English
woman who has read 1556 plays and
epitomized each play Ip 20 or SO words
But her book is in reality the cata-

Piper," first played at Stratford-uponj

chHi Milng,
afternoon.

!

'

Mr. Moses gives his reasons for his
choice. Ha has always wished to make
unpublished texts available; hence the
plays

;

Bedard, treasurer of the organization,
and William MacKinlay, who, with
Bedard, is prominently identified with

management of the orchestra, gave
as their opinion that Mr. Mollenhauer quit because he was opposed to
the Idea of gruest conductors being
given charge of the orchestra on the
scale planned for this season's series of
the
It

MASON APPOINTED
The two
to

directors said

it

have guest conductors.

In

who has been occupying
of

anniversaries oc

THE END OF A PERFECT DAY
Mr. Steven T. Byington has this tsay: "On Sept. 2 you said that Dr. John
Llghtfoot of the 17th century dated the
creation of the world Oct. 23, 4004
Lightfoot's works in
B. C, 9 A. M."
Unfolio lie In my lap as I write this.
der the heading of the Creation he gives
no date; but under the Birth of Christ
he notes that Christ was .born in the
year 3928 from the creation, and in the
Jewish month Tishri, which Llghtfoot
says is "partly" our September, but
the World Almanac for 1925 makes it to
be October; and that the world was
Of the
reated in that same month.
day and hour of the creation of the
world I can find nothing; but in the
Observations on Genesis I find it stated
that man was created "about" 9 A. M.
Then, turning back to the chronology
of the Old Testament, I find that that
day, the sixth of the world, was a full
one.
That morning Adam gave the
animals their names, had his wife
created, was married, and was settled
Thereupon
in his home in the garden.
the devils originated by the fall of the
angels, and by the temptation of these
new devils Adam and Eve ate the apple
at noon that same day. At 3 P. M. they
were clothed in the skins of tjie first
creatures that died in the world and
were turned out of Eden. Not until
after all this was the Sabbath instituted. According to Archbishop Usher,
I am told, the world was created about
4 P.

M."

Robert Southey, a careful man In
giving authorities, quoted Lightfoot's
date as It was publiahed in The Herald
2.

FROM A CATALOGUE OF THE WALPOLE GALLERIES, NEW YORK
(Noted
252.

In-

W.

K.

Evans.

.Tr.)

PHILirPIXES (THE). Ornament-

of Hawaii (shrubs,
fruit
trees and vines). 80 Plates, Including
one in colors, and Index. Tall 8vo, as

al

Trees

new.

Honolulu, Hawaii, 1917.

the posi-

conductor of the
People's Symphony, has been appointed
by thfe directors as "resident conductor
of the orchestra for the <comlng seation

the

Is

of distinguished outside conductors, musicians and composers,* lead the People's
.SymphonS:, In more than half of its
series of 20 concerts tq^.be given this
.season, which opens Oct. 2B at the
HolUs Street Theatre. Sluart Mason of
the New England Conservatory of Music,

all

cur on FViday."

of Sept.

planned
the person

Not

course.

SONG OF A YOKEL RACE

assistant

We

are the

l\elrs

of

Blah, blah, blah!

freedom's strain.

1
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OPERA HOUSE—

BOSTON'

Busticana

lerla

'20

oasts

'

and

The

"Patrllaool.'

I

"OAVALLERIA RD8T1CANA"

01»dy» Annian

RantniM

not think;
w,- dare not wtnk,
not dvliiU,
should
we
bV Uw,

Mam«

Lucia
Turlddu
.vlfio

•PAGLIACOI'

Olga Kargau
Manuel Snlaiar
Emlllo Ghlrardlnl
..George Celianovaky
Francesco Curcl
V
Mnalcal director—Carlo Peroni
Rus"Cavallerla
of
popularity

Nsdda

,

Canlo
Tonlo
SUtIo

ACQUliS JARDINS.

Beppo

youths
of Artcentlna men and
shope, desirous of
lo tailore"

^

The

the Frlnco of Wales's clothes.

hills.

adles admire the beauty of his nose,
entlemen
take
patterns
from his
clothes."

and Aldo were sung by Franco Tafuco
and Irvtng Jackson and their work, .hs

A DETEKTIFF STORRIE
(By Snowshoe Al)
sat

detektiff

usual, was finished, as was that of
Kohalker, who was a particularly harmless looking Lola.
The most remarkablo part of the seo-

'

His
kumpanion. Dr. Hotbun, sat neer him oiling a slingshot.
A nock kalm at tha door. "Let him in,
Hotbun," sed Homes, as he rolled up
his sleeve an" shot a Uaff-plnt uv Tanlac Intuh his fore-arm.
"How do yuh
know it's a him?" sez Hotbun, startin'
fer tha door.
"Because I kin smell likker frum here," sez Homes. "Wunderfll!"
exklaimed Hotbun.
A beeootiful
young lady entered. "O, sir " she beinterrupted
eun.
"Say no more,"

at his desk cuttin' out paper dolls,

boozum frend

an'

opera was thu perfomanoe given by
Emllio Ghlrardlnl as Tonlo In "Pagllolid

His voice Is mellow and resonant and he sang with great ease tho
"Prologue," part of which he was forced
to repeat. Silvio and Nedda were roles
assigned to George Cehanovsky and
Olga Kargau, who sang Hatlsfactorily
land were more attractive In appearanca
than many operatic lovers. The pastoral
Bweetnesa and the swift movlns undertone of Impending disaster were well
by Mr,
"Cavallerla"
In
contrasted
Peroni and his direction of "Pagllaocl"
acol."

'.

\

—

Ifomes, "yew are in trubblel" "How do
yew know?" sez she, bewilderdly. "Because yew have a black eye," sed
Homes.
"MarvlllusI" exklaimed Hotbun.
"Fer tha past 3 weeks," sed tha
jung lady, "I have bin goin' with a

handsum yung man
doris

"

"Send

It

in

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE— San
company

with a blow-torch. "Well,
enyhow," sed tha visiter, "about 2
hours ago he wuz lookln' at my fu:
"
kote
"Yew are a waitress!" burst
out Homes.
"Wunderfll!" exklaimed
Hotbun. "Then," continooed tha lady,
"my boy frend batted jne on tha eye,
wrapped sumthin' up in a bundle an'
pipe an'

lit it

wen

I'

PrezlosiUa
Don Carlos di Vargas
n Marehese dl Calatrava../

Fra Melitone
Padre Quardiono
Curra (Waiting

kote,
up his

— — —

Maestro

A

so,'

was

.full
"I

of

am

hairpins.
going to

only,

horny-handed suffragan.'

"

KNEADED AND FOOTED
As the World Wags:
The paragraph "With Naked

Fe^t,"*

your column of Sept. 7th, reminds ma
my boyhood. In New Haven, Ct.. in
the sixties there was a cracker bakery
on Lafayette street owned by a man
named Horton, a Hollander. His sons
After school
were my schoolmates.
hours In the afternoon the two young
Hortons always disappeared for two
hours or more. My playmates could not
find the reason for the two boys' absence from the scene of our youthful
deviltries. At last I got one of the Hortons to explain the mystery under tha

in

of

pledere of strict secrecy.

go

lo

home

The two had

directly from school,

wash

tread cracker dough.
feet, and
The crackers were deliciou.stj' crisp, but

their

lost

r

much

my boyish appetite for crackers,
to the mystification of my mother,
JOHN.

Dorchester.
'.

^

the

split

an

Infinitive

Is

a

diificult thing to ordinarily do. To Elmply put "to" and a verb together is a
.•3nap.
But to so arrange the two as to
net even find one clause out of many
to hardly be grrammatlcally correct is a
1

fine art.
artist.

And

I

Dcs-

del

Peroni.

The

Blanca

Saroya

**S?"f'
Stella deMette
.Mario \alle
Natale C«rvl
Cervi
Pletro de Blasl

Natale

to Leonora),

opera,
In

Frances Moroslnl
Francesco Curci
there Is still

"La Forza

del

ments of Verdlan loveliness, in the
monkish chorus, in the religious chanting, in the duet of Don Carlos and Don
Alvaro In tjie camp, In some of the airs
.

Leonora".

The company gave a capable performance last evening, especially Blanca
Saroya, who mimed Leonora with spontaneity, and sang her music cooly, resonantly. Mario Valle sang with

and

firm,

tones

full

role

his

warmth
of Don

Carlos; and Mr. Salazar, despite the
negative state of his acting, sung exceedingly well.
In lesser ways, Stella de Mette played
a gypsy giocosely; Natale Cervl stoutly
plied his tricks as the company's comedian, as the Fra Melitone; a lithe, gay
pair danced an Interlude In the first
act of the Tavern, and the choruses,
both of monks and gypsies sang with
The audience was large and apzest.
plausive.

The opera this afternoon will be "La
Boheme" and this evening, "II TrovaE.

tore."

G.

LOYNE STAKE.

but had been mentioned in a prophecy by Nostradinnus, contained in an
old quarto picked up by one of these voyagers at a book sale.
Each island is inhal^ited by men and women sworn to a certain cult,
or obedient to this or that philosopher's teaching. As Swift in "Gulliver's
Travels"; Rabelais describing the voyage of Pantagruel, Panurge and
Friar John; the biographer of Jacques Sadeur who visited in the 17th
century strange Australians; Herman Melville, who in "Mardi" satirized
the policy of nations, the manners and customs of people, the weaknesses
and vanity of men, so Mr. Moszkowski satirizes developments of what
we are pleased to call our civilization. The chapter that suggests an article
for this page of The Herald is entitled "The Island of the Fine Arts."

The inhabitants of the island's provinces formed the public for
which the city Helikonda founded by a Medici, provided theatres, concerts, museums, schools and schools of art.
Had not Moliere commended
Had not Berlioz dedancipg. and music as essential exercises of life?
scribed in "Euphonia" an imaginary artistic community?
In Helikonda there were streets of playwrights', epic poets, lyric
poets, composers, singers, instrumental virtuosi, aesthetes, painters
Bculptors. .The most conservative lived near the centre. The most ad
vanced, the radical, were pushed out to the circumference of the town.
The prefect was selected by rotation. When our visitors landed, Mr.
Spiridon, artistic amateur and specialist in musical analysis, was their
guide and expositor. Musicians were the chief candidates for the prefecture.
trumpeter one year; an organist the next; sometimes even
an organ builder, for his social status was the same as that of artists.
Sauntering through the byways, one heard strange noises, "like our
futurist music. These sounds come from the throats of carpenters, tinsmiths and masons, who had gradually absorbed the spirit of the com.-

A

^

munity."

The art of this island was originally of a primitive kind but emisiaries had brought home choice specimens of western culture. Thus a
powerful impetus was given. "The islanders absorbed instantaneously
the entire culture which had developed on European soil in the course of
centuries." They became acquainted with Korngold, Busoni and Schoen-

The door-keeper of a concert hall into which the voyagers went, had,
as a former prefect, divided the artists into battalions, companies and platoons with uniforms and stripes. A composer was a colonel; poetic captains were promoted to majors. "Arbitrary prohibitions were issued,
relating, for example, to music which required an air pressure of more
than seven cubic metres upon brass instruments. Eventually he was defeated by a cabal of singers belonging to the third battery of sopranos,
whom, on account of their high notes, he had replaced by a train of altoartillery." Entering the hall, the visitors were delighted by a performance
of Mozart's "Jupiter" symphony; but a lecturer at the end spoke of
Mozart as a fossil. Ag a zoologist explains the skeloton of an ichthyosaurus, he demonstrated that "the living present is only concerned with
Buch extinct forms for scientific reasons." This historical concert was
given only, by conjuring up gray spectres of the past to throw into more
vivid contrast the achievements of modern art. In the audience one ol i
woman listened to Mozart's music with a blissful expression on her face.
The prefect said she was a backward person, tolerated as a curiosity.
Technical mastery was cultivated as an intellectual exercise. There
were impressive demonstrations of skill. Fifty pianists played simultaneously the same difficult toccata in perfect unison. "We could only hear
one piece of music sounding 50 times louder than usual." A pianist played
the wliole of Beethoven's "Appassionata" Sonata in four minutes, as an
example of technic, "not for time saving reasons (as the principle of the
Mechanized Island was not observed here). He also with his right hand
played the Paganini Studies of Brahms, and with his left, and at the
same time Lizst's Spanish Rhapsody. "Doubtless we were not suflSciently
cultivated to discern in the cacophony the beautiful melodies which were
obvious to the majority of the audience.'
In the optophonistic section objects, as paintings, we^^e transmuted into
sound; by a reverse process the octophone turned the "Hebrides" overture
into a picture." The effect was lost on us, as all we could see were a few
erratic flashes of light; but "our neighbors, equipped with superior receptive organs, declared that they saw quite distinctly the landscape background of Fingal's Grotto." It was believed that the octophone would
eventually displace pianists, artists and poets. It was also agreed that
within a short time the piano would be played, pictures painted, and
poetry composed by means of electricity.
I

"And
Than

hor body was more virtuous
women fashioned otherSwinburne.
^ige."
all

souls of

—

(AdT. in the Montreal Star)

"YOUNG BELGIAN LADY

wants

washing."

the Hollanders are a cleanly race.

A LOVER'S SOLICITUDE
(For A a the 'World TVaga)

Tour present

is

assured by me,

Into the future none can see,
be,
I hope the Fates will kindly
But, oh, ye Gods, your past!
,

DON POLA.

claim to almost be an

SIR

I

—

At a reception given the

Now

World Wags

To properly

transitional

Carlo

Destino"; it has neither the orchestral
sublety and fullness of the later "Alda,"
nor yet the easy melodiousness of the
earlier "Rigoletto." It is a straggling,
uneasy opera, of musical and dramatic
Yet there are still moheterogeneity.

of

it a rule that I will confirm boys
leaving the young porcupines to

make

my

hair

he explained,

Woman

Trabuco

much marking time

BEFORE THE SHINGLE
"There was a bishop once who had a
horror of confirming girls on the ground
'And

Mr.

Leonora

Donna

Homes rolled
gone."
sleeve, shot a pint uv Castoria intuh
his wrist, an' sed with a air uv finality,
"The yung man took yer kote!"
"Marvillus!" e-xklaimed Hotbun. They
went tuh tha neerest pawnbroker's an"
"He has took a train an'
lokated it.
left
er ah wot wuz his occupation?"
sed Homes. "He wuz a poet," sed she.
"Why didn t yuh say so?" sed Homes.
An' he went tuh tha neerest resturant
an' got his man.

that, their

"La Forza

Don Alvaro

my

looked for

wnz

It

I

an'

it,

In Verdi's

Conductor,

tino."
cast:

j

beet

Alexantier Moszkowski in his "Isles of Wisdom" the book translated by H. J. Stenning: from the German, is published in this country by
describes the adventures of a small party
E. P. Dutton & Company
in visiting islands of the Pacific ocean that had hitherto been unknown

berg before they'knew of Clementi and Mozart.

sed

blake,"

enthuslastloally received.

was

Homes, as he
jammed a ounce uv opium inter his
tuh

•

double bill was the choice of the San
Carlo Opera Company last evening and
under the direction of Carlo Peroni they
gave an acceptable performance. Even
if these two operas should be produced
in mediocre fashien they would still
compel some applause simply because
of the dramatic intensity and gathering
climactic effects of the score. Last night,
ho^^ever, the company gave a satisfactory performance and the casts, for the
most part, were happily chosen.
In "Cavallerla" Gladys Axman, a Boston woman, played Santuzza and was
better suited to the part temperamentalThe roles of Turlddu
ly than vocally.

lays foundations, goes to
visits
balls,
iiioos
with blundering- damsels in
Cluadrilles,
lakes shooting parties in the neigh-

Rex Homes, tha grate

bit If

siastic

Edwaj-d Vn as Prinoe of Wales
od the United States, reports of
reception crossed the Atlantic. An
tcm boy won a prize in 1S61 for a de..riptlon 0/ this visit. There were these

boring

PagUacoi" is not waning
a crowded house and an enthuThis
house is any criterion.

tlcana" and

a
iiK

Schslker
Beatrice Altlerl
Franco Tafuro
Irving Jackaon

,/,..B»rnl(!B

I.ola

lie

—
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MEDICAL CANDOR
(Statement of results by G. G. -Waslco In "The
Chiropractor.'

)

was

There was hesitation about playing for the visitors the last year's
creations, for they were already out of date; even a logarithmic symphony
and a string sextet on the parallelogram of forces; the music la;ked the
"ultra-violet." At this meeting it was announced that plays should have
something oval about them; "a scene without an elliptical counterpoint
does not possess an 'entelechie'; a piece of chamber music can be accurately appraised only if it be gi-asped from its concave side; pianos,
organs, flutes, clarinets" (we regret to say the translator spells the
word "clarionets"
and on page 212 "Pagani" should be "Paganini"),
"and whatever else you call them, are not required for our free-flowing

—

have
Many of the
compositions. Their place is taken by a transcendental tone producer."
adapted themselves to handling of
I
Lizzies.
This tone-producer was an enormous apparatus between an organ
patients 'as Ford makes the
was a land a dynamo engine, with telephone diapraghms. It was worked from a
am not excluding myself. Theredressing
14
had
1
that
time In the past
keyboard.
rooms, and when the reception door
chiropractors

(

a long and interesting)
discussion of the question whether art is finite or infinite. Three supergeniuses took part in the discussion. When a visitor argued that if semitones were split the sound would be like the howling of a cat, Kakordo
replied: "The cat is a very important musical factor.
There was Scarlatti's cat, which ran across the keys of the piano and provided the Italian
with the theme for his brilliant cat fugue. In questions of intonation and
modulation the cat becomes incomparably more important."
visitors there

—
—

;

"Kakordo played a fantasy on the Ihcine Abracadabra n
occurred all variations of sound, from the tendercst murmurs to the most
deafening storm. It had as little connection with what we understood
by music as the wind when it howls in the chimney or whistles at the
street comers." (This machine is not unlike the American dynamophone
constructed by Dr. Th'addeus Cahill. It was described in McClure's MagaBine for July, 1906.)

f.'( il
II

,

Swfur.s.

Fli-st

In

111,!.'

M»y

Muriel n\tt
Anion RlfB

Mowbray
nichnrrt Whorf
Katherlna SlandlnB

The Right Hon., The Eail of Pantbourna,
C. Wordlcy Hulao
K.O
The Cnunteae of Pancbourna.
I-ady Orllham
Inspector Drew
of
It Is said

though

tion. 1 know because I used to come in
and see the reception room full, and in
a few minutes the room was empty and
I could sit down and read the paper.
I
would say how wonderful I am. I
would tell the patients how accurate 1
was with X-ray and palpation, and in
this way,
with good advertising, I
always had good business.

editorial

only

/

question was conthe anniversary of
concert In this coun-

Boston, the Fitchburg depot, or Northampton, where Jenny spent her honeymoon. Even at the height of her fame,
capable and friendly European critics
pointed out serious defects in her art.
For that they were called blasphemers.

—Ed.
The Countess de Lauzanne
magazine

article,

"When

I

her
Peel Cross
In

Stop Eating":
"Dinner ought to be light and for such
as myself should consist of stomachdigestive dishes, as the macaronis,
cheeses, fish, meat, potatoes, eggs."
I

A DILEMIV1A: DUO FOR HORAS
(For

As

tlie

World Wags)

Hall, ye ancient ones of Greece:

We, some time have had a hunch.

I

That, with two,' st their demise.
the glorj- of the bunch.
who held that Fate
Smiled upon the celibate.

"Recently It was my painful duty to
a famous business man saying
that his favorite piece of music was
'Love's Old Sweet Song' sung by a
{well-known prima donna." R. J. Pii-

Went

listen to

Plato, he

'

—

Socrates, who had a wife.
None too happy In that state
Much preferring death to life
Thumbed his nose at adverse Fate.
Drank deooction of the bark.
Then fared forth into the dark.

Cambridge.

J. C.

PROF. SOLLOHUB'S
As the World Wags:

cher.

A.

TEXTBOOK

I am engaged in compiling a textbook
on the "True Meaning of Compliments,"
and It occurs to me that you and your
contributors could be of great service to
me in the department of research. To
date I have listed over 500 compliments
that are in reality nothing more nor less

most vituperative and insidious
For example:
A lady goes to tea at a chic and distinguished French apartment and exclaims repeatedly on the beauty and

•than the
insults.

charm

,of

the rooms.

"My

dear,

what
what

charming reoms you have here!" Is
she says on the face of it a compliment to her host's taste and checking
account. But on thinking it over one

—

plainly that what she is clearly
implying is this: "Why, why, I never
expected anjthing like this of you'
Xever once have you given me "the
-slightest indication that you had such
taste! I simply can't get over It! These
charming rooms!"
And there must be thousands of
others. It is my plan to prove by sheer
weight of evidence that all compliments

are really insults;

me

M.

JENNY

WILFRED

A

IN

American as she is spoke. The other
day a youthful product of our great local

BOSTON
'

j
'

melting pot addressed me as follows:
"Hey, mister, how I opened the box, it
fell out a book."
GEE TEE.

We

read

Figaro of an "ami»,bJ«" f«.
male gambler who had been losing for
a fortnight at the Casino, DeauvlUe. One
night she slapped her forehead and said
to her neighbors:
"I know what the
In

two wisdom teeth way back. I'll
have 'em out tomorrow." They all tried
to disuade her.
She promised to give'
up the idea, but four days later her
|fri»-n(ls
found her seated in the bar
jpressing a napkin to her cheek and
SiRhiuK desperately. That morning her
two teeth wert^ pulled out.
It
was
ijinx is;

'

necessary to saw the jaw.

"But you win now?"
"Not a sou these three hours."

"We

dedicate," says Figaro, "this
little
story
to
superstitious
gamesters who might be haunted by the
Umptation to make similar sacrlflcea."
tragic

Is

Mr. Herkimer Johnson Is still at Clampprt. Recently going to the Cape, n<Jt
aa a real estate agent, certainly not as a
"realtor," we called on the distinguished
sociologist. To our surprise, apropos of
nothing, he began again the history of
"Afhis youthful amorous adventures.
ter the tall Cornelia, the yeastman's
daughter, who used to comb my hair In
recess at the private school; after Kitty,
who favored me with Innocent kisses at

often

vious and heavy footed, much
tern with the earlier and more skilful
"Raffles," in which a social highwayman adventures at a house party given
by the irascible and occasionally doltish
Amos RIggs, who has grown rich with
the manufacture of harness polish.
The pretext came with the announcement that the expected diva, the sumptuous Perugia, would be unable to entertain the guests of Mr. Amos RIggs.
So Bentley, otherwise Captain
and
the pursued instigator of innumerable
polite robberies, suggested to RIggs, that
he and his son and niece exchange
places with Bentley and his two associates, Louise and George. In service
there with him.
And because he also
added that It had been done at one
of the Duke of
's
parties, RIggs
agreed.
The guests, the Earl and Countess of
Pangbourne and the feverish Lady Oldham, suffering from a "cinema complex," arrived; and according to their
spveral natures are amused or enraged
at the capers of the amiable Rigg, who
insists on being coy In the guise of butler.
Lady Odiham rhapsodizes on the
"modern Claude Duval," the clamorous

the grand old

X whom no one nas seen.
becomes jealous of Bentley's attentions to Muriel, the niece of RIggs
who is engaged to his son; and Bentley

laughed at our

came

to

her

room

to

otrop

accomplice,

it

to

It

A PROBABLE DERIVATION
the World Wags:
The derivation of the phrase "clean
as a whistle" seems obvious to me, and
If you had sneaked away from school

X.

to go fishing once in a while Instead of
being such a gosh-darned grind as
you undoubtedly were, you, too, would

to disclose.

spot

early June morning you would
have sat under an old willow tree on the
river bank with your bare feet In the
mud and your pug nose In the scent of

;

m

gave good account of himself. There was
a large and unbllevably applausive audience, that deluged the company with
fiowers, and recalled them again and

•

E. a.

HOtjSB. the SaiS
Carlo Opera Company In "La Boheme,"
by Puccini. Mr. Peronl conducting. The
Blanca

Rodolto
,

Vittorlo

Rodolfe

Saroya.

Toso

Gluliano Oliver

This highly compentent musical organization gave a sympathetic and adequate performance of Puccini's opera
of Parisian student life. Blanca Saroya,
as Miml, the flower girl, and Gluliano
Oliver as Rudolfo, her lover, took both
the principal parts and the lion's share
of the honors.
Mr. Oliver's voice was
heard to advantage In the melodious
lole that had been assigned and Miss
Saroya's clear soprano was an excellent
counterfoil.
The tuneful duets In the
first

and

third

acts

were

friends,

Jt turns!
And off comes
the cylinder of bark, leaving that im-

It

We,
tried

too,

to

have been
fashion

the

in

beneath
Q. E.

"aa
I).

Arcadia and
pastoral

pipe

through which to call the frolicsome
Galatea; but we were not dexterous in
any boyish art or game.
Our kites
would sink at once ignominiously to
earth; our toy boats would not sail. In
duck and drakes, in yard-sheep run, we
were always "It." Swimming and skating were foreign to our nature.
Yet
we were not a "grind," as Q. E. D. suggests: our rank at school and college

"Tafty, the Laird,

and Little Billee" of the piece, as taken
by Messrs. Vallee, De BlasI and Toso
were a delight, particularly the first
named. Miss Karau, as Musetta, wilful
and wayward, was a bit shrill in some
of her high notes but otherwise satisIn this version of "La Boheme," the
acting by the whole company was on

moves!

maculate, smooth willow
clean as a whistle."

especially

factory.

twist.

little
i

pleasing.

The three

,

ing your seat. A nice smooth joint la
selected and the branch cut off at the
bud.
The end is properly slanted, a
notch nicked in the bark and a ring cut
clean around the bark about four Inches
from the end.
Then, tap! tap! tap! You carefully
hammer the out section of bark so as
not to break it. At last a sixth sense
tells you the time is ripe to give It a

Gluliano Oliver
Olga Karjrau
Mario Valle
Pletro de Blast

Chaunard

pond lilies and rotting wild Iris leaves.
Gnats would have woven magic circles
about your old straw hat and darting
water spiders hypnotized your eyes In
the wet mirror at your feet.
The
drowsy hum all round you would have
explained that the fish were also taking
the nap you longed to take yourself.
At this point you yawn and draw your
jack-knife, keen as a razor from a recent application to father's oil stone.
Vou cut a willow branch without leav-

BOSTON OPERA

JIarcel
Colline

It.

On an

Was

again.

Johnson

A.S

playing Was uneven
in the mood of farce.
adrhfttUg in his curtain
speech that he did not know his lines
too well, played the fumbling Amos
with his accustomed drollery and unction. Mr. Mowbray was calm and coldly
calculating as the adventuring Captain
X. And in lesser, guise there was the
alert and pointed pantomime of Miss
Dudgeon's Lady Odiham. Mr. O'Neill,
as the only new member of the company,
a role that demanded little,
last night.
Mr. Clive,

Mr.

We

Each becomes suspected, and there is a
very amusing last act, the most adroit
and ptmgent of the play, which u
would be unfair
Although the

We

saw her again."

deeply; he choked, as If the
chill of that graveyard was still in his
flesh and bones.
respected his grief
and left him.

down

Captain

my

protestations.
It all
to nothing, for I was sent away
never corresponded; I
school.

never
sighed

promised to show the ladles the pirating
Captain X.
The next morning the Pangbourne
necklace has dissapeared; the inspector,
looking like a far Western sheriff, with
winged collar and note book, is sent
for; and the bewildered Amos Rigg Is
taken for Captain X. Lady Odiham admits that It was she wjio had stolen
the necklace, creeping stealthily into
countess's

Copenhagen,

Her parents, stern faced, for
some reason frowned on me. They were
of the Spiritualistic persuasion and read
then
eagerly the Banner of Light,
owned by the late Isaac B. Rich of
theatrical fame.
Our trystlng place
was the graveyard near the river,
and there amid the tombstones we
plighted our troth.
The nights were
chill; there was no encouraging moon
No doubt a wandering ghost or two

t>ouise

the

of

rabbln.

Captain

MoBetta

i

game

next love was Diana, not of the EpheBians, but of a little neighboring village. She was short and slight, with
coal black hair, with eyes like the fishpools In Heshbon, by the gate of Bath-

—

Ml™'v

— Caillant.

Being one of Uncle Sam's trusted servants, employed in a village postoffice,
I am in a position to get acquainted
with

SOLLOHU^.

JOHX MONOLOGUE.

wants.

As the World Wags:

MR. JOHNSON'S DIANA

In

obof a pat-

a ruddy farce,

cast:

financier

terms he

As the World Wags:
The editorial "The Jenny LInd An-'!
niversary" in The Herald of Sept. U
did not mention Jenny Lind's visit to
Boston under Barnum's management.

•ys.

FRENCH.

must not borrow when he
He must borrow when
he does not w.int it. Then he gets the

Faithfully,

She sang on the second floor of the old
Fitchburg railroad "depot." (When I
was a boy a railway station was al'^vays a "depot.")
I
have heard my
mother say that this was the largest
hall in Boston then.
My ma8<(M(«feand|
father heard her sing and Ift^y boyhood days (I am 61 now) I often heard
my mother sound the praises of this
wonderful singer.
There was a rumor current, so mv
motlier used to tell me, that Jenny Lind
had no "ears" and that was the reason
she wore her hair down over the place
where her ears ought to have been. Tils
Incident, whatever the cause, set a
fashion among young ladies of the time
.riich
have seen repeated in these

A.

wants money.

and any assistance
in this great work

will be deeply appreciated.

World Wags:

Mr. Herkimer Johnson probably recognized at onco the Inaccuracy of the
press report that it was In the reign of
Charles "V of Spain that Hernando De
Soto made his way through what are
now the states of Florida, Georgia, Alabama and Misslsf;ippi, in quest of the
"Land of Gold" back In 1540.
According -to ht^tory It was Charles I
of Spain; also Charles V of the Holy
^Roman Empire, which embraced Austria
and Germany, who controlled the destinies of Spain at that time.
Lovers of
antiquities abiior him for having destroyed a large section of the Alhambra
at Granada in order to build a palace
for himself. In speaking of this not altogether lovable personage it Is well to
remember that he was Charles I and
not Charles 'V of Spain. Without any
special connection with Spain he la better known as Charles V, 1. e. the Holy

Roman Emperor.

sees

you can render

the

has not seen performance
It

below

DE SOTO'S CHARLES
As

A column Is not necessarily entertaining because It Is described as a "colvum" and the editor of It a "colyumlst."

Inter-

pos.'ilbllitles

X

There was no need of mentioning

try.
I

first

for

an'l

In

and considered
London performance,

provinces
"st.ar"

played

that al-

So, with the exception of that
provincial playing, of a season

It

And

In

with

favor
several

exquisitely

The work of the orchestra was beyond criticism.
J. £L p,

England.

diate Islands, the Pacifist Islands, Homewferd Bound.
Alexander MoEzkowski, the elder brother of the late Moritz, Mosz¥5ki, comjposer and pianist, was born at Pilica. PolamL in 1851.
P. H.

The

with

fered.
earlier

later, all keenly satirical,
are the Platonic Island, the Island of Happy Conditions, the Island
of
Perversions, the Mechanized Island, the Reactionary Island, the Interme-

cerned

Engll.sh

ago,

X"

"Captain

was produced somewhere

the
itii

major.

Jenny Lind's

It

was

drama,
sung.

Newcombe
Blapcth Dud«eon
Victor Tandy

Jeananitnft

The other chapters, of which we may speak

out again. That constituted an adjustment; it was, but what lilnd?
One gets adapted to such work and
it Is very difficult to break that adapta-

^

KrtlM

E. Cllv«

n.
Aliin

Mrntli'y
CloorRo

When the visitors left the native aesthetes, pressed to it, confessed
that they had bluffed the islanders. Then three of they played delight-

npened 1 had the patients go right in.
I
gave a thump and the patient went

a high plane. SeldoiA is a better BlreV^^
crowd put on the stage than that whi.-h
circled around the Cafe Momus In the
I.atin quarter during the third act, and
the final scene of the opera, one of the
most pathetic deathbed episodes In all

Temnce N»IU

ni(n

I'lank

Jjoulaft

E

X,"
by Herbert
America. The

i^tB,

rni't:

Conductors were regarded on this island as lightweight, comical
ithletes, not to be taken seriously.
"One wields his baton in violin passages like a needle; another angles with it for an imaginary fish among
the band; the third turns into a human snake with his contortions. Our
dynamophone puts an end to this buffoon."
The same sonata could be played in yellow, red, or green. "You are
wearing a cravat in D major, and the American lady wears a hat in
A minor. Subjectively I apprehend a seventh chord as a square, and a
diatomic scale as sour."
Dances on this island were based on zoological ideas drawn from the
hairy, tailed and feathered worlds. "The epileptic crane, the mournful vibrations of the musk ox, the rotating polypiper, and a 'tarantula goaded by
self-inflicted stings to an orgiastic dance," as "among us the fox and
gxisly-bear have furnished the most valuable choreographic motives."

fully Mozart's violin trio in

V9

— "C»plaln

.liIY

I

uuii-(ly

was among the lowest, the Idlest. If
wc were given to reading, the authors

.

•

were in the pay of good Mr. Beadle.
We knew the heroes of the yellowcovered octavos. Sixteen -String Jack.
Dick Turpin, and LafTitte, the Pirate
of the Gulf, more intimately than Epamlnondas, Aristldes the Just, and the
worthies whose lives were written bv
Cornpllu.s Xepos.
We tried to whittle

I

'

—
-

and, l^einR pt stM Uteo i>j- ma uiouin,
came to the United States, where her
son was bofn, remembering her fato,
vowed eternal hatred of his uncle and
i

'22
as we tried to make
be the onvy of our

i'.isi'

slliigt:

England.

play-

Ha comes Into great possessions In
"perfidious .\lbion" and to settle matters goes to Malbridge Hall, a fine estate
now his, puts It up for sale and tries
to sell a lucrative tobacco business in
Edinburgh. He takes with him his man
of affairs, likewise his pal. the breezy
Clarke. At Malbridge Hall he meets old

\\ 0 procVirtKl a rosewood malmdsonie Ihlne. for croquet wh-n
.no was flist i>l«yed In our little

bm we

could not hit tUo ball
unerring sense of distance and
Our whistles were clean
h. but they were like the noiseless
of the physicians.— Ed.
111

ion.

ADD "OUT-DOOn SPORTS"
As the AVorld AVags:

Son and I went "graveyardlng" one
a charming way of spending a
»»-arn>, sunny afternoon.
We explored
the Granary and King's Chapel burying
grounds. Son, aged 15, was thrilled by
the graves of Paul Revere, Dawes, Hancock and others of whom he had learned

i

day,

was

In school. I

;

Interested In the "simthe stone of a lady

deferred till Sunday. Yet this may now
be said: Mr. Cohan was again his later,
Inirhltable self; quick at repartee (ocnow
casionally In vaudeville fashion)
Imperfurbable, now amusingly flustered;
Incorrigibly American, but not In the
Babbitt manners; not hesitating to brins

on

spelling,"

ple

!

friends of his mother's. The two Americans are greatly taken with two EngIlsTl
girls, but there are really three
love stories in the play.
It Is needless
to say that Gllson wins all hearts from
Lady Bertram's to the groom's; prospers In his sale, wins his girl, receives
all sorts of honors Including recognition
from the government.
The performance ended at so late, so
unneoessarily a late hour, that some
remarks about Mr. Cohan's art as displayed In the part of Gllson and about
other members of the company must be

by the name of "Abbagell": of a man
that died In "Mcarch"; of another aged
so many years, months and "weeks";
of several who didn't know how old
they were but died "about" so many

i

i

gags and wheezes of a topical nature; graceful, easy, bubbling over with
good nature, but shrewd withal, also
lovable. And he can play a scene of
sentiment with a sincerity and a simplicity that his comrades on the stage
may well envy. Witness his description
of his mother's sad adventure, his account of his early life, and above all
his scene with Joycelyn in which Miss
Maclean ably responded.
As we have said, the company Is an
in

When we

reached the grave of Willlam Puddy with Its small wooden notice
telling us that It bears the oldest stone,
we found what appeared to be a lootstone, the only one we saw that daj-.
On It were the Initials "W. P., the date
'

and these

O my

lines::

Father,

my

Father

The Chariots of Israel
The Horsemen Thereof.
Can you or any of the erudite readers
of your column tell us the significance
of these lines? I presume they are from

excellent one.
JIlss McDermott and
Mr. Cooper Cliff are worthy of special
praise; as Is Mr. McNaughton's por-

the Bible; they sound that way though
I
don't recall them.
Did they refer to
any Impending calamity, social or political, or to the death of Mr. AV. P.
himself? They bring before my eyes a
vision of fear and dread and terror such
as the thought of approaching death
might arouse In the mind of one In 1658

trayal of, that singularly unpleasant
Mr. Watson
person, Forrest Blythe.
as Clarke was all steel springs and
ginger.
Mr. Cohan, loudly applauded for a
long time when he came on the stage,
made a short and modest speech after
the second act.
But the comedy itself needs tinkering
and shortening. The lines given to Mr.
Cohan and Mr. Clarke, although they
constantly excited laughter, are at times
Inconsequential, not to say flat. And Is
there not too much about laborers and
trades unions In the third act, when the
audience Is chiefly interested In the
development of the love stories?
The theatre was completely filled.

'

when every one was a fundamentalist.

EDITH
See

up

II

Kings,

heaven

to

horses of

My

cried,
of Israel

ii,

12.

ALLEN.

L.

When

went

Elijah

a chariot of fire with
"Elisha saw It, and he

In

fire,

father,

my

father, the chariot

and the horsemen thereof."
And when Elisha was fallen sick of his
sickness whereof he died, "Joash, the
King of Israel, came down unto him and
wept over his face, and said, O my
father,

my

—

•Weber and Fields came

Prof. SoUohub's premise, that compliments are often covert Insults, if
undeniable and affords rich opportunity
for exposition. For example: One often
hears In the babble of washroom banalities the following "compliment," variously phrased, but always spoken wit);

[O

the old
they are the Weber and Fields of
days, aiid they scored heavily.
The surrounding bill began the -iveek

.

good shape and the house enjoyed
well
every act. Bob Hall didn't start so
—It looked at first as though his act
depended too much on support from the
had
others, but before he finished he
his exthe whole house with him and
big."
over
"went
temporaneous songs
Hollawav and Austin combine gymwire.
nastic and cOTitortionlst feats on ,a
Hollaway's bicycle act Is extremely
In

"

plus

don't see
why any one as homely as you should
have such pretty hair. With your hair,
ipd my Xaca . . 4"
Implication,

affront:

2

"I

.
"

1-

clever.

'

'AMERICAN BORN

"Peggr," a little dog with a program
numbers
of her own, Including musical
on her own piano, a couple of bell numstump
her
of
bers and a knowing wag
the
of a tall, was something novel In
way of an animal act and won applause.
jazz
In
orchestra
Al Tucker's comedy
and nonsense put pep Into the show and
some of Its spicy musical numbers Inspired the audience to join In a big
dance-time party, which broke up In a

By PHILIP HALE

,

HOLLIS STREET THEATRE—First
'I

Eom,"

'performance of "Amerlca,n
comedy in three acts by George
'

|
I

a

M.

'~ol>an.
r>?lford

Graham
j,„(r
L,rtT Bertram.'

j

LTdla Bertram
t-tpphen Clarke
Jos-ph Gllson

i

WpUm
Sir

Allan

Arthur Pptterlog

Jorrelvn Petterlng
.

M- Arnold I.ucy
Lawrance D Oraa.r
Dalsr Belmore
.<".« M'-l^e™""
^'^i"
^'-^'''''S
Cohan
M /-Tn
George
Io'>° ^I-

}^Srt.»
i.

Bamsay

X'oaghton

Mr. Cohan assembled a capable comfor his new comedy, yet he Is not
the kind of actor that wishes to shine

pany

His play needs revision.

As U

Bta.nds the third act drags.

Much

superfluoUB m'atter could easily be cut

I
1

'

genuine

team

thrill.

of eight

They make up a

cleyei-

and the attractive setting

enhances their act.

Fleurette Jeoftrle won applause In her
several soprano numbers and tho range
She
of her voice proved a surprise.
responded with Jenny Llnd's own numher
jber, "Come Away," in Englioh. as
1

i

I

!

encore.

The plot Is here of little consequence.
The entertainment Is in the dialogue

The whirl of aong and dance offered
by Roy Zermaln and his company was
both novel and entertaining. This com-

a.nd the portrayal of characters.

Flfcted

our.
'

ordinarily seen In vaudeville, includms
a sword and lance joust which had a

^'<;>;«"f

Leonard Booker
Hamilton Cummings

George ilaiv^eU

now

roar of laughter.
Joe Weston and Grace Erllne offered
character Impersonations, several lively
song numbers and a clever skit wl ioli
had an excellent place on the bill,
ushering In Sun Fong-Lln and company,
Chinese acrobatic contortionists who
presented several oriental novelties not

H. Cooper CMt
..Joan Maclean
Lorna I/awrenoe

Harry

F B M.iiweli

alone.

I

CharlPB C.lrrton

An,lrewii

f"rr«t Blyth*::

Boston audiences, have a clever vehlsome of their reminiscences, but

3le for

The envious one of them conI wish I had your hair!

"My,

back together,

big^-elcome.
-it KeltK'S-rasf nTght; for a
known
These popular comedy stars, well

note: "You certainly have
Inference,
pretty hair."
add Insult.
"Your hair is the only pretty thing you

i

Gllson,

whose mother, an aristocratic English
•''r-.z.p,
love with a gardener,
-1

ZIEGFELDFOLUES
COLO>nAL

—

20tJi

Zlegfeld Follies,

'

Staged by Julian Mitchell. Dia-

edition.

J. P. McEvoy, W. C. Fields
and Gus Weinberg. Lyrics by Gene
Buck. Muslo by Raymond Hubbell,
Dave Stamper and Werner Janssen.
The cast includes W. C. Fields. Ray
Dare and Wahl. Carence
Dooley,
Nordstrom, Tom Lewis, Edna Leedom,
Peggy Fears. Bertha Belmore and the

logue by

Kelo brothers, as well

—

Student
"The
Theatre
Shubert
with
Prince In Heidelberg." an operetta
Books and
a prologue and four acts.
music by
lyrics by Dorothy Donnelly,

the vaudeville

bill.

version of Zlegfeld's

•

Slgmund Romberg.

Produced

bits of J. P.

by the

ment"
urban

Shubert.
tell,
With a compelling love story to
cast and
sumptious settings, a capable
the telling,
delightful music to aid In
night created
last
Prince"
Student
"The
entrancing
and held to the finish the
As an
Illusion of other-worldllnegs.

when

it

saw

first

McBvoy's "Comic Supple-

—kaleidoscopic
—and

life

of

glimpses of

sub-

the Follies of recent

seasons.
It

Now, somewhat depleted and changed.
comes here, still -with the inimitable

C. Fields, harassed father, with his
Ray Dooley. the
infant,
Tiller girls, the ezotlc and luminous
tableau of Ben .Ml Haggin, the settings
and curtains of Norman Bel-Geddes. as

W.

assaulting

new demand

to the apparent
musical plays of genufot soUdly-built
a respite from
ine romantic appeal as
sophistication. It Is
jazz and humorous

complete.

Tiller

performance on Broadway last spring,
combined the most salient and pungent

Messrs.

answer

the

as

and Zlegfeld's Follies girls.
The so-called revised edition, this 20th

girls

'STUDENT PRINCE'

j

I

Of
well as the parading Follies girls.
late Ztegfeld has taken to the ways of
the reviews, and there Is less of the
Follies parade than there has been in
previous seasons, and more of the comic

j

.

-which

The play, "Old eHldelberg." in
-widely popuRichard Mansfield was so
the current oflar is the "father" of

There Is an adroit tumbling act of
Dare and Wahl; a salty parody of a
"senator" in the throes of speechLewis; there,
the voyal pnnce making, delivered by Tom
of
stor^
That
fering
who feU in are the amazingly symmetrical troupWho went to college and niece.
ings of the Tiller girls, to which they
Is follove with the inn-keeper's
devia- have added, this time, a new and skilfew
with
operetta
lowed in the
ful rope dance.
But it Is W. C. Fields. In his playing
the palace,
"Flrst comes a prologue in
song of the various excerpts from the "Comic
li^'^oduce
by
lackeys
in which four
Supplement." and the accompanying]
The P^i""
the action of the play.
^ Ray Dooley. who as his infant pursues
Is to have
to be sent to Heidelberg-he
hysterically through the reels, who
him
conof the show.
one glorious year of liberty and
a are the life and backbone
to
down
settling
before
viviality
There Is Fields, a perturbed drug store
marriage -with ine proprietor, torn between the demands
sternly dictated
amid
Princess Margaret and a lifetime
of his infant that he take her to his
of the
the glamors and restrictions
checkers club for luncheon, and the
depart.
court. He and the old tutor
flurry of constant customers In pursuit
Act I Is laid in the fjarden of the Inn of a penny stamp, the time, or the
take up telephone booth.
at Heidelberg, where he will
residence. There the merry-beer-drink
There Is Fields, joy riding with Ma
surCorps"
"Saxon
Ing students of the
and Gertie, poised between a flying
and
toast
and
song
-with
round him
landscape of tangled billboards and a
make him one of them, and there he motor, cop; and there Is Fields, strugKathle.
meets and falls in love with
gling ifor sleep on the back porch. Interrupted by milkman, newsboy, baby,
the waitress, aroder by the students.
He impetuously decides to throw his fruit vendor, et al. An excellent comekingdom away and to elope. Exuber- dian, who never strains for his effects;
antly they prepare for the journey, but and Ray Dooley Is an apt side partner,
Irresistible In her cowing shrieks.
at the last moment the grim-vlsaged
And still there are "Tltina." and the
prime minister arrives with word that
to
wishes
he
that
Follies girls, lithe and silken, stepping
the King is ill, and
Follies of varied
through the revue.
see the Prince safely married before
them the
he dies. He leads the despondent Io^•el• pleasures, and chief among of Fields,
drolleries
amiable
impobeats
and
caustic
from the 'i\n. and Kathle
and of the "Comic Supplement."
tently against the closed doors.
E. G.
Then there is the palace ballroom,
with
its setting of Impressive richness
,

I

As the World Wags:

a wistful

—

PARK "Duty," drama dealing
with after- war atmosphere in
small town. Last week.
WILBUR— "My Girl," musical
comedy by the author of "Little
Jessie James."
SHUBERT— "Rose-Marie," Arthur Hammerstein's operetta with
Madeleine Massey, Houston Richards and others. Twenty-fourth
week.

RETURN TO KEITH'S!

INSULTING COMPLIMENTS

tinues,

—

PLYMOUTH "The Gorilla,"
mystery melodrama which burSecond
lesques mystery plays.

WEBER AND FIELDS

—

instances a national as well as personal
loss.
Ed.

have."

TREMONT— "The Buccaneer,"
romantic comedy by Max-well Anderson and Laurence Stallinga,
Secstarring William Farnum.
ond week.

father! the chariot of Israel

and the horsemen thereof." (II Kings,
As much as to say that hope
xili, 14).
and strength had departed In these

role of Kathle.

;

.

years.

1668;

change lh~TTi6 bill, Allen Prior played
the Prince, and Ilsa Mavenga did the
Prior Is personable, of
romantic bearing and good voice, and is
compelling !n
the
dramatic dream
scene;
while
Miss
Mavenga lends
charming petite coquetries to the role
of the little waitress.
Eva Davenport, as th« grratesque
grand duchess, bandies her role of
pompotis comedy satisfactorily, and
Lucycnne Herval does the princess with
dignity and charm.
H. F. M.

CONTINUING PLAYS

week.

j'
1

A

•

flaming
cloth of

candelabra and hangings of
gold conU-asted against dark

graceful figures of old Upestrles. The
setting and tlie waltz of wide-skirted
beauties and court dandies bring sponThe Prince's betaneous applause.
trothal Is announced. He madly proAll go
tests, then graciously yields.
away he throws himself down, goldstream
in
a
laden
table
panopied. at a
of soft blue light, and sees visions
of the students drinking "salamanders"
and singing, of Kathle, and the proThe vihibited glories of Heidelberg.
sions shodily materialize in the backold
songs.
hears
tlie
he
ground, and
So he goes back to Heidelberg to find
his fellows and his sweetheart, but all
the old cronies have gone, save one, now
a bald and unimaginative burgher—
Kathle bravely denies him. and goes to

—

wed her cousin. With some show of
love for the Princess he must wed, Karl
Franz faces the Inevitable, and keeps

nothing but memories.
One of the outstanding features of the
play J sthe male chorus of 40-odd voices.
The drinking song of the students,
which recurs throughout the play to
the accompaniment of waving steins,
received much applause. The appealing
duet by the Prince and Kathle, "Deep
in My Heart, Dear." was also popular.
Funereal comedy of the stately and
pompus Lutz. as played by De Wolf
Hopper, constitutes a high point of reHe is an attendant of the prince,
lief.
and is in turn attended by the diminutive and worshipping Hubert, played
effectively by Gus Alexander. By a late

As tKe World Wa^s
By PHIUP HALE
column, written by PhUip
whosef great talents as a

This
Hale,

*amatic and musical

critic

have

©rershadowed-his gifts as a humorlong been a feature of the
tot,

has

editorial

page of The Herald.

The

and
eolumn scinUllates with humor
readers. We
steady
of
host
a
imn
page
are printing it on the first
temporarily for the benefit of those
who may have overlooked it.

Above all, old men are dangerous.
Who have only the memory of things
pMt left them, and have lost the re-

membrance

of

their

repetitions— Mon-

taigne.

ELDERBERRIES
plckln elderberries
Hy Pap was
the hedge one day,
Out by

An

I

An

saj-s.

"Pap, what fer you plckln

elderberries?"
„
Pap he says, "Now Buddy, run

away!"

Se

put

em on a

Without the

stove a-stewln
delay.

least

—

—

A mere
Ao

contf'

existence, mlim.'is not. at all n

Buddy, run

•wayl"

The Bishop

IllEF

•

i

f

•

1

of I.lohtlcld.

see

Ihm

he squanhed 'cm

in the cellar,
like viver spray,
I Bays, "Pap, what for you s(iuashlii

iUl

b

Ab then Doc Scuppers come a-callln
An Doc an Pap waa ^y,
Ab I says. "Pap. what fer you drtnkln
elderben-les?"

"Now Buddy, run

he says,

away."

Here

berry."

Ab when

I thought they wasn't lookin
"Uooray;
X took a swig
Ab Pap he sniffed. "What fer you
snoopin elderberries?
Ab I says, "Pap, now, h-l-c-c-c, you
.

.

relloved to
.,
that^ the
ani,

I

he

the

room

is

Some say "kronbere"

for
In

.

W.ANTEI)

A .SMALL VE.STPOCKET
wich explains

discussion:

Low German;

more

than

all

23

As the World Wags:

others,

A Wllmette golfer breaks his leg by
swinging too hard at his ball.
Ne^tt
we're going to read of a chess player
dying of starvation waiting for his opponent to move.
R. H. L.

"crane."

As the World Wags:
I hasten to suggest as secretary
In
the Herald's hall of fame one William

.

MFWMFW

LEEFLET

uv M'agner's operas In
wurds iTch.
.N'alm
yer
own price. No kwestlonn askt an' tlo
kwestlons ansared.
SNOWSHOBAL.
not

M. Dukpen.

Our

j

|

local Baptist

church has a bulletin board which has often announced
alTalrs \ylth
Inappropriate Juxtaposition. .rBrfftenDlyjt Offered thlS?'

"EVENING SERVICE

"Helen A. Holmes, Soloist
'Hard Words to Speak.' I*astor"
He should have been a music critic

LILO BUELL.

Ladies'

Home

Journal,

I

issue of the
read the words:

nodded gruffly." Do you do this
with the same apparatus as when bowt. R. E.

tliat innocent refreshment in many
forms, and pyramids of strawberries,
and gentle drinks, which the fancy of
America could alone devise.
" 'I think strawberries and cream the
most popular of all food,' said Madame

with

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE
(Adv. in the Kent. Ohio, Tribune)

Suburban home furnished, ^ith piano,
fresh cow and three-weeks old cair at
ber side, double garage, poultry bouse,
plenty of fruit trees, good well, house
in good condition inside.

Phoebus, as some touched her beautiful lips.
*'

ADD "NOTEWORTHY SAYINGS"
(From the DaUas.
"1 believe evolution

Texas,

News)

a question that
Will be agitated for a while and then
paes away," Mrs. Ottis Andrews, 4401
Is

'Yes;

ing

it,"

and one

Is

not

ashamed

of eat-

street, said

Monday.

PURISTS
An

the World Wags:
the customer entered, he was
greeted by the sale?man with, "Yes,
tr. Yes. sir?" "I did not say anything," he remarked, as be approached
the counter.
Seeing a lot of pocketknives, labeled "89 cents," he said,
handing the clerk a $1 bill, "I'll take
one of these knives, please." As the

As

'

money sped cashierward,

the clerk re-

marked, "Fine day. sir, sunny, warm
and a gentle breeze, a replee-ca (sic)
of what we had yesterday."
"A what, did you say?" asked the
•Btonlshed patron, bending forward the
better to hear the queer-sounding word.
"A re-plee-ca!" answered the salesman.
"A re-plee-ca? a re-p!y-ca, you mean,"
sarcastically corrected the customer, accenting the second syllable in each

work.
"Well, ye.-?—re-ply-ca," repeated the
"1 see you are a purist,"
clerk.
he
added.
He tried to interest the customed In other articles. Placing the
copper coin in the customer s hand, the

clerk said,

you

"If

"And a

call

purist here, to."

an ar-curate man a purist,

I'm on<^," responded the customer. "By
the way, are you fond of music?"
"Sure. I jusi love violin playing."
"What if the violinist played out of
tune?"
"Why, I couldn't stand it
It's
awful."
"So you, too, are a purist."
They both smiled approvingly. As
the customer left the shop, ho thought
of the shockingly misapplied and
mlspronuonced "replica." "Re-plee-ca" he
murmured and shook his head.
WILFRED A. FRENCH.

ADD "HOLLYWOOD,

CAL..

ENTER.

TAINMENTS

We

cordially invite you to attend
the opening of the

FAITH MATERNITY HOSPITAL

1739 Morton Avenue
Wednesday evening, July 1.5th, nineteen

hundred and twenty-five
program under the personal

opening

An

supervision of
Mr. Sid Grauman
evening of pleasure from
S:30 P.

M. to

1

A. M.

that hat."

MISS ANTHROPIST.

was only one

is

"Coningsby."
But the great passage about strawberries is in Miss Austen's "Emma."
Emma and others gathered about the
"Only strawberries,
strawberry beds.
could now be thought or spoken of. The
best fruit in England everybody's favorite always wholesome.
There the
finest beds and finest sorts. Delightful
to gather for oneself the only way of
really enjoying them. Jlornliig decidedly
the best time never tired every good
Infinitely
superior no
Bort hautboy
'

Main

than to be in the midst of a few wellchosen remarks on oome Important
theme, only to have one's Romeo offer
as his contribution to tTie conversation:
"Gee, Kid, you sure are a knockout In

said Theodora.

"Dizzy." The
that he ever wrote another
novel after
Thackeray's burlesque of

There
wonder

FOR THE "MISOGYNIST'?
As the World Wags:
This Misogynist guy has us all wrong.
If we're dumbbells, it's because our powers of observation have shown us there
is a market for dumbbells.
For what
is
more discouraging to intelligence

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

comparison— the others hardly eatable
—hautboys very scarce—Chili preferred
Whitewood finest flavor of ale price
of strawberries In London beds never

—

—

—

to be renewed— gardeners never to be
put out of their way delicious fruit
only too rich to be eaten much of—,
objection to gathering strawberries the
stooping— glaring sun— tired to deathmust go and sit In the shade.' Such, for

—

an hour was the conversation."
The "hautboy" was a tall species. We
never heard of it or of the '"VSTiltewood"
In this country, although we have undergone more than once the ordeal of
"the walk with the proprietor."

half

SOFT JOBS
The Journa' /\merican Medical As-

•pociation gives a list of the sofest Jobs
in the world.

Horse doctor in Detroit. Humor editor of Congre.ssionril Record. Lineman
Chimney sweep
for a radio company.
on a tireless cooker. Conductor on train
returning frou: Florida. Physician to
the first reader of the Christian Science
Church. Fly swatter at the North Pole.
(But the mosquitoes in the Arctic are
bloodthirsty)..
In the old negro minstrel shows when
there was talk of a light Job, the
wheeze was: "Clerk it in a bird store."
.

•Who was the Inspired author of
"good morning to you landlord,"
And "how are you this day?"
When Patrick Murphy, Esquire,
It's

Comes dowr the alley-way.
With his brand-new silken beaver,
He's as solid as a rock.

Slr Barry Jackson's production of
"Ha^nlet" In modern vlresa is still eagerly discussed In London. New devices
for the modernization are suggested.
That Laertes should hold a revolver Is
thought to be wrong, for there is thus
a suggestion of American "crook" plays
in which the "automatic" plays a leading part. Polonius is slain with a sword
"hung up for decorative purposes."
The Manchester Guardian thinks It
would be interesting to give one or two
performances of "Hamlet" with the
present company dressed in the ordin"They would
ary Elizabethan way.
have to readjust their stylo of acting
to their style of dressing, but people
who saw both performances would then
have the best possible opportunity for
testing the gain In 'actuality' that a
modern setting Is supposed to give."

The lion cub at the London Zoo has
been named Mary Pickford, although It
is a "he."
A tiger cub to be added
will be named Douglas Fairbanks,

The high tribute paid
"Henry 'Vin" Is familiar

Qrimth
to

in

Mr.

all.

Meredith Hastings has now brought evidence to prove that in life this worthy
Ellis Griffith, a soldier of fortune in the
King's retinue at Calais for many years,
wae interested In mediaeval medicine,
"fox pomade" and Welsh whiskey.

the pr#»ent

Hamlet In his day clothes and with
a cane for a sword, when his stage costumes and props did not arrive?

of

A Shakespeare-Hamlet memorial

Is

be erected on the site of the eocalled grave of the prince, who was,
after) after all, a half-legendary character living, If he lived. In Jutland, not
to

but the Danes have made
a grave for him not far from old Klmclose
borg Castle with Ophfclla's well
The proposed memorial will showy
.Shakespeare'.in bas-relief scenes from

In Klslnore;

I

tragedy.

Miss Pearl White wrote an account
London journals, prepara-

of herself for

appearing

to

this

In

the

month.

"London
Note the

opening sentence:

am

"I

"I

ing hoarsely?

for

bo held in suspense.
.\propos of the niodernUed "Hatnlet."
did not Junius Brutus Booth the eld-the part
oiicf; play In an American town

Revue" early

'

Bobey. Brnnswtck 1682.

|

tory

As the World Wags:
On page 1", September

eiill.>^'-'

How nmiiy husbands beat theh
(rt)
wives after seeing "The Taming of the
Bhrew"; and
How many people go und enlist
(e)
after seeing "Henry V,"
a
there would bo som" material for

"

Stonehani.

und

ople go

Judgment which must

AN OPERA-GOCR

.

Anglo-Saxon,
"cran"
for
Why "raspberry?" "From
"rasp' (now Scottish and Northern), rasrun away!"
pls. etym dub."
One lexicographer is
GOG.
P. D.
bold enough to say "rasp (perhaps
from Its rough appearance)," "Bilberry"
RADIO; OR COLLEGE YELL?
Erery Evening)
is straight from the Danish, and its oth(Wilmington, Del
He graduated from Delaware College er name, "whortleberry," Is from Old
in 1896 with a B. S. degree In civil en- English "horta," deep thinkers say. Is
gineering and was a first honor grad- "huckleberry" a corruption of hurtleuate.
He obtained his degree at the berry for whortleberry?
RODDD. 1905.
Not long ago "Penguin" in the Observer asked why strawberries have
HE WANTS BUT LITTLE
been undeservedly neglected in poetry
(Adv. In tlie Chicago Tribune)
and fiction. He then proceeded to anHOrSEKKEPER. NtjRSE. OR DOMESTIC— swer his question by quoting Shakes10-50 .vrs. of age. healthy, optimistic. Imnpeare, Izaak Walton, Jane; Austen, Disand
quick
accurate
»»t.
rell.iMe.
willing,
raeli, James Lane AUen.
worker, speak English, German. Polish and
Does anyone
preferably read and write same and any other
read "Lothair" today, the novel that
languagcii. for a permanent position to do
greatly offended Goldwin Smith who apgen'l boasew'k for 3 adults and preferably
room and board on premises; also selling in peared in it as the Oxford professor?
" 'I think the moon will melt the Ice
•tore and assist In making proprietary medicines. AVrite. phone, or come in any morning
tonight,'
said Theodora,
as she led
•t 11 A. M.. DR. P. B. SCHTMAN, 1867 N.
Madame Phoebus to a table cov^cd

.

.

p.

11.

»

aftor seeing "F:il«tnfr";

making

beast

foam on Its JawM,
and fury In Its
was. TIio moment green eyes, and if
he
saw n)o ho you had seen the
turned tall .4nd ran enormous leap It
Into the garden.
made.

I/ondon Journalists are questioning
ooncernlng the names of berries. There
U no doubt concerning the derivation
of black berry, but what connection Is
there between the goose and the gooseberry?
Cautious lexicographers
say
"perhaps." One Journalist goes so far
aa to associate "crane" with
"cran-

elderberries?"

Pap he says, "Now Buddy, run
away!"

Ab Pap

"

was

mal was oven more
frightened than I

They foamed

An

OK

rOLICK

'

mtidfyliig

woman

the

most universally famous

in the world."

She gives the reason: "Because during the war, I was working for Charles
^athe, who. unlike other producor.-, released my pictures In foreign countries.
Also I was the first one to do
serial pictures, which means seeing the
name before the theatres 20 weeks at
a time Implants said name more firmly
^
into the dumbest of brains.
,
have always made Inexpensive films so
to
that the smallest village could afford
lun them. Also the name of 'Pearl
White,' which is about the only asset
my father endowed me with, translates
into any language the story of my
career."
Then in a fine burst: "I am, I think,
the only picture star who has not had a
mother, husband, brother, lover, or etc.,
to do their dirty work and push them
along."
All up for Miss Pearl, who does not
should like to see
hate herself.
"The Iron Claw" again.
.

.

.

.

We

We

are indebted to a correspondent
the
giving
Souvenir"
program of an entertainment at Law1873.
The
com.panit
22,
May
rence

for

"Lingaird'a

which then Included the great William
Horace Lingard himself, Alice Dunning
Lingard, Dicky Lingard and others was
to end its season at the Globe Theatre,
Ecston, on June 14. This program included a "new society drama, 'Adelle,'
adapted from the French," a new comic
opera, "I Ladroni," by Lingard, and a
doaen Lingard sketclies with his "inimitable impersonations of the world's
Grant, Thiera, Dix. Louis
Napoleon, Victor Emanuel, Ben Butler

celebrities":

Apparently Lingard was
and others.
not then making a specialty of songs,
"On the Beach at Long Branch,"
"Walking Down Broadway," "The Bell
Goes a Ringing for Sarah," etc. Wasn't
there a song entitled "Pretty Polly Perkins of (something or other) Square
(or

Was

Green)"?

it

Ablngton Green?

Mr. Edgar Holt has written entertainingly in the Daily Telegraph of London
play
the "sexless drama," ?
"wliich abjures, alike in its antecedent
plots.
subsidiary
main
or
conditions. Its

about

its
presumed consedetail and
Its
quences, any interest that may be derived from a love affair, an engagement, a marriage, a divorce, a seduction or an irregular un'on, past, pres-ent or future a play. In short, which
has absolutely no sex In it at all. Most
contemporary plays are -excluded by one
part or another of that definition even
Strife' and 'The Silve- Box' must go
but there are a few living writers who
have, in spite of all, pulled it off.
Mr. Holt names John Drinkwaz-'r, C.
K. IWunrofi Eugene O'Neill, Jules Romains, and Bernard Sh-iw. ^nd asks If
the devotees of the out and out s>!X play
couid produce as imposing a list of dramatists. Munro is not known even by
name to many American theatregoers.
Jules Komains's "Knock" has run for
over a year in Paris. It Is an amusing
story of a new doctor who builds up -x
huge practice by sheer humbug but

—

—

An

officer in

London committed

sul-

day after he .saw "Rain." This
some to ask whether It is or Is n.-jt
a good advertisement for the play, and
whether there was any connection beMany have sean
tween the events.
"Rain" and not killed themselves; some
have committed suicide never having
The Obeserver comseen the play.
mented as follows:

olde the
led

general the proposition that a
orders his life according to his
theatrical program requires a good deul
"In

The envy of cine neighbor boys
That live upon the block.

man

Paris journals r< port the chase and
Villing of the leopard that escaped to
the Bols de Brulngne.

more

statistical support th.in

be available.
(a)

If,

for example,

How many

seems

murders are commit-

"Ham-

let";

(b)

How many

marriages are conYou Like It",

tracted after seeing "As

Henri Beraud, dramatic critic, would
not have it an(^ wrote v gorousiy against

to

we knew

ted within 24 hours after seeing

'

It,

not finding

It

funny, but laboriously

"Some people have a

-curious
taste In their gourmandlzing; lamp-oil.
Inspired.
them
The morning air is to
MoUere ridiculed these people who ar«
of all times, and, strange to say, they

made.

|

—

1b

We quote
"Retoura a Pled," a book
the
manattacks
on
comaliilnt; bitter
•K^nient of the Comedio VYancaUo.
The other plays mentioned by Mr.
Holt are "The Emperor Jones," "Abraand
"Saint
Joan"
ham Lincoln,"
Munro's "Progress."
first
rate
"Only
eonoludes:
Mr. Holt
dramatists can write sexless play.s, but
that, granted the first rate dramatist,
lie sexless play will appeal to the publ)retf>:\cl

to llkf Moliere."

five

as

— "endfulness,"
that

Is

as he called

dominant

once

It

in his writing.

—

THE PANSEUSB
aeath.
I do a dance of
Green light eats hollows In my

IJncoln,' where the power is political;
it is also the will of power, though of a
very different kind, that makes 'Saint
Joan" so Interesting; Knock's medical
conquest of the unenlightened villagers

^''i

by no
m human life, but they areenough
means all-important, and often happenthrilling
here are exciting and
sex have no
ings with which love and

part

sort of connection."

We

eath.
dance
This Is
f
In
These are not dimples

my

collected

not disdain the
rare.) But let us
Muse.
bler wooers of the

TRIBB, THE*

adno

(introducing

American

hum-

understand
Surn.ty. ^ven him to gre^t poet
to be a
that I knew him
^fked UP publication
evident suo
without--fj-'suc
„th»r but always
own
writes for his
Tess He says be
emolumentar>
:musement. not for the

state
aggrandizement of P^Wishers-a
was

assure you, there

-l""'-"^
Byronesque
refusal of money.
blUty in
pi udice.
that

La

sesses

it.

If

rrvism

is

sdalnful

^tJr
tua. d

In

some-

with more no
his
doubt he fo\ind3
th
call It so. on

NO
I may

m

his gift
something for

was

which

In

"Dew-Kist" Dian

the Poetic

man

;:now

in
„

Lorvella, Veloria.

(Worumbo

grows
the female neck thus
seem disposed
upon us. and the ladies
to us more and
to discover themselves
fain have them tell us

Marvella.
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j

(Caramella Charmette

1

Roshanara Velvette!)
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Charmlnettel
Charmolex.
Kasharalne
Romeen,
Ottoman Waffle. Lustrosa Kerman.
Radium, Lorsheen, Velmoura, Klshmlr.

Ly

be that he is "n'^"""^"^^"' '^t
laughter that
cannot bear to hear the
heart would
few torn shreds of his
scornful men.
unfeeling,
from
evoke
is

not an eleutheromaniac nor

a

bol8h^•ik

he a Mentken. Any form of dogabmatism, positive or destructive, is
utter
horrent to him, for he sees in it
spiritInanity, complete unreason, and
an
ual blindness. He is a pragmatlst.

.
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our master
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(For As the World
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TthtnT'of you as a duchess
century
Of the eighteenth
The center of a company

ihosen

no part of his philosophy; and yet he
1

for their great

accomplishments

splendid graces.
You sit amid the group
delight of all
the
to
And
things
cunningly phrasc pretty
^Lud

I

ROCKEL.

Patzoha. was to give
was all the more
cubist tendency. It
cubes do not
Bigniflcant as spheroid
improved on
He
all.
at
nature
exist in
inventing the tenthis performance by
prismatism. Inciof cylindrical
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LA GRANDE SERIEUSB
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An

MERRY ENGLAND
(From the London Times, Aug.

21.

IS'IS)

The subject of the tread-wheel as a
punishment for female prisoners was
again discussed at the Sessions for the
County of Surrey, held last week at
Guildford; and its application was sanctioned by a majority of the magistrates
Whatever be the feeling of
present.
the Surrey Magistrates upon this mode
of effecting female' reformation, we still
hope that the better taste, as well as
will
public at large,
feeling of the
speedily abolish a mode of punishment
the
of
habits
the
so uncongenial with
sex—BO ill adapted to any purpose of
rational utility, and above all, in the peculiar constitution of women, so cruel,
so Indelicate and dangerous in its Indiscriminate application.

As the World Wags:
Methinks

Professor

Sollohub's

new

compliments are frosted
For Instance, your
insults is correct.
hasn't seen you in
who
chum
old girl
say two years runs across you and

idea that

all

—

ansco

bacardl.^camera

ought

MODERN ART

temco sonora

tuxedo

fair readers

H.

write
Did not Prof. Baker Batthews
trade
these lines made up of American

is

opportunist, and a futllist—quite Horaof
tlan in his enjoyments and a pursuer
tranquillity. Groans and perspiration are

,» „
.^
(??!!!)

Chipec'o thermos dloxygen

my
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Chamolsuede

Chine.
Cocoa! Waffle! aussi Crepes de
PhilipAubergine! Amande! Tomate!

naturally shy.

or It may
you will. Greatreserved, reticent-what
bask in the glory of
er fools than he
are emotionally
print, and men who
string out
Inexperienced or Incompetent
into Home-Lyrics
the couplets of Pope
character
and poems of our national
beatitude.
that find syndication and
though
Trlbb is Intensely Individual,

But

beholders are
is not suffiage and philosophy
ciently qualified with
spectator of such
to be an indifferent
could not but
I
allureinents.
upon thfi disthat
winter,
last
observe
the whole tribe
use of the neckpiece,
eyes a new deterof osiers gave their
fair sex in the
mination, and stared the
face."
neck rather than ia the

Culrde Lalne,

.

Mr. Waller

their
to consider that all
man
not Nestors. Every

L'ENVOI.

et Lustrella;

I

their

ject Itself.

the royal repre
act of "execrable taste.'
Here Is a story of Lord Birkenhead
visiting Lord Balfour: "After dinner
when he was looking forward to bridge
with the usual accompaniment, his host.
out for a walk
It is alleged, took him
and discoursed upon 'Mind.' Upon returning to the house he was given short
respite and taken out again to" look, as
he said, 'at the damned stars.'

with a low bow to
sentatlve:

I

stop.

line of

(Furtex Thinderella,
Velobloom a Prunella!)

Julna.-Kashlora.Padrone!

1

necks, as
"For my own part,
more than busts
they call them, are no
I can look
eye.
of alabaster in my
marble of a snowy
yielding
'the
upon
coldness as this
breast' with as much
represents in the ob-

Shanteen.
Velons Marchan. Benara

Bella,
oh, Charmella!

John Burns. Masterman, Churchill, Asqulth. Sir Almeric characterizes the
conscience of Sir John Simon as "a parGeddes
eel of punctilios"; of Sir Eric
he writes, "all his weight is in his phywhich
at
service
funeral
At a
sique."
the King was represented, a canon of
the church, taking the service, began

^ore, I would
they intend to
once for all. how far
yet deterhave
they
whether
go and
where to make
mined among themselves

Bouclette?

Cordara Kasha, Jammunna Larlde.
Downey Crepetta Penny Solsine.

devil."
Sir Almeric shows an unfamiliar side
ability
of John Morley's character, his
about
to say startling and biting things
George,
Lloyd
associates,
hts political

.

body.
"Since

Furlaine?

Chamoltex,

But wish him and his Journal at the
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much that the neck of a
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things.

They hide the smart and say

has a
"When we now say a woman
into it many
reckon
we
neck,
handsome

Suede Ambrosette.)

Newzealla, Fawnskin;

door.

Restoration.

In part:

Oh Suedine, Padrone! Cocoa
Upson Downs, Kaffir Vlatka Polo

is

be that he

Nyada

were

He

I'm
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our lavendered ladies
strike some of
downright
as
"cutles"
and cretonne
Addison Is speaking of the
prudish.
I quote
dresses.
prevalent low-necked
the
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to buy.

lines

heard some secrets, and Invented
more;
These he wrote down, and women,
statesmen. Kings.
Became degraded Into common

Worid Wags:

the

100). written

dallies.

sent
These verses remind us of those
of Boston.
to The Herald by "L M."
They should appeal to fashion editors;
Kashmana, Kyrama. Flamingo Drongo!

inability of

«^-'^^^'\\toman
however, is a Roman
unfairness. That,
too. that
be.
ticism. It may
to
intensely personal
his poetry too
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have any universal
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"Will o' the Wisp" is Winnie's.
With "Madame Butterfly."
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But worth its weight in guineas.
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Till stranger names

no way
and that taking ad^r postponement,
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remiSir Almeric Pitzroy's volume of
niscences, although It contains many
that
may
anecdotes
and
observations
not please the living concerning whom
courmore
the tale Is told, is treated
teously by English reviewers than were
the Grevlile diaries when they began
This diarist was attacked
to appear.
by amateur as well as professional

report of the
Apropos of the Figaro's
Paris ^^ '^^
^'^
scandal aroused in
woman
a completely clothed
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some
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to the elevation
Into plastic art.

among

Chloe in "Khakl-Kool."
That "Marquisette" of Sally's
Sweet as a madrigal is.
as a wmd-sw^pt
Its surface rippling
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er he is. Several
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with him I have
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another
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eyebrows, rouges her face and powders
her nose at the sidewalk mirrors; anfl
plat
rolls her stockings on the Subway
She drinks her moon at the
form.
to
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in
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roadhouse.
fsmoke her cigarettes and dances everywhere. But where does she live. If
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writers.
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THE SPELL OF BEAUTY
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world.
and welcome in the

As the World Wags:
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ls surprising
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the authors
mit that not one of
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even Mr. T. Wellingsworth
a "Boss
what Artemus Ward calledcomparable
is
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them
of
one
Kot
Polt
the late
friend,
with our lamented
(The volume of
Clancy.
Frothingham
poems Is now extremely
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applaud.
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WHERE DOES SHE LIVHT
Ab the World Wags:
The flapper combs her hair in the
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for the
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Wisdom."

Isles of

some won.en

who wear them. When

out of

But the whole tendency has been superseded.'—Alexander Moszkowskl's "The

reverend gentleman ^''P^^'"*^^, ^''f,^
present-day display of
horrence of the
suggests that the work
legs, it almost
Imperfect and require,
of creation is
undraped beauty
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covering
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of joyous y°"th
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grow older
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clothes are necessary
we become a subour deficiencies, lest
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ject of laughter to
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modern dramatist, play a
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east
cast
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observe
"Sexual matters, one would
great

to the

loving girls

emblossomed something dear^I
shadow, on the
a shadow, mourning

the downfall of
'Progress' has
depicts its frustration.
not so much of the Athanaslus contra
mundum about It, but shows the conflict between rival parties in whom the
will to power Is equally strong.
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and pretty,
and appropriate
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fish

real
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The
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.,nd which second rata writers eni\or to hide their own absence of
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Chronicle he -writes:
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•Tears ago the sight of
lac« could put
the vision of petticoat

will find there that note of futility

you

Ironically
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Free: but the Bev. ^^-^'f
to the Dally
warmly for It. In a letter

his tenet of falrnes.s.
What I send you herewith Is one of the
least personal of all his poems, and yet

as any other play."

much
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been spoilt by too
over, my method has
pupils premuch Imitation. One of my
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to the Museum a
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Hta indolence about publishing some
of his work has made mo send you
snatches of things he has shown me,
respecting in this way his queer sense
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than
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lic

man

nobler

a

—

entirely of hosiery
scape, consisting
to the canbuttons, stitched and nailed
a place of
occupies
picture
The
vas.
honor In the Museum.
win not fail to hava a good look

"We

lit

It."

"X

doing

would
80,"

like

said

to
its

disuade you from
author modestly,

obsolete. It Is true
"for it Is already
the picture from
the sun's rays fall on

"Oh, my dear, how much thinner you've grown" (when much to your
says:

disgust you were weighed the day before and learned that you hadn't lost
an ounce in ages.) Don't you feel that
In her mind's eye she had you pictured
a monstrosity and was amazed to find
you not so fat as she thought she remembered you. Maybe she even belioyes it herself ^you can never tell.

—

MARMEE.

I resent and repudiate from the bottom of my heart the cant which makes
a man's attitude towards dogs the
measure of his merit. Ceroid Gould.

—

The passion for cheap bargains is an
otftf.— The Rev. B. G. Bourcbler.

l»holy
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S

come on the platform of Symphony hall and conduct nis
there would be some in the audience who would shako
say, "ge has not the true Beethovian spirit."

I

That Morgan in 'The Buccaneer" Is not the Morgan of history should
not disturb any one irioxjsly. What would Cicero and Catullus say about
Bernard Shaw's Julius Caesar? Would Mark Antony recognize Shaw's
Cleopatra; Didero/Shaw's Catherine of Russia?
)

Ancient and modern heroes have been the sport of dramatists and
In recent days neither Mr. Arliss's Disraeli nor Alexander
Lincoln fared
Hamilton has been historically correct in the details.
somewhat better, yet there are incidents in the play that are imaginative,
aB the one at the end. All sorts of liberties have been taken with Offenbach in a recent musical comedy and his French librettists treated Hoffmann in so free a manner that there were loud protests in Berlin against
the performance of the cl^arming opera when it was first produced there.
See how George Sand and her playmates were misrepresented in a shortHved play.

'

of the most brutal men of a
What he and his men did at Panama is not to
brutal, cut-throat age.
Of course, his behavior
be related in a newspaper for Sunday reading.
at Panama in the play is so contradictory to the facts that the scenes
are all the more entertaining.
real

he speaks of this "grreatest
book,", the Bible, he Informs us that
he has to be content with the best copy
lectors.

of

Writing about Godwin, The WoUstone-

In these

days when too many applauded actresses have raucous or squeaky voices,
speaking indistinctly, dropping the last words of a sentence, what a relief
to hear the melodious voice of Miss McDermott, to note her expressive
And there
diction, to observe her grace of carriage, her natural laugh.
was Miss Maclean, unaffected in speech and bearing, who has already
learned the value of under-stateftnent that yet is audible. Could any actor
have portrayed Sir Arthur more discretely, at the same time more effecWe doubt it. There
tively, with finer sensibility than Mr. Cooper Cliff?
was the light and unerring touch, the courtly manner, the quiet dignity,
the restrained yet apparent reminiscence of early courtship and abiding
love.

These features, with Mr. Cohan's best momenta of humorous speech
and action, make one ignore the. wild improbability of the adventure, the
unnecessary introduction of Blythe, a part played in a capital manner by
Mr. McNaughton; a good deal of pointless talk and the discussion of the
labor question.

Mr. Koussevitzky has returned, bringing with him unfamiliar scores.
to be a brilliant one. There is already a long waiting
list of those eager to subscribe for the, concerts of 1926-27.
The new
members of the orchestra are on their way; they are said to be of the
first quality.
The first violin section suffered a lamentable loss in the
death of "Willie" Krafft, an excellent player and a beloved comrade.
The reactionaries in the audience are no doubt fearful even now
of the coming "novelties," while the radicals are looking forward to the
hearing. It is said that Mr. Koussevitzky will in the making of his programs prepare a "sweet mingling" of ancient and modern compositions,
respecting the various nationalities of the composers. Thai as a program
maker he will satisfy every subscriber is not to be expected. There are
subscribers to concerts of any orchestra here or in European cities that
would be bitterly disappointed if they had no excuse for complaint. No
conductor ever satisfied completely all his auditors.

The season promises

a grand thing for hearers

to differ, discuss even angrrily, even
Thus in\% friends are parted, about compositions and interpretations.
fwrest is maintained, audiences are secured. When there is universal smug
eomplacency, interest flags, concerts are taken as a matter of course.
Then comes routine, dull respectable routine without quickening of spirit,
jrlthout appeal to the emotions.
It Is

There will be a few soloists, but, praise the Lord,' the chief interest
is no longer in the soloists at symphony concerts, what the women will
Seear, whether Mme. Portamento is fatter than she was two seasons ago,
Whether Mr. Boanerges pounds the piano -with more marked ferocity
than when he first appeared with Lisztian arrangement of hair. The
wchestra led by Mr. Koussevitzky is the soloist.
1

—

Mr. Koussevitzky possesses a great gift a magnetic, Imposing personality. One may say this or that of an interpretation; the fact remains
that it is interesting. One should not go to a concert to confirm a preconceived opinion or suspicion. There are various ways of interpreting
Beethoven as there are playing Hamlet. Ten to one if Beethoven were to

Clalrmont,

Shelley

the

and

fasOdl-

ous Matthew Arnold said of a grouj*—
he says with a chuckle that he
sesses Mary WoUstonecraft'.s "Mary,"
"exceedingly difficult to como upon,"
also her "Original Stories from Real
I^ife," with the original drawings by
Avniiam Blake, those accepted and
those rejected.
SjTiipathetlo .toward

'

Sterne, he makes one's
describing the first

moves and
V. H.

Two chapters—
Illustrated It.)
one In the form of a dialogue between
are concerned with
father and eon
reminiscences of the theatre In this
country and In London. In a prefatorjnot* Mr. Xewton remarks: "The blunders In this book and already I know
of one nice one— are exrliislvely my
own.'" This disarms the carper. There
are many pages about Gilbert ar<d
What does Jlr. Newton mean
S\illlvan.
by saying that the words of French and
Viennese operettas were "risque rather
than clever"? Were Jfeilhac and Halevy
not clever? Are there any more witty
librettos than those of "La Belle Herichly

—

—

"La Grande Duchesse" and others
may be remembered
Tennyson and R. Browning are
forgotten." TVhy not add Shakespear<
and Milton for Time's dust bin?

lene,"

by them? Gilbert
•n-hen A.

mouth water

by

edition, nine
volumes, usually bound
In full morocco;
"old calf sets occur
occasionally, but they are scarce, and
I suppose someone has a set In boards
uncut, but this Is an unheard of rarity."

dainty

Uttle

There

pleased with the

Bveryman

edition of

Montaigne as with the sumptuous "Tudor" three volumes'; for those
who purchase books to read them, not
for selfish pride, not as an investment,
sure of a rising market, Mr. Newton's
talk about books and authors Is delightful.
Ho has his loves, he has his prejudices.
That he was a hardened Johnsonian has long been known, so it Is
not surprising to meet his old friends

were to

live in

it.

He would have

Chippendale do his best, in spite of the
fact that furniture aesthetes of today
are

j

!

inclined to sneer at the worthy
Thomas, and sfiy that one Adam was
the man.
He would hang pictures of
actresses on the walls: Peg and Kitty
Clive, Kitty Pisher, Mrs. Ablngton and
Mrs. SIddons. There would be a vacant
space for the picture, if he could find
one, of that "Scotch hussy who climbed
onto the Doctor's knee one evening In
a tavern and surprised him with a kiss.
Surprised and pleased him, too, for he

lative vein.

His recollections of the London stagt
are entertaining. They quicken pleasant memories in the hearts of old thea-

said, "Do it agialn, my dear; let's see
who gets tired first." " Good old Johnson; would that our friend Mr. Herkimer Johnson, the distinguished sociologist, could claim descent from him.
If

he

Is

a sworn Johnsonian,

lilr.

tregoers, for

presence

in

every

It Is a pleasure to find Mr. Newton
hot In his dislike of rewritten modern
editions of the King James Bible. He
laughs at Salome described as "a young
lady who danced with inimitable grace

see

seen.

i

In "Change Cars at PaoU" Mr. Newton describes the Washington Memorial chapel at Valley Forge, has a good
word for Tom Paine, roasts American
"Are Comparisons
In
bad statuary.
Odious?" ho lets his prejudices In favor
of London and the English at times run
away with him at tho expense of tha
French, but his description of a man
1 ordering a suit of a London tailor and
the outcome makes amends.
very readable book; one to add Joyfully to one's library, even U It la a
modeat on*.
^

and elegance." He .«neers at this version of the superb "Magnificat:" "My
soul with reverence adores my Creator,
and all my faculties with transport join
in celebrating the
goodness of God,
who hath in so signal a manner con-

descended to regard my poor and humble station"; nor will he have a "red
omelette" in exchange for "a mess of
pottage" which Is from a chapter head-

A

—

ing In the Matthew Bible of 1637, "not
in the text of any Bible." He fremble.s
for the sanity of a AVestern ITniverslty
professor who will supply a translation
into "American English."

In New York American:
Wife of Molnar, Bares Soul.""
have seen, pictures of Madame Sari
which she bares something else.

Headline
"Sari,

We

Other

But there are other entertaining chapters. Some of them appeared In the Atlantic Monthly, (The book Itself is pubUshed/by Little, Brown & Co., who have

We

Mr. George Moore dropping the sympathetic ear. Alas, Mr. Newton cannot
laugh at Charlie Chaplin, and he puts
Harry Lauder above Chevalier as "the
greatest muslo hall artist" he haa •ver

of

chapters of literary jpitereiSt
with Jlr. Newton's whimsicalities and digressions are "Colored Plate
Books/' "Sporting Books," the storv of
that book' collector, Henry Prince of
Wales, who. If he had lived, would have
been Henry the Ninth.

men and wom-

the old-fashioned music hall.

Sterne's.

fl^ivored

of the

_

New-

page

many

en of whom he speaks pleased AmeriAnd he quotes old
can audiences.
songs, good old songs. He remembers
the old dances: "Tiie stage was a blaze
of multicolored Liberty silk petticoats,
out of which would occasionally projeot
a Bilk-stockinged leg and a dainty foot.""
With others he mourns the passing of

ton vies In admiration with Mr. Chesterton and George GIssIng for Dickens.
There is little or nothing about Thackeray.
In the article about Sterne, he
takes Thackeray to task for his finding
"a latent corruption," a hint as of an

impure

Here, as elsewhere,

may wonder

.

again as ghosts In Gough Square. He
burnishes Johnson's house as If he hlmself

a graphic account of a night

at Mr. Newton's criti"Cyril Maude disporting
cal faculty.
himself as 'Lord Richard In the Pantry"
does not make us forget but rather long
for Forbes-Robertson."" "Why bring disBut v;e are
parates thus together?
pleased to find that Mr. Newton Is sure
thinker.'"
'"some
was
Shakespeare
that
Artemus Ward was of the same opinion,
kfor he said that the poet "knew a great
the peple
deal about everything . .
of his native town are justly proud of
Tiiey cherish his mem"ry, and
him.
them as sell pictures of lils birthplace,
etc., make it prof"tlble cherlshln It."
Mr. Newton, who writes admirably
when he is so "dlspogtd,"" can be reckFred Leslie (In the
lessly colloquial.
"London In the elghteenchapter
played
'"against""
usually
eightles"")
Not "opposite,"" not
Xellio Farren.
"across," not even "slantlndlcularly,"
but "against." Mr. Newton thinks that
Palstaff Is as "subtle as Hamlet, and
much more wonderful as a creation.'"
The "Taming of the Shrew'" Is "the
greatest farce ever ^written." "Richard
HI" Is the "finest melodrama ever writ
Mr. Newton Is often In th« superten."'

one

Florlo's

I

Is

at the "Old Vic."

For those who must be satisfied with
any edition of a favorite author, provided it Is within his means, as well

,

to see the actors in these scenes!

Claire

Byron—what a mess! as

Mr. Cohan's "American Bom" also needs revision. The Herald spoke
Strange
last Tuesday of excellent qualities peculiar to him as an actor.
to say as a writer of this play he shone' especially in conceiving the love
scenes for the elderly couple and for Gilson and Jocelyn. In them there
was a simplicity, a naturalness, a sweetness in speech, that led one to
hope for more sustained comedies of sentiment from him in the future.
That the great audience Monday night appreciated Mr. Cohan's sentiment
and the manner in which the scenes were acted was shown by the rapt
Mr. Cohan, the funny man, was for the time forgotten.
attention.

was

If

the first Issue of the first edition.

crafts,

;

is

interprets

Mr. A. Edward Newton, writing "The
Greatest Book In the World and Other
Papers," excites the envy of all col-

Morgan was probably one

a pleasure

symphony

is

Interpretation necessarily wild license. Better elasticity that
than rigid adherence to out-worn formalism.

No, the trouble with the play when we first saw it was not the lack
of historical accuracy, which if it had been respected would have turned
the comedy into a rip-roaring melodrama with curses, slaughter, rapine.
The trouble was too much chatter in the first and third acts; a lack of
action.
We understand that the play is now being thoroughly revised.
The scenic production was admirable; the Spanish ladies were pleasing
to the eyes; Mr.~^Farnum was physically just the man for the part of
Morgan probablv better favored by nature, than the buecaneer himself.
We could. not )ielp thinking that Miss Winwood, charming as she has been
in certain roles, was in this instance miscast.

What

He

passion.

thirllls

Napoleon Bonaparte has not escaped. He has been seen many times
on the stage. Several actors have been made up to look like the various
portraits, but the dramatists did not always follow history closely. Many
persons off the stage plume themselves on a resemblance to that conquaror. We remember a brilliant young man at Yale in the 'TOs who,
having a certain facial resemblance, pulled a lock of hair dovim on his
forehead, walked about mysteriously wrapped in a quasi-military cloak,
and at Trinity Church sat with head depressed, after one of the portraits,
in a pew not far from "Billy" Sumner's.

The

itth

their heada and

never a perfunctory conductor. He loves music;
It may appeal
it aa it appeals to him.
interpreUtlon is
to Mr. Toscanini in another way. Who shall say which
the perthe more vitjil, the more eloquent? There is no greater curne in
formance of the classics than slavish adherence to so-called tradition.
Does any one think for a moment, that the old composers would applaud
today what some fondly think are traditions to be respected? We are not
living in the first half or even in the second half of the 19th century.
We do not hear as the audiences of past generations. Nor is freedom in

Mr. Koussevitzky

It is his

librettists.

l<

n

DETERMINED AT LAST
Is the

World Wags:

Archbishop Usher and Parson Llghtoot are both wrong in computing the'

By multiplying
of the creation.
oday's price of coal with the number

lour

pf automobile accidents in 1924 and
jjivlding the product by the number of
modest quenchers of which I h?ivo 'n.>-

—

—

«

1

AVAUNTl
the

\s

prohibition came In.
of tears became
f*""
i-.a vRle
13 minutes past 13 o'clock
t
on Fi-ldny Iho 13th of
of suicides). In the
'.h
Jeromlah. And 1 give
inia Dutch) to any lunaam«.taUst to prove the contra^y.^
,

,

A

emotion fills his chest
strains the tendons of his ve»t.
Y'ea, ho who never cares to stray
Beyond the hamlet of his birth
Now emulates the donkey's bray:
His "open spaces of the earth"
Still llttereth our humble earth.

.

Kve strode up to the bar. deterhansom
•on "in evrv Hue uv his careless

-.d

beaten face.

-n

familiar

1

With a

he

evry onlooker,

to

sombrero down over his
precisely into
t;iay eyes an spat
these
irboon. "Yore a stranger in
hte biK

reckon," sez he. Tha traveler
slowly. "Youall ain been hereEye,
long, hev you?" sez Dead
closer, nn droppin his right

.

ST

up

Tha stranger

to his hip.

exs like

.

Of what they

but quicker than

way.

One

of the T. W.'s

office,

—What

Boy

Office

—Damn

,

i

show Thomas Meighan

Who Found
Vaili."

"The

in

Himself

with

Man

Virginia.

I

I

ing to Pasture," which Percy Grainger
has played in its pianoforte version.
And from beginning to end, the audience was with Sousa, lifting to the
lusty sweep of his inarches, the sonorous setting of the Gaelic faiilfesy,
and the sharp precision of his jazz that
E. G.
was never once indecorous.

VOX HUMANA.

As the World Wags:

-

'

rd:
..--jr:

'

,

monds.
Pathos:

jfilet

The wrong
Mrs.

How

Van
could

mignon wasn't

Gloom:
came.

Humor:

The

fork.

da

Rock's

dia^

she know thai

fish?

invitation

that

neve*

Pomp:

THE EVER-YOUNQ
(By O. B. Lindsay)

have three bonnle boys, she Bald,
Long years ago they went to sea,
And fools would tell me they are
dead
Dead! When they come and talk to
me.
My neighbor's sons are stern and sad.
Their hair grows gray; they toil
I

for
'Tis

l>r<>4,(l;

strange

how aged

her youngest

lad,

"While

mine are laughing Boys

—she

said.

Rival ruled out for cutiln*

INDIVIDUAL SURVIVAL

lettuce.

Double-ring

eading bootlegger.

ceremony
H. F.

with
M.

And

from

valeward

of your

sweating

I

sing

my

my gums,
sorrow to pine and

rock.

Some

Charles Henry, a professor at the
Sorbonne, believes that he has discovered mathematical evidence of the p ir-

day, sick of hunger

and

cold,

may slip from my den and creep
Down to the byre and the fold
I

Where

fat sheep
kine drink.

Oh! you'll shoot
Flay my pelt

has again opened for

Well, he might do worse.

So Emily Post, high priestess of all
the little etiquettes, has turned nbvelwriter.
The "adv" men tell us that!
new book Is chock full of "romance^
v:t-:k reality, scandal, glitter, pathos^
^
m, humor and pomp. All that for $2.
Maybe the plot's like this:
Romance: .Should she ask him In?
Stark Reality: Pa says, "Pleased t4

reek

The muzzle wrinkles over

tight.
I shall

But
I

am

huddle and

Johnson's magnum opus is a
but not a "ponderous" work.
is not a hardened, shameless
tea drinker, his taste Is catholic and he
likes tea not oolong but with a dash
of rum. Ed.

colossal,

While he

—

—
—

MISSING (ABSENT, LOST, GONE).
As the World Wags:
"Her laugh would have made GalllCurci sound like a boy whistling
a

through

missing

Rupert

tooth."

Hughes In Saturday Evening Post.
One can easily understand how It
was a perforated tooth or a punctured
tooth through which one might whistle,
but, granting the puncture or perforation, how in Tophet could one whistle

through

it

if

it

were "missing"?

ROGER

you,

—

*

I

|

|

|

i

|

ask

THOMAS.

H.

This is a case that might well come
under the head of "Remarkable Dental

—Ed.

TO MAKE DOUBLY SURE
(Klchmond. Va., News-Letter).

double funeral for George W. Holder, retired minister, who killed himself
and then pointed the revolver to his own
heart and fired Saturday morning at
their home. 2203 Fairfax avenue, was
beld yester(2ay afternoon.

Bp"

me—cut
from

have fed

off

my

head.

me—stretch

'ere I

It

be dead.

the wolf that howls by night.

HENRY LOGAN STUART.

CONCERNINQ TEA-HOUSES
As the World Wags:
Can you tell me whether Mr. Herkimer Johnson plans to devote any space
in the ponderous work upon which he
Is

now engaged, to a
summer tea-room?

consideration of
Does Clampor't
nurture one or more of these abominations, and does the Sage hlm.^elf frequent any or all of them In quest of
the

knowledge and refreshment? Can one
hear him demanding cakes and oolong
in

of the erstwhile lusty ale dispensed of yore In hostels of so different
ja

lieu

character?

company.

Nor can

"By PHILIP HALL
NEW PARK THEATRE— "The

ShoWby George
Kelly, produced by fc'tewart and French.
Miss Lowell and Messrs. Bartels, Goodrich and Pierlot took the parts at the
Off," a

comedy

in three acts

Theatre.

New

|

when

York,

the play was produced there on Feb. -4,
1924*
that they take In the present

company.
Frances Goo<lrtohe

Plgrn
Mrs. Fisher
\ni5Frn'nii

"fl™

\Viulfrert

W.

Mr. rlsber
Joe
AulirPv riper

Mr
Jlr'.

I.n"''"
WelltiiKton

George Wellcr

IlvlniKl

Coo<lrlpli

WlUlatii Cnrey
Lou's .Tohn Bnrtels
Frnncis Pierlot

Gill

.

I
1

Edwin ncddlng

Ros'ers.V

,

This comedy has for a sub-title,
Transcript of Life." Nor is it merely a
".V

transcript of American life, for Aubrey
Piper is a universal character, not a
parochial, not a national one. He Is a
step above Mr. Blowhard. who, If Arte-

mus Ward
Rice and

Is to be l)elleved. knew Dan
was on Intimate terms with

He is not merely everyfriend; he Is everybody's adThere was once a man in Bosdelightful fellow—he has not

his rhinoceros.

body's
viser.
ton,
a

—

Mved here for many years whose foible
was to admit that he had dined with
every prominent man in England and
Jfentlon a name: he would
America.
"I know
say with a knowing smile:
him very well. I have dined with him

,

|

often."

Piper Is American in his use of words
and phrases, but by certain phases of
'.lis

character he has amused audiences

theatres of England, France. Gernianv, no doubt Italy, Russia. Spain.
in

Certainly, no profound study of man
as a soSial beast can afford to neglect
this peculiar manifestation of our desire to restore depleted energies
in
I

THE SHOW-OFF'

Playhouse

sleek

Mr. Stuart, It may be remembered. Is
the author of that remarkable novel,
"Weeping Cross," published In 1908. He
has made a play based on it, which
should be effective.

The concert closed with Gulon's old
fiddler's tune, "Sheep and Goats Walk-

FILM NOTE
the World Wags:
I went to the Fenway the other night
to take in the movies and saw an announcement that they were going to

sniff the
flock.

I

stunts.

Mondays.

wind

the

comes

National Game." And despite the fact
that the band played the Strauss music
so well, although robbed of any string
eloquence. It was with the perennial
and trenchant marches, capped by stage
audience was
the
that
explosives,
stirred into gusts of applause.
from '»Ilgair
her
sang
Miss Moody
non's rather inarticulately, with a thin,
flexible voice, a little insecure in her
high notes. But the soloists of longest
endurance and greatest prowess -were
the eight saxophone players, with Instruments of varying size, ranging from
tenor to the deepest bass, who started
with the announced bit from "No, No,
Nanette" and ended with vaudeville

an awful

dear days of lamented memory.
KOWLOON.
Nantucket.

air.

when

Oft,

There was new material, a Sousa
suite, "Under Three Flags," of Spanish, American and Cuban episodes, and
rhythms, a Gaelic fantasy based on
ancient folk music, a medley of current
Jazz tun^s. another Sousa march, "The

any^

Trlste lupus stabulis
.
.
am the wolf that howls by night,
Down In the valley beneath my lair
watch your windows twinkle bright.
Your chimneys plume on the still blue
.

Again, as always,
the concert season.
from turbulent marches to the cumulaand sensuous love music of
tive
Strauss'c "Feuersnoth." Sousa proved
the amazing flexibility and firmness
of his band.

sOUTC
bp^^

As

THE WOLF

"Sheep and Goats Walk-

hail

let

A

Game"

Symphony

I

Justice Swift.

Commonweal:

I

But

And economically speaking!

us hear from Mr. Johnson upon this
subject of the expense of Inferior food
and drink. Surely its effect upon our
social habits must desenre attention.
Perhaps he has not yet forgotten the
amount of liquid refreshment, ballasted
with succulent solids, and accompanied
by Jovial intercourse, that one might
purchase for a negligable sum, in the

Operations."

ing to Pasture," Gulon.
With Sousa and his redoubtable band,
in afternoon and evening performances.

W.—

The

to

—Mr.

versational labyrinths.

Mr. Stuart, who was once a member
'of the Boston Herald staff, contributed
this poem to a recent number of the

His

Be Happy." Youmans; "The

fiddler's tune,

necktie the Boss has on today. Wonder
if
his wife picked It out for him.
What bell-ringers men are. anyway.
Another T.
Why does the Boss
wear a Fedora on a hot day like this?
Just because the 15th of September
has passed. What fools men are.
•

fense.

(new), Sousa; xylophone solo, "Morning. Neon and Night,"
played by George Carey; old
.'^uppe,

thfl nthe.r

an

in

ment

I

National

a noise these type-

a nuisance

Girls are

you have a drawing-room of your
there Is quite a respectable amusecalled Bridge; If you don't happen
to have a room and play your game of
cards on the road It Is a criminal ofIf

own

"Cuba Under Three
suite,
Dolan;
"1
Flags" (new), Sousa; soprano solo,
Am Tltania" from "MIgnon," Thomas,
sung by Miss Moody; love scene from
"Feuersnoth." R. Strauss; march, "The
Liberty Bell," Sousa; "J&zz America"
(new), Sousa; saxophone octette, "I

(For As the TVorld Wags)

!

correct plural of 'hippopotamus."

Gaelic fantasy, "Amraln Na N-Gaedeal" <new), O'Donnell; cornet solo,
"The Carnival," Arban, played by John

THOUGHTS OF THE GREAT AND
THE NEAR GREAT

"gladioluses" or "glad-

There was once a dispute over the

follows:

I

Is

to "bus."

band, In afternoon ancr evening performances, with Miss Marjorie Moody,
soprano; John Dolan, cornetlst, and
George Carey, player of the xylophone,
as the soloists, as well as various groups
from the band. The program was as

Want

noun ?
The plural

was a favorite question.
Joseph
Hume's use of the word "omnibi," in
the House of Commons, provoked loud
laughter. The same critics rose in their
wrath when "omnibus" was shortened

\

SOUSA AND BAND
and

that anyone suggests
the "plural" of the

the word "omnibus" was first
applied to Shillaber's chariots In 1829,
It was ridiculed: "What Is the plural?"

A

SYMPHONY HALL— Sousa

as

When

j

onncerning hot watet^- and accessories,
seek to beguile the unwary into con-

Mr.

"Gladiolus"

possible

It

Iloll."

stuff.

ASH.

THE PLURAL

IN
Is

THE REALIST.

I

g'et

I

explained that there was a clausa
in his lease that said he ^must leavft
the apartment just as he found It.

Diana, the swarthy but comely spirit
ualist. came JMnnie, conspicuous for a
fine development of bone, a cool brunette, whose family pride deterred less
daring souls. I took her buggy riding.
The horse kept getting a rein under his
My awktall, much to her amusement.
ward endeavor to free the rein excited
her contemptuous laughter. Yet when
was invited to her house for supper,
there were hot biscuits with honey, cold
tongue, brandied peaches and rich and
frosted cake. Her mother did not favor
me. When I was suspended at Yale in
my sophomore year, she told me I could
not see Minnie again until I had proved
myself worthy. I was suspended a second time, again with cruel injustice.
That settled it. Father said: 'Why are
you hanging 'round that skinny, sourfaced girl?" Minnie lived many years, a
maiden, acid of speech, according to
one of her intimate friends, who told
me that when Minnie died, she weighed
nearly 200 pounds."

w>iaaiM« oa«A pr^ sptne o£

D.

n
done DIeu exists: repondez." Diderot,
who knew no algebra, turned and fled.

man

Mr. Herkimer Johnson writeis to us
Court
that he will not live In Blossom
There
after his return from Clamport.
w.ild
will
be strange faces, possibly
will
scenes, for he hears that the cotirt
Greenwich
\ ilof
sort
be turned into a
longer favorable to a man of
lage, no
conhis studious habits and philosophic
He has not yet decided
templation.
where he will take up his dwelling, but
with characteristic modesty he reminds
us that Socrates before his judges inat
sisted that he should be maintained
the public expense. Perhaps a suite of
or
the
Annex
Hall
rooms in the City
State House will be put at his disposal.
He writes: "As you seem to be interested in the amorous adventures of
my early years, you may be pleased to
learn that after Cornelia, the tall, lank
pale-eved daughter of the Yeastman
after osculating Kitty, brilliant in the
grand old game of Copenhagen, after

Wish we could

COLIN

x

sleur," said Euler, gravely:

man
this one?
walked into an animal store and asked
for 30,000 cockroaches. The storekeepefl
was of course astounded. Then tha

JOHNSON AMANS

— What

"he-man"

As the World Wags:
Have you heard

HUGH

The Boss

|

THE MODEL TENANT

lightni.'i,

u.eed him.
print. "Here s
l-iead Eye flashed his blue
days,"
a lot that'll double In value in 60
TUTHALYUNE.
se» he.

writers make.

call this

Is said, drove Diderot out of
Russia by an algebraical bluff: "Mon"a -f- bn

^

In those good old Florentlan days
They used a pill or hired a tough.
Let's end at once this tiresome craze—
The world's had plenty and enough

I

I

formulae.
Euler, It

fierce

"Out wheris the West begins!" crleB h«,
"Out In the square man's land!"
"Out where a man's a man!" sighs he—
But his "friendly clasp of an honeitl
hand"
Is a little mors than we can stand.

He

Individuality after death.

has published a pamphlet, containing
something like 100 pages of equations
and squares and cube roots and other

And

A WESTERN REALTOR
;'er

World TTacs)

The poet sounds his hackneyed blast
And .sings his praises of tha West:
He's nailed his colors to the mast

.

'

vival of

one

lightly

dis-

the new menace to health and
society by asserting that It Is supported
wholly by the feminine sex, whose
vagariea are not susceptible of control.
Investigation will show that strong men
are being debauched in these lairs of
cake and innoxious liquids. Who can
say what effect they may not have
had In the development of that odious
hybrid who repudiates his sex in adorning his person with unmanly garments
of weird form and hue.
For consider what an assault upon
the aesthetic sense Is this eruption
like pock marks upon the fair face
of our New England summfer.
From
Eastport to the Sound, and far inland,
it Is broken out with postuies of gaudy
paint,
flapping
sign-boards,
multicolored awnings and gew-gaws, all
sharing In the defacement of our tawdrled highroads, and Insulting bywaj-B

miss

mellowed by age and association.
Within these unholy shrines Is naught
"Quaintness" Is the worof comfort.
shipped god, and one Is sacrificed upon
Its altar of painted austerity.
As for
service, one is delicately neglected by
languid young persons, adepts In the
art of Indifference, or all too sedulously
attended by gentle creatures of uncertain age. who, armed with a solicitude

His boasting is never obnoxious, it is
amusing. To call him an out-and-out
Say rather.
ll..r tvt.i.i-1 be too hnrsh.

tho victim of Illusions, when to
hear him he Is a blunUering.
trouble-making braggart; one cannot
him. He
help liking him. yes, admiring
happy in his beIs always showing-off,
If
impression.
an
lief that he is making
Amy s
he were thoroughly contemptible. marwould have fied soon after
),,.

is

tn«se

,

love

riage;

she has faith

Micawber believed

in

In him. as Mrs,
her husband. Ai^-

is not waiting for something t«
turn up; the present smiles on him. He
Is
not ashamed to borrow; he looks
forward to Investing the money coming
from Joe's invention. Old man Fisher
dies; but Is not Piper standing ready
to comfort the mourners and run the

brey

Is this motor car accidriving a borrowed car and
without a license. Injures severely a
A fine of $100 or Imtraffic oflicer.
prisonment. Is Piper humiliated? No,
he says In a fine burst of Indignation,
Strange to
•And that is the law."
say. he is not appreciated by hardold man
Clara;
headed Mrs. Fisher and
Fisher found him too noisy, too voluble,
and resented his familiar slaps on the^

house.

There

d^^nt: Piper,

^

J-

wonder

AATiat

t'

'

,

..^prt

.

(a..^-

help mf.

hear his

on the <lo"«^ ""^,.1
that
Is a ooniedy

la
13

Here

artistically
»t
^

""-l

h:-^.^e^Jo

Flacg

t^ -

his

vanU^^

^»r,«iial In voice

his existence;

kr:^::'^^
I'eueri^to
C^ln'h^

to

Hollis

In

^%

blow smoke wreaths towards
study of a
What an admirablecharacter.
ing
bv no means Impossible
Fisher Is
And 80 Miss Lowell's Mrs.
have all known her
Close to nature. We
seen beneath
heard her sharp speech; almost shared
her crust the warm heart,
persuaded
Aubrey,
her contempt for
Is not only
bv he. for the moment. She facia play

Laurence
Hopkins.
Corp.
Corp.
Corp.
iBt

Stalllngs.

The

cast:
Gilbert Rodney
Allen Jenkins
M'nlfer G. Kell.v
Jack Carlyle
Jack Eoseleigh

;

Llpinsk.v

Quirt

Capt. Flagg
Cliarmalne de la Cognac
Pr|y. Lewlaohn......
Lt. Aldrlch

Leyla Georgle
WlUarrt Jorny

Reed Hamilton

Moore
Schmidt
Gunnery Sergeant Sockkell
Lt.
Lt.

Prlv.

Mulcahy

Cl.yde

North

Jess

Romer

Edward

Edward

Fercnson
A brlcade runner
51. Pete de la CoRrnac
Another hrlende runner
Rrte.-Gen. C^keley
Spike
Serst.

Of

F.

James

Cahill

MrKeon
.\.

Charles A. P.irk

Nick Lung
John Tureen
Gordon n.Tmilton
ICcane Waters

the plays that have come out
there has been none with
the biting vigor, the earthiness and the
all

gusts of Rabelaisian laughter of ""R-Tiat
Price Glory."
Here, within the compass of barracks, shell hole and the bar

Cognac Pete's, with a small band of
marines. Maxwell Anderson and Laurence Stalllngs have created a play, undiluted with thin theatric patter, with
belabored
sentlmentalism,
or
worn
clinches a play that sees life and war
in the round.
A war play of an honest vulgarltv.
a vulgarity that is born of the talk of
marines who have shipped from Indiana to China, who have gathered In
rare tales with their shippings, and to
whom war Is not the great crusade, ljut
a dirty business, to be enjoyed when
possible, and to be dispatched with the
utmost economy. There is Capt. Plagg.
sardonic, foul-mouthed, revelling in the
hardness, the activity of war, pursuing his hatred for Sergt. Quirt from
China to Cuba and Prance, yet gentle,
encouraging with hia men, while he
at

—

I

j;

jj
,

j

scoffs at them.

And with an amazing trenchancy for
a first play, these collaborating plavwrights have drawn their gallery of
men. ranging from the "hard-boiled"
Sergt. Quirt, who has seen service
wherever thfre h"." '-sii r.iiv. ".ir-uib
the ofnciou.T end matlculously tailored
men from hcodqucrCrj-a. to Oie
»nd
timorous Priv. |L,ewi8ohn In pxirsult of
:

wU

an identificatloff tag, and the
from Texas who has foresworn
a.s

recruit
his job'

locomotive engineer for thhe paler

furies of war.

A war play In which the war is never
far away, yet the two principals.
Capt
Flagg and Sergt. Quirt, waste their energies in a passing affection for
Charmaine, daughter of Cognac Pete, whom
the captain admits, he would trust
as
far as he could see her. Prom
the first
act In the barracks, through the
second
the shell hole, back to the leave al
Cognac Pete's this rivalry is the chief
undercurrent of the piece. Yet, there
Is
a nne and richly human second act, that
of the shell hole, In which the
doughty
and unmystical corporals ponder about

m

Gorilla," far-

mystery play. Third week.
"Rose-Marie," ArMajestic
thur Hammerstein's melodramatic
operetta with Madeleine Massey,
Houston Richards and others.

—

Twenty-sixth week

'<

at K. P. Keith'^s
there perplexity in picking an

Xot often on a

bill

Theatre Is
Non' this is all
outstanding feature.
said with the utmost deference to Nora
Bayes, whom we have always regarded
as in a class by herself and with no
equal, to our mind, either as dlalectriclan or interpreter of thi coon song.
And last night she sustained our opin-

i

ion.

•

.

,

j

,

it

must be said that the Magleys,

as dancers, furnished equally good entertainment; that Adela Verne, as pianist, in her own way, made for equal

genus
"nut," and a "beezer" that would be
the envy of Rostand's hero, took his
place in the first stratum of entertainers, and that Ann Codee, now billed asFrench comedienne, who only a few
seasons ago spelUed her name Cody
and gave her partner a place on the
whfth for some reason she now
bill,
leaves unnamed and excellent foil he

Hal Neiman,

favor; that

of the

—

—

A

pity

for

It

was

that there tras not

room

a more extended program.

the line. Hal Neiman
scored In his grotesquerles; Snell and
Vernon, In acrobatics: Henry B. Toomer
and company, In a playlet o' raatrlmon-

And

so,

down

much after its
four Harmony Kings, good

JEFFERSONS'
Jeffer-

sons." a comedy In thre acts by Vincent
Douglass, with the following cast:
Antjiony
JOTeph Porshaw

victor
.c.

Chrwtopher Jefferson
Sf'f" Jpff^rRon
Nathaniel
Mosscrop

Tandy

Wordley Htilee
E. E. Cllre

Jeesamlnc Newcombe
Charles Vane
Alan Mowbray
Katherlne StandlnB
Terence Nelll

Silas P. Malllnson
RoBte .TefferBon
Geoffrey llosscrop

J^'"""""''

May

Edlss

The Copley players' offering for the
week Is an English piece of familiar device dealing with two warring millowners In Lancashire, Messrs. Jefferson
and Mosscrop, and romance under difficulties between the daughter of the
former and the son of the latter.
It opens upon a scene of
desperation
the office of Christopher Jefferson,
who is about to fall into the power of
the enemy. Stephen Anthony, the trusted old subordinate, outlines the situation in lengthy exposition as he talks
with Porshaw, the laborer, about tht
Impending strike, which Jlosscrop has
in

succeeded

bringing about by ralsin.i?
wages of his own workers. Jefferson remains adamant—he will not raise
his helpers' wages even at the sopplN
cation of his wife. He will fight to tht
last gasp, but prefers death with honor.
The hat^d Mosscrop enters In a "forein

the

kind; the
old-time
i,al
darkies, tricksters of harmony, and the
bicycle act of Booth and Nina that close the mortgage
nianner, and ofl'ers
opened a program of sound entertain- to buy the mill at his own figure.
He
T. A. R.
ment.
is defiantly ordered nut, and
the doom
of the Jefferbons seems sealed.
Then the "god from the machine"
conies in, a young American who cocks
his feet on the president's desk, leans
back In his chair and reckons his invention will save the day.
Jeffei-son
bickerings

'

CIVIC

OPERA OPENS

UiiKl'-

and

JefferBon,

)i

(i

ii:

.>i.

tb- y

-.

|

<

discerning baton, worked energetically,
from bass viols to drums and these latter percussive instruments had no sinecure last night. It di.'^played a perfect
familiarity with the score and came In
strongly at opportune times.
The stage settings and costumes were
conventional and did not distract attention from the lyrical part of he perAltogether, it was a very
formance.
J. E. P.
satisfactory evening.

"The

'

is

.

'

JHE

iin

wm

I

opera was evidently regarded as
a mere skeleton for the all-important
music.
The orchestra, under Mr. Baccollnl'a

COPLEY THEATRE —

MoKscrop who

H. F. M.

of the

in

i

<

coming nights.
The chorus Is well trained, vocally
experienced and physically substantial.
With regard to its histrionii:: attainments as mucl) cannot be said, and as
a military spectacle Radames's famous
grsind march into the city of Thebes
was a sloppy fiftair. Indeed, the acting

—

—shared

equal manner the glor>
of Miss Bayes's perforinance.
The latter was in the mood. She sang
her coon ditties with a fine understanding of the text and with characteristic
by-play and there were many telling
If she could only
bits of "business."
have cut her prideful chatter about her
adopted children, to half its length, her
act would have been immeasurably better for the abbreviation.
Of the Magleys' s act there is something to remember in Miss Pearl's interpretation of the American dancer in
the .Spanish scene a performance of
long duration, neat in rhythm, and not
without interpretative significance.
Never v. ithin our memory has a pianist of such outstandltig merit graced a
\audeville bill in this city as Adela
Here wa.s a serious musician,
Verne.
not giving to gushing at her audience.
is

'
i' i..'

(

.

Yet

>

'-'f

If

1

exact truth. There is a world of power
in their voices and they displayed an
energy and care that promise well for

;

^

i

arc dlxc<)\<r<(l in enibiHce by her father, who
prcioeedH lo bring down tho wrath of
,.11 the gods nmthf MosscropB.
and herolf-,
firm
;oi)frrey remains
.iiid declares that he cares nothing for
IV wealth, but loves her. and with
Ms hand on the door, add.s th.'il ho will
move heaven and earth to get her.
Eater there Is a scene of gradual recouThe
liliHlion at tlie fathers home.
jung sultoi'a
•.'he;- wc'-'ld b"y off tinlove, but Geoffrey, with eyes blazing,
tears the check to shreds and casts
them at his feet. The flnal blow Is
struck, however, when Mrs. Jefferson
her husband's old love letters
i roduces
;ind recalls that they also loved under
parental protest.
The play opened In provincial England In 1917. and is now presented for
the first time on this side of the water,
Charles Vane, who played the role of
thf el'lfv Mnssc-rop, is a newcomer to

Impression, and Mr. Marti-Folgado, the
captive barbarian king, elevated his
role to tlie very topmost levels of sucTo say that the remaining princess.
cipals were adequate is to express the

|

In

It

wUli

Francesco TagUavinl

b

college

respectfully call the attention of
presidents, overseers, trustees,

directors,

to

this

pathetic

case.

'Will

not good Mr. Duke find this sufterlng
soul a place for him at his richly endowed university?

As the World Wags:
Higher education

Is

a sweet thing,

we «ducator^ view with alarm

but

the

Intrusion of business efllclency into the
calculus, and meteorology. I am a pro-

recall.

NORA BAYES STARS

'

with his
i(.m«-«
Ccirffrey
talk biislnepB.

KiiRonlo Kgndrlnl

coMluctor,

it

He

fessor

Miss Carofoll, as Amneris, the wicked
princess, also made a notable popular

Devlne

of the war,

i

Plymouth—"The

Pri

Produced by Arthur

Second week.

cical

PRICE GLOR^

Oowd.T
Klper

Serfft.

others.

mid

I

He

Imnv-'H

It

depart

Ih laved.
a:
years later,

Jiicobo
Cnrofoll

musical organization and the company
responded to the test right nobly. There
are no gentle moments in this opera,
no soft and tender passages in which
the singera may get their breaths and
recuperate a bit from their labors. On
the contrary, they are doing their utmost, continuously, and when midnight
the
falls with the flnar curtain and
lovers dying with the traditional transports In the dim-lit temple crypt, they
must certainly realize that they have
had a night of It.
Miss JacobI, In the title part, sang
last night with great power and expression and was ably seconded by Mr.
Marquez. whose voice, a trifle husky at
the start, soon cleared in tones of resonant vigor that earned him many a

Ray Dooley, Edna Leedom and

expression of

Glory," play by Maxwell Andarson and

Born,"

"Anierican

—

in speech. In quiet

WILBUR THEATRE-— "What

—

I'lireiiela

zation, which had been warmly praised,
and to get acquainted with those who
are to appear in the repertoire promised
for the coming fortnight.
Four long hours of clamorous, clangorous and strenuous singing and orchestral work make "Aida" a job to
test the endurance and ability of any

Follies,"
"Zieg-feld
Colonial
20th edition with W. C. JHelds,

nd dterreet gesture; her
Impressive
gHef Is unfofced. the more
throughout
company
"^An'exoen^nt
deserving of
Mr Pierlofs Mr. GUI Is the comedy
special praise, but all in
gave life-like portrayals.
enjoyed the
^ verv large audience
well-worth
comedy kreatly. The play Is
-..Mnc. and more than once.

™T

The

George Cohan's new comedy in
which Cohan plays the leading
Last week.
role.
Shubert—"The Student Prince,"
operetta based on "Old Heidelberg." DeWolf Hopper, James
Liddy and Odette Laudner head
the cast. Second week.

to

be
H s carnation will straighten
his
will
h s button hole; he
looking
cravat before the
cell
the

Mm

i

Q.

CONTINUING PLAYS

not

.\

Antonio Mnrque?
Mauucl Marl -Folgndo
Andrea Monftelll

Alherto BaccoUnl.

audleme.
tl-"^ud7er
enthusiastic
a large and

the newspapers^

did
wonder why 51r. Melloti
addressed
antwer the private letter
always

AVe

liiivH

The Boston Civic Grand Opera Company, after a successful fortnight nt
the Metropolitan Opera House In New
York, opened a two-weeks' engagement
at the Boston Opera House to a somewhat slim but highly enthusiastic audience, a large percentage of which
came drifting In as the curtain went
up on the second and third acts of
"Aida."
That standard "first nighter." beloved of opera rnanagers the world over,
gave the Boston musical public an opportunity to look over the new organi-

V

ll;UuTh;

meet

I.ii'.v

,

.Mevuagero

°;-='i:r.n,pro..dby.;u^^^

mm
t':>\nrhis' "pr

we expect

and manner.

Clnra

Saeerdote
11

In "Alda,"
conducting.

Silas

Uadiinies

sardonic,

C

,

c»»t:

AninorU

kinOly, loud-mouthed, reeking of whisJack
key, and shrewd common sense.
Carlyle plays Sergeant Quirt to the hilt;

Irt.e'rTo'^^rtu-r Seem^
Aubrey: we be„eve
Bartels. we know

um using

RoseleIgh

Jack

of

la

II

A nuinii Bi-o

^
Captain
The ^

excellent.

.\lbcrio

Aidn

To;

°H\r.e1f-laU;Va^ct.on

m

The

HOl'.'^i:— Boston

OPICIIA

Grand Opera company

by Verdi,

,

is

).^TON

iii

Clvir-

llltlo

Is

The cast

They

a.

Fiper

brey

.iiul

real.

tance.

trays these characters
a i"""^'"sneeih of the author as

dr.iili,

action throughout th«
play, practically nothing but talk, but
talk that reaches fundamentals,
is
It
couched In the Idiom of the marines,
grasK
rich In racy figures of speech, in a
and sardonlf humor. There Is hardly a
characteror
pungent
not
is
line that
canons
Irlng. And wtth^uch a play, the
of dramatic forjft are of slight Impor-

There

.jjotn?

^j^^,

while Mrs. l*'"'
the final curtain

••ilgn

war seem

ex"

.

and

IKo

.[

nothing but the Kriino and ^ayness of

jfrit.

11

inv.stcrii'S

ihr

Joe

without
wishes to

until
I

I

of
earthquakes, myself,, and
recently had an easy graft; but

everything

Is

The business

changed.

man is in charge of the
and we shakers, as the boys

efficiency
lege,

colcall

us, are

hard pushed to prove our value.
I am told that unless
I can forecast
earthquake damage In dollars and

my

cents, I shall lose

What am

job.

going to do? I despise
earthquakes and would rather be a
rammaker or v/rlte Jazz songs, or be
a financial expert, but, alas, I have to
deliver shakeproof stuff or
hungry.
My recent lecture on "How go
I Foretold
tlie Earthquake"
does not get me a
Pn.D simply because I didn't foretell
It
in advance.
What damnable nonsense! If I told in advance I'd
be a
I

and that's against the law.
The professor of astronomy told me
that he got a call down last
year because he was shy a couple of stars.
He
says he can't see as many stars
now
as he did before 1918.
The reason is
obvious. Since prohibition came
in, almoat no stars have been discovered
by
amateut-s who used the glass
almost
every night in catching the high
ones.
hat will be the effect of all this
on
the advancement of learning?
Surely
seer,

saner methods must be used
soon

I

don't even know how to work
an adding machine or a cash
register, which,
I understand, are
the coming things In
higher education. I am a man.
Ts the teaching of
literature easy to
learn
Does one have to know
number of words in "Hamlet" and the
the
names of all the characters In all
of the
novels? i know about Anatole
Conrad
and Joseph Prance and "the
Spoon
( reek
Anthology" and Scntonlna
Joseph Scaliger and James Henry and
and
dictionary of Chicago and
oi^'Lr",^
Oliver Cromwell's oration
on Charles,
the First and Milton's
attack on printing and Spartlcus on
"Deeds Not men"
and Shellout's poems and
"Where

Is'

Night?" and
Th..
rheoeWtus "-.n*^
Vlrg.rs Limericks
Mot rime in tho Old Town." I and "A
believe

I can teach this
stuff so it will not be
thoroughly misunderstood as
Is
the
vogue, and earn enough to
support my
four young but honest children.
I ara
" """^ to take any
nn«f.""^'^»„''"'*
position
that does not involve work
In
order to supply those who
are near and
expensive to me with food,
literature
n^arried and speak
^
PniifJI, ""a^''English.
Anyone wishing a good looking honest teacher of
English, pleab..

x^'ll
ags

•

°

i

I

I

!

"^^ the World
T!.
stating
why ho wishes English
and at where. I shave ever"

literature

SAD OLD PROF.

„

rood^i^^d^"'^"'^
If

a

^^""^

"

'^^^

name means an\thins

•Scattergood

is

•

^^oyr the words

;..,,~P^t'',

just

the

man

^"^^

\jr

for

j
the

Hampton!!

T,^l"e^«I™v
Tu.$kegee
Endowment Fund; a philanthropist from the baptismal
font
Mr. Splller, painter
In
been proposed for our hallIpswich has
of fame

'

=
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BROKERS"

\r,

-N>ns\

boys to wed.
Danvfrs.

^

tThievlng

Si.,

act,

(hp gulf lt\e.

Tribune*

cil.i-

XOTlX'E
and

n-tfe

My wife pets nil of the real
personal property, and I
^et
per day, board, and sleep
In
amoke house. On and after
this

Sept.

0.

own

19:5,

1,

each one of us pars
'

bills.

CH.^RLIJS E. TOLHl-RST.
-Si

CULTIVATED,

Vine

SPITE

IN

11

hi.s

A

although

voice,

And

street.

OF—

and Mrs. Mason were born
"P in Madison, and are
Vb
;
aeftnlicly of the West,
though both are
extremely cultivated and
would be It
home In any society.

playground's

treasure

enough.
all are champions at the
start.

We

]

Sweet autumn's wealth let others
hold
The crowds are round the ropes

forth

welcome grand and

the

gi-uff

ever a shining art,
the next kick-off!
are champions at the start.

Still taintless,

the

Many

meekest

has a part
For him to play with splendid bluff—
We all are champions at the start.

WISE CRACKERS
should like to tell how the word
"wise crackers" originated.
A native
Florldlan is called a "cracker."
Five
years ago they didn't have anything
down there, but hearing somewhere that
a warm climate is the first requisite for
a winter resort, they began shooting hot
air containing the germ of unrest to
such an extent that now the whole
norld is on its way to Florida and buying the native's land at any price he
wants to ask for it. Is he not, indeed,
the "wise cracker"?

;

I

no
j

Shaped

like the flying tomb that kept
poor faith

So tide the war
Fought bitterly by man the unafraid
Against a foe whose deadlj' cannonade

I

AVho would explore

;Uiich|-ted

unlearned

Disaster fells yet never once transforms
ttw undaunted corps.

—Tha

Civic

Oi>«ra.

Company

Conductor, Pirro-Paci.

In

The

SnUr.ltnr.

—

Boston

Sheltered

:

Observer.

SO HOT?

lay,

In

Falka,' 'Clover' and 'Boccaccio';
some modernization and Americaniz:,

limit,

why

Denmafk a

not

make

Hpoletta
Sclarrone

:

I

I

cut

close

hair
Benvollo brave and Tybalt both eackcoated in a tear
The Nurse with bobbed locks and fieshpainted knees.
Forever buzzing like a hive of bees
And Friar Lawrence on his herb-bound
;

i

HOUSE— Bost^
<

cause the world Js round.
Give your stomach light clerical worV
occasionally and there wlU be no tomtstone to digest.
The greasy sheik

or a waterincomplete.
the good man dies he gets a
planet,
star to live on instead of a small
pishes are successful when they know
enough to stay under.
humans
All animals think that we

The negro without a banjo

Francesco Taeliavlnl
m. Palmierl
lateness of the rising

drummer.
Yet "Tosca" depends almost entirely
on its three prlnclpal.s. Us Tosca, Mario
and Scarpla, and if these are adequate,!

most

the

gathers

flies.

melon

is

When

wear funny

I

I

clothes.

moderately sUent exis a crime.
send words
It Is not necessary to
give them
to
register
cash
through the

Who

cept

is

sober

is

when standing mute

,

way

.,'ave

As the World Wags:
The uses of diversity are many, yet
few there be who do It reverence.
Follow your nose long enough and you
win get to the back of your neck, be-

Despite the
curtain and the various dllticultles that
preceded it, the company, according to
Its lights, gave a creditable performance of "Tosca," a performance that
lost much, however, through the defection of the orchestra and the continual
bombardment of an obstreperous kettle

fat

amorous Romeo fair
With clipped mustaches and

OPERA

SATYROS.

WISE SAWS

.|

|

the Prince

Soon we shall have Mercutio glib and

cast:

BOSTON

Holworthy East a while ago.

Princes, linger the while ye may;
Truth lies deep in the embers' glow.
Fire transmuted the moulded clay
In Holworthy East a while ago.

tion will be applied

Civic Opera Company In "Tosca." ConJ
ductor, Mr. Baccollni. The cast:
Floria ToscL.
ciar.i Jacobol
Mnrio CiiTaradoesl
Norbert Adlen
Ban.n Searnla..;
Manuel M.-irti-Foleailu
Cesare Angelottl
Andrea MonRelli
A Sacristan
Eugene U.mdrint

from the north wind's

Watching the ashes pale to grayWatching close for the certain sight
Of a meagre elf or a glistening fayMaybe we saw them—who can say?
As foot-steps crunched on the crusted
snow
Out in the yard where the moon-llght

Aborn plans to present 'The
Duke,' 'Daughter of Madame
An]
igot,' 'Beggar Studenft," 'Black Hus

,

fast

blight,

"Mr.

—

'»ilda
M If'.alena
•isa dl

"Rlgoletto," and although there
A 'iro undeniable crudities in their per.'ormance. »n indeclslveneeg. an orchesa. often out of tunc, cnoruses slioddliy

was ahead, and life was bright;
This was the calm before the fray.
Here we planned by the fire-light.
Here we marshalled our brave array;
What of life said the trenchant Gay?
Ah, but hearken to kind Thoreau;
His was the truth, and his the way,
ago.
III Holworthy East a while

Life

one Justi-

when necessary."
modernization and AmeriCurses!
canization of those delightful old classics would be almost as bad a crime
as to bring the Bible up to date by
jozzing the dialogue a bit.
The man
that dares to alter a spoken line or
tamper with the score should be (and
win be, If there is justice) shot at sunrise.
L. R. R.

frlerMly

BALLADE

I>lttle

Fechter, the greatest of Hamlets, also
Rossi, were not sylphlike.
Ed.)

"Rlgoletto."

Rosalind Eudko Morini
Lucia Abbrescta Carofoll
Ceprano
Jean Ridlev
aa
Angela Plziinli
to
Xeo PlccloU
''A Muntova
Davldu Dorlinl
'iclle
Samuel Worthlngion
Monterone
Giuseppe Cermusco
Ceprano
Leon f'Inckeua
their second opera
; or
here,
this
-.ewly formed and itinerant company

— The

WHY

man. There is warrant for it, for his mother said that her
son was "fat and scant of breath.'
(Burbadge was fat, and In our day
of

tstorms

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

Charlie?

It appears that Mr. Plavius Burket,
upset because men looked at the legs
Renee Plnet, a screen actress, threatened to disfigure these objects of admiration, and also wished
the wife to support him. She testified
in court that her legs were so beautiful
that men could not help gazing at them.
The opinion of the judge, who granted
her a divorce, concerning the two opjets d' art has not, to our knowledge,
been handed down.

utrtiost

must face

seas

is

a French

of

my

As the World "Wags)
What of the wind's long song at night,
Tireless chant of an old, brave day?
Let it howl with its fiercest might
Or carol a simple roundelay
Enough to watch the fire-light play
On wainscot walls and ceiling low;
Enough to idle the night away
In Holworthy East a while ago.

known through-

pendence is Harry; there are many
Harrys about who have never been
called Henry and would not answer to
the word. Probably lots of children are
christened Harry out of hand; and, if
Harry, why not Dick, or Sam, or

and Frenchmen?

IN MODERN DRESS
Notes and Lines
So "Hamlet" In modern dress is coming to New York.
No doubt later we
shall see It In Boston.
If realism on
the mimic stage is to be pushed to tht-

bore.

the skies restore.
'

is

believe that

(For

him anything else? Perhaps the "diminutive" which has been
most successful in asserting its Inde-

of his wife,

'Dirigible operations -will continue."

I

man

I

enemies, smiling angelically, hails me
with: "What a DARLING dress! Dldja
make it yourselfv"
GRAY.

sar,
r,'

WAR UNCEASING
is

a

taste;

wear It with all the chic
mannequin, when one of

fied In calling

teacher In a western city advertises:
"Silent singing taught In five
lessons." There are singers now before
the public who could profit by these
lessons and please their hearers.

per hundred.

more
With men It bore,
a wraitn

When

out the world as "Charlie"

Sollohub's text-

I

—

liberty.

Prof.

of discriminating

That utifamiliar person, "Mr. Charles
Chaplin," has been appearing in Tht
Times of the week; it seems almost p

A

In -Moscow laundry work is so expensive that soft collars are worn. In Guy's
Hospital, London, last year over 1,500,000
separate articles were washed at 8s. Id.

Great named, the Shenandoah

SALAUDU.

The statement made by Sax Rohmer
about the O minor chord is pure bunk,
if you will allow the expression.
Ed.

cerned themselves with art. Has this
doleful writer seen many film plays
produced by Americans and Germans,

LORD LON MOORE.
SOCIETY NOTE

j

Italians.

of

Italians

B.

believe that

I

book on the "True Meaning of Compliments" win fill a long-felt want and find
honorable place In American literature.
As another example of the artifice
that may be subtly hidden In a compUment I think the following is one that
the professor cannot afford to overlook:
I apply exactly one-half of my monthly
salary to the purchase of what appears
to me to be an authentic Paris creation,
procured at one of those shops along
Bolyston street that cater to the woman

i.'

beyond that of statesmen 01
teachers, and they have been unable to
do anything with it except to make
money." Yet in the same breath the
writer says that these klnema producertiire not satisfied and wish to "concern
themselves with an art." Producers in
sever&l countries have already' con-

I

it

and

As the World Wags:

part for the alto, but when -we speali
of an alto singer today the inference
that a woman takes the part unless tht
contrary Is stated. The male alto is also
known as the contratenor. The old Italian word Is "contr'alto," the old French,
"haute-contre."

power

As the World Wags:

With men

dollars

these films have decidedly
quickened the imagination and enriched the Ideas of the spectators.
Nor can we agree with the Manchester Guardian when it says that the
producers are like the great press magnates in that "they have been given a

like football,

life,

Germans

Frenchmen,

And dream about

This

of

This denunciation Is unfounded, if
one takes into consideration the best
produced by Americans,
film
plays

rough

man be

millions

enrich the ideas of Its vast audiences
than did the crudest old melodrama or
than do the cheap fiction magazines."

when another chapter's told
In this brave tale of brawn and brain.
And our proud colours loved of old
Are slashed with honourable stain,
We'll give thanks for a game though

Prince, though
muff.

ELEANOR

to

light

and a
the morning meal
fruit

coffee,

served by a host at Santiago, Chill?
Soup, fish, poached eggs with a heavy
sauce, roast mutton, roast chicken and
beefsteak and potarice, asparagus,
Loes.
enormous Chilean pansalad,
cakes, cake, fruit, cheese, coffee, and
between the courses three different
wines. Yet there was no jam, no pie.

In the days of complicated mensural
music the high vocal parts, alto and
discant (soprano), were sung by men
with falsetto voices, as women were not
allowed to sing in church.
The male
altos were either "alti naturali" or castrates.
Boys did not sing then because
years were consumed in learning the
English glees and part songs of
rules.
former years for men have the high

squandered upon It, It has done no
more to quicken the Imagination or to

.\nd

"VVe all

the

of

little

A statement made by Sax Rohmer In
"The Dream Detective" Is that the
chord of G minor cannot be played by a
normal piano hand, and therefore is
seldom used in composition.

comment on

those
tea or

—
toast — say

oreakfast

taken.

of

spite

[n

As from the stand the players dart!
They look a team of godlike stuff—
"We all are champions at the start.

.

HIGH AND LOW

life which we
an art and particularly of
one that makes so universal an appeal,

intelligent

require

plain.

.

li 'C
who advocate a
'

What do

Notes and Lines:
Being more or less of a musician 1
cannot understand why the makers ol
cross-word puzzles continually define
"alto" as a female voice. I have always
understood it to be a written part to be
sung by any singer, generally a boy or
a woman, but possibly I may be mis-

rism, but falling utterly to supply that

1

again.

The turf is neat and nobly rolled,
The goals gleam white across the
Sound

England and the

"Klnema is, Indeed, barbarous, having
^he energy and high spirits of barba-

I

.IZT''

~

Mr. St. John Ervlne in the Observer
not have "The Green Hat" at all.
"This is a dull play, but it is not so
dull as the novel from which it has been
.idapted."
The characters are "dingy
and disreputable.
Someone should
cable to Mr. Arlen In America, 'Let's
"
kill the lot!'
The piece is "preposterous."
Hardly a character "could ask
for the mustard without being oracular
about it." However, Mr. Ervine praises
the originality displayed in- omitting to
mention cocktails, for a cocktail is "a
drink fit only for women and Americans."
.

This shows
Alms, that are produced.
a sad lack of discrimination. Here la
making
Manchester
Guardian
the
statements so sweeping that they are
surprising, for this excellent Joui^nal Is
It says:
nothing It not conservative.

i

.0

that^-oV^hrX^^uTta

[will

quality of the British fllra plays. Some
go BO far as to denounce nearly all

'the

heart;
bricked-in

tl^*^

MongelU. i„ the ttfZ,
-•^•le
of Angelbttl, sang
Huas on that he lacke! with ,hJ
In
is act
.Air.

"Vienna now has an Arlan theatre In
.^^v'::?nrnr^1,rt"rht• 1'^'^'=
will be s^.-ited, no Jews
;CavaUerla^us'[icat'.^'^^an'd"^^J?S
allowed on the stage, no plays by Jews
E. G.
performed.
Yet in this same "Vienna are not 90
The matinee performance
of "Faust"
per cent, of the actors Jews; nearly all
the authors of the same race?

who wish the best in
amusement world are In doleful
dumps about the present condition of
in

becomes.

which no Jews

Englishmen

klnema theatres

will

saiiF*Scarnl»^

JOHN W. RYAN.

th'e

Thomas Moult)

'^y

,

Capulets dress suits

toucH~or-vlBfato,

«•

aroore, without
maklnr^hli^
Of melodrama 'hit

tore

quite bare.

;

BALLADE OF FOOTBALL

the

all

somesang her

'It

The year out yonder tumbles
gold
tree-lined
lane^""''^
-with leafy mould
^^F'Ti'*'"
And dews that soak as rich as
Bnt here s a football, taut and rain.
buff
Naught else henceforward takes

will

wear.
So often pressed, the cuffs will seem better than"

third

her climaxes

in

Simpering Juliet a tablecloth

wear
With a shined dish cover on her gUtdyed hair.
Tuxedo coats the Montagues will don

tonal quality, tending
to
engulf, at
times, the voices of the singers.
T'nere was an audience of moderate
size.
The opera this afternoon will be
"Faust," and this evening, "Tosca."

tSlgned>
r>R.

And

and her more ardent coloratura moments, she tended toward shrillness.
As for the rest of the company, th«
Duke of Davide Dorlini was stentorian
in voice and gentle in manner; the
choruses of courtiers, sturdy and fresn
of voice, and the orc«estra of good

a

e

tragic intensity in
the duets with Gilda.

ill

lyric

have divided our pos-

1

—

;

what static Gildii, Miss IMorini
anas with a oWar and very often lovely

MODEL HUSBAND

A
.-on I

I

:

costumed and stiffly moving, ti opo were
moments of unexpected cxof n. noo.
Leo Ptcololi as the Rigoleiio of the
evening g.ive a vigorous and wellrounded pfiformance, both dramatically
and vooully, singing with more fullness
JUid sua\ ity as the evening wore on,

2S
A

;

;

!

Dressed like a football player for the
frar

value.

right your
If you don't treat him
worst enemy will stare at you in the
.

one need not be too carping. And last'
evening they were even better than
"adequate." Clara Jacobo was a Tosca,
sumptuous in voice and appearance, and
rhe sang her duets with Mario and the
"vlssi d'arte" with passion and vocal

looking-glass.
You are never older than your years
unless vou Insist you are.
Whittling with a Jack-knife Is the

beauty.
Mr. Adier

the man.

was a good Mario, and he

sang with full and sonorous tones
rarely forcing them, an admirable thing
In

a tenor.

Mr. Martl-Folgado, desnitei

•

mother

of Invention.

No man

is

your enemy unless you are

saws
It's ea.sy to write wise
don't have to sharpen them.

APOTHEGM

if

you

AL.

i

i

—

!

:

and

t,

w«

I

!

j

A

biB towel I broiiRlit
to put over the dress. It shouldn't Kttt
An eye-cm^
away.
It
wet, she pu.shed
and boric acid I brought, tio. She
wouldn't use them. A piece of cotton
to
1' put on a toothpick and wanted
take out what was In the eye; not even

'

i

)

^

me and says
"You KOt right,"

With

,

I

By
Tha

an' stormy, Regiwarm cozy kitchtuh flggor out a scientlflck
nock Uairn at tha door.

my

sings himself to death, and the plot
ends for lack of further material."

As the World 'Wags:
I met Mr. Herkimer Johnson on the
Common yesterday. He was in a disgruntled frame of mind and rather
venomous about the American Press in
general and the Clamport Observer !n
particular, because the latter had published Miss Amy Lowell's poem "The
Moon and had refused to publish one
or two little gems from Victor Marguerite which he had
rendered into
verse. He said Miss Lowell's poem had
created a sensation on the Cape.
The

so this man, by the power of Jesus,
is not dead, but is jilive forevermore."
The cry is not one of loss "that
hope and strength had departed,' but
rather one of glorious hope and confident assurance.
Will not a second reading: of the Incident lead you to agree with me in the
Interpretation?
The Rev. ALBERT B. TYLER.

'

question "Is the Moon Chaste?" would
be debated at the next meeting of the
Clamport Social and Literar>- Club, and
that he shotjld take the negative side.

AUston.
I

L.

C.

JOHNSON.

Byron clean forgotten?
"The sun set, and up rose the yellow

moon
!

;

In-

devil's In the moon for mischief;,
they
ho call'd her chaste, methlnks, began too soon
Their nomenclature."
Kven Diana smiled on Endymlon. Ed.
'I'he

—

cluding failure to meet a payment of
$2500 to the management of the Boston
Opera House, occasioned the cancellation and the company announced Its
decision to discontinue its performances

HE SHOULD HAVE BEEN A TAILOB
Mr. Bery-Preaeuftl is proposed by Mr.
H. O. Patten for the Hall of Fame. Mr.
Pressutti is the proprietor of a barber

cated "To
ity

having themselves any sense of humor.
tog frequently conto wit, the worst are

for

;

without going mad.
"No normal woman, &he admits, "could live with him
lor a week without
friction "
-

'

He was

one of a queer family. According to Mrs.
Saltus his father
brought into being the first rifled
st4el
cannon ever made, perfected
other in-

Joke A, well
*okc B, whicli

.n his dress, if

had been oooepted as a J<;
and Muellw.— J. C. SQL'I'

•

^

Fchulta

1

World Wage,

Why

Sept.

buses."

DARIUS.

of

also a howling swell
the portrait is triitwor-

He adored .his elder son Franconcerning whom volumes

might
be written." Francis was
a geniu.s who
could write sonnets with
one hand and
compose operas with the other.'"
Sne
s tempted to add the old negro-minstrel gag:
"Without the aid of the
springboard or any mechanical
appliance."

up.

the influence of Baudelaire
'"tended to mar.e the bourgeois
Ue have now on our
table-

"""^^

expense.

evidently,

Poems

at

ids

gula to Napoleon, to
actors and singers
-Six addressed
toJ3. L. DavenporL

When Edgar was

2D.

a dispute? Tears ago that excellent negro minstrel Charley Backus described a river full of "hippotopofomnl-

King

twibts.
cis,

fathers

CONCERNINQ PLURALS

the

t'le

any novel or essay by Edgar;as lush as
thirty-one'
sonnets to driqks, from
ale to 'lr"sh
whlske.v; one to rum
punch
but not
to hot buttered rum,
an unpardonabt^

As the World Wags:
"There was once a dispute over th =
correct plural of "hippopotamus'."— As
'

and was decorated by almost

the crowned heads of
Europe. Having chartered a ship,
laden with' prostarving people of the
OaZrt Islands,
tT
Canary
he was made the "Marall

containing mu-h of -the
previous
volume, published in New
York two

"Mctorlan: one who believes that sex

they were specimen meteorological observations. Investigating
attested by 6chmidt. .ind

is

net...,

does not n-qulre advertising."

Bljn whatever of first-hand amusement,
and treated specimen Jokes as though

The book

IT,^
ortngal. ^i""'"^
He was

1

at

Tale— we entered

together the freshman
class of 187''—
he said that his father
oflTered Francis
i^Jt

thf

damned

fool

men
the

s.

anecdotes are
proof of his third wife's
vtate
He was also an uncon^cfous
created a book

'fifiner

forces

of

were

his

etheri,

bodv"

''semi-detached from t^e
physj
So when Helen, once
brmglng a
present, interrupted his
writing he began to scream, pull at
his hah and he
tore up the manuscript.
"Vice had to
Private
in?
cal.

U

dedithe Ego using the personalSaltus, Peace and Progress,"]

i

m

^S^lt

"'^

e\eotmng.
rery[kinT'''A"''''
Amusing
ff'ven

^rVuTuZ^'ift"-

'

ventions,

self-con!
exercised the
""'^l^ a grab"
Helen Read, whose father
was a
partner of J. Plerpoint
Morgan
«»««^-^'
'^'^^
n'uTntgia''""-.,
neiialgia,
'he
put on •hl.s hat and
walked out." Sickness in
any form wa,
abhorrent to him;
"high tempered
•

as Mrs. Saltus—she was BMgar's
third wife and he called her "Mowgy"
although her name is Marie— says:
"Without the explan.ition of reincarnation the riddle of Edgar Saltus
would
rival mat of the Sphinx."
The wonder
IS how she was able
to live with him

,

-

or
for

|

1. lashes
and
Flagone-Pastels
and
Proile.s-V,stas
and
Landscapes''
publi.shert
at
Buffalo
in
IM"also "The Bayudere,"
and other son-'

nition:

themselves
like Prof. Freud, who, in his remarkable *rork on this subject, betrayed no
flne

esteemed

now a

Jofcoelyn writes to The Herald: "I
-xubmit the following much-needed- defi-

them

Edgar

Trinidad, offered the
laureate to Edgar
In
'ScHo,^„haJ.?.

"'"^^'"^
I if
«'?'^"'^?;'"'°''

are Inclined to think that Edgar
Saltus was more of ar rrian than the
strange being described by his wife in
her life of him, published by Pascal
Covici of Chicago. There is a portrait
of her "sityng at the table on which
her husband -wrote his book.s, burning
incense before a Siamese Buddha, and
meditating on a Stanza from the

Hhagavad-GIta.' "

(o

of

desperately In love with him,
though he,
y-an "proud, arrogant,
selfish,

'

later ones,

friend the
mortician. It was
reserved for a Ohicajo. woman to de.icrlbe herself In the Telephone Directory of that city as a "Very Efficient
Beautician,"

Many philosophers have written elaborately of laughter without apparently
best of

and

Is

'

poet

to Ncw'*7.rk, he was
"subby balls and receptions."
A
Iwautiful young matron,
Mme. c fell

We

su
sit
Oui
old
undertaker

<4

Mng

of

returning

'

0^

wife—pel."

secftnl

niergod

i

furnish BLANKETS gratuitously."
" Lowell.
G. F. O D'VVTER.

as

Std'spiLz^^^"-

:

'

r

mother-*

Harden HIckey. who, wishing

.

"'If

one pair lOU Rose Blankets,
of Henry C. Norton, No.
Jierrlmack street.
l!::r"The biped that stole the blankets!
ran have an opportunity of leaving
them before' next Wednesday evening
or have the unspeakable satisfaction
of having their NAME conspicuously
in.«erted in the Patriot besides being
favoied with fi pernianeni, situation in
a Hard AVaro Shop, m litre so\ ernnient
oT

°'

'^'"'^

Even when he was at school
had hl.s amorous adventures.
'Women

post

^

from the store

III

wouldn't stop

'

j

death freed him fmm these
annoyT,akon to Europe by his mother'
be studied at Hcldelt.org,
.Munich, the
•Sorbonne; had an affair
with a voung
woman of "«oinl-royal bftth,"
wa.^ nr".
""^•''
Vo", '.fnl"
«ith
the
Duke of
!;
v^J castle.
•Neu
Lord J.>ar.<:ls Hope and
the
aron

o'clock,

6

she |r|| how he mi.
giving a iMpsentHtlon (..pv
tloe.s

till

evening' last,
behalf-past five and

of

His first volume of
Honey and Gall." It snowed poem.s'was
as did the

shop.

there.

tween the hours

Heroine then pursues dead
husband's inamorata and stabs her in
the stomach, after which she drinks
poison and checks ouc. Her lover then

'sleep,'

The Boston Civic Grand Opera Company was unable to present its double
bill last evening at the Boston Opera
House. It had been Intended to sing
the operas "Cavalleria Rustlcana" and

STOLEN
"On Wednesday

.r

liiK
und'

left
,,,11.

ill,,,

In

peak

ames.

fled did not hesitate to advertise their
disgust.
For Instance, Henry G. Norton sold blankets hero in 1834.
In the
Issue of the Lowell Patriot on Dec. 12,
1S34, he aired his feelings as follows:

ly strangled.

and thai the seeing was a token and a
promise of the coming of that power.
Might not a tombstone inscribed with
these lines mean, either: "This man
was such a man as I, who erect the
stone, desire to be: may such a spirit
as his animate me": or, "This man Inherits the power of Jesus: as Jesus

The

lip

As the World Wags:
The pioneer merchants of Lowell in
the town perfoS (1828-1836) whon their
dignity and sense of honesty were ruf-

Some days ago Snowshoe Al asked
book containing the plots of
Grand operas. "The Opera Fiend's Husband" has sent him a synopsis of all
grand operas.
''The heroine's husband bestows his
affections upon another. He Is discovered by the heroine's lover and prompt

father,
'My father,
cried:
of Israel, and the horseevents
Subsequent
thereof.' "
proved that the power of the elder
prophet really rested upon the younger,

difflcultles,

AL. Part Wun.

wuz dark

for a little

the chariot

Financial

SNOWSHOB
nito

stay at

(Nor

IMgar's

—

Life

'

men

"Pagllacci."

W.

^

d him.

I'

HUGH TUTHALTUXa.

'

—

CANCELS DOUBLE BILL
AT THE OPERA HOUSE

A.

llnr.

nn

.

iin

Havarla.?*""*'""

As the World Wags;
"Mrs. Mallerj- and Air. Howe sang a
solo,
'Alone,'
accompanied b.v Mr.
Baker." Amesbury Dally News.
Reversing an old saying: "Where Two
are One and Three Is a Vacuum."
E. L. B.UCER.

'

Elisha had accompanied Elijah, about
The older man had urged the
to die.
younger to leave him: but the younger
not only persisted in his loving companionship with the sage, but also earnestly desired that he might become such
a worthy man and leader as was the
aged prophet. "Let a double portion of
thy spirit fall upon me," pleaded
Elisha i. e., "Make me your heir
that I may lead the people even as you
have led them.'' To this plea Elijah
replied, "Thou hast asked a hard thing:
nevertheless, if Hiou see me when I am
taken from thee. It shall be so unto
thee: but if not. It shall not be so."
Soon after "Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven. And Elisha saw it,

those that

again

en tryln'
problem.
A
"Hoo's there?" eed Reginald. "Oscar
Mink, tha famus detektiff. sed the visitor.
Eeshiald removed tha aclentlflck
problem frum tha stove an' hid it In
iv
closet.
"I still think." he murmered
tuh himself, "that tha dam stuff shood
Oscar kaim In an'
be distilled twice.
Mrs. Rabbit grabbed tha
sat down.
twins an' rushed them tuh bed, on account they had bin eatln' onion tops.
Tha twins didn't wanta go tuh bed, in
they demanded a explanalshun,
fact,
but even there closest trends woodn't
tell 'eni.
"Well, Oscar." sez Reginald,
"not brings 5 e'lV down tuh this neck uv
thii woods on sich a nite?" "Oh," sez
Oscar, 'it's nites like this wot malk us
old bachelors feel lonesome an' bloo, so
I tliot I wood drop over au' visit yuh."
Jist then loud howls uv bluddy merdur
kalm out uv tha oven door, an' Mrs.
Rabbit hurried tuh tha scene uv tha dis"It's
explains
aster.
little
Horace,
Reginald tuh Oscar; "He is only 2 weeks
old an' his fur Is so thin we have tuh
put him tuh bed in tlia oven." Mrs.
Rabbit brot Horace out uv tha oven an'
dumped him In between tha 2 twins,
after wich she kaim bade an' sat do(|n.
(To be kontlnude.)

Tne editorial comment
certain lines.
gave the origin of the lines, but did It
give the exact slgnltica)((ce?
According to the record in IT Kings,

first fruit of

I ',ive

^

"I'd

("1

.

n,|,„|.

xhnrt
l"iirl;

'

,12'

wim

i

hiN
wif,.
"rrlgllil,.

Ita

nald Rrbbit nat In his

In the Issue of Monday, Sept. 21, Mrs.
Edith L. Allen asked the significance of

the

may

Married

As the World Wags:

is

In conversation they engaje
With lc6 » dangerous gUttej-.
Posterity may quia, eani eham.
My portrait with a woolly lamb

CHILDURNS' BED TIME STORRIE

ANOTHER EXPLANATION

and he

titter.

At his Imniortal photograph.

I

CHLAM HIRSCH.

respects,

p^c

turn the

polite to

was glorious with

blue
blai!k BliadowB and silver stretches of
Jiioonllght.
Only the slow motion of Iho
sentlest of hreoaes stirred the silent
foliage Into life.
Outlined against a
splendid curtain of sky, llahter In tone
but melting info th^ shadows of Ihsir
faint forms, two figures approached,
drawn closo, slow of step, part of the
wondrous night. Only the hushed murmur of voices could bo heard, question
and answer sweetly blended. Gradually
the two srew nearer.
Was It late,
O moon, that brougnt me here? Sudd.^nly a voice thrilled, every word clear,
sharp, delicious: "I kin git .Scotch fur
nlne tiles a screech," sez he.

Before the coming tribe.
Not aa a bard who lives to gam
The laurel? of a acrlbe.
But one who makes the children laugh

j

dont help her.
"I don't
answer.
help, but from that you shouldn't give
me the fault. I don't give myself out
A life
to be a getrainted life saver.
saver, when he gets getralned, learns
that when some one don't let himself
get saved, he should give him such a
hit on the head that the five senses
leave him, and then he saves him. Absr
I ain't got the heart I should save you
But If you want it, then next time
1 11 do it"
And Just because I Bald this she got
brogas, and I had to go In the park
alone.

nho

gueits

Are too

So

j

touch her, would she let me. tiha only
rubbed and rubbed and rubbed with her
Utile handkerchief till what was In the
eye camo again out. And then she
scolds

My

j

mm

'ill-

Uags;

A\"oi Id

Tli« night

brought

a big hnndk.Tchlef, sho
ige.

tiiti

poilerltT-)

may

I

•

vin't sit herself.

v'OWAL

th« t«mlls

not hope to leave
Immortal rerie liohind inc.
But one a!»tlnotlon I'll arhleMi,
.r
Of which you, FYlend, remind
The r&oe to oonie ihall have Itn laufba
At my domeBtlo photorrapliB

park, but befoirt
,01 tlwoo eteps from the house someflow her In the eye. lUght iiway
ipfl back and she made wet hev
hlef and began to rub the eyo.
her a chair to the hydraht,
•,hi>

1

art^\••cl 111 pr«»»rv«
for lh» il«ltcti.tlou of

b*In«

klbum

stwterl

LAUQHTBR

OF

IMMOflTAUITV

AN
(O'l

"Mme. .Sapphira," almed^at
h
was an attempt to

^-^^e,

s

ffr^i

vindicate hlm

His breakfast was a
pot of coffee, a
arge pitcher of milk,
with a roll or a
few sli.;es of toast.
He detested cream
and sugar. His second
wife was FKi.

YoT

''T

et'^'-Th^f

V

He

/imiK-'
'.amil>.

/v,

fainted

Franco

in

ankTe

'"-^

wa

-disgusted his

"

wife
her I
he had a daughter,
rheus Mund.s. He became now Airs r
a
journalisf'
Young girl.s were warned aLinsI
k
jseen with him. Elder
«^„?n h,^ to'h?
Thems^U-ir i,
his
hts^'war''
waj.
At Narragansett Pier
with
a walking stick in his
hand,

Rv
By

'

"he slnoS

^" mo/talf-^"
wre;rw.rehis^r:^!ft.!^"^^^''-°-

Edgar had a
but as he grew
fend of cats.

prenatal fear of do-s

o^er he became rathe;

He

hated

he

restaurants;

had two fears-that
of losing his
and getting some
contagious
disease.
He changed his linen
seve-al
t-me* a day after a tub
and a .shower
He became interested
in
I>Jg:gage

theosonh
himself with i?
H

fi'.all.v

.saturated

.second

Wife-she had

left

'

himldfed and

he then married Marie
Giles, his bioe
^'
rapher, with whom he
hiri fl^
years been acquainted
f,

the"'fnagile
uie
agile^'aV/
and

'"-^

'

^3

Lis

^^^^^^

impertinent child tr>
^vhom he had stretched
out his hand
of Narragansett
Pier-^a
l^Upless •'^""f-^
and impractical creature
in a
world Of scheming
scoundrels "
Thev
never chatted in rational
EngU.h but ^n
baby language.
>

'

He became sick wi-h iii,- p.,.
disease, an affliction
mos unt^iua^In
his par, of the world-of
slow
but

Ipding

g.^'^.-tL

inevitably

to a wheeled
this and indigestion
he
wa.s in perpetual torture.
Hn wVs in,-

chair"

Prom

mented by the thought of
•'the
astral plan." Some novel
by

loZr

Algernon
Blackwood was alwa v.s " on his
desk
Books by Talbot Mundy, and
Swinburne^
poetry cheered his last days.
AVhen
he
was able to go about a flask of
whiskev
was in one pocket, a bottle of
peppermint
and
held

nitroglycerin tablets in another

a

camphor

handkerchief
to

hi.s

saturated

nose.

He

with

.Suffering greatlv
he died: one hand in his wife's
hand
the other grasping a tiny
Rosicriician
cross, and fo "he p.asscd onward
into
the larger liTe where even the weariest
river winds soinewhcre safe to .sea
'

He had said many times that
would bring him back nc\r i;f,.
English country gentiema!

Karma
f,

.,„

Those who wish dates, c ti,
r.,
Saltus's
writings,
a
bibliography
Will be disappointed; but Mrs, Saltus
;:

,!

'

i

I

f

—
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is under a cl6udV""^0fcheslra! nnisfe'^Wfts (in London at any
suffered a set back, chiefly through economic conditions, and the
standard o^ performance has momentarily fallen;" but there is a generally
liiglv standard of piano playing, and a ''wonderful level reached by the
present brood of young pianists."
ySo in Boston, young pianists giving recitals show a much higher
standard of proficiency and taste than has been attained by the young,
and even more mature, singers. Nor is there in Boston any lively interest
in thoral music. The Handel and Haydn gives in a perfunctory manner
fanjiliar oratorios; the audience is attracted, except in the case of the
'"Messiah," by the imported solo singers of great repute.

Choral music

.

;-ate)

.

Mr Prrcv A Schoks. having

sel•^•ed

as music

critic for

the Obs^y;^'*^

t^en
engagements in the United States and
fo^o'lr fi vo -ca;.
da. y dut es of
^xhaustrng
"the
resume
not
[rjnlng to "London,
Obserser
last articles for ^he
London newspaper musical criticism." His
applicable
arc
remarks
his
of
Some
of a valedictory.
'"!!

;e"-e in the nature
to the condition of

fulfil

music and the concert ways

m

Boston.
Jlr. Scholes has not noticed any improvement in the taste of the
auuiences.
audiences.
There
xnere has
nas been
oeen no curiosity about new compositions, "they
have no desire to keep abreast of the times, to know what is going on, and
it seems to me that during the season just ended and the one preceding
J have heara tar less new mu.sic than during any one of the three
previous
seasons that make upi the five-year period."
There are. subscribers to the concerts of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra who are already disturbed by the announcement that Mr.
Koussevitzky has brought with him somfe unfamiliar scores, music that
will be performed for the first time.
These works ai'e condemned by
them already. Fortunately there are many in the audience who are
eager to hear this music, to know what is going on in the musical world.
7'here are others, who, wiliiout marked musical intelligence, will applaud
loudly new compositions because thoy think it is the thing to do; for
there is "snobisnie" in music as in other arts.

that ^'""^^'^^
'He has observed in tho course of fiy6 years
^'^^i;^
judge P'-^''^^*-"^'*""''^'^^^^^
have no definite standard by which to
cned n,
-nhgh
most
the
of
"one
Society,
enoc of tlie Roval Philharmonic
reputation ^'^^ther he is n
Se countrv." applauds a conductor of higlvlesser
reputation will heart^
".\udiences of
he vein or" has .n -off- day.
ancient or modern reputation
auplaud anv vocalist, pianist, or violinist of
conferred/by the "stunt' methods of
^-The latter often ^cry hastily
.

present

^°''^^;f:'^:^Sdio;:s^:^m.]:^Intive to ^ne artistry in the
their
too little in the habit of using
attitude of concert goers, who are far
audiences, an
of
"gullibility"
the
by
depressed
own ear° He has been
platform

criminal, "for ^^e pu^.c
aUitude whi h he regards al almost
long as it is cumbered vvith cro^^ds
I very overcrowded place, and so
stiff light to get up the steps.
of nonentities real merit has a

p.

in our concert halls bears no relaIn Boston, as in London, applause
performance. We do not refer to the applause
tion to fhe qiklitv of the
and friends
of the unpaid claque of relatives
ot piti^ansWp the applause
take it for granted that r»^plause
who
unthinking
and
t^ess
"r of^ he re
when he
greet the singer or instrumentalist
piece accompany his exitf to the
.nd foUow the performance of each
so on throughout the concert.
artist's room, call him out. and
together and contmues domg so he^.l
If one man claps his hands
follow his example. There, are man>
incite the previously indifferent to
Have you not "oticed u
contagious disease.
^lio cannot escape this
that after thunderous applau^c ha
concert
Sunday
a
af
hall
Syinphony
bogm
flapper in the ^op balcony v .11
d ed out, a man or some little
audience will again maV
the
in
majority
the
little
applaud, and little by

has

written with amazing: frankness,
yet in a .spirit^, of love, an extraordinary,
a singularly entertaining book about an
unusual man. Mr. Covici has publ^slied
it in an attractive form.
There arc
nine illustrations.

Wd

-is
"r'tld'lge
uechanism brings

art?
Is good conversation a loet
is
of the talk one hears today

i

my

to

lady goes
In Zebra hose
sleeves of Python vogue,

And

full of

Is

and a good deal that!
gravely ^onbt whether many ot the^^

rroductions have the positive and permanent y^^^^'l^^'^lfj''^^^^^^^^^
"Pens and Cacc nis prepai mg
The-e men may be regarded as pioneers,
bones vvh.tening the de.ert
own
their
Mozarts,
ihe vvav for cLks and
polytonah y, atonalityj
That
routes.
fter their discovery of new caravan
may be the logical outcome of
;nd whatVe may frankly call disharmony
I'latonicism is undeniable."

A MASSACHUSETTS PASTORAL
As the World Wags:
The Missus and I were motoring recently in the environs of Boston yhere
we chanced upon a Massachuaetts Agri-

^ ^

A FAMILY OF TREES

Nor doe£ Mr. Scholes see in the work
"The "^^^-^.^
by Schoenberg, eternaj importance.
-Jf^^^^-jfJ^.^,
the esu t
too deftfiitely
more I have felt that its music was, as a whole,
of S^^J^f^^ergs F o
complexities
The
processes."
intellectual
^f *ober
s^ill and (pos.iblv
academic
of
parade
"a
only
him
ot Lunaire" seem to
He doubts whether any evs are capable ol
unconscious) affectation."

by Charles M. Thompson ol
CambrldgeJ
long stretch
n was after tramping amet
them.
of sun-baked road that I
edge of the
the
on
live
not
Thev do
They
highway, for they dislike noise.
springawell in an old pasture near a
(Translated

led

distinguishing the niceties of microtonal music.
, „•
;„„
intelligent musician
But music is always in a state of fluic, and an
After
prepossessions.
without
lUst keep his mind open. He must listen
to the positive value
f>
has li^^tened, he can then express an opinion as
value as pointing the
the composition, and also speak of its probable
not, during the five
v,a>^to a profitable development of the art. "I have
intelligent listener s
the
of
nature
the
view
of
this
that
: L-ars, observed
outy has obtained much recognition amongst us."
•

like solitary birds.

impeneA little way off they seemed
near their
trable, but when I drew

They received me
trunks separated.
rest and
with circumspection. I might
I knew they were
but
refresh myseif,
watching me with a certain suspicion.
ine
They live together as a family,
and the
oldest stand in the middle,

1

gramophone
Broadcasting. Mr. Scholes says, h^lmost killed the
There has been
United States; "here it has not even damaged it."
works, and as great a
;in amazing issue of classics and fine modern
probably does not know
Scholes
(Mr.
music.
poor
of
in
issue
/'ecline
the
machine that is said to
'.hat the Victor people are at work on a new
gramonroduce remarkable effect?." In England there arc thousands of
perhaps not
>honcs in the schools whereais five years ago there were
which the
ihirty.
Universities are beginning' to set aside rooms in
musically inclined can enlarge their knowledge by hearing the pianola.
in

'Id

that there
Visiting critics and musicians of London have assured ua
Mr. Scholes think.s that
if any, good singers in England.
ceased
thete is surprisingly little good solo singing, "God having almost
gives voices.
lc give voices, where he gives brain.s or brains where he

leaves have
'vOung, those whose first
please,
sprouted, stand anywhere they
but they never run away.
preserv-e
They die slowly, and they
fall to the
their dead erect until they
earth as dust.
They touch one another with their
that
lone branches to assure themselves
folk. They
they are all there-like Mind
blows
wind
'be
if
rage
gesticulate with
the effort to
until it is otit of breath in
i

themselves

But among
uproot them.
murmur tothey never quarrel; thcy
gether in agreement.
own tree
my
they are
I perceive that
forget the other.
I could quickly
familv
little by little,
The trees shall adopt me
I
and to merit it 1 am learning what
know.
need to
•

paging his Hogi Razorbacki.
in orderly fashion along an
old rail feni;e were individual troughs
containing the evening repast.
The
gentleman In attendance stood upon a
raised dais, accoutred in evening clothes
with a napkin draped artistically over
his left arm.
He clapped a manicured
hand to his antique nose and called in
a modulated voice, but with a distinct
Harvard accent, "Phew! Phew! Phew!'
There was no mad, unseemly scramble
as has been reported of Iowa hogs.
The well groomed herd came leisurely over a crest of the rolling pasture
land just as the sun was setting in resplendent glory, and grunting genteelly
in hog Latin, took their places along the
old rail fence (said to date back to 1775
and to have shielded the embattled
farmes* during the British advance on
culturist

Arranged

i

"

1

re-

ANNIE UNDERWOOD.

But best of all, theacart
That soon must deck

modern school

alternately

Opposite of renowns,
Unhappiness cannot on us pounce.

Nor doth she bar
The Jaguar

Her towering neck
bound to be Giraffe.

maids

nowns or the

With snake-skin waist
Her form is graced.

Is

like

Wear good and bad gowns;
But if we can keep smiling, come

Tho' spots be barred
That deck the Pard,
And Tiger stripes be "off.""
Her hat would beat
The parakeet,
^
The plaice, her skirt for golf

excellent in Stravinsky

I

many ups and downs

fare
forced to

Design upon her brogue.

"economy," "directness of exhead of those who aim at "simplicity,-

lurking discouragements

And we

My

m

-wry few,

Life

SKIN DEEP BEAUTY

dominant impressions remain^
To go back to Mr. Scholes. One of the
of the word "modem
use
the
is
service
of
imr after hi< five years
-tehword in th^3 niouth^^^
a
become
has
word
onnitL witS ^usic. The
of btrav nsky as the
speak
to
him
leads
This
..r two opposing parties.

.'.re

mere

(Zebra stockings haTe appeared)

|

:

Much

"Please tell me you will come again.
Have
Don't turn your dear face, darling.
been absolutely stunned before.

"

.

my heart would jump with
and
would cut up many a caper!

would say,
"Disperse, you are but vapor."

.•

"^-^1^^^:^^::^^

of the other

tci

paper,

Times)
(Personal column in the London

t^JXt

camm:ndable

DOWNS

Then Indeed

ADD "INSTANCES OF TACT"

This led a critic
concerto to the second.
^he! really
their applause only what they
audiences could be trusted to say by
to the dril
submit
to
than
so
do
to
them
eel it v;ould be better for
intelhgent and aes heti.
presupposes that the audience, is musically
there are
a i; drSEtive. It remains to say
several kinds, and their needs,
expressed in noise or in silence, to music of
must be obeyed.''

i.,

i

Ij

——

•

Mr

is

HBNARD.

Canadian Mastei,
Leacock,
Songster, for the rhyming (he who
"get onto""),
and
Toronto
rhymed
humbly express my gratitude In submitting the following effort:
0 If only I could get a job on a news-

expresses
twaddle. It tells you nothing,
tlie
almost nothing, .and leaves you with
waste
feeling that it has been largely a
make
to
done
What can be
of time.
talking,
people realize the value of good
to make it
to elevate the general tone,
Arnold.
really worth while?— Henry

becomes inevitable
so emphatically that an encore
exercised
certain occasions last season,
sir Henry Wood therefore, on
when
his hand to stop applause
up
held
he
Thus
powers.
discin nar;
s
first movement of Mendelssohn
the
from
passed
Seidel
Tosc^

in his followers, I

;

JUlvES

And

it

'"^'"iTspite of much that

how to stay in one place.,
almost know enough not to talk.

Stephen

1

L^e'pfo-ounLd, and

S

fleet-

.

UPS AND

it

;ioiin

watch the

joy

that aii^ aiti.
should be missed." He concludes
as well call ^ -b and go^home
applause^might
of
kind
that
w-S
adored
peculiar to English audience*,
There is also the applause of pity, "a kind
the performance goes
wor.e
the
vociferous
mes'more
Le that bee
he cannot help, it i>
which
accident
an
string,
If a fiddler breaks a
through incompetence
either
cracks
voice
1^ K f
si-iser's
Tf ^
a complete breakdown of the
for

to

As th<e World Wags:'
To Amy L-owell for the meter and

Neither .Strindberg
matrimonial life.
nor Saltus -wore restful persons, lifted
b" nature to make a woman happy. Yet
Mrs. Saltus, writing: fully and freely—
"almost brutally at times, with the
heart's, blood,'" to use her own words
surely loved this erratic being.

Times spoke of the'appl.
^^''Zng Sfthe^music cntic of the London
a ''^^-t^in nervous apprehension
of politeness that is touched with

moment

I

Saltus" should be put on a shelf next the
novel in whic-h Stri'idberg tells of his

"

know how

aU-eady

ing clouds.
I also know

Has any wifg ever written in this
manner about her husband? "Edgar

'

the rieht

I

H.

Concord).
saw only

During the entire meal
one

lapse

of

etiquette.

1

A

young pig asked for a second helping
of baked beans.
His mother, a maold sow whose grayings hair
reflected the wisdom of her years, immediately quieted his fretting by giving him another bean fiom her cnwn
Dinner over, the group withtrough.
drew to a spreading chestnut tree,
which happened to be standing in the

tronly

ijeighborhood, and spent the evening in
delightful family patter the while the

moon

rose over the peaceful hills and
the landscape in silvery radiP. D. GOG.

bathed
ance.

An

Indian newspaper announces a
by a deep thinker on "What
is
Death?" accompanied by "experimental demonstrations.'"
lecture

BERNICE'S BANDS
As the AVorld Wags:
"The zodiacal bands, which are

said

form a prolongation of the ordinary
zodiacal light, were not seen, though

to

stellar or

nebulous bands, one extend-

ing from Aqulla to the Pleiades and
the second from Praesepe to Coma
Berenices, have been noticed' and per-

—

,

haps oirer^an

—

'vxin.

urtain ruim
[Ml,.:
Bee any final cuiiuin
knew it meant the v-'plcH'
AlllP and tnovlnp
there were others In the

bands." From
mi
.ai. ^.
A. C.
And not only that, but the aforesaid
lleriiliT (as atCeolionaiely known to her
Intimates), though not at that instant
in a Coniii, had a perfectly Kood abcloiniiial
hand i)urchaned but a few
\i. 'l<s rrevlously In the basement of a
I'al

.1

.

.

i

R.

•>f

11. .-y

vaudeuidiei»:o

iMi tnient
stove.
It
wa.s
therefore
loarly a <ase of the uncontrollable fe-

ill

M

who

(

I

of

published this note. (We find 'no
allusion to the subject In any life of
the great melodist.)
"Ros-sini.
This eminent composer had
nearly met with his death lately at
Paris by foolishly undertaking: to eat
52 ices in a given time.
He devoured
nearly 50, and fell.' While in this coun!ry ho laid a wager that he would denolish a lobster In a few minutes; but
he had cause to repent of his folly.
After so much Ice we. must expect lees
Are In hla future compoeitlont.
<

—

Btili

J

I^ITHUANIAN TENOR
following:

}IjVI.L— Joseph Bobrosong recital, gave the
program, with Leo Berdi-

Prophet.

S.

sung

RarhmanlnoT:

h;

the Keith Interests,

arThey all went backstage
rangements were made with Benjamin
West, electrician, who dropped the curtain on the final performance, that Mr.

Philpott should go on the stage at
the conclusion of the picture and make
Kilby
IStr.
brief announcement that

by Joseph Bobroritch.

Almost unannounced,

and with

no
jflyingr appendages, merely the terse and
f!teral "formerly of the Grand Opera,
Moscow," a Lithuanian tenor, Joseph

wished to say a few words concerning
the

formality, Charles Frank
orchestra in its last number,
William. Kelley shut off the spot lights
for the last time, and Edward M. Barry
and Kdward C. Smith, who used to be
gas men at the theatre in the days before electricity came into use, said
goodbve to the old familiar scenes.
During the early evening the men
already named were at dinner in the
Adams house as guests of the Saturday
Xight Club, which held its last meeting last night, as the theatre was its
club room. The old actors, called on
bv Mr. Philpott, told stories of the
early davs of the Boston. Mr. Larsen
told a story of the more recent days of
the house and of the plans of the future
for the Keith -Albee activities. For one
thing he said that the Keith-Albee organization was contemplating the erection of the finest theatre of its kind
in the world on the site now occupied
by the Boston as a memorial to B. F.
Keith, the father of vaudeville.
The new Boston, which is in the old
.Siegel building on Washington street,

After

led

and discovered himself to be a
and what Is

singer of no few talents,

more,

ary. Interesting

ity.

musical personal-

.

.

There were few operatic arl%s on his
program, or songs of

common

adherence.
Most of his music was of Lithuanian or Russian origin, songs of the
reformers Sasnauskas and Petrauskas,
leader.^ of the Lithuanian musical renaissance;

of

and the more
They were songs much
tragic and tender, melanSlmktis,

modern Gruodis.

a pattern,
choly and passionate Slavic songs.
And it was' In these, rather than In
the occasional operatic airs or the songs
of Tosti, that Mr. Bobrovitch showed
his peculiar genius, and a voice that is
both sonorous and of a lovely lyrio
quality, resonant and flexible, of exquisite head tones.
Often, in the operatic excerpts his voice seemed hard,
and lacking in the rich suppleness that
it had in the Slavic music.
In the gentle idyl of Petrauskas, in
Chopin's lingering "Tristesse," In the
bitter and passionate song of Simkus,
In the strident evocation of Rachmaninoff's pro'phet. and ev^n In the weathered
of

Hindu song from "Sadko," which
eemed fresh and appealing aa he san::

little

he built his mood with a rare imagnativeness and feeling. There was no
r!ffort, no pose or bravura In his whole
Y.,>erformance,
and an audience that
should have been much larger demandX& encores.
Mr. Berdichefsky was a capable acrcmpanlst, and an agreeable soloist,

it,

history of the house.

ORCHESTRA'S LAST NUMBER

Bobrovltch, strange to this country,
)came Into Symphony hall yesterday afjternoon

men-

and.

korsk.r; Hindu I.ove Sonjr. Rimsky Koraakor:
iKarTeleli, Sasnauskas: The Kiss of a Mask
;(Greek\ I. Paarouda; Lollta. A. Bnxzi Peccla;
i

previously

|

1

I

j

I

a.

a few days they live together In a
highly moral manner; she cooks for

Years

it;

In

of

point

of

view,

the

would have done no
has no regard for «

shapely play.'
For all his want of form, none the
less, Mr. Van Dreuten wrote a play of
ngrossing Interest, ror. In truth, he
•\ad the right Idea— he made his plot
rrow from a character, not his charac'ers from a plot— he saw ycung Woodey clearly, Inwardly and outwardly; he
alive.

But Mr. A'an Dreuten, with his strong
^ense of character, had no need of ex-

the street.
And the

'ravagance to make his hero live.
Though, indeed, he elected, as it was his
jrivUege to do, if he so wished, to por'ray a boy of rather exaggeratedly exnuisite sensibilities, even so he could
have made him stand out In high relief
without burying the whole school too
deep in mire. To show the tone of the
school he should not have found It
necessai-y to rehearse as with a dlcto^riaph the conversation of a boy of the
The master, though
type of Vining.
unsympathetic, Mr. Van Dreuten should
not have made a fool.
With the master's wife, Mr. Van
Dreuten gave himself a difficult task,
for he undertook to make a woman
sympathetic and admirable who allowed
herself to discuss her husband with a
boy of IT, and who presently fell in love
with him. He did not quite succeed. If
only, when he writes a play again. Mr.
Van Dreuten will refrain from an overemphasis that savors of hysteria, he
ought to produce a play well worth the
seeing. He has much In his favor.

The company -were not happy in
evoking the atmosphere of an English
public school, as that atmosphere, at all
events, is set forth in ICnglish fiction.
graceful actor, hit it far
Mr. Crandall,
the best. Mr, Hunter played hi.s diffineat techcult part admirably, -n-lth
nique, imagination and a gentle power.
Miss Gahagan, though too often mistaking blankness of expression for iiitensily, brought charm to bear, sympathy!
and, in scenes of vivacity, force.
Mr.
Stewart made much of his short scene
.-v

'

I

:

I

\

and Mr. Harwood

pla.ved a most unplea.sant person unpleasantly indeed.

The large audience applauded

;

I

(

of the Boston
Theatre was rung do-wn at 10:45
o'clock last night. It closed off forever a stage that for 71 years has
been used for the entertainment of
final curtain

theatre-goers.
earlier

On

that stage in an

day appeared the best of the

legitimate stars.

Later

vaudeville

dominion,

succeeded to
alternating -with moving pictures.
Last night's final curtain marked
its passing from the stage of life.
Most nf last
artists

its

HOLLIS STKEET THEATRE—Glen

by Marlon Kerby.

Whether the play is "Heaven"
The Seventh Heaven" the fiitere.«t

—

or
In

ihe beginning is in the sewer witness
and the Kat. The sewer is not
t(^
be despised as a flterary subject.

j

|

^
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'

irjcei
iiii,er

THEATRE OPENS
More Than

20,000

See First

Day*s Performances
The new Keith-Albee Boston Theatre
opened to the New England public yester^/iy as New England's newest, biggest and best combination vaudevillepicture house. Throughout the day the
throngs poureii In, more than 20,000 enJoyed the performances and several
hundred patrons remained through Sueces.sive performances, enjoying the huge
organ, the augmented orchestra, the finely appointed lottnges,
foyer, lobbies and other features.
The artists on the week's bill suffered a loss of attention the newness
of the theatre and everything about it
was appealing to theatregoers, and the
first day was almost just an inspection

Wurlitrer

lohn (ierard

period.

A novelty program started the week
Organist Richardson performed his Impressions of Boston on the great organ,
Billy
[bringing out -n'onderful effects.
Frank and his orchestra came In for a
greeting,
of
the
and
^he
acts
big share
on the regular bill came in last, though
everyone of them was deserving of applause.

There Is a cleaver combination of music
and fun, dancing and comedy, late pic-

won

1

I

;

i

|

'

—

—

releases everything that makes
first class bill, and every artist
a liberal share of the glory.

up a

Edward Crandall

<

NEW KEITH-ALBEE

ture

Hvinter in "Young Woodley." comedy in
hree acts by John Van Dreuten. Dlrec'ion of George E. Tyler and Basil Dean.
The cast:
'epe
George Walcott
^'iiiinjf
Geoff rey John Ifarwood

j
j

b'-.-irtily.

:

The

I

life

life

made the boy

;

istence of 71

But

less.

j

Boston Theatre Gives Its
Final Show After Ex-

didactic

tho'right of

,

E.

the

fioin

HALE

j

!

1

melodramatic, the poetic, the pathologTo get all
ical, or merely the piquant.
the good that lay in It, Mr. Van Dreuten
dealt with his theme from all these
\arying points of view. Perhaps he had

Heaven"

Seventh

and distressed by the more
some of his compan-

'i'.<i

play Is acted in the good
old-fashioned melodrama manner by
a capable company., When the scenes
grow in intensity the voices are raised
proportionately.
This is as It should
be.
Miss Forrest, fair to the eye, Is
a sympathetic figure in her despair; in
ber love; In her fury, when having acquired love, tbanks to Chico, she lashes
the wicked Nana and drives her from
her room; in her gilef and In her stormy
outburst when she believes her Chico
is dead.
Mr. d Arday acted with unfailing gusto and with genuine humor. Nor
did he fail in quiet moments; he was
effective in his reserve, eloquent in face
and gesture. Mr. Ransome played Boul
unctuovis manner; Mr. Post was
ill an
another Abbe Constantin; nor should
Mr. Newcombc's Sewer Rat be forgotAs for Miss Monkon, she was as
ten.
opens this morning, when Manager vixenish as they make them, yet there
the*-©,
duties
new
his
assume
Harris will
was something fascinating in her wild
with Samuel Miihoney as his assistant. brutality and demoniacal behavior.
There was a play within a play last
Miss Forrest went through the
night.
customary and hoped-for ordeal of returning thanks to the audience and
then Introduced Mr. Golden, w-ho gave
at considerable length a sketch of his
career as a producer. He said he would
as in the past always give clean plays.
By PHILIP
By so doing he had made many friends
TREMOXT TI1E.\TRB—First perin Boston, among them some In the auformance in Boston of "The Seventh
dience, as ex-Gov. Cox, the present
Heaven," a play in three acts by Austin
Lieutenant-Governor, and his faithful
Strong. Produced by John Golden.
and helpful friend, Mayor Curley. He
Tohn W. Itansome
ISoul
called on the mayor to rise from his
James Newcombe
1 lie
itat
Maj-or Curley arose and said that
_„at.
R<^my t'nrpen
Arlette...
"a
there would be no need of censorship,
Joli"
Cobln
exMenken
Grace
if every producer had followed the
\jina
I'hlllp Earle
...i
ample of Mr. Golden In giving clean,
Ann Forrest
Dinne...
This interchange of
American plays.
Charles Gotthold
r.rissae
compliments and Mr. Golden's account
P>-rO- Winter
nionde
W. H. Post
I'ere CheTillon
iof his dramatic stewardship made the
James C. Lane
Sergeant
evening noteworthy even though It
Harry Forsman
Georges.
1 ncle
Mr.
halted the progress of the play.
Lsabel Wesi
Aunt Valentino
Golden hoped that those In the audience.
Loul« P Arclay
hieo
Heaven"
Lionel Joseph
l,;iui)dlghter
they liked "The Seventh
If
would pass the word to their friends and
When this play was performed by a
thus encourage him in his purifying enDetroit stock company It was entitled
deavor.
Heaven." It was announced at various
"The Seventh Heaven." by no means
time? as "Three Candles," but when it
a play of unusual merit, or of marked
fmally came to Atlantic City, the play
There are
originality. Is entertaining.
was "The .Seventh Heaven." In Xew
stirring as well as amusing scenes.
York at the Booth Theatre on Oct.
HO, 1922 Chico was played by George
Gaul; Diane by Helen Menken and Nana

"The

i

this

the

"i

house-master.
Behold a novel and striking situation,
me to be tnade much of. be It treated

had prayers four times a cUy.

He and Diane marry themselves solemenly, for Chico now loves her. Aunt
Valentine, with the aid of Brlssac, who
looks on Diane as his future prey, tries
to break the attachment, but In vain.
Chico goes to the war and towards
the end of It Brlssac plays a mean
trick and tells Diane that Chico is dead.
She rages and cries out against the
Bon Dieu. Chico returns, blind, but
no longer an atheist. It may be remarked incidentally that Uncle Georges
has died and left Diane an annuity.
A good old melodrama, with the contrasting Bisters, the kind and understanding priest, the comic taxi driver,
Brlssac In his act of temptation, the
hero, pleasingly eccentric; the heroine,
saved from a life of shame and suicide
by the humorous Chico. Lowlife, comic
scenes, the war parting lovers, devotion, despair, joy at the end.
To quote
Heine, "My darling, what wouldst thou
have more?" The organ plays in the
church; drums and bugles are heard In

tioned.

I'l.ij

Vot his

)!•»

him, she mends his clothes, but he
outside of the flat, to the consternation of the rough, good-natured
{taxi driver, Boul,' who expects nothing
else of an "atheist." The war breaks
out and Chico Is called to the colors.

anU the old-timers

whose names were

a

Then he fell
y to niorbldneHB.
'va with Mrs. Simmons, the ivlfe

They had
brutal.
th.lr wealthy,

home because

islceps

who was formerly connected with

pott,

Recitative and Aria of
Verdi:
La Tristesse. Chopin: Kur
'Balcuze Sanianota. S. Simkus: Oh, Printemps
^tPavasario
DIena),
M. Jacobson; sunff b.v
.Tosepli Bohrovltch.
Variation. Olierre; pla.Tcrt
by Leo BerciiehefBk.T. Aria of Lensky. Tshai-

fsunir

1

man
England.

In

himself to brood over
he problems of sex till, the victim
sensitive nature, he fell a
f h!s own

nothing
Duiiie
Diane suffers with her sister
queer
thinks of suicide, but Chico in his
the
from
wav befriends her, siives her
lor
wife,
hi.s
Is
she
police by saying

house.

life

'•bust views of
ins, he allowed

for
sisters in the lap of luxury,
in the
uncle had won a foi tvinc far off
that
out
finds
he
pearl fishery; but
Nana is what she is; l-f^ ^^-"l
The am cable
to do with her.

I

;

Bobftfvitrh.

'orplexed

Bon

;the

the

'

.Alfred.

tho

Hp sihool

•ci-'.
iii>
dr.'w at full length a portrait
f young
Woodley, a boy of singular
lelloacy of feeling and purity of out10k. a poet, withal. In the making,

ine
being of a Calvlni.slic disposition,
sac.
lived in a squalid cui de
police.
the
suspected by
TV Ife
Their uncle Georges and his
seated
looked th«m up and would have

|

nance,

Ml,

lsistcr.s

.

1".
Tosti: sung hv .To»eph
April. T
Hungarian
BobroTltili.
Hall.ide.
Bra^ms: pla.vpd b.v Mr. BerdichfCsk.v. Vor
loati: Can/.one of Coute
rei Jlorirre.
F. V.
.Mmavlva. G. HoBsini: Acuoneles. J. Gniodis:
TUe .Stadie «f Czar's Village. Cesar Cui; I

the

relatives

'

traiisk.Ts:

no

left

shortly before the picture ended a small
group of men appeared In the lobby
In the group were
of the theatre.
Robert G. Larsen, «nanager of the
Keith- Albee interests in Boston; Bart;
Grady, manager of Keith's; Charles S.
Harris, manager of the Boston Theatre;
John H. Mahony, builaing commissioner
of Boston, who has opened all the theBoston,
atres in Boston, except tlje
Howard and Hollis Streei; A. J. Phll-

In

Vi!<ur Trla. J
Craotlls: Melod.v. BalaklreT:
Softly. Softly Ni»meii Rievr Flows. M. Pf-

am

,a skive to absinthe,

The regular Sunday night performance went On according to schedule, and

chefsky as his accompanist.

IJoseph

with

l)a.ssing of the

STJirHOXr
tenor.

In-

40 years asspoken stage, and
John McNary, although a younger man
than the other two, is now considered
an old-timer and of the school that is
is little known about at present. Harry
Kelt, an old Bostonian, was there, and
a few elderly ladies who did not care to
give their names, but who said they
were glad to be able to be present at
the closing, although they regretted the

sociation

th<<

nn Dreuten. a

report, rlioso to wrli.

nj

Diane, a
^^Tl'ure were two sisters.
thief,
sweet young thing, and Nana, a

He can count back

cnco.

to

doubted the existence of

ndley
\

to be lord of

vrouu.t.on

I

''

nl<l
•

a street ho.ie was.
Kven when
not inMnediat,.ly answered.
procured his
•lu .uo.mI KHther Chevlllon

fraiu-.s)

of the old
ITllt time, which was thatnear
the orsat up
B oston Museum. He every detail of, the
hestra pi. to absorb
Then
sung.
bemg
reouiem that was
in the audijlSward Gould was seen

1825,

h.ad

waM "a
the am-

pravcr

one of the greatest comediaiig

Btanco,

fellow,"

H'

nobler al-

he

hose.

capable of bringing pleasant
back to those who remembered
Theatre of their youth.

WiLson, for
There was Georgo W.

11,

who knew

Is

ic.

ONE OFT HE OLD-TIMERS

Sept.

hi.o,

iii;.rk:iblo

Ser\alil.

'"l b..

be u .street cleam r with a
bo prm-laimed
One; of the reasoiis why
because hi»
hlni-«lf an atheist was
live
(with a candle (bat cost

felt

.roes

GASTRONOMIC NOTE

.

ill

but the sewer

•;

.

ihe Boston

The Observer (London)

dralu.M

il

But

something more, partlcufor ."any y^nra
inrh- as Quincy Klrby,
recounted some
reasurer of the theatre,
actors and actresses
rf the names of the
who had Pl»y^>d on the B<-^"" Is/"'/^t
past,
Thev wrro names of a day that
generation,
meaningless to the younger
memo-

>aw and

male instinct of aociuiiiltlveness impellinff her to reach for the zodiacal band
lying: loose between her and Aquila, said
and believed to b« Stella's.
F. M. L..

vitch.

1

|

j

,

;

;

•

(\rani,

ih«i\'

'

\\

uos,
tho peiforraonco as a
Jlorrts
w ho.o was an inteUlKeiit one.
inovsky, a visitor tor the week,
vlay«d the agitator, Mt>ntafrue, with
Mr.
conviction .ind a cold passion.
Oliv*, In the role that he does best,
that of the tlght-llpiied, iinylolding
countryman, did Drnurod well, and
Chtirles Vane, May Kdiss and Itlcliard
Whorf In lesser parts, deserve more
K. G.
tlvH,i» u passing mention.
1

I

1.'

rONTINUINtJ PLAYS

—

ILBUR

Price

"What

Laurence Stallings-MaxAnderson war play. Second
."

NEW PARK—"The Show Off,"
SHUBERT—"The Student

J^*^
Issue Col.«n^.....
MrB. Isnao Cohen....

r-y

Abraham

Thurlow,

Gorilla,"

,

(hU son)

—

matic
operetta.
Engagement
ends Oct. 3L
Now in its 26t;.
week.

THEATRE— "The

Hutchinson.

The

was

cast

MiiVr

Mary

.Miller

uoMnt, Montague
T'oiiald
-

McTeaeue

0

America.

Alan Mowbray
Morris Carnovsky
...Edward I^ester
Elehard AMiorr

Wrtgley

,Tohn

Right to

by Ernest

May

Oriuerod

!;oee

IT

I

Terenee Neill
Katherine Standuip:

Miller

Krlu

;

Dudgeon
Wordley Huise

„......C.

)

labeled comedy, but the
farce in its broadest

is

Apropos

of

Sir Oliver Lodge has mads
plea for greater simplicity In

philosophers
reviewer speaks of cat-

lations of literary

men and

with cats. The
Mahomet;
worshipping and mentions
cat Is ignored
he does not ask why the
he quote the
the Bible, nor does
has his day, but
old saw: "Every dog

the

an excellent one.

And

best of

all,

the

seriously
rule for farceurs to follow.
Lorna Carroll made a P^^^-^.^^^l'

She was
but she was something more. Everybody
gush.
without
girlish,
a part
was
'warmed to her. and this
could be overthat onlv too easily
Vhil White as Solomon LeAy)
Dlaved
A character
Sore the brunt of the fun,
this was
given to over-exaggeration,
He
more the fault of the authoress.
eav«
and
was excellent in repose pantonume '"f"^
1 he
convicing

moments

:

of

V\ illiam

Patrick Joseph Murphy
rugged
.Irederic was 'a wild Irishman, sense.
a clean
jm speech, raw but in
ifd
a bit',,fi<
1'
only
If bis role could
of

lAnd so down the
I

rlie

liii'

caht

Njseive.-,
gave splendid accoun
must be
and if faults there «
Niciiols.
Mif
laid to the pen of
- Theatre
And so the old Castle Square
map. Th^^
theatrical
is again on the
and for this, 'f ^''It^
is as it should be,
warmly applaud Miss
ing more, let us
T. A. R.
Nichols!
,

'
I

:

,

i

1

I

'

1

i

s^orously

a z o aminonaphtholazonltrobenzenesulphonlc"?

THE END OF WARS
As the World Wags:

How

I

between nations. Mankind is
weak and over much given to strife in
private life. With the ambitions of na-

strife

I

1

-.-ifr.

-son has written an Interesting
although he has

much

than he has his individual and
-onal ones. So his play is a curious
.iture of passionate entreaty, of biti.
logic and of unadulterated sentiI ter

Merimee.

mentality,

especially

in

I

(ft

his

last

act,

an eld mtlo-

us.

For there are worlds to conquer,

And

.

THE ALL-ROUND SPECIALISTS or
Goitre
K Tou Have Rheumatism,Kind
of

Heine,

Tonsil Trouble or Any
Foot Trouble. Come and Bee

Chiropodists

At the Marion Hotel

OGDEN. UTAH

Agents for the
Family Remedie's, Inc.
Is Diflerent
Cure
Our Rheumatism
Greenhalgh

j

)
'

F.KEITH BILL

went

we know
Alphonse

into the

of

"My

In

Sporting'

Tom Anderson who

water

James

In St.

parJc

As the World Wags:
that
I was telling her at breakfast
Shapurjl SakIt was a shame not to let
latvala in and she burs^ out with

i

I

"Haven't

"I'm dressed differently."

CHILDURNS' BED TIME 8TORRIE

MARRIED LIFE

Part Tuh.

Oscar Mltfk tb« tamoua d*teUt((f was a

I

told

you a thousand times

not to talk with your
'

V'

mouth full?"
.Ki; BAKr: \K
7

A

r

correspondent asks us.

"WHo

wrotef

ihese lines?":

pride
"Streams do not curb their
The good man not t' entomb.

Nor lightnings go aside
To give his virtues room.

HER ERROR
(rrom Plekup)
He had spoken to her on the street
and she was properly insulted.
she
"I don't know you from Adam!"
exclaimed indignantly.
mildly.
"You ought," he retorted

AL.

tells

In his best clothes to

that we
Karr's "Les Guepes." (Would
possessed the six volumes!)
magnificent
a
in
rejoiced
Madame D.
on day
cat M. de C. amused himself
by shooting it. Whereupon Madam D.
and in
house
her
set mouse traps in
hen she
tho houses of her friends.
put
had collected about 400 mice, she
de
them in a box and sent it to Madme
C in her chateau. Madame de C. opened
new
would find
it herself, thinking she
filled
dresses. The mice rant out and
of the box
bottom
the
At
house.
the
was a note addressed to her: "Madam,
your husband killed my cat; I send you
my mice."

SINOFBEES

Angle

J.

save a child. All
tho mother said when he laid, her dripping offspring at her feet was a curt:
"WTiere's his boots?"

not recognized
son's fondness for cats Is
In European countries?

SNOWSHOE

B.

Memories"

Is It

By

i

j

Mr.

mentioned?
Why -n-as not Champfleury
Johnpossible that Mr. Herkimer

|

B.

|

^KEILD & McNEIR

Did

of the best cat stories
the third volume of

man

SATTROS.

the wiser?
cats; the cats are Infinitely

In

old

And bends

Clemenceau femeniber
studied atthe swing of Tttlne: "I have
and many
Philosophers
tentively many

One

destinies to form.

seeks him shelter,
before the blast.
So raged the storm round Ararat;
So shall it rage at last.

The

Dumas
Mlchelet, Hugo, Sainte-Beuve
Flaubert. Hitysthe elder,. Maupassant.
so
cats;
loved
all
m^s, cilette-they
he attenddoes Clemenceau. who. wheii
LonaU'es at
ed the conference of the
him a litdon in 1919, took away with the name
gave
he
which
to
tle black cat
Prudence.

BAIZE.

^

The young man turns him gladly,
And shouts. Into the storm

Loti

tr

l_whicb runs la the vein

Z\tb

A. E. H.
As the "W^oria 'Wags:
The wind drives tlirougli the branches.
All sodden with the rain.
And rids them of their burden,
And burdens them again.

Henri

'™Rich^lieu'!'''colbert,

no way that I oan see
the battlefield will not al'frays be

TO

RochefortsJ
a«er
Kroumir died of grief ten days
,Rochefort died. , R^y'n?"^^,^^^:!
of his Slagave a humorous description

mine."

of

why

tions there Is

•

emot on. My
wrote of cats with deep
that is to say
eves were eyes for her.
soulj
which her little
in
mirrors
a reflecanxiously endeavored to seize

tion

efforts

Good Book as the basis of
our faith, I am at loss to reconcile the
action with the dictum of Holy Writ.
human nature
I am afraid that while
there will always be
is what it Is,

say to Docquois. "Believe
^^^^^
on other
there are living beings
if
differ materiolanets they ought not to
one manner
'aUy from us. There's only
lives of
existence, and the little
ours^
as
absolutely
are
animals
thern^
of
one
c=^ts;
Coppee had a dozen
ho can
Bourget, was 18 years o d. Hamilcar?
France's
Anatole
forget
wanderer,
France's cat Pascal was a Mendes s
CatuUe
week.
often for a
Pierre

are laboring

to take the

Tl"ophn; was
fumes and music: Barbey f A^^f^^''^^:
-"^th gol
whose artlstocratic black cat
was named
den eyes In black velvet
P«nan,
Mauritania
of
•'Princess
tutw
to
whose courtesy forbade him but whose
Corah,
er" his dog Mme.
wherever he
lit showed resentment!
Did he not
changed his abiding place.

suicide.

who

wars msOta the

harmonize with the saying that before
the General Judgment there will be
w^ars and rumors of wars? If we are

Mme.
whose
Gautier,
passionately fond of per-

Mhne committed

do the people

to prevent future

noble

their

praise,

their

attitudes."

scientific!

What does he say to
"Hydroxybenzenazodlpheny-

1

were
Wha^ a list of worthies
their ways and
fond of cats, studied
san|
thereby! Baudelaire. ,^ho

is

OLGA PETROVA

word

the

cats.
the nights are for the
who

profited

a strong

nomenclature.

m

'

I

arguments

an m-

the pleasant reierestms article about

more

break the railway-

lisent play,
his social

u.sual

H. F. M.

"Psychologle animale et
by Dr. F.

^

^ime,
with the fun on tap
their roles
'various performers played
U^^^haractei the
seriously, the funnier
a good
it was played,

•

,

The

bill.

were thown.

fcaUircf-

Veterinalre"
la psychlatrle
published
Mery Figaro of Paris

,

friend. Dr. John tt'riglcy. Impregnated
with the right to strike, organizes the
physicla.is of the, Valley to form a coun-

i

highly entertaining
'ilin

;

his new wife at the home of his
lather. Or. Miller, a general practitioner
of VaUeyh'jad, where a local strike of
railwa'ymen is pending, led by Ben Orinerod, Avhose wife is about to have a
child under' Dr. Miller's care, and a London agitator, Gordon Montague. The
si.rike progresses, and in the first of
the forays Ei ic Miller is killed. So his

;

of

Blanche

of

and

There is the usual parleying, with Ben
Ormerod and Montague refusing to con-'
cede in the demands of the strikers, and
the representatives of the railway comnany refusing to change a jot or tittle of
their pact. In the midst of the meeting
a messenger arrives to tell Ben that
his wife is ill and needs him, and so
despite thy plea of Montague that mediine is nothing but a fetish, and that
can go on, and has gone on for
last few weeks without physicians,
11%
pleads with Dr. Miller to -go with
him.
But the case demands a Caesarian operation, and no one but the implacable
Dr. Vv'rigley, still maintaining his loyalty
to his friend Eric, and firm in his decision not to break his strike, can be
brought to perform it in time. Mon..'tie comes to tell Ortn.erod that tliey
0 gained their demands, tltat the
ke has been settled after a fashion
the ways of the directors of the
pany. But Ormerod thinks only of

eccentric pantominist, with his partner,
Klaiss. assist :n rounding "ut

ams the
mIss Nichors comedy inaln ^^e P'ece
interest till the final curtain,
on and the •^o^P^'f
lis splendidly put

has a life of its own, and although
Hutchinson is more skilful at managing
his social sessions than he is in his
gentler moments, he has written a solid,
and well thought out play.
It opens with the arrival of Eric Mil-

^

is
'

[

The Rallstons, equiliin a
brists, Frank and Teddy Sabini
laughable musical act, and Ed Pressler,
received.

well

f

tern,

men's.

HarainS.

"O," sez Mrs. Rabbit, "tha poor little
deer had a nitemare a^\' dreamed he
wuz a bowl uv hosseufeffer." More
howls from little Horace, hoo objeokted
fases
to the twins sleepin' with there
terwards htm on account uv the onions
remRabbit
Mrs.
No sooner had
tops.
edied that situaishun than more walls
uv ang-Wish kalm from tha bed. ReginIt seems that little
ald hurried over.
Horace woodn't lay still, so tha twins
pinned his ears ter tha pillow. Oscar
Mink, the famus detektlff, said goodHc'stopt
nlte an' started fer home.
several times tuh llssen tuh tha battle.
)3vidently Reginald had give tha twins
a trlmmln', and Mrs. Rabbit wurl
throwln' dishes at him fer buttin' in.
Jist then Peter Pole-kat hurried by,
slngin' the latest popular song, intitjed,
"Bloo eyes, -why are yew black?" "Why
"O," sez
so happy, Peter?" sez Oscar.
Pete, "I'm on my •va.y over tuh Polly
her."
tuh
propose
tuh
Pole-kat's
"Pqter," sez Oscar, wlpln' a teer frum
1
his eye, "ye-v may not know it, but
am tha best friend yew have got," an*
he shot him 6 times.

,

'

tcr strike that will

team, compo;;ed of Marie CavanA.
augh, dancer, and Bud Cooper, composer and singer of popular songs, was

Lln<l

sense will not down, ^l^-^-^'f^'^.r.til
with an eye to pull the l^»f'
full meas
in V,
instance she has succeeded
time she had the
ure, and much of the
tl>
audience in hysterica mood
at times
same talent. Her dialogue
^'"t
smTcked of the earth,
artifices
sheer"-•^j^^J^t
•leain she falls back to
this all, she has
of the theatre. Nor i.s
which
slapstick,
even gone In for the
heavy hand.
she his laid on with a Miss Isichols
Fa?ce invites license, yet
run away w th
let the improbabilities
the third
her.^'itness the facility of order
and
wedding ceremony cooked to
cha ac
Her
^^es
well done on both
a certa n ^k"'
ters, while showing
with the exdrawing, are caricatures
Abie, the P"est
Rosemary,
ceptions of
Cohen
rabbi; and Mrs. Isaac

and

^^^ E. Watts
Henrv Foster
K. 1,. Ciiye
Ben Orinerod
Victor Jand.y
Walter DevvhurBt. M. P
Eustace Wjatt
.'iir
Koser Pilklngton
Kenneth Lawton
Mr. James
Charles Vane
Alfred Mellor, K. C, M. P
that have
themes
few
There are a
been left untouched by the Eiighsh
thei
although
social dramatists, and
have been casual adventures with the
medical profession, the physician has
been curiously neglected in his "nght
to strike." Hutchinson has followed well
within the Galsworthy tradition here,
the Galsworthy of "Strife" and of)
He has thrown his laborers
Loyalties.
and capitalists into opposition, on one
side the rabid, dogmatic socialist, and
un the othei- the capitalist; and he has
based his play on the conflictiiig loyalties, to an unflinching ideal, and to a
gentler humanitarianism.
Yet "The Right to Strike," despite
its adherence to the Oalsworthian pat-

ler

Ethel

>

obv-lousness

ELipeth

Kliral.i th

Charlotte

'^'The'"piece
'

in four acts
First time in
as follows:

g";^^™

^J^^

Castle Squar*
e^ndeavor ?o get Inside the

"Rose - Marie,"
MAJESTIC
Arthur Hammerstein's melodra-

a play

Hiivs
AVhlle
r.lhson

"
Mareella
Marceija Watts
The Train Bearer
the crowd that
It was good to see
swarmed Arlington Square '^f
much heralded
ing, bent on seeing the
Quite so
Nichols comedy, it was not
in an
.rr^nrt
to elbow and be elbowed

melodrama that burlesques mystery plays. Fourth

COri.ET

si„^„

Km

S^**"'

mystery

Srtlke."

r«sc»l

w„„eT

Fol-

20th annual review, M ith W.
C. Fields, Ray Dooley, Edna Leedoni and others. Third week.

week.

Mward

•

lies,"

PLYMOUTH— "The

•••

•

nubbl Jacob Samucli......
Solomon Levy

elal>o-

COLONIAL—"Ziegfeld's

and the aged, decrepit
Kmpt^^ille,
Judge, who is not as young as he used
to be, but v.'ishes he was when he meets
The
a stranded New York showgirl.
lonular St. James orchestra and its
Charles Hector of acrobatic conducting
welltraits tinirhed the bill with a
selected and pleasingly delivered program, S9:iiewhat shortened ;from the
Miss Su';anne Brlukley,
printed list.
soprano, assisted with a solo.

Abie s Ii .h
performance In Boston of
acts, by Anue
Rose " a comedy in throe

Prince," musical version of "Old
Heidelberg,'' produced on
rate scale. Third week.

Now go on with tha Btorrie.
"Wot wuz tha matter? sez Reginald.

tops.

Val Harris and Vera Griffin gave a
lollicking skit of the rural town of
.

comedy, with
^
John Bartels and Helen
Second week.
i.ouoll.
Kelly's

'sfe

bacheller and one Dlte nndins himself verry
lonesuiu ho deslded tab bo fourth «.nd
kace on a happy family Injoyln the luxSo be went over
uries of « reel home.
useand callod on liefflnald Habblt and lila Intel
Ina hftf. Mrs. Rabbit hod Just taken wars
Horace, 2 whs. old, out o£ lh« oven,
bKW had put hlln tp slsap, becaus lUa fur
<nai'%o tUin, att so sb^' pot hini In betwene tha twins, hoo had bin rushsd tuh
bed on account they had bin eatin' onion

Tho six Albertlua Kascli "Girls with
the convedlans Zu'/o and KiUi, presented
a finished and entertaining program of
ballet In seven numbers, Ida Levlne'.s
•Spanish dance and tho comedians' burlesque, "The S.wan" excelling in techA mechanically lackadaisical
nique.
marionette dance was received with deMollic VecX pirouetted to the
and
light,
satisfaction of all.

ro uuni> v\rak &VH'*t3
stlUi-d nioutli-

I

and sonic

-ip,

i

,

^

criminaITsplittinq

1

of crimes of'

^^us't wTadd'trthe
accused
whfch the'spanlards have been of spllt
through the ages of atrocity
Itlng the infinitive?
Y^*" ^"^'"/J^*
Machado of Cuba took °«»c\.^g/*^
trust m
'months ago he accepted the the Eng^
If we may trust
list

these words.
/^^'^
version of them: "I
emnly fulfil the duties of constltutio,|
President and see that the
Does this mea
and laws are obeyed.
perform ->
that Senor Machado will

'llsh

"

—

years vlth

>ur

,

town
».

lURubrloUB, or
the "solemnity" simply Quality the
<ar"7
.
U It may be that th« tr.insimor
My Impression In thut «"ch
dered.
M->mtliiK of the Infinitive to permit
•ruslon of an adverb or an adclause Is no mora allowable In
Ouly pro1
than In French.
leri.i::.-!

ui.an.iL.ly

,

ire so privllpged.

Incited by the persistent, malspllttlnB of the Inflnltlvo has
been recognized an justifiable
Ther»
lie. but it nilffht well be.
Uu- well-known case of the professor
l.-r

KnKllsh In a southern coUeee who
aibbed the life out of his colleague,
The latter,
the profesBor of blnloBv.
knowing that the splitting of the Infinitive aroused demoniac passions in
the professor of KnBllsh, deliberately
halted hlni whenever they met by
sprinkling his talk with some of the
.

examples of
His corpse was found
split Infinitives.
one dav in a condition which indicated
that the author of the Murders in the
Ri\6 Morgue had come to life again.
sentiWe foel no such murderous
ments towards our late Vice-President,

most

frightful

sure

it

Is

delight that we
mere
!get from most of his chronicle moves
us to rcadv ftrrglveness for this sen•tence in one of his chapters: "Out of
ithe real tragedies of life it seems to be
Impossible for the American people to
jnot. here and there, extract a bit of

carelessness.

The

i

j
'

.r.t

ili.

,.|

,i

1

Undertakers forauto viotlmst until
those dying a natural death have been
attended to. -Vll streets leading to ICeveri- Beach declared closed permanentNowburyport turn.plko vnitroUed by
ly.
3000 tinlted States cavalrymen and 17
army corps ambuUmcos, babes In arms
forbidden to drive cars unless nurse sits
Register Goodwin
on adjoining scat.
elected President on the Automobile

feet forbidden.
bidden to lay out

six

JAMES

L.

My

William is not beautiful,
His ears are large and flopping,
His hair Is bald, he's freckled, too,
His eyes are sort of popping.

I

His clothes are cut like Omar's tent,
His pants are loose and baggy,
I've never seen them with a crease,
His coat la limp and saggy.

EDWARDS.

As the World Wag.s:

THE BEST BOBBER SHOP

voice that drawls,
A laugh that's really funny.
awkward, too.
and
quite,
He's bashful
And doesn't make much money.

was

On

Maguire's Block, East Walpole
Latest Modes in Curling, Waving,
Bobbing, Shingle and Semi-Shingle
Doesn't this advertisement, which was
from the Walpole
clipped
recently
Times, put Mr. Wojclechowskl into the

,

1

married dear old William
Because ha la so good.

LIZBTTB OF LOVEJOY LANH.
As the World Wagsj
Perhaps you no longer stroll through
CornhiU and so have failed to see the
notice at one of the book shops on
•

that thoroughfare, a notice that gives
froBh hope to those troubled by the
present high oest of living, The notice
reads, "How to live one hundred years
and only 10 cents." "RTien the secret
out what a mad rush!
«

HOPH TRACY

THE PRUDENT SPOUSE

n.

trombone.
full personnel of the orchestra Is
larger than ever before— there are now
18 first violins, 16 second violins, 13
violas, 10 violoncellos and 10 double
first

HAPPY WEDDINGS

first violoncello prize In 1874.
played
as first vlolincelUst In the Orchestra of

AUTOMOBILR CHRONOLOGY
Ab the World "Wags;
the eellege
IBOO L, Wesley Hloks
cut-up buys a one-cylinder, one-seat,

—

no door run-about painted a brazen red.
It looks like the front end of a modern
truck.
It throbs like a broken heart.
Curious friends stand around It, In a
IB-foot ring, As an explosion Is feared.
Wesley Is trying to live down a moxie
and eclair party ho gave to the Fly-byNlght Company chorus girls showing

Grand Army

hall, In collaboration
with Proprietor Saunders's clerk when
the rtruKglsl and wife were on an excursion to Wolfboro. The Rev. Mr. Wiggins made It the subject of a discourse
but veiled the actual happenings under
the title "Orgies of the Ancient Babylonians," Wesley's uncle immediately
directed In a codicil that should be be
Indicted before reaching the age of 21
years his legacy should go to the Pleasant Street Baptist Church.
Deacon
Carruther's horse nearly twitched his
Wesley
head oft as
dashed by at the
mad speed of 18 2-3 miles per hour.

in

Wesley was later summoned to court.
1901 Hetty Brlgg.<;, wealthy aunt of

—

the local Briggg family, who donated
the Rogers Group, "Boy with Thorn in
His Foot" to the village art museum,
buys a brass trimmed touring car, with
high body and gear shifts outside. The
only door is In the rear and so high up
that Aunt Hetty carried a box to ."^tep
up from. The chauffeur pushed from
behind and the delighted relatives drag
by her arms. All wear goggles and mohair dust coats.
The Alisses Briggs
visited the Holy Land In 1899 and gave
their experiences in
lecture at the
.t,

In

first

'

—

^•8

to

"Leonore," No. 2; Tiebussy, Prelude
Afternoon of a Faun"; Ibort,
time
/•Escales" ("Porta-of-Call")— first
No. 1,
In America; Brahms, Symphony

"The

C

i

,

:

Ibert

He

Sicilian Vespers; only this misof
erable fact that before the advent
did
the Sicilian barbers, the Romans
not have their hair cut, and, unfortudid
nately, Iberts' music for Palermo
not hold our attention. A port-of-call
Is
a port where vessels revictual or
take in ci»-i!. X certain boisterous section of the movement led one to believe
that the sailors had at least an hour of
shore leave.

of the

London and

in

Hamilton Hodges, basso cantante, of
Zealand, assisted by Chfford Kemp,
pianist of that country, will give a
concert In Jordan hall, next Sunday

Monte Carlo,
Germany and at the

Opera-Comique, Paris; conducted at the
Theatre Lyrlque (lienatssahce, Paris).
Among Ernest's compositions Is an
opera-boufte In three acts, "Marlage
princier" (Renaissance, Paris, Aug. 17,
1900 28 performances that year). Among

afternoon at 3:15 o'clock. Mr. Hodges's
In
early years were spent In Boston.
New Zealand he has taken a promi
nent part In the musical life. Visiting
Boston In 1911, he gave a recital in
Jordan hall on April 6. At this recital on Sunday he will sing muslo by
Handel, Scarlatti, S<«Humann, BarblrolU,
Augusta Holmes, Bantock, Cyril Scott,
DunhiU, Somervell, Foots, Whelpley,
MacdoweU, Hill, Brown, Burleigh. The
piano pieces will be by Cyril Scott and

—

Ernest's lighter compositions Is the
long popular "Loin du bal." He made
home of late years at Addiscombe,
near London.
Fernand Glllet's uncle was the celebrated oboist, the late Georges Vital Victor Gillet, who, born at Louvlers (Eure),
May 17, 1854, took the first oboe prize of
the Paris Conservatory in 1869. He was
solo oboist at the Theatre Italien (1872);
Opera Comlque (1878); the Conservatory
orchestra, and the Opera (1897); as
professor of oboe playing at the Paris
Conservatory beginning in 1882 he had
many distinguished pupils, among them
Georges Longy, Louis Speyer (the English
horn of the Boston Symphony
orchestra) and his nephew Fernand.
Fernand took the second prize for
oboe playing at- the Paris Conservatory
In 1897; the first pr'xe In 1898 when he
iwas Bald to be 13 years old. He has
been solo oboist of the Lamoureux concerts and the Opera for 23 years; was
first oboist of the French Chamber of
Muslo double quintet, and has given
Inpbrtant performances In France, Belglum, Italy and Spain.
his

The clarinetist Edmond Allagra was
jborn of Italian parents In Switzerland.
j

He

studied at the Geneva Conservatory
and at the Lyons Conservatory took the
first prize. For nine years he was solo
clarinetist of the Tonhalle orchestra at
Zurich.
Dissonances
of
Geneva
mourned, according to the Menestrel of
Sept. 18, 1925, the departure of European
artists "to the country of pickle merchants: now It Is the turn of Oliver,

But "Tunis-Ncfta" was worth hearing
and not only by reason of the musical
and poetic playing of the long and
charming melodic sentence by Mr. Gillett, thj new first oboist, whose reputation as an aocomplished artist had
preceded hiiu. Discreetly and efttCtively
nccompanloij, this theme ha.s Oiiental
In this movement rhythm and
languoi-.
color disclose a composer of imagina-

New

the Opera {187S-1882), at

tion.

Smetana.

SYMPHONY HONORS
MEMORY OF KRAFFT
Before starting the final rehearsal for
the opening of tho season, the Boston

Symphony Orchestra

In

Symphony hall
memory of

yesterday paid tribute to the

fwilUam W.
i

first

Krafft,

The members

a member

of

I

tho

died In August.
stood up as Conductor

vIoUn section,

who

Koussevltzky addressed them. He spoke
man,
of their late colleague as a good
a One musician, and a great artist; be-

loved by his fellow -members In the orchestra, and an example and Influence
both In conduct and In the truly exceptional quality of his musicianship.
The orchestra then played the funeral

march from Beethoven's "Eroloa" symphony.
Krafft had been a
chestra for 25 years.

member

M

^-l.
Of tno or-

Is

day was SoipIo Africanu.s. There was
no thought of Theocritus; no memory

Sunday afternoon in Symphony
at 8:30 o'clock when Miss Rosa
Ponselle, soprano, will be assisted by
ituart Ross, pianist. The second concert win bring to Boston the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, WUlem Men
gelberg, conductor, and Mme. Maria
Dormont-Koussevltzky, soprano.

with Nledermeyer, later at the
Paris Conservatory, where he took the

Is

He

m

hall,

first

,

turn of mind. It he has read the
acquainted
of Jules Laforgue, he is also
a
with Oscar Wilde, for he has written
symphonic poem. "The Ballad of Readperformed
ing Gaol," which has been
In London as well as in Paris.
The score of "Ports of Call bears
no titles to tho three movements, but
Paris,
when they were first played
music was sug\\ was said that the
of
Impressions
by
turn
In
gested
so
Palermo, Tunis-Xefta and Valencia
geographical
\this music should have a
knd ethnological interest.
"Palermo." What demon of pervermusic was
sity reminded us while the
to enterpla^^-ing that the first barber
the 4o4th
Italy came out of Sicily in
that
Rome;
of
year after the foundation
Ticinius Mena;
lie was brought in by P.
that the first Roman to be shaved every

next
I

now

is

in his 36th year.

i

of
a prix de Rome man whose list
works is of some importance. Judged
poeUc
literary,
by the titles, be is of a
prose

,

\

com-

the

In the use
Is not flagrantly vicious
dissonances, and his "Ports of Call
not without form.

The

basses.

filled

hall—came In enthusiastic
There was curiosity to knowmood.
the
how Mr. Koussevltzky would treat
symphony of our old friend,
first
the
see
to
Johannes Brahms; curiosity
new players; eagerness to hear sigani
there
Perhaps
the superb orchestra.
by
wore some who hoped to be shocked he
for is
Ibert,
Jacques
of
music
the
the
of
one
not a Parisian and probably
ultra-modern "anarchists" m '"uslc? K
thej
there were persons thus disposed,
whatwere disappointed, for Mr. Ibert Call,
fver one may think of "Ports of
of
pletely

Stelnert Series of Five Concerts
will begin Its sixth season In Boston

,

minor.

The ervpecUnt audience— It

seats are obtainable for these
All the Symphony Concert
concerts.
series for Boston, Cambridge and New
York are fully subscribed for the
season.

;

opened yesterday afternoon
The program w.-ib
hall.
Beethoven, Overture to
follows:

Symphony

In

No

|

HALE

'cohductor,

1

The

Fernand Glllet, the first oboist. Is of
a famous musical family. He Is the son
of Ernest Vital Louis Oillet, composer
and violoncellist, who was born at
BatignoUes, Sept. 12, 1866, and studied

—
—

i

players.

Joannes Rochut,

trombonist,

The program of the concerts this
afternoon and Saturday evening will
comprise Beethoven's "Leonore" overture No. 2, which has not been played at
these concerts since 1904; Debussy's
prelude to "The Afternoon of a Faun";
Ibert's "Escales" ("Ports-of-Call") and
Brahms's symphony No. 1.
Ibert's suite in three movement* win
be performed for the first time In this
country. The movements portray "Impressions" of Palermo, Tunis and ValenIbert Is a Parisian, born In 1890
cia.
He studied at the Paris Conservatory.
He has composed orchestral pieces his
"Ballad of Reading Gaol" (after Oscar
Wilde) was performed recently In Paris
and in London; works for chorus and
orchestra, chamber muslo, piano pieces,
songs, organ pieces. It Is said that his
muslo Is not too, too "modem."

little

daughter Vestibule, because vestibules
are the fondest things he Is of.

By PHILIP

The 45th oeaoo* of tho Boston symphony orchestra, Mr. Koussevltzky,

with this

visited the United
States In 1918 as solo trombonist of the

He

French army band.

Mr. Burkof Symphony hall Informs us
that there are 14 new members, among
them four principals: Fernand GlUet,
first oboe; Edmond AUegra, first clarlnet;
Jean Lefrano, first viola, and

he

orchestra.

Comlque and the Lamoureux concerts

Mr. Jackson, who prided hhnself on
his "classy" technique In clearing the
Pullman vestibule of bags at the end

The musical season In Boston Is supposed to open with the first concert
of the Boston
Symphony orchestra,
which win take place today. Mr.
Koussevltzky began the rehearsals last
Friday morning, when Judge Cabot,
president of the board of trustees, made
a speech of welcome to conduotor .and

first

SEASON BEGINS

his

1911,

in

45TH SYMPHONY

;

at the Paris Conservatory with the first prize In 1906, as a
pupil of Louis Philippe Cesar Augusts
Frederic Victor Oscar AUard (born at
Porto Rico). M. Rochut has been prominent as the first trombonist of the Opera
Paris.

R. H. L. writes
'A man In Pitteburgh kicked about
the breakfast food his wife had pre8he immediately shot him dead.
I)ared.
Oh, my darling, how lovely the ham
and eggs are this morning! And the
Oh!
coffee is Just heavenly nectar.
this breakfast is divine, simply divine,
"
sweetheart! Dammit, don't shoot!'

(Noted by Wm, P. Jones)
Fitohburgi Drinkwlne Skldmere,
Stedfast Chase
Wlnthrop!

Beginning

year.

first viola of the Colonne
25, 1924, he played

class.

R.

also

Oct.

Joannes Rochut, the

at Pacific beach "little Vestibule Jackson" emerged a winner In the juvenile

u

I

was graduated

—

his

i

Bloch's suite for viola anw
performance In
first
the
orchestra,
He had played It with the
Paris.
pianist Nadla Boulanger at a concert
of the Societe "Ideal et Realite" In
Paris on May 5, 1922. He has been a
member of the Quartet Tourret of Paris
for several years.

Hall of Fame? Ea.st Walpole for many
years has been famous as the home
of Bird & Son, the makers of shingles.
This new rival in making shingles, now
sits on the opposite corner to the Bird
P. A.
establishment.

named

'

orchestra

And William has a

But William has a charm for me,
That must bo understood

that

in

JOE WOJCIECHOWSKI'S

the trip, naturally

I

Mr. Jean Lefranc, solo viola, was
awarded a first prize at the Pans Conservatory In 1907, as a pupil of TheoHe was apphllo Edouard Laforge.
pointed solo viola of the Opera Comlque

UNWARRANTED COMPETITION

of

,

his three works for
Mr. Allegra was
clarinet concertino.
the clarlnutlot In the first performance
for clarinet and
sonata
of Poulenc's
bassoon at the Salzburg festival of
1924."

As -the World Wags:
At the negro bathing beauty parade

A GOOD BOY.

ultable

clarinet,

Survivors TicJ<et.
1935 Oh, what's the use.

—

.

The two hsvo been engaged for th«
Boston orchestra.
"Mr. Allegra has boon particularly
prominent In tho field of cr»mb«r mustn,
having given notable performances In
the cities of Germany, rtance aim
Switzerland. He gave the first public
three
Stravinsky's
performance
of
pieces for clarinet, and has also played
In this composer'* "L'HIitoIro d'un SolBusoni dedicated to Mr. Allegra
dat.'

mudguarfla.
way. Pleasure
driving bolweert midnight and 6 A. M.
only. Gaps botween earn of more than
1H.10

humor."
(

-ellent double-baas of the V
tra, and of
Ed Allegra,
clarlnetl.it of the Toni.i.iic.

lllustra

—The beglnnlnt^
broken heart-s over bent
— -Ml stroets one
1020

possible

Thomas R. Marshall, for we are
that when he slips in his style

I

hull,

slides.

.

Given the title "Valencia," llie hearer
naturally e.\pei;ts Spani.ih rhythm and
what is loosely called national color, although many years ago the Parisian
critic, Johannes AVeber, tried to prove
that there is no such thing as "color"
There Is
peculiar to a nation's music.
the requisite rhythmic excitement In
"Valencia," but other Frenchmen have
been far more successful in putting muRichard Ford,
sical Spain before one.
visiting Valencia In the Forties, characterized the town and province as being of "unsubstantia.1 disrepute." The
years have passed; perhaps the music
of Ibert is sufficiently representative of
To us the feature of the concert was
the performance of Beethoven's overture which had not been played at a
Symphony concert since 1904; the perTt Is
formance and the music Itself.
not jiecessary to .compare the overture
with the more famous No. 3. though It
is true that the trumpet passage In tho
Mr. Kousselatter is more dramatic.
vltzky gaVe a thrilling reading, not
bound by tradition "traditions" are the
ruin of many performances not extraviigant, not theatrical, but eloquent In

—

—

dramatic intensity.
vltzky
pauses,
to

And Mr. Kousse-

knows the dramatic value
to

awaken

confirm

a previous

of

effect,

anticipation of mighty effects

to come.

One might say that a little faster
tempo would have given still greater
charm to the opening measures of De-

—

"

—

34/

1

come

|

03

of

Brabm's

also

It

Is,

"massive and concrete"; It
There are fine mo-

granitic.

ment?, a.-; the cantilena
for
violins
towards the end of the first movement;
as the Introduction to the flnalc.
Th«
symphony as a whole leaves us cold.
1 he faster a conductor leads the movements, the more grateful to us Is his
reading.
was
The
audience
enthusiastic
throughout. There was warm applause
for Mr. Glllet when Mr. KoussevltzkJasked hini to rise at the end of "Portt-

Ulysses

and so

—
out her bloom"
—
Thackeray "Barristers pining

hungrj-

or

out

life

a

verb comes from the Dutch, Middle
High German, Middle Lower German, to
torment, punish, afflict with pain. For
the tree, see the old English
"pin" from the Latin "plnus," a pine
tree.

will

patron and inspirer, Maj Higgmson.
music, and it has alwa>s
"Yes, Boston knew the best
delight to
audiences before which it is
are
audiences
American
f
deed, all
of any
that
as, if not more, than
much
as
worth
is
praise
Their
audience in the world.
society so charming,

As the World Wage:
In regard to the meaning

are
R. H. L. writes: "The newspapers
a great row because a woman

making

to
circus rider, 65 years old, Is going
And yet
return to the sawdust ring.

and 90 years old, go
row and hardly a
back to
word Is said about It. Unjust 1 say."
•But for the moment the new woman
Only last Sunis In a class by herself.
adday, one of our leading costumers
80

2:12,

It

explanation does well in locating

a seat

In

a crowded

!

j

of

With

In

hair

m

'

always

ex-,,

,

'"f%ersonally he was most

I

I" his

to ^^^^^

"V,^o

D.^

.uote from the
th.\>^,t
new,..p^haps,
.n\f

^

m

,

your

with
,

eyes like molderlng

T

did not merely hear

Pachmann

play;

dark|

.
flres

,

inl

In

statuesque serenity
In low even volca

them

The ritual
And the Invocations,

AT REXHAME
(For As the World Wags.)

sapphire,
Jade green, emerald and
the sky,
With a moonstone fortorquolsa
of
ribbon
And a narrow

To mark the borders

by,

No nun, but a light dlftus-ed,
sail.
A sloop, with snowy
flash as eilvw,
Three

gulls that

Then twilight drops her veil.
SARAI^ BEATRICE KENTOK.

does Its more plebean namesake, and
never rises to the mouth to annoy those
^ho are sensible to strong odors. It is
a regal product of mother earth. I do
not think It Is cultivated
in
this
country.
It belongs especially to the
land where "the soft, bastard Latin
melts like kisses on the mouth."

j

Mr. Charles
\vriteB to

I
'

i

"Tc what extent.

If any. Is your busi-i
season?"
correspondent tells us that this
sentence was in a "questionnaire" sent
h~ a curious clerk to a business house.
tfct

1

]

"Abington Green" or "P^f
gjj^'^- companv write, that he remem'"f^";^
Olivei Ditson oompa
diligently
Mr. C. A. Woodman of
at ^ome "long before 1873^
^.^^^^
bers hearing it ^ung
He quotes
find one
Dorchester
^^.^^
for a copy but cannot
^^ut Mr Charles
Perkins of Abington Green,
^^^^^
ag^
ecollection
our
Green";
Paddingis for "Paddington
location of
."The query about the
introduced to musio
^^fUJ"

St.

C.

ton Green' will
the original ChamJ°""V"
0^
bl Seorge Levbourne,
s by
early .0
hall audiences in the
London swell and
'^^^ fj^^l^ „f

pagne Charlie' and tJ^^^'^'^^J^J ^^Tr/eS an unusual number of serio^^bouttnatp
.p
jy^^^y' better than
other amusmg characters,
great vogue
,,,, to remark,
comic sex songs had a
^^""^f;
^^J^"
very
was
any of the others. 'She
'^^"rcf^rLer's clerk.' Without
>^aving
that one fine day she df-^^^^J.^^.^St
plea ant d tt-^ Vood^^^w^^^^^
^^..^d
exception, ^hey were al
^^^^
many
'scurrilous words in
*^"\\^,"!':f°;i,ey helped to cheer and brighten
.

your day
ThuB would you round out
In ancient Rome.
i.vo
i^ntl you
VOU lived
Had
^ BEAULIEU.

royal purple

was irom

,

Some

1

_^

girls

Intoned to

color and has non» of the vulgar
taste of the ordinary onion.
It is even
milder than the Bermuda onion, never
quarrels with the digestive organs as

heard.'
manrt a multitude have
Poli> Perkins
J whether
I.
ti,^,. "Prptiv
Pi ettj Pollv
time ago AVe asked
.

While you

was that so fascinated me

BAIZE,

it

a,-

"^/^rarpertains

Initiated Intti tlja jnyKBTles
of the cult
Would sit at your feet,

In

A

strongly

But newly

and admired Its looks. At last
was moved to ask a shopman what
Is

pj^ssed a personal view of
We found his playing '^"'•^^'^^'/"""l:
b^*.
narrow sense of the y-^^'

the temple.

Young

dealers,

It

^
^^^ZJ'^^^^or^
-^ere that wor h

was

ie

of

interpretation

How arresting you would b«
A.B High Priestess

of

appearance.

^hat of the

^^^^

hema:ntail^ed''anartlstlc^^^

Sicily.

that did not appeal to delicate stomachs.
But I have discovered an onion that Is
laa mild as mother's milk. I often observed it In the windows of provision

Its

and

ANCIENT ROME

IN

.

And your

As the World Wags:
Bol Smith Russell used to sing about
goose and onions. It waa a strong dtsh

!

mean:

garments

spotless

Contrasting

A ROYAL. VIAND

jby

i

(For Xi the World 'Wa.gn)
Had you lived In ancient Rome
You would Indeed
Have been chosen to Veep the sacred
fires of Vesta,

the sex novel and
the novel with a purpose, says Penelope,
one has to choose between the Improper
goose and the proper gander, or else
resort to the bastard progeny of the
VICTOR RIEN.
two.

I

would

HAD VOU LIVED

As the world Wags:

,the vegetable

f

noble, influential character who
has ceased earthly activities and gone
ELLIOTT F. STUDLET.
to heaven."
Soutli Eraintreo,

SAUCE FOR BOTH

i

were
^^^^ ^as
J^^^^J^
e.'
-^P^^^'
Fox-Strangways, for
of lif
half
and
nd
a ^osom-f
a,;^;*?;/,
mistress, but^J^^^^
steady
to him 'No casual
Berwick's
""J"^^^^^
Mr. tones was moved to ^^i''. ^f^^^^^^f ^t^^reVaUn ^
35 years, that
musica
traveling
quiet influence on the

Scripture

the

explanation

this

tombstone

a

on

Mr.

the musician.

eulogistic in speaking of the

deii death,

Commentary

Brown's

^^^^^^^^^^

The

mourn a

I

In these days

her in the early eighties
tions, her fire had cooled.)

men."

time to get
say
things adjusted. British scientists
the earth will last another billion years
11
we
time
that
By
I^et's all sit tight.
not only become wonted to every novmaking,
elty, but with the progress now
we'll get used to what's left of the war
taxes, have the international debt question settled, and hunting along thfc
Canadian border will be too dry to attract anybody."
Upon this wild plunge Into the future
or upon any of his other reflections, no
comment was necessan--. I agreed, of
course, that he was probably right, and
Apparently, that was
let it go at that.
The last
all ihe comment he expected.
was courting the
he
saw of him
society of the pigeons on the CommonHORACE G. WADLIN.
Boston.

"But there's plenty

f

Israel) a single prophet had done more
for the preservation and prosperity of
Israel than all her chariots and horse-

^

tlnct.

j

&

PauBset

|

Leonard Box-.nck. the En^^f^^^J^Jj^rylarlt
lympt'^J
and 1915), gave recitals and P^^^^^^™of
and when we
lessons J^^j^^^^l^hrmLn,
taken
had
He
C^^^^^ff^^^^
(we heard
conc^l. is dead.
heard him play we were
in her interpretaiTdd fl^^^
iJ' h
when if she ever

recognizes the veiled metaphor of the
text and mak6 as clear aa sunlight the
meaning thereof, which by the way used
to be also a -great puizle to the writer.
Under H. Kings 2:12, It reads:
"That as earthly kingdoms are dependent for their defence and glory
upon warlike preparations, there (In

Probstreet car 'an insult to her sex.'
there would
ably. If she had her way,
and
soon be only two classes left— men
near-men. Real womeil would be eiI

descpbed as one of repose.

We think that the average reader Is
perplexed by the words "chariots" and
"horsemen." He asks what have they
to do with Elijah's translation or on a
tombstone In an ancient cemetery.

In

offer of

sS

remark that if the text had the smallpox the explanation given would never
have caught it.

i

front

new women's

calls the

to

II.

first

capltaU his stock of 'smart
frocks,' 80 there must be
about
plenty of 'smart new women'
town, and a modern female in Chicago

verUsed

Kings
the writer that your
of

the tombstone quotation In the Bible
so that any one can read it and get
This you also did
the general sense.
In a sentence.
The contribution of Oct. 2 has an explanation of the context but not of the
With due credit to old "Father
text.
Taylor" who used to preach at the
Seaman's Bethel In Boston, wa would

Berlioz.

the

seems

m

AGAIN

"TRANSLATED"

ELIJAH

—

girls,

i.

"pine,"

be repeated tonight.
for next week comprises
CorelU's Concerto Grosso ("Christmas"
Concerto) first time at these concerts;
Strauss's "Death and Transfiguration"
Symphony of
"Fantastic"
and the

chorus

B^,

,

of-Call."

The concert
The program

%

Mme. Melba just dotes
prominent citizenesses.
„
„o^i-„
tv,*. <;t)rine of
Boston
"I should probably not have visited
the Ne^^York season,
1894-had it not been for the enormous success of
special
vhiSTprornVted Mr. Abbey to arrange this
^^^^J^J^^.^^J
go, for it was to be my ^"^^^^^^^^^^
be cuffic'ently thankful that I did
(Drch tra^
Symphony
Boston
musicians-the
to ^eworW's' finest body of
Just an
orchestra
an
whom
to
reader
f'l wonder if the average

chambers")— This

tn

host is a milUonaire
have always been perfectly happy whether my
of brains.
bootmaker, a sense of humor and a s prinkling
our
though she names no names of
on

'

pined

lost

serial

Mills,
She has delightful memories of Mrs. Ogden
days J?";
t^^^^^^f
and Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, "although in those
ol^^j
by name Mrs. Ogden
remembers
also
She
today."
newer than they are

spruce,

comedy "The Man of
(IStheredge's
"Spruce," the verb, adjective,
Mode'").
thought by certain deep
Is
adverb.
and
thinkers to be derived from the noun
of "Pruce" for
alteration
"spruce," an
"Prussia" in the collocation "spruce
Applied to trees,
(leather) Jerkin."
"spruce" Is elliptical for "spruce nr."
The verb "pine" In "pine away" or
"She for
'^l^lne out" (Pope's Odyssey"

I

1.S

make

trim or neat. Is found in English literature as early as 1B94 (Naehe's "Terrors of Night"); to "spruce up" In 1676

J

exception to this or that ruling of
Mr. Koiissevltaky.
^^e are all, like
hsrles l^mb. men of Imperfect Bymts.
To UP this tlrst symphony of
l.ina has not the Ingratiating quailed of the three that followed.
Like
'le celebrated Interpretation of Hamlet,

no doubt,

I-

The verb

the

NORAMUS.

O.
"spruoe," to

orlglnT

symphony,

opposite

express exactly

Why. when and what was

feelings.

t.tlio

liiscussed in "Greut Kxpectations"

away" and

of fonent trees

names

tlte

ha.s

ftom, entitled "Melodies

I

to yoti.

In the expressions "Pine

"spruce up"
are used to

Mme. Molba

:

Seeking light on a shady subject,

but the beauTy or
tono und phrasing wae
apparent.
Mr. Kousaevltsky
.Urprets n.iislo as lie feels It. He Is'
a man of inarked emotional nature.
' o--.e
Individual conctptlon of a coinJon may differ from that of anoonduotcr. but It is lils own. The
^
IS n rule salua thereby.
'ght, remembering preceding
c!it'»

m

appearing
written her autobiography. It is
of London
and Memories." in the Daily Telegraph
bhe
first sang there
she
when
York
New
time
in
beautiful
dhe'iiad a
a
had
„"»«**11'?
he
though
Astor,
Jacob
John
Y"'^^
fenjoyed the society of
In spite ot
to say them^
x^hich .eemed to snip his sentences rather than
Scotch
epithet
the
that
felt
his wealth there were moments when one
would be almost too generous to give him."
-wruit^Uw Reid
^Tivtelaw

Wags:

the World

As

"Prelude."

:

AND SPRUCE

PINE

Wade

of

Taunton

The Herald:

SesTnd

Ta^o

la^^^^^
^-..My ^ief Pleasu^^^er
those
^""S
a^d
S.U
were a delight
f^'^J nme we
Jyfar-ott
topical. songs of that

S

»

?,

.'S^Slthou

"In the present status of the mayoralty contest in Boston, it seems to me

that an unpublished poem, in my posssBBlon, by Dr. T. W. Parsons, c*JIed
by Charles Eliot Norton, I believe, 'The
Poet's Poet,' might Interest your readShortly before his death 1 obers.
tained Dr. Parson's permission to pub-

tL common

Lass."
a fairy," "Lancashire

ll'tit

tasks of
of

life's little

H^

lU.-

to thousands, such as:
^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

oi .11 things

s™tr

"

ago

iigard Souvenii

;

in wnicir

me

an-

—One Night Only—Thursday evening, June

Bth.'

.

infallible recipe for film-making.

You

i

raust, to begin with, have "(1) something ditferent; or (2) a story with a'
human twist social, domestic, business or moral; or (3) a situation or a

—

piece of business that gives the spectator something to remember or talk
about. Take any one of the three and throw in a smile, a tear, and a thrill,
and you have the ideal picture play."
\

This column contained last week a reference to the length of Mr.
Shaw's plays, and the problem which it implies to managers. I gather
from 'The Scotsman' that the difficulty does not arise in Scotland. A Mr.
Bonney is reported as saying at a Burns Club meeting that "Some weeks
?.go he attended a Bernard Shaw play in London which took four and a
hours there. Here in Edinburgh they produced the same play in about
thre« hours. He spoke to the manager about it, and the latter said, 'The
English think slowly, if at all. In London we have to allow several minutes for each point to sink in.' " There is the alternative explanation, less
flattering and more agreeable to tradition, that the English see the jokes
and Waste the extra 90 minutes in laughing. But the matter is one which
Mr. Shaw, who is now in the far North, should look into on hia way back.
-^Glasgow Herald.

mto the concert
lish

-

Givers

Should

preface,

V.

S.
1363,

Headlines

on

Day,

Election

L. H. R.

We

heard an Englishman complaining
bitterly of hi.s ham sandwich at a restaurant, saying it was a "Vauxhall

slice" of ham. We consulted slang dictionaries Irt vain, but we found an explanation In Dobson's "18th Century
Vignettes."
"The popular legend that an expert
Vauxhall waiter could cover the entire
garden (about 11 acres) with slices
from one ham." It was said that a man
once applied for a post as carver at the
Vauxhall
Gardens. He was asked for
his qualifications.
He said he could
cover an acre with a ham, but he was
told that a man was required who could
cover tv.-o acres.

1865.)

restored.

Today our country's

battles

must be

fought

to better
themselves, to get their talents known,
with an eye to future concert
engagements, or perhaps an improvement in their
teaching position.
pity then it is, if such be the case, that
they should not give more thought
to the principles of good showmanship.
In one respect, it is true, young
artists show today a certain shrewd.jnesb; they have come to recognize
the fact that much modern music
on their programs tends to secure them attention
from reNnewers. So
far, very good. They get themselves
written about, to the probable benefit
of their standing as teachers and
musicians, and they gain the
content that comes fr-om having done their
art

A

j

]ln civil fields— let no one stay at home.
By fear disabled or by favor bought,
O'hinking of Caesar so much more than

Rome.

j

What man. What

hero,

not

is

now

the

cry,
rut.

what the

leaders

of

our

choice

"

shall do

Oscar Mink, tha famus detektiff, wuz
walkin' thru tha woods at midnite wen
he met Dr. Otter, tha dentist. Tha doc

rent through.

APROPOS "THE MIRACLE"
I

vuz accompanied by Klarence Duck,
))00 wuz grinning all over
his
fasp.
"Wair are yew 2 guys going at this

They have ingenious press agents in
Jiondon; witness this story published in
the Daily Chronicle the day after Lady

uv tha nite?" ast Oscar Mink.
Weil." sed tha doc, "Kiaience has
teeth wot are bothering him, ;in'
I'm gonna pull 'em out."
At this time
iiv tha nite?" ast Oscar.
".Sertinly "
sez tha doc, "his teeth don't know wot
time it iF." "But." sez Oscar, "I didn't
know that a—" "My deer sir," interrupted doc Otter, "pleese do not detain
us eny longer, on account I am anxious
tuh git home agajn." "But," sez Oscar
"I wuz not aware that a duck—"
"Kum"
Klarence," sez tha doc, "kum an' let's
git ycr teeth fixed up so
I kin
git
home.
So doc Otter entered his office
fullered by tha grinning Klarence,
while
Oscar Mink stood outside lookin'
kinda
bewildered.
Pritty soon he herd a
racket an' then Klarence Duck
got
kicked kleen thru tha door. "\n'
furthermore." yells tha doc thru tha
window at Klarence, "I shood merdur
yuh
for telttnr mc out uv bed
at (his hour
uv tha nite."
"Wot's tha idea'/" b^z
Oscar Mink tuh Klarence. -Ay, "
sed
Klarence, as he limped awav.
"that
guy kant talk a Joke!"
t.mie

'

a good turn.

Mr.^

man arranging

A

a course of entertainments

out of

to play the piano at one of

them any quicket. because Boston newspaper men either
doted on or else could not abide
a new sonata Schoenberg wrote? Not
a .bit of it. This manager, unless
he can afford a celebrity, will secute
some pianist who, he knows for
a fact, can please an audience.

pianist or a singer?

For there remains the singers, Miss B, for example, who has
studied
and perhaps sings very well. She comes forward with a re-

several years

in the hope, doubtless, that it will
bring her a church position
or oratorio engagements. Does she sing
a church song or two, to show
Ifhat she can do, or an oratorio air? Not at all. She offers
a few classic
cifal,

She

told

in

a

way.

cleaned the

'

dirt

words 'The
had played in
him as a queer
coincidence, and he eventually mentioned the matter. Of course, we were
Interested in the find, which was a remarkable one in the circumstances, and
the

Miracle." Knowing that
'The Miracle," it struck

'

aid of a

Miracle' out-

hat.

laborer

mon brooch, but he
away and then saw

it,

from either placer alone. Violinists especially, with but a narrow
range of choice, must find themselves sore put to
it to make a recital
program that can hold the interest. So why not call in the

'

was digging
Ihe ground near our house and he unearthed it. He thought it was a com-

Some time ago a

in the light of his

recital

diamonds on her

fervid appi-eclation.
"I came Into possessTon of it
most interesting and romantic

a fancy to play

probable audience, .what persons would like it, who
he then can arrange a list that ought to please the
better
part of his "public, and yet satisfy himself,
But If Mr. A, taking pattern by the clever showman, who
Is alway
prudent in expenditure, would condescend from
a recital to a concei
shared with, it may be, a violinist, he would not only
cut his expense:
in halves, but he would stand
a better chance of giving his audience
pleasure, for, as everj' sho-wTrian knows, variety
is the spice of entertainments as well as of iife. A concert of violin solos,
piano solos and
ensemble work may be depended upon to please more
people than a

lined in

sum

a reporter that this brooch was not
presented to her as a token pf per-

Cannot Mr. A seize the point? If he feels' he must give
a recital
at any price, at the least of it he can use
judgment in planning his
program; carefully considering every^ piece he has
would hate

•

Diana Duflt-Cooper sailed for this country In which Bho will appear in "The
jMiracle."
She was sporting an orna-

ment with the words, "The

I

left tho brooch with us.
•'Later, we found that it was a valuable one, being studded with diamonds,

he

and

it is

now one

of

my most

'

cherished

POLE

possessions."

The brooch Is round, and about the
size of half a crown.

'

GRAMMAR

When

Vice-President Marshall slips
It is not mere carelessby a correspondent.
The subjunctive mood was lost to Mr.
Marshall, or rather his little knowledge
of it led him to gross abuse of the indicative.
Where the thought calls for
"If I was" he says "If T were," which,
improperly used. Is bogus highbrow and
the limit in the snobbery of expression,
as solecistlcal to a man of understanding as "If I are."
L. X. CATALONIA.
In his

grammar.

ness, as suggested

Grammar be ha.'Sed! Marshall's reminiscences are i.iiuthty interesting reading and enlarge c le's previous admirar
lion of the man.— ViA.

IN

HAND

G. H. L. asks why barber
shops have
a pole for a sign.
This e.vplanation

_.

MR. MARSHALL'S
As the World Wags:

—

CHILDURNS' BEDTIME STORRIE
By SNOW.SHOE AL

IIow best both foe and faction to defy
[And build more strongly, where the
.T-toim

a Boston newspaper:

It's exactly 610 miles from
Copento London.
The London correspondent should have an atlas at hand.

This hand hates tryants, and with
vengeful sword
Seeks peace— but not till Freedom be

Its

in

hagen

used envelope, wrote the following poem
and left, saying, 'Give this to him as
"
card."

(Written

once more come

"ROW PROM COPENHAGEN
TO LONDON, 1600 MILES"

my

Half the young musical performers in
America seem to have announced Boston recitals for October. They
hope, no doubt,

But, will the

«"*35

... /r,

As the World Wagu;

where Dr. Parsons was also living,
and was on intimate terms of friendhim. On the morning of Nov.
with
ship
2, 1865, Dr. Parsons called, and was told
that Capt. "Wade was away, voting. Dr.
Parsons at once took from his pocltet a

Principles

town engage

,

let

my father, an officer in the
navy, was resident In Wayland in

THE MASSACHUSETTS COAT-OFARMS

Study

,

R R G

As a

poem.

this

may

hall.

state that

Showmanship
Concert

i

,

bold to engage some jovial man singer to join
her in a duet, say " I
have a song to sing, oh!" from "The Yeomen of the
Guard"; has anybody
Boston heard it so often that he would find it a bore?
Or if Miss B finds herself most comfortably at
home in church
music, a program largely of church songs and
oratorio airs would prove
her a wise woman. Let her sing, in short,
what she likes to sing and
can sing, and so leave Dupare and Brahms
to singers whom they suit,
rter audiences, quite as large as at
present, would be better pleased.
And in their satisfaction lies Miss B's great hope.
A lowering of standards, say you? Surely a singer singing wOl
good music of Its kind occupies a position more
dignified than that of
a singer singing finer music not so well.
Miss B, in any case, when she
sings music she likes herself and which
she knows very wellviine-tenth.s
of her probable audiences will like, is
honest.
She is also individual.
Honesty and individuality-these great qualities
will help her in her
artistic growth.
They will serve her better, furthermore, in her attempts at a career than conformity to the
expected and a strain after
dignity.
The public, too, will gain, since through Miss B if
she attain
honesty and individuality, variety and vitality

h^

Young-

,ig

m

books. (1) Why should the tirst three verses end softly? And (2) s
the piano in the last line at the words 'in death' is a mistake. For if
has no sting, and the grave no victory, why this deathly stillness in vl
5 ?
Music should move the will, and not merely the emotions. Sentfmentalism in church music was condemned in the Archbishops' report,
'Music in Worship,' but it still exists, and in 'high places.'

Mr. Earl Hudson has found an

group of German

songs by American composers, most likely
the worst there are on ft"
market. Of course, she cannot do justice to all these
tongues and widely
differing styles. But the dignity of a song recital
she- must maintain,
even though she lessens thereby the pleasure
of her audience and so
her opportunities for future succesH.
Again, the pity of it! For she may rest assured, only
by giving
pleasure can Miss B make her way.
Quite Ukely she has it in her
power to please many people, if only she will keep her
place.
She may
have the archness needful for songs of Gilbert and
Sullivan and tlia
knack at managing words, or for songs from Offenbach,
or Lecocq, or
anybody you like. Then let her sing them—and if
fitting costumes
would help her to "put them over," what harm?
Suppose she made

"

There has been a discussion of the question whether there is an allun to ebb tide in Torbay, in the first line of Lyte's hymn, "Abide with
fast foils the eventide." Mr. Charles Hammond ^vTites: "Except that
ixhara Vicarage is on the sea shore there is nothing to support such a
idinp, which necessitates making 'eventide' into two words, thereby
Th^titfA^,
/•poiling the line and reducing 'even' to a pointless adjective.
i ittle (ipnht that what was really in the mind of the writer was the paspgfii
St. Luke's Gospel, where, in the narrative of the walk to Emniaiis|J^l
is recorded of the disciples that 'they constrained Him, saying, Abide witfil
us, for it ;s toward evening, and the day is far spent.'
Mr. John Newton has this to say: "This hymn often loses much of its
foree by strict adherence to the mar.ks of expression found in most hym

—

airs prdBibly in Italian, a

cement uas inaile iliat Lingard an.i his company would be at the
Mr. Joseph H. Wheeler of Med'>B Theatre in Boston in June, 1873.
'
writes to The Herald: "Lingard could not have played at the Glob' ^ v
une, 1873, as the theatre was partially destroyed by tire on May S.-c^^.'^,'
H,
i have one of those 'Souvenirs,' announcing the second and last
Across the whole lengtli is printed in
It at the Globe Theatre, June 9.
ink, 'Music Hall

—

—

"

"

|
'

been given: A pole, not necessarily has
the
one out-of-doors as a trade sign, was
put Into the hands of the person about
to be bled.
He wa.s tola to graf^p it as
tightly as he could. Thus the
veins
stood out prominently and were the
more easily opened by the barber-surgeon.
<•

'

ADD "SOCIETY COLUMN''
j

Richard Kenneth Innes-K&r, a
of the Duke of Ro.xburghe
married on Sept. 19 to tho daughof a chimney sweep.
Thus is the

Jlr.

kinsman
v.-aa

ter

aristocratic blood of

England enriched.
wore a peach-colored frock and
it a lemon-colored coat and furs.
Nothing Is said about her coming down
STOtng up tlie chimney of the RegisShe

over

—

.

.^^d FpeetliiiiT
1

can

I

ni

World ^^»^s
dPe»

T

,

iu>
<

Amonp

I

sow"

1

b\it

sweai-

THE

I

am

1|

not

JASAMINE

me

'

moss-agate

vK'h.t has becotiie or
were hlRhly esteemed
^i^- rings that
.evenU^s.
Sixties and early

"ST.

1

1

rtheUte'

JAMES" VERSION

A concert for wlilch
Steinert series.
she Included two operatic arias, one
front "La Glooonda" the ".Suicldio"—
and the other from

Trovatoro"; several BongM of intrinsic musical value,
and a preponderence of songs of lesser
composers, some of thcni Havorsonie
trlfies, but nevertheless trifles.
Vet Uosa Ponsello has one of the
most beautiful volcea on the concert
sumptuous voice, and
slag* todAy.
flexible, as lo\ ely In Its contralto lowest register nx In Its slimmest head
tones; a voice that is smooth and suj)-,
pic, and al'hough her German accent
«he always sings
is not of the best,
With this she has a sense
Intelligibly.
perhaps
does not comthat
drama,
of
niunlcatci it-self to her gestures, but
does penetrate and j ield the peculiar
mood of her song, whether it is the

from beginning to end?
It
Does accepting the Bible on faith preclude all knowledge, or does the writer
wish to convey the thought that Pro-

•
.

as a. force
think that Ch^i^anlty luM.ly surand
f have effectively
centuv.e
tor
not
n hud
,
if
of Us
forgotten the teaching

testants should create, their own saints?
Does iShe writer mean to suggest that
It Is time to take a vote on "Who are
our Protestant saints?"
King James may be as good a candVdate as any; but since the protesting
Joan has been created a saint by Rome,
suggest Erasmus as the greatest of
I

; lo usiv

-Ainold Bewwtt.
o« „ loundei

,

our valued oorW» owe an
raspondant. Mr. Horace O. Wadlln, for
the manner In which his entertaining
oontrlbutlon waa aooldentally mutilated
in Tha Herald of last Saturday.
apotogy to

i

I

all

Erasmus
,

Ai the World Wa^s:

A gentleman,

as a

writing recently to his

Protestant Individualist t, therereformer, scholar,

lars.

Some
i

—

to get "up the Insult book, and I am
so glad to offer my poor co-operation,

because you know good and well this Is
the year of co-operation, or If not the
year then at least the era, and everyone knows If you would Just fit In a
•y" to ear you'd get "year," so why
not?

sure I shall want my name put
down for at least 16 copies of the Insult
book to send to my friends. One must
surely be sent to that friend who meets
me after 10 years and bays, "Why, Miss

am

wonderful you look! Time,
Time, don't you know, has
And then one
for you!"
still
just stood
must be presented with a suitable in-

Prlss, how
old Father

scription to the friend who says, after
vou have read a paper at the club, or,
maybe, delivered an adiress, 'My dear!
N'one of us ever dream* J .vou had It In
you!" And the friend who compliments
you on your bridge score, saying, "You
must be out of luck In love, poor dear.
Think of your winning the prize against

Shark and Miss Grab!"
But I must not take any more of
your valuable space, and will close.
With kind regards. If Prof. Sockemtu
would care for two or three hundred
Mrs.

i

'

signs of activity until It Is poked up,
and then it bursts out in a volume of
smoke and flame. A long duster and a
fireman's mask would be good things
to wear to protect one from smoke,
dust, soot and cinders, as these are the
principal characteristics of a bituminThe dealers Issue a treatise
ous fire.
on how to burn it, but the rules do not
take into consideration the varying state
of the atmosphere, and other things that
cause a fire to act differently every day.
Leave a fire in exactly the same condition two nights in succession and one
moi-nmg there will be a fine glow nn
another morning there will be nothing
but a mass of dead black coal visible.
A good guesser and a close observer
of the weather can engineer a fire very
well if he knows how to manipulate the
front, back and funnel dampers, and assiduously applies poker or slicer to
arouse the steam-producing blaze. It is
not a tidy Job, but It is better to be
warm and dirty than clean and cold. 1
am reminded of a tragedy In the first
book of poems I ever read;

tcj

!

!

me

with

reply.

,

nandol.

r

The boisterous breeze, a
While doors rat-a-tat
drum,
So with martial music

fife

note

|
'

,

|
I

i

|

j

Rosa
often come!

1

out once more

'neath

the

TtacliKlegle.
piano solo.
nachmanB-Bat major
Hreluile.
JI
(from
Hobs; aria, "Cavntlna
Trovotorc"), Verdi, sung ti.v Miss )"odi«1.p
pi.mo solo. Prelude in A minor, DebusKy; In-

Miss I'onselle;
monlnoff;
Inoff. Mr.

;

Tanker
.Tohn
Minlatnr.',
In
Wflltr.cs
(Chinatown). Emerson
.Strcft
IVll
Tountry GnnletiH, t,ralng»r played
Wlilttiorne
1» Mr. UOKs; -Wings of Nigh(. Winter Watts:
A
]>o» «rie<f: T" the Klrds. (ieorges Hiie
.Memory, Rudolpii Gam; Loves In .My Heart,
Hiintingtcn Woodman, snng liy MIfs Vonselle.

trallo

open

Howard:

sky

:

amWe

along, the Romany Rye!
No distance's too great for me to go.
No lane's too narrow for me to kno-w
Aad I sing with my phantom Gipsy
the tinkling

thump

The prefacing concert tour

I

Bklm the plain and

fly

over the

hill
in

is

a thing

for the prima
a full and pleasurable way
of reaccustoming herself to the routine
of the musical season after a summer
xpent in comparative retirement; and

of

of her tambourine.

many advantages

donna.

Sow

i

'

a smooth state road where rattlep
are still.
'

of

It is

discovering

herself

I

kiddln yuh."
Ef thers enytWng

rummate

1

my

hate worsun

unyons Its havln a man
remaynes kan be
f.a me. tha
tha flrnuss. SAL.

eatln'

tawk bal:
fownd in

my

hurst
P. s, Pleaze tel mr
reddy for publikashun.

Vlolette:

I.e

in o

,'?;;;.

•

^

e

oanen

Smetuna.

r

Bohemian

i^^yni
Dance:

noble voice to
Mr. Hodges brought a
voice of splena
yesterday,
hearing
a
of which wo do
dor, a voice the like
range,
it is long in
„ot often hear,
in substance
wiah low tones solid
round and high
a u,edium rich and
once in briltones that rejoice at
All these to.uU
liancy and sweetness.
displajs (^hen
excellencies the voice
wen
as
Hodges singe freely, he
Mr
sings
when
ihe knows how to do;
take on a
oo often his tones
softU
sad loss of their
hollow sound, to the

Hodges

He
himself sensitive to rbythn..
differeutlaUon o
the principle ->f
has
Probably, furthermore, 1'^
St vies
shape of a melody
a finer feeling for the
yesterday, when
"than he made evident
to a phrase
he "omelimes did damage
hv an ill-timed breath.
he often
Vords, indeed, to which
color, appear
aooUcd a subtly varied n>ore keenly
Hodges
to llerest Mr.
or «on ences
han whole phrases do
did he
To no single word, perhaps,
relation
right
the
lend fllse emphasis;
another he did
though, of one word to
So contU.uity suffind.
not
always

does Mr. •"odses's
should be
"spirituals
art injury. How
for contromatter
sung wil long be
But one can say ,it plumpljs
versy
had nmnr^ered
that' Macdowell never
-The
wrote
singing in mind when he
Hodges sang Mr.
Sea " I'Jar better Mr.
at
"Once
Foote's grateful and tender
Whelpley s stirthe Angclus" and Mr.
brave showing
ring "Nightingale." A
in
A.oericans made, by the w-ay,
o
and r sh
English
the
comparison with
Honesty tel s,
of Mr. ilodgcs's choke.
melodic
and always will: and so does
^'stluimentallty, too,

'

dlery

is

York
T'he verse prlnt^in New
Rockefeller on hi.
ffusion of Mr. J. D.
what may
quite
Is
birthday
eighty-sixth
as the

expe.tevJ from one '^hoJ.""''!.,^^
than about Pierian
oil-wells
E.bout

If

again to those

My

life

invention.

Boston
in t,„„,„_
hoped he will choose
to his
Justice
do
thatmore songs
manifest drasuperb voice and to hi.s
the
sang
he
matic gifts. Well Indeed
ariVhen

again,

it

Mr.
is

Hodges smgs

to Ue

better still some
Schumann
thrlllrangements of Maori tunes, and
"spiritual.
Ingly Burleigh's second
pleasthe
to
much
added
Mr Kemp
his musical
ure of the afternoon by

song,

,

has been one long,

dropped the worry
And God was good to

I

well

work as

early taught to

holiday;
Full of work and full of

play—

on

the

v»„.,«
happy

way—

every daj.

me

the theOne is reluctant to criticise man
who
the
ology, but-is God good to
multi-millionaire? A miUlon-

becomes a

-alre, perhaps;

but

it Isn't

God who

gilds

(London).
the lily.— The Observer
Mr. Chesterton, the poet,

was Quoted

editorial
last Saturday in an
any one
in The Herald. Does

Published

remember

"Logical Vegetarian."
the milk of cows
house
Shall pollute my private
Than the milk of the wild mares of t>e
barbarians;
and sherry,
I will stick to port
For they are so very, very,

|^

his

"No more

_

So very, very, very. VegeUrlan.

Apropos of "Hamlet" played In mo#/
dress, K. H. Beresford, an Enff»?l
In til
Plavgoer, thinks that Ellen Terry
"bobbed^
early eighties as Ophelia had
..rn

M

hair.

EAStCV AMUSED

>^

As the World Wags:
In

,

the church calendar of PIjttkj*;

Church,

New

York,

of

which

Ne^.

follow,

Dwight HiUis is the pastor, the
They ap^,
ng two notices appeared.
tninistei^
peared rather amusing to the
of

AssoclatlO,
the Arlington Ministers

and I am passing them on to you. «
"Miss Sharpe would be glad to
The demand ij^
ceive men's clothing.
entirely «
great and her supply Is
hausted."
_ „„t
"Frank Shepard Tolman, Ph.D.. P«»g
cho-analyst and vocational a<'vlser J
New York city, will not speak agai
until Friday, April flth."

„.„,-,a o
DON rVAN PATCH-

A NEW NUISANCE

,

:

queen

To

recital

assisted

Aria, "S\ilcidlo, In <iiieiiU fii>ri momentl
(from "La Glaconda"). ronchieUi: trn kIotuI
son Che Nina, PerRoIesl; A Pantorul. \^raBlew
T.Oiseon
Waguer;
TrauniP.
clnlby
song
Hymn au Solell,
DerrciiB;

But In traffic's sea on a cobbled street,
bob about on a rowboat's seat.
My frail craft groans at successive
shocks
.A.3 it bumps unseen, uncharted rocks:
The oarlocks squeak as I twist and turn
Yet I leave the costlier craft astern!

tha vlktrola
Wei. he walket ovar to
hofmun" an
put on "talis frum
prety sun he
,ve startud ta charlstun,
bathroab cote
noo
thet
kid
"say
Uez,
rite the.
uv yurs is sure a nock-owt."
"say
shops an' ansers sarkastlkly.
guy." an
no all abowt this Swallocud
Impurtanunce ta tawk
then he hed tha
"onust 1 alnt
bak ta me, an' he sed.
nn-

under-

by
by
was
program
The

soprano,

Stuart Ross, pianist.
as follows:

1

hon

Ponselle,

Selve:

Scarlatti,

Mr.
'''A'"ery good technique

ELDER,

SYMPHONY HALL—Song

a

HARASSING DOMESTICITY

as play;

PONSELLE

shrill.

like the roll of

J°J^

As the World Wags:

Ss

A.

In

any sort

of

toast

the natlv* bieai

"""fwas

I

will

respectable
"'Inl^rrcar the"re%e
Bnglanfl, where

'

C.->TC

1

Portland, Me,

As tha World Wage)
rush ahead on the way to town
0 er a rocky road, now up, now down.
Through open windshield blows with a

^un

.

(For

When

^^^rt!^a:rr^jS^-several
that he consumes

'

Ajid whipped her little daughter.
For spoiling her nice new clothes.

GEORGE

knowing Mr.

of

ho hfve the pleasure
knowl^^^^^^^
;;^,:it^^^Benoc,^ho writes

fflri^^f;:;t.f£Hr^?^iiS;

Polly Flinders,
Sitting in the cinders,

him write
stamped envelope for
(Miss) S. I. PRISS.

rt

.Lgu™

B. G.

'

Litttle

VAGABOND

I

1

a

"

^«

cantante,
Hamilton Hoages, Lasso
both artists
and Clifford Kemp, pianist,
this program
from New Zealand, offered
hall:
yesterday afternoon In Jordan

Wafming her pretty little toes;
Her mother came and caught her,

applicable to either sex, let

'

"Whereas

adds:
aaae.

Surely "'f^^^.,
reasonmg. "rureTy'crCto^t'do'^ef
^hai
And^w^^
old age.
,,0 with -to^'h'ess
those
by
been'told
We°hlle

IHAMILTON HODGES

;

I

Hfi
He

••

i

Easily
without being bored to death.
enough, for there Is the furnace needing close attention as soon as the last
squash Is picked and the turnips all
I
am anticipating an expicked up.
ceptionally busy time with the furnace
fehis winter, as we have decided to try
In taking advantage
bituminous coal.
of the late frosty spells to make a test
I find a soft coal fire Is effective, but it
has a temperamental nature, which
It
will
keeps Its tender guessing.
smoulder a long while without showing

Isn't

size.
size.

age.

old

"^"^
toast Is
:ea and dripping
for chlld_
altogether, standing
,f shoes
youth
first vigor of
hocyd'8 delight, the
of all,
"''^ "\;.3
.nd, perhaps best

loveliness.

medium
medium

be Inter-

knowing how I, a retired newspaper man, get through the long winter

a colonel or a major, or at
least a Judge or a captun, why we Just
c^II him PufCesseh, because we always
remember that to show you are a lady
born Is to treat every gentleman as If
he were one too ^anyhow, what a wonderful thing It Is of Prof. Splemchub

'

may

ested In

As the World Wags:
That was a wonderful Idea of Prof.
Sugarloaf's, or whatever his name Is
down South we aren't used to foreign
names like ShowercufE, and so on, but
anyhow, we Just calf every gentleman,

I

your readers

of

,^

which become lovesings "them, but it is an

she

as

weakening resolution

>es3.

less

As her accomimnist and as a soloist,
Mr. Ross proved himself a pianist of
There was an audience of
abilities.

As the World Wags:

THAT INSULT BOOK

!

ly

empty

A WINTER PASTIME

—

1

'.„d hot buttered
Mr. James Agate.
,o
d"-"-'
Ufa's /"f^^";;
«eem "symbolical of

to su'ullniate trifles,

The Rev. EGBERT W. A. JENKINSON,
Methuen.

"f^^

--'"^^^'^^'^'f^^'J
°"
have mentioned his P^f
^ow
Now
toast with Jam.

"11

the fr,-igilc and exotic "NIghtlngaW and
the Hose" set to music by RimskyKorsakoff, or the brazen challenging of
^
the "Hymn to the Sun."
Coloratura flights are amusing and
instructive, but tliey grew tiresome, an 1
If Miss Ponselle would sing more of the
Brahms lleder, of the songs of the
greater French and German composers,
she would then have a program suited
As it is she chooses
to her talents-.

Institutions

gentleman, stalwart Catholic, friend to
Sir Thomas More, lover of truth, etc.,
etc., to be Saint Erasmus.
Yours, on behalf of saints and scho-

authority that expurgated "What Price
Qlory?" splits his infinitives.
Is he not aware that there are those
Boston, and their number Is not
In
small, who are more profoundly shocked
bv a spilt Infinitive than by a naughty
swearword?
O. HORROUGHS.
P. S.
I, at this time, propose for the
Hall of Fame, the name of Mr. Arthur
Surveyer, head of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

i

Christian

name Erasmus;

fore,

favorite Journal In praise of the act of

who

all

our

I

will

would still have a place for both saint
and scholar.
With the authority Invested upon me

j

6PLITTINQ AND CURSINQ

Rome

°^

concerning the private
Ulmer Johnson, the

:

have been Innever consider
parties had listened to

Protestant saints.

formed that
him. Yet If

"AcquaintE^^li^VJa^jiSrl
life

—

lieves in
.

The exijulsltc tonel
acconipanlnicnts.
forth admiraof his solo pieces called
the pieces theniwas,
pity
The
tion.
Interest,
s«lves were of very moderate
Both Blnger and player wcro called
the
to
additions
P"""^^'-^
for
upon

provInccH where the Metropolistill a name and the concert a

tan is
ready substitute for opera.
And it was Just such a prefacing
concert that Rosa Ponselle gavo yesterday afternoon as the first of the

MARION STREETER.

A.'?

llu'

admit willingly
I

IV

the World Waps:
The following Is taken from a letter
written to the "Christian Work" of
Sept. 36.
"1 believe In the Bible from beginning
to end— I am satisfied with the old f5t.
James version and accept It on faith."
the cause
The question is—\\Tiat
of such Blaring ignorance of the title
page of the Bible from one who be-

has-]
tvpe of iny not-too-

s."

Wmoto

be old-

article cease to

pcome nn antique". In a
suw articles labeled
,

n

weTT conti'nt.
on thla contln<-iit:
Joyous Peter Pan
ihful Ford sedan
ro

a atui.

In

W»^1 am

.1

will-

AS the World Wags:

:r

Brimstone Corner could not burn *r
oi"
phur without being restrained at
to im
yet it Is announced, as about
lasting!!
on its neighborhood a mora
iury.

The report

Is

that

it

will shtf

tA»
a "carillon" (but of about a
tor a r»
he number of bells necessary
J
me), of tubes (not with the
cna.y
;enuine bell like that on King
nstall

to

be

hammered automatlca'iy

acklng the sympathetic handling

(t'l
r

.

"11, 1.
'li"
tegui.'iiy
All thl8 Is »mong nervous
In n district of hotels and

tired spot).
\ r.^,

.

(onn-;

oharmInK near-

thai

nnd

Willi

offici'S

-Jurround-

burying ground.

of many nelghrlng buildings Is now to be perlodl-

of the circle

lei

broken

illy

and

rm

by a needless and me-

before the highest tribunal, presldover by one called Lord Cooper, made
bitter pun on his Scottish law-town:
reported): "Oh, yes, I'm to be tried
y Cupar law: hang me first and try
The Court, in enjoining
u< afterward!"
ivaslon of the public's rights, might
possessors
of these tubes:
ay to the
You may hang them flrst, but you can>t try them afterwards!"

CHARLES- EDWARD AAB.

TWO ADS
AS the World wags!
Male Help Wanted In Cambridge:
man for payroll work; must own revolver and bullet-proof coat; good pay,
but long hours. Apply Any Old Fac-

—

—

Wanted In Cambridge;
payToll work: must own recoat;
hours
bullet-proof
and
Help

Male

for

folver

pay depends upon ability to make
get-away; Ex-Bandit preferred.
Apply Doorway Any Old Factory on
A. B. H.
ray Days Only.

Ihort,

uick'

(

WHERE

DID SHE VISIT?

Mrs. A. J. Moore writes to the London Times: "My experience during a recent nine months' visit to the United

.'States was that the foolish and wild
hooting of motor horns usual here Is unknown in America, and the general impression is one of quiet In spite of the
great number of cars."

COPLEY THEATRE— "The Bad Man,"
lay

in

three acts by Porter

'rowne.

The

Terrence Nelll
C. Worrtly Hulsp

ii'nry Snillli (Ills ancle)

ilnrean I'ull
'.urla Ptll (his

.\ncela
i'ancho

rpdro

Morris Camoveky
Katberlne Standing

wife)

Red Giddlngs (Smith's
;;iBl>er

foreinait<

riurfly

Hardy
Lopez
this

(Ventistiano

(a bandit)
lieutenant;

(his

Emerson

cast:

ilbert Jones

hencliman)

Ahorada (Meiuran cook(
(Bradley (a Texas ranger)

Richard Whorf
Victor Tandy
May Ediss
Alan Mowbray

W.

E. Watts
Rosrer Wheeler
ICIspeth DudEeon

Cbarles Vane

A

curious thing that even with constant
repetition,
this
"Bad Man,"
loes not pale.
For with all its anient
i

I

tricks,

it

is

a shrewd

piece, of

laftsmanship, of native wit in line and
and there are few theatric
match this Pancho Lopez.
He is a Gargantuan figure, a wily
I'ogan who turns his philosophy with
is
gun-play, and demands life with
an immense and passionate gesture.
Ho. is logical and direct; he outwits
rather than beats down. He is at once
situation;
rogues to

l

'

callous bully and an incorrigible romanticist.
And with this he has a
.sense of humor.
Of what more are

a

heroes made?
Animated puppets, the others, they
play the foils for the exploits of the
lusty Lopez.
There is the sour and
prattling uncle of the lively wheel chair
'nd the Maine accent; the lovely and
ihused lady married to the rich villain,
hut still in love with the bashful and
v-irtuous hero; the unblushing ranch girl
who demands a lively romance and can
not end it; and the scheming blackguards who would defraud the hero of
iiis
ranch and potential oil wells.
A
.-elt-ourlescfue that is never dull or unluly sentimental, a piece that almost

Again Alan Mowbray did the favored
Lopez, did him with unction and suavity, at times a little rigidly, but always
.vith a gesture. As the livid and travelng uncle, the deus ex machina of the
i.lay, Mr. Hulse did an excellent bit of
acting.
Morris Carnovsky, although

somewSat

his gestures, made the
being.
May EdLss
flayed, Angela
somewhat differently
from "the customary playing of hers,
made her a striding cow-girl rather
ftiff in

human

uettes,

and motion

i

.

i

i

'

Wilbur—"What

Glory,"

New Park—"The Show Off,"
George Kelly's sparkling comedy
of American life, with Louis John
Bartels and Helen Lowell. Third
week.
Colonial — "Ziegf

eld's

two weeks of Mr.

last

annual revue.

Follies,"
Ziegfeld's

This one

is

the

20th.

Plymouth— "The

Gorilla," trav-

esty on mystery plays, with
laughs. Fifth week.

many

—

Majestic "Rose-Marie," last
three weeks of Arthur Hammerstein's popular operetta which has
stayed with Boston for 28 weeks

up to date.

'

A

touching

little

playing, and filthy communication, and
to serve God twice a day, with the ordinary service usuall In Churches of England, and to clears the glasse, according
to the old order of England."
then asked the meaning of "clearing the glass." No explanation has been
received.

pnraee anything to do with
The naodcal half-f:»>ur sand glass 1. e.
half-an-hour of time? Sometimes the
glass turned every hour, as Trelawny
observed in hl<» "Adventures of a
Younger Son."
There was a curious expression "To
flog the glass." Falconer mentions the
trick in his "Universal Dictionary of the
Marine" (1769): "Manger du sable" (to
eat the sand) to flog the glass, or cheat
the glass; expressed of the steersman,
who turns the watch-glasses before they
have run out. In order to shorten the peDaily Chronicle
riod of his watch."
(London) 1894: I got suspicions that it
(the clock) was being flogged that Is
•'Ko

— In

the Interest of
time of those In the mate's

altered

episode

was entertaining

happened

A

W°

disposition
a distant
eouallv dignified ladies from
was
An evening at the theatre
ordered by
'planned, and the hostess
aisle.
'telephone "three seats on the
had been
They arrived after the housethat thendarkened, and discovered
seats G-i. H-^'
tickets entitled them to
the aisle.
and I-l, all very definitely on them, so
There was no time to change
ladies seated themthe three dignified
the
^fves tandem fashion. Naturally
perturbed at
hostess was very much
to remedy It
her mistake, and sought
«

X

!

afsoTn as

possible.

—

making the
wa tch shor-

which will be
played for the first time at these concerts, was brought out In Boston at a
concert of the 18th Century orchestra
conducted by Mr. Martlno in February,
1924.
The concerto Is edited for the
Rlcordl House by the Italian composer
and writer, Alceo Tonl of Milan. In this
When
qditlon there Is an organ part.
Mr. Martlno produced It, Miss Persia
concert.
the
at
harpslcord
Cot played a
It should be remembered that when
"Death and Transfiguration" was flrst
performed here In February, 1897— Emil
Paur was the conductor It was thought
by many to be an anarchistic work.

From

women. She reand beyond him, two
mln
them discreetly for a few
garded

did
and observing that the man him,
Kneak to the woman nearest
d^ ldTupon a .Pre«-'nr m^fgh^'t
might be
He looked as though he
his seat
bilging enough to exchange
o'^er friends so she
for that of one
asked him if he
leaned forward and

u?Is,
nr-t

was

alone.

No

—

response. ,D;,<=»^1"V,'^^^

n.oon-

Beryl Rubinstein, pianist, who will
play In Jordan hall Saturday afternoon,
?houltM*hot be confounded with his col-

.

the toe-pumped ball

As a mature artist
appearance In New
York In I'JlG. He has played with leading orchestras and given recitals. His
with
first appearance in Boston was
Eugene Ysaye In Symphony hall, on

Porthos
With nicety that huge

sent.
His rapier unerring
heaps
shock and hay-cock
1 sing the
wiry thews
Of gnarled arms, and spirit such
Of men who give with
win or lose.
There's honor owing,

Then Alger stories o"*"* ^P??"
teens
"^elr teens.
That boys envisioned clash
And open In chivalric

When

enacte^d^dr^ms^^^^

Pierre Benolt journeyed

the
his

copy for
In search of
"Le Pults de
nnvJl about the Zionists—
In the care
cats
24
Jacob"-^h" left his
having quarreled
of a woman. Now.
cats, ht
the
with
with her but not
creatures
w shes them back. Inconstant
toward the
Uicy turned their affection having sent
Is accused of

woman" who

other cats to M.

Bor.olt.

Mottr. at Berlin.

he made his

^^^^^.^^^^"^^^^^^

ADD TO "CAT STORIES" to

league Arthur Rubinstein. Beryl was
born at Athens, Ga. His father rave
him lessons until the boy was about
12 years old, whore he toured as an InHe has studied with
fant prodigy.
Alexander Lambert of New York, and

Da

blue.
Hurtles aloft Into the

Near East

Mr. Lovlna. who will give a piano reJordan hall tonight, has an atiTogram. Mr. Robinson will
give a concert In Stelneil. hall.
Julio Cardoiia. violinist, will play In
Jordan hall tomorrow night.
cital In

tractive

And lovers lackadaisical faintest blue.
With llngorous eyes of
football game.
But how about that
year

vistas Of

so far as to call

cent."

beams,
yew,
spreading „-ro
The grandeur of the

if,,

It "IndeIn New York one critic, and a
"Tone-phoexclaimed:
brilliant one.
tography In the charnel-house, music
as the demonstrator of pathology!" In
1926 writers about music are Inclined to
say that this tone-poem has begun to
"date," If it Is not already "old bat.'

Some went

r^.'sed her ^ olce
he might be deaf, sheagain.
Are >ou
slightly and asked
passed over
look
a loner An agonized his hand to his
his face, and raising
"Fer
mouth he whispered hoarsely,
my
,i;ve Kot
Gawd; sake, shut up.
H. F. M.
me!
wife and daughterjvlth

FIRST FOOTBALL
r'^nSk^^f
poets <^may^'.i'n|

i

sical literature.
concerto,
Corelll's

"vertical string
point In the flrst of the.
about to ^see what
of seats she looked
that she and
changes could be made so
without craning
her guests could talk
Beside her was a man.
?helr necks.

And with a grunt
we

comprise CoreUl's concerto grosso, known
as the "Christmas" concerto; Richard
Strauss'8 tone poem, "Death and Traneflguratlon," and the "Episode In the
Life of an Artist" (the "Fantastic"
symphony), by Hector Berlioz, for which
that great composer drew Inspiration
from the Irish actress Harriet Smlthson.
with whom he was madly In love,
though, listening to stories that workefl
her Injury, ha caricatured her crueUy In
the finale of the symphony, "A Witches'
Sabbath." The symphony was flrst performed In 1S30. when Beethoven had
not been dead four years; when Schumann had just obtained his mother's
when
music;
study
to
permission
Brahms and Tschalkowsky were not
born, and Verdi was a poor, unknown
student at Busseto; it Is still regarded
as one ot the greatest works In all mu-

lady
theat>-e.
last week In a Boston
and hosPltable
of distinguished bearing
"^her

t
First grim tussle of the
'^feree s whistle
The sS^eaming of the
cheei
unled
ihe scattered blast of an

published the flrst order
to be observed by Capt. Frobisher's captains when he set out with 16 sail of
ships in May, 1578.
'To banish swearing, dice and card
Sept. 7

The program of the Symphony conSymphony hall this week will

TIMID SOUL

A'

As the World Wags:

mode

certs In

dore
Google."

1

means whereby
us.— Lord Laty-

and
Is the
Is presented to

mer.

Theo"sir they were Paul Revere,
Barney
Roosevelt. Jesse James and

'

the Maxwell Anderson-Laurence
Stallings virile and lusty comedy
of the marines. Third week.

1

men

J

cast.

Time
eternity

American Medical Association)
Horse"Mr. D.. who were the Four

1

Irish

MILES

.—Ed.

and, Burton

(Journal

,

famous

Price

;

WAS TWENTY
AWAY

SHERIDAN

AND

—

competent

,

"^ButTho Altamont, K. 7.. Enterprise
to thank
published this card: "AVe wish
in auy way in
every one who helped us
i^nA
«ur
husbano
my
the death ot
by Mi-».
father " It wan signed
Mr,.
and
Mr.
;
Mr Ind Mrs.

tonlan visitor yelled for three
any
an hour because he couldn t B^tHotel
the
hot water In his bathroom at
the
when
collapsed
Regis, and nearly
manager of the hotel, after many prothat he
testations over the telephone
heater
had personally been firing the and got
since 4 A. M., came up himself
fluid
bucketfuls of .steaming, sizzling
out of the
for the eminent Bostonian
S NOWDIGGER.
tap marked "Col d"!

1

Shubert "The-Student Prince,"
musical version of "Old Heidelberg," with Odette Laudner, De
Wolf Hopper, James Liddy, Eva
Davenport and others. A male
chorus of 60 voices is one of the
features. Fourth week.

comedy, with
Second week.

Births

of

Heaven,"
the John Golden success which
stayed with New York for two
Ann Forrest and Louis
years.
D'Arclay are the principal playSecond week.
ers.

Nichols's

announcement

periodical

'owing to the
to the effect that
week, the
ruHh Of advertising this
postponed to
bo
will
Deaths
and

As the World Wags:
a BosThey say In Mexico City thatquarters

|

— "Seventh

Castle
Rose," Anne

"Another

was

COMFORTS OF HOME

j

I

Square — "Abie's

weekly

sires to
''e«th of her huab""'"
E sted In the

^"'^^'"'^^"i.'^^EBSTER.
Mobjack, Va.

—

Tremont

WRITES:

O.

In Berrien Springs,
following form which
Mich., carried the
of one of
appeared whenever the deal h
" ^"l/
the ^
its citizens provided
widow) denew widow: 'Mrs. (name ofso k ndly asthank those wno

local

1

pictures.

"Young Woodley,"
Hollis
Glenn Hunter and Helen Gahagan
in a play by the young English
playwright, John Van Druten.
Second and last week.

O.

can

given,

1^7

"The

this,

|

CONTINUING PLAYS

was

IRENE FMNKUN

-

article concerning the slgnlflcanco of the decorate!
have never seen a
1
ace of spades.
l
deck which had a plain ace. Lately
of
wrote to the Playing Card Company
the
that
The reply was
Cincinnati.
as it
decoration means nothing, except
the firms name,
printing
for
used
is
Head.
that It is called th* "Deck
there was more than
I remember that
was
and a quite different reason

Keane and Claire
In
a new offering,

We

n a silly romanticist. Yet a good performance, and tjuite in the vein of an
amusiris play.
E. G.

Irene Franklin. In (i medley nf new
songs, assisted by Jerry Jarnagin, a
pianist of ability, beads the bill at
Keith's this week. Miss Franklin Is no
stranger to vaudeville patrons, and although she did not include "Redhead"
in her repertory of songs, she obliged
v.ith several of the older favorites.
She
had to give more than a half-dozen
noores before the show could proceed,
i^aymond and Caverly, re-united after
ht years' separation, and one of ih^

I

On

;ilays Itself.

villain^ la

Wags:
Some time ago I read an
the World

-Vs

convention In a small-tlm\^hotel.
act is that In wnlch Joe
Mendl, an 18-months-old baby chimpanzee, stars. The simian has the Intelllgence of a 5-year-old child and more
than proves It In the course of his act.
He is presented by his instructor, Miss
Gertrude Bauman.
Slargaret Romaine, former soprano at
the Metropolitan Opera House, offers a
pleasing cycle of songs from the classlcal to Jazz. She also plays the 'cello.
Lew Murdock and Mildred Mayo in
"Footloose," i-how some new steps In
dancing. Miss Mayo is youthful and
comely. She possesses a fine voice and
is a skillful dancer.
Jack Cameron, assisted by several
a skit,
offer
dancers,
singers and
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp." It portrays
hoboes.
of
a
group
life in the camp of
Other acts include Wllla and Harold
Browne In "Rag Art," Greenwich Village Models in a series of living stat-

r

the

ACE HIGH

well

Pleasantries,"

An unusual

le

rnan

1.1

rieP.
remlriarTSi that In
Th
P>n.
tl...
gnoux'B new oomedy at
huM.nna
Jealou»
Theatre In Pari., tt
h.ch.i.iKod
«„p„o.scd to have been
cal play, thmriKlc Into a cat. A real
was recently
p«r^ as a man -monkey
Keen on the stage In London.

nary

«Xpl>.a::lijn.. uC

cullouulul or slung
ISth and 19th centuries.

.-...I

,u.-

ers'

li

tory.

:

.

appear
AVTiItney
"Room 909." It Is a farce of the funsort
and deals with an undertakniest

In a local contemporary last Saturviz.: Lord Lovata on trial for his

11

"New

Emmett

Robert

hanlcal clangor.
This CalvlnlEt Imitation of the Buddl3t prayer-wheel, for the repose of the
ial>>
of the donor's deceased family.
•!>y yet come before the courts; they
In
if-n might adapt a famous phrase
In a garbled
••litlsh .history, repeated
ly,

.Mtll.li

Ih.-

the billing,
describes It.

The

li.c

any

In

acl
Jests and antics as of yore ser\e to keep
the Ruditors In ronr.«i of laughter. Thi>act has been brought up to date and

Jiilliiir,

.lan-

find th.
Kr.

:ot

honors
\v:i.lti

>r

first

Jan. 20, 191S. He came here later as
Mr.
pianist for the Duncan dancers.

Rublnstelp has composed a piano concerto, a piano sonata, and pieces for
voice, violin, piano. At Cleveland he was
a teach«.r cf the piano at the CleveUnd Institute of Music. As wo remembor him as c pianist, he had an ingratiating tone, fluency, brilliance, taste.

The Sunday afternoon concert In
Svmphony hall (Oct. 18). will be Klveu
bv John McCormack. Haro' Delmore,
tenor, will sing In Jordan hall that afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. Three Handelean
airs, foi:r pongs by O. Faure. and groups
of Itallin, German and American aongs.

There will be a benefit concert In
Svrophony hall on Monday night, Nov.
9,' in aid of the South End Music School.
S'.grld Onegin of the Metropolitan Opera
Company will be the singer.
3Ame. Melba has been writing her memoirs.

Appearing

In

Eeria! forr^

In

the

j

|

the wide

lit

j

ot

.'ipdi'i.si

/
.

.lesrAph of liOndon, they are
(too^-natured and entertainNow that the sorles Ja onded, the
as a book.
,-les wlU r.ppear

I

I

-

,

linpassloned measures.
Last monfii she wrote an article headi "If I Could Start Again" for the Dally
Chronicle. She would take up muslo as
"It Is the verj' finest
tho first step.
teaches
It
Btago.
the
for
lii.lnlns
and,
phrasing,
expression,
rhythm,
above all, It cultivates a sense of proart."
of
all
basis
Is
the
v,-hlch
portion
?he would albo take a course of Shakespeare and the old comedies, schooling
"that I have to my great regret missed."
"But If she were not an actress, eMo
would be a doctor. There la an odd
kink In my nature for surgery. I would
po miles to eeo a big operation. If I
vere a youngster today, and my parents
sent me to college, I ehould certainly,
drift to the medical schools, ajid the

,

whistling

some

little

,

made

fercnt

from

I
'

gold

I

I

I

I

as 'The
see myself

I

eiriotlons

air as I re-

profiles
on pale
and gold,
night
floating sean-es,

saint;
i

...

I

can mean to

In

your

hands,

'

!when folded and caressed and coaxed|
and pressed
by your cool fingers In their cool un-l
'

rest!

pat

of

NOTICE-This

1

'

We

R. R- G-

Wvk

transEnglish reviewer regrets that the

by an American "who has apThere
parently been reading Carlylo."
"attempt to rewrite Thoreau's
Is an
exercise
diaries In the style of a French
lation is

book."

To M. Bazalgette, Thoreau's father
beautiappears as "the creator of that
with Its marful thing the hard casing
rowy flesh that a pencil Is. destined
reckoning up aoto the noblest uses—
The
counts, taking notes, drawing."
would
reviewer adds: "Doubtlees Vt
sound better In French."
reThis description of a lead penoU
years
minds me of the advice given
lay
'ago to a young dramatist: "Never

And we're going to liavo some fun.
For Clara Nolan gives a ball
The day ehe's twenty -one.
They've borrowed knives and tabletown.
must bring a chair

CHORUS
are ringing and the girls are
ainglng
;fiddle and the harp

1

,

That Bharp Instrument

The

squeezin',

^

Is

Brooks,

James"
of work?
[

'

hall:

"Auf dem Kirchofe,)) ^"Wlr wandelrd

w

mein Schlummer,"
Brahins;
geh," "Welt ueber dis Feld,"
"Das Fischermaedchen,
"Aufenthalt,
"

"Abschied," "Ihr Bild,
Stadt.
Ivlebesbotschaft," "Staendchen,"
"Xachklang,- Bot"Regenlicd,"
ibert;
Tod das ist die
"Der
schaft,"
'kuehle

"

Naeht."

"FeinsUebchcn,

Sclimied," Brahm.s.

Der

m.ueh

As

tbe

Teachers who
bands!

live

with

^

,

As

for

reviewer fair to Mr.
whose "Pilgrimage of Henry
piece
Is a wholly admirable
this

lead

pencils,

Mr.

I

:

:

hus-

Mr.

Debussy

Levlne

brought

fitting

majesty, his cathedral, though, seemed
not submerged; It stood rather In the
open square.
Then came three "humorous pieces,"
"Debussy's General Lavlne," "A Braggart A- Walking Goes," by Arthur Crew
Inman, who evidently admires the work
of the r.ob'e Lord Berners, and "In a
^odka Shop," a boorish, brawling episode which Arnold Bax dedicated to
They were droll
Miss Mj-ra Hess.
enough, these three, 3>et Bach's mln'uet,

for

j

i

j

j

i

has humor more than

sorre,

The concert closed
Bcpper's melancholy,
"The Dancer in the

the three together.

Charles

with

|

tango,
Patho," delightfully played, and Liszt's
6th Rhapsody.
Mr. Levlne, In truth, has qualities
that place him before the crowd.
R. R. G.

graceful
|

<

I

teachers who can't
Free from'aU the
llv; wltS" their husbands!
If

t^lyttm

Teachers

They

I

who

are married,

1^"'

2D IN SYMPHONY

but have

cult their John orJf*^~ ,,, ..^
we U let
are quite acceptable,

ifiut we'lf^no't^stand

for teachers

it
It

By PHILIP HALE
The program of the second concert of the Boston Symphony orches-

who

<

flat-

s« share the husband'stheir huswith
They must not live

j

Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor,
which took place in Symphony hall

tra,

bands!
the Jubilee:
Hurray; hurray, we'll brjng wlU set us
Hurray: hurray, this song

yesterday afternoon, 'was as follows:
Concerto Grosso, No. 8
Corelli,
Strauss'
("Clu-istmas" Concerto);
"Death and Transfiguration"; Ber-

teachers who are
We'll ^not' stand tor
.
married, no, not we,
their husbands.
with
If th^y still live
,

,

be by single
Boston schools must always
ladles taught—
chance and
Married ones have had their
so they shouldn't ought
have not
who
those
Take the Jobs from

I

:

husband caught—
their husbands.
Let them go Uve with
yet a

paper,

although they did use blotting
and there was no sandbox in the office.
The sct^vener wrote folio after folio In
copper-plate long hand. He almost wept
when a typewriter was introduced in the
By the way, one of Herman
office.
"BarMelville's best short stories Is
"
the scrivener, whose rebellion
tleby
eeen^ed unaccountable to hie employer.

Interesting

warm sym-

A

Jubilee!
Hiirrav hu'^ay, we'll bring the
will set us
Hurray! hurray, this song

Herkimer

Johneon once told us that he could not
write with them. His Invaluable contributions to sociology are written with
to
a stub pen; for he has never learned !nuse a typewriter, which he thinks
duces one to be diffuse, long-winded
of
When he studied law, the members
pens,
the firm rejoiced in soueaking a.uill

this

flat
turne, beautifully played, the
waits, which he heard differently from
other players, and the G minor ballad.
To the "Cathedrals Engloutle" of:

i

.

their

With

Most attractively he played a Grieg
Humoreske, a piece quite unfamiliar.
From Chopin he choso the D flat Noc-

AL.

,

sea.

pathy.

World WagB)

not been such fools—

at

muslo Mr. Levlne showed

Boston's public schools!
pirates,
Despicable creatures, they are
they are ghouls.
have
who
those
from
away
Keeping Jobs

,

the Theban husbaadlays bare
^,
breast of our great mother.

But

-

mezzo-soprano, to
E'lena Gerhardt,
Hollister,
the accompaniments of earroU
Symphony
sang these songs last night in

.

man

ring free for all.

ELENA GERHARDT

^

With which

I

tum-tum.

"DIs

^^'OWSHOB

(For

far
the stilts for a moment; and
from callng a spade a spade, call !t—

jlKt.-.bt!!s

ten,"

m

off

leiser
"Willst du, dass Ich

I

aU from
Chase the married teachers

j

"Oh! come, v.'Ill you come,
never wlU forget It if you come.

"Sonntag," "Immer

he used to do. The "Nirvana," though
odd Indeed and, at a first hearing,
pointless, left an Impression behind It
that study would prove worth while.
In his "Waves" he chose a singularly
unrealistic rhythm; the piece might
suggest city streets as well as waves.
For the Chanty he wrote real melody,
Every bar of
well defined, attractive.
the third piece was alive with suggestion; Bloch must in his day have been

LIVING WITH THEIR HUSBANDS

,

down.

.Ua" In the parlor
Clara Nol»n'B baur*

I

tuh stat« that theez new
men's kloze have caused tha
'stiles
frends.
deth uv wun uv my very deer
an' he wuz
He wuz known as Slim Jim,garter
fer a
Paris
so skinny he wore a
There wuzn't no rats around
belt
ter crawl
Jim's houss because he used
down tha holes after them an' shoot
In
Jaj! tha
put
got
he
em Wenever
that
atborltiese had tuh taik his word
had a
he
he" wood ftay there, because
beforth
an
back
habit uv walking
He
tween tha Iron bars fer exercise. wet,
tha raln-an' never git
kood walk
sum
git
tuh
an- if he wuz In a hurry
cuts thru
piase he wood talk short
uther day
drain pipes an' sewers. Tha
here
theez
uv
Jim bot hlsself a pair
wood
oxford bag trousers so Peeple
know wen he wuz present. Yessterday
street wen
he wuz running down tha
sllpt an' fell thru
all uv a sudden he
his
uv his pants legs an" busted
neck.

;

I

desire

wun

'

And Mr. Levlne has a oathoMo »nd
individual taste In muslo, and enterprise too, for after the Bach he played
a "Nirvana" by Ernest Bloch, and [
three sea poems, "^'aves," "Chanty" [
and "At Sea." As things go better \
with Bloch he writes less savagely than

1

tlie

and

task.

they
buildings belong to me as much as
do to him: also, he need not trauble
He
himself about his future debts.
would do better to take care of some
gead. Oct.
of his old ones first. O-^l's
Mrs. JAMES A. COLLINS.
5, 1925.

,

cloths

l-eaEln'

have not read "Henry Thoreau"

origby tveon Bazalgette either In the
translation Intoj
inal French or In the
Brooks, but an
English by Van

gaged

^

Coarl»r-Ga»«tte)

to give notice that

Is

m

the early 'SOs. The first versa and thai
chorus are all that my niemofy retains:
"Tou're all Invited and the band's en-

sit

—

j

As the World Wags:

above

"In asking for the
F. E. Xi. wrlljes:
of 'Clara Nolan's Ball," the 'Sad
back
some. It was
going
Old Prof.' Is
bung In ono of Pat Rooney'e shows and
by Irish comedians generally along in

But every man
If he wants to

MUton was

A HORRIBEL TRAGEDIE

beautiful tone, smoothness, rhythm and
To
sentiment and archness.
the gloom of "Aufenthalt" she added
at
again
Gerhardt
Mies
splendor,
tonal
her best In different vein.

words

about

|

anyone who buys the garage or hen
last
house advertised In these columns
s
Saturday by James A. Collins of Owl
Head will buy Into a lawsuit, as those

modern little figure, far removed from the strapping dairymaid of
the legend. She would have looked decorative, one feels. In the hayfleld, and

all

(Me.)

Eockland

to

v(A<lT.

lectual

From

technique, Indeed, ot quite virtuoso oallThe
bre, marked by bnautlful tone.
quesUon is, wherein and to what degree
other
from
dlfZerent
Levlne
Is
MSr.
young pianists of Uie day, and whether
he Is blessed with quallttea which distinguish him from the crowd.
He Is. He Is blessed, first of all, with
the magnetUm whloh makes people lis
ten to him attentively and with enthuflasm. He has in his favor, too, a
delightful .rhythm; he showed it at
once In the Baoh minuet, as well as
tonal variety and a fine skill in nuance.
He luiB a sensitiveness to what Is
traglo In muslo, even when the tragedy
witness the
Us not plainly indicated
first page of the Bach C minor prelude,
exercise In
mere
a
pianists
tor most
even tone; if ther fancy, by the way,
mastering a technical feat, let them try
to Imitate Mr. Levlne's sounding of
that same melody In C minor, no easy

I

'

I

been very witty at the expense of the
sunburnt tollers, but she would have
crumpled up under the strain cf work,"
as Mrs. Flske would have crumpled.
But Jlr. Hardy selected :Mls3 Davles
from many candidates, «nd Mr. Griffith
admits that she hae "power as an actress and high sferlolusness."

a

pilroself

and also the

master of an admirable technique, a

j
!

TART, ALSO SNAPPY

Brahms

added songs.

trying to prove that

Is

It

Mr. Hollister accompanied very well,
all in the attractive "Abschied."
The audience, of good size, wanted many

Hubert Griffith says that Miss Ffrangcon Davlea as Tess in Thomas Hardy's
dramatization of his novel has not the
"She Is an Intelrequisite physique.

;

an albino!

nuance,

DEVIB XAY.

bound!

that Mr. Lsvlne showed
Ihoroug'nly Bound musician,

;

.'

j

To think that with mere tones you
fashion bands
that bind, a moment, beauty without

Mr. Johnson seen with a row
one pencil, protruding
.or

Is

And
nounced the letter "R" very hard
now t at deep thinker Dr. H^ndrlck
of
University
Dorthe
ot
MutSehmann

felt.

much

sound

I-evlna.
pianist, gave a reoltal
last night in Jordan hall. Not to 'wast*
time on what may be taken for granted,
let it be said at once and v^y shortly,

Henry Levlne,

trustworthy, that John Milton arose
at 4 A. M.; went to bed about 9 o'clock;
rarely drank between meals and pro-

Of beauty, indeed, there was not too
in Miss Gerhardt's "Immer leiser"
nevertheless, it stirred the audience
deeply. Delightfully, on the other hand,
;he sang Schubert's "Abschied," Miss
jerhardt at her best, a mistress of

what

JORDAN KAtitr—Henrr

Is

frroup or the first tv,o of
the second, or yet Schubert's "Jhr Bild."
What could they mean to people who
knew not their meaning ? Iiittle enough,
since Miss Gerhardt is scarcely the singer to muMe them a delight from their
beauty alone.

and water frothing down a mountain

me, when molded

1

I

were unfamiliar. Not everySjThphony hall last night could
be expected to knov. the last two of the

•

RECITAL BY LEVINE]

to some, but every scrap of Information
concerning the private life of an Illustrious, though modest, leader In sociological research, should be of Importance to the world at large. Is it not
a pleasure to know. If old John Aubrey

In

first

,

pencils,

the songs

body

think
A v. Drake of Portland, Me
organist ot
that Mr. Yootell, municipal
thi
enter
Douglas, Isle of 'Man, Bhould
HaU ot Fanaa.

from a waistcoat pocket. He has abandoned the fountain pen, for. he says,
stains his waistcoat and
It leaks and
These facts may seem trivial
shirt.

to

how many persons could follow
who did not know the songs? Many

idols quaint
cloudy orient Jade, and bells to hold
the morning wind, and popples blown
to bold
vermilion; soft at dusk a robin's plaint,
fend Bunset tlirough a topaz window

these are only fragments of

letters, and assorting them for the
flames? For by the cartload they are
annually burned. Sometimes from out
the folded paper the pale clerk takes
a ring— the finger It was meant for,
perhaps, moulders In the grave; a bank
charity— he
swiftest
In
Bent
note
whom It would relieve, nor eata nor
pardon
for those
more;
any
hungers
who died despairing; hope for those who
tidings
for those
died unhoplng; good
who died sUfled by unrelieved calamiOn errands of life, these letters
ties.
Bpeed to death."

Nor

^ McCRADY.

^

H F M. proposes for the Hall of
Fame Mrs. Emma Generous who con
and
ducts the town home for the needy
destitute In WalUngford, Vt.

dead

of

the married women who may
on the payroll be
live with their husbands!
still
thev »
iney

If
II

ceive a man by nature and misfortune
prone to a pallid hopelessness, can any
business seem more fitted to heighten
handling these
It than that of continually

is

ing,

of

And

j

After'^poor Bartleby died, it was found
out that he had been a subordinate clerk
in th« dead letter oftlce at 'Washington
and had lost his position through a
'Conchange In the administration,

no slight matter, by the same
givej songs their due when
nine people out of ten have no idea
what they are about. Miss Gerhardt'.'5
programs furnished no texts. Her admirably distinct German notwithstandIt

token,

winds and faint
magnolia and stars; and

fold.

dif-

—

car^-en
In

•

those

curious lack i* her artistic nature, she
does not know the way to prepare for
them, how to grade a climax; she sings
sadly, fervently, despairingly, as the
case may be, whenever the text seems
to her to call for sadness, fervor or
despair but without sufficient preparation it Is no ^asy matter to make these

j

dull

program

Oer-

But Miss Gerhardt has never b^en apt
nt managing big effects.
Owing to a

FOR A PIANIST
stone,

night's

Miss

she usually plans,
Though \ery likely she was wl^e. tt
seemed a pity to do away entirely with
the narrative type of song In which she
excels.
And after all she need have
felt no fear, since with "Die Forelle,"
which she ventured as an extra song,
she made the same great effect that
she always makes when she .lincs it.
.Vs well as her sonars, to .eu''- the nnditorlum, MIs.s Gerhardt varied to some
extent her mode of singing.
She relied less than is her wont on snudiiig.
She took .slighter advantage than usual
of her masterly skill at lending each
word Its fitting tonal color. Instead of
dealing with words li'ss Gerhardt, In
short, concerned herself with phrases
or stanzas, for each of which she found
a suitable quality of tone, ^and maintained It.
In a large hall, no doubt
she arg-i)ed, finesse would never tell;
she must do what she could with big

moved an appendix."
and

last

ii;Ul,

effects.

know me

can
French

hardt

nipiiuiiy

j

tray ^« remembered that Marie
Tempest began her c-areer as a Blnger.
AcadAs a pupil 01 Garcia at the Royalbronze,
eniy of Muslo she was awarded
rewe
Well
do
and sold medals.
. 1,
f 'ber her hrro In "The Red Hussa'"
Her "Carmen" was
m "Dorothy,"
atloally an Interesting performance,
light for the more
was
voice
;:;oui-:h her

reit generation might
I
Singing Suigeon.*

si>

—

i

;

:

:

Hnrrav hurray,
HuSty, hu" ay,
free

lioz,

"Fantastic" Symphony.

The concerto was performed

|
i

|

for the

Mr. Marfirst time bv this orchestra.
arrangetlno brought out Aleco Toni's
at one
yesterday,
ment. the one used
at the tst.
of his 18th century concerts

h
|

|[

Theearly last year.
tharJ
vmsic is interesting In more ways the,
Is
In a slow movement there
one
pa-^sagesA
.-suggestion of the angelic host,

James

we'll bring the Jubilee'
we'll set the system
j

Thealcfl.

that Handel
T.-rltlng the
i-iet
,ilni,

may have remembered

in

«^"'^«'
"Messiah."
^^^'J
of
Corelli at Rome, thought highb

and knew

;

.

his muslo._

I

.'^^
!

—

;:

'.'ism

;

Twer* v»ln to toy "Whart wron«T
Why weep today?"
She's like to turn, a Bmtle like Hm.vm

of

much

r
prison
L

5a:i.o.

I'.ic

Jk;..

i;.

inpplnti o\tr hi-r own feet
thn dellghl snd
in use men t uf tUe pauBerby.
I
love to promenade wUh her.
She
constantly draws attention to us. Sho
Is niagnetlcully dlfTerent.
She Interested iiic ut llrst. She fasciilalullly

Itself

e epliit

fo"'"'

MADELINE W. COBB.

'

,i

,

JOYS OF THE MONTH
t\!i

-Mflgurktlon section

Is

in

its

of natui'Vs perennial maaterplcce.
she Is spendthrift of her art in

Is

I

most
reaUsm

ccmmonpU\ce unless

death to me;
is a -Bord infinitely

is

i

i

ten-.lble.

section Is '•difIf the Transfiguration
said that Strauss's
fuse," it might
and unlike
dying,
is a long time
ri an
have the
t Uarles the Second does not
erace to apologize for the delay. They
explanatory
his
wrote
Kitter
e.av that
poem after he heard the music. Did
To some this poem
lie consult Strauss?
power
<loes not in any way enlarge the
It is a good thing once
cf the music.
out
find
to
hearer
ii, a while to allow a
he can in musical contents, esV. hat
j.ecially as no two- persons hear music
ith the same ears or dilate with exfiL'llv the same emotion.
for the Transfiguration section
.\s
"vtiich Mr. Gray finds "cold," •'sophlstl.ated"—why, "shameless"?— the effect
(".epends largely on the manner in which
Excellent conductors
it is Interpreted.
have here come to grief. They have
cUmai, have hurgreat
fntioipated the
led in their Impatience for the expecttd applause, have not built the crowning measures upon a solid structure.
Mr. Koussevltzky'3 reading was In'.tnsely dramatic, well-considered from
to end, \ital in all respects.
I ^-ginning
1 oes
one scy "theatrical?" ."Well, the
'
.usic itself is largely theatrical, as the

was with the

bal-

houses:

witness
with Its singularly vapid
measures, a ballet applauded to the echo
by those who first saw it in ISil and
in after years.
In the "S^ene in the
Meadow" Mr. Speyer played the English
horn with poetic feeling.
^ The concert will be repeated tonight.
The program of Tiext week is as follows:
Lladov, "From the Apocalypse," symphonic picture (first time la Boston)
Tchaikovsky,
"Pathetic
Symphony"
Chabrler-Mottl,
.Bourree
Fantasque
Debussy, First Khapsody for clarinet
end orchestra (Mr. .Mlegra, clarinetist)
Dukas, "The Sorcerer's Apprentice."
;

;

(For As the World Wags.)
fs.>ber harf'a
complex quite her own—
Qe weeps, she spends her elghs, she
^

Insistent.

decision.
Isn't it so?

homes and

offices

!

And Sunday

is

no day

I

—

Ask some

(If

artist or

architect,

/

sculptor

he he not too well fed),

if

Wonderland In
if he answers

Franklin Park and the Arboretum are
places to walk alone or with one another
well chosen—a dog. There are no crowds
at tlie Arboretum: only beauty
and
peace and the smell of trees and earth,
and autumn s banners held high. Go
there on a weekday. Let the boss
rave
the wife starve, and the kids
go shoeless.
There you will see October, outrider of the dj'ing 3-ear on a
gallant

ti-essea

i

lers,

of

cow which accordingly tiled to eat
and cloth, it was Buffielently
The numberless generations, of
fine.
secluded Hindu women of liigh caste,
had given them a sense of touch so
grass

delicate that they could handle thread
tenuous beyond belief, the fabrics there-

Ah!

her the appearance of having had smallpox at one time. Her figure wasn't
much to ravo about— It curved In places

b.y

"Manchester goods"

unhappy day, a sultan
j

(iiia-

Long before

tliat

northern India reproved his daughter for appearing, as he thought, with nothing on her
.<;houlders, she triumphantly unwound
seven different layers, all so transparent
In

that ths aggi"egate was scarcely visible.
Will the new fabrics give similar ballroom gowns to our bathing beauties, so
that their effrontery may be matclied

by their garments

In

hue about which poets never
legs wer? bowed and her feet
had a decided tendency to turn In at

Her

The absence

of

two

In front

gave

her a weird expression of vacuity, and
when the wind whistled" through the
vacant spaces It sounded like the moaning and wailing of a lost soul.

to

write,

must

the

tobacco out

to get the

Without these aids to
activity, he eays, he cannot

pipe.

Pan" smoked three

cigars

at

,

pitcher."

said
It is strange that nothing Is
about Mr. Hutchinson's favorite brand
Mr. Baldwin of England,
of tobacco.
whose pipe Is as famous as the one
svorted by our Vice-President, was not

being sheer?

CHARLES-EDWARD AAB.

Boston.

CARDONA PLAYS

|

|

confess that we found many
things in "One Increasing Purpose" to
enjoy, especially the humorous descriptions of certain characters, their actions
and their speech; nor are we disturbed
because the novel has been described
good
as a long-winded tract, with the
brother finally preaching from a carahis
of
possibility
the
with
van wagon;

We

Cardona, \'1ollnlst, -played this
'program last night in Joi-dan hall, exJulio

cellently accompanied
pianist:

by

Teofllo

Rus-

isell,

Sonata, E minor (Sarabandeet Rondeau), Francoeur; 1st Sonata (Adagio
and Fuga), Bach; Romance, op. 40, Beethoven; Andante Can labile, SgambatijVlla Polacca,
Ph. Scharwenka; Notjturno, Joachim; Burlesque, Tlrlndelli.
jRomanze, Bruch; Hungarian Melodies,
Ernst.
Though Mr. Cardona is said to be a
Portuguese, the head of the violin department of the Conservatory of Music
at Lisbon, one may venture the guess
that he learned to play the violin in
Germany. He shows the sound muslianshlp that marks most GermanHe produces the
trained performers.
tone that characterizes the exponents
of a certain German school sweet in
passages not too strong, when loud not
ntirely agreeable to our American ears
today. And evidently he regards Bach
as a master of musical design alone,
not to be prettified by the adding of
color, nor degraded by any glow of
emotion. Of this same school Mr. Cardona showed himself last night a
worthy representative.
His program, though conservative,
carried features that distinguished it
from others. Mr. Cardona played no
concerto; all thanks to him, since he
had no orchestra at hand to accompany
him.
He felt no necessity to play an
entire suite by Francoeur, just because
he lliicd, lamself, a certain .movement or
two. Recognizing" that a. little of Bach
unaccompanied goes far, he saw no
harm in playing from a Sonata the two
movements that please him best. A pity
more violinists do not think like Mr.

—

Carfrom
with

This ending
finally marrying his girl.
reminds one of Clem Yeobrlght turning
in Hardy's
preacher
open-air
Itinerant
"Return of the Native," but only to
alone set
left
Hardy's advantage. "He
creeds and systems- of philosophy, finding enough and more than enough to
occupy his tongue in the opinions and
actions common to all good men. Sonve
believed him, and some believed him
were comnot; some said that his words
*monplace, others again remarked^ that
a man to take
It was well enough for
to do
to preaching who could not seem
For poor Clem there
anything else."
reward.
future
was no woman for a
Eustacia was dead.
And now Little, Brown & Co. have,
published "One Increasing Purpose" In
an attractive "pocket edition." The
novel was reviewed at length In the
Herald some time ago. Now we speak
only of this edition. Would a man feel
ashamed it ho were to drop dead in the
street with this novel in his pocket?
What sort of a book should a man carry in case of a fatal accident? Eplctetus? The golden book of Marcus Aurellus? Baxter's "Call to the Unconverted"? PosKlblv, the fat, squat little volume "Watts and Select,"? What If the
pocket contained a volume of Paul Morand's stories, or Sherwood Anderson's
"Many Marriages"? A man, falling to
the sidewalk, or the victim of an automobile, need not fear assaults on -his
moral character if Mr. Hutchinson's
novel is found on his person.

i
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Bach

{
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CROWD JAMS

^

METROPOLITAN
.

Management Forced to
Open Doors When 10,000
Gather Outside

As tlio World Wags)
You can never be as happy as I am
the fiTst red leaves of
seen
have
I
For
-"^
i
autumn
Glowing in the swamps like tongues of
flame
And I have chased the great, green
files from the woods;
And I have gathered the purple aster
and goldenrod
In great clu.';ters, the purple and gold
of queens.
.\nd I hav^ run my h^rse through the
woodlands,
Passes, and great, fr.igrant pines,
Tii my blooc' ran hot and glowing
And my body as strong as steel.
You can never be as happy as I am
For I love t!;e hard pace of a race
And I've scon tht banners of a«tumn
And the wild geecc flying South- E. G.
(Fjr

well; Por'uguese music, of the people or of the
When he
schools, most of us do not.
plays in other cities it is to be hoped
slip the
let
will
not
Cardona
that Mr.
opportunity to give his audiences somenight
last
The audience
thing ,new.
liked his playing very much.
R. B. G.

essential

sing.

himself

Mr. Gallaspy, that fine fellow
described In "The Life Adventures of
John Bundle," always blew two pipes
at once, "one at each corner of his
mouth, and threw the smoke out at both
nostrils," but he was a singularly accomplished man who could drink seven
"seven glasses so
that Is,
In hand;
placed between the fingers of his right
hand that In drinking the liquor fell
into the next glasses, and thereby he
drank^ut of the first glass seven glasses
He did not swallow a
at once
a
fluid like other people, but if it was
quart, poured it in as from pitcher to

where

straight
lines
counted and
straightened out where bends were most
appropriate.
Her hair was Uiat mud-colored, non-

j

once.

from, however, were so expensive that
they finally were crowded from the
cliinc-maP.e cottons).

Bitting

"Peter

I

and Beethoven we know very

the World

Wags;
Her eyes were a fishy blue and
slightly crossed.
Her complexion was
rather muddy and pimply, which
gave

the "bsst sel-

mental
write a line.
No doubt there are some readers who
would deprive him of tobacco In all
admirers,
Its forms, for If he has many
there are also many who at the mention
and
pooh"
"Pooh,
of his name say
sneer at his Inflated language when he
wishes to be impressive or emotional.
"Three or four pipes." Is It possible
that Mr. Hutchinson smokes them all
Barries pirate In
the same time?

.

ing

market

"

j

at a time when the ordinary test
there of fine niuslln was to hprcad It on
tho sras.s; if it was not seen by a graz-

Cardona!

HAPPY, THOUGH CHAINED
As

among

Is

and a penknife

'

We

But a pity It is again that Mr.
dona. after making the journey
Lisbon, should not have brought
him music of Portugal to play us.

EDWARD TBRXA.

steed.

M. Hutch"One Increas-

so coy.

am

.these are not vistas of
la world of Fact?
And
jnay, he lies.

whose

have on his desk three or four pipes, a
large ashtray, several boxes of matches

dia,

and

asking you who have
the heritage of the gypsy In you, you
whose fathers got their geography, not
in books, but by romancing up and down
the world until they talked too ardently
and long by the gate in Hera's garden!
Theirs was the larger life, those truants from the school of black and white
and hard Btraight lines. For the most
of us now the Martinet is our master
circumscribing our months and j'ears
with his time clocks, card indexes, mental tests and whatnots. Possibly In the
end we shall all become supermen, even
gods. But we shall be iron gods, and
there will be no }oy on Olynipus.
But never mind our ultimate destiny.
Do you ever walk in your noonings
(those minutes almost stolen from the
treasury of day), or hoinebound at night
when you are partly free, through the
Common or Public Garden, or better
still by the Charles embankment?
Autumn Is generous with her craj^ona in
these places. Here are your vermilions,
orange, grays and dabs of gold. And
roofs that skyline over Charlesbank at
sunset! Or the lights along the Esplanade at night, row after row of quivering yellow butterflies too ecstatic to fly!

tlon.

frowns

brown and gold she flaunt*
the raln-Boaked downs.

call

last novel,

told that Mr. A. S,

,

Ing Purpose,"

loarncU most of
the industry.
cur cotton wtavlng Indirectly from Inof

the toes.
Her teeth were models of Ijliperfec-

OCTOBER

mg

we

or poet

"Giselle,"

I'KTE.

Fabrics of finest weave, shown In this
week's t xhlbit by the New England
cotton mills, hark back to early days

of her

school boys in mid-adolescence,
wavering with something more than In-

i

The "Fantastic" symphony was finely
and sympathetically read, but the con-

iuousness. And so it
lets
at
the opera

V.

Insou,

!

like

iklll.

Mouesorgsky In his "Night on Bald
Mountain." As fo rthe Ball Scene, It
should be remembered that the dance
music In the Paris of the •20's and '30's
of the 19th century was chiefly rhythm
and glitter: there was little or no sen-

'

j

highways but motors and carbon monoxide anj-way, and besides liaven't we
It is different on a
eaten too well?
weekday. Then, nature Is a large-eyed
wanton, too red-lipplH and with sunlight on her hair, using all her seductive wiles and charms while we stand

;

;

'

As the World Wags:

the

out Into tlia country for a
day! A working day, I mean. If only
to get away from those monstrosities
which peer down at us daily,
No, It wouldn't do on a weekday. But
the yearning Is there, rarely spoken
aloud of course, lest we betray in ourselves disloyalty to his august majesty.
Strange
And-'there's the rub.
Duty.
that it is when nature is best clothed
In the dignity of beauty she beckons ii«
afield, say, between Monday and SaturcTay. Her call la louder then, heartier,

more

.ragedy of "Hamlet" or "Othello" Is'
theatrical in the better meaning of the
word. The death of the humblest man
or wom-n is an episode In the great
theatre of the world. •Mr. Koussevltzky
made all detailp an Inevitable part of
(he whole. At the beginning there was
shuddenng, sinister antlclpatAin of what
was to conit. There was the passionate,
spasmodic revolt. If there was undue
aentimo.it in the recollections and the
bitter
i-egret.s,
the fault was with
Strauss.
i:ot
Mr. Koussevilzky, for
Richard In h!» choice of thematic material is often amazingly tasteless, incline dtowarda mush.
The great feature of the interpretation was the magnificent preparation of the overwhelming climax with the long preceding
crescendo.
do not recall so rei.iarkabe
C3 ample
of
interpretative!

cert was a long one, so that many left
before the end
some thus missed the
astounding J^March to the Scaffold," one
of the most wildly impressive movements In musical literature. As for the
Witches' Sabbath, it is the one weak
spot !n the symphony.
Here Berlioz
was no more successful than Bolto with
his witch music In
"Mefistofele" or

and the largest and
Anest in the United States, made its
debut last night to Greater Boston.

DO YOU COTTON TO THEM?

And

at all. Wliy even to change one's clothing is as formidable as climbing the
Matterhorn; and there's nothing on the

^•.

We

.

j

pleasantry of sky.
We In town. If we could only walk (of
run) away from these rabbit warrens,

which

(lulckened by Imagination.)
motFor this section might bear as a
in \^ebto the speech of Brachlano
ster s "White Devil":
name
••On pain of death, let no man
It

PENSIVE

factories,

fal s

u

j

I

I

llieali c,

Famous Players -LaslOn

Corporation

j

things wrong with her every day.

magic brushes to dab
wlMj. vermilion and orange, gray and
gold] such commonplace things as sldewalks and yards and roofs beneath a
a few

['not

Mi-li-Dp'.'l'lim

ii.

country, surely she brings to the city

'

seems

drama

Is

;if

reminding

gruesome

irealism in music as in the

and

nio.
So I u)> and married her.
She Ik
Our.s has been
linppy union.
so diffqorcnt.' Sho keeps ino Intcrestcel.
Deeply Interested. 1 keep finding new

lie

nated

no less than a corner of Wonderfand In autumn. No tern
peramental, unstable scene painter is our
October, touching as she does with deft,
'eure strokes that canvas which Is a j»«rr

-cold, sopllls-

oke, though his comparison
^1- far-fetched.
To me the deatli section

flat

Wags:

Massachusetts

ated effusive^ shameless,
cafe In Monte irresistibly of the
In which
artre representing Heaven,
dressed as
waiters
bv
<:crNed
Is
holding
neeM In white robos .md
'
Mr Grav has a right to his
-v"^
pei-niitted his
be
may
he
and
n

imaginative

the World

:

.pproachipK

I

liouso of the

.-i

Across a sun-washed, elnglnr world.
An unexpected elf!

that he was, could not re»ch
attained
V .;iit that Hanaol
on a fe'*'' transitional
simplicity,
gr'^ii
rently
approach- a durinr th«
Corelll's
^BTB Handel In this reap? -t.
dispi-iy the beauluslc also served to
p-cat string band.
ful sonority of the
volume
Mr. Cecil Gray In his recent
destructive criticism says of Deatn
the ti"t "cnd Tranetlsuratlon" that
"It Is full of the
lon is admirable.
menace of
the
and
death
very stench of
the
while
dissolution.'

,
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WONDERS

OF

GOD

IN

NATURE"

As the Wo;-id Wags:
The TlPraM report*

that

"Bishop

I

a

1
'

Mr

J<.scomer wSuiu
•'Word came back that il'h'&a no name, but tiiat
produoo tomorrow night at the Copley Theatre ami be honored if he might call it Peche Melba. 1 said that he might with
Creaking Chair," a mystery play
toi: the first time in this country. "The
pleasure, and thought no more about it. Bti* ^-pry soon
When the piny the. greatest of
t)y~Allerp Tupper Wilkes, revised by Roland Pertwee.
Peche Melba was the rage of London.
afterwards
entitled "The Man in the
as one.
^•as performed in the EntfUsb pro% inces it was
"Escoffier is an artist in his own materials, if ever
where it took the
have made had he
Wheel Chair." Produced at the Comedy Theatre. London,
I ortCe tried to calculate exactly how much he would
that
re-estabhsh
in
to
place of the Grand Gui?r,ol, which Jose Levy tried
charged a royalty of one penny on every dozen Peches Melba that were
at the Comedy was on July 2-,
citv. it bore its present title. The production
consumed, but I gave it up when I realized that it would total many milEd^an
part of
That excellent actor, C. Aubrey Smith, took the
IP24.
And not only was he the originator of Peche Melba,
lions of pounds.
severed sciatic nerve—
Latter, an Egyptian explorer, suffering from "a
Poire Melba, Fraiaes Melba, and all the other dishes that followed
but
of
-who is confirw.1 in a
knife had been Hung at him in an ancient temple'
train.
Bankhead took the in its
wheel-chair while he awaits an operation; Tallulah
"1 have told this story in full because I am always receiving mespart of Latter's wfe, Antta.
sages from chefs in hotels all over the world that they were the origiThe question is, who killed Mrs. Carmthers ?
nators of Peche Melba. Whether they think that my memory is parprincess to ticularly short, or whether they imagine I am merely a fool, I don't
Egyptian
an
of
jeweleThe^ddress
She had brought a
had quite fierce arguments about it."
jealous of her. The precious head- know, but I have

Mr.

t'live will

.

'

Latter,

whose wife was unjustifiably

by a ttusted r:iale servant,
"
first Put in a cabinet, then taken out
Chateaubriand is known chiefly to Americans by the beefsteak that
comes the announcewho thought it would be safer in his pocket. Then
bears his name. Who remembers diplomatic triumphs won by Nesselrode?
Inspector
inevitable
ment that Mrs. Carruthers has been murdered. The
But the recipe for Nesselrode pudding is still in our coojicbooks. The years
and bullies everyone
arrives, this time from Scotland Yard, and badgers
pass -and singers are forgotten. Who knows but that in the years to come
in the houee.
,.'»future
i_
11
Melba will be known by the Peche Melba?
son-in-law
his
Latt«r's daughter had lost heavily at cards:
fez;
man
a
was
a
1«
there
"Mr. Herman Klein, who has never been accused of hating himself,
vas missing when the crime took place. Then
tom-tom. Was the murderer a haa.written his memoirs, "Musicians and Mummers," a book abounding
« man outside who was heard beating a
even the invadid, for it was in pleasant anecdotage. He says that when he came to edit a monthly
crook disguised as a detective? the doctor? or
moment?
publication, "The Operatic and Dramatic Album,"' which contained porfor
a
chair
his
left
had
proved that he
one reviewer. tralits of celebrities, it needed a great amount of persuasion to obtain a
"There was dark and dirty work at the Comedy," said
satisfactory unravelment photograph from a "star." This led Mr. Ernest NewTnan to say that the
"Nearly three hours were consumed before a
To most people StoKlish musical and dramatic world Js a better and a brighter place
at
.
of the carefully knotted skein was arrived
a mystery till within a tnart It was 30 or 40 years ago.
the identity of the culprit will probably remain
Future visitors to the Comedy are
"Our actors and actresses and opera singers have overcome that
few minutes of curtain fall.
assured shrinking modesty that makes their predecessors seem to us now such
be
may
They
man.
guilty
the
for
elsewhere
counselled to look
exciting and poor-spirited creatures. Will it be believed that these half-hearted cretins
accepting our recommendation they will spend a most
dbvs-^

was

,

.

.

.

.

that in
hilarious evening."

^

American twist.
based on the novel.

near

himself

—

interview, while many of them had not even a photograph of themselves
Mr.
wheti that fundamental requisite of the theatrical life was wanted
Klein gives us some almost incredible information oft these points. Most
They
of these unsophisticated 'stars' did ntot want to be advertised.
did not mind whether it cost them anything or not; they did not wish thej
public to see what they looked like in private life, and if the public desired
to see them 'in character' ihcy could gratify their wish by coming to the
!

I

theatre!"
".

Mr. Klein publishes the refusali of Adelaide Neilson, Nelly Farren,

Ada Cavendish, Henrietta Hodson. D'Oyly

neighboring seats concernIt is pleasant to hear;the guessing In the
"I spotted him the
ing the possible murderer; to hear an exultant voice,
So we
moment he came on the stage," or "I'll tell you how he did it.
that we shall guess
look forward to the Copley's production, confident
absurdly, preposterously.

—

so blind to the 'performing artist's first duty ^that of advertising
^that it was difficult to induce any one of them to grant an

were

We pity any one who does not enjoy a mystery play or mystery novel,
whether the word "mystery" is in the title or not.
Was Edwin Drood killed? We have never had the courage to read
although one of
one of the continuations of the unfinished story,
Vermont—we believe the
them came from the spirit world to a man in
read the comcommunication came to him in that state. Nor have we
of Adah Isaacs
one
Kerr"),
C.
("Orpheus
Newell
H.
Robert
pletion by
his own— an
Menken's husband. He gave the romance—Dickens's, not
We never saw W. Stephens's or Comyns Carr s drama

Does the chair creak when the murderer

Carte.

""Heaven be praised," says Mr. Newnnan, "we have a more spirited
lieatrical breed now, and publicity agents who are not unworthy of
P.H.
Uicir clieuta."

is

ROBERT SCHUMANN

"it?

weak
The third act of "The Buccaneer," which seemed unpardonably
rewritten m
when the play was here, must have been greatly revised,
England's King, effecpart, before New York saw it, for it appears that

A New

View of the Private Life of
the Supposedly Dreamy Composer

Gottschalk, figures promitively played by that excellent actor, Ferdinand
nently in this act in a scene with Morgan.

The dramatists, as you may remember, made the Spanish Govei-nor
bearing
a rather weak, a jealous figure, but a Spaniard in his gallant
when ho was driven to the wall. Now, as a matter of history, the governor
"lately blooded
took no active part in the defense of Panama, having been
three times for an erysipelas."
And as for Henry Morgan's amiable conduct and his command to
weeks
the buccaneers to abstain from strong drink, there were three
suitable
devoted by him and his merry men to "methodical looting, with
As
torture of such of the 'nobility and gentry' as fell into his hands."
secretly
soon as he reached the port at the mouth of the river, he went
the
on board his own ship and "as secretly slunk off to Port Royal, taking
provision ships with him, and a great deal more than his own propel
left his old comrades in arms on t|ie barren
share of the plunder."
shore at Chagres, cursing and face to face with star\-ation.

|

The German
biography of Schumann has long been needed.
while
writers have not given a clear view of the man and his works, and
not
fill the gap.
does
It
reading.
pleasant
is
biography
Camllle Mauclair's
Davidsbuendler,**
letters and writings of Schumann, aJid Jansen's "Die

A

The

are more to the pohit.
aa

it

The

article In Grove's dictionary is

good S8 t&f

goes.

The late Frederic Niecks, known by his life of Chopin and his
"Program Music," purposed to write the "Life and "Work of Robert Schumann" on a large scale. He diligently collected material, going np and
down Germany to talk with men and women who had known the composer.
published several articles in the Monthly Musical Record. His widow
He
Mme. Melba, in her entertaining memoirs, which have been published
has translated, from the original German, these articles with some com«
m serial form, regrets that a "celebrity" in the 20th century may have
but
calling,
his
of
conception
pletions and extensions. The book is published in this country by E. P.
the highest ideals of his art, the loftiest
higlname may be at any moment "vulgarized by the craving of modern Dtrtton & Co. of New York.
She Speaks
'big business' to turn all things to the uses of advertisement."
In his preface, A. C. MacKenzle regrets that Niecks was not perof Michael Angelo, "who did not have to shudder at seeing his name on,
cigar"^lakespeare
no
were
There
polish."
boot
tin
of
a
example,
for
mitted to add "those technical and aesthetical criticisms on the works of
Even the great singers of the past— Patti,
ettes," no "Byron bootlaces."
the great composer" with which he intended to conclude the volume. We
for example, or Jenny Lind lived in an age when as yet their names

^

—

were knowtj for their singing only, and not for their patronage of cold
cream or anti-nerve tonic."
-Yet we have a vague recollection of seeing the name of Adelina
Patti associated with some toilet article. Jtob^t Burns, Henry Clay, Williain :Cullen Bryant have by their portraits on cigar-boxes recommended
brands named after them. As for singers, a certain cloak was known as
the Sontag. Long before that charming singer, the Italian Cuzzoni gave
her name to articles of women's costume.

Tllow then could Melba, feeling as she does, give her name to the
"Pcehe Melba." She tells the story of the peaches:
'**I was lunching alone in a little room upstairs at the Savoy Hotel on
ona.of those glorious mornings in early spring when London is the nearpst approach to paradise that most of us ever attain. I was particularly
Towards the end
mngr>', and I was given a most excellent luncheon.
jf it there arrived a little silver dish, which was uncovered before me
And
wiUi. a message that Mr. Escoffier had prepared it specially for me.
much as Eve tasted the first apple I tasted the first Peche Melba in the
wofld'.
-

"'It's delicious.' I said.

«

'Ask Mr. Escoffier what

it is called.'

cannot share Sir Alexander's regret. Neither in the life of Chopin no»
In Ws
In "Program Music" does Niecks show an acute critical faculty.
"Schumann," as in his "Chopin," the anecdotical side of his investigations
mar.,
Is more important than the critical, and thus the character of the

how he was
more

Influenced

by environment, friends and enemies.

Is

revealed

distinctly than in preceding biographies.

As

a

Ittle

conducting.

He

boy Niecks caw Schumann at Dueeseldorf walking end
noted the strangeness of Schumann's aspect, "the rounded

mouth and pursed-up lips, as if softly whistling to himself, further, a
doucenesa of bearing and movement, a languor of gait, and a dreamy selfobliviousness that seemed an inner state behind a veil in fact, a
mystery." We have all been accustomed to regard Schumann as a

—

dreamer, not living in this material world, like one that "on honey-dew hath
fed and drunk the milk of Paradise." We remember being shown on the
wall of a room In a Dresden beer-house a grease-spot made by Schu-

mann's head. The legend was that he sat there by the hour,
reveriei.

lost In poetic

m

!

Ullf of

.M;lmu

WIXH

(Sic
sic)
I)oi>u1ar

But the man

descrtlrad

by

Nieclts -tras

by bo means

ly

cur houfie needs

'f

— there

His father

—

are perhaps too

'

RottliiB in

order BO much, must we advertlae It bo
any pages about putenllj
Trinity Church could have
would
h.in
a man of literary taste, although ho was u publ/eher and a book- Iflrcd a nt-w Hexton and no ono
LILO,
have b«un iiii.v the wiser.
ler, lacked moderation in all things.
"What ha willed, he willed
L'lcus writes in Punch of Sept.
isslonatcly." He suffered from giddiness and gout, and died when ha
as fifty-three. Robert's mother was constitutionally gloomy. No one •^'^^'^J'^/,,)^';;'^",^,
the five children reached the fiftieth year. Emelie, beautiful and Intelli- ^al^i')[nui of the teas!"
"l forKe^who It
nt, was attacked by a mysterious akin disease which loft her in a state
WB8 — very likely Jules Janln — who made
t melancholy.
When she was nineteen years old, sick with typhus fever. the discovery and nrst lifted the finger
she drowned herself. Robert himself at the age of twenty-three showed of derision."
It was .I'llf.s Janln himself, not Victor
iaerious mental disturbances.
Hugo, who made the famous "break"
As a child he did not give any evidence of extraordinary musical in one of his feulllrtons.
erit.
He read a good deal as a young man; could acquire no taste for
ADD: "OLD ENGLISH SPORTS"
lato and thought Cicero was a "pettifogger, charlatan and windbag."
Conniilseratlon was o.xpres^d for the
Horace was a libertine, "a fine rake." Robert gushed over Jean Paul female magistrate who recently attcnd-

of another world.

tho

man

his

mind

I

h,

moniont

Ri'iilly,

rapt tnhabftutt

C luii

<

rhythm and tone.
Sharp rhythm he had In hand again
for a neat gavotte by Prokofleft, and
lovely, flowing tone for the Godo-wsky
piece, played for the first time here,
which seamed, like most muslo Inspired
by brooks and rivers, to call for Uttlo
tlon of his delightful

t

|

,

,

more.

The Liszt sonata Mr. Rubinstein
played aa though he loved It. W^lth al-

most exaggerated care, he gave each
theme, each episode Its due force. But
he could not quite attain the whole.

d an execution at Glasgow. She would
have lieen envied in the ISth century,
when\an execution was a mibllc entertainment, a favorite fonn of recreation.
School children were sometlmeH taken]
In a flock to teach them a moral lesson.
In tlie thirties of the 19th century the
Jailer's wife at Oalway wrote to the
maid servants at Lord Bessborough's

I

Schumann's talk about his sweethearts had the crudity, "the silliness
of these young doga that have not yet come to years of discretion." His
love for champagne began in his early years and stuck to him tlirough
life, but he gave an enlightened patronage to other wines, beer and stronp
There was often immoderate indulgence. Old Wieck objected
drinks.
to Robert's courting Clara on account of the passion for beer and his liouse;
"Mrs. Murphy's compliments to the
insufficient income.
There was not so much stress laid on his mental
If the maids would
of Wandler.
Schumann had no sense of the value of money. His expendi- ladles
instability.
like to see Sgt. Black hanged she will
tures outran his allowance. He could not say "No" to any desire. He was be happy of the honor of their company
tomorrow. I will have the
an accomplished beggar, a virtuoso in writing to his mother, brothers and at breakfastconducting
tie ladles to the
pleasure of
sisters-in-law for money. "I am sure," says Niecks, "that the Anthology gallows."
of Begging Letters culled from Schumann's early correspondence would
supply us with the best possible of the kind. Nowhere else would one As the World Wags:
"Announcing is a new profession,
find quite the same quantity and quality of elegance, ingenuousness,
made necessary by tho rapid advance
poetry, humor, and in fact, imagination." And though he was of a proud of radio."
May I point out that radio announcing
and sensitive nature, he found nothing humiliating, nothing galling in
these appeals.

It's

-

At Heidelberg, where he studied law, he was almost every evening

afl

As

'

a ball or party. He took part in the festivities of a students' club. A,
dancing man, he found the ladies of Zwickau superior as dancers to those
He took in carriage and sledge parties, carnival masof Heidelberg.
querades. Traveling in Italy, he made no comments in his letters on the
examples of art in Milan, Verona, Padua, Venice, but he had something to
say about a beautiful English lady, a fascinating French widow, another
beautiful Englishwoman who had fallen in love with his piano playing.
He failed to pay his fees to the University and was threatened vgith
imprisonment and fine. As he wrote: "I have splendid friendships and
my friends are excellent men. Why should I relinquish a happy precen^
and futtire for a couple of hundred florins?" He grew more serious when
he returned to Leipsic and studied composition, though he admitted that ho
drank too much: As the dwnkmg of Bavarian beer was a prosaic habit
rather than a poetic passion, it was not easy to give it up, for it is inBut if you ask
initely easier to give up a passion than an old habit.
f it is given up, I say with a firm voice, 'Yes.' " He deceived himself.
Another passion seized him, that for strong cigars. He was fond of
mystification, fanciful playfulness, as in his invention of the Davidsbund,
His early publications were not given a very bad nor a good reception
by the musical papers. There was no conspiracy of silence, yet Schumann wrote a curious letter, considering his pride, to one editor, and
asked him why his compositions had not been noticed. He pulled tha
tremolo stop. "A despondent old mother asks anxiously in every letter,
'But why is there nothing about you in the Leipsic paper?' And ©v^ry
time I have to answer, 'Mother, I don't know.'
is a long Inquiry into Schumann's relations with Mendelssohn,
The
evidently did not care greatly for his friend's compositions.
priggish Mendelssohn was prejudiced against literary writers on music,
Schumann was notoriously
and suspected Schumann of dilettantism.
generous in his treatment of other composers Berlioz, Chopin, Brahms,
In his reviews, certain syans, praised enthusiastically, turned out to b«

There

a

people can, for this sonata, mighty
needs a master of dazzling technique and blazing temperament to do
Mr. Rubinstein,
justice to Its worth.
seems rather a pianist of fine mu-dland very gem ilne
Qualities
clanly
charm, with a rar* understandlri* oi

Few

prolix,

I

|

|

i
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"Sweet

I've read

Hub
to run.

Tour horrid fears
Near cause me tears
These nervous days.
This frightful maze
Of rack and rush
.\nd urban crush;

N. F.

DRIPPING TOAST
the World

Wags:

would seem, judging by your opening paragraph about toast, that you are
in some doubt as to what Mr. James
^^.t, ^^ans by "dripping toast." it is
nothing more or less than ordinary
It

VV'hat Diurder

found deep and original things, also much that waa
"Tannhaeuser." The composers were incompatible aa
men and artists. Schumann complained that it was impossible to endure
for long a man who talked incessantly. Wagner complained that it was
impossible to discuss with a man who would hardly open his mouth, Wagner called Schumann's D minor Symphony "banal," and inspired Joseph
Rubinstein's malignant article, published in 1879, against the composer.

Schumann

finally

trivial, in

:

hot toast spread with the fat or "drip
pings" from roast beef, instead of but-

Has
haps

ever occurred to you that perEnglish idea of what congood bread may be different.'

it

the

stitutes

from the Ariierican ? To us, American
bread Is, for the most part, unpleasantly
doughy.

DORIS

Schumann

Oh, Mr. Aab,
Don't be a crab.

*

Or

i

\

DUNCAN COUNSEtL.

feW'il

deny

'

Vou qualify
As THE World wag

\

'

Mr.

There is "doughy" and abominable'
broad in this country, and it is someprivate houses
in
times found even
disdain
to
cooks
•-here liigh-priced
make bread. We have eaten bread in.
many English cities from .1878 on, and'
never found bread fit to eat.—

W.

Here, take the. tag.
F. Harmon writes In stern and

bitter prose:

As the World Wags:
Mr. Charles-Edward Aab
ter

of

yesterday

his

tn

a

displays

let-

vigor

of

venom one would hardly expect from a
"tired spot," but he may find comfort in
the thought that in his case posterity
win, no doubt, be quite content 'with
the formal method common to cemeteries.

Ben-l nuhtnsteln. pianist,

plaj^

Calvin Imitating Buddha! O, History,
thy bleeding wounds!
Between the
"mechanical clamors" of the Park street
"prayer-wheel" Intrudes the suspicion
that Mr. Aab, as his name suggests, is
not very far along In the alphabet and
that he has much, very much, to learn.

this

In Jornrogram yesterday afternoon
variations In O,
dan hSl theme and
and
Andante
Toccata,
Mozart: Slciliano,
Liszt; Ga^Fugue In D, Bach; Bo"ata.
Water
Prokoneff; The Kulned
ot"e.
Djokja from "Java. Cycle,
castle
Ballade In
QodowBkr. Two Maiurkas,

W.

A

"

had,

in his later years

Atherton's

"The

Crystal

some moment of hopeless depression.
After that, of course, he would love her.
No man could help it.
"She emitted a low growl. Then beat
her hands on the arms of her chair.

moderns

to patterns, the
following an Ulus^tate- so they are
Ho did nothing of the
rtous model.
W.e"'^';^ "°
kind, counters Mr.
'""f*
Mr
Presentlj-, "everlheless
d d Bach.
his
In
that
Mendl admits
nis
on
speaking, little

ffi^lmself

HARMON.

Cup," pages 243-4.)
"And if she did not marry Geoffrey
Pelham, PoHy would. She'd make herself as Intimate and necessary as his
coat and button herself round him in

Fashions change In
''^^^^^f.M
of sleeves.
they change in the shape music are
in
imagination
and
Ei^otion
Mendl from London,
out, writes Mr.
sounds are in. Mozart conpatterns in

F.

LOVE-TO-THE. MINUTE
(CSertrude

minor, Chopin.

F

were due to his
approaching insanity. He had hallucinations; angels once sent a theme to
him; he had a morbid enthusiasm for table-rappings, a belief in it. Ha
was often rude, even to his beloved Clara.
Certain vagaries of

(

In city streets.

ter.

|

Schumann's unhappy life at Duesseldorf is described at length. He
was, without doubt, a wholly incompetent conductor of orchestra or chorua.
Nor had he any tact at rehearsals. No wonder he lost the position. It ia
amusing, thouah, to find Joachim saying that SchumaJ3^ never oould
laffered in Berlin from Joachim'a conducting, £v«n as •
jonduci.
m«re tlme-beater he was a joke.

mad

Those chillies will add
With sweet- toned notes
As sound outfloara
Where Babel meets

j

—

musically

your bab-

Ble 'bout the chimes

To mark the times
In Park Street spire
Which fires your ire.

I

As

this

of

"Count that day lost
Whose low descending sun"

i

In

the chime of bells that ha
foresaw and already heard in the steeple
of the Park Street Church.
C. E. W. drops Into poetrj
Oh, Mr. Aab,

column

who

geese.

our contributor, Mr. Charles-

Edward Aab, who complained

calling.

mayor?
in the

tune apd

Something In our heart told us that
wrath would be emptied on the

vials of
head of

nUBEN GLUE.

No one who wants

bells Jangled, out of

harsh."

Boston journaliam has grown flat,
and unprofitable. What alls it that
annouuces no new candidates for

Finds

S-

Z
:

stale
it

apMozart and Bach. The audience
plauded him warmly.
R. B. a.

\

worid wags

the

r

i

11

—

1

lli
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I

not a profession

What

did

It

matter?

..."

H. L. T.

generally
but patterns.

mind
yesThe fugue Mr. Rubinstein played
about It,
terday had more than design vloence
forked
or eJe the performer
The emotion In it differthB music
very dl««rently
ent people wiu have felt
emotion there, and
»urely
but the?e was
Mr. Rusplendor, too. and brllMancy.
and
-WnsUIn did the fugue fuU Iwtloe.
slclllano"!
The
.
h f re It too

COOL OFF
As the World Wags:
My wife and I hav& Just had a hot
discussion as to who wrote the lines
beginning "Backward, turn backwaid,
O time in thy flight." Who wrote it?

F.
C.
The book tempts to genferous quotation. We have only referred to
passages that shed light on the man rather than the composer. l"hera
Elizabeth Alters, dear *lr.
Now let
oi Schumann's
ocnumann s coniiJusiiivuB,
compositions. puiine genesis of
aoou:; the
inlormation about
peace reigh under your roof-tree or the
is much information
floor of the tenant In the flat above.
'"^^
fomiances, and other purely musical matters; much about Sfihumanr/s
an" exquisite melED.-.
courtship. Wieck's teaching of the piano, friends of high and low degree. Z^^'",;^!
•••
he played ex^^It'one
joay "
^
acquainted
brings
so
which
we
are
one
with
Schumann
life
of
other
tone
No
^[^^ beautiful
quisitoiy, vyum^
A PRAYER
his painstaking
Niecks he died in 1924
„„„,m«i
reel
close to the man himself.
poetical feel- ••
(For Aa tho World Wagsi
and phrasing; and with a
Thayer
in
follow
curious
as
persistent,
indefatigable,
ther Good Lord, save me from those
lesearches was as
Mendl,
Mr.
to
according
v. ho
ing which,
»
place.
send postcards:
ing the life of Beethoven, Otto Jahn in the four enthusiastic volume.^
world today holds out of
Kuom:^
Mr.
perhaps
Who
write tender things for the world
devoted to the great Mozart; or Boschot writing in Berliozian vein aboak
By this argument
the Mozart' Who blazon their trails with weird
stein did wrong to play
H.
Hector BwUoa,*
amazingly in.
pictures
piece as though he felt
will, w-as the
Of waterfalls, oceans and dunes.
spirits, for there. If you
i

—

—

'

episode btl'
a(l(in should not bo
lie
(li n> o.
In any caxe
willing to overlook
aaachronlstlo good humor in oonaldtra-
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Bo»ton.
f

Trinity
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III'
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iMoz.iri

all

for pattern.

But

after

alll
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itmfrdns, each df whom havo pre
.sented the family with a cake; by the
mayor, the undertaker, et al. And the
king ravels In it, and Is only reminded
of his loan when the banker pursues
him there, and drives a hard bargain
while the king thinks only of moon

MXORMACK SINGS
th« ••rvjiBt, the passer,

•.t-^i,

.

MORE DRIPPING TOAST
As the World WagsIn jour column of Oct.

"What

my

of

1

'

cMIdhood

(I

am

you ask,
days
an Englishwoman

j

In the

residing In your fair city) the "dripping"
which ran from the ample Sunday roast
was poured Into a jain crock or earthenware Jar, and, when cooled and hardened, was spread on our toast isi th«
eanie way as one spreads butter. -V little sprinkling of -salt was added, and
then the linife was inserted down the
inside of the jar to the bottom. Some
of that delicious jelly was extracted
and a thin layer spread on top of the
This was quite a usual Item
dripping.
for the t'lrst few mornings at the breakOf course
fast table after Sunday.
only beef dripping ^•as used, but beef
seemed to be the staple dinner on Sun
days. Dripping toast was by no nVeans
despised in the r'ch mati's house and

i

most

E'.^gUsh

ciiildren

concert ye.itfjday afternoon In Symphony
with two SOTO pieces for 'cello, an
adncio by Pusnanl and an allemande of
Later In
Seniillls, both nicely played.
the ddy he played one movement from
Haydn'fi s«cond concerto. Davldoff's "At
"Kiddles'
Sleep
the Fountain," and
March by Donald Heins. The audience
wanted more, and got it.
Mr. McCormack sang first an old
German "MIrnelied," and then, his big
V effort of the afternoon, an air, "A te
fra tanil affannl,'* from an early cani;
tata of Mozart, "Davlde Penitente."
r

Mozart wrote It, so no doubt It needs
must pas.f for great. Surely, though, If
he had put his mind to It, Mr. McCormack oculd have found a dozen or so
tenor arias better worth the hearing.
How about "II mlo tesoro," not preMr. MoIclsely overworked by tenors?
Morinack showed the world some years
aero Just how this air should sound.
Pray let him sing It again, for the
world has not yet learned Its lesson.
Pi-i'scntly, Mr. McCormack sang three
German songs, Beethoven's "Adelaide,"
the Pchubert "Who Is Sylvia" and Schu-

>

r

I

]

•

j

it

with pleas-

"THE COMIC MUSE"
J.

r

..

C. Squire has edited an antho-

humorous

of

Is

verse.

5Ir.

HarrT

not forgotten:

had -written to Aunt Maud,
on a trip abroad.
I heard she'd died of cramp,
Just too late to save the stamp."
•I

Who was
When

The Rev. Cornelius Whur

proba.bl3r

not Intend to be funny
wrote:

when h«

did

"While lasting joys the man attend
Who has a polished female friend."

smart pain
though of neutral

As

I

have a right
spirits

I

had

drunk."

a grand old Scot as It
conies from Sir Arthur QuiUer-Coucht
"The King sits in Dunfermine town
prinking the blude-red v/ine:
'Oh, who will rear me an equilateral

And

here

Is

triangle

Upon a given

We

straight line?'

"Logical "Vegetarian."
"Hygiene" familiar?

Is his

in

Schumann's

i
.

poem on

-

ibility;

.

-with

Justin

I

I

'

'

\

;

1

^

Mr. Delmore chose rather a catholic
program, a well-balanced one, that
commenced with songs of Handel and
ItalFaure. and ranged on through the
;ans— Santoliauido, Lluzzi and Respighi—to Schubert and Schumann, and
which
closed -with the negro spirituals
he sang better than anything else.
Although he started off very rigidly.
the
,so that he missed the m.eanilg and
with
finely turned line of the Handel,
to
the Faure" songs he began to warm
to
his singing, to breathe more freely,
care
m.ore
with
ohrases
his
round out
and to achieve fuller and warmer tones,
lln "Fleur Jetee," in Liuzzi's •SolituIdine," in "Der Tod und Das Madchen.'^
he caught the mood of the song and

film comedy,
cally directed

Oliver Bart

Henley
Jim Batei

^

1

,

i

was conviction in his stnglng.
he must learn to sing more
smoothly, more articulately, for much
of his phrasing was blurred and choppy
through poor breath control, and his
Yet he sang
voice is not too flexible.

;

,

But

j

1

the spiritua-is very well, with a warmth
5 -id sympathy that he often lacked In
other music, -sv-ith smoothness and
For the other songs
richness of tone.

i

;

;

he lacked the requisite technique.
Mr. Sandridge, as his accompanist.
played Byrnpathetlcally and with a slngir.g tone, especially in the German songs.
E. G.

film

and

many

te said of streets tn
even of houses, dilap-

romantic histonr.
and fall. Mean

street may have had a
Streets have their rise

I

Terence Neill
Morris Carnovsky

,

,

epi.'odTs ,n history.

--'^°'"«„*«\:>asurl
deeK?-S, there is Plea^"^«
the
thev do not go beyond
Wu passed
Castle."
The
first chapter,
about ^'^^^
on, yet noted the story
ander. Puke of
their bodies
threw
stabbed three men,
one end of the
on the great open fire at
arrnor the>
room "and there in their tortoises n
bi-oned and sweltered
think of Lad>
iron -.hells." One likes to
the son
Sophra Lindsay helping Argyle.

Alan Mowhray
Victor

•foul or

Tandy

We

Carruthers and Latter shared a
They had met in Shangbut Mr. Latter, while he would
break into a sepulchre, would not evenj
flirt with the wife of his best friend,,
for he supposed Carruthers to be this
friend.
No; a moral man was. Mr.)
Latter.
Pid he not rescue Anita atj
Port Said from "the blue houses of thej
East" and make her his lawful wedde
wife? He was also patient with thi
little wildcat of a woman, -who woul
go Into fits of rage whenever she sa
a blue ai^lcle or heard the color named
Not a restful companion, and she ha^
a habit of biting persons In her sulle:
or raging moods.
This play was first produced in Eng-j
land.
Did the audiences take seriously]
the detectives from Scotland Yard, or
did they laugh uproariously at the
Mrs.

guilty secret.
hai,

geous marriage with a neighboring princess, or else by soliciting a loan from
the place from which all good loans
come—America. With a glance at the
portrait of the lady, he chooses America.
He is met by flower-throwing ladles
and by one who throws a cream puff by
mistake. He is feted as only a visiting
Iking or Michael Arlen is feted. And in
the midst of arranging the loan he esgross cari6ature of the famous sleuths?
capes from his lackeys and Importuning
The most dramatic feature in the play
bankers and tastes of freedom and
[is
the sinister beating of a drum off,
Coney Island. He acquires the amiable
stage with the accompanying thought
guide,
his
as
'young "Skinny Smith"
There were pistol
of Essaie Aissa.
and learns the Joys of roller coasters.
And 'shots; there was the now traditional
of harmonicas, and of hot dogs.
turning out the lights with queer gohe meets again the girl of the cream
ings on in darkness, scuffling, shrieks
puffand her "go-getter" fiance who Inland
other supposed raisers of goosein
drop
vites him, as "Mr. King," to
flesh.
We even went back to the comic
upon their suburban home.
valet and maid, diaSo the king, his equerries and his dialogue between
as
a rule of the well-tested vaulogue
are
and
suburbs,
staff, descend on the
met with all the ceremony and pomp deville order.
The action and the situation are for
of which the local babbltry Is capable;
he most part pleasingly preposterous.
by the trumpeting boy scouts; the llned!

Grumaclw

|

escape.

j

to us than
18th century the
the castle, for in the
record their
inhabitants kept a clerk to
had b^^^^^^^^
names and proceedings; they
and a. ^ew, stuctii
to which only they
thev
guests were invited, and
limitexl
scavenger to
-re t heir own private
the
all
remove
clean the court and
an entire absence o
.rift.se created by
..ii
bos^
that
It was here
rlrain'.ee "
furious
fve and welcomed Pr. Johnson,
put
a waiter had
-at Boyd's Inn because
fingers sugar into
with his very dirty
his lemonade.

But James's Court

is

more

^

1

highly re"There was that worthy
councillor, etc
spected citizen, town
night, il^,
Deacon Brodie, a burglar at
to a newwould advise a neighbor as
safeguard agams^
bolt for his door as a
^^^s about to
the burglars he, Brodie,
of grim
commit Nbt without a sense
appreciatively
i^;^
Kis character
"Book
[analyzed in Charles Whibley s plav b>
scoundrels' and there is the
Henley and Stevenson.

mr.

'

1

Mur-

:j

j
'

I

'

I

•

if

of Killesple

tectives were crooks in disguise; but
this trick had been played too often,
though Mr. Latter, the eniinent Egyptologist, the despoiler of tombs, Jumped
to this conclusion.
Let no ope think for a moment thatj

It

gallant

store

In

C. Wordley Hnlse

I

1

cities today,

factories and
idated barns, abandoned
unromantlc
apparently
An
sawmills.

i

j

mJgiit'

this

All

I

j

there

in

^

streets
were streets always clean,
ways dirty. Parisian ^^'^^fl^l^^'^ll',
one by their
qualities; they impressed
streets of^bad
physiognomy. There were
not like to
company In which one -would
streets.
dwell, even assassin

defy any one to name the murderer of Mrs. Carruthers until the unexpected revelation Just before the fall
of the final curtain.
Even then, if the
murderer had not made a slipjn speech,
the rftystery would probably be still unsolved.
What IS known as the finger
of suspicion pointed to at least five
persons on the 9tage, and there was a
moment when it looked as if the de-

economi-

Again,

Chopin

John Cutting
I'hilip Speed

one of these mythical mid-European
kingdoms on the verge of bankruptcy,
from which the king must rescue it
either by an opportune and advanta-

1

i

and
Bell.

of

]

cerning the morality
opmion, there
had not yet formed ^n
al

'

is

I

1

shrewdly

by Monta

life

as

dishonored,
streets In Paris that were
Infamous
much sc as a man guilty of an
"ol^le streets^redeed. There were also
streets-confpeciable streets, young
of them the public

HALE

derson, and the Choplniana in film, tableau and quartet.
Drawn from the older play, of "It I
Were King." of Ditrlchstein's playing.
"The King on Main Street" has been
made into a smooth and sophisticated

I

matic

ItREAKINGCSAirl

i

Shuberc,
Santoliquldo, Resplghi, LIuzzI,
Schumann, as well as a group of negro
Withers.
spirituals of Burleigh, Dett and
For his concert yesterday afternoon.

a

,

wildly melodraBalzac, beginning his
speaks of
"Histolre des Freize,"

;

With the long-heralded glories of thej
Metropolitan fully detailed elsewhere. It]
only remains for the mere reviewer toj
comment on the film and its accompaniments, the orchestral interludes'
conducted by Nathaniel Finston. the
revue in miniature staged and concocted by the facile John Murray An-

Sandridge as his
at
accompanist gave a song recital
Faure.
which he sang music by Handel,

tenor,

1

ened this week.

they may be
^nes were once fashionable
Even the book
today tragic or ludicrous.
published by the city
of Boston's streets
quest onlng^
ffcven.ment prompts curiou.s
the
Who. for example, thoughtwith A^l "f
"6^°"
cross streets beginning
ncluding
and
to
By PHILIP
In alphabetical order
COPLEY THEATRE— First perform- H"' MTio was the Huntington that
ance in.,, the United States of "The eave his name to the avenue? Why
Creaking Chair," a farcical mystery in ^•Milk and why "Water''? Yet dictionas
three acts by Allene Tupper Wilkes, re- aries of streets may be dull affairs
Lazare
vised by Roland Pertwee. Produced by that huge one of Paris by J^he
although
ago,
years
the Copley Producing Company, Inc., in Pros., published 80
city
association with C. Aubrey Smith and Parts was then a more romantic
Martin Sabine.
than it is today.
^
Angus Holly
E. E. CllTe
books we
Sir John Prestlch, M. D., F. E. O. 8.
one of the most enjoyable
of the
Eustaije Wyatt
Romance
"The
late,
of
Anita Latter
Peggy Allenby have read
SteuEssale Aissa
^.Klcliard Wliorf
Edinburgh Streets," is by Mary P.
Hose Emily Winch
May Edias
publish it Wha
art. E. P. Putton & Oo.
Edwin Latter
Charles Vane
what P^ople l'; f^.
Sylvia Latter.,
Katherine St.audinK
streets they were and
Mrs. Carruthers
Jessamine Newcombe
For those who read eageiU
in them'

brief,

METROPOUTAN

nPi NinRF. TENOR.
JORPAN HA.LL — Harry Delmore,

"^'Let^no one. think that the "creaking
chair" has anything to do with the
mystery. Last night the chair was
reticent with the exception of one or
two faint squeak.s, which did not bear
of,
on revelation or solution. The pace
the performance will no doubt be quick-

tableau that is supplemented by a pleasing quartet of h.arp, 'cello, violin and
And with all this, there is still
flute.
the insatiable Krazy Kat! An excellent
bill and one that augurs well for the
future state of this new theatre.

-wreathe.

Puffing from all his lungs beneath;
When Duty whispered softly, 'Breathe!'
"
The "i'outh would answer 'Blow;;

'

Then there are the orchestral interludes played by a well-assembled orchestra of good tonal quality and flex-

Men '' Russel's "Through all the Days
and Martin's "The Holy Child."
Kdwin Schneider played accompanithe
ments, sometimes too heavy for
good cf the words. The audience was
R. R. O.
immense.

tu
Science .taught mankind
breathe
A little while ago.
Only a -wise and thoughtful few
VVere really In the know;
Nor could the Youth his features

"When

I

his people emerge. Follies-wise, madly
dancing, some on foot, and one, the
intrepid Petroff, on roller skates.

only he
the Poor" and "Una Baun," as
ran sing them. Of course, only three
closing
his
would not do at all. For
"Luoghl
he sang Ponaudy's
s-ronp
Seipni" Punhlll's "A Visit from the

s

with nuances,

For the rest of the program, there
Is Anderson's revue, staging the merry
.history of these colonies from their days
'of Indian monopoly to the Charleston,
and from a gigantic golden melting pot,

dier's rifle in hand, awaiting the signal to shoot his dearest friend. He had
faith in Schumann, and the poet.
Mr. McCormack sang Irish
T,atc-r
songs, "The Flower of Flnae," "Open

"

quoted recently from Chesterton

Mr. Bell, directing the film, has made
excellent use of the telescoping camera,
,and so he has made his comed}-, as it
should be, dependent on photographic
device and the camera, rather than on
the titles. So he has filmed an amusing
piece,

tragic
drama of the soldier he reached a pitch
recalled
to
be
of dramatic intensity not
frcni him at any previous concert. Even
today he grows and develops In his art,
t'lough one would have believed that In
the case of Mr. McCormack art could
not go farther. And by song alone, pray
bear In mind, Mr. McCormack stirred his
hearers tc the depths of their hearts:
he made no effort to Impersonate by
facial expressions or by bearing a sol-

technique,

Mr. E. V. Knox translated Keats's
"Ode to a Nightingale" Into the American of the films:

"Oh boy! Some head!

—

presumably, of the audience he
sang them in English, the amazingly
distinct Enelish which seems beyond the
reach of almost all other singers.
"Sylvia," of course, he made a deBut he did as much for "Adelleht.
Thereby he won a triumph,
laide."
since, although the beauty of Beethoven's melody and Its expressive force
are rot often challenged, the song has
alw.iys been pronounced hopelessly unYesterday Mr. McCormack apvocal.
peared to master Its difficulties with all
ens". thus making of semething trying
to listen to a thing of beauty and emoBehold once more the
tional appeal.
worth of knowing how!
If in the Beethoven song Mr. McCormack offered a "display of triumphant

'ant memories of its good taste.. .M.B.

Graham

German readily— some 99% per

cent.,

I

logy

I

!

To the satismann'?; "The Soldier."
faction of people who do not understand
sung

girl.

Nissen, as an occasional actress of the
Comedle and a lady of the king's whom
he brings to America as the wife of his
valet, plays with lightness and pouting
coquetry.
Bessie Love does the girl
of the cream puff, with naivete, firmly
abetted by the "go-getter," Oscar Shaw.
In lesser rbles, Edgar Norton mimes a
shrewd and silent valet who observes,
and Carlotta Monterey does a proud
and posing lady who refuses to succumb to the king, and does.

'

1

and the

And so the king returps, emptyhanded, to a demanding country, and a
sour-visaged princess whom he must
now marry; and the girl marries her
buoyant "go-getter." A delightful and
witty film comedy, with few titles and
these pointed.
Adolphe Menjou, as is
his custom, does the king with all the
deftness and urbanity, the cosmopolitan
gesture of which he is capable. Grethe

;

now grown up

can probably recall eating

light

hall,

"

IS

dripping toast?"

Is

Lanrl Kennedy be«an the McCoTtnack

I

bafor* me what Is said,
those wh*
iood Lord, save me from
write postcards
of my heart.
friends
themselves
call
And
E. a.

U know

but the dramatist succeeos" in KeepiuB
the spectator guessing and the surprise
at the end is, indeed, a surprise.
The performance for a first night was
creditable, Mr.,Vane made the eminent
Ksyplologlst a real person. Mr. Neill'a
John Cutting was a youthful, manly,
sympathetic journalist, one of whom the
Mr.
profession need not be ashamed,
Clive was amusing In a fat part. Miss
Kdiss overplayed the maid, and was
encouraged in wrong-doing by the large
audience that guffawed at every word
she uttered.
Mis.s Allenby also overplayed her role.
Miss Allenby
It Anita had gone on as
represented her, even the exemplary Mr.
Latter would have left her in his
country house and taken a steamer for
Egypt As for the detectives, th»y refleeted sadly on the fame of Scotland
Yard, but this -was probably the fault,
of the
to be courteous, the wish
or,

I

We spoke of balls. Miss Nicky her
stranger to
ray ruled them. "If a
lady oi
laws thought he might ask a
acquaintance to dance, he •n'as
his
At the opening
speedily disillusioned.
who were
of the season all the ladies
eligible for
•passed' by Miss Nicky as
a hat,
into
the assemblies put their fans
one,
and the men. coming up one by
drew a fan haphazard, the owner of.
wholW
the
which was .his partner lor
No cutting in. "Woe *etid /
winter."

—

—

CONTINUING PLAYS
AliluMjgh the proKi.un i-i.ii.
m
note that Mr. Sabatlnl wrote hl.i play
It
makes no mention of Mr. Hnrohl
Terry's Contribution to the performance
before ho wrote the romance of the
same name. It is probable that he made
a neater Job of the novel.
For last
night's play, to use the sprightly and
erudite Mr. Walkley's term. Is an un•

had h*r eiif;lo (^>•8
:!i«;in In a trioc.
ir
She was cfjually
particular about thv rank of those sh'*
directea. '•Miss B. of what?" She wtuiM
I

I

<

I

M

l

of the room,

J

—
—

•

,

ln()ulre when the
to the oaaemblies

I

naino of some aspirant.

came

up.

And what two-handed

drinkers there

these streets!
Lord Newton,
who aould drink three largre bottles of
claret at a sittlntr and then dictate a
femarkably clear and succinct law paper,
was to be seen enjoying himself at
Douglas's Tavern, after he had bowed
to Mrs. Douglas, dressed In a silk gown,
pi. ked out with sunflowers and tulips,
,aftt>r he had ordered tripe, rlzzarded
haddles or minced collops for supper.
There was John Wilson (Christopher
TTorth of the "Xoctes Ambrosianae"),

^ere

In

'

means

I

who once on a Highland farm was
'offered a Jug of milk and a bottle of
whiskey. He emptied both Into a bowl
and quafted the mixture in one tremendous draught. There was Lord Monbo^do, living in tbe Canongate, who
modeled his ways on the ancient
He Insisted on a cold bath
Greeks.
every morning not to be clean, for perfSonal cleanliness was little thought of
at that time, but because it was the
'custom among the Greeks. Every night
he took an air bath by an open window,
a^ then anointed his body with a lotion
of his own, composed of rose water,
olive oil, saline, aromatic spirit and
Nor would he use a
Venetian soap.
"The degradation of being
carriage.
draee^pd at a horse's tail instead of helike a god on lis bacit was
iiiff carried
I

could

v

annual production,

TREMONT— "Seventh Heaven,"
week of the John Golden
production, with Louis D'Arclay,
Forrest and Grace Menken.
"Abie's
Irish Rose," Anne Nichols's farfamed comedy. Third week.

I

j

remember

Susanna,

\

!

'

of Susanna, a stately, handsomeEglinton replied: "Bide a
creature.
Archy, my wife's unco sickly."
Sir
v ee,

hand

There was Lord Kames of the CanonHe used to play chess with
Matthew Hay, who finally came up beKames profore him as a murde-er.
nounced solemnly the' death sentence
"aVid may the Lord have mercy on your
unhappy soul," and added with a
chuckle: "And now, Matthew, my man,
Yet In many
that's checkmate to you."
gate.

ways a sympr.Uietic man was Kames,
a hard, drinker, a great aatilrorUr ul
VV« like
better education for women.
to think of Rim rather tr.v:. ct
baltsony
spitting
In the
Argyle on Jier
face of Montrose, a prisoner, who-*y
Argyle's order was to run the gauntlet
At Holyrood in
of the hoacll3 crowd.
1679 Mary of Modena and her step-

Teddy Knox had

and

sugar-loaf,

stantly at Leilh.

many changes

a spoonflil of

its

moment she was
stories,

filthy

not his wife, told

was brutal

to

political

prisoners, despised poets and philosophers,
"but, for all that, there was
I
[something attractive about him."
1

There was Sophia Johnson, In a
worsted
man's hat and greatcoat,
who would sit in comwiny,
reading a book until she heard S-m-.aihing she disliked, when in her deep
"Surely that is
voice she would say:
.

stockings,

Very great nonsense,

sir."

History, legend, traifsdy, huniior. fccentrlc persons and sane this book is
Filthy streets in
rich in anecdotage.
those days, with gutters that too often
ran blood, A story told with a gusto
that
conceals
the
preliminary
and
iBececaary labor ot research.

—

I

j

HOLLLS STREET THEATRE—SidIn "The Carolinan," play
three acts by Rafael Sabatlnl and J.
F>resented by Charles L.

ney Blacknier
;

in

Harold Terry.

Wagner. The cast:
;ilrs.
!

i

Mrs.
Maj.

Ralph

Brevrton
Ralph Izard
Srl;i?8

Iznril

Dav'naat
Col. Harvey
B.'r Jamei} Oaspard
I.ady Gaspnrd
Capt. ManderviUe
Cipt.

Andrew

Helen Chleolm
Valerie

Petri

Norman Cannon
John Maroney

Edward Lester
Cosmo Bellew
Charles

Ksdale

Aprres Atherton

Reginald Owen

Care.v
ChnrleR Warborton
Mjrtle Care.v..
Martha-Bryan Allen
John Rutlcdw
Arthur Forrest
William Moultrie
Edwin Mordant
Lord William Campbell
Gny Standing
Lady William Campbell
Elizabeth Stevenson
Hcrry Latimer
Sidney Blackraer
Hfnibal
Murray Bennett
Mr, Trevor
John Storm
C.aVt. Lee
Paul Martin
Ll. ShubrlcK
David Owen
KiiftlgD Laurens
Walker Moore
«•
CapC. Shenstone
Robert Montgomery
Andre Randolph
Pierre Mario
«"'••>• r<..ptia
.Vivien Kellems

j

I

I

play.?.

Sixth week.

sentenced for

screamed to the New Tork
to' go to state prison.
I
want to be Another Chapman."
When we boys were j oung we wished
to drive stage or run a saw mill. In
Sunday school we used to sing, "1 want
to be an angel," and that, in our Innocence, without thought of the theatrical
burglary,
judge, "I

want

profession.

I

in

Aspln-

wal! on his way to California, a fellowpassenger became Intoxicated and was
first riotous, inviting the whole republic
of
Granada to come on. "Is musical as he passes the hotel, and smiling
sweetly upon the ladles and children on
balcony, expresses a distinct desire

be an angel, and with the angels
jetand. After which he leaps nimbly Into
jthe air, and Imitates the war cry of tlxe
red man."
.

read ihat Ral-Jah Sir Hari Singh—
fMr. A" of the famous Rol>ln8on case
Hid penance on his return to India. "He
pad to make constant offerings of' clarified butter and rice In the sacred sacrlflclal Are specially lit for the occasion."
Butter? tri Paris "Mr A" gave an admirable Impersonation of a butter-and_

!

I

of costume, each one
adding to the effect of her songs. Thus
she sang "I'll Give Yer a Slush In the
Oye" with neat byplay, and "Just a
Wee Bit Naughty" in as naughty a vein,
and "Good Old Iron Will Never Rust"
with pertinent "business" and a neat
dance. Albert Hurly conducted.
For another act of excellence there
was the rugged aiDrobaties, the burlesque of the nature dancers by Jimmy
Xervo and Teddy Knox, and then again
their laughable slow motion picture burlesque of a wrestling match.
An act
brimful of peril, a pace that rnaie one
it up and take notice, a smashing end
that took the house by storm, so different from the many patches and flops
of acts of this kind to bring a curtain.
For others there was the dancing act
of Flofenca O Denlshawn, Nelson Snow
and Charles Columbus, an interesting
iict but much after its kind, with the
leading dancer barelegged, bare of torso
f.nd bream, .=iave for a few harnesslike
bands, fleet o[ foot, with a certain buoyancy; and then the more strenuous style
of Messrs. Hnow and Columbus.
Hamilton and Hayes, as two superanuated sweethearts, chatted away idly,
now and then Interestirigly, yet again
in unending platitude. 'Hayes, Marsh
end Hayes, in a song and dance revue,
pleased- In both styles; Clara ^arry
ard Orval Wltledge, propped up the
bill about r.nidv/ay with the suavities of
Mr, Witledge, with the comical style of
Miss Barry, both giving and taking a
of chatter that at least bore the
stamp of originality.
Baldwin and Blair in "The Sleeping
Porch," .supposedly a comic satire on
those given :o outdoor sleeping, often
line

ini.ised
fire
thr'bugh the pei^ormance
rather than the piece Itself.
Played
more convincingly the piece would be
ooubly Interesting. Then there were
!?oudlnl and Bernard, accordionists, and
the bicycle and balancing act 'of the
Aurora troupe, a thriller worthy to take
its place with the best that vaudeville
affords.
T. A. R.

egg nmn.

"THE FOUI^ HORSEMEN"
As the World Wags:
Your story of the Four Horsemen recalls what was overheard on the veran'

i

1

da

of a hotel In Bethlehem, N. H. Three
a golf foursome r.ere Joined by the
missing member, who was greeted thus:
"Ah, here Is tlie Fourth Horseman. By
the way, whfch one are you?"
"Oh, I'm D'Artagnan," was the reply.
By the way, Is tlie satire of Michael
Arlen too subtle for the revered Evening
Transcript, are its writers too childlike In Innocence to appreciate: "AH
over the' room elderly women were
dancing with young men of both sexes."
This was headed "When the Novelist'
Nods," and was so reprinted In the
Literary Digest.
CORA.

!of

I

;

j

j

i

Dr. Alexander Drake objects to theword "cold" to describe a now prevalent aliment. He wants a word more
expressive of the ailment's actual nature. "We await In trepldlty," says the
Dally Chronicle, "the coinage of the
new modlco-termtnologlcal equivalent.
We already have 'Furunculosls' for p,
boll, 'Spastio Paraplegia' for tiredness,
'Alopecia' for baldness, 'Erythema Per-

and

reproductions

of

these

Egyptian paintings."
Unfortunately,
M. R. Falconnier of the Comedie Francaise, was not a competent Egyptologist,
and the Illustrations by Otto Wegener to
his pamphlet (published in 1896) are extreniely fanciful and untriistworthy. In
spite of thi^ there remains evidence

enough that the doctrines underlying the
Romances were derived from
Gnostic Christianity, which had em"-:
bodied Egjptlan Hermeticlsrri.
It is

'Grail

.

possible to identify

tlie

four sufts of our

modern playing cards with four

i

Egjptlan

-symtiollc amulets;

Jtnfclent'

the Sacred

Heart,' the Holy City (Red Cross Shield,
Platter, Circle, Coin or Club), the Holy
Lance (whose diamond-point has alone
been preserved) and the .SacrificlarDagger.
The last ot these Is our "Spade,"
which does not mean a Wigging tool, bat
striking
or smearing implement, thea
name coming from the Roman "Spatha"
or short broad sword. It may originally
have been a flint knife used for cutting
up an altar victim,' but It Is depictjsd ih
the hands of the slnlths or armorers of
the god Horus at the tewiple of Edfu.
Thesfi artisans; termed "M-s-n" In the
hieroglyphics, took a very significant
part in the funeral rites of Egjptlan
(See E. A. W'allis Budge: "The
kings.
Book of Opening the Mouth," 1909, vol.
We may suspect that their
page
40.)
1,
tool (the hieroglyphic "Kh-k-r") was a
mason's trowel, and that our ace of
spades Is still decorated because the
tool was anciently used not merely for
operative but also for speculative Mar
sonry. With It may have been laid the
foundation of the whole rnystlo scheme
of cartomancy which has degenerated'
E. O.
into a popular pastime.
Brookllne.
,

.

.

t,.

.

.

nio' for chilblains
hiccups.".

gives

irot,'
'

i

We

'

It
is said to have been
brought from Kgypt; there is no doubt
that parallel designs and combinations
are to be found in the surviving decorations of Egyptian temples, notably in
the astronomic de.slgns on the ctiling of
one of the halls of the palace of Medlnet
Abou, which Is supported on 22 columns
(a number corresponding to the 'keys'
of the Tarot), and also repeated In a
calendar sculptured on the southern
facade of the same building under a sovereign of-the XXirt dynasty. This calendar is suppposeil to have been connected with the periodic rise and fall of
the waters of the Nile." (From "Ritual
to Romance,'' 1920, pp. 73-74.)
Miss Weston also stated in a foot'note that "Falconnier in a brochure on
'Les XXII Lames Hermetlques du Ta-

-

I

—Clubs.

Traditionally,

New

tm

—
—

antiquarian Intersst TVere iliese cards
the direct parents of our rnoUern pack,
0.- are they entirely distinct
tbercfroni?
"Some writers are disposed to assign
a very high antiquity to the Tai-pt.

•

When Artemus Ward was

way

grains to

Lord Braxfleld of George Square
drank like a fish, swore like a trooper,
damned his partner at whist and
apologized to her, saying he forgot for
the

mystery

(Tounsr Larry Mangano,

their fling.

Miss Lloyd gave a program In the
that Is her wont, a way that often
gives point to her sisters of the stage,
with her excellent enunciation, her

luicury,

—

"The Gorilla.'
and amusing ti-avesty o.

\

Following custom at B. F. Keith's
Theatre, the plums were held last night
for near the end of the program. Leaner
pickings there were up to the point
when AUci Lloyd, Jimmy Nervo and

make eau suere as a restorative." Her
James, Duke of York, pla'yed golf con-

oft

PLYMOUTH

thi,

by flif
In gvpry

"Today the Tarot has fallen somewhat
Into disrepute, being prlnclpallv u"ed for
purposes of dlvlnatloii, h
and precise relation to pur
Ing cards, are questlon's'ot

[to

daughter served cups of "a curious and
vastly expensive beverage known as
tea," and once when a guest turned
faint the duchess sent for "another exa

i

varies)

Off,"

thrilling

;

i

jntess of Eglinton. in the gloomy Old
,mp Office Close. EglAiton was 40,
His second wife
irs older than she.
Sir
become a chronic Invalid.
I
rr.hibald Kejinedy asked his advice
about Sir John Clark's proposal -for the

pensive
scraped

Show

'

to

likes

NEW PARK—"The

staKe of

Hl.tited

—

—

!

'

.

ine

—

George Kelly's amusing comedy,
with Louis John Bartels and
Helen Lowell. Fotirth week.
Student
"The
SHUBERT
Prince," musical version of "Old
Heidelberg," with De Wolf Hopper, Eva Davenport, James Liddy,
Odette Laudner and others. Fifth
week.

.

i

upportable."

'

CASTLE SQUARE

'

Is
mainly occupied with
medieval literature, mny not bn famlliRr
with the word Tarot, or aware of Its
meaning. It Is the name given to a
pack of cards, 78 In number, of which 22
are designated as the 'k^yy,'
"These oards are divided Into fbur
suits, which ooriX'SiK)nd with those of
the ordinary card.s; they nro:
"Cup (chalice or goblet) Hearts.
"Lance (waud or sceptre) DlamiSnds.
"Sword Spades.
"Dish (cf^cTos oV^UVgle'sTftiV/oJiU

last

Ann

ri'iii

.attention

one the'

20th.

scarcely
followed

13

"T;irot"
"TarocchI" tiaed
'nrtune telling. I quote as follows -from
J. L. Weston's latest book on the
Holy Qrall literature:
"Students of the Grail texts, whose

Last week.

this

wlilcJi

I'.

Ml8«

COLONIAI^-'Ziegfeld's Follies," last week of Mr. Ziegfeld's

j

—

i'.i

Maxwell Anderson and Laurence
Stallings's war comedy of marine

clear.

arouse keen Interest.
Scene
upon scene but clumsily, characters were not moved on and
oft the stage with ease.
The dialogue,
except for an occasional shrewd remark, lacked distinction.
Mr. Blackmer hopes, he said In his curtain speech,
the play will prove a Joy to millions
and caviar to the elect. The latter wish
can hardli' be.
But none the less It has Its excellences.
Mr. Sabatlnl drew two good
portraits, of Gov. Rutledge and Gen.
Moultrie, the one a wily statesman of
cool head and none too warm a heart;
jthe other
"an honest, good-hearted
'Soldier," as the governor rather slightingly called him.
When those two old
men foresatbered, friends, yet una,l)J^
to agree two running minutes to piati
for the relief of Charleston in her distress, then Interest quickened.
They
talked well in character, and they made
listeners eager for the lifting of Charleston's siege, however indifferent they
might feel as to the fate of the LatA relief if was, too,
timer household.
to Massachusetts folk, when Gen. Lincoln was allowed to arrive on time!
Mr. Forrest suggested the cool-headed
He played the
old patriot to the life.
man with gusto, while he looked like
Mr.
Mordant
Washington.
Stuart's
characterized the soldier no less happily.
.Mr. Blackmer had little to do but to
show in his face Lattimer's superiority
to everything and everybody, and utter
ivlth point the smart retorts Mr. SabaMiss Allen, in a thanktini gave him.
less role, at least looked very ^pretty,
ilr. Warburton made an Impossible person as plausible as might be, and Mr.
Owen did as much for an ingenious
British spy. The audience appeared to
R. R. <3.
/Ike the ploy well.

.

WILBUR—

life.

to Its u,"

le

production leaves Boston.
"What Price Glory,"

The atmosphere of Revolutionary days was not established;
running about, shouting, and dancing
minuets did not attain the end. The
hero and the heroine, pale creatures
both and wanting In common sense,

'

^ind^r wh|i

last

tidy play.

To say the worst of It at once. It is
written with slight regard fol- the playwright's art.
Though far too many
words go to the writing, still the situation explaFned in the scene of the
Assembly hall rout was made by no

—

"Rose Marie,"
two weeks of Arthur Hapimerstein's tuneful and colorful
operetta. It will have completed
29 weeks' enKagement when the

MAJESTIC

'Singultus'

fc<r

.

a. R. R. writes;

"Let me

tte

the

first

you that about Boston It used to
be 'Pretty l-'oUy Hopkins of Abingdon
to tell

I remember the pride of wit we
when we bawled, we young ones,
every tlhie a certain Mary Perkins hove

Green.'felt

'Pretty Polly Perkins,' etc.
of rh.vme, she never failed
to fly into a rage."
In.

sight,

The victim

We

learn- from an advertlsemSut'la
the Washrngton (D. C.) Star "that the
ton^ of Miss Katherlne RIggs, harpist,
is "fulsome" and her technic "suave and.,
most musical."
.

THE "FOUR" AGAIN

As the World Wags:
Heard In the smoking room of an
ocean liner:
"Who was the fourth
horseman? 1 remember Shadrach, Me-

shach and Abednego, but
the fourth one."

I

can't think of
g. c.

][

last

Boston concert before leaving for a

Aji

J.

M'CORMACK AGAIN
John McCormack gave his

THE DECORATED ACE

the World _Waga:
Your correspondent, Mrs. A.

|

Web-

ster of Mobjack, Va., has started
something which may lead a long wav. The
decoration of the uce of tpades In
playing-card packs Is due dlrectlv to
the fact that In Great Britain the
"particular card r-onvevfl the rov.al
license

tour'

of

the

Orient,

yesterday,

at

For the most part,
his program was made up of songs
which have become more or less

Symphony

Hall.

!

:

y<ars,

no wonde* that you
could not prociure at a bookjhop Ballac's "Hlstolro da Freize" (sU). If you
had asked for his "Hlstolre tfa Trelz"
you would have had better iuck. We
referred to this highly ImprtkDable but
last
Tuesday
romance
entertaining
morning, but the linotype dlsoA-ered the
"Hlstolre do Frelz^," a novel ««p to that
time unknown even to the m^st ardent
admirers and cataloguers oi Balzao's
huge work.

To

with him during the years,
for this reason the very large

1

was

uiience

everybody seemed
AVculU to God 1 NX
•

and

grateful

noisily

satisfied.
tii

a Tender Apple

f

and the In"Mother Machreo" wero cm
AfiKh hf. sang In his old charnilns
•Open

-soni."

Ik->or"

t!ie

t

In Kraiick's "Panls Angeliwhich Mr. McCormack almost ala\ s lacludes on his Boston prograni.'
of late. Prof. John P. Marshall of Boston accompanied hini on the organ.
To open u program with the exacting
"Sacred Kapturtis Cheer My Breast'
from Handel's "Solomon" is an ambiaiiiier.

Dny"

"The Lost Chord" and "She Is SonT^where in the Sunlight Ftrong" werr
subsiltuled for "Before tho Dawn" and
Again La.Bri
"The Cloths of Heaven
Kennedy and Edwin Schneider were
"

v

M. F.

Oti'petent assisting jirtlsts.

TUESDAI
1

I

Bccles

.

Bammartlnl

V?T.«

Mr. Kennedy

I

Handel
from "Solomon"
Rectt
(Sacred Raptures Clicer My Breast)
Mr. McC>)rmack
tlr

tnfl

H.nd^

Bwaband
;

.

1

i

Hondo

•

...

(With

I

Mr.
;

'

being.

from "The Three-Cornered Hat."

Iirancii

'cello obligato)

McCormack

The Kext Market Day
The Sally Gardens

My

Love

by Hughes
by Hughes
by Hughes

Debussy numbered
sody

Popper

Hungarian Rhapsody

Allien

Cloths
Before tte

Heaven,,
Dawn......
Ur. KcOoim4ek

of

I

„,..Dunhlll

i

Obadwlck

j

iCUFTONWOODI

I
i

—

Wood, bariJORXiAN HALL,
tone, with Grace B. Davis as his accompanist, at a recital Ust evening gave
the following program; "Hear Me! Te
"Winds and "Waves!" (Sclplo), with orClifton

1

I

gan, Handel; Povero Marinar, MllilottI;
Visions Venezlana, Brogi; E canta 11
grillo, Bllll;

Monologo

!

Gerard (Andrea

dl

i

recitative,
"Be
Giordano:
Comforted," air, "The Lord Worketh
"Wonders" (Judas Maccabeus), Handel;
"\'isione Fugitive (Herodiade), with orMassenet; Aufenthalt, Schubert;
igan,
"5\''!dmung, Franz; Der Contrabandiste,
Schumann; I Must Down to the Seas
Again, Thinking of Thee, Roadways,

Chenler),

'

j

]

bles provocatively in its lowest register and is often quits lovely In its head
tones.

A

with

"Waves,"

becoming

why

full, ringing toiiis. But
list the organ for the "Vision

Trith

did he en-

Fugitive,"
a thing of such slight texture "ihat it
was quite overpowered?
In the Italian songs of the lesser composers of the romantic school, he sang
vrith warmth and gentle nuancing, keenAnd in the excerpt from
\7 dramatic.
".indrea Chenler," he sang with fine
operatic gusto, without forcing his tones
excessively.
Of the German songs, he
sang best the simple "WIdmung," although there were moments, phrases, in
••he
Schubert that
"Auferthalt"
of
sounded well.
He has a voice well
schooled, yet with a touc'.i of vibrato,
and although at times he sang intelligibly, his enunciation was
often verjcloudy. Miss Davis, in the dual role of
organist and pianist, played both instru-

ments ably.

heard here.

"Hear Me, Ye
Wood sang

E.

G.

I

^
,

l

j
\
]

\
1

i

j

i
,

j

|

i

,:

|

J

|

.

will sing In

He was

Symphony

than themselves.

to

necessarily amiss.

But, oddly enough,

to Strauss, Mr. Mengelberg suddenly lost his spirit.
Though
he laid on pressure and spared not, he
gave to rhythms and melodies no force
of emotion.
For their significance he
appeared to lack imagination.
So, too, in a lesser degree, he dealt
with Brahms,
When before, for in-

stance, has the rousing trumpet call at
the end of the last movement so slg-

|

j

|

j

1

—

we
with

those
short

Just sufficient on their

backs

seen

be

—Dr.

Thomson.

Voa stick
Jigger,
for

Once

in

your finger and spin the

each

letter,

once for each

flB-

geri

Your collection of cuss words grow»,Mgger and bigger
And threatens your Immortal soul.
those gum-ohewlng girls au-

tocratic

matic
Contraption which works In a manner
erratic,

And

It

/

Jacks up the rats that you pay.

And when you're

quits sure you have

finished your spinning
You'll find that you have to

|

go back

beginning;

not to judge, at elast to testify
against tha modern false doctrine, now
everywhere obtaining, of the "survival
of the loudest" (to quote once more Mr.
Dolmetsch), and to demonstrate In
favor of the stout old dogma that one of
the prime attributes of a musical performance Is beauty of tone, tone that
shall ravish the ear, not rasp It.
Mr, Mengelberg, the lovely sound of
the suite to the contrary, holds no such
view.
The poem of Strauss he chose to set
so high that before he had been three

when he came

j

(For Aa the World Wags)

to

laughlnK
"

Is

and gi-lnning,
You forgret what you wanted to say.

N. T. -M,, Jr.

As tho

i
.

While everyone 'round you

if

people like their effects spread

|

suf-

The company gives you a darned auto-

perhaps the noise, an effect in
and a mighty one, too, was not

;

city Is to live
of men worse
Mr. BherlEt AgaUTi

tn place of

Many

'

In his pipe.

get the crlspness of that polonalBe?-^
In Its delicate balance of tone between
the strings, the flute and the harpsichord of a sort so ably played by Mr.
Melsegelberg himself, exquisite In Us

Itself,

I

Tou get the number from out the book
Vou lift the thln.e:umy off the hook
And don't forget that you have to look
For the alphabet through the hole.

sentiment where sentiment might be.
first
In Its grace and elegance from the
bar to the last.
Throughout the suite it seemed, too,
as though at last a Daniel had come,

j

mixture

quisite playing of the Bach suite, exquisite In Its rhythm—who will for-

thick, so

i

THE NEW TELEPHONE SYSTEM

who

minutes under way ho was letting loose
tone void of fine quality, tone raucous
and harsh. Till close to the end he
drove It harder and harder; what else
could he do. If he would make his climax? In the Brahms, as well, he forced
coarse tone, though not to the degree
he allowed himself with Strauss.

i

and
keep them from being arrested.

C. S.

Fame richly merited, everybody must
have agreed while listening to the ex-

born at Bowdon
This Second

,

the government of the
under the government

women who can

Onegln,'

hall,

;

through not taking their share In

fer

skirts

hear an orchestra of the
Philharmonic's distinction under a conlike Mr, Mengelberg.
fame
ductor of

Sym-

Sonata was composed in 1916-17. When
It was first performed (by Albert Sammons and William Murdock) In 1917, It
not only established his reputation, but
as Mr. Edwin Evans writes: "Whereas,
formerly violinists had fought shy of
English works, most of them now felt It
Incumbent upon them to play the sonata, and even
the conviction of publishers that sonatas were white elephants
was shaken, for the first edition of thlg
one was sold out before It left the press."
Ireland's father, born In Scotland, was
the editor of a Gladstonian newspaper,
the now defunct Manchester Examiner
and Times. He was a man of wealth,
who extended hospitality to "Intellectuals." The mother of John published two
books on Jane Carlyle, yas the literary
critic of a newspaper and also wrote
poetry and short stories. The son, at the
age of 16, wrote a coherent piano piece
before he had studied composition. At
the age of 18, after four years' study of
the piano, he was awarded a Royal College of music scholarship for composition.
He studied by himself for seven

fill

;

—he himself proclaimed

The only sensible people

WUlem

In Boston to
are eager to

(Cheshire), Eng., In 1879.

Mr.

Impersonalness,

of

phony hall tonight.
At Jordan hall, Messrs. Gebhard. pianist, and Keller, violinist, will give the
first of three chamber concerts: John
Ireland's Sonata, No. 2, Aminor; Brahm's
Second Sonata, A inajor, and movements
from Grieg's Sonata, F major. Piano
pieces and songs by Ireland have been

with organ accompaniment, lo whioh
Mr. "Wood added a third, a ditty better
butted to the film houses than to the
usee of the concert hall. In the Handel airs, the song was rounded out, enAnd In these
riched \by tha organ.
songs, especially In the

clarinetist

pa'rtlcular

are told

The punishment which good men

!

The orchestra played Bach's B-mlnor
suite, Strauss's "Don Juan" and the
Brahma symphony, No, 2, In D-maJor.
The highly enthuslaetlo audience was
None the leas, It seems
of good size.
odd that there are not enough persons

"Pathetic" Symphony. Mr. Paur brought
His
it out here at the end of 1S94.
reading of it was the most emotional
far.
recall
we
so
and Impressive that
Heavy-handed In music that demanded
lightness and elegance, Mr. Paur was
singularly fortunate In certain interpreFor example: No one of his
tations.
opening of
the
successors
treated
Strauss's /'Thus Spake Zarathustra"
with the like vigor and eloquence.

Mme. Matzenauer

curious program, with three songs

^Wlnds and

first

i

It
at an agricultural show early this
month— that he was brought up on
pickled onions and likes nothing better.
Lives of great men all remind us we
can maie our lives sublime. BIgrld,
<erre the pnlona.

confluotor,
Mengelberg,
gave a concert last night In Symphony
hall, with the help of Maria Dormont, soprano, who sang the scene of the letter

It will be Interesting to hear a Rusof Tchaikovsky's
slan's. Interpretation

I

Now we

The New Tork Philharmonic orches-

the Tonhalle, Zurich.

I

Densmore.
Although he chose to sing a somewhat heterogeneous program, one that
ranged from the most dirge-like of
Handel's airs to the mellow sentlmentalism of Mr. Densmore, Mr. "Wood sang
with immense gusto and a flair for
style.
He has a large baritone voice,
of a dramatic calibre, one that rum-

some years the

hl^.

that Mr. Stanley Baldwin

knew

all

smoked a

N.Y. PHILHARMONIC

master of his instrument and has been
for

j

We

comprise BeetLiszt's "Welnen,

from Tchaikovsky's "Eugene

to

reason of the scratch of a rusty nail
«n his knee.

1

biographical sketch of Mr, Allegra
has already been published in The
Herald. It may now be added that he
was born at Geneva of Italian parentage; that he' became known, having
taken prizes at conservatories as a

than Her-

shirt

.

I'

tra,

man
his

man the death of Polydamas, the
wrestler, who tried to bear up the
wplerht of falling earth In a cave, where
he had sought refuge from a tempest.
No wonder that SIgmund Brletbart was
ashamed of leaving this world by

of

A

[

Happier

who changed

Prtsciis, oi;- being choked to death as
was Pope Adrian IV by a fly falling Into
Better for a strong
a drinking glass.

first

Mr. Mir art, who as a
clarinet player has be n a member of
the Boston Symphony orchestra for a
good many years. The older brother,
highly esteemed as an expert virtuoso,
was for a long time professor of the
clarinet at the Paris Conservatory. Mr.
Grisez and Mr. De Voto performed the
Rhapsody In Boston at a Longy concert.
brother

'

i

.

our knowledge

to a heroic end, befitting

his strength.

destruction; happier than -Samson, who
was the victim of a haircut. One would
not like to think of Sandow dying hils,erably from a, fish bone stuck In his
throat, the fate that befell Tarqulnlus

The People's Symphony orchestra,
Stuart Mason, conductor, will give its
concert of the season next SundaV
at the HoUis Street Theatre.

clarinet rhap-

Jils

To

"First."

will

Sandow came
cules,

hoven's Sonata op. 101,
Klagen, Sorgen" and Sposallzlo; also
pieces by Debussy, G.'». Faure, Ravel,
Roussel and Chabrler.

his only other composition lor this instrument Is "A Little Piece for Clarinet."
The two were crmpooea in 1910.
The Rhapsody' is dedici ted to the older

Mr. Kennedy
Ethiopia Saluting the Colors (Walt Whitman)

The

the

In

the afternoon of that day Louis
Perdirind Mote-Lacrolx will give a
piano recital. Born at Paris In 1880 ho
was awarded at 'the Paris Conservatory
the second prize for piano playing in
1894, and the last prize for harmony
In 1900.
After giving many recitals anil
appearing with orchestras In France,
he made himself known In England,
Switzerland, Spain and Denmark. Having taught in Paris and at Fontalnebleau, he joined the faculty of the New
England Conservatory In the fall of
1923.
He played the piano part in
Loefflers "Pagan Poem" with the Eoston Symphony orchestra In 1924. His

;lme.

by Hughes

Mr. McCormack
Arr. by Brown
Old Negro Folk Song
("Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen )

life,

On

program Saturday

under a cart, saved a man's
but excited the suspjclon of those
pursuit of the escaped convict?

.ilmself

pieces played.

seven thunders uttered their voices."
The piece has been played in New
Fork; It will be heard here for the first

e.. ..
Has Sorrow Thy Toung Days Shaded

the more fortunate
great weight, Sandow, whose
teat In raising a motor car led to his
death, or Jean Valjean, who, putting

Which one was

In lifting a

(Josephine Durrell,
Beatrice
GrlfRn,
Anna Golden and Mildred Ridley) will
give a children's concert with a view
to Interest children in chamber music.
Augustus Zanzlg will comment on the

was as it were the
and his feet as pillar* of fire.
4.nd he had In his hand a little book
ipen: and he set his right >'oot upon
:he sea, and his left foot on "he earth,
md cried with a loud voice, as when
I lion roareth: and when he had cried,

[

r

Saturday morning at 11 o'clock In
Jordan hall the Durrell Strlns Quartet

head, and his face

Irish folk songs:

Kitty

Jordan hall tc?. ivtow evening. This
win be his first aptyuvrance here after
hJB studying irr Lonc^oii' last summer. Ho
play B.ach's Chromatic Fantasy
will
Beetand Fugue; two movements of
hoven's Sonata op, 109 and pieces by
Scarlatti, Debu.'^s>-, Alleiide, de Falla,
S,^humann and Cliopin. Huberto Allende. born in 1SS6, In Chill, studied
1«

"sun,

Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.

j

certo, also a s.\ mphonic poem for orchestra. Mr, Coding will play tho "Tona.las de Caracter Popular Chlleno" for
(he first time. In Boston. The pieces by
<4(t Falla are the I'antomlme from "Love,
ha Sorcerer" and the Millers' Dance

«^''?"if

iially

to

Debussy's First RhJ^^^sody for
(Mr. AUegra, clart.iet), and
Dukas's "Sorcerer".^ Apprentice." The
Bourree Fantasque of C^habrly:, orchestrated by Mottl, which had been announced, has been dropped fa. the time

•.

Mr. Kennedy
,
nelmllche Aufrorderung
Love-a Secret
^rmida'B Garden
lanis Angelicus (by request)

inispcj il.s luaik? Tuo luucii nvu^.u
the length and breadth of the orchestra
surged up and bore It down.
Mr. Mengelberg, whatever the cause,
could not have been In form, for worldwide fame Is not the reward for performances like that of last night. The
orchestra on other occasions has played
far better In Boston. Mme. Dormont, who
has not sung here before, showed herself a pretty singer in a very small way,
But
with an extremely pretty voice.
there remains always the Bach. By It
the orchestra and Mr. Mengelberg will
long bo gratefully remembered.
R. R. G.

.j

Howard Qodltg, already favorably
known as a pianist, will give a recital

"From the Apocalypse" was composed
by Lladov shortly before his death,
which took place In 1914. CJhe birthplace of some great men has been disputed, but seldom the place of death.
Some say that Lladov died ».t NovgoLladov
rod; others name Leningrad,.
Is
known here by his three romantic
orchestral little
pieces an<i
by his
"Music-Box," which Mr. Si^jiti Introduced here at a piano recital n 1898.
"From the Apocalypse" Is a bolder
flight, for tho composer attynpted to
translate Into music the open, ng of the
10th chapter of "The Revelati)n of St.
lohn the Divine,"
"And I saw another migi.ty angel
come down from heaven, cl0M,hed with
a cloud, and a rainbow was upon hit

droll.

the

It's

phony;

and

liihueTOea

there,
Tho Chilean government sent
him! to Europe In 1913 to observe the
teaching of music In primary schools.
About that time his first compositions
appeared. He has written a 'cello con-

was mar-

delicate

especially

S.;

clarinet

His group of Irish
vellousl.v flexible.
songs were done delightfully, of course,
with "Kitty, my Love" and "The Next
Mai-ket

J.

founerly

The program of the SjrTnp!i.ony concerts In Symphony hall this week will
comprise Lladov's "From tl^ ApocaIj-pse"; Tchaikovsky's "Patho.ic" Sym-

tlouo undertaking, but In the "Iteoitatlve" hU tones were beautifully sus
lained and in the "Air," considering
that it was the first number of the

evening, McCormack's voice

X,.

then,

Brahms, he turn'fl his attention
Strauss, Debussy s.nd Ravel.

'

I

I

I

COIVlPLIMENT. INSULTS
World Wags:

record of his Influence
Balzac's time.
In "Eucousin Charles says- \
In Pan 5, when they want
to disparage
a man Jhey say, "He has a
good hear!.'
'The poor fellow Is,
Ji stu;)iii
w''*'
as
as a rhinoceros'!" Or was it
his £Ta-ndfather?
TEDDY.

wiv back
J,
way

genie

In

G,-andet

i

"

'

!

!

'

.

As the World Wags:
Easing down School street

aware

of

considerable

portslde, caused

I

ruction

became
on

the

by a sand blasting 6d-

eration on the exterior of
a building
\, friend meeting me, grinned and

obvious."

^

Lm>A"\r

BUN VERSUS BREAD
• Had
ye axed for a bun, most likely
ye would have received the
equivalent
of what Is Gonside'red by
«^me to be
bread— such Is the valus of a starting
point in matters relating to
criticism
'"t*"}"ch as bread. In common
?fu
with
all else that |s good, bad
or in-JtflT/ir^t, Ui such
fhly by comparhon.

—

1

Wl,Ue dep4ri-

th. founder of the R. H.
fineness
thing to place Ri^art
hia
minor. BW
John Ireland's sonaU In A
England, th.
second, Is set apart In
"°
newspapers state; It
^"^'ardrawlng card to concerts. To

for
In
y the

,\B
i

-1

I'--

.•

-

.

Ion an bi

-

gland,

in»Jor

1

'

New

Irt

we

bouK

,

Btran«I«-hoMa
(Romo-ar*oo or
natah-aa-oatoh-r:in
rulea)
known to
brofeaalonal sword-Hwallowera, In oonlu^Dtlon with tho Intpnt propertlsa ps--iitlal to the reoovery of pristine pro-

'iJi
stand why is not quUe '"V.
that in Its course '••^^'^^y^^" »«"
therand
here
tvo
or
page
a

1

i

rtlon.

'

As an

old-faahlened alternative
olfanlne of paper, gum tnkea

the
I

".^ond

place.
of
New

But

where

!ih

It?

|

'

decorations"

It

In

InooniparI

,

r>rlppln» toast revives

;

and

ivet

memories

of a

I

the

appetite of erowlnr
L'uih, to say nothing of the time when
.t>Bf
was raised for gravy flrat and

j

I

'

I

.

afterward— well may a venerable

I

hf.^nt

Manx ox—musk ox
which

is

chair.

ANOTHER CANDIDATE FOR THE
HALL
(From the Winston. Arl» Main
again
Miss Ophelia Pulse is at home
coast
after spending three weeks on the
.

LET THE GALLED JADE WINCE
As the World Wags:

j

'ath,^

brilliantly,

?uess,

that

made

with

skill,

sound

It

liked

The audience

'

It

with

One

aiquivering verse: another comment
(whereas
leges my seeing too far ahead
before
hand
myjf<:«'j
III cannot see my
and
a third imagines a 'Vigor of youth
of
accuses me with the historic crime
practi(whereas
man"
young
being a
I learned
cally 60 years ago. as a boy.
block
what it is to live with but one which,
chime,
Boston
a
and
me
between
during
however, rang only a short time
quarter-hour
the week, and not every
Park
during the 24 as Is proposed at
"The burnt child dreads the
street).
hotel
and
office
with
flre," though I,
chance
rear by. should have an unusual
_needles^
this
to become habituated to
addition to the city's noises, ^o^^-'^'^^f.
I yet
no "silent watches of the night,
meof
retain sufBclent remembrance
much
chanical clangor" (misquoted like
I
tnat
so
else, by the third defender)
again,
have no wish: "Make me a boy
li

•

sym-

all

one

may

Its

best.

I

'

I

'

R- «•

It.

;
'

'

'

i
'

OPENS WOLFSOHN

!

CONCERT SERIES

j
'•

;

•

I

<

RAINBOW aOODYBJAH,

;

Mme. Margaret Matzenauer
Gives Program

AMERICANIZED ENGLAND
'1

/

AS the World Wagf=>
This eummep I was
ln& the entire time

in
in

England, spendEnglish homes.

NoVhere did I find that old, delectable
diEh. "dripping toast." American breakfast foods have taken Its place. English
boys used to get up In the morning
and for two-pence a week clean the
shoes for the entire family, That might
mean nine or ten pairs of boots every
day,
there

But when the work wa* done

—

—

was hot toast plentj* of it with
dripping thickly epreaiH. Beef-dripping
would be, with salt on it, except
it
after Christmas-,
Christmas was not
Christmas without a goosej but what
made Christmas last with the holidays
was goose-drlpplngl There is nothing
that all the art of French or Russian
chefs has devised that can compare
with the palatabllity of goose-dripping
on toast. Now English boys 'receive a
shilling a week pocket money, stay in
ii<;d
until breakfast Is ready, and sit
down to ICellogg's cornflakes
B. J.
I

j

t

As the World Wags

a sentence "I hope"?
high school teatiher who teaches
!::u!ish near Boston contends that "I
e" Is a complete sentence.
I am
ngly inclined to the opinion that the
e
not express com't hope" does

A
;

'.

Ecn.se.

JAil£S

&

'

CRASO.

^GEBHARD, KELLER
JORDAN

HAL,1>-Gebhard

•

Keller.

Heinrlch Gebhard. pianist, and the vlo:-!st Harrison Keller gave a, concert
sst night In Jordan hall. The brought
idgment to the planning of their croy-im.
With an unfamiliar sonata in
-^nd they wanted to play, they set It
-St on the list, when their hearers had
elr mirds unjaded and fresh.
Those people who came for the new
alone could then go home, If
hey felt so disposed. They followed It
with a sonata flrm.ly established In pubr

r;nata

the Brahms A major, op.
100.
They did not feel they must play a
had been
third sonata In full: there
nearly music enough.
So they chose
from the
two
movements
Instead
light
Orleg sonata In F, the allegretto ajid
the allegro vivace.
Thus Mr. Gebhard
and Mr. Keller offered the public something dlflterent. The public responded:
the floor of Jordan hall was all but
full.
And it was clear the people
So after
heartily enjoyed themselves.
all there Is a potential public for chamlic

favor,

ber music, If chamber music be not
made too mortal dull.
There was nothing dull last night.
It was a pleasure to hear the Brahms
sonata read aright, with no vain effort
to twist music of the composer's lighter,
amiable mood Into something akin to
the

German Requiem

ous Songs.

or the

The performance

Idante. ior r.»n#=-.Hf>n

Just for tonight," or longer.
quarter
Broadly, the objection to a
steep e
hour "carillon" on a Calvlnlstlc periodic
fundamental: such

at Syniphony hall by Mme. Margaret
Matzenauer, contralto, of the Metro-

senting the watchman's '^f}^
"Golden Legend":
fellow's

AH

this

program

German

Including

songs.

Brahms's

Four Seri-

anof ensemble, beauof the

'
.

Then came the Russian group, beginning with the sombre "Over the Steppe,"

by Gretchantnoff. Up to this point there
had been a slight sameness of mood In
the artist, but In "On the Wings of

revealed an interpretative
which made the song utterly

Dream" she

charming. That old standby of contralwas
tos, "Nur wer die Schnsuchtkennt,"
the last of this group and Sibella's
"GIrometta" an encore.

Fknk

which

Mexican

the

"Estrelllta"

folk

have.
Price to be $2 for each pig. Drop
FteAMK B. S-TREETER,
carda

song

La^ ForgS has amtnged

^.^^^S

THIRD CONCER

all

By PHILIP

Roach "who knew what Poverty
meant as he had (as I understand) been

ductor, took

very poor."

as follows

There Is a guest that I detest
Who Is ever by my side.

"From

He

clings to

me more

in

But when
looks at

And hugs
V

I

closer

some
Lladov was kiiown chiefly
charming little orchestral P'«««'^"|by
and
legends,
gested by Russian
plano^

still.

the
graceful compositions for
he "ndertooW
Shortly before his death
Pass^K*
f'""^
to portray In music a
Divine,
"Rrvelatlon of S. John the

In the cold Judean manger
At the birth of our Messiah.

'Wlio lone

He's a Prince of empty pockets
Out at elbows and at knee.
He's a knight without a nickle
And he's nicknamed Poverty.

Saw

"The reversible dress Is a no'C'elty of
the season at Monte Carlo."
Who invented the reversible cuff? W»
remember the time when even our "best
dressers" did not disdain them when
about to attend a ball or party.

she
Thus she

fhJt

gave

the

Lucreca
and tie Brindise from
GIrometta with a
BOTria and Sibella's
revelaand dash which was
spint an"

loT

S

w

ay there
"-^j
Strange ^
/tion.
program.
'oneratlo aria on her
.

was no
rjoAree
George

accomVauae was Mme. Matzenauer's
panists and in
Ll
^^^-<^^^'''ZuTum
skillfully ana
of

tht

soloist

he p!ayed

sympathetically.

^

^

*

"Tou asked on Oct.
-Who was the Huntington that gave
name to the avenue?' He was Ralph

E. P. H. writes:
20.

his

Huntington, recorded, with
in

his portrait,

the THunUngton Family Genealogy.'
The same ac-

1st «d.. 1863. pp. 251, 2.
count Is reprinted In the

second edition,

but without the portrait. His home to
Boston was on Winter street. His siswas
ter's BOiuJUlph HunUngton White,

the World

,

craved

recreations

In

They
distraction.
seek
Even in the big
excitement.

we

some amusecities where there were
ments a public hanging sucked the
is
theatres empty and sometimes, it
suspected, offered an excuse for shutIt Is probably true that
ting up shop.
men of the type of Rollo's father frowned
Jonas, of course,
spectacles.
upon such
that
did not go, though it Is a safe bet
Jonas went out In the woodshed, where
kicked
and
him.
see
not
RoUo could
himself for having to appear to he above
the lure of a hanging.
The execution of the three Thayer
years ago
•orothers In Buffalo a hundred
last

summer drew a concourse

people from

all of

New York

i.

.

mighty angel ^tand.

foot ujwn
And the angel "set his right
^n the earth
the sea, and his '•'ft/oot
;*h«n ?•
as
fnd .-rled with n loud voice, l^^d cH.<"l
ho
iion roarcth: and when
«>lc*s
seven thunders uttered their
las% centu,
In the seventies o fthe
the Starr
on
wan
Fisher
erratic Jake
one
orthe New York Herald. Meeting

Harry Machis co-mate, brilliant
^''•Itten a
he told him he had
said
drama in five acts. "I hoped," he

!

the

Patmos banished,

sun

dona,

Wags:

of

in

<tay

to

They had none
which

In the

^

a hanging seems to have been
looked upon by our forefathers as the
In our piogi eatest of outdoor sports.
neer regions a public execution fed the
ma
settlers
the
of
Imaginations
starved
way that we can hardly understand

To go

;

cerer s Apprentice."

He's a beggar, not a ranger,
He was present, not a stranger,

.'Vs

the

'

cross his will
sardonically

me
me

The pr-ifram was

hall.

Lladov,

:

;

fondly

hate him and berate him,

He

place yesterday afternoon

Svmphony

sympho.iic poem,
Apocalypse" (first time In
No. 6,
Boston) Tchaikovsky, Symphony
DoDUSsy, First Rhapsody
'•p.-ithetio
(first t.m.
for Clarinet and Orr^he.tra
The bor
at these concerts); Dukas,

Than a bridegroom to his bride.

I

HALE

SymTbe third concert of the Boston
Koussevilzky. conMr.
Orchestra.
phony

ADD "OUTDOOR SPORTS"
Imagination.
flirtation Clave

more

showed

me

Northfleld. Mass.

i

ner

"Sapphlsche Ode," and for her first enHer
core gave Mozart's "Lullaby."
voice wa^ warmer In the French group
which followed, perhaps, because the
audience seemed more responsive to the
imaginative qualities of Cocquard and
Chausson. In "Les Paplllcins" the voice
seemed almost to take on a soprano

quality

assessors will hold an

may

poemi
Mr D W. Starratt sends us aO'Con
never published as '/e thinks, by

chose last evening to open with a group
of

of

adjourned meeting on Monday, Oct. 13,
At the selectmen's room, from 1
1935.
to i P. M.
This is to advise my cuatomers that
to butcher any pigs you
I shall be glad

CHARLES-EDWARD AAB.
POEM ON POVERTY

She

the Interestinr thing.

NOTICE
The board

J^^^ye that sleep pray tor the
dead, pray for the <3eadr

wake,

Here

has been done before.
Is

(From the NorthBeld Prest)

repre
chimes are here incongruous, as

It is not
opera company.
necessary to dwell on the richness
and scope of Mme. Matzenauer's
voice, nor to marvel at her tricks of

shading.

PRACTICAL ASSESSORS

more

Is

politan

texture.

:

Is this

I

The opening concert in the Wolfsohn series was given last evening

,

'

writes of dripping toast
"The spit of that
early boyhood Joys.
largely of a
period was constructed
My office was
yarn.
worsted
hank of
(a small threeto sit on a 'stooleen'
the roast
legged stool) and keep turning
Are. occasionopen
large
a
of
in front
with the dripping,
ally basting the meat
which dripped from the Joint, through
iron ladle prolarge
a
of
medium
the
vided for that purpose."
find the word
not
do
We
"Stooleen."
Dialect Dictionary or
In Wright's great
Was not this stool the
In the Oxford.
which had
^•ame as our "cricket,"
either three or four legs?

'1

7"

fnd Mr Keller played

It

DRIPPING TOAST ONCE MORE
Me.,
Mr Tim O'Toole of Portland,
as one of his

Defenders of the proposed Park Street
their
"carillon" betray the weakness of
complain;case through the abuse of the
"le
word
a
ants attorney; not
show
merits of the case, but much to
ithat my whin had cut deen.
defender tremulously falls Into

,,

the
In any case the o^^^^f -^oHld be
and It
well worth the hearing,
Mr. Gebhard
good to hear it again.
the finale.

la

Anglais),

^^o™ /"*
The banker was wheeled
in a
ambulance Into the deceiving ward

Ine

of another latl-

the basis of ox tall soup
entails the Initial outlay of buying an ox in order to obtain
hfl
tall,
Beef-drlpplng, on the other
iiann,, whilst the tall Is not absolutely
ndlepensable, necessitates the addltlonal expense of stall feeding for at
Jast 14 days In order to obtain the
•mount of liquid residue from a roast
5r setting to this end, and If Doris
'eslres that choice brown Jellied sedl^Bnt beneath the dripping ordinaire,
!iy,
then, the prolonged operation of
ill feeding must be extended
until the
o'tlng of a blue moon.
la

(From the K»nB«i City Star)

,

enne%pU0dl, and

probverged near Buffalo, offered traffic
to our
lems that would seem formidable
Buffalo
own generation. Fortunately, guests.
had neither to feed nor house her
and
Every family's wagon was a house
for
was well stocked with provisions that
accounts
the
all
From
the Journey.
a
come down to u.s the hanging provided
the litdecidedly satisfactory show, and
their
on
lifted
been
had
who
tle children
better view
parents' shoulders to get a
story of the sight
of it handed down the
Is not permitted
which
generation
to a
Innocent amusemenU.
to Indulge In such

NO HOSPITAL WITHOUT ONE

I

Fofuons. surely, of the ^on^J^-^''^^'^Z
following the slclll
a vigorous passage

;

.1

l

tney
Indeed, ^^'^

7"

i

t'lrts),

American Medica Asso ciation.

movement.
_
Mr. Ireland shou d
It seems a pity
Kr*""")^'"
have tried to cover so 'much his
times
He had
a single sonata.
he
when one might guess most
Indlvldua
the
his own bent,

I

a

The puwo

third

,

1

hardly

source

packed into an
in the rough clearing,
ox-wagon and set out for the hanging.
.Some were three or four daya on the
setting out
read, camping at night, and
again In the early morning by unfaconmiliar highways which, as they

who

disciple,
Irene Feltus. a Palmer
who
"hammers the backbones of those
Is proposed
are wTning" In Marlon. C.
Journal
the
by
for our Hall of Fame

1

der

;

Editor enquire as to Its Identity. Doris
might have added that the gentle lamb
no less than the more substantial charflcter of the Zodlao oould be equally re^:ponalhle for this pleasant addition to
Lonstefl bread.
Beef -dripping,
by-the-bya, dllTers
from ox tall soup to the extent that
whereas the ox Is usually Bocompanled
by a tall (Investigation falls to re-veal'

I

I

to ostabllsh a mood.
re»»on^bU
have no time to. for a most
"o
3^^^
theme follows close upon their
smooth
It
the sonata runs, some of
the
as
such
enough and Brahms-llke.
beginning of the adagio, ""t"; quicker
«hs
pressive, by the way, and
»'
theme a page or two
movenicnt
first
the
in
of a
It
of
ia«ed melodic line; some
fommon English t^P^'
the peasant or
bars like a slclUcnne;
of the
takes Us turn at the end

:

Interior

FOR THE HALL OF FAME

'

'»

sunn
and

all In
dren beyond her usual population,
There was "^"rcely a
holiday mood.
that
Purchase
Holland
the
family In all
had not closed up the lonely farmhouse

could
Ws dea^. this information
not have been recoi ded thera.

:

"^^^^^
leads off with three wild
them
Mr. Ireland have heard
find tham
he
did
or
mind,
ear of his
keyboard?
one day slttlnr »t the
fall

it
New England house-'!
la the bread to compare
Like jnany another of her

ife,

many manners.

written In

Their

,

home-made

Enirland

made by

rsad

.

taste.

Individual

his

.the

Tha

Bos
children's hosplta In
begenealoffj' was printed

fore

""f*'

rtlirnv• I
iiBually to In (I coiTiMipdIty nias•radlriK ni br««d only, though »oeom.'i!lod with Hit Alaatlclty Involving all

the «c<ik-, try
p|. lure
T..
Ro.ilon suddenly bivaded on a
women
(lay by 3.000,000 men,
I

money for a
As the
^^n

of 30,OO0
of the

west

.Genesee river and from the neighboring
The population of
parts of Canada.
7000.
Buffalo at that time was under

Francisco, but
"to bring It out In San
that vh «
the manager wrote me
he couldn t
liked the play, he was afraid
not
stage the last scene." ""RTiy
it
Jake,
asked Macdona. "Well." said and it s
represents the Last Judgement,
a corker of a scene."
^
Lladov certainly undertook a

ha
would
n
task.
n
him to fall
for
easy
been
ni.-<
have
easily
bombast. He might
strai
by vain
ridiculous
himself
on nv
Ing after effects, by depending

tnidable

dynamic impacts. 11 is surprising
^y";'
anv one. Inspired by JoVt''' Lla.l'
ehould have come off so well.>tor
reaUK;._
fuU
a
not
shows imagination;
which would
tion of the awful vision,
tli.

Impossible through music, but he
succeeded In bein.i; singularly Impresdegive in sonorous .•peech without
Ff-ending for a moment into clap-trap.
pasare
there
flight;
There is a lofty
be
sages of noble solemnity. It would

he

know whether the
to
Interesting
chorale Introduced is of his own invenin the
tion, or whether It ia to be found
music of the Russian church. Th» poti
f'^^>
a
nrepar;''
as
serves admirably
'

i

;

—

:

irada,--,

finouia

It

on the
years from

Uow u

L>» taktfii

to

li.

h

^

l

tlllp

()>(>

(or otuituet thai lu..f ihf Paris oon.ser-

Did

l-rlies.

,

Tlio
orul Rhnpsody?
the First for clarliift
pi-rforjupd by Messrs.

^

w

nil,

in

tic

.1

i

and

!n

ii.

impulaV Chilean

1|

^.Trtten on stag
entertaining artic e could be
^^^^„
to Haft. We have not ^^^.^^^^^^^^^^
xnost unexup
bobbmg
Ha^vksha^v
^^^^^
many years, but we remember
pected times and in the most
v.'\th his imwas the detective
Cuff in
hia profession. There
l Sergeant
g
Theie jas
Baronet
pr«sive "Sir Leicester D«dlock
of roses As
was al"The Moonstone," quiet, fond
^Jj^^^^ ^^atson
was a supetnmn no
Atl

dance eoundlns much like other Blow
dances of Spain. He closed the group
with a second dance by Do Falla, that
of La Jteunlere from "El Sombrero de
Mr.
tres PIcoa," a livelier movement
The con(Sodlngr played It brilliantly.
major
F
cert closed with Schumann's
"Nachtstueck" and Chopin's A flat
Polonaise.
The audience insl.ited on
R R- t?.
more.

Khav-

"First

X^..-.

jcharaouu-, by the Chilean conipoeer, Alilenda. primitive iiiuslo of a mild appeal; and a Pantomime from De Falla's
'"El Amor Brujo," a pretty, languorous

lit

,

1

ind Pe N oto at. a Longy concevt
the year aftfr It -was comvioseil

Ilawkshaw

m

no mere detective; he

ways exclaiming: "Marvellous.

h*d eomcthlnK fresh to say.
thourh this Rhapsody was for an occn

or unGraveyard humor, conscious

source of Joy
conscious, has been a
supposed to be
many. Sometimes those
the turf ar.
Bleeping peacefully beneath
Im"Ml restless as In the terrible scene

slon: to test Iho profleli-ncy of pupils.
T'lere are charming bits of ori-liestial
color: there a^e haunting harmonic proAs for the solo part, It was
freSBlons.

pupil s

display

to

Intended

skill

U
song and his technical V\oRc\ f ncy.
was a* pleasure to hear Mr. .Vllegra, a
^trtuoso of the first rank: to hear again

title.

symphony

not the legacy

is

'mag "ative
that the best of the
epitaphs is the shortest: ^Rep'^^'jJ'
edrth, July

finds

popular, that some
would be short. It

What

still

musical
I

composition:

the

.more

I

!

'

columnist?
"Stranger!

N'ightingale"

(first

time

has
but

jenetz"

time In Boston);
"Persian Dances from

vanchina.'

'

1

!"He had

"Kho-'
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Goulston writes to The Herald: "One of the Boston
published a story of Mr. Fiske O'Hara, the well
recently
newspapers
was given position at the top of a column, and
account
The
known actor.
and of great interest. According
b-ncji I assun^e was considered original
performing in some distant city, was into the story. Ur. O'Hara, while
by the inopportune blast
terrupted during one of his serious moments
much
from the trombone in the hands of the musician who played that
Upon Mr. O'Hara s,
abused member of the brass family in the orchestra.
with the musician the latter insisted that the note was

Mr George M.
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was a fly, but he proudthe music, only later admitting reluctantly that it
ly stated that he had played it.
^ v x ^
"The well known vaudevill^team of Bickel and Watson used that fly
various
the
at
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when
they
ago
years
In their performance 20
the
burlesque houses, and later that same fly migrated with them to
American
Ziegfeld Follies when they assisted in the glorification of the
girl.

"Perhaps you can assist us in determining the longevity of the fly,
esteemed conand bow far it travels. It might be advisable for your
temp«r»ry to have Mr. Neal O'Hara edit Mr. Fiske O'Hara's stories."
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create new forms.
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Brail nis

and Beethoven the symbols of a narrow patriotism."

What

j

Weissmann mean by saying there Is no folk music iij
does he mean by saying that Chopin "with all his ro
niantic gifts, did not write 'vocally' " ? Was Wagner's "Siegfried Idyl''
an attempt "to express the lyrical quality of the last act of 'Siegfried' in a
small orchestral or chamber-music setting" ? As for Brahms, " his artistic
horizon was narrow and sombre. He knfew nothing of the joys of the
tone-color sense, nor of the inspiring vision of a union of arts in music.
He was not sensuous by nature and needed the stimulus of tradition."
(Not sensuous by nature, but, if reports were true, sensual.) "He became
gradually at home in the classical forms, and sometimes used them mechanically when inspiration failed."
France?

I

.

does' Mr.

What

The author believes that in musical matters, America possessed the
faults of England in an exaggerated form. The inhabitants were determined to get rich quickly, "and their plentiful lack of culture gave scope for
the worse kind of artistic expToitation. . . Musical exponents who had
made a name in Europe began to visit the land of dollars, heralded and accompanied by an orgy of advertisements. Even the true artist, the man of
ideals, cannot always withstand the lure of gold, so that a roaring trade
was and is done in art and artists." But Mr. Weissn»nn admits that the
study of art "and a measure of technical insight, already exist in America.
.
.. The musical agent is fessentially hostile to creative art.
All he
asks is a long 'run.' " Our musical life "loves show, and excitement, is
uninterested in abstractions, is dominated by money, and is only beginning to entertain the notion of taste in art." "Feminine influence is particularly strong for good and evil." As regards composers, America is at
present "non-European." Much of our music is derived from "niggerIt expresses the American spirit, its tempo, activity, state of
tension; "deeper values can only be evoked by a gradually developing
racial culture." Messrs. Gilbert, Kelley, "the refined if somewhat super-

music."

Carpenter, Griffes, Cadman. Chadwick and John Powell are "genuMr. Loeffler "nas done markedly original work in 'A
Pagan Poem' and may be regarded as the harbinger of the future American music." MacDowell is praised, and Goldmark, "a good Wagnerian";
Ornstein, Ernest Bloch, "a true artist," and Paul Whiteman are named.
ficial"

Modern Musical Problems
Viewed by Adolf Weissmann, Learned
Professor in Berlin
Mr. Adolf Weissmann, a Berlin critic, has written a book entitled
TTie Problems of Modem Music." The translation into English is by
M. M. Bozman, a good one on the whole, though not always clear, for he is
not able continually to put into English the "quasi-philosophical" termin«Iogy of the author. The book is published by E. P. Button & Co.
Mr. Edward J. Dent writes an introduction which is something more
than a perfunctory compliment to Mr. Weissmann. It were to be wished
that Mr. Weissmann lived up to it. Mr. Dent admits that certain words
and phrases of the original cannot be translated into exact equivalents.
He speaks of the "concentrated energy" of the original, "not easily reproductible mainly for the reason that English music lovers, however
profound their devotion to the art, are less inclined than those of Germany
It is only on the subject
to enter fanatically into critical controversy.
of politics or religion that English people can approdch a state of Dionysiac frenzy; our music and our musical criticism we take in a more amiable
mood. That is in itself a criticism of our musical mentality." Mt. Dent
says truly that in spite of all his cosmopolitanism, Mr. Weissmann remains a German. His book is the 'expression of an individual mind, and
we can learn from it what complete changes of opinion are taking place
in the new Germany with regard to the art of the past century.
"The
days of Brahms and Wagner are definitely over and gone. RicHiard Strauss
remains as the one surviving link with the l'9th century. The new age
has developed a certain cult of Bruckner, Mahler, Reger and Pfitzner, each
of whom has his particular congregation of devotees."
This, introduction, a long one, is one of the most valuable portions
of the book, for Mr. Dent has views and opinions of his own, and he ex^
presses them with delightful vigor.

Mr. Weissmann considers first "The Music Market" and "Art and
He then treats of the new Wagnerian school and gives separate

Artifice."

chapters to Bruckner, Pfitzner (Why Pfitzner?), Mahler, Reger, Strauss.
Debussy and the Impressionists, Schoenberg, and the Expressionists, and
he discusses the general characteristics of various countries, concluding
with chapters entitled "Some Aspects of Modern Music" and "Music of

Age."
Mr. Dent has spoken of Mr. Weissmann still remaining a German in
spite of his cosmopolitanism. He might have characterised Mr. Weissmann's criticism as at times astonishingly parochial, as when he speaks
of Duparc's songs as "amateurish." At otl;er times his criticism is acute.
His remarks about criticism and critics are valuabK
Modern compositions demand a new public and a new scliool of criticisrt. "It is impossible to ignore the existence of a host of journalistic sensation mongers,
parasites who flourish in our over-commeicialized socie^, hindering the
true progress, though not the rapid exploitation, of thd musical profession, but it may be jjossible to supersede them. Tlie Best advocates of
mt^ern art are to be found in the ranks of educate'! artisfe and litterateurs.
In German countries criticism is for the most part in bondage to
.
.
technic, to a narrow professional or guild spirit.
The critic is frequently a time-server.
A new work.
has to meet the determined obscurantism of the critic who considers hijiself ^technician.

tlie

inely American."

Here is food for thought. "A host of 'intellectuals,' literary men
and poets, have imdertaken to expound the composer, to rescue him from
the limitations of his profession, to save him, in short, from the fate of
Unfortunately, the mediocre composer is
being misunderstood.
scarcely less the subject of such cults than the great; if he cannot attain prominence on his merits he can be talked into it. There is no such
.

thing as a misunderstood genius in these enlightened days, but there
many a manufactured one."

.

.

.

.

.

.

"There is no such thing as artistic education among the masses, but
is a spark of true artistic feeling that might become a conflagration. Education and training alone can produce nothing better than artistic mediocrity, and, as things are at present, there is a danger that
a leveling spirit will affect all branches of music as it has affected opera;
the ordinary threatens to crowd out the extraordinary in art."

The conductor is not ignored. Wagner established a tradition of "personality" in the conductor. Strauss, Wein,?artner and Mahler, who finallj^
"When a con
"sold himself to America," are discussed as conductors.
ductor has performed a work of Beethoven so many times that he has
lost interest in it, he looks round for a personal interpretation which will
alter essentials of tempo, dynamics and structure in the composition ano
give the public the amusement of contrasting the nuances of his exposition with those of other conductors. Under this treatment the aspect of
the work gradually changes till it becomes almost unrecognizable.
The creative avtis? is sacrificed to the wponent."
.

.

We

have quoted from the general essays, but the chapters on various composers are worth careful study. Stravinsky is only referred tb
and only a few times. There are interesting notes on Hindemith and Krenek. The mo^t important study of a composer is the one on Mahler, written with enthusiastic affection. The chapters on the present condition of
music in European nations are unsatisfactory. The average Englishman
is satisfied by the music-hall song; "the new music has as little, real independence as the old" not a word about Purcell, and the great v^riters
of church music and madrigals. Bax is spoken of respectfully; Bliss has
"something to say"; Lord Berners is witty; Vaughan-Williams and Elgar

—

are deeply learned; Delius

is

a "mediator."

There are nine portraits and a good index. One should not be deterred from reading the book because Elgar in uniform and with a decoration on his shirt is opposite the title page. Mr. Weissmann is probably
not responsible for this.
Is

though

Yes, and it deserves careful reading,
the book worth buying?
it may at times irritate and amaze. There is weighty matter in it.
P. Be
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JAMES AND "EDWIN DROOD"

We

spoke Uisl Sundiy of the unfln-.
Ished novel, "Hdwln Drood," completed
by a clairvoyant In Vermont, J. H. W.
writes to us that he knew this man.
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told me of the circumstances of his
writing his part of the story. He
claimed that he was inspired by the
spirit of Dickens while he was in a
trance and he himself never had any
recollection
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the writing on the paper.
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one compiamea OI
ooimtared by saylnrt
and tame."
Mr. Motte-Laorois added In a Usatlan
spirit, "SposallKlo." one of the pieces
supgested to the composer by pictures,
and the "I.,ake of Wallenstadt," whloh
used to be a favorite In concert halls)
two pieces In the composer's salon manner, that won the hearts of the ladles.
Mr. Motte-Lacrolx added In a Llsztlan
He has a fluent technlo
cellent parts.
which he does not allow to run away
jwith his musical and aesthetic tast«.
His conception o( a composition Is carefully thought out, yet he Is not too
While he cannot Justly b«
analytical.
called an emotional pianist, he produces
a
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An

reason or other the curtain was
rung up. Why Is it that no play
A in Drood' has ever been handled
by our modern managers? There is a
wealth of highly melodramatic matenovel if one
rial within the pages of the
Includes the several continuations that
which was
of
one
made,
been
have
written by the younger Dickens In conCollins."
Wilkle
lunction with
Comvns Carr's drama was produced
There was a dramatization by
In 190S.
W. Stephens seen In London In 1871.

Concert for Children, Under
Direction of Mr. Zanzlg

the Uail.v

Item.

and

coilie,

Saint-Saens, Sonata. Conus, Concerto, E minor. Lilli
Boulanger, Nocturne. Godowsky, Waltz. Juen, Berceuse. Paganini,
Moto Perpetuo. Sgambati, Serenata Napolitana. Wieniawski, Scherzo

concert given by the Durrell String
Quartet, with Augustus Zanzig as
the entrepreneur. The program included Ilaydn, Quartet in G major.
Op. 77; No. 1; H. W. Warner, Fairy
;

i

C minor

from

Serenata alia Spagnola;
Molly on the Shore.
Is

FRIDAY— Symphony

fe-

—

,i

j

:

[,

FOR GOLFERS

A golf player writes to a
journal that in tne course of a
hawk

Madms
game "a

and carried It off in its
weeks afterwards I went for a walk before breakfast, and climbing a rockyi
eminence. I came across a hawk's nest,
and by it a dead hawk, and In the n^st]
my golf ball; both the hawk and balli
were quite warm. I sent the hawk toj
the curator of the museum, and asked
for a post-mortem; his verdict was 'a
broken heart.' The poor bird had expired In its vain efforu to hatch out

ball

fln<L"

Its

|

on my
claws. Somel

suddenly swooped down

i

an admirable person for such a conHe has none of the pomposity or
cert.
the condescension that can make a
children's recital a bugaboo. He talked
Is

AVe do not believe he was a "booky
chap." We like to think of his uncle in
Ireland who in troublous times used to
practise shooting bottles in the back
garden out of his office -ivindow in order to impress the inhabitants. There
are pleasing anecdotes about boys the

'

j

in simple, Incisive terms,
quite unpedagoglcally.
And the quartet played very well,
with warm, supple tones, and fine
shadings, marking the differences in
quartet
style between the deliberative
imaginative
of Haydn, the fragile, and
Warner,
W.
H.
of
suite
pixy
little
and the buoyant and many versioned
•Molly on the Shore" of Percy GrainAn enjoyable concert, and one
ger
y that' deserves further following up, alwas not
r though the audience, yesterday,
_ a larpe one.

delightfully,

1

G.

iJoyeuse.
|flkt.

Ravel,

Faure,
Ondine.

^

Nocturne,

Sport" by Lieut- Col. E. D. MlUer,
many military decorations, has been
president of
jand probably is today,
large
sporting Bocletfes. 'The book Is a

lhas

D

!

variations enough to strike terror In
Vincent d Indy will
the stoutest soul.
not admit that the sonata with those
to
what Is known as
that follow belongs
Beethoven's third period; they are transitional works to the 9th symphony,
the grreat Mass and the last quartets,
"truly religious works In which Beethowlthi
!ven enters into communication

1

Fine words, but would that Mr. MotteLacrolx had played first of all some
little piece by an 18th century composer
ior something novel and unexpected by
And to follow this
a man of today.
sonata by "Weinen, Klazen, Sorgen."
Insatiate pianist! Would not one suffice?
And why should anyone at anytime
and anywhere play this piece of Liszt's?
He first wrote these variations on
a basso continue in one of Bach's canI

;

He tells of his family's indigo
In variplantation; how he played polo
time he
ous countries; what a Joyous
of polo
had on Long Island (his praise Is enplayers and hosts and hostes.-es
about
etnries
are
there
thusiastic) and
ar.
Great
the Boer War and the
the
to
pitch
The dedication gives the
than
more
for
who
wife
book: "To my
her personal
26 vears has never allowed
exconvenience to interfere with my
or soldiersport,
business,
peditions for
nand, has ining but, on the other
me every
variably helped _me and given

In Nepal.

;

i

]

encouragement."

tatas, the Cruclflxus from the

B minor

Mass with an Kpilogue-Chorale for the
turned
organ, and seven years later
them Into a piano piece, dedicating It
Did Rubinstein
to Anton Rubinstein.
ever play It?

performed

In

Liszt said It should be
a more than serious man-

Col

Miller

about

has

j

here

a

"Who's Who" of his friends and fellow
sportsmen. They are host, and, accordgallant

men

ing to his description, all
To those who are not polo players and
to
do not every fine morning resolve or
go out to kill something, bird, beast
sketches
biographical
these short
fiah
but there are
will be of little Interest;
many pages that will entertain them
talks with
colonel
the
In the beginning
keener relish about his riding and huntdays.
school
his
ing as a boy than about

Concerning the belief that the armisthe Great War was granted too

tice in

were, he does not mention them,
•

1

j

Therai

was good pig-sticking and big game
hunting in India. The colonel describes
adventures with uncommon

gusto.

Egypt he knew Kitchener, then a
and enjoyed his dry. Cjnilcal
humor. Once a wom'an with a bitter
In

colonel,

the couple in Algernon
like
Blackwood's strange tale, "Tongues of
Flame," commented on the behavior of
a young officer who was making himself conspicuous with a pretty married
lady. He stopped her: "If It were necessary, which I very much doubt, I
pprsonniH'- would forgive a woman as
tongue,

the colonel writes that the sol-

soon,
diers

i

his

compiled

—

it.

In India Sir Pertab Singh was (he
best sport.sman and the best friend the]
British soldier ever had in his country,
The colonel deals in superlatives when
Men and
he talks about his friends.
women that he knew were never ordinIf he knew some who
ary persons.

^

1

Is there any foundation for this story?
Various publishers asked "Lord Allenby
"One
to write a book on Palestine.
ofterM him some thousands of pounds,
and last of all came an American, who
"Whatever anyone else may have
said:
offered you, I'll double It. and what's
more I'll write the book myself." The
thoughtful American wished to save
Allenby the trouble.

to accept

adventures In the 17th Lancers in
big garie
'Egypt, England; how he shot

I

'

His love for polo brought him to this
country on five occasions, "and each
time I enjoyed It enormously, and experienced the most exceptional kindness and hospitality. We English pride
ourselves on our hospitality, but the
Americans leave us in the shade; they
simply cannot do enough for us when
we visit them." He found the American
crowd very fair to the contestant^
Devereux Milburn la still considered the
best back player In the world.

you too. and when they com^
pare notes before they go to bed they
you have had too much
think
only
will
The advice was followed,
to drink."
and the dismayed one heard no niorej

college;

:

ithat Celestial Father whom he saw In
part "above the stars'"; yet In these
last sonatas M. d'Indy finds that Beethoven expressed his belUving, charit-:
which gradually
soul
able suffering
raised itself towards the divine Ideal,

how he began to hunt when he
his
was seven years old. He describes
India,

I

1872,

.

Invariably refvised. but at last, to hisi
horror, he was accepted. Ho asked his
colonel what he should do about lt.[
"My dear boy. you need not worry,
that voung lady has a sister here.
Go and propose to her. She is sure

m

been

since
polo

hunting Is its uncertainty; "given good
ground, and
good
weather,
a good
ponies, with eight good players, a flretciass game of polo la a certainty." In
his opinion the only sport comparable
with hunting Is plg-stlcklng.

amusing himself by proposing marriage
He had been
to his partners at balls.

giraffes, elepersons, ponies, horses,
this
The publishers
phants, etc.
Dutton
& Co.
country are E. P.
amiable
Col Miller tells In the most
manner of his early life at school and

—

I

.

j

(

illustraoctavo of 350 pages with many
distinguished
tions of polo players, other

F

sharp major. Chabner, Bourjree Fantasque.
Beethoven's sonata followed by lilatf
ilude

in

He thinks that Frederick Archer was
prdljably the best jockey of all time:
that among the horses were 'more
'i'here
stayers" than there are today,
arc g-ood anecdotes about the Staffordpennia
young
of
is
One
shire militia.
less officer who \vas in the habit of

who

Roussel, Pre-

knew

has

colonel's
the
for It Is ptjre
was his business as
relaxation;
well as his pleasure for some 27 years,
during which time over 2000 ponies
passed through his and his brother's
hands.
"Polo Is more of a game than
One of the chief charms of
a sport."

'

p^l^and hunting will be
Lovers
of
Interested in "Fifty Years
greatly

SpoBalizio and Lake of WaUenstadt.
Debussy, Pagodes, Bruyeres, L'Isle

Hunting

amusement

whom became

F. Motte-Lacrolx, pianist, gave
yesterday afternoon In Jor-

Beethoven, Sonata op.
101; Liazt, "Weinen, Klagen, Sorgm,"

great deal."

Hertfordshire, many
celebrated soldier.s,
statesmen, business men, sportsat a private
happy
men. He was not
school, but he admits that he was
probably a most objectionable small
boy. The headmaster was a snob, also
a sneak, but his wife, an enormously
fat old lady, mothered the boys. The
colonel had four happy years at Harrow. At Trinity College, Cambridge, he
did very little work. He was in a
cheery set; cricket and hunting were
more to his taste than mathematics and
the classics.

colonel

•'recital

^dan Hall.

beautiful and charming as she Is, and a
man as good a sportsman as ho is, a

of
sailors,

MOTTE-UCROK
BY PHILIP HALE

concert of the
conductor.
See

Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M. Dorothy George (Mrs. Arthur Wilson),
meszo soprano, assisted by Reginald Boardmaa, accompanist, Roland Tapley, violinist, and George Brown, 'cellist. Old French songs
harmonized by Perilhou, Quand je fus pris au Pavilion, Musette,
Chanson a danser. Hahn Trois jours de Vendange. Chausson,
Dans le foret. Duparc, Lamento. Charbrier, Toutes les fleurs. Milhaud, L'Orgeuilleuse, La Revolte, L'Infidele, La Perverse (from
"Les Soirees de Petrograd"). Kahn, Five songs from "Sieben Lieder" with violin, 'cello and piano. Schoenberg, Natur, Wolf, Mausfallen Spruechlein, Anbetung.
Bullock, I Love My God,
Shaw,
Song of the Palanquin Bearers. Young. One Rose (Mss. dedicated
to Miss George). Rachmaninov, To the Children, Watts, Joy.
SATURDAY—Jordan Hall, 3 P. M. Maria Kikigsbuiy, soprano;;
Mrs. Dudley Fitts, pianist.
Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Repetition of Friday's Symphon;
concert. Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor.

now becoming

so widespread that the concerts for;
children are taking on new and larger
There have been the
proportions.
various orchestral concerts detailing the
peculiar qualities of each instrument;
the amusing and|
there have been
loquacious explanatory recitals for the'
Now, Mr. Zanzlg, director of}
piano.
music in the Brookllne public schools,
has, with the excellent assistance of the
Durrell String Quartet, given a concert of chamber music for children.
Yesterday, Mr. Zanzlg did not dwell
on the properties of the ntrlnged InBtruments; Instead he emphasized the
composition of music, the different
themes, and the general mood. And he

Belle
male: ajiswers to the name
LOST Brindle bulldog; Ilc™e nu.nber and owner's name on wide studded
collar; answers to name of Jack.

M.—Fourth

special notice.

Borodine,

Grainger

Hall, 2:30 P.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky,

movement

quartet;

Musical appreciation

Tarantelle.

Pixy-Ring;

Miniature Suite, Ttie
second
Brandts-Buys

j

Wakefl<?ld)

white

—

son, pianist.

JORDAN HALL— Children's

AN ELOPEIVIENT7
LOST—Brown

time in Boston).

Bach, Sonata No. 6 (for violin alone). SaraDances Romanza Andaluza, Habanera, Jota Navarra.
THURSDAY—Jordan Hall, 3:30 P. M. Guy and Lois Maier,
Music for two pianos.
Children's concert.
Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M. John Corigliano, violinist. Carl Lam(first

sate, Spanish

.\s

(From

audience of good size was dutf

appreciative.

.

I

Hageman, Charity. Scott,
Memory. Rachmaninov, At Night.
WEDNESDAY—Jordan Hall, 3 P. M. Hildeg^rde Donaldson,
Vitali, Chaconne.
violinist.
Chausson. Poem. Saint-Saens, Concerto in A op. 20 and Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso, op. 28.
Jordan Hall, 8:15 P.M. Julius Risman, violinist. Samuel GoldVitali, Chaconne.
berg, pianist.
Szymanowsky, Sonata, D minor
Gretry, Plus de depit, plus de tristesse.

Arietta. Ganz,

I

version

the World Wags:
lost a cool million dollars yesterday,
got two telegrams asking me to wire
hundred dollars for an option on two
.1
i-ltv lots in HoUywoud-by-the-Sea, Florida. If I had sent the money I could
sell these two lots tomorrow for a cool
(Why Is a million dollars almillion.
ways cool?) It's too bad, but I'll get
R. H. L.
plenty more chances.

|

I

was mnde ready at one of the New
York down-town theatres (they were
nil down-town In those days) but for

[

TUESDAY—Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M. Marie Antoinette RobertComeau, soprano. Jessie Fleming Vose, accompanist. Mozart, Deh
Vieni, non tarder, and Un moto di gioja. Gluck, O del mio dolce
vidor. Lillo, Domani, O me felice. Tchaikowsky, Nur wer die Sehnsucht Kennt, und Weigenlied. Schubert, Die Forelle. Wolf, Mausfallen Spruechlein. Chasson, La Caravane, Levade Les Vielles de
Fourdrain, La Chason des Cloches and Papillon,
chez nous.

[pleasing effects by his management of
nuances and his maintaining a mood.
^ He played dellgTitfuUy the pieces by Depoints
little
In
bussy, bringing out
them that have been Ignored or not appreciated by others. Especially charm*
Ing was his Interpretation of "Bruyeres," a composition that is not too
familiar.

attempted In the way
this country was soon

after Dii kens's

Hollis Street Theatre, 3:80 P. M. First concert of the People's
orchestra, Stuart Mason, conductor.
See special notice.

.

•

iiiig:

-

M. Shura Cherkassky, pian-

Symphony

I

j

Hall, 3:30 P.

See special notice.

ist.

I

'

i

SUNDAY— Symphony

the higher commands were
when It came: "for on our
we
were killing far too many
advance
In

thankful

of the helpless

Had

fire.

loss

of

Belgians with our shell-

gone on any longer the
would have been terrible,

it

life

for they simply could not understand
their peril, and Just waited for the
deliverance In places that we could not
have taken without great loss of llff
through shellftre, unless we ran th
of heavy casualties ourselves
we attefnpted to lake them withoi'

risk

artillery preparation."
In this war the gallant son of C
Millr, 2d-Lt. Gordon D. Miller, "wl-_'
doling forward obser\ing officer for

mored train near Ligma" was shot

<

.

by a sniper. A chapter written In
ly vein is devoted to Imn.
This readable book is providec.

a

full

index.

t

—

I'tiaraclerlze niiu h

r.f

.^ailo a

i

'

are

AitierloBii

style-

Ulm.

l>a.
|

and) to the Rope
22 Bccomls.
It in
t

^

indeed!
some
covered

wonderttJl
,,ainlv

—

."rcevt'^wrh i-l^

".r.

t^he

rhoM.
rh^."

M:>7.u
.M.<

^^^^^^
'

Tanijo,

brlllante,

fo.-

needed, colors daubed on thick— and
even so the effort too often fails.
Mr. Mason chose another way. Iijstead of trying hard to make the symphony as Impressive as It used to be,
apparently he gave all his pains to
making it as musically sound and beauHe suc;ontrlve.
tiful as he could
ceeded well, for he made it all sound
musically right, and if by his reserved
treatment he got from the first movement fewer thrills than conductors
used to get, nobly he set forth the pure
beauty of the andante, and with tho
rugged strength of the finale,' most
skUfuUy led up to, he made a stirring
effect. Of the two ways, who shall say
which Is the better? Surely there Is

Albenlz-Go-

'.
;

young
the performance of a
with genius, and a ee""e,
But there was little
netry.
yesterboy In hla playing
seems to
U-.ese two years he
strangely mature, and there

,

^

1

^

,

rown

tumultuousness, a
a largeness, a
that his earlier play-

V

in,v.,,,nic vitality

nly barely suggested.
playing
\- that earlier concert, his
confined to
*f,,r
.he most part, was
But for his program yesn..T,'itures.
i.ic

>

\

";r iav,

T r-

-

•

no fast

performance
his repertoire and
pianist and
of the seasoned

tWe

wero

And

if

in

with which he commenced,
seemed to lack spontaneity,
-chumann he plunged into his
^
,
The Papillons" might have
>„,;.
more within his range thaH these
but there
n -li, stral proportioned etudes,
In his
was a strange virility and poetry
grace and
pU-.ing cf thent, an exquisite
-

dllTerentiutlon of

mood and

the Biibtlv changing rhythms.
But it was in the Chopin, the Chopin
passionate B
of the dark and bitterly
of
minor sonata, with Us stalklngs
beautiful
d..ath, that he did his most
here
And
.r,.r
finished playing.
imaginativeness,
t with all the
h.- I/;,
which he
of
tenderness
tragic
the
and
was capable, through the sombre
funeral
cumulative
p,-herzo, the slowly
the evanescent presto which
: an amazing pace.
ne but a genius could play so,
what
tor not only has he virtuosity, but

I

I

I

"

i

Is

'

I

1

I

more, a poetry and emodepth that elt strangely upon his
With his last group he played

infinitely

IfinTial
'h.

i

;

in

The

concert,

full

of

variety,

Mr. Jones was more courteous when
roasting H. G. Wells for his letters

fective In his flaying.

Mr. Whiting yesterday morning, apropos of Mr. Dunham's victorious fiddling
\n Maine, quoted the lines:
"Then a noise arose In the orchestra
As the leader drew across
The Intestines of the agile cat
The tail of the noble horse."
Again we go back to Artemus "the
Delicious," as Charles Reads characterArtemus was stopping at
ized him.
Asplnwall on his way to California.
"At the Harvard ilouse the man of
.>iln
rubbeth the hair of the horse to
the bowels of the cat, and our girls are
waving their Illy- white hoops in the
<lazzling waltz."

flrst

\ited just one hour and a half. Who
c» Id have arranged it better?
•le modem touch, though, the name:

at

from Russia he continually addressed
him as "My dear Wells"; also more ef-

Stuart Mason, New Conductoi*,
Offers Fine Program

nouph.

I

his repartee, considers the excellent Mr. Jones a "low cuss."

OPENS ITS SEASON
concert of Us sixth season, held yesterday afternon In the
Mollis Street Theatre, Stuart Mason,
the People's Symphony orchestm's new
conductor, arranged a singularly judicious program. Not to keep late-comers too long waiting, he began It with
a short overture, that to Weber's
"Euryanthe," Immediately after which,
while his listeners still were presumably fresh In mind, he placed the symphony, Beethoven's C minor.
After a short Intermission Mr. Mason
followed classics and romantics w:t',i
an example of modernity, two of the
"Gyninopedles
by Satle, orchestrated
by Debussy. Since he does not scorn
the human voice, and probably recognizes Its worth for supplying contrast
to the sound of an orchestra, Mr. Mason planned for a soprano air, Verdi's
'Caro Nome." sung by Maria Conde.
He closed the concert with Enesco's
second Rumanian rhapsody, light mu."ilc agre^ble to hear, but not a serious
\o5s If before it one had heard musio

Is

-

"German newspapers are commemorating the 175th anniversary of the Introduction of the umbrella In Europe."
It's a wonder they do not insist they
Invented the umbrella and would take
away the honor of the Introduction Into

Europe from Jonas Hanway. Whether
Xenophon wrote the epilogue to hts
a question, but the author,
noting the degeneracy of the Perrtans
after the death of Cyrus, said they were
not content with the shade from the
trees or the rocks, they must have
servants standing beside them with

Cyropaedla
i

Is

Cyrus had much to
screens.
say- about the dress and behavior of
"And he trained his
subjects.
his
courtiers never to spit or blow the nose
In public or turn aside to stare at any-

artificial

I

Mr. Hussey presided with gravllv. In
courtroom session, u gravity "that

communicated itself to those who were
watching— not a dry eye In the house
as the curtain went down.
The only
reason why King Henry of England,
that monarch whose son was lost on
the

white ship, the only reason he
never laughed again is because he had
not seen iMr. Hussey on the wool-

sack.

But the JanIs!
ance at a
ly

LIP-BITING HEROINES
As the World Wags:

her.
I

I

I
j

j

;
'

[
i

!
!

I

I

1

I

j

j

i

Perhaps Homer Grow, or some other
bear-cat on statistics, could

us

tell

stairs

in

I

teeth.

But

H. F. M.

Conversation, evidently between two
overheard In a trolley

proud fathers,

boy

of

Dad—Yes—how
Dad— Tells me if

mine

la

am-

,

I

so?

—

was as
Beautiful as a butterfly
as proud as a queen.
Was ray pretty little Polly

And

Jazz

slight rest

<^hestra offer some new s,clectlons.
oi
ind classical. The band, composed
masyoung players, all of whom are
presents
instruments,
their
of
ters
Spanish and American selections.

a
Bert Yorke and Ed Lord havegive
They sing, dance,
unique act.
of
"ne
new
over
a
put
Imitations and
The
chatter of the "But" variety.
two were recalled from the wings several times.

Perkins

b^^tween the words

In

Vincent, supported by Frank
Gardner and Blanche Lord, appear
a skit "An Etching from Life." It

Claire

H

Of Paddlngton Green."

A

mu-

In his

'

exist ap to the

correct version of "Polly Perkins." This

—

Halperln, diminutive star of

his

FOR THE LAST TIME
As the World Wags:
Doubt still seems to

"She

ISNANHALPERIN

own InimUable way. He was givei.
a rousing reception.
orFelix Ferdlnando and his Havana

i

he can't accomplish something one day ho wants
to do twice as much flVie next day.
H. S. PARICBR.

It:

little'

1

Dad—That

Second

is

.i

,

|

As the World Wags:

First

bench just

|

TOWERING AMBITION

bilious.

Mrs. BroderU'k and all the others be
given any number of wreaths and congratulatory w hat not, anything to' console them and take their minds from
the gnawing envy that must be theirs
In the face of the ending delight and
fafclnation that are Elsie Janls s. But
wasn't "The Sailor s T^ndle" crowding

Queen
as Lucrezia Borgia and Anally as
Her act Is well
Catherine of Russfa.
The
costumed.
beautifully
and
staged,
music for It was written by AVUUam B.
Frledlander.
Sharing stellar honors for the week
known to theatreIs Walter C. Kelley,
Vlr- .
goers from coast to coast as "The
atorlea
glnla Judge." With many new
queen,'
featuring Odlva, "the water
and several California seals. For more
In the
youngster
the
hour,
an
half
than
the
tank and the antics of the sea's on
audithe
of
attention
stage kept the
The seals are well trained ano
ence
almost human In following Instructions^
Is that
An act out of the ordinary over
in
repertoire, he puts them

hap-

the opinion of other readers,

First

There Is no mimic like
a raised eyelid, are

hairpin,

song
sical comedy fame, in an historical
Keith R
cycle, heads an excellent bill at
Mme.
as
first
Sho appears
this week.
Sans <3ene, then as Pocahontas, follows

perhaps I am abnormal. After reading
a few stories I am a little bit worried
because my lips are not covered with
a multitude of scars. I anxiously await

car.

finish.

Agalftst her brilliance, there is -now,
therefore, no condemnation for the remainder of the cast. Let Mr. Hussey,
Mr. Aaronson's orchestra. Mr. Hartley.

Nan

bumped

my Hp

A

enough to transform her. And mimics.
good ones, are so rare. Shades of Albert Chevalier!
Lenore Ulrlc. Fanny
Brice and Will Rogers were brave, very
brave, but her guying of Barrymore'i
"Hamlet" and the I,ady Peel, of
Chariot's Revue, were truly matchless.

!

was going down the

the dark and

like-

KEITH HEADLINER

their lips till the blood comes and dig
their nails Into tho tender flesh of
Are any of your contheir palms?
tributors In the habit of doing It? The
ever
bit my Hp till the blctod
only time I

my head on a beam when
pened to be between my

seemed

i

But perhaps I am wrong. Like Mr.
Togo, I ask to know. Do people blto

cellar

it

she blew life Into U, foncaressed it, and sent it to a

the mourners'

how

far all the novelistic heroines who bite
their lips till the blood comes would
reach, If placed end to end, and If (to
quote somebody or other) It would be a
good iviea to leave them that way.

came was when

It,

rousing

it.

Seizing the perform-

moment when

to expir,

dled

This time in
Galsworthy's "The Forsyte Saga." Here
"June bit her lip till the blood
It Is:
came, and walked back to her seat without another word." And, of course, I
knew that It was the beginning of the
end. You can always tell that tho inevitable Is going to happen in a chapter or two when they bite their lips till
the blood comes. Then it is safe to bet
that Inside of a few pages, or a chapter
or so at the most, their husbands and
sweethearts will throw them over, tho
mortgage will be foreclosed, or the baby
I underwill tip over the radio set.
stand there Is another sure sign; "She
clenched her hands till her nails dug
into the tender flesh of her palms."

have found

In a most
manner, something quite unusual

A

a

it that this Mass was preserved and found in 1925 at Salzburg?

I

1

variety of entertainment.
The
personable Jlr. Hartley chatted witii
the audience and then, one by on<>.
Introduced the company.
A etartlln;?
departure.
It
Is
possible that olh»T
producers may see the IngenuUy of lbi»
device and use is el.-iewhere.
That most absorbing (and latest) of
all
Intellectual occupations, the solution of the cross-word puzzle, was alsc
presented in the most tcrfaniingly funny manner. The audience was deeply
Impressed with the freshnex.s of tho wU
In this piece,
pleasant change frorii
the sameness so frequently enoountirreii
in musical ventures of this partlculai

How was

Again

though tho

variety.

Mass, composed by Weber between
1798 and 1800, was burned with his
first opera and some other compositions
In
a cabinet belonging to Weber's
teacher, Joh. Nap. Kalcher, court orIt's a queer story,
ganist at Munich.
for only the cabinet with its contents
escaped
else
everything
burned;
was
This discouraged Weber so
the fire.
that he thought of abandoning music.

A

work on

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY

For the

Mr. Shaw, while he

J

unearthed

flre,
has been accidentally
at Salzburg intact."

George
Bernard Shaw a "blowfly." Some might
thliik this a compliment, for Linnaeus
said that a blowfly would consume the
carcass of a horse faster than a lion.
We are reminded of an incident In the
life of Artemus Ward.
He and Blllson
had organized a dramatic company and
produced "The X)runkard; or, the Falling
Saved," with a real drunkard. As the

No doubt

W.

A.

A QUEER STORY

—

gave yesterday, Is a memorable thing;
coached,
It was no mere precocity, well
but living, spontaneous musicianship.
Everj-thlng now depends on his guides.

scrambled on

"The score of a great Mass composed
by Carl Maria von Weber, and believed
by the composer to have been lost in a

play didn't prosper, Billson said, "Let's
giv 'em some Immoral dramy." Artemus objected: "Says I, Billson, you hain't
got a well-balanced mind." To which
"Yes, I have, old
Billson answered:
hoss-fly (he was a low ouss) ^yes 1
have. I have a mind, says he, that balances in any direction that the public
rekires."

pieces, to
and brilliant
ijs
which he lent grace, a delicate nuanobrilliant
Ing, a subtle rhythm and a
And perhaps this last group
technic.
become.
Is indicative of what he might
Such a concert as he
in-advlsed.
If

show

of calories

toast.

—

t

when as

to life

thin as a ghost

With a couple

patriotic controversy, calls Mr.

1

11

^

C

In

the head.

'-r^^4
We regret to say that Mr. Henry Arthur Jones, engaging in an aesthetic and
<C:

poor Patricia well.

She was brought back

beat they can,

(eltlng.

this

In

to Z,

^

Is

The performance opened
novi

Complaining of weakness and pains

Ethel Leginska will conduct the concert next Sunday, and the soloi.'^t wil
R. R. G.
be Luclle Oliver, pianist.

of each of

Ing out as

pace

She swallowed the alphabet, right down

Mme.

large.

make

best.

The demoiselles of the chorus, many
of them playmates of Paulino Markham and the Morrcll sisters, are hold

tor's decree

I

The audience was very

,

new

MTeral

Enjoined the addition of D. B, F, O.
But these, reinforced by H, I, J, K, L,

rule.

legato.

,

1

ond

of

dltforery
TltamiuB.)

and

In
a
lalu-lled "revue."
It
thing for any aggrt-ifiitlun to
have to I'onipetn witli »uch downright
g'*nluH
« Is hers, no It In not r<'marktilile that they caniu out jiecldodly sec-

Patricia Peerless determined to be
From Ills that are mortal eternally free.

Sufllced not to

of musical furniture Kla.nined to

perilous

Through diet of vitamins A, B and C,
Yet somehow she languishes. Her doc-

Mr. Mason was warmly applauded.
So was Mme. Conde, who sang her air
with pretty tone and the neatest of
Since the audience wanted
staccatos.
more she sang Benedict's "The Wren,"
tone and a notably smooth
warmer
with

the Bach prelude

alleged

the

Is

<»ave

ment

gethcr

VITAMINITI8
(On

wildly
the less there are great works,
romantic and emotional In their day,
from which the emotion and the :omance, as a result of the frequent
To restore tho
hearing, have faded.
romance and the emotion, overstress

Musical, SchubertMana-Zuc..kv; Zouave's Drill,
x,ila Waltz. Von r'o*^"*"^!- Shura
that „^„„
ago
two seasons
his first concert here;

own

—

Truer
today, everybody must have read.
words were never spoken. But none

op.

"The Slim Princes*," EUle Janls, hAn
iieturned ngahi with ii lurg<. ti?sor«

umbrellaa and our

This would be a happy world If there
was no landlords, tenants, husbands or
wives The Thames Magistrate.

,

Mr. Mason's way with the symphony
of
might not have won the approval
view
Mr. Ernest Newman, whose sound
Its day
In
been
having
classic,
that a
romantic, should be played as such

,,t'

'

therefore our
suns."

to the fore.

™rr, n. well
wen as various enlowing program, as
minor. .T
""mh.de and Fueuo, B-flat|chumann.
etudes.
B.'Sa.-h: symphonic
ponata, B-nat minor. W-^^"' '^^"^'"a'
op. 27. ^o. i,
Nocturne D-fl.it major,
F-sharp minor, op.
k:i.

tieN in

own

^

Back with NovelRevue

KIsie Janis

and warmer than any without; we are

more successfully cn tjie •whole
rethan anything else, with a nice
and
gard for their color and their light
Mr.
contain
shade: all the poetry they
Mason could safely be trusted to brln.r

JAUZB LUL.

ur«.

cave, our bodies, to go Into by consideration, and cool ourselves; and we
have within us a torch, a soul, lighter

-

pieces

Shows
Cherkassky
Shura
Development
Great

'

f,

The word has been quaintly used, ai
by Dr. lionne: "We have an earthly

strong tone strong tone being at
present tho organization's least a'""""point— the orchestra played the mue
for

i

closed umbrella like a walking
hlH
They Invented slang terms for
stick."
certain specimen*; gamp, lettuce, mush,
rnln-napp''r.

ond has more of fineness about It. Perhaps because they made least demands

\A60 feet, without

hln WB« the wiiy It
lx>ndon Music Halle »!

ch*-i

wrote: "An
brellas.
man walks In R pouring ratn, swinging

Kmemon

and

napers

Londoners have

startled

For all Us Greek title
cabarets.
moro
intention, the first piece seems no
waltz with a veiT pr«"j;.
slow
than a
though by no means dlitlngulshed,
melodv, charmingly «tt forth in orTh« secchestral dress by Debussy.

phenomenon,

Mr

English ever since

ii.>

1

not quite tree of
which made Sane, to all npi
cuii'^n ua
feel comfortably at home In
ih<>y

In"

,

I

;

—

^ainHs

;iiui

was cUHtod by a unanimous
demonsf
with an enthusiastic

ul-

Jiinl

,H.nM.leraiu>'i.

Ills?

thousli he haw Aimed ;i comedy, thpre is
(.•tnerjla photosraphlo beauty and an unerrinf?
Booth bar!- isolecUon of detail. Not yet Is there a
rf. Wade
"The
ifis. In "Athletic Ai- tsijfn of rh!iplln"s Meoadenoe, and
the Na- <aold Rush." if po.sslble, is an Improvoand
Kenny
ui.d
uo tontest, In which the flnent on his earlier pieces, especially
K. ii.
n the photography.
ouartette of Boston and

HOLLIS

^vith

Carolinian,"'

Last weeVy.

—

By

COPLEY

time

Last

week.

Marie."

ha^mt^ng
ensembles

STATE-Charlle

"The Gold Rush,"
the

frirl.

Chaplin In

HOW

m

mongers,

eossip

with

Paris," discovered
be
-ubt'.ety need not necessarily
fUmGerman
fined to the
of

"X^-oman

And now

in

"The Gold Rush

Rural pair

Grim and gaunt

And
They

seemed

is

(Announcemeut

hitherto been able
cheaper
practise medicine so much
was because
than the other doctors did
and have no children
to

the

1

a

I

refuge
a somewhat dubiou-,

children.

were changes

During

run

the

there

in the cast.

FIRST SEEN AS A FILM

East
'^'Sfftl'at'prof. Tisdale's home.
Fr^a^e^-Uy
street. Riso.^ Ark.

i

I

"The Miracle" was first seen In this!
country as a moving picture at the
Park Theatre, New York, on Feb. 17,
1913.
The picture was shown in Boston
j

j

lat the Colonial Theatre on Feb. 24, 1913;

tii*%

silent iTDHu Ai

Noth

Lilt

said

w

the
.^^j,
The scene
fuum^ -it^h
tel -as exceeding^
from the
'LVV;gustr Dal^sTdaptlons
t

<-

I

II

.'.German.
I'

brothers
must be

j

,

^

the

i,y

^

it

rnn^t'telfbe'^^described.

U, the <7'"f"»^"^'^;-,;«^8ingins- w-as bet
cno
Miss
as a i-ule the
,overs.
don , oy
ter than th..t
^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^

r/umont was

^

a-

The
Polly.
for Miss Wlthee-B
scene, the dinner, dragged a lltae.
play should easily have been out
o'clock.

,

nal

f

/

F.—No: Ai-temus Ward
Asplnwall at the "HarvardHoward
he stopped at ,th«
House;
<Jl«P°^""°
House; but the linotype.
naturally all for Har
self in Boston. U

;

|

.

j

P.

m

vard.

Some have

Now

to

there are sur-

to the
geons and physicians "^i^^ting
We have heard o^
fees.

of the

splitting

of

objected

to

splitting

wnen

who
wood.
mothers neededkindling
are
Booth
John Paul Jones and Edwin
Walt
now in New York's Hall of Fame.
Gem
Whitman, William Lloyd Garrison. John
"Stonewall" Jackson.

boys
so barely

Krauss, the Piper; Orville Caldwell, the
Knight. Humperdinck's music had been
revived and extended by Friedrich
Schirmer; Elnar Nilson, conducted. The
production was designed by Norman-Bel

As the World Wags:
to
The missus and I motored over /cm
Plymouth recently. Ply-^outh, asfame.
It

is

a village of no

little

recall,
Dewas there that the Mayflower the

Geddes.

Pf"^"
blazed the trail for the Pil^^ ^
The rock upon which the Pilress.
is
landed
have
grims are supposed to
descendants
Sailed Plymouth Rock. The
fence
an iron
of the Pilgrims have built
told,
around It. This was done, I am landfrom
Pilgrims
more
any
to keep
the
in
land
ing "if a Pilgrim wishes to
subUnited States now he charters a
I
marine across the Rio Grande river.
some
was surprised to find the rock This
ocean.
Atlantic
the
distance from
of the
fact made me a little skeptical
authenticity of Uie ancient landmark,
owing
that
me
assured
natives
but the
unlawful diversion of water
the
to
cana
drainage
through the Chicago
the rock
the ocean had receded, leaving
high and dry in the city park.
,

P. D.

\\

|[

|

|

i

.

|

WARTS

IN

'

Rosamond Pinchot, the Nun; Lady
Diana Manners, the Madonna; AVerner

IRREVERENT TOURISTS

may

Miss Winston, the Nun; Mme. Carmi,
the Madonna; Mr. Payne, the Knight,
and Mr. Matray, the Piper. Mas Bendlx conducted the orchestra.
The performance of the spectacle itself
in the United States was delayed by the
breaking out of the war. Messrs. Cornstock and Gest finally produced it In
New Y^ork at the Century Theatre,
tran-sformed as a cathedral on Jan. 15,
1921;

.

to

GOG.

thiir

the incidents of the comedy, for it is in
'he matchhss pantomime and the innumerable sly nuances of Charlie Chaplin
that the life of the piece exists. And as

there is a cohesion and unity in the
'
an artistic roundness. There is
too large or too small for his

for

Tlong Ume objected

splitting infinitives.

'

each of his other comedies, there is
ore than mere slapstick here, an oc'^ional poignancy, a suggested tragedy.

did

TO L

not stop

day on which
the very evening of the
published, he
one of his new works was
temptation to incould not resist the
bo he
going,
were
quire how the sales
.,
follows:
wrote to his publisher as
eqiial
was
Victor Hugo." The publisher
was:
reply
his
the occasion, for

The velopment Co..
Ltd., .swindled
rights and
11
Indians out of their' riparian

,

I

j

by

|

'

j

letter
The report of the schoolboy's
O. S., L. S.
for money which read: "S.
what is undoubtD R S V P " recalls
on record. It
edly the shortest letter
who was
was written by Victor Hugo
On
always Impatient and impetuous.

|

j

t

115

my duty to inform thebe public
withshortly
'that this advantage will
do well to
drawn. You will therefore
for
once
at
cases
sind in your choice

|

,

'

a widower

;'°It'sTw

fliKl

1

j

;

am

j

«tarv„.g fellow
with a gluttonous and
together fo.
adventurer. So they wa.t
food to present,,
and
the storm to abate
sit
And then, desperate, they
itself.
Charlie
down to eat the old shoe that
and
nails
^^''th
sole
has cooked, tl>e
he boot
shoe string for Charlie, and
There are
for the burly Jim IMcKay.
f.-•^
comic episodes to match this one,
which Charlie, with the greatest
consumes
rj. ---acy
and- nonchalance
dab"
shoe and shoestring, merely
bling casualv with the nails.
hewho
.Tim,
tortured
He evades the
beckoning
ri..-: to see him as a vast and
prebear
black
ken until a casual
ni3 itself; he enters the town and falls
love with thft^ chief of tli» dancing
and much^
is; he becomes a lonely
ffeted visitor. Then, with the return
big Jim.'iiow totbea of'Tiis m'emory,
again
is snatched back to the cabin
make his fortune, to return, after a
after
clift
mad night on the e'dge of the
the wind has blown the cabin there, to

II,

on Dec. 23, 1911. Natacha Trouhanowa
nun.
erring
then Impersonated the
Maria Carmi, the Madonna; Max Pallenberg, the Piper; Douglas Payne, the
Knight. Oscar Fried conducted. There
were 1000 supernurnaries, 175 dancers,

(London Daily Chronicle)
in

of which has
In a blizzard, the like
he
land
never been seen on sea or

in

Reinhardt produced the spectacle
at the transformed Olympia in L^don

NOTICE

charm-

i

Max

Co.,

the Cleveland
Herald)

To the Public:
The reason I have

first

"The Mir-,

The author is Karl Vollmoeller; Engelbert Humperdinck wrote the music;

THE SHORTEST LETTER

in

and the joys

in

*

lines the history of

acle."

MARGARET LLOYD.
COME EARLY AND^VOIDTHE RUSH
Ark..

con

^U^ards and

niiilti-millioiiaire life.
But it is futile to outline

few

_

men'

a welcoming press

occasion into an imposing cathedral,
it may be permissible to give in a

They wonder

in a
^as^.f-y'^S
-vM""' the detective
'way
nay when
Velle sang
yuss
ferret out the '-^y*'^
cu'^to.

i

ton Opera House, converted for thej

stare
At the train
rain
In the
Plashing by(

a minburlesqtie

to

purposeless

live

And

hiS
that

Klondike of precipitous
the shoes
an amiable bear, where even again to
edible, he has returned
. re
of the
burlesque
,he mad and ironic
of the slim and
old. Insatiable Charlie
trousers
expectant cane, the abundant
Again he s
and the querulous shoes.
facing an map
the lonely adventurer
the cas
preciative and rigorous world,
where
ua^explorer in a teeming Alaska,
glaciers gapare greedy and the

rlis,.overs

it

latter

By PHILIP HALE
Before one speaks of the noble
and uplifting pantomime-spectacle
that v?as seen last night in the Bos-^

Of a whilom

.

over three years now
comedy, and
last Charlie Chaplin
he has given rise ^° ^vi^^^
iiiterlm
the
tormented the news reels, ^f.^l'S^^f^

and

good

The

istrershow introduced

+v,e
since the

It is

the

acter
act ind
most conspicuous.

of

Turkey?

Like a feckless, aimless
Shape.
Grim and gaunt
The malMs descenuent

more ambitious char

the
of which the Onale
"Five O'clock Tea" are

J

with .I>ita Grey as

a

of

\...iiflow8

Naught
Or welcome looms
Grim and gaunt
The old house glooms

air that will be
the plaj
indelibly associated with
Berlin has for this purpose
Mr.
ittselt
tru y a
wvitten "A Little Bungalow." written
also
melody. He
'

Constantinople, but now a Turkish decree forbids their evolutions and ululaEven the "whispering dervishes"
tlons.
What Inducewill whisper no more.
ment Is there now for tourists to visit

of light

piece an

J

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

Toothless
Gape,

and handsome
duets and choruses.
must
Of course, a musical comedy
through the
have one song that runs remembered

This famous operetta, produced
by Arthur Hanimerstein, enters
on its 29th and last week, breaking all records for long engagements. Madeleine Massey, Houston Richards and others are in its

had hoped some day to see the
dervishes whirl and hear them howl In

Lorn and eyeless

—

Gorilla,"

-

K<^ier

might
the opening chorus, one
been
have inferred that this play had
esreal
the
written In the interests of
soon there
tate boomers in Florida; but
and
boom,
was pleasant jesting at the was
amusthe auction of desirable lota
story;
love
a
course,
ing. There is, of
crooks who
there Is a couple of genteel
good
the
throw suspicion of robberj- on
archiyoung lover who hopes to be an clerk
Is a hotel
tect while at present he
and what a hotel!
^,
^ pro"Qroucho" Marx Is the landlord,
about runprietor. With original views
Inconsequenning It. But the story is
jests and pranks,
tial It serves for the
occasiona
the
wheezes,
the" gags and
Blest
buffJSnery of the Marx Brothers.
also
piece
tie th.it binds. The
is the
varied
setting,
stage
serves for tasteful
co8tume.s, dancing, songs,

From

Off,"

travesty on mystery plays.

Uarpo" Mirr

i;\^'S°fe«na:;::::::Xlda

—

LOEWS

.

—

We

Ne'er a cat nor dog
Nor chicken
Only clouds about them
Thicken.

^rhico" Mars

Wop

'

I

Never flowers
Near them blow.

''t'XTXr

Adams

Willi* th«

George Kelly's amusing comedy
of every day life, with Louis
John Bartels and Helen Lowell
Fifth week.
Student
"The
SHUBERT
Prince," musical version of "Old
Heidelberg," with De Wolf Hop
per, Eva Davenport, James Liddy,
Odette Lauder and others.

MAJESTIC — "Rose

Vot-

Robert

La-wTcnce Stallings and Maxwell
Anderson's comedy of marine life
during war times. Last week.

Show

Round them grow.
Naught a "flower
Marks the dooryard

whlttemorc

•

POUT

'

Sere, forbidding.

Janet Velle

.

Glory,"

WILBUR—"What Price

PLYMOUTH — "The

»

;

Of faded dresses
Grasses yellow,

... «f "The
Henry W. Schlemmer. Pr»Pfte<" "pwida
Coco.nut
Cocoanuta.
B«.?^VoJbo" Marx

Fourth week.

NEW PARK—"The

^»

Martyn
Penelop*^tJ"

I

Listless blue

nenilc* Sp»<-r

Mrt. rotter

Nichols's fa-

Anne

Rose,"

mous comedy.

rale of eye
scant of hair,
Fa'ded eye
And faded tresaes

And

.

—

Irish

AN OLD PLYMOUTHEAN.

There was no seventh son of a seventh
son In our Utile village. There was a
belief that a bit of butcher's meat,
stolen, rubbed on the warts and then
The warts
was efHcacious.
buried,
would disappear as the meat rotted.
There were charms with a bit of stolen
AVe would have rubbed the
string.
'warts with the liver of the fish Glanis
(recommended by Pliny), but the glanis
did not swim In the Mill or the ConnectIcUt river. We coiUd not rub our warty
hands In moonbeams cJUight in a silver
basin (see Sir Thomas Browne, Kenelm
DIgby and Southey's "The Doctor"), for
there wa» no silver basin In the vlllail«.
The warts came; they went. Why and
how, we know not. Ed.

Standing there.
Dull and dreary
Sad and weary,

."Zeppo" Marl
Georg* Hsle

Kao'e

in this

I

They stare.
The two women

per-

TMBATRB-Flrst

TREMONT

:

country
mysof Allege Tapper Wilkes's
tery play. Second week.
CASTLE SQUARE "Abie's
Chaii; " tirst

PHILIP HALE

Creaking

"The

i

the train
In the rain.

'formance of "The Cocoanuts." a rn"»»'^^'t
comedy In two acts; book by Cl«°!^!«,i;
^> mlng
Kaufman; music and IvHc"Harris.
Produced by Sam
Berlin.

principal roles.
tha Bryan-Allen in

.

On

XOCOANUTS'

Sydney Blackmer and Mar-

n

Slim and spare

CONTINUED PLAYS
novel
dranmtisation of a Sabatini

i,

(For As the Woj;ld Waga)
Bleak and brown
The house frowns down,

arHawthorne Quartette of Salem
master of rereCariol Swan was
r

"The

.u

DRAB

j

—

fthe cTiu'fcTr'arter ringing the 13 b'cloclT
iris method was not so horrifying
bell,
as It sounds, for he simply wet his
finger and rubbed It on the wart. This
wart cure, If not aesthetic, was very
popular with the children.
Was this a local superstition?

'

'

i

approval.

'

.

^

PLYMOUTH

As the World Wags:
Have vou ever heard of the followmg
superstition? It was firmly believed in
Sheridan,
Plymouth in my childhood that the ith
still outside
Jay and other worthies are and knock- son of the 7th son had the power to
We
thihall, cooling their heels knocking,
cure warts by spitting on them.
"Stop dat
ing at the door.
were fortunate In Plymouth in having

s great
say the judges of this country Hall of a 7th son of a 7th son, as the bellringer
Our
men. What a farce it all is!
at the Unitarian Church. In order to
of his services, it was
Fame is more liberal and ^^'f
"^'"^^^I
Pulse avail ourselves
Ophelia
Miss
was
sooner
No
tlon.
necessary to hurry when school let out
thaJL^e_|.
proposed
left
of Winston. Arizona,
at noon, to catch him before he

WHENCE CAME LEGEND
AS BASIS OF HIS STORY?
Where did Vollmoeller find

the legend
on which he based his story for Reinhardt? The legend is an old one which
has served poets, dramatists and, com-

There is Gottfried Keller's sto"The Virgin and the Nun" Adelaide
Anne Proctor's "Legend of Provence
.V
John Davidson s "Ballad of a Nun
posers.
ry,

three acts,
Maeterlinck's drama in
"Soeur Beatrice," which was played in
this country with Edith Matthison aa

Nun in 1910 and by Sarah BernThis play has been
hardt In 1911.
turned into an opera, and among the
composers who have written music for
the

the play

was Liadov, Klasschack and

Herbert Bath.
Maeterlinck laid the scene of his play
In the 14th century, and the convent was
near Louvain. It has been said that the
Before
legend is of Flemish origih.
Vollmoeller

treated

the

was simple in its
nun was tempted by the

story

ture, the obsessing

subject, the
pathos. The

voices of

Na-

thought of gaiety

in

—

'

(i

viu

ihc coi»;v'cnt

j

town

worahlppera. the orlpplas praylnc to b*
healed, the miracle aooomplishedi with
the preceding taking of the vows by
KCeglldl*.
Add to this th« elcniuent
chanting of the officiating priest on
high and the freniled crlei of those
clamoring, sick and lame. H«re waa the
one strikingly dramatis moment of the
whole spectacle.

ehe runs

'ii

ul.Hn.ioiea

and

in the

acoosts a
grran. youth nobly
dressed." He leads her to
his house.
r care not for niy
broken vow;
•

•

Though God should come

thunder

In

soon,

am

I

And

sister to the
sister to the

mounUlns now.

the

'hour came of her last
-arcss,
she rose and saying "l
have
had my will." fled back to the
convent.
There she found that duriuff
her absence the Virgin had filled
her placp
•

In

.Maeterllncks

play

nun was

the

tempted
by
Prince
Bellldor,
who
knocked at the convent door.
She had

known him when she was

little.

BelUdor there were

many who

offered

nent here in

ali

After

many others. Recomment, men promiwalks of life. There

turning In despair she says to the abbe-ss:
"I have fallen so low that the
:ingels of heaven. In spite of their great
wings, would not be able to raise me
up." In this play the Holy Virgin has
taken her place and Beatrice Is hailed
as a saint.
In "The Miracle" the nun Megildls has
been entrusted with the duties of the
sacristan in attendance on the altar and
the miracle-working image of the Virgin and the Child. One night she is Incited to revolt by a Piper, who .symboliies the Joy of life. Burning with longing for the lust of the flesh and the
pride of life, she is Inspired with love
for a young knight brought before her.
She begs the Virgin to grant her liberty.
In vain.

Next to this one might put the Inrush of the revolutionaries shrleklnf for
blood, the pMsion of the mob now feverish, now subsiding, with the Shadow of Death looking down. Inciting to
savage deeds. In marked contrast to
this was the coronation scene with Ita
grotesque procession, with the mad emperor embracing the image of hia dead
son. The final scene was similar la
certain respects to the first.
Xor should the rending of the ffrmt
altars with the forest scene without, b»
forgotten.
Less effectve was the banquet In the palace of the robber oottaL
Scenery the cathedral always In the
mind, the handling of the prooesslons
and the mobs, the musto of the church
these are the features of "The Miracle."
The story Is not always clear,
even when the program synopsis Is read
beforehand.
Some asked last night
whether Megildls dreamed dreams and
really nuever left her post! There Is the
piper, lame at first, then healed.
Is he
after all merely malevolent by nature, a
fantastical worker of mischief for mischief's sake?
Is' ho the personification
of the world and the flesh? Or Is he as
some have suggested, appointed by the
divine will to be the chastener of the

She

tries

to

wrest

the

the arms of the Madonna.
The child
vanishes, and at last the doors are
open.
She joins the Knight and the

enamored

Is

of

her.

>

I

He

ing he Is his heir, goes mad. Insisting
that he must wed Megildls. A revolution
Interrupts the coronation cereis

to

killed.

the

The

scaffold.

About to be beheaded, she Is saved by
the mob, enchanted by her beauty.
Later, deserted, ragged, she Is brought
by the piper, who plays a malignant
part throughout the spectacle, to a
lonely place where her child is bom.
A
ghostly procession of her dead victims
led by the Shadow of Death motions
her
to follow.
The piper Intervenes. Praying, she triumphs over him.
She drags
herself to the church where she for-

merly held the sacred

offlce.

RETURNS TO PEDESTAL
The Madonna returns to her pedestal
and again becomes an image, having
iald the nun's garments
on the steps.
The nun entering

finds ^hat her child
given to the Madonna,
in rejoice In the miracle,
llegild in shame hides her face.
The people of the town pour In and lift
their arms In adoration of the
Sister
MegUdls.
She does not understand,
but, gazing on the Madonna's face,
she
reads there forgiveness and redemption.
The statue is raised on high.
Mr. Gest Is to be thanked for bringing
this great spectacle to Boston. We say
"spectacle" for It Is that first of all.
As the only words heard are those sung
In the seiylce of the church, and the
Lord's Prayer,
beautifully recited by
Miss Tree, the plot, or rather the episodes, are comparatively negligible as
far as acting is concerned; important
by reason of the groupings, the ceremonies, the handling of mcjfcs, the constant reminder of the great, cathedral.
To us one of the most impressive
scenes was the very opening: the dim
church, the kneeling few, the lighting
of the altar, the intoning voice, the
pealing of the organ, the feeling of
worship. Add to this the quiet and expectant audience that filled the theatre with the exception of places utilized
by the company and the orchestra.
Then came as in a gradual crescendo
festival with the vestments, nuns.
is

dead.

It

the

^

I

)
I

i

stantly before one, a strange, enigmatical apparition.
Mr. d'Aubum was
not too melodramatic as the grinning
skull.

ADDS QREATUY
TO DEEP IMPRESSION

^MUSIC

The music added greatly to the deep
Impression made by the spectaclo. The
depth of this Impression waa easily
measured by the quiet that reigned
during the waits.
For the sake of the record we print
here the cast:
liitV"

r?!;"

Manner.

I^f?IVnti^ton::;::;:"::;:;;P:^,Hf'^-«^

8ir.rre„oanV.v.v.v.v.r.v;."."Kfri!^k°J

Mother of the nun
G adys I ln«
Grandmother.ot the nun....:::-.:-.i:?u'™^llberU
xntj nun
TrlH Trp*
«bb«g....
Claudia CarlsVadt Wheeler
?h2
The
mlntresa of ceremonies.

libl
S

.Katherlno Kobv

Hammond

°-

ZlfhT"*";
^"^"^

Macklyn
"0'««° Thorpe
Schuyler Ladd

f

:

::-.-.v.-.-.-.;.Mr."L.«^a«'ff

Lady Diana Manners will take the
part of the Madonna tomorrow night
and

Friday and Saturday nlglita of
week; Elizabeth Sohlrmer at the
Saturday matinee when Lady Diana
Manners will take the role of the nun.
Miss Tree will mime the nun on the
this

nights of this week.

The muslo was conducted by Elnar
Nllson.

played a flute In China,
Years upon years ago.
And what he played, and the

DAVID SORTOR
Walter Prlchant Eaton will talk at
the Old South Meeting House Forum
next Sunday afternoon. His topio win
be "Where Is the American Theatre
Going?"

Ouy.Maler and Lois Maler,

a concert of muslo for young
people of all ages this afternoon at 3:30
o'clock In Jordan Hall. Mr. Maler
will
play pieces by MacDowell,
Schumann
Stevens, Maler, Chaslns, Schubert-Llszt'
Muslo for two pianos by Ravel, Poulenc
Gllere, Salnt-Saens, Dupin,
Casella end

Strauss-Chausins.

John Corlgllano, Mollnlst, will
play In
Jordan hall tonight with Carl
Lamson,
pianist, a Sonata by Saint-Saens.
Con-'
^"'^erto in E minor and pieces by
r?,f,
Lllll, Boulanger. Godowsky.
Juon Paganlni, Sgambati and
Wlenia,wskl
Dorothy George
rJ°"'°."'°J'
(Mrs.
Arthur Wilson), assisted by RolGeorge Brown,
J*°""<''t;
ZuJ^^^^"".cellist,
and Reginald Boardman, accompanist, will sing a group
French songs and songs by of old
Hahn
Chausson Duparc, Chabrler.
Mllhaud'
Kahn, Schoenberg, Wolf, Strauss,
Bul^^°'»™anlnov and

I

I

Watts
Marlon Kingsbury will sing
m Jordan
Saturday afternoon songs by
ptin^f"
Sgambati, Schumann, Schu'

bert,

M?a'
Dudley FItts. accompanist
On Saturday afternoon In
Stelnert
American pfan^
l.f\^Tu I'T"'' ^"parentage,
a pupil
"r^

Chopin, Preludes, C
m^or G
A major, C sharp minor
D "j'
fl^
P minor. Etude op. 25 No
Ballade, O minor; Scott,
Valse Caprice

major,

major

Palmgren, Bird Song.:

Liszt,

Hungarian Rhapsody No.

12.

I

MODERN MUSIC
Modern

Muslo, "the only American
magazine devoted exclusively^
extemporary music," Will make
Us appearance early In November,
with con-

T

international
and ar
as the Leaj^e
of Composers' Review,
it will take it,
.Place this fall with the
regular quarter!
lies, appearing,
however, only during the
imuslc

I

Ist of leading critics,
composers
Usts. Published formerly

'

season-in November,
March and May. The purp<^seJanuaor
of ?Ws

review

Is to Interpret the
change, Uk!
ling place In muslo today
and
them to other developments fn to relate

Porary life. It Is designed for contim!
Oie Uytnai> as well as the
musician, for those

was produced.

'

"

Tf

The orchestra will bo out of town
next week. The program for Nov. 1J-I4
wlU comprise Alexander Tansman's Slnfonletta for small orchestra;
Satle's
"Oymnopedies" orchestrated by Debussy; Chabrler's Bourree Fantasquo, announced for a former concert but withdrawn to shorten the program, and
RImsky - Korsakov's
"Scheherazade."
The Slnfonletta will be performed for
,the first time In this country.

(Leon

The Information

In the

The word

la

will

contain articles

f

Berners Cocteau and Satle, by
rionov, will brighten its
pages
The festivals recently taking

M

'

La

Europe will be critically reportedplace in
Tn the

1

The

gives

"tango, hob. V.
its tune."
^he meaning of
"hob" as "probably to have, to give,"
hence "tango" meaning to hold, to possesa, at least In Spanish war slang.

number

Vallas.

Original stage designs
for
Stravinsky's ballet "Lea Noces"
by Nat
alle Gontcharova,
and caricatures of
Stravinsky, Dlaghilev, Masslne,
Lord
•

'

Sunday Her-

"tangano."

first

Andre Coeuroy.
Lazarus, the composers Alfredo Danie
Casella
*
Russian crU
%lr,.^T\Schloezer,
^ff"^'^'
and
Paul
Stefan,
fZ^. f ,y'«""^ Insurgent
»
"A
magazine
°C
Anbruch.'

Notes and Lines:
ald about the word "tango" waa Interesting, but "tangaro" must be a mis-

art

The

TANGO. TANQANO

also

Blech, Arensky, Ravel,
Grovlez
GIbbs, Josten. Clokey

Dupare,

atlons;

"Coq d'Or.") This will be followed by
the Persian Dances from Moussorgsky's
opera "Khovantchlna." These dances
were orchestrated by Rlmsky-Korsakov,
and played In a concert before the opera

Tangano. negrro dance and

Now Webster

pianists,

will give

""^y th" s"

The "Battle at Kerjenetz" from RimBky-Korsakov's "The Invisible City of
Kitesch," Is an entracto In the opera,
which was next to the last of his compositions for the stage. (The last was

dictionary

way he

played.

Only a lover could know!

pieces.
P ece°s
'Ba"ch*^T°,''T'"'^;
Bach-Liszt,
Organ Fantasia
and Fu^rue: Mendelssohn.
Serious Var

as a symphonic poem was brought
Paris by Mr. Kou'ssevitzky In
The story Is the familiar one by
Hans Christian Andersen, the story of
the Emperor of China, the bird and the
mechanical nightingale sent to the Emperor as a present. The muslo la said
to be melodious and beautiful, as In the
song of the real nightingale and the
Bong of the fisherman who welcomed
back his pet and sang in turn of beauty
and of death. There is a processional
march; also a burlesque funeral march
for the courtiers who thought that the
Emperor was on his death bed.

print.

COMEAU CONCERT

A man

In joyful anticipation.

Frederick

h>.„H
iHl, ion

The emperor.

..

j

the hills weat of Cnnton
flute In the fall.

Heard, the aong of the black Jade flute
And hIa heart became a stone,

sic

I

KOWLOON.

The wind went mad In the banyans,
And a harvester turning home

jout In
Paris.
!

and potent

picturesque

Playing a

Nlklsch, who gave memorably romantic
Interpretations of It.
Stravinsky's "Song of the NlghOngale" was originally an opera.
He
turned It Into a ballet. This ballet mu-

Diana Manners was beautiful, admirable In her tenderness and slmpliolty
as the Madonna.
The Piper was con-

with

Went over

Yet those good old war horses, the
overture to "Euryanthe" and Schumann's Symphony In D minor, may
"blow the morning from their nosterile" and prance in an unexpected
manner with Mr. Koussevltzky firmly
seated in the saddle.
The two compositions should appeal strongly to him,
as the symphony appealed to Mr.

part of the ensemble. The author
gavo
little opportunity for
Individual prominence In action or characterization Yet
it
may be said that Miss Tree was
throughout a sympathetic, appealing figure, graceful even In Iher anguish,
even
when shewas the sport of her fate. Lady

a euphemlBm, out

FRAGMENT OF A MINO VASB
A man played a flute In China,
A man who waa tragt; and tall

f / f
The program of the symphony concerts this week has been so arranged

remain

Is

phrase.

that the Old Guard, the Stand-Patters,
who wish to hear only the muslo that
they have heard before and is guaranteed to be highly respectable ajid worthy of Consideration, can leave the hall
during the Intermission, while the curious about music of the later years will

j

I

racked with doubt and torn with remorse even when she leaves the cathedral with the knight. Not for a
moment
did she lightly tread the primrose path.

is

ine nuns coming

i

,

sounded

7;^

grimly

The pantomime throughout was vivid.
The leading men and women were a

own pleasure. Conspirators enThe Emperor kills one and. find-

for his

mony.
The Emperor
new Empress Is led

of Death,

rejoicing

symbolical nature of the spectacle.
Was
the nun rewarded for sinning? In "The
Miracle," unlike the nun In the legend,
she is not a Joyous companion! she Is

gambles with the count for her possession.
He wins and the count kills
himself.
The Emperor wishes Megildls

ter.

Shadow

his appearance.
But It would not be
profitable to Inquire curiously Into the

his

arriving.

the

victims,

the
crowd near the headsman's block, the
mob does not seem greatly surprised at

Imagination.
Megildls is captured by a robber count. Her lover is
killed. Hearing the piper, she
la forced
to dince for the pleasure of the
count's
euests. The eldest son of the Emperor

I
I

is

his

The "Ooah darn"

of consideration for the tender Benslbllitles of our easily acandnllzed mayor.
Even back In '9S, the paths of glory re-

In her first group, that of
Mozart, Gluck and Llllo airs, she
ill at ease and took her
high notes with difficulty, with the
beautiful and seldom heard "Doman!, o
me felice" of Llllo. she sang with fine
control and vocal ease, clearly and intelligibly.
Her voice has freshness and at
times even a sensuous richness, although there was metal in many of her
high notes. But it was in the group of
French songs, in the cajoling "Lea
vieilles de chez nous" of Levade. in the
two songs of Fourdrain and Gretry's
"Plus de deplt, plus de tristesse," that
she sang with most sympathy, with the
greatest smoothness and nuance.
Mrs. Vose was an excellent accompanist, especially in the Schubert and
the French songs that depend so much
on the pianist.
E. G.

when they fall. As he towers above

jPlper.
The Image of the Virgin comes
Jdown from the pedestal, dons the nun's
robe and assumes her duties, the nuns
are dismayed at finding the sacred
image has disappeared.
And now Volemoeller gave full play

to

there
of

Mozart;

Although

nun?

sure

from

del

me

gloja.

dl

was somewhat

DEATH, SURE OF VICTIMS

child

O

moto

A lively example of this usuko^
tributod to no less an authority
Peter B. Kyne, by an author and J.,u.
nnllst of my acquaintance In Manila. It
luna AS followa:
"No tango tabaco,
No tango papel (paper)
No tango dinoro
Gosh darn It to heir

the

—

And

.m.i-

quality.

—

TRIES TO WREST CHILD
FROM ARMS OF MADONNA

hy

felico (Oateria). LIUo; Nur wer die sehnBucht kennt, Tehalkovskt; Die Forello,
Schubert; WIegenlled, TrhalbovskI; La
Caravane, Chauason; Lea vellles de chez
nous. Levade; I^a Chanson des Cloches,
Fourdrain; PaplUon, Fourdraln; Plus do
deplt. plus de trlstesse (Arietta), Grcfry;
Charity, Hageman; Arietta. Scott; Menior.v. Ganz; At Night, Rachmanfnoft.
For her concert last evening. Miss
Comeau chose a most comprehensive
and cathollo program, one that was not
only well ordered, but that was not littered with dead wood. She has a large
and resonant voice, of pleasing timbre,
one that is capable of operatic proportions, and. again, of a quite lovely lyric

INRUSH OF REVOLUTIONARIC8

sun and moon."

rsoltal

mio dolce ardor, Gluok; DomanI, o

zart; lln

NEXT ONE MIGHT PUT

FLEES BACK TO CONVENT
Wlicn

JORDAN HALZ<—Song

rle-Antblnette Comeau, soprano, with
Jessie Fleming Vose as her ncrompanlst.
The program was as follows: Deh vlenl.
non tardar (Le Nozzo dl Figaro), Mo-

department of Forecast and Review
and
there will be a few brief
outlines of
coming extents In music abroad
Music for the stage will be the
subject of a later issue which
will
modern opera, pantomime, ballets cover'
new!
uses of the voice, light,
moviea, -cenery
e'enery

gives

*nd puppet
I

ahtfva,

•

I

—

—

,

Like

; '
'
1

re\ erte

Winding

Wilhelm Gericke

DONALDSON

of Wilhelm Gericke
•was not wholly unexpected for he
was in his eighty-first your and recent reports concerning his state of
Although
health were disquieting.
the younger generation in Boston
did not know hira as an orchestral
conductor and a delightful companion, his name is inseparably connected with the Boston Symphony Orchestra and will be for years to
come.
It was he that by his rigid discipline, fine taste and sense of pro
portion gave the orchestra its great

admirable violin playing
Jordan hall,
In
;.irde Donaldson gave a relu'lp ol a Kenuln<>ly imislMIpb
iinipnnlst, Rali>h I.lnsley.
Json led off with \'ltali's Charonne,
bold
oontour
fine
of
thome
with
.0
a
the credit, with countless variations

'

fternoon

j
I

:

|

follow, some of them beautiful or
grraooful at the least, more of them plain
Miss Donaldson played
dull and void.
It with an air of determined vigor which
closely fitted some of the episodes, but
whtdi answered not so well when there
was need of making something out of

I

It save no hint, furthermore, of the
beautiful and widely varied
tone Miss Donaldson brought to bear
on Chausson's lovely poem, to which exqui.slte music she did full musical and
poetic justice; there is no need, in the
aim of higher praise, to run further

I

I
'

was he that

.

into details.
[

She also played excellently SaintSnens's early concerto In A major, that
work of unusual form that used to be
Its
more popular than it is today.
prctt.v melodies she san.g' with charm;
wherever such a thing could possibly
be done, she gave musical meaning to
passages which In the hands of many
violinists
display.

,

would amount to no more than

an
Although those places that allowed of
flourish
alone she played brilliantly
enough, technical brilliancy seems not

hamAR-yds. :Esouubzun?Isthe anu
.

Julius Risman Gives Pleasing
Recital
gave a reaccomHe began
panied by Arthur Fiedler.
earlier
II with Vitali's Chaconne, heard
in the day from Miss Donaldson; if it

Risman.

Julius

violinist,

night in Jordan

hall,

to take, the place of Tartlni's Devil s
Trill as
the most prized classic of
thank our stars.
violinists,
we
is

may

Mr. Risman played it extremely wellso much of it as anybody can possibly

make interesting.
From music of old times Mr. Risman
also played five movements from Bach's

major sonata, the prelude, loure, gavotte and rondo, two minuets:- Jn the
approved way of very strong tone lor
the most part and very little nuance,
he played thein sturdily and with spirit,
civen, though, his point of view, he alnwed himself odd rhythmic licen.se
But would
the prelude s course.
impossible tb play that
!t be
a
'ude as it looks in print to

trafficked in his heart."

|

j

pre-

!

;

,

;

non-i
of
violinist, like an unbroken cascade
it a.
melody and lovely sound? And is
twitch
nart of "the spirit of Bach" to
'tsj
the gavotte's melody about till
charm-for a non-violinist—Is jerked

Risman closed his program with|
modern pieces, a Hebrew melody by
Kassmann
A.chron an arrangement by
Moussorgsky's Hopak. a Brahms
of
a
waltz set out by Hochsteln, and
before
Jota Navarra by Sarasate. But
played,
that he and Mr. Sanroma had
*'jlr'

'

a sonata
ifor the first time in Boston,
minor, by
for piano and violin, In

We were pleased to see In a New
York newspaper the advertisement of a
new and delicious perfume; "Le Jardin
de ma Sueur."
This recalled the story told by Plutarch about the fragrance of Alexander
tlie Oreat In action; of Lord Herbert of
Cherbury's self praise of his skin and
pores.
And there Is a line of Walt
Whitman's that might be aptly quoted.
Ib It
the newspaper's linotype or
proofreader that Is conversant with the

French language?

NEW MEMBERS
We

A

Szymanowski can scarcely noia
movea place in the van of the modern

Mr

apparently he wrote Jiis
ment,
to
sonata with no trace of a theory
prove be It of line or mass or length
of
or breadth or any other attribute
geometry. He .seemed, on the contrary,
to
mind
his
in
moods
to have varying
And
emotions to express.
.suggest,
at
especially
moods he did establish,
since

and

the close of the first movement,
Though
in the first part of the second.
musical material of real beauty or disdiscovered
to
be
scarcely
was
tmctlon
that Is
at a first hearing, a new sonata
neither dull nor affected demands re-

Mr. Risman and Mr. Sanroma played
If Mr.
one may gu<ess, admirably.
Risman were an actor, it could be said
CI him that never before has he shown
such strong power of characterization.
had;
A stirring energy he has alwaysimagiin the sonata he showed as well
newa
tenderness,
of
hint
nation, a
Throughout the sonata he
delicacy.
tone.
nlavd with unbrokenly beautiful
R. R. G.

Sonata, Salnt-Saens; Concerto In E
minor, Jules Conus; Nocturne, Lllli
Boulanger; Valse, Godow.sk y; Berceuse,
Juon; Moto Perpetuo, Paganlnl; Serenata Napolltana, Sgambatl; Scherzo

in

walth

Of dreams
Dearly

evanescent

GOSH!

My

clg.arette"s out
I' faith.

Tarantelle, Wleniawskl.

MARGARET LLOTD.
OLD GRIMES
As the World Wags:
The Boston Herald

of Aug. 24, 1S2,^,
had an editorial on that "gOt>d old
entertaining
than accumore
man,"
rate.
Albert Gorton Greene may have
written the song, but no proof of it apthe Bench and Ear of
pears.
In
Litchfield, Ct., it Is claimed as a fact
that "Old Grimes" was a negro named
William Grimes, the town barber, born
Yet the song was
about 1808(7).
lirlnted

Sidney

present shape In the
Letter In 1826. However,
Rider published It In

Providence, R.

I.,

In

1867,

the Illustra-

were of a white man. Neither did
Rider put Albert Gorton Greene's name
to it as the author. Yet Greene and
Rider were both of the same historical
tions

bent.

'

earliest date that I have noticed of the appearance of the song In
print Is in a Boston publication of 1825,
when it had an extra verse, as fol-

The

'•

lows:

"Good people

all,

of

has

give cheerful thought

To Grimes's memory;
As doth his cousin, Esek Short,
Who made this poetry."
William Grimes of LltchQeld was a

runaway

slave.

He was

able to read

and write and had an accurate memory.
He claimed that his father was a William Grimes, a planter In King George
That he, himself,
county, Virginia.
was born about 1784. And that hisl

j

grandfather,
man highly

William

,

Is

He

used to wear an old brown coat.
That buttoned down before."
I have long been willing to admit
that there might be "a nigger in this
woodpile." but I think that the Ticonderoga man has warmed his heart up
to the wrong Ephr'am. '
NAWSET.

We

member Tony Pastor
He was an artist In

comic songs?
crush hat tech-

believe firmly. In spite of

Old Grimes's cellar door."

—Ed.

OCTOBER
me

(For As the World Wags.)

October with her rod-gold hair,

With her crimson lips and bosom fair:
With her garment hanging in dull-

bright folds
All dotted with spangles of leaves of
gold;
A tamarack tree for a corsage pin,
With Jewels of mountain ash thrown In.

Of

the months, a dear coquette
moods to passionate
Now baring her breast to the kiss of
the sun.
Now 'I'-iwlng aside ere the
Is
all

Prom

Icy

mom

done

To genuy hide

herself away
In the dull blue veil of an autumn day.

His father knocked poor Tlddly-wInk
Bang upon the floor."

We

didn't build $8,000,000
ture theatres then, but we
tun.

moving pichad a lot of
L. R. R.

INCENSE
(For An the tVorld Wags)

Vaporous ribbon
Intangible

l<anguorous
Unfurls.

play,

verv

with

—

accompanied most

discreetly.

R. R. G.

MAIERS GIVE YOUNG
PEOPLE'S CONCERT
JORDAN HALL—A

concert of music
young people, given by Guy ajid
Lois Maler. The program was as follows: Ravel, Three little pieces from
"Mother Goose"; Gliere, Russian dance;
the
Brahms,
Five
(from
Waltzes

for

i"

.,

|

j

j

"Llebeslieder" Waltzes); Poulenc, Pre"Barnyard Tribute" SaintSaens, (a) Promenade, (b) Presto, (c)
Funeral March, (d). Gavotte; Casella

lude; Dupln,

March,

Little

Rhelms
"Blue

;

(b)

The Ruins

of

Cathedral;
Strauss - Chaslns,
Waltzes; Bach-Maler,

Danube"

Sicilienne
Flute.

from Sonata for Piano and

young people's concerts that
spread enlightenment for the concert-goer,
there are none quite so delightful as
those of Guy Maier. Perhaps because
there is never a trace of uplift In them,
or of stodginass. And with Mr. Maler
the animated entrepreneur, telling his
fantastic tales with Immense gusto, they
are what he would have them, musical
entertainments.
Yesterday, with his wife as his second pianist, in lieu of the Inseparable
Leet Pattlson, he played music of the
moderns and near moderns. And it was
in the modern music, rather than in
the Strauss waltzer or the Brahms
which they played gracefully, in the
imaginative little pieces from Ravel's
Of

all

the

"Mother Goose Suite," originally written for two pianos, in the Poulenc, Casella and Dupln miniatures that they
were at their best.
For this music demanded of them no
great emotional depth, merely pianistic
And
facility, and a sense of shading.
so they created each of their Images,

]

|

;

|

.

'

I

the barnyard, Rheims cathedral In the
midst of its ruins, the princess and the
beast, deftly and spiritedly. As yet Mrs.
Maier Is not the playing partner that
Mr. Pattlson is; she still lacks complete
pianistic identity and her playing is
often monotonous. Still, a delightful recital.

'

B.

G.

SOCIETY NOTE

shave his father.
slipped, cut his lip
his father swore.

The razor

How

to

M. W. K.

"Tiddly-wink, Tiddly-wink, the barber,
went to
Tiddly-wink,
Tlddly-wink,

it,

"Naw-

spouting— the stern old Baron Rudlger.
We are surprised that "Nawset" does
not quote in re Grimes the old refrain
(we quote from a failing memory):
"Yes, I would give all my greenbacks
For those bright days of vore.
When Billy Brown and I slid dow-n

In

nique, as he sang:

;

music

real

beautiful tone, not notably large InAll
deed, but penetrating and sweet.
the melodies of the sonata and the
concerto he played with taste and
charm. The passage work of the sonata he tossed off deftly, with pure inEverjTvhere he
precisely.
tonation,
showed good rhythmic sense he proved
himself, in short, an excellent musician ,an violinist of genuine skill, an
A
artist of sympathetic personality.
pity It is that for half his program at
least he played music that called for
none of the greater qualities of muLamson, as always,
Jlr.
sicianship.

(a)

We

sefs" letter, that Albert Gorton Greene
wrote "Old Grimes." In this belief we
are supported by the editors of the
anthologies of poetry.
Mr. Greene
wrote other verses that are remembered. In our school days "The Baron's
Last Request" was a favorite piece for

Give

new under the

a

Virginia by the negro Grimes, or written hero by Esek Short, It is a fact
that In England the country folk have
a nursery ihyme that has come down
time out of mind as follows;
"Old Abram Brown Is dead and |^>ne,
You'll never see him more;

—

sun. Take
this Instance of a reversible dress being the "novelty" of the season at
Monte Carlo.
About 1882 men's reversible overcoats
(vere quite the "vogue" (hideous WVird).
One ootild resemble a parson or a sport
without changing clothes; simply by
turning the overcoat "Inside outside"
also wore
as the old jingle had It,
reversible cuffs then and carried a
crush hat under our arm. Do you re-

Nothing

was

and "Short" there. A William Grimes
was a church warden there in 1816.
Whether the song was broiight from

^.

Ae the World Wags:

Grimes,

respected and the man
the famous song was written.
A curious thing Is that St. Paul's
Parish, King George county, Virginia,
had families of the name of "Grimes"

whom

about

nounoes the marriage of Mr. Clarence
Silver to MlBs Ruth Pox.

REVERSIBLE

Though evidently Mr. Corlgllano tried
hard, and very successfully too, to steer
clear of music that makes too many
recital programs trite, he was not quite
happy in the course he took. The SaintSaens sonata, for Instance, must have
given much aid and comfort to the
composer's enemies when it first apthose
peared, so full It Is of the defects
enemies find even in the best work he
pretty
ever did— so lacking, for all a
melody here and there, a sprightly
charm
elegance,
the
rhvthm or two. In
in
and grace fairer-minded people enjoy
a large part of what he wrote.
precisely
not
that
by
concerto
The
Jules
illustrious composer of Moscow,
It
COnus, proved no fortunate find.
very
one
favor,
Its
in
tunefulness
has
the
good melody indeed, the first fpr
But the
violin In the first movement.
melodies, such as they are, stand surstretches
rounded on all sides by dreary
Qf passage work for the violin, passages
not too skillfully written for the Instrument, it may be guessed, since ilr.
Corlgllano did not make those demanding full strength sound well.
For Mr. Corlgllano plays, when he
,

its

In

News

Boston

when

must have an annex to our Hall
Fame. The Bangor Dally News nn-

D

Karol Szymanowski.

spect.

Wreathing as

.

merchant

F.

1

Here again was he
unjustly treated, for he introduced
nfiany modern works, and, though
in some instances he did not like
them, he took the greater pains in
preparing for a memorable performance.
This is not the'place to, analyze
the strictly musical side of Gericko's
to
but it is permissible
nature,
speak of him as a man. He was
Digfirst of all the soul of honor.
nified in bearing, he was ever courteous.
A man of simple tastes, he k
hated fuss and parade, on the platform and in private. Hospitable in
his home, he made warn-, friends;
so many, that when by some he was
charged with coldness of kin to austerity, the characterization seemed
absurb. His pride was the orchestra, the work of his brain and soul.
What could not be said of some of
his colleagues in this country and
"No
in Europe was true of him:
gram-making.

Her technique,
strongest point.
nevertheless, though unobtruslv-e. is so
Donaldson
Miss
that
thoroughly sound
can give free rein to her fine musiclanly
qualities, including the keen feeling for
rhythm she showed In Saint-Saens's
Rondo Caprlccloso, and also to her vivid
temperament, a curious combination of
A
poetical Imagination and of force.
singularly attractive violinist, Miss DonR R- G.
aldson!
her

cital last

It
international reputation.
after his first absence,
returning to Boston, restored the
technical proficiency which had suffered under the brilliant Nikisch,
Avho was not fond of painstaking
rehearsal.
Gericke, even in the hey-day of
his fame, was accused by some of being a martinet, cold and unromanThe actic in his interpretations.
cusation was unjust. The very purity of his taste was a stumblingblock to those who favored sensationalism.
He was reproached by
some for his "narrowness" in pro-

and

strong,

John Corlgllano, violinist, played this
program last night In Jordan hall, Carl:
Lamson, pianist, assisting:

Garland of gray
Blue sea-mist

'

nothing.

1

The death

•

i

lOHN CORIGLIANO

Like small Btreaiii
Purls

(From the Weekly Enterprise.)
Henry Ford, who runs the Wayside
Inn over on the Marlboro road, left for
Detroit this week, where he also makes
motor vehicles. He has been tinkering
on a new airplane and expects to get It
out for sale soon.

As

the

In Demand Depresses Hogs."
WTiat does a hog do when he gets sad

that?

COL.

Nightingale" Has Mas!

terly

Performance

By PHILIP HALE

World Wags:

"Drop

like

Stravinsky's "Song of the

ALPHABET.

The fourth concert of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Mr. KoussevitKky
conductor, took place

yesterday after-

—

—

!Wa

rMd

tho

Londoa Tlmea
niiiinr

i

>

;

>

antper-

nudlonco stood
portion of tho

I

j

nightln-

reminds us of -Agesilaus, who
v4\en he was asked to hear a man that
n; !\irally
counterfeited the nightin-

^l»les

1

f

have not heard the haunting Trio
the Scherzo read and played- so
pdfetfcally since
the time of Arthur
NMiisch. The other conductors in turn
treated this music in a perfunctory,
matter-of-fact manner.
"The concert will be repeated tonight.
The orchestra will visit Montreal, Toronto, Buffalo, Ithaca and Pittsburgh
next week.
The program of the conerts Nov, 13, 14 is announced as fol')ws: Tansman, Sinfonietta for a small
Trche.stra (first time in America); Satiey?bussy, GymnopeUies; Chabrier Mottl,

—
—Korsakov.

i»urree Fantasqua; Rimsky
uite "Scheherazade."

modem

best.

—Sir

life

tho

Arthur

Dorothy George, mezzo-soprano, gave
a recital last night In Jordan hall, asby Reginald Boardman, pianist;
Holland Tapley, violinist; and George'
Brown, 'cellist. This was the program:
Quand Je fus pris au Pavilion Musette.
Chanson a Danser, Perilhou; Trois Jours
de Vendange, Hahn; Dans la Foret,

I

slsted

|
'

;

1

Chausson; Lamento, Duparc; Toutes

leg

'

Pleurs, Chabrier; I Love my God and
He Loves Me, Bullock; Song of the!
Palanquin-Bearers, Martin Shaw; One
Rose, BYancls Young; To the Children,
Rachmaninoff;
Mo Company Along,
Hageman; four songs from "Lea Solrees de Petograde" (Mlihaud). L'Or1

Let us guard against the notion that
main purpose of life is that everybody should be easy and happy and
comfortable.

j

—Canon

E.

Woods.

S.

HUGH TUTHALYUNE.

.

geuIUeuse, La Revoltee, L'Infldele, La
Perverse: Natur, Schonberg; Mausfalien-Spruchlein,
Wolf;
Anbetung,
Strauss; five songs from "Sleben Lleder," Robert Kahn.
Miss George arranged a program not
like those of other singers. It was good
to hear once more tho old French songs
Perilhou
decked out so tastefully.
Chausson and Duparo lend distinction

THE SECOND GENERATION
As the World Wags:
America, the melting pot! The warm
susurrus rays of the setting sun bathed
the quaint street in old-world tones of
fading buff and bistre. In one of the
tiny doorways stood a girl, poised as
it
were before flight, her dark hair
wisplng about her face, the clear olive
of her skin flushed ever so lightly on
either cheek.
She turned quickly as If
to enter the doorway, the vigorous
Eway of her body telling of long hours
speht among the sun-swept almond
groves of Spain or Italy by her ancestors.
With an impulsive movement she
flung open the door while the sound of
her voice floated lightly into the air.
Musical, slumBrously soothing it was.
"Mothaw, If Wobert caVs, I'm dawrcJng at the lilac twee," said she.

ould beyond doubt and peradventure
e more effective, more enjoyable in the
heali-e, even though the story of the
nllet is read in the dim light of Symuony hall.
Little need be said of the other Rus'an pieces.
The "Battle" serv'es as an
ntr'acte in Rinisky's opera "The Tale

movement accompanied by a
Schumann originally intended,

the

nOROTHY GEORGE

I

With regard to J. B. Duke, who "first
put pictures into his cigarette packets."
'Curiously enough, the cigarette plcture has almost dropped out in America, while it is more prevalent in^Englland than ever, although English smokers would much i>refer no pictures but
cheaper cigarettes." Manchester Guar-

;

•

jrmer

Is

|

'

,

guitar as

man

j

i

r

J

small
Keith.

—

|.

the

present form. A work of this
more or less perplexing when it
a program for the first time,
be soon performed again. It is
y,ot probable that Boston will know it
's a ballet: the niore's the pity, for not.vithstanding Stravinsky's present belief
"hat his stage music is in reality "absolute" music, "Song of the Nightingale"

exquisitely played.
Especially noteworthy In the per'ormances of the symphony were the
Komanza and the Scherzo. It might
interesting to hear the song in the

believe that In the

I

amusing

—

its

caught Weber's
chivalric spirit, and gave a legitimately
dramatic reading of the overture. We
are told that when Mr.' Koussevitzky
was a boy of twelve, he happened to be
in a theatre or a concert hall where
0ie conductor was missing or incapacitated; and then and there Mr. Koussevitzky conducted this overture.
The
MVsterious measures of the Largo were

.

'dlan.

symphonic poem. Other Ameri'ties have heard It, but not led by
nductor who, in Paris, brought it

languorous.
Mr.
Koussevitzky

feebly used; tho oatii currency is ferir
fully depreciated as soon as the issue
begins to be unrestricted. If oaths ere
10 have any real significance they are
best reserved for moments of deep and
disastrous extremity.
Otherwise employed they merely follow in the footsteps of the German mark."

:

'

Mr. Koussevitzky would have been reif he had not produced Stravin-

'

.

the piano that it Is not necessary to
stray a-fleld. And this music displays
the taste and the technical proficiency
of a pianist to a higher degree than
any roaring through a transcription.
And to follow Bach as Imprcved by
Liszt with the "Serious Variations." As
If nearly all variations were not seriout most of them a weariness to the
flesh and the spirit.
Did Mendelssohn labor under the delu.slon that the world would think he
^vas in joccse, even frivolous spirit If
he did not label his variations "Serious"? No, Miss Present's program was
not an enticing one, though In the last
group—would that it had come firstthere was a slight recognition of modern composers.
As is the case with most pianists
who play for the first time in Stelnert
Hall, Miss Present often misjudged the
excellent acoustic properties, and used
a force suitable to a larger room. Her
technical proficiency is marked.
This
is an age of technic; babies
and suckilings in the musical world show It
even
when they have only a faint idea of
mterpretation. Miss Present has also a
comprehension of musical structure.
This was evident in her reading oif
Bacli and Mendelssohn.
Her rhythm
was occasionally unsteady; she wa.s
inclined to hurry in ending a phrase.
Her tone in the gentler passages was'
pleasing; in sturdy chords, it was often metallic, and sometimes in melodic
figures she did not disabuse ono heilleving that the piano is a pMbEti'o
Instrument. Some of the variations and
tho shorter
pieces by Chopin
were
played delightfully; but the Impression
on the whole made by her performance
was one of episodic pleasure.

"Nowhere are the full effects of fnIlatlon more quickly noticed than In tho
matter of bad language.
The word
which Is often used Is the word that la

ESOPHAGUS.

'

the Invisible City of Kitesch." This
ntr'acte is not of great importance,
liematically or pictorially. Rimsky orliestrated
Moussoi-gsgy's
"Persian"
ances, which in the opera "Khovanthina
are performed for the pleasure
of an irritable and irritated Prince.
The slower section is charmingly

neck gowns."

;

What Is the value of human testimony? S'everal In answer to the question how Ellen Terry wore her hair
playing Ophelia with Henry Irving as
Kamlet swear that it was bobbed,
"docked" as the cut was then known.
As many say, her hair was short, soft
and

but not bobbed, while "Old
positive In saying that she
wore long hair flowing over her shoulfluffy,

Playgoer"

Is

ders.

ON THE LATTER,

WE HOPE

.

As the World Wags:

What

your reaction to this passage
In Viscount Grey of Fallodon's book,
vol. 2, page 96:
I heard him (Roosevelt) asked whether
it would be possible in the United States
to pass into law a budget.
The answer
Avas simply this: "It would depend upon whether a judge of the supreme court came down heads or tails."
H. B. R.
Is

.

.

.

.

.

.

CRAWFORD NOTCH AT NIGHTFALL
(For

Ai

tlia

TCorld

"Wags)

Above tho notch Mt. Webster lifts
Its frowning front, alone and stern,
A fettered giant harried by
Relentless storms. Day ends, and now
The mystery of tho night enwraps
The world, within the silence of
Departed years.
Falls twilight's purple

veil.

MARION KINGSBURY

any program their names may grace.
Hahn, that lesser light, was on hand
;

Here

of

his

i|

I

Its kind.
I

-

'

There was Mlihaud, no less, with four
songs that sounded as Inconsequential
as they look, though not at all unpleasant.
"WTiy should Mlihaud have felt an
urge to set that trash by Rene Chalupt
to music? Surely he must have a trivial
streak in his nature.
Schoenberg, by
contrast, seemed a giant. His song,> Indeed, led off with a mighty sweep and
surge—a high level which it could
scarcely maintain.
The Hahn songs, sung hero some
years ago, came unfortunately late on
tho program, well made songs by no
means the worse for wear. Miss George
did well when she laid out her list.
Blessed with a very .pretty voice,
real
musicianship,
certain
technical
virtues
of
marked excellence ^her
legato above all and her attach and
notable Intelligence, Miss George is a
singer who knows what she is about,
and why.
It
would be Interesting,
therefore, to argue certain points out
witii her from oppo.'iite sides of ^. table,
'oUowing the procedure advised in labor
disputes.
Does she not, for instance,
draw over constantly on light head
voice if she could find sufflclent variety
of tone to serve an entire program?
Does she not, in behalf of her admirable
.

—
—

legato,

treat
Individual
words too
cavalierly? Would not a more revspect'ul con.slderatlr>n of the values of con.-^onants
and
vowels
heighten
the
warmth and color of her tone? In
songs in English, at all events, where
'he text sounded clearest, the voice
sounded its brightest and mo»t vital.
These questions, no doubt, could be

answered in various ways. Miss George,
in any case, gave inanlfe.st pleasure to
large audience.
The people liked
especially her skilful delivery of the
wolf song. Mr. Boardman showed hirnst!t

a thoroughly musical accompanist.
R. R. G.

is

the

program

Marion

I

happiest efforts.
A
8ong In English, that of the PalanquinBearers, had charm and character of

one

a

Over Lake Saco's smillne face

|

to

with

12.

"Mere power to yer!"
Bach has written so much charming
and stirring music for the forerunner of

(going until
ho„ read thes^^
_
>..^„„,„.„,
Atal lines „
of
circular: "Bullfrog shirts and low

,|the

the advertisement).

est.

•

with Pop Rams
big buU-nddle and
Such Ji»., |.re not for us. Mr.
Herkimer Johnson thl» "'t seriously of
led the orchestra,

iip,"

the tooby.

li

.

Hungarian Rhapsody, No.

The old, sad story. Why .should Miss
Present begin her recital with one of
l.iszt's
thunderdus transcriptions of
Bach's mlghty^^gan works.
Let the
organists plrt^them.
An organ can
never be represented by a piano, pound
and bang as a pianist may; not even
when an audience shouts approvingly,

performing on

."

dining-room
"What new and Ingentous side splitter have we here to aid our gastric
processes?
I crave to know (without
having to take the trouble to answer

strange chorda and harmonic progressions, by singular orchestration, was
poetic when he composed the beautiful
Song of the Fisherman, admirably
played by Mr. Mager, the first trumpeter.
As for the two nightingales,
they gave Messrs.
Laurent, Bladet,
Gillet, Allegra and Burgln full opportunity to show their technical proficiency.
The whole orchestra was seerely tested; it triumphantly stood the

.

.

WADLIN.

We should have gone to the supper
and ball at "the Country Fair" In Now
York last night, If only for tho Midway
ffhow, in which Zlsco, "that Strange

apartment,
.

Q.

a

,

in Stein-

nor; MendeLssohn, Variations Seri«uses; Chopin, Si.\ Preludes, C minor, G major, A major, C .sharp minor, D flat major, F minor. Etude,
op. 25, No. 1, Ballade, C minor; Cyril
Scott, "Valse Caprice, Albeniz, Cordoba, Palmgren, Bird Song; Liszt,

understand?

HORACE

piani.si

yesterday afternoon

Her program: Bach-Liszt,
Organ Kantasie and Fugrue in G mi-

IPerclfal

I

As the "World Wags:
furnished
"Beautifully
large Italian living room

voice," would not hear him, sayhave oftentimes heai-d the nightingale itself."
No, the ornitholigical
rausic, the song of the bird and the
song of the mechanical nightingale sent
as a present to the Kmperor of China
this music, we say, is not the most
striking •feature of Stravinsky's symphonic poem. There Is the bizarre Chlnea« March: there is the "burlesque funertj march; but Stravinsky, not wishing for once to startle the hearer by
^

ert hall.

Girl"; Maniao Marmaduke, the Manmangling Human Qorilla; and General
Whiff letree, the Human Balloon, were exhibited.
There was tho
Chef Vass de la Padua, who, speaking
nine languages, cooks In any one of
them. IMdie Worth, "tho Town Cut-

I

Sylvester Baxter writes to Tlie
"Ralph Huntington was a

Company. Mr. Huntington was with
him when the work took up Columbus
avenue. Mosea told mo that he asked:
'What shall I sight my line for?' HuntIngton looked toward the Common, and
said:
'Sight it for Park Street Church!'
That Is how the avenue got Its axis."
Was it not the late "Sandy" Browne
who said that Huntington avenue was
tn the Small-of-the-Back Bay?

*

,

{

I

I

would have far rtiore significance when
heard in connection with stage-settings
»nd action than when it is performed
n the concert room.
Passages that
sounded yesterday merely grotesque,
ri!r;Miseless, even incoherent would no
have amused, charmed, im;'ii;.sed.
When they were played for
episodes li) the ballet based on Hans
Christian Andersen's familiar story.
the

]

leader In the flUlng-ln of the Back Bay.
lAs a benefactor of the Massachusetts
Huntington
Technology-,
institute
of
llall.
In
tho Rogers Building, was
named In his honor. The late Horace
)t. Moses, as a civil engineer, was engaged In laying out the Back Bay
streets of the Boston Water Power

;

rhese watch tho future an It still
Unfolds with each reluming dawn.

I's

MORH ABOUT HUNTINGTON

I

recital

Iloston.

Tlie biographies of all great men show
In the laat scene of
Socrates
the last act of their lives.

Herald

By PHILIP HALi:
Rata Present,

Mis.s

fsw night-birds, a hermit owl,
Unwisely marK the lapse of time,

Day unto day thus utters speech)
Tiut who shall wisdom give, or make

took the shamrock rather than submit
to tho abuse of enraged Ignorance.

,
'

MlSSRETAPh

vapors hid.

A

(Trom th* l.«b>non Banner)

Mr.

In ghostly

i

them more sublime

J

of

The pines

Bdvi A CUP OF SHAMROCKl
,

Is lost

Are phantoms of a dream
While mountain, lake and forest own
Night's majesty supremo.

particular hobby. We know a woman
she died some years age woU-bred,
highly educated, rich. After her death,
over 100 umbrellas were found in a
room. She was a kleptomaniac and her

I

Webster's mighty maa«

In misty nliadows pale.

weakness was for umbrellas.'

;

idea

iit,

—

"Erolca" symphony, performed in memory of AVIlhelm
a«rlcke, whose death nl Vienna on Oct.
28th was reported and editorially conimenletl on In The Herald of yesterday.
Stravinsky beeran work on a lyric
drama "The Nightingale" In 1909. He
completed it in 19H when It was produced.
During the war he turned It
Into a ballet which was performed at
the Paris Opera House In 1920.
The
title was then changed to "Song of the
Nightingale." This ballet was performed
a symphonic poem under Mr. Kouswvltiky's leadership at his concert in
Paris on Oct. 26, 1922.
It is said thai Stravinsky has of late

Stravinsky's

"m,t

.them, for all oolleotors are more or less
unscrupulous; many of them hav« be[come Insane through cultivation of their

In Boston.

y<ars indulir«d himself In the affectation of insisting that all his ballets are
primarily to be considered as symphonic poems: scenery, costumes, action are all Incidental to the music.
But surely music of the "Song of the
Nightingale,"
as the music of "Pe(,
'jtrouchka" and "Sacre du Printemps,"

ins

There are colleoSometimes
[they borrow them; sometimes they steal

Per-

foinu'd iiT Uio lirst. tuu«
The onJ.»stra nnd tho
during tlie plnylng of a
Funoral March from tho

old

tora of umbrellas tn Boston.

The

I

in
ai,

Bdvc'
(or

lleaat 100 jreAra old."

the

.

itliisrnT^"

I
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Kingsbury, soprano, sang yesterday
afternoon in Jordan hall:

Museete, Perilhou; Separazione,
jlSgambati; "Non mi dir" (Don Giovanni), Mozart; The Snow Flower,
Schumann; Cradle Song, Schubert;
Naughty Legs, Blech; Autumn,
Arensky; Love Song, Sjogren; Serej

,

j

I

I

nade, Grovlez; Ronsard
a son
Eavel; Phidyle, Duparc;
To
!

,

!

!

'

^Kw
Gibbs;^^^l^^
The

Whistling,

ame

One
Armstrong

Three Cavaliers, &rr.
Kurt Schindler; The Lament
of the
Moon Werner Josten; The
Catbird
Joseph Clokey.

may

People

say, If they have the
^"^^ Kingsbury plannel
skilfully than
1?;
nf her concert
that
of
two years ago.
The Mozart an- she was not
wise to
attempt at present.
She is not yet
<iual.fied to meet the
Grovlez song"
rcn,u.rement.s In diction, so
It
missed
^'s

•

er'rl"'

IL^

u

^" '"""'^

-

unfamiliar

sf^arcely avoided the

p"ac^e

common-

There were, to be sure, the
Ravel
song,
whicli

owed much

to the delight-

tully played accompaniment
by Mrs
Dudley Pitts, the Perilhou
coming once more to be the musette
fashion
"'^
beautUuI Phidyle. But

^Z.

these three are surely not enough

themselves to

make a program

In

of dis-

tinction.

People may say, furthermore, without stretching the truth, that It seems

a pity Miss Kingsbury is not sufllciently Interested In technique to be willing

I

ut tho

,

"'

l:iw.f

great
screen plays receive
th^t the heroes and the heroines of
palaces
huge
that
now
snms from producers enriched by them;
sight of their
chief entertainment is the
Jcr the multitudes of those whose
now that
melodrama
or
dumb in comedy
favorite actors and actresses
g^ssjjl
rumors
reviews,
to
column
newspapers devote column after
the
world-the story of
doings in the moving picture
pioneet, . of
and the humble life o the
country
this
in
industry
the
of
a breezy man
story has been told
Absorbing interest to many. This
man^^^^^^
with
boo.
Arvidson (Mrs. D. W. ^rimth) The
^utto" &
by
published
is
plays,
Tious illustrations of early film
illustrations '^P"^^"*^^*^^^^^"*"
Company, New York. (One of these
hand the
with a quill pen in his
addressing
attitude
rhapsodic
a
in
Poe
his wife. Virgima. lies
while
Pallas,
of
bust
the
on

I

Kven a!

nil,

Now

i

'Place liuo which people rushed In order
to murder the school nii.>^(rese."
He
quoted a sentence from the essay of a
Bohoolboy: "AnierIca is a place where
you can murder as many people as you
like without getting into troiible."
Mr. T. C. Elder, managing director of

aoqulrlo'tho task of

nlna

to sins

will fnabl.i her
with groftter ease.

l'ePPl<>

If

whatever they
nearMiss Kingsbury comes
meaning
inner
tho
out
i ,)n l-lnir
"
singn nino-tenths of the
It a son
Jordan Hall. The fc-race
er, we he:'r In
old musette she
and the charm of the
to U« audience; lo
seiu Jiralsht Home
th.

t

!

t'l

J
I

I

i

I

Never mind; Miss
been extreme.
Kingsbury lias it; most singers have
She
She Is greatly blessed.
not.
it
was blessed yesterday in her acompanadmirably
tst; Mrs. Fitts, who pia*-ed

m

tTLinda

John Ervine liked the musical
No, No,
comedy •'Mercenary Mary.
Nanette' bored me, but this piece made
Mr.

St.

But
reluctant to leave the theatre."
there was a fly In the Jampot. Mr. Er"There
vine ended his review by saying:
was too much drumming in the orchestra. The American skull must be
thicker than the English, for this tomtom stuff which we had so much in
'The Emperor Jones' seems not to affect the American mind, whereas It
beats on ours almost brutally."

famous raven perched
chamber.)
on a wretched couch in the shabby

years on the legitimate stage
David W. Griffith, kno^vn in his early
with movPickford were first associated
a. Lawrence Griffith, and Mary
street
Fourteenth
East
11
No.
house.
tng pktures in an old brownstone
bright blue coat, goH
a
wore
owner
first
the
which
New York, a house in
vea«
his hair, until in ^-^-^
and gold buttoned, and powdered
Mrs
When
buckles.
fancy
with
knickerbockers
ae sported a periwig and
al
;entimen
for
house
this book, visited the old
Griffith, about to write
fi^m
forme
the
occupying
Stirling Calder,
reasons a sculptor named A.
remember, Mr
photograph the room, saymg: I
studio refused to let her

But what would "The Emperor Jones"
without

be

that

111

sinister

continuous,

drumming?

STATUS QUO
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program through.

|

me
;

the Ssambatl song she brought a fer\ent Intensity of which far too many
.Vmerican concert singers are shy. For
a folic song, the intensity may have

ihi-

'

the State Film Studios, thought that the
great trouble with the films today Is
that they were mostly made at Hollywood and mostly for Monkeyvllie.

remains,
'''nut' th«' fact

sav

'

|

thpv "UlSt ho spcal:oftfn Miss Kltissbury
cUraax Quite to the end

,v

•00
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For As the "World "Wags:
He said he was iired of the same old
faces,

"Nothing

commoner today than a

is

"I

certain cocksureness In the presence of
the great things of life. Men will discuss at a minute's notice the most
dreadful of mysteries with a lightness
which they would never give to settling
a bridge problem or solving a crossword puzzle. They will undertake to
let you have the measure of the Eternal,' and bring to their task an ignorance, a lack of training, of which they

'

I

And

polite
All the while

My

ME

first of every doggone month
There comes a string of bills to me>
count them over, every one apart,
In agony; In agony.

The

I

the

write;

'And you may gently

checks

I

my

eyes,

overdrawn:

—

—old —

I

There

— 'possible' —to

you!"
!

story about a snob' and
a boTf. Brookfield, who was once appointed
censor,
said:
"How's
the
duke?" "W'hich duke?" said the puz-

"Any

duke,"

replied

let

squint.

find

down

the

me

—

—

Is this

zled
Colonel.
Erookfleld.

m

tSgh an ideal
in "The ^^-^^ .^^^^
.^"^^^
good^ She made her debut as Giannina
She
days' work. This satiisfied her
three
for
week
a
$25
offered
and was
Smith,
Gladys
pictures
in the
aristocrats
little
rich
for
fit
hSd no clothes
"pretty, and she had talent and brains,
for this was her real name, was
She had gone on
a "simpering silly.'
into
her
so idolatry did not turn
in 1904 was Playj"^ leading parts
Se stege when she was five years old; engaged
her for "The Warrens of
saw her,
in a S^ompany. Belasco
she is now known. "She's a very
which
by
name
the
gather
YirginS"
not play Pippa in the screen drama after
c^ood business woman." She did
plump. Gertrude Robinson took the
too
be
to
thought
fll for she
led the N. Y. Times to. reNickelodeons
the
prSLftion at
ilrt
led to a change in the gpnHew it^riously <Oct. 10, 1909). This review
,

As the World "Wags:
Speaking of a flapper's 150-word
vocabulary what about the dance hall
sheik that squeezes you the first round,
calls you "sweet mamma" the second,
tries to bite your ear the third, and

'middle-aged' peer, may
'hiht' would be the better word
to you
that
jou should
endeavor 'try' to
make him as much of a gentleman as
feasible

to himself.
Sennett, who grouched, has a chapter
picture "Pippa Passes." A little
In 1909, Mr. Griffith thought of the
a navy-blue
nearer seventeen dressed
girl who looked fourteen but was
a gentle pretty
had
She
o
stud
the
of
comer
a
in
Srge suit, was sitting
was Mary Pickford She would be they
ace with short golden curls. It
her work was
Pippa, and was promised |5 a day if

Mack

fractious. I'm afraid;
No, let the cushions be; I fear
You're growing fussy, Mary dear!
A. AV.

should say
I- suggest-

——

thanks;

me

I

.

shade.

You

There are several good stories in \V.
G. Elliot's "My Anecdotage."
Henry James said to Mr. Elliot when
he was playing in "Guy Dornvl!!e";l
"Elliot In your playing of this riotous

is

Mr G^^ffith finally was appointed ^ "'""1^; '^^''^d Pro
Dolly/'
S-st picture, "The Adventures of
New York, on July 14, 1908. The names
tor's Theatre, Union Square,
told
not announced. Newspaper men were
of actors in those days were
be blue-penciled, but reviews did
would
movies
the
to
reference
that Iny
1908, greatly to the surprise of
ppear In the Dramatic Mirror of June,
had been ^tap manager at
who
Dougherty,
Xee
;he newspaper world.
first projection machine
"the
installed
had
and
?he old Boston Museum,
his attention to picturned
Eidoloscope,"
of AmerTcan manufacture, the
asked Mr. Griffith to cut out the Mutotures jSned The Biograph Co.,
like
see pictures on Broadway some day
icope's saying: "You wait, you'll
excited laughter. The Charles Frohprophecy
This
plays.''
do
you
fsic)
worked in moving pictures
man offTce issued an edict that "any actor who revoked.
soon
was
edict
This
could not work for them."

Sres

stir the fire.

eyes and makes

A match—ah,

I'm overdrawn!

'dissolute'

my

w

lL.

A hairpin please, and you might look
For some Intelligible book.
My glasses, too; this modern prink

.Upsets

Harriet Quinby aviator who
a critic in San Francisco
as
death flying over Bostonl harbor,
a recital.
giving
er^
who
strollers
the
help
screen.

the East and the South; stories
There were theatrical adventures in
salaries and the being dead
small
of
of siccess InTfailure, the earning
little stories for the
Soke At last Mr. Griffith was tempted to write by the Ameman Mi^^^
good ones
for
paid
were
Z;t:;JvStn
was also paid $5 a day for acting
toSope and Biograph Co. Mr. Griffith
used their families m the
directors
the
days
those
In
before the camera.

my

j

t

that dance before

mean

tried to

I

RUTH FALKENRICH.

I

SeTL;

My

j

Mary Pickford under
Quay^into a heroine of the

port of

Glfria

Bate being fuosed, aays a modern
but they adore being looked after.)
slippers, Mary; warm the soles,
'But not too near the falling coals;
tobacco jar and briar,
Tes,

Through weary night until the dawnlj
pay each bill and in the end I find

—

i„^

w^e—

(Men

,

'I'm

i

writer,

write.

I

]

DRAWING THE LINE

Each pesky bill a demon seems,
To take away my heart's delight;
I clutch my empty purse in vain, and

bills

adventures as

^^^^^^^^^
The story of Mr. Griffith's early
^^f^^^^
when Hall Game's drama. The Chris^^a".
length from the time in 1904
a
|3.60
earning
Miss Arvidson was
was playing in San Francisco and
^or.e
when
horrified
: kts'a'sher maiden. She was not
m supplaying the same fisher maiden
Uter she was paid $3 a day for
turned
had
He
direction.
Mr. Griffith's

I

Should sermons be preached at all on
or on a week day. Is now the
subject of discussion In England. Adam
Sedgwick, professor of geology at Cambridge University in the middle of the
last century, was rebuked for geologl«ing instead of attending the religious
service. His answer was that he preferred sermons In stones to sermons
from sticks. Sermons in old days were
distressingly long, it seems to us now.
Yet Isaac Barrow was heard eagerly
for three hours at a stretch, and when
Bishop Burnet once turned the glass at
the end of the first hour, to show that
he was going on,' the congregation "set
up almost a shout of joy." Different
was the pulpit glass given by Queen
•Victoria to the Chapel Royal, Savoy.
And a good
It measured 18 minutes.
queen, too.

(Apologies to The Rosary.)

Oh,

j

Sunday

P. O'Connor.

then
The checks

proof."

skin was Just as smooth and the
eyes as clear
with Jong, black
lashes curling upward from the grey,
as
soft
and sweet as it
And the mouth
was a year ago.
But there were little lines about the
eyes
That looked as if they'd tried so hard to
laugh
But found It easy once they had learned
the way.
And there were little hurt lines about
the mouth
That still smll,ed back at me.
And yet he called It the same old face.
H. E. G.

As ever they

On my death-bed I shall be earning
money with a typewriter to pay for my

I

i

must always

every change.

"Worse,

O'

and

sentimental.
rather good, but too
did a Chinese picture; it was
his work
lend
"to
said,
he
afford,"
Wmself, Mr. Calder "could not
slightest
the
of which he had not
studio io problematical publicity

j

The

if

THE WOES

Asl^

run and hide

have.

the "Schiller curl," after the poet, who
in his early pictures wore his hair In
ringlets. Goethe seems thus far to have
escaped the tobacconist, the fishmonger
As for Mr.
and the inventive cook.
Shaw, he is now in the tobacconists'
portrait gallery with Robert Burns,
William Cullen Brj-ant and Henry Clay.

— T.

GrSh
i

wanted

to
my face in the dark,
same old face, that I
I

But after they had gone away laughing
I looked long Into the glass and noted

Mr. George Bernard Shaw has at last
reached the pinnacle of fame. A new
brand of. cigar, with the box adorned
by Ills picture, is shown In shop windows of Berlin. He is represented as
seated at a writing table, puffing a huge
Colorado stlnkadoro. There is a pile of
books in a corner, with an old woman
behind them. What she is doing there
This cigar is sold at
is not explained.
the equivalent of eight cents. Is it any
worse than other German cigars?
The Germans consider this use of
Shaw's name a great compliment to
him. In their wild admiration of Bismarck, they named a decorated herring
after him. A piece of pastry is called

funeral.

sick of seeing the same old face
In and day out."
she laughed as I sat there being

day

they were going
however,
than this Impertinent, cheap- jack slovenliness is the complete absence of a
sense )f awe."

would be ashamed
a horse.
to judge

am

then, during the fourth, murmurs into
your permanent or boyish: "WhereyabeenallmyMfe?"
BOSTON BLUES.

I

|

it

She played many character parts
and she 'did' young wives with
back;
straight
"smacked
with her hair
to make her look tall and marhead
her
of
top
the
Si h^r in a'bun- on
.1
of labor at night.
hour
an
meant
it
ried When Mary wore curls,
earned her slim salary those days for the
Tften thought Mary Pickford
Once called upon to wear
^me and effort she spent on her hair alone."

Tti'et

1

iSlfu: TssTickf ord.

.

.

'

married,

Moore, whom she afterwards
Sts she wis shy, for her Owen
present." When she once said: "Some
those,
"among
actL
S£ amoig Sie
and have my name m electric hghts
actress
great
a
1^ am Line to be
for they thought she was thmkmg of
I

"Nearly

all thf. .Tltlclsm

ot of the

get

Is

like

wearj mother who said to
'just go upstairs and see

nurse,
at Tommy is doing,

—Mr.

I

and

tell

him not

Baldwin.

i^c'r

aTheS-

Dr. Joseph

Bridges, an English edurecently criticised the
American setting of films from an edu-lonal standpoint.
"Our school chll-

cation
I

officer,

were shocked,

would not give her $500 a week.
"Whether Mr. Griffith has ever been

^""^^'?r?fmS%nX'
PlayS;
Imows

j

all

secured her.

The Famous
sorry,

nobody

hut himself."

before the camera; some thumbThere are many sketches of others
length.
greater
at
some
descriptive;
nail sketches, but

'

iiflcd hi«
)iL-.

>

M

iihuul

j

lar..

ago

'

1

nuticd "The Theatrt

in three

Oneself."

"Profound and shallow, brilHaftt and coninmnplace," hc-iV the "j :"
modem Russian drama." According to Prof. W
E\Teinov is now "a harlequin, now a symbolist, now a monodrain.ii
ft worshiper of the nude, and a what-not?"
Are not his harlcquinadeB an
elaboration of Lothar's preface to his "King Harlequin"?
"When Peter
Bohrcns and George Fuchs preach a future theatre, in which the stage
shiill be a place of joy for the whole populace, ho begins to talk of gymnastics and dances, and here lays the foundation for the children's theatre.
'

ing-jack of the
I

Lillian
^
,
"vl thov drnnk right out of the teaspoon."her eyes
;«,poonful.
soulful expression in
"a
With
Lrd
hard.
ambitious and worked
Madonna.
Gish was even ^^e".
When she went

^

f^J^^f.^*

JSt^Te

J

...

ftieed."

»r^fe^rr"phi;^^

an evenm.

was

.

Miss

Her

to a
long never spoke.

chattered ijj-santly.
little Mae Marsh
Something .n our heart
fairy Lillian.

good;

is

the German disciples of these apostles of the future theatre discard
habiliments altogether, Evreinov at once becomes the Mohammed of th«

Nude."

of

it

strange that

Mary

Pickfora. ^Nho had played

li her husband's
ma^; m?rf pttu'rf?han any

.n

of

Mr

S

P"*'j;f!i«'^'^3 temperatnental.

Srimt'h

noTgeSe
,

i«rd'o?ym-is hTan

ac^orr'

never was

m

Once when after hours of work
of her. he politely kneed her

The heart was represented by a glowing red space which appeared to pulsate owing to an effect of light. The concepts of the women
were seen in the foreground and were brilliantly lighted."
These dramatists represented by Evreinov would have scenery and
decorations disappear; "actors must act in relief instead of in the depth,
darkness.

"His plunge movie-ward was

Barrymore's brother." "Never
"No.he's an artist Just back from Parts;

be impressionistic, etc."

"How he
Pathe, loved being a near-actor.
that his
now
by
satisfied
was
He
picture!
up for a
dorrd Jetting
emerge
would
he
room
dressing
the
art. From
make UPS wefew^^^^^^
remark: 'Some make-up!'
^ttfne his BWoll>- Chest, with the laconic

S

'^•"-T'nJrihrtlt'ias

brilliant background, disastrously
^!a5es Winn^Vr, with all his
did not register well.
m^r.Z'^ hpfore the catnera. His pale blue eyes
a silver dollar into a
threw
Angeles
Los
at
When Chari^^^
perhaps the first time Mr.
was
"it
repeated,
be
might
horn that a dance
money in public either for food or
lad been known to sVend
flattered to have him as a guest
and
tickled
for every one was so
spend money."
,
.
^
th&t he never was given a chance to
have given only an imperfect view of an
Our Jpace is Ihnited.
fuany
to
indispensable
is
uncommonly entertaining book: a book that
important form of dramatic art.
an
of
industry,
greftt
a
of
historian
**•
Would that an index had been providedi

^

Slin
mSk

W.

We

.

We

A SURPRISING RUSSIAN

Wiener points out that the

definite idea of the monodrama harks
Paul's invention of the dissolving pictures for the film plays.
By means of these dissolving pictures "it was possible to represent dreams
ns realities, to allow Lilliputian actors to emerge from the drinking cup,
as seen by the intoxicated person, to permit walls to totter and contort,
as they do in the mind of the madman, etc."
The Harvard Dramatic Club is to be commended for its courage in
producing plays that would otherwise not be seen in Boston. It is a
pleasure to remember even now the production by this club of "Beranger"
and the wild play of Dos Passes, which was fascinating by reason of its
still see the mourners and clergymen wearing masks as
wildness.
they entered the house where the corpse was lying, entering to the tunes
played by a jazz orchestra.

Prof.

back to R.

^

i

|

EvreinoVs "Mr Paraclete" to Be Played
by the Harvard Club
The Herald has received the following announcement of the Harvard
Dramatic Club:
For its fall production, the Harvard Dramatic Club has chosen a play
by Nikolai E^Teinov, tentatively called "Mr. Paraclete." "Paraclete" is a
taken from the Greek Orthodox church, and means "The Holy
I term
I Ghost"; the play itself is in four acts and includes
a cast of 24.
It has
been selected in accordance with the Harvard I)ramatic Club's policy of
I

Mr. Donald Francis Tovey, who will play the piano next Saturday
afternoon for the first time in Boston, was bom in 1875. He has been
Reid professor of music at Edinburgh University since 1914. He is an
Oxford man and was given by Oxford his degree of Mus. Doc. His teachers in music were Parratt, Higgs and Sir Hubert Parry. In 1900 he gave
chamber concerts in London, Berlin and Vienna. He is the author of many
articles about music for the Encyclopaedia Brittanica.
The list of his
compositions includes an opera, a symphony, a piano concerto, chamber
music, songs. He has been highly praised in England as a pianist, illuminating music with a noble and lofty understanding." Granville Bantock
wrote of him: "Tall and striking in appearance, he often seems to be
treading the earth with his head in the clouds. He has a keen sense of
humor, a deep reverence for the classics and a broad, generous mind, capable of inspiring others with enthusiasm. He is ever tolerant of adverse
opinions, and sympathetic to all M^ho are devoted sincerely to their art."
;

theatrical experimentation, which led to the production in former years
of plays by Andreyev, Capek, Guitry, MacKaye and Dos bassos.

I

p:\Teinov is one of the greatest living Russian playwrights.
"Mr.
Paraclete" was written at the apex of his career. Bom in 1879, Evreinov
early showed a remarkable precocity, and especially a lively interest in
the theatre. He joined a band of strolling players in his 'teens, and by
means of this connection gathered much of the material that went into
his monograph on the Russian folk drama. Later his interests
broadened,
and ho ^vrote, not only plays, but novels, essays on modern art and artists,
and, as a pupil of Rimsky-Korsakov, some music, including several
operas.
At present he lives in hermit-like seclusion in the Caucasus, practically
inaccessible to any form of intercourse. His more riecent writings
include
a series of monographs, concerned with his theory of theatrical
writing,
which he terms monodrama. In this capacity, his contributions
to the
stage have been as revolutionary and as influential
as those of Gordon
Craig.
Evreinov's theory has as its major premise the belief
that the acting
instinct 13 as much a fundamental desire
of human nature aa the instinct
of self-preservation, sex-attraction, etc.
Consequently, the dramatist concerns himself with making the spectator feel
that he is participating in
the drama as much as the actor whom he sees
before him on the stage.
The play attempts to be. not the play alien to the spectator,
as it usuaUy
but
his
own personal experience. He must have, at a certain moment,
18,
ncar y the same experience as the acting
character. It is a novel idea,
and leads naturally to unique and highly diverting
dramatic situations.
Mr. Paraclete is one of the best examples
of Evreinov's monodramas In It the gulf of the footlights, the ever-present
hairier between
f
I'ad been bridged physically as fell as
men;«n ^"'^if
settings have all been arranged to
^
»^IL the man
make
in il^
the stalls feel that he himself is as much
an integral
part-as they, with the result that the
whble has been blended into a com-

J

edy of broad and racy humor.

f„ vn

t^Z
drama

I

^

7
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^
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CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

I

I

That "the concept

tlio

"

one

warmth out

°*'*iLS^;S;mrw\'s"aUuS^^^^^
inauspicious.''

stars,

What does he mean exactly by his monodrama?
actor is to be made clear to the audience by a

faithful representation of that concept."
A dreamer's dreams are to be reproduced as they
appear to him. "The stage of a drunken man is to vibrate and dissolve,
etc.
When his "Theatre of the Soul," first performed in 1912, was produced in England in 1915, the Soul was broken up into its Rational, Emotional and subliminal Entities, and a professor lectured on this dissection.
A critic wrote: "In the production little was seen of the three entities of
the soul beyond their faces appearing at diflTerent levels out of intense

than hen's teeth."
Priffith thinks

,

When

DoroSeemg
. j
..^anv more." says Mrs. Grifthat rare
r'^^^hrD^ro'^^^^ las betler-for she .as
^^^^^

thy

'

Sunday— Symphony

hall,

See special notice.

3:30 P. M.

Mischa Elman,

violinist.

—

Second concert of the PeoHollis Street Theatre, 3:30 P. M.
Symphony orchestra. Ethel Leginska, guest conductor. See
special notice.

ple's

—Jordan

Bach,
hall, 8:15 P. M. Kate Friskin, pianist.
Chopin, Preludes in F sharp minor, F sharp
major; Mazurka in C sharp minor. Brahms, Intermezzi, A major,
op. 118, No. 2; op. 119, No. 3; Rhapsody in E flat major, op. 119,
No. 4. Franck, Prelude, Chorale and Fugue. Debussy, Reflets dans
I'eau and Doll's Serenade. F. Bridge, the Dew Fairy and the Hedgerow. Rachmaninov, Prelude, B flat major, op. 23, No. 2.
Steinert hall, 8:15 P. M. Nina Mae Forde, soprano; assisted by
Virginia Farmer, 'cellist, and Mildred Vinton, accompanist. Songs:
Haydn, My Mother bids me bind my hair. Handel, Oh, Sleep, why
dost thou leave me; As when the Dove laments her love; Oh! Had
Gounod, Ah! Nella Calma, from "Romeo and JuI Jubal's Lyre.
liet."
Costa, 1 will extol thee. Arne, The Lass with the delicate
Hageman, Charity.
air. Schubert, To Music. Loewe, Nobody Saw.
Terry, the Answer. 'Cello pieces: Sanby, Swedish folk song; Cui,
Orientale; Van Goens, Scherzo; Popper, Andacht; Squire, Bourree;
Cadman, Indian Summer; Glazinov, Serenade Espagnole.

Tuesday

Partita in

B

flat.

—

Wednesday Jordan hall, 8:15 P. M. Richard Crooks, tenor.
Handel, Would you gain the tender creature and Love sounds an
alarm. Brahms, Staendchen. Wiegenlied, Sehnsucht. Rachmaninov,
Night; Sorrow in Springtime (in Russian). Vasilenko, Dreams (in
Russian). Liszt. O, Komn in Traume. Wolfe, Verschwiegene Liebe.
Strauss, Staendchen.
Elgar, Moonlight. Strickland, Song of the
Hindi Lover. Ireland, Sea Fever. Leoncavallo, Mattinata.

— Symphony

Celia Hansen, violintw.
hall, 8:15 P. M.
minor. Bach, Prelude and Fugue. Beetho-i^,
Rondino. Gluck, Melodic. Pugnani, Prelude and Allegro. Prokofiefl.
Melodie and Scherzo from his Concerto. Boulanger, Nocturne. Cyril
Scott, dance. Kriesler, Lotus Land. Popper-Auer. Spinnlied. Boris
Zakharov, accompanist.

Thursday

announcement.

would be interesting
for his theories about the monoIt

^"d^l^t^d
,
T'^^.^J^^'"""''
to
Fuch's
"Theatre of the Future," published 20 years

ago. Prof.
Leo Wiener of Harvard University devotes a
chapter to L-reino?" "a dramatic newsmonger," the
"symbolist-Salomeist-harlequin-theatrical
characterizes him as one of the most brilliant
and elusive
f
'T'
I
of modern Russian dramatists. When he
was very young he was a performer in the theatre and the circus. He studied in
turn law, music, history and philosophy, '-became addicted to
religion," wote plays, acted as
stage manager, directed a dramatic studio,
painted futurist pSings
wrote an opera-bouffe, also scientific books on
corporal punishmen
on
,

Vivaldi, Concerto,

A

Jordan hall. Elena Barberi, pianist.
Bach. Prelude, B flat.
Ravneau, Les Rappels des Oiseaux. Scarlatti, Sonata in A major.
Beethoven, Sonat^a, op. 31, no. 3. Chopin, Impromptu, A flat; Prelude, F major; Nocturne, F major; Polonaise, A flat. Casella, Modo
Estoico and Minuetto. Ruta, Danza Mistica. Perry, Eleana. Martijcci, Tarantelle.
Pick-Mangiagalli, Three Mignones and Dance of

TT

' '

ETHEL LEGINSKA
Rhapsody, TIo. XI.
ick,
vaay^ordan hall. 2:30 P. M. Donald Francis Tovey,
Beethoven, Sonata, op. 81.
Bach, Partita in G minor.
and C
.in,
in, Impromptu, F sharp major; Mazurkas, D flat major
Ballade. Brahms,
..irp minor; Etude, A flat, op. 25, No. 1; Fourth
Debussy, Five Preludes:
oi.x \'ariations on a theme by Paganini.
Ce qu' a vu le vent de Quest, La Fille aux cheveux de lin, Ondine,
La Cathedrale engloutie. and Le Danse de Puck.
Sj-mphony hall, 8:16 P. M. Stony Point ensemble from the
.American Institute of Operatic Art. See special notice.

Dans

le canot.

Liszt,

Juice

Or as a

.'

I

'

;

!

from

child, suffer

tltat

the chicken-pox known as
wart-pox7 Then there is the surispurge
white and caustic
Its
op» wartwort
Juice, is believed by some to be a sure
variety

of

'

noes any one say that the treatment

warts Is not an interesting—(we'll net
say vital—subjct-t? The Muse of lyric
poetrj- does not disdain the humble but
of

,

It was once said of Carlyle that
he transformed Cromwell, an ogre, into
a saint, almost a wartless saint. Tet
Cromwell was proud of his warts. There
is a fine old word, now obsolete, "wart-

cure.

unsightly excrescence.
••The death-angel smote Alexander McGlue.
protracted repose;
And gave
He vk-ore a checked shirt and a Number

Hm

Xine Shoe
the heart-

bioken lover:
•I might have lived with her

in

But

false to her lover

comfort

was Rose.

Sh? married a man on the tight rope
AXTio balanced a wart on his nose."
Note the similar locaOon of the wart|
in the case of the late Mr. McGlue and

let.";

|

.

i

athlete.

fascinating

unnamed but

the

meaning as
"rocky, rough," as when the poei, Her-

"Warty" has a

,

Did not the accomplished orator Cicero
derive his na'.ne from a wart resembling
a bean lodged securely on his nose
But the Muse soaring -.in tragic flights
will use the wart as a simile: "Make
Ossa like a Wart," roars Hamlet, out-

I

'*I never look to see Deane,
or thy warty incivility." In English military slang a "wart" is a very young
subaltern.

1

1

I

!

!

As the World Wags:
Having read Inyour columnhowwarts
were cured In the oMen days. I can

how

call

Upon Moonshine," in Robert
Toung DanSouthe'y's "The Doctor."
iel Dove first thought of stealing five

I

j

re-

i

cured a number of warts
.1 did exactly as 1

I

nearly 70 years ago.
'

wa,s directed,

and

It

I

was In this wise: I
a room where there

must go alone Into
was a wood stove, which on

of the

I

was a

H. C.

child

protested,

Leglnska would show herself
she would show herself more
alive to conditions that exist, and so
refrain from laying on an able orchestra, but one with limitations, the burden of three compositions for on a /•/^"-

Mme.

moon."

("This

evil

for

was

Sir

wiser

my

lona'

owii hands were covered with warts.
tested various ijccult cures.
One
I
method, not so" occult, was covering
each wart with a wad of spider's web
and allowing a spark of flro to eat
through it. 1 was left with very sore
hands but the warts remained. Finally,
of meat, which I
I stole a little piece
rubbed on each one arid, then buried the
meat. Strange lo tell, iihe warta.actually Sid go away .iiid never came again.

remedy was an

Mme. Leglnska will conduct next SunThe soloist will be Guy

EmiNPROGRAM
'

with Joseph
^Mischa Elman, violinist,
this proBOnime as his pianist, played
yesterday:
gram at Symphony hall
major, Handel;

^^Thr'lSth century begins to

linisfs

that

J

i

I

'

who

.

to

thi

BlSth

century crusade

fo.

has
and now Mischa Ehnan

Vosterdav he commenced v

Ith

±ian

pmno, and he fo">>^^«^ .'^'""j,,,^,^^
known as
B minor partita, sometmiES
and arranged or
fhe French overture,
with
An&
an unaccompanied violm.
Pag
redoubtable
these he included the
s
"I

anini's

Palpiti,"-

Jn'v^ment conc'erto
uttl<>

Carl Stoeckel
P.)—By
-MATJFOLK Ct., Nov. 1 (A.

Saint-Saens

in

A

silvery berceuse of

:na^or

Ysaye

one

and a
s.

the

"And fronf the Handel throufh
r^^;;^in^^;?^os?T'JheVlJl|.^l

home

ldrrr'ur4Tan^.ru.v^h
"emed

S^I^^^Oy^b^tth^-^-n

isH

remove warts by biting
01? In Sweden tliis insect. is thouglit
Did
to j(i a true friend of the afflicted.
anyone with warty hands ever keep a
wart-hog for a pet, or a wart-snake, or
p'
wart -shells as ornaments on the
ms ntelpiece?
Or try wart-grass or
ws -t-weed for Its supposedly eflScaclous
'

j

(Gryllus Verrucivortis),

it

t was
menced

any one ever try the power of
J
wari-bittr. a grasshopper, someth'5
times known as the Great Greon Leaf

supposed

itself

repertoire,
f"^^'^" , Vl, season
needs its entirety. Last
who comKre'sler and Zi.nbalist

followed in their steps.

at his

lift

programs agam
bodUy into the concert
Bach .md
and with a slow persistency
^ointo t^
Ha^ndel are si.pping back

infallible cure.

thf death^'Carl Stockel

B

zo

Ed Strickler returned home from
Ho
Rochester. Minn., Friday morning.
reports his son, John, as getting along
as well 'as can be expected since his
operation, which is hoped will be a succj*s, as this is the fourth operation for
neinoylng the ai^^ggjl^

moat.'"

Partita,

Sonata, E
alone); Conminor. Bach (for violin
major, Samtcerto (Concertstuck), A
Tsaye; ScherSaens; Berceuse, Eugene
I Palpiu,
Caprlccioso, Edwin Grasse;

EVENTUALLY

Twenty years ago a single one came on
a knuckle and it remains there In spite
saliva,
knotted string or stolen
of

j

.""Tj'^ctoeckel was
'

principally

built
for his "Music Shed"
here for the purhis private grounds
concerts to spepose of giving annual
audiences.
.j.
craTly invited
Shed ai

the
The concerts given at

tickets being sold.

old.
years „vi
Mr. Stoeckel was 67

unrelieved.y
but still an ex_
exercise, finely turned,
And it was in the soaring
ercise
that he was at
tricacles of the Paganini
firm
of sweet
his best, the virtuo.so
floratura.
Tones and fine spun string
accomMr Bonime was a capable
panist and pianist.—E. G.

m

200 n.|

famous
by lum on

By PHILIP HALE
PLYMOITTK THEATRE— First

,

,
,

per-

formance in Bbston of "The Firebrand,"
a comedv In three acts and four scenes
by Edwin Justus Mayer. Produced by
Schwab. Liveright and Mandcl.
Benvmuto

Ocllinl

,

|

'''S*

.•v.\v.""T./FrttS
George Drury Hart
?lTCndi:;::V.V.V.::::
Alessandro. the Dnke of Florenoo^^^^
:

.

^^^^^^

0,t„..j,no. the dnke'-.
Polvcrlno....

•

^^VnTe™

-^^.f

Bryant

^.

soldier
^
A page

..Teresa Kilburn
J t„

When this comedy wlas produced m
New York, at the Morosco Theatre on
played
Oct. 15, 1924, Joseph Schiidkraut

Frank Morgan, the Duke; Nana

Cellini;

Mason,
Bryant, the Duchess; Florence
Angela; Mr. Hart, Pier Landi.
to
There is no need of going back
sources of
Cellini's Memoirs for the
amusing comedy. The dramatist
this

him
has disarmed any one reproaching
by frankly
for biographical Inaccuracy
his play is a comedy, not
stating that

'utilized"
document; that he has
great
rather than chronicled the
Some dramatists, wishing to c< a
the audience, have introduced
Introduced
scene. Mr. Mayer has

,

a

room

bedbalcony doors of two ^djommg
but
the Duke's summer palace,

m

rooms

|

so b^'^"
"^"Vh^ Duke
Kenvenuto and the Duchess, the JJuke
and Angela are content t° ^"4°^
Perhap.s
scene.
night air and the night
here hardly the ^ord: buti

the

moon

is

"content" Is
The whole
unexpected kill-Joys arise
down is simply this
she,
The Duchess is smitten with what

story boiled

love for Cellini. (Italis pleased to call
,an duchesses have been
'"l
The
caprices^)
dulge themselves In
Naturally
Duke who is represented as a wit, sees
inconsequential lack

amiable,
workshop
Angela, a model in Cellini's
in his foolish
Xow the Duke was angry
he had
because
way with the sculptor
for the first time.
killed a man, and not
hanged, t.elHe purposes to have him

has bought
a hell-cat.

iini

-nother,

Angela

fom

The Duchess,

her

visit-

been forbidng the sculptor, who has
tempts him to
den to leave his house,
more
at night. Ceilml is the

vSt

her

has
tempted because the Duke
palace, the
oft Angela to the
by some
moTl. wishing to be lovedhaving litunsophisticated,
,^ne, wholly
own.
of her
tle will or mind
on In
easy to guess what goes

easily

borne

.

It

Is

•ncidenta^^y

he balcony scene. Cellini
another man ana runs

The Duke

Vngela.

Kenelon

(PblUlpsburg, Kan., Reriew)

.

R-

iTIREBRAND'

.-ills

vioUnists-

.

demand long and exacting

day's concert.
Maier, pianist.

,

','ricicet

if

cert that all
rehearsal.

the moonlight and washed and washed
The warts
for three successive nights.
tlie
because, as
remailned, probably
was of
basin
the
schoolmaster said,
brass; "for that silver Ijeing the. lunar
metal would by affinity assist the influential virtue.s of the moonlight, which
finding no such affinity in a mixed
metal of baser compounds might contrariwise have its potential qualities
weakened," or even destroyed when received in a brazen vessel, anvi reflected
from It." Spoken like a schoolmaster.
Daniel, however, did get rid of the
warts in the course of three or four
months. He and his friends, forgetting
the lapse of time, agreed that Sir Kene-

A few days ago we published a letter
speaking of an old superstition in Plymouth to the effect that the Seventh Son
of a Seventh Son had the power to remove warts by spitting on them; to
speak more delicately, by rubbing his
saliva on them.
J. A. S. writes: "I have found the
same superstition la Connecticut and in
When

father

Plgby's cure.) Daniel borrowed Joshua
Wilson's brass basin, and with his
father and the schoolmaster went into

—

ilhode' Island.

—

should
not be brought upon a neighboY. As
for stealing meat, the father said that
no lawful charms begin With stealing,
but he mentioned' ah infallible cure:
AVashing the hands in moonshine caught
"You wash
in a bright silver basin.
and wash, in the basin, and a cold
moisture will be' felt upon the hands,
proceeding from tha cold and moist rays

this occa-

J.

beans, one for each wart; then l\e
would tie them up in paper, carry them
to where two roads crossed,, \lrop them,
and walk away without ever looking
behind him. .The warts would th^n
leave him and go upon the hands of the
person that picked up the beans. Daniel's

sion must, of course, be cold. I must
turn over one of the griddles. Then with
a piece of challt I must make a circle of
a tew Inches in diameter on the sooty
side of the griddle. I must then iuhi.the
piece of chalk a few times in the midst
of the circle and then rub the same on
thf wart. After dclns that two or three
tfmes, I must go through the same
pibcess with each of the other warts. I
ma:y then replace the griddle and depart,
but be sure not to tell any one what 1
had done. I followed all these directions
exactly, and not to my surprise, for
the result was only what I fully expected from the first— the warts entirely
disappeared in a very short time never
to return. This account Is literally true.

Huntington.

except such loud passages as baffle almost every conductor today. Without
a hint of triviality she maintained Its
From the strings she drew
lightness.
Its melodies she turned
sweet tone.
with grace and elegance. Its rhythm
she mace delightful.
Also, so far as sound goes, Mme. Leglnska succeeded well with the first
part of the suite the concert was very
long. But thl.s suite, like the concerto,
though for different reasons, calls for
much rehearsal if it is to move with
sweep and assurance. These qualities
the first movement lacked.
Could anything else be expected?

niont
'

I

symphony for Instance, Mme.
Leglnska made sound extremely well,
The

thosi Interested! in warts, their
persistence or their mysterious disappea^ance, should read chapter Vlt, p. 1,
entitled "Rustic Philosophy, an Exp?ri-

GRIDDLE AND CHALK

emotions as

pianist of talent and skill, found her.'elf
overweighted with her heavy burden.
Music less exacting would have suited
everybody better.

All

received.

my

figurative

'rick, wrote:

|

bellowing the young Laertes.
That the great army of Herald readers take a lively interest in the removing of warts, especially by c»3cult means,
have
is shbwn by the letters that we

scarcely restrain

as well as any listener, that the People's
O.-cliestra has not yet command of a
sufficient body of tone to do Justice to
the massiveness that Brahms's concerto
demands; it cannot. In the very nature
of things, have it, since an orchestra
as a whole can be no stronger than its
weakest choir. A concerto so intricate,
furthermore, cannot march confidently
without a jreater number of rehearsal.*
than are attainable under present conJliss Oliver, too, evidently a
ditions.

meaning a ' 'growth of warts.
Ing,"
Diminutives are often objectionable.
We cannot reconcile ourselvea to "booklet" to which the word, "little" is often
prefixed by the careless, the thoughtless, -yet there Is "wartle," also "wart-

his nose.

And he had a pink wart on
And in the pathetic ballad of

At the People's Symphony Orchestra's
second concert, yesterday afternoon,
Ethel Leglnska began her engagement
The Boloist was
as guest conductor.
who played
pianist,
Lucille
Oliver,
Brahms's D minor concerto. The concert began with one of Mozart's three
or four symphonies in D major, and
ended with Rimsky-Korsakoff's suite
The audience v.as
"Scheherazade."
very large and very enthusiastic.
spring
Mme. Leglnska
last
Late
showed Boston In no wavering manner,
her genuine skill at managing an orchestra, both her fine (lualities as a
musician and her warmth of temperament she made tell; quite as she makes
them tell when, playing the piano, she
finds herself in her happiest vein. With
the huccess of that cccaslon in her mind,
she mu.it have let her enthusiasm run
•I way with her Judgment when she planned her program for yesterday.
For Mme. Legmska must know, quite

is

told

off with
by h^s lying

to assassicousin that Cellini intends
still rnore ^^^elv
nate him. SO there is a
It is In fact,
prospect of the gallows
but the
rigged in the work-shop; .

,

reproach him
Duchess, visiting Cellini to
mtercedes.
^r his lack of gallantry, the cousin
oun? Ascani had overheard
all ends
so
Duke,
Ztting against the
to
the Duchess sends her page

and

Well
ell

make a

Cellini to

duplicate key to

her palace chamber.

that
What becomes of Angela? Ah, they
remains for the future audiences—
out.
find
to
should be large—
We say that the audiences should be
ar'^e

for

the

f^uben

is

comedy

is

uncommonly

capitally noted. Mr.
delightfully romantic even in

musing and

it

is

Tcical moments.
magnificent
is
,e

Like Becky Sharp,

his poetic
lies,
ferlUghts are not too bombastic; his
impardistributed
is
vent love-making
finally reIf Angela had not
ially
chatterer,
ealed herself to be a silly
the cup
finish
to
him
for
mwiiling
vhen he has only a few hours to live!
fascinating
Mr Ruben is a gallant,
He plays lightly. In the true
igure.
omedy vein, even when he Is forced
at

be melodramatic, he is no more in
arnest than the dramatist himself. If
he is not the Benvenuto of history he
to

would have
s a man whom Benvenuto
idmired.
AlesIt is needless to say that the
andro of the play Is nothing like the
viiy scoundrel of a duke who finally
Mr. Morgans
net a violent death.
:uke might have stepped out of an
A vivid
opera -bouffe.
>ffenbachian
characterization of a farcical yet lovble ruler, deilciously Inconsequential,
orgetful, lightly amorous, afraid of his
>uchess, looking on murder as an accent that might happen to any noblenan, aroused to genuine feeling only
A-hen he hears that his cousin has called
iiim an ass; and he Is not prepared to
:ay that his counsin is wrong, in so

saying.

Miss Brj-ant was a most seductive
Duchess, appealing by face, figure and
.oice. Miss Pasdeloup made one believe
wiliin the idiotic innocence of Angela,
ng to live now with Cellini, now with
company
the
In
others
he Duke. The
u ero more than adequat^e.

I

1

—

,

1,

Ing mu«euni« and

allotted to
hir SLUvch of the beautiful are of great
Interest; so are the extracts from her
letters and journal written during her
travels. On shipboard, not leaving her
berth, she lived on "chanipalcne and
biscuits" (In the American language

enthusiastic

puis\ilt of the beautiful?

easily

and almost

Carter might
pardonably havo been snobbish; ho
Social
niiul.t have prepared a condensed
KoRlster with copious annotations, InHo mleht have
clurting family trees.
that
refi.tiiif.l from inserting anecdotes
humorous
rather
In
a
,;:,,,iner
put M
over this
111
II.' -.raght have glossed
II
Or. If the
a'.l apologized for that.
Mr.

after

lilnR-

the

manner

of

.\

I

.vie

my

froij-

King Fergus

I,

extraordinary woman! No wonder
husband trusted her and idolized
her.
Mr. Carter pays one tribute to
him.
The one great tragedy in her

An

0 "st. 'xander

the

vivUTinn

Vlvl»nne

Jlr. Carter has
is discreetly told.
not been snobbish; he has not been
has
not
been
dry and perfulsome; ho
functory; he has had the courage to
speak out where others would have
The result is a vivid
tbeen silent.
[biography.
^

the World Wags:
"With reference to the use of the
"Stooleen" to designate a small
stool, I may mention tliat the termina"een"
Is commonly used in Ireland
tion
"Maureen," little
to signify "small."

too young to remember the
war, yet she was born in 1840. (It
is not necessary to speak here of her
behavior during the world war; of her
once refusing to stand during a-, performance of "The Star Spangled Banner"; of her "loyalty," which Mr. Carter
praises rather than defends, to Dr.

i

1

Cabaret singer with a black eye: "Oh,
doctor, I'll never be fresh to a drunken
man again, no matter how refined he

I

national habit." An anti-vlvisectionlst,
she attended a bull fight, and corned
beef was her_ favorite food. She, felt

John L.

Sullivan saw that no harm came to her
in a street car strike; she found pleasure in going to see/^'The Red Moon" at
a theatre that was shunned by, "our
best people." If she sent flowers to the
King of Italy who wondered why'?
she did not hesitate to Inconvenience
many by driving on a sidewalk and
stopping before a housd when there was
a heavy snow fall. As Mr. Carter says:
'She might have Joined the gouty gentleman in the musical comedy who
sang. 'I want what I want when I want

—

it'

— and
—

nobody's

Inconvenience

mat-

tered." She said with the boy in the
story "I want my doughnut NOW."
Yet, "this did not prevent her being,
when circumstances were propitious,
exceedingly kind and considerate." She

Mr. Carter gives an
am.uslng Instance of her losing It. Willing to spend any amount on a thing she
wished to po.ssess, she could bargain,
she could be so thrifty that "there
were times when her friends thought
she did not have enough food." She
thought that Charles the First was. a
martyr.

had a temper:

A Tallement des Reaux would have
stopped with this description of charMr. Carter knew that without
acter.
this characterization his book would
merely be a record of her travels in
Europe and the orient; of her indefatigable hunting after pictures, furniture,

•

of Hosle

O Grady

Is

U

THEATREJ-

"Weeds," comedy in three acts and a
Hymes and LeRoy
fcy 'ohn
Clemens. Staged br Wlnchell Smith and
Samuel
Priestly Morrison, preaented by

prologue,

ibers
In

ca*t«
Clyd* Veaux

to

most beautifully apparelled.

...Al

f?J«B

wind bag theatrical manager, so well
done by Frank Gardiner, did not have
more of a chance "nor bettor material to
work with. One is forever wondering
how a capable comedian manages to be
as funhy aa he does with the chips and

Hobln.on

VloU M<,rrl«,n
iiT Flu","":".::V.r.V.-.-.
play haa not been
A more entertaining
many a day;

een
'

I

In

straw that are so often his portion
There remains Junior, Pat Rooney.
thank
Jd. Ingratiating, personable and,
heaven, not too fresh, he pleased the
audience hugely and got on to a happy
ending without mishap. Best wishes
and felicitations. But why, oh why,
t "Rosle O'Grady" sung?

Boston this

But the d f
can% possibly be disputed.
Acuity IS, how to lot P*°P»%!^"7ki
o
T^e like of
what sort of a play It >»•before.
seen
it Hurelr naver waa
^o"'*
plot
the
"<l*
''rT^hearthe
toT*th.
There la not much of a V^^t.
thero is Ilea
matter of that, and what
too deeply

ambedded

tn by-plota to

O. R. L.

stand

It might carry a
alone.
that the
the play's substance to state
which takes place In a freight

'June Days"

prologue,
traveling as
car, presents four persons
°*
quietly as may be-*n
hla neighman
a
derous proclivities,
bors call quite plainly a thug. • V?""*
,hero. iand an
taan destined to act aa
called Jtha deaolder man, commonly
By^I^'^^'
con," mighty apt at cards
*
'n'et
three of this company
JT
tney
..v.on

western

town,

where

j

?ird games, robbery and

were familiar
with American P'^^'^^'^""' "JfJff
and » shffl"
crooks,
town folk. Chicago
have wr'"«"
true to type, he might
deacon
^eeds." For the InimlUb^
Churchll )
(Uilmltably played by Berton
to bring his
he would only have had
chadband up to date: to '"'l^?
short
a
loan of him.
How DickHarto would have ierved.
mixing toens would have relished
comedy
sentimental
gether melodrama,
order—crook
—of tha Chai-lcs Ray villainy
purof
drama, and the drama
suing virtue!
1

And how he would have

relished.

Days,"

adapted
a musical comedy
and
from the play of Alice Duer Miller
Robert Milton, "The Charm School."
that
jpor a light and whimsical plot,
current attraction at the Wilbur
In three acts,

very truth,
astonish the^'natlve. In
love, gallantry,
olaylng leading roles in
plenty more
"'if Dickens, living today,

Has Light and

Whimsical Plot

mLBUR THEATRE— "June

of the

i

,

Once It
has done a lo. of hard work.
was a story In a popular weekly maganow
zine, next it became a play, fnd
together a sketchy,
lit serves to, hold
on the whole, rather engaging,

I

i

;

it

little

t4le

I

of th?

not only loved, but with
mob below her palace
window, married her commoner, has be[come a film of light romancing, and at
times of fantastic loveliness.

who

I

,

I

There has been such harping on what

film material,
Is or what is not good
school
yet, with the advent of the new
Itself has
of film directors, the subject
For
importance.
less
assumed less and
evervthlng is food for the films, if It Is

the
treated so, and made dependent on
rather
descriptive arid pursuing camera,
transcriptions
than on the Interlinear

;

Ithat pass for reading matter
GrauIn
And Buchowetzki again tor
he has
stark," has realized this,
merely
become
taken what might have
lurk^
.another apathetic roniance of a
ladles
hns Balkan kingdom where all the
has
and
villains,
men
are lovely and the
made it into a deft and evocative film
\

I

'

And, after the manner of
Germans, he has heightened the
by cubist
flitting moods, of his piece
romance.
the

as
settings, not so fierce or Intense
them
those of Caligarl, but suggesting
surround
to
in the massing of blocks
sharp
the garden of the palace, in the
In the
play of light and black shadow
slight
the
monastery scenes, and in
distortion of planes.
princess
It is merely the tale of a
who with the unlovely and memorable
name of .Yctlve Guggenslocker. discovnerers America under the astute and
vous eyes of her aunt and uncle, and
young American
a bold and adventurous

his first glimpse
through the window of a dining
people
car. until, with the voice of the
echoing below them, he is allowed to
become her husband, and to share In
'the dubious state of Graustark.
Norma Talmadge is a fair afld supple
Yetive, delicately and shyly adventurMarc MacPermott does well with
ing.
the scowling 'and villa inous neighboring
Iprince who is banished from the palace
on the moment of his intended marriage,
and Eugene O'Brien, still unchanged,
But It is
iplavs the lone American.
Buchow.etzkl to whom the credit goes,
jfor his shrewd and imaginative direction that have made of the slimmest
substance, a delightful and sophisticated romance.
As postlude and accompaniment to
the film, there is another of John MurAnderson's exotic little ballets,
i.iy
this time drawn from the Indian love
lyrics of Lawrence Hope, and curiously
f-nough interpolated with Russian ballet

who pursues her from
of her

|

|

dancing, in lieu of nautch, a sumptuous
and" heavily perfumed episode.
Si. O.

and,
musical comedy.
principals

i

In

DmltM Buch-

ithe consent of the

the final parts of both acts, the
high marks In the performance and
(extremely enthusiastic In the doing,
more specialties than Is the usual thing
had their due and without exception
were a satisfaction. Particularly Miss
Stryker's Samarkand prayer rug, klssMiss O'Shea's
me-or-klll-ma dance.

Howell

////.r.~.... ..Virgin!*

directed by

and honorable

princess

1

number and the work of the
chorus In "%Vhen Mother Was a Girl.'
It seems too bad that the bustling

S'«<;;i'

version,

cient

ballet

£^.

'

And now Norma Talmadge has taken
it unto herself, and with Dmitri Buchowetzkl to direct It for her, this an

change its
revue,
locality quite as frequently as a
manfully
struggling
time
at the sanitto tell a story.
Mr. Rooney'g agility as a dancer Is
If
quite as terrific as it ever was, and
yore,
hia wife is more matronly than of
to
pleasure
it meant no diminution of
the audience, for they applnuded lustily.
The music, never Inspired and always
auspiciously reminiscent, made up for Its
other shortcomings by its zest and
mto
speed, the orchestra working Itself
prostration, to do Justice to the score.
numseveral
In
and
Excellent
Chorus?

The action manages

"We are tired to death," said Admiral Sims, "of congressional investigaAdmiral, you voice the unanitions."
mous opinion of your countrymen, with
the exception of one man in each congressional district and two from each

The

•

so too.

As the World Wags:

Wallach,

•
,5
Svi.nB
«»,"n«^n»v 8d
i?' ,;^°°Y^Lhn

i

as

owetzkl, with Norma Talmadge.
Some years ago In the Innocent days
of the movies, when Beverly Bayne and
Francis X. Bushman were still together, there was another and somewhat rigid film version of "Graustark."

3d

K^^^Jj-*;^

burating
We have seen how
the young son.
success
elated Mr. Stone can be at the
his glow of adbut
of his offspring,
of
miration is pitiful compared to that
Rooney pere. And the audience thought

Is."

8TBHBT

Hoor.ey

the family, the Rooneys
with pride, as they present

OVERHEARD BY A PHYSICIAN

HOLUB

'

METROPOLITAN- "Graustatic,"

principally

TIM O'TOOLK.

R. H.

:'^Ts^

...Koie

Rosenberg

"The Daughter

i

Portland, Me.

Ut*.

Vi^n' Bent

.-.•.•.•.•.pi;

.

Muck.)

public;

Wyn Richmond

„f.rfoi-mance, while
her languid and
Ellse is appealing with
Flippen as ho
lilc Jlx charm. Jay C.
of the
gardener is a blackface comedian
recalled sovwaa
and
\1 Jolson stamp,
times In his broadly humorous
'er.al

Olenn

;^"J-„^,,"-CJ:

Nolan

Becky Ro.enberg
Mike Nolan. Jr ...

;

Mary, as a term of endearment. "Manleen," little man; "boneen," a small pig.

"To be her friend and to be her servant were quite different experiences."
Yet her servants were in many Instances devoted to her, as no doubt the
pickaninnies were on the Long Island
farm. She wanted the best; whatever
It -was; wherever it was; she took pains
to obtain it, no matter how others
would be Inconvenienced or hurt. There
was a time when she was thought to
be a harmful companion, exerting a
"She
baleful Influence on the young.
was a will-o'-the-wisp, leading Boston
pursued
always
society a merry chase,
but never caught." A good line, Mr.
She befriended many artists
Carter.
and musicians. Mr. Carter admits that
she was capable of overvaluing the performance of one In whose success she
was interested. There were times, when
like Thackeray's George the First, she
gave an "enlightened patronage to bad
oysters." Strange to say, this fearless
woman who would play with lion cubs,
was afraid of the dark. She Insisted
that her Japanese friends should wear
Japanese costume. Yet she was "tolerant of any moral or perhaps immoral
code, particularly if it was one followed
by foreigners In accordance with their

^;

-illkV Xolau.-.V.

As

was

in

RooSSy

V>Vf

'wriVn 0°shel

^.^P'ant; Cani-ian

'term

civil

Sandow's muscles

an adoring group ..f Rlrls.
per
Jack McGowan aa tlim man is 100
giving a finishrd and admirable
cent

film

mT
.rakey

ma-

map

.

^!0nBS.

Officer

flip-

sentl-

an.l

Custom s Inspector
Molly Mcouir.

STOOLEEN-CRICKET

.

nnd

frlvolltloB

Miiltv for all the-musU-al comedy
hrn'ry requiring one handsome

Bent and

""*Vt„y'Kin"

prlncl-

i

R. a.

Itooney Junior.
Mary O'Milley
Moth»r Rooney
Pit Rootiey

i

'

1

she

Rooney,

1-i'-'''.

young

,

life

a conteni-

Great? She
women.
I be ''3t?..iost democratic of
child when playing horse she end whipping the little black girls on
She drove and
ing Island farm.
d all before, her throughout her
She delighted in giving pleasure
.?r frtends; yet she allowed them "to
no more liberty than she chose to
Is It possible that when she
i;..-j."
came to Boston she was considered shy?
She fascinated by producing the effect
This wafe not pleasing to
of beauty.
staid Boston matrons of the early sixties.
She found pleasure in saying that
ry

Pat

with

Marlon

Ol

I

of Rosle
In 10 scenes,

comedy

UIKi'.-

generously with

musl.; not unfamiliar,
takes place In a drawing)
I h.' a, St .1'
where a party Is In progress. To
admltUncc
Rains
F.Hso
party
tills
.Reaping from
liroiigh the window after
tier and g vho..' bv bribing tho gar.l.
has been kldiiv- out a report that she
Her teachers pursue and capM ipea
comes that
iiiro her Just as the news
Is now proprietor and
il,.. voung Austin
The rest of the action takes
pi in.' lpal.
giving ample /)pporpl u c in the school,

JtAJESTIC— "The Daughter
O'rtradv." musical

her

Her nature was singularly complex, as
Mr. Carter has clearly .shown. Was she
'V ud of her descent through the -Stu-

1

to laugh.

n.

palace.

pleasure."

!,i

Let ovarybody •••

aeldom wen.

is

who wanta

it

she burned her ball dresses. Fortunately she had a sense of humor. Imaginative, she was practical, witness her
personal work In the building of her

of notoriety, self-willed.
life was In accordance with her
"It's

A

play

They believed ~that "Belle
Stewart Jumped out of a boarding
school window and eloped with Jaok
Gardner;" that at the end of a season

Sueto-

111.'

\.T of tho

in the oast hit his character, or hera,
more uniformly well acted
to a "t."

character.

fond

motto:

her tiatf-grown son (a triumph of dlWhOT
art"!! Izntion). the woman pioud of
prowess at bridge, the l>rlz« flgher, tho
hero-»
young
pleasant
business man. tho
with every word they utter true t«
oharaoter and mighty amusing, though
for tlM
It may not always be naeded
development of the play.
j
Mr. Chtjrohlll. a« tha outrag««qJ
deacon, had most to do, and none ooul«
have done It with more unction; Imagine him aa FalataffI But everybotV

devoted friends, literary and
she had!
They realized her
true worth.
Some were hysterical,
slavish
In
voicing their admiration.
Then there were some, an.xious for
prominence, intrepid climbers,
social
who, not (gaining even her a<:gualntanceship, turned In spite against her.
To some she was for years a legendary

The reader would undoubtedly
bpen amused, but he would not
v,
he would not understand Mrs.
inor.
He would say she was a
/>.n

coquettish

\^Tiat

Suppose Mr. Carter had written this
l.iouraphy. taking a "htstolrette" by
inent des Reaux as a model; or

the ourtaln

rolls

figure after another boarda the »tBf»-~
the
the Itsllan quick with hl« knife,
widow who ran the hotal.

artistic,

of perversity had sat by his side
to make the book the more
lainlng. have dwelt only upon Incos of weak or eccentric behavior.

t

moment

lock cart.

i.ight,

i

»

s'

thil th.
Is long

from i..^
up on* true

H

The play

"crackers?"), but she laughed at hardsships In fhi Kast. She went to mysterious Angkor, lying on her back In a bul-

nil

It la In theae, a fter
I'ha
„ Jtrength
not short. But,

all,

Kor

gov-

many pagcn

I

able woman's
Whims and caprices, her

I

aracter

I

.

I

1
;
1

;

irgeratlon

John
Morris Carter's Life of Mrs.
great
ardnor has been reviewed at
anyone
•h In The Herald, but has
Cardwelt on the tact displayed by Mr.
that remarkter In his description of
career; her opinions, her
,

-

For this three able
and a fresh and vivacious

dancing chorus are largely responsible.
deThere Is a young man tp whom a
boarding
ceased aunt has left a girl's
girls, and
school, equipment, teachers,
He decides to run it himself, disall.
nrding

mo.«rt

of

the

curriculum,

and

"NATURE SINGER"

ON B. F.KEITH'S BILL

———

—

—

jav.. vi r.
1 oaflnr "wtia
danrlnct, but If n\nniory

rrrint

I'urluir-'^

SOUND ADVICE
ifity'

'

.

pr«Jii wWoh dancing
whk h Oharles Kellogg,

bill

Who
I

jTomlnent, Is fit
week. Not only does
but
;,g the songs of all birds,
ha IS also able because of the extrdordlnary pitch of the voice to subduo flame
in
lie Is an expert In woodcraft and
iger," la

,

I

;

S this

t'

M,

Better turn to radio.

1

'

'

,

,
for

CONTINUING PLAYS

(Parody

second week.
tacle, now in its
MaLady Diana Manners as the
the role
donna," and Iris Tree in

And

"The Cocoanuts,"
of
musical comedy burlesque
wich
Florida real estate boom,
An exthe four Marx brothers.
score and book by Irving
cellent

—

COLONIAL

of
"Puzzles
own produc-

1925," Elsie Janis's
tion in

I

which she stars.

NEW PARK—"The

Round about
And round about
And round about I goAll round the office,
The household and the nurseryRound about
And round about
And round about I goi
passport
think 1 am a traveler whose
Is

With

ana
with Louis John Bartels
Helen Lowell. Last week.
"The Student
SHUBERT
"Old
Prince," musical version of
Heidelberg," with De Wolfe HopDavenper, James Liddy, Eva
others.
port, Laura Arnold and

[And
^

CASTLE

Anne

Rose,"

Irish

COPLEY

— "The

some other travelers,
They haven't any paseportB,
still

I

fcean method. Steal a bean,
upon the wart, and then hide the
In a proteoted spot la a stons
As t'.ie hein rots, the wart will
^ar.
A moBt Important prsoauto rub only ene bean upon only

Round about
-

npedl* into th«i wart. II eat the eyerhe nsedle with a flaming match,
hen the 'patlent shouts with pain.
9 the wart will disappear.
>
ladB In the V/orcester county
•111 testify
to the efficacy of any
-'
dR or of thstn all.
•W. "W. S."
'

,

I go.

VARIA
As the World Wags:

•

'

Arid round about

And round about

wart,

"9—The needie method. Btlok a darn-

please,

and that place

All round the (six room) apartment,
The office and the nursery

;

-.4

In this

STILL
Round about
And round about
And round about I go—

iHTbs
'-n

house

(gardens of course),
With servants on a lease

•

It

a-walklng

HOWEVER

A

I

"Severe E. Frost, the author of the
•Standard Historical Studies,' has been
experia teaoher and Instructor of wide
"iT seems reasonable to ask If S«vere
Frost (the B. probably stands for
"Karly") may fill a niche in the Hall of

B

Ah.

_

,

flexible

urally

voice;

her intonation in

we heard was pure and her
familiai
phrasing was intelligent. The
interpreted in an
air by Haydn was
without
appropriately simple manner
the songs

)

forced sentiment.

,

In the

florl

songs b>
a good

in which she showed
more at ease
control of breath, she was
for here
than In Juliet's waltz song,

Handel,

t
J

the

poise

ing,

and
"

Miss

noticeable before
the delivery was

Farmer,

showing

a

was

lack-

at

times

full,

rich

the re
tone and technic adequate to
to
qulrements, gave pleasing variety
was warmly
the concert The audience
violoncel
and
disposed toward singer

woman, demanding 'nAu^nf

.

existence disgusts her. Jhere
^er, except her
ing of the bourgeois
Brack s
cowardice. She accepts Judge
her marmake
suggestion that she
divert her. But she

•

P.

list.

li.

.

Miss Schirmer Gives Inspiring
Performance

|

is

Round about
And round about
And round about I gO!
children
I'd like to own a puppy (the
love them so);
Some horses In a stable,
Some cows and chickens

the

,

Bored, the impoverished,
professorial
married Tesman. But the
noth-

with a pram,
would like something better than
bread and tea and Jam

I

As as
Dove Laments Her Love,

Dost Thou Leave Me,

and "Oh! Had I Jubal's Lj-re _; Ro/"eo
Nella Calma," from Gounod's
Extol Thee
and Juliet," Costa's "I Will
Schubert,
and songs by Michael Arne. "'^s FarLoewe, Hageman and Terry,
RhapHungarian
mer played "Popper's
Cui, Van
sody and pieces by Sanby,
Glazounov.
Goens, Squire, Liszt and
naThe program was of a popular
singing to
was
Forde
Mrs.
for
ture
exacting In
friends, who were not too
light and nattheir demands. She has a

tain.

think I am an artist of dear piano
keys,
think I am a writer whoso wrmngs

Creaking

;

When

she
She does not love Lovborg, fascinhe "merely
is incapable of love,
and
a powel
ates her. In him she sees
never atan experience that she can
slie

go.

really please;
I've often been a nursemaid

cohesiveness and tensity in the playing,
a feeling for more than surface values
perthat has not always marked the
formances at the Copley.
There are few women in dramatic
this
literature with the fascination of
A perverted
chill and malicious Hedda.
In the
Ibsen idealist, had she lived
have
Italian Renaissance she would
given
Borgia,
Lucrezia
become another
Instead, she
full scope for her talents.
society,
has been born into a bourgeois
problngs ol
philosophical
filled with the
has neither
the nineteenth century. She
opportunity to Qethe courage nor the
amfluctuating
a
remains
so she
velop,
bitious

cither.

(Day after day),

their enTl.a mteiest In wartfl ai^d
Hera
forced disappearance Is unabated.
Ballardvalei
ivvo'.
a letter
"Tfeere are three weli known recipes
r removinij wartst
"l_The blood meUiod. Bathe tne af?tea part Id fresli warm blood ef a

9

out—

Round about
And round about
And round about end round about
And round about
And round about

Chair," mystery play, presented
for the first time in this country.
Third week.

•

be a traveler
another traveler

SO

Nichols's fa-

Fifth week.

still

1

SQUARE — "Abie's

mous comedy.

'

I

—

'

1

secure;

I'd like to

Show-Off,"

George Kelly's delightful comedy,

Me"

Why

been a performance of "Hedda Gabler"
here, and now Mr. Clive, experimenting with special matinees, has put It
And he has done an exon again.
fine
cellent Job with it, for there is a

BUT

as-

violoncellist,

gave
and Mildred Vinton, accompanist, night.
concert in Steinert hall last
Bids
Mother
She sang Haydn's "My
Sleep,
three arias by Handel. "Oh.

.

It

soprano,

by Virginia Farmer,

Isisted

Elspeth Dudgeon
Miss Juliana Tesman
Jessamine Newcombe
Mrs. Elvested
Carnovsky
Morris
Brack
Jud re
®
EJlert Lovborg
Ediss
May ii^ertha
has
It is some years now since there

I

l«KS.f«ffl.S!S
Mrs. Nina Mae
Forde,

I

Gab-

revived for special matinees, yesterday and Thursday by Mr. Clive, with
the following cast:
Alan Mowbray
IGeorse Tesman
Standing
hlTs. Heflda Tesman. .Katherlne

sell.

can tell)
would be rather tunny, but Td llk«

__

_

i

ler,"

xonng)

(they're more than

^

'i'

COPLEY THEATRE— "Hedda

possession of things that

rather well

Kaufman.

and George
Second week.

Berlin
!

It

in»

•
»

I

lovely homes and negligees and
furs an^ colored Jell
the gorgeous show Jn shopB
all

Some

"Nun."

A.
Very, Very

of

t

IDMGABIER'

VERY, VERY RICH
A. Mlln.-» "When We Were

think I'm
pedple

I

TREMONT—

!

orreQu
inoorreot.

WERE

I

E. G.

such
within his rights, for

I

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE—
spec-

.

of Lincoln,
expressions as
In the U.S6 of such
o* a house,' etc.,
"sort of a man," kind
that Mr. Marshall was
I don°t think
expressions

works

m

"The Miracle," Reinhardt's

of

ights In eplUting
among grammarians
a moot point
Is correct, or
whether such an Infinitive instances of
There are many
incorrect
In the
Infinitive
an
Ihe use of such

than the child poet, A. A. Mllno,
and
used to come across that Inspiring
novels
sibilant passagp In the historical
putqulct.y
that were my pabulum, and
sneak out In
ting down ray book, would
and practise
the back yard moonlight
breath. It
.^wearlng eoftly beneath my
made life
was one of the things that makes
the
worth while, and even If It
comes,
blood
heroine bite her lip till the
Urea.As
proceed.
work
let the good
Is so
Aunt Sarah used to say, "Therean<l so
the best of us
much good
I ve
us—
of
worst
the
In
much bad
Idea.
forgotten the rest, but thafs^the

I

Chopin, and the Cesar Franck.
She played the Bach partita with
rhythmfacility and clear, limpid tones,
the
ically alert, differentiating nicely
there
although
melodies,
Interplaylng
was too little tone color. The Chopin
keenly
in the Mazurka she did not sense
enough the potent rhythms that make
these dances so alive.
And although Miss Friskin had a
tendency at hitting out with her meloand
dy, especially in the more dramatic
fortissimo passages, it was in the Cesar
Franck that she did her finest playing.
Here tones were larger and deeper, and
she played with a certain sweep, and
an emotional warmth that she lacked
through the rest of the program.

Infinitive,

I

j

moods

-liJ.

the split
R Marshall for using
was within h s
f tWnk that Mr. Marshall
the inflnitlve, for t is

to

IF

of

MARSHALL'S ENGLISH

might have been different; but no,
had to swear softly beneath his
I
breath. Well I remember how when
was very, very young, even younger

,

a

technique, musical intelligence, and
sense of style. And although her playaling often lacked virility, there was
ways a nice sensitiveness to the gentler
the
of her music, especially in

As the World Wags:
your column recently
A contributor toVice-President
Thomas
criticised tho Late

he

J

'

ostensible Ugne, to it. Miss Friskin enShe has a good,
compassed it ably.

what?

all

Shaw, "The Famous Money Maker," a
clever coin manipulator; Bob and Lucy
"Cleverness and Clumsiin
Gillette,
ness"; Jutta Valey and^ compai^, In
"Sky-High" and the movies.

to

one of those things
to Meet thy
^•'"fi'l;',^'.'' ';.prepare
of pedestrians,
God" Truly thoughtful
-f.
«.

«
the ^.fnrishleld

hl« lungs,
or Bworn softly at the top of

curtain calls.
Coscia and Verdi's musical act w'as
well received. The former is a skillful
skillful
violinist and the other a no less
The act is billed as
violoncellist.
"Stringing Comedy."
Other acts are William Newell and
Allan
EIso Most, in "The Last Dance"-,.

all

P

Kaohmaninow.
and some.S If hough she chos<5 a large
what scattering program, without, an

'

It

As the World Wags:
pasted on
Vesterday I saw this sign

That explains everything. She
do It. There was no other way.
Any well-brought-up heroine would
have done precisely the same. If only
breath,
he had sworn loudly ben«ath his

porthe Railroad," show what two jazzy
moves them
ters can do when the spirit
harmonica
to dance.' With the aid of a
and a 'cello guitar, they prance on the
night
stage with a vim that resulted last
several
in their being brought out for

Is

A FAIR WARNING.

breath."

had

What

.

stand ready to offer
can be
my apologies as soon as she she
had
located, for now I know that
I
came.
blood
the
till
to bite her Up
have discovered why It was necesaarj',
exoneratand In t;o doing have perhaps
od all tho heroines of Action, past ajid
I

time to read a few more pages of 'The
Forsyte Saga," I came across the senms
tence: "He swore softly beneath

There

not
"hoops

"hoofs,"

«'rote "hoofs," not

wo

brir^af H the use7
the Infinlta?— Ed.

till
present, who have bitten- th*lr lips
the blood came. You see, when I f""""

Tho girls
Twelve English
perfect,
•ed with a rhythm that was
act was typically English and

wrote

ArtemuR

Tes!
••hoons"

I eald
I remember correctly,
If
Bomo rather discourteous things about

in

In

JOGUKDUS.

metal.

fact,

I

Partita in B flat. Bach; Prelude
sharp minor. Prelude in F sharp
minor,
major, Mazurka in C sharp
118
Chopin; Intermezzo in A major, op.
119
No. 2, Intermezzo in C major, op.
119
No. 3, Rhapsody in E flat major, op.
et
N6 1, Brahms; Prelude, Choral
Fugue Cesar Fran !;; Reflets dans I'eau,
Dew
the
Debussy;
'l
lthe
of
Serenade
.'.
Frank Bridge;
Fai: v. tho Hed:
op. 23 No. 2,
>r,
Pro'udo in I! fir

gram:

w

character ^ 'who
cerning Galsworthy's
In
"bit her lip till tho blood oamc.

For that

night, Kate
last
hall,
At
proFrlskln, pianist, gave the following

back, that resembled
"klrt ff«^ ed at the
lobster pots In
traps, or miniature
rat tr^DS

HER aOOD EXCUSE

her.

MISS FRISKIN
Jordan

Tt the

Ab the World AVagsi
back conI wrote to you a f«w days

Dancers.

,

are,

,^„,-rr*.

j

are excellent and
the cast sing and dance well.
Another dancing act was that of the

In

thor»

In "Our Uncle's" prlvata oar.
Then, if you don't make It go,

Revenge," is 'ung and played in
The Tell-Tale Couch, FantasFrench
in Paris and the other scenes
Scene
tic
are plaved in English. The male voices

^
"Working

abound—

K .u la carried far

:ilusK

ter's

were several encores.
Glenn and Jenkins,

'

by the poun4.

nchool*

enc9

,

gether.
^ .
,
An act out of tho ordinary Is that or
Vlasta Maslova, in "The Bluebird." AsElla
sistinK her are Gregory Dniestroff,
Blondell. Bayard Rauth, Eddie Riley, D.
Tulchlnoft, S. Maxinioft, Esther Singer
and M.wgaret Lawson. The act Is divided In five parts and is beautifully
The opening scene, "The Jesstaged.

..ht the fancy of the audience.

sell It

V

the course of his act shows how the Indians produce flro by rubbing sticks to-

wom^n

thay

nitles

•

\

,

the young

"Our gliln
perves, Artoniua -Waid wrotei
(not
are wavl it? their lily white hoofo
The
waltK.
dazzling
"hoops") In (ho
fashions a
latter word reminds me of
portions
half-century ago In truly rural
where It was said
ol the Nutn-.cg state,
of grapevine
that an elfiht-foot length
skirt took
inserted In" (he hem of the
eirpenBlve memore
the
of
the plaoe
wire aw^^pfPhnnlcal contraptions of
sported Int OuTglrls also In that time role of hair
the
under
llclcs
fu
re
mate
the
back of the head, or where

(For As the World Wags)
would the plane play

In the niodernlatlo way?
Go aheadi do not dolayl
\Cany are the shops of sotinfl—

Tl

I

by (ho

llltlo

;

m

riage,

a

trois, to

refuses to be under o^'if^'""/"
of Lovborg,
And when, with the death
wih
who instead of doing "beautifully
ne leaves In
her father's pistol and v
be
to
himself
his hair, has allowed
opera singer in
shot down by a petty
keep
to
offers
her boudoir. Judge Brack
she decides to
silent about the pistol,
gesture.
last
a
die with
Although at times the Pf^oj";^"^^
yesterday became too 1>°J^'''}l°''\}^Z
^"f^Sta'^dwas a fine restraint in It. anything
she
ing did Hedda better than
nieasur.ng
time,
long
ka'l done for a
disdainful,
each gesture, aloof And
sinister in h«i
beautiful in her POsing,
subtly
Elvested
Mrs.
approaches to
with Judge
suggestive in her tete-a-tetes
monw-as
there
Brick. Yet, at times,
C Uve did
otony in her aloofness. Mr.
t.rnes a
tensely, perhaps at

Lovborg

melodramatically.

rotation of roles In "The Miracle"
last night, to introduce Miss
Elizabeth Schirmer as the wonderworking Madonna, the Lady Diana as-

The

served,

suming on
role of the

In

was

Jesperformance. Mr. Mowbray P'^yed
absent
man with the right shade ofsavoured
mindedness. Miss New-combe

But

completely ruined any
that Miss Standing's
might have given?

they

effect

artistic

dresses

^

E. G.

Miss

Tree's

exacting part for which she
Miss Schirmer responded,

cast.

ness, mingled with no little sense of
spiritual majesty, were hers, and through
scene of
all the misty glory of the last

she moved with sure and certain
pace, gfvlng In mood a truly Inspiring

all

performance.

The large audience, obviously deeply
moved and Impressed, gave but further

,

i

i

witness to the unmistakable triumph
scored in
tl;^t Mr. Gest's spectacle has
^- ^- ^'
Boston.

j^er

too much of the melodramaticwhole a
Yet, on the
Mrs. Elvested.
would gain much
fine performance that
at a little faster pace^
played
from being
why were the curtains so red that

occasion

successfully conveying the atmosphere
and
of awe and mysticism that surround
On her shoulpermeate the legend.
ders fell most of the burden of the first
scene, fettered though she was with the
extraordinary physical demands of the
Sweetness and appealing gentlerole.

Mr. Carn

little too
Brack
ovsky did the sophisticated Judge supple
^Mth aplomb, a well rounded and

the

this

Nun.

Orchestra

to

The Boston'~S^^^^^h^
giving concerts
out of town this week,
state and at
York
New
Un Canada.
<;°"program
The
.Pittsburgh.
wlU
«\
certs next week
(first time
UndW Tansmaa's Slnfonletta

I

,

'

njerlca);

•

orchesti

J 3

roltala,
.iiv.;

t'..

"i-u.

.

.

i..;iaL-

Mr, Raehmanlnor will

next Bonday afternoon'! eonoerl In Hj-mphony
hall,
Muslo by Bach, 8oh«ber% Chopin,
LiBst, Medtner, Raohmanlnov,
Mn>e, LeKlnaica will conduct the People's Symphony oriheBtra next Sunday
afternoon at the ilollls Street Theati'e.
Guy Mater will be the solo pianist,

,^

j
|

wvlewor of Mr. Elman's oonosrt of
last Sunday found that In his performance of certain pieces he was "an
nmazlng virtuoso of the vloUn, cool and

;

passioned, untouched by poetry or

"An amazlns virtuoso
violin, warm and Impassioned,
and with an unerring dramatio

intensity."

This only confirms what w« have
often said: No two persons hear, or can
hear, music In exactly the same way.

1924.

play music by Bach,

Beethoven,
Chopin.
Perry,
Martuccl,

Tonight she

Rameau,

will
Scarlatti,

Ruta,
Plck-Manglagalll,
Casella,

Ctaadwick, Liszt.

Eaton sayB, that

ORIENTAL
Notes and Lines:

"What" makes muslo

to sound oriental? This point seems to be a great
puszle to many composers as well as to
concert-goers.

1

|

I

As the World Wags!
and f_ll.
I tripped

'

|
i

!

!

]

is

—

could tell It may be anythe sun. It Is, Indeed, the
torlental melody-strain. If I may use
"ilB term, that gives muslo
oriental
tyor.
Borodin has got It, so does
ihelm.
Who else? 1 do not know,
^'et whether the composers, who attempt to write oriental music, should
train their composing faculty to this

tice";

I

I

1

I

1

I

Fellx Wlntemlts of Boston,

Stony Point ensemble will give
Btertalnment next Saturday night
nphony ball,
Oda TaUya, draBoprano; Jeanne Palmer, soprano;
Brookhurst,
contralto;
Benno
^nov, violinist, and a ohorus of' 50
and directed by Alexander
Ited
beta, who Is remembered here as
pleader of the tfkranlan Singers,
|<| Allan and Ceolle d'Andrea will
The varied program will be

m
^

Bight,

who

was bom

and Interpreted
i

1

will play the violin

of a musical family. Her father was
a vloUncelllat and composer; her mother,
Mrs, Ernest Lent, a pianist, played
T> iblnstein'a Concerto In D minor
at a
r.phony ooncert led by Mr, Paur on
J,
1898.
Miss Sylvia, having
15,
filed in this country with her father
i Auer, made her debut In Germajjy
1922,

Since her return she has played
at feativaUi and

rh leadlner orchestras,

1

ing

his

voice.

The

pity
'

'

Is,

there

Is

In the
no need of push and stress.
Russian songs, which Mr. Crooks sang
marked
beautifully Indeed, with more
sympathy than he did most of his
tone
strong
very
gave
he
songs,
other
He
that still kept quality, that rang.
yet
and
air;
"Fedora"
did so too In the

—FItchburg

Wouldn't you

like

to

oome up and

take a look at this Cleghorn property
before it collapses?
Q. H. C.
FItchburg.

"AMERICAN COURAGE
"Ralph Barton

has been

elected

to

illustrate a new two-volume limited edition of Balzao's "Droll Tales."
Frenchman by the name of Gustavo Dore once did this Job.
It has
been thought that he did It well.

A

But did not an American have the
we'll not say Impudence to

—

—

furnish Illustrations for "Alice In Wonderland," though Tennlel waa before

him?

of

As the World Wags:
Talking about antiques, have you been
New Hampshire. I turned in at an
farmhouse last summer for a drink
of water and on the back poroh was a

fitting,

in

old

LUCIO.

him
sound Judgment which would lead forche Is
to recognize that at present

',

won't last long.

It

,

Beware, oh,
Your name
Is It
Is it wise? Is It safe?
O Sosthenes Benn?

character of
nor
Ireland's rough and ready song;
would he exhaust himself in a vain atto
tempt to sing an air dramatically
which Handel, whatever the words may
dramatic
say, di.d not give one single
accent.
_ ,
,
„
s adCrooks
Mr.
Nature might, to
with a
vantage, have endowed him

.

Realtor."

submitting
to the anger of nien

,

Theatre next Sunday
at Washington, D, C,

la

'

because

Twere well to review the position
And let this adventure alone
You stick to the older tradition
Of quite an anonymous 'phone:

that did violence to the

I

Copley

—

courage

1

marvellous Clavllux, organ of
Invented and played by Thomas

the

"COMMERCIAL CANDOR"

Ifi'

Last night Mr. Crooks proved once
more that he has been abu^idantly,
blessed. Granting him a magnificent
voice, full in volume, in quality enchanting, nature showed the good sense
to accompany It with a genuine gift
for song and with musical intelligence,
adding fervor for good measure and
also the sort of magnetic personality
that an artist needs to have. What more
could she have done?
She might, perhaps, have Included In
his composition finer taste and imagination. Mr. Crooks, thus even more fully
equipped than he is as he stands, would
,not languish, both in tone and time,
last
'quite so excessively as he did
night in Handel's first air and m the
would
He
Brahms.
first two songs by
extravagance
[not fall, either. Into the

Friday
saying that

As the World Wagsi
"CLEQHORN Two-tenement property, all modern Improvements, built \
recently, Let me show this place at once

deprive one of slumberl
or Perth to Peru,
anyone gets a wrong number,
If anyone falls to get through,

beware

as

A

One name In his rage he rehearses.
One name he denounces again
curses
The world will be girdled
On Soathenes Benn!

Strauss: "Moonlight," Elgar;
"Song of the Hlndou Lover," Strickland; "Sea Fever," Ireland; "Mattlnata," Leoncavallo.

Roland Winters, who gives a spirited
rformanoe of Polverino In "The FireIs a son of th.0 excellent vlo-

Sylvia Lent,

If

reported

is

sermon

his
last

"Pilate found himself between the horns
of a three-fold dilemma," etc.
"three-fold dilemma" must be a
rather curious creature, worthy of a
Barnum. Uneasy as Pilate's position
must have been, I am curious to know
just how he was situated.
F, A. INGERSOLL.

O thought to
Prom Paris

Richard Crooks, tenor, sang this program last night in Jordan hall,, Charles
"Would
Albert Baker accompanying:
You Gain the Tender Creature," "Love
Sounds the Alarm," Handel; "Staend"Sehnsucht,"
"Wlegenlled,"
chen,"

chien,"

about the program. The one for Satur' y comprises muslo by Bach,
Beeoven, Chopin, Brahms, Debussy.

at

evening

Bosthenes, what are you doing?
O Bosthenes, pause and refiecti
It may be big trouble Is brewing
Instead of the fame you expect.
We grouse at our telephones gaily.
But If they're all under your ken
Our grousing may then be done dally

"Verschwlegene Llete," Wolf; "Staend-

I

allegorized

As the World Wags:
The Rev, Dr. Morgan In
Park Street Church

at

O

Brahms; "Night," "Sorro^- in Springtime," Rachmaninoff; "Dreams," Vasllenko! "O, Komm in Traum," LIstz;

Donald Francis Tovey, a distinguished
English pianist, composer and teacher,
Iwlll play for the first time In Boston
iBext Saturday afternoon. We believe
tt Is his custom to say a few words

alned,

Two men who

zation.)

RICHARD CROOKS
1

prompt answer "Tes, here and there,"
» commented, "How Interesting!"
Three cheers for the compo.sers of
.oriental muslo.
Hip
Hip!
Hurrah

he

the Chicago bank.
the Olendale train.

Corporation of New York, has In rrtlnd
a World-wide aoheme for bringing most
of the world's telephone systems under
the efficient control of his own organi-

Sym-.

friend to the poor.

And stopped

At Bosthenes Benn.

•

I

'Tathetio"

was a man, a

He never would see a man suffer pain;
And with his brother Frank, he robbed

LOOKINQ POR TROUBLE

'

aellcate height, who can
tell?
Last
;nlght at Symphony hall a man, after
jthe performance of Stravinsky's "Song
of the Nightingale," asked me If the
inuBto sounded very "eastern."
To my

AN ORIENTAL.

Tchaikovsky,

laid poor Jesse In his grave.

Jesse

(Mr, Bosthenes Benn, president of the
International Telephone and Telegraph

of the Boston Symphony
concert in ganders Theatre, Cambridge, on Thursday ev«ning,
Nov, 12, Is as follows; CorelU, Christmas
Concetto for strings and organ; Debussy, Pr«lude to "The Afteinoon of a

coward that shot

little

Howard

Mr.

Has

I

•

the Danville train.

But that dirty

were passing rushed to help me up.
One of them ealdl "What happened,
lady? Step on youf skirt?'' Now, I am
modern as to bobs and dress lengths,
"No,
but not ultra. I snapped baokl
on my hair." Was 1 ImpertinentT Do
NEC
serious?
you suppose he was

I

Does all muslo written In pentatonlc
sound oriental? No, not all. Does
muslo written In oriental rhythm
lound oriental? No, not all. Without
."!ul
naming his popular piece "Orl- Paun'\ Dukas, "The Sorcarer's Appren-

who

He robbed

ing forward to the balls that will be
given by the Firemen and the Letter
Carriers. He need not be anxious, the
Invitations will surely come.

The program

I

vn^ny a man;

Herkimer Johnson has several
engagements this season. Ho is
already booked for the Policemen's ball
and for the Icemen's ball. Ho Is lookMr.

social

JOHN MONOLOatm,

!

wrote

Apropos of celebrated men, who waa
the author of the poem in praise of
Jesse Jamea, containing theae glorloua
Btanxas:
Jesse James was a lad that killed a-

|

orchestra's

I'Mttal,"
,.thlng under

Patterson

i

j

irtsale

Thayer

Makepeace

books, among them "The Bobbin
Boy" (N. P. Banks); "The Printer Boy"
Would that we atlll
(Den Franklin).
They were
books!
theae
poBseBsed
pleasant reading.

many

^

overdone, "After
all." saiM the late Prof, Barrett Wendell to his Harvard literature class nearly 40 years ago, "there's^ nothing at
times that quite hts the case bo w«11 aa
a good, round damn."
It

.

William

IN THE MIRACLE'

hood days profanity was only occasional
In the drama.
I remember going to a
play at the Boston Museum In the centennial year, 187S, The play was "Paul
Revere," and patriotic to the core> 1 remember little of the play, except a scene
where William Warrer\ was gallantly
escorting Mrs. Vincent across a pasturo,
and, stepping high and carefully, he exclaimed with consider.able heati "Damn
these oews." The audience roared, and
I do not recall any criticism from the
anti-theatre folk. The trouble with profanity on the current stage Is, as Mr,

wah

1)111 t

ow he became President," by the
William H.
Ingenious and reverend
Thayer. (This book waa pralaed by the
We were
Review.)
North American
then Informed that Llnmln as a boy
road RBSlduously by the nickering light
of pine knolH old Plutarch's LIvea.
Later Lincoln extended hia reading,
being eapeclaily fond of HhakeHpeare'a
".Mnrbeth" and the wrltlnga of Arlemiis Ward and Pofroloum V. Naaby.

APPEARS AS NUN

Elinor

wo

arly sIxtloH we were presented for
>od behavior with 'The Pioneer Boy

the

Mr. Crooks, safely guided
would not be doing InR. R. o.
glorious voice.

Miss

,

un.iiher belief? In

and

feeling,
hl.M

Re-

i

our

worth the

'

i

Barre. Vt., of Italian parents. Having
studied here and in New York, she
played In New Tork for the first time
24,

Jury to

l>o

inter the

ti

lilt

And

hearing.

by real

free ride to Boston from i'ortsiiiouth on
Btookholders' day, they went to a theatre.
Their defense was a denial; that,
the Boston Museum was not a theatre,
But what I Btarted ^o say, anent the
current discussion of profanity on the
Bta^e, referred to by Walter Prltchanl
Eaton In his address at the Old South
Meeting House, was that In my boy-

Elena Barberl, pianist, will play In
Jordan hall tonight. She was bom at

on March

The concert would

nofC.'

In a family that
looked leerlngly, If not sneerlngly, at
the "theatre."
But It was not In my
boyhood days, 60 years ago In Boston,
thought a sin to
to the old Boston
MuiMum, That was net a tlveati-e, I
recall what a terrible leoture was given
to two of my dear aunts, who held one
share apiece In the old Eastern Railroad, because, availing themeelvfls of a

ncterizatlon:

Cecilia Hansen, violinist, of Russian
birth and Danish ancestry, will play In
S>-mphony Hall tonight. Music by Vivaldi, Bach, Beethoven, Gluck, Pugnanl, Prokofleft, Boulanger, Scott, Popper. Miss Hansen, who expects to make
her home In this country, as a pupil of
Auer, won a first prize at the Leningrad Conservatory in 1914. She has been
heard here.

of
Vl5

—

Notes and Lines)
I was brought up

prominent violinist of this clty lnforms U3 that he would rewrite this
a

glv<8

6TAQE PROFANITY

fire."

A

•

c.'r'x'K.s

The

i

A

•

wiia led to i.ivcnJo
hall wiia weH filled lant night with
people.
••nlhuhiastlo
^Vby
should not Mr. t "rooks allow hiniself the
liberty of singing tlieni wh«t no doubt
ho would enjoy singing best, and they
would like best to hear a program of
operatic arias and Kongs of frank emotional appeal like those of Ra(-hm.anlill.

gentiinely

pieces,

BBveral years mads Paris
his honu'. The list of his compositions
Is a long one for a youncr man.

,

I.,
'^

'or

>^

llr.

l>cUus'8 Sonata No.
in uitn iimveinent,
a oonoerto by Nardlnl and nine other

Bouiree Fantasque, orche8tr»tod
]''<],
Rlpisky-Korsakov'i
and
ade." Tansnian Is a Pole

.

——

,

priceless
tried to

OVERWORKED

maple butterfiy

old

buy

It,

but

In

table.

I

"No,

vain.

said the gingham aproned
"we couldn't sell that. That'a
what we bathe the baby on." I despaired, then Machiavelli came to my

ma'am,"

Isn't the word "score" too frequently
used by headline writers? Perhaps they
Miss
like it on account of Us brevity.
Tottle Jumpup may give a poor perhonest
rethe
and
revue,
formance In a
viewer may sorrowfully admit It, but
the headline writer assures the public
A fiddler
that Miss Tottle "scores."
"scores," a pianist "scores"; Mr. Kous-

rescue.

sevitzky "scores."

chow-chow

to gain or
win a success first came into the English language in the early eighties of
the last century.

the best way to raise geraniums, one
day I spent J7.B0 on a white near-

Now

this

chatelaine,

Five times during those hot,
sweltering summer days did I call at
that farmhouse, with never a reference
to the table, and. finally, when we'd
swapped recipes for everything, from

word meaning

—

can be a matter of indifference, should
take time to examine the Illustrated
cover of the I,lterary Digest for Oct. 24,
According to the picture there
1925.
shown, oxen, which, for uncounted centuries, have worked under a yoke and
have been guided by a goad or whip,
now draw their load by traces or "tugs"
leacjing from a collar and hames on
their necks and are guided by means of
reins leading from bits in their mouths.
devloes so long
It Is strange that these
familiar on the working horae, havecome as an innovation to the patient ox
E. H. H.
in his disappearing days.

HIS

his

The

-

the

K"*'''"'

Elena Barberl, a young pianist w^h'^
'came originally from Vermont, player'
hla p;-ogram last night in Jordan hal!
"reludo In B flat. Bach; Les Rapp'
Des Olseaux, Rameau; sonata In /
iiajor, Scarlatti; sonata op. 31, No.
?.eethoven;

,

|

impromptu

in

A

flat,

prf

major, nocturne in F majoA flat, Chopin; In Mod
':sotIco,
In Mode Minuetto, Casella
lanza Mlstlca, Gilda Ruta; Elena, Jo
tphine Hovey-Perry; Mouvement d.'alse. Con Moto, "Vivace, Pick-Mangi
jralll; Dans Ic Canot, Chadwick; rhapody No. XI, LLszt.
Did nervousness last night compel
:\Iiss Barbell to do the opposite of what
she had in mind to do? Sometimes •'
ilays that contemptible trick. Did she

nde

in

P

^olonalse

BOOKS

Progress,
Pilgrim's
Crusoe,
TiohlnHon

I

oLat.

r

boyhood read a few good books—
Bible,

c^

ELENA BARBERI

Dr. William B. Barton was quoted as
having said that Abraham Lincoln in

Eesop's

managing husbands and

enamel table and presented it to her.
She was delighted. And she gave me
She
that glorious old butterfly table?
put It in the kitchen and when last I
of
tomato
batch
a
making
was
saw it
chow-chow on it. There are antiques In
New Hampshire but try and get 'em

NO, NO; NOT "GLOOMY"
As the World Wags:
Mr. Herkimer Johnson, to whose encyclopedic, though gloomy. Intelligence
no passing of an ancient human custom

AMONG

to

In

—

'

the poui-

i<r

,

s

i

ut'sivoxed

the indefatigable, Intrepid collector of material for the colossal woi'k
on sociology whose publication Is Impatiently anticipated by learned societies throughout the world, not only
In Europe, but In Arope, Erope, Irope
and Orope,

nliad

it.

learned to
Wh.ii ML.s Barbcrl hasthat .he wU

co^'l'"nt.n,s Prohablo
Last nigni
oluv extremely well.
talent
howed many evidences of
the bach pre
of
bars
fo\v
in the la.-t
sUe felt the l>oetr^^
>.ae. ?or instance,
neat, crisp
n,.re and there she ran a
chords J^oundMe Her tone in heav-y
first,
sonata's
the
od full and rich. To
undmovement sho brought a certain
standlns of its s*-"*'}"*"''
mvs
The m>i>
with touch extremely deft.rumbling oc• eiv
at the start of the
she indv;,ve passage in the polonaise
of suggesuea with genuine power
from exrree
nocturne,
With the
lou
f'"*'^^.
:ravagance. she made a good
and
enough
Miss Barber! has talent
But does
individuality, too.
be
still
and
she can tamper with time
i^- ^•
come an artist? Oh. no^

CECILIA

childhood
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"Some recommend
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— Cut
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attention to

GOLD AND SON
ELECTRAGISTS

;

What

'

make

do you

of
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ONE
I

a quick

j

I
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Mr Robin H. Legge, the accotripllshed
Telegraph,
music edftor of the Dally
received a
London, writes that he has
con-

And all this time we have been forgetting the estimable Cooley's "The Toilet
would not be
and Cosmetic Arts."
without It for the world; we would not
even exchange it "for a complete set of
Patent Oflice Reports or the Congressional Record. Our copy belonged to Maud
She enriched it
Banks, the actress.
with notes. And what does Cooley say?
Erasmus Wilson is quoted as reciting
the "case of a gentleman who removed
an entire crop of warts from his knuckles and fingers by subjecting them to
a succession of sparks from the brass
knob of an electrical machine." Dr.
Peez of M'lesbaden recommended the
internal use of carbonate of magnesia.
Our friend. Cooley, having spoken of
lunar caustic, nitric acid, or aromatic
vinegar, justly says that warts often
"disappear under the influence of the
imagination and strong mental excitement, in a very singular manner."
Hence amulets. Incantations, "touches
with substances that cannot possibly
exert the slightest dynamical or physiological action on the part," but if
there is a lively faith, 'warts will frequently disappear. Listen to this: "The
sudden confusion and embarrassment
which a sensitiA'e and nervous person is thrown by being unexpectedly accused of something of which he is entirely Innocent will also sometimes produce a like effect."
Don't blow on the back of your hands
or face with a pair of bellows. Warts
into

be the result. Cooley. Cooley, what
would we do without you? No wonder
Miss Banks treasured you beyond stage

may

Post.

jewels.

-

j

I

S.

Whene'er

inuts"

R.

reminds us that "The Nut

—

"highest grade
In Hartford, Ct.
Is on Asylum street.

—

THE FLAMING LOVER
Not long ago the Commonweal published a rather free translation

Mangan

of a

by Mr.

poem by Valerius Aedltuue,

described by AuUis Gelllus as an almost
unknown Latin poet who approached In
the classes of versification the best of
the Greeks.
B. L. F. writes that he thinks It
better to translate into English In

send you a translation, and
think it a little more graceful than the
unrhymed rendering of Mr. Mangan."
Why shouldst thou bear a torch, dear,
For ue who need no light?
Come, for the fianie that's In my heart

rhyme.

I

THE DOCTOR cannot

meet

a friend

||

'

say:

I

|,

day.
"How are vou upon this sunny misconbe
For, sure enough. I would
strued:

By
ay

"I

|

I

be rude.
would t

I only
being
oeiiiB polite
v

j
!

HERBERT BARRIES.

j

vast number of puffs preliminary
Horejnce
cerning the coming of Mls.s
who
Macbeth, "an American singer
ago
years
many
pleased us all a good
Why
(Here Is the bitter with the sweet.
{nexoraremind Miss Florence of the
Ml.s
If
adds:
ble vears?) Mr. Legge
Macbeth sings now as she sang in those
preliminary
years before the war such
her
matter as I have received will do
like y
sort of good, but is far more

i

1

—

A YOUNG MAN'S FANCY
(In

Pneumatic

shirts
collapse.
flirts.

Dpinands spring shirts

{

j
;

!

j
I
|

moments, so

And hear with
But

I

I

A. -W.

,

am

SYMPHONY HALL

ClavUux,
cent

Compttratively
Invention, Used

Re
by\

Stony Point Ensemble

holds a greater

Is

gave a most Inevening at Sjmphony Hall.
This performance was
given by the first ensemble from the
institute at Stony Polnt-on-thc-Hudson,
N. Y.. and was espe.clali.v noteworthy
in view of the fact that the clavilux,
th.at comparatively recent invention of
Thomas AViUred. was used to supply
>
a moving background, interprlight and coinr the varying
This insf rii-tient V
the artists.
stitute of Operatic Art,

told.

a cynical sigh;

In life

GIVES CONCERT IN

The Stony Point Ensemble, which

would not care to be falling in love
it comes my turn to die.

nothing

Marie Tempest, speaking at a luncheon of the English- Speaking Union last
month in London:
"She had known Englishmen actively
hate everything American simply beOn the
cause of overheated rooms.
other hand, she had known Americans
home,
boat
first
take
the
who wanted to
because Uiey 9ould not get iced water."

the concert group of the American In-

it

When
Now

care
the springs.

oil

^

charm.

would not care to be doing
When it comes my turn to die.
its

To

;

land, or sea, or sky;

I

Love has

perlngs
Before you dance the bunny-hug, take

|

IN PURSUIT OF A THRILL
There's many a thrill in a football game.
And that I don't deny;
But I would not care to be playing It,
When it comes my time to die.
Its

dancing

of

chaps,

But here a caution broadcast on the air
For men who worship ballroom ca

—

On

threaten swift

The manly chest desired

He had just told me that I was tie
angel in
cutest, sweetest, dearest little

But

may

Horsehair with mediaeval monkhood

,

the whole world, and I lifted my long
"And
black lashes to his and asked:
would you still think so if I smoked
wicked cigarettes, and used evelash
blacking, and bad horrid lipstick?" "No,
my sweet angel." said he, 'I love you
for your innocence, your naturalneoS,
and because you're like the old -fashloned sweet girl I've always wanted for
my wife." And, kitten fashion, I cuddled
closer into his arras, like the sweet girl
I was, and said nothing.
That night before I jumped into my
pyjams, I carefully washed the rouge
from my cheeks, removed the klssproof
lipstick with cold cream, and dashed
water on my eyes to get the mascaro
stretched, pulled out a cig from my
off
case, and read Van Vechten's "Firecrackers" until I fell asleep.

human

the

But Algernon de Lacey Vere asserts
That he who asks an amplitude of chest
Should wear spring shirts.

As the World Wags:

Motoring also has

in

breast,"
"

A FLAPPER LOQ:

1

a trade journal the "spring shirt"
problem is tackled.)

"Hope springs eternal

no
We
than not to militate agsln:-t her.
here,
do not like ready-made opinions
posand I for one protest as often as
attempt to be
sible against the frequeiit
them."
made a victim of
Mr Legge is not the only suffer«-r.
The passionate press agent la furiously
busy in these days even In Boston.

BOSTON BLUES.

C.

Shop"

j|

j

We

By the way, Mr. Johnson called at
He had In his
the office yesterday.
hand a copy of the Saturday Evening

frightened us bo that we hardly dare
to go out at night.
We keep a light
burning In the second-story front bedroom. In the hall down stairs and In a
bathroom.
In the trolley car one of
our hands Is on the watch presented
us at the age of twenty-one; the other
Is on our wallet containing cue or two
dollars and the card of a professional
medium. Second story up. Don't ring
the bell."
".Vo," said the Sage of Claroport, "I
'lor. :
read those articles. I take the
for the love stories. I like to read

I

"A Thousand Notable Things of
Sundrie Sortes" (London, 1627): Rubbing warts with agrimony stamped and
mixed with vinegar; the application of

sociologist.

you are reading Mr. Pvlchard V.'ashburn Child's engrossing story of the
crime waves that are submerging the
United States. These articles have

'

resentative members of each^ ^.Y^J^..,
cops,
traflSc
a nice juicy one about
but I am saving that one up.

woodbine leaves.

"Ah;" said we, "you probably
take the Post on account of Mr. Marcosson'B Invaluable articles on South
American republics and how'wa should
do our beet to get ahead of the Hermans and English In trade. Or perhaps

j

do so
you print the foUowmg you
Give me one ta«te 9^
at your perilsuccess and I will hound yo^.^f°^^^^^
like nature.
with other compositions of
what I
These little compositions are various
on the
call cynical soliloquies
by
"P"
trades and professions uttered

the skin peels off the bone, and
with the skin rub the warts twice or
it Is hot, and it will effect
while
thrice,
the business."
don't like "as some affirm," "as
There should have been the
is said."
expression of a belief to be persisted In,
even - at the stake or on the gallowsThe second recipe is abhorred by
tree.
every, humane person. Better the more
amiable' advice given in Thomas Lupton's

warts
Of course these letters about
should have been addressed to our famEvans, or
ily physician, good old Doo
eminent
to Mr. Herkimer Johnson, the

ENOUGH

If

We

virility

IS

As the World Wags:

off

—

!

I

SPOKE

IS

I
calUng
between Troy and Albany, N. Y-

fire till

played very beautifully, with emotlona!
warmth, richness and variety of tone
colour, delicate nuanclng. *At times. In
the fugue, though, there were rough
places, and her tones were not always
smooth.
Again, In the gentle grace ©f the
Beethoven rondlno, in the fragile little
Gluck melody, she played exquisitely,
with fine spun tones, and persuasive
rhythmns. With the biting melodie of
Prokofiev and again In the barbaric
ecstasy of his scherzo, that deserves
more frequent playing there was Infinite zest and rhythmic subtlety In her
She is a versatile violinist,
playing.
'with a sense of style, perhaps not a
virtuoso, although she has an excellent
technique, but an interesting violinist
and one who knows how to arrange a
program which is often so much more.
It was a pity that her accompanist
nslsted on playing so loudly, although
E.> G.
le was otherwise capable.

I

,

v,nn,^o,-ri
billboard
observed a large roadside

the following meth-

will (as is said) drop off.
"S Lay the foot of a hen over

became full and beautiful, 'ceilo-like,
and with the Bach this edginess disapIn the Bach she
peared completely.

I

ENGLISH AS SHE

the head of a live eel and
rub the wart with the blood, and they

—

'

I

As the World Wags:

of a pigeon.

none too prevalent among women vioIn her playing.
linists
And although at first, especially in
the allegro of the Vivaldi, and again
at times In the presto, her bowing
seemed forced and there was a rigidity
in her playing, with the largo, her tone

',

I

'

New«)
At the -time of death the person who
has not studied out In advance the
proper method of burial most often
makes mistakes that cause them regrets
afterwards.

—Touch

them with fig-leaves and
they will (as some affirm) fall off; but
others advise to rub them with the heart

I

I

;

ValljalU

the

(irroni

Mr. Tim O' Toole writes from Port"I am enclosing a copy of a
paragraph on warts from an old book I
found In Chester. England, last summer.
It's a 'Family Dictionary," published, I
believe, about the middle of the ISth
century, coverless, and with the title
page gone."

ods:
"1

I

I

journeying
night on a country road I found myself
[pursued by a monstrous black monster
that kept close behind my car regardless.1
of speed. It may occur to someone that
if I should keep away from long country
roads at night and engage In legitimate
business I would be spared these visions
jof pursuing monsters seen in the blackness of the country night. I scorn the
this
monster was real,
accusation;
actual, tenacious, capable of stopping
the car and placing me at its mercy.
At times I set the car at a gentle gait,
as though to conserve my strength. At
other times, In panic, I flew, hurrying;
toward my destination and hoping to'
reach it before this pest could stop me.
I fed the exhaust pipe with debilitating
fumes, yet the brute hung on. Twice,
thrice, I got out and made a close examination at the rear of the car, but I
could see nothing. Only when driving,
could I see this monster, out of the
back of my head. On I went, crowding
the car into the skies, leaping as with
wings, disturbing the car's accumulation
of New Hampshire dust, as though to
outdistance or confuse my pursuer.
The monster uttered no sound, and
although covered with dust and black
in the face. It followed me, defied me,
threw mc Into perspiration, biding Its
time, waiting for its opportunity in the
darkest of the cruel distance to crurh
my hopes of rescue. Why had I not
armed myself adequately against such
a .merciless brute before setting out on S
this nocturnal ride In strange country? n
Could 1 prevent the brute in Its evident
purpose to reach and stop the wheels
and crunch the life out of my car? On,
on we flew, the Flying Dutchman In his
boat a piker, over a wooden bridge that
roared its protest, up into the thickness
of the night, down into the despair of a
road which seemed every minute to be
approaching its end. And then, at the
very moment when this relentless pursuer seemed prepared to spring, there
appeared in the distance a tiny electric
light surmounting a young pillar of vivid
red, the arch enemy of empty monsters
that pursue automobiles in the night
Briggs never in his life had
season.
such a grand and glorious feeling.
Seventeen gallons of precious, sparkling
gas and my monster had fled.
H. C. P.
Fitchburg.

WARTS, TO TAICE OFF

1

!

JOYS OF THE ROAD
As the World Wags:
Not long ago while

A PROOF OF SURVIVAL

land, Me.:

i

j

regarded.
highly
In the stump of

W©

Popper- Auer.
Although she has played as a soloist
at one of the Monday evening concerts
her recital last evening was Cecili
[Hansen's first full length one here, an.i
a most delightful one, for not only
she lovely, to look on, but there is in-

—

found

had always heard that one of
various fungi growing out of the body
of a tree was called spunk, or dead
men's caps. We never heard of "spunk
water" as a remedy for anything.

,

Cyril Scott-Fritz Krelsler; d, Spinnlled,

and a

Is

"Barleycorn, barleycorn,
Indian meal and shorts;
Spunk water, spunk water,
Swaller these warts."

HANSEN

telligence, "a subtle poetry,

was

It

Spunk-wator

At Symphony Hall last night CeciHansen, violinist, gave the following
program, with Boris Zakharoft as her
a. Concerto In A minor,
accompanist
Vivaldi; prelude et Fuga In G minor.
Bach: b., Kondlno, Beethoven, b, Melodle. Gluck, c, Praeludlum et Allegro,
Pugnanl, (arranged by Krelsler); a,
Melodle, b, Scherzo from Concerto, S.
Prokofieff and again In the barbaric
b. Dance, Cyril Scott; c, Lotus Land,
.

more than once a week."

FOR "WAY"

the World Wags;
business man. In a business letter,
startles us by writing that a proposition
I defend him as one
Is "under weigh."
who understands the origin of the exco-workera,
unconvinced,
My
pression.
stand firm for "under way." Can you
adopt the sporting editor's position and
give us your authoritative opinion to
lO.
settle the "argument"?

trees after a heavy rahi. Standing beside
a pool of the healing water the
victim of warts recites solemnly:

lia

'

raan officers at Berlin in the eighties.
A woman said, "My brother does not
at all like this drinking in the Garde dn
Corps. He Is very temperate himself;
he does not really care to get drunk

As

But we digress. Here Is a letter from
F. L. M. of Taunton: "Have you heard
of spunk water as a euro for warts? An
Indiana friend has told me that in her

!

1

WE ARE

;

Mrs. Russell of Aden tells a story
about the drinking habit among 0«r-

A

i

«

.\nd burnetii o\rr bright,
SufUceth, For that torch of thine
The rainfall from on high
Will quench it, or the blustering winds
That sweep the wintry sky.
But ah, that torch of mine, dear,
That burneth In my heart,
No power on earth but love herself
May put that flame to rest.

girl fasclniUlng the
so that ho leads her to

op

At that moment Mr. Johnwere dreamy, his face was
Who then would hava recog-

her tec-ho plav beyond
fondOr has she let a
lud^.
rhvthmlo frocrtom run away
the
whatever
'""^l./'^Ml^r Bavborl.
ih« dealt' ln.st nmhi with rhylhwtnm^^
say
us
l" ,;r,u i' a'"t.ttlo..s. lot with private]
inarchl-t deals
.«•

ij!.

man

rloh young
the altar."
son's eyes
gentle.

'j

thrill

Than a pretty straight flush, ace high
And if I have any luck, I'll be holding it
When it comes my turn to die.

THE PHANTOM LOVER.

teresting concert

Ia.'=t

•

i

-v

' ;

:

It.
play chosen for the opening of the Repertory
rheatre, next Tuesday night, and as Francis Wilson will play Bob Acres,
'
of interest to know how the role became unduly prominent In
i>

.

..1-

ui<

s

There
Angflica.

pleaseil

(Macready did not consider

this revision, for the cutting, for raising the part of

For

It

Acres to a

rflegious"; that the ghost of Sheridan, pale with indignation, would haunt
William Warren is credited with the remark:

the presumptuous Jefferson.

"'Tho Rivals,' as Jefferson played it, 'with Sheridan 20, miles away.'"
Maurice Barrymore, one Christmas, presented Jefferson with a copy of the
comedy. Every part was cut out except that of Bob Acres. That excellent
that Jeffer-;
critic, Mr. J. Rankin Towse, found it no exaggeration to say

j

son never really played Acres at all. "He did not in the least resemble the
unsophisticated British country squire, vainly aping fashionable manners,
whom Sheridan sketched. He was delectable, infinitely amusing, utterly

Jefferson "revised"

it.

Which

j

i

i

masquerade."

Look over the reviews of "The Rivals" as

[

;

was performed before

it

are the parts that excited the most com-

in

the journals of

New

a vulgar, clownish manner.

good to know that at the Repertory Theatre there is no
intention of "starring" any actor or actress. Yet in the advertisements of
"The Rivals," published in the daily newspapers, we read: "Francis Wilson as Bob Acres; Henry Jewett as Sir Lucius O'Trigger." The other
characters in the play are apparently of minor importance.

Now,

.

Benvenuto

Cellini has figured in operas, by Berlioz, Lachner, SchloesVozzano, Rossi, Diaz, Saint-Saens; even in ballets by Buzzi
and Venzano.
^as Mr. Mayer the first to put him at work, boasting, rhapsodizing,
loving, ia a play for English-speaking audiences?
f, H.

STATUES ON THE STAGE

love
to Faulkland's temperamentally exacting attitude toward
as to lend the conviction that the complete omission of Julia and
the drastic curtailing of Faulkland's speeches had been a mistake, and
unfair to both play and author."
When "The Rivals" was performed in June, 1923, for the Equity
Players, Mr. Wilson made further restorations, not only of speeches; he
Gallienne. "This
I'd the part of Julia, which was played by Eva Le
^u^i.t additional clearness to the comedy, and gave meaning and richer
iterest to the temperamental Faulkland."
"But for the deJlr. Wilson then played Acres for the first time.
The
iiion of The Players, I shotild likely never have attempted the role.
but professional
original plan was to give 'The School for Scandal'engagements made that impossible." Acres spoke the tag at the end. As
has long been the custom, the original tag was omitted. We believe it was
Would an audience of today listen with grave faces
first spoken by Julia.
"When hearts deserving happiness would write their
to the final lines?
fortunes, Virtue would cro-^vn them with an unfading garland of modest,
lurtless flowers; but ill-judging Passion will force the gaudier rose fntol
,he wreath, whose thorn offends them when its leaves are dropped!"
This sounds as if the sentiments came from Joseph Surface.

They Gome

amusedly

Respig-hi,
Mr. Charles-Edward
[

'

.

.

demic, has followed the world

j

.

j

|

Alessandro, the Duke of Florence. He treated Cellini:
"With extraordinary kindness ahd»pressed me to remain in his service."!
He "gave him sums of money, and ordered him to strike dies for his coinage. Cellini gives a full description of these dies and says that the Dukej
ranted him lodgings at the mint and told him to draw freely all the
loney he wanted. Alessandro, by the way, poisoned his cousin. Cardinal]
all,

j
'

j

like similar calamities heretofore.

An

miracles

Young Man Betrothed

"A

to a Statue,*

parallel, possibly unique,

was printed

too late to catch the pro-

by an ethnological explorer among the Peruvian
Andes; high up on the mountain-side he found a chapel to commemorate

fessor's eye, as reported

Did the duchess ever iast languishing eyes on Benvenuto? The dukej
ave him a commission for gold work which he wished to give the duchess.
Ue was Margaret of Austria, natural daughter to Charles V. After Alesndro's murder she married Ottaviano Farnese. It was then that Cellini,
She pleaded his cause
great distress, sought her house for refuge.
Tore Pope Paul III, "that brave spirited lady," and said that her late
sband had particularly esteemed Cellini for his good qualities and em-

the following:

An

Indian maiden, alone In a great church farther

the mountain, was joined in play by the youthful Jesus stepping

down
dowa

irom a marble group: 'The Child in the Temple.' Annually, on one day
in the year, descendants gather around this chapel, in much the same way
as the Fairbanks family come to the Dedham homestead. But what are
the few hundred years of the latters' line compared with the Peruvian
one, which, if the alleged miracle is to be believed, stretches back before
time began?"

ent abilities.

Ottaviano de Medici was not descended from either Cosimo or Lorenzo,
from an elder, 1-ess illustrious branch of the great family. A patron
the rifts and an intimate friend of Michael Angelo, he was unpopular
account of his haughtiness. He mixed stupid dies made by one Cennini
with Cellini's. This vexed the duke, who said Ottaviano was too presumiig. It was Lorenzino de Medici who murdered the duke, his cousin.
it

A statue, if not actually coming to life, moving from its pedestal, ia
unknown in opera. First of all, there is the statue of the Commander
in "Don Giovanni," seen also in drama, ballet and pantomime founded on
the old Spanish legend. The statue of Alice in "Zampa" she had been
seduced by the corsair finally works his ruin, for when in bravado Zampa
not

I

the play he tells how he slew him. Hd wished to kill him and had half
drawn his swo^d, but was prevented by his friends,

of

"Animated statues were familiar to theatre-goers of a generation
shown in 'Pygmalion and Galatea' and 'The Tinted Venus,' Sundry
branches of the subject have been well treated by Prof. Baum in publications of the Modern Language Association of America (1919, vol. xxxiy.,
part 4, pp. 523-579; 1920, vol. xxxv, part 1, pp. 60-62) under the title
'The

;

Emma

war

have recently manifested themselves
throughout the continent of Europe and (since, perhaps, none of these
have been sanctioned by the Church) it may be said that unconsciously the
supply has responded to the demand for the shifting of State boundaries
(with the resulting requirements of passports, so obnoxious to the peasantry) has made impossible the accustomed pilgrimages to traditional
shrines. Accordingly there have sprung up new centres of devotion, based
upon miracles of which details may not be given space here. Of the many
pertaining to statues, one only can be noticed where the image moved its
eyes. This subject, with sundry analogous ones, have caused much correspondence in 'Notes and Queries' (London) within the last three months,

j

Ate.mio was, in fact, apprentice- to Cellini. He is the hero of Saint-!
Eames took part in the producISaens s opera named after him.
tion of iriia opei-a.
Cellini did not kill Maffio, captain of the Bargello's guard, though in

number

ago, as

famous autobiography.

polito.

writes to The Sunday Herald as follows:

;

j

Although Mr. Mayer frankly states that he only "utilized" the character of Benvenuto Cellini, the hero of that amusing play, "The Firebrand," one may inquire into the characters whose names at least ^re\
First of

Aab

"Boston's belated furore over 'The Miracle' might be regarded as a
local symptom of the fever of religious enthusiasm which, as an epi-

(astonishing

'

Cellini's

Weal or WoeTansman and Satie.

to Life for

life

taken from

v<..

ser, Orsini,

Mr. Wilson played Acres when the Players Club produced "The
There were then "liberal restorations"—to quote
Mr, Wilson-v-of the speeches of Julia and Faulkland. Julia did not appear; her lines were spoken by Lucy. The restorations were gladly ac"Indeed," says Mr. Wilson, "the audiences took so eagerly and
cepted.

•

Angela

I

it is

Rivals" in June, 1922.

and

nicnioir.s.

With this material and with Cellini's memoirs in mind, Mr. Mayer wrote
a comedy of unusual interest. It is. said that he took this autobiography
abroad with him, also a play with anothei' subject that he had sketched;
that one day at Capri he casually wrote on a sheet of paper the words
"Benvenuto Cellini." Then he wrote "The Fire Brand," to the great joy
of many.

York, Boston, London? Sir Anthony, first
special
of all; Jack Absolute, Mrs. Malaprop and Lydia. When there was
played
it in
actor
the
because
was
stress put on the portrayal of Acres, it

ment

'

in delicious

tljc

men,

Pier Landi was a Florentine, "the best and dearest friend I ever
had." He heard I?uke Alessandro say that Cellini had put his head
into
a noose. "I'll never pardon him." Some scoundrel had told the Duke that
Cellini had bragged of meaning to be the first to scale the
Duke's wall
and had abused him personally. This lying informer, Cellini says, was
yar.ari. known today by his anecdotical work on Italian artists.
cerxini mentions a Polverino of the Exchequer who had done
him
some abominable acts of injustice, but it was long after the death of Duke
Aless'andro, nor did Cellini kill Polverino.

,

—Joseph Jefferson

4?

.

"star" part, JelTeison was taken severely to task by many of his colleagues
and by the leading critics. John Gilbert thought the changes were "sac-

unreal

n

'

i.s

.

comedy, to take

Intact, would have detracted from Acres.
beneath his dignity to portray Faulkland.)

no

had fallen in lov.
Sifilian girl, whi.
-uuiKiy heautifui." This was at Rome,
ii.olher was suspi
iliiii liad arranged to ulope with the girl
a year to Florence, nui nor mother took her off to Ostia. Cellini followed
Ihtni and did "a multitude of mad things to discover them.
I was
on tlie point of losing my wits or dying." She wrote to him from Sicily
that .she was unhappy, "I meanwhilo was indulging myself in all the
pleasures man can think of, and had engaged in another love affair,
merely to drown the memory of my real passion." He visited a necromancer who called up devils in the Coliseum. Cellini asked them to reunite him with Angelica. She did not appear. He found her at last at
Naples. She greeted him "with infinite demonstrations of the most unbounded passion." She wished to go with him. Her mother, Beatrice,
offered the daughter for 15 ducats, but when Angelica insisted on a gown
of black velvet, and the mother made other demands, Cellini drew
the
line: "I turned to her with a pleasant air and said: 'My
dear Beatrice,
are you satisfied with what I offered?' She answered that she was not;
thereupon I said that what was not enough for her would be quite enough
for me; and having kissed Angelica, we parted, she with tears,
and I with
laughter." Angelica never saw Florence; never saw Duke Alessandro.

Joseph Jefferson to rearrangre and condense Sheridan's
all sorts of liberties with it that ho might be more in
evidence, that he would thus take n "star" part. The five acts were reduced to' three. The part of Julia was omitted. Mr. Wilspn, in his "Life
of Himself," wishes that he had had the courage to ask Jefferson how
much he thought the parts of Julia and Faulkland, if permitted to remain
It

is

"As

j

;

—

—

puts a ring on her finger saying she will be his bride for a day, the statue

"

;1

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

Sunday-Symphony

hall, 8:30 P. M.
Serge Rachmanlnov,
See special notice.
Hollis Street Theatre, 3:30 P. M. People's
Symphony orchestra.
Copley Theatre, 8:15 P. M. Sylvia Lent, violinist.
Sonata by Delius,
*
for the first time in America. Nardini,
Concerto; Pugnani-Kreisler
Prelude and Allegro; Sammartini, Canto Amoroso;
Mozart-Kreisler
Rondo; Glazounov Grand Adagio; Burleigh, What
the Swallows
Told, and Hills; Scott-Kreisler, Lotus Land.
Sarasate, Habanera;
Samt-Saens, Introduction and Rondo Caprfccioso.

pianist.

her breast; and later, when /.ampa
him and takes him down to the inold legend of the Venus of
nai repions. Here is a reminder of the
by Prosper Merimee. There is
rles lolil in hn unforgettable manner
opera, Le Statue FarRever's opera. 'La Statue"; there is Cimaroses

'^.uL

-in

8"<1 l^olils *t to

Camille, the statue clasps

other operas, chiefly of a comic naIan te"; tiiere are over a half dozen
part.
important
an
plays
statue
a
which
ture, in
.
„ ,
Commander,' brought
There is the pantomime, "The Statue of the
legend is
Spanish
the
of
man
stone
the
which
in
Paris in 1892,

out

Monday--Symphony

Bernard Shaw's "Man and Superman.
'treated los'^ respectfully than
Don
Champfleury.
The scenario is taken from a posthumous sketch by
singing girl to supper.
Juan makes his valet invite a dancing girl and a
two at once and
They accept. The Don makes love to them, courting the
of the Commander, whom he
statue
the
Noticing
peace.
the
keeping
yet
makes the others beg him
had killed Don Juan invites him to supper and
in

the
their amazement the Commander bows gravely, as in
denuncicomes, into the room, haughty and severe, stern in his
drink. He at first refuses, but
ation of the Don. The girls tempt him to
been
when Rosaura blows kisses into her glass the statue melts. He has
Little by little he becomes intoxicated and is horthirsty for a long time.
is broken. His helmet is off,
rified "when in applauding one of his fingers
there
is a clumsy dance. But the
Then
roses.
of
wreath
bv
a
replaced
The statue wishes to mount its pedestel, but its head is
morning after!
advised to eati
heavy and its knees are weak. It sits on a bench and is
asparagus water, which
oranges, not to drink clam juice, not to drink hot
restorawas thought in the Berlin of our student days to be the best of
heartily, mocks the Comtives, a vile, ill-smelling drink. The Don laughs
on,
mander, but sends for the helmet. As soon as the Commander puts it
Juan. The music;
Don
strangles
and
vengeance
vow
of
his
remembers
he
of this pantomime is by Adolphe David.
to

.

,

To

accept

He

Rome"—a

Jordan

8:15 P. M. Winifred Byrd, pianist. Haydn, Variaminor. MacDowell, Keltic Sonata.
Scriabin, Caresse
Dansee, op. 57; Study In thirds from op. 8; Poeme
Fantaaque, op. 45:
Study, op. 65.
Chopin, Etudes, op. 10, Nos. 10 and 8.
Bartok,
Children s Pieces. Henselt, "Si Oiseau J'etals.
MacDovell,
Rabbit and Concert Etude. Tchaikovsky, Song of
Autumn. Tedesco'
Alt Wien. Wagner-Hutcheson, Ride of the Vaikyries.
Friday— Symphony hall, 2:30 P. M. Fifth concert of the
Boston Symphony orchestra, Mr. Koussevitsky, conductor.
See special
tions

notice.

Saturday-Jordan hall, S P. M. Zlato Balekovic,
violinist
Francoeur-Kreisler, Siciliano and Rigaudon.
Florello, Adagio
Tartmi-Kriesler, Variations on a theme by Corelli.
Pugnani-Kreis-'
ler, Preludium and Allegro.
Ireland, Sonata, D minor. Goldmark
Adagio from Suite, op. II. Dvorak, Slavonic Dance.
Confalonieri.
Peasant Dance.
Manojlovich, Lament.
Hubay, Zephyr. Nachez'

.

record of the
The nightwood where birds perform for our benefit. Tha^; is an error.
at the
wondered,
that
one
excellent
was
so
Monday
on
ingale record used
whether- anything so good really
close of the least interesting episode,
although there was no need-existed in nature. We strained our ears—
us. Yet we applauded the new trick,
lest some little touch should escape
of a nightingale's or a lark s song
not the heavenly singer. Half the magic
and uncertainty. A bird
unexpectedness
in
distance,
in
freedom,
is in its
but a toy."
is
a
cage
in
bird
a
poem;
a
in the bush may be
gramophone record when
Poor Stravinsky! He did not think of a
which was played here at the last
'he wrote his "Song of a Nightingale."
Symphony concert under Mr. Koussevitzky's direction.

Gypsy

seen in Boston two or three times bi
fore in Jordan Hall, but last night it
was surrounded with more elaborate
material.
In addition to th* vocal ensemble
there was on the program Senno RabCecile D' Andrea, danInofi:, violinist;
seuse; "Jeanne Palmer, dramatic soAllen, TVhb was
Maude
prano, and

i

I

Artemis and Leto, in memory

were choral dances, ^yTestllnff
performed by the youths were
Debussy orchestrated two of Satie's three Pieces
songs.
heard m Boston.
originally for the piano. They have been

There
festf-al lasted several days.
matches, gc-mnastic exercises; noble deeds

SSd'^in

appa'rition in the musical
died last July, was a singular
Ravel. He was first of
and
Debussy
on
influence
without
world, ye^ not
whether, strictly
questioned
be
may
It
speech.
and
ironist in life
He gave strange
music."
"ironic
as
thing
such
speaking, there can be any
"Three Pieces in the Form ot a
tSes to ome of his earlier compositions:
Fish." He gave printed
Pear": "Airs to make you run"; "The Dreamy
velvet, dry as a cuckoo, light
directions for the pianist to play "on yellow
the pockets,
hands
a? an egg," "in the most profound silence," "with
This is
is to be said of
What
toothache."
the
with
nightingale
"like a
of the water.
bottom
the
to
descend
hunters
the
lobster;
the chase of a
bottom of the sea. ihe
They run. The sound of a h3rn is heard at the
lobster is tracked, the lobster weeps" ?
-j j +„ior,*
^
„
talent,
decided
But Satie was more than a mad humorist. He had
when the
Debussy
however some may think he abused it. He anticipated
He was always poor and
latter was still under the spell of Massenet.
30 years before he waa
that
death
his
long
before
not
said
He
needy.
once even I was a humorist. Now I ve
Impressionist
.

who

ZUn
i

m

,

"terribly

.

,

.

later
too ugly. In life one must be serious." Among his
chief
works were "Parade," "Relache" and, what is considered to be his
based on
work, "Socrates," a symphonic drama for voice and orchestra,
him greatly.
Plato's dialogues. The irrepressible Jean Cocteau admired
"Paul and Virginia."
It is said that the two were at work on an opera,
In short," once said Cocteau, "his music is a French music, a music

given

it

up.

,

|

It's

^

Nietzschei
so clear and delicate that one thinks one hears a phrase of
'The =4ea8 which change the face of things come as gently as doves.'
P. H.

'

|
'

!

billed as a "minico choreographic' dancarefully
The vocal ensenible is
cer.
i

m

Satie,

hall, 8:15 P. M.
Repetition of Friday's Symphony
Mr, Kpusaevitskv. conductor.

concert.

i

.composed

Air.

Symphony

i

The

hall,

F

'

m

Sinfonietta
Mr Koussevitzky will bring out this week Tansman'sthis country.
first performance in
for a small orchestra. It will be the
Pans his home.
Tansman is a Pole who has for some years made
orchestrated by Debussy are on
"Gymnopedies,"
pieces,
piano
Satie's
these concerts. The Gymnopaedia was
the prograni for the first time at
honor of Apollo,
youths danced
Naked
an annual festival of Sparta.
of the Spartan victory over the Argives.

m

W

of Rome."
spite of me
young, and
"It is an honest heart that keeps people
believe that 'a gramophone
46 years Signor Respighi is young enough to
nightingale may suddenly transport us to an enchanted

"The Hills

hall.

Ondme. Milhaud, Gavea and Leme, from "Saudades
do Brazil''
Debussy, L'Isle Joyeuse. Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody,
No. 12.

wrote that Respighi would probably add

critic

Wednesday-Jordan

-

perRespighi's symphonic poem, "The Pines of Rome," was
London last month— it's a companion piece to his beautiful

"Fountains of

hall,

Thursday
Jordan hall, 8 P. M. Charles Naegele, pianist.
Bach-Liszt, Fantasy and Fugue, G minor.
Gluck-Sgambati. Melodie.
Gluck-Brahms, Gavotte. Weber, Rondo in C (Perpetual
Motion).
Chopin, Fantaisie; Four Preludes, B flat major, F
sharp minor E
major, B flat minor; Nocturne, op. 15 No.
1; Waltz. E minor (posthumous) ; Polonaise, op. 53. Satie, Gymnopedies, Nos. 1
and 3 Ravel

same

in

Tuesday-Sjonphony

Seguidillas

As for statues that come to life
for horrid deeds, there is a long list.
ture Eve" is the most marvelous of all the stories.
the plays in which a statue
It would be interesting to make a list of
"The Statue
figures prominently, not forgetting Lord Dunsany. What was
1840? What
Fiend" brought out at the Bowery Theatre, New York, in
at the
was "The Statue of the Period," in which Maude Gray appeared
The play was described as "her sensation."
theatre in 1874?

When

Sigrid Onegin, contralto.

school.

8:15 P. M. Louis Siegel, violinist.
Leclair, Sonata, "Le Tombeau."
Bruch. Scottish Fantasy, Malipiero, Song from the Distance. Szymanowski,
Fountain of Arethusa.
Debussy-Siegel, Dance of Puck. Sgambati, Gondoliera.
GranadosSiegel, Spanish Dance. Siegel, The Fountain.

In novels for amusing purposes or
Villiers de I'lsle Adam's "The Fu-

formed

8:15 P. M.

See special notice
8:15 P. M. The Dayton Westminster
Choir, John F. Williamson, conductor. See
special notice.
Jordan hall, 8:15 P. M. Denoe Leedy, pianist. Aaron
Copeland, Passacagha (first time in Boston).
Ravel, Prelude; Forlane
Menuet; Rigaudon, from "Le Tombeau de Couperin."
Stravinsky
Sonata (first time in Boston). Szymanowski, Mazourka,
op 52
No. 1. Bartok, Allegro Barbaro. Debussy, Les Sons
et les parfums
toument dans 1 au du soir and Valse Romantique.
Moussorgsky
The Ox-Cart, from "Pictures of an Exhibition." Albeniz.

in

opera

hall,

For the benefit of the South end music

;

trained group, and they sang some particularly well arranged folk songs and
carols under the dlr«etlon of Alexander.
Koshet, formerly director of the Ukran-

Several soloists
lan National Chorua.
of this group, not wientioned on the
program, were excelient, but the general effect of the whole chorus was that
the voices were bette,r blended, sweeter
and less forced in thope songs that were

hummed.
Maude

Allen's interpretations were
varied and interesting and the evening
concluded with her Salome dance to
the accompaniment of the chorus and
M. F.
the clavilux.

DONALD F.TOVEY
Donald Francis Tovey, pianist,
Uniand professor of music at the
this
played
Edinburgh,
of
versity

program yesterday afternoon in JorPartita in G major. Bach
dan hall

Brahma

varlafloos" proved especially
worth the hearing. Mr. Tovey's view
about the Beethoven sonata ts surely
debatable. Though Beethoven wrote It
on the occasion of the archduke's departure from Vienna, does it necessarily
follow that Beethoven confined himself
to expressing In his music the rather
tepid emotion the archducal absence
might be expected to Inspire? The content of the music, whatever the external
e\iaencfe,'
iuore deeply felt.

I

I

suggests

Too

effectively. He also plas'ed It some-'
thing too much like a lecturer Illustrating points of analysis, to the gain
of single episodes, but to the music's
loss as

a whole'.

Far

more attractively Mr. Tovey
two Chopin mazurka.i and an
impromptu, to which he brought beautiful and varied tone, exceedinglv sensitive rhythm, .and, above all, that air
of improvisation which this music imperatively demands but seldom gets.
The study he played more robustly them
other players hear It; the added vigor
did it good. Mr. Tovey is no commonplace pianist; he has ways of his own.
He must be indeed a musician of
Quality and Individuality since, without
a virtuoso's technique, he can <pake
Brahms's variations engrossing. He had
a large audience which listened wl' i
played

close

attention.

:

Beethoven; Im81,
sharp maj>r, Ma^^^rjca^
D flat, C sharp minor. Etude, A flat,
F
op 25, No. 1, Fourth Ballade
on a
minor, Chopin; Variations
qu a
theme by Paganini, Brahms; Ce
aux
vu le vent de Quest, La Fil.le
Cathecheveux de lin, Ondine, La
engloutie, La Danse de Puck,
Sonata,

promptu

F

m

drale

Debussy.
Mr. Tovey
some of the

ade a few comments on
played—not, he
he
to;
explained, because he cared
h mixing a
does not fully hold with
lusic he

the

and a lecture. Btlt eonie of
would
tie
he
papers had announced tlTat
'sneak; so what could ho do?
cltal

right
certainly spoke well, briefly,
and with a neat wit of hie
the
about
own. What he had to Bay

He

to the point,

R.

r.

q.

r

op.

in

lEomethlng

Mr. Tovey played the eonatu In aocordanc* with his theory—and lo not

One

likes to think of

young Hanton

of

Scottish descent at London. He said to
his mother, "I shall dine at home this
evening." He did not dine at home that
evening, but many months afterwards
he apologized by a letter written from
Colorado. One morning his mother reShe
celved a small packet from him.

'

opened it and wept, overcome by emotion. Her son had sent her an old piece

hard cake, his part of Christmas.
Now this admirable yourth's sister
married a Frenchman named Satie at
Honfleur.
A composition by their son
Erik, also an eccentric character, will
at the concerts of the
performed
be
Boston Symphony Orchestra thiB week,

of

,

j

—

OUNQ SHERIDAN

FHOtyt

crldan Rusaell, a. violoncellist,
\bo arrived in New York to play onljr
one night and return the next day, Is
i

THE OBSERVER (LONDON)
It ti reported

VtdamuB studenles

of the

ge rentes
quae ambitus latl-

Sheridan, a

tudl'ne

some may

'.s

was

recall,

the

bant Daci aut Sarmatae. The VlceChancellor of Oxford Uulverslty.October

ates at least

an'

BNOWSHOB AU

complimented' hini on his proficiency.
Probably it was thought better to take
a pot shot at Mussolini as he was
standing on a balcony than to "dag"
him with a stiletto or mix an efficient
Yet in the good old
dose of poison.
day some one would have escorted
before
him
a
holding
Mussolini.
poisoned torch, or would have poisoned
bouquet,
glove,
a
hat,
a
a saddle, a
or thrown something !r to a flagon, of
Llghtborn in Christopher Marwine,
;owe'E "Edward the Second" was technically proficient In the industry of
assassination.
"1 learned' In Naples how tp poison
flowers;
To strangle with a lawn thrust down
the throat;
To pierce the windpipe with a needle s
point;
Or whilst one Is asleep, to take a quill
And blow a Uttle powder in his ears;
Or open his mouth and pour quicksilver

Oown.

And

yet I have
these."

a braver way than

It was this braver way that did tho
business for poor J^dward.

"ALAS, THOSE CHIMES"
"Mary Louise" Is evidently not fond
She writes: "We should like
opinion on Hattie's Tin Pan.s.
That's what we call the chimes of Park
Btreet Church. We are In an office in
the neighborhood, anvj we take turns
swearing at them.
It's probably not
within your province to say anything
about them, not ethical or something,
but we'd all feel better If we knew
you could or would, swear at them, too
every 16 minutes. Ye gods! There's no
limit to the noise one has to stand.
We feel better for having told
you."
of music.

your

—

.

.

I

,

THE BITUMINOUS FIRE
Is a.

right

way

to

burn the darned

stuff

am

sure that the thing can be done;
been a month trying, and sure
enough,
At last I have struck the right one.
first used It gently, like anthracite.
Which works best when you let It

I

I've

I

But

alone.
soft coal

will

fight

before

'twill

ignite.
If
I

yotr tests coincide with

now go dowiv

cellar

my

own.

with blood In

my

eye.

Determined to conquer or croak;
it, and Jab It, and boldly defy
Its spitting of flame, dust and smoke.
I get It enraged to a furious roar.
And never my back to It turn,
By poking and presiding an hour or more
I find I can make bituminous burn.
I

stab

GEORGE

Portland, Me.

A.

ELDER.

Streei
after-

i

Ethel Leginska, the

doors.

Its

had prepared an

guest conductor,

at-

Mendelssohn's over-

tractive

progi-ata,

ture

"Midsummer Night's Dream,"

to

a symphonic poem of her own, "Beyond
the Fields

We Know"

played

Oliver),

(pianist, Lucille

the

for

first

time

In

Boston, Rlmsky-KorsakofCs piano concerto (Guy Maler, soioist), and Wagner's prelude to "Tristan and Isolde"
and the overture to "Tannhaueser."

Enthusiasm ran high,

for both Miss Le-

glnska's poem and, still higher, for Mr.
Maier's performance.
Since Miss Leginska drew her Inspiration from three fantastic poems by

Dunsany,

It

would have been kinder

to

the audience know in some detail
what the poems were about. Only early
arrivals enjoyed that benefit, imless
they were endowed with vision like an
owl's, for the theatre was kept so dark
it was impossible to read the program
book.
Many people consequently had
to listen to Miss Leginska's music, for
the first time, without a hint as to Its
poetic significance.
Thus heard, it seemed both vague and
episodic.
Gropingly the opening measures, pale in tint, ambiguous, appeared
to be trying to establish a mood. Episodes followed in quick succession, a
brisk little march, a snatch of song
these are the two that stick in the memory and others still, all short, agreeable, and sharply fashioned to a defilet

—

nite point.

Between them sounded meas-

ures indeterminate as those at the beginning. So it went through three movements, a brief Oriental dance standing
out in strongest contrast to the rest.
possible Miss Leginska tried to
suggest to many fanciful incidents in a
f-ingle piece of music. However that may
be, she showed herself a master at writing for orchestra. Every Instrument In
It

it

(For As the World Wags)

There

For the third concert of the People

Symphony orchestra the Hollis
theatre was packed yesterday
noon to

Is

she

plecps,

MMb

who
was

made

tell

;

with every combina-

tion she contrived she succeeded. Her
sincerity, too, even In a most crabbed
passage for piano alone, she made manifest. So all respect to her

From the orchestra Miss Leginska
got fine work, even the weakest choirs
gave good tone, and al.so real depth of
tone.
In the Mendelssohn overture,
played with fine delicacy and lightness,
the strings produced a quality of Bound
to be proud of.
Of their rhythm in the concerto, they
might also be proud
theirs and Mr.
Maier's together raised a riot of enthusiasm. Perhaps the concerto Itself had
a hand In it. Its composer thought well
of the work Mr. Proctor played it at a
symphony concert some 10 years ago,
and last year Mr Henry I/evine felt a
fancy to bring It forward. The late
Joseffy, on the other hand, had a poor
opinion of it.
Though of rheagre thematic material
and of no elaborate development, the
;

;

'1

.1

•

.

I

.

.

M

in-;

•

I

Leglnska

conduct again. She wilt also play
piano concerto In B flat.
people have ever heard It?
R. R. (;.

Elsie Fer^aison's Porti a;

NEW PARK THEATRE—Fir»t

.Sylvia

Lent,

played

violinist,

this

lf)25

Tt.e

^

Rondo, Mozart-KreisGlazounow: What!
the Swallows Told, Hills. Cecil BurScott-Kreisler;
Cyril
leiprh: Lotus Land,
Habanera, Sarasate; Introduction and

|

Hondo Caprloioso, Saint-Saens.
Though the Dclius sonata was written in 1915, till last night It had never
been played In Boston. Why, considering the dearth of new interesting material, no violinist has laid hands on it
before is a circumstance hard to explain, for the sonata proved, at a single hearing, singularly absorbing muFieo of padding from the first bar
sic.

melody
stream

movement

flows

—melody

harm

to the last. Its

an
in
perhaps

K»thbon<>

....Biiill

Elmff Brown
Diichew Xenl«......B'«le/"jC"«on
P««l McAl"''''.':
The Gr.nd Duke Pnul
..Ul.on Bklvworth
(%>unte«ii Avaloff
Frederick ^^o^Iock
The Grand Duke Peter
Lawrence Cecil
Clorlje
Krne»t Ktallard
Mon.leuV Hew
nenrlMte
i.'
H'.^"
M. mat
Haron Nlkulalett
..Lawrj-ncc CeMl
Prince Barovakl
rrli.ili,n«i
Ollia
Boroness Nikolalevna
MotRrd

Grand Adagio.

of its single

.

Albert

roso, .Samniiirtini;
Ir-r;

per-

formance In Boston of "The Grand
Duchess and the Walter" by Alfred
Savolr, a comedy In tliree acts, produced at the Lyceum Theatre, New
York, by Charles Frohman on Oct. H,

program last night at the Copley Theatre, accompanied by Harry Kaufman:
Concerto. Nardlnl; Sonata No. 2, for
violin and piano, Dellus; Prelude and
-Mlegro, Pugnanl-Kreisler; Canto Amo-

c

We

'

Wagnrr

week

wun
"Hoo

mournln".

In

he reealizes that hie inside koat pocket
Is full uv cigars frum tha poker party
tha nlte before. Wile he Is runnlh' up
the stairs tuh tha Srd floor he meets
all kinds uv yung peeple wot he knows,
so not caring much fer tha hrand uv
cigars he has with him, he starts glvln'
them away tuh all tha guys. An' then
Jlmmie socked him. "Wot fer?" sez I.
"Well," sez I,
"I dunno," sez Krazy.
"wot did Jlmmie wantcha fer?" "D,"
sez Kraay, "he wanted me tuh see_ his
new 6on wloh weighs 9 pounds."

'

even n listener

f'j

Next

-

'

l

111' id a pl.mlKt
for a lurne canvas, for
"iihestrnl proportlon.H, and It Is not In
III' R^nllcr lyric iiiuuli- that ho arhlevt-B
^happlent playing.

Program

Murphys Is a yung marSunday Jlmmie calls Krazy
up on tha fone an' telle him ter hurry
Krazy
over tuh tha City Hospital.
rushes wildly over tuh see wol tha
As ho enters *a hoeplta!
trubble is.

read that the would-l^e assassin
SIgnor Zanlbonl, was
Mussolini,
of
formerly a "Unitarian Socialist." What
is
he now, a Roman Catholic, an
Episcopalian, possibly a Congregationaiist?
The story of the plot takes one
back to the good old days of the
Medlcis, the Borglaa and the Sforzas.
One takes pleasure In reading of this
Unltaj-lan practising with a "specially
equipped" tlfle in a thick pine grove,
shooting at a target until his friends

concert,

th^'

-1

'

il

.ml

Sylvia Lent Gives Interesting

etorrle: Tha
ried couple.

AN ITALIAN UNITARIAN

The

I

Krazy, rubbln' his Injured window. An'
tlien he hands me tha foUowln' ead

j

sense of proportion, was he
BwcU the muslo beyond it-

I

F.-lf.

could not hear the

r

•

perl

.Vnd

Ihiiii.

Heetlioven's

smacked yuh In tha head-lite, Krazy?"
"Jlmmie Murphy -did It," see
sez I.

i

iiMnpted to

to his fine

i

iinil

How many

As the World Wags;
I met Krazy Kelly yesstlday

member

ftnd

t.iste

pl.iynd
|>I'--

daMlIng oma-

Its

Not once, thanks

nientntlon.

will

"WOT FER7" SAVS

'

of rhythm, to

dull

."••ruifU

full Justloo to

rieties

to show that undergraduknow their Latin.

uv his eyes wuz

urrnngcii

TTiiM

every touch of senlln\ont tho mualc contains, to all Its va'iiil

7.

Which seems

Is

;

rl'-llRhtful.

—

'

the ordeal of compulsory attendance on cold winter m.ornlngs at
an absurdly early hour. Many rushed
to prayers clad In a nightshirt, trousers,
ulster and boots. The fact that monitors
on their platforms acted as spies, marking the n^imes of those absent, did not
Inspire a devout spirit in the breasts of
the enforced worshippers.

Dally Mall," October 8

quae-

cunque oUm gere-

In

not that Tale men are "agin"
prayers In the chapel or agin religion; they do not wish their attendance to be compulsory. Well do we re-

atead.

their

barbarlorcs. In

quani

sunt

Paris elx years before,
when Georgetto L«blanc took the pnrt
of Ygralne and Nina Russell
(Mrs.
Henry Russell) played Bellangere. Tho
part of Tlntaglles was taken by "The
Little Russell."
Was Sheridan or his
older brother, TostI, the Tlntaglles on
that occasion?
When "Pelleaa and Mellsande," the
play, was performed In French at the
Boston Opera House on Jan. 30, 1912,
Sheridan Russell took the part of the
Little Ynlold. He was billed as "Shery."
He was a good natured little chap
In those days, devoted to his mother.
We heard not long ago that he has
distinguished himself as a violoncellist
at Monte Carlo and Nice,
It

are rapidly passing
and that Plus
Fours are to reign

braccas

director

Boston Opera House Company.
little boy, played a violoncello solo, Handel's "Lai^o," at a concert of the Boston Juvenile Symphony
Orchestra In tho foyer of the Boston
Opera House on Deo. 81, 1911. There
was a performance of "The Death of
Tlntaglles"

from Oxford that
the Oxford trousers

et
varlls
plctls vestlbus, exv»ro
Imnioornatos,

nostros

younger son of Henry Russell, who,

t;ie

——

!

;

uninterrupted

of no notable
or of wide variety,
none the less,
melody

of contour

but genuine
spontaneous, and of a markedly Individual character.
The harmonic scheme, since the
sonata is the work of Delius, might well
have sounded as individual as the
melody if Mr. Kaufman had not played
the piano part something too much in
the vein' of over-discreet accompanist.

f:ri<nd

'

'

A Man
A Ladr

'

A"
Geraldlm,

Lady
Another Man..
.inuther

1..-

It"''"','^
Frank

r,
BoD,;rt(.

Grande-duches«e et le Oarcon d' etage" was produced at the
Theatre de I'Avenue, Paris, In May,
1924, Charlotte Lyses took the part of
Xenia; Jules Berry played the waiter;

When "La

Darcourt, the lady-In-waltlng.

Juliette

The story was then as follows:
The Grand Duchess Xenla, her ladyin-waiting, two grand dukes, relatives,
were all In a luxurious suite of a Swiss

fall of the BolsheJules, the waiter, upset soup on
the shoulders of the grand duchess;
Jules, nominally a waiter, was really
Albert, the son of Heirs, owner of a
dozen hotels and President of the Swiss
It v,-as a tradition in the
republic.

awaiting the

hotel,
viks.

family that sons should learn tha hotel
trade from the beginning. Now It was
to be expected In a comedy that the
There is a romantic element in this
haughty Russian and supposedly humble
vapotential
music, furthermore, and a
Jules should fall In love. Xenla, angry
riety through light and shade to which
at herself, made the waiter's llfo unbearable. He put bank notes where she
last night's performance did scant juscould find them so that she v,-ould' not
Let us, none the less, give Miss be obliged to sell her jewels. She thought
tice.
being
Lent thanks for finding new music to him a thief, suspected him of
kept by women, but at last she fell into
play, music worth hearing.
his true
She showed herself last night a thor- his arms. When she learned had no
she
oughly schooled violinist of tremendous position, that he was rich,
him.
use for
tone, a sound musician, a player e.xcelLater the grand dukes opened a cabling in music, like the Pugnanl piece,
The grand duchess
where energy alone Is sufficient to carry aiet at Deauville. and acted as hostess.
The Sammartini song was now practicalnow our officer in the
her through.
reappeared
she played with subtle refinements of Jule.s
army. He seemed to her
rhythm and a refreshing freedom from Jugo-Slavla but when he donned again
ridiculous,
Miss Lent is free, Insentimentality.
He thus
his apron her love returned.
deed, from all weaknesses. But neverreplaced a suitor who was captured
she
harm
if
do
no
theless it would
at last by a rich American woman. As
could add to her artistic equipment a the curtain fell Xenla beckoned Jules
touch of poetic feeling, a trace of ten- to her boudoir.
derness, a little play of humor for
The translator, whose name was not
music like Mozart's Rondo. Even with- given on the bill, followed the orlgipal,
out these needful qualities her playing as far as the story goes, rather faithgave much plea.sure so compelling is fully. Little is sald^ the translation
the power of honesty and lack of afabout the rich American; nothing about
R. R. G.
fectation.
Xenla being wooed by suitors at Deauj

|

—

Did Albert, who had persuaded
his father to sell his hotels, and had
become a naturalized Serbian, wear his
uniform at Deauville? In the French
original Xenla laughs at him, until he
dons the waiter's apron. Nor In the
play as acted at the New Park did
she beckon him towards her boudoir.
When he asks If he can again sleep on
the mat outside her bed chamber door—
for having taken him into her service
at the hotel she commanded him to do
so—she smiles and says the mat is now
ville.

At Symphony Hall yesterday afterRachmaninoff gave a piano recital before a large and very enthusinoon

astic

audience,

playing

the

following

program: Partita, No. i, D major,
Bach; Impromptu. F. Schubert;

J.

S.

The

Brooklet, P. Schubert; (transcribed for
Ipiano by Mr. Rachmaninoff, first time);
Sonata, B minor, Chopin; Consolation,
pi: major, Dance of the Gnomes, Heroica,
[Liszt; Fairy Tale, E minor, N. Medtner;
tude Tableau, Prelude, Rachmaninoff;
iebesfreud, Kreisler (transcribed for
iano by Mr. Rachmaninoff, flr.st time).
There is hardly a concert program this
eason that has not either commenced
th Bach or else included him, either
Iwith one of the preludes and fugues.,or
a.

partita;

Sas chosen

and now Rachmaninoff,
to

too,

open with tne fourth par-

D

major. And for the
Irest of his program he did not go far
iafield, and, as is his custom, he Injcluded none of the iiiocterns, with the
exception of two siioit pieces of his
own, and the near modornism of Medtner's excited little fairy tale.
And from the beginnmg to the end,
it wa.s the sort of concert that one has
come, to expect from Rachmaninoff, of
magnificent playing in the grand mantita,

the one In

of
an amazing brilliancy and
largeness, of Intellectual rather than
cniotlonal persuasion. So he played the
Bach partita, yet with a loveliness of
Intonation and delicacy in the Sarabande, dramatic and vibrant in the
Overture and G'gue. With the Chopin
sonata he wa.'. Rachmaninoff at his
best, especially in the tumultuous finale
that sweeps it to its close. The rococco
delicacies of the Schubert sonpsj^as he
ner,

the room. The curtains falls.
Albert!
It's a light—to use Miss FerRUsons
characterization In her modest little
speech after tho second act it's a
IrivolouH comedy, at times farcical, but
Did the
for the most part amusing.
dramatist intend to satirize the Russian Invasion of Paris—dukes, duchprinces— all poverty stricken,
esses,
ready to live on credit, play sharp
strangers
tricks, gouge Parisians and

inside

Happy

—

cabarets? It would
Grand Duke Peter is
nothing but a swindler; the Grand Duke

In

Russian

the

seem

so,

for the

It is below his digIf this
pay bills promptly.
the dramatists intention, the

Paul thinks that
nity

were

to

satire Is as cruel,

as

it

is

unfair, for

means
these poor refugees were by no
dead-beats or knavlshly Inclined.
all
satn-e.
the
In
spared
Swiss
Nor are the
The dialogue between Hess and Peter
govrepublican
Nor are
ia delicious.
amusing
ernments spared. Yes, a very

performed in a spirited manner,
walls, and
but with unpardonably long
In the last act,
at too slow a pace
-was unduly
so that the performance
T.lay

^'^Miss^FeVguson gave an txctllent porher pride, with her
trayal of Xenia in
gradtial eoftenoutbursts oi rage, her
which at the
surrender,
Ing and final

,
!

—

;

Three books published by E. P. Dut& Co. are Just the books for b«d, or
for a table In a drawing-room to be
picked up by Adolphus while he Is awaiting the descent of his la«ly love from
the chamber where she has be«n deco-

As

--'•ened into mannerisms.
the grand air; she
There
re^iistlMy vomiuily.

Xenlii
also ir-

Is

'To'haa

fim.

-n-ere

nuances In her
cradalions, charming
Mr. Kathbone was an ad^-^.-ti^Lval

'mSe

not

All>«rt-

,,,.„"_"And

—he

^

;^udienoe

nor the respect of the
good company throughout.

sped

A

fellow

attractive

an

In

splte

AN

ha^

o^

"

two essayists ar« Hazlitts; there wa.q
only one William Hazlitt; but Milne and
"Alpha" write agreeably, touching on
petty annoyances of life, whims and
foibles of the "complaining millions of
men," occasionally writing about hooks,
conduct, nuisances, as bores.
A fa-

your
nelthe# his self-re

will be

lost

1

Matters
and "Many Furrows," by
"Alpha of tho Plough." Not that these

it

almo.^
when his adoration was It leAnd m his humility—
loal
in
speech
"^/.j;".
aded' on-of tho
fa thful
I

leaves no

i

rating her face for conquest. They are
A. A. Milne's "If I May" and "Not That

distinction

losing

j

ton

h.^

M

An
was

Hess

audulence that
highly amused.

"Not That

firs'
At Keith's this week thera is.
animated ano
of all, Adele Rowland,
com;
refreshing as ever with her songs,
mcnts and a few steps. Miss Rowland
she calls her stor^
Is famous for what
and last night she gavo on,

girl
little
Toys,'.' both

a

about

Broken

of

and

Miss

Rowland
which

one heading "On an Unposted Ijetter,"

aro

in

o
of

The

li^e,
'^^f Aliei
Eddie
a new act

better than the average.
^nd roris Canfleld Have

Minstrels,

Krown^r Merry

under

hi

of s^ais,^
Ifew impressions
citation?
Al Jol
sf Eddie cfntor,
^°seis.
.

"^ViU^Kfge
of W lU

LTst'^tigirrauSo^

th

bill.

are times

I

I

and James Howell's "Letters." He didj
not mind If they at times told anecdotes
characterized In these days as "smokingBed-books should be
-oom stories."
light In the hand, Ught In thought and
Detective and mystery sto•iipressior..
especially the strange tales of
Algernon Blackwood, are not for those
who need more than four hours of sleep
or are nervously inclined.

There are four books published recenUy that can be held easily, read
One Is
easily and put down easily.
"New Writings by William Hazlitt,"
The essays,
collected by P. P. Howe.
as a rule, are short, and there J[s a touch

j

[

that Is not displeasing.
begin to read "It sometimes
excites considerable surprise that there
(is a class of women who, without anything very prepossessing in their persons or appearance (though in general
more remarkable for wit than beauty i.
make conquests wherever they go and
carry oft their lovers from the whole
tribe of languishing and disappointed
lovers" are you not bound to continue!
,to find out the reasons given by Hazlitt
Or turn to "Manfor their triumph?
"The English,
ners Make the Man":
seem
to
exist
alone
in taking and giving!
This is not shown in occa-j
offence.
sional acts or on particular provocations which might be the exception it
is the rule, the order of the day and
night, with them; It is their mode of
being, a natural craving which they
cannot do without, a something "bred
in the bone which will not out of the
«aRh/an Innate Idea, a right and a
bitterness

When you

(enchantingly sung)
and the "Erl King."
presentIn English Mme. Onegin sang
Is No Death," a
ly O'Haia's "There
John
by
kind
its
of
very pretty song
and
Hyatt Brewer, "The Fairy Pipers"
Open"
a most pretentious "Sorig of the
to
close
official
the
by La Forge. For
song
her program she chose the drinking
from Donigettl's "Lucrezia," but, to
for
judge from the audience's eagerness
'additional sonss and repetitions, the unfortunate Mattel's dazzling, dying adenza was never allowed to bring the even-

"Musensohn"

The
are many limitations.
be heard
pleasant drawling voice cannot
about drivand the rambling anecdotes
the prairle,
ing a swarm of bees across
ad-,
wonderful
and
land other strange
into brief
ventures, lose by compression

Many effective bits have
captions.
howbeen inserted in the film version,
much to the
ever, bits which add
and
breadth and scope of the story,

I

behind
which could not have been done
There is the dog, a regu ar
footlights.
fuO-blooded

^

,

',

i

.

when he

strikes a graver note

Filming

i

Is

on-s

—

is

Weinberg

rather

:

]

—

the fashion I understand,
to be late for dinner, but punctual for
lunch. What the perfect gentleman does
when he accepts an invitation to breakfast I do not know. Possibly he ha.-j to
be early"; or the opening of "Melodrama": "Tho most characteristic thing
cade."

I

I

i

old

;.

"It is

|

of

Corlnne

•

NEWREPERTORY

Corlnne Griffith
Charles Murrnv
Ed.nhe Chapii.sn
Carroll

Nve

Jatnueline Wells
Jack Mulhall
Georse Sidney
Bernard Kandall
a freshness of idiom

^THEATRE OPENS
T'

^

j

jBlla .
Mrs. Malaprop

Griffith.
1

Yet what might have been a deft and
pungent little film comedy has become
merely another movie dropped by the
wayside, one that has its amusing moments that still savor of Edna Ferber.
and more of its labored ones that reek
of the mo-lies.
And it never quiteachieves compactness, or loses Its self
consciousness; and It Is only when the
jU^nors of Jtlss Ferber are allowed ti.

By PHILIP

'

HALE

The first performance at the new Rep'•Ttory Theatre of Boston in Huntington
avenue took place last night. The pln>
"Was Sheridan's comedy, "The Rivals,"
The cast was as follows:
Margaret Entwhlstle]
tney
Olive Tell
iTd'ia Languish
'

the least of

dium

man.

from

Edna Ferber's stories,
and something of this has crept Into the
titles of the film of her "Classified,"
with which those lovely and harassed
pursuers of the classified ad department
at last become glorified through the mein

as a

liked

Ferber's

There is always
and a firm sense of the ludicrous even

than an essayist,
by the crlspness and
kno'wn and
the whimsicality of his dialogue. These
essays often have the same flavor, as.
In the opening of "The Burlington Ardramatist,

Slow and tedious :u
t^mes cramped.
perhaps too
getting under way, and
^eraliy yet]
prone to follow the play 1
warmth,
its heart-stirring
it puts across
handkerchief to bo
and causes many a
touch
^the
during
brought out covertly
of the lovable
ing scenes In the story
H. F. M.

Ferber, with the fol-

CoiTPt

Spencer Clarke
Golclenheimer

to

known here

Edna

Mart Comet
Din" Comef

others.

Perhaps Milne

Edna

METROPOLITAN— "Classified,"
the story by

lowing cast:
Babs Comet
Pa Comet

us leave "Alpha" (A. G, Garand the ^illustrator, Olive Gar-

though his book

large

Story Presented

have
at hand, for in every essay there's something to entertain, though neither "Many
Furrows" nor Jlr. Milne's volumes are
to be read continuously; an essay or
two at a tim'a whets desire to read tho
diner,

of

Mac-

Farrell

with the proper gusto. J.
sergeant in
Donald, who played the
finished its
"The ron Hon.e." which week, conrun at the same house last
in th.
patrons
tinues to delight its
juuplaughable role of the sentimental
retained n
The charm of the play i^senhanced, ;.t
times
measure, at

R. R. G.

so

let

diner

and James Marcus as the f^-J^^";
comedy
their broad and heavy-rooted

—

Ma

—

never

thermore, of their opportunities, they
witnessed a triumphant exhibition of
A glorious
highly developed technique.
voice and amazing skill in the use thereno wonder Mme. Onegin thrills her|
of
hearers by the sheer beauty of her
Long may she continue_to doj
tones.

,

cleveil..

with famili,.!
Bill Jones plays her part
as Z.^
motherly pathos; Otis Harlan

down

have BosOnegin in finer
tor.lans heard Mme.
differently,
matter
the
put
to
So,
voice.
they heard last night one o' the greatest
voices of the age, and that at its very
If they took advantage, furgrandest.

"

But

set

who

MUh?
Madge Bellamy does daughter
the ^r.
and Wallace MaoDonald takessaves (the
who
of the young lawyer
courtship
day They conduct their coy as M.-.^
Chapman
Edythe
charmingly.

ing to an end.
Though the occasion, being a benent,
makes critical comment indecorous,

manners

mongrel,

it up to
buries Bill's liquor, and digs
Bills wife
ous aspect who try to beat
is not in evidence.
The film clings closely to the s,Age
There are tnt
throughout.
version
same shyster real estate men of yiliainwif^
ous apeot who try to beat Bills tricK
out of her property; there is the
California
hotel which is divided by tne
m&n,
Nevada state line, giving rise
witl:
sheriff
theto
and
humorous gags,
the yo""fe
the Nevada warrant and
tiie
to
moves
ihero of the piece who
and thus into
other, side of the table
California, evading arrest.
,,,„i^

'

surely one v~.y with
the conviction that

St 3. £6

There

'

boy who was having no end of 'a bully
tlm-a.' " Archbishop Temple said he hated
persons who were always smiling. "Then
looking across the luncheon table at the
vicar who had been doing his best to
ingratiate himself with the terrible prelate, added: 'Look at the vicar there
he's always smiling.' It was a cruel affront, but the smile that has the quality of an artlflce is hard to bear." One
would prefer the melancholy extreme.
Philip II laughed only once in his lif*:
"On receiving the merry news of the
massacre of St. Bartholomew.

'ies,

of

'

more

numerous

as in "The Unknown Warrroi-." 'There
are over 50 of these little essays. "Alplia" thinks that there are really few
first-class smiles; thei" add, for the
most part little to our self-expression.
Woodrow Wilson's smile was "the ."smile
of the schoolmaster, while Roosevelt's
was the smile of the uproarious school-

|

I

for

til 6

1

The habit of reading In bed may be
all|
pernicious, harmful to eyesight, and
that, but it is a pleasant self-indulgence
and it leads to discussion of books most
conducive to sleep. Thackeray's favorite
bed-booka were Montaigne's "Essays"

'

same way

"Alpha" writes on all manner of subjects from "Big Words" to "Shaking
Hands": from "Those Peopte Next Door"
to "In Defence of Skipping"; from the
consideration of "an elderly person" to
There
the "Praise of Maiden Aunts."

artist entertainer,
poodle
-fV^'-Rrothers with their

unusually good

delightpresslon, "Rastlose Llebe," the

months."

^-ere excellent
liked his intiJ

"Ber"Se?vrt.he
J"

the

"Oh! Raging Fortune's Withering
Threa Schubert soiigs, unBlast"
imlampered with, made a pleasanter

i

"

the

after

cind

am

I

the sometimes gruff and
sometimes grinning hero, the garage
mechanic whom sjie prefers as the film
ends.
The rest of the bill includes another
stagings,
of John Murray Anderson's
a
this time of Millet's "The Angelus,"
bright and vigorous ballet after the

qff,

-

j

Jack

swagger.

added

I

TREMONT TEMPlf.

!

I

•

,

i

LlghtniiV Bill Jones stood up
/'^"J^
that
allowed
once more last night and
It she
mother could have her divorce version
wanted it, this time In a film
melodrama
of the popular sentlmemal
-Lightnin'." which opened at TrtT^i^'
Llghtnlr.
Temple. The leading role of
Hunt, who played
Bill was taken by Jay
much
delightfully,
it whimsically and
manner of Frank Bacon on

last

tul

|

Is

"UGHTNIN"'AT

i

I

|

"

She had
the South End Music School.
accomwith her an unusually able
panist, Franz Dorfmueller.
great
Mine. Onegin sang first Fides's
Prophete,"
'air from Meyerbeer's "Le
folk
"Ah mon fils," with two Swedish
songs
songs to follow it, and two Scotch
Gretchaninarranged, if you please, by
"My Love is Like a Red, Red Rose"
;

|

Spanish to accompaniments from Carmen, an Our Gang comedy, and the
>
„ o musing antics of Krazy Kat.

Onegin, contralto, gave a renight in Symphony hall, for
institution,
the benefit of that admirabte

'

happier when I am idle. I
could live for months without performing any kind of labor, and at the expiration of that time I should feel fresh
and vigorou.s enough to go right on in
lence.

|
I

Sigrid

cital

which the writer wonders whj' a friend
too obviously avoids him at their club;

as the little portrait of the surprisingly
charitable Mr. Rosen, the portrait at
the bottom of the 179th page. But these
pictures are all good. Note the one heading "Other People's Jobs." Ifi the essay "Alpha" follows with interest Robert Lynd's quest of a soft job in the
columns of the Dally News. "I do not
pretend to have any passion for work. I
know very few people who have, and I
confess that I find most of those few
very undesirable companions.". How this
to Artemus AVard'a
takes
us back
shameless confession! "Industry is a
very fine thing. It is one of the finest
things of which we have any knowledge.
Yet do not frown; do not weep for me;
when I state that I don't like it. It
doesn't agree with me. I prefer indo-

|

an

with

self,

Mulhall

SIG6ID ONEGIN

delightful little pictures add to the
pleasure derived from the text, as tho

th\

ad
th
I'S^ts
vise
favor
great
All of this met with
city.
dancing act ii beautifully stoged
•La Fantastique," with
^'J^^^^^^',
costumei
are unusual, the
settings
ravish and the other

to various peri-

News, and the Glasgow Citizen,
"came out in book form last year. Th«

-^""/J'
she al
which

Butterfly," in
against the bright

-Iwanno

May," contributed

i

the antics
clothing merchants, done by the team
of the film Potash and Perlmutter.
Corinne Griffith does the girl, and when
she does not strugg^ too hard to look
thoughtful she is her usual attractive

half-hour before dinner, for the concert
hall while a long-winded symphony Is
playing, for the bathroom; yes, bathroom, for we have a friend who while
he Is soaking in the tub, with a Scotch
cap on his head and a pipe In his mouth,
finds added pleasure In reading what Is
described as "light literature."

In 1920.

ing

in vau4e^
others of that type. Singers
their act mi
villa nowadays consider
least on.
complete unless they have at
recitation of the old JX^^^'^-^h
'.hos
chos

rie'v

"If I

book form

appeared as a book In 1921.
"Many Furrows," essays that were published In the Star, the Manchester Even-

named

was
ways does here. Then there
"Alabamy Bound
overworked

first collected In

]

is

in

Coupon"?' and 'What do you think of
em"The Muck Rake"?' with a heavy
"
phasis on 'Have' and 'Wltat.'
There Is this trouble in speaking of
the three volumes mentioned; one is
tempted to endless quotation. And is
not this the highest recommendation of
a book?
Here Is good reading for bi»d, for the

odicals,

'

songs."

were

,

much painful burlesque
of Pa Comet and of the

though there
I

"Heally, one only reads books
to be able to sa>- to
one's neighbor on one's rare appearance
in society 'Have you read "The Forged

Matters," essays written
for the Star, the Outlook and the Sphere,

ADELE ROWLAND,

^

nowadays so as

It

.

and honorable gentleman asking her
hand In marriage.
The piece is well enough played, al-

.

berries?

on an electric flatiron or the influence
of the sun on curbstones.

the theatr.

filled

j

'

should he pondered by some we know.
the
Is a 'man's character disclosed by
manner he handles a cigar? What are
.the orW two ways of eating straw-

capable of doing it. Either Mr. Milne
or "Alpha" could amuse one by writing

(or Helss).

there Is something deliciously absurd In the spectacle of the Fifth avenue villain, after his unsuccessful attempt at seduction, realizing with the
morning and the fronting of an Irate
and ambitious family that she was a
"wonderful girl," and like a tractable

And

viously right, and wrong Is wrong
We arrive at 7:45, to find that we alono
left
of tho whole audience have been
out of the secret as to why Lord Algerpier."
the
oft
pushed
be
non is to
Milne finds fault with the author of,
"Who's Who" for handling his love
"Intellectual Snobbery"
scenes badly.

mous EJngUshman once wrote a meditation on a broomstick, or was suppos^ed
and

]

eous.

for appreciation of the
Right is obof conduct.
.

iriut elaborati6n"~!tnn c,
liuiiesque that it is spontan-

:

pfriluoiis

room

shades

finer

-

1

about a melodrama la fhat It iTways
London, not, alas, in
begin at 7;30.
this country. The idea, no doubt, is
the mood for this
In
mor<»
Is
one
that
sort of entertainment aftqr a high tea
dinner.
Plain living
late
than after a
leads to plain thinking, and a solid
foundation of eggs and potted meat

which aa free-born Britons
they are entitled.
If you question it,
they star* at you or knock you down."
Does not this tompt one to go on?
privlleKe to

She could love
revolt.
courted by other women,
he was her slave: hut to
scp of a hotel keeper—pei'lsh
Miss Ferguson has In
ought!
and graces that
,ast hart her airs

1

!

I

Blr Anthony Absolute
Sir Lucius O'Trlgger
|i>gg

j

Ctpt."
i

!

'

,

JackAbsoiute

Faulkland
Bob Acr^e
Dl^rid

-

Carol.vn

Ferriday

|

Emma

Georse KIddell
Henry Jeivett
floraee

roUock

..William KersbaAv
Eric Stanley Kalkhurst
Francis Wilson
LaAvrenoe Sterner
Robert T, Hambleton

Footman
This event was, Indeed, a jo}i|fal one
for those who have been Indefatigable and zealous In the laborious task

;

^
'

[

,

I

is

com-

til

The thoalr^.
th.iV l^^she8.
well-appolntcd. The schrmo
(,rlabl.> and
f

we are told that th,
''1m modern
construction In

:

only

li.'

u

A)

plays that

has voted to change Holyayi'DCaergypl (the »ort
say
EngllBhrnen are not pleased. Th. y
station, not
that Holyheaj'Ve • railway
»»
jco
a
of
P
a fort; that "the name
but

^Tr%"our

what It wants to call Itself,
Mr.
wha. other people want to call It. bear
Long or Mr. Whitehead do not
ancestors
their
because
tho.e names
Imposed on
(-hose them, but they were
the comtholr ancestors by the wlU of

not

The Boston Symphony orchestra gave
peothe first of Its concerts for young

In
this season yesterday afternoon
.•Symphony hall. Mr. Jacchia conducted
Surelte
W.
the preat orchestra. Thomas
wrote the notes for the following proeram: Massenet, overture to "Phedre
Beethoven, Allegretto from the Seventh
Symphony; Berlioz, Minuet of the Wlll-

ple

Vor

,

?.^\^^d.V4•Va^

>.ar a.o

,

-m

o'-th-Wisps from "The Damnation

of

Faust"; Salnt-Saens, the Swan (Mr. Bepianist):
detti, •cellist; Mr. S^nroma,

''^t'waT'U^irennfprop'cr that
dedicated on the

ISe
SrlJ;eatre

should be
eve of Armistice day

might well change
Tadley-God-Help-Us.

land, that

Marche

Tchailiovsky,

Slave;

1914,

was

hf-ad

of

•''"f*"" 'iLiS

b.

by
Mr. O. U. Bean, Inventor, proposed
acB. L.." has been unanimously
our
cepted by the elections committee of
were
Hall of Fame. His qualifications
published In
set forth In a modest note
Sept. 29.
the Brick and Clay Record of

"E" OR "0"t
As the World "Wags:
Which spelling do you

night were of a;
^''Ts'tht exercises last
might be deemed
aedlca^ory n^tur^ U
at length confropertlnent to speak
performance
Mmlne the nature of the
the brilliant ret^'^o !ompar"e it with
last sea^val of the comedy seen here circumattendant
In view of the

intelligible.

hardly

Mr.

was

closer to the character of Faulkland as
Sheridan as siiown
it was conceived by
by the text than were the others in
though Mr. Jewparts,
respective
their
lAirin==. witii a
ett was a jaunty Sir
Miss Dunn
though
rich, fruity brogue;
displayed her nice 'deraugenieiu oi epitaphs ^v•ithout deliberately addressing
her malaproplsms to the audience. Jlr.
Wilson, as was to be expected, followed
awakened
in Jefferson's footsteps and
hearty laughter. Miss Ferriday's voice
was agreeable; and her diction distinct

i

|

j

!

Tet

Mr.

French "vislteur."

fractured "tibular."
wll
For want of a better way out we
typographical
that "tibular" was a
write
to
intended
What we really
error
fracwas that Bill was suffering from a
tured fibula.
»n„„
explanation
our
You will appreciate
Is
when we tell you that the "tibular"
our
to
a small skull bone. In justice
make
we
Hunt
Mr.
doctor friends and
fibula.
the leap from "tibular" to

MISTAKEN, DECEIVED

j

'

Morning

ciation

of

his

such promise.

Jewett

worth,

(Saint Ansgar,

(Ox(visi-

A<5

at

Count Mario Grazle (Aged 85)
Alan
Pier Zanottl (a banker. Aged 8«»

Enterprl«e)

the World

of

arrivals
1

THE SCHOLIAST

j

,

be
frtend says that "visitor" should

by analogy and derivation "vlsltator.
used.
There Is this word, but It Is rarely
visitor.
It means only an official
not safe to write In a jocose
spoke recently of the would-be asand
sassin of Mussolini as a "unitarian'
wondered whether he would be a milder
a
or
Episcopalian
man If he were an
with
iCongregatlonallst. 8. T. L. writes
He Is unIgnorance,
la fling at our
Italian.
Idoubtedly a Catholic; being an
for many
known
have
Bless you, we
or
years that an advocate of national
a unitarian.
tiolitlcal unity was called
great
all
that
ago
said long

7

in

Elapeth

The

home

first

of

*
(the wife of Mario.
Jessamine ^ewcomI>e

act Is a house party at the

Count Mario Grazle and his

'wife, Savlna.

Mario
were to

announces

that

If

his

wife

him he would kill
honor, and when later he

be. false to

her for his
warned that a man Is entering her
room he tries to shoot him. The man
it, and
is Franco, but he does not know
because he thinks he has made himself
Hdiculous, he announces later that he
away
has killed his wife. He rushes her
reicross the border, forbidding her to

a pack of cards,
think

"foV 10 months Mario Is Imprisoned
and at the end, acquitted through the
home
tactics of Franco, ha returns to a
SmbedMed with flowers and ardenf notes
murhas
He
over.
world
the
ladies
from
dered his wife, and becomes the Italian

(1649-1728)
some a^Father Daniel
as,
the Latin
the name comes from
stands
therefore,
a co?n, and the ace,
and has friorrty.
for the nerve of war
with him.
Modern lexicographers agree the word
believes
but the Abbe Bullet
beginning,
meaning
is
a Celtic term
To him the spades
principal, source.

,

—

ace

„

Franco Spina (a lawyer. Aged 26)
Morris Carnovsky
Georgea Almalre (a tcnlptor. Aged BO)
Terence Nelll
Andrea (aged 40)
Vis
^^^"K"'
33)
Nina Zanottl (the wife of Pier. Aged
Dudgeon

lis

new

saw
rubber con^pany
fwell-known
"Making Room;-Marry Donabed.

for the

Mowbray

Kustace Wyatt

'Savlna Grazio
(Aged SO)

this:

abuses; or
spect, to prevent or remove
apan ecclesiastic or lay commissioner
establishments.
religious
pointed to visit

Garibaldi

la.,

Wags:
rianclng down the list

The peat

vein.

In part:

t

Xre

phrase "visiter and punisher of
"Visitor" first appeared In Engsin "
The word then
lish literature In 1426.
meant one who visits offlclally to In-

It Is

Luigl Chiarelll by C. B.
jFemald. First time in Boston. The cast

hereby revoke

I

a comedy adapted from the

ithe Pace."
Italian of

Oct. 14, 1925.

Marie Johnson departed Monday
111.,
morning for her home at Kankakee,
physician.
she Is a napiatathio
chiropractor
That is something like a
development of the art.
only It Is a later

the

We

FACE' AT COPLEY
and

Post, Lo/kJod)

Dr

ford Dictionary says that "visiter
now rare, yet this
to WycUf s Bible
visiter
years
old
the
In
(1382), and
was coupled with "helper"; also as In

A

m

COPLEY THEATRE— "The Mask

I

MEDICAL PROGRESS

to see

who
The word took the meaning: one over
has a right or duty of supervision
were
There
etc.
a school, unJverslty,
approve or
even visitors of books to
use of
disapprove. Apparently the first
to anvisit
a
pays
who
"visitor"—one
Is found
other person or to a household—
of Athens.
In Shakespeare's "TImon
a
sight-seer,
was
a
visitor
Much later a
"visitor was
tourist. In our boyhood a
a
made
that
one
not a "caller," he was
at anstay of some days or weeks
of
talk
no
other's house: yet there was
'vlsIUng
"calling cards"; there were
cards." Ed.

^

'THE MASK AND

(From the
and
Having promised to love, honor
false appreobey my husband under a

ter with an "e") Is
spelling goes back
|

respects,

tos

.

another
from "visit"; the occasional Judge from
the

of force.

I

;

dramatic Focieties have frorn
time to time produced plays that proyoked discusion, even dissension. The
Harvard Dramatic Club has been courageous; 80 have the amateur.s who are
to be seen at "the Bam" In Joy street;
they and amateurs In other companies
have not been afraid to put on the stage
the new and the unusual.
The Repertory TUeatre of Boston has
May the manage[a. great opportunity.
ment have the good sense and the artisNo matter
tic boldness to Improve It.
what the nationality of the dramatist
may be; no matter how In his plays he
may run counter to old and musty theatrical conventions. If he is a man of
arts, if he has something to say, though
is manner of saying It may surprise,
"s, startle, he is entitled to considera;on from those who, being in authority,
have it In their power to acquaint the
'

I

I
Swift to Gay:
first deflnltion:
have a large house, yet I should hardly
not
were
prevail to find one visiter If I
able to hire him with a bottle of wine
"Consumptives of this degree
Hari-ey:
entertain their visiters with strange
of their Intent of
discourses
rambling
Johnson--he
going here and there."
does not admit the spelling "visitor-

derives the word meaning

rery truth » musloimn

Uay

the

IV lien he was the director of the Jev/ett
Players showed a commendably broad
spirit in his selections. Mr. Ciive of the
Copley Theatre has not be'^n afraid to
welcome foreign playwrights. Quasi-

private

I

a

In

an orchoir Into a feeble imitation of
in
chestra. He does not ruin rhythm,
striving for sentiment.
recMr. Williamson, on the contrary,
tastes
ognizes that there are as many
worare
in a congregation as there
!>••»••
shippers; no doubt he plans i»
he
them all. As for tone, evidently husounds
that
likes a singing tone
ot
man, a strong, fresh tone ""Pable
audible
Idlminlshing to a soft, but jti 1
forte.
stirring
a
to
pianissimo, of rising
He has taught his forces a neatandat-a
tack; unusually clear enunciation,
light and
very considerable degree of
them more
shade. But he has taught
to alng
them
led
has
than technique; he
^/"''ctlonwith taste, and also with
WillMr.
does
That humming, though,
could he
iamson really admire It? And
concert program, ellmnot in another
music not quite equal
Tnate a type of
It does not matter.
But
to Its best'
done, and is doing,
Mr Williamson has cry
of "no money
notable work. The
not hindered his achievement^

appeared
Apropos
other day a parain this column the
was a
graph telling that his leg Injury

m

;

\

(The Toledo Newe)
of Bill Hunt, there

We

The scenery designed by NorjnanBel Geddes for the production of "Tne
Rivals" at the Pir.yers' Club gave distinction to the peiformance.
Xow that the building itself Is no
longer a thing on paper, but a home
for the drama, it Is to be hoped that
worth seeit will house plays that are
ing; that those who are In charge of
with
content
be
not
wljl
selection
the
bringing out comedies and farces, nieloyears
dramas and tragedies of former
were
Fii iply for the reason that they
on^e popular; that attention will be paid
that
so
to the contemporaneous drama,
the public will have the opportunity of
knowing what is goin? on in the theatr! al world, and will becomo acquaintwith plays that otherwi.«e would not
brought to a hearing in this city,
age,
the
behind
far
ston
Is
American cities
other
r
behind
respect.

horrified

PRESENT DAY ANATOMY
„

.

have Implicit confidence In the
to
linotype and the proofreader. It s up
the 18th century there
them. But
TaKe
meaning.
the
In
was a distinction
used
Bailey's Dictionary (1736), the one
words
by our grandfathers, -Bjlth certain
excited
heavily Inked out, so that they
dethe curiosity of the young. Bailey
a
making
Is
who
fined "visiter": one
Visitor was one
visit among friends.
religious
who visits a monastery or a
the
house. Dr. Johnson— we quote from
seventh edition of his dictionary (1785).
another,
Visiter, one who comes to see
regualso an occasional Jud&e; one who
the disorders of any society.
lates
under
There are two pleasing quotations

significant.

this

was

I

words.

J^J,?!*^'"
THOMAS JONES.

or "visitor" 7

'

and

him that

and
such abominable Interference,
not the
that If the workmen were
they
scum of the European proletariat his
would have assassinated him and
ago.
time
fellow welfare workers a long
cordial as my
My send-off was not so
welcome." Madame, those are bitter

•H.

Kalkhur.st

has

'at

bum.

stances and the inevitable e>icitement,
that the performit is enough to say
ance evidently gave great pleasure lo
Yet
the large and expectant audience.
diction in
this may be said: Miss Tell's
was
the first scene was faulty; she

of

in

I told

bi,.

who
fall

Mr. Ford's social welfare department. He "brought out enormotis
mens
bundles of statistics about the
whether
religions, habits and customs;
their
what
drink,
not
they drank or did
were, how many
opinions
political
children they had, what the
and all that.
in their house was like,

';

mind.

stands apart. In some
Befrom the run of choru- ronductori..
church
cause ho Is deepest absorbed In
the demusic, he does not labor under
reacneo
lusion that church composers
Me
Lasso.
dl
Orlando
with
their end
holdoes not hold the view that faint,
He
Identical.
are
low tone and sanctity
excellent
does not struggle to turn an

be

('1-hls

in

and a man

of quality

suffering

for

$300,000

sinBerfi,

churfh

who must b«

m

—

,o„.

,

She
remembered.
is
Belgians,
\^ o
written a book of reminiscences.
of u.x
speak
not
regret to say she does
like
honeyed words. She did not
high-pitched voices of our women.
the
from
Our "comfortable remoteness
nerves.
realities of war" got on her
the
1914)- She did not like

Interesting
well contrasted,
As for the performance
thriughout.
children,
it ^vas well worth hearing. The
who filled the hall—there were very few
espeenjoy
to
seemed
empty seats,
cially the orchestral music by Massenet.
so
were
and
Berlioz and Tchaikovsky,
pleased by Mr. Bedetti's beautiful InIterpretatlon of "The Swan" that they
Mr. Jacchia,
'insisted on a repetition.
conducting, showed firm control of the
taste in his
and
excellent players, force
readings. The concert will be repeated
this afternoon at 4 o'clock. No adult will
he admitted unless accompanying one or
P- H.
more children.

program

'

Vandervelde,
country In the

this
collected

i

He

Mme.

Perhaps
coming to

'
.

In I>ayion, have been
a
willing to reheoriio four evenings
wook till they huv» bn.uKht their slngAll
"late.
high
InK xklll to Us prri..-nt
hpnor
And let
honor to them!
Williamson.
go to their director, Mr.

parish
,

name-

SHE DID NOT LIKE US

"".Vagner.

Overture to "Tannhaeuscr." This was a
good program for children from a tena
der age up to say, 80 or 90 years;

^^^^

Its

W

Said,

women, volunteer
^

munity."
_ _
^,
There's a village In Hampshire, Eng

,

r,

'Hi" bli*I>ne'""
U'lil.lii.
Storv, riatvnce Ul- kln^on.
this choir hoi!
of
Though the hial.jry
been told In the papers, so creditable
and ununual a story In worth repealing.
For It appears thcfie sixty men and

(•hrlsl

IIolvh..ad
to

FORYOUNGPEOPLE

skilful
orchestra under the
Kuntz
•ecUon of Daniel
the
of
the-be^nnln.

Alco.k;
the

was

head

b^.r.ri;:at':;;^"~
^able

J.ulKii.<-nl

The

dist Inctlon.

«tage

in.

n»tne»
practlcs of chanfflnB the
to be going
of Knr-.pean towns seems
mnrnv on. Now the town wun="

have already "dated," there will be only
oiumore playhouse In Boston, one
Rnicwig the others, one without marked

e^er^
of the
been deThe theatre itself has
r.Ull

•

Buenos

at

ty

c-a'

prejudice.
revivals of old

lioiit

the

In

iilaiiH.

eiiilnrntly

t estftl'lisl

Father
represented offensive arms.
of spades ,s
Daniel said that the queen
queen of clubc
Pallas (Joan of Arc); the
of
--^S'"^! . ^^"^
is Arglne (anagram
yill), the
Charles
of
d'Anjou, wife
(the fair
queen of diamonds Is Rachel
Asnos Sorel); the queen of hearts,
Delonnalre.
le
Louis
of
Judith (the wife
conduct. The
a woman accused of light
Caesar
four kings are David. Alexander,
are Ogler,
knaves
the
and Charlemagne;
GaiLancelot, Lahire and Hector (de
ard)—these last two. captains under
meant
originally
"Knave"
ifharles VII.
employed as a servant. In
I boy or lad
an
'French "valet" was In old times
Great lords bore it
term.
honorable
"Chevauntil they were received as
"Jack" was first used for
liers."
Ed.
four^.—
all
of
game
the
"knave" In

home
national hero, "the defender of the
and the morals of the country."
And then Savlna, weary of staying
curious to
Just across the border, and
resee how her husband Is behaving,
hiding.
turns to him; he hurries her Into
et
mayor
the
as
just
In her own room
that he drag the lake
al return to insist
Christian
give it
to discover her body, to
the body
burial. He assures them that
recovered H.
has
he
that
house,
the
Is In
and
funeral,
iThe next day there is the
between
Savlna. light of foot, walks In
last Mario Is,
'the mourners. And at
has not
iforced to admit brav«ely that he
Is still alive,
she
that
wife,
killed his
hero, but
'and that he Is not only a mock

'

I

I

Dayton, O., Organization Gives
Notable Concert

I

a coward.
Although the performance was not an
even one. It had Its high points In the
stolid
acting of Mr. Mowbray as the
Savlna
'and too honorable Mario, In the
philosophical
of Miss Newcombe; In the
and amused Pier Zanottl of Mr. Wyatt;
I

i

i

and In the Infrequent momenta of
Charles Vane's butler. Mr. Carnovsky
played somewhat stiffly, with too little
nuance as Franco. Mr. Nelll and Miss
Dudgeon, both suffering from absurd

I

The Westminster Choir of Dayton, O.,
John Plnley Williamson, conductor, gave
a concert last night in Symphony hall,
Judge Me, O
this being the program:
God, Mendelssohn; Jesus Friend of Sinners, Grieg; Praise to the Lord. Soehp;n; Father Most Holy, Cruger; How
Fair the Church of Christ Shall Stand,

make-ups, were self -burlesquing. And
Mr. Cllve, In his momentary appearance
was
as a hanger-on of the mayor's,
roost amusing. A new setting did much
whole.
to brighten the effect of the

,

E. G.

i

j

1

aiiU is suui tu contain lio'.huis,
pr at least very Uttlo, that will ehook
Some
the most BenslUvo reactionary.
hava tried to read Into tho Bourreo a
AVagon
Joke
even
a
purpose,
satirical
ner; but this Bourree Is simply a Joyous

j

.

ijiL'tiaatifv

Leedy

\

anilieiu-e assembled last!
.nlau Hall tor the second
plan.„.ital of Oeuoe Leedy,
ai
hat thev liked Mr. Leedy
He
deal is without questiou.

raL

whu i.
H.ayed the following program
dotlno doubt, he arran.aed with the
interest by
nite object of arousins
might be
le-\viua out anything that
Passaca.nlia,
«ald to be familiar:
Copland; Prelude. Forlane,

j

I

I

1

I

I

;

I

!

I

I

;

j

forte passage, while
loveliest quality when

in the
I

it

is

•

:

j

i

1

j

I

j

I

I

!

I

I

,

JCnowlng

full

well

,

•

i

In

of fighting

whole world must deplore.

crime.

Let them

first

a»d forgive

too few to wipe out their

vlck,

prove they are worthy of

con-

The program of the Symphony
certs this week comprises a Slnfonletta
by Alexander Tansman, which will be
performed for the first time In thla
country; two Gymnopedles by Erik Satlc,
orchestrated by Debussy; Mottl's orchestration of Chabrler's Bourree Fantascjud, and Rimski-Korsakov's "Schera-

HALE

thread's.

Miss
thp m.ajestlc first movement
In her
failed to do Justice, because.
effect
eagerness to achieve the massive
to
demanded, she sacrificed the melody
properbi-ness— and-ihen, from lack of

To

Byrd

;

\

'

'

of

1

•

'

'

'
I

f

Pastoral:

,

^

1

THE BONNY

Gluck-Sgambaa

J^^^'S.^^^
Ron
AVeber,
Motion"), fhopin, Fan-^

rinck -Brahms, Gavotte.
,*r^"^?^Pe,pelual

laise
laise,

sharp

zH "

rtui Vveludes-B
Four
„,.,;„,minor, V> niajoi
,

Li.szt,

'

,

B

IZ-

the music b>
Naegele-: played
-•'^"'•"""S,"?'';,
I
Scarlatti and Gluck in a
and without
per with fine tonal duality
canie the
-deration of simplicity. Then w o
by Weber,
'/d l^rhorse sired
u
remembered, was a bii.ua

Mr

when he was

sliDuid be
Snist us well as a ^on.vose.^^^was i idden ^es'.
tic^operas. This horse
there w;.,s
terday at full speed .and
if
«ot have been well

"*But"would

1

I

it

^Naegele had 'put
Mr.

his la«t

oh,thX^^^;i:rns%nrstoL:%umake
lAhoveThe^an^nTcTty'that broke

(

j

Tansman Is a young Pole who
has lived for some y^;ar9 In Paris. As a
composer he has the fertility of a rabThU SlnfonletU Is for a small
bit.

noon by Miss Leglnska, who will also^
play Beethoven's seldom heard piano
concerto in B flat major. The program
Club at
of the Boston Flute Players'
the Boston Art Club In the afternoon
here
of
performance
first
give
will
HlU's Sonata for flute and piano (Messrs
HlndePaul
and
Sanroma)
Laurent and
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Near the end of Chopin's
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surely won forever the
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hen ine ear
compositions, or songs.
receptive more
and the mind are more
capable of judgment.
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of ..^ppUent
ilf N.-u-<le is a pianist
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Jean
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afterthe
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conducted
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Oh, the bonny

grouP n

place?
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(For As the World
of Boston.
Oh. the bonny hills
How dear they are to me,
Tho' many a sea
f^i""
j,,,,
like theei
There's no other place
singing toward the
Thy rivers sweet go
.
laughing sea
and the
Neponset and the Mystic
minstrelsy.
of
Charles

I

i
flat majo
minor,
flat
uo

Hungarian Rhapsody, No.
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she let bigness drop >n*-,° "0'^%consider
Miss Byrd, if only she would
turn her atrhythm, soberly, and would
design, could ^
tention to the orinciples of
of
make of herself In no t!me a P'^nist
nighr
noteworthy parts, for already last
unusual
an
she showed in her technique
and
sensitiveness to beauty, and here
Bartok pieces,
the
in
instance,
for
there
is
there
that
she made it clear enough
with her
nothing inherently wrong
dull
rhythm Not for a minute was she and
—that, after all, is the main thing— her
consider
her
Let
=he has magnetism.
«• ^- ^ways a little.
tion,

I

.on an audience
s heavy burden
>^f- ^rsumably a.uiable?" For tRls
Naegele, n,ueh
JrelZCisco in modern dress,
iNaegeie
Mr. j^^^^je
to many,
vine- "much"
other ways.
shortened bis program in
as follows: S;;^'-lat U.
It rea^ ve.slerda.v

th

broke

fln^jg

she tried to
the rhythmic beat because
second movement,
rlay it too fast. The
so s ow
played
she
on the other hand,
melodies
U was hard to follow the
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Hubay and Nachcz.

BedettI,
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the
artillery
10 bring out his heavy
playing for his first r^^<^^%^'^
Bach's
of
o^Sf " ^ ; "'^l^
Transcription
Pondeilng n s
and Fugue In G minor.
he probwatches,
pfogra^? in the night
"Why should I put
ablv said to himself.
pre-

There are to be Interesting concerts

i|

like that
with a snap f

,
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next Sunday. At Symphony hall In the
afternoon Roland Hayes, tenor; at night
Dorothy Diamond, soprano, assisted by!

Then leave the rest to the paseago of
time.

:

oy

that Miss Brrd Jiher rhjthmicl
not yet fully developed
of proportio^M
^ei'si nor ye^^ her sense
Hayon s
of
composure
The elegant
rhythm c
{heme she damaged by a
restlessness which did not f a^J-°
Hensel s
buoyancy. Not <^usting fully
caprices, of
imaginative powers, by
music
.™ythm, she made his pretty

°'But'thrpUy
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left

piece,

brilliant
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friendship,

cade."

By PHILIP

After two years with Sevclk, he
toured in European countries, going In
1922 to London. He made his first appearance In New York In February.
Since then he has toured from
1924.
On
the Pacific coast to the Atlantic.
Saturday he will play John Ireland's
Franby
music
also
Sonata in D minor,
coeur, Florello, Tartlnl, PugnanI, Go^lmark, Dvorak, Confalonieri, Manojlo-

to our ranks
Those soldiers, all German,

r

mon knack,

1

•

16.

Yet Invite

Ten years are

summer?"
what was

to

the Zagreb Conservatory

with gore.

Let those who

music

judgment
viduality as well as
with a nne
She is blessed besides particular foi
t^hniqufe, remarkable in
in chords,
Us beSui ful tone, sonorous
fleet-running scales,
clear as crystal in
more
con-J
highly colored everywhere; pianist who
any
=iS.ently than almost
^^'^
use
to
fear
does no";
^^..^^^
^^-"f
^n "ncom
Bvrd avoids harsh sounds, at
too, she has

PIANO RECITAL;

Zlatko Balokovlc, violinist, who will
play here next Saturday afternoon, was
bom at Zagreb, where he began to
study the violin at the age of 10. He
was graduated with special honors at

cf the gas masks, the trenches,
the vermin
covered
Blind, armless, legless men

can, forstt

\,

an^adi^i-

surely

pomtless.

the local room.
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It
telephone all day yesterday.
seems that Mr. Moore had torn It out
by the roots and scattered It all over

store.

Whose methods

oiseau

m

that

children
.

last

They pointed

I
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Si

now seWom ^eard

.onata

f^ifh of the roughness that marked
his playing earlier in the evening.
accompanist,
his
as
Miller,
..iisb
In
nlayed exceedingly well, especially
and
impressionists
tlie
of
music
the
u.
E.
their modern counterparts.

Doc Moore had returned from

have a baby

marched

what might be

i^^s^B^^d
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home no more.

and mothers,

Hntcheson Ride

Charles Naegele gave a f-^^^J^M
yesterday afternoon
good si^e ex
There was an audience of program ^a.
uberantly applausive, The
first sent om_
changed from the one
pro.n.sed
former one Mr. Naegele

Of

—

Alt

^^deL.

r^um'n
.

Important, Jlr. Moore must come to the
phone at once. In mad desperation Mr.
Moore went.
"Quick," said Mr. Moore, "It's only
10 minutes to the dead line and I'm not
half through." "Is this Mr. Moore?"
asked a sweet voice over the phone.
"Yes, yes," gasped Mr. Moore, "wh.at
Is this Mr. Moore, the music
la It?"
"Mr. Moore, the
critic?" "Yes, yes."
music critic of the Tribune?" "Yes, yes,,
YES." "Well, Mr. Moore, I am very
much Interested In grand opera and I
wanted to ask you, for,, of course, as
this Is a musical matter you would be
"Call me tomorthe one to know "
row," gasped Mr. Moore. "Mr. Moore,
I wanted to ask you, did Galll qurcl

November
...,„»
Can we forget all that went before?
Our sorrows and losses,
In Prance the white oroBses,
-wUl come
sons, fathers, brothers, who

of the trave men who
there before
Lieavlng their homes, wives,

Henselt,

Children's Pieces;

NAEGELE GIVES

of
While we soon enter the eleventh

Think

Poeme Fantasque-Opus
8,
l"- No 10,
Study-opus 6u, Study-Opus
Bartok
10, No. 8
Study-Opus
Chopin,

Opus

with adjectives. He sat
at his desk and the copy poured from
his smoking typewriter while three office
boys "took tt running." Then came a
Without lookcall from the telephone.
ing around old Doc Moore said: "Tell
now."
The tete'em tomorrow, too busy
phone continued to call. It was most

following lines

eleventh

I

—

maintain such a high level of
interest in his playing throughout a
program as did Mr. Leedy last night.
It speaks well for his past and present and even better for his musical
future.

the

this

played

Jordan hall.
program last
Minor; MacHaydn, Variations in F
Scrlabin, Caresse
Dowell, Keltic sonata;
In thirds from,
Dausee Opus 57, Study
4o
in

night

i

fairly seethed

Seldom indeed does so young an

hlU

Winifred Byrd,. pianist,

had been In wonderful voice, Polacco
had been superb, the audience had Included all the beauty and wealth and
artlstocracy of Chicago old Doc Moore

exquisite.

March up the
November,

MISS BYRD PLAYS

>

the opening night of civic grand operaRosa Ralsa
It had been a great night.

of

were written for
The
thr«e eons
The Herald by a mother of
waj.
who went to Franca In tha world
Only two rstumedi

was

It

artist
j

f

Mr.

fa.'it

tliundered to
great wa.'" the Joy of the audience.

and recurrent little tunes, ga:
and melancholy, strident and martial
that he did his most consistently flnf

(Chicago Tribune)
in the dark hours after mid-

night. Old

group was of distinct and unusual
charm as he played it. This is also
true of the Szymsnowslsi Mazourka,
which is a little thing indeed, but

I

but as

and al tlnit.'s
the right and the left,

Throughout, his tones wei
playing.
Irloh and firm, although at times, in thi
more excited episodes, there was a

MUSIC CRITICS GO MAD

WHY

pianisthe
simo.
Of the two "first Boston performances," we confess a preference for
the Copland "Passacaglia" rather
than the Stravinsky. The Ravel

i

We

statellness.

yesterday,

Napgeie played very

i

solid

Mr. Nwwroan will give th« first of five
Travel Talks In Symphony hall tomorrow night and Saturday afternoon. His
subject will be "Norway and Sweden."

—

j

cei
ertain

this

all

'olotiaise, <>veu this]
one," has a certain

I

I

to say by way
he says it clearly,

He has much

poser he approaches and he speaks
well in the several languages he has
chosen for his musical medium.
His technic is more than ample
it is so surely grounded as to slip
almost unnoticed into the background, as it should always but does
with few players. Rhythm and the
turning of a phrase are among his
strong points. Tone runs the entire
gamut without the least hardening

j

a

ini.ssod

"

tht-

-.blowTi

fl^

'

aetinltely, but with emphasis unmistakably his own. There is obvious a
careful consideration of every com-

I

Now

j

t

he gives his rein whic"
Apparently, he feels that he

music and

•

violinist,

,

wav

artist
01 his

dignity,

Other pieces
to be played by him are by Qluck as
seen by S.caiiibatI and Brahma: Liszt's Bruch.
,
*
transcription of Bach's O minor fugue;
a violinist
It Is curious to come upon
Weber, Chopin (eight pieces by him), whose strongest point is not his techRavel, Mllhaud, Debussy and the Hun- nlque. a violinist of a fine Intelligence
atj
garian Abbe Liszt.
'and Imagination whose bowing Is
Winifred Byrd, pianist, will play totimes somewhat Insecure. Yet such a
night music by Haydn, MacDowell (Kel- violinist is Louis Siegel, an Interesting
tic Sonata), Scrlabin, Chopin, Bartok,
program maker, whose
Tedesco and musician and
Tchaikovsky,
Henselt,
playing last evening was marked by a
Ilutcheson's transcription of the, Ride
a
subtle poetry, an emotional richness,
of the Valkyries.
rhythmic fervor and restraint.
will
orchestra
Symphony
The Boston
Much of this early edglness of tone
give a concert in Sanders's Theatre,
wore off, and If at times the opening
Cambridge, tonight. Weber, overture to
sonata of Leclair sounded very much
to
prelude
Debussy,
"Buryanthe";
agitated duel between violin
"Afternoon of a Fawn"; Dukas, "The like an
'and piano, with the Malipiero, they
Sorcerer's Apprentice," and Tchaikovwere both In the mood. And from here
sky's "Pathetic" symphony.
ion, through the limpid and trickling
"Fountain" of SzymanowskI, the lanThe Musicians' Enterprises, Ino., of guld and lovely "Gondollera" of SganiNew York, a society formed for the bet- bati, and Maliplero's haunting little song
terment of the artistic and financial Ifrom a distance, he played with cool,
conditions of musicians, elected these
firm tones, with nuances and a rhyth
officers at Its annual meeting held on
mic zest. At times In the Garden scentNov. 6; ManfreM Malkln, president; Jo- his high notes seemed somewhat precaArthur
vice-president;
seph Malkln,
and his bowing was not alway;
Arthur rious
Kraft, second vice-president;
smooth.
Loesser, treasurer; Mark Avramo, secBut It was In the Scotch fantasy of
retary.
Bruch, long and repetitious, with it

public, ant
has an obligation to his
their good
so does not impose on
internature by iirnecessarily long
missions.
young
A'«o he Is an interesting

I

hall last evening Louis Sle
with Jessie Miller as his

hm kneyed,

gave the following program: Sonata in C minor (Le Tombeau),]
(ari5ean Marie Leclair (1697-1764)
ranged by Slegel): Sonc: from the Distance, Mallplero; Fountain of Arethusa,
Szymanowski; Garden Scene, Korngold;
The Fountain, Schumann-SieRel; GonDe-^
dollera, Sgambati; Dance of Fuck,
Max,
Fantasy.
Scotch
bussy-Slegel;

his recital this afternoon.

|

TomMenuet. Riaaudon. from "Le
Sonate,
beau de Couperin." Ravel;
1.
Straviuskv; Mazourka. Op. 52. No.
Barbaro,
Alle.8:ro
Szvnuinowski;
parfums
Ban6k: "Les sons et les
Valse
tournent dans I'air du soir."
Romantiaue, Debussy; "The Ox-Cart
Exposition),
(from Tableaux d'une
MoHSsorgsky; Seguidillas. Albeniz.
Mr Leedv is to be commended tor
citals.

]

accompanist,

Apropos of Satle's Oynmopodles (ancient dances of Sparta), Charles Naegele,
pianist, will play the first and third at

\aron

the

At Jordan
gel,

Bourree.
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ALlToVER NOW

As the World Wags:
The "sure-thing" claims

dates

m

of the candielection rethe recent Boston

»

,

the brilliant and audamlght have done. A year

We

<><

"ar
aragar).
Maiden.

>

.

'

clerk of the

Ucpro^ent*1

Peiich

B. K.
ito for

mayor

Miiil tlic

pprn-

boasts

nt

of

MS w t»re word Gen. Peach
la the next edition of
nn Transcript, of which Kimball
lie
of the editors, appeared a
"Toil can't always tell the size
.

vKli.iioil.

a poach crop by the blow!

of

AGO.

As the

'U'orld Wags:
local li.ink has

A

Just sent me a
ndvertlslngr the opening: of a now
bvii-eau. which states among other
thiit
they "will gladly submit
tive Itineraries."
Do you think
rulses would include the Folles
OS
In
Paris and the Sultan's

'

IN MODO
This Is the way Mr. Ernest Nouman
knifes tenors In London:
"On Thursday we w<>nt with a srood
deal of expectation to hear a now tenor,
Mr. ToUft' Bonner, sing the Flower Sons
from 'Carmeh.' I had In my pocket
that morning's paper, containing a report of an Interview with Mr. Bonner.
feel,' he had modestly said, "that I
'I
am only beginning to know what I
must know before I can really know
anything about singing; and it will b«
another Ave years berore 1 know even
ia little.' U is not often that 1 Imvo the
felicity to be of the same mind as a
tenor with regard to his powers."

8UAVITER

'

'

CONCERNING
(From tluiubort

'

Here

Constantinople, or can you
something more suggestive?
BOSTON BILL.

in
St

•

of

Shaw,
and truth

lies

life

G. B. S.
Walfe's Lampoons)
who made a jest

—and

they'd see that he

mankind,

i

I

'

'

I

!

i

'
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j
I
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j

i

How

was leading them
j
i

.Vs

several articles

Sinfoiiietta

:fgarding the so-called "Blxby letter"
written by President Lincoln In November. 1865.
Lincoln on the same day wrote a let-

0

Phillips of Stockthe age of 104 vears
for Lincoln at

Mass.—at

had cast

his

conductor, took place yesterday after-

noon

ballot

November election— thanking him
his support and congratulating him
the worthy example he had set for
:he coming generation. Within a
comaratlvely short time I received a letter from a Stockbridge lady In
which
-<he wrote that the aged deacon
died in
.'k^prll,
1S66. and was buried in Stockbridge. She also stated that her
father,
still living at the advanced
age of 91
years, was present at a reception
given
the deacon on the 100th anniversary
of
his birth and also assisted him
to his
carnage after he had voted at the

was

1

1

i

is

„
Fall

ROLAND

r,.

P.

As

There are a few he men left.
I read recently that a wife
put too much
sail
m the soup, so her husband

smashed her with the tureen. I know
f a man
who, when there was a fall
snow, shovelled it off his sidewalk,
wife came along and stamped the
now off her shoes on to the clean sidealk.
He socked her with the snow

f

ris

STAR-EYED EDWARD
SPUNK WATER

As the World Wags:
Spunk water and warts. Full instructions,

including

Mark Twain's

rhyme,

are

given

"Tom Sawyer."

in

Two

other methods are discussed. (1) Burying halt a bean Imbued with blood from
the wart and (2) heaving a dead cat
after devils at night in a churchyard
after the recent burial of a bad man.
It was in pursuit of this method that
all the
trouble started as Tom and
Huck witnessed a murder. Cooley of
"The Toilet" would not include such

method, I am sure.
Cambridge.

AS

VERITAS,

WE SAY

for

composer

IN

SPANISH

As the World Wags:
^Vhatever may have been the Interest
In the discussion of "tango-tangano,"
your correspondent "Knowloon" or his
"a' quaintance in Manila," is straining
:nr for explanations of "tango,"

have the verse
companions either
pronounced Spanish better than did the
soldiirs in Manila, or, what Is more
likely, one who knew little of Spanish
but

erred in reducing the noted
versM to writing. In place of "tango"
supply "tengo," present indicative of
the Irregular verb "tener," and one has
good Spanish, with the exception of the
last line, to wit:
(I

have no) tobaco.

No tengo papel (paper)
No tengo dinero (money)
Gosh darn

it

to hell!"

Irregular Spanish verbs present pitfor the unwarj'.
Witness the
girl who, wishing to be especially polite to a pompous don, said:
"Please swallow my horse!" when she
no' ui have said
"Please bring my
hoi
She remembered the rule to
e
the infinitive following "please,"
but she did not know that the imperative "traga" (bring) had little likeness
to its infinitive "traer." so that the in-

falls

American

'

:

.

j

j

!

last?)

Tansman has not followed blindly In the footsteps of these
men. He has his own scheme; he can
speak with his own voice. The first Allegro, the second movement (in Mazurka
form) and the finale (Fugue and Tocca-

sounds; It is not simply experimental;
there are definite ideas and they are
interesting in themselves, however curiously they may be clothed at times.
There are pages that might be considered as thought out for the piano,
rather than the orchestra, but there is
also an audacious use of instruments,
solo; and In combination, that is not
displeasing. The third movement, a Nocturne, Is charming, though no doubt the
ultra-conservatives will not agree to

hard for some to pay atthis.
It
tention to any music that is out of the
well-worn ruts in which so many composers, especially those of low degree,
have contentedly plodded, knowMng that
they will be regarded as not dangerous
to the community; not realizing that
they have not the courage (perhaps not
the ability) to strike out new paths
for them.selves, nervous if they should
stray, though a little, from the longtrampled, dusty road.
Debussys orchestrated with exquisite
taste the two Spartan dances of that
is

j

New t_ Th
the crafty, contemptible
motif was finely worked
"^l,^;^;'^.
"^""^^
lams from the time that
was •"'I"'®'"".
Ing to the village,
him
a

f

watch
hL mill which seemed to
with a sinister "P'"""'"" marry
?"„i,Bh
fooiisn
^.^^
to
wedding day. about

Remember
strange being, Erik Satie.
that at the Gymnopaedia, the festival of
paid
homage
"naked youths," there was
to the Spartans who had fallen In battle
at Thyrea: but in these sacred dances
of Satie there Is no beating of the
breast, no shedding of tears, no shrieks
There is a classic
lamentation.
in
serenity, the beauty of a Grecian frieze
Simple as this
rites.
depiinlng the last
music Is, it Is more impressive than
many elegies for s\vollen and resounding orchestra. Would not the performance, beautiful as it was, have been
still more noteworthy If the chords for
the harps in the second dance had been
plucked with greater emphasis, to set
firmly the rhythm, to establish the
stately mood? These chords yesterday
Furthermore, a
were hardly audible.
slightly quicker pace for the second
danc? might have been of btfiefit.
The highest compliment that could be
paid the late Felix Mottl as a transcriber of Chabrler'B Bourree Is that he or-

.

^m

hl.n the
Llndarthis mill smiled on
^'^l"' '<=,^'
was Ironical, almost a

U

^.1,'";

of

in

move Into the »"le,Xm8:
Mr.
rattling good story,
„^ village
farm and
a capital study of
nature.
human
life; also of

not have to

A

THEN AND NOW
As the World Wags:

said that a man
In the old days 'twas
lamp post gave
leaning up against a
post was loose
indication that either the
T'me« Jiave
tight.
was
man
or the
changed. In these modern
voltage
greater
and
ternal combustion
the lamp post or
the man springs over

I

1

man
^1^ns,"?oo, have changed. A
leanmg'up against a l^-Paoject y^-sig
of
adays is simply a case
'

man

despairing of a chance

nation, the
through
?o cro;3 the street
I

wie

Loose

traffic.

traffic

"s automoand a t^ght

street.

Fltchburg.

MR. ADAMS HAS
As the World Wags:

How

THE FLOOR

of
admirable are the reactions
of Belgium, which

Mme. Vandervelde

the welfare
you recently related, as to
of brethworkers, uplifters and keepers
States!
generally, of these United

Iren
If

anything.

In.

the course of nature,

—

a
mental manifestations
""<l«"to°dvery different force, be It
the unity of these Lnlted

and

man's

ever destroys
of tne
States it will be the resultant
varieties, and
efforts' of the 57 different
^he
then some, of the welfare
soft- job workers, the
^h*,
Ptt:
ers, the propaganda ^•"'''^[.t
secrete
secretaries of busy bees ^hlch
United States
no honey, with which these
If any plan which
are now afflicted.
....v.
Insured the
absolutely insuicu
aosoiuteiy
_P«'"t"!ri',.^*
Presented^
peace in the world ever were

;

^

In

'

This reproach could not be brought
against Mr. Koussevitzlty's interpretatation.
Intenselj' dramatic as a whole,
it abounded in contrasts that were not
too episodic, but were essential to the
general conception and the gorgeous
musical picture of the Orient. An interpretation that was elastic, yet firmly
The performance, both in solo
knit.
work and in ensemliLe, was one long
to be remembered.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
The program of next week is as follows: Mozart, Overture to "The Magic
Flute"; Beethoven, Symphony No. 4, B
Flat Major; Copland, Music for the
Theatre (four movements; Mss; first
Wagner, Prelude and
performance)
Love-Death from "Tristan and Isolde."

ta) are amusing tn the larger, more libAXHiile the
eral meaning of that word.
expression is decidedly free, the music
of
Is not merely a rambling succession

my

Epolliiig

"No tengo

I

they,
If the movements are short,
nevertheless, contain many Ideas worthy
The .comof respectful consideration.
poser has lived In Paris for the last
No doubt he learned there
five years.
by hearing the later works of Stravinsky and those of the younger PYenchmen that surprising results could be obtained from the skilful use of a few

-h ^'ar slang did

hi 'luotes,

by Ben Ames WilUims
Post^ We rushed
the Saturday Evening
store and vroc^^^^
to the corner drug
'
a copy of the magazine.
^Ve were
We knew It all the time!
finally get
would
-wmill
the
"^re'thlT
Plots."

of

dal-root."

instruments; but

Hooray!

shovel.

lias

minutes. The question naturally arose:
How long would a symphony by this

!

World Wags:

the

He

performed last March In Paris,
a double quintet of wind and
string instruments, piano, trumpet, two
trombones and some percussion instruThe movements are short.
ments.
(Not long ago a Slnfonietta by Tchereprine performed In London lasted 50

TILLSON.

ALL UP FOR OUR SEX!

in his 29th year.

"A Ma

of
to bring the conclusion

day

of "Scheherazade" that it is too heavily scented;
music that cloys with
"Strange spice and flower, strange savor
of crushed fruit,
And perfume the swart kings tread
underfoot
For pleasure when their minds wax
amorous.
Charred frankincense and grated san-

One sees him writing
not been idle.
music night and day, and with both
hands, for the list of his compositions
This Slnfonietta, in
is already long.
four movements, written In 1924 and
is

also on the face

River.

Is

was

tossing

for the

Kalandar of the three.
Some have complained

;

first

int private secretary to the
Presl-

His autograph

i

The program

as

Tansman

It would be Interesting to
kftow the
whereabouts of this letter. As for the
nyelopa In which It was mailed, that
y In my possession, having been
given
to
me by a Providence commercial
friend three or four years ago
It was
given to him by his brother, a resident
of -Rorcester, who framed the
original
nter for some one, say 10 or 15 years
?o.
The addre.,s reads: "Deacon John
IS,
Stockbridge, Massachusetts,"
in the handwriting of
John Hav
11

hall.

zade."

ISfio.

f the envelope.

Symphony

(first

II

electiott in

in

follows: -tansman, Slnfonietta
time In this countrj-l Satle-Dethese
bussy, Gj-mnopedies (first time at
concerts); Chabrier-Mottl; EourreePantasque; Rlmsky-Korsakov, "Schehera-

le

ir

Xovembor

HALE

The nfth concert of the Boston Symphony orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky,

Deacon John

"•r to
lidgo,

Tansman

by

By PHILIP

It

'^"^

>
-

•chlng
bedH at night wait with
Thu
dawn. For was iwt that

not giving an interlinear translation in tones of this or
that tale from "The Thousand Nights
and a .Vight"! He intended at first to
give only the title "Scheherazade" to
the Suite, and Prelude, Ballade, Adagio,
Finale to the four movements. As it is,
one can find what one pleases. One can
find the Princess Budur, the princess of
radiant beauty and the astonishing
praatlcal Joke, or any princess borne
off oy Jinniyah or Ifrit.
One can descend into the crj-pt with one Kalandar
or enter the fatal chamber high on the
mountain with the most unfortunate

A LINCOLN LETTER
the World Wags:
Some weeks ago I saw

how shrewd

sensible,

Rlmsky-Korsakov

lest

•t«adUy to Jerusalem,

uiiiiently

'

!

waited

day as those

respectable Chai'Ioa
ilir
It
hlln orchoMtrated thI.M Botirree.
IS said that h« enfleavored "to dlBonnnisical
element
of
essentially
gage the
the work without emphasizing the comleal." There Is nothing so comical In
the nourree as Koechlin's endeavor.
ShoviUl he be praised for his com ago In
putting Mottl aside? Then let us pmlse
the daring man who Is announced as an
Illustrator of Balzac's "Contes Di olaIgnoring the fact that liustave
tlques,
Dore had dono (his In marvelous fashion; 'let us praise the rash American
who followed Tennlel as an Illustrator
of Alice's adventures. The performance
of the Bourree yesterday was one of
dazzling virtuosity
Inspired by
Mr.
Koussovitzky'3 fiery, yot always musical
reading.
As eloquent and as remarkable was
his interpretation of "Scheherazade."
I

NFMAN OPENS
w
.............

,1

-uW

Mr. K. M. N6wnu«_«ars la^ night
-i,^.^°^'t,"Sow:r^
powers, there would go
Bymphory hall, the first of five Travel governmental
the
squawk that would go roundthose
Talks. The series Is entitled "The Heart up a
as the dying Vitterance of
world
1925."
The
of
Impressions
(Of Europe!
were made jobless. If the internaBUbJect last night was "Norway and who
degenerated
of those born and
Sweden," though Sweden was visited tionalism United
States were Permitted
in these
UnUed
at its apparent end, a
This is Mr. ITewnMin'B 17th season to arrive
the World,
He is always a welcome States of
la Boston.
winebibbers
the
as
up
would go
Visitor; and not only because his stlU squawk
liquor
southern Europe and the hard
fcnd motion pictures are contempora- of
of lis northern states outconsumers
store
the
neous, not brought out from
and
Prohibitionists
national
room to add to a few of today not only voted the generally of these dependent
because they are admirably taken, Ku Kluxers
sometimes with great dlflflculty and at state sovereignties.
apNo text from the past seems moremisbodily risk; but because he Imparts his
propriate for these woozy-minded,
information in a pleasant manner, not
for"God
guided souls than that one:
pedantically, as a teacher in a class
know not what they
room not condescendingly and In a give them; they
bored manner but as a keen obsejyer, do'"
or
My own mind, possibly pervertedoutcurious about men, women, civilized or
even diseased, in its relation to the has
barbaric about manners, customs, bepourings of soul of these persons
liefs, traditions, all that pertains to huof wholeoften conceived the thought
manity. He enjoyed what he saw he
the one
sale assassination which seemed
wishes the audience to enjoy It with him.
Vandervelde for the
first aid to Mme.
Not without good cause does he address
these
In
re-establishment of sanity
"My friends."
the people in the hall
I confess that I had
A mere sj-nopsis of the Travel Talk will United States.
with
incidents of "something lingering,
show Its wide scope: the beautiful city
Initial
boiling oil" as a corollary to the
Varmof Stockholm and Its suburbs;
womanlisweeter
her
In
She,
nurpo.se.
land with Its scenic charm; the eight
But even
ness, does not Insist on that.
parishes of Dalarna, with pictures ol
without frills, the Belgian gentlewornan
Slljar
in
the
Ijake
worn
the costumes
Hon
Belgian
The
road.
right
Is on the
district;
the home of Anders Zom; i
The American eagle
Is an Individualist.
visit of the King and Queen, then It
so
fl'es
lie
but
is also an Individualist,
contrast a description of the logging Inof the
high that the collective eye
dustry in central Sweden. The audlenc
representpeople of the United States,
Ablsko, th<
Is taken further north:
upon them
ed by those they have thrust
Swedish national parte; the Laplanders
see him.
cannot
them,
represent
to
and how they live north of the Arctic
ABEL ADAMS.
Amherst, N. H.
circle, beneath the midnight stm.
Then Norway; Hammerfest, the cod
(From the Charlestown News)
scenes from the North Cape;
fishery;
LOST
otlier flsherles; Trondhjem, the Fjords;,
female, black
Bergen, the home of Ole Bull and EdA white, long haired,
Peggie.
vard Grieg; at last Chrlstlanla, now
nose, black left ear and eye.
owner,
her
name,
Oslo.
to
known by Its ancient
K ndly return
And with the interesting and often
As the late Frank E. Chase once realways
beautiful pictures, there was a wealth
marked. "The lost woman Is
Is often
given,
one
man
chats
Information
as
of
found, and the loose woman
with another, telling of his adventures
tight."
.
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;
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'
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;

;
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foreign lands.
The Travel Talk will be repeated
afternoon. The subject next week will
be "Berlin and Germany." There have
been so many requests for the "Wild,
Animal and Savage Life" motion pictures shown ftnjr seasons ago. that they
will be seen in Symphony halt next
month on the 18th and 19th.
P. H.
in

'

As,

th«

World Wags:

has not
Is it possible that Mr.»leagh
heard of the Association of Electrsglsts,
In
International? No, I seem to detect
inquiry a spirit of levity, in which
his

—

—

I

Repertory
speech at the opening of the
^vrote for
Sheridan
nor
Boston said that neither Shakespeare
Allfen in his

,f

Hr-^A
dramatists had the tired
sure that neither one of these
he
and
theatre
the
was a man of
business man in view? Shakespeare
of
composed
was
audience
His
was practical. He ^Tote for the public.
Is it not
the groundhngs.
apprentices,
shopkeepers,
swells, merchants,
man in this crowd roared with laughter
t,o.sible that some tired business
Juliet." the porter s speech
.t\he unseemly jesting in "Romeo and
Quickly and Doll Tearsneet?
Dame
Falstaff,
with
"Macbeth." the scenes
Lets be
this man.
say to himself. "I must not amuse

U Mr

,

.

the character, as your latter-day comedian conin the letter-scene, which is one mass of idiotic
gags. To the same trad'tional mi.'^readi.'ig of the part belong the ridiculous and offensive imit^itions of Julia's singing, dancing, and so forth,
in which Acres indulges in his first scene." What Mr. Archer said of Arthur Williams, who played Acres in 1805, may be said of Mr. Wilson in
this scene. "In these (Iknitations) he simply wallowed." Mr. Archer did
not profess puritanical reverence for Sheridan's text, but he saw "no
reason why wc should c'lerish with superstitious tenderness the silly and
vulgar traditions that deform the part of Acres."
"T>.(}

-\lle'»

ceives

m

Did Shakespeare
hlgh-browed.

What

money

is

in

him

m

"

"

.*

till he comes to the bittferly reproachful end
have that within that passeth show
These but the haberdasheries, the. cloakings and
Suitings, the battings and booUrigs of woe!"
I

is

my

Mrs. Babbitt (Eunice

point,' continued

Uncle Fogie. 'Final-

i

j

Humphrey

Allen) an

Artist of Rare Accomplishment
Friends of the late Mrs. George F. Babbitt (Eunice Humphrey Allen)
have informed us of interesting incidents in her life. She was, indeed, a
remarkable woman, remarkable aside from her musical career; remarkable
for the sweetness and at the same time the force of her character, her
generous spirit, her sense of humor which never allowed her malicious
speech concerning fellow artists, though she could be outspoken against
musical pretenders and musical S'hams. And she was remarkable by reason
of the spirituality that illuminated her life and sustained her through a
long and trying sickness, courageous, cheerful to the end. Those who
knew her %vill cherish her fragrant memory and hope to profit by her
example.

ti-oduecd

Jefferson's

was
they treated that inanimate thing as if it
any
of
plane
intellectual
the
below
infernal machine, a comic effort
the Fiske
Even
to be.
supposed
are
they
boobies
human beings, eves^the
length.
performance of last year went to the same
how long the senti"Macreadv did play Faulkland, which shows
Imgered as
Foote, Goldsmith and Sheridan hit so hard,

when

m

mentalism, which

*

from Sheridan himself
^"^.proSably Warren was 'twenty miles away'
theatrical
Rivals' is one of man-handling by
'The
of
history
whole
the
for
of efforts to make Sheridan s play
tradition,
of
gagging,
of
journeymen,
kneen wit. Perhaps his was so even in
a thing of broad humor, not of
play produced and may have been as
the
wanted
Sheridan's time, for he
inevitable ending of 'The Profligate be
doc'le as Pinero, when he let the
ought to cut away the actual
made over, but the play is there and we
reads Mrs. Drew s prompt book
one
If
revivals.
present
in
Slliness
one stands aghast at its crass ignorance,
?he Shaw collection at Harvard,
of Sheridan's purpose."

m

Julia and Faulkland
Of cour^^e concermng the interest in
"The Rivals" was revived in London
a'ways be differing opinions. When
of the inadequate treatment
years ago, William Archer complained
wi-ote Mr. Archer, is really a part
Lydia, Juli! and Acres. "Julia,"
are the only characters in which
wotth playing. She and Faulkland
Faulk and is an
psychology.
serious
to
approach
iSlan mafes any

'

'

Sty

S

we make

phraseology, is really a charming
reasonable allowance for differences of
they are figures of sober
womun. They strike us as dull, partly because
(for so we shou d
who have somehow strayed into a rattling farce
Carton had written it), partly
Mr.
or
Grundy
Mr.
if
Rivals'
daT'The
played by actors who curse their
because they are almost always carelessly
Mr. Brander Matthews tells
parts.
such
to
to condescend
fate in
play in New York, Julia was supus thJt when Jefferson revived the
pressed altogether!"

rSv

ha4g

Jefferson

Eunice Humphrey came to Boston from Maine, expecting to teach
the piano. The beautiful quality of her^voice became known. She was peri
suaded to improve nature's gift. She studied here with Clara Doria (Mrs,
Henry M. Rogers). "At the' age of 14, with her hair down her back, she
sang before the music committee of Tremont Temple, and was engaged
as soprano soloist."
Her reputation soon spread. She toured with the Mendelssohn Quintet
Club. "On this trip the train crew became so enthusiastic over her singing that they placed her portrait over the headlight of the locomotive."
She sang in many concerts and at many festivals. Perhaps her proudest
recollections were of her long series of engagements with 'Theodore
Thomas's orchestra. She accompanied him in his famous tour across
the continent.
One Sunday noon as she was leaving Tremont Temple
she received a telegram from him, asking her to come immediately to New
York. She went, not knowing what was required of her. Upon arriving
she was taken to a hotel.
piano and music were in her room. That
evening she sang at the Lexington Avenue Armory, without rehearsal,
without accompanist or orchestra. "The audience was so enthusiastic
that she was carried from the armory on men's shoulders." 'JTie critics
had much to say the next morning of a voice that could fill the huge
armory, and of the skill shown by giving a performance of great merit
with only two hours' notice and without rehearsal of any sort.

A

i

there will

how hast thou been transformed by

.

A REMARKABLE CAREER

in the last act, when, so far as
degree and giving them a reconciliation
was nothing to reconcile.
the drama was concerned, there
greatest offending was in the scene with

Oh, Bob,

.

j

and his production ol
not sure that the case against Jefferson
omitting Julia. Is
for
task
to
him
taking
by
•The Rivals' is strengthened
merely a sop
were
Faulkland episodes
there anv doubt that the Julia and
If 'The
time?
the
of
sentimentalism
to Cerberus, a concession to the
audiences, what can so
modern
for
length
tolerable
within
Rivals' is kept
number of performances which inwell go to the board? I have seen a
developing their quarrel in any
without
Julia and Faulkland,

Acre?;

inky knickerbockers,

from thought, ought not the
Make Hamlet into a kind ofi
Freudian villain; have the king accuse him of an Oedipus complex; prove
the complex; and end with Hamniie on bis way to an English san'"- 'nmj
P- H.
f or the Cure of the neuroseal"*

A am

And

my

" 'Ridiculum ad absurdum,

The Grand

Julia, if

aloti8

ly as style (see Newman) is inseparable
thought of the play also be adapted?

from Mr. Sherwin Lawrence
The Sunday Herald has received a letter
and interpolated gags:
Rivals,"
"The
of
versions
to
Cwk with regard

type?-and
^dSrable study-who does not know the

in the

'And so on
'But

is

my mind

Tis not

Nor custom-tailored suit of solemn black,
Nor natty tie and sombre blac.i cravat.
Nor mourning band around mV derby hat.

New Park.
Duchess and the Waiter," now playing at the
years and now wonders
He probably has seen "The Rivals" in past
mangled so that the
and
cut
been
has
comedy
the
at the manner in which
Boston.
of
Theatre
hardly intelligible at the Reperi;ory

David over the letter,

"respectable."

—

intent.
reading, not with "educational"
business man. He needs amusement,
Let us not frown on the tired
amuse-instruction takes a secondary placeand if the theatre does not
term. The tired
stand. "Amusement" is an elastic
it does not deserve to
his money at the box
that
forgotten
be
not
should
business man-and it
aesthetes
handed in by college professors and
office smells as sweet as that

"Twelfth Night" as

was that he was

my inky cloak, good mother,' if he's wearing a doubleHowever, it ought not to be hard to change
breasted Norfolk jacket?
the speech. The pnaopy-suited Dane ruight begin thus

first to ridicule

find pleasure in

in the part

Ti* not alone

Le

"To

of

found

Commonweal has this to say:
"It's only common sense that if we are to have Hamlet in plus fours,
we shall have to have a language to fit the fours. How can Hamlet say

minded when he wrote his
Was Sheridan thinking onlT^fth^rious
to educate the public to
solely
his loins,
plays? Did he sit down, gird up
would have been th
He
plane?
intellectual
spectators to a higher
not for closet
audience,
the suggestion. He wrote for an

-

to be

Apropos of recent performances of "Hamlet," Uncle Fogie

"strange opinion." (Did not Birbeck
statement that seemed to Boswell a
former
quote Dean Swift and Hume, the
Hill in his copious annotation
once;^
except
wrote
he
anything
from
saying that he n*^r got a farthing
because he
England"
°*
"History
his
undertook
thflatter saying that he
I think
all good books ("which
was tired of idleness and having perused
7)
occupation
languid
a somewhat
!• soon done found reading

plot

ke'^note

is

Toole, the favorite low comedian of London for many years, played
Acres in 1868. He was then complimented by Dutton Cook for his "commendable abstinence from a farcical rendering of the character." Was
All Cook had to say of
the Irving| who then played Faulkland, Henry?

dramatist, actor,

degree-may

it,

comparison with art?"

man,
No Shakespeare was an eminently practical
whether this or
did not ask at th« box office
who
theatre
the
of
man
ft
Williams as our
"divine
the
doubt
No
tired.
that would-be spectator was
have echoed the remark of Dr.
French friends used to c^ll him, would
^vrote except for money -a
ever
"No man but a blockhead
John.on:

of high

'l

tradition.^

man."

tired business

|

aiu is WiLsim foUowmg the former with aneciual luulsieps:
ami now 'oy
Mr. Ar^er had no patience with certain actors in London who had taken
the partA"If Acres must needs be vulgar (and I don't see the necessity)
at least itViould not be with the vulgarity of the music hall." Mr. Wilson
18 not vulgaryhe is broadly farcical, bul he realizes Acres's desire to polish, to polish. Mr. Archer speaks of "the fungoid growth" of gags and

5

Weston

—
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Mrs. Babbitt, always intent on vocal improvement, never satisfied
with what she had accomplished, studied diligently with the leading teachers of London and Paris. She was offered the position of imperial court
singer in Russia years before there was the suspicion that St. Petersburg
might some day be Petrograd, much less Leningrad. She chose to return
to the United States.

She and her first husband, Charles N. Allen, violinist, were for 25
successive years the artists engaged for Smith College commencement.
Year after year they gave pleasure at the musicales of the cottagers at
Newport, so much pleasure that these cottagers, returning to New York,
insisted on their presence at their musicales in that city.

Applauded as

A Garden is a Covesome Thing. GriffcF.
L.ani
Bridgo. Isobel and Love Went A-rtding.
1 1. dlcr, piani.
TUK.SDAY: Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Concert for the benefit
of the Students' Union. Mme. Toti Dal Monto, soprano,
(her first
appearance in Boston) assisted by David Blair Mc('lo.>(ky, bari-

..
trer and a singer ii
.
country, she was even better known perhaps in Boston as a ckurch
r, for her devotion was as conspicuous as her art and gave
her singspiritually emotional effect. This was well known to the congrega> of Tremont Temple, Berkeley Temple and the
Warren Avenue Bap-

Amur

.

I

i

Church.

ibi

Two years after the death of Mr. Allen she married George Franklin
Babbitt, the brilliant journalist who was for many years associated witli
The Boston Herald. Their life together wa? one of unalloyed happiness.
jSho no longer exercised her art in public but imparted her vocal knowledge
and influenced the character of pupils. After her marriage, as before, she
was quick to recognize talent in young musicians and as quick to assist
them in the development of it.
One of her intimate friends has well said of Mrs. Babbitt: "Her charity for others was measureless; her sublime faith "in God was
the strongest element in her character."

I

Dans

I

Steppe. Franck,

I

j

j

the delicate Air.

Marsh. Watts,

New York

String Quartet will play Erwin
Schulhoff's "Five
Pieces,
which were performed at a comparatively,
recent festival at
^a.zbury
He was born at Prague in 1894. He studied in
that city,
V ienna, Le.psic Cologne;
1913 gained the Mendelssohn prize
for piano
playing; m 1918 the same prize for composition
at the Berlin Hoch-Schule.
He IS decidedly a modern of the moderns. It is said that
in Tiis compositions he aims at natural expressionism and
the grotesque. "His style is
between Schoenberg's and Stravinsky's." He has
written symphonies and
other orchestral pieces, chamber music, a piano
concerto, songs, etc "He
builds his compositions on dance rhythms. Each
one of these five pieces
IS in a satirical vein; they are dance
forms in modern guise yet the
essential quality of each is retained, even
accentuated. It is altogether a
cheerful work, which may possibly give some
uncomfortable memories
to those who take their music too pedantically."

m

Catherine Pamilla Robinson~of All^ton. whose
father is a frequent
and valued contributor to the As the World Wags
column of The Herald is
°"
^^^'"^ P^^y^'^
s^^es of the South,
^-^if^^r^T^
^^K?^
the middle
West and
New England. Known in the theatre as Pamela
Robinson, she is taking the part of Julie De Witt
In "Adam and Eva "
now produced by Percival Vivian. She planned her
education with tho
purpose of becoming an actress. She attended the
public primary and
grammar schools, graduated from the Girls' Latin, and entered
Radcliffe
°" Romance Languages, specializing at the school
x")!,
Z""^^"'"'"^*^''
at
Berthier-en-haut.
Quebec.
After gaining her degree
"2
at. ^
Radchfl'e she finished at the Sorbonne, University
of Paris, and returned
'^"'''^^
^ costume model in the studios of PhiHp
i?
n? uHale,
William
Paxton, John Lavalle and other painters,
varying this with
occasional appearances in minor parts at
local theatres. Her abundance
of red hair and coloring made her services
in demand by the painters.
She saved sufficient money to finance a trip to New
York in search of a
permanent position. Julia Arthur, who always has
a kindly interest In
ambitious Boston girls, made her a member of
the Episcopal Actors'
Guild.

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

^

"

SUNDAY: Symphony Hall, 3:30 P. M., Roland Hayes, tenor;
William Lawrence, accompanist. See special notice.
Hollis St. Theatre, 3:30 P. M. People's Symphony orchestra.
I

Ethel Leginska, guest conductor. See special notice.
Boston Art Club, 3:30 P. M., 150 Newbury street, Dartmouth
Istreet entrance, Boston Flute Players Club, Messrs. Laurent, flute;
iGillet, oboe; Allegra. clarinet; Allard, bassoon; Valkenier, horn;
Sanroma, pianist. Thuille, Sextet. B flat, op. 6; Hill, Sonata for
flute and piano, dedicated to Mr. Laurent (first time>; Hindemith,
Kleine Kammermusik, op. 24, No. 2, for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn (first time here).
Symphony Hall, 8 P. M., Dorothy Diamond, soprano; Jean
Bedetti, 'cellist. Songs and Arias: Reichardt, Hoffnung; Schumann.
Die Lotusblume; Schira. Sognai. Pergoles, Nina. Mana-Zucca, Rachem. Charpentier, Depuis le Jour. Ravel, L'Enigme eternelle. Rimsky-Korsa^ov, Nightingale and Rose. Schindler, Mother Dearest
(Russian Folk Song). Reimann. Spinnerlicdchen. Georges, Hymne
au Soleil. Shalitt-Schindler, Eili, Eili, (by request). Salter, Autumn.
Ronald, Down in the Forest. La Forge, Song of the Open. 'Cello
pieces: Bedetti, Sonata
major (Adagio, Allegro), Locatelli,
Adagio. Boccherini, Rondo. Bruch, Kol Nidrei (by request). Delune
Libellule (first time in America). Cassada, Olle mi tierra. Mr. Goldberg, accompanist for Mme.' Diamond; Mr. Fiedler, for Mr. Bedetti.
MONDAY: Jordan Hall, 3 P.M., Amy Ward Durfee, contralto,
ll^ssisted by string quartet (Messrs. Thillois, Werner. Fiedler, Barth).
I \h! Rendimi, falsely attributed to Rossi, who never wrote an opera
Mitrane." Brahms. Botschaft. Mainacht. Meine Liebe ist gruen.
I
Tchausson, Le Temps des Lilas, and Les Papillons. Fourdrain, Alr Le Soir. Respighi, II Tramonto (with string quartet). Goatley,
I
I

I

I

A

I

_

Steinert Hall. 8:15 P. M. Olga Warren, colorWho is Sylvia. M. Ame, Tho Lass with
Hageman, Evening. Waller, On the Waters of tho
little page's song. Donizetti, Regnava nel silenzlo

A

j

I

,

j

i

Jordan Hall, 8 P-. M. The Apollo Club, Mr. Mollenhauer, conductor. Part songs by Krug, Sibelius, Trunk, Schumann, Irish Folksong (tenor solo by Eric Anderson), Rogers, Sullivan, Huhn, Strickland, Brahms (Rhapsodie with solo by Grace Leslie), Buzzi-Peccia.
Miss Leslie will sing "L'Ingrato mi abbandona" from "The Prophet"
and songs by Quilter, Strickland, Weaver and Burleigh
THURSDAY: Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M. The N. Y. String Quartet:
Beethoven, Quartet, F major, op. 18, No. 1. Schulhoff, Five Pieces
for string quartet (Alia Valse Viennese, Alia Serenata, Alia Czecca,
Alia Tango Milonga, Alia Tarantelle) first time in Boston. Ravel)
Quartet, F major. For remarks about Schulhoff, see elsewhere in
this section of the Herald.
FRIDAY:Symphony Hall, 2:30 P. M. Sixth concert of the Boston Symphony orchestra. Mr. Koussevitzsky, conductor. See special
notice.

SATURDAY: Jordan Hall, 3:15 P. M. David Blair McClosky.
baritone. Handel, Nasce al bosco. from "Ezio". Bach,
suesser
Tod. Carissimi, Vittoria mio core. G. Faure, Le Secret. Debussy.
Voici que le Printemps. Diaz, De I'art splendeur immortelle. Brahms,
Mai nacht. Wolf, Peregrina. Schubert. Die Allmacht. Rachmaninov.
Window and the New Grave (the two in Russian). RedBefore

Komm

My

man, Rose dark the Solemn Sunset. Converse, Adieux. Chadwick, A
Ballad of the Trees and the Master. Carpenter, Gitanjali, I am like a
remnant of a cloud of autumn. John Adams Loud, Sea Fever. Howard A. Slayman, accompanist.

Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Repetition ol .Friday's
concert. Mr, Koussevitzky, conductor.
he attempts to cast aspersions on the
principle of "Housewlrlng' with a conJOSEPH SQUILTCH.
science."
Fall River.
Etectraglst.

FOR THE HALL OF FAME
As the AVorld Wags:
Recently, when In Grenoble, I noticed
a sign, which, translated, runs as follows:

symphony

safTed the oceaSTlDlue. Ties of the heart
arc have! to break, there's good luck
enough for us all, so all go to supper

with old Dan Tucker and let the curfall on songs of other days, old
Good-bye,
th.Tt once were young.
old frienda, good luck to you, and bless
you, every one.
OLD BILtt JONES. JB,
tain

Bongs

PRIVATE POLICE
Curioz

Detective
C. B.

"Where do flies go in the winter?
They ought to go there in the summer."
(Fom sidewalk ttilk In a variety show.)

\

I

^

,

lo

arr.

("Lucia di Lammermoor"). Schumann, Im Wundcrschoenen Monat
Mai, Stille Liebe, Die Lotusblume. Fourdrain, Sur la terrasse
de
Saint Germain, L'Isba en flamraes.^Iassenet, Dans le Sentier. Rossini, Una voce poco fa ("II Barbiere di Siviglia">.
Harry Whittemore, pianist.

1

The

French

WEDNESDAY:

,

Mr. McClosky is a young baritone, born at
Oswego, N. Y. He came
Boston when he was 17 years old. and has studied
singing, theory and
harmony in this city. He succeeded the late Willard
Flint at the Church
i^^^u
of the Redemption.

Szulc, C+cir de lune. Old

atura soprano. Schubert,

'

notes about the concerts of this week may be of interest.
Paul Hindemith's "Kleine Kammermusik" and Edwin Burlingamo
Hill's new sonata for flute and piano will be heard
this afternoon at tho
concert of the Boston Flute Players' Club. Mr. Hill is known
as a wellgraced composer of modern, not too moderiT. tendencies, for he
respects
tonal beauty. Hindemith, born at Hanau in 1895, now
conductor of the
Opera House orchestra at Frankfort, is considered the most
promising of
the younger German composers. He has written at
least three one-act
operas, mucli chamber music, songs, etc. As a composer
of songs, he has
been heard in Boston.

to

La frocession.

by Ferrari, Les Cloches de Nantes. Brniim.x, Sapphischo
Ode. Wagner, Im Treibhaus. Schoenberg, Nun sag ich .lir.
Wolff, Ich bin cine
Harfe. Grieg, Zur Jonanni^nacht. Crist, What a little thing. Do
you think it was wrong, Nothin' to do. Scott, Lullaby. Horn, I've
been roaming. William Weston, accompanist.

A few

Olga Warren, coloratura soprano, was born in Texas.
She studied
pamting in Parjs. Her first appearance as a singer was
at the Nollendorf
Theatre m Berlin, in a series of Mozart performances.
She joined the
Denhof English Opera Company, one of the first to sing
the entire "Rine"
of Wagner in English. The world war broke
out; Mrs. Warren— she is
the wife of Frederick Warren—returned to this
country. She has already
'
been heard m Boston.

tone. See special notice.
Jordan Hall, 8:30 P. M. Rosamond Young Chapln. soprano. Bononcini, Per la gloria d'adoravi. Durante, Danzu,
danza. Caldara.
Come raggio di sol. r^rgolesi, Se tu m'ami. Scarlatti, Gin il sole
del Gange. Balakirev, Viens i)res do moi.
Grctehaninov,

SONGS OF OTHER DAYS
As the World Wags:
The following "poem"

i

CONCERNING FLIES
Is

written and

As the World Wags:
His efforts to
Pity the hungry fly.
earn a living are most commendable.
Every one admires a man who

respectfully dedicated to tt^ recitation
men of burlesque, with the Intention
of providing them with one more stone
to .throw at the audience.
The last

verse

Is

the best.

Bring back the songs of other days,

when you and I were young, when
Llna was a lady and Johnny carried a
gun, when you were all the world to
me, Susannah don't you cry, for you
were only sweet sixteen and sang sweet
little
coal black
to mammy's
who came from Dixieland, when
Mr. Shakespeare came to town with

lullaby
rose,

Alexander's band.
Those were the days, the palmy days
of moonlight on the sea, of white wings
never weary and even Dinah Dee, of
Anna May, Juanlta, of seeing Nellie
home to the old log cabin In the lane
There
near Maggie Murphy's home.
was music In the air then when all the
world was young, when Johnny Morgan
played the organ and his father beat

the drum, when comrades true would
never rue a good time for us all: after
the ball was over, turn the picture to
Bring Champagne Charlie
the wall.
back again, flU the glasses to the brim,
don't put me out In the rain, dar he
goes, dat's him, the old home ain't what
my brother go,
it used to be, please let
O 'vhisper that you love me out In the
Kiss me and I'll go to sleep on
s o-.v.
p.- bright golden sh^re, in the morning
by the bright light I will love you more

and more.
HomeleBS

night, Mollie oarllni,
are dried forever, I
Bennie's
don't care what happens to me, true
hearts can never sever. Last night I
dreamt of home, climbing up the golden
stairs; run home Levi, they always
to

tears

come

in pairs.

(Applause.)

we have missed you, don't you
go Tommy, don't go, when you and I
went gypsying a long time ago. I never
Willie

will forget you, kind hearts are ever
true, I loved you when 1 met vou, we

"paddles his own canoe" with no help
from relations or others. It Is obvious
ithat many avenues to a day's work are
closed to him. For Instance, he cannot
open the door to the pantry containing
the newly baked cake with Its coating
!

I
i

i

sugar,

of

if

the

enough to close

It.

cook Is thoughtless
And, oh! how tan-

talizing the aroma that seeps through
to his olfactories, as a colony of him
lights just outside.'

Meantime he is not above gleaning
a loaf of bread, partly consumed, lying upon the board, with a
sprinkle of crumbs will turn him from
elsewhere

—

Especially Is he
his quest of frosting.
appeased if. In m%a8urlng, a few grains
forgot, a trickle
fall
near
It
I
sugar
of
of molasses Is even more Inviting. Try
and hear the contented whir of
It
rapidly moving wings as ho dabbles his

—

feet
If

In

the sticky drip.

the

mean housewife

objects to the

upon her cooking board and
waves her hand with a "shoe-oo," away
Junket

Bwarm will go, not at all pleased,
but In entire good humor, over to the
milk bottle, where If good fortune smiles
in the shape of a few drops of cream,
by a kind skimmer, they are
left
dotted about. They immediately settle,
the

humming

gayly.

There are variou."i other ways by
which one can show friendliness.
In
wiping the table or shelf, casually flirt
the crumbs onto the floor with the
cloth: one could even step on the piece
of buttered muflfin that the baby throws
down, that will hold tt firm, and quickly
a black pyramid will form, which will
waver back and forth aa the company
move upon it.
The little workers can be assisted in
When Mrs^ Smiley
quite another way.

;

AM A WEAVER

I

:;';;d:7arc.hi>isho

a w.«aver of golden cloth,
weave
Singing old sonKS, I
a thousand
fabric to wrap 'round

am

r
I

wolcotne
u)> indicates
^ist let her
between the
n il(X>r und the Jamb as Miss M.
stay, as she has
t
that sl.-v
on
In tho oven, but she paused,
,vay I., bio flsh. to tell her friend
another
'•Mrs. Hltj-tily has got
anndv: sence the one we
new hn',
o the fair last week—
see I'ff \N
1.
with the cunninVst
.;o
intur'ii
Mrs.
eatin" the leaves."
Interested that she for
is
doorthe
-tt.- to t^l-.e her fowt from

'W'^'^'eas-'th.-

!

Ia

The

.

.

pioi
The'
ne glorious
I

starlight of a night in May.
mist.
lips and meadow

she finally says,
hat s Jest it. Don't you know that
window last
Snipper's
Mis'
In
and now It's gone."
i k
"I bet
answers,
Yes," the other
she bought It to go with that Jiat."
"Aha!" hums one llttlo fly to the
others who are hurrying In over Mrs.
"I thought people were
Srailey s head.
mean and stingy and always trying to
In over
kill us and here we are. sailing
Mrs. Rmilev's head to beat the band,
and she don't mind at all. I hope there's
soine molasses on tlie table.
At last, just as Miss M. remembers
her cake and starts to run home, without any fish, her friend calls, "Do the
I can't seem to
flies make you crazy?
keep them out. Shoo-oo-ool"
H. W. U.

.

Mr

.

weave them,
ese things are golden: I
Mindless of pattern or form.
gold
Into the fragrant cloth of
That keeps my old dreams warm!

COLORADO

I

PETE),

V.

•

Duparc and Gabriel
V
ranked'^nth
,o be ranKea
Is to
Qriffes again
untimely death
^^"l^'n.rt regret^S the
"

In
P'ogvam yesterday attemocn
excellent aocomJordan Han. to the
AUernaninients of Miriam

fro^^uite, op.
Co,
Peasant V.ance
SaSX Dvorak;
Manojlonch, Z^phn.
falonlerl: Lament,
Nachez.
Hubav; Gvpsy Air,
the meThos; who are knpwtag i.V
ohanics^f Violin ''"''''^''5^/''^.'
f'' s'?'
Salulcov
. s

mu'iicians; men and
?nr the piano and
double rowswomen w.^'e standing fji
was

Hayes
enthusiastic that Mr.
program. He addrblieed to enlarge his
Kleine Dinge,' Jened Wolfs "I^u.:h
a song by

IT^Z

,

added
Rachmaninov; and he also

,

°rngers
10 put Mr. Tiayes's

,

always there.

worth

St. Gabriel's

Through each vicissitude.
Be fortune dark or fortune

We know

life,

fair.

the Cross is always there.
Frederic Allison Tupper.
Brighton.
.

—

rich

of all

While he maintains
with fastidious taste and never

and sun-

And we had much wanted to hear
Mr. Coakley—as Gov. Fuller also evidently wanted to hear him, since he
modestly hearkened and observed as he
stood in the rear of the hall.
The peak of his performance, for me
friend wife is not included came
when Dan said, as he told how he dealt,
on cross-examination, with two wit-j
nesses who appeared against him in
court— he fairly shrieked it— "I tore the
guts out of them!"
Ij
It was by way of broadcast that
heard this mayoral candidate's excoriahave
And I would no more
tions.
missed them than I would have, fori
any money, missed the goings-on ofi
the Democratic convention last year.
j

—

,

liked

I

j

|

dependent democracy, had a frightful
its
upset over the broadcastin'g and had
'own innards torn by the vulgarity,
landon't you know, of this fellow's

R. H. G.

HAYESDELIGHTS

brings us back to first pnnAs a matter of g-meral interIclnles
larger public
est why should not the
as Gov.
h.ive had the same opportunity
candiFuller to hear what the mayoral
Is the
Opportunity
had to say.

Which

By PHILIP

I

no one was under

rf-ws, too, "wasn't it?
Then came to the language itself.
~uch language is of the very fashion of

!

masculine dally speech and is cominto fashion, moreover, among the
omen— the gods give us Joy! I, for
when the occasion demands, go
n<»
to good rough English of this quality
No
for adeiua'e utterance and outcry.
>:ngUsh could 'r'.ave been more forceful
or pure and uRdefi>d than Mr. Coakhad to say (leaving
ley's for what
IT

•ig

;

cause).
oiie side the merits of the

.

'

I

hope, eamestlj, that no broadcasting station will be deterred by this cerI

discoticertins

jtainly
'

"
-i

:ALPH

and

WARDLAW

surprlfling

GLOAG.

HALE

Roland Hayes, accompanied by Willyesiam Lawrence, gave a song recital

i

'

before a large audience:
Ludwlg Thuille. Sextet in

and art seldom

agd

devotional'

Mr. Lawrence and the singer

I

ETHEL LEGINSKA
an audl-1

before
Yesterday afternoon,
corner of the
every
filled
that
ence
Ethel X^eglnska
Theatre,
Street
Hollis
concert of the
conducted th6 fourth
The _adorchestra.
People's symphony

in
thoven's piano concerto

B

flat

C

major

in person, and
clayed bv Miss Leginska
-Die Melsterto
prelude
:;:Ld with the
jt^vi

only a

•

halL The
terday afternoon In Symphony
Tali
program read as follows: Mozart,
die Sellge
rotanti. Wolf. Benedeit
(.
den Bhimen
zu
ATutter, Wenn du
Lieb Verloren,
eehst; Wer seln Holies
Relse Wardeine
All
Dass doch gemal.
Come Love, Across the
Grlffes,
en
Night the
Sunlit land. Rose of the
''Pi!>t"f
Dreamy Lake. Negro motherless
child
llmes I feel like a
yo' harp, I donl
I,it'l David, play on

always tired, in my heart.
sung
Tho air by jlozart was probably

fpel

U

-v^'as writhere for the lirst time.
Mozart was n,
t7n at Sal'/.burg when
to the
beJonb-'i
lis nth vcar. and it
"LIcenza, airs
class of arias known as
Introduce at
?hat it was customary to
cantata, often
wnl in an opera or a
pri^eS.^'ho '""4^^
r„ pay homafco to a

little

one.

with a small orherself; to attempt
of s,nnexacting
chestra that most
Thonles-was not Miss
psalmist warned, setting
The ungodly the
high?
on
horn
UP her
bulk of sound
Vot so. The downright
symphony here and

^^^^

,

!

|

changed
Although their ensemble has

flute
appreciably ^^lncG last season, the
suffered
piayers, as such, seem to have
to
perhaps
no sea change. Again, and
Mr. Laurent
an even greater degree,
ihas a rare and supple 8^°"P """^^Z^,'*'";'
marked by Us
Ian ensemble that Is
^.^'
subtle, tbnal beauty; its fn«
musicianship of Iti.
ness. and th« ripe

racial

s

6,

clarinet, bassoon, horn.

-were as

Brahm

op.

Hill,

^f

Individual

soloists all.

members,

Is barAnd in a concert season thatleast
for
at
ren of chamber music,
of the
especially
the hinterlands, and
afmoderns, these Infrequent fcunda.
and his asternoons of Mr. Laurent
prepossessing
foporsociates take on
and become doubly enjoyable^
for
he included a sonata

Xs,

Yesterdav
B"rhngame
lute and p.ano by Edward
Laurent, and the
Hill, dedicated to Mr.

Kammermuslck.

Kleine

minor

flat.

Sonata
Edw. Burllngame
niano
to Georges
Cte and plano (dedicatedKleme
KamLaurent)^ Paul Hindemith
iiuuc,
->o.
mermusik. op.

one interpreter.
Mr. Hayes will give a second recital
on Sunday afternoon, Jan. .1. We are
told he has over 70 engagements in this
country before he returns to Europe.

with
^^irable program began
symphony, continued

^

B

oboe, clarinet. "^^^0°";,

flute,

sentiment. Mozart's aria displayed his
technical skill in the interpretation of
music cast in the old, classic mould. It
sang the
Is needless to say that he

H

Ing station.

I

it.

Mr. Balokovic deserves thanks for
the dignity and the originality of his
program, and thanks as tvell for his
admirable playing.

,

^votA, for, of course,

musicians,
and Eanroma as the
of music
gave the following program

enler

sang with so much vocal skill and realization of pet's and i:omposer's intention.
There was no undue emphasis; no exaggeration and no descending to sentimentalism in order to win the favor of
the unthinking. The beauty of his voice
.was not lost when force was demanded.
He did not wax effeminate in contemplative moods and passages of tender

with

Gillet,

La,urent,

bore a dubt
The program on paper
real concerto be
a
play
TO
look.
ous
while conduct ng It

so the newspaper editorially pro:ceeded to take it out of the broadcast-

'compulsion; the puffick gent and the
was
uffick lady didn't haf to lissen. It
l

afternoon,
At the Art Club yesterday
with Messrs.
the Flute Players' CluT),
AUegra. Allard, Calk-

the negro
often the mo-

for

his

Spirituals
fervor.

Art Club-

formed at the
Audience Pleased

the voice

singer."

And

date

The

Per-

Program

Interesting

thei.

We have never heard Mr. Hayes when
he
voice was purer and freer; when

;

basso

i

paid in our concert halls.

line

Boucher,

Edmond

FLVTE PLAYERS
CLUB IN CONCERT]^

rrnderin|prec^dUis_the

v.fider

I

came
There was

time

the

plause, a tribute to soul

rhythmic variety.
The romanza, the most melodious
movement of the three and surely the
most spontaneous, has most poetry in
its course, though a certain ron-jantio
fervor is not wanting in the other f7/o.
Balokovic
Mr.
indeed
Romantically
played the sor.ata; and the audience

vention, and

But a newspaper neighbor, daily dis-!
playing the banner and device of its in-

!

its

his reward.

themselves,
oC the songs
art of the interpreter

tual'I

to

His siciliano and his rigadoon
nore than meter to distinguish
Evan tlie
they had character.
th
Corelli variations he made vital, if only
bv his rousing rhythi-n, and to the
Pugnani he brought back the vigor and
the grace now all but played away.
Individuality Mr. Balokovic shov^-ed
aH through his final group of unfamiliar pieces, but more than all in his
choice of Ireland's earlier violin sonata, which has not the amazing popularity of the second to recommend it.
It seems, nevertheless, a stronger v.-ork,
with a finer unity of style, a less
strongly marked povertj' of m-elodic in-

Eelves hugely.

I

respect

week

••antante, will sing.

satisfaction
mentary hush of complete
singer's emotional
and response to the
enthusiastic ap-

Is lackthe characteristics
ing
of its age, he does not make the sad
riMstake ox turning this music to empti-

in

—

suage.

until

a polished elegance, yet

tone, of

turies.
2 I listened to

dry castle.-Irish, anglo-Irish, the hundred Catholic: "gentlemen," the bKick
pack, and othera whom, in the fitness
of things. I may not mention.
Friend wife and I listened without
effort, and without any sort of discon\And whether it was wicked of us
fort.
or not, and whether or not it indicated
an un-moral mako-up—we enjoyed our-

i

He

sentiment.
For Mr. Balokovio has a way of his
ov/n with music of the earlier cen-

]

On the night of Nov.
Dan Coakley's scorings

'

in his tone is

Vv-arrn in

ADD "EUECTION JOYS"

As the World Wags:

'

m

.ext

were at
There was no rVstLnnreciated.
were Impatience
Tssness as if there

tured on FioriUo, although Spohr hiniIf much
Ee,lf prized his inusic highly?
charm of
of it is blessed with the
yesterday's adagio, a revival may )ie
due. Perlvips, though, the charm came
partly frorn expuisite playing, playing

i

still

more

rnrthe

Mr. BalokovSc
played no concerto, pray
individual.
nothirisf. auobserve; indeed, he played
orchisti-pa'-ently, that calls for
----.
Who, before Mr. Balokovie,

'no'- 'only

program before

Great was

hearers

iave

St. Gabriel's

Flash in the driving i-aln
And through the swirl ol" drifting snow
They soothe the age's pain.
So, bo the weather dark or fair.
We know the Cross is always there.

to the

>nce

trnun of Spirituals.
that one might
Here was a program
small audience exthink fit onlv for a
conspicuous for their
pectant of songs
not for a huge Bothering
fine quamv;
Many Sunday
afternoon.
on a Sundav
would not have had the courage

.

light

''Murmuring zephyr,"

sen's

to think <>* Mr.
a Ubteuer
It appeared, to
echniaue.
excellent, for
:ot Knowing at all, to be
with
yesterday
played
Balokovio
quit* "-^usual
fntife clearness, with
now
except
oS'ky of intonation, and,
passages with
knd again in loud quick
'ndivuiuavtor e -not only beautiful
of nine
markedly different from that
v^ho
violinists
young
out of ten of the
performed- here these last feNy

^at

^

'

.

.

«,ortd,

holds good.
Your lesson
Throughout the day and night of

^

.

ST. GABRIEL'S
(For As the World Wags.)

piano blending P^''^ ^<-'^'„\ °^
standing forward in
this
IS |;;^^^'f^on,
Although the road "^f
even
n
at /°"|.flat.
early concerto to
th^ mue
so every bar of
j,
Beethoven written a-"
the*
Miss Leginska had
indiJ°
rondo in a
stood stm
viduallty would have
t«ach«;
famous
marked. Her
once said this conc^J
r.lzky,
remark^ P
Pl^> '"S-which
i^^orth
that the wisest
,

FrancoeurSlciiano et Klgaudon.
Variations
iJfsl^". Adagio, FioriUo;
-Krc si
Tartln
a theme by CorelU. ^^^err-ml-Kve sier
PretudiO e Allegro.
Adn^ o
Soimta in D minor. IreL-^nd; Slavomo^
11. Goldmark;

THE CROSSES ON

por

How well it s"""'!^'^',
y,"^ *".iu,
v n the
audible
ohestral color made

tut;

'

througn

Seeihoven

t,,

-Piavea

vloUnist.

_

Oh! Crosses on

,

dealing wm,
of the finale^

a f'omP*''^''^^'^^,* lanced orchestra,
with a properly
as
^ttiing
some^mu
5
sounded
must have
meant it to sound.

The

PLAYS
RAIOKOVIC
?-^^r"l^"v?c*

<

The crosses on

the tormenting.

orchestra

f!ed

I

way- while they talk.
Pondering a while,

is

rntnnd\h;'^^!ccessful

treasurpHayes found In the rich
are seldom
^If Wolf songs that
contrasted;
four were well

first.

.

.--i

tho Cross

oratorio.
part of an
to
boy*^ did not b-'tate
with oboes, bas-

first

.

.

We know

Vh^

.

organdy.
The smile of a girl in white haiul,
The touch of a small
road in Normandy
\. winding
Where tall white birches standa ^way
a tear that traced
of
path
The
Down a cheek 1 would have kissed;

om

The crosses on St. G.abriel's
Flame in the setting sun.
And in the moonbeam's trembling
They gleam when day is done.
But be tho weather dark or fair.

sound tl>rouphout
we^r'e'The" beautiful
opening bars
MS andante, the PO^^lc the
ad.agio,
of the finale's
^-^^f
t,,e lo^el>

w«. Slgl-^^^^^^^^^^.'^^

glorlfled
of

to
"uiverlng acc.rnpan-m«nt

r

the long blue shadow

When

.

flute,

for

>ju™*'^r

bassoon, clarinet 'and horn

oboe,

them for their
by Hindemith, both of
first performances.

manner
Hills sonata, after the
pianos,
jazz concerto for two
music
proved to be facile, sophisticated
^^sn 0 and
a
Pe^
with
lightlv flavored
great subdfcoVous jazz. Music of no
fluent, pleasstance or origin.'vlity. but subtlety ar^
ant music, of rhythmic
of a deli
thematic invention, at times
Mr. Laurent and
cat" melancholy and
the full
Mr. Sanroma play it to
er^^^^
After the slim, well bred
sardonic huand
virile
Mr. Hill, the
KammerKleine
Hindemlth's
mors of
eloquent use
muslck, with its full and
woodthe
of
registers
of the darker
g^st of
winds, came as a refreshing
HindeSome one has dubbed
wind

Mr

lof

his

modern German

mith' the f^and bank of
his earth>
music, and although he has
his
moments here, at a first hearing

pungent
Kammermuslck seemed to be melodic,
spontaneous, warmly

music,

yet

It

is

eclectic, at

times bold y remthe Ironic little

of Ravel in
lnl"=cent
Eulensplegel
Till
of
wa'lse.

in

v

the

indeed, that the
froi^
could not draw
here Requires, she
,they haven t
commanded:
she
forces
the

querulous Vivo.
Mr. LauFor the rest of the program flat ro
B
rent included a sextet in
clarinet, horn and
flute, ob.ie, bassoon,
Ludwig Thuille, music of the

"--i:v°rSg^^^r;t"th:

melodic, with a zestful

r

efand^^he^

^^{^^^^^-r^:^^

f

to
JSe ^l\isrL:g.nslfa
U^^-^r
t ,^as
triumphantly.. ^ triumpb
make every '"^'^
hav3
would
a ''^^
difficult duties in
."""^.p^-ard^

scarcely
POf^^'^'^^^aed
believed
their
^^o soun
^^^^^^^^j
from the trombones

by
Wagnerian
piano,

little

richly

gavotte of

players;

Sanroma alone; and in the
Kammermuslk. for all except the
in the playing,
Pianist, there was no out
eloplaying that enhanced and made

and Mr.
Kleine

quent whatever
applause.

slow

abundant and

tumultuous
grace and delicacy, and a
And throughout the afternoon,
vivace
upon all of the
in tho sextet that drew
Laurent
in the sonata for Mr.

who was
v<\rv

school,

it

present,

touched.

Mr.

Hill,

was accorded much
^" ^'

:

after tne
luit
8^
the old man— he's

WROTHY DIAMOND
program

this

hony

last night in

S

hall:

Hoffming, Reiehanlf. Die Lofusblume.
chumann; Sogmal. Schlra: Nine, Pcr-

questionable

'

)ear.?st (Russian Folk-Song). Schindler;
H>Tnne au Solell.
Salter;
V.utumn,
Seorges; ElU. Elll. Shalltt-Schlndler:
DowTi In the Forest, Ronald; Song of
Forge.
.he Open,
Diamond proved herself a
Mrs.
Above
linger with much In her favor.
beautiill she has a voice of unusually
warm
ful quality, .t true lyric soprano,
especially
In timbre, large in volume,
upper
and
medium
in
the
full-bodied
medium registers, but equipped as
and
ringing:
both
i-ell with h'Kh tones
Though Mrs. Diamond Is not
0weet.
especially happy in dealing with her
lowest tones, on the whole she lets her
voice flow freely and witli ease.

.

^^

xhildrcn and I read It by th« hour. My
brother named his aled Koodoo.
"If you are still Interested in the
hunt, wild nnlmnls, African adventures,
you Rhovild read at once 'Hunting In
Africa Ea.st and West.' "
Mr. Johnson wan silent for several
minutes. He then asked— his voire was
choked "How much does It cost? 'Will
you let me read It, If you happen to

^m^rrble^JorfaU

Supported by the etU|>

of

man

communUy'lTiUl '=Vi^t*.^l'^'wa»
wlthl
honor as long as he was w«M
a llttli
there was »
In the law. Perhaps
in
'-'J on_Uie
tvi« outward
outwar^
stress la'd

S^for

i

a

.

too much
creeping, "l^ufflln!
Rlens of old age: the
a chair; yet tnen
walk, the rising from
was consistency throughout.
nearly »i
The other characters are

'

I

[

mere "feeders" to this protagonist,
They played their parts wen; tliey ever

j

put semblances of life Into the dul
^.
_vi
t.
which
Is
no
stockholder a meetings,
comparable with the directors at th«
Thej
table In Galsworthy's "Strife."
all did so well, that It would be Invldlwere
neoeaparticularize.
They
ous to
sarlly o'ershadowed by the will of the
dramatist. Without the one charaotei
strongly played, this drama Is without
excuse for being.
The large audience tried Its bestj
to call Mr. Arliss before the curtain
It was announced from the stage thai
while he appreciated the compliment,
he thought it not advisable to step out
of the frame. In this he showed the
sound sense and the good taste' of the
•

;

By PHILIP HALE
WILfiUR THEATRES—First performBoston of "Old English" a play

n three acts and six scenes by Jiohn
Talsworthy. Produced at the Haymaret Theatre. Londont on Oct. 21, 1924.

^-orman McKlnnel, Sylvanus Heythorp
Old English"), Irene Rooke, Rosa'1 Larne. Rltz Theatre, New York,
.1924. George Arliss "Old Engrby Marshall, RosamunG Lame.
Heythorp

Georare

,

Robert Harrignn

Ventnor

Murray Klnnell
.Lewis A. Seal.v
Perry Norman

"nbe»
i.'.d

'

Larne

"JUlc

.

,

•»<*
owtvh PUlIn
idtia Heythorp

1

A

1

•

•

'

Cowan
Laofford Hayes
Edward Cooper

_

Gilbert

Director
Batterson
'

Wastcata
Wlnkley
Mr.
fr.

,

John Hall
Iran F. Simpson
Ethel Orlfiea
...Gordon Mc-Ka«

wo Clerks
.

,

Irby Mamhal
Ceclle Dlion

Bud|;eon

Appleby

»tty
f

'»U"
•^"Ily

"Old English"
play;

It

la

,

j

j

i

I

I

j

I

j

;

the purchase
ley that he may provide for his
Illegitimate gr.andchlldren.
This highly
espected man In Liverpool Is a bankof

•upt, living practically

on his director's
An unscrupulous lawyer, Venta defrauded creditor, threatens to
expose him. Heythorp blusters, bluffs,
finally tells him to do the worst.
The
physician had forbidden Heythorp rich

"-ad-

I

rior,

'

R.

ROBINSON.

STREET THEATRE— "Ths

HOT-LIS

Ben V\'^M
Urlan O'Nell
Nnll Mnriln

Sir Oliver Surfaee
sir

Sir
.Sir

Unrrv Rumpor
Benjamin Backbit*
Toby

Joseph Surface
Charleii Surface

SnaUe

,

Arthur T.ewla
William S»ymour

Crabtree.
J
Rowley.....'
.

Harold Thomaa
Jamea Dale
Ian Hunter

Phillip Ton^a
Bomalne Callander

Careless
.

De An^allS
Anthony Kemblo Cooper

Moses

.Tefferson

Trip

Mla« Miiy Collins

Lady Tca2le
Lady Sneerwell

Mlas Julia Hoyt
Candour
MIsa Henrietta Croaman
Miss Mary Hon*
Maria
Much has been said and written these
last days about "The School for Sr-andal" how It was played In Sheridan's
day, how Gilbert played It and Mrs.
John Drew, the methods of 20 years
past and likewise of yesterday, and the
wonders, finally, to be seen today. Mr.
Basil Dean, responsible for last iilght"s
performance, states on the program
that, "believing the play calls for some
of that breadth of treatment to which
the dramatists of the day were accustomed, we have endeavored to reproduce, in some measure, the simplicity
and atmosphere of the 18th century

i

.Mrs.

i

—

by men of letters and diknowledge, who saw and
versifted
studied other things in Africa than the
game they brought Cowii. Charles P.
Curtis the younger, noted in East Africa
superstltibns, as if he
-^tV-^^^^^^
had set out as a folk tourist. He tells
drink, marry or do
how the natives eat,
......
Richard
.^^^ ^^^^^.^^ ^j^^^ ^j^^y believe
^ curtis, who wrote the .section "West
^f^ica, tells of pursuing the giant sable
antelope, his father was the first Amerlshoot one; but he also tells of
^^^^
whaling— alas, with the harpoon gun,
pot. the heroic weapon used by Queequeg and the old Nantucketers of the
diamonds at KImberley, of the worthy
.

"

stage."

missionaries
g^g^^e

in

Angola, of the

Fortu-

I

rule— how one morning a native

j

a skin apron offered him for
sale a basket of castor oil beans, a delicate attention which perhaps was not
gj,-i

dad

in

fully appreciated. "The natives use the
oil as a sort of human stove polish." Mr.s.
Curtis collected a thousand-odd specimens of flowers which she has given to

Arnold Arboretum and the Gray
Herbarium. At times sne cooked for
the

the party. "Our usual dinner consisted
Oxo tablet soup, boiled potatoes and
onions, with boiled prunes for dessert."
of

She gained a reputation as a doctor
with quinine, Epsom salts and corrosive
At Zanzibar the women
sublimate.
wore gold ornaments like collar buttons
through the left side of their noses.

Capetown Is the loveliest of all harbors.
As for Benguella.' dated from 1617 "I
hope I shall never see a more deserted,
unhealthy, and stagnant town."

—

simplifying stage sittings, Mti
abte to retain the scenes
In the scandal
In Sheridan's sequence.
scene at Lady Sneerwell's, he has kept
his people "grouping themselves," like
those at Mrs. Proudlefs conversazione,
Instead of sUnding In k row while they
shot their barbs of wit; no doubt the
scene gained In naturalness thereby,
though p-srhaps It lost In point. Mr.
Dean, In fact, seemed not to valiie
points; some famous ones he let his
actors let slip, such as Lady Teazle's
famous "never, never!"" «xlt, and Sir
Peter's "damn your sentiment!" Naturalness may have been the gainer, but
to throw away a good moment or a
speech seems a waste.
What, though, does all this matter,

By

Dean has been

—

Of course Charles has a gi-eat deal to
say about their good luck in killing
"the noblest of the vermin."
lions,
They are "not game or quarry: the
fact that they are your peers In coursuperiors in phyfastest down Round hill or down Hos age and by far your
gives them the quality of
pltal hill, although his sled— it .was sical powers
They
antagonist."
named the Wapiti was sumptuously an adversary, an Ivory,
or record horn
cushioned and gorgeously painted; he are not hunted for
hunt
"You
their hide.
for
oven
or
was always "it" at yard-sheep run, and
I know
killing
duck and drake; but he was proficient merely for their
a
lion
see
to
glad
always
with sling and buckshot and could riddle that I was
Between the shootings of wild ana st'hool window or, safe on the roof of die.
He
Austen.
Curtis read Jane
a house on Elm street, could aim un imals Mr. fortunate In the selection of
been
erringly at ^a farmer driving slowly be- has
mottoes for his 29 chapters. Does he
llow.
Lord Alfred Douglas's rhyme
knovv"Did you fish. Herkimer?"
about the lion?
"So, I never had any luck."
"The lion Is an awful bore,
"T)id you go gunning?"
Ht comes and dabbles in your gore.
iris- face lightened.
"When I was ^
And !( he wants to have a feed
youngsterj I was visiting my mother's
He bites your leg and makes it bleed.
father In Vermont.
We went to see Although the tears stream from your
some relatives in the next village. I
eyes.
saw a gun standing In a corner, and
He takea no notice of your cries.
you argue or protest.
asked whether it was loaded.
vain
My In
cousin, an athletic young man, said,
He flnishes his meal' with zest.
Nor will he take the least rebuff
Said I, 'Are you sure?"
'Sure,'
''no.'
he answered, and he went out to get) Until he feels he's had enough."
mo a. plate of doughnuts. When he
There Is a pleasing absence of bra
came in, I pointed the gun at him and
The courage
let fly.
The blood spurted from his vado m the narrative.
face; he cried out 'I'm shot; send for and skill of the hunteis are Inferred by
hnto
hammered
not
Are
the doctor." He gave his watch to his the reader; they
gusto. The
mother,
"t
shan't need It any more.'. I'l'n- The story Is told with
There was a terrible ado. Fortunately descriptions are vivid without any atThere Is apt
the gun was loaded only with -iry
,lrv pea
peas te^Pt at flne writing.
haracterization: the tobacco bought at
to kill squirrels,
otherwise I should
If
stand before you a murderer. I have Narok was of a "tart violence."
various
never had a gun in my hands since. Charles speaks knowingly of
whether grass
wonders
also
he
guns,
That one shooting of big game was
as the foundaenough. A half dozen years ago this has a sacramental value
inniadic race.
marf I shot, visiting. Boston, looked me tion of all life to a
Myths and legends hiM"-;(I to him. He
lio and laughed heartily over the InciI

j

fees.

t

School for Scandal," comedy In Ave acts
by Sheridan. Presented by George C.
Tyler, staged by Basil Dean. The cast:
'ir rncr Tenrl"
O. I'. Heirle

told

.

L.AN8INO

way.

1

j
;

|

|

'

j
.

j

this

talk

of

breadth

and

treatment?

actors who really
know the art of acting and who have
had some experience In old comedy, and
method and treatment will take care
Look at Miss Crisman,
of themselves.
as much at home in cape, hoops and
plumes as any flapper today In a skirt
Miss Crosman, as handy
to her knees.
with snulT as Lady Mary Montagu; Miss
Crosman, with "Oh Lud!" as easy on
her lips as "My God!"' on some young

Assemble a dozen

women's

at

present.

Miss Crosman knows how to play
Mrs. Candour, without any fuss about
of It last night,
it; a flne job she made
with every word she spoke as natural
sharp
as anybody could ask, yet always
to the point.
. . _v
techand
unction
of
man
Bon Field, a
but
nical skill, managed Sir Oliver all
knew
Crabtree
as neatly. Mr. Lewis as
drew
Angells
De
Mr.
about.
his way
a vivid portrait of Moses, funnier than
any caricature. There was character In
Mr. Callender's Snake.
Mr Heggie, oddly enough, seemed not
comfortable as Sir Peter. Mr. Dale had
the usual 111 luck with Joseph Surface.
In the Interests of naturalness, though,
he ought to f ecognire that no man who
showed hi steeth so constantly could
deceive even so simple a creature aa

.

I

cent

n'

iltlveg
Who cuies If he
Ing
galore? Thnt'B on- of the i-aeon.f wu
don't
I
writings.
his
admire
readers
.suppose one-half of one per rent, of our
Inflnltive,
anyluopulallon can define an

...

a portrait painted with

per

from lli'grammar, so they
.Marahuir* memoirs
purtiire

"

^

10

u story without

—

M. Hurray Btephena
John Parrlah
Arthur Vlllara
Thomas Donnelly
Henrietta Goodwin
Henry MorreU
Molly Johnson
can hardly be called

"^emlsh detail. The plot la negligible;
he dialogue Is not Oalsworthlan, that
3,
not worthy of Gawi*orthy at his;
^«t; the 8c*n6s of pure comedy are
'!«t
The whole of the second act Is
3oor as far as the life of the Impecunlus family Is concerned; Its only dra:natle use Is for the lawyer to find out
•Id Heythorp's knavery, for "Old Eng;sh" Is a knave, a thorough going ras"al In his betrayal of his duty, his per^uadlng or bullying stockholders to buy
'lie
ships of an old friend and then
prac
practically blackmailing him to the exof

artist.

Mr. Herkimer Johii-son was talkftg
about the wealth of material he had
looUecte.d for the 15th volume, "Outdoor
S;)orts and Games" of his colossal work
(richly illustrated, elephant folio, sold
only by subscription). We learned f'rom
his talk that as a boy he could neither
skate nor swim; his sled was not the

Arl'ss

Guy CunnlnnhBm

,

;

'

We like this book because the story Is
as hj told simply and thus the more effec-

the warped and „^A^,«!,1,-Lr
h?s' de
man hl3 Indomitable courage,whlch^th,
ilch th(
respectabillty_wUh
flance of

^

•

Famer

I

It?"

tively;

names of Baccherlnl and Locate!!!.
Mr. BedettI put his instrument throogls ,
the paces most to the taste of those
who love "cello solos, although, to do
him credit, he did not Indulge over
much in the honey-sweet tone that
makes the performance of many 'eel- ^
Later In the evening Mr.
lists cloying.
played Bruch's "Kol Nldrel,
I Bedetti
'"Libellule" by Delune, and "OUe im
f
iTierra by Cassado.
R. B.

>

III

TOM MARSHALL'S ENQLISH
As lie World Wan"
Do til' ^1 ((houll

Ty-tn:

to

sic

In

ll.mtollljlll.S

JOIM

of

Africa.

are no more of a hunter than Mr.
we never even shot a relative,
his later years
however greatly tempted. Books about
ov..—
Uio,
-.
In
and
business
„rand
Perhaps
hunting bore us as a rula.
cynical, with a soft
'°'„-^tty mal'
'^'^
our nature Is too sensitive. We share
P^Jy^ro
daughter, with an eye
d
o
an
was
servants; in «hort he
Leigh Hunt's opinion that Dshing Is a
_-^th^«l"»^^^^
bate, yet apparenUy
cruel sport.
In spite of hygienlsls we
oniong
admiration
eiclted
side with XJnolo Toby on the fly >iuesmoney,
worshipped Bucoess.
tlon.
No matter how fine the morning,
The character ha- ^'^"^P^^tlst In we do not say with the traditional
stage by mora "1*" ""'j^
that Englishman on getting out of bed:
gaid
w
It
England and In France.play on
^^^^^ "Let's go out and kill something." Yet
Galsworthy based thlfl
we read "Hunting in Africa East and
portray West" by Charles P. Curtis, Jr., and
VcKlnnel In Ix,ndon
^'°DTd
Richard C. Curtis, the story of the adIw^do^t^ ventures of these brothers with their
13 the-Tdirnc:?
father and Mrs. Richard C. Curtis, with
(We are glad to
the keenest interest.
say that Mrs. Curtis did not shoot; she
^A^lsrs'-on^U^^^^^^^^^^
-ratdVd botanized. Women, young or old,
encouraged In gun play
.0- trcfer^of sentiment should not be Africa
or In Boston and
either in East
^.Vwould appeal to an a^^^>«^^^
its suburbs).

her credit that Mrs.
Diamond Is not one of those singers
who like to yell. Indeed, she does not
need to: with her beautiful voice, she
can make her effects without.
Mrs. Diamond had the help of Jean
BedettI, •cellist, and his accompanist.

ance

IhU BlOiy

Jr.\

We

Her enunciation, by the
unusually distinct, and it must

I

-Wapiti?

Johnson;

"

"

i-

,

song by Schlra, the "Xlna" atand SalteVs
Pergolesi,
to
tributed

'

.tudj

,,'^®»P*'"'^bllltv

sl.v)

have

Italian

Arthur Fiedler.

hon^ty-

.

II

—

By no means wanting in dramatic
power, which fact she showed clearly
the Sun, Mrs.
In Georges" Hj-mn to
Diamond was most successful last night
In songs of gentle sentiment, like the

way, is
be recorded

t„

Heythorp, «"PP°"°
o, «n^
community to be ^ man
character,

fiiult.

'Ueciiu.se I reud a great deal about
animal.s and hunting them.
I
had ii
copy of ^Vood'a 'Natural History' for

atought there

Vh"e"pTay"?lmmere down
of one
r„ the

Depuls
Rachem,
-olesl:
Charpentler; Xightlngale and
i Jour,
he Rose. Rlmsky-Korsakoff: Mother

Mana-Zucoa:

"Autumn.

inhould" d"oTf"l

your

^hTwa.U

.used a dellberat_e
excu

Sym-

hiB

the accuracy of

Hut If you are not Interested In guns
nnd game, if you never went guiming
nuldoors iih a lad, Why did you name

l"" '...^n..
and brandy and dies
of r<.nnj-«)n
^
This recalls a "P^'ch
Thon,as "carb-le* in ^l^" J":^!^';, Jo^
to Thomas

i^rnthy Piamond, goprano, to the extent accompaniments of Paul Brfi^or,

mg

nil
.

[

'

'

•

,

I

;

:

Sir Peter.

1

For the rest of tho company, they
would have acted very well had tho
ISih century not weighed so heavily on
their minds, with its manners very
different from ours, Its speech. Its demeanor. Mr. Hunter managed It fairly
well, with a romantic appearance to
So did Miss Hone, Mr.
help him.
Cooper best of all. The good Rowley]
of Mr. Soymour should not be forgotten.
So there was "School for .Scandal"
once more, and on the whole a pleasant
performance, one well worth the seeing.
[

j

i

|
.

:

'

»

R.

R.

Q.

,

the Phantom -^J-^-^^wn^^euci:
has K
Christine Daae, who
of
aenly from the ranks

ir.

o,

«aiv

and .tag.d by Outhne
cfvst:
with the following
p,.n«M M»<-<l»n«Vl
Ufrnaril A. RelnoM
.Hfatrl-<-

'

Mile.

.Charlfs MUHvHrd
...Alan i:.!N>«rd»

".'*.*.'.".'.....

performance of
be intin.idated,

IJofl"

MsorVed' and variable
rosourcefu
a houseboat a..d a pursues he
who
ard aUt^otlve Tvldow
thin comes to

'

i

r

fho

CONTINUING PLAYS

managers sit
Jpposedly re-

"-"f

,

thick and

'
Invitation or hy
parties where by
all come to.'.enrthe .Tong peopl.

from
and the Waiter." comedy
Savoir, with
the French by Alfred

ess

Elsie Ferguson.

^

Through

^

^^

Last week.
Opera House—"The
Boston
spectacuMiracle," Morris Gest's

ner to his cellars,
he carries he/
dark barge ^"^VL^rHes
unused
the
rob It of
/^/^"J^th.r would
detail the Pl°\ '""^^J'^i'^ntlessness.
And
and relent
Its freshness
a le
are
there
although
^^rjilght
momenta in the
^^^^^^
th^ought out and
"

be:rTthat her doc-

^"i'o^.^^-ThJ^

'XTrr::iJ^^y
-'^l:ftre^rnd^n^'^so^--r^;m
rtr?;e^^«u3-,n

LT-kL^r
versatton
fallowed

I

breaking

him from

l'^^.

r

^'>:"t

been parua
that would have
^hlte.
straight black and

persistently,
to rescue

^^^^.'^ef

his

•''^'"7

aga
In '^saln and
some fair damsei.

the crimson cloak

_

pears on

^%he?s :n aK^rto tL^a^h^r
aPth^e .0-- fetor

-i-'Va^l'she's

[

Ms

streamins

J^^
mad tan.le

the

{°7erdea^-orTo^-i^^

%r nCe^^uT^rrches
marches

and counterand dis-engagee.iSEeme.its
eu^^*^^^
re-

t-ut
corded, °hut
in the

^'''^

clrcuiai
c rcular

happenmgs that

boats.
of the ^<i'«f'

^^c'errtrtl^e^Hut^r^de^Chr^r

sy.npathlze ^vith

to
''"""r
one iss inclined
'"^""^^
actor
Bradford of the
the remark of
,.ou women
au
n j""
what
vvonaer
"I

storv

'r^:r4lth"all
,Vnn

"o

set

upon the

I

I

^''^tc'tas't

are
situations
^Ith so little
helter-skelter
belter

?-

Joyce, Tnd

\^r role
-iyVr^'cs by an admirin.

^v..s

the
action

to

!

|
!

^

_

.

h^uet oi
ha^ staged the

j

!

gj-^enent

music
ton sets them to

from the
Phantom of the Opera," film
with a cast
I.eroux.
Gaston
of
story
Chaney, Man' PhUthat includes Lon
John SalnpoUs,
Kerry,
Xorman

were many

j:i"cJns,dered the voice, to
suitably and comfort-,

nounced melodiousness than

i^-

&ou1 rTTir^^^^
music room

BILLAT_KHTH'S

and others.
-wh* c«rw«r
For thoae timorous souls
of the machine made
at the pale derlcee
pale at the:
mystery play, and grow
Phanghosts, perhaps "The

f«;"«-

Joe Jackson, of Follies
^/^^^^^^
the most imitated
^""''^^.e^tTona""
an except,
on the stage, heads this week.
Jack
flne bill at Ke'th'B
one.
^1"^®/^^
son's act Is a familiar
m^^^^^^^^^^^
.ess he succeeds in

Pf

n^ention of
tom of the opera"

may prove too exone who does not\
to
But
crxiclating.
the^
else thrives «n t,
or
easily
=hudder

cally

deligl^t, of dark
a thing of chill
shadows and a cumuand encroaching

new and a

au

'"'rthiui

flim is

nlest blt.s of acting on
"'^'he Mosconi Brothers

the

latlve terror.

I^eroux from
The story of Gaston
drawn Is of
P'^J
^hlch it has been
that

I^uU

,
Charles

c*ondltYons-sung In a «n.aU
of fine fiction
by a finished mistress
understood by
a language readily
and
words after all
the
For
fi?^ uteners
experiment by
Irt tfe STA* in this
.<ra"e likely
possible her's Is » vo'ce
at the bewarming
first of
to do herginning. Mrs. Durfee failed
singmuslcianly
Always a
fo"f jufuce.
her
reached
had
she
er by the time
Is

York reviewer, speaking of
book about James
Mr.
that Huneker
says
Hun«ker.
Gibbons
"One canleaps out from the pages.
and
see him but hear him

A New
de

numbers writhas specla? musical

only
smell him."

I

.-R^r'lnd an Old Motorcy^^^

^"se m

^^iif "T^hr

1

literature
before his

Dumas and

mSTreUlIntriud.
Bos^c^

1

a sugges-

there is son.ethlng of
strange Influence
:on of "Trilby" In the
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dancer.

mnnologlst famllla
Walter Browpr, a monoiwa

which father

I

In

i

together.

He was

advent only the novels of
the "inslpldlttes" of Xavler
In piffle.

It

who
w comes; i^S?o^.e^\trlullerttmp^^^^^^^
sticks,
«'^''=«'he%trck,^'
wise hick from the
"Ight an^
Con, !hack to Boston
iS-p^ro^duoer.
v -^J/^
here were
go d
i»
^a^s^aTt
=
Ihe aci J°a
.„ tv,_.« -viouns women their last visit
over the dance n
enthusiastic
fln<i
and daughter api>w"
ir/e'of^wir .7anTxcr?tio^na:iy

smell,

bathed.

Hune-

de Malstre. he Indulges
first to proker would have been the
foolish statement.
test against this

l-pular
?red stone, always

Mack.

He

that It
And when this navlewer says
French
was Huneker "who discovered
knowing
for the Americans."

Colonial

the

Jim Huneker did not
clean.

.

had a loni
'stepping Stones," which
more -.o. re
.un'lrBoTton a year or Theatre
turned to

Casseres's

iiot

Stone Wei
Fred Stone and Dorothy
Audience
corned by Large

Td

or^

terton.

with exFrench songs she was singing
enunciation
ceUent tone and distinct smooth and
't
The and the quartet E^ve
of the Resplghl
intelligent performance
to make
wishes
Durfee
work If Mrs.
advan age
^°;er own. she might to Hs least eacn
envelop each word, or at
thus adding
phrase! In a Warmer color,
Its variety.

1

everyWhile there are stupid people
minute and
where, there Is a particular
microcephalous idiocy which is only
K. Chesfound in an Intelllgentsla-G.

nervou.ne.s

""'T^r^ough

though It
in need at

folds of

i

TapestHes.'of shimmering
from stage to far
Bntal cloths reaching
flowered urns of ala^p'tnto ?he files, of
detail.
baster too many for
^orttmate
Gribble has been more
in his diacolleagues
than many of his
and
The lines are often funny, they
logue
the broader
as often broad, and
uproar.
are the louder the
"they covAnd despite the fact that
lact that this
ered^^m up," despite the
the braIn
excel
to
IZ% ^^s s'llpposed
settling
^enness of Its nudity before
one of
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down in the smug Hub, you
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to
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j
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of Poe, tales
the strange tales
the
of the records of
out
grown
hav«
the delight of curionce
Morgue,
Paris
now a thing of the
os, toUrUts. and
Opera
Is the Paris
setting
,;Lt. The
of the
days
flourishing
the
Phantom lurked
'"te nineties when a
cellars. »o-«;'/^«"
n Its innumerable
'ancient torture chambers ^f^] the
imbedded In
second Revolution, and

ante-bellum days a .picture the
crinoline and curls,
the memory in
the good o,d
^hlirshe was courted Inconfederate
o
7ashloned way by the
portrayed by Charles Mtu
fleer, so well
heroic
In
and
manfully
sihger, who sank
porch and
-M^ All this In a frame of of
isolated
blossom
ml^nSlia
; UiT.^^'of
mere
And
> et
nine on. guard as a stoic.
expansive
of
pictures
other

h^Wf, of

Place the words
emphasis. Not once
ably for their due
accompaniment, which
did he allow the
seems of more proat a single hearing
the voice

'

rei^ailed

audle.ic.

:':ior:"-^V*h^;R'os?
Pal^jr " ;^U^'nTl!rer
In which X.^ncy
BaUet"' -^ood Night,"
th« •'-t^^;"
ctbhs sang and mimed
for

the

^t^a^S'

V,ecome monotonous.
struggled vallanUy with

™
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fitting

m

no^

ttilng,

semi-melodious recl^in 'taelf. but
tlve not very expressive
words and sentences with

"continued in our

Kennedy was pleasing
Madge Kenn«»y
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a loveaome

.
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Feast of Lanterns. Griff

an n a form
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comic
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the proper musical
At all e^tV.h'
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-nhas set to music a long P0^^|" J^^'^^u^^
from Shelley,
translation
pears to be a

'play,

h^Otie'Us
One geis

A
A

it

genius, aeijing i.>
he be^ ne has
as comedian though
voice and 1^"°^^^
an excellent singing
Seed for more
well how to use it. Dave
with
as th« Greek waiter
fun
burlesquing
Soaring moustaches, now
manner
Spanish
the Chark.ton In a
stage
encompas.«ing the entire
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Love went arlding, Bridge.
of ^he
The most tnterestftig event the first
temoon was the Performance
Ro^pighl ^prk °ureiy
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been Inspired by
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gatherings at the
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after tne
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to show is worth many
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dance,
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the entire enslve roars throughout
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Amy Ward Durfee. contralto,
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accompanist
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Kaufmusical comedy by George
man and Irving Berlin with the
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four Marx brothers.
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"The
Copley—
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Repertory— "The Rivals," re^vith
vival of Sheridan's comedy
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Francis Wilson as Bob
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veals himself to
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New Park—"The Grand Duch-

edglly in the
^^i.^^^e identity
served for the ^^'^'^•^1^
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Rarratt
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The principal
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^^^^^^^
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In two
Models," a musical revue
Dialogue by Harry
Boenes.
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Lyrics by Clifford
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that
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UNDER CONSIDERATION

lAa the World Wags:

Hall of.Paae,- Dr.
I propos,^ for the

I

—

omist, BloloBlst. Chenilat. EvoluGeologist. Pathologist. Eroslon-

England Lhey uro singing:
Cold water l» the best of drinks,
As nil the sagos sing;
But who i\m I that should want

Ill

OouM.

Theophonlst, rsycologlst, Physical.
Healer and
Me'uphyslcal and Spiritual
up ObeelDeveloper. Reduces and Bullda
and
Reduces Disorders. Dlaeaaes
Ist

tiea.

LB_SAGE BROOKS.

Deformities."

to

bored with Immortality.

The work

of changing

names

of places

Petersburg. Chrlsgoes merrily on: St.
now the Brazilian
and
Holyhead,
tlanla,
wishes- to change
Society
Geographical

Rio to Guanabara.

'Rolling

which was perhaps too richly enioldered— reminding one of Rossini
asking a soprano who sang one of his
airs:
"Who wrote that muslo?" not

Psychology has made Its way like the
"Here I come, creeping everywhere," as the poet sang. It Is even In
the I'ersonal Column of a staid London

her,"

down to-

Journal:

only did she shine brilliantly; she also
gave the air slgnlflcance, varying the
expression to suit the moods of arch
Roslna without being too uperatlo on
tho conoort stage. Her Intonation, her
attack, her fluencj', her (llrtlon were
The air from "The
alike admirable.
Marriage of Figaro" was a severer test
mlrawhich Fhe fully answered, and
blle dictu I— although an Italian and at
music
Mozart's
home In opera, she sang

]

ABOUT

MARRT

acquired an Everyman s
I have Just
Lays of Marie
Library volume: "The
6 I came across
de France." On page

And what Is to be said of this advertisement in the Columbia (S. C.) Record?

the following:
•He climbed gainfully UP°"ado,
V^f for he
and departed without more before any
gone
ws« with child to be
from .his purTo^ld come to stay him

>raAT"S IN

A

KISS? Joy and

bliss,

^°I^e there any
use of "with chlld-^

meaning

"With

"Ronald V. Dumock reported that he
attended prayer services and left the
saxophone In the vestibule. After church
It was missing."— Boston Herald.
Who says the church Is falling In its

dCv

the eround
with child.— Ed.

ELIZA

mission?

As the World Wags:

V.

gladof the books that we
but you say
take to bed with us,
should like to
nothing of the books we
bed with her
have Aunt Ellia take to
manner,
-she who suggests In a chilly
should
she comes visiting, that we

Tou speak

As the World Wags:
In an advertisement of Doubleday,
Page & Co. one may learn that: "When
Page was editor of the Atlantic Monthly, it was to Woodrow Wilson that he

cellar.
do our smoking In the
ElUa and her likes there
them
books-books designed to throw
nervous state, niUng
Into a shockingly
that they will As
th'am with such horrors

The

Mme. Dal Monte Heard
Symphony
Time

_

i

HOW

Foley

"

•.•..".Mirgnerlte

has not managed so successfully.
°"
she employs, to move Peopl«

artlflce

l.vdla

Scott

:;V.V.V.V.:V.Vl?orothy

P-atc

surely
Pruning would do n?u<:h to
requires.
level of the first
raise these acts to the
Its
necessary
"^^To tell the plot Is not
it might
perhaps
telepathy,
theme Ib
present
the
^^alled spirltuallsm-et players
were
AU the
timely toplol
sympathetically,
It
approach
able to
Mr^
nor
though neltSer MIsb Standing colorless
Mowbray could make two
least successpeople, Mrs. SaltonstaU's
Mr. vane
creations, appealing.
ful

o"'"
/.^i*
tale

.

wistful

r

,

|

,

contributed a neat

^

The audience,

clowmery

It

you

will,

who

dancer
puts it
turn at' tho comic song, and he
street would
over," as the fellow on the

Then again we
Crater,

made them

sit

Now

of a
excels

,

"razzed" one another.
DorothyAnd what Is to be said ofdainty
bit
This fragile little miss, this
acted to
and
sang
danced,
of Dresden,
,

the

manner

born.

Rosamond
At Jordan hall la«t OTenlng
ElU"
Willlara
Chapln, Boprano. with
tl
Weston as her accompanist, gave
Per la
following program of eonga:
Bononclnt; Danza,
Gloria d'Adoravl.
FanoluUa Gentile, Durante;
Danza.
Come Ragglo dl Bol. Caldara; Se to
M'Aml, Pergolesl; Gla !1 Sole Dal Gangs,
Ballkerew;
Scarlatti; Vlens Pres de Mol.
Dans le Steppe. Gretchanlnow; LA i^oBzulo;
cesslon, Franck; Clair de Lune.
Les Cloches de Nant, Old French, arr.
Im
Brahms,
Ode.
Sapphlsche
Ferrari;
Trelbhaus, Wagner; Nun Sag Ich Dlr,
Wolff;
Schonberg; Ich Bin Elne Harfe,
Zur Johannlsnacht, Grieg: Three Balladettes, Crist; Lullaby. Scott: I've Been
Roaming, Horn.
Mrs. Chapln chose quite a delightful

of songs, all of them lovely and
evocative, and few of them of common
There were arch and spon
currency.
taneous 18th century Italian songs dark
and pensive songs of the Russians; an
ancient, many versed French folk tune,
of a quasl-recltatlve refrain aranged by
Ferrari; Wagner's 'Tn Trelbhaus," originally written as the preliminary study
for the third act of "Tristan," and still
others.
An exacting program, and to It she
gave a wide ranging and often quite
lovely lyric soprana voice, opulent In Its
lower registers, and when she did not
.force her head tones, they were of a
She has a
fresh and delicate quality.
fine sense of style, and of nuance, a
And from the
keen Imaginativeness.
.warm gaiety and passion of the Italian
songs to the chastened mood of Franck'r
"The Procession," and the almost de
;

other days,
as Allene
up and take

known

more perfect maby virtue cf that
she
motherly W dow
the
same maturity as
passed fromr
Hood. And many a nudge
Allene
neighbor to neighbor as Fred and
notice.
turity,

o.

program

recalled

Stone,

Mrs.

applauded

r r

ROSAMOND CHAPIN
I

The
his measure In his line.
takes his
of parts, acrobatics, he

when

aPP«ran^«

commotion

win take

i

eketch of a

after every

Mrs. SaltonstaU hearUly.

^>t>>
tain in pleasing perspective,
^'^ack ng
"merry villagers" and their
enchanting
sabots going it to an
bo kl,
rhythm. The while we feared tho the
quarry,
bad men might reach their
l}""^"
while we applauded the
her heels an
ette as she showed them
B'-oughton
was well on her way to
of Hoses,
woods. Then the "Garden
girls
peeping
with
trellis,
a flowering
through latticed squares.
nvsstlc
the
and
Then the haunted inn
and bis
hussars, the ghost of the Inn
of the.
spooky dance, then the outside Sll.lo,
Prince
of
inn, then the palace
the
and down the broad staircase came
Prince
bride .and the faithful pantaloon.
Silvio was waiting.
the antics
And so .-igaln we roared at the
plumbof Fred Stone as Peter Plug,
it

little

afternoon,
of interest all the

mounCherryvlUe square, with rising

Call

too

sometimes Is
oft the stage,
she
episodes
apparent: In the love
^^'^
teems not deeply
»""s
with the theatre man
and there
purpose,
for no apparent
action
are more words than the

and

|
Zender

Prlmroae Caryll
Marietta Sullivan

V.

to the bustle a>id

Then on

I

,

Saltoiwtall
^""he succeeding acta Mrs.
The

,

er

j

Her first aot.
theatrical technique.
sets
deed, Introduces her personages,
forward her situation and 'faves "real
with
a flne state of suspense, all

amWrt

Stepping Stones in their
r s
Rougette Hood, her tabulations fairy
good
ing unscarred while the
claimed
•carried on." and Prince S»vlo
her as his very own. As in
fff^;
n.
M"<
they sang "Once in a Blue
house.
haunting melody of a haunted Colo
the
over
rise
Let the blue moon
f°r
/^^I
nial, barricade its orbit.
while the
night claims lU effulgence,
^ay.
unwinds
Hf
merry fantasy
?htSo again we reveled with the
the r
eyed "kids" in the nursery, shared
marveled at
joy in the puppet play,
the
corrldo.
the sweep of the great
sweet si op^
the
songs and comics of
of

1

nature haa dealt thus generously
done
Mrs. SaltonstaU, she has
me,.,
much for herself In acquiring no

of

I

i

If

m

Once again comes

,

ladles.

share.

p^Yt Jordan

%ltllr^^^

the Detroit factory was not
bad quartar-j branch ofat Boxford, with ofBces at
will experience -several
"Dracula. located
hours during the perusal of
H. C. P.
Count Salem.
The hero of It Is a match for
Flttehburg.
ColJ
Wilkle
of
villain
fat
JoscoV the
In exciting the
llns's "Woman In White"
in
But,
reader's fearful apprehensions.
story is
no matter how skilfully such a
us with the
Hall for
It i:an never affect
told
of our
same sense of horror as some
malignant
a
that
feeling
dreams—the
First
corner
presence lurks Just around the
By PHILIP HALE
almost InauxJible
or approaches with
Mme. Totl Dal Monte, soprano, sang
stand rooted
steps the room In which we
here for the first time In concert last
to
fly from swlftunable
terror,
with
evening in Symphony hall. She was
advanclng doom. Perhaps the reason Is assisted bv David Blair McClosky, bariare looking
Dorothy
that In a story or a play we
dream tone: J. Henry Bove, flutist;
upon other wo«s than ours. In a
Kennedv, accompanist for Mme. Dal
the
for
accompanist
we hold the centre of the stage,
Coon,
Raymond
Monte;
purhorror Is subjective. The furies are
Dal Monte's selecand Mr. McClosky. Mme. "Una Voce Poco
suing us, not some creature of pen
tions were: Rossini,
lose
Still, Aunt Eliza Is apt to
ink
"Deh Vlenl, non Tardar."
and ifj Fa": Mozart, dicesti, bocca belea." Palherself in the books she reads,
"Pur
LottI,
will
she
"Dracula"
tackles
Donionce
she
siello, "Chi vuol la Zlngarella."
dl Lamhave as uneasy nights as Lady Macbeth.
zetti, Mad Scene from "Lucia
W. E. K.
MasPartorl,"
mormoor;" Pezzettl, "I
Buzzi-Peccia,
"Crepuaculo."
senet,
The Manchester Guardian, gladly ad- "Canto dl Primavera," Mr. McClosky
be
sang the prologue from "Pagllaccl;
Iniitling that H. L.. Mencken should
Carpenter's "May the Maiden;" Rlker s
read, says that to read him 1b to have
"Ship o' Dreams;" Bennett's "A Song
and Don Juan's Serenade by Tchaikov"all the mental excitement of a tavern
I
[brawl without ever being In danger of
^'tMs concert wa.=i In aid of the Boston
I being hit."
Students' Union (81 to 83 St. Stephen
been
street). The audience snould have
for
COME?
larger on account or the cause
beand
given
was
As
the World Wags:
concert
which the
I
cause of the reputation of the soprano
In Washington, D. C, where I live,
South America and this
In Europe,
I potatoes
were selling at 40 or 45 cents
country; but Bostonlans are not musiDal
a peck. My hostess whom I am visiting
cally curious. Probably after Mme.
j
Monte has sung here several tlmf s they
[in Boston informs me that in your city
her.
"discover"
will
they were a dollar a peck a few days
I
Her voice Is unusually flexible, the
ago; 90 cents last Monday.
Are your
I
voice of the coloratura singer of the
potatoes
more
"cultured"
than
ours?
I
years In which something was demandS.\LLIE MORRIS GORDON.
I
ed of her besides the ability to sing
with ease florid and difficult measures.
Tn those years the colors,tura singer wi.8

|

with

Murray

^"'IL""'
Mary..........
.NiirHB Marjorle

As the World Wags:
How was it that the Massachusetts

,

I

C.vntliln

..

RouB«tte

I

|

which

....Willie Torpey
The' Landlord. .V.\\V;."\;..:. . .George
Dor^thy„
Hood

suppose we must put
up with them for a reason not readily
understood, but cannot they be Influenced so that they will not take fllght-s
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Book by Anne Caldwell and
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much bright talk. She see*
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poor
sharply drawn portrait of that
played
lady Mrs. Townsend (excellently
disby Miss Dudgeon), perplexed to about
traction by the queer goings-on
the
none
but
mule,
her, obstinate as a
Mr. Townless a long way from a fool.
author b
Bend also bore witness to the
to Mr.
sense of character— likewise
part In
Tandy's. So did Mrs. LltUe, a
Miss Ediss shone, and again two
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humor in her composition, as she proved
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excellent qimllty and liberal range, interpreted the "Prologue" with sufflclent
dramatic force for the concert hall, and
with a fine sense of tonal values. His
aongs the first three called for little
but smooth singing. He did not make
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without
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note at the end.
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after sih-mountlng great
TO
obstacles (not financial) ask kind readers of the Morning Post to will them
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Oh, water for me, oh, water for me.
And wine for the tremulous debauchee.
Water cooleth the brow and cooloth the
brain
And maketh the faint one strong again.
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bare-legged on the Birmingham stage,
This rule has been in force for 14 years.
Mme. Pavlowa's manager said that the
company has Just toured Scotland without any question being raised.
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one can do anything in that country
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quoted a few days ago a strange
advertisement In the personal column
of a highly respectable London Journal.

object to th« pna symphonic coti-

Ainerli'ftn Itfo
hatito,

iis

Its

with Its restsnapplng-pf-

What

ment (not

als and spiritual thluRS,
should
o is "]Ri7.."
:iient In a suite be synilean llfp as it MOW Is? As
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name

the theatre," one of tho
i-ostlnff of the modern works
lieon produced here, severelj
players In the matter of nihI by the frequently shifting
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makes unusual demands
on the enscmbb
mention Iry name and in turn

Paris has

players and
nlj;!
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MS.
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M*|rer.

Gillet.

of

Speyer.
the buslod

Allegra,

percussion

so on. but this would be invidious, for
the small orchestra was collectively a

I
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A DESIRABLE MEMBER

Ins at

Derforniance, for h« think.''
tho Suite and the pomposer'.he audience was enthusiastir
ud was called to the platform
ines; he. Mr.
slra .-Jhared

Koussevitsky ano

alike the lonpapplause,
in a nirs
played
was
overture
The
terly manner, as was the symphon.v
fi^en the most pjmtldent hearer whv
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"For as co'ncemlng football playing,

protest unto you. It may rather be
called a friendly kind of fight than a
play or recreation; a bloody and murthering practice, than a felowly sporte
or pastime.
"For doth not every one lye in walght
for his Adversarle, seeking to overthrowe him and to picke him on his
nose, though it be upon hard stones?
in ditch or dale. In valley or hil, or
what place so ever It be, he careth not,
so he have him down. And he that can
serve the most of this fashion, he is
counted the only, fellow, and who but
he? so that by this meanes, sometimes,
their necks are broken, sometimes their
backs, sometimes their legs, sometime
their armes: sometime one part thurst
out of joynte, sometime another, sometime their noses gush out with blood,
sometirrie their eyes start out, and
sometime hurt in one place sometime
in another.
"But whosoever scapeth away the
best, goeth not scotfree, but is either
sore wounded, crushed, and bruised, so
as he dyeth of it, or els scapeth very
hardly.
"And no mervalle, for they have the
sleight to meet one betwixt two, to
dashe him against the hart with their
elbows, to hit him under the short
ribbes with their griped flstes, and with
their knees to catch him upon the hip,
and to picke him on his nose, with a
hundred such murthering devices; and
hereof groweth envie, malice, rancours,
choler, hatred, displeasure, enmltle, and
what not els, and sometimes fighting,
brawling, contention, quarrel picking,
murther, homicide and great effusion of
blood, as experience dayly teacheth."
One cannot help thinking that the
good brother had, at some time, be.en
downed and perhaps "picked" on his
nose, by his "Adversarle."
XENES.
W^est Newton.

the end.
be repeated tonight.
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be out of town next

program of Dec. 4-5 will be:
"Academic Festival," over-

and piano concert.

i

pianist);

l;H,:i-r,

po.

11!,

first

I

I

performance of Wagner's

'
!

|iiuiii

No.

Loeffler,

1

(Mr.

symphonic

".Memories of My Childhood"
time here); Kavel, Suite No. 2
"Daphnis and Chloe."

GERMANY OF TODAY

lil

By PHILIP HALE
Newman's "Trarin Symphony hall last night
'alta'V,'
The first
Germany."
and
waa^BerUn
Tfc« subject of Mr.

was devoted

part

Ham nirg,

to

various

cities,

Brunswick, Dresden, Lelpslo,

Munich Nuremberg, Rothenburg, HslHagendelbs-£5, Frankfort and so on.
beck J Zoo was shown; paintings at
Dreslen were exhibited, through th«
klnOr.ess of Mr. EHmendorf, a predeces-

sor r.I Mr. Newman in this field; the
rortiotio castles of Ludwlg, the mad
king, showed why Bavarians grumbled
at tlUlr ruler's extravagance; there was
a Ci,il on Anton Lang and his family;
cou'.»ry life was depicted, as was a festival in the Black Forest; and not the
leasi interesting feature of this part
was the visit to the Krupp plant.

Th* second part of the Traveltalk
was £\vea over to Berlin at work and
It Is Mr. Newman's purpose
at tiiny.

.

in tiie present series of Traveltalks
to give his audiences some Idea of the
marrrer In which European people are

nov, living; their Industries, their
ing, their social life; how they

farmhave

beta affected by the world war; what
the i/:tual conditions are today. In Gerthauy for Instance. One still hears much

abot,t the night life of Berlin, the gayety,
the extravagance; one hears less about
the oard-working classes, the general
desiia to put industrial Germany again
in xhe front.

I

I

Oiprge Augustus Sala described the
dav and night life of London, giving In
a volume vivid descriptions of what
hap*/'ned In the 24 hours, from early
morjiing In the markets to the early
mor-^Ing of the next day— the night
wit?4 the opera, theatres, newspaper ofMr.
ficev dance halls, cider cellars.
Ne'.v.nan, having shown many views of
Geriiian towns and country life some of
all
the!K> views were notably fine and

—

—

Interesting did for Berlin what
Sals did for London: from the workmen
hastening to the factories before 8 A.
M. to the profiteers revelling through
One gained an idea of the
tlifi night.

wer^i

great changes made in civic life by the
wan the absence of soldiers In the
streets and on guard, the diminished
traffic, the passing of royal pomp and

from what he
paw— and he is a keen observer that
n -rniany Is in a better condition than
vas two years ago; that the workn In factories and mills, laboring 10
12 hours, gain hardly enough to sup-

ceremony.

It is his belief

—

.

.

that the
their families decently;
ost of living is about the same as in

port
^'th'-^

cr'.n*rv.

'
.-

But the Germans have

ork and they are^a thrifty

so,

LOCAL ADVERTISEMENTS
As

the

World Wags:

"WANTED —Baby

to

board,

mother

•"
M. and eve.
"SAVAGE washing machine, copper
body, practically new."
I wonder what the "mother love" does
in the afternoon^ and what kind of teeth
J. D.
a savage washing machine has.

love; A.

EASY-GOING, WITH LONG LIFE
(Gait Evening Reporter)

Methuselah ate what he found on his
-

plate,

And never, as people do now.
Did he note the amount of the caloric
count
He ate It because It was chow.
He wasn't disturbed, as at dinner he sat,
Destroying a roast or a pie,
To think it was lacking in granular fat
Or a couple of vitamines shy,
He cheerfully chewed every species of
food,

Untroubled by worries or fears
Lest his health might be hurt by some
fancy dessert
And he lived over nine hundred years.

The circular of the Hotel Stark,
Evarts, Ky., informs us that the hotel
is well supplied with Sparkle Water,
"fine

for

liver,

kidney

trouble and goldfish."

and

stomach

,

;

,

As the World Wags:
The really meanest man Is the one
who was driving a big, empty car down

summers

ago.

find

;

.

I

occupation."

was sent by Kmeraon who
him a "great" and "majestic"

no

Intellect

comparable

my

to

he liked her, even his wife Jane liked
her; he thought Margaret had "a true
heroic mind; rare enough among the
writing men; unique among the writing
women." George Sand, he characterized as "a sublime hlghpriestess of anarchy," and he admired the "melody
that runs through that strange 'beautiincontinent' soul."
Charlotte Cushman and .lane Carlyle
swore an eternal friendshli) Charlotte,
"a big, healthy woman, with a comely
ful,
]

]

—

in

square face, an ideal mother's face."
No, Carlyle disliked this country and
vaunted Institutions, all except
slavery; but In IS37 he needed money
and thought of coming here to lecture.
He thought of it again In 1840, "preaching far and wide like a very lion there."
He did not dislike our money: he received in 1838 £50 for his "French
Revolution"; £100 more for that book
The New York Journals printed his
"Heroes and Hero Worship" In chapEmerson wrote to him:
ters.
"Tou
circulate for 6 cents at the corners of
all streets In New York and Boston."
Its

have made an
by general
universe
as a trap
the
with
discontent
great
souls
their
which
Into
(ftilness
of
have fnllen by mistake. George Eliot
gentlemen

figure in literature

—

"

,,

own," yet Carlyle said of her, "A
strange lilting lean old maid, not half
such a bore as I expected." When she
accept the universe!"
exclaimed,
"I
Carlyle said, "Gad, you'd better," yet

He

in 'Middlemarch.'

'

I

_

amazing

'

'

• t
kind of venerable Don
him love me as he can, and live on vegeon
partly
living
I.
tables In peace; as
vegetables, will continue to lovj him."
(Carlyle's commonest dinner was chicken and bread pudding with brandy
SHiK e.)
Margaret Fuller turned up In 1846.
"She had been the miracle of Boston
drawing rooms, this thick-set and plainfaced woman." It was she who said In
a nasal tone: "I now know all the people worth knowlnjf In .America, and I.

you," replied the delighted pedestrian,
"Oh," said
starting towards the car.
the M. M., stepping on the gas, "bet I
ROPHELIA.
get there first."

"Some

M

,

(1

Michigan a couple
stopped a pedestrian
just a few minutes before sunset, and
asked: "Going to Sawyer?" "Yes, thank

a country road

1,

to
Alcott converted Tennyson
the poet
v<-(,-elarlanlHm— for a whilo:
"
al Ktalni-d from mutton chin
<l
months. To Carlyle our A

EZ RA.

"Not guilty."

,

Soul.

Tim quickly

of relief

.

Iboiight

,

As the World Wags:
The sun was sweltering hot, the road,
rough and rocky. Tim had dropped back

With a cry

.

ii.. Ill,,
to [ilease himself for

y.-.,

CHICITO.

KL.

'
'

O.

unafraid, she answered,

.(vay.

ing?"

diversions.

Ini

Why, yes, I am." "Oh, thank you so
Much. I was a little afraid 1 was headed
wrong at first," said he, continuing his

answered, "Yes." With a smile on his
face, the motorist stepped on the gas
and laughed, "Well, why don't you try
running awhile T' The Jury was out 36
hours and finally returned a verdict of

'

.aries.

kind face,

of Qocthe'ii nun?"

Cnrlyln spoko of Georice Tlcknor as n
bnrc of tho flret niagnltudc. Mr. Wilson

Alcolt

World Wags:
the meuncsl man
I have Ju.st heard of
motorin tho world. He Is an unknown
was drivIt happened like this: He
ist.
he
when
pace
moderate
ing along at a
came upon a fair damsel, who was
pedestrian,
quite evidently an unwilling
and In kindly voice he asked, "Are you
going south?" And she saw he had a
A.s tUf

"Do you

strenuous pursuit In those days, but it
must be remembered that Bro. Stubbes
was a Puritan and, like the modern
"dry," looked askance at all popular

molhor

MEAN MOTORISTS

about a half-mile from the rest of the
fellows and gave every appearance of
being all in. A motorist, seeing the
fatigued lad, slowed down and asked in
a kindly voice, "Are you tired of walk-

16TH CENTURY FOOTBALL
As the World Wags:
The following excerpt from Stubbes's
"Anatomy of the Abuses In England"
(1583) shows that football was rather a

mus;

played, even the hearer in whosbreast the spirit o( Beethoven dwel!
lovingly and informii>Bly. could not hav.
found fault with Mr. Koussevitzky's
There is chatter, we bi-terpretation.
lieve, about "objective" and "sulJjeclive" readings of the classics. Give us
a man who first of all imparts fresh
interest to that which is familiar withix recourse to extravagance or
to

1

'

T'robably poor pronunciation obscured
pronence of the weaker vowol of the
til.
Or perhaps the strong lan.llrlithong.
giMK. of tho doggerel w.is a conscientho
tious objector to the presence of
woHk vowel and forced It out.
A. ROY THOMPSON.

E. P. G. proposes for our Hall of
Fam'e Miss Mercedes Lymp, who has
opened a studio of ballet dancing at
She "features 'Baby
Portland, Ore.
Work.' 'Belcher Ballet Technique,' and
"
'Physical Culture.'
Miss Lymp, E. P. G. asks:
suppose she Is, or does?"

1

knows how Beethoven wished

,

burglars and seems to

driver.

Mr. Koussevitsky had taken
rehearsal to ensure u

'\

Its

prou« of their daring. One, convicted
and sentenced In court, was being conveyed from one prison to another. He
broke through the roof of the Black
Maria and escaped, although Maria was
provided with a conductor as well as the
i'c

Vannonl.
instruments ami

Patties,

s,

;i.i\ti-

mor-

and God (any variety), seeks some one
with whom to exchange cynicisms and
gaspers In streets and cinemas and
Redness (hair or
over his gas-fire.
politics) an attraction.— Box 129, New
Statesman. 10 Great Queen street, Iflngsway, London, W. C. 2."

it

'

I

oM

Punch)?

bid, loose-thinking, sentimental and borIng, Interests humanity, Irish Poetry

.

for

;

In

said of this advertise-

••Male of 30, bigoted non-danoer,

Why

;iK

to be

Is

Wii:i

It

and should be "tralKa."

We

...

M.vl" last wi
Spanish

liipiri,'

A PAGAN POET'S HOPE
dies more than I have beeti.
There dies what I have heard and seen,
My blood, by blood is woodland green.

With me

References to America and Americans
space in this fascinating book,

nil little

which the Hfe of Carlyle Is described
by pleasing indirection in an unusual
and most delightful manner. We are
told what his contemporaries thought
of him from year to year; the cliangIn

the play of wind with cloud.
Storm-cock and plover calling loud.
Their life, their life puts on my shroud.

am

I

Would Pan, some far-off day, re-bring
The pattern of primeval spring.

My

dust,

my

is leaf

dust
z.-z

Ing subjects for his scolding.
As for Jane, much abused Jane, Mr.
is evidently on the husband's
side.
What with alternate /headache
and colic and depression, "it Is the deliberate opinion of the best doctors tliat
few men ever endured better than Carlyle all that a husband may have to
suffer from the ailments of a wife." Mr.
Wilson commends Carlyle for buying
her a cloak she needed; gives a separate chapter to the incident. "She disliked the color, but for a man's buying
it was well enough."
Now, Jane was
by no means unattractive, mentally or
physically.
Did not Leigh Hunt exult
in verse when after he had recovered
from influenza she Jumped up, and
kissed him?

and wing.

Wilson

ANNA DB BART.
^ t r r—

There is much in the third volume-Di
David Alec Wilson's extraordinary life
of Thomas Carlyle— "Carlyle on Cromwell and Others" published In this
country by B. P. Dutton and Company—
those
to interest Americans, especially

—

who are sensitive to the criticism of
foreigners (Englishmen included). Many
readers will be amused; some will possibly be irritated.

|
I

well kn*-rm that Carlyle did act
He could not
like the United States.
understand the Civil War and the causes
that led to It. He thought slavery was
learn from
a benign institution.
Mr. Wilson's third volume that Crabb
by Cardisgusted
Robinson was greatly
lyle's "outrageous declamation in favor
of the negro slavery of the Americans
a natural and Just aristocracy that
He hoped
of race indicated by color.
I rethis, slavery would last for ever
with
acquainted
longer
no
solved to be
hini." Milnes heard Carlyle say: "An
industrious man seeing a great strong
man perfectly idle a squatting, pumpkin-eating black has the best right to
make a slave of him and make him
work at something." The emancipation
of slaves In the Briti.sh West Indies had
"nilned" the Islands. Carlyle could not
endure the Quaker ladles who "cackled
in chorus" about negro slavery.
It l3

Was Jane
bury

We

—
—

—

—

No doubt

why

j

I

.

Carlyle dis-

was because of cerAmerican visitors who bored him.

liked this country
tain

He always welcomed Emerson,
ed him. In his gruff way was

What a name;

Ger-

aldine's heart undoubtedly fluttered In
the presence of Thomas. "Mrs. Carlyle

—

one reason

Jealous of Geraldlne Jews-

— Phoebus!

respect-

fond of
him; but when a party of our countrydid
"they
men visited Carlyle In 1846,
nothing but spit my flre out." Mr. Wilson amiably adds: "Free spitting was
•pood form' in America till within living
memory, and a speaker of the House of
Uei)resentatlve8 would spit at large to^
make new members feel at home."
There wais the American who loitered
about and seemed to think It strange
that he was not Invited to meet the
Duke of Saxe-Welmar calling at tho

discovered that the unfortunate Geraldine had recourse to married men
only as a makeshift, because the bachelors sne selected ran away." One can
hear Jane saying this in a snippy, sniffling

way.

There was Lady Harriet Baring. Jane
wrote: "When a handsome, clever and
reputedly most haughty woman appeals
to the charity and piety of a simple
man like Carlyle, you may be sure she
will not appeal In vain.
So he writes
engaging to visit her on Thursday."
Geraldlne was not only Jealous, she was
almost scandalized.
"For my part,"
wrote Jane, "I am singularly InaccessiTut, tut!
ble to Jealousy."
Likewise,
go to! Perhaps she was comforted by
Helen, the maid, saying that Carlyle
would be "a very desultory widow"
(desolate widower); "he seems to take
no pleasure In new females."

Then there was the maid from Edinburgh, "filled with the consciousness of
grace," who liad taken to religion "to
time and might have taken to
kill
Carlyle, when she was sick,
worse."
said to her: "You would have got more
real education If you had been left to
paddle through the gutters with your
neglected fellow-brats, by whom you
would have been trampled out of the
world if you had behaved no better
than now."

achieved, a UreeK tragedy under the difficult condiLiohs oT .t barren JNcw
England farm, a narrow, rigid Puritanism and a Yankee nasal, twang. In
Sydney's Hamlet the actor lifted the play from its easy, familiar setting,
and moulded it on unfamiliar ground. And he, too, has been successful."

the HoUis
"The School for Scandal" at
the ocular
Herald
The
to
sent
has
*'']V^ Jo^erH Wheeler
which took
testimonial" to Arthur Cheney
'^o"\P'""'^
was
.mil the ^LiSientarv
7 ,070 The Dlay for tho occasion
•

,1

revival of

.

"Cymbeline" and "Troilus and Cressida" have been produced in England in modern dress. We believe that in the latter some of the Greek
heroes or were they the Trojans? smoked clay pipes. (Thersites shouldl
have chewed plug tobacco.) Now there is the modernized "Twelfth Night,"|
with Malvolio as the Lady Olivia's footman. Mr. -Vernon H. Porter of the
Queen's Players defends the transformation. To him the comedy is really
a farce. "It is not merely permissible to make Malvolio a footman, but it
is essential for the foolery of the yellow stockings and cross-gartering
incident." Mr. Porter thinks that "Twelfth Night" is "a hastily put together, ephemeral play, bound to become out of date as a modern revue
It was written with the tongue in the cheek as a sop to,
.
does.
the groundlings concocted from their most prized recipe, containing their
much knockabout humor, a love interest, the satiri-'
favbrite' ingredients
cal treatment of the upper classes, and some music." My! My!

_

John Brougham;
'iX Oliver Surface,
E. Sheridan: Sir Benjamin

W.

.nh s'urf.ce

Backbite, G. C.
I.

Jennings; Snake, H.
/ ^Mr^ T T Raymond: Moses. J. W.
Peakes; Sir Harry Bumper,
G.
James
Careless
start
'^-rL
Trvp, ^^fl^^^'V^^V
Harkins;
Holmes- Joseph's servant, D. S.
Thnvland; Rowley, E. B. ^J^^^^^^^
Tea.le, Mrs. Thomas

^S

J. li.

r

Lady
Parr>
>neer"\

—

Sti^^
_____

ability.'"

We

doubt

and -unsurpassed dramatic

even equalled, today.
this cast could be bettered,

if

We may live to see King Lear trying to hold an umbrella in the
raging storm and dying in striped pyjamas; the melancholy Jaques. the
diaiilualftncd clubman, sporting u stovepipe hal, true to form, in the forest
K's a pity that Shakespeare is not on earth to act as stage
ol ATcen.
manager for these modernizations. How' he would enjoy it!

And

The Boston Stage Society of the Barn Theatre in Joy street announces
a selection of plays for this, its third season, from France's "Revolt of the
Angelsi," Jc^ice's "Exiles," Strindberg's "Spook Sonata," Giacosa's "Falling Leaves," iichnitzier's "Liebelei," Evreinov's "Vv'hat They Thought They
p. H.
Were" aas! Vhard's "Marlborough Rides Off to the Wars."

comedy or i maginative tragedy.
speaking of the proplayers of last week"—he is
the P'^y^;
+r„f. that W-®
true
,
^-^
-^^^f parts were taken by

either -of artificial
..T+
•

—

—

- ''''^^S':S^'''TX^:-^^^y^ Sir Peter Teazle,
Charles Surface, W. R.

u

It is

,

ALEXANDRE TANSMAN
—

Harvard
The Polish Modern of Moderns
Dramatic Club's Policy

iiff.r»t from

possiWe in

.their

own

fifth concert
The Sinfonietta by Alexandre Tansman, played at the
Orchestra for the first time in the United States,
of the Boston Symphony
some took the music as a perexcited discussion. As was to be expected
were deeply interested and found
sonal attack on their composure; others
a close
much to like and praise. It is therefore interesting to hear from
Boston for the
personal friend of Tansman. Mr. Slonimsky, who is now in
was commusical season. It should be remembered that the Sinfonietta
greater
posed for a small orchestra. The effect produced might have been
in Jordan halL
if the performance had been

wl»twa= „.t.ra^^^

appropriate atmosphere and style.

loses i^ bouquet Are old
Old wine in new bottles often

com^^^^^^^^

hn-

singularly dem"Tansman voluntarily limited his resources, and thus
master to be able to say:
onstrated the prowess of one who is sufficient
see whether I could
1
'Here are the beautiful garments at my disposal— 11
Anderto the king
dispense with them without fear of being likened
that he was
imagmmg
streets,
the
in
naked
appeared
who
sen's tale,

m

thwagh he may cover

it

with the dress of th e time

/

dressed in marvellous clothes.'
"Rimsky-Korsakoff once remarked that the inexperienced composers
who do not know how to use their talents—supposing that they have
there
any—usually jump upon the brass section of the orchestra seeking sound.
their work
satisfaction to their insatiable ambition— to make
ideas manifesto itself
It does sound, but the cheapness of the composer's
constitutes the very
the more palpably. Economical use of one's resources
select.
talented
the
whereas
waste,
ungifted
the
pivot of art. So
"Tansman's work is not an isolated phenomenon of this new current
slogan: 'Confine yourin music which could be expressed in a prohibitive
speculate, but there are
self to the necessary.' It would be hazardous to
strong indications that this dash 'back to the simplicity of the eighteenth
tumultuous
century' is due not only to the natural reaction to Wagnerian
waterfalls of orchestral music, but also to the economical crisis which
leaves little hope for the authors composing for a large orchestra—there
are too few large orchestras in the world to give satisfaction to all the
,

vnth well-gracea .ctors ai a
training and his former association

New York he had the opporCreighton Hill writes to us t^at in
the evenHamlet in the afternoon;
Hampden's
Walter
seefng
turltf^f
Mr

m

f s^^rrabout
?«a.y; JSrioTstudbut
when

eveS
S^

necessity

the artistic
h??
the fina curtain
into mufti,
at t^ie Booth Theatre
performance I realized that the presentation

of puttrng Hamlet

aTmer

-^^f

Elizabethan-costume mterpre-,
art form than the conventional

dearly and simply the rhythm
'The modern manner conveys more
was ever possible in doublet,
and imagery of Shakespeare's play than
the present century is concerned.
Sd short sword-at laast as far as with
Forbes Robertson and John
?asil SydnS of course, ranks well up
supporting -mpany
The
acting.
his
of
qualify
the
laSymore £
^^^^^^^
not the si ghtest
scene-with
succeeded
scene
as
cellent. But one realized
values of the mesintrinsic
the
upon
costumes
intrusion- of settings or

Se

-overcoming the handicap of costuming^
it was not a case of the cast
has suffered too much the
Shakespeare, and every actor of Shakespeare,
freed from the restrictvranny of costume' and it is time his plays were
tions «f a particular and romantic period.
on the so-called
"Let an actor—whether in college Shakespeare or
garb and inevitably)
Shakespearian
conventional
the
stage-A»i
legitimate
'They All Want to Plaj
he BtrutsT Carl S'&urg senses this in his poem,
Hamlet.'
would sound fronn
"I hact been curious as to how Shakespeare's lines
dress, automatic revolvers, cigar-;
evening
parties,
dinner
of
background
a
a possible incongruity^
ettes and bell-bottomed trousers. I had expected
playwright, audi
none. Shakespeare is essentially a poet, not a

that

;

j

.

j

'

Th6Te was

while surfacely he employed much of the common patois of his
with words that are durable beyond time..
i fundamentally he WTOught
he,
Then, too, even from the viewpoint of his own contemporary period,
did not write in the mamier of ordinary speech.

i

}

I

blurs identity.
-beiieye that the conventional Shakespearian garb
slightsee such costumes only occasionally and then on the stage. The
the messenger
ly effeminate, sophisticated college youth who acted as
between Laertes and Hamlet expressed the mincing page of Shakespeare s
imagination much more effectively than in silken doublet.

We

"There
i

period, yetj

is

a slight analogy between this production and Eugene
In the latter the playwright has

©"NeiU'*- Desire Under the Elms.'

composers of modern scores.
,
/ v
"But a composer who writes for so called 'chamber orchestra (the
term seems to acclimatize itself readily, and will soon find its way into
musical dictionaries) will have more opportunity to have his work produced. This voluntary limitation, which was caused by heterogeneous circumstances, has opened, as it were, a new chapter in the art of musical
composition.
To try a new combination of instruments, yielding new
And we have a full list of
sonorities, is in itself an attractive thought.
the compositions for 'chamber orchestra' written by the foremost modern
Many others have set
composers; Stravinsky, Prokofieff, Schoenberg.
their hands to this initiative.
"Since the chamber orchestra gains its way, even when a large one is
available, we cannot put the blame for this exclusively on the economical
disturbances. We have before us a new phenomenon and a new problem.
The Bostonian public has had the occasion to form an opinion. Tansman's
a pioneer of this type of music.
in 1897, a Pole, educated in Russia, has
made Paris his home for five years, and, sponsored by Ravel, and cherished later by Koussevitzky, has gained his position at a quick pace. In a
'Who's Who in Music,' he could be listed as the most prominent representative of Polish music, with a strong mark of modern French musical
culture. In the chai-niing Mazurka (second part of the Sinfonietta, Polish
nature and French culture are conspicuously shown.
"Tansman started his composition at an early age. He was 17 when
his first orchestral work, 'Prometheus,' was performed by the Warsaw
Philharmonic Orchestra. He was 20 when he won at once the first, the
second and the third prizes at the competition of Polish composers. This
victory, which caused much confusion in the ranks of esteemed deans of
Polish music, almost cost him too dearly, but the exasperated minds had
to submit to the fact, and the boy-modernist was amicably received by
Paderewski, despite the obvious discrepancy in their musical beliefs.
"Paris was an unexplored field to Alexandre Tansman. The musical
public hardly know him. His Sonata for Violin and Piano has been played
Sinfonietta

is

"Alexandre Tansman, born

by Bronislaw Huberman.

His Polish triumphs have been to his

credit, too.

'

l3t,

iar.sui.i.i

icjo.U'.i .ui

r.o
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.ui

o-wnr merits did
juLwi'^. ly dono (U)0 rutb-

I

of Tansman's music?

I

His mastership
to have

article

tive art

a lamentable state of disrepute."
Vlttorla

mio

Carlsslmi,
Susser Tod;
VMci
I Carlyle in society, of his visits In stately
Core Paure, Le Secret; Debussy,
ansions and his hatred of the flunkies,
De Tart Splenic Prlntemps; Diaz,
que
f
his
association
with
Tennyson,
Malnacht;
deur Immortelle; Brahms,
'.rowning, Thackeray, Dickens, FitzSchubert, Die All-trald, of his excursion on the contiWolf, Peregrlna:
Winr.'-nt, but lack of space forbids.
There
macht; Rachmanlnov, Before My Kose
^^Jmust be room for one of his charac- dow, The New Grave; Redman.
Converse
terlstic remarks:
"If Christ 4ere to
Dark the Solemn Sunset:
of the
come to London now he would not be
Adieux; Chadwick, A Ballad
I am
^crucified. Oh, no! He would be lionTrees and the Master; Carpenter.
autumn,
I^H ized, a^ked out to dinner to hear the like a remnant of a cloud of
Fever
Sea
strange things he had got to say, and
John Adams Loud,
who
the 'bettermost people' would wonder
According to all good judges
at his
that a man who could be so sensible on
heard him, Mr. McCloskey showed that
appearance
hall
some points sliculd be so foolish on
recent Symphony
voice and of
others; would wish he were
UtUe
he is a singer of excellent
meetmore practical, and eo on.
sound schooling. Yesterday, In
exacting proing the demands of his
that
well
gram, he made It clear as with low
ms voice is of long range,
and high
tones of considerable body
It sounded
ones that still keep quality.
"""^
McCloskey.
baritone,
In the
however,
sanrtSi,
best yesterday,
its
yesterday afternoon
fn Jordan
linL "r^r^""
in
hall,
middle register where, -"vh!" /.f '^"1^
well accompanied by
Howard A. Slayman:
with moderate or even ^'^V brilliant
and »^ri,ulnt'
Handel, Nasce al bosco;
the voice is both warm
Bach, Komm
loses too often
In passages very soft It
It

I

would ba K p'.«asure to Bpe&k at

'

1

1

I

n M'CLOSKY

SINGS

^

its

vitality.

Mr. McCloskey has

In

,

>

;

and not for a moment only. The
oerformance will be repeated tonight.

siastic

ship of People's

from "Herolade"; ReynaldoBal de Beatrice d'Este";
Charpentier Impressions d'ltalle.
The reign of Leglnska Is over, and
so Mr. Mason once more resumed his
intermittent conductorshlp of the Peowith
and
ple's orchestra yesterday,
what was, for him, a somewhat Inglorious program that began with Wagner's blatant and Itallanate overture to
"RIenzi," and closed on Charpentler'B
teeming Impressions of Italy.
Although the songs of Reynaldo Hahn
are not infrequently sung, his ballet
music for an imaginary Renaissance
age,
ball, and which already begins to
Written for wind
is quite unfamiliar.
instruments, harps and a piano, In a
gitive"

country

Hahn— "Le

was unimaginative, a mere- time
not always sure of the tempi
taken (as was the case with JoaBerlin).

In-

all

things worked' together

for the glory of Beethoven. It Is hardly
necessary to speak of the orchestra,

ductor.

Its

The

solo singers

them

was

I

orchestra. The Innovation
advantageous to the individual and

clearly,

floated,

the
as

came out
were, above the

voices
It

musical performance, testing to the

j

orchestra; came out with such distinctness that the text was easily followed;

I

(when Beethoven allowed
had significance. The great chorus
was by no means only a "multitudinous

the phrasing
It)

roaring of mediocrity." Mr. Koussevitzky played upon it as upon a willing In-

The

strument. For once, a chorus in this gigantic symphony actually sang with exwas capable of nuances,
Ipression,
showed appreciation of the text and no
fear of the taxing music. The sopranos
never faltered in sustaining the extreme
high notes, and these notes were not a
shriek, a scream; they had body and
quality. The other choirs were equally
to the front, sonorous, prompt In attack, intelligent In the Interpretation.
Mr. Woodworth, who prepared the male
chorus, and Mrs. Robert WInternltz,
with hira, the Radcliffe chorus, are to
be heartily complimented and congrat-

•

made

himseir
of vi^ooif
,

full

soloist

was Mr. Boucher, who

"Vision
too much favored
Fugitive" so beautifully that It sounded
A bass whose
frosh and lovely again.
lowest tones are not colorless or without bottom, he has a voice of a lovely
quality and no tendency to achieve the
disturbs
so
blatantly dramatic that
many otherwise good singers. Renee
Longy-Mlquelle was the pianist for the
Hahn music, which demanded little of
her

The program next week, when Nathaniel Flnston will conduct, will be as
overture
".Sakunfollows: Ooldmark,
tala"; Grieg, Herzwunden, for string orchestra; Lladow, Tabattere a rauslque;

Enesco, Roumanian Rhapsody No. 1 In
A major; Bruch, concerto for violin No.
Tschalkowsky,
I
In G minor, op. 26;
fantasia for orchestra "Francesca da
E. O.
Rlmlnl."

The Herald stateM some days ago

th?t

dervishes will whirl no
Turkey, nor will their brethren,
the howling dervishes, howl.
the

more

I

I

.

sang the

julated.

Yet what would the performance have
jbeen without Mr. Kous.sevltzy guiding,
icontrolling. Inspiring? There has been
talk In England as In this country about
"objective" and "subjectiva" interpreSome maintain that a conductations.
tor should wholly efface himself; others say he should show individuality.
Hut these terms "object've," "aubjectlve," "efface," "individuality" are not
well defined by the raging disputants,
conductor
if they are deflned at all.
who feels the music, who has an Imaghimmake
inative, poetic .^oul cannot
self a cipher on the platform without
doing the composer great injury. When

|

the flexibility and cohesiveness of his
orchestra, Its deftness in nuance. Its Increasing tonal firmness and richness.
Even In the bombast of the "Rlenzl"
overture, there was admirable restraint
in their playing, a skilful building of
climaxes.

whirling
In

It Is Interesting to

A

know — It

ts.

Indeed,

a significant fact that Sellm, who established the Order of Whirling Der-

II

'!

vii?hes,
I
I

'

^

And It was no little accomplishment
for Mr. Mason to be able to Isolate his
wind choir from the rest of the orchestra, to give it solo pei^ormance, and
such an admirable one as it gave yesterday. Even a season ago. such a thing
would have been impossible. Charpentier's rather fertile and eloquent Impressions of Italy would have sounded
fresher had they not followed so close
upon the Hahn suite.
But Mr. Mason gave them ardent and

by

the

general effect:

French

flavor.

task
cruel
Beethoven; their labor in accomplishing It was not apparent. Mr. Koussevitzky had seated these singers on high

behind

g;raceful,

Frenchman, he wrote French music, and
even the vivid little Iberian dance that
slips in has something of the Gallic

were more than

upon

Is

the

it

manner. For although Hahn was not a

adequate; they were surprisingly competent. They almost made light of the

imposed

—

series of short episodes,
imaginative music after

present state, a euphonireous, plastic body of virtuosos who
spond to every wish or hint of the con-

superb in

Symphony

—

—

beater,

Yesterday

Conductor-

At the HoUls Street Theatre, the
People's Symphony orchestra, Stuart
Mason, conductor, and Edmond Boucher,
bass, as the soloist, gave the following
program yesterday afternoon:
Wagner Overture to "Rlenzl"; Grieg
Nordlsche Welsen Op. 36 for string
orchestra; Massenet— Aria, "Vision Fu-

the chorus fainthearted, the quartet unable to cope with
when
the vocal difficulties; In others,
the forces were adequate, the cpnduo-

chim

Resumes

Mason

has been excellent,

to be

1"

'

and In Europe during tho last 40 years.
In some performances the orchestra

tor

1

fall

'

Society,

this

.ulern.
i" will

II

stood.

we have heard

that

worlh-wl.i

I

The performance of the symphony
was the most engrossing, the most eloquent of all performances of the work

1

in

Many

ence.

Bort

h« only a i
once txpoied w

]'

Nevada Van

Choral

Radcllffe

i»

I

the Harvard Glee Club. These choruses
gave their services. Beethoven's over"Egmont" was played before
ture
Mr, Koussevitzky conthe .Symphony.
ducted. There was a very large audi-

connection

which is boldBut this failure has nothing to do with the club's policy,
possessed the virtue for which
ness. 'The Moon Is a Gong' unquestionably
with sameness. It was
the club picked it; the play could not be charged
strike for origmalanything else you will; but not 'just another one.' The
eminently successful.
ity which its choice represented was
It has now in
"This year the ambitions of the club are even higher.
of Nikolai Evreinov
Russian
the
from
translated
Paraclete,'
'Mr.
rehearsal
What will be made out of it remains to be
specifically for its purposes.
apart from com=een; but the conditions that permit a play to be chosen
order of creamercial considerations, and the conviction that the superior
should command the attention of the club, do not show that tOe

the

1m-

forced <lruuK)>l will iK.t
Even those In the front rows will not
They will obbe moved or thrilled.
serve him curloUHly nnd umlln.
.Suppose there Is talk about unorthodox n-adlnKH, » dlMregnrrt of tradition*?
We huvi) heard L'-vl Mottl. Hchiich,
Wagner himself conduct WaKin-r'i mul«lc; other aworn admirers of the man,
They all dlfIn a way hiB dUclplan.
fercd In choirn of tempi. In wayB of
Does anyone suppoM that
expression.
fieethoven or Wuriut ever conducted
the same work twice alike?
Or go Into the playhouse. There i«
the accepted text of Hanilet'H part.
Who shall say whether E. L. Davenport, Booth, Feohter, Roasl, ForbesRobertson, Hampden came the closest
to .Shakespeare's conception of tho role.
If Sliakespeare had any fixed Idea?
It Is enough to anHert that Mr. Koussevltzy, with tho force.-i at his disposal,
ixerting his own genius, brought out
the beauty, the pathos, the demoniacal
and the
grotesqueness,
the
spirit,
sublimity of this strange, gigantic w6rk
known
have
we
that
conductor
as no
has succeeded In doing before him.
enthuThe audience at the end was

Der Veer, Charles Stratton and Fred
Patton:

•

will be at

liit"

I

R- ^- Q-

singers: Jeanetto Vreeland,

.

nn

I

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony was performed yesterday afternoon In Symphony Hall In aid of the Boston Symphony Orchestra's Pension Fund. The
orchestra was assisted by a quartet of
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By PHILIP HALE
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Harvard

I

PENSION FUNDI
I

of

<l

"What

hii» ('• do with mun\iwlii-lh.-r ll Xti^ an' !
will
hliDNRlf
to liit.r.-Kt. Ill* r

I

j

I

.i

1b. lie

k:

'Ion un.l.T
be i:onta«louB.

i
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McCloskey, no doubt It can be
He has too lino a voice and understanding to let the reproach of coldness

him back.

.

Into

1.

h«

l(

his

hold

,f

,

1.

I,

,..11

iii.iivuiii

done.

Renaisarticle entitled: "The Dramatic
apropos of the forthcoming production of
(The Herald some time ago
EvreYnov-; play, "Mr. Paraclete."
discussed this Russian dramatist).
„ „ ,
there are Indications
"Notwithstanding the departure of Prof. Baker,
without counsel for the defense. Fat
at Har^'ard that the drama is not
given agam next year. The reapone thing. Prof. Baker's course will be
perhaps not properly be called a
may
course
Workshop
47
the
pearance of
Harvard since it never looked
in
drama
the
of
up
sign of the looking
of the drama wiU be given
technic
the
in
course
down; but the fact that a
the failure of the authorinext year should reassure persons who read
by immediately filling the vacant
ties to repair what damage they might
another of the suggested
professorship with Walter Pritchard Eaton, or
in Cambridge.
successors for Baker, the doom of the drama
of uar"What is a valid omen that the quondam affectionate regard
the club to proof
determination
the
W
gone.
not
has
yard for the.drama
The genesis of thi8 reduce only plays of a recognizedly "higher order.
of Dos Passes The Moon In a
solve was seen last year in the production
policy.
s
The selection showed a aistinct change in the club
Gong.'
With Dos Passes
Hitherto it had been experimentation in stage-craft.
Before The Moon U« a
play it became experimentation l.i play-craft.
variety. It was vhe
conventional
the
oi
were
themselves
plays
Gong,' the
*Ka
the clu^.
interested
9reviously
th4t
production
mechanical art of
piece, Dos Passes had Ws inthe shift of its concern from production to
was an attempt to comnings. His play, like 'The Beggar on Horseback,'
'The Beggar on Horseback,
bine realism with romantic fancy; but where
reahsm to be satire, ine
for all its extravagance, stiU retained enough
imagination,
Moon Is a Gong' was whirled away by an enthusiastic
with realism and came out only a very strange play.

in

ways, llkowlse

mu8lclunllni-sa and his ample
vocal reBources he scarcely buccc< ded
yesterday In BettInK the heart of hU
songs over to hia public. To manago
barring the
It with self consciousness
way Is no easy task. But after all It
must be done, and In the case of Mr.

The Herald has received an

drama

I

Mr.

point.

all

NICOLAS SLONIMSKY."

it lost

,.u

like
McCloBkey. nevcrthelesn,
hopes
all the world has work to do If he
Kor
onward.
and
upward
to march

I

that

1

Mr.

I

Saf

H,"

uppii'iiikIt-

e<|ulppetl,

composers have
and dexterity go without saying: the 'up-to-date'
more
to the musical world. Tansman has
it all ready before their advent
personality. lie invents easily; yet
ithan that—he succeeds in creating a
confuse an unsophisticated listener.
his works are intricate enough to
at Koussevitzky S
"His Scherzo Symphonique (which was performed
mind; the piercing arrows
concert in Paris in 1922) reveals his sardonic
The orchestration is sharp
of his ironv are directed with skillful energy.
to this instrument his
gives
often
and
trumpet
the
favors
and clear; 'he
dedicated
to Mr. Kousseis
which
Legende,'
'La
themes.
consise and short
it differs from the Scherzo
vitskv, belongs to the same period, though
de la Sorciere' for orchestra, folin construction and design. The 'Danse
pieces fiU the space bolows shortly afterwards. Many songs and piano
bits of irony
tween the orchestral works. In these pieces he scatters his
paradox! one
more liberally. 'A paradox, a paradox, a most ingenious
two conwould exclaim after listening to the Etude for Piano, written in
delights in
Tansman
But
major.
and
major,
C
sharp
F
keys—
tradicting
paradoxes, and one forgives him the trouble.
develop"The future will show what will be Tansman's place in the
delightfully
ment of modern music. In his art he is plentifully gifted,
depends upon the durprodigal, and entrancingly captivating. All the rest
of us is competent
ability and the solidity of the substance. But no one
aetemitatis.'
specie
'sub
balance
final
the
foretell
enoueh to

sance at Harvard," an

who

MiC'loukcy, III Hhort,
comes before tho puhllc unusually weU
the

M

.

'

u

the strenuous

1

I

lluthnmninov with his Quite diftfrcnt
llo po8SP»»rd a cQthollo
methods,
well as inire taste: his proRram proVM

I

I

.1

Ilandcl nnd

Flanils

I

Tansman remains himself.
"What are the chief features

..:

from a well-tuiricd phrawe,
olates tho value of llmo.

miffht haA-e said) and started anew.
in
.V.iiiough he did not know the mcnlern French composers whue
culture, ho
.^oland. still at the moment of meeting with the French musical
contound what he knew abeady in the metaphysical realm of sounds. The
Tansman acquired a new richness, a new independent
tact was a happy one
submerged
technic, and overcame in duo time the influences which have
many a courageous composer. The most terrific force was, to bo sure,
Tansman still bears traces of Stravinsk^-'s enor'that "of Stravinsky.
personality scattered here and there, sharply pointed in his obstinate
11, .;l
One can detect Scriabin's unearthly spirit in the
cluinls and rhythms.
with
meditative passages which Tansman pleases himself to alternate
accumulations of harmonic pressure. But beyond all this
I

1
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—
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was known as the Sot.
a.sk, "Where did you obtain

Does one

this valuable

Information?"

i

:

\

—

hin,

"If ReelBfhub were to appear In Enghe would receive a letter from tha
Secretary of the Manchester Athenaeas Eugone Sue did, requesting the

m

aio«ii>,
..sterous state,

Important

n,

and
do you
'was asked "How
i
answer,
so?" he would
as of

U

is

'"

life

'fibout Sellm the Sot

In

'

one of a series
Co. Mrs.
shed by K. P. Button &
Turks, pum- h?3 lived with the
one
th>am:
with
Vj and wintered
phrase. been
add the old slans
t
And
lantern.
,h them with a dn.k
at a"
them, not finding them
We" This llttlJ volume Is

and terror

mist
while

it

win not

!

A

go.

pessimist

them at home.

eats

;

opti-

which she

rains, for a picnic to

who

one

Is

UKULELE LADY.

'

,

The German Language League has
held its annual meeting at Berlin. The

descriptions of scones,
not
in the city of cities,
lite, uuuwiors
book manner- the
In the formal BUide

shouW inxt

visit, etc.

TurkShe d«rlores the change in theoccupawomen's dress. Before the gracefnl
most
the
"perhaps
tion It was
cheap
and becoming one could find; now t;ooi<
materials and shopworn European
lowthe
of
appearance
have Injured the
of women
er classes. The upper class
costumes
wearing
still show taste, oft«n
was
from Paris or Vienna. The veil--it
origin— Is little
of Bvzantine not Muslim
ish

known to the present generation.
On nearlv every page one finas

object of the league is to regulate the
inclusion of new foreign words, and "to
Germanize intruders already incorporLast year it wished to substiated."
tute "einascherungsinstitut" for "krematorium," but it was unsucccessful in
the
to
according
"Frlseur,"
this.
league, should be spelled "frlsoehr" and
bishauffeur," "schoefter." Imported
cuits (crackers) came in as "cakes,"
which Is Germanized Into "keks."

in-

books
formation not given by the guide
The'
nor bv the ordinary letter-writer.
which
on
example,
Muslim rosary, for
recited,
the 99 attributes of God are
was. during the World War much in
Americans,
even
.'and
use by Europeans
as a soothing agency for over-strung
nerves."
. ^.
One likes to think of Mohammed the
the
entering
conqueror,
the
Second,
Christian church of St. Sophia, taking
on
It
up a handful of dust and pouring
his head to remind himself and others
that he was only dust In the eyes of the
Almighty, reproving a soldier who was

war.
the Battle,

civil

the

Before
I've

Come Home

remember

;Si:td;aiS^^.^~!
=^4r'n,rt^p^-rg^^iS'hf
exciting scene^
'eft

In

'

little

know

My

wantonly Injuring the marble flooring,
taking the priests under his protection.

lonely

'Dear
that

Mother,

What

Spanked

nie in

'I

mouths.

The drama begms with

were always pressed close together anc
.straight out and her thumbs bent back
outgrev
never
She
wards.
childhood." At night she would watcl.

the

1

making

.

.

,

1

and

jewels galore.
"There was nothing pretty any more."
Her son, imprisoned by the French,
died; his widow and children lived with
her, and she was poor.

and

silk

moved
Turkish
music
has
in
audiences of Europeans
critical
Constantinople to a greater degree
performed
beother
music
than
The

the

fore

Turkish

elsewhere.

critical

"The

woman

quite

tone

has a voice of velvety
from the usual
soprano of the West."

different

drawing-room
It is best accompanied by stringed Instruments. Almost every woman plays
the violin, or the tambour.
Russian refugees have been giving piano
the
'

I

lute,

lessons,

and a piano

Is

found In most

houses.

One infers from many of Mrs. Spoer's
opinions that she has a high regard for
Turkish civilization, hospitality, kindness.

"They
least

Do we contemn
fail to

among

church-going,

their

religion?

understand ours, with, at
Protestants,
Its

its

irregular

one-day-in-seven de-

votions." When the Occupation ended
the Turks within three days closed 4168
public houses of various kinds and withdrew many undesirable film plays. Not
the least interesting passages in this
iiook are the anecdotes showing Turkish

kindness towards Armenians.

There are 33 illustrations, more arthan are often found in books of

tistic

this nature.
There are

'

1

.

.

Portrayal
detrimental to a significant spectator
the
only in the third act was
would finally con?ure oi her love that
Given the dramatists
.nuer aversion.
Ferguson

remises

'

'

in the first act.

Miss

conclusion

nof present the logical Portrayal of
brisk
M? WorLck gave aladies
were pleasing

dll

Bv PHILIP HALE

;

'

First perNEW PARK THEATRE—new
Ameri-

formance of "The Dark," a
can play In three acts by Martin Brown.
Chris Landers

Bue Maddox
Nlckolos Trask
Kita LaDders
Vornip Wallace
Flora Cort

Hopkins

Basil R.ntlibone
Ilkn Ch.isc
Frprtfrick "W orloek
K'sif Fer;^nson
E. Fprtliriaiid Hast

Kleanor
Douslas

Grlft;tli

Garden

Rita Landers was in a worse mental
condition than the girl in the song who
was afraid to go home in the dark.
She was afraid of tho dark at home,
In her own room, s!ie had been afraid
of

it

from childhood.

Her baby

Inherited her fear.
Rita was not afraid to

flirt,

girl

to lead

without thought or hope of
consequences. Her husband Chris was
trusted her, smiled on
her,
of
proud
her when she smiled on Nickolas and
Vonnie. Rita was not fortunate in her
female friends. Sue was cattish, given
to epigrams of a cynical nature, a
grass widow of a certain kind, a pursuer of the male, and far from being
ashamed of herself. Flora was a bit
better natured, not noted for cleverness. Clever, though at times she, too,
Nickolas was in love
could scratch.
with Rita In caveman fashion.
After these men and women have
been indulging themselves in airy persiflage those not fond of the theatre
would say "cackle"—; after Nicholas,
alone with Rita, has declared his flam-

men

on, all

—

ing passion, Chris visits his laboratory
to show the result of an experiment he
The lights in the
has been making.
drawing-room go out, and Nickolas
gn-asps the opportunity and Rita, who,
to do her justice, afraid of the dark,
had screamed for help. It appears that
Chris has been made blind and is
cruelly disfigured by the explosion of a

two companion volumes on
tube.
in Edinburgh"
The rest of the play Is in the form of
by E. Grlerson and "Things Seen in
Switzerland in Winter" by C. W. Domalways loved air
vllle Fife.
The former has the same a question. Rita has
subject as Mary D. Steuart's "Ro- that is beautiful. Can she retain her
mance of the Edinburgh Streets" of love for a hideous husband?
which we spoke at length some time
ficThis question has been asked In
ago, but it is more matter-of-fact, a
the
Victor Hu,2;o's Gwynplaine,
more handy book for the traveler. The tion
his face
latter should interest all those seeking man who in his boyhood had
horrid
a
into
Comprachios
.health or sport in Swiss winter resorts. carved by
was loved by
.Both volumes are illustrated
rrln, a laughing monster,
the
Dea but she was blind; also by
who a(Jored
Josiane,
superb Duchess
our table: "Things Seen

'

f brisk

lover.

^o^^e^yes.

The

Messrs

Hast

Garden

The uarK
did their little acceptably.
play; it is a drama
fs not a pleasant
scenes
some
with
with a pafnful subject
acting.
that admit of powerful

a
"A inan of genius, a great artist,
held
great poet, a great philosopher Is
a
up as an abstraction of excellence,
to
miracle In nature, and a kind of god
wheedled
their Imagination. They are
and brow-beat Into this opinion from
the time that they first lisp the name;
how glad then are they to find that this
wonderful being Is a mere mortal, a
poor creature, a starvUng elf, as Imperfect, Indeed hardly so good, as

A

man

workings of Stevenson weighted down
by the extravagant house at Vailima,
"pondering In his closing years" the
author he might have been, the friendships he might have retained unbroken,
had he not become involved In marliage with a woman with dependent
children, and a woman who, not sharing
his point of view toward literature or
ioward loyalties, had forced him to de-:
stroy the novel written at Hyeres, andt
the friendship formed with Henley at
Edinburgh." This destroyed novel hasal
chapter to Itself. The subject of the ro-|
mance, it is said, was the life of a
street-walker. Mrs. Stevenson threw the
manuscript into the fire, as Sir Richard
ScentF. Barton's wife destroyed "The
ed Garden." Is it not true that Henry
Is
Beltraffio"
of
Author
James's "The
based on "a private incident in the life
was
of an eminent author," whose name
the
left nameless? Edmund Gosse makes

I

>er how Henley was
Some of us rem
for his essay on
outrageously al:
in the Pall Mall
Stevenson publis.
The compilers of Henley's
Magazine.
disappointing edia
works—
Collected"
did not
tion, by no means complete
have the courage to Include it. This fastatethe
as
mous essay, paradoxical
ment may seem, was really a defense of
Stevenson against white-washers, varninto a prig
ishers who had turned him
the
and a milksop. The break between
two close friends was long a mystery.
That is now cleared up. Mrs. Stevenson
was concerned in the misunderstanding
was about a manuscript and a mis-

—

I

j

!

—it

Co.

]

For years there was dancing and hurrahing around the statue of Robert
Wreaths were revlouls Stevenson.
erently put on the pedestal. There was
a commination service for all heretics
with a special curse for W. E. Henley.

Certain editors of Stevenson's letters
took care to sandpaper and scissor bewere
fore the publication of .them. We
of this
all impressed by the thought
famwriting
good man on a Pacific Isle
ily prayers for his household.
Of late ropes have been fastened
about the statue to pull it down. John
Stewart's biography opened the

a

.

"The

Brown &

which

»

them-

passage from Hazlltt's essay
Ruling Passion" might have
served as a motto for George S'. Hellman's "The True Stevenson: a Study
Little,
in Clarification," published by

in

statement.

selves!"

This

"The Waif Woman."

allows his wife to dominate him in matters that affect his deepest convictions
"The Bottle Imp" shows the mental

!

—

velvet

of

1

1

.

It was Mrs. Stevenson who did not allow during her life time the publication

Sge

1

.

'

I

Spoer talked with a womMrs.
an whose husband held high official
rank over 50 years ago. She remembered when a rich man might have two
or three wives; their homes were peace"It would not do now,"
ful and happy.
"In these
this Turkish woman said,
jnore good manners:
no
are
there
daj-s
every one wants to be first, and all
scream and talk against each other.
There is no
There is no more tenue.
respect for age or rank." This Turkish
lady laughed at the stories of harem
women, sewed In sacks and thrown
Into the Bosphorus; she called them
cinema stories. (Nevertheless we shall
continue to enjoy Victor Hugo's "Clair
de Lune" in "Les Orientales" and MacDowell's piano piece based on the poem a piece seldom played in concert,
but one of his most poetic works.)
There was a time when everyone wore

.

^

repul^ve to
^ s'Tiolen"ce':'air th'e more
is
the au
and, what is worse, to
wife,
his
writers,
song
These
withered Now?' etc.
Rathbone showed the
Mr.
dence
BisiMother
the
doin
air
smgular s^i ^
bv the way,
in character with
"father"
seemeu
ness rather too muchly." But
unreasonableness of Chris
The
song
by
neglected
pathos
has not been wholly
plausible; there was true
wholly
presented
have
they
he
true
when
writers. It is
fate as
in
n the bewailing of his
the
of
blow
him in an unfavorable light, aswith
the shriek and
recalled
home
come
"Father, dear Father,
,
frightened child.
on the
fair to judge of
me now," but father had a foot
It would be hardly
/^e free
The labor
brass rail and one hand
portrayal.
Ferguson's
ss
;M
Works
of a
lunch. Then there's "Everybody
rehearsals and the excitement
o
undoubtedly ^\ ere
but Father."—Ed.
^ first performance

my

.

standing on a street" cornei
under her window, "and Imagine al
orts of wicked intentions of theirs
when they were only waiting for the'
I do not think she;
street cars.
was mad, but of the year 10,000 B. C.,'
and a pure romancer."

persorug

changed char"The^st^ud'y of the man's
and disfigure^
acTe'/due'to his hUndness
to nature^
ment is not n^oessarlly false
nas
And here Mr. Brown's dialogue
danger;
the
runs
pi^ch and force. Yet he
and
Chris, by his suspicions

the Hand
Childhood's Hour

tho'

^he "Otwr

.

in

am

music, viz:

,

H

'
light on the
'^'^^'Y of ^e^^^^ts
the act is
of Rita at the end

Nickolas embraces her

"Just

Mother- in-Law Died;

new

We

and with

T

Ward's letter about Boston he wrote:
our oldest daw"I send to Amelia Ann,
ter sum
sints

RUa's room. Another

bandage
Chris takes off his
compels Rita
his back to the audience
Wsses, hirn. murShe
him.
0 look at
or woras
fnndlv "My husband,
th^ "ecessary
that" effect, and thus
about^
happy ending is ^'""Sht
The dia
The first act is the weakest.

"Mother
Artemus

Mother,"

to Die."

I

wed "a middle-aged
California
to
divorcee who, although physically very
attractive to him, was still not so compelling with Influence that love exercises
as to have him set forth In a mood of
have all read of
ncllnatlon."
EdinIn
Stevenson's early amours
of girls of the;
and
Claire
of
burgh;
Whose was the unborn child?"
street.
Mrs. Katharine D. Osbourne, Lloyd
O.sbourne's first wife, in a letter to Mr.
VTellman, gives a picture of ^Stevenson's
a description that is rather
wife,
She says that Fanny's eyes
"iatty."
were cruel; the pictures of her were of
years before Stevenson met her; her
face was pretty like a gypsy's but her|
"She had no neck atj
figure was squat.
all and her head set down on big square
mannish shoulders. She had no waist."
Her legs were too short. "Her fingers

C.

J-

many "mother songs

We

doctor his friend's letters, to substitute
and omit; how Stevenson met Fanny
Van de Grift Osbourne in the forest of
Fontainebleau, and why he sailed for

-

years ago there were many
songs devoted to "dear mother," like
"My Gentle Mother," "Mother, Is the
Battle Over," "I Am Thinking of You,
Mother," etc., but not one word about
anxthe old gentleman. At last some
the
ious soul inquired, "Why not give
the
on
chance
a
chance?"—
old man a
front page. It may be that the fathers
pleasspeak for themselves, but it's not
ant to be spoken of only sometimes."

Cambridge.
There were

I

From this book one can learn how
Sidney Colvln, devotedly attached to
Stevenson in his life, thought best to

;-t:;"^^:;o:"r;^rhe^ou^9^'n

Many

'

-^^^^^

He Is betrothed. Another
absence.
scene of suspicion and ^"g"'^*^-^/^^"
poor Von
desperation Rita has ^sked
Sh%tells her
inie to elope with her.

As the World Wags:

I

Im

threatens lo
finds life a burden, he
she pu^s
himself. Hoping to save ^
an end to his doubts ^"^j"^.^'i;"^^^°ys
and has always
ing by saying she loves
She lies.
loved Nickolas.
after a Jong
Nickolas comes back

who makes sandwiches,

one

is

aversion
e^^'"-^
overcome her a

mask

prepon-

pxampler of abnegation and self-denial.
of
We approach the astounding paradoxpain
a man who never underwent much
career,
his
lind whose illness helped
supremely acclaimed for the stoicism of
and
his fight against physical suffering,
under acclaimed for his efforts In the
struggle."
arena of the spiritual

will, she cannot
hat his 1""^ ^in
At last, rememberiu.?
shrieked
when he took off his that
struck him 'hl.iHl;.g

'and

of

derant significance for art and life; of
a delightful egoist who remains an

.J^sTh^

to his v,ne.

relinquished

yet

themes that seemed to him

the

^lii^^A.

is

who

artist

voted

grows
grow

WUh

strange

knows that he

i

An

an optimist and a pessimist.

mutilated

Chris

Cromwell and Others."

,.er1. It Is

tourist

^
man

j,onor of his Interesting company, and
venturlnf? to hope for an address."
Thomas Carlylo in Wilson's "Carlyle on

As the World Wags:
At la.st I know the difference between

book, attractive
en
contents: "Things Svf
"
bv A. Qoodrlch.,le

a

en.
suspicious, jealous, sul
perception of the

ANOTHER DEFINITION

,ve little

approach the paradox of an oversexed
man who has for generations been held
up for the emulation of youth; of a de-

short
'!;;,,;;:;"i3'a"pathetic
lo
1 ni i e

story by Ibanez about
In the world war.
Blind and dl«"eHred

Iftnd,

ierman

h'-^-auf^'

mountebank.

eves of those blind in adoration. Now
comes Mr. Hellman, who had at his disposal poems and letters of Stevenson's,
hitherto unpublished, and has been able
preto draw on sources not used by
decessors. He has written a singularly
Interesting book.'
He shows us, "not alone the sensuous and yet spiritual knight, the batend questioned the
tler who at the
value of his generous chivalry, but the
author who was a frustrated protagonist In the fight to free literature from
the manacles of narrow morality. We

taken charge of plagiarism. A
resentment;
•from her would have cooled
liked Henbut she kept still; she never
liking for
his
boisterous;
ley he was
unpleasant
wine and women brought up
companionthoughts of the earlier boon
Louis; and the
ship between him a-nd
coup ed
flaming virility of his nature
non-academic inwith the virility of his

word

forceful

an

inter-

tellect made him too
life she herself
est over the man whose
did Henley
sought to dominate." Nor
like,

Stevenson.
nor did he admire, Mrs.

The rupture was probably

Inevitable.

Chapters that it would now be a
Quespleasure to discuss are "The Sex
" "God and Religion," "Death and
tion
"Injuschapter
Beyond Death." (The
shaping of
tices" deals with the cafeful
perversions and
the Stevenson myth by
Hellman
Mr.
suppressions of facts.)
now
believes that If Stevenson were
experiences, reacliving he would use
realm
the
In
tions, "his deep reflection
works very difof sex, as material for
him such
ferent from those that gained
preachers and
a vogue amolig the
teachers of his own day."
enson's views on religion,

As for Stevwas he in his

TRKMONT

auith really IncUnea lowaru
IndulRlng In boyish bravado
a go
h, not throughout his life
with an f^cca»l...
-of an agnostic,
Mr.
rejuvenation?
iplrltvial
.t
that Stevenson today v.
rsychual
sted In the Society of
I

listen
L-h and might oven
Arthur Conan Poyle.

i

,

.

pevformern

performyet who, having heard the

Vienna the -mposer

1
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i

<

'

"

'

'

the

J

Nveit.

Tom

of the ticenarlo, In the Introduotlori ..i
a wild Btampede of tho pllgrl'iiM <J"
board the I'utna, In the combining oi
Its
captain and of the buccaneering
Capt, Brown into ono and the snnio
person; In the burlesquing of that mag"who, pernlllcent Sultan DorainIn,

young, sat dquarely like a
mountain on a plain, a flgiire on a pedestal"; and the lovely Jewel has been
turned Into a vacuous movie Ingenue

n,nnaBe-! Huuson,

.Illlor

and

I.yles

ilbLr"
^'"^^T'
and the Alber-

men

of authors,
niorallBtB, philosopher*.

iroe

REPERTORY THEATRE-

'

.
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±"

.Wiuium
FrancU

.'

\vinic\i

;'i''h"

k4i: :
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.

i^'^zilrl

.'.'."..Carolyn

.„
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,

s,t

-the

'....'.'.
.

;

.

.

.Robert

,

j

.Stone,

.'....Arthur

y.i;'

man

*T:rt

Fei

.

Hamblecon
I

I

emphasized,
that the tradltion-^houM be
on Its
the Rei^^rtory Theatre decided
^"son
Francis
production and invited
Mr.
o assume the character of "Rip.
belle*, of the
,'llson, who shares the
alshould
America
nanagement that
v an
wa^•s have j)erformances of 'Rip
the
has made a revision of

motifs, sparkling like so

many

I

ing-s—not

all

of

them— but

it

the stage.

get the
the "Tretook in the -entire expanse of
perfect
niont stage, dancing as one.
rhythm.
in
graceful
their unity,
Among the comedians, Tom Patrlcola
was pleasing as musician, excelling
the
the excentricitles of dance, notably
buck and wing, but not so funny beGordon
lack of material.
of
(ftiuse
Dooley, funny enough in his charac-

m

for revival could not be
Against the
conclusively put.
It might
levival, on the other hand,
rel,e
arsued that the play was not
s
Jefferson
>,'arded as excellent even In
rich opthe
nothwlthsfandlng
hev-dav;
acting.
portunity It gave for brilliant
admirers
Many of Jefferson's warmestgive
years
to
willingness
deplored his

m

and down
of his life to producing up
of work
the land so paltry a piece
motives
But after all what matter
WilThe theatre management and Mr.
if
Winkle
Van
son are all for "Rlp

teristic

way

rugged comedy and
was held down, as they

I

made much of th.e
the
"What a World This Would Be, whole
single musical number of the
commonscore that rose above the

!

enthusiasm, all
the public shares their
is well
old-fashioned, like a
It seems very
horse-hair parlor set—old enough

I

'

^'jtartha IMorton had hardly enough to
i-apblack
do but her single solo dance was
no
be quite out of taste, but by
to
'This talented miss
Iturously received.
wider
have
means yet an antique. WiU black walshould
family
of a talented
type
ho^se
nut furniture of the most florid
scope. Miller and Lyles put the
of
ever acquire the dignity and charm
in an uproar.
will
token
By the same
down.
not
will
the antique?
that
pictures
are
There
Jefferson's play— lis course interrupted
Such of these are "Rosetime," a symits
with unby long bravura scenes for the star,
in a flowering garden,
phony
f
w
e
tippler's humor with an ill-used
adorned trellis; when, !o, up the trelpitifully]
legend
of
and tumfor butt. Its tinge
lis goes the girlie ensemble,
overdress of
weak. Its undistinguished dialogue—will
bling backward droops an
"tradinot
backs,
of
myriads
this play ever become part of a
exposing
roses
tion?"
.
„
a
a few with the Boticelll dimple.
rose,
and
white
"Rip" himself Mr. Wilson played adIn
The fan carnival,
Clearly he saw into that
mirably.
manipulating of the fans worked out
precious rogue's character, making the
and embroidery, was another.
design
most of what charm hfe had, but not
Finally we saw them all tucked away,
though
glossing over his offences. But
actually In bed, employing the full rewas
his characterization was keen, it
sources of the Tremont stage.
T. A. R.
by his sound technique that Mr. Wilson
shone. How still he sat when he had
play
facial
slight
a
How
to
do!
nothing
1

'

]

j

1

I

j
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;iORD Jlir SEEN

made every
Every word he said was

possible
audible;
actors to-

satisfaction

Ibats

bringing

a

lusty

Reading the translation of a French
we were pained at finding the
word "smoking" translated "smoking
at findJacket." And wo were surprised
wrote of Walt
ling that John Burroughs
Whitman that he "brooded" him. ^bere

I

novel,

this

faction

of

unseemly jesting.

TWO DEEP THINKERS

the

As the World Wags:

Some one quoted

and a brace

B. C. a

of acro-

,

G. R. L.

this lire ap-

CONTINUING PLAYS
Hollis—"The School for Scandal," revival of Sheridan's comLast
edy, vnth an all-star cast.
week.

hollow and fiUl of fire, and
as by a
pears to us through its mouth,
mouth

I

hole in a pipe. When this
Winds
-n eclipse
is stopped, there Is
the moist subtle
are a fluid air, of which
by
melted
or
parts are put in motion
earth is that
the sun. The figure of the
stony pillar. The Orst anlfiery

I

a smooth
In
he tells us, were generated
bark on which
moisture and enclosed In
on
grew; In process of time came
being broken,
dry land; the thorny bark
time. Perhaps
'they lived only a short
Anaximander
PluTarch did not report
few remarks
correctly. You will find a
of

Galsworthy's play, with George Arliss
Second
the principal /role.
in

Wilbur—"Old

English,"

week.

Plymouth—"Beware of Widows," comedy by Owen Davis,
starring Madge Kennedy.

mal.s

C^s

the

philosopher In
about this ancient
note t In the
article "Anaxagoras,"
the celebrated
Critical Dictionary of
Mr. Bayle.— Ed.

and ModFred Hildebrand, Nancy Gibbs and others.
Last week.

Majestic—"Artists

els,"

f

.

Lord Jim
And at times Percy Marmont does

Bgolst.
'

suggest him, but after the trial scene
he shows no signs of the brooding ovei
lost honour after his desertion o:
the Patna that are the sum and sub-

his

new

I

1

Opera

House

—"The

Miracle," Reinhardt's spectacular
production, now in its last fortnight.

\s the

World Wags:

Word
and

it

How

Stones,"

return engagement of Fred Stone
and his daughter, Dorothy, in muLast week.
sical revue.

Boston

^

edition, with

Colonial — "Stepping

.

clearer?

Influence
this liquid.
step by step developed in
once
The animals that now live on land,
Present
their
assumed
and
were fish
out
form only as the earth's crust dried
J. M. S.
as land above the sea."
a
was
Miletus
of
Anaximander
Yes
After deep meditation he
fine fellow.
heavenly
were
stars
coiuluded that the
a
deities; that tlie sun has
f which is
ence very like a chariot- wheel

and
turn,
mystery
Pst-to-goodness
opened and olo.ed
Valerlo's wire walkers

t

little

"The earth was originally In a fluid
Then little by little through the
state
were
of heat living creatures

bill

bill.

recently a definition
Herbert Syeiicer?

Incoherent
•A change from an Indefinite
hethomogeneity to a definite coherent
differenerogeneity, through continuous
tiations and integrations."
Was not Anaximander born in 610

completely.
innine the audience over
velma. presenting an hon-

the

evolut'Ion— from

of

were "Two Sailyounger sailor, by
ors and a Girl," the
extremely engaging.
v rtue of manners

i

^

n
authority for the use of the verb
to
sense, biit the use might lead

is

;

i

"Railroad"

victuals."

the Chevalier Brothen.
feat of
to achieve that difficult
new.
out something quite

Somewhere on the

!

WHITE'S SCANDALS

!

labelled

managed

I

as

I

'

"Amafand

tragic ending.
original
&
nothing of the trenchant
^ ^^^^^
yesterday, repeated the Pension
^^Ig fi,j„
^^^^^^
j.,^
^^^^.^
^
Fund concert to a large and overflow- ^^^^i
^Is strange and impelling
ing house.
And again, both >" the
^^^^ j^,^ j^^p.^^
1^,^
Egmont overture and in the
"''^"^ Lvologlc subtlety.
Perhaps another dlNlnth symphony, they gave a brilliant
Stroheim or Victor Seaperformance, with Koussevitzky, choirs gj^^j^ might have managed to recreate
and orchestra, outdoing themselves. It
movies something of . his savour
was a performance that one would like and beauty, but as it stands now the
to see repeated often, and was well apfilm Is merely another South sea thriller,
plauded.
concerned more with the adventures
than the Inner struggle of that exalted
^
,
^
' »>.
and Radcllffe
choruses, and the quartet,

of

lent' In the doing,

SYMPHONY REPEATS
PENSION FUND CONCERT

'

railroad In the late sixties.

and "depot" were the words then, not
"railway" and "station." Nor was there
hesitation in speaking of "a meal of

I

matter with "The Bamboo Tree," either.
The numbers not done in bold face
maintained a surprisingly high average.
Bessie Hay, an agile, breathless creaexcelture had two dancing numbers,

;.

'

once

that

i

Marie Cahill was amusingly
nasty over the telephone, did a coon
that
•ong and led forth again the songs
the
she made famous. There's nothing

'

METROPOLITAN— "Lord Jim," ConMr. Wilson could give most
rad's novel In Its film version, dirocf'-d
day valuable lessons in diction. That, by Victor Fleming, with scenario l«y
with all his fine intelligence and tech- .John Russell. The cast;
nique, Mr. Wilson proved either very I-ord Jim
Percy Marmont
Snlrley Mason
funny, or in the earlier acts, very mov- Jewel
Noah Beery
•
Captain Brown
ing, not everybody could say.
Hatton
Raymond
had
Cornelius
Dunn
Miss
only
others,
Of the
JoB^'^h P'-'.-i
Stein
invthing to do, but she did it well. Dain 'warls
George MagrlU
long
took
a
I'ho scenery, though pretty,
Sultan
V ij- ' .'^"r^'
J- Gunnls Davis
while to set. A gay dance In^the first Scogslna
Jules Cowles
Yankee Joe
act gave much pleasure.
Kahanamoku
Duke
Tamb Itam
R. R. G.
So many beautiful things have been
botched by the stupidity of the movie
makers that one comes upon this film
version of "Lord Jim" only with regret.
here at least there were good InAt Symphony hall last night, Kous- For
tentions; both director and scenarist
sekltzky and the symphony orchestra,
have done as well as they knew how;
supplemented by the joined Harvard
and they have managed to retain the
point.

'

.ludlence.

,

both with which he

rings

l

;

sulliced to convey his thought or feelThe touch was firm and delicate
ing!

moss-agate
were sported
gayly? We remember huge ones worn
by brakemen of the Connecticut River
of the

What has become

.

I

statement.

finger

Sophie Tucker, and
ite go at raucous
la Flske as
a marvelous mimicry of
To all
"Marv, Mary Quite Contrary.
audience
happy
and
these" a generous
responded.
At the other end of the scale. Blossom
snapped
Seeley (no stranger to Boston)
songs,
her fingers and syncopated Dixie
a teardid
kidded the Russians and
apparent
the
to
lady
street
squeezing

Harry Fox
motivating number,

;

tinel's
•

who had
rolling eye, of Marie Cahill,
favoran earlier spot on the bill, the old

of

perilous fall,
say, by stint of librettist.

,

Some of the arch sweetness of her
Katherlne Vaucelles, played with Sothsweetness
ern now so long since, that
her mimic genius
still there, the fire of
as of
merry
as
laugh
still flashing, her
To many present it was the turnvore
atmosthe
and
int? back of the clock,
ph*e of the " 'alls" was wholly absent.
DunThere were her Imitations of the
with the
can sisters, of Fannie Brlce

the sub.1ect let's not forAlbertina Rasch Girls. 'They

argument

.

appearance.

And while on

more

hotels— the old Glrard House?—put eoft"The
bolled eggs on the bill of fare.
soft-boiled egg and the mustaches dldn'1
mix very well. Or, rather, they mixed
altogether too well. The soft egg or the
mustache had to go. and In time all the
he-men shaved oft their mustaches."
In those days there were not only
mustache coffee cups, to save the upper
lip from stain and smear, cups decorated
with loving Inscriptions, "To Father,"
"To Husband," "To George," etc.; there
were spoons, half-covered, for soup or
soft-boiled eggs. It Is true that no man
can look the part of a hero or •i;-.^se
with a yellow daub on his mustache; no
woman, met in the street with the egg
of the morning's breakfast on her shirt
waist. Is Irresistible though she have
the face of a madonna and the walk of
Venus. At the same time, we doubt
the historic accuracy of the Canton Sen-

of
ago, after an
to
Cecilia Loftus returned

Some memories time cannot
audience,
dim and last night a large
gathered
'lapplly reminiscent In mood,
Boston rent Keith's to welcome her

was the

Yet the show was a veritable orgy
torsos.
of bare backs, or undraped
That was the way it w-?nt last night.
cen.sothe
that
said
And vet someone
up.
rlous" Mr. Casey was "warming

Irule.

Winkle,"

The Canton Sentinel maintains tnu
ai
the decline of the mustache begiut
the PhlladelphU Centennial eihlbltlor
There was trouble In feeding
(1876).
the great crowds of visitors. One of th«

iCISSYLOnUS'
absence

TWO years
many years,

—

"The Student
S h u b c r t
Prince," musical version of "Old
Heidelberg," with Do Wolf Hopper and others. Tenth week.

Jliss Christie modulated her dance,
took on the bodily actions that became
her masks.
A lovely and exquisitely
sinuous dancer, and adept In the use
of the masks, only four of which she
used; and she quite made up for the
E. G.
failure of "I^ord Jim."

dia-

Last week.

country.

seventh week.

day

monds.
This does not mean any more than
topthat Mr. White has been agreeably
heavv on this featura of entertainment.
s
ingredient
dominating
The "second
Pulchritude is their middle
the girls.
ami
steppers
name. They are all fast
.ilways
sing their songs zestfully if not
fieshmusically. They were tighted in

..iiy

^fi^;;rJ?i;'^der::9Vic-Stan^l!'^^.S
The program says that "Rip "Van
folklore
Winkle" Is on« of the very few
of
merits America possesses and one
FeelinB
kind.
the few plavs of that

^'l-he

,

With a
of applause.
ground of black, there was a myrtad
In Roof «icqulns and brilliants grouped

-W ilson

Margaret EntwUtle
..Dora Cramer

|

Benda has already flnshed 40 of these papier mache masks,
^ac-h of a different type, some of them
burlesque masks, some exotic. Oriental
masks, and with each of them yester-

performance,
hearty round

Mr.

for the first time

Square— Anno NichCastli'
in its
ols's faniou.s comedy, now

Mr.

T''ollles.

rrcaklnif Chnir,'

T-

•

company

's

in this
,

At the close of the program Grace
Christie, the English dancer. In a John
Murray Anderson setting, did several
dances with the Benda ma.sks, now
shown for the first time outside of the

VAN WINKLE"

f'RIP

V

r.plc

CMiv.

with a marcelled wig.
But the thing that matters most \h
the utter loss of anything that suggests Conrad, and of the pale and literal
thing that the movie has become,
despite Its vaunted sticking to the text.
For those who have not read "Lord
Jim," It may be amusing me"lodrama
of the South seas, but to those who love
their Conrad, It Is rather tragic.

own stiindavds and folat the best. This Is trail, set up his
orlsln.il ijlunge. He
painters, compo8«r«. low the lines of his
the idea of
first of all continues with
gorgeous
opulance paramount, with his
startle
trappings, with groupings that
that
costumes
with pretty girls in
and
might be tucked In a vanity case,
wildly
antithetically clothing others in
ulthe
BOSTON
Incongruous overdress, reaching
In lour acts.
After Norman
;-Blp Van Winkle," comedy
tra in bizarre effects.
of
The cast:
the precocious comedian
I'hillips,
drop that
.Emma Dnnn
the prologue had his say. the
the
throughout
was to work overtime
KersliHW
startled the audience to a
iid. a^e but

(

mystory play, produced by

petually

ratrk-ola, OoJdor

ra^^^^^^^

'Z\-a.erto%0^hrr;.^

noveL There have neon
the working I'ui

aonl.^ iiilniir ..•hnngOH In

aiiimunce In Boston of the Meventh
Scandals, ft mutic*
lal GporKe White n
two
In
.tertalnment
„,^'
nook by WllUa.n K. W*ll8 n>i<*
ones,
MuhIo by llay "^na«^
C.eorBe White.
Lyrics by n. G. <leSylv.. and Le^
.gladly son.
SlnRod by Gforgo Wblto. AlIJrcnvn.
Th^ ''''1"^.^"
bert nertln rondncted.

;•

Is

times
study: 'Use a word llireo
"
yours.'

about umbrellas?

MAV

I.

„„„^„,
BORROW.

ADD "DOMESTIC TRAGEDIES"

the World Wags:
,
, ,
Every placo I looked already for the
I fipa It, SO
tapellne, and no place could

As

'

my Rosie:
"Rosle, please, where
the tapeliae?"
"Inside."
"Where inside?"

I called to

Is

now again

—

—

—

vilItalFto be !;ivcn in several iriTTo
lages on the way home. Our first debut
occurred In a small place, where he had
-1
•A., has an attractive
11 u, a
.\
veritable genius since
picture whioh represents ii young farmer been known as a
As he was achis early childhood.
!•>
the a. l of kissing a girl In a grainview. The knowledged, not only as a 'peach' on
field that shields them from
the. the piano, but al.so as a 'shark on the
plcturo Is entitled "Comin' thi-o'
put the
violin, he did not hesitate to
Kye." A Scot says: "No such thing.
Paganini concerto on the program. So
^What about it?
far, so good.
"After the concert, there was a sort
refreshof a reOjBPtlon, with plenty of
ments (the real stuff!), followed by a
the
this
To
dance.
animated
most
music was furnished by an orchestra
At Jordan hall Inst evening Joseph
Pie«'e—
single
which consisted of one
I^autner, tenor, with Reginald BoardSeppl, the one-eyed village fiddler.
man as his accompanist, gave the fol- Old"Niklsch,
though a passionate dancer,
and
lowing program of songs to a laree
display c*,.
telt terribly restrained in the
enthusiastic audience: Naples,' Wlntter
his terpsichorean faculties by that soWatts; I Cannot Bide, Mabel W. Dancalled dance music, crudely produced by
T.
iels: La Fuite de la laine, i^harles
a bow, as clumsy as a broom, upon a
Griff es: Song of the Rond, R. "\''aughan
box.
violin, as har.sh as an empty cigar
Williams; If Thou Thy Heart Wilt Give
Finally he could stand it no longer.
|m^. Bach; Uusinghe Plu Care, Handel;
almost
he
Following a sudden impulse,
SereSoupir,

c'Ji..'.

.

of course."

•

••Five <lra« fis
••Five ilr:i".'i-s

JOSEPH LAUTNER

—

th.> dresst-r."

111

i

the

ia

^_

we

in the dresser
in the dresser.
the chiffonier. In

aint
In

dr iwei> are
-.r gives It only three drawers."
three drawers
:>;ht. It should be
all three'.'"
Is the uipel'lne maybe In
only is U.
••No. Uummyon. in the tirst
And with these words conies niy
opens the
room,
the
In
a'l
the tapellne from her
lays It me in the hand
.
t-'\o
V

1

i

'

1

"

-

1

1

my

years are you already In
and not yet know you where
c h.
>ou should tind a thing. And that cnlls
Itself a smart man."
It was me ou the tongue to ask vvhy
s

'

:

Iturn

don't

.she

to

herself,

tell

Ouparc;
Larmes, Faure;
nade Toscane, Faure: Le Manolr de
Rosemonde, Duparc; Der Rattenfanger,
Gleich, Und Gliech, Wo Find Ich TroAt,
Sein, Wolf;

(

where a thing is. du-: r let It be. She
was mad enough already. ^^^^JlJ^'
CHTAil HIRSCH.
8pect»-

Ae the 'World 'Wags:
Can vou inform your readers whether
of Thelthe famous Rabelaisian Abbey
club
eme that ecclesiastically decoratedwilt,
thou
what
"Do
whose motto was
to
was properly organized according the
'

canon law'? Did they have a prior at
head of them? If so, a more suitable
motto might have been, "Argue not.
G.

UBALDO AND PALDO
'U'aga:

through Italy last

traveling
a party

Willie

friends,

of

summer with

we

were greatlv impressed by the simple
the Italfaith and childlike devotion of
saints of
ian peasantry to the patron
our way
on
their native cities. We were

I

'

Crepuscolo,

popular bathto Senegalia, one of the
beaches on the Adriatic, and
ing
viUage In
small
stopped at Gubblo, a
mountains, about 5 o'clock In the
the

morning to get breakfast.
There is a legend connected with the
one of
place which was told to us by
huour party, a Perugian. in a rather
of
people
the
although
for
morous way,
tale,
Gubblo are most serious about the
provinces
nearby
the peasants of the
view it difeerently.
For years the saints—Tjbaldo and
In
Paldo—have been veritably idolized
Gubblo for the favors which they have
The
granted both past and present.
the
feast day of both is celebrated on
in

The

readiness for the procession.

'

In the coloratura of the Hanwas somewhat rigid, but for thej

sang admirably from the Bach'
through the Resphighi, with firm, clear
tones that were always lovely, and
musical finesse. His accompanist was
an able second, although at times he
played sc loudly that he almost drowned
F. Q.
Mr. Lautner's voice.

i

1

In

slow procession as is
and anA statue representing Ubaldo
other Paldo are placed on the shoulders
statues
the
carry'
of some 30 men, who
speed. Crews
=ip the mountain at great
procesthe
are changed as needed, for
They
sion is indeed a strenuous one.
not travel over beaten mountain
do
and
brush
the
paths, but go through
over the rocks to the top, with half
Uie
the %'illage cheering for Ubaldo and
Should the statue
otlier half for Paldo.
with
topple over, the villagers are filled
patron
fear, but the winners feel their
the
and
honored
highly
been
saint has
dav i.s celebrated with gusto.
long
so
for
This custom has prevailed
a time that the entire male population

2
.!

.

|

.

ic

'.viil

,.,jVc

.lu'

the

music, next Tuesday afternoon in
Symphony Hall at 3:15 o'clock. The|
R.n
be as follows:
will
irojrrani

tral

Brandenburg Concerto No. 3, G majoi
Handel, Pf^storale from
or strings;
•Messiah"; Haydn, Prelude to "The
"The
:reatlon"; Mozart, Oveiture to
Symphony No,
.vlagic Flute"; Beethoven,

Gubblo is named either Ubaldo or
From time to time the good
Paldo.
parish priest pleads with the father of
a newly born boy when brought to the
church for baptism, to name the child
differently, but the father, eager to
sinno
'-arry on, replies, "Paldo o Ubaldo
rarporto"— "either Paldo or Ubaldo or

I

5,

C minor.
The programs

j

of the concerts of

Dec

and 5 will comprise Brahms's "Academic" Overture and Piano Concerto
i

(Harold Bauer); Loeffler's Sym
1
rhonic Pof-m. "Mem-ries of My Child-

No

home."
Judging from the Ulialdoe.^ and the
Paldoes the clergy have not been very

and
hood" (Life in a Russian Village),
"Daphnis
the Second Suite from Ravel's
and Chloe." Mr. Loeffler's Symphonic

successful.

Poem

I

caiTy

it

WILLARD ERHARDT.
THE BLIND HORSE

(For As the World Wags)
dally grind of treadmill life.
Takes me near Kilby street each day,
And standing at the curb I of Len see
An old black horse, with sightless eyes.
His knees are bent and bones thow
through his hide,
But noble is his patient fortitude.
never pass him by, he knows my
I

—

voice.

I

I
I

i

their love.
to him must be a pitch dark
void,
day, or night, or light from moon,
likely no one else speaks kind to

The world
Sana

And

hhn.

i

Well,

unknowingly

anv-way,
achieved

"What humans

In this

ho

has

world but seldom

gain

One

And

sincere friend,

who

loves

and

pities

him,
does bo wishing nothing In return.

JAMES

L.

EDWARDS.

\

1

•Where

But they never can

!,

:

^

old village fiddler,

SONQ OF A WOMAN OF

George Ryer; Moses, Edward Lamb; Sir
Benjamin Backbite, Charles Barron;
Ward; Trip, Shirley H.
Careless, Sir.
Prance; Rowley, J. Salmon; Snake,
Charles Kingsland; Lady Teazle, Julia
Bennett Barron; Mrs. Candour, Mary

Emma Taylor; Lady
Maria,
Wells;
Sneerwell, Mrs. Marshall."
Mr. Seymour also notes the performance at the Boston Museum on Aug. 28,
when Messrs. Warren, Barron,
1880,
Haworth, Hudson, Graham, Wilson, Seymour, Mason, Burrows, Nolan, Marion,
Maftitt, Jr., Davis, Clarke and Mmes.
Clarke, Vincent, Martinet and Shaw
were in the cast.

The program ot the People's orchestra
concert next Sunday afternoon at the
Hollis Street Theatre will be as follows:
Ooldmark, overture to "Sakuntala";
Bruch, Conce4tu

nian Rhap.sody No. 1;
No. 1 for violin (Eugene Dubois, concert
master of the Metropolitan Opera Com"Francesca da
Tchaikovsky,
pany);
Nathaniel Finston, musica:
Rimini."
director of the Famous Players company, will conduct.

1

Beatrice Brooks Plays in

the following incident.
"It was in the seventies, when Arthur
Niklsch, after gi-aduating at the Vi-

memory

enna Conservatory
to

of Music, invited

dan Hall

and. Incidentally, to assist

him at some

Brooks, violinist,
this program last night In Jordan Hall:

Beautrice

,

|

played

PLUS

She's ten years younger
And fair to see
Dimples In her cheek, and
Dimples In her knee.

Ah mel

Her leg Is plumplsh
And shapely, too,
Her waist Is hugglsh
If plumplsh, 80
"What's the use of a woman like
caring a damn
p s. She got the man.

—

me

MARGARET LLOTD.

HELP THE POOR AUTHOR
As the World Wags:
!

am

I

novelist.

a

My

great

story,

"Here Comes Mary Ann," was admitted
to be
by Fanchon, the eminent critic,

could be
the last explicit analysis that
made of the super-subtle college girl
and the modern sllng-em-around dances.
"novelling," but my
I expected to go on

Gettem and Holdem, have
novels have gone out;

publishers,
told

me

that

analytical biography Is now the thing,
because there Is more fiction In hlstorl-

biography
cal biography. I must have a
ready for these publishers by Jan. 1, so
begin at the very
I have decided to
beginning with the "Life of George

j

Washington's Wife's First Husband.
Can any of your readers help me by
him,
sending historical facts concerning
I should
such as his name, age. etc.?
any
me
loan
be glad if they would
manuscripts of his, or jewelry or money
The manuscripts
he possessed.
that

be returned promptly.
second biography will be "Hyrum
Smith
and Joseph Smith," the original
It will be a t"'"'^'®
Brothers.
with
reck
will
and
Mormonl.sm
of
A spade _wm_ be
shameless details.
I. P.
R.
called a steam-shovel.

will

My

"HARD WINTERS"
^B the World Wags:
with
There is the winter of 1904

January

me

summer vacation at his
home in Butschowitz, Moravia,

pass the

parents'

)i J

30

(For A« tb« World Waci)

]

Kremer, singer of folk songs, wil'
give a concert in Symphony hall on tha'
Sunday evening.

1

^

MaupassanfJ

of the Cockney
but The
song and would gladly print It
Herald Is a family newspaper.

•

Liszt.
Isa

which has

of

one

'^We know'a version

,

Grieg, "Herr^wunden " for stvin-s- T,'adov. Musical Snuff Box; Enesco, Rouma-

so many and disturbed the
puzzled
equilibrium of those who are missing
Metropolitan
his name in the list of the
opera box holders, brings back to my

reminds

This

)

The Herald has received the following
from Mr. Eugene Gruenberg:
"Henry Ford's fancy for Mellle Dun-

ham, the

forgive.

j

,

|

ohamplgne

thero,

'

Mr. Paderewski next Sunday afternoon
will play music by Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin, Schelling, Stojowski and

letter

sorrowln' parents live,
that she sends

'er

Drlnkln'

be played here fr.r the_ first
in 1924 taken the prize of
time.
North
$1000 offered by the Chicago
been
Shore Festival Association, it has
performed in Evanston, lU.; Chicago,
Loeffler,
Cleveland and New York. Mr.
for
born at Mulhouse, Alsace, lived
province
several years at Smjela, in the
He has sought to express in
of Kiev.
heart
this music "what still lives In his
and memory of those happy days."
will

Having

The

And softly whinnies w hen I speak.
And nibbles at my knuckles with his lips
Which is one way that horses show

j

i

,

—

ti

extra concerts, which will sh(
growth and development of orches

of its

j

,S;0°kney
llshlng versions ot the
one,
Barah Halm contributes
ballad.
verse:
noble
this
that contains
'umble dwellln*,
••In their poor but

stock company, where I had the pleasure of acting Trip in the same play with
Carlotta Leclercq (the star) as Lady
Teazle. This was in 1872. May I submit a cast of 'The School for Scandal'
as given at the Booth Theatre just 10
years before to be exact. May 5, 1SG2?
The company was under the management of Henry C. Jarrett. The cast
Sir Peter Teazle, John Gilbert;
wa?:
Charles Surface, William A\Tieatley;
Joseph Surface, E. L. Davenport; Crabtree, John B. Owens; Sir Oliver Surface,

/

The Bos.
of town this week,

of

I

r

"THB BONO OF 8H1MB"

heen pubThe American Meroury has

"The School

.'long.

and wild."

Jarg* used to say.

of Music).

At times
del he
rest he

talk

week (Friday evening and Satur-

Mr. William Seymour, now playing In
for Scandal" at the Hollis
Street Theatre, writes:
"I was glad to see the oast of 'The
School for Scandal' "—the performance
at the Globe Theatre on June 7, 1872—
"in last Sunday's I^rald, particularly
as I had then the h"nored privilege of
officiating as 'call boy' .at that performance. 1 had been a member of the Globe
stock company during the season, and
immediately at its close, went to St.
John, N. B., with J. W. Lanergan's

;

Chocano
Bong an Ideal." Mr.
Wke
verses are
also admlte that his
trumpets of orystal."
handy with a
It appears that he U
late Liverpool
the
as
"thefty."
Bunt

afternoon) will have for its sub"Vienna and the Tyrol."
Lee Pattison, pianist, on Saturday
lute
afternoon, has for his program old
music arranged by Respighi, and pieces
Liszt,
Chopm,
Schumann,
by Brahms,
Bax and Sowerby. The recital will be
of the scholarship fund of Alpha
in aid
Chi Omega (New England Conservatory

|

^

my

soul,

ject

Wo

ing

travel

i

Btoore as
wounded Mr. Edwin

."aboriginal

Iday

He Is a singer of a wide range, for not
only did he sing the fragile and nostralgic lyrics of the French, the limpid Imaginings of Resphighi very beautifully,
(and poetically; but to the fuller, deeper
songs of Hugo Wolf, and the lovely and
sometimes florid Handelian air as well
he brought appropriate style and mean-

usually the case.

I

evening,
give a recital on Friday
Bach-Busoni,
will play music by
(a
Chasms
Mason,
Schumann, D. G.
composer of New York), Chopin.

when he

Illustrated

I

the ynlUnfsn
they differed concerning
of Mr. Jose 'VaBconoelos.
Artemu. Ward
Mr. Chocam. Is what
We "Binder
would call a "bose polt." In
hlm.ell ae
deeorlbee
he
of Amerioft"
»
"»Iy ly^'

will

Mr Newman's

m

verely

the- ex,cellent pianist,

young

,

laureate of

Seppl!"

'

There was a delicious humour in
ing.
his singing of the mordant little fable
of the Rat catcher'; a poignant tragedy
Find Ich Trost; a
in the carking
rousing rhythmn In the epicurean drink-

we

^*"^urlng the Intermission, he and I, apnatives,
proaching a group of prominent
the
had the opportunity of overhearing
demerits
and
merits
the
discussion as to
of the two dance players.
•••Well' said one of the old men, eviplace, 'he ain t
dently the oracle of the
compare with
so bad, but he can't

Ithis

by nervou»'

growto read of the
a;:- deUghfd
f^"
literary «-tterlatW^Bt
ing
Chooano. the poet
Santos
Jtfr.
off Peru.
and sethat country, shot

waltzes,

Frank Sheridan,

at first

Miss Brooks had valuable help last
night from an unusually skilful accompanist, Charles Touchette. The audlenoo
R. R. G.
applauded her warmly.

miraculously
that miserable instrument,
accomplishing the almost superhuman
euphonious
most
the
task of delivering
polkas, francaises and quick

phrase.

The streets are decorated
all
with shrubbery, the band plays, and
Gubbians do not carry their saints

.Mle

Horto, Resplghl;
ResScher70,

In

Resplghl;

Canto dl Prlmavera, CImara.
There are so many sinerers who become so enchanted with their first hopeful debuts that they remain forever In
But this has not
the hopeful class.
been so with Joseph Lautner, who has
sjrown amazingly In his art since those
first semi -public performances when he
was a KOlol.st with the glee club, and
even since his earlier concert.
And his con<icrt last night proved him
a singer of a very high order, for not
only has he a lovely voice, but he sings
with a fine Intelligence and style; and
he knows how to choose and arrange
As one listened to him
his projrram.
last night, the joy of words sung Intelligibly and with an excellent accent,
whether It was in German, French or
A
Enarlish, grew f6rcibly upon him.
diction that never lost the fine flow of
the
of
outline
line,
the
the musical

same day.
is

Musica

Converse,

ered.

of
violently snatched fiddle and bow out
and
the nonplussed old man's hands
began to play himself.
"For an hour, or more, he battled with

pighl;

AN A PRIORI QUESTION

As the World

Mns^n Wlr

BhimenE-russ. Trunken

right

;

ness which presently wore away, during the courst of the concyto and th«
sonata. Miss Brooks did not make good
her right to a place In the concert hall.
Small wonder; the program states she
is only 14 years old.
A girl of undoubted aptitude for th»
violin and, as she showed In the sonata's romanza and minnet, of genuine
musical talent, she Is kH'idvlsed to undertake at present a concert career, for
she stands in need of long serious study
before public appearances, at all events
in any great number, should be consid-
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bedroom

the
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Though plagued
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Sonata, Opus 1; Scriablne, Mazurka, op.
3, No. 1; Dorbrowen. Melodie Hebralque;
Burleigh, Jim; Letorey, Pj>mancc; Aubert. Berceuse; Brophy, Humoresque;
Adamowskl, Polish dance.

its

frigidity.

East came
The great cold wave In the
which Is In
early In the month. TuUy.
Worcester county, near Athol.
northwest

—

north

Oranfto,

of

sent In a report of
xorol

FYauUlIn

In

60

county,

—

Thermometers, they claimed, burst

lu r tratlQ earlier life
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Open up your thousand Jails.
Throw the key In the St. Louis
Don't

NEWMAN TEEES Ot
VIENNA AND TYROL
By PHILIP

i

my

lovin'

son.)

There Is no more graphic and at th«
same time amusing description of Vienna at the height of Its prosperity wtt.h
Its gay. Irresponsible, and loose life than
"Music
is found In i3eatty-Klngston's
and Manners." The rulers ruled de-

ball;

the people did not bother
heads about politics as long as
they had their light beer, wine, theatres
and operas, and, above all thelc dances.
The World War dealt hasty -with this
Those remempleasure loving city.
bering the former life wera all the
more interested In what Mr* Newman
had to say about post-wsir Vienna.
spotically;

Johnny

to the bury-

their

ing ground.

He done her wrong.
After the obsequies:

"She bought two tombstones,
Ten pounds they weighed
Laid one at his feet
;

And

the other at his head.

Dog-gone

all

men,

Surely

Dey <Jone her wrong."
To render It properly a ptano accompaniment Is necessary. Then It Is rual

New

York.

JURY CLEARS YOUTH WHOSE
AUTO KILLED MISS NETTIE
JONES AFTER 45 MINUTES'

The

If you have, you must have been Impressed with the God, who though unseen, controls men and the universe.
Even in the electric light there Is a
controlling power, but we see it not.
Likewise, force of God Almighty controls the system by sending life force
But if these
over the various nerves.
nerves are pinched so they cannot convey life force to the various organs, you
Then it is that the chiroare sick.
practor verily becomes an Instrument
of God, for he releases the pinch on the

without Incrjdullty
and a sense of outrage. Cllflord Bax.

—

I

nerves.
Life again passes over the nerves and
DOCyou are made well by

THE ONE
TOR—GOD ALMIGHTY.

Consultation and Iplnal Analysis

Free
E. E. DEBUS, D. C.
Chiropractor

A DILIGENT STUDENT

Tel.

(At the University of Wisconsin)

Everything has been changed now.
She Is married to a kindly warmer, who

Alma, Wis.

I

—

Stanford conquered California,
P.)
to li today, before a colorful crowd
It was the first time In
persons.
of 75
[A.

I

HERE

2S2.

THOSE BIG CALIFORNIA STADIUMS
STANFORD STADIUM, Cal., Nov. 21

"Calcareous Infiltration Is found sometimes in the bones of an expectorant
mother."

(From the Dea Moines Capital)

County

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
TEN COMMANDMENTS?

suit.

The wheeze, "She was between 30
years of aga," has been attributed to
several contemporary humorists.
The
last one to bear away the honors of
another Is Mr. Will Rogers; that Is to
say, the description Is attributed to him.
Artemus Ward printed this gag In the
early sixties. No doubt some woman at
Cleopatra's court, jealous, envl5lis, catty, whispered it in Mark Antony's ear
as he was gazing fondly on the serpent
of Old Nile.

(Arlv. In Buffalo

J6

years that a cardinal team triumphed
aver the blue and gold at American foot20

ball.

fleeting

There

A WISCONSIN BONE CRUSHER
Journal)
,

bore

their

remnant

of

Auf.schwung, Warum, Traurnerfwlrrcn
Toccata, Schumann; Three Silhouettes,
op. 21, Daniel Gregory Mason; The Master Class, op. 4, A. Chaslns; Sonata—
B minor, op. 68, Chopin.
Piano playing has fallen Into a curiThe older generation of
ous state.
as
pianists too often play In public
though they harbored a grudge against
pound.
their chosen Instrument; they
Not a few of the younger players, taking pattern by their illustrious i)rcdecessors, in their turn bang and thump.
Old and young alike, the most of them,
riot outrageously In technical display.
The public join In the revel; they app'ear
being dazzled and
to
relish
stunned.
But a portion of the musical public
must be we.irying of this din, for people
crowd in droves to hear the recitals,
dull as they may be, of one or two
pianists who, Impatient of noise, hold,
fast to beauty of tone.
Right there, though, lurks a danger.
In these days of musical uproar any
player of force
or fervor Is prone to
follow the crowd, to stamp and batter
the keys with the best of them.
A
young pianist notably eager for beautiful tone Is often eager for nothing else;
insipidity damns him.
So let us give thanks for the. small
band who ujiite beauty with force
among them^lr. Sheridan muy,t take
high place.
In many a year it Is not
easy to recall a young pian'ist who
plays with .so wide a range of tone,
every note of it a pleasure to hear,
be It in scales of a truly exquisite
delicacy, in song almost like that of the
human voice (remember the melody of
"Des Abends"), In chords of tremendous strength.
In tori*. In color. In
his musical designs, rhytthmlcally. In
the turning of a phrase or a melody,
Mr. Sheridan showed last night an extraordinary sensitiveness to beauty.
He is a long way, though, from Insipid.
A musician oj temperament, on the
contrary,
he galvanlze«3 the BusonI
Chaconne (it seems in truth less Bach
than BusonI) into a vitality like unto
tbfit of a I.,lszt sympluonle poem transcribed for planofortei.
To the Mttle
Schumann pieces he brought a rare
charm; the toccata he played like muWhat satire
sic, not a piece for parade.
there is in Mr. Chas/.n's new "satirical"
pieces, very pretty, graceful pie'ies, Mr.
Sheridan brought to the fore.
To go on, thouigh. Is not .needful.
iLet Mr. Sheridan play soon again In
Boston, to remind people anew that
beauty, poetry and sentiment can march
very well in company with virility and
R. R. G.
ardor.

troubles
old ar-

^

I

I

his liver."

BY LEE PATTISON

bes*de the Moldau's
The pictures of the
rushing
patients at Carlsbad were as amusmg
old
as those of Prague, especially the
quarter.s with the quaint buildings, were
The p«ople of Vienna, Mr.
interesting.
Newman said, in spite of their sufferlight-hearted; their feet
still
are
ings
move to waltz strains as of old. What

DELIBERATION.

EDWARDS.

people

and put an end to the

rogant Prussian sneer." The Austrlans?
Oh, they're the connecting link between the Barvarians and men."
Mr. Newman did not take his audience
first
directly to Vienna. His hearers
undergo a
visited Carlsbad where Aivers
cure of mineral waters.
"Dear as to Cadet in Hlndostan

(Headlln'js In Atlanta Constltnt'on)

still shines.
the flappers flap,
blue Is the restless sea,
They can powder their nose
Or roll their hose,
And it's all the same to me.

The sun

And
And

the

bravely,

TRIPHAMMER.

Kippy.

HALE

of

j,

river.

FRANK SHERIDAN

j

Mr. Newman's Illustrated travel talk given In Symphony
Hall last night was "Vienna and the
Tyrol." (We have read that one should
not say "The Tyrol," but simply "Tyrol," Just as one should say "The Sahara" and not "The Sahara Desert";
but It Is much easier to use the old
terms and to give the wrong pronunciation of "pares's"; otherwise one risks
being called a prig and an affected per^l

The subject

Never to bring that son-of-a-gun back.
Dog-gone that man.

(For As the World Wags)

IS

go

"A rubber-tired hearse
And a rubber-tired hack

FLAPPERS

WINTER

man

Brought ever

—

40

no

see.

DAVID SORTOR.

Dog-gone that man.
He done me wrong!

This story of the frozen words Is an
See the chapter In Rabelais:
one.
"How Pantagruel, being at sea, heard
various unfrozen words." He borrowed
the story from Castlllon's "Courtlsan"
and from the Apologues of Caellus Calcagnlnus. Ed.

No one becomes

let

thousand windows look on me
With empty muilioned eyes,

While over roofs 1 sometimes
Unnoticed there, the skies.

she roars:
"Call out your thousand policemen

old

have never worn a purple
I
Arnold Bennett.

A

The verses next relate how Frankle
went gunning for the perfidious Johnny
with a "Colt Forty Four," and after
finding him in an opium Joint or "hophouse," shot up the place. Including
Then with a brave abandon
Johnny.

—

L.

Hard-footed, ceaseless steals.

a gal called Anna Blyse.
Dog-gone that man, "
He done you wrong.'

After such a frigidity, the summer
sun had to call on tempering winds from
ihe Paclflo to help; these winds blew Incessantly, for a long time. In Dakota,
three Indians, carelessly coming too near
f;irin barn, were caught and pressed
.1
against It, hold there by the steady
blow until they starved to death, with
no more chance of rescue than one has
to thrust a bar Into the steel-like stream
of water used In hydraulic minine: or
lo open a street door in the local custom
house tower In a high gale. (And many
A. D. ELMER.
Bostonlans know that!)

JAMES

I

Frank Sheridan, pianist, played thi;
program last night In Jordan hall
Chaconner, Barh-Busonl; Des Abends

The ragged grind of steel and stone,
Of pavement and of wheels.
Across my mind in monotone.

Wid

break them from their

wltli

I

looks back knows
that he deserves some ingratitude, and

man who

Kvery

A good woman everybody knows,

—

has

men

bors.

GaTO her

with fragmentary conversafrozen "words which had been
uttered during all that time, thawed out
In the jenlal chlnook Influence.
The Twin cities, like all western towns,
were silent about deterrent effects on
prospective comers: tales of that winter's severity were never printed In
home papers—but always in those of
rival communities. Thus It was not In
the St. Paul press that one learned of
the quantities of human ears swept out
of the gutters daily until, probably,
there was no fv iher crop; Ears chilled
Insensibly, so that a careless movement

the

"Paris and Northern France."
Saturday afternoon, Dec. 19, motion
of Willi animals and naVBga
jllfe will be shown, roiuents have been
so numerous.

Need can never be card-catalogued
Need means bad neigh-

"Now, Frankle was a good woman,

filled

of

reveal''

pictures

out of existence.

"Frankle and Johnny w«re lovers
Oh, how they could love!
Love that was pure, tender and true,
Just as true as the starg above
She loved that man
She loved him so.

She loved that man.
She loved him so.
"Then Frankle went over to the corner
To buy herself a glass of beer,
Says to the guy called the bartender: J
'Has my ever-lovln' Johnny been hore,
love him so.'
1 want to know, 'cause I
" 'I ain't goin' to tell you no stories,
lies.
I ain't goln' to tell you no
He was In here 'bout an hour ago,

Those

Newman

.

stay on the

ever-lovin' Johnny a hundrea
dollar bill
For to buy himself some clothes.

.Ml-.

Thf-n

were

be

by hiring

'

— the

sufficient to
stems'.

healthy.
can't sublet kindness
another to be kind.

refrain,

AIP».

th.>

liuliuc over cliffs and down pr<'(
of Hnow were of a nurprlslng nutu
The vlf'w-i of the limestone dolomite
ui sunf<ft were long to he remembered.
The Traveltalk will be repeated this
afternoon. The «ul(J"Ct next week will

didn't.
and Johnny" that Is bprn of waterfront wishes he
If you give a dollar to some one whose
the Hardives and bred of the spirit of
ibusiness It is to see that a nicklu of It
melTeaches the poor, you are charitable,
bary Coast on a foggy night. The
certain iut not wise.
TINY TIM.
ody Is almost a monotone In
It
hear
to
that
.
parts, and throbs so
SONG OF THE CITY
makes one want to go out and murder
The city grinds about my ears,
wonder who wrote th,e
I
somebody.
A harsh uneven grate
That turns my bravo Into tears.
Like a vile odor it seems to
thing?
My Joys Into a hate.
breath.

rcakfast to shoot a harmless, unnecesstli v cat.
The feline, with that unoany reading; of the mind which Is subatl;u(n In the animal creation for uniiecess.'iiy epeech, soueht to escape by cllmbIng the support of a railroad water tank,
and the ride bullet passed through It
and Into the tank. The cat Jumped, was
caught In mld-alr by the Jet from the
tank, which froze and so embedded It.
All that winter the Inhabitants could
point at the cat In Its crystal coffin,
suspended like Mohammed's, when passengers on through trains asked If the
winter had been cold out there. Stalactito or stalagmite was visual evidence:
there was other, of radlolstlo sort. One
calm, cold morning a man, calling to his
neighbor, was unable to hear reply
though both were obvlous)y vocal fhls
strange condition lasted for weeks, until there was an amelioration of temThen suddenly the air teperature.

was

maOdenlng

Ij.ii

'

liiii.ied.

You

"Doggone that
a
man, he done her wrong." There Is
"Frankle
haunting, fatalistic melody to
that

I

t,on

I";

art'

take
played while the court proceedings
r<ght for
place. The atmosphvjre Is Just

fore daylight by sounds aa of cannonSunrise saw a
In the southwest.
procession of mifrrants, variously bundled In hfdqullts and other th!n(?8, urgInirHalf- frozen steeds across the plains
townward It appeared that a new town
had been built of unseasoned lumber,
y\nd the cold had drawn the nails and
'exploded the buildings.
But the States, also, had their woes.
In Wisconsin, a man went out before

came
,

the

It

t

j

i..

kind man he
If Santa Claua wasn't a
wouldn't be so well liked.
The sweat of the brow that comes
from really working to help another has
for all better than anything
henling
else ill the world. That's why the poor

World Wags:
seems to mo that the "melodramlcs"
suit
of th« Kip Rhlnelander divorce
by
would be Immeasureably heightened
to be
ordering "Frankle and Johnny"

Aa

r

loMilles

Don't wait until ChrlstinuK

had been spent.

FOR THE OCCASION

ading

I

.

As the World Wags:
h.^vrted.

This wave did not strenuously affect the West; Its turn came
later. In three weeks, the pole mlprnted
to WInnlpegr, and sent Its emissaries
southward. Not to he outdone by the
eastern presses, Wlnntpes sent out a rerort that Its citizens were awakened bedespair!

In

GET YOUR CHRISTMAS RAWS
EARLY

for
provides a Bplendld country home
where
her seven miles from the city

'

deiRrees below

Prague,
stream.

pianist, piayeu i-.^
terday afternoon in .Jordan hall for
the benefit of the Alpha Chi Omega
.scholarship fund, the New England
Conservatory of Music.
Turning his back for the afternoon
on Bach and Scarlatti and yet o^ a mind
to give his hearers music of old times,
Mr. Pattison began his program with a
gavotte set down as "OM French";
French enough It may have been, but
old It did not sound at all, not «ven
the chafmlng (and charmingly played)

Lee Pattison,

The Viennese
a beautiful city it Is!
were not Idle boasters In declaring that
there was only one Vienna. The nobles
the
are very poor today; the palaces of
Emperors are used for officers of the
Although there are 2,000,000
inhabitants, the absence of trafl^c In the
The views of these
.streets Is marked.
republic.

.

1

three cities were unusually good even for
Mr. Newman, pictures of buildings, gardens; of President Masaryk and President Halnlsch In every day bearing and
conversation; of the graves of lllustrlous corwposers; of famous paintings
Tyrol was
in the Vienna Art Gallery.
then visited; Bad Gastein, Zell-am-Zee
Mr. Newman was
and other resorts.
fortunate, in obtaining a moving picture of a Tyrolese festival in which representatives of all trades and industries
walkedfc and at times pranced, in JoyThere were charming
ous procession.
views of Salzburg, nor will one dispute
that Tnnebruck Is
opinion
the lecturer's
of the most beautifully-situated
At Meran, a lovely
cities In the world.
resort, John L. Stoddard was visited,

one

who

in

certain

tha.n the

ways

..strians.

Is

Mr.

more Austrian

Newman

paid

Italian
generous compliment.
X>rol was shown, first by a flight from

hiin

a

i

.

musette.
Neither did the Vilanella nor the
Gagllarda, late music of the 16th century arranged for piano by Resplghl. It
well may be that Resplghl transcribed
them, note for note, adding nothing,
taking nothing away. He changed thflr
nevertheless and a very
character,

|

i

\

j

—

I

good thing he did, quite like; ten to one
ihey had little worth, for 20th century
ears at least, till Respighl touched them
Mr. Pattison, finding romance in
up.
ihem, rested content; he did not try
to drag to light the lost archaic note.
Next he played Brahms, the lovely
.^
flat Intermezzo, op. 76, very attractively too, with exceedingly musical
tone and the Justest degree of sentiment, and then the B minor caprlcclo.

'

r

dnmatic

1-

criticism in

New York

are

still

technique. I'lie younger memoeis oi me company employed one atyierxni.older ones anothei-. One performance after another was spoiled by an
actor trained in the old manner, indeed, but playing his part for all that
was in it without regard to ensemble. According to^ their particular talents each played well or badly but each in his own style and key.
It is just this fault that has been avoided by Mr. Basil Dean in the
revival now current at the Hollis Street Theatre. He has suggested in
tempo, in background and in general representation as nearly as possible
the mood and spirit of the 18th century. He has not been obliged, either,
to work with actors wholly inexperienced in the comedy of manners and
artifice. The older members of the company have been well schooled in
the old plays both here and in England. But "The School for Scandal" canxjot well b# played entirely by seasoned veterans. There are young parte
hi It and t^^y must be played.
For these parts Mr. Tyler engaged such actors as he. felt had the
proper personal attributes and flare and left it to Mr. Dean to assist
them in undertaking to revolutionize their technique from the extremely
natural methods of our ovra day to the broader method of old comedy.
Haw well they Jhave succeeded it is not for me to say. but certainly no one
*{ taem acts in total disregard of the ensemble, as older actors have
been known to do. To preserve the feeling of uniformity Mr. Dean has
slightly stylized the entire production and performance and has attempted

discussing

basca on
kno^^s.
operatic pcrsonwhich, as everyone
W
thou^ht that the P»blas'their cosU.n.es
was absurd
Bges in the dress
'entury or two, although it
^f/^^^^^^^^J^
^ere concerned, AN^re
and morals. In the
manners
ma
^^^^^^!^;„3^and
ana
''f.'f
s'tuaUons
action with i^/
^ed a lettre
to transfer the
s father wouM h^^^^^^^^
earlier centuries Armand
while \
ne cachet for his son.
costume! We see Campa^ari
«
Fort-l'Eveque. Poor father
Selrnt mental, languishing

J-

!

™^
:Z:^'Zf^^'St.'^^
f

years.

France of those, earlier

.

Opera1848 when Carvalho ruled the
talk of costumes of
There was oiv
„.„
and Verdi's music mcostumes
e
the
tliought
he
^j^;^^
Comique in Paris, hut
herald
congruous "How can you see
iseTtalianissimes' airs with
gloves
cravat and patent
^«f^f,^,°°4'inrthese gentlemen with white
once that

thw

were about

to daoce

„

to encrust the whole with artifice and then more artifice. If he has not
always been successful it is because he works with flesh and blood and
NEIL MARTIN.
they are not always amenable.

Does Mr. Martin mean to say that the roles of young persons in a
comedy cannot be played well by "seasoned veterans," especially v/hen
the comedy is one of the old School?
When "The School for Scandal" was revived in New York last month,
a critic. Mr. Bernard Simon, wisely wrote: "Such a scintiTlating piece of
smartness as this play demands a fiery, artificial style, a style as shimmering and mannered as the dialogue itself or the costumes of the period.
Unfortunately Mr. Hubert Druce to a large degree staged the play to be
a piece of realism. To try to inject plausibility into Sheridan is as inappropriate as putting in a jazz band. The age of Sheridan was a pompous,
affected age as indeed, every age has been and will be perhaps, but his
part of the 18th century unashamedly displayed its affectations.
The
art and the life of that time had its distinctive style. The art of stagecraft was certainly stylized into one exquisite brilliant formality, apd thus,

,„ ijos to dress

•

r/rSt'-^i^i^issiiistrs;^ -Sa

"

of
B

new brand

of

Troy

™.do»

collar poster.

—

when 'The School

for Scandal' is played before 'box' settings that are
essentially 20th century in character, it does not matter how much the>
may be supposed to represent rooms in 18th century London, there is a
disastrous discrepancy between the content of the play and the container.
The comedy was never intended to be played on a stage that actuallv
looks like a room.
shimmering formal background is required
^uch as Robert Esmond Jones provided for 'Love for Love' last season.
In that play, dialogue, costumes, acting and background fitted together

.

--

... A

CORNER OF THE ALLEY
THE BILLBOARDONTHE
(For The Sunday Herald)
alley.
billboard on the corner of the
in town:
everything
most
advertise
That would
shirts and Sleeper Eye cigars,
Soups and soap and circus stars,
renown
,
„
j,
Roller-skating rinks and readers of
the World in Eighty Uays,
Every time the bills announced "Around
ballet,
Where a feature was the grand Kiralfy
^ ^
,
,
everybody stopped to look
Or the much-abused "Black Crook,"
alley.
At .the billboard on the corner of the

I

remember well a

into a sparkling, witty vhole."

-

Leverett

.

St.

_

P. H.

and Symphony Hall

A New Play About Robert Bums—Notes on
This Week's Concerts

There's a play they used to advertise t^/^^^^^^f ^^J^^;!!,^,
"Willing Hands and Honest Hearts.
It was known as
that the hero was John L.
well
very
I remember
other parts.
But the Lord knows who played all the

that Mr. Copland's jazz music has been heard at a subscription
Symphony Orchestra no one should shudder at the
thought of Paul Whiteman with his band invading again the sacred r>r6-

Now

a flashy sealskm coat,
Alvin Joslin wore big diamonds and
attract.
But the lithographing made his play
never seemed to touch
People didn't like him much, for he
-they could act.
James A. Heme or Denman Thompson—
when the circus came to town,
All we youngsters were delighted
And we recognized attendance as a duty.
Everybody went to view pretty Louise Montague,
Beauty.
Adam Forepaugh's gr6at Ten Thousand Dollar
thousand dollar class.
ten
same
the
in
was
one
another
And
One for whom our admiration knew no bounds.
was his game,
Michael Kelly was his name, playing baseball
And his kingdom was the sawed-off South End grounds.

,

concert of the Boston

:

temple of the classic muse a week from Sunday.
The Herald has received an interesting letter from Mr. Lansing R.

cincts, this

Robinson.

wonderful what musical talent springs from the congestion of
? Wtf have produced some excellent
artists in 'dear old' North end. One perceives how a love for music might
result from being born by some purling brooklet and enjoying a life filled
with sunshine and flowers, but what magic was employed to develop a great
musician in noisy Leverett street ? An avenue of sounds, sights and smell*
"Isn't

it

foreign quarters in our large cities

.

billed for Music Hail,
There'd be concerts, fights and lecture-courses
attend.
to
wanted
everybody
that
Shows
Atheneum
At the famous old Museum 'aAjj the_Howard
might depend.
There'd be something good, on tliat you
old Globe James 0 Neilt,
At the Park there might be Lotta, at the
At the Hollis Street Maude Adams or John Drew;
"Youth,"
At the Boston Edwin Booth or the melodrama
With the Tremont playing "1492."

hardly conducive to wooing sweet harmony.

i

"From Leverett

street.

West

end, to

Symphony

Hall, is a long leap.

I

Yet one Jewish boy made it; and n«t only that, but he played before the
great ones of Europe and America as well as in Boston's sacred hall.
"Last summer my wife and daughter went hunting for a second-hand
mirror. They explored the junk-filled shops of Leverett street and finally
entered No. 91, which bore a sign reading, 'I. Whiteman & Son, Furniture.'
They were greeted by a comely Jewish wotaan, short in stature and of admirable plumpness. The store was orderly, and in five minutes they had
purchased the mirror of their dreams. During negotiations Mad^m Whiteman (for it was she) chatted of domestic details in that charming manner

Or perhaps Mestayer's "Tourists in a Pullman Palace Car,"
Or the Trolibadours, the first one of its kind.

surely,
Louis Harrison and Gourlay who would get you laughing
Willie Edouin's "Sparks" not very far behind.
,
. •„
,
billed.
Then again Frank Daniels, Seabrooke, Jimmy Powers might be
McNally.
John
or
Hoyt
Charley
In a play by
All the annals of the day would be chronicled, they say.
On the billboard at the corner of the alley.
.

of the friendly Jew, and the ladies enjoyed a pleasant visit, which included
on introduction to the husband, Mr. Whiteman, who promised to deliver the

QUINCY KILBY.

The Editor of the Sunday Herald:
cast ot
In The Herald's "Weekly Comment" on Sunday was given the
Scandal," and
a late nineteenth-century production of "The School for
be quite
inferences were drawn from it that no cast since assembled could
actors today
Ko good. The inferences were based on a statement that
in the atare not trained and equipped to play the old comedies and that,
tempt to revive them, the present, day naturalistic means are resorted
with resulting ill effect upon the performance.
And it is generally quite true. But a recent revival of "The School
naturalor Scandal" in New York suffered less from the employment of
use on the
i£\;ic technique than from a steady and devastatingly artless
part, too, of its most experienced players, of the old and more exparsiv.-

,

mirror at 7 o'clock the next morning, not daring to risk damage in shipping
by express wagon. Incidentally, Mr. Whiteman reached our apartment at
6 o'clock in the morning, having presumably become mixed up by the day-

He sat on the front steps until 7 o'clock, like a
light saving nuisance.
gentleman, not wishing to disturb us. And who do you imagine this lovely
None other than the father and mother of Paul Whit*,
old couple to be ?
man. jazz band king of the world. Although mamma said that her son Paul
constantly urged his parents to move to a pleasant suburb, still she and
papa love the furniture business and are happy on Leverett street.
" 'Some day, though, some day, maybe we shall move,' smiled mamma as
she said good-by."
Will John Drinkwater's play, "Robert Burns," be brought tolhis coTin-

——

He makes

try?

for
lied

the poc

lines to illustrate his life.

Tho M%n>

Guardian thinks tmiL "serious dramatic quality will h;ird'y be
for a device whicii, for instance, leads tho hero to placate his

farm kitchen at Ellisland after this fashion:
I know, but I know where my good
e is, for all I'm careless of it at times. You've been in my mind all
y. Listen." He sinps: "O' a' the airts the wind can blaw, etc."
Even Holy Willie "slides serpent-wise throu^rh the affair, Iflerily chant-

.sutferin.ij

wife in a scene

tho

in

Bums: "I'm weak and

unstable,

We

the last verse of his 'I*rnyer.'
ble
!

.

.

make-up of rusty

tall hat,

can well imaprine that with the inevl-

battered frock ooat, black pjloves, and red

a comedian will readily add yet another daub of pitch to the immortal
the unctuous, bibulou.'? and sanctimonious William Fisher."

iL;n..ininy of

Burns and Sir Walter Scott arc brought together at Edinburgh. The
incident -of Burns's defense of the wandering beggars in tho inn at Mauchline is forcibly introduced. Mrs. Burns thus rebukes a gossiping pe(igljkbWi5>
"I know more than you can teach mo about Robert, and I'll ask you to takd
your gossip where it's wanted. He's no pattern, maybe, but there's few
with the heart or the brain to copy him."
The reviewer admits that in the course of this comic-sentimental ballad
concert of a play a cycle of well-beloved Scotch songs to be sung by a
baritone to Frederick Austin's musical settings, there are "passages of real
analytical skill and imaginative reconstruction.
While it is unquestionable that Burns's lyrics, more perhaps than those of any poet, were
warp and weft of his life, it seems a singularly ingenious ruse that liter-

—

.

.

.

ally tacks one to every turn of his stage presentation."

promise of interesting concerts this week. Mr. Paderewski
Some have asked why he does not include in his programs more compositions by modern, even contemporaneous writers. He
probably would say that Beethoven, Schumann, Schubert, Brahms, Liszt are

There

is

returns today.

still

modern. Whether one

may

or

may

not deplore the fact, the great

ma-

^

mo

exiluslon of equally worthy and less well
known pieces of the •tme title. He
closed the ffroup with .Schiimann'B Toc'Jke ninny other planlats, he
cata.
would hiiv.» It a brilliant ehow-plece.
Not only the first movement of the
rhopin It flat minor soniitn but nlso
part of the Scherzo Mr. Patllson played

which

i)IA.nl8lB

all

dole on to

I

items ho wanted — a flrat "Zulel
a Moore— I think It waa "Pagan Poe
"Well, I RucsN there's no use Ir
writing." I'oor Hookey!
Rookey couldn't buy all the books that
called. There was a charming girl! She

IJo

vlRor,

st.irdlnK:

"Tho

and

Daftodll"

Did

/

THAT BLIND HORSE

afternoon.

The Herald has received several letters commending Mr. James L. Edwards's poem about tho blind horse. F.
H. B. writes* "One touch of nature,
etc. Honor to Mr. Edwkrds for the poem.
Honor to The Herald for printing It."

R. R. O.

THE WASTED COURSfem'theflf.
the

home

of

efflclcnry

country In which a 'P"^' "j'who aeTeralty cour«e Is uvullnhle for women
How to
glrc to fit them»elTeB for marrUge.
.P«P"»
win a man, how to hold him, how
doeii for
one
a«
Just
marrlaiic
aucceaa
In
for
Idea In the
a profeMlonol care«r-thl. 1. the
the

|

flri.t

mind

the

of

As the World Wags;
The poem entitled "The Blind Horse,"
by James L. Edwards interested me
Mr. Edwards feels for
tremendously.

'

i

— news-

authorltlea.

unlveralty

paper article.)

Said her parents, "Little Annie
When she comes to choose her mannle
Shall be very cute and canny

We

strongly drawn toward the later piano music.

—and for once

once a piece by Debussy

doubt

if

Mr. Paderewski

We remember

is

his playing

he was not wholly successful in

catching a composer's mood.

The Hart House String Quartet (Geza De Kresz, Harry Adaskin, Milton Blackstone and Boris Hambourg) of Toronto, Ontario, will play in Boaton for the first time on Thursday afternoon in Jordan hall. The program
comprise Debussy's Quartet, Bartok's Quartet Op. 7, and Beethoven's
Quartet Op. 135.
Mr. Kresz, the leader, having been at the head of his own quartet in
Bucharest for the late Queen Carmen Sylva, making himself known as an
interpreter of chamber music in European cities, came to Canada in 1923 on
the invitation of Mr. Hambourg, who as a member of a quartet in London
had taken a prominent part in the musical life of that city. Boris Hambourg, a brother of Mark, the pianist, was born in South Russia in 1884.
He studied in London. His teacher was Herbert Walenn; later, Hugo
Becker. Having toured in Australia, New Zealand, Germany, Belgiun?, he
made his London debut in 1905. In 1910 he came to America, toured and
then made Toronto his home, helping found the Hambourg Conservatory
of Music, of which he is the director. He gave a concert in Boston with
Cecile Behrens, pianist, on Nov. 8, 1910; another concert with George Boyle,
pianist, on Feb. 1, 1911. Messrs. Kresz and Hambourg formed a quartet in
Toronto with Messrs. Adaskin and Blackstone, and affiliated it with Hart
House Theatre, University of Toronto.

will

The People's Symphony Orchestra

She shall know It all, shall Ann!
So they sent their little daughter
To a college where they taught her
How to captivate and slaughter
That suspicious creature man.

With a zeal that might bewilder
They harangued her and they drlllofl ner,
And they primed her and they flUeU her
With advice of every klnj;

and a word of encouragement
and love. At first, not knowing how to
approach a blind horse in a way to gain
his confidence, I touched and talked to
him at the same time, which always
made him draw back. His driver told
me always to speak to him first, and
then pet him. This I now do and it

makes our getting along together much
easier. I wish everybody felt the pathos
of seeing a blind horse. I would greatly
appreciate your kindness In telling Mr.
Edwards that his friend has two sincere
friends.

GERTRUDE WARD DOYLE.

Clara Rabinowitch, pianist, who will play in Boston for the first time
next Wednesday afternoon, has been applauded in Paris, London, Berlin.
The critics have been loud in her praise.
Raymond Havens at his piano recital on Wednesday evening will bring
Hia
t, music by Converse and Hoist, with which we are not acquainted.

rogram

is

well varied.

Saturday afternoon Eilen Ballon, a New York pianist, who has beeo
armly praised there by the leading critics, will be heard in Jordan hall.

Harold Bauer will play at the concerts of the Boston Symphony Orestra on Friday afternoon and Saturday evening Brahms's first piano conHe played it at his first appearance in America with the Boston
rto.
chestra 25 years ago, and he has played it twice at Symphony concerts
"noe then. It is fair to presume that if he plays it two or three times more
ill really like it. At the concerts this week we shall hear Mr. Loeffler's
mories of My Childhood," which has already been performed in Evansion. Ilk; Chicago, Cleveland, New York. It v/as high time for a perforraiance in Boston.
P. H.
.

'

Wags:

the World

!

run across a clipping
from your column of June 14, 1919, I
wonder as to E. S. M. Is this Mr. Mar-

Having

tin?

just

If so,

the lines beginning,

"Oh! to be born In Boston
On the chill of a winter's day."
could not have appeared In Life, but In
Life 1 first read them, I think.

But, alas! her mind had slipped
Or her courage It had faltered
For she said, "I won't be haltered

I

In this truly awful clutch;
my freer carriageNo, Mamma, I don't disparage

also

came across

this epitaph:

•

It

"Beneath these stones do lie
Back to back, my wife and I.
When the last trump sounds loud and

would cramp

Your admiring views on marriage.
But I know a bit too much.

clear,
If slie

"Let the rash and addle-headed
Fall in love and then get wedded—
steadied
I've been warned In time and
By the course for which you paid;
Not for me. Papa, to hurry
To the matrimonial lorry
wrrry
I shall save no end of
By remaining an old maid!'

Several institutions of hire learning
plight.

W. BUELL.

precious books.

i

Soon we became friends— In tho great
freemasonry of books.
Yes, I would be glad to see his coUec-

i

Quite perfect:
Elephant's earmuffs,
cootie's garter, the circus and the whole

ide-abov.

tlon of books.

we have more

went up and down his
shelves, and here and there I saw a
favorite— "Penguin Islands" with Pape's
illustrations, Pepys and BosweU rubbing
backs, some Huneker, an odd "Yellow
Book," some of the original Mermaids,

My

SPOKE

"To strut your mess" means "To
parade out or show oft."
"Drag your shape In here": Come
on in.
Blind date: Not knowing the second
party (meaning a third person has made
an engagement for two strangers).

Cf^lME

"I'm sorry," he begged, as I saved
him from toppling over me with an arm-

'

W, W.
IS

dal.

As the World Wags:

ful of

He here."

This reminds us that a sweet young
thing has sent to The Herald a list of
slang terms now current In Washington, D. C.
The male betrothed: Ham bone, hero.
The man that never takes a girl anyParlor sheik, chair- warmer,
where:
lounge lizard.
Male flirt: Cake-eater, VenalU hopper,
knockout, P St. cowboy.
Wang, Sheba,
A stunning girl:
classy rib, hot sketch.
Crazy: fgnatz.
Information or data: Lowdown, scan-

wrote on a quizz paper that Aristotle
founded the perlpathetlc school.

MY

I'll

ENGLISH AS SHE

As the World Wags
One of our barbarian fellow-students

seem to be in the same
Stoneham.

gets up,

Cambridge.

LUCIE.

Boston.

Mr. Koussevitzky has chosen Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, bat
there were interesting attempts at orchestral music before Bach.

As

So that when, £he co-rse wi;ourrl.'»(s,
Annie left tTils seat of learning
She was wisdom's self concerning
The career she had in mind.

will

Isa Kremer, who will sing folk songs of various nations tonight, is
no stranger, nor is George Smith, the pianist, who has arjanged an attractive pro!?ram for Tuesday night.
Tuesday afternoon the Boston Symphony Orchestra, led by Mr. Koussevitzky, will give the first of a series of historical concerts, showing the development of symphonic music from the time of Bach. Of the old compotiera

I

touch

Yes, they taught her to enrapture.
And they tausrht her how to capture.
And (you really never clapped your
Eyes on such a clever miss!)
They informed her how to rule him,
How to fondle him and fool him,
How to humor and to school him bliss.
Tircuah the snaris of married

have today as a "guest" conductor Mr. Finston, he general musical director of the Famous Players
Company, and Mr. 'Dubois, the concert master of the Metropolitan Opera
House, will be the solo violinist. The program will include Liadov's amusing
"Musical Snuff-Box," originally a piano piece, afterwards orchestrated by
the composer. Mr. Siloti introduced this little piece in a recital when he
first visited

this blind creature just as I
never pass him without a gentle

and loves
do.

jority of concert goers undoubtedly prefer to h6ar a great pianist play

pieces with which they are already familiar.

LARZ NEWTON.

B.

Rookey.

the

young American Improve on the Irish
She danced very late In the

("AmerlcQ,

aba

So I had lied to Rookey.
But Rookey took no chances.
Der Tag! I was confronted by BMfbohm nnd Moore.
"A crime," he pounded on the counter.
book catalogues to
I never mention

original 7

I.

booke,"

buying

povited.

Washer-

Irish

woman" by Ueo Bowcrby.

neglected.
stop hiB

felt

with u. RtunlliicsB
of tone -it crept over Into the funeral
march— that somctlmeB degenerated Into hardness.
He closed his program with two lylszt
•(JnomcnBtudles, "Klcoidan'/.a" Hnd
relRcn," by i;ax; "The Maklon wdh the
with

lie waB unh.
I'oor Rookey!
told him I had sent away for

eyes

tention

to

than once called at-

Broadway translations
London by George Rond-

the

published in

& Sons Ltd.. and In this country
volumes,
by E. P. Dutton & Co. Three
"Doctor
have been added to the list:
John Faustus," "The Mirror of Venus,
and "II Novellino: The Hundred Old'

ledge

|

|

la

whole row of the "Cranford" series

Rookey— that's what we
worked

called

him—

Tales."

a tobacco shop in Harvard
His spare hours were given to

in

square.
books.

You see his sort digging Into
peering
old boxes along the Seine and
or
into windows on Charing Cross road,
perchance

in

Ooodspeed's

Though a Catholic— at

cellar.

he went

least

relished Anatole France,
and his
enjoyed "that fellow Mencken"
to be mostly young
seemed
friends

mass—he

to

unorthodox Jews.
told
Iclson's
I

him
in

tion, l3

and Henry DanSoon he had de-

of Dobell's

London.

"No Pall
some book

,

,

.

,,

.

list

Was
did

his real

he

die?

name

Was

a sour abbot of Spanhelm gave
bragging vagabond, a wandering
Faust called himself, "founscholar?
astrologer,
tain head of necromancy,
skilled magician and fortunate chiroand
pyromancer,
mancer, agromancer,
Melancalso versed in hydromancy."

,

Mall," Rookey Interpolated
His new bride was
chat.
Machen—and there was that chap HuxI should read
scientist.
Ity-no, not the
Ronald
"Leda." What did I think of

Where

he, as
out, a

Harvard square was a carnival ol
crimson and blue. 1 was going to see
there
Yale demolished (alas, alas!). But
to
was a moment to say "Hello
Rookey.
,„
and
Between "Edgeworth, please!

"Just been looking over latest
from Danielaon." I turned back.

not certain.

Sabelllcus,

veloped "catalogltis."

Ffrbank

1

WTiat sort of a man was Dr. Faust?
There was a man of that name, although some say his first name was
George; others Insist on Johann. That
sold
he lived 13 indisputable; that he
himself to the devil for 24 years of
power and pleasure, and then damna-

thon characterized him as a disgraceful
common server of many devThat he tried to fly is nothing
ils."
against him. Is It not possible that he
was a worthy man, curious In the

beast, "a
!

[

„

j

woman, permanently

Cornelius Agrlppa.
flsiis.
-tcr II, and other rtctlms of
Soon after his
thoologlcum?
.,,
first
,ath the legend shared Itself, at

orthotellKlous legend, a creation of
of

between

conflict

lieves In

amines at length the known facts and

pleasant

statements,

Is

task

to

BY

fluent,

be a

compare

his version
MarlQ,we's. In

Edward

Mr.

ogist

name is unknown. The translator
was not always faithful to the original.
Dr. Rose has not only edited P F.'s
To
translation; he has modernized It.
Dr. Rose
what degree Is not stated.

Ills

old

tales:
classical,

edition of the tales

first

was published at Bologna In 1525. The
stories are drawn from the Bible, the
classics, French and Provencal sources,
the Arthurian cycle; some came from
the Orient. Some are told with beautiful simplicity, as the story of the Lady

says that the translator took the first
.'tep In deepening the Faust character;
that Marlowe developed the conception,
but did little to raise It to a higher
plane.
',

I

PaderThis was the program of the
at
ewskl recital, yesterday afternoon

C minor. Sonata, Op. 53,
NocBeethoven; Carnaval, Schumann;

E

turne,

Op.

'deaU »t F»uat'> bidding sho was dreaMd

26,

G

Op. 62,
Polonaise, E-flat minor,
Valse, A-flat, Op. 34, Chopin;
Raguse, SchelUng; By the

major.
50,

Brookslde, Stojowskl; Hungarian Rhapsody, Liszt.
Its course true to
the hall packed even to every
all
of standing room, everybody

"Her hair hanged down
and
as the beaten Gold,

such

of

that It reached down
hams, with amorous coal-black
sweet and pleasant round face,
red as a Cherry, her cheeks of

•type:

to her
eyes, a

length

her

lips

rose all
as
color, her mouth small, her neck
slender
and
tall
white as the Swan,
was
of personage, and In sum, there
not one Imperfect part In her: she looked

round about her with a rolling Hawk s
countenance,
eye, a smiling and wanton
which near Inflamed the hearts of the
persuaded
they
but that
'stulents,
The
themselves she was a spirit
home
.StudenU departed from Faustus
were
they
but
house,
his
every one to
night for
not able to sleep the whole
thinking on the beauty of fair Helena.
I

I

;

.

.

.

-

Father F. A. Wright, already known
by his
to the purchasers of this series
and
translations from Plautus, Martial
translated
the Greek anthology, has
from Ovid's early poems, not shying
of the
at the fifth In the fh-st book

"Amores"—he

gives the

poem the

title

—

"HeroDiversions" the
and the "Metamorphoses." He does not agree with BjTon
his
sa>-lng: "Ovid's a rake, as halt
verses show him." Considering love as
"Afternoon

ines," the 'Tastl,"

j

1

i

'

M

Latin literature,
portrayed
Wright thinks It a mistake to treat
Horace's love poems seriously, for he
does not take love seriously himself,
but regards It as a mere matter of
appetite. Neither Lucretius nor Horace
nor TlbuUus ever enlarge on the blessings of the married state. "We think he
In

j

In

Schumann-Helnk,

•

No psychologist, though. Is re-;
quired to explain to us the plight of,
pianists and violinists who for a quaryear]
ter of a century or more have led,
year out, a wandering virtuoso's]
be fulfilled,
to
with contracts
life,
whether they will or no, for so many
concerts a week for many a week each
any
year. At not all those concerts by
means can the virtuoso hope to be at
It
find
must
Some days he
his best.
harder than others to rise above roueven
tine, sometimes, indeed, he may
sink below It.
human
a
Paderewskl,
Mr.
Yesterday,
being after all of flesh and blood and
nerves, though a genius of the highest
Nor, howorder, was not in the vein.
ever hard he tried, could he drive himpast five,
half
self into the vein— up to
He did all he could.
at all events.
more,
He made full use, and something played
He
of his tremendous strength.
in,

"Ovid Is the only Latin poet
aeeraa to have found women, or a

tial odes.

:

"r.;f,^nrti
".

parkr^.''.-.-.-.V.:

waite?

.

••

.

Hor?ce Lintz
William Wadsworth
Edward Jephson

"Lady, Be Good" Is a joyous entertainment which richly deserves Its longcontinued success.
.
There has been some talk of late
about the theatre as an educational
institution. ^We have been told that
the playhouse may thus exert a beneappeal
ficial Influence If It does not
chiefly to the "bored business man"
commerce.
of
house
a
not
and is

Paislello's

great plays were written
all
the theatre ,and the managers of
in which these plays were
theatres
the
produced, tragedies and comedies, were
produced In the hope of attracting audiences; thus paying the expenses of

Now

for

I

I

j

I

I

production and bringing

!

very fast, to the damage sometimes of.
rhythm; he tarried unusually long]
over pauses; variations in speed, In the[
Carnival especially, he made strangely
pronounced. But nothing answered. Inspiration would not come.
There were fine moments, of course,
There was one above all,
in plenty.
the wild flurry of Indeterminate
In

yesHollis Street Theatre,
People s Symthe
afternoon,
terday
by Nathaniel F^ns-

At the

phony, conducted
for Famous
?on musical director
MacDonald,
Players, and with Frank
gave the f ollowviolinist, as soloist,

'"LCfr'-

overture

^-akunt

l

°,^'1;a^lird^v"(b^nabaTlerr^rmV
Roumanian J^apsody
EnJsto'^

T
s

•

qu

i

in

tcrS,

A

r

-ajor;

Wlenla^,

.=ru{}n?

(a

Tscha.
Fran

nor

delighted by the
and Adele Astalre
and recognizes
grace
learns lessons of
The admirer of
the poetry of motion.
are thousands,
this couple, and they
with stage dancwill not be contented
dancing
acrobatic;
merely
.ine that Is
e=^hibitlon of
designed only to give an
deliba
and
the body scantily clothed
of the flesh.
erate appeal to the lust
Mr. Catlett^
Ind so one listening to descriptions
of
quips and wheezes, wild
exremarks,
side
impossible events,
words and
traordinary use of familiar
will realsurprS verbal Inventions,
excrcuclatlngly
be
ize that a man can
without coarse
funny without mugging,

The man

woman

or

Fred

of

dancing

j

the

People go to the theatre to be amused.
Amusement is a word that admits of
The play may be
various definitions.
"The Misanthrope,
"T'rt'elfth Night,"
"RelUy and the Four Hundred," "The
Tavern," "The Blonds" or "Lady, Be
educaGood." Each is in Its way an
tional entertainment.
Instance.
for
Good,"
Be
Take "Lady,

E. G.

Nathaniel Finston, Conductor ;|
Frank MacDonald, Soloist

to

Shakespeare,

did

spectitors, nor
did the others.

,

Kremer sang

often Indistinct.

money

Neachylus did not Inquire
office.
Into Jthe literary Intelligence of the

box

:

j

judgment of Catullus,
Is unfair
though he admits the charm of his nup-

who

Moussorgsky;

of

A

,

In his

;5>H".,^I
i^T.l
Barney Barnum

•..V.•.•.^^'.:i^^lf

li

RufT

for its first time in puba pretty song after the fashion of
Cadman, Mr. Rosenbloom played somtIwhat too loudly so that her voice was

afternoon,

Mme.

.".

-

Ar„„',:«;

^!lc

enthusiasm running
Mr.
McCormack, Mr. Krelsler can all draw
throngs and rouse them by their art
Can
to a high pitch of demonstration.
any one of them, though, give to a
of exrecital the peculiar atmosphere
pectancy and glamor that envelopes a,
of the:
one
Not
afternoon?
Paderewskl
be Inthree, or anybody else. It would
psychologist
teresting If some eminent
why.
us
tell
would
who has music
the

strong.

i

insinuating little Zingarella; in the JewIsh folk songs, at times
And in these she sometimes forgot
that she was singing a vast concert
hall, that she was Isa Kremer, and became for the moment the person of her
song, swaying to the sharp rhythms, intoning harshly as a peasant. The Engsuit her.
ilish and Scotch songs do not
[nor do the too ingenuous ones; and it
melan'v.-as in the harshness and the
choly of the Russian songs that she was
not
does
she
because
And
at her best.
'sing well, and because her songs are
'simple to comprehend, even though the
(language is strange, she would do far
better in the music halls than 'In the
province of the musician.
Leon Rosenbloom, who played several
piano solos, and accompanied her, accuitted himself well, although his time
was often erratic, and his pedalling
In the Cadman, which Miss
cloudy.
I

Inch
minutes
agog, the hall darkened five
before the entrance of Mr. Paderewskl
longa qimrter of an hour late, the
rest
continued cordial applause and, the
of

Bassctt'.

Frances Wilcox
Gerald Oliver Smith

Watterson Watklns
^•^y Vernon

T

I

The occasion took
loose as fair

fc

Katlierlne Sacker

i

Nocturne a

em-

umptuously In purple velvet, richly
broidered.

hall:

Variations,

major. Op.

^"^"^

Frrand boy
foeephlne Vanaerwater
Dolav Pnrker

B?

Crltcherson

Edward Jephson

fl.mkpv

A

'

PAiREWSKI

Mazurka,

Sam

,

1

Symphony

Fred Astalre
Adele Astnlre

•

I

alities,

(This reminds us that
dress to Helen.
in a recent review of "The Private Life
of Helen of Troy," published In the
P'allade'.phla Inquirer, the typesetter Improved on Marlowe, making Faust say:
"Is this the face that stopped a thousand ships?") A quotation from chapter
XI,V of the Broadway translation gives
.1
fair Idea of the old translator's style.
"Wten Helen appeared before the stu-

Dick Trevor
.Sii^lp Trevor
Jack Robinson

Kremer.

Hopak

per-

1924.

On a stage less decorous and remote
Ithan that of Symphony hall, in a more
intimate music hall where she could
dance as well as mine, Isa Kremer
would have fuller play for her peculiar
For her charm is not In the
talents.
beauty of her voice, but In the folk
frenzy that sometimes lent her abandon
in the wilder and more barbaric of her
songs; in the hoarse and rhythmical

Shalot dying for love of Lancelot.
There Is no ornamentation of the tales;
there are few adjectives. The condensation of the story of the knight guarding the hanged man, and his love scene
with a widow, told long ago by Petronlus, makes It all the more macabre.
Mr. Storer's annotations are helpful, as
when we are told that the Old Man of
the Mountain touched his beard when
he wished his followers to kill.
"II
Novellino" Is a capital book for reading In bad.

Marlowe had "no Idea of what
he was doing or where he was going."
Mr. Ervlne Is gracious enough to admit that Marlowe was a great poet. He
refrains from quoting the famous ad-

By PHILIP HALE
COLONIAL THEATRE— First

formance In Boston of "Lady, Be Good,"
a musical comedy In two acts and six
Book by Guy Bolton and Fred
scenes.
Lyrics by Ira Gershwin;
Thompson.
Settings
music by George Gershwin.
Norman Bel-Geddes. Irving J.
by
by
Schloss, musical director. Presented
Alex. A. Aarons and Vinton Freedley.
November,
In
Philadelphia
In
Produced

tana), Rossini; La Glu, Fougerolles; Phill\s und die Mutter (folk song); Little
Sparrow (Kentucky folk song). Brockway; Sinltshka (folk song), sung by Isa

of

of

Cj

udy,begood;

;

I

—

The

E.

"

Moussorgsky; sung by Isa Kremer; Gnvotte, Gluck-Brahms; Capricclo, Mendelssohn; Prelude in G minor, RachaminSons
off; played by Mr. Jlosenbloom;
(Snowmalden).
of the Shepherd Lehl
The Call of the
Rimsky-Korsakoff
Nile, words by Nellie Richmond Eberhardt and music by Charles Wakefield
Cudman, written especially for Isa Kremer and now eung for the first time in
concert; Sug mlr du Shein Meidele (folk
song); La Danza (Tarentella Napole-

coffeehouses.
came along,

galore.

last evenmgr—tsa
recital of folk songp

ed by Mr. Rosenbloom; Russia (folk
song); Chi voul la Zingarella, Pasiello;
The Blue Bells of Scotland (folk song);
Geh Ich mir Spazieren (folk song); The
Little Boy Blue, MacFayden; Die Balke
(folk song); A Vuccheila, Tosti; Hopak,

Then some antholcollected them, and
they were put Into literary form. He
was not a monk. A few of the tales
are bawdy. (Mr. Storer does not translate them.) He was not a learned man,
for there are absurd errors In geography, history, physics anachronisms
ern

deserved death of Dr. John Faustus."
Iho translator, who signed himself "P.
P. Gent (1. e., Gentleman, not, as some
•editors
have thought, his surname).

j

others, with Leon Rosenbloom, piTheir program
assisting her.
follows:
Ballade In A-flat major, Chopin, playanist,

Chlvalric,
moral.
Biblical,
and folk
stories.
These tales were probably told
by word of mouth, as stories In the
"Arabian Nights" were told In East-

The translation of the "Taust Book"
In 1592:
is the one published at London
"The Hlstorle of the damnable life, and

.

Er.o

Storer has
translated
"II Novellino," a hun-

from the Italian
dred short and

and au

be
Next week Wallace Goodrich willwill
guest conductor, and Mr. Mason
dedicated
play the piano In a program
Strauss and
to the memory of Johann
music.
dance
of
composed entirely

hall,

Kremer gave a

Mk Hn-

thoritative.

KREMER

ISA

At Symphony

I

m

the listeners, and throughout
ston's conducting was clean

SONG RECITAL

"Metamorphoses"?

the

of Inferior Interest.

Charles Lamb In his passionate love
Elizabethan literature preferred Marlowe's play to Goethe's, not noting that
Mr. St. John
they were disparates.
Krvlne saw Marlowe's tragedy in London last month and described It as a
"ramshackle and, for the most part,
tedious tragedy In which there Is neither
shape nor direction." Having derived
his notion of a play from the old Mor-

for

—

!ls

which

As

the "Amores" with
our school and college days Ovid was
not read. Cornelius Nepos, •'Caesar, Suetonius, Horace, Tacitus, 'Virgil but no
Ovid.
'Was he thought an "Immoral"
writer?
'Why was there no study of

innd.

narrative,

flesh.

love."

of

German Faust Book

appearance translated In EnsHe tells of the German dramas
Th# -Wagner
the hero.
Faust,
with
Book" or 'The Second Report of Dr.
John Faust" Is Included In tho volume
and Pr. Rose devotes a chapter to this

and

and

Mr. Wright's translations are
eminently readable.
It would

as

well

PS

all, knew the significance of the
Italian terms, on the whole It
wise to respect hi.s indications. The
seldom-heard polonaise Mr. Paderewskl played like himself; need mjjre be
said?
The prophetic note of- Schumann's bird he made most poetical.
Imagination, at these
moments, answered the call.
R. R. G.

OvlH, "he may be sensual, but he Is
not morbid; he may be vulgar, but he
Is Hot callous; he may be frivoloOs, but
he is not sour."
He has one virtue
that redeems all his faults, "he be-

of this
Dr. WlUlam Rose, the edltorr
volume In the Broadway series, ex-

legendary

spirit

And in these
or
the
exceedingly well, especial y in
music, whlcl
dant Francesca da Rimini
and mor
might have been even darker
with a fln^
tragic than they made It;
an
balance
and
form
sense of musical
Occasiona Uj
often of dramatic fullness.
kettle
overture, the
in the Sakuntala
nja:
drums echoed hollowly, but thisof th,
the acoustics
to
due
been
have
fo
best
the
theatre, which are not of
Otherwise, an agreeable con
music.
demands or
cert that made no great

inductor.

is

Catullus and Propertlus recording the

authority
the Intellect against divine
acas represented by the Bible and Its
a pig
was
Faust
Interpreters.
credited
type to
of eplcurus's sty. opposed as a
\'.artln Luther.

"WaW- and Francesca legend thaj
and
'made great demands on orchestra
they played
iThe

after
usual

Cranstoun, Munro. Dowson's "1 have
been faithful to thee, Cynara! In my
fashion" seems to Mr, 'Wright to correspond most closely to the poems of

dox Protestants: "The wilful revolt

tbe history of the

sound berofe the reprise bf~The sonaTa's
first
movement.
Exquisitely, with a
tone no less than ethereal, Mr. Paderewskl let the second hearing of the
second
theme of the sonata sing,'
through
shimmering
arabesques.
It
was, a treat to hear the rondo begun
allegretto, not allegro; since Beethoven,

and his

treats of love with genuine sympathy."
This Introductory chapter Is interesting In Its analysis of love as It was
treated by the Roman writers.
It is
enriched by translations from other
poets than Ovid, by Messrs, Untermeyer,

became a legend and
of Roger Bacon, Michael

iho

attractive,

the only bod.v of Latin verse which

Is

'•"or"Ss

with

him.

the

When

^'oTonlal,

has

It

seen

^'Sy

still

and

Mr

Catlett.

not^t

audience leaves the
chuckles over whatjt
neara,

Be Good" has a

plot tJ.at Is

orchestra.
kowsky, fantasia for
cesca da Rimini."
orchestral

comemes

old friends of forn.er
comedies, but the>
farces and musical
are pleasingly •J'^f^'f,'*^^," strung to-

we meet

.S.
no

o
'•"''"of
one, not always

included
music too

Tscriptlve

And

in

which was

<' "

o'.„;.r.
jt

«y"^P^°"^' lece a"
much of a piece,
or P-^-mn^ati.

lieu of
to have

orchestra after

its

was
ot

it

^^^^^^^
^'",.5^ ^-ith an

^^l'^/X\evfovm.
many ^"
'

ances at violin ^t^.^^^^'^t^^^e MetroDonald, concert
"^^^/J^ '^^loUn in the
polltan,

Pf^^tenawski'i concerto.

And

ro?r^%ni "anr^^d Krelsl^^^^^
SndeVofhrm,'hirtonrsw:re smooth
Sakuntala over
*"But7l' was only the
fantasia oi^
,ufe and ufe Tschaikowsky

e^s^

^.Ther

iftZ

feading

aTpeafance

^or

^a--^'

^y 'gl

"ho

^-e^si^^^ie--?
^L^Ll^r^rK^ve

their parts

'-^^^hrU'cTs^m'e/c^lous? seductively
vithout

being

musny,

i

they are

.smtjcrs,

IM ,.\
three rcih

I'll
1

not too ambitions.
the conipofer 8»yiiL'.ir
"1 iim writliiff lor a
but I'll show oni that
l oin. ay,
write a cantata or a trand

1

,

,il

,

iild

I

lil

I

.

.uiillilu,

by George Bor-

ihiaire

The

•

:i.>t

O.

(he

Brown-

Nvithoiit fun.

,

tandliU

There Is aomethlng
about .ler very
Catlett
>'S3, concerning wjilch Mr.
Ised his wit, attrnctlvo about het
She has what th«
lous eyes.
devil. We
1. iich call the beauty of the
shall not soon foi-set Fred Astalre'*
dancing on his way to the garden piirty,
dressed as ;i Johnny: nor shall we forattractive

:;irly

1

but Incredible
get Mr. Catletfs
desorlptlim of the buU-flght In Mexico.
Miss Sackcr and Miss Barry were fair
to the eyo, as were the chorus glrla,
who were not for a moment perfunctory
Mlrablle dlctu the
ill song and dance.
chorus men for once looked as If they
had a right to be at Miss Vanderwar
Mr. Lintz's Mexican and
tor's party.
Mr. Catletfs behavior In his presencse
were among the many Joys of tlie
Messrs. Bailey and Barnu^n
ipvenlng.
ileased with the aid of baiijo and sonc.
very large audience was unmistakjV
vivid

—

and greatly pleased.

bly

[

River," comedy In
1^0 acts by Sir Patrick Hastings,
performance ln_ America. Cast:

"-TrLE?— 'The
si
K.

ii

I

.'...0.

f-~nt

Elspeth
Katherlne

Ulvers
.

'

Morris Cariiovsky
Terence Neill
Victor Tandy

M 'rrflhara
m'„

so'ld^er

^nt

Vane
Wheeler

Cliarle.

^.tfZ

[111

Stonding

Alan Mowbrny

,,MT 'Waltord
...L
MoBsel

,'2

Cllve

Watts
W.
LBwreDoe Cecil
Dudgeon

'

inrew
-.

K.
E.

E.

lli.Tin

Hulse

\Voraie.v

Roger

-:::::::::

deaths
There have been deaths tragic,
never was
loomlc. deaths divine, but

moving as the
death so majestic or so
last evening In
rigor mortis displayed
River." On the
the second act of "The
equatobanks of the Mungana river in
occurred the
thereabouts
rial Africa or
England, and when
last stand of old
savoirEngland does she does it with a
unparalleled— For proof one has

'

faire

only

to

Words
riiver

Brewer under "Last
Pying Men" or—see "The

consult
of

*'

river
There were diamonds near the
gone
and Richard Mannerlng had twice

them, only
that fluid Golgotha to find
.

Ito

to

fall.

Why

Why

had he gone?

do

men go to Congo cess pits? Because a
Iwoman, his wife, had lied to save his

When

"e.

>sed lover.

he had murdered her

slip-

He must forget. The Duke
may calm his heart burn

Abruzzly
the north pole,

;ar

but not this es-

lire.

He

starts again, handily leaving the
n;st town five minutes before his wife
rives.
She had come to Africa to

supposed him dead,
("ell,
she really had arrived, but was
slayed in getting her gowns through
customs, while the dashing young
aiford, who had fallen in love with
r en voyage, met Mannerlng, learned
the hairbreadth excursion up the
ver, Joined It and was off.
She dis-vers the bitter truth and finds herif condemned to spend
seneral months
this Guinea spa with her chaperone
I'C-y
do these things better on the
>rget,

too,

St coast),

but

while regurgitating natives.

tom-toms and the tse-tse

It,

fly

does

devoirs.

s

The great
iHifle

asy

•

scene, of course. Is In the
on the banks of the great, green,
Mungana, all set about with

They have found the Kohiand are about to up palanquin
again, when an awfully dirty
i'ortugueae guide contrives to break
Waiford's leg. The greedy thug and his
native accomplices are going to mess
up the Nordics and rally around the
diamonds. Then, then, these two dispr trees.

>r

(1

s

home

cover they both love the same woman.
the most pitiful thing the way their
frl^ndshl^ Is broken up, but their cockney servant is shot and his death softens alL It was tea for three with Mr.
Clive, aa the cockney, pouring, and all
the noble sentiments that Joe Surface
ever exhibited locked like an Oscar
VVIlde pawnshop compared to the bon
aots passed about at this morticians'
onference. There was no chance for a
roken leg, so, alone, Mannerlng plungeM
rom a cliff Into the rapids of the
lungana, the sparklers safe in his belt,
ut a corpse and a convalescent left beIt's

Ind.

At

the

olved,

British

Walford

residency

managing

all

to

was
walk

;oross the continent
tiat

with a t>roken leg
he might show up In time to prearrest on a second
And they save back

ent Mannerlng's
lurder charge.

Mannerlng the wife of his bosom
.nd to Walford a tooth brush, but not
word was said of the Paladin from
(low Bells who yielded up the ghost
n the banks of the turbid waters of
he Mungana.
There -was scenery and as the sergIjant,
Mr. Wheeler gave an excellent
J

^

^

I

I

erfornuuie*.

'.

EuB«n<, Morohbanln

i:i;ht-footed.

I

I

J

I

anil

Caroll Mi-Ooina»
Morgan Farley

'.

Adele Astalre was roguish as well

\i:ss

m""

.

^"-^ persiflage [n
"Surclde^'"^''^'
Funny enough was her exit
1j,_aImost-the
thr
transom In the
back stage scene.

With the acute.st penetradivined, and with genuine
set forward the woman's strength

The

THEATRE—First

pef-

'"^P'-ession
r.
11a,

j

and

ensembles arranged by Larry
Ceballos. Harold Levey conducted. The
principal
performers were
Florence
Moore,
Irene
Delroy,
Renle Rlano,

wouldn't just behave.
Irene Delroy was the
roguish

end there

will

to

know.

It

obviously unfair to be analytical In a
sharp-edged sense, for the show Is out
only a few days.
There Is, however,
the wish that more "dog" towns had
been routed before presentation to Boston audiences, for none can say In
all
sincerity that Boston Is not entitled
to
the best; yet there Is the compliment
mpl ed when a metropolitan premiere
Is given
to Boston, Broadway to the
contrary notwithstanding.
Mr. Short has at least the courage of
his convictions, and will
have a revue
after his own manner.
Thus time and
aga n he costumed his ensembles In the
habiliments of the preceding
century;
there was a preponderant
display of
overdress, with bulging
crinolines and

firefiy

^""""^ '"e °"
^l,'"?^
big town." We

their

way

venture before
^'"'j'' "^^y 'hey will
have
J^^L^''^
?u
many another
of their kind looking to
their
laurels.

T. A. R.

HOLLIS THEATRE— "The

Klck-Off,"
a college comedy In three acts and five
scenes, by Grantland Rice and Frank
Craven, presented by A. L. Erlanger.

Two

football teams, a "student" Jazz
iband, a college stadium, a negro har-

'mony

trio,
a chorus of youths with
assorted songs of many alma maters, n

full-fledged

circus lot, and a regular
old-fashioned dapper villain, reminiscent
of the Frank Merrlwell tales,
are all

upon the stage with colorful profusion In this new melodrama of things
set

the chief attraction at Keith's thl;
all his old tricks— Including
the detailed explanation of why he car
Imitate only three Hawaiian ukeleU
players.
The years that he has beer
doing these same things do not seer
to curtail his enthusiasm much and af
ter the audience became accustome<
to the type of "nut" act that his was
the going was easy. He Is still a oneman vaudeville show and almost a whole
evening's entertainment in himself.
Surrounding Mr. Cook there was that
other popular couple Dooley and Sayles
who have a new act with many
jokes, a little singing and less dancing.
For music-lovers Galla-Rlnl and sisters
marched back from one wing to the
other playing 'opera and Jazz, Mr. GallaRinl emerging triumphant with a new
instrument at every cross.

week with

'

|

'

Alec" Bowen, quarterback of the hated
Upton eleven, and to the final triumphant moment when he made the gamewinning touchdown for Cornwall In the
last 20 seconds of play.
It is entirely possible that the eminent sporting writer who collaborated
In writing the piece had In mind
an
answer to the criticisms recently hurled
at the Institution of football by college
heads and by at least one former star.
He puts In the mouth of his Langdori
Brown, In the first act, many deroga-

tory statements which bear the same
stamp. Brown has been a prep school

the college wants

him

to

go out for the team."

Cornwall needs
Im, they say; his father was a gridiron
tar, and he should hold up the family
reputation.
But Brown doesn't like to
train.
He doesn't see why he should
sacrifice dances and late suppers for the
good of any college or any team. But
:lt
seems that the coach will lo.>!e his
|Job If the team does not win, and Brown
Is
In love with the daughter of the
coach.

He hires out with a circus troupe for
the summer to get In trim and there
receives Inspiration from a fair tightrope walker,

who

Is

loyal to her outflt

j
|

—

"The Old Family Tin Type" was a
clever

copiedy

act

with

a

in

woman

who when singing of
springtime, was strongly

bustles,

In

the birds
reminisChariot's

of Beatrice Lllley in
Revue.
A Dlckenslan flavor of which vaudeville audiences seldom get a taste was
given by Bransby Williams, the English
Impersonator, who gave remarkably fine
character sketches of Bill .SIkes, Micawber, the Grandfather In "The Old Curiosity Shop" and, best of all, Mr. Smallweeds In "Bleak House."
In an act properly termed "Rhythm,"
the Pearson Bros, and Cleo Newport
did some soft shoe dancing which was

cent

In arrangement and fascinating
accurate timing. There was also
Wyatt's Scotch lads and lassies who
flnlshed In a blare of bagpipe and drum.

In Its

,

All

'

Is

novel

sprinkled with well known athfollowed the fortunes of Langdon
Brown, of the class of '28 In the mythical Institution of Cornwall, from
the
opening act when he was turned from
the house of his sweetheart because he
wouldn't go out for the team, through
his various encounters
with
"Smart

player.

1

I

i

and

;

j

||

letes,

Is

'

Back from a long sojourn In revue?
comes Joe Cook to vaudeville and h'

flrst-nlght audience showing many
college afllllatlons by their responses,

be the entertain-

I

ATKHTH'STHEATRrll

A

Mclntyre, Tom Howard, Sam
Heam, William Ladd, Joe Lyons.
This Is not the Village Follies that we
used to know. Witnessing the performance last evening there was the Inevitable deduction that the show Is In the
making.
The program was not followed religiously; there was evidence
of a turnover In process, there Is too
much packed Into one entertainment
for the accepted number of hours; judicious pruning will no doubt follow and
In the

of

of many of the sketches.
She dances
neatly, untiringly, and
In her nrwlv!
wed scene of unbridled petulance
she
was a picture to remember.
*

j

JOE COOK BAlK

collegiate.

Frank

ment that we used

.levcral

In
In

to the

|

,

in

"°'^bly her daffy Ophev,^!' her
which
peculiar style ot giotesquei-ie had full play;
nor was she
less effective in her solo
dance after t.ho
same pattern, in which
her lega

f

seventh an-

nual edition of the Greenwich Village
Follies, a musical revue In two acts
and 27 scenes. Conceived and staged
by Hassard Short.
Lyrics by Owen
Murphy. Music by Harold Levey. Dances

<='°set

I

boy's petulance,
strongly of ill-

In Boston^ of the

:

|

'

MAJESTIC

'

unctuous
scene
oZ'r.T^
^°"cePtion.
For once
^.v^t "l^"'^''
flesh"
ai
was
I^Im
pertinent
descriptive.
Renie
Riano

'

'

,

I

big game In a second-hand flivver and
pot there In time for the last five mlnutes are truly and humorously drawn.
Patterson McNutt, who plays Brown,
acts well and sonslstently, and Bert
West In his role of Ike Morowltz, the
little sophomore, contrlhj<*es a steady
How of Juvenile humor. ^' H. K. M.

I

I

]

i

his old

'°°'

I

'

None more so
amusing collo-

,I/^''^J'^^^"'-y''^

though, savored too
nature, his quick answers of premediArdor,
tation, his antics of lunacy.
however, Mr. Farley never lost, a fact
strongly in his favor, and his own view
of Marchbanks he put forth with power.
Mr. Browne played with force, when
he had something forcible to express.
Miss Tllden, who had one fine moment,
when she gave the poet her opinion
of the parson, was exceedingly funny
So was Mr. Ling in
in her own way.
Mr.
his, and. In a more farcical way.
Henderson was not behind the door.
R. R. G.

formance

"""^'^ '"^"y '^"tfhs with

^hL'^,
ouv with .l^''^','" ^'^ A
^'y'^ that Is
l7fZl
r'""^'at
times irresistible,
if he only could
have a better opportunity

she

plausible.

I

|

h JThl^*°"'^'•'^

McComas.

zies

I

"""^
Chimney Sweep had
ftsTay!"^
Florence Moore, as we
have said, -'ad
io do;
5"*^
wl h
He^;^"
.^^"""""^
"'"set
of ••w»^,
or
Hamlet was a neat bit of scene
bur-

|

the poetic side of his nature Mr. Farley
brought out admirably. His weakness,
too, he made convincing, his fine fren-

j

the edges, and back
stage a huge drop
of shimmering gold,
opulence indeed,
the
while a
new version of Prlnc»

less

and charm, her broad sympathy, her
full understanding of Morell's weaknesses, and yet withal her unfailing love
for the man. There, at last, stood the
Candida of Shaw.
It is open to question If the Eugene
of Mr. Farley Is the poet of Bernard
Shaw. A poet he was at all events;

his

"n

gorgeou.sness of
to pleasing perspectlve.
Notably of his spectacular
features "The Curse of
Cinderella," the
"celled, a
^\LT^^ in *gold"^'^and'^'^^«'
sjmphony
black, with terpointing at the centre,
Prenv'l"/?''"?'^'

an Interchange of clever speeches, with every
till
absorbing,
minute it grew more
finally in the scene between Candida
hlEh
and the two men It reached a hlghl
pitch of dramatic tension.
this
dominated
who
Candida
It was
scene. Surely /Shaw meant she should.
has
nevertheless,
No Candida In Boston,
managed It with the success of Miss

skill,

w"""'""*^!' °'
In
his
In his eyo

BpnrEd no pains,

f^sfif?,
taatefulness.

ing their points so obviously. Then the
play began to come Into Its own. Stead-

tion

^'"""^

that arrest the

erouping,

work, gave over mak-

and

many scenes

befriended the hero and must be taken
rare of In conveniently paired off with
another gridiron miilwnrt
There la
more hunlneas back In the circus scene
of a bag of money which Is saved by
lie
hero by a forward piias method
frt>m R sheriff with a writ of atUchment, n sheriff who 1b none other, by
(he way, than that very sume hated
I'i'ton quarterback.
Am th» play slandn after one performance. It needs some paring down
lUiwl pulling together.
Thei.. ;ire srenen
In the manner of vaudeville which taks
iup too much time and destroy the continulty of what must be swiftly moving
action. There Is the scene In the college Inn, where twoscore youth are led
by a "visiting actor" In a series of collige songs which Is much too long for
k-roup singing of the quality displayed.
In several Instanees, however, authors and actors have caught the authentic spirit of college life. When the
coach harangues the team before the
big game one gets nervous and has a
weak feeling In the knees, and the unfortunate foursome who motored to the
I

IH

There are

Presently, though, ^he actors, at last

less

much
audience cold. The
perBonnlltles

his tempi.

much to do, managed his activities In a
way to make Prossy's statement plausible — "mad as a March hare."

became

their

another of these, and Is danced
by a lively ensemble.
This
cannot be said of many more
of the
group dances, for there was an
obvious
ln<k of team work, of
coheslvenesa, of
'mity. of rhythm.
Mr. Levey, too. was
not always fortunate In
the choice of

unctuous eccleslastlclsm. Mlsa Mcwith nothing to do at first,
little knack at doing nothing
with charm. And Mr. Farley, who had

it

for

Away Your

Blue.«i

Comas,
showed

ily

his rival, K«ta the Kirl uiul becoiiim it
hero, while the llltln rlrcu* rlrl who hum

There wn* that Ingredient
but the comedians lahorert hard,

spiritedly

of

in their

hut

would have left the
muHic, save for the motivating
number,
Which Ir pleasing reminiscent
of the
Klf e,l Cohan, 1.4 lightsome
and evidently
written with the thought of
n Joyous
occasion in mind. "Whistle

The evening began disturbingly. To
play "Candida" like a farce
"""J]'
ter to all— let us be bravo and use the
damning word— tradition. More to the
point. It offends both good taste and
common sense; the play, as anybody
ousht to bo able to see, demands quite
dlflcrent treatment. The curate and old
Burgess are not mere funny men.
who
It demands as well a set of actors
can speak and behave In character
BoIn.
characteristics
without rubbing
cause I'rossy was a dry creature, all
conspeak
sharp angles, she need not
Mr. Browne could
tlnually in snaps.
have trusted confidently In Bernard
Shaw to make clear the ministerial side
of Morell. without larding his speech
and manner with too frequent touches

absorbed

»vr-r

with «lend(rr material for cunie.N„w this dorH not mean (luvt
enterlulnment was con.'»plcunuMly

ii'l''iity,

performance moved briskly, but
under an IrrltatlnB fbrced araught.

failure

th,.

o|,hliil|eated

,

•<Kei. h.

Hrt« Tlldm
narry

MorfU

riio

f

oil

ill^aiH.

n»ni»«

•

II-

In

comedy he

l-'T

cast:

r

A

l"Ke

Presented by th« Actors'
by Dudley Dlgges.
Btttgod

,vv.

;

,

1

CONTINUING PLAYS
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE—
"The Miracle," Max P.einhardt's
spectacular production,
last week.

now

SHUBERT — "The

in its

Student

Prince," musical ver.sicn of "Old
Heidelberg," with De Wolf Hopper and others. Now in its 11th

week.

CASTLE SQUARE

— "Abie's

Anne Nichols's farfamed comedy, now in its eighth
Irish Rose,"

week.

TREMONT—"George
Scandals,"

now

in its last

REPERTORY — "Rip

White's
week.

Van

Winkle," revival of old comedy,
with Francis Wil.son in the title
Second and last week.
role.

—

WILBUR "Old
English,"
Galsworthy's play, with Goorge
Arliss. Third week.

^

true that "fllcli" was originally »
word of the 16th century, bul
(Trave and highly respectable writers, as
Harrow In his sermons and Paley of the
Is

It

8Unig

of I'oik.'
In 1841.

|

country I's
Bank with

"Moral Philosophy" had ^mployed it;
"Seaso had the light-hearted Gay.
fkstone Mystifies hoard" first meant the plank to cover
up a port-hole. It had other meanings
I.arse Audience
ater, but not till 1825 was the word|
used In literature to denote coast line.;
the seashore or the land near the sea
Was this use at first purely American?;
thoroughly m>-8tmed crow J
.1
the Oxford
In
Park; The earliest quotation American,
John
slow-V filed out of the New
Dictionary Is from an

i

night after the curtain
weirdest
had rung do\rn on the last and
for. In
of H u rv Bluckstone's Illusions
to Inopportunities
sorts of
cks at close range, In spite
the
, of sketplcal committees,
put over a series of decepperformances
Fxnd slelpht-of-hand
It
luffled the smartest of them
too
audience,
pleased
v^ as
a thoroughly
there was as much entertainment
f'ir
ked Into two and a half hours as"
ordinary
a sufflce to fill half a dozen
inances of like nature.
lot of
complex
:h the aid of a
uiism, and a large company of
ilmgly efficient assistants, plus his
„\M> sU-lking skill, the maKiclan treated
as he called them, to
•customers"
his
a whole lot that was fresh In the line
of the conjuror's art. as well as to
some that was familiar but of proved
excellence.
With 47 events scheduled on the program, It took a fast worker to get
through It on time, and Blackstone
U
took it on express train schedule.
manifestly Impossible to mentloni
Is
appearing'
various
the
^verythinK. but
and disappearing acts were astonishing.
The very last for Instance, where a
rider gallops a horse Into a pavilion on
;he desert, in this case the centre of
There Is the flash
the empty stage.
and report of a pistol and, lo, up flies
the silken tent, revealing the rider,
bearing saddle and bridle but the horsel
Quite a!
has vanished into thin air.
-tunt, even with the aid of the most
mechanics.
theatrical
ompetent
A succession of mannequins, dressed)

.\>al of Portland, Me.,

last

i

j

|

[

m

^^ichols's."
lent Mrs. Nichols to

I

a la mode, materialized out of thin air]
mldj
within a curtained cylinder In
grevi\
in Wonderland"
stage; "Alice
the^
house;
miniature
magically within a

dollar

great trencher-man, making little account of such 'small beer.' " Who was
the Governor?' In 1844 P»escott found
the Astor House In New York neither
clean nor comfortable. On the steamboat from Stonington the bertha were
"hot as Tophet, lay kicking with all my
clothes, velvet waistcoat, diamond pin

Not the least Inthe show a corker.
teresting feature was the Blackston^
readlngj
and
card-juggling
teats of
right under the eyes of a dozen men|
who volunteered from the audience. No

better card work has been shown here.i
The full repertoire of the spiritualistic
mediums was run through with ease
of.,

fairies

Introduced

the "*t'»'^!;XtpK.t^'

as
house fascinated the oldsters
exhlbUlon.
Yes. It's a notably good

weu

^

Boolety
The MaBsachuoetts Historical
of
has published In a stately volume
of
nearly 700 pages the "Coirespondence
1833-1847,"

Hlckllng Presoott.
Wt>ltranscribed and edited by Roger

WlUlani
cott.

The greater number of the letters
written and received are naturally con-

ccstsction of mc-tfr-al
They show the
for Prescott's histories.
himself
ualns taken by him to Inform
the keen
show
also
They
accurately.
Interest taken In his work by foreign
historians and other literary men and
and
>h»lr admiration for the courage
fhe enthusiasm that led Prescott to
carry out triumphantly his purpose In

cerned with

spite of the severest handicap.
The majority of his letters were written with the aid of a noctograph which

In the possession of Mr. Wolcott.
a curious fact that the. definition
of "noctograph" In the great Oxford
dictionary Is simply "a writing frame
The only quotafor a blind person."
tion Is from Tlcknor's "Life of PresIs It possible that this
cott" (1864).
word was not to be found In English
Prescott purliterature before 1864?
chased his noctograph In London before
Is

[t

now
Is

1820.

Although

his style

was praised by exvolume
seems that

cellent Judges of literature as

volume appeared. It
Thomas Stewart, a Catholic monk at

after

Palermo, pointed out to Prescott that
several words as used by him were not
countenanced by good English writers.
were
and
"apparatus"
"Seaboard"
among them. Another friendly critic
jhjected to the world "filch" as Inadinlsslble tn a "dignified" composition.

Prescott

described

New

York as "the noisiest, filthiest and most
crowded city that ever was built. You

I

tell the original color of anything,
At Washis so crusted with dirt."
•ngton he went to a soiree at the Pres"a mean looking Individual
ident's,
enough, who gapes and chews tobacco.
Madame Is much the more of a PresiPresdent In air and conversation."
Daniel Webster an
cott found Mrs.
/"elegant and amiable lady." At the old
/ -Manor House at Albany, the "Van R's,"
45 sat at dinner, which was "v^ry elegant. Ices and confectionary all made
by his own cook."

can't

1

it

Here and there are allusions

to poli-

Jared Sparks, speaking of the readers In the British Museum, readers of
and tongues, whiskered dannations
all
dles, plodding scholars, literary ladies,
grave old gentlemen with mysterious
looks, asked: "When shall we see the
tics.

like

In

Siiiie

Vasia'

the

Athenaeum

of the

'literary

emporium'? Certainly not till the log
cabin and hard cyder gentry have passed
away."
"We don't comprehend here the politics of President Polk. It Is probable he
doesn't perfectly comprehend them himself. He seems to be playing at fast and
loose. ... He stinds on two crutches,
the South and the West, but they will
not walk the satne way. It seems." We
bays quoted Prescott's personal opinion

'

Xockl
Ockiil Yashl
Amos nallld.ir

Mae Murray

sweat and a
character or

'

only a Von Strohelm could do It
create a kingdom and a royal family
that Is never suggestive of comic opera,
and yet never seems quite real. Again
of the enit is merely the adventures
gaging pally O'Hara, premiere danwith
Follies,
Manhattan
the
seuse of
whom each in turn, the crown prince,
the Prince Danllo and the aged and dyspeptic Baron Saroja, the power behind
the throne, fall In love, when they discover her at an inn just outside the

And

so,

Chnrle« Stevens
Son of Man Hammer
Georse Magnll
Shannon Day

meaning left, that of the history
race, "The Vanishing American"

city.

In the midst of much revelry the
Prince Danllo evades his fellows and
captures Sally for himself, Invites her
to one of those delightful and intimate
either
suppers from which the girl
walks home, or else rides. He discovher,
with
love
In
really
Is
he
that
ers
and decides to marry her. But a king
mother,
his
so
must go on kinging,
lo
after a long siege, persuades him
give her up, and while Sally waits for
her
persuades
Saroja
him, the Baron
prince
to marry him, so at least If the

Oliver

is
I

i

will not
wife, she

For here, at last, after
blatant and literal attempts,

an

so
Is

many
an hls-

magnificent sweep, a
tragic relentlessness and power, built
on the rise and fall of a race In the
slow change of civilizations, rather than|
on the petty amours of a gentleman
who once launched revolutions.
And in "The Vanishing American,"!
George Seitz, who has directed it, has
eaught
something Imperishable and]
fundamental, the meaning of race and
of civilizations, in the throes of which
an individual, or a generation is nolhing.
At the close, as at the beginning
of his film, only the vast and towering
the monuments beneath which
cliffs,
each race had gone to shelter, remain,
uncrumbling, untouched by the passage
torical

I

film

of

'

Its

his

ful

race,

becoming

his

|
1

knows how to give; the procession
the klr
the drummers at the death of

party, t
the mob scenes, the supper
Wl
constant touches of Innuendo.
llsjnore, he has managed to make W
acting,
good
Murray do some very
'peclally during the first half of t
picture, although at times the InslsK
use of diffused lighting upon her gro
tiresome, and there are far too ma
i

beginnings, and so the Indian,
predecessors, comes up from

behind the

by

and sophisticated titles, and the
numerable fine points that lonly

|

From no one kpows where, each race
like

her,

be Invited to the royal

which
An amusing and rambling tale, some
Von Strohelm has made Into apung<
with
film,
compact
what more

of peoples.

had

may

So Sally, still In love with the Prince
Danllo, marries the aged and dyspeptic
their
baron, who leaves her a widow on
wedding night. She goes to Paris and
The
town.
the
of
toast
the
becomes
crown
tables are turned, and ribw the
that
so
her,
pursue
prince decides to
remain In the
at least her fortune may
But, after many adventures, a
family
and the
king,
the
duel the death of
sudden killing of the crown prince by a
and
Danilo,
revolutionist, Sally marries
becomes a queen.

epic.
;

have

f &sists

of a
Is

|

reels.

by "The Covered Wagon," movies teeming with costumed puppets who stalk
in the homes of persons of history. Bul
if there is still anything of its original

;

George Fawcett
Tully Marshall

made Into a dellciously subtle
comedy, at times quite Rabelaisian,
which Is infinitely better in its earlier

only to conjure up A'islons of that endless and viscous stream set in motion

I

Arcy

film

^''^.'""^.r,?'''
I'O'", » "'o"
Nosh Beery
Malcolm McGregor

To dub another movie an "epic"

j

D

been

Joe R.van
Bruce Gordon
Rjclmrd Hownrd
John Webb Dillon

Glendon.
Xaylor

.
I

Gilbert

Again the movies have returned to
of those mythical kingdoms
that pepper the Balkans, where kings
must still go on kinging though Rome
arrive In
falls and a Follies dancer
town. And what might have been a
has
rather lazy and literal romance

from Mexico

Gny

Koy

Josephine Crowell

another

Bernard S egei

Tthur

cast:

John

Charles Crockett
oodruft
Bert

Bart wnson
Do Etin
Kit Carson
.Jay Lord

till

Philad-elphla,

t!:-

J

;

Nophale
Marlon Warner
Booker
C'npt. Earl Kamsdell

i

Sell,

Danllo

METROPOLITAN— "The Vanishing
American," film from the story by Zane
Grey, adapted by Lucien Hubbard, and
directed by George C. Seltz. The cast:

Z o'clock, when fell into
a sweet slumber, aroused in about 10
minutes by a wretch-ed man who mistook my berth for his own. Most wish
he had never been born at all. ... A
In
plague on all steamboats, say I."
that year Prescott wrote to his ylfe
from Niagara Falls that In the country
betwe<en Auburn and Rochester beef was
a pound, mutton 1% cents,
0 cents
chickens nlnepence a pair, butter ninepence a pound, and all of the best qual"How I should like a cottage
ity.
here!" He thought he was too old or too
"The sun and water
infirm tp travel.
blind me, the dampness gives me rheumatism, the half-baked biscuit gives
me the dyspepsia. Such poor devils as
mys-elf should n.*ver migrate further
than Pepperell an^l leave this scouring
picturesque, to
the
for
the country
young sentlmentals or such robustious,
horrid, healthy, juvenile personages as
Mr. Fr. Peabody, who, to say th« truth,
the best tempered, accommodating
is
man I know of; he reminds me In his
mental organization of Dr.' Webster."
This was the Webster who murdered
In 1846, writing from
Dr. Parkman.

an'd all on,

i

are among the most entertaining in a
singularly engrossing volume, of which
nearly every page tempts one to quotation. Mr. Wolcott and the Massachusetts Historical Society are to be heartily
thanked for the publication. We
shall refer to these letters again.

I

«'ti°°^,^'

Mr^

.Sally

Queen Mllena
King Nlklta
Baron Sodoja

where she estab-

of tea, mixing up a little
little acid, throwing In a
two." Surely her letters

r^^^^

with.

Crown Prince
i

the

In

irnor's, where I believe thej^ got tea
and roast apples, and Dickens Is a

—

In-,

Merry
LOEWS
STATE— "The
Widow," from the musical comedy of
Victor Leon and I.ieo Stein. Scenario by
Erich
von Stronelm and Benjamin
Glazer. Directed by Erich von Strohelm.

|

a school Prescott said that
are the best letter writers in
world, "and go to It as naturally
as they would a good gossip over a dish

women

"He laughed
1842, he met Dickens.
about the short commons at the Gov

magician himself, throwing an envelop-|
ing robe about him. danced a one-sterj
with an Individual attired In Eskimo
garb who appeared from the wings and|
the next moment, when they unveiled
the two have exchanged costumes
"lO,
and 'tother was Indeed which. It lef
one gasping.
Then there were tricks galore witl
rabbits and handkerchiefs and cards
and bits of rope and cloth and papei
flowers in cornucopias, and with borj
rowed rings and watches that were noj
were performed
altogether new but
with a dexterity and dash that made

to Boston,

lished

exceltribute

At Lebanon Springs,

extra.

.

—

was paid? Mr. Wolcott, who has copiously annotated the letters, here fails
In 1842 Prescott visited New York
U3.
He went on a
to consult an oculist.
"rtiost noble steamboat," the Massachu."There were 400 passengers— so
setts.
much for low prices—and I had a dismal
prospect of lying In a hot berth surrounded by a mob of not (for the most
share
Ijart) such as en's would select to
a bedroom with." He found there were
taterooms for those who would pay a

[

thr K,n/.fi»

Who was the
whom this

Mrs.

work

to

I'he

came

«o

for

and compact a scenario

''^wibitw to U«». "He hMb««»r«c«lv«d

glis,

the!

modern

Miss Wilson again

the scenarist

Writing to Fanny Calderon de la
Barca her Scottish mother, Mrs. In-

Prescott during his
country that give one an Idea of life
and manners In the forties. At Sprlngdinner
'leld, where he dined well, the
was "furnished with Ices as good as

Richard Dlx, as

f3
t:^.t^whoonr^ho^rnoT
has done

There is much about the Mexican war
and the annexation of Texas. Prescott
writes several times about the Oregon
"turmoil."
"What a coll, my mastersi
and about a wilderness on the Paciflc."

written by
journeys In this

one.

e

-rhlm^r^s^fve^ri

a' that."

letters

is

the warrior of the

round him.

by the chivalrous South with great swell
of glorification, burying of hatchets and

tenance.

There are many

extreme

...

'

Its m'^>'«^« .'"^y
really an epic, and

which

it

of acting, and|
ridents' does a fine bit
a false note Iri
one that does not strike
Indians who sur
the midst of the real
does^H

Idency
Incumradation as under the present

loan" as among the American verbs
which the English Justly did not coun-

[

Nohaje

and a mind
teristics of his countrymen,
The presof Invincible resolution.
low a degso
has never reached

the verb "to progress" was never heard
It
in America before the revolution.
"has had an extraordinary currency for
the last 20 or 30 years, notwithstanding
English,
it has been condemned by the
and by the best American writers."
Pickering a'so Includes the verb "to

.

and the ghosts and

"Brother]

reply to Stewart, Interesting to all students of the language, he speaks of
"progress" having been denounced as
an Americanism; "loan" as a verb
should be "sentenced at once without
John Pickering In
benefit of clergy."
his vocabulary of words supposed to be
(1816) says that
America
peculiar to

j

•

>

In

m^f

fl

menCab

.

.

Prescott
Ansrel'calderon de la Barca
Interesting
pives a long and extremely
Presidents
characterization of our early
American
and has much to say about
was a man of
politics In 1844. Jack.son
very Ignorant, but
a headstrong nature,
of characwith an accurate knowledge

Jonathan" spoke of "alarming move-|
ments on the sea-board."
But to go back to Prescott. In his

-

.

who

A

be nroud

an
able talents." (Upshur was
man, as
ptate-rlghls and pro-slavery
a letter to
In
us.)
Mr. Wolcott reminds

'

Theatre

'

Judge

I

'ifxt

I

.

j

TndTan, int.
sode of the history of the
too much
Individuals are never given
overshadow
to
allowed
importance, or
race, and of the
the underlying motif of
endless push of civilizations.

'

unhappily
'^"'The President (Tyler) most
Virginian school
Is of thai wrong-headed
He
which is neither flesh nor fish.
under the Influence of
is said to be much
considervery
of
Upshur, a man

i

l;

.
to the
the misconduct of th« U. S.
John
to
$20,000,000
of
debt
Us
v.,
"The sorest trouble

-

!

a young and powerspreading
adventurous,

cliffs,

through the mazes of the Grand Candisplacing the cliff dwellers who
have grown indolent with the sun and
fullness
the
of life, neglectful of their
gods.
The Indian, In turn. Is supplanted by
the coming of the white men, first the
Spaniards in the 16th century, and then
after a tortured and struggling three
centuries, to the end, In the recesses
There is a
of the pitiable reservation.
last mad return to the war gods of
their ancestors. In the clo.se of the
film In the raid on Mesa, but It is futile.
The Indian, like the cliff dweller
and the tiasket maker, passes.
All of this Mr. Seltz has captured In
his film version, and his camera man
yon,

I

close-ups.
of the s«
Still one of the best films
son, and there Is excellent acting, b^
by principals and by the many sup^
inumeraries. Roy d'Arcy does the t^
I

'

i

i

-

;

tallzlng crown prince with unend(
gusto and skill; the smiling villain, Jd
Gilbert plays Danllo admirably, with
delightful sense of humof at first, a
a fine bravado In his more serious ri
ments, when he would go to the d^
Tully Marshall I
for love of Sally.
an excellent bli as the Baron Sard
the most. A
makes
he
which
one of
with this there are the many ad^
plays of Von Stronhelm. subtle, co^
interludes that give the film Its zj

I

has done wonders in photography; In
the sweeping pictures of the (3rand Canyon, Its juttings and jreat hollows;
in the glimpses of the life and time of
the cliff dwellers; In the seemingly unstaged fiow of the mobs; in the vigorous
beauty of the Indians. Despite the Incidental story of the teacher In the]
Indian school at Mesa, In the last epl-|

DRAPE
RUTH
Wilbur Theatre

At the
afternoon.

yesterday

Ruth Draper gave

the first

her series of special matinees, the
other two of which will be on Thursday of this week, and Tuesday of next.
Her program, which included several
of

;

of

;

larynBltls which forced
fho theatro last week.

li.

I'roiu-h
>r.ssiiuikor; 'I'liree (if'neratlons
(I
I'nui t i f Domestlo Uelatlons; Tht»
I

la

Lesson:

I

:

A

Class In Gi>H>k Poise:
In i-ounty Iverry; At an ^>lKll»h Houser.M.v: In a Church In Florence.
Th-re are so many nilnilos and monoloBulsts abroad today, so many Impcrson.itnrs and IntenUod diseuses who pos(heniselveii of a deflnlnK cllcho'and
It §ro at
t
that, that one oonies nirain
the fine and ripened art of Miss
Taper with a heightened rest.
For hers Is no surface limning, mere
holography, and In each of these brief
•id salient eiilsodes she etches In with
•finite .subtlety each of her speakers
'heir audiences.
And not only does
prison the telling: gesture and the
f vocal Inflection that make the
lietween the leader of a class
•olse, and the Klancinfr and
society woman, but she
I-.iliiin

Iiira

to

ern»fement has been extended until Baturday
p«rthe
for
niako
up
to
Deo.
19,
night,
A iMyw
forniances lost last week.
audience greeted the actor and showtd
pleasure In his return to health by
prolonged applause at tho rise of the
Its

curtain.

BEGINS HISTORIC

!

>

I

CONCERT SERIES
The
certs

imagination;

Greek

pol.se

th&

who

Svmphony No.

>

them away

for Christmas; the
that line the churches all over
and Spain: the American tourist

cly

[

om Omaha

glued to her Baedeker only
discover that after all she had been
Uowing the wrong chapel, who "loved
hear the children talk Italian, they're
ist too bright";
her German replies
ho stops for a moment to admire the
lerubs In her pursuit of good wiener
iizel; and closing with the Italian

i

i

{

i

1

!

who has come

11

nrama

I

mourn her

to

I

miniature, all of them, aK
lugh the English house party seemed

ther

In

Inept

and

loosely strung to;her, and Indelible satires, to which
iss Draper gave sharp and delicate
<''if
E. G.

I

I

l

j

I

!

APPEARS
AT JORDAN^HALL

}TrTH

Jordan

\t

-mlth.

>gram

hall last^liight, George
pianist, played the following
of music:

Carillon de Cythere, Francois

:.e

rln; I.es Tourblllons, J.
.istorale G major, Corelli;

Cou-

It

Gavotta, Ve-

Nocturne B flat major,' John
Ecossaises,
Beethoven-Busoni
ude in E minor, Chopin; Intermezzo,
ini;

-'Id;

26,

'

Schumann; Rhapsody

G

r.-ihms; Hungarian Rhapsody,
szt; Poeme
sharp major.

F

minor,
No. 12,
Op. 32,'

I,
Scriabln; Minstrels, Debussy;
rceuse (transcribed by Charles RepStravinsky;
)
Cordoba,
Albeniz;
,-yptian Boat Song, S6ott; Viennese
nee No. 2, Fi-ledman-Gaertner.
vllhough he chose rather an Incon-

j
I

•

a

skill in planistic ,lya keen sense of style, and his
ying is always well turned.
;ut it was not until his. last
group,
iiics,

Poeme

;lie

of .Scriabin,

and

In .Strav-

remote and restless Berceuse,
for the piano by Charles
;.per, that he played with any
poetry
loveliness of tone.
Before this his
was singularly hard and his mel;<y's

riscrlbed

notes
seemed forcibly ejected
than drawn out.
But In these
pieces he was at his best, sensi-

haps
^ic,

;

ludes."

and

t a meeting
of the Boston Musicians'
on last evening Thomas H.
Finigan
unanlmou.sly re-elected president-

Hiam Barrington-Sargent was
re'ed vice-president, and Herman
P

was re-elected secretary-treasGeorge I^ee, Elmer Adams, Frank
William Maloney and Michael
Veso were chosen to serve on
the
"1 of directors. Delegates to
the
'national convention, next
May
at
Lake City, .-j.re President Finigan
-President Barrington-Sargent and

hr
.

Sir

GEORGE ARLISS
PLAYING AGAIN

.

reappeared on the stage
the Wilbur Theatre
last night In
intjirop Ames's
production of John
isworthys "Old English,"
after an
-ence of six days. Arliss
has comt^^iely
recovered from the attack
of

Patrick

River"

Hastings,

We

generaL

IfT,

~ Kenn«v

man and

hi.

ts

an

ex-sollcltor-

that "The
The Manches-

understand

his first play.

Guardian thlinks that he Is anxious
to prove that a man can be a Jack-of"His play
jall-trades and master of alL
has been moulded with a devastating
efficiency, and one Imagines that the
jyoung lawyer must have spent many an
evening cogitating the mechanics and
the Ingredients of the well-mado play.
The mise-en-soene of remoter West
Africa ^arantees an adequate supply
of assegais, tom-toms, revolvers, Jewels,
And the
and hair-breadth escapes.
ter

i

band wUl drilght lov*-*

''["he-tra -J^e^
'""he People's Symphony
the
SMiiday afternoon In
.[0^.
by Wallace
conducted
Thlue will be
at.
guo
(kiodrlch, aa
,

The
of

the

firat of

Monday

night concerts

orchestra, Mr^
the Boston Symphony
conductor, will take place

Kous«evltzky.

(

y^fA^l^^eT-'^^Kl^--"-^

ss=:KmM--

;

livers which have hordes of savoge
(with war-drum obbllgato) on
ililaiks
seldom
either bank, and whose explorers

give

u'^orTs'

Saslawsky, baritone, will
Jordan hall next Monday afof the
HI* program la out

recitll in

return alive."

ternoon.

The Observer was atirDrlsed that a
comparative imateur coming late Into

commoik

write

so

^

a

efficient

^amea Agate wvote In an amualng
"Lullaby."
manner about Mr. Knoblock'a
irr

1

the game could
This reviewer had
Imelodramatlo plot.
his little joke with Sir Patrick.
"In what countless dramas and meloklramas and romances has he not appeared—the thln-Upped barrister, rray
with 80 years of practice In courts of
law, needle sharp In legal Intricacies,
seeing In marriage but a prelude to
divorce, In death but an overture to
chancery cases. In perjury but the natural discourse of humanity stripped
reality,
finally, by bitter contact with
of
of his last Illusions as to the virtue
mankind! Sir Patrick Hastings haf
Hastings,
given him the lie. Sir Patrick
K. C, ex-BoUcItor-general, legal luminary of Intense brilliance, has written
a play In which nothing but the purest
milk of human-kindness flows forth."

"This

la

wicked?'
That «he,

be
performed at the Copley Theatre next

H. Brlggs, Angela Morris, Bera
Andrew, Mrs. Henry Vose Qreenough
and Gerard Collier.

ha

.

.

I

j

HALE

By PHILIP
Clara Rabiiio*»;tch,

p!.«nist,

gave

a recital yesterday afternoon in Jor-

dan Hall. Bach-Rusoni, Chaconne,
Beethoven, Sonata op. 31 No. 2,
Chopin, Nocturne, Mazurka, Berceuse, Scherzo in B minor, Debussy,
Poissons d' or, Ravel, Jeux d' Eau,

j

j

t

erlck

i

I

:

j

I

This play was given at Pino Arts
Theatre under the auspices of the
Woman's City Club a year ago, but to
la very limited audience,
r To "Unto the Third Generation,"
'next Wednesday, will be add'ed Shaw's
"O'Flaherty, V. C," to be acted by Mr.
Katharine Stanxllng, May
:Cllve and
Ediss and C. Wordley Hulse of the
Copley Theatre company.
Tickets are on sale dally from 10
A. M. to 4 P. M. at Herrlck'3.
I

i

dear.

does

Clara Rabinowitch

will

Wednesday, at 2:30 o'clock, for the
benefit of the Girls' City Club of BosThe cast will Include Mrs. Fredton.

my

M

play,

Saltonstall'B

should rather say.

better exMadelon's career, presents a
'Ma mere en etalt, ma eoeur
voulea-youa?
que
aula,
eat. mol J'en

ihappy."
L.

I

to

was the victim of circum-And pray, mamma,' little

planation.

would be uncomfortable and un-

Philip

play

of

.

I

the Congo Is a man who fears and often
"If one Is
shirks his responsibilities.
not a little mad or slightly unbalanced

Mrs.

sort

Mary would catechize. What
love, that
mean exactly?' 'It means, mytelling you
U Is time for me to resume
Horsa'
and
Henglst
about dear
1 rememAs I sat watching this piece Gultry.
In
bered a comedy by Sacha
adopted
has
who
lady,
which a young

appointed director of health
She
French Equatorial Africa.
for
states that the typical civil servant In

Unto the Third Generation,"

'1

stances.'

recently

lone

the

exactly

might have taken
which Mrs. Markham
little Mary. One
her two boys and even
conversation held abou
can imlgtne the
mo, dear mamma,
U neTt day. 'Tell "Was
Madelon really
ichard would ask,

Gabrlelle M. Vessal's "Life In French
Congo" may Interest those who have
seen and will see "The River." She Is
the wife of a French doctor who was

Mr. Loeffler's symphonlo poem, "MemMy Childhood (Life In a Russian
Village)," will be played at the concerts of the Boston Symphony orchestra this week for the first time in this
As we have already said, the
city.
poem haa been heard In Evanston, Chicago, Cleveland, New York, yet Me^afleld

ories of

•

not many miles from Symphony hall.
Mr. Bauer will play Brahms's first piano
He played It 25 years ago
concerto.

Philipp, FeiJx-Follets, Infante, Gitanerias, I./lszt, Venezia e Napoli.
We are Informed that Miss Rablnowitch was born of Roumanian parentage in New York; that she was
awarded In that city a scholarship
which enabled her to study with Phlllpp
in
Paris.
Before returning to New
York, she played in Paris, London and
elsewhere with marked success.
She is too good a pianist to waste
anywhere 15 minutes of her time and
that of the audience in playing Busonl's
Impudent transcription of Bach's Chaconne.
This Chaconne when it is
played by the violinist Jacques Thl"iiaiid Is tolerable and to be endured.
Played by lesser violinists it Is a bore.
In Busonl's transcription there is more
Busonl than Bach. That Miss Rabinowitch gave a powerful interpretation
Lovers
did not console us yesterday.
o( paradox might say that the better
the performance, the more flagrant the
crime of the late Ferrucclo Busonl In
enlarging the boredom.
If she had been a woman of greater
courage. Miss Rabinowitch would have
Then
put the last two groups first.
those who are not addicted to sonatas
and do not fear transcriptions of Bach's
violin or organ music could have left
the hall musically refreshed and rejolc-

Is

Even in the sonata Miss Rabinowitch
gave pleasure; also proof that she Is
already a pianist to be seriously considered.
To speak of technical proncience of pianists in these days Is
Young maidens and
hfirdly necessary.
ads Bhow a technic that would have
xcited \\''onder in the '70s and evon
the '80's. Miss Rabinowitch has higher
and aesthetic qualities. First of all she

with our orchestra, and It was his first
appearance In this country. Mr. Bauer,
by the way, will give a 25th anniversary piano recital on Saturday after-

The program
Jan. 23.
Symphony concerts will also

of the
Include
Brahms's "Academic Festival" overture
and the second suite from Ravel'a
ballet "Daphnis and Chloe."

noon,

Mr. Newman's IHuawill be "Paris and
This travel talk
Northern France."
promises to be of special Interest. Mr.
Newman's views concerning the present
life and spirit of the French are sure to

The subject

ethnology
land takers of anthropological notes, but
lovers of melodrama, piping hot, should
see- "The River," at the Copley Theatre.
|The author la no less a man than
In

al

hall

is

imaginative, poetic

of

,

Ellen Ballon, pianist, will play M'ere
the first time on Saturday after-

"Berceuse" was exquisite by

for

Jordan hall. Her program comSchumann's Sonata op. 22, four
by Chopin, Tauslg's arrangepieces
ments of pieces by Scarlatti, Schubert
and Bach, while Debussy, Juon, Jonas,
Schuett and Liszt will be represented,
the last by his "Mephlsto" waltz. When
in

prises

she wa.s 10 years old she played a concerto by Beethoven with the New York
Symphony orchestra. She Is now 19.
When she gave a recital In New York
praised by
last month she was warmly

.leading critics.

her Interpreta-

Is

puts herself in the place of the composer, not between him and the audience.
She sings her melodic figures.
Ker runs, trills and arabesques are not
merely a triumph over difficulties, they
are musical in themselves.
She has a
fine sense of proportion In planning her
dynamic graduation; she can build effectively a climax.
Her reading of the

be fair and of weight.

noon

Music

i

Traveltalk

trated

in

something more to her
She
than notes Ingeniously arranged.
tions.

Not only those Interested

win

next Sunday aftoT
evening Paul
5;on o'clock. In the

phony

the gallery hailed the author, "Good old
Pat."
Tho precise location of the river Is
determined. As the Times said. It
somewhere on the West Coast of
those
Africa, "a Conradlan river, one of

also

Imaginative flow of his music
In a concert
of all modern
he would be happier.

;nigan again heads
the musicians' union
-

was

Scherzo from music to
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"; Schumann, Excerpts from "Carnaval" (piano
Liszt, "Lea Presolo, Jesus Sanroma)

lier

'he

5.

Mendelssohn,

•?

to the dflicacies of Intonation,

In

Sym-

netic In his reading of modern com"With him Beethoven is not a
posers.
legendary character, encrusted with unfounded traditions, for the music of the
greater Beethoven is universal and for
all periods; not confined to Germany,
not to be Interpreted solely by German
conductors, or any stickler for pedantry.
The house was sold otit; the audiThe program
ence was enthusiastic.
of the second concert on Tuesday afterWeber,
noon, Jan. 5, is as follows:
Overture to "Euryanthe"; Schubert,
Berlioz,
Bal"Unfinished" Symphony;
of the Sylphs and the Rakoczy
let
March from "The Damnatloh of Faust";

iuential
program,
comprised
al^'t
entirely of lesser pieces, some
them even of student proportions,
Smith played Intelligently, and'
h a tine artlculatencss.
He has

nt technique,

season

good to see how Haydn
could write music far ahead of his
There are passages in his muperiod.
sical picture of chaos that are ultramodern even now. The Haydn of this
Prelude is a different man from the
Haydn of the more familiar symphonies.
It Is hardly necessary to speak of
the performance, which was worthy of
the warmest praise. Koussevitzky is as
happy In his Interpretation of Beethoven
as he is sympathetic. Inspiring, mag-

Rameau;

F.

this

the Boston

Before Bach'.i Concerto Prof. Spalding
of Harvard TTnlverslty read for 10 minutes what might be called a preparatory
lecture— In which he described the dev<'lopment of orchestral music ^rom
Bach to Beethoven; showing how groups
instruments were added to the
of
strings; explaining polyphony: and as
he went along he spoke in well-chosen
words of the orchestral characteristics
of the composers represented.
The program was well suited to the
purpose. There were brave men writing
for the orchestra before the time of
Bnch, as Monteverde, who emiiloyed an
orchestra with all sorts of instruments,
some of which have long been obsolete.
taken
If orchestral examples had been
from these earlier composers, the Interest in the music would have been
only for antiquarians and. students of
musical history.
Handel scored his "Pastoral" for
Mozart, and after him Franz,
strings.
added other instruments. It was probably wise on this occasion to use a
revised score, for If only strings bad
played, there would have been no contrast In color with the preceding conHearing this "Pastoral," one
certo.
knew how closer Handel came to the
spirit of the narrative in the "New Testament than Bach In his Christmas PasHandel's simplicity vies with
torale.
the narrator's.

—

^

given

afternoon. The program was as follows: Bach, Brandenburg Concerto
No. o, G major for strings: Handel,
Pastoral symphony from the "Messiah"; Haydn. Prelude from the
"Creation"; Mozart, Overture to
"The Magic Flute"; Beethoven,

'

.mplored her ladles to Imagine that they
were breathing In a forest, with a lily
in one hand and a lamb in the other
the most delicious of her satires; and
that of the seven who walked In the
hurch at Florence.
And In this last one, she summoned in
iirn the English artist copying Madonbetween luncheon and tea time
^

be

con-

phony Orchestra, conducted by Mr.
Koussevitzky. took place yesterday

whole philosophy of life,
iheir ta.stcs and distastes, their homes
md their husbands.
Several of the sketches yesterday
were old ones, but of all of them there
were none so full and deftly turned as
hose of the County Kerry woman with
ler three fine d.iughters In Boston, her
fill Intoning brogue, her pigs and
tht-lr

i-'ments of the
of the class In

to

historical

of the

first

Symphony Hall by

I

up

HALE

By PHILIP

(JiilU-Curcl

,,0.

Is

the Introduction of
So with love to apeed the
tho liiUy.
pioneers, we are assured of some aort
haa aeen
of excitement, and BIr Patrick
well preto It that the excitement la
pared and well displayed." When the
from
play was first produced, a voice
I

.

'

.iins

ilgent playwright

oJo»«

His

,

I

its artful,

but not sophisticated, simplicity. Equally delightful was her playing of Beethoven's allegretto movement and Chopin's
Occasionally
her
Mazurka.
strength was too much In evidence,
though her massive chords did not become mere noise. Much can be expected of her in the years to come; today she Is well worth hearing.
A large audience was greatly pleased
nd with good reason.

,

j

j

In threi> acts
I"rfst>nteJ by the

Club at Brattl*
;

ZAmrAo .Sanchn 'M

'r«r«cl«t»

Kuliili

orac<ll«a

(

s

,

J-

'.

,,iiu8

••!>•

:iuus

B.

„„
.

-T"

,

Mary

s

tTifpiiiillil

1

V

^ S *

.

\s«M!iia

K

'SS.

K.

Smith

HodUinn
Cap.Tton

Kora<-nlk

Eltwrt

"28:

Jr.,

K.

with sonority to

£0

Man-

'IS.

The Harvard Dramatic Club have at
hands upon a good thing

the translator, to whom
no small measure of credit Is due. Wll'i;
done
a mDst admirable piece
has
Unm
piece of work, scoring a triumph In one
thing particularly, a triumph and a success very, very m»-e, he has taken a
p!ay, wholly Russian In Its essence and
iii."<nner

all,

has rendered

ts

drama and

It

with genuine

own

its

Cousin German
the Third Floor Back," "The Servant
"Mr.
In the House," and like pieces,
Paraclete" Is sufficiently familiar In
ti.eme for the audience to snuggle up to
the play without that usual benumbing
fear of things Slavic that the American
feels In the presence of the Muscovite

drama.
Mr. Paraclete

Is

i

I'

It,

printed

the

In

("The

Silver

tionally

program

Pox"), "he

of
Is

this

play

handsome man and such a con-

Glbbs.
trast to his brother. Sir Philip
Few authors excel him In ease, urbanity,

He can make an

savotr falre.

'

I

I
'

and

we gnaw our grubby

fingers

and

spill

I

F major, op.
Bartok's name

tet,

In

program in
hard played a piano piece entitled "The
Dance of the Bear." Since then, thou^
Bartok has grown in musical stature
and has excited admiratioil In European
pianist,
cities as a composer and a
performed
little of his music has been
Indein Boston. It is said that he is an
-fatlgable folk lorist and has utilized
music;
folk tunes and rhythms In his
also that he has been greatly infiuenced by Richard Strauss. Of this in-

tlie

to see

the scenes In the
lodging house were effective In their
way, bi't the palm of glory ^oes to the
rehearsal of "Quo Vadls" which literally convulsed the audience.
Everett
Adams as the bibulous Nero, ;ind
Ralph Nye, J. L.. Beauchamp, D. W.
Moreland partook of that Roman feast
with truly patrician savoir-faire, aided
and abetted by the most scandalously
voluptuous unfrocked vestals yet seen,
these through the good offices of Miss
Doris Sanger, Miss Rhodeta Edwards
and Miss Marie Gtare.
To the play came a large and enthusiastic Audlenco, who voiced their
approval constantly and at times be0^^ more
came almost vociferous.
mention of "Quo Vadls." It Is only
ju.vt and fair that those three Assyrian
musicians should have their due. G. G.
Ackerson, Elbert Manchester and F.
K. Smith sustained the roles, and
richly deserve the three handsome laurel wreaths that we have reserved for
them. Sorrow has never known to sure
a soother as these tast-ofC trombones
of the late Satrap of the Euphrates.
a. R.

i

fluence

So weary nights I lie
And gaze upon the sky.
free.
Remote, star-strewn and
at pain,
Last night I laughed
rain.
rushing
When through the
to life
Fierce lightning leapt
And with his golden knife

'f^RAH BEA'TklCE KENYON.
SUAVITER IN MODO

tet

performed

Rhythmic Influence

\

of folk

i

Oak Bay, N.

to young lady
'in Dorchester;
electricity.
iv furnished;

'

I

Thursday Morning)
afternoon the year-and-ahalf-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Meyer drank kerosene. A physician was consulted, but It did not prove

|

was laboriously disguised. We
welcome new compositions; our impulse
" 'eace 'arf a brick" at a newIs not to

!

dies

i

It

I

'

I

!

j

I

was
in Germany, who when their voice
gone, were praised as "intellectual" InIs Bartok to be numbered
terpreters.
them? We would not pass a hasty,
judgment on him after hearing this one
work. The visitors played it with a
confidence in Its worth and with gusto,
of

number

—

group he rather oddly paired
p.ach's C major prelude and fugue from

first

j

the com-i
poser striving mightily does not seemj
in
boatman
to get anywhere, like the
Verhaeren's poem, who strains his muslooking over .his shoulder,
cles, but,
One
finds he has not left the wharf.
does not demand that all music should
be sensuously emotional there should
at least be beauty, obvious or subtle,
Nor are the irregularities of Bartok inl
quartet of the nature without
this
which as Bacon said there is no perfect beauty. Nor are his wild declamacertain
tions and frenetic insistence on
unattractive themes those of a genial
There can be a
or impressive maniac.
;wildness in music that is Irresistible.
tiresome,
simply
is
Bartok's
Yet we should remember that when
Debussy's fascinating quartet first appeared it w&s called discordantly ugly.

Bartok

is

modest— but because

|

I

CiK^Tfirst book^f the w^l temperetf T.nc
Carnival,
vlchord with .Schumann's
position hurt neither work.
,„
arm in
Four moderns came presently
Soiree dan?
army, Debussy with that
hlnt_
Grenade which alway-s seems to Spanish
with
ing at What he could do

j

—

\

j

.

Con

Shadows, at
ver=e with a piece called
Imaginative.
oner- brlllianc, graceful and
study in <a
was
Trom Scriablne there
sharp minor, P'-etty «"°"eh' '° T*
i",
It is
sounding indeed that undoubtodlj

,

It that U
the proper thing to say of
mfludates from the days of Chopin's

!

i

IWERRENRATH
Werrenrath,

the baritone,
Relnald
In Sj-mphony
night
last
concert
gave a
Wolfsohn series of conhall, one of the
certs,

large,

Werrenrath began

Mr

his

program

Hugo Wolf, a

with four fine songs by
no means
well-contrasted group of by
"Blterolf," Lleber
songs,
well-known
Alles,"

Gluech."
1,

.

,

Wohl" and Llebas
In
Though he was successful

"Lebe

warming up

than actuhis voice earlier

iioimens

Mr.

Wlirrenrath

could

^or this earli.^I'u^te'^rr'drV. 'thin tone
i

I

Hamilton Park and were set upon by
sophomores. There was wrestling, there
often a bloody
Or
nose, perhaps a broken collar-bone.

Mr. Blgelow objected to being passed to
the platform over the heads of upper
classmen at tho Thanksgiving jubilee
and being dropped now and then to the
It Is evident that he did not enfloor.
Joy the advantages of a collegiate education at Yale.
this review of Mr. Blg-

elow's breezy book that he did not like
Theodore Roosevelt, "a self-advertising

XTt^-

'^ic^^n^^^pe;
f!^r hU
^y
Vdetriment of Wolf's
lnd^'„
sung
could he not hav«
German
the
done
songs first, and thus

dfpefd
i?o the
[

was boxing, there was

from

accompaniments

the excellent
very
Carrlck, and bef9re a
enthusiastic audience.

to

of tlubert

to

Infer

most

,

t

bringing made him regard the freshman's course at Yale as a reversion to
savagery, though he commends the exjperlence to "woozy-minded apostles of
pacifism and evangelical communism.'
[The rough life told on his health and
'he was sent on a voyage to Japan."
We remember Mr. Blgelow at Yale.
He was a class or two below us, and was
then a quiet young man who apparently
wished to be let alone. We do not think
he was thrown Into the fountain nearly
opposite South College by sophomores
blessed with a lively sense of humor,
nor was he taken out to West rock by
masked students at dead of night and
Perhaps Mr. Blgelow obleft there.
jected to the freshman "rush," for in
freshmen walked in line
the
days
those

We

A

Chas

conpopular undertakers In St. Paul,
PhUomlne
ducted the funeral of Mr..
Paxiseau.

\

j

Raymond Havens, pianist, gave a rehis
cital UBt night In Jordan hall. For

EVERYBODY'S FRIEND

1

;

more

(The Hugo. .Minn.. Indepeudent)
Godboul, one of the

!

I

comer; we
to Bartok's quartet. Great was our disappointment, for the music seemed
purely cerebral. There was a singular
absence of genuine emotion; an averfion to sentiment and tonal beauty.
There are singers, or there were singers.

among composers who have few ideas
but make an intellectually musical use

Claire, Wis.,

We have not yet had the pleasure of
reading Mr. Poultney Blgelow's "Seventy
Summers," but we learn a surprising
fact concerning his early years from the
review In the London Times' Literary
"This cosmopolitan upSupplement.

—

should)
think the above advertisement
Of course they all,
explicit.

but must she[
think they are anyway,
with her or,
bring her own electricity
H. M. G.
does she find It there?

serious.

looked forward with Interest

t

be

Monday

perhaps

i

B.

As the World Wags: and washing $o.oO,
"Room, breakfast
attractive-

OLD, BUT A VARIATION

In evidence; but If thematic
material was derived from folk melo-

j

10 dl"ys

'Vprt\raV^?fw\M
,|a£Wets wo.t^^e^any^.e^-t.

I

(Eau

B., Courier)

.

Un

I

music was

St. Croix, N.

(From the

and I want
have Just returned home
a window of my
Uhe party that entered
jewelry,
linen,
;o!,RB Rnd stole silver,
wlthInlotWnretc to return everything
their
a; they are known and
I

a general of mllltla. was a fine old felhis
low, rather pompous, as became
rank. He happened once to be In a room
visiting
was
who
Dickens,
Iwlth Charles
Some
this country for the first time.
fussy person, wishing to please Churchill
tothem
brought
Dickens,
and Impress
Igether. "Mr. Dickens, let me introduce
general-ln-chlef
you to Gen. Churchill,
jof all the armies of the United States."

trace in the quarafternoon.
yesterday

of the
pages were Irritating; not because of
respect
this
in
any use of dissonances

ence.

As Ue World Wae«)
swing wide.
The brazen gates of pain
me;
?Sen ^ang again and prison

Alexander brass band, not the immortal
One day
rag-time band thus named.
Alexander prayed for a new suit of
help him
to
Lord
theasked
clothes. He
AlexanIn choice of the right pattern.
offered
suit
der was guided to a misfit
just
was
It
half-price.
at less than
within his means. The trousers had to

we found no

nevertheless the greater

Mr

IMPRISONED
(For

!

u

would;

fierce
ous gentleman, never so
he writes.

was at a university he organized the

Churchill and Woodstock, Vt., named
bequest
In connection irith this recent
a litto the cranberry bog, remind us of
The family of Churchill was
tle story.
prominent In Woodstock. Gen. Churchill,

appeared here on a
March, 1912, when^Mr. Geb-

B.geof liberty, of thee. Mr.

Summers,"
'°We'must read his "Seventy
'"dependent opinions
for. as a man of
hold him In
and forcible expression we he is, like
admlratU. In private life and courteaffable
BapUsta Minola, an
as when

be shortened; otherwise the suit fitted
wall.
like the traditional paper on the

l.Ta.

havlng'some excellent editions
Voltaire and Boccaccio.

tn

Swe^land

John Ervlne.

St.

this

Rabelais,

of

—

The Hart House String Quartet of
Toronto played for the first time in Boshall.
ton yesterday afternoon in Jordan
Debussy's
comprised
program
The
1
Quartet; Bartok's Quartet op. 1 No.
Quar(first time here) and Beethoven's

j

he

,Saf

Not
Ink over our shabby suits.
Infor us the great privilege of talking
On
terestingly to amiable females.
always
"I've
sight of us. they exclaim:
authors.
see
to
never
said one ought

Hart House Aggregation!
By PHILIP HALE

:

;|

If

on

The

for the others,

rhythms

on a near-by shelf.
account I might be taken
of deadly weapons I
to' Jail. As owner
crimmat also be Imprisoned. Also I'm a
reposes

whiskey

more

Apropos of prayer being answered

hinors
president who has
done so much. Sanchez played Paraclete admirably, particularly in the
first act, where, wltliout his efforts the
anion would have dragged beyond endurance. Not an Inviting part at best,
Sanchez made this predicateur admir-

Ai!

I
'

play
speech, talk Interestingly, write a
finished
or a novel with dexterity and
This Is the sort of thing which
cfteot."
makes common authors feel sick with
envy. When we think of Mr. Hamilton
and a
tossing oft a novel with one hand
urbanely
play with the otiier. while he
speeches,
agreeable
makes
easily

—

—

and shade, satisfying

1

agreeable

The "Glory" song made Alexander famous. He not only sang, but when he

able In light

But he should be happy now, dream-

Yale. If
ing over those good, old days at
s—
he had spent his nights at MoHarty
sargrilled
the
ah. the ale from wood,
golden
the
and
rabbits,
dines, the Welsh
bucks!— Instead of studying In his comstill
ifortably furnished room he woiild
"'Neath the
'sing the old college song,
rnay
Elms of Dear Old Yale." (This song
his Play,
have suggested to Mr. O'Neill
fatherwhich
"Desire Under the Elms,"
allow his Boston
ly Mr. Casey will not
children to see.)
should be
Yes, Mr. Poultney Blgelow
of Canadian
happy. "As I write, a bottle

excep-

married that they may
know happiness again, a pitifully berouged widow, a harlot, and a deaf
mute; then as each one Is restored, he
passes on to others.
The company, of course, labored under
the difficulties and limitations that always beset the amateur, but they
cleared most of the hurdles without a
whimper and brought the play to its finish
a success.
Blurred In places,
tnough It may be, Mr. Massey's direction Is admirable in the main, showing
great caro and forethought, no small
satisfaction when one considers the deniands laid upon him.
In the receiit past the club, through
lack of good svprking material, has had
to depend on Mr. Sanchez to bear the
burden of performance, but this time an

and hear.

ject."

Diogra"According to the remarkable
which Is
phy of Mr. Cosmo Hamilton,

the strange passer-

company share

great
prises; they are grafters In their
engineering enterprises; they have fads
"Perabout vaccination and alcohol.
haps he (Mr. Blgelow) would have been
happier had he been born a British sub-

I

successively

efficient
with their

wished to foist protection on southern
gentlemen who preferred English goods.
The Americans foster missionary enter-

I

the matter of a cranberry bog.
singing missionary, Charles Alexander,
who died at Birmingham, Eng.. used to
go about with the Evangelist Torrey.

and

1

i

by, the eternal spirit, seeking to hearten
the bitter and weary, and give back
to life the dead souls of human beings
brought near to beasts through privation and torment. Three women he has

rble

i

I

—

Idiom, yet leaving
thought unaltered.
to "'The Passing of

brilliance Into our

all to

as
"the first
humbug," noteworthy
American President who has from the
beginning to the end of his career com-j
merclallzed himself and held out for the
highest bidder." The Yankees made the
civil war because they did not understand the negro's place In society and
I

,

I

1

and the results are heartening to those
brave Eouls who believe In the amateur.
First of

edged by

.

last laid their

mfT TSjirbarli
from gyp.-j|(>s
la
acknowl"

i

singing quality and
sparkle, and at times a curious cool
colorlessness that suited certain passages as though It were made for tho
purpose.
To this modern music Mr.
Havens brought a sense of rhythm very
keenly felt.
Perhaps he felt the Intricate rhythms
of the Carnival quite as sensitively, but
not everybody could hear with him ear
For when Mr. Havens felt a
to ear.
passage fast sometimes he played It so
monstrous fast that all sense of measure seemed lost in mere hurry. Quite
likely that very sense of rush and speed
was what he wanted. If so, many people, among them probably the illustrious
Mr. Pinck, would like the InterpretaBut it waia no playing for Purltion.
tans respecters of law and order, even
in romantic music!
In the course of the Carnival, none th«
less. Mr. Havens did some attractlv«
playing, above all In the more quiet,
lyrical episodes. In the Bach prelude he
showed himself the possessor of a vein
of the finest poetry. May he be thankand develop it still more!
f\il for It
R. R. O.

I'-"",;

reproacnecr- lor

I

The middle group Mr. Havens played
delightfully, with tone that was always
beautiful and of a wide variety, tone

'

•

llHslrliina.

Ackerson.

(;.

.haetiT

'2S
'SR

:

!

I>»rllnit

C.

Kho.lUn
Urcta

-«oi-3iwna

1

1

M

Nye

Adamn
BMUoliamp
!•
W. Mor.'lnml

KTcri-tl

,

-

Cambridge.

hall,

;

'

Cast
T^

Harvard Dra-

'

orlentall.«!m, his borrowing
Tociiiy Debussy'.s quartet

i

1

'

.

be a masterpiece. The
visitors plaj-ed the second movement
Iwlth the retiulslte piquancy and fancy;'
their interpretation of the third was
enchanting.
They are serious musicians, these
visitors, who as a quartet have already
acquired marked proficiency. At times
In the more stormy passages they were
forgetful of Mozart's saying that music
should "Klingen."
And as is too often the case In string
program was
the
'quartet concerts,
much too long.

i

|

— (Quintessence)
by Nikolai Evrol-

;

Ho was

Tils" "high
Hoist,
descending" from
horse, for tho moment let his atteiition stray from the planets and nn-|
dent Hindoo hymns to an Oriental
danco that had at least what some
accomplished jiulees appear to hold the
merit of sounding little like a dance
.".nd but palely Oriental; and also to a
Toccata, very pretty and effective,
though scarcely of dl.«tinetion.
Mr. Havens closed the concert with
the Chopin F major ballade, three studies
and Liszt's second rhapsody.

^ ARACI.ETE"

1

|

I

\

i

I

^'7:. the in^ufstngs would have made
proceed-

wav at any stage in the melodies
Thev are six Ojibway quite as
sef down bv Arthur Whiting
?he milans sang them,
^^^^^'^'^^
as

their

ings

accompaniments

with
explained,
rude efre'sembllng the Indians
±5}
will allow.
forts as the pianoforte
please and
they
rhythms
[heir hearty
both charming and
the r melodies are
f^gmen ary
md vid^al. Sincelesstheir
all btit disqualU
nature, none the
use. it seems a
fles them for concert
Whiting should not overcome

Xly

pUy Mr.

J

;

,

with
his scnipVs nsalnst tnmperluK
of
Benulne native work iind make UM
bftals
these thomes Jind rhythms as the

some really valuHble sonKS.
new
Mr. Worrinrath sang next four
Symnlsh Gold" and a
Kngllsh ballads,
Tavern Son*" by Howard Fisher, "A
by Yvonne Dore and " "Tilda,"

vitzky Joined

of

'

'

Sonnet"
by Georfce

Hatton. The Tavern Sons
could boast the merit of honesty and a
bright Irish lilt. Poes Mr. Werrenrath
L.

admire these ballads? He i.-losed
the evening with recent American songs
by Henry E. Sachs, "The Three Riders"; "In the Time of Saffron Moons,"
by Alice Barnett: "The nrlde of Lebanon," by Trcharnc; "At Slarlleht Time,"
really

by Oley Speaks, and by Spross "Gungha

Of course there were many ad-

Din."

dltlon.ll songs.

Mr. \Verrenrath had

him—his

with

all

his excellences
of
system

efficient

tonal color,
breathing, his command of
sense of huhis clear enunciation, his
his happy knack of setting

mor, and
a seaman.
forth a cockney, a roisterer or
Unfortunately ha had not left at home
him to a
the sentimentality that leads
sentiment
IragglnK tempo whenever
tendency
a
conres to the tore. Despite

sense, through
to sing. In the Yankee
Mr. Werrenhis" nose, on the whole,
Not
sang with admirable tone

nuh

onco did he force
\lhis

It,

at

all

he mtvits a crown.

events, for

„

q

R.

"Memories

Loeffler's

of

i

his nose
d, a terrible

I

memory

of

Mj

The subject

was a
Some who

close
teak as if they had enjoyed a may
'eTidship with the late Johannes
intended his
y that Brahms never
If
gloriously.
.erture to souiV so
he should
intention
;rahms had not tl.V
to one if he had
'l-cn
ave had it.
yesterday aftereen in Svmphony hall
to the platrushed
have
would

now had charm and

""f^have been

devotion to JoThis devotion has not

faithful

tay

i\\

thee, CyMr. Bauer can

to

;

[

gam-

!

I

serious

Schumann; but Brahms, apparently.
He plays the music
Is his other self.
noteextremely well, but we remember
worthy performance by him of bchunil

and Cesar Franck's music In
noterecitals and chamber concerts;
worthy performances of music by Hanprefers
he
late
del Bach, Debussy. Of
with Brahms. We
10 .summer and winter
he chooses
are anxious to know how
between the first and second concerto.-?
Does ho
Boston.
in
play
to
when ho is
does he draw
toss a penny in the air or
As yeshat?
a piece of paper from a
terday was his 25th anniversary it was,
meet and proper that he should have
chosen the first. He and Jlr, Koresse-

The president and the
of Fine Arts

scriptions for
to

Is Prepar'"The government, however. Investlgatprint the report of the

ing to
ing committee of 1869.
Lfame Voleur, head of the operators
to the
commitvee, replies indignantly swindled
being
chTi^e that the public Is
of
cessation
the
"In
by false grading.
demands, "how else are

Eoducllon," he

we going

to swindle

oft^e deAllons Pinhead, prefect
the Peat
partment of grab-tax, where arbitrate
'TpToduced, would like to
last
together
got
The three of us
Public might
time" he urges, "and thefrom doing it
us
no? be able to stop
having removed the

\

l

I

j

1

the

at

Feb.

Is

a mere

fire

In-

much good

ENGLISH AS SHE
(From
|
I

of

In

to anrsharpening

.

a

IS

SPOKE

TOliime of family tilitory Jutt pub-

PnrU.)

"Some have completely the emotion
something being what they are need-

ing for being one going on being living
land some of such of then have not at
all In them any feeling of any one thing
having it as being the thing they are
needing to be having it to be to have
them be ones going on being In living,
being in living, being living."

The government

I

"ALAS, THOSE CHIMES"
was published last month In the N. Y. World:
B. T. encloses a letter that

sss-s^^^ijs;.
working, a ^^etjlement
for.
confidently looked

Penguin Island.

p,GS,

^^^^^

—

,^

^

^

Fuel."— Ed.

"I live within three blocks of the
|chlmes which have been recently injstalled In the church at Sixty-fourth
street and Park avenue.
From articles
read In the newspapers before they
1
were Installed I expected to be charmed
and moved by the beauty of their sound.
Tarn not unmusical quite the contrary;
I am fond of and have a good ear for
music; I enjoy Stravinsky and Irving

....

to keep
the labor leaders

Berlin.
"I think the

j

.

WHISTLES AND WARTS

World Wags:

?n%rthird volume

Charlotte

Cushman

'

Mrs Carlyle with
There Is a letGeraiaine Jewsbury.
Tnd Geramine
and
Cushman
to M
Carlyle
Mrs.
,„
^^^^^^^
ter from
(hitherto, X
she has had a
'^?,t^hat
that jn

'

Am
"MAXWELL HYDE."

which she states

B. T. adds: In Belfast, Ire.,

&

In

•

9 o'clock

m

,

j

I

I

26,

24,

jAprll 27. the

I

DunvIHe

who make a beverage "unknown"
the Unlt>eti States, pay the Cathol'-;
church opposite their place of business
^^.^s £100 a year, as it Is reputed, not to
scotch
ring the chimes at any time. I suggest
Warts once n^fre. that n
^^^^^^
gravely
he relates
^ ^^^^^^ this as a possible source of revenue for
churches.
It seems that In Belfast these
a
not only of
J^^^^l"^
by tthe lady of the chimes disturb the liquor In the vats.
wart of long standing at Par^^
Chimes, when they are too near, dlsEnglish ambasBador ana
^^^^
of 'arQ
^^^^ turb the souls of the faithful. They are
plied a piece
a window P^
beautiful only when they are
on
remainder
The
he wrote and apart" from the hearer. "lifted up
It Is when
.Y" tnoy
in the sunt
VERITAS.
they are used In places which are built
piays.
Shakespeare s
and
are
not
up
themselves
"high exCambridge,
alted" that they drive to madness.
.Shouldn't the neighborhood have something to say In the matter
and f^o^.'Vr
••^n \"„^d"NoV^ru'mbeVn/°^hr^t
..
Boottish
"to go such public nuisances In of Installing
unsuitable
{for
ruined"'
is
•'^-^'^'T^"Z'^'^%e
whistles
to nies and
fearful
eternal
,'-°''„„^'^^hfsUes o" that
made pigs and wWstl ^^^^ ^^^^^^
,^""5 ^uck^
friendship.
drakes?
equivalent for

evening.

chimes are a confounded

nuisance.
'Onward Christian Soldiers'
is a beautiful and stirring hymn when
sung by a good chorus, but when played
by the chimes at a distance of a few
blocks It Bounds like an Incompetent
amateur playing on a wheeiy harmonium. At just the time when the children are supposed to go to sleep thoy
,are subjected to the noise of these bells,
[and when I am becoming deeply engrossed In reading of another 'diamond
robbery' in the World, or bidding a good
'no trump,' the racket begins.
I
5, crank, or do others agree with me?

the
Thomas Carlyle
life of
in the new
mention Is made
Wilson
K T^aild Alec
of
of the friendship

,

me

Louis Graveure,
baritone;
Jacques Thibaud, viollni-jt;
Harvard Glee Club. There
[should surely be a long list of subjscribers, for there is need of adding to
the fund and the museum should not be
lallowed to ask in vain.

March

not

...

lished In

|

charges on emerexcess transportation
excesh
""^
omereency producers

These concerts have
been arranged with the purpose of adding to the maintenance fund of the museum. They will be given In the Tapestry room and as follows: Dec. 14, Louise
Homer; Jan. 20, the trew York String
Quartet and Carol Robinson, pianist;
in

Is

Time spent

the upholsterers.

them?

G

of five concerts

museum

which

SPECIALISTS IN CRIME
Mr. John Yardwood, an Englishman,
has been fined at Burslem for pulling
down a stone wall. This was his seventh
achievement In 12 months. Was his
purpose to beneflt the trade? "Stone
walls do not a prison make." Perhaps
they offend Mr. Yardwood's aesthetic
taste.
In one of H. H. Bashford's
stories, the hero, a "Downholsterer,"
wantonly damages sofas and chairs
whenever he has the opportunity, to aid

steel or aluminum
ain'^t the peat,
except someindustries at any time
liave faith
times. Therefore we should

have invited sub-

a series

be given at the

.

.

The

trustees oi

.

...

f^ee

hall

last

Museum

,„ann's

.

tools Is not wasted.
If there Is
not peace In a parish there will soon
be pieces.
If you want to tune
In to Heaven the wave length is, none
of self and all of Thee. .
Many
people come to church expecting nothing, and then go away disappointed because they get It."

!

.

Newman

has
'rom the Brahms fold. He
Liszt and
ooled on the green with
and,
1'Indy ho has served Tchaikousky
befriended Emanuel
'^^J'^L^f.*"
with Bee the an
.ppropriately

jbody.

'

Mr.
summer, was visited.
thinks our government made a
mistake In not entering, for there were
crowds of buyers and great interest
in the things exhibited.
The Travel-talk will be repeated this
Next week the subject will
afternoon.
be "London, With Rambles Through
England and Scotland."

held

tracts:
"A religion

surance policy

'

exwrites
terfere with business,
when >t Is. A
cept on those occasions
a
of
connotation
the
free government is
to strike
people, and has no right

The women In the very large audience
must have been pleased by the colored
pictures of costumes worn by mannequins at Longchamps, nor were they
probably less Interested in the motion
pictures of the steeple chase at Auteull.
Beautiful were the scenes In the Bols
de Boulogne and the Park Monceuse,
There were bird's-eye vlewb^ of the
magnificent city from the Eiffel Tower.
At the end the Exhibition of Fine Arts,

his

It

|l

II

any fuel at all.
It is
The chief penguin has replied. to Ingovernment
not the policy of the

ting

at close range.

my fashion."
hand on his heart arid say
I have
of contradiction,
fear
wlUiout
Johannes, in my
39en faithful to thee,
to
hasten
we
This fashion,
•ashion."
ad-,
has always been musically
5ays
here
has played
iiirable. Since 1000 he
concerts. Brahms s secIt Symphony
s perYesterday
twice.
ond concerto
in
'ormance of tbo first was the fourth
times
at
is true he has strayed
in

nara.!

death of householders
penguin he has
a letter to the chief
enfoice the
asked that the government
agreement of* "^j^'
Scelerat-Coquin
from getpublic
the
which will prevent

well-known buildings and arches were
seen again, as were the streets and
sidewalks, alive with pedestrians and
Mr. Newman happened to be
traffic.
In Paris on July 14th when the French*
army and navy paid homage to the
unknown soldier under the Arc de Trlomphe. The Imposing procession was
seen alternately as from far above and

these concerts.
eclared his undying

Brahms.

re-

of treasures in the Louvre,
tapestries, statues, ancient vases, fa-

It was
in Boston.
of the concerto

T. Walton (jf St. Andrewa,
Lambeth, has published for the beneflt
of his parishioners a pamphlet entitled.
"Sparks from My Anvil." Here are ex-

of

con-

Mr» Newman's richly

mous paintings were remarkable.

The Rev.

j

pictures

signlfl-

Then and there he

!t

Jean L.

A fHODERN PREACHER

j
i

much
fuses to let the men work, Is
He
cerned for the safety of the P"Wic.
danger
[warns particularly against
burn
ml#it
which
of using other fuels,
causing the,
and give off heat, thereby
by apoplexy. In

was thought would never again be
are now rich in crops.
Deauville was visited, then the Forest
of Fontalnebleau. which
Chateau
and
with Malmalson are rich in historical
seem;; that the numIt
asEoclatlonsr
ber of American music students In the
Then
Chateau Is steadily increasing.
came Paris, as It Is today. The motion

Cfirst performance
"lanites

DepuUes.
Apache, labor leader, who

Chamber

the

fertile

richly deserved
ance The performance
that followed,
»he enthusiastic applause
the first time
for
rllr. Bauer played
1
the United States on
played Brahms s
)n that occasion he
the Boston
r^t piano concerto with

1'%-mphony orchestra

48th

it

embraced
after the linal chord and
For not only was
Koussevltzky.
sonoro^
magnificently
he performance
previous perform*
,ut details which in
or as If
padding,
nices had seemed
step won.?rahms were merely keeping
march forward
ferlng when he should

^ ^

The peat strike Is now In Its
it will
week, and tho hardship caused by
convening of
soon be Intensified by the

the restoration of public and private
buildings and .cottages destroyed in
Chateau Thierry,
war.
the
world
Rheims and Verdun, as shown by Mr.
Newman's camera, gave the ocular
Especially interesting were the
proof.
pictures showing the restoration of the
Rheims Cathedral. Battlefields which

oon he

Zstn

titate:

evening was "Paris and Northern
France." Pictures showed more clearly
than could verbal descriptions the surprising work done by the French In

orm

)

As the World Wags:
island
Our latest advices from Penguin

.

Symphony

"
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PENGUINS AND TUEL

last

Ir

.where

of

illustrated Traveltalk In

...

man
rime
sacrod portals poels who
with "ham
.""nl .hli
his T..
Ja^^
Compared with the effect o Infinitive
riming upon them the split -oes the
sedative,
acTs like, a mild
stand foi
erudite Herkimer Johnson
he, survey Ing
such sloppy work or does
mood
olerant
liberal,
the world In a
the oublet
place these poets alongside
of
some
of
composers
painters and the
that one hears
the ear-Bplltting m.islo
seems
The difference
In the night clubs?
poets do their dastardly
to be that the
or a faulty
Ignorance
through
work
The
otlon of the Inward ear.
of
Jazz are as
creators
the
,cublst» and
Baton^
'deliberately wicked as

enslager, hi\d
yesterRIvervlew Hospital, Norrlstojvn,
uses
His leg Is improving and he
riav.
1 cane instead of crutches.

a remarkable concert,
all,
In
All
which rebounded to the glory of conductor, orchestra and pianist.

•

riflcatlon of college songs.

t_rt

Sclnvenksvllle

who

,

OUR IRRiTATINQ POETS
As the World Wug.l
that
You have no Id-ii of the fury
of this oo umn
seizes upon some reader,
^t,»
«'th
'when lh..y And "<»'"'tt«d

LaudRichard, son of the Rev. D. K.
the
his tonsils removed In

By PHILIP HALE

played in a
al" overture was not
Koussemucly academic manner. Jlr. stirring
interpretation

old teller of stories,

i

WONDERFUL SURGERY
]

PARIS AND FRANCE,

For once

Rzkv's

an

,

AcaSon In 'Symphony hall. Brahms
Festival" overture and l^jano
=-mlc
Loeffler
oncerto, No, 1 D minor;

"Memories

of

A.

sow.

played strange tunes on a willow p pe.
Remembering all this, and youthful impressions are fresh In the later years,
Mr LoefHer has written charming
music, varied in expression, grave and
gay music that makes a direct appeal
While he
and' Is yet not too obvious.
schemes and
is a master of harmonic
"Memories
enchanting orchestration, in
subtly simp e,
of my Childhood," he is
simple,
not sophisticated, but artistically
The music
be.
can
a-; a master alone
Loeffler was
Mr.
enjoyed,
greatly
was
called to the platform.
The concert ended with a georgeous
performance of Ravec's suite, beautiful
exciting In
in the first sections, wildly
the third.
,

of the Boston
orchestra, Mr. Koussevltzky,
after•nductor, took place yesterday

\inage
-niUlhood; Li!re in a Russian
Ravel. Second
r-x' time In Boston^;
and
"Daphnis
ballet,
vlte from the
Harold Bauer was the Planist.
•hlol."
testl"Academic
Brahms's

Th«B« "plitu" are not the
(nrthenwnrn pots, pitchers, Ju ,
butler.
vessels, as In "a pl« of
publi
Carlylfl wrote In a letter,
effect a
"CurliiUB what ii oumtlve
wt,
always,
m«
on
way Journey ha»
of, —I.".
you It makes plg« and whistles

.

.

The seventh concert

Poem

the

show," that he introrang
Bcore
duced mouth harmonicas In his
Mr.
Writing this symphonic poem,
preface
little
the
in
Loeffler. as he says
songs
to his work, recalled the peasant
where Jio spent
In the Russian village
prayer,
Litany
the
boyhood,
years of
heard,
fairy tales and dance songs he
the
and at the end he paid tribute to
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When "The Wild Duck"_ was revived at the St. James's Theatre, London, last July, Sybil Arundale took the part of Gina, and that excellent
actor, Milton Rosmer, who played in Boston in Masefield's "Tragedy of
Nan," took the part of Hjalmar. There is a story that the sign painter of
the St. James's Theatre mistook phonetically the name of the dramatist
and ornamented the portico with the legend "The Wild Duck" by Henry
Gibson.
A New York critic, writing about the performance in New York, was
made by the linotype to discourse wisely about "The Wild Buck."
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York, and
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E. L. S. wishes to know where the Astaires, that delightful couple
disporting themselves at the 'Colonial Theatre, came from and is
cux'ious about their age.
If biographical dictionaries of the stage are to be trusted, Miss Adele
was born at Omaha, Neb., in 1896, and made her first appearance in vaudeville in 1912 at New York, but was- not seen again until 1916 when she
toured in vaudeville in this country and in Canada.
She was in many
plays until she was seen in London for the first time May 30, 1923, in
"Stop Flirting" (known here as "For Goodness Sake").
The dancing
of the brother and sister became the leading feature of the show.
They
played in this piece in London and the English provinces, returning here
to be in "Lady, Be Good."
Brother Fred was born at Omaha in 1900. He first went into yaudeville at New York in 1912, but was obliged to stop playing, for he was
under age. In 1916 he toured with his sister. He played and danced in
various comedies until he went with his sister to London, where he shared
with her great popularity.
|
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A leading feature of the panatrope, which can justly be characterized

Then

there is Walter Catlett, indescribably funny in "Lady, Be Good."
not an Englishman by birthplace as many think, for he was bom
at San Francisco in 1889. He made his first appearance in that city as
Uncle Sam in "Brownies in Fairyland" (1906). Having played in stock
companies, be toured with Denis O'Sullivan, with McKee Rankin and
Nanct O'Neil, with the Columbia Minstrels' In 1910 New York saw him
for the first time as Artie in "The Prince of Pilsen." Amusing in other
piays he appeared in London as William Pye in "Baby Bunting" (1919).
It is said that his favorite part is Lord Fancourt Babberly in "Charley's
Aunt."

He

The repertoire of the Chicago-Boston Opera Company, published elsewhere in this section of The Herald, is an interesting one. "Andrea
Chenier" was first performed here by the ill-fated Imperial Opera company which gave a stirring performance. Puccini's version of Manon's
adventures will be welcome though it is familiar. Alfano's "Resurrection,"
based on Tolstoi's novels, was produced in 1904 at Turin, where he is now
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Frank Carlos

country are concerned.
When the play was performed in German at the Iriving Place Theatre,
New Ytork, on Jan. 11, 1917, the performance was said to be the first in
German
America. Then came a statement that the first took place at the
in

Milwaukee.

When "The Wild Duck" was

•

New

played at the Plymouth Theatre,

of fact "The Wild Duck" was produced in English by
Wright Lorimer at a matinee at the Colonial Theatre, Boston, on Sept. 20,
11 years before the German performance in New York 12 years

—

1906,

at the Plymouth.

Eleanor Marx
"The Wild Duck" will be used?
a note to her translation that this play is the most
Relling are
difficult, of Ibsen's prose dramas, for speeches of Gina and
most part,
the
malapropisms
for
frequent
"quite untranslatable." Ginc^'s
which
word
use
of
a
the
"or
word,
a
of
mispronunciation
the
on
turn

Whose

Aveling's

?

translation of

She said

in

resembles in sound one she wants," so in the transference of blunders in
one language to another the exact significance is lost.
possible to translate Ibsen's plays in a m'anner to do him justice ?
John Ervine, reviewing last month a performance of "An Enemy
of the People" in London, said that the late William Archer brought Ibsen's
plays to England when the Norwegian's influence was most needed. Archer
"did inestimable service to the theatre, and was personally one of the
most likeable men I have ever known," but he was unable to unite dramatic
"The sentences," says Mr. Ervine, "are stiff and heavy and
dialogue.
colorless and characterless. A workman speaks in exactly the same style
as a burgomaster, and each speaks as living people do not speak.
His translations are so heavily and lifelessly done that they have made
Ibsen an unpopular dramatist in this country."
Is

Mr.

it

St.

.

We

suppose Miss Blanche Yurka will take tlie part of Gina as she
February when the play was revived at the Forty-eighth
Street Theatre in New York. She is a daughter of the Czeck -writer,
Andon Jurka. At first she wished to be an opera singer. We believe
she took a small part in "Parsifal" when Heinrich Conried brought that
opera out at the Metropolitan to the dismay of the Widow Cosima and all
fanatical Wagnerites.
"A physical breakdo-wni soon after dispelled her
hopes of an operatic career." During the past 15 years she has been seen

took

in

it

last

many

plays.

Griffith

Revives Pleasant

As I was about to pass the entrance to the Boston Theatre recently,
observed that the outer doors were open, as well as the entire space
throughout its length and breadth apparently, while upon the ''threewas the announcement that "Concessions"
were available for venders of holiday goods, temporarily.
I paused and entered, and slowly and sadly walked up this wide and
long incline I had passed over so many, many times in the delightful past,
when I suddenly found myself among hundreds of gayly attired old
Bostonians, a familiar attendance, and the entire place became brilliant
with light. I saw again Frank Buckley at the box office window, rapidly
serving a long line of ticket seekers, and the old time came o'er me.
At the top of the incline the doors were forbiddingly closed and|
fastened, but even stone walls and bars of steel are no hindrance to mind
and memory, and so with this crowd of Boston's elite I passed inside, receiving a smile of welcome from Willcut one instant and Charley Stockbridge the next, with a "hallo" from Eugene Tompkins and a grasp of
giant Kilby's hand as I came inside.
Into the darkened auditorium my memory wandered, when, presto
it became a mass of densely packed people with the huge space aglow,
A grand scene was in progress on the stage as I recognized the evolutions
of the march of "The Silver Army," and my heart beat quicker as I rejoiced that "Jalma" was revived.
This changed instantly to the great square in "Michael Strogoflf,"
as Redmund was about to endure the torture of blinding. Like the sudden
flashes of the cinema, Edwin Booth was enacting Hamlet, and "To be or
not to be," was plainly audible. Suddenly it was Richelieu, and "Step
but a foot within that sacred spot, and on thy head, yea though it wore
a crown, I launch the curse of Rome," rang through the place.
The
view dissolved and John McCullough was enacting Virginius, and again
I heard that rich, musical and melodious voice as it delivered the lines,
"I hear a sound so fine, there's nothing lives 'twixt it and silence," followed by the pitiful cry, "Virginia, Virginia!"
Now Jo Jefferson was there, as Rip was saying "How soon we are
forgot when we are gone," Forrest's magnificent organ tones reverberated
with the lines of Spartacus; Joe Proctor as the Jibbenainosay was moaning with undul^tory tones. "I tell you the ground whereon you stand
sheet" board next the street

English in this country.

]^

His

p. H.

I

As a matter

beforejNeW.y"c£tiif.|a^w

in 1876.

Memories

Nazimova, DodYork, in March, 1918, by a company which included Mme.
Atwill, Amy
Lionel
Connelly,
Edward
Mestayer,
Harry
Mitchell,
son
Veness, Norah Camison and others, that performance was said to be the
first in

He is an accomplished musician, born
"The Legend of Sakuntala."

At the Old Boston Theatre

already assured.

at the
The story of Ibsen's "Wild Duck," which will be performed
productions in this
Repertory Theatre, is a curious one as far as early
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saturated with the warm life blood of the young, the beautiful, the
betrayed," when like a flash, Lotta, dainty, petite^ fresh, was acting
Cigarette in "Firefly," as she pathetically uttered the lines, "France, if
I could only see France once more, just once more," when as suddenly
she ran across the stage as "Nan the Good-for-Nothing," kicking up her
heels; as dignified and stately Charlotte Cushman filled the eye, and ear,
with her Meg Merriles, and I listened again to, "And Bertram's right
and Bertram's might, shall meet on Ellangowan's height."
is

—

•

—

i

—
Kven

am

I
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wluii fyr
Ju..
unknown rt'nson. the raft of "The World" tossed into view and
Ah, "Beautiful Cubas" was there, and
t
£ea-slck again.
the .lersey Lily with
1, and now overpoweringly beautiful,
l.angtrj- loveliness, the most {ror^'eous of resplendent vv-onicn.
N'oilson was exquisite in Juliet's balcony; Salvini was mhjcstic
.

;

,

big:

spoke .ecently of correspondence
of William Hlckllng Proscott. the hUtol.Tn,
dlted by Mr. Roger Wolcott and
^pnlillshed hy the Mas.saehusetts Hlstorlonl Society. There Is a letter written to
rre.'?<'ott by George Sumner from Paris
In 1S46 In which ho says:
"Will you
pardon me If I beg you, In case the copy
sent to you has not been already burned,
I

fan't lie."
0

Uue me?" followed rapidly.
was no order of precedence in this wonderful performance I
the most "stupendous aggregation of talent ever
I'ssing,
and as the great Rachel ruthlessly crowded Sullivan off the

!u:o

'

Tom Badger, philosophically
the odds, so long as it's curncy." with lightning-like rapidity becoming Davy Crockett with, "I
uldn't if I would, and I wouldn't if I could."
Now Tamberlik'a beautiful tones, then Campanini; now Boucicault
osses the stage as Conn the Shaughraun, and the magnificent and regal
porge Rignold is besieging Harfleurs. Mrs. John Wood passes as Poca)ntas, and the Barney Williamses and the Florences are once more the Irish
John E. Owens and his "bar'l of apple sass,"
lys and the Yankee girls.
Ristori presents a strong contrast, and
tract my attention agreeably.
have again the flash of genius in Medea and Phaedra.
Henry Irving, Bernhardt, Coquelin, E. L. Davenport, the Charles
"My gallant crew, good morning. Sir, good morning,
eans, and now,
hope you're all quite well. Quite well, and you, sir?" as Pinafore is
gain interpreted by Barnabee, Tom Karl, Gus. Kammarlee and others
forgetting George Frothingham, musical and humorous reminders.
(^.ot
laiik

n-.arked

to

Mayo

in the familiar guise of

Gideon Bloodgood,

— "Damn

—

.

flre,

have

must

tcic.-;ita

mood to ii T—-and sometlmae
did not.
Th.> unhappy Schumimn Konutn; Tts scherzo faced the
lii.mbnnlment the bravenl; MIsh Ballou
But what ll>e first
l)layed It very wi ll.
It

iiiovuriifnt

must have undergone!

I

\Hhk BalloOts performance, though, U
not to bo dliimlsHCd with a poor obvIouH Joke.
If tho pliii\l«t WHS angry,
lie novertheles." ^hould hiivo shown her
If nIio Indulged In
iiudlcncB respect.
untidy technlcqu*.
WMiirlsomo nol.ie,
fiiiilty rhythm
and ugly modelling of
melodies because f^he knows no better,
.sumobody Is sorely to blunie. For Mlsa
In a
Ballou has quite unusual talent.
lango of music at present of df-flnlte
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or to cut

can make her presence

limitations, she
felt to a
in short,

marked degree; she

la

blessed,

with temperament. She plays,
best, with a strength
of sonorous tone no less than amazing.
Here and there yesterday she tossed
off quick scales as crisp as you please.
At the veo' end of the Chopin nocturne
she hinted at a possibility of poetic

when doing her

for tho moment. In any case,
she played musically. In the waltz she
showed brightness of tone and a certain
musical Individuality.
She has. Indeed, great talent, and
feeling;

temperament

;

volume

Is

a

letter written

In

zero!"

I
^

boot.

to

But what

will

they avail her, if Miss BalloiM cannot
acquire musical self-control? Dlsclpllnel
Not oven a genius can do without It.
R. R. O.

MInton, Balch & Co. of New York
published three books that ar<
niinently readable: "Them Waa thi
Days, from El Paso to Prohibition," by
i;>ve

Owen

P. White; "The Taming of tho
Frontier," by 10 authors, and a melodramatic novel of sea and land, "Captain
.Salvation,"

Some

Oh memory, memory! The lights have gone out forever, the place is
lark and spooky, the doors are locked, barred, barricaded. Nd passing,
No thoroughfare. It is cold, chilling and forbidding now. History, tralition, sentiment, grandeur of achievement, genius, beauty, surpassing
l^ecords, have no place in the lexicon of progress, and the builder of today
'nust tear down iirst, what another built yesterday, instead of adding his
I am thankful that it waa
nite to the glories of a resplendent past.
^'.iven me to live in the great, the most glorious days of the Drama, and
hat the unparallelled triumphs of the Boston Theatre have been largely

ADD "INDOOR SPORTS"
As the World Wags:
With us young chaps who are blessed
with more good looks than money it is a
constant problem to find suitable relief
for the tedium of the lortg wintry evenings. But the other night I had a wonderful inspiration, and, Boy Howdy, It
makes the grandest game! This is how
You call up any number
It Is played:
(there are oodles of them in the new
Telephone Directory) and you say: "Is
Peggy there?" If she Is, you talk to
her; but if she Isn't, you say "Wrong
number," and reach for another nickel.

,

great ones gather in that vast auditorium to
mourn its passing out, their protest must, radio-like, enter the soul of
many an old-timer here today. Vale! Valg!
If the spirits of these

PBNDENNIS THE YOUNGER.

FRANK CARLOS GRIFFITH.

Mr. White's
published in the New
York Times and the Am-erlcan Mercury.
He has no Illusions, he declares at the
beginning that most of the fiction written about his native country Is "pure

I

I

I

'

MISS

rena.

BAWHERE

Miss Ballofc

A

truer

Teresa Carreno

pl.ays Ilko

Teresa Car-

word ho never wrote.
had her times when

temperament boiled over Into temper.
As she played on those occasions, so
MIk.s

RalloOf> with

everything

In

the

first

The

bunk."

"Southwestern"

stories

please the public, are profitable to authors and publishers, so they are harmless, although they do the Southwest an
injustice, for there Is a strained effort
"to invest the personalities of Apache
Indians, cow-punchers, gamblers, painted
gunmen, prospectors, frontier
ladles,

school

teachers,

pioneer

traders

and

romantic tendencies
which were, in reality, as foreign to
their natural dispositions as charity Is
prairie coyot>es with

to a rattlesnake."

One might ask Mr. White

If

Cooper

&:i not err In this respect by giving romantic interest to the American Indians
and trappers; If Bret Harte's gamblers,
stage drivers, and ladies with a past

a decided present were as romantic
In the happy
he pictured them?
days when we looked forward with
feverish curiosity each week to the next

;',nd

as

novels,

Paul Whiteman's program for his band's concert tonight in Symphony
I have come In from busy streets
hall includes Deems Taylor's "Circus Day: Nine Pictures from Memory"
And people hurried in their days
Taylor
is
already
Mr.
time.
first
the
for
.vhich will then be performed
To sit alone and think a bit.
known here to music lovers by his "Through the Looking Glass" per- In gratefulness for quiet ways.
strange occurrences we meet
The
formed by the Boston Symphony orchestra and by his incidental music
With wonder or with bitter wit
for "Beggar on Horseback."
Are filled with answers that amaze
The weary mind that ponders It.
Mr. Taylor furnishes this information about "Circus Days."
But here's a light, and hero's a room,
"This is not one of the colossal, three-ringed aggregations that travel
sagging couch, a padded chair,
A
the
biggest
cities.
It
but
none
stop
at
to
condescend
special
and
in
trains
'And well-worn books and cleanly gloom
modest
collection
of
a
ring,
with
one
is a much more humble circus,
Where friends may come, caught unaware
medium-priced freaks, and a tent crew that doubles as a more or less
By old accustomed friendly things.
accomplished brass band. It travels across country in its own wagons,
Iiife is so simple when you sit
and never gets within hailing distance of a city.
1m nrtendliness, considering it.
"First there comes the 'Street Parade' with the crowd, the expectancy,
NANCT SHORES.
the dazzling procession, brass band, and steam calliope. The second movethird
with
the
movement,
begins
show
The
Big
Top.'
ment is called 'The
'Bareback Riders,' and then prpceeds to 'Trained Animals.' A 'TightRope Walker' gives new thrills, and then come the 'Jugglers.' There
Ellen Baulq(|< pianist, played this confollow the 'Clowns' with their jokes, and then the 'Trapeze Performers.'
servative program yesterday afternoon
The composer thus describes the 'B'inale':
in Jordan hail:
Toccata and Fugue,
"The show is over. The band blares an exit march, and the crowd,
Bach-Tauslg; Sonata, Op. 22, Schumann; nocturne, O minor, waltz, E
that hastened so eagerly to get in, now jostles feverishly to get out. Wc
minor, etude, E major, etude, C major,
1X0 out with the rest, regaling our inattentive neighbors with accounts
Scherzo, C Kharp minor, Chopin; song
of the wonders wc have seen. It cost a quarter, but it was worth it."
withoiit words, scherzo, K minor, Mendelssohn: Romance, Schuett; Toccata,
Mr. Taylor's "Through the Looking-Glass," which has been performed
Jonas; Music Box, Lladow; Mephisto
by each principal orchestra in America, v,as introduced in London and
Waltz, Ijiszt.
Paris recently by Mr. Kousscvitzky, and Sir Henry Wood, respectively.
A person of mu.slcal eminence In New
York hua made the statement, or at all
His symphonic poem entitled "Jurgen" was recently performed in New
events something very much like It,
York by the N. Y. Symphony Society;

of the chapters In

book were

number

SIMPLICITY

tliat

by Frederick William Wal-

lace.

One more quotation from this entertaining volume. Theodore Sedgwick Fay
"A great
wrote from Berlin in 1846:
ecclesiastical council Is now assembled
In Berlin in the attempt to give some
uniformity to the various opinions even
Some one has decjdred
of clergymen.
that all the literary men In the world
were infldels! At least a great proportion of the Germans are so, and the
synod, now In session, Is called, I suppose, as a rallying point for those who
believe the Bible Is something more than
a renowned curiosity or a venerable old
quiz."

kopecks a word" again audible.

time and vision.

the

•

na<;h-T«UHlg

wh'Mi
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February, 1S44, to Fanny Calderon de la
Barca, In which Prescott speaks of the
severe winter, with little snow.
"A
person from somewhere 'down East' the
other day returned a thermometer which
he had lately purcha."!ed in Boston, complaining on the ground that It would
not answer his purpose, as the mercury
did not fall more than 30 degrees below

—

my

In

«'
> "1'
you, Jl'
BnlloH did for an he
rer the music gave her a chance

COLD WEATHER DOWN EAST
In this

Will the line stretch out "to tre crack o' doom"? I was. hoping it would,
for it would have been a delight to have passed my last moments on
arth right in the midst of this dramatic heaven of brilliant sfars each a
dazzling sun in its own constellation.
Bobs now into my vision, the back of Lothian's head, as he gracefully
I
conducts his grand orchestra playing the overture to "William Tell"—the
Ftorm, the Dawn, the. Calm. Ah me, what theatre orchestras there were
Mansfield, Vestvali, Modjeska the sweet, the gentle, Laura Keene,
^>nce.
\gnes Perry, with the unforgettable voice; Rachel Noah, and Zoe, the
'Cuban Sylph," and her sumptuously ample and ever memorable legs, add
to the variety of the marvelous treat.
What now,— a race track, and "Daisy wins," a pack of fox hounds
"White Fawn," and
fill the stage, and I recall "A Run of Luck." Next the
now "The Blact Crook" and melodrama's masterpiece, "The Exiles," with

.vithin

I

conscious of his disfigurement, 'think
himself more comely than before,' Is
indeed beyond my comprehension, and I
am at a loss to conceive under what
Influence, or with what Idea, the Cambridge printer could have acted."

—

'ten

'

from Its title page the word Esq. which
has been placed after my name? The
taste which leads one to put forward
such an appendage as this, even In a
country where It has some Import, In
a country where It marks a grade In
the hierarchy of nobility. Is to my mind
somewhat doubtful; but In our country
It
Is
worse than absurd.
That an
American citizen should so far forget
his self-respect as to descend to the
very lowest" ("lowest" Is Italicized)
"point on the scale of nobility and, un-

>

;

It

rMTiiirk

look

.Minn

fitted lier
1
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either to throw

I.

Ih.t

i

lnforma-

Wp

and "The Grande Duchesse" followed without intermission, and
days.
TiiV Pair Poum, tara para bourn,'' became reminiscent of golden
"contagious,'' passed
•iH>e. Irma, Mario, Grisi, and Anna Held fresh and
beats, Leslie Allen
ni''l lii'^us review; Chanfrau and the two irresistable
Handsome" Dan Maguinnis; Barry Sullivan's 'Is this- a dagger that
'..l

wlnhttiK

,

I

to his niinie.

and every one will want a bottle; there's millions in it, there's
but before he could get any further the scene shifted to Louisiana
jl
here Charley Thornc and Louis Aldrich were presenting "The Octoroon,"
nd Salem Scudder was saying— "The apparatus can't lie, Jacob, the ap-

1

rorrr spondent.

enclosKl In hln letter a ntnpfiped
R courtftsy to which »v art
not accudtomed.
We are sorry to say
that on this envelope he added "E«q."

•re eyes,

,1.

ii;.

tlon,

>:id

1

In IdcU's

'

cnvclnjie,

—"Farewell the plumed troop, the wars," when John
— "There's ninety millions of people in Russia, and
nasaled,
one of them has sore eyes, — that's a hundred and eighty million

Iara!::-

^
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lost ths owners of vnrloun tpta of
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iliould suspect mv> of hiturferliiK wlih tholr veated rights of .'rmRIng.
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'III iu:<c], playril yoMi
I

namo
itti sansr, imJ Scalclii, Nordic*, Parcpa, Brir
Gerster, Kellopsr, the De Reszkes, Pol Plancun,

—

'

in the series of Beadle's dim«
was there not the same tendency

wild men "thefty" with their
guns, saints slightly disfigured but still
in the ring of Innate holiness?
to

make

Mr. White himself cannot help being
romantic In spite of his grim Irony.
Born at El Paso, growing up In Arizona,
New Mexico and West Texas, he cannot
today connect overland trips In covered
wagons and prairie schooners with pasAll through the
sionate love affairs.
book there is a fascinating account of

markmanshlp.
play and deathly
Mr. White should have put on his title

gun

page

for

a

motto the

Plioenlx from his

("Sandyago") as

lines

of

John

poem on San Diego
was In tho fifties:

It

"All night long In this sweet little village
You hear the soft note of tho pistol
With tho pleasant screak of the victim
Whose been shot prehaps in his giz-

zard."

Mr. White writes with a peculiar
gusto, a lively sense of humor, an Irony
Lhat, as we have said, is grim, 'about
trails, cattle kings and cattle rustlers.
Hollywood,
El Paso as the original
Texan rangers, Juarez, Mexicans, Givea-Damn Jpnes, who introduced basebail in El Paso, proposed to his fellowtownsmen that six-shooters should be
laid aside for a few hours a day and
bats and balls be substituted for bulThis baseball team
lets and burials.
was composed of two bartenders, two
faro dealers, one undertaker (very stifflegged), one lawyer, one editor, and two

;

;

*

!

all

one 01
Miieiiit ii,
lumber wagon and the
"When they were In
^ait.
that they were all "down'
right hip from having toted
their lives, tho boys made

1

the
„o appearance, and, except for
by
ght drawback that was occasioned
the
against,
play
havlns anvbody to
excellent
an
made
whole
team as a
R'H opposing teams at last
r^ni^ra of
cAme to El Paso. The description
makes one wish that Mr.
games
various
VThltB would take the position of baseeditor on a leading New York
ball

At Mme. Gnlli-Curci'a concert ini
."^vmphony hall yesterday afternoon tha
nudience was very large and enthusi*

^

solos as well as singularly
musical and attractive accompaniments,
Manuel Berenguer contributed two fluto
obiigatl. and Mme. Galli-Curol, as »
consiirt of prelude to the additional
eit the audience clamored for, sana

|

|

program:
Deh plu a

'What'U

be.

it

Gentlemen,"

ts

We

(colonel

like

eye.

:i

m

i

and the lieutenant ordered swoet

the house.
ilrop o' persimmon juice
Take a little Hill & Hill instead," he
went on In a mollifying tone, 't won't
iste so good, mebbe, but it'll be a whole
vH more soothin' to the innards than
hat drink you jest mentions."
;

"The Taming of the
Frontier," Duncan Alkman has edited
title

'

the stories of the first years of El Paso,
Ogden, Denver, San Francisco, St. Paul,

i

Kansas City, San Antoniflj
Los Angeles, Cheyenne, told respectively by Owen P. White, Bernard de Vote,
George Looms, Idwal Jones, Grace FlanPortland,

Dean Collins, Henry J.
Dora Nelll Raymond, Paul Jordan-Smith
and Cary Abbott. There are 10 illustraHaskell,

•

io>.
where Mr. Young emptied IC bu
into Mr. West's body for no good 'u..
true, Mr. Younj was
reason.
It was
"geiiiiemen'3
tried and hanged by
court." Stoefet slew Blencrof! with an
Injuinjudiciously,"
"messily
and
axe
i

destroy the
wagon W'th a
in ?
Tom.'hangman,
"L,.-.iB
minister and the
Stcefel stood while minister and execudid

not

Harvey, a convert to the new individualism, fired at Middaugh through a
hotel window, "thus violating an established privacy." There was P M. McCarthy who, carried away by his new
found enthusiasm, made motions with ai
bowie knife at a sentry. "The sentry
happened to make up for his lack of
border technic with a civic enthusiasm,
and he bashed in McCarthy's skull with
his rifle barrel. Thereupon Harvey, who
had followed McCarthy out of a native
curiosity, felt called upon to assert his
mnliness and drew his revolver."
Was St. Paul originally known as
g's Eye? Grace Flandreau glve"» an
orming account of the early days; of
fur traders, the Swiss watchmakers
ho escaped from the Earl of Sel,rk's Utopia in Canada, the whiskey
aders. The fur kings had valets, drank

i

I
!

ner.

Mr. "Wallace Is favorably known as a
writer of sea tales, written with marltime understanding. His "Captain Salvation" Is a terrible fellow until he Is
converted, stranded on a rough coast

tra

of

•

,

lights

of

literature.

It's

and other
an exciting

novel this "Captain Salvation."

joicing In his Illusions.

IndiThe actors and actresses were
yet the
vidually excellent last night,
the diapace of the general actloii and
Impair somelogue was so slow as to

what the

1

'

woman was Gina? -The comShe
mentators on Ibsen's plays differ
as a 'waddling
is variously described
fea
person;
housewife," a "vulgar"
William
male Sancho Fanza"; whereas
EngArcher, the advocate of Ibsen In
friends, deland when lie sorely needed
unimaginaand
stolid
scribed her as

grand entry be-

plaved with spirit, fe«iling, and ap
propriate humor. The -program started
with "Mississippi, a tone journey,"
which followed the stream from its
sources to the Gulf, introducing Huckleberry Finn's steamboat and later Creole
Among the popular composimelody.

acts that she

MUSIC BY peoPlfs

Molvlk
Grabcro
Pettersen
Jensen
A Pale and Fat Gentleman

lOOth Anniver-

Thln-Halred Gentleman

A

sary of Johann Strauss

A

Sir.

The other parts were taken more

accordance

=

I

represented by his overture to "Die
Fledermaus, a Pizzicato Polka, and the
Emperor Waltze.?; then two Hungarian,
dances by Brahms: Debussy's diinces
(sacred and profane) for pianforte and
orchestra; and finally a dance scene by
Alexander Glazounov.

|

(

i

and varied.

i

:

|
|
I

\

Ghere

When Artemus Ward was

i

|
I

\

for admission and a certificate
that he was a respectable person.
"Seeln a elderly gentleman, with a
beneverlent face near by, I ventured to
ask him if he would certify that I was
respectable. He said he certainly would

he would put me In charge of
a policeman, if that would do me any
good. A thought struck me. 'I refer you
to Mr. Punch,' I said. 'Well,' said a man

I

not, but

who had

listened to

have done It now!
chance before.' "

my

Ward came

duck stand for

what one will have It; the play's the
It has
thing, and It's a great play.

I

I

|
;

I

application, 'you

You stood some

This Incident In the life of Artemus
into our mind when we saw
"Punch and Judy" with an introduction
by Charles Hall Gradgent and Cruik-

i

there was much talk about Its symbolism. We are not now concerned with

justly been called "the quintessence of
life," with Its strange mixture of poetry
and prose, humor and satire, comedy
and pathos. It Is not necessary to ask
whether Ibsen Intended to satirize him-

London,

letter

agers, po doubt, were alarmed because

the

In

writing for Punch, he was unable to
enter the great reading room of the
British Museum, unless he presented a

ran-

dramatists; his influence Is felt today In
all countries where the theatre is respected, though his plays are no longer
regarded as revolutionary.
In the case of "The Wild Duck" man-

let

actor-proof.

eign town In the SOs.

of the Norwegian mists. Even a celebrated Boston orltlo years ago wrote of
one of the plays that the characters
and situations might be found In Norway, but, the Lord be praised, not In
New England.

"symbolism";
:

were

plays

—

[

safely seated In the hall of the great

:

[Strauss'* music stood out by comparison
with the 'other compositions because of
waltz
its tunefulness and its dreamy
Stuart Mason played the
melodies.
i^icnn rnlos for Debussy's dances.

who

Ibsen's

I

Miss Entwhistle was natural, never sophisticated, charming in her talk with
Gregers, in her devotion to her father.
She was not only young in appearance
and speech; she was a young girl In
mind.
Among the others, the Dr. Relllng of
Mr. Thorn does Relllng stand for Ibsen
himself?—and the Gregers of Mr. Kershaw were conspicuous. Miss Chippendale made Mrs. Sorby a creature of
flesh and blood. There are Mrs. Sorbys
everywhere, even In New England.
The stage settings were appropriate
and in good taste; the costumes,
whether they were of Norwegian cut
arid pattern, seemed as If they might
have been worn in that unnamed for-

[

critics,

m

notions

highfalutin, inherently selfish, to be

that

Those days of reckless, foolish. InIbsen Is
credible abuse have passed.

Musette and Tambourin, arranged by
Felix Motti from Rameau; next Strauss,

light

London

preconceived

a ludicrous character, even when Gina's
patt was revealed to him. Mr. Anderson felt this and expressed it. One of
performance
the leading features of the
was the portrayal of young Hedvig by
Miss Bntwhistle. It Is not an easy part
long ago
to play, although some one said

sacked the dictionary to find suitable
words to voice their contempt and disgust, they believed that the general
public would be oppressed by the gloom

chestra was the first organization to
give a concert of this nature here.
First, various
Its program included:
dance movements, taken from the works
Jeai)-riuof t^- following composers—
.\nare
lippe Rameau, Jacques Aubert,
Destouches, Francois 'Gossec, l': :iiicois
I'ncii
a
Monsigii.\
Couperin and Pierre

The program was

of

with

the
mar, the visionary photographer,
would-be inventor, the man of fantas-

Managers were afraid of
Duck," as they were afraid of other
plays by Ibsen, for many years. Whenj
they were not Influenced by the violent!
diatribes

j

them
of the characteristics attributed to
by Ibsen. He no doubt intended Hjal-

"The Wild

The People's Symphony Orchestra was
heard at the Hollis Street Theatre yesterday afternoon in a memorial program of dance music commemorative of
the 100th anniversary of Johann Strauss.
Wallace Goodrich was guest conductor,
and Stuart Mason, piano soloist.
Johann Strauss was born Oct. 25,
1S25, and it was on and around Oct. 25
this year that the New York orchestras
gave their memorial concerts for this
composer. The People's Symphony Or-

was

lodgers.

Mr. Stone

Short-Sighted Gentleman

j

so
third
occasionally inaudi-

who

By PHILIP HALE
REPERTORY THEATRE— "The Wild

Mrs. Sorby
Relllng

|

In physique, placid.
was certainly placid,

but was she not too much like a
of gentle breeding, too refined
household?
to have served In Werle's
woman
She was the daughter of a poor
kept a cheap eating house and took

'TO Ducr

Hjalmar Ekdal
(;ina Ekdal
Hedvig

l

woman

tic

Mr. Behr^ns
Mr. Kershnw
Mr. PoUocI;
Mr. Anderson
Mlas Yurkn
Miss Entwistle
Miss Chippendale
Mr. Thorn
Mr. Kalklmrst
Mr. Hambleton
Miss Scott
Miss Ferrlday
Mr. Mason

,

ble

H. P. M.

Werle

j

Miss Yurka
subdued during the second and

Rag," "Charlestonette,"
My Swi.«" met with most
acclamation. Harry Perella and Raymond Turner, piano solosits, were skillful at the keys, and two unidentified
violinists made a hit in "Ukulele Lady."
At the close of the program several
popular numbers were played by re

Gresers Werle
Olrt'Ekdal

common

tive

tions, "Rhythm
and "I Miss

Duck," a drama In five acts, by Henrlk
Seen at jiergen, Norway, Jan.
Ibsen.
Performed In Boston at the
1885.
9,
Colonial Theatre by Wright Lorlraer's
company on Sept. 20, 1906.

Miss Blanche Yurka

sort of a

the cries
paradte,
balloon
of

quest.

effect.

conception
took the part of Gina. If her
admitted as the right
of the character is
admirable. What
one, the portrayal was

the big top, the crack of the
whip in the riding acts, howls of lions,
•barks of dogs and screanjis of elephants,
and the burr of the druana in the tense
moment of the trapeze act. It was

;

1

:i

Boccaccio

found

Tieath

Why

is

Casanova,

street

suggestions
-peanut venders, the

would like to sing them. And her pubshe
lic would listen gladly to whatever
might give; It might, too, widen its
-ange, it she bettered her programs.
The Mozart airs she could sing if she
vould, and several of his songs

much sun

llno,

the

-urchins,

poultry game birds, and
repleasure In shooting them;

bears,

wild

more performers.
The most important piece of the eveDeems 'taylor's "Circus
ning was
Day," a pictorial composition in nine
There was tlCe steam calliope
scenes.

terday, or to florid arias which we do
not? Surely she
not often hear.

—

old man Phillips. so roughly in the first
chapter, but we do not blame him for
his failing for Miss Damarest, with
whom he conversed affably about Are-

Christmas

^Fas

players, most of
rounded with oven larger batteries of
instruments than is the usual custom
with jazz aggregations. Changes were
deft and an effect jiroduced of many

:

sustained character, or where the c^or-«
atura was merely incidental.
Since she has acquired so fine a diction In several languages and so unusual a faculty for bringing forward
the full meaning of a song, it is much
will
to be hoped that Mme. Galli-Curci
turn her attention to a higher type of
song than most of those she sang yes-

high

is blasting, where everything
burned up, where it is impossible to
maintain life." The novel Is certainly
We do not approve tho
thriller."
captain's brutality as a sailor, nor
treated Mr. Page and
have
should he

night

last

27

|

—

ideals. I know the
Zoroaster.
followers
of
Their Ideals are of the highest truth,
benevolence, respect to women, and they
Yet,
live on a high moral standard.
while the sun is beneficlent, it is not
where
too
wholly so. There are places

on

—the

The orchesof
composed
whom were sur-

versatility of the players.
|

rhythm. The sentiment of her Bonga
she brought home to the dullest, be 16
the plaintiveness of Dinorah's romance,
the mock-meekness and the high spirit
of Rosina (brilliantly indeed she sang
the Rossini air, for me once not overtrimmed with ornament), the coquetry
of Delibes's Cadiz girls, or the lighthearted laughter of Auber's Bourbonnaise an air even more delightfully
sung than Mme. Galli-Curci used to
sing it years ago. In the set airs foi?
bravura Mme. Galli-Curci, oddly enough,
seemed less at her east than In songs of

somewhere near Cape Horn, by Mary,
who had passed through sad adventures
and was still pure in heart. Ihls Is the
way she talked to Anson, libertine and
no religion
"I condemn
unbeliever.
founded
Parsees

:

to

Individual singbig and solo work
brought out especlMly the talent and

.•

hampagne and dined oft silver plate.
There were the young adventurers who
"wore beaded moccasins and coonskln
caps and danced Chippewa mazurkas
at Long Kate's and at all night balls In
the cabin of Bottineau, the half-breed."
These stories of the frontier towns
are not only interesting, they have historical value, even If they are written
in a breezy, and often humorous man-

,

of
[

of

Commemorates

him as

brings ruin and desolation, and leads
As
poor little Hedvig to kill herself.
Dr. Relllng says at the end: "Life
same,
might be pleasant enough all the
be left In peace by
if only we could
worrying V
those blessed duns who come
of the
us poor folk about the claims
suffered
had
who
Old Ekdal,
ideal"
been Imat the hands of Werle, had
wreck
prisoned and was mentally a
fancied
he
where
loft
was happy In the
trees were a forest, rabbits

listen to his arcllestra.
A widely varied and Interesting program was well received and the bits

varietv of color remarkable in so light
a voice as liers, all without any harm
And, as Fanny
to her smooth le.e;ato.
Heine, "Ho^
of
said
Mendelssohn
she can manage the words!"
finely musical singer Mme. GalU*
Happy lU
Curcl also showed herself.
her choice of pace, once having set a
pace she could keep it, to the benefit

;

rJ^uch to see

came as

ently

her technicQUe to an amazing degree,
yesterday she sang with a man-«
till
agement of breath which might serva
Her attaclt
as a pattern for pupils.
she has made a model of neatness, her
so unflows
It
hear.
to
delight
a
scale
brokenly from one end to the other.
firmly
and
vowels
By means of pure
sounded consonants, she has achieved
througliout her range a warmth and

"Upon arising,
tioner knelt in prayer.
'Long Tom' kicked Stoefel ln_ the -Iba
and asked him If he didn't know better
than to act like a heathen. One 'Mr.

who

his

mood, gave several encoreS;
and made a iWjmorous little speech
which pleased the masiy who appar-

A

tions picturing cities in the '50's, '60's,
Do the pre.sent inhabit'70's and 'SO's.
ants of these towns relish the stories
of the founders and the early life?
There's Denver, for example, Denver
Washed Whiter'n Snow," the P-nvex

those

in genial

Deln

above all In Its superb middle
ful,
range, that the world can hear today-*
she could not fail to give keen plea*
But since her flr.^st appearances
sure.
here, Mme. Galli-Curci has developed

in

diciously for ht
clews: he stood

Bishop;

—

broken glasses and then said with
a straight face: "Sorry, it can't be done,
colonel, but I ain't got a onion or a
.ind

dreau,

tai

In the course of the afternoon Mm»,
Galli-Curol brought to a hearing a
By heff
wealth of admirable singing.
voice alone one of the most beautU

He examined

With the

of

Mozart-Adam.

The Old Man didn't bat
his empty bottles

Manhattans.

Be

wondering why
he cruelly wronged do not call
him blessed. Gina had been the mistress of old Werle, who saw to It that
young Ekdal, In all innocence, married
She was a good wife to him, bether.
ter than he deserved, for 15 years. Then
comes the self-righteous Gregers, who,
informing the hu.sband of her past,

jury, but, self-satisfied,

full of enth'jsiastic lovers of

could hardly get enough
particular brand of syncopated melody. The "jazz king" was
jazz,

Auge,
biaues
Brahms; Bolero, DeJlbes; Tes yeux.
Kabey; Una voce, Rossini; the sleep
Jiat flits on Baby's eyes, Carpenter'
The Brownies. Leonl; The Garden
Wind, Fenner; Th'eme and Variations,
Lark,

only one

of the 14 deliphtiul chapters.
Man Albert
lo think grateiuUy of Old
The
of 'l-exas.
•the Big Lieiui country

packed

ii'ami, Pergolese; Romanza, from "Diniruh," Meyerbeer; Lo! Here the gentle

newspaper.
1

Bononclnl;

affected Ibsenlsml

according to their ideals, bring
unhappiness, if not tragedy, into peaceHere Is Gregers, the
households.
ful
worst of prigs, working grievous In-

and entei-tained a house

last night,

this

me,

;

;

women
and his concert
orchestra came to Synijihony hall

astio.
of piano

.

who

'

and chattered knowingly about ideals
and missions In lite. The satire is there,
a bitter commentary on well-meaning
persons who, wishing to shape men and

Paul Whiteman

Homer Samuels played a grouft

]

Tselt or only those

Packed "House H6ars Whiteman and His Orchestra

MME. GALLI-CURQ

'

1

shank's illustrations, published by Washburn and Thomas in Cambridge, for the
man that spoke to Artemus evidently
had Punch of the booth in mind, not
Punch, the comic weekly. Mr. Gradgent's preface is amusing. Would that
it had been longer! ^Amusing, yet philosophical, not to say psychological. He
asks why we sympathize with this monster who throws his baby out of tho
window, kills his wife Judy and others,
outwits Jack Ketch and at last slays
the Devil.
The crowd roars at each
crime committed. Little children clap
their hands.
"How can these angelic
innocents accept a wooden multimur-

|

j

)

'

-lit

reaervatloQ aiij

withuui^

And
y.

!

10

his

iuii'i><~t

frlunil,

gh-.

I'r.

:

i

A

:

I

I

I

I

-

goodness we can

of

.iniount

iie

tol-

rate?"

with bagpipes and puppet-shows. The
Spectator, giving a list of places In
London where one had the best chance
to meet a violent death, and naming the
most recent accidents of this nature,
spoke of Lysander being suffocated ftt
a puppet-show.

j

so Mr. Gnidgent Insists that we
re all Nletzscheaiis at heart, admiring
Little
he non-conformlft conqueror.
hlldren are the worst. Every baby is
superman; the Infant Ideal Is to get

.no wants when

^

'

one wants

.

in

i

A

of the

hank saying how he, having been en-

draw pictures of scenes repperformances of
street
In
and Judy," with the publisher
was to take
who
layne Collier,

>'\

iT

I

t

conjurer

o

upwards

for

nl
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Puppet

;

I

Richard Steele In the Tatler (No. 16,
'») tells of seeing a puppet show at
of
the
li.
In which the creation
mimed.
deluge were
id and the
in
Noah's
Flood
hen we came to
show. Punch and his wife were Inluced dancing in the ark." The wife
Scott
6 not named Judy until later.
The Bride of Lammermoor" calls
'

.

When a Punch and Judy
Joan.
w took place in New York in 1743
"Hamilton Haverton's House, near
Slip," It was advertised as
Opera of Bateman or the Unwn Marriage; with a dialogue be-

Itehall

inch's

en Punch and his wife Joan."

appears that Punch and Punchinello
names used Indiscriminately at
in England.
Pepys's Diary, Aug.
1666. "I with my wife, by coach to

e

and

there
pleases

Ids,

saw

'Polich-

whlch
me mightily."
ink that Punch arrived at Lonfrom The Hague with William of
l

i

W.

iige, that there are traces of his
sence In England before the abdicaof James II, but Punch would have
le from France with the Stuarts, not
in Holland.
At first our hero did not
a Satanic character, nor was he
brutal.
In 1697 he was joyous,
isy, a bit of a libertine, decidedly a
ister.
Addison, when he was a felat Magdalen College, drew his porLatin verses, "Machinae gest in
ilantes" (Puppet shows), giving him
immense belly and a humped back,
king him fond of the nymphs and
KB, a noisy chap. There were pUppet
'va in the Jime of Queen Elizabeth,
. for two pence. In 1697 the theatre
more comfortable; there were varii

1-

prlces.

have spoken of the show in
ch Noah's Ark was seen. Hone gives
escriptlon.
The bad rich man came
from hell, Lanarus was carried to
aham's bosom; jigs, sarabands and

\'e

r dances

cielighted the spectators;
there were the joyous fantasies of
Punch and Sir John Spendale. Sir
was the Jean Mange tout, an
This show
<r in the old moralities.
1709 was thought especially instruc-

I

—

A.

I

!

''^san to come
"
Punch put his head
curtain and said In a low
?:..'.'?^*fter Noah, there's

i'n^torrents
,n
ti.e

'"^

-was

Tremont Temple

before a large .and highly intereatad
audience.
Dr. Lee DeForest, the

inventor of the process which, for
the first time, satisfactorily synchronizes sounds with action on the
screen, gave a brief explanation and
prologue to his exhibition, and he,
in turn, was eulogized by Abraham
C. Ratshesky.
While the new Invention Is highly
Ingenious and promises a great future.

In

proportions

sensational.

Is

a real Brltanic flavor, with
Guards
Its scarlet uniforms and Horse
act
setting. In Coram's ventriioqulal
Coram Is an adept at the art and, even

There

Is

when

well
voice that

down front, so disguises
we seem to hear It, not

Impertinent

Ambrose

Is

his

monument.

the patter to
and the place.

.
.
Claud and Marlon, bid friends hereplenty
abouts. In "Still Arguing" draw
Marlon's mock feroof hearty laughs.
per
one
of
half
city toward her "One
enthuscent." spouse and the Juvenile
glad
which she displays passes a

cannot be truthfully said that it reproduces sound with absolute accuracy.
It seems to be in about the same stage
of development that the movies themselves were about 20 years ago. when
flickerings and snow storms of white
spots were accepted as a matter of
course. The voices of the singers and
actors came through In hollow tones.
The wood Instruments were clearer
and more true than the brasses.
The sounds coincide perfectly with
the action, as they are the result of
light passing through the same nim on
which the pictui-es ace taken. The resultant waves are translated into elecIt

iasm

20 minutes.

.
^
-,„_,
that of Mary
It is
Mortals.
representacapital character work, the
the beauty
tion of the attendant at
parlor being particularly clever.
Knickerthe
The robust voices of
their
bocker Club give ample basis for
claim to the male quartet championship.

Another good act

Haynes

The

tric

in

efllect

Hackett plays on his audience,
this Is said In a complimentary
say
sense, for It Is no exaggeration to

'''Mr.

nnd

measure
that the onlooker got a full
crescendo
of surprises with the steady
least
the
was
nor
turns;
and
of twists
that
of nil these the final surprise
dialogue
The
brought the last curtain.
snappy, often uproariously funny.
Is
Mr.
ina6e more so by the excellent
to
CUve whose "business" Is something InThe plot Is so Involved, 90 it
study.
skim
to
tricate In minute detail, that
would
would be unthinkable; to print it
unobtainInvolve an unusual amount of
able space.

,

^

and dream

m

,
Miss Dudgeon played the aunt as
the grand manner, a small part. If you
newill, but never for the moment^

^P;
''one' number which caused
Pj-^^'^^"*
plause was an address
Coolidge on tax reduction. ^^^^^"^ J"?;songs oy
tures were monologues and
poolroom
Eddie Cantor and the famous
Weber and Fields. The reproof

duction
'the

of

the

Side Dut^h of
not altogether suo-

East

comedians was

°Thonofilms are well worth seeing and
as an early
well worth hearing, if only
almost
example of something which is
certain

to

revolutionize

movmg

pic-

tures.

Is

"Among Us

is

Maud Pow-

tremendous.

and Vernon Wallaj:e, as a pair of
to
newly weds, give a pretty sequel
Broadway.
their familiar "Georgia on
marare
Moran
alle, Hassan and

ers

is
'•

of

agility

In

their acrobatic

act;

and Churchill are funny enough
are
a "nut" part, and the Pedersons

turns
lin

very finest type.

aerlallsts of the

J.

novie

B.

P

the 14th,"

Not only the American girl, but
Amertban youth, Mr. Zlegfeld has chosen
to glorify in his meaty and richly caparsloned musical comedy, "Louie, the
14th," which opened last night at the
Tremont with Leon Errol's name on tha
title page,
and 'Ethel Shutta's immsi
dlately placed beside It by popular acclaim.

Elaborate settings, pagentry both bold
tastefully achieved, and an Imposing array of specialties worth watching
and hearing, place this production at
once on a plane far above that of the
average musical show. For three full
hours the pipers piped, the dancers
danced and the comedians did their
stuff with few let-downs and with Increasing enthusiasm from the house.
The scenes Are laid In France In
mountainous France, for Leon Errol
needs a few mountains to play with In
the first act We have, to begin with,
the khakled soldiers of America about
to depart for '"Jfljr native shores
they
gather In the
""ti/id- nlace '''th the
'or ^o, marry
beauteous damsels ^
most of them, put their eu..3 on their

and

j

iskit

Into

the act suit the time

make

Here he

confronted with antithetical charHere he moulds him with
acteristics.
la keen eye to differentiation, for Amanaemlo fidgety
pal'?,
have
we
brose
fop, whereas In his other self, as the
the dream, we
of
vitalized Applejack
have the roaring, blustering, braggart
cutof a buccannear, dagger In teeth,
For
lass to work, gun Itching for play.
Applethe others are mere feeders for
simand
jack, creatures of farce pure

his

the

manneQUln.

soldier

little

Enough Jokes have been engrafted

ks

brose.

"f

frolics

dence of her consummate eklU.
In addition, she performs on the tight
wire with professional adroltncsn, gives
a remarkable exhibition of toe dancing
and fasIn a Spanish ballet number
with
cinates the women In the audience
The
demonstration.
culture
her physicalmanner In which she expands her chest,
baUoon-llke
In fact her whole body, to

[

;n
n

_

She dives and swims

week.

her big, crystal fronted
tank with a grace and abandon that
moke her appear a veritable water
sprite Instead of a creature of earth.
The apparent ease with which she accomplishes her feaU is the heft evi-

and

1

to
JouJ and"i' paid a gracious comground
^"°}^'"' puppet show of The
luee

respectfully

this

bill

;

reality
Mr. Clive, In the dual role of
as the
is "the whole show,
it.
have
would
fellow on the corner
Ambrose
How neatly he differentiated
the
from Applejack, how he vitalized
weakling. How back again to reality,
his
be lapsed Into the braggart of
dreams, to Italicize the spineless Am-

1

Annette KelUrman, with her mermaid
Keith
Is thi high light on the

vibrations and they, in turn, into
sound waves which are amplified inThe
credibly for theatrical purposes.
method of irecording Is the reverse of
transmutations.
of
were coining I'd a baked a cake." I
series
this
DeForest
bought a soft blue silk dress and a
In his preliminary talk. Dr.
Spanish onion for the trial.
suggested that the future of the phonoCHOLETTA.
with
_
competition
direct
in
fllni w.-js not
phase
the movie, but rather as a new
COPIjET THBATRBS—"Captain Apple- ;-of entertainment which would be a
silent
jack," a farcical comedy In three acts,
cross between the stage and the
by Walter Hackett. The cast:
He added that along educational
films
unalmost
Hnliie
were
0. WordTey
I.UBlj
lines Its possibilities
May Edlss limited and drew a picture of the pollPoppy >FnIr»
Elspeth Dudfreon
Mr«. Agatba Whatcombe
it
Mclans of the future who will use
E. E. Clive
Ambrose Applejohn
campaigns. Its
Katherine Standing
as the backbone of their
Anns Valeska
hl.sJaaBamlne Newcombe
value as an accurate recorder of
lira Pengard
when it l.s
..Victor Tandy
Mr. Peneard
torioal scenes and incidents,
Alan Morrbra^
experimental
Iran Borolsky
the
from
finally improved
Ruth Merrill
„..„
course, obto the flnished stage, Is, of
Morris Carnovalty
Dennttt
Terence Neill
vious.
Johnny Jaaon
In rewas,
exhibition
night's
Last
Mr. Hackett knows how to tie a knot
which the adality, a variety show In
and tie It taut, and he Is experienced In
over
a sifilm
As well he vantages of a speaking
the Intricacies thereof.
were heavily emphasized'
knows how to untie one, unloosening lent celluloid
Some of the con-•U .all opportunities,
the strp.nd without frazzle. He might
closetrasts were striking. There was a
well say with the magician: "Tou saw
extremity
of a baby who was in an
me tie It; there it Is Intact, just as up grief.
sound.
no
At first there was
when we etartfed." Well, he knows of
was|
attachment
sound
the
Then
also how to time his exposition, avoidand excruciating and llfe-'|
on
turned
ing drag, getting down to brass tacks
A
stage.
like walls came from back
Immediately. To be true, he Is not so
howling police dog, at first silent, and
keen on character drawing,
then extremely vocal, was another exr

"Able-

stunts.

|

.idd to the bibliographical note.

'

,

.

As the World Wags:
He wa^- a very nice fellow, but I
dropped in on him one day at his office
and he said: "Oh, if I'd a known you

Stage"

j

:

STILL

yarns.
Fall River.

are
omniended by him to the reader;
wishes to trace the transforma)
Punch from the time he
IS of Mr.
Let
s known as "Pulcinelio" in Italy.
the

IS

in the

27:

SERIOUSLY KILLED"

Josephs'
of

parts.

Don't put too much credence In this.
It may be another of those press-agent

Helen

years.

mean

Fall Rlrer Globe of Nov.

"A Book of Mariand Madge Anderson's "Tlie

1

no

As the World Wags:
These headlines were published

dialogue,

tlia

of

j

noted by arrangent the performance given by Plccini,
proprietor and performer
Italian,
Uier s book was first published In
-<).
The writer of this biographical
e says that the text has been out of

vn

it,

the

"talkies,"

or

held last night at

—

Nichols's faIn its ninth

ISSKELLERMAN

j

full-evening showing of

phonoftlm,

the

window by night as they passed
He was. Indeed, a
by the house."

bibliographical note quotes Crulk-

first

Rose,"

weelt.

PHflNOFILMS
The

after his body had been found
yard, "Monstrously torn, and
fearful to behold," there were "cersaw Doctor Faustus look out
which
tain

has

.

Anne
mous comedy, now

DEFOREST SHOWS

the deeds related In' the
Many
legendary narration are to be put by
the side of Till Eulensplegel's rough
Jokes, yet they are described in such
a breezy manner and the author's
moralizing is ko quaint that they make
We ail know that
pleasant reading.
Faust, except in Goethe's poem, came
to a horrid end; but as the old legend

It.

CASTLE SQUARE
Irish

.

i

principal

the

in

Fourth week.

.

of

Modernists, the most Modern Is
born."
Punch, who Is the Spirit of
one sees "the fulfilment of our
He is not only the
..
.'d desires."
he is also the typical Superman,
ero,
he supreme Self-Kxpressionist."

Arliss

stimulating, exhilaratAnd BO It Is with the brand they
ing.
•re ,now serving at our own Copleyl
T A. R.

history of Mr. Punch Is also a
history of manners through the centurles.
There are marionette shows in
Boston. Remember that Anatole preferred marionettes to the company at
the Comedie Francalse; they were more
emotional.* Has a Punch and Judy show
been seen here of late years in the
street?

And

I'oppy

way— refreshing,

The

,

iiin

sically,

i

schoolboy, according to Mr. Gradnt, ever thrilled for the pious Aeneas,
the hero of "Jerusalem Delivered" or
0 hero of "Paradise Lost," whoever
may be. (Was It not Lord Thurlow,
r.
Oradgent, who, rending Milton's
I'm, said that Satan was a damned
;e fellow and he hoped he would win?)
en the salntUest woman prefers
velace, the rake, to Sir Charles Granson, the spotless prig. "Can It be that
:i'
willing to put up with unlimited
In a hero, provided he wear the
ibel, whereas there Is a limit to

n gn

Edls

Standing was a beautiful Anna phybut she BOft-pcdalod the tragic
note.
Could she only Indicate impending tragedy a trifle more clearly there
would be added llhinlon.
For the others, each In his or toer way,
bad their little say, and well they said
Applejack— favorite beverage of
It.
these Volsteadlan days down Jersey

|

i

No

Mi.Hs

,1

a i.vely pirate bold, and Mr. Mowbrav, an Ivun, was mora alnlster whMl
frock -coated than In the vivid hablllmentH of the Spanish main, with fixn
to port and leewnrd and oil the tVPMiss
plngM of a vllllan of the seas.

i'<>cauae he
the hero who
wi'd thnni.
"RnffloB, fori Kwifty from the Itallnn opera at the
u do nothlnjr wronB.
-tance, (rets away with It because he
The fashionable women
Haymnrkct.
Su does Hamlet, were divided In their admiration belys the title role.
ha unfortunate Claudius, who really
tween these marionettes and the tenor,
s his points of superiority, never gets
Nieoliiii.
In Arbuthiiofs "Ml.itory of
Khdst of a chance, being Invariably^ John Bull" (1712) Mrs. Bull, the Orst
:sonated by the worst actor In the
wife, reproaches her husband for lolcrltlo once said of a Thesand taverns,
toriuK about alehouses
portrayal of the guilty uncle that
spending his time at billiards, nlneplnS
^ ed
mothe king as If he were
or i)ui)pot-shows; his second wife, a
Illy expecting some one else to
sober country gentlewoman, complali)ed
"
.\y the ace.'
that the whole generation was In love
;

(.

and

London m-hen
Thoy drew many

the rage In

—

—

shoulders and march off for home amid
sobs from the inn-keeper.
Louie, the
company cook, however, decides to
stay behind, for which the audience Is
grateful, since he Is played by Leon

ErroL

CONTINUING PLAYS
COLONIAI^"Lady Be

Good,"
muuical comedy with the Astaires,
Fred and Adele, and Walter Catlett. George Gershwin wrote the
music.

MAJESTIC—"GreenDHch

Vil-

lage Follies," new edition staged
by Hassard Short, with Florence

Moore,

Tom Howard, Frank Mc-

Intyre,

and others for

Second week.

SHUBERT

—

"The

principals.

Student
Prince," musical version of "Old
Heidelberg," with De Wolf Hopper and others. Twelfth week.
WILBUR—"Old English," John
Galsworthy's play, with George

Louie and the Inn-keeper open a hotel
and get ready for the tourists. Tl|y
come In quantity and hire Louie to
guide them in the mountain climbs.
Louie, in dress a cross between Harry
Lauder and the Duncan sisters, gets
them lost, makes love, becomes Intoxicated, fights with his boss and spills to
the floor with his trick leg,
IrreBlstlbly

funny way.

all

In

At length,

his
i>e

hires himself out to break a "thirteen
complex" at dinner, and assumes sev!eral

Jaw-breaking

titles.

Then comes

the familiar scenefbf the Iraposter at the
dinner table, with burlesque of social

"breaks," and hemming and hawing of
Louie to extricate himself from statements such as that the aurora borealls
grows with abundance in his kingdom.
But the plot, 80 intentionally obvious
and flimsy that It Is frankly funny,

matters not except that It serves to hold
together remarkable specialties and side-

j

,

essay

SYWraow

FIRST
nrea. lor
goods
with his worldly
is

..rroU

^

EXTRA CONCER

boxos he attempts

In the old

,

Ulck

of

st vKe
,r,':Tbundles. he provokes

.vo.uaneoua laughter.

the first concert of Its extra Monday'
nlRht series last night In Symphony
hall.
Tha program was as follows:
the "Apocalypse" and,
I.lndov. from

Wis

"Klkimora"; Rimsky-Korsakov, Suite,
':
from "The Fairy Tale of Tsar Saltan
Brahms, Symph^ony, No 1, C Minor.
Mr. Koussevltzky conducted. The pro-l

tl^^e'^^k^isUl^^r^n'lfdia
P-^rformance than she
a smoother
thon. Her «very dance

i-Tram was varied and well contrasted!
and an audience that packed the hall
showed once again the popularity ofj

song^lU^e a^^j

r:;rr,i^gXdr^nrU.e.en,
in
m

L>'ies.

_

Among

ittcv.,
fact,

scenes

she

Is

these extra concerts.

Boston« .^T »v«.
Lladov was made known to Boston
eye. the
Joan ilans by the amusing
_ little music-box
St -oan.
of ^<..
ui

—

i
|

the
the
of
--

''l'P''"'^,,,nn1

!

-

Mr.

played

i

I

r^WaSd

,
,

|

.

their voices."

SASUWSKY

.

.

„

^

the portrayal of this awscene In music was audacious; Llaimpressive wlthTo the excellent accompaniments of ^ov succeeded in being
blatant,
Edlth Ivaile, Saslawsky, Boris Saalaw- out being merely
sky, baritone, sang tills unusual pro^tSr-Jf'ion ln
frram yesterday afternoon in Jordan found rich rn^t^",^?
,

To attempt

ful

1

'

The Pilgrim's Song. Tschalkowsky;
Autumn
utumn Fields, Gretchaninofl:; Pride,
c.......
i»
Borodlne; m^.
The Statue
Tsarkole-selo
of -n.-.i.-.
Cui;
Der Wanderer, Schubert; Der
Soldat, Schumann; Malnacht, Brahms
La Caravane, Chausson; Vllianelle des

'

i

,

I

i

I

d'alightful

j

it

la

my

homa, for

to

window

in the

We, to be

sure,
hails in

now—dance

H.

of

A. P.

I

I

I

as an

honest
His Phantasy Trio

For brethren to dwell together In unity.
It Is like the precious ointment upon the
head
That ran down upon the beard.
Even Aaron's beard."
The Cherniavsky Brothers dwelt together in unity of purpose upon the

Would that the precious

platform.

had run down on the strings and

|

j

|

oil

af-

fected sensuously the interpretations.

jCECLEFRANCAIS,
The Harvard Ccrcle Francais gave a
performance yesterday afternoon in the
Fine Arts Theatre for the benefit of
the French lighthouse fund. They played
Bisson's three-act comedy. "Le Controleur des Wagons-Lits," with thif
cast:
Georges Godefroid
Alfred Godefroid
MontpepiiL
J
Raoiil de Saint-Medard
.

.

.

CARTER'S

Mme. Cliarbonaeau
.Angelo
Itosine

Emlen P. Ettlne
Carleton S. Smitli
Yves H. Buhler
Ernest TscHn, .Ir.
Richard 1). Meri.m
Gordon K. BeM
Janet Sabine
Elizabpth I.j-man
Louisa Bazoley

Labordave
Charbonnean
Lucienne Godefroid
Mme. Montpepin

a haberdashery:

Charlotte Jloaeley

:

Helen Howe
Helen Streeter
Jnllet Greent

Charbonneau

Francolse
Julie

This farce was first produced. If memory Is right. In 1898. In' the fall of that
year, in

FROM THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY
'

any
had

case. In a

German

j

transla|

the world in Berlin in
spasms of laughter. Presently it made
tion

If

goat.

'

it is

I'm Borry to say I didn't have the
nerve to go In, so you can't prove anything by me.
RUSTY.

Dartmouth

known here

English composer.

JAMES ROCKEL.

beards long and bushy true wisdom
denote
Then Plato must bow to a halrj' he-

'

Tchaikovsky, dedicating tlie trio to
memory, wished it to he published in

Bridgtt- is

PANTS % OFF
COMB IN AND LOOK

bo

In

so
his

World Wags:

the

ladles said:

Is

story.

London.

"How
many nice
Back Bay ana com-

house

captious, impossible.
She offended him by a gift to a servant. In
a letter he onllpd her a "huckster woman"; and wished to dedicate the trio
to one of his noble friends.
He fl,naliy
apologized to her most humbly- and let
the original dedication stand. The trio
Is not one of his best.
In
1880
Mme. von Meek wlsh.-i
Tchaikovsky to write a trio.
He refu.sed and in a long and Interesting
letter gave his reasons. He thought the
three instruments were at war.
The
union was unnatural.
The timbres
would not blend. Listening to a trio or
a violin sonata tortured him.
They
were artificial forms of composition.
And so on. and so on. But in 1882 he
wrote that he had composed a trio to
give her pleasure.
He thought it not
a bad work, though he feared he might
have written In an orchestral manner.
Nicholas Rubinstein had died in ISSl,

While passing through a small New
England town I saw the following sign

a house on Bea-

see

Countess Erdoedy, at whose house
Beethoven lived for a time. He was
'irritable,

It

all

the rounds of German theatres, by all
(accounts at the time the cause of hilarlSmall wonder;
ty wherever it went.
German actors are m.asters at playing
farce and a master no less of his kind
had given them masterly material to
work with in the breakfast scene of the
third act. Who can ever forget It?
A year or two later the farce had Us
day in America, under the vapid title
"On and Off." Poorly translated and

'•

street."

HAI HAl LIKEWISE HOI HOI
As the World Wags:

LONQ, LONG AGO
As

World Wags:
Yesterday when I was walking gemuethllch I met ploetzUo. Sam Rosenberg,
the

vat iss der intlm freund from' Chyam
Hirsch.
"How Iss blssnlss, Sam?" I ask him.
"Gut," says he. "I Just am on It to
open a kleiner clothink store. Vot iss
itself a good name for such a on-a?"
"The Vortex," say I.
"Vot," says he, "I should call mine
store de Vortex! Fiddle yourself home,
you drummer boy, ve don't have to
charge no vortrax on Go clothink no
more. De war Iss doch over!"

there Is virtue
"Similia SImilibus"

H.

J.

yoke College has

hit the
May we drive it home?
excellent "head" writer puts It:
"Says Girls Who Pet Will Live to
Just why the future tense?
Blush."
And Madam Prexis herself says, "The
home should be the fun centre."

The

The Herald were not a family paper, we could say more than merely this
that the home Is, for the estimable
If

flared brightly In the

—

be

filled

with

lltUo, stifled

cries.
j

The mute entreaties of a woman's eyes.
That stabbed him through the firelight

'

like

i

a sword.

i

!

i

As the World Wags:
It seems to me that there

Is

some-

thing of conceit in this d.-iy of ours in
its supposing that the experimental love
dalliance of our "flappers" and "sheiks"
it)

unexampled

in

I

!

I

QUEEN OP THE SUBURBS.
LOVERS VAGABOND

I

history.

On reading

of Mt. Holnail on the

head.

Ignored.

The room was

the

WOOLLEV ON WILDNESS
As the World Wags:
President Mary Wooliey

fire,

i

know who wrote

many people come and go
And there the pleasure ends.

desire.

could not

NBAL.

"So

,

near him

wishes to

P.

For just a few respond In kind.
These few we call our friends."

blurred.
He loved the kindly covering of the dark
That made a shadowy wraith of his

presence

the

poem beginning;

At last the fire diminished to a spark;
Loud talk relaxed to an occasional word;
And faces flushed with merriment were

A

In

LILLIAN

EL SL

But when a log

—

theory of
why should not
Francis Bacon have been cured of a
wart by the application of lard? This
"Veritas," anent your arI ask you,
ticle, "Pigs, Whistles and Warts," In
The Herald of Dec. 5,
If

AROUND THE FIRE

—

;

New

people leaving the
ing back to the HiU which they fihoula
never have left."
"Yes," said another, "you know the
other side of Arlington street must be
like the middle West."
"In that case," Bald the charming
Mrs. Gollghtly, "I must live In Okla-

As a

vocalist, however. Mr. Saslawsky
btands exceedingly well; as a musician,
in such matters as rhythm, phrasing
and nuance, he stands higher still.
Although, like most Russians, he appears to value above all else characterization and emotion, he does not, like
':oo
many of his countrymen, secure
'hem at any price, even the sacrifice of
vocal and musical decency. In common,
indeed, with many Russians and Mrs.
Oummldge, too, he feels things more
'han most of us; so, to express his
'eeling, he may make a sentimentalist
)f
Schubert's Wanderer, a man too
prone to tears of Schumann's Soldier,
something almost over-naive of Chabrier's little ducks.
These variations of racial taste once
admitted, it must be set down that Mr.
Saslawsky sang these songs effectively,
more happily than those more lyrical
songs by Brahms and by Chausson. The
Russian songs he sang remarkably well,
and the folk spngs he had the daring
to sing as no doubt they ought to be
sung—boldly, freely, with neither airs
nor graces; but with humor in plenty,
mind you, and a wealth of vgcal skill.
Who shall say if he sang Mr. Beach's
song.s well or ill? A person who can not
abide Carl Sandburg is but a sorry
judge. Only an admirer of the poet, by
the same token. Is qualified to express
an opinion as to the merits of the songs.
The accompaniments as Mr. Beach
played them, sounded well if only there
had been no irritating words to stand
In the way.
At the end of the second
song, when? the text followed the music
a moment of free play, music and verse
together achieved a moment that seemcd like poetrj-.
But, if a non-admirer
of Sandburg may ask the question, does
Mr. Beach's accentuation of the last
three lines of the third song do justtee
lo Sandburg's thouerht?
R. R. iJ.

drawing-room
One of the

Hill.

old

servation that, while In all probability
our young men are not entirely regenerate, our young ladies, nevertheless,
are wiser than girls of the early and
middle 18th century. Girls like Lydia
Languish read novels such as the "Delicate Distress"; such vicarious experience only rendered them more susceptible to the "insignificant Words" of Vagabond Lovers. Our young ladles, on the
other hand, are reared on psychology,
eugenics and novelists such as Cabell,
Anderson and Marks; consequently, they
are ably fitted to discount the turgldlties of our modern "line."

As

con

an

Is

have a modification
which girls are furnished as partners.
But, on the whole, our moral alarmists
who are decrying the present millennium
of paganism can take heart in the ob-

Tea was served at the orthodox hour
in the

violin-

won the Cobbett prize in 1908.
"Behold how good and how pleasant

[

of

HALE

Jan, pianist; MIschel, 'cellist, gave
ft
concert List r.ljfht in Jordan Hall.
The progriim coni>>ri."?ed Beethoven's
Tilo, o|i 7n. .N'o. 1. 'rc:ia-.k(/*?ty'o Trio;
I'lank Bridge's Phantasy Trio.
There Is a curious story about Beethoven's Trio.
It
is
dedicated to the

bring people of different Characters together, and the Libertine and the Innocent are huddled, to the Danger of the
latter, and Encouragement of the for-

m

lends virility and strength to his singing
and also an individual charm! Peoi:Je
who do not like it need not be bothered
by It overmuch, for the most of the
time Mr. Saslawsky sings in a musical
half voice so pleasant to hear It must
content the most exacting taste.
He produces his tones for the most
part freely, though those at the top
sound sometimes needlessly dry, and
those at the other end of the scale ar^
not so stout of body as they might be.

By PHILIP

The Cherniavsky Brothers, Leo.
ist;

an edition de luxe.

It

the
n title
mie of tne
Russian legends. The full
opera from .^-hjch this "Tsar Saltan
based
is
libretto
suite Is derlved-the
nn
talft In
in verse by Pushkin— takes
on a tale
one at once into fairy land: "The Fairy,
Tale of Tsar Saltan," and each of the
Inthree -movements Is given a- royal
ine
troduction by a trumpet fanfare,
years
-25
performed
^^°'
opera was
the suite was played by
Symphony Society n New York as tar
back as 1905, but it was not heard in
Boston until Mr. Monteux brought It

American, he Has not chosen to rid his
voice of a peculiar rugged, almost rude
quality, not always agreeable to all
American ears but which, nevertheless,

)

CHERNIAVSKYS

"The general complaint Is that the
Men who are at the Expence of the Hall,

Fetits Canards. Chabrier; Of Wounds
and Sore Defeat, Daniel Gregory Mason;
The Garden, Frederick P. Hart; PassersClark Street Bridge, Joy, John
by,
Beach; EI Pano Moruno, Seguldllla Murclana. M. de Falla; Le Semeur, Au Son
du Fifre, folksongs of Brittany; Under out In April, 1923.
C
"Symphony
the Cherry Tree, An Old Woman's Plan, Last came Brahms's
Minor," with its grand opening and its
folksongs of Little Russia.
exaltation
of
Pnish in a broad sweep
It was an attractive singer who oarae
y^re familiar ana
to a hearing yesterday. Mr. Saslawsky >I1 the compositions
perroimpossesses, first and foremost, a fine it Is needless to say that_ the
Being neither an Italian nor an ance of them was masterly.
voice.
'

.

mer."

1

Hall-

"Lover?'' 'one

erally

!

I

Steele's

easie and Janty. ..."
(Our
take 'em or leave 'em attitude.)
There Is a further delineation of this
Lover's character, but it is too long to
quote. The essay ends with a consideration of the current complaint against
dancing halls from which I quote.

—

M

or

.

when

piano piece tha-t
^ „
triost
roost nleasing.
y
and tha banquet haU are on
^^^^ vtsltea this city. Later "Balba-1
the curtain rises
Vs
"The Enchanted -Lake" and,
a''yaga,"
ard
va and
lackeys
of
army
and
"Kiklmora," all orchestral pieces, de"itV «r. unusual
major-domo win favor with
lighted audiences by their highly imEspecially fantastic
quality.
and attend- aginative
Is the musical setting for the Russian
^rnfte wL^
the^ monothe Chorus
folk-tale of "Klkimora" who "is noisy
rt l^d.erofmajor's^song,
and
evening";
till
morning
^^^^ "^"^^^^ from
cled English
any parUcular
"whistles and hisses from twilight till
which failed to arouse
Here the flutes, in eerie
midnight."
eccenruns, brought ou the witchery of the
'"MlHs'kdna Coveys astounding
fell and colshe
which
time before his deaXli
short
tale.
A
tr^ dance. In
"
fashion,
Lladov wrote his translation into tones
topsed in loose-jolnted
'\'
and
performance,
^ tremendous passage in which
hish Doint of the
was asj j^j^^
^^^^^^ of Patmos describes
EWelvn Law's well known kick
who
H. P. M.
^Is vision of the mighty angel
ever.
good
hi
set his right foot on the sea and
and when
left foot on the earth
uttered
he had cried, seven thunders
SilotI

;i

grace of elegant suavity, but that was
because his politeness was society constrained, and the drawing room presentation took the place of our automobile
"tete-a-tete." I give Steele's description
of the lover of his day, taking the liberty to make bracketed Interpolations:
"A Lover Vagabond, considering him
in his utmost Perfection and Accomilshment, is but a seeming man. He
usually has a command of insignificant
Words (our "line") accompanied with
easy action (our swagger), which passes
among the sillier part of the Fair for
Eloquence and fine Breeding.
.
He
has all the Sufriclency which
little
Learning, and general notices of things
give to gickly heads (viz., the knack of
superficial uterminology of some of our
collegiate friends), and is wholly exempt from that Diffidence which almost
always accompanies great Sense and
great Virtue in the Presence of the Admired. But the Lover Vagabond, loving
no woman so much as to be distressed
for the loss of her, his manner Is gen-

The Boston Symphony orchestra gnve

recover the u^e^
d auen,p.s to
house
^,ne leg bring down the
in to un
stepped
Miss Shutta. who
whe" Jn Bosto^
expectod prominence

Ko,

upon a oiescrlption of the "Lover
Vagabond," who, by all the earmarks
of the spejies, Is the forebear of our
present day gallant.
To be sure, the
man of that day had the redeeming

c'i>n\ps

We

poor jazz youngsters, havparents.
ing certain tastes which our parents
refuse to believe are part and parcel
of the family stock, and which we must
indulge extra-doraesticaliy, we are inL. W. BUELL.
deed hell-bound.

Stoneham.

not too adroitly played, it made no great
There was Fritz Williams, though,
hit.
that
to play the harassed husband,
skilled actor who was blessed with a
knack (and quite likely wtill is) at wearing fine clothes so Impressively, he made

every
him.

dowdy man who saw him, envy
did much witn his part.

He

Yesterday the play seemed oddly oldits technique of a kind that
by 1898 had surely ceased to' obtain in
serious drama, a technique leaning
heavily on asides and properties compromising garments found In the wrong
But a funny situplace, and the like.
ation remains funny, however it may be
Bisson knew a funny situpresented.
ation when he thought o fone. and he
had and has a bright wit of his own.
The actors did justice to his wit yesterday. In French, some _of It. that
fashioned,

—

—

—

sounded to an American ear, quite Pa-

some was not so good. The acting varied as well, from some that was
not excellent to the performance of Mr.
Smith, In Us drollery and sure and delicate touch worthy of the professional
Mr. Etting,
stage of the better sort.
tliough over-exuberant, played with hu-

risian;

mor and high

Congratulations to Mr. James L. Edwards for his beautiful and touching
poem, "The Blind Horse," published In
your column. I knew that horse. My
daughter and I often walked u block out
of our route to pat the old fellow and
Mr. Edgive him a lump of sugar.
wards expressed our thoughts.
L. R. R.
Boston,
•

liody

displayed

spirits.

a sense

Nearly everyof

character,

At the second
the real comic spirit.
performance, this evening, a greater security as to the lines will make for the
faster pace that Is becoming to farce.
R. R. G.

i
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I

I

j

"

well

„;i,-

7 J

himself

owl

^ht

dies,"— From

tto«

Paderewskl.

Znlo«**a portrait of
which, commls.loned by Stetnway

& Co.
will be placed
and
Vorlt.
New
In
now
is
hall,
permanently In the new Stelnway
of a
repreeenU him Btanding In front

j
\

!

I

.-^rlng

shadows, "casting a spirit- of
ni,.
disquietude upon the entire scene."
Why "disquietude"? The famous
knows not
-nlst. the staunch patriot
,

.

l

word "HUnnlfftude."
have
Theatrical chroniclers aeem to
deaths which
n l-yed mention of tVree
of
that
One was
n. curred last week.
was the
Mrs. Joseph Anderson, who
Lawrence Barrett and the
I

,

.

To

this

who camo

,

daughter of
which
Mster-ln-Uw of Mary Anderson,
between
made her a connecting link
their day^
two of tha greatest stars of
former
The second was John M. Ward,
havTheatre,
Boston
the
treasurer of
estabpc been In the box office of that
188o.
to
1859
icnt for 26 years, from

lived
as in his 85th j'^ar. and had
Marblehead for a long while.
her
In
who
The third was a lady
She
youth was known as JuUa Melville.
.

I,agn<.le

^

,

of

Celle. near Hanover. In 1687. went to London early In
the 18th century and died there In 1749.
He wrote operas, music for pantomimes
and tragedies, sonatas for various in-

French parentage at

j

j
j
'

struments. Handel valued him as an
Galliard is best known tooboe player.
day as the translator into Kngllsh of

remarkable book on slrtglng, "Observations on the Florid Song," a book
that should be read diligently by vocal
teachers and pupils. Galllard's annotations are Interesting. Tosl wrote; "I do
not know if a perfect singer can at the"
same time be a perfect actor; for the
mind being at once divided by two different operations, he will probably inIt
cline more to one than the other.

Tosl's

lipinir,

hov.pver,

much more

difficult

to

>

i

i.u-

'

Afl

a headl'MH

'lila,

i.
.1 lying
n.-rv.int ooiild

gnasiplng. nin\t
The moHt gr^

..

Ihn title
'

:n

I

I

lyre, or tho representation of an uss
as nn organ-blower. The pig was aevm
In France
on signs iiH an organist.
there wero La Trui'.- Devlrteuse. Ln
MonTrule qui file, La Trule fllnnte.
kvys, dogs, magpies variously «ngaged
London
was
were also Heen on signs.
rich In signs: Tho Merchant Tailors,
live Throe Needles, the Flower Pot. tho
Jar of Lilies. th« Cock and Hottle. the
Boar's Head (Falstaft's favorite Inn),
the Hog In tho PounU, the Gentleman
In Trouble (In Philadelphia there was
a signboard lettered "A Man Full of
Trouble"). Wre, Man Loaded with Mischief, the Case Is Altered, the Old Tippling Philosopher. Legs of Man. the
Hole In the Wall. George In the Tre<a.
the Smiling Man. tho Crab's Well. Pig

men and women.

Jelly or

a

a pincushion."

Is supposed by some to be
the old Kngllsh for bowl, and
"wassail" corrupted Into whistle, but
wa do not see the need of this explanation, for as we have said animals playing musical Instruments were commonThe IMcklrd
ly figured on signboanls.
Egg, Dirty Dick, tho Bald-faced Stag,
the Salutation and Cat, Ram and Teazle,
the Devil and the Bag of Nails wvre
old English signs. Was "Tho Goat and
Compasses" a corruption of "God enThere are several
compasses us"?
books on signs: Larwood and Hotten's
"History of Sign Boards." "Old London Taverns." by Edward Callow; but
the most exhaustl\''3 one on European
signs is unvloubtedly J- D. Blavlgnac's
"Histolre des Enseigncs," published at

and Whistle

a„,,A^

for pig,

-'--^f^H^^^^

.

Informed
Mr. 'ilerklmer Johnson has
work.
subscribers to his colossal
Political and Social Beast

:

the

•Man

as a
sold
(elephant folio, richly Illustrated
the 18th and
only by subscription), that
the
to
devoted
19th volumes will be
reater Boston.
history of bandit ry In G

We

Coolldge's
are told that President
found is

overcoat, which was lost fnd whe^er
not told
a heavy one, but we are
collar and whether
tt has a chinchilla

Geneva

As the World Wags:
me of
Cars visit to Chicago ren^mdsthrough
that went
tlie old tale of a train
that the natives
a country town so fast
see It. One or
said it took two men to
Bhe comes,
"Thar
the men would say,
she^oes.
the other said. "Thar

Mr. Burgin then played the Bach B
minor suite for violin alone. Surely 'f
Is
one of the most dilficult to make
sound well? It seems as though those
.suites must perforce sound well, when
one reads them at home of a winter
But they
night, snug by the radiator.
seldom do; did Bach write impossibilities for the instrument?
So far as mere sound went, Mr. Burgin avoided unpleasantnesses more sue*

Two

is

W

th.a
Middle
with Information, published by Pascal Covlcl of Chicago. Ed.

"Inns

C. Firebaugh's
Apres." a book

Wags)
(For An the World

Kipling's favorite flower

behind the
and the great walled garden to them.
mansion is largely given over
Boston Herald.
Burden
You taught us the White Man's
Weak.
The Help of the Strong for the
guerdon;
scorns
That work of the best
seek.
to
far
not
is
That Wisdom

of

stuffed

—

—

Homer

•

the tree that never grew,
This is the bird that never flew,
This is the ship that never sailed,
"
This is the mug that never failed.'
Some oM signs are mentioned In
'This

TO RUDYARD KIPLINQ

You're the

9,

thes.2 lines:

while

Is

The New York Sun

1879.
1900,

published an Interest
incT articl'! on signs In London, Phila
"Both In Bosother
cities.
delphia and
ton and Philadelphia there were tavern
signs on which were painted a tree
bird, a ship and a can of beer, and
below these mysterious symbols were

the lining needs repalrmg.

"The rose

In

of Dec.

|

did special justice.

do.

n

ll(i\ild

i

'

A BOW playing an oboe was nn Inn
comnjon In tho middle iigeH. as
was an nss playing a vli llo, a harp, n

Is

eyes and Imagine she

^

opening movement, Mr. Burgin and Mr.
Sanroma played It well. The rest of the
sonata they played enchantlngly. with
delightful tone, sensitiveness to rhythm,
and, with the piano lid open, as many
people would always haA'e It If they
could have their way, with perfect tonal
balance. To the second movement and
the last, those the most poetical, they

than most violinists

>

In
ev«r huw was li.
l ih."
Wales, called the "Bull ai
where the bull, a fearaonie. rampant
beast, was depleted aa about tosnuff out
n candle with a huge pair of nniifTora
held by a front hoof. The local painter
was "Immonse" on this sign, both In
V. F.
work and In Imagination.
Point of I'lnea.

Sandy
this one?
Just
theatre.
Invited his girl to the
a little
before calling for her he put
got
they
gasoline on his coat and after
her to close her
in the street car he told

AT THE ANANIAS CLUB
As the World Wags:
We hit a bump in the road and the
couple

in

the

front

around and say:

of England's Armies.

seat

didn't

"Are you

still

turn

with

T. N. T.

us?"

The Froissart of Mess and of Line,
email.
As the World Wneai
The Chaucer of all, or great or
This morning 1 paid a girl friend the
Who have stepped to some tune divine, quarter
I boi rowed from her last week,
and she didn't say: "Oh. I had forgotten
When aoroBS the world wentInrocking
ANNABELLE.
It!"
about
Llsts.l
aU
the
The word you were down.
We choked—for our hearts wore knock- As the World Wags;
Ing—
evening, at a studio partyWe blinked through the sudden mlata. oneTheofother
those where there Is a dearth
gave a lady a drink
1
know
of_you
Cape Town.
In Sydney and Nome and
and she didn't say: "There Is a GodIn palace and cot and stews.
BAlUiELHOUSH.
there Is a Godl"
Men waited, and waited, and waited,
And hoped for better news.

brightness, the third by its airy gracegrace with a strength about not always
exat hand in airy music— the finale
quisitely poetic once more, with hints of
the later Faure oftener In evideni;e than
in the other three.
Though quieter in mood than one
would have expected for the joyous

r.^ssfully

'
.

I

right.

nil

think

/

As the World Wags:
Have you heard

orchestra.

.

j

This evening

.

Into

,

•

j

Ih

a grand sma.sh at
friends
Mrs. Nathan Appleton's. 700 dear
I am "Ot
invited, 400 consent, of whom
either
converted
one. not caring to be
.

,

A

J

i

WitU-H, A piK In
Tin la anniHt liniM

much

not do

that
with no greater risk Indeed than
lecture-going or

;

,

/

of being overrun by a
loo'.ure-comllig mob of

,

sonata, G major, freely transcribed for
a small orchestra by Maximilian Steinberg; Bloch's suite for viola and orLefranc. soloist), and
chestra (Mr.
Mendelssohn's Italian symphony. Steinberg made this transcription expressly
for Mr. Koussevltzky, and the performance will be the first. GalUard. born of

at his f^ft.

and you may cross tho street
r'sl^
any hour of the evening with no
being shot down by the mH'tary,

at

,

The program of the symphony concerts this week comprises Galllard's

,

twren his forefeet. I havn
Kign with u headleBH pig, il"

metropolis,

came

!BURG1N,VT0UNIST,

»ny unn

t

atanding on hla b

bearing a Iray of

i

l:

;f;

If
•

•

.

sign.

In llviiry,

^•

«•

this

wonrtur

I
'

i

I'nclftnil Hii.l
Iti

to
William Hlckllng Presoott, writing
Fanny Calderon de la Barca from Bos"We lead a very
ton on Feb. 23. 1844
our quiet
In
different kind of life

50th

The many friends of Adele aus der
Ohe, accomplished musician and admirable pianist, will be sorry to hear that
has been
on account of iUn-ss she
obliged to give up teaching in Berlin,
assistance.
pecuniary
of
need
in
Is
and
She was born at Hanover in 1864, and
as a child of 7 appeared in public. HavIng studied with the two Kiillaks and
for seven years at least with Liszt, she
came to the United States in the fall
She has played in Boston with
of 1S86.
the Boston Symphony orchestra nine

milijpnl,

history of
vnnl." Til.

aign
/

country in 1891 as a member of
the Kneisel quartet, and so 'cellist of

Symphony

this

he

'

Unlst and pianist alike.

to this

the

tho

your r«adM

evening of

tonight in celebration
year belon- the public. His program will
include Llnder's Concerto, which he
played when he n\ade his first appearance with the Berlin Symphony orchesfirst

in

Debussy a FaKaninI study
and Scherzo
KrelsVe^'s an Introduction
Brahms's Hungarian dance. "JT^^
f
vlo
beautiful playing, from

Aiwln Schroeder, the solo 'cellist for
many years of the Boston Symphony
orchestra, will give a recital In Jordan

He

it)

'^H^closed his concert ^'^l^,lente .r^;
by
Que
turne by Sibelius. "Plus

1

1875.

had ob-

that or a low comedian. " 7". ^^^""^^
Indeed, ^r- B"-"^'" "^^^
applauded.
had of all tnt
the most of It. as he

j

December,

'

aBro««ibl..
LwskI, more pretentious, but
a «'^>'*"°
In Its rhytht?'. and next
P^"\.sic all gasping
Prokolleft.
''"'^^
humor
ing. with aVort of

The Harvard Glee Club, assisted by
Slgrld Onegin, contralto, will give a
concert in Symphony hall tonight. The
program Is an interesting one.

tra in

clinnka iiKti.nil.»l (o the uln'
Tt»« hfatory of "Puh" »n.! i..n niy ,
ninst riiilnua, I dn not own uny bnoli

*

'

mli.slewith "Bygone Men.orlcH.
roll, and
as Pwoet and common as Jel y pleasant
a "K.-Kro .Mr and nunre,"
L»onouKh and honest. A •N"Oturn«
played then, by .Szymai

hall.

hall

n.

colors,

run down bv an automobile on
day evening, and died In the hosback
the following day. I m-at her
-uige at the Boston Theatre in Septem- times (March 26. 1887-Jan. 20, 1906).
Adevisiting
playing concertos by Beethoven. Brahms,
ber 1923, when she was
Herrmann, the magician, the Chopin. Huss. Liszt, Rubensttin, SchuHerrI-.W of the great Alexander
mann. Vofcrlch. At ner last appearance
We talked of the days In the
!u
she played Beethoven's 5th concerto.
In
here and played
V seventies when they two were
.She gave many recitals
and
brilliant and at
idowskl's ballet at the Howard
In chamber concerts. A
MelMiss
Boston.
i9 a super At th'a
the same time eminently musical pianth«
home-loving,
modest,
a
vule told us then of playing at
was
she
ist,
ol
Boston Theatre In 1862, In proof
most estimable woman. Some of her
oij
name
her
found
which I afterward
compositions, a violin sonata, a Suite
rrcgrams of that day. Mme. Herrj and smaller pieces for the piano hawe
ball
Klralfy
n told of being In the
l>een published.
r\t
the Theatre Comique In 1869
Addle, he.
n she was billed as Mls.s
belns Adelaide Scarsez. She was
.a-rled to the magician in New York,
on the Fourth of July, 1874. the ceremony being performed by Mayor A.
If the present sane fashion holds,
Oakey Hall. I last met her on June 5
25th
soon we shall be getting to know in
of this year. In New York, at the
Boston a fair number of the piano
annual dinner of the Society of American Magicians, of which she Is the only
and violin sonatas we ought to know.
lady member, and if ever a woman was
Mr. Burgin, for good example, at
She
is.
she
glftod with eternal youth,
his recital last night in Jordan hall,
was a beauty in her youth, and she is
a beauty today, shapely and attractive,
Igave his audience an opportunity
with the cutest bobbed white hair.
in
(to hear Faure's early sonata,
MelJulia
to
spoke
I
tlm«
last
The
Oct. 4.
major; that they might hear it
ville was on the afternoon of
I
this year, when at the Public Library
aright, he secured the valuable help
preached the funeral sermon of the Bosof that builliant pianist, Jesus Maria
she
After I had flnish-ed
ion Theatre.
me.
Sanroma.
to
spoke
and
stage
:e up on the
Mr. Burgin did well. When has lovelier
did not realize then that we should
Jugg>ermusic been heard than the Andante,
th be victims of the modern
harmony, In
In
in
melody,
In
lovely
I escaped with four stitches
uaut.
rhythm? The first movement pleased
the back of my head, but she lost her
KIIiBY.
QUINCY
mightily
by its sunny, spring-like
life.

-

'

Thi'

"'no lint^^duoed next Cycll Soott, Boott
In his true
strliiped of his nonsense.

of

of his

well.

llKcd with

last Travel Talk of the
(Friday evening and Saturday
afternoon) will be about little known
places in London with excursions to the
English provinces and Scotland.
Constance McGlinchee, pianist, will
play music by Mozart, Franck, Chopin,
Schumann, Stojowskl. Liszt, Severac
and Szanto Saturday afternoon In Jor-

dan

rm

aM

dli'iice

series

spats.

thOBf

iloiiM.-H,

of ih.

Newman's

Mr.

I

I

,

ni'-iii

next week consists of
Hach's Suit.- in D (tho one with the
")
Strauss's "Alplno"
".Xlr
and
famous
symphony, which, first performed at
rierlin 21 years ago, has not been heard
in Boston.

His right
r^, even If
clasping a sheet of
la on the piano
armhole of his
o; his left la In an
There are "law books" on a
.«a M.-oat.
The Polish eagle Is to be
-tool nearby.
emblem on
»een In the folds of the red
The sky Is a
he end of the piano.
and,
blue, modified with mauve
you wear

degree!"
"NlcoUnl.

Tho program

coat

frock

the

Paris.

wearing

ba(*«round. Mr. Paderewekl Is
trousers,
a Prlnco Albert coat, striped
are sorry to
white waistcoat, and, we
with a
ay. a nowing white tie. Never
and striped trousers, dear

well,

and the a'nrabande, he

Whereas statesmen
times were
and learned men In old

portrait the

ri.i

atlraillvi.
a.x hciiriy

on a balcony..

thunder-storm
portrayed with a terrific
Zuloaga'a
coming up behind them. In
Warsaw monument Is In the

m

lty

Oalllard rethe first
plied:
time Into England about the year 1708.
had both qualities, more than any that
have oonie since. He acted to perfection
and did not sing much Inferior."
Bloch s suite was written originally
for vlolii !ind piano. In this form It was
played here iit a Klonzaley quartet oonrert by Louis Ballly and Harold Bauer.
.Mr. Lefranc has played the suite with
liinno (Nadia Boulanger, pianist) also
with orchestra at a Colonne concert In

roek Anthology'.

pliino

;.

IliNt

rtll.

perfeot

bom;
•The nlfht owl BlngB a death
th«
when Demophllua •Inss, even

,t

.1,

What a
Is beyond the second.
would It be to possess both In a

th"^

I

'

—

,

^

Now. thank Oodl you are mending,
Wise Poet and Teacher of Men:

May you

aeo

(Is

>nir)
!

;

|

j
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the wish

we

The rose bloom

,
,
again and again I

Conoord, N. H.

B. P.

,

KBENH.

"PlQ AND WHISTLE"
Aa the World Wags;
As I nm not from the "North Coun-I
total ignorance
your
read the editorial note In

tree"

1

waa

In

sence

Wallace Woodworth, in the abthe
of Dr. Davison, conducted

Harvard Glee Club's

first

the season last night in

concert of

Symphony

In the flesh, Dr. Davipresent In
son might well have been
Woodworth evldcn ly
for Mr.
sp"rlt
what n"allties
shares his views aa to
singing, and
constitute virtue In choral
of the choral
he has acquired enough
to secure
conductor's skill to enable him

^Though absent

column

Btanding erect, he Is PlaylnST on
with his
a whistle held by his front feet,

HARVARD SINGERS

\i.

until

connection
that pig and whistle had any
with pottery .In any shape,
"Pig and
the
how
ask
to
I should like
Whistle" oam« to be thfl sign on many
I
Britain.
small Inns throughout Great
one. a
have a boyhood reoolleot.on of
work
most gorgeous affair, probably the this
painter. On
of the village carriage
blue
a
wearing
slan Mr Pig is depicted
ooat.

1
1

are send-

\Mth
qualities from his choir.
shortl>%
shut, to put the matter
In
ten
of
probably not one aoul out
Symphony Hall last night wouldat have
the
Dr. Davison was not

those

>yes
1

.known
ihelm.
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has worked out his own laiom, i.ao
Invented his singular but often effective, impressive orchestration. The performance led by Mr. Koussevltzky was

ly,

FIRST VIOLA FINE
IN BLOCK SUITE

snns In Its usual
ht's performance calls for
nt. Tha progrmm began with
le,
"Good News from Heaven,"
Bach's "Christmas Oratorio," fole clu^

Dashln.ic
Joined the Klec

White

I

much arranged — "The Galway
I
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When

Mr. Schroeder made his debut
sago this month, with
the Philharmonic orchestra, he played
a concerto by L,indler, who was himself
a famous cellist in his day. We doubt
this concerto has been lieard at
If
trchestral concerts In Boston or elsein Berlin 50 year

Talk,

the

On Friday evening and Saturday afternoon of next week Mr.
Newman in answer to many requests
will show his remarkable motion
pictures of wild animals and savage
life in Africa and the Brazilian jungle, including the pictures taken in
his journey along the Amazon.
There was a very large audience last

slow

serenity
is

the audience greatly interested
and enthusiastic over the beauty of
many of the pictures, especially those
taken in the English country, the lake
region and the Trossachs. Among the
famous places visited were old Canterhury and Chester, the scene of Gray's
Klegy, the manor house from which
Penn set out for Pennsj-lvania, Oxford
with views of Magdalen and Christ colleges.
Considerable time was spent at
night,

sympathetic a performance.
Mr. Lefranc, the first viola of the
orchestra, proved himself to be not only
a master of his instrument technically,
hut an Intelligent and romantic interHe understood Bloch's purpreter.
poses; he shared for the time the- moods
that controlled and inspired the composer; he was one with him in the ex(He had already
presslon of them.
played the Suite with piano, also with

To few if any
was Ecton known, the

Stratford-on-Avon.
the audience

home

of

Ben Franklin's family,

in
old
higlily

esteemed as capable blacksmiths. Chester and Gloucester were
interesting.
Scots in the audience, and others, were
delighted with the pictures of Robert
Burns's country, the two bridges, the
inn in which Tani o' Shanter drank
deeply, the Auld Kirk in which he
saw the witches dancing and the frightjful scenes, and to his cost shouted apjproval of "Cutty Sark," then the bridge
where Tam saved himself; Edinburgh
(and Melrose Abbey.
On the way to London the audience
attended the grand national race. The
slow motion pictures of it gave an exc-lipnt idea of the actual appearance of
horses In the act of jumping.

orchestra, in Paris.'
He also displayed artistic courage in
choosing; this work for lii.s first appearance here as a soloist. The Suite Is not
select
for the general public; it is for a
audience, made up chiefly of musicians,
differbe
would
there
then
ahd even
ences of opinion. The Suite Was performed in Bo.ston at a Flonzaley Quar-

i

j

I

concert five years ago by Messrs.
It then excited hot
Bailly and Bauer.
discussion, if not angry words, nosepulling and bloodshed.
Newman showed not only the
Paul Rosenfeld wrote a rhapsodic desmore or less familiar buildings of Imcription of this Suite, so remarkable,
portance
In London; ho also pictured
so Asiastic in style, that the editor of
He vividly the East side and the street life.
the Program Book reprinted it.
Sights were shown unknown to the
found tliat the pungent, wild, subtle generality of tourists or neglected by
music evoked the desert and the trop- them, as the tombs of the Crusaders.
ical swamp, the lushness of nocturnal
There were views of Interiors.
The
forests,
the spice and heat of the Travel Talk ended with many pictures
Mr. Rosenfeld heard not only of the Wembley Exhibition.
Straits.
'The white-robed prophet speaking; he
All in all this Travel Talk Is one of
listened attentively to the "hairy ape." the most fascinating that Mr. Newman
There is "corscrew shrilling of fifes" at has given, and this is saying much. It
the beginning; tones of "blindly grop- is a pleasure to know that the present
ing, bleeding life." There Is "an Insect scries has been eminently successful in
swarm in May,' there are "steel bobbins ail the cities where It has been given.
and shuttles," nor did Mr. Rosenfeld fail
P. II.
to surprise "a tribe of little brown men
Lord
the
fact,
In
feast."
phallic
a
at
only knows what Mr. Rosenfeld did not
Miss Elsie A. Catlin in a letter to The
^ see and hear in the Suite.
-Herald says that her grandmother, bom
They that are acquainted personally
in Vermont in 1826, developing "a dicwith Mr. Bloch, a composer of indisputionary of her own," used the word
table talent, are perhaps better able
appreciate
and
music
his
understand
to
"troUope," and used to preface the word
per1; at its full value. This Suite is a
by "dirty."
sonal expression; it is a musical photoThis grandmother undoubtedly used
graph of the man himself; or let us say
the good old word "trollop" without an
that It is a musically psychological
Bloch's
Ernest
It reflects
document.
"e," meaning an untidy or slovenly
mind and soul as certain works reveal
woman, a slattern, sometimes a morally
with
the self-torturihg Tchaikovsky,
loose woman; a word that came Into use
his fits of depression, suffering from the
otuaesslon of inevitable death, at times
early In the 17th century, perhaps beshrieking his despair,
fore that; a word that has no relation
Bloch has known poverty, suffering,
whatever with the Mrs. Trollope who
^

"a favorite'
by Llndler, but was this

cornet-a-pistons based on
air
Lfindler the cellist?

There were several
For the
Lindlers.
celebration of his 50th anniversary Mr.
he chose
concerto
played
the
Schroeder
for Berlin, this time no doubt out of

named

i

|

I

'lack

of

recognition.

And

In

him

thu

wrote

Hebraic spirit that blazes and mocka
and rages and inspires to lofty poetic

i

most enjoyable.

Travel

i

for many years. An old program
of the Orchestral Union states that in
"Herr"
Heinecke played a solo for,
857
3

sentiment.
For the rest of his program, he Ineluded several excerpts from the Bach
suites for 'cello alone, a sonata of Sammartini, a very beautiful one which he
played exquisitely, especially the grave
and tragic movement; and various lesAt this late date, there is
s'^r pieces.
ttle to be added to his repute as a 'celSuffice to say that
list and a musician.
his audience was large and enthusia.stic; that there were flowers in honor
of the occasion, his 50th anniversary as
a musician, and tliat his concert was

This

noon.

gay

Nor

of Mr.

|

v.-hert;

musicians

captivating
century.

Scotland."

tet

the iemptation.

German

a

title

last of the subscription series this
season, will be repeated this after-

,

|

"

umw

Newman's Travel
Talk in Symphony hall was "London,
with Rambles Through England and
The

-

——

The Knelsel quartet was
strengthened by his coming for Mr.
Schroeder would consent to write his
as well a virtuoso, and his ability as a
player of chamber music was recogIf Mr.
nized before he left Germany.
Schroeder would consent to unite his
memoirs, the volume would be one of
great interest for he has been associated
for many years with leading composers
and artists. He Is of so genial a nature that his reminiscences would not
be si>lenetlc or malicious, however great

ON

peculiar to the
Galliard's music merely a faint echo of
the superb Handel's; Gilliard had a mind
and an expression of his own. In the
joytius movements we find the composer whose hunting song, "The Royal
When he
Chaoe," was long famous.
wrote It— if he did write— "teneraIt was
movement
mente" over the third
not an Idle indication of the music's
character or of the manner in which
Mr. Koussevltzky
It should be played.
Is to be thanked heartily for bringing
the Suite to a hearing, and leading so

were

mann.

of

18th

Boston Symphony
orchestra, the brilliant but erratic erratic save in the exercise of his art
Anton Hekkins. Mr. "SchroeCer chose
for his first appearance as a soloist'
with our orchestra a concerto by Volkthe

of

for the
chiefly by
Tosi's
of

music

translation

in the lively selections,
the
in
trlvialtles and

movements

Schroeder, 'cellist, with Arthur Fiedler
as his accompanist played the following program: Introduction, Andante,
and Finale from Concerto, Dp. 34,
Lindner; Prelude, G major, Allemande,
G major, Sarabande, C major, Bourree,
C major, Gigue, D major, Bach; Sonata,
Adagio,
"Waldesruhe,"
Saramartlni;
Dvorak; Romance, Debus.sy; Harlequin,
Scherzo,
Faure;
Siciiieniie,
Ponyi"''
Relnecke.
back
look
well
Mr. oohroeder may
with pride on his long and honorable
career. Appreciated In his own country,
he came to the United States in the
reign of Arthur Niklsch, succeeding as
solo-'celllst

of

known today

is

gay

without

ALWIN SCHROl
night,

wrote a great deal

Suite,

the

last

of

,

son."

hall

French parentage in
fine fellow in the ISth
esteemed in London,
busy until he died early in
of

golden book, "Observations on the Florid
Song."
^ „^
It is not easy to say how much Steinberg added to Galliard's four movements, how he tinkered them, for these
si? sonatas are not in the Boston Pubare
lio Library, and we doubt if they
It
Ih any private library in Boston.
Is
not likely that Steinberg changed
original
the Inherent character of tlie
In whatever way he worked,
music.
TiSB result la a fresh and delightful

Wood), and "Then Round About the
Starry Throne," from Handel's "Sam-

Jordan

week consists

Bach's Suite In D major (the one with
the famous "Air") and Richard Strauss's
"Alpine" symphony, which will be heard
here for the first time.

highly

theatre, but he
annotated
his

B.

At

be repeated tonight.

'1749.

P. Beverage,
organist C. T. Leonard, Mme.
accompanist,
Onegln's
Franz DorfImueller.
R. R. G.
I

will

of next

where he was
He was a famous oboe player, and
Handel valued him in this capacitl. Gal-

Plper,"^'

efClcient,

The concert
The program

Oermany, was a

with a bright accompaniment; "Gute
Nacht," the simplest of the group, and
very nicely sung; a Bohemian "Reapers' Song" and the lovely Scotch "Turn
Ye to Me," set for tenor solo (R. R. Gordon), with a humming chorus that
founded uncouth and out of keeping.
The first part of the concert ended with
the coronation scene from "Boris Godunov."
Mme. Onegln sang later two Schubert
"Verklaerung" and "Rastlose
songs,
Llebe," 'and two by Loewe It was a
cross to miss, "Der Hellige Franzlskus"
and "Der Mummelsee." The Glee Club
closed the concert with Coleridge Taylor's "Drake's Drum," "Moonland," by
Melortin (soloists, T. S. Berry and W.

The accompanists, very
F. W. Ramseyer and L.

cally.

performance was the Virst. Steinberg
took one of Galliard's six sonatas for
the bassoon (or violoncello) with a thorough bass for the harpsichord. This

Sergeant."

club In Brahms's
Khapsody, after they had suns Morley's
"r>,-\lnty, Fine, Sweet Nymph."
Next the Glee club sang four folk
songs arranged for men's voices ^ver>
.'<lif^

In

—

and with her Incomparable technique
right at hand, though temperamentally
not In the vein, sanp an old hjTnn-like
sonjr by Wennerbergr, a 17th century
sons of Venire, "Madam Carlssima," and
two tunes by Bishop, "I.,ove Has Kyes"

"The

took place yesterdajir after-

Symphony Hall. The program
follows: Galliard, Sonata, G major, freely transcribed for .small' orchestras flute, oboe, bassoon and strings by
Maximilian Steinberg; Bloch, suite for
viola and orchestra (Jean Lefranc, viola); Mendel.ssohn, "Italian" symphony.
Steinber.t? made this transcription In
1925 for Mr. Koussevltzky. Yesterday's
noon

B.

and

spired bv though of his people in the
desert and later in the ghetto, cruelly
abused and persecuted by those calling
He
Christ.
of
themselves followers
wrote his music as he looks in his picin
stick-pin
ture, smiling and with a
the
Nevertheless,
shirt.
ruffled
his
"Italian" Symphony, a cheerful, sunny
work, without depth of feeling. Is pleasing to the ear, and provokes in the
hearer the "gentleman-like joy" that
Athenacus notes as the mission of
music. The Interpretation was beautiful
in every way, technically and aestheti-

was as

Nichols), closed the group of
churchly music.
Mme. Slgrld Oneffln, finely In voice
E.

The smug and happy Mendelssohn,
also a Jew, fortunate In his birth and
inin his early surroundings, was not

The eighth concert of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevltzky
conductor,

^

strains in the book.s of the old prophets
in his heritage and his inspiration.
There are noble measures, there ar»
scornful pages; there is wildness and
there Is peace In this strange rhapsodic

I

Whatever one may think of It,
Suite.
may say, it is not music to be carelike
lessly dismissed with an "I don't
ignored, for
it," much less is it to be
deepfeels
who
of
a
man
music
the
it' Is

This word "trollop", was in comnion
use in our little village of the slxti. s
and was often applied to a woman oi
"doubtful character."

a triumph of virtuosos.

By PHILIP HALE

wed by the allegrl "Miserere," Interestlns music to listen to tf only from
Dr. DaIts association with Mozart.
"
yls on'8
O. Gladsome Llgrht" (soloist,

.

'

I

1

'

amusingly about

us,

or did she smile the smile of superiority
that is so provoking to the male? Mr.
n-arner TVas eviaently not a good ibserr

Old Robert Burton, considering cures
for melancholy, said that chess was a
"good and witty exercise of the mind
for some kind of men, and fit for such
melancholy. Rhasis holds, as are idle

impertinent
extravagant,
have
thoughts, or troubled with cares, nothing better to distract their mind, anci
alter their meditations"; but Burton
adds this: "It is a game too troublesome for some men's brains, too full or
anxiety, all but as bad as study; beside:
it Is a testy choleric game, and verj
offensive to him that loseth the mate."
Burton points the moral by telling an
improving anecdote:
his
in
"William
the
Conqueror,
younger years, playing at chess with the
Prince of France (Dauphine was not
annexed to the crown in those days),
losing a mate, knocked the chess board
about his pate, which was a cause after-

and

ward of much enmity between them.
For somg such reason it is belike that
Patritius in his 3 book tit. 12, de reg.
forbids his prince to play at
instlt.
chess."
The prince turned by sorcery into afi
ape in the tale told by Scheherazade
was more politic when he played at
chess with his roval host. He allowed
a victory over himself, also a draw.

PROPHETIC VERNE
As the World ^Wags:
In "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea" Jules Verne vlsioned the submarine.
The wireless dispatch from
Berlin relative to two German chemists
manipulating airships without loss of
gas recalls Jules Verne's "Five Weeks
In that story the aeroin a Balloon."
nauts are described as alternately healing or cooling the gaf in order to ascend]
Another instance of
and descend.
Verne's prophetic vision.
THOMAS H. ROGERS.
Lexington.

was unhappy

yet Verne

And

latter years because

into

Academies and
ously
States.

he had

in

i>ot

liis

been

French Academy.
fame are curimanaged even in the United
The Herald's hall of fame Is an

received

exception.
recognized.

the

halls of

Worth

—Ed.

is

here

at

once

As the World Wags:
I "view with alarm" the strike of 200
gravedlggers in Chicago, who insist on
They chose
$6 'for an eight-hour day.

a strategic point for their strike, and
more power to them; but surely they
work more than eight hours a day in
L. W. BUELL.
Chicago.

Stoneham.

WARNING TO PUBLISHERS
The Herald has received the following letter from a western young (presumably young) lady who does not run
away from the spotlight:
I

"In order to test my ability as a poet
am making a challenge to any pub-'

Usher

United States to submit ft
I am unable to write ft
good lively poem about. By accepting
this challenge publishers are not placing themselves under any obligations
to accept any of niy work.
I expect
to compile these poems and have them
published in book form."
in the

subject

that

OBJECTIONABLE PLACING
The Society

Pure English oftem
a warning against the

for

this dialogue as

careless use of prepositions:
,

Sick Child— "I want to be read to."
Nurse "What book do you want

—

tOi

be read to out of?"
Sick Child "Robinson Crusoe."
Nurse goes out and returns with "The
Swiss Family Robinson."
Sick Child "What did you bring me
that book to be read to out of from

—

—

for?"

amusingly

maliciously, early in the thlrtie.s of
if
the 19th century.
Anything dragging or lianging loosely
and untidily was called a trollop in
Scotland. There is a verb to "trollop";
there are adjectives. Goldsmith in "She
Stoops to Copquer": "the daughter, a
talkative
troUoplng,
trapseing,
tall,
A "troilopee" was a loose
jNlaypole."
dress worn by women in the 18th century.

That's a strange story that comes
from Homestead, Pa., about William
Kahler: because his wife prevailed over
him at checkers for two hours, he went
into the bathroom and hanged himself.
Did she taunt him with winged words

OLD KING COLE REDIVIVUS
(For as he World Wagai
Uncle Henry Ford,
I believe on my word.
I

Is

an out-.ind-out, unfathomed
his name world-wide
WTierever you ride, ^

riddia,

Made

And now

repeats to the tune of a fld^«,
L. S. P.

,

}:f '3

'

SoiiU' lal v like lo k.iow lhat Mnic .il.
imuer arnv.- ui a limousine
for reheur.Mal, Mme. Jeritza in an ordinm \ t.ixi.
Mr. Scotti «fter ho has gone to bed after a performance,
chair in his path, let uh say; he clutches it to steady himself
u litb
but excellent!' cries the actor, now wide uwake. Snap, the light
is on!
'Lean on chair, scene 2,' he scrawls triumphantly. Then, snap,
^oes tht'
light, and in a moment he .sleeps like a babyl"
John McNally, dramatist and formerly dramatic critic of The Woslor
Herald, once told us that at night in bed ^le would have a brilliant idea
for a f(.rce comedy ho was writing. He would gti iip, turn on
the light
and note the idea on paper. "I'd look at it the ne.\' lonnvr:-, ml, 1m I:,-vc
me, it was rotten."
i

"Behind the Scenes at the Opera, or Intimate Revelations of Backby
stage Musical Life and Work," by Mary Fitch Watkins. published
please many
Frederick A. Stokes Company, New York, will undoubtedly
who are interested as much in a singer's private life, her dress, diet,
and hisopinions on ^11 things knowablc and other things as in her voc:\l

'

\rionic ability.

What one of us was not mightily thrilled last Thursday morning on
nil
hearing from Miss Mary Garden that she never changes, her lingerie
add.
the year round*the weight of her lingerie intime, she hastened to
How one looks forward to see her costumes for Alfano's "Resurrection,"
which is to be performed here by the Chicago Opera Company. These costumes, Miss Mary says, were designed and made in Paris by Russian noblemen, presumably skilled in the use of needle and thread, masters of
stitching, hemming and basting. Nor does it take nine Russian nbblemen
to

make

Let no one think that Miss Watkins'.s book lontaiiis culy (mi.-.hI),
about singers and their idle, often foolish chatter. The book abound
with
information. Miss Watkins's comments are often shrewd.
)'
li

a tailor.

Let no one think because the title of Alfano's opera is "Resurrection"
that Miss Garden will appear in a chaste ascension robe. The libretto is
bised on Tolstoi's novel, not on the life of Miller or any Millerite.
When Miss Garden frankly says: "I have a perfect radio voice," do
not all radiate joy, exceeding joy. "Only a man or woman with personality can broadcast." Miss Garden i? chock full of personality; she broadcMts it even when she is not near the radio.

To go back to Miss Watkins. She
Opera Goer" and the Lord knows that

—

.

.

.

Mme. Jeritza, arising at 8 A. M., does her Swedish exercises, then
partakes of coffee and rolls, after which she signs her name on photographs for her countless admirers, until her "extraordinary long fingers
ache with writers' cramp." At luncheon she fears fish, which might harbor "a stray little ptomaine." At the end of a rehearsal she always looks
'like a dirty little pig, because I throw myself on the floor," as she does
in "Tosca," singing the air Puccini introduced in order to give the hotly
pursuing Scarpia time to catch his breath and mop his sweating brow.
Mme. Alda was refr^hingly frank.
Inquiring visitor in the madame's dressing room at the opera house:
"Every soprano in a Main Street choir sees just this in her dreams."
Mme. Alda: "There is a lot that she doesn't see, thank God! I could
tall her a few things."
Geraldine Farrar equals her in frankness.
"Others can give uplifting performances to empty benches, or sing
oat their lofty souls in the privacy of their homes, if they like, but I for
one prefer the S. R. O. sign and the crowd around the stage door. Not
only does it keep me in hair nets, but I am convinced that it is a fiftylifty affair, and that if I hadn't something worth while to give them, they
wouldn't be there clamoring for it."
Is this an apology for.Jier maltreatment of Bizet's "Carmen," hacking it to pieces and putting it in tabloid form that profits might accrue ?
At the Metropolitan she loved many of her associates, "but I did
loathe the intrigue which seethed around us."

if

the way,

we

are sorry to see that Miss Watkins spells Alma
is wholly wrong, and Handel, "Haendel" as
Miss Watkins were writing in Germany.

"Alma Glueck" which

Geraldine did not take her tabloid "Carmen" to New York. "She does
not want it dissected by shocked gentlemen with eyeglasses on black
ribbons." Her appeal Is to the dwellers on Main strset. "I don't charge
ncy prices, because I have just a 'show' like all the rest." Yel she is
oorted as saying, when "dressed appropriately for a spring afternoon
a gown of tender verdure, a narcissus and a tulip: 'In the first years of
my career, what tremendous, serious ideals I had! But I will confess, I
sometimes wonder if, after all, they are not still there.' "
•

Quantum mutata ab
There

ilia!

a chapter about Kathleen Howard and her art in making up.
How many readers otf The Herald know her even by name? We remember when she first sang in Bostcfn; at a "farewell" <;onceit of Adelina
Patti; even then her voice was noteworthy. Miss Watkins says that Miss
Howard 'Sooasts a collection of at least 50 faces, a^jd almost as many
souls,, considering the ardor with which she flings hWself into each of
^hese characteristics, "Miss Howard does not contradKst this statement:
'I can make myself into almost anything without peopV saying, 'Well,
she's Kathleen Howard,
matter what she does!'"
is

i

i

Version for the Stage of the Old

Arabian Romance
Mrs. Maud Cuney-Hare of Boston
is known far and wide
aa an
exponent of negro and Creole music. She
has lectured and given concerta
with Mr. Richardson, the baritone, In
many cities of the North and South,
East and West Tomorrow she purposes
to produce "Antar," a romantio
orientaJ play, at the Fine Arts Theatre.
Her hero is Antar. described
by her as the "Negro-Arabian poet of the
sixth century"; her play la
derived from the romance of Antar.

'

.

\

Was Antar a negro? His name i.s known to musical
audiences
through Rimsky-Korsakov's Symphony.
There was an Antar who was a historical

character.
He waa the
son of an Abyssinian slave; hia father
was a chieftain in the tribe of
Abs. Acknowledged and made a freeman

by his father, Antar became
famous as poet and warrior. He asked his Uncle
Malik for the hand of
his Cousin Ibla.
Malik accepted the offer, but not wishing his daughter

We knew

—

By

A New

the author of "First Aid to the
in these days opera goers hearing
aid. The singers and other workers

that Miss Garden could not escape Miss Watkins,
though no conversation with her is reported. "There is a vivid picture of
Mary Garden which should hang in some gallery of history." Why not in
Miss Mary is on a vessel bound for
the New York Hall of Fame?)
France early in 1918. The other passengers fear submarines, but Miss
Mary paces gaily the deck: "A red velvet suit, a leopard coat, a purple
hat with floating white veil, brilliant blue eyes, Titian hair gaiters,
chamois gloves, a cane" and, presumably, her customary lingerie. One or
two intrepid orificers seek and obtain an introduction and lend the support
of their manly arms, thrilling to the touch of Melisande.
Earnest
clergymen in khaki consult her at length upon the relations of church and
state." Miss Garden says she always feels sick at sea.
She sings to the
men below. She gives crates of cereals, chocolate, sugar, bottles of milk
and cream, which she had brought for her own use, to sick boys in the
steerage.
And when she sang to the doughboys below she was clad in
"the loveliest gown she possesses, brought prodigally from the hold for
the occasion."

Qluck,

Mrs. Cuney-Hare's "Antar"

is

need of first
b«hind the scenes are of the Metropolitan company, s<5 Miss Watkins has
little to tell us about Miss Garden. This should not be regretted, for Miss
Garden has been for years her own press agent and an accomplished, a
breezy one, heard and read always with pleasure.
Miss Watkins is not alone on conversational terms with our old friend
>ntonio Scotti, Mmes. Alda, Bori, Jeritza, Howard, FaiTar, Sembrich and
her pupils, Messrs. Serafin, Whitehill, Johnson, Chaliapin, but she gives
readable and informing descriptions of how an opera is put on the stage,
how it is clothed, rehearsed. The property man, the leader of .the stage
The reader accompanias the
band, are not neglected, nor is the ballet.
ningers on their travels; he is delighted when he reads that Mme. Alma
Giuck, in her private car, rejoices in "the pseudo domesticity afforded her
in that tiny kitchen to bake cookies for her childr«n."
,ert«in singers are in sad

Ah!

/.,

wed the son of a slave girl, he led him
was slain by a foeman about 615.

to

into perilous adventures.

Antar

Clement Huart asserts that the true desert poet, "Antara,"
son of Shaldad," whose

name was later to serve the popular story-tellers of the roof Antar as the incarnate type of the virtues
ascribed to the wandering paladins of the heathen tribes, "was
a mulatto with a split lower
mance

His bravery advanced him; he took part in
the war arising out of
the rivalry between the stallion Dahis and
the mare Ghabra. Treachery
prevented the courser from winning and Quais,
chief of the tribe of
Abs, waged bitter war. Antar was the rhapsodist
of these fights; ha
perished only when he had grown old, and, having
fallen from his horse,
was unable to regain his feet. His death was the
signal for peace."
Antar sung the praise of Abla, his mistress, but a good
fight was always
the favorite subject of his day.
It was he that said: 'We whirled as
the millstone whirls on its axis, while
our swords smashed upon the
•
."
lip.

fighters' skulls

romance of Antar is ascribed to Al-Asma'i, who lived from
-790 J o,^^^^*
to 831.
739
The text was taken to Paris from Constantinople. The romance was published at Cairo in 1893. As these stories now
stand, they
go back to the time of the Crusades. Orientalists are
of the opinion that
the name Al-Asma'i is a label placed by the
professional story-teller on
the tales to give them the appearance of authenticity.
Perhaps the most
famous episode is the one relating the death of the hero. He was
pierced by
a poisoned lance. Antar remounted his horse to insure
the safe retreat
of his tribe, and died leaning on the lance. His foes
did not dare to advance till a warrior startled the horse. Then Antar's corpse,
unsupported,
fell to the ground.
Lamartine admired this episode and introduced it in
his "Voyage en Orient."
It is said that in Egypt and Syria today
there are "Antari," who
recite
coffee houses fragments of this Arabian Iliad.

m

Rimsky-Korsakov's fantastical symphony was written in 1868. Hia
in the Syrian desert a gazelle who turns
out to be a fairy.
In sleep he is transported to a gorgeous palace.
The grateful fairy,
queen of Palmyra, promises Antar the three great fruitions of
life: tha
delights of revenge; the delights of power, and when
he has returned to
the rums of Palmyra, the delights of love. Antar
begs the fairy to take
his life as soon as she sees him lacking in
warmth of affection. One
day she finds him absent-minded, gazing at the distant horizon.
She
kisses him so passionately that his heart is burned
up.
He dies in her
arms.

Antar rescues

Now on Jan. 7, 1910, a lyrical drama in four acts entitled "Antar,"
by Chekri-Ganem, a man of Syrian origin, was produced at
the Casino
Theatre at Monte Carlo. It was performed at the Odeon,
Paris, on Feb.
12, 1910, when fragments of Rimsky's symphony "ingeniously
adjussted"
by Ravel when played by the Colonne orchestra. "Antar"
apparently
pleased, for there were 70 performances in
1910, and five in 1911.
At Monte Carlo the fire dance in "Antar" was performed by Marguerite Zella Mata-Hari, a fascinating adventuress, who
was shot at
Pans on Oct. 15, 1917, having been found guilty of espionage. Born
about 1877, she was the daughter of a Dutch planter named Zella
on the
Island of Java. Her mother, a native Javanese, was named
Mata-Hari.
At the age of 11 the girl was placed by her mother, who had run away,
a temple in Burma, where she danced. When she was
14, she was
borne off by a British army officer. He married her. She
turned up in
Paris, penniless, and obtained an engagement a?! a dancer.
Later she

m
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Majo discreto. Argentine folksong arr. by A, WiUiams
Seqnidilla Murciana. Dobson, Tasmln. MacDowell,

•El

m

tiernn, \ionna, London, dancing

and leading an adventurous

Symphony

of the Boston
orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor. See
special notlcis.

"

A. M. Fir* Children's concert by
^f^^^^l
Ernest
Schelling, conducting members of the
Boston Symphony

bWk

Symphony

This play served the late Gabriel Dupont for the opera "Antar," which
was produced at the Paris Opera on March 11, 1921. Its success was
immediate. Henry Prunieres wrote: "It has the defects of its species of
opera, but it may be said that it is perhaps the best modem
'opera' produced in France since 'Samson et Delila'." Henri Collet did not hesitate
to say that "Antar" was the first "human" and also
purely musical work
that had been produced at a subsidized theatre in Paris since
"Carmen."
"I do not wish to offend the memory of Massenet, nor to
vex Gustave Carpentier, but neither 'Manon' nor 'Louise' answers fully
as 'Carmen' the wish of Nietzsche: a cruel 'raffinee,' music, charged with
fatalism, yet always of a popular nature, its 'raffinement' being
that of a race;
music rich, precise, which builds, organizes, is complete; music of
tragic
painfulness obtained without any grimace, without counterfeit coin,
without the deceitfulness of the grand style; music having the
qualities of
warm lands; dryness of air, 'limpidezza'; music of a meridional and
glowing sensitiveness. 'Carmen' is music of this nature; so is 'Antar.'
memorable date is March 11, 1921, chosen by our Opera to realize, once
more and after an exhausting war, the prophecy of the German phil
osopher."

A

^

M. DassolinayGiannini, soprano.

Hollis Street Theatre, 3:30 P. M.
tra, Ethel Leginska, guest conductor.

Copley Theatre, 8:15 P. M.

People's

Symphony Orches-

See special notice.

Fiak Jubilee

siiigers.

See special

notice.

Boston Athletic Association, 8 P. M, Caterina Gobbi, soprano,
and Vannini Symphony Ensemble. See special notice.
Monday: Tapestry room of the Museum of Fine Arts, 9 P. M.
See special notice.
Tuesday: Symphony hall, 8:15 P. M. Will Rogers and tho Dc
Reszke Singers (Steinert series). See special notice.
Jordan hall, 8:15 P. M. Percy Grainger, pianist. Bach, Partita;
Brahms, Sonata, F minor, op. 5. Ravel, The Gallows. G. Faure, Nell
(song arranged for the piano by Grainger). Debussy, Pagodas. Albeniz, Triana from "Iberia."- Chopin, Study, C minor, op. 25, No. 12;
Study, C sharp minor, op. 25, No. 7; Polonaise, A flat major, op. 53.
Wednesday: Jordan hall, 8:15 P. M. Frederic Tillotson, pianist.
Rachmaninov, two preludes, B minor and G sharp minor. Seriabin,
Etude, D sharp minor. Blumenfeldt, two preludes, F sharp minor
and G sharp minor. Medtner, Fairy Tales and Tragedie Fragmente.
Mozart, Sonata, D major. Chopin, Sonata, B flat minor.
Thursday: Symphony hall, 8:15 P. M. Josef Hofmann, pianist.
See special notice.
Jordan hall. 8:15 P. M. Esther Dale, soprano. Handel, Lusinghe
plu care. Mendelssohn, Anf Fluegeln des Gesanges. Brahms, Es
liebt gieh so lieblich im l^nze and Minnelied. D'Albert,
Amor nnd
Psyche. Wolf, Auf dem gruenen Balcon and Dank des Paria. Old
Irish, I know where I'm goin' and I know my love.
CastelnuovoTedesco, three Shakespeare songs— Under the Greenwood
Tree,
WinterLWind and^Scrina. Gianados. La Maja y el Ruisenor and

manufactuary

son" and "by reason of his 111 practices."
His "misdemeanors" had been repeated,
and he obstinately refused to make an
of his faults." Tet the
people of Tiverton thought well of him,
for they returned him until he was suc-

visions."

Our eyes moisten when we read that
20 barrels of small beer worth £7 were
supplied to Capt. Edward Winslow at
the ratification of the peace, at Casco
Bay.

sustaining that important office for 16
years before his death. His children and

was fought and

Capt.

to him.

interesting

Here

is opannotation.

were concerned

them

to

Boston and delivered
where they have been

Convict, and Five of thim have suffered
the Pains of Death." All up for Doty

and his merry men!
One hundred
pounds were paid out of the treasury
to the petitioners and the
owners, "ac-

cording as they shared the other
Fairs
of

to Doty,

1

Rogers

of

Boston

had

purchased a new negro, who died within
six weeks and two days
from the time
of his Importation. Rogers
prayed that
he might draw back the duty
of £4
paid for his Importation. The
prayer of
Rogers was answered as he wished.
A bill was prepared to prevent the
killing of wild fowl by
floating, or In
the night time.

Two men

of Barbados, merchants
In
brought to this city negro
."Slaves.
Two valued at £150 or thereabouts died.
The merchants received
back the importation duty
John Powell of Boston drew up
a mefnorial "shewing th.nt the flax
and hemp
of the growth of this country
is very
liT-oper tor making
sailcloth or duck a

Boston,

;

'

i

j

making due compen-

of Fort
for

Mary

some

at

fur-

Thomas

Hallett petitioned for 52s. 6d.

which ho had paid doctors "to get a
I

i

Simon

!

empt from any arrest, suit, imprisonment or being in any way molested.

Voyage."

An additional £10
and £25 was equally
divided among the other five men.
their

was given

Mary

ther allowance for "his extraordinary
service in sinking a well for the use of
Ms majesty's garrison." Gallant captain! Ho received £24.
Fifteen members of the House were
lined 20 ohlllings apiece for an absence
of four days from duty.
It was decided that the doorkeeper
and messengers of the court during the
time of sessions should be free and ex-

they subdued them, and brought
to Justice,

in

Capt. feamuel Hincks
Winter Harbor prayed

the said Pirates had taken them, the
petitioners (Doty et al.) arose upon
them, and by the good Providence of

Eight of them

and

sation for the loss due to the insufficiency of the President's allowance. The
question was put in tho House, whetlier
the vote passed on the petition should
The vote was In the
be reconsidered.
negative.

The pirates named later in the Journal
were George Condyck, Jailed but reprieved after trIaJ and condemnation,
and John Baptist. We do not find these
names In the Social Regl.ster of Pirates,
Mr. Philip Gosse's "The Pirates' Who's
Who," but Baptist and others took Samuel Doty, "man-iner," and his company
in the harbor of Malagash to the
eastward of Cape Sable. "Some time after

GOD

Wigglesworth

Denison, showed in a petition that he
was necessitated to sink his yearly rents
In his own estate, and he fell in debt
£100 a year during the time of his being
president. He was paid for the last year s
salary only to April 14. 1724, but he
continued In service until May 3, thence
next ensuing, when he died.
Two
months' rent of President Leverett's
house at the rate of £40 a year was
It was resolved that £30 be
>ilso due.
paid to the petitioners; £20 In consideration of Leverett's salary; £10 for
the house rent mentioned.
The council set forth as Its opinion
that the justice and honor of the court

ed for his good service and a gratuity
recommended.
It appears that
Capt. James Cornwall, commander of
his majesty's ship Sheemess, had been
for

Sarah

heirs,

was

portunity

I

John Leverett, president of Harvard
College, did not have an easy time of It,

Thomaa Little
Loyal-Heart was commend-

violently opposed

i

selling boards, planks, shingles,
clapboards and staves made or exposed
to sale in this province; and that the
said committee likewise prepare the
draught "of a bill to prevent fraud in the
gage of cask and packing of pro-

business."

of the sloop

|

and

Here Is the petition of Isaac Wanno,
Indian and soldier. He sets forth that

pirates.

court

this

A

Woodle done?"

meet

to

bill was drafted for "the more effectual preventing deceit In the making

'(

i

the night watches we are haunted by
the question,
"What had this Mr.

We

as

John Tufts of Maiden petitioned: "In
July last his horse was impressed Into
His Majesty's service by Zachariah
Trescot, who rode express to Casco Bay,
that the horse was detained 21 days before he was returned; and was much
worse by hard riding": He wished £6
for the hire of the horse, "which he
thinks he reasonably deserves." He got
the money.

acknowledgment

ceeded by Thomas Manchester. Perhaps his case was like that of a representative In another town of the commonwealth some years ago. He was a
bonehead, with solid ivory aboVe the
eyes.
A fellow townsman was asked
why Mr. X was chosen to represent the
people.
"Well, the truth Is, he has the
only suit of clothes that we think is
good enough to be seen in Boston." In

(sic)

seem meet." Apparently nothing
was done that year except the appointment of a committee.
shall

of loaf bread in Boston set
forth their dlfflculties and hardships;
"by reason of the small allowance set
them by the selectmen of the said town
they cannot live by the profit of their

!

hall, 3:30 P.

We read that Gershom Woodle, representing the town of Tiverton, had been
expelled three times as "an unfit per-

this battle

of Friday's '^y^^vaoay
Symphony

specimen wher'eoT the memorialist "is
ready to produce by some pieces of his
own making, praying that a committee
may be appointed to view the said cloth,
and hear his proposals for making the
same, and that he may have such allowance for his encouraging the said

Bakers

i

Sunday: Symphony
See special notice.

Historical Society

setts, 1726-1721!.

where

.

Donahue introducing the "improved
Hsy" Hammond, Jr., has been post-

has published at the charge of the W.
B. H. Dowso fund, the Journals of the
House of Representatives of Massachu-

why?

•

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

poned.

The Massachusetts

Just

It should be remembered that Henri Marechal wrote
a symphonio'
poem, "Antar" (1899).
Mrs. Cuney-Hare has introduced old Arabian melodies.

P. «.

,

or proportion of scalpthat In the battle of Nerrldpetitioner lost one of his
eyes accidentally by his powder horn
being blown up." How mani^ of the
young gentlemen enjoying the advantages nf a collegiate education can tell

He

Charles Burroughs of New York will take the title role in Mrs.
CuneyHare's play. William H. Richardson will be the soloist. There will
be a
small ochestra and there will be dancers, stage setting and costumes.

'^^^ '^'^3*^' °^

'

ceive his part

death.
His opera(^"La Glu" was produced at
orchestrated four ofliis piano pieces, "Les Heurea
Dolentes." When they were performed at a Colonne concert the
audacious experiments in orchestration provoked hisses.
The music also
showed his "obsession about the death which prowled about him." His
symphonic poem "Le Chant de la Destinee" was not welcomed by the general
public.
For a time his health improved. He wrote a comic opera, tho
"Farce du Cuvlier" (Brussels, 1912), but he soon fell sick. Into "Antar"
he put his remaining strength, "Antar"— "a courageous, brilliant, sumptuous work, full of life and color." The opera was in rehearsal, but
tha
great war broke out. Crushed, Dupont was ready to die.
in 1910.

hall. 8:15 P. M. Repetin
Mr. Koussevitzky, conductop.

money only,
gawock the

was a struggle against
Cannes

concert.

Moses Markham 'lately received nine
months' pay due to him for his service,
under pretence of an order the petl-i
tioner gave the said Markham to re-

"Antar" was the last work of Dupont, known in Boston by the orchestral pieces "Les Heures Dolentes," introduced by Andre
Caplet at one
of the concerts at the Boston Opera House. Dupont's life was a sad
one.
Born in 1878, he died in 1914. He won success when he v/as young by
his opera "La Cabrera," which was awarded the Sonzogno
prize and produced at Milan in 1904. Lung trouble developed; the rest of Dupont's
lifa

Falla

Carpenter, To a Young Gentleman, Barrett, Music When
Soft VoIcm
Die. Vander Stucken, 0 Come with Me. Jolii
Doane, accompanist
rViday: Symphony hall, 2:30 P. M. Nirjfh concert

At last in Paris she met a German diplomat who furnished her a
ptuously appointed house at Neuilly. At the breaking out of the war
e was suspected. It was proved at her trial that in England
she had
obtained drawings of tanks which she delivered to a German secret
agent
in Spain.
She was applauded as a dancer for her "marvelous grace, her
large and luminous
eyes, black hair, her olive complexion, and her
almost hypnotic attractiveness."
In Chekri-Garem's drama, Antar saves the life of his Cousin AbU
and claims her hand. A rival raises obstacles. The betrothal is delayed
until Antar returns from the capture or killing of the
enemy's chief.
He comes back in the second act. In the third act is the marriage festival, in which the fire-dance is introduced. (At
Monte Carlo, Mata-Hari
was accompanied by a band of dancers and tom-tom players from southern
Algeria). The fourth act takes places in a mountain pass. Antar
and
his wife are followed into this mountain retreat. A blind
m.an is stationed
m Antar's path and told to shoot a poisoned arrow. It strikes Antar in the
arni. and causes his death, which comes to him as he is
on his horae. Ha
dies in the saddle.

De

Slumber Sone'

cure" for his Indian man servant, enlisted, who had received a wound in
knee.

GOBBfl WILL SING ATI
FIRST OF A SERIES OF B. A. A.j
CONCERTS THIS EVENING IN THE

CATERINA

THE

CLUBHOUSE GYMNASIUM
The

first

concert of the Boston

.A.th-

letlc Association's series this season will
take place In the gymnasium of the
clubhouse this evening at 8 o'clock. The
concert will be given by Caterina Gobbi,

dramatic soprano, and the Vannini Symphony ensemble, Mr. Vannini conductor.

The program

is as follows:
Orerture to "Coriolanus"

Beethoven

Sntte:
(a)
(b)

An

Irish

Melody

Arr. Bridge

Tareughi
Oacclnl
AmariUa, mla bella"....,
Miss Gobbi
rira-cbarm music from "The Valkyrie"
Aria,

Serenata
'

Wagner

—

;

mol

dltc

i*Q,

_'Amo»

ria«l> from "Suite SolK-hrriiiiKla'".

RliiiAkyKorukoT

I

Tb* FMtiril. Tht- Sm. Tho Shu'wruk
-'U "Khb4^ti? Ne andro lontaua,"

[
I

'Veil}"

Kln«l«.
fruin
Cit«l.ial

Rossini of I'esaro and

I.Ictfo

Edvlgo Ohlted her eourse of study In
hen she received the hlifh-

Instruotlon
V

of

.ii)]i>nn known ii.s the "Lkonza di
M.iclst; ato." Sh*- soon became renowned
Italy's exponent of modern song:.
aa
She win sing In Boston for the first tline.
"

MISS M'GUNCHEE
pianist,
McGlinchee,
Constance
played yesterday afternoon in Jordan hn! the prelude, aria and finalo
hv (V«:ir Franck, Mozart's A minor
Schumann's Carnival, a Liszt
prelude by Stojowski, "The
u.rii of the Mule Drivers" by de
i.
Severac, and, to close, Chopin's F
- Hallade and a mazurka and a
,

:

IcGllnchee 8e«ms a pianist In a
state of change: at her three
recitals she has played not twice
alike. Yesterday aft^arnoon she appefired
to be In the mood for music of short
bTMidth and not too great depth. The
LlMt Ftudy. for Instance, she played
•xtremely -nell, with ton<s of notable

I

I

:

the

In

allowed.

the Stojowski prelude prettily,
rlainx completely to the occasion in the
one big moment that served to take the
Its

Let

As

It

Its

Who

fly

sweetness. Sever-

ravell-ed.

Do

not then bind
In ribbands, and
But, like the sun
Shake your head,

The first
ot the aria she made sing.
of the finale she managed skll-

iwse

I

relations
1

and

cros.s-relajifins.

up that light
o'ercloud in night;
in 's early ray.
and scatter day!

Was this poetry Inspired by the poem''
it a portrait of "Lucasta,"
for In the
pastoral poem "Amarantha" It
is stated
that she and Lucasta are one
and the
same person.
Althea,
Lucasta and

—

so It went too often
page
Pages here, pages there,
well.
But to
played
McGlinchee
Miss
Bee a long piece through, with all Its
first

Is

yesterday.

how a

they "three ladles at
once"?
Lovelace never married. Did he merely sing in imperishable verse
to an Ideal
an "Inexpressible she"? No woman
Is
so fair as the one imagined by the
poet
in his fine frenzy.
Algernon Blackwood
has a story of a man who met his ideal
woman, but it was only when he was
dying that she appeared to him, as

—

Prmce Felix could ring the
only on his deathbed.
seems to be the favorite Indoor sport
a literary man In these days to prepare a poetical anthology for publicaIt

of

tion.

Was HazUtt

the first?

A

title

pa8« reads: "Select Poets of Great Britain," and It bears his name, "by William HazIItt," but he did not select the
poems: he wrote the short critical notes.
Ralph Waldo Emerson showed his peculiar taste

by compiling his "Parnas.sus."
Bryant edlt>e« a huge anthology.
Charles A. Dana, not a poet to our
knowledge,
edited
the
admirable
"Household Book of Poetry." George
Moore has his little volume of "Pure
Poetry" with Its entertaining preface In
which he puts English poets In their
proper place to his own great satisfaction. And so on and so on.
The Literary Supplement of the London Times of
Nov. 26 reviewed no less than six anthologies published recently.

Nearly all the older anthologleB con
Richard Lovelace's "To Althea'
and "To Lucasta." Strange to say, In
the collecUon attributed to kazUtt, the
former Is entitled "Sonnet" There are
two other poema by Lovelace Included.
Emerson admitted in addition to the
two famous ones, the much longer one.
"The Orasshopper," dedicated "To my
noble friend, Mr. Charles Cotton."
Is there much known about the autain

thor of these

memorable

lines:

"Stone walls do not a prison make,

Nor

iron bars

a cage."

and
could not love thee, dear, so much,
Lov'd I not honor more."
The question naturally comes up, who
were Althea and Lucasta, so immortalized?
But who was the dark lady of
shakespeaTB'B Sonnets?
"I

'

He who

lov'd best,
best,

Whose hand

Hartmann has

wrtt-

the

most con-

and them defended

so rudely grasps the steely

brand.

Whose hand

so gently melts the ladles'

hand.

hand. Miss Giannini gave a

passion too.
Gretchen's song
made a moving climax.

'

Marvell
was
defending
himself
against some woman who had accused
him of being one of the "word-peckers,
paper-rats, book-scorpions" that had
decried Lovelace's literary ability.

—

—

In his last years Lovelace was forced
don ragged clothes instead of his
former cloth of silver and gold; formerly
noted for his generosity, he lived, If

i

|
i

At th« Hollls street theatre yesterdar^'
afternoon the People's symphony conOucted by lieglnxka, who was also the

!

played the following program:
Reethoven. overture "Leonore," No. Ill,
jop. 72; Weber, concerto for pianoforte
In C major, op. 11; Tsrhaikovsky. symphony No. 4 in F minor, op. 38
Again, after an interregnum that has
heen a.-" perfunctory and apathetic as it
ha.-?
been brief, Leginska. once mons
for the afternoon, renumed the
condocorshlp of the People^s Symphony. And
oncn again this laboring and Increasing
ly dexterous orchestra became
charged
with something of her Immense elan, her
leaping Imagination, her musical eloquence.
Mololst,

,

From the fir.^t hushed measures of
the Leonore overture, to the tumult
the barbaric fury of the finale *f
Tschaikowsky's most Russian and least
quoted symphony, it was a performancemusically alive, poetic, and impassroneAV
ijnder her handn the Leonore overture
tmorged radiant and lovely, slowj'v
cuiiiulative, untouched by pedantry.
And so with everything that she com
ducted, the little known Weber concerto at times reminiscent of Mozart,
and even the Italian school, for ^fhlch
Leginska played the piano solo, and
conducted eighteenth century ivise froiv
the piano,
lihony.

and the Tschalkowsky sjiu-

Miss

The

exquisitely turned: playing the walse.
the andante, so warmly and delicately,
the pricking scherzo of the ghoulish
dancers with such infinite lightness; the
finale with such oriental lushness and
abandon. So there Is nothing but praise
for Miss Leginska, as soloist and as conductor. Tt Is not so very long ago that
her suggested conducting started th«^
sceptics snickering: there was only enlliusiasm \csterda\'.

1

•

NANCE

piannlnl

Om A

THE NEW PARK
By PHILIP HA.LE

NEW PARK
formance

in

THI':ATRE:
Engli.sh

in

Hernois.

Duchesne

ilc

Kafliirlne OnTaliio
I'ntncltt Ca ii-r

f'oiintosB i!" H"rn(ii»
Il.enniilt
T.nnni

rion

T.iinilry

iHi'

Mnrpi.Tltn. I.niilw. .Mn-le (workliiL- kIHki
Lol« Rox. Julia I)iin:-an. I.iii-I'li- IlnvtlH'llp'i Knr'»>fiiriMS
Uorili'ii

Vincent
Monai'iunonr Oiildo dc llernol-i
PcBnf.nlt

Collins,

of

miscellaneous

in

Italy in 1916,

the Arllngtor.
first time In
Theatre on April 18. 1!'23, when It was
performed by the Boston Italian Dramatic Company with MIml Aguglla aa
the Duchess.
The story Is a simple one. Anna mar-

Boston at

I

I

tor,

and a fourth

IV''
I,ovci

"La Womica. pr<
was seen for th

Nlccodr-ml's play

spirituals;

tuals,

ner.sforrt

Lnnili-y

''';'''",,

duced

Horatio

Remember Now Thy CreaRhodes; .Since You Went Away,
Johnson: Negro Love .Song, from works
of Paul Laurence Dunbar: Peter Piper,
.iarvis: My Soul I? a T.'itncss. Swing
Low, Sweet Chariot; Ezeklel Saw the
Wheel, Great Cainp Meeting, spirituals.
In the Copley Theatre, this time. Instead of In the vast abyss that an unFisk
filled Symphony hall becomes, the
quintet sang their songs last night,
them,
a somewhat augmented stock of
spiritoo, that included three groups of

llarrinur
Sti-rnn.v

I'n-rtirlik

Mlchnol

.lo«n

At the Copley Theatre to a goodsized audience last evening the Fisk
Jubilee Singers (Mr. and Mrs. James
D.

NleTn-s

Nnnc" O'S-r

'

T.orfl

Ludle

o'

'

Reed.
Ana <lc

|

Ofl<!ton

Myers,

First per-

Boston

"Stronger Than Love." translated froir
"La Nemlca," a play in three act'
hy Dario Nii-codeml. Presented by Carl

1^

O'Bannon and Carl J. Barbaur) gave
a program that included the following
spirituals and (.thers:
Give God the Olory, Steal Away, Good
News, Ride up in the Chariot, Wish Ise
in Heaven, Going Up, I Am Troubled
Shout Over God's Heaven,
in Mind,

G

T5.

folk songs,

FISK QUINTET SINGS

..

.

,

A year ago the orchestra played thip
same symphony, but not as thev did
yesterday, with each melodv tense and

R. R. G.

A.

Lovelace was first of all a soldier and
a courtier, not primarily a poet. It was
the part of a well-bred gentleman in
those days to write verses.
Lovelace
was not the only one to declare that
stonewalls do not always make a prison.
Mr. Hartmann quotes the lines of "Pelllson" his name was Paul PellssonFontanler confined in the Bastille In
1661, who wrote In verse that triple
doors, strong locks, double gratings represent hell to wicked souls, but these
bars to liberty are only wood, iron and
stone to the innocent.

|

lilEGINSKA CONDUCrS

memo-

which sounded more like popular songs,
she sang delightfully, as though she
herself delighted In them. Folk songs,
the song of the unhappy Gretchen recalling the past, wretched Santuzza's
narrative, the comedy of Cherublno
these Miss Giannini feels, and so can
sing superbly.
Docs she really like
classic airs, "Du blst die Ruh," and
"Dlvinltes du Styx"?
Why, by tlie
way, does she attribute this last air to
"Orfeo"? She does not sing them as
though she did. As a dramatic soprano,
however, she has made in six months
great strides. The future she has before her, if she can continue to sing
as she sang the Mascagnl aIrS

They

all in mutiny, though yet undrest,
Sally'd, and would in his defense contest."

iiplrltuai*

iMISSGIANNINIi

In

I

i

negro

Th»>

diction.

;U iilnte

f'its

"But when the beauteous ladles came
to know.
That their dear Lovelace was endanger'd so:
Lovelace, that thaw'd
gealed breast.

i

nin 11 genus of their own, and them
arc none who sing them quite so do
singers
(luently as these h.redltary
from KiBk University, without accomsingcapella
paniment of any sort, a

Dusollna Olannlnl, .«ioprano, gang this
program yesterday afternoon In .SvmPhony Hall, accompanied hv Mollv Bernstein:
Caro mio ben. Giordanl: M'ha
rrp.«io alia sua ragna,
Paradles; Abenaenipflndung. Mozart: DIvlnltes du Styx,
<;iuck: Du btst die Ruh', Hcldenroeslein,
Oretchen,
am Splnnrade. Ungeduld,
Schubert: "Ernanl InvolamI," from "Ernani." Verdi; Un Pajarlto, Nadle
me
qulcre, Carmela. Spanish folk songs;
Kn
r'liba, (^i Fuente.
"NVhei^flrst she sang In Boston, a year
or so ago. by the sheer splendor
of her
voire and her mastery of technique Mis.i
'jiannlnl so dazzled her hearers that It
i\as
no easy matter to judge htr
powers
dispassionately.
Yesterday,
hearing her for the fourth time, and
ccnsequently able to listen with cahn,
her admirers must have reached a con-

in

!

I

'

rable performance of this air, thrilling
in itsi ^ ocal and musical beauty and in

j

;

'

'

the mellow,
subtly bl'^ndlng; thi
rcsniiniit volcef,
amazing rhythm that has through
nwakttMed the world, the wunii niid ui

of

Bell

Considering the scanty material at his
hand, Mr. Hartmann has written an' interesting sketch of Lovelace's period In
which the poet moves about, a man
prepared for either fortune. How highly Lovelace, the cavalier, was esteemed
Is shown by the verses addressed
to him
by Andrew Marvell, the Cromwellian.
Marvell refers to Lovelace finding favor
with women.

to

Mr. Cyril Hughes

Happy

J

recenlly

I
'

Paul Uuiil'.ir.
again there were

And

'poet

the field of coloratura. To tell the truth
it,
she succeeded not too well with
the roulades of Verdi's air, which she
could sing neither brilliantly nor with
dramatic force.
For the first tline,
though, she made good her claim to the
title of dramatic soprano.
She sang the
romance from "Cavalleria Rusticana"
not only w^lth the emotional Intensity
the music demands, but also with the
overwhelming volume of tone needful to
give such emotion play. .Since, too, she
modelled her tone and song as heedfully as though she had Mozart himself

Amarantha—are

should be handled when the
ihm, for example, changed, what was
force of this melody or that, of a
that seemed beMi passage of stress
>ond Miss McGlinchee's power, for
something over an hour. Of course it Is
not.
She has only to put her mind to
work to develop her good talent to the
R- R- Gfull.

'home

11 precai
riper," and ii

"ho hun

1'

by

one

includtd
^'

l4

"lie

l,ooni8 of

voice at first, for an hour, at
Miss Glannini sang, whenever she
more than that light
head tone which costs her least to
give: for her encores she close her "Figaro" air and a Haydn canzonet, music
which, better than most, can make Its
way though lightly sung. Conquering
dlfUcultles thus by her wise use of technical, resources, little by little Miss Glsnnini caine so completely into her own
that in the latter part of the afternoon
she was singing with tone that from its
glory made one shiver.
Yesterday, more clearly than before,
people must have come to recognize
that Miss Giannini Is possessed with a
wide ambition. Eager last year to shine
as dramatic soprano and lyric too, yesterday she showed what she could do in

Like a clew of golden thread,

'

ii'URli!;

leasi,

Kvery tress, must be confest.
But neatly tangled at the best;

Most excellently

l

'

tliiim. In the "linlnj;
Willi M satlrlo loucli

Knd at
i

RoKfti;
UIlipllPU

could, with little

darling east
To wanton o'er that spicy nest.

Mule Drivers she made much with
a dainty rhythm that called to mind
tk« gait of the donkey Stevenson traveled with, Modestlne by name.
In parts of the carnival Miss McQlinchee also appeared to advantage,
pArts above all of a contemplative nature. The first page of the Franck aria
she made beautiful for sound, and much

'

good

left his

-loiiHly

lolKii.int
L p,
IThfi

clusion or two.

as unconfln'd

origin.

v.imo spirituals Jubl„
naive imd buoyi»nt; »plr

There
ll

More than ever they must have sat
amazed at her technical skill. Not in

ac'8

The

I

hair;

calm ravisher the wind;

hath

Harl.nonn menllnnH
John Aubrey as spenkliitf

of this poverty, but he does
not quote
hl.s actual words:
"ObUt in a cellar "
says Aubrey. "Mr. Edm. Wyld. etc.,
had
made collections for him and given hlin
n>oney.
He was un extraordln••>ry handsome man.
hut proud. Ocorge
ttv. habeidiishcr In Fleet
street carried XX .shllllMKi. to him every
Monday
morning from .Sir
Many and Charles
Cotton. Km\.. for
months, but was
never repaid."
Hut Aubrey could be malicious. Lovelace died when ho was 40
years old
His two poems will long preserve
hig
memory. Mr. Hartmann's volume leads
one to love the cavallor as well
es the
I

negro

soncfl of

Mr.

...

tliology:

same group she

him.

the old gossip

Lovelace wrote a poem, "To
.-Vmarantha: that she would dishevell
her halre."
It Is in Hazlitt's "Select
Poets," also In jMr. Hartmann's volume.
As the latter does not Include It, let us
give It as It stands In Hazlitt's
an-

playeti

curm away from

li.Iped

Now

Amarantha, sweet and fair,
.ih! braid no more that shining
As my curious hand or eye
Hovering round thee, let It fiy.

•

\Mlh„iiy W.iod 1m to )„,
|,„|1pvc.1,
In
llrtv and obscure lodnlnus.
HI. frUnd.

Infiu-

hangs down.

it

beauty, scales that were brilliant even
when (julet, and with all the sentiment
It

Its

Dutton & Co.
"lAK-asta" was undoubtedly a real
person, in all probability Lucy Sachcverell.
Having told her In verse that
lie
was going to the wars, Lovelace
went to Holland to serve under the
French King, then at war with Spain.
Lovelace was severely wounded and his
eleuth was reported In Kngland, wheretilHui "Lucasta" married a Mr. Dannet.
Her second marriage was with a first
cousin.
A fancy picture of "Lucasta"
was designed by no less a person than
Sir Peter Lely. An engraving of it is
In this book.
Was there an "Althea"? Was she
•Lucasta"?
In
the Dulwlch College
jallery Is a picture supposed to be that
of "Althea," for when It was sold with
other family portraits by
penniless
Lovelace, they came Into the possession
of an actor named Cartwright. He de.scrlbed this particular portrait:
"Althea's pictur. her hair descheull on
3
uarters clouth."
She is by no means a radiant beauty,
though she is dishevelling her hair,
passing her right hand through It, as

Mlaa (iohbl

Gobbl beean her musical tralninK
a( an oarly age. She entered the Con'

and

E. P.

Ml

•KTVMtnrv

Ci.valler Spirit

ence on the Life and Work of Richard
Lovelace."
The octavo volume of ISO
pages with eight illustrntlona and an
Index Is published in this country by

p«rurtl«

f« fi

ell*

"The

ti-n

Bfr(pr<-t(a
S*lle

jalu

I

I

I

ried a man she loved who already had
an Illegitimate son, Marlus. She promised to bring him up as her own child,
and promised her husVjand on his death
bed, swearing on the crucifix never to
When her son
disclose the secret.
Gaston was born to her and she found
when he grew up that Marlus was his
superior In all rewpects, that everyone
loved him, she began to hate him for
[having deprived her boy of his birtht

right.

The grandmother, the
lijeet

'Marlus

brother,' all that

fa.'icinated

are

by

him.

The ambitious daughf-r of the family
{la^wver makes hot love to him, throws
herself

nothing

at
In

him,

says

return.

Ho

she will
r. pulses

ask
her.

.

'

;!

tiio I'.ii' 1^- about Uu; i«ioi e
l^o everybody kiiovv.s that it ,»eals witli
an Italian opera sinser at a critical
Juncttu-e of hfr married life, when hev
American husband, weary of nor ways
has determined to divorce her in
favoi;
of a good Anierli'an woman.

CONTINUING PLAYS

^

,

TREMONT— "Louie

j

i»

put

the pdiltion of being

in

either

false

She

position.

Instead of a

already heartbroken because;

to

bo.

not concetti her aversion
hini when he was a
ready toiorRive her what
he believes to bo herein, nor does he'
ask the ii:ime of his father. In ;i hiphly
^oene, the "scene-a-faire" she
Uix's

i

whereas she loved

He

him the

into telliiis

dish
lovo.-i

hoi

to

leavo

truth.
Florence, a visitor,

girl,

George Gershwin
Third week,
MAJESTIC— "Greenwich Vil-

ter

amusing turn: as in some of the plays
by the late Clyde Pitch, not one of them
adds much to move the play along.
They talk, very amusingly sometimes,
always with snap and smartly. They
dance. They set a supper table in the

I

iiiinus, but the duchess wishesi
wed fJaston. Warius purposes to

way

the counti>.
The world war
breaks out. the L.fo boys enlist. Ont
returns. whil» thc^ mother, in agony!

'

•

usual role

its

farce

'

G.:

New

to

"Tho Boston Directory from 1846 t.
Klvea Henry A. Nichols, confec
tloner, houso 22 Wall street, and ii
^853,
Henry A. Nichols, confectlonei
1852

Court street, house 30 Wa
store was on the left-hant
>ide of Court street
going from Bow
'loin square
and only a little way fro:
he square. V\]^ve often heard m.
mother speak of Mr. Nichols's cak-s
and It has been said that he originate
^tore

WILBUR—"Old

English," John
Galsworthy's play starring George

in

by constantly interrupting.
In
varying degrees there is fun in all this

to the prle.st her betra.val ofj
bustle.
ath. The priept already knows the
Out of it emerges Miss Varesi's por,-ment that has fallen. One returns,
trait of the singer.
Let us call it rather
ih one? Marius enters. Gaston is
her
photograph. The externals all are
...d
The duchesy, her Jealousy forthere,
carefully
fitted
together:
the
i tten.
her old love for the adopted son
violence; the droll drops from high- flyreturning, embraces him with maternal
ing poetics to the drabbest of prose;
passion.
The play does not escape from a the constant theatrical posing; the facile
emotions ever on exhibition for the
familiar convention, but it Is so planned
world to see— Zaza, that outrageous
t»-..Tt
it holds the attention.
Even the Mrs.
Palmer Mrs. Craig once played
bold intriguing, spurned woman, an old
the Trentoni of Clyde Fitch— they"
all
friend In melodrama, seems true to
wore similar ear-marks.
nature, and so seductive as played by
What
sort
of
a
woman
the
singer
Jliss Talma, that one wonders why the
really
young duke does not play the Don Juan. face. was, beneath her amusing surThe characters are all known to us, the c.ear. Miss Yurka failed to make quite
Miss Yurka attributed no disin.^^enulous,
blushing young girl, the, tinction
rmr^ti^n ,„i,„*
^
whate
""'^'^
astute
lawyer,
guardian
of
family ,4" s '"al ol^ll
„
plenty
secrets-in this instance admitting hU Kn/°,rL'^^^'"^ shrewdness
a line, firm will of her own.
J
-~
It
daughter as confidential clerk the con
Sticks in one's mind that her
husband's
soling priest
with organ accompaniplain-spoken remark toward the end of
nient, the
witty grandmother,
who tbj? first
might have stepped out of any comedy tolerable act characterized her with
accuracy.
Miss Yurka saw
by Augier or Dumas the Younger they her, when
her theatrical mood was to
are all old friends; nor is the mother,
the fore, as a starnge melange of
Miss
half crazed by the knowledge that she
Mary Garden
by her devotion for her husband has When speaking and Sarah Bernhardt.
English, she lent her
wronged the son of her flesh and blood, the voice and
accent of a
wholly a stranger.
But they are so Jewess. As she saw the woman.Russian
Miss
vividly characterized,
brought before
lurka, it goes without saying, set
her'
the spectators as if
forth

sses

new edition on its
York, staged by Hassard
Short,
Florence
Moore,
Frank Mclntyre, Tom Howard,
and others, head the cast. Last
week.

used to make Sennett comfunny— perhaps .it does so still?

The telephone plays

i

lage Follies,"

way

that

edies

Discussing recently the letters oi
Wlin.am Hickllng Prescott. ably edTtei:
by Roger Wolcott, we asked who wa:
the Mrs. Nichols whose Ices were com
menxled by the historian. We have r
celved the following letter from H. K

Catlett.

wrote the melodies.

—

'

Is

COLONIAL—"Lady Be Good," I
musical
comedy with the As-'
taires, Adele and Fred, and Wal-

psychological

study of the theatrical temperament
forms the basl.s of the play, set against
a
background somewhat over-heavy
with atmosphere. A cook, a lady's maid
a doctor, Italians all, an English secretary each contributes his
(luota to this
atmosphere, and, In some cases, a short

. as he supposes the duchess'
ohild.

a

plot,

1

week.

I

-tens! him, finally taunts him with
par-ntage. Jle, orders her to leave
s

teenth," Ziesrteld's musical comedy starring Leon Errol. Second

j

uan or a Joseph, he wishes to

Others on the bill Includea SandyXapSl
and company in "A Skating Classic,Billy Lytell and Tom Fant
In
-Two'
Chocolate Cake Eaters," Rebla
"Tho
an<l ;^Iaurice and
nrn"^""','!""^.
iJan
Zelda, in "Unique Aerial PrpIIcs."

the Four-

'

'

H U B E R T —"The

S

!

Student

Prince/' musical version of "Old
Heidelberg," with a cast headed
by De Wolf Hopper. Thirteenth
week.

'

i

ll

Irish

There

I

'

—

I

,

,

(

I

1

j

|

.

I

I
I

j

I

he were an inmate
of the castle, that they are accepted,
and the workings of their mind seem
fresh and novel.

Only twice does the attention flag:
the girls are knitting, though this
intimates that war is on; the second
time when the priest in a burst of

When

fine

;

calls

forth finer
R. R. g.

The

cast:

.'i'lKi'v

W

lliim

Giibbius

\

K. E. riive
Richarrl Whoi-f

Foster

'''*'^'"y
I'riffn.s

c,

Timo!\

Lady

acting only in general

j

\VorrlI;>v

u

May
K.nlluTinp

Ruth

Leicester...

Elspcth

;lso

Ediss

s'trnulins
H.ilirps
Diid:j:eon

Miss Ediss

Is,
of course, the bright
particular star of "Three Live Ghosts."
play at the end of the second act
In the present revival of this lively
in the third.
Her entrance at the
little comedy she exerts all her peculend of the first act foreshadowed her,
liar and .special talents in a positively
Later treatment of Marius. It was to
be
"ripping" impersonation of the s!atexpected that she would play with natternly London lodging-house
ural intensity the scene where she frees
keeper,
with a ta.ste for gin and a rasping
herself from odious suspicion and turns
trns-ue.
to avenge herself on the unfortunate
It is a part just to her liking
and she easily dominates the perfm-mj.Marius; but in the quieter moments,
she
ance.
played with a fine reserve that yet was
The "Three Live Ghosts" are three
eloquent.
soldiers, officially reported "dead," but
Miss Grey was the high head, womwho most unexpectedly turn up, having
anly, slightly but not unpleasantly
cyni/escaped from their prison in Germany.
cal woman of the world to the life.
The
When they appear the audience is prescene between her and the Duchess was
pared for complications and is not disone of the most genuinely effective pasappointed, for they come a-plenty.
sages in the play if only by the simThe play is well within the scope of
plicity of the performance.
the Copley Players' capacity and they
And so one might .speak of the ingratiput it on with much vivacity and comating portrayal of the handsome, loved
prehension of the English aspects of
A.arius by Mr. Forbes; of Miss Talthe various situations as they arise.
ma's Laura, of Miss Sternroyd s RegThere have been two changes in the
nault, the legal storehouse of
secrets
cast since it was last presented.
and scandals, of the benignant dignity
Mr.
Mowbray replaces Philip Tonge as
ot Mr. Kerry's priest.
"Spoofy," the "ghost," who is sufThe audience filled the theatre It is
fering
from
shell
shock
a pleasure to add that the play
and
debill
velops a healthy case of kleptomania
announced, there should be no curtain
and steals, among other things, his own
calls before the end of the play.
After
baby and his own wife's Jewels. The tap
the final curtain there was hearty
apof a policeman's club restores his faculplause.
ties and saves the whole "gang" from
"gaol" leaving all as It should be. Mr.
liUTORY
"Encomedy in three acts, by Neil! has a modest part as a police
1 and Dolly Byrne.
The cast: officer.
Mr. Olive, as Jimmy Gubblns, is a
'r«.
Flora Preston.
I.enoro Cluppcndale j
most emphatic Cockney, and Mr. Whorf,
..-.-aid
ntKserald. ..
Arthur licliiens
.i'>iin
Fitz:rfTaIU
the American, "wanted" by the police,
Ross .\lexan(h*r
Aline riiiilDi.rs
Peg Kntwistle
has an adequate conception of his role.
liicf
Agnes Soott
Mr. Hulse, as the cock-sure and overTaiiinmot..
..i
William Kersliaw
bearing Scotland Yard man "gets his"
Ar< ir';.<l«
John Tliorn
"1luith
in the final, to the huge satisfaction
Carolyn Ferriday
of
I

and

full

;

Shades of old Olympla hold up their
hands and gasp;
Cleopatra looks
disgust and throws

away her asp,
Roman matrons shudder and
thumbs are

What

I

I

I

j

I

j

iv.ily off

I

the path.

Rhode Island Greenings the
merry, merry laugh,
Juno and Diana gaze, but 'tis to frown,
Eleanora falters not when walking into
town.

stage.

Aphrodite on the road would be a
]|

FRENCH DAi

I

-

;

^

j

THEATRE—

j

"

;

.

.

.

.

'

I

.

-

,

M

loc-tor

'I.itiame Liza Delia

Kobbia
'Co refresh theuiselves,

_
Horace
Polloi'k
Blauche Yiirka
perhaps, after

,

;

;

remarkable performance of Ibsen's overpowering tragedy, or perhaps
to exhibit their versatility, the Repereir

tory

company turned

eve.r.vone.'

•

"
l

Miss Holmes makes an appealing little
figure as Rose Gordon, the sorely afflicted sweetheart of Foster, and Miss Sterlings plays effectively in a similar capacity opposite Gubbins.
Rapid-fire dialogue and tjuick action
keep the play moving smartly. The only
adverse criticism suggested is that in
the abundance of Cockney dialect the!
unfamiliar words are poured forth In
such a rapid stream that they are often
unintelligible. People in the back of the
house lost a lot of the Jokes.
J. E. P.
!

j

their attention last

,

night to farce, Gilda Varesi and Dolly
Byrne's "Enter Madame."
It

not so long ago that Miss Vaplayed her "Madame here in person.
Since the annouTicenie;ir of this
is

resi

r-iy,-.;.,.,-

:,-;on.

ITlUCh

•

iS

btCn

i

Naro

and

Zita

Lockford,

down.
But Eleanora falters not

an'd

Jolly jest about the girls
walk.
When the auto gas gives out and there
Isn't time to talk.
Dressed in golden girdle and a-wearlng
golden crown.

who

Drop furs
'

Pupil." The part of the pupil is playedi
by Artie Mehlinger. Williams is at thej
He gives his Inimitable lmper-|
piano.

sonatlon of Eddie Leonard and In the
course of bis act Mehlinger sings a song
The act
or two written by Williams.
was well received last night.
Irene Ricardo in "%Vho Pagllacci,"
Miss Ricardo has
offers a novel act.
been in musical comedy. She possesses
Her
has
lots
of charm.
fine
voice
and
a
act consists of several songs well given

and a good

line of

comedy.

ceived several encores.

She too re-

Eleanora— and come walk-

As the World Wags:
In your column of Dec.

8 you say, "A
of, a Thespian's portrayal of the guilty lincle that 'he played

of clever patter.

ct

like

Ing into town.

TRACED TO FIELD

cop on a rampage." Miss Mercedes
can sing as well as dance. The ac^ Is
fic

Charles Ruggles, assisted by Henrietta Tillman, Lester Elliott, Barbara
Guillan, Kay Carlin and Charles Rug'I'he plot
gles. appears in "Wives, Etc."
deals with the marriage of a young man
drop or;
ot
a
while under the influence
two too much. His efforts "the mornlngl
after" to learn whom he married is'
solid:
furnishing 15
or more
the
minutes of laughter.
Sam Williams who last appeared at|
Keith's with the late Eleanor Williams;
is here in a skit "The Teacher and the

walking into

Nevermore the

is

it

W

full

In

little

town.

Kvith's this week.

billed as "Dance and Music,"
gives the best of both. The
dances are well chosen, as are the se-j
the band. Principalal
lections played
;ind those helping them received severali
encores.
Sharing honors are Bert Lahr and]
The
Mercedes, in "What's the Idea."
two are no strangers to v.audeville Lahr
"trafgives a greai interpretation of a

The act

she got to Mansfield she'd have to

leave the pike,
Evefi tho the way begins to run a

famous

French dancers, assisted by Paul Tlsen
and his stringed band, head an exceptionally fine bill at

little

tike.
i^re

1

j

their

turned down.
who is walking

She'll give

j

I

j

all

cares Eleanora
into town.

Golden Hesperideans wont lure her from

to know his lines well enough to give
conviction to his playing. An orchestra
that was more energetic than anythingi
else lighted the Interludes, and William!
Richardson, the baritone, sang eftect-

i

a-walklng Into town.

miles

into town.

It

flexible voices.

Is

from Boston Town th.
Providence Plantations,
H'orty
miles
Washington Street
of
throughout the generations,
Strong miles, long miles, to win th'
walker's, crown,
r>ut 'tis our Eleanora who Is walking
"orty

Charles Burroughs, as Antar, cut al
brave flgure, although he did not seem

and

I

down,
Eleanora Sears

through.
As seen it seemed to lack nothing In
atmosphere, most of which was created
by the skilful lighting and scenic devices of Mr. Brewster, and by the deco-[
rative values of the company, all of
whom seemed to be blessed with soft

Victor Tni-dr
TprroMccNfil'l

Bpison
Mrs. Gnbbins
5r;ss Woofers
Itose
Gordon

pike.

Three o'clock in the morning is the tim
to take a hike.
Never let it be said the sex can be trui

because of his ,seml-slavery, since he
is the son of an Arabian prince and an
Abyssinian slave. A long and orotund
play, with moments of lush poetry and
of historical bravado.
It began so late
and there were so many Interludes that
it was impossible for the reviewer to
see

Mowbrav

Allan

A STROLL

to English bards.)

Blow winds, snov/ winds, on the Rhodj

The play concerns itself with the love
Antar for the daughter of
his father's brother, at first denied him

COPLEY THEATRE. "Three Live
Ghosts," farcical comedy in three acts,
by Max Marcin and Frederic Isham.

rhetoric
gives the
reasons for
the
breaking out of the war.
The performance did not begin until
,8.45 o'clock.
The waits were very 4ong.
Probably this was due to the elaborate
stage settings that had to be adjusted
to an unfamiliar stage.
The company is one of unusual worth
from the duchess to valet. As the per- i
formance ended at a comparatively late
hour, it is possible now to speak of the

I

I

all,

T/^^r^ES

(With apologies

of the great

,

I

!

after

rowers than a poor one.

I

I

play,

j

ELEANORA

i

i

o
it

-Ve

Hare.

with

all skill and charm.
The others played very well indeed,
though without much of the >fcastery
they brought to the "Wild Duck."
A

hisorlcal

century, In the reign of Haroun Al
Rashl8. In its present guise this version
of Antar Is the work of Maud Cuney-

,

has

'Ued a circular calling attention t
jooks suitable for Christmas givin^
find one book that should be we.
(imed by collectors of rarities:
'The Life of Isabella
$6.00'
By Steward Garde-ier

and romantic play In four acts and a prologue,
"Antar of Araby," which took its motto
and its text from the life, letters and
adventures of the almost legendary Antar, poet and romanticist of the sixth

,

Cambridge,

square,

i-Iarvard

the Fine Arts theatre last evening

was presented a

I

i

bles

The Harvard Co-operatlv« Society

"ANTAROFARABY"
At

Ii

.

,iini

to

FOR COLl_ECTORS

m

i

—

.

He was called o.
some dinner or suppe.

George Waslilngton,
and tiamn his pie."

Here's

week.

.

i

a story about Henry Walter

Is

or a toast at

I

!

The nam

ion visiting Boston.

Nichols' farenters its tenth

famed comedy

^

pie.

this Nichols drops out ot the Dlrec
tory after 1853."
if

Anne

Rose,"

—

famous Washington

the

SQUARE —"Abie's

CASTLE

'

I

The

—

Last week.

Arliss.

111

street.

critic

!

1

I

•

i

once said

the king as if he w(Se momentarily ex"
pectlng some one els* to play the ace.'
You may be Interested to Ifnow that
this cr'itic was Eugeije Field. According
to Charles H. Denials in his "Eugene
Field's Creative Y^ars," this remark
was made by Field In a dramatic review
for tho Denver Tribune. His version of
the line read "he played the king as If
he was afraid somebody would play the

—

aco."

L. B.

STOYLE.

DUSTINQ OFF THE OLD ONES
Ab the World Wags:
The story by R. H.

L, In your column
of Oct. 11 Is taken from the well known
old vaudeville act of John Mclntyre and

Heath, "Tho Georgia Minstrels some
"
time musical comedy 'The Ham Tree.'
^Vhen Hendy and Alexander are on
"Liver
Stable"
the wayback to the
Henry had apparently trted to get Alexander to relieve tho long walk by hopping a freight, and sent him ahead to a
water tank. The conversation runs thus:
Henry— "Well. Alexander, didn't the
train stop?"

-

—

Alexander "StopI That truln didn't
even hnslUite. It would take two men
Une to say
to t«ii abuut that tTHlu.
here ilie cuinea, and the other to say,
(oea."
7. £]. U.
aha
thar

Two

In It In lii06.

candidates were admitted to our
Fame yesterday with a stirring;

tumultuous rejoicing: Hope
I. M. Joner, members of the
Orange Realty Sales, Inc., Winter Park,
FU.
one

.1.

of

I

IS

'

NOW THE HEAD-LINE
MAN?

(The Toungetown,

O.,

Vindicator)

AUTOrST SHOWS OnEENFORD
WOiMAN DIED FROM CANCER
Qreenford
Ul last
again.

— Mrs.

Tuesday

al

(From The Boston IJerald)

"Lamar, who Is 67, and his 2 year old
bad both been previously mar-

bride,
ried.''

THE WORLD

1s A SMALL PLACE"
"Bangor, Me. Rudolph P. Roerkle
sailed from Bang:or In the motor

—

which

Friday, Oct. 16, for
60-mlle cruise around the world."

"COMIN' THRO'
Aa the World Wags:
I

THE RYE"

Thus we were put on our honor. We
the same today at Exeter

bell-eve it Is

I

under the wise an\i kindly rule of Lewis

1

Perry.

j

Is

j

I

I

I

more, no doubt jesting with John
Phoenix, Artemus Ward and- with the
older humorists from England as they
stroll leisurely in the Elysian fields. At
the 25th anniversary of the birth of the
conference h*ld at Beverly, all 17 members were present and in good health.
"At the end of 10 years from that date
but four were living, and today there
ar© but three of that number.
With the death of Mr. Shuman the life
seemed to go out of the club, and we
ceased to hold meetings some four years

no

.

.

'

JOHN MacPARREN.
This subject was discussed at considerable length In The Herald some time
have no Intention of being
ago.
drawn Into the epistolary fray again.
River or field, It's all the same to us.
The song is a good one, even when an

We

I

.

I

j

j

[

As the World Wags:

Dnion)

j
'i

,

Mr.
tralta

Brown A Co., has been apprecttlv«l7 reviewed In The Herald, but we
niay be permitted to nay a few words
about his early recollections and Bchool
and college days. Mr. Powers writes of
Cornish,
H.
Ws knew Cornish well In th« slxtlee,
for we spent summers in Windsor, Vt.,
on th« other Bide of the Connecticut
river.
We used to sit on the fence o)
Jason Steele's back lot and see the loco•notlvs engines go by, the engines with
he good, old-fashioned spreading smoke
stacks, with shining brass, with tenders gayly painted, sometimes a landscape, sometimes a fancy picture. Those
engines had names and gloried In them,
Lawrence Bralnerd, J. Gregory Smith
and other men thus made memorable for
a few years. We would drive In an old
carry-all to Cornish, passing through
the bridge which, we believe, still stands.
"As dry as a covered bridge. "The bridge
with Its peculiar, never to be forgotten
smell; the bridge with its advertise
T.ts of horse liniments, patent medlblacksmiths' shops, the announceM that the justly famous stallion AbUi would visit Windsor for a short
And there would be a torn and
f.aced poster of a circus of the last
iar. This was before there was a "coly" at Cornish; before there was an

Boston streets? Their conjunction can
be "observed" nightly and no veils are
provided to protect the helpless citizens,
as they have been protected from other

INDIGNANT PURITAN.

stars.

A POET WITH CLENCHES

ludes,

—

altations."
"fire

is

she able, though she

Mr. Bralthwalte tells us: "She remembers between clenched teeth. She writes
often with clenched hands."

I

—

I'

exclusive" colony of artists, writers,
ilfihts of the bar.
Mr. Poiwers writes
lovingly of hia birthplace, and well he
may, for it Is a beautiful village, enduring patiently the crowd.s visiting the
ft.

Gaudcns

and his
Dartmouth is equally interestOn« of the adi-antagfis of a colleg!-

The
life

jing.

studios.
story of his school days

at

|ate education Is that clas3ma,teB years

PERCY GRAINGER
By PHILIP HALE
|

|

'

Percy Grainger, pianist and composer,
gave a recital last night In Jordan hall
Bach, Partita, No. 1, B flat major;

Brahms,- Sonata,

P

minor;

Ran-ei,

Le

Glbet; G. Faure, "Nell" (song ar-anged
for the piano by Granger; Debussy,
Pagodas; Albenlz, Triana from "Iberia";

Chopin, Etudes, C minor and C sharp
minor (op. 25 Nos. 12 pnd 7) Polonaise,

But as

to

the claim,

I

at

—

Applause now greets a piece of
decorative noise such aa Honegger's
rendering of a locomotive's progress.
But even In the time of Bach would not
Honegger or Stravinsky provided 'they
escaped Incarceration have stimulated
the 18th century man by their Ingenious

sider!

drums

is

Is

prastlcally

It Is frankly
one "first movement."
a
Includes
which
music
program
thunderstorm, or tempest to use the

1

IN A

to help
It is so nice of Mr. Jewett
to
educate us poor morons who flock
itthe Ibsen plays. Not only Is the play
excerpts
carefully explained by
self
from Mr. Bernard Shaw, but the muwho such
sical program tells us exactly
known composers as Grieg,
little
OffenTo-mah),
(pronounced
Thomas
hach and others (including the Strauss
have
we
too,
not Richard) were. Then
surprise of
the additional pleasant little
paying an amusement tax on this otherwithout
wise free educational process,
list
warning either by advertisement or
beside the
of prices hanging directly
.box office

window.

MARGARET LLOYD.

I

i

j

J6sef Hofmann, pianist,
[Symphony Hall tonight.

will play

In

i

I

Esther Dale, soprano, will sing this
Hanevening. In Jordan Hall, songs by
Mendelssohn, Brahms, D'Albert,

|

the

which

This symphony,

Notes and Lines:

his
dully,

in

as the beating of
stimulated

always

has

at least 50 "minutes long,

first

chaps and sombrero and

much

—

citing noise, had to repair to the Zoos
at feedlnsr time, or hire a man to play
the bagpipes without actually breaking
Such considerable and
into a tune.
not undignified sounds were all he could
obtain; but his appetite was there; all

1

a firm esprit de corps. The audience
was not a large one, and one wished
in vain for theatre setting where Rogin

some fresh

faculty has been awakened, that
there Is a real new demand of the mind,
which the old writers, painters and
composers cannot satisfy let us con-

human

NAUGHTY WORLD

(

ers,

seemingly Im-

plicit in cafe-table talk, that

GOOD DEEDS SHINING

all."

and
with "MelUe"
before yesterday,
i:;if^onora Sears, ho had slipped Into his
He lined up a new cabinet, with
K'alt.
Uempsey as secretary of war, and Pcgthe keeper of the treasury; he
Joyce
KY
^aw that "Mellle" had "at last got Maine
into the 'Who's Who' for the first time
since James G. Blaine"; he ranged from
the joys of car parking to the \vittlisms of President Coolidge, marking
his rhythm by his gum, and the receptiveness of his audience.
As for the De Reszke Singers, they
sang their various folk songs In the
Iquartet arrangements with gusto and

j

j

(Arkansas Gazette)

New

!

,

commentary ripped
and perfunctorily,
along rather
down the foottalked
had
he
after
but
ball season, and the news of the day

And

held under"?

HuntsvUle Herbert Burd of Whltener
has sold his 80-acre farm to George
Burd for $800. Burd will use the farm
Herble Burd
for pastorial purposes.
raised over $500 worth of tomatoes on
the farm this year.

New

disgood old word for an "electrical
turbance" In the sky. The symphony
has been played in Philadelphia, New,
not In
Y'ork, Chicago, Minneapolis but
Boston, although It was produced at
Berlin 10 years ago.
The program for Dec. 24 (Thursday)
and Dec. 26 Is as follows: Purcell-Wood.
Trumpet voluntaryi Bloch, Concerto
Grosso (In the old manner); Wagner,
Salnt-Saens,
"Parsifal;"
Prelude to
Symphony C minor, with organ.

]

between monologues.

malice towards

Is

FROM THE "AMERICAN" DICTIONARY

;

unknowingly he hungered for "Le Saore
du Prlntems."— John Galsworthy.

Delicious irony to see this gum-chewing comedian, for Ih^ time being shorn
of his chaps and the measuring lariat,
dodging in and about tho grand piano,
flubbing himself "the Goodwin of America," and assuring his devotees that he
came there "with charity to none and

William Stanley Bralthwalte wrote In
the Evening Transcript, or was quoted
by It we have only a clipping that
Elizabeth. Shaw Montgomery, a poet, is
the "aristocrat of ecstasy," but she Is
able to resolve and command her ex-

And how

classification of tho records yields
the following results: subscribers living
26 per cent.; subscribers livBoston,
In
ing In the suburbs of Boston, 59 per
subscribers from outlying cities
cent.
and towns, IB per cent.
In other words, three quarters of this
new public of the Boston Symphony orchestra live outside of Boston, and a
visiting
this
considerable number of
public come from about 75 cities or
Hamptowns of Massachusetts,
shire, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
been
have
towns
Certain of these
visited by the Boston Symphony Orchestra In seasons past, but tho Increasing demand In Boston, and the
larger auditorium, have made feasible
and necessary a curtailment of the
England itinerary.
orchestra's

ITie program of the Symphony concerts this week comprises Bach's Suite,
famous
D major, the one with the "Alpine"
"Air"' and Richard Strauss's

In Symphony hall, last night. Win
Rogers, in the throes of rediscovering
the back lands of the theatre and the
stage,
concert
the
of
distractions
launched into tha first ot his "concert"
tirades hern on life, politics and the
The De Reszke
pursuit of happiness.
Singers, with a full and, barring their
first
few; well chosen group of folk
songs, were merely the calming Inter-

Mayor Curley to the scandalous goings
on of Venus and Jupiter just above the

Little,

MANY FROM OUTSIDE
A

.

XONCERT TIRADE

World Wags:

inter-

shows intense

subscribed.

Symphony.

Is it too late to call the attention of

Samuel Iceland Powers's "Porof a Half-Century," pubUshed by

hull,

Down to quite a short time
people?
ago a white man who craved for ex-

WILLROGERSGIYES

SHOCKING
the

Symphony

forest

HORTBNSE.
As

examination of the nubscrlpnewly added aeries
by
of Tuesday afternoon concerts
in
the Boston Symphony orchestra

tion lists to the

noises fully as

—

nearly dropped dead today I asked
the man in the office next to me If he
could change a five-dollar bill and he
didn't say, "Oh, you flatter me."
I

HAS WIDE A
An

—

by Albeniz, was of dazzling brilliance.
Here was a program that called for
a performance to prove that Mr. Grainger Is not that fearsome creature, a
musical specialist. Bach and Debussy,
Brahms and Albeniz, in turn appealed
to him and he was their faithful, lUuminating, glorifying Interpreter,
There was a very large and enthusiastic audience. Mr. Grainger played several pieces not on the program.

AT THE ANANIAS CLUB
the World Wags:
I greeted a fellow-worker with "Good
morning, how are you?" and he didn't
reply "Able to sit up and take a little
HATTIE LIZ.
nourishment."

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Lothman, 821
nil avenue, announce the
birth of
n, Theodore LaRue .Monday.
The
Miss Marie Duffens and child
m^* dolnc nicely.

brought vividly to mind by Debussy's
"Pagodas." Mr. Grainger's arrangement

and therefore the more popular, is a
pretty salon piece. The performance of
"Triana," that exciting Gypsy rhapsody

As

ADD "SOCIETY ITEMS"

lyrical episodes.

of "Nell," one of Gabriel Faure's earlier,
least characteristic, commonplace songs,

I

Italian prima donna sings It to make
herself popular with the pe-pul. Ed.

and

Ravel's "Gallows," an Impressionist's
mu.sical illustration of one of Bertrand's
more macabre prose poems, cannot Justly be ranked among, his more effective
[piano pieces. In fact, it is not easy to
trace any relationship between the music and the prose, while the orient is

ago."
Mr. Powers tells of Samuel J. Elder,
Charles Gallagher, Melvln O. Adams,
Gen. Taylor as accomplished story-tellers. He neglects to say that he himself
was unequalled In this art.

your opinion?

(Sallna. Kan..

j

of these lunch-

de.scription of their character, the story
In. this
telling,
the good fellowship.
chapter are portraits of Bostonians now

attended a dinner given by a body

What

Another interesting chapter In Mr.
volume of recollections Is that
entitled the "Atlantic Conference." Only
Power.s'.s

eons can fully appreciate Mr. Powers's

Of native Scotchmen In Roxbury recently, where the principal speaker referred
to the popular Scottish song, "Comin'
Thro' the Rye," which had
just been
sung by one of the entertainers. He said
that the two
young people were not
flirting In a fleld of rye, as Is commonly supposed, but had met In a shallow
part ot tiM rhfer Rye, so ihai the picture
referred to by your correspondent W.
A. P., does not correctly Interpret the
popular song. The error of picturing
"le couple in a field of rye. Is a natural
:ie to the uninitiated.
It should not be
on fused with the well known song.

Here wo find the Bach that Is
a brother of tho French Clavoclnlsts,
th.>
Bach that listened gladly to the
Italian operas of Hassc.
Indeed tho
Kay Jig might be signed by Scarlatti
with the crossing of hands and tho
general spirit. It is not easy to say
whether
the tender and Intimate Prelude
tho
Alloniande with Its Gallic flavor
the
grave
Sarahande or the charming
minuet with Its little Trio called a
secontl minuet, Is the least
Teutonic.
The gushing Florence May in her life
|0f Brahms finds the Rhine,
tho Nonjnenwerth, ilie Drachenfcls, blue sky
and
starry nights In the sonata of
Brahms
chosen by Mr. Grainger.
It contains,
indisputably, lofty and fine thoughts
at
times expressed In a crabbed
manner,
at times spontaneously out-pouring.
It
Is not necessary to find
a ri\>er, crags
castles or the flrmament in this
music!
It
Mr. Grainger played in a poetic
manner the music of Bach, with exquisite tonal quality and the
requisite
intimacy, without any attempt at giv,ing the movements undue, swollen
signiflcance, he bestowed an epic character
on the sterner pages of the sonata
without sentimentalizing the relieving

SYMPHONY

est outside of Boston.
The hour for this new series was
set at 3:iri, largely for tho convenience
Before the
of out of town patrons.
opening concert on I>pc. 1, the series
was within a few seats of being fully

I'artita!

We

who attended one

singularly angular music not
keeping with the other moveWhat beautiful music Is In this

I

fluence wei'j beneficent. If the ."students
itf^pected them, they In turn rospected
remember on enterthe students.
inp I'hillip.M Academy, Exeter, the venerablo tsldeon L. Soule, tho principal,
saying to the assVMnbled newcomers:
"Young gentlemen, thoro are no rules
in this school until they are broken."

those

op. 53.

Is

munts.

.

canoe Mariposa on

major

at nil In

teachers at imrtmouth were honorable
teaching and per.sonal in-

I

SHE WAS A FAST WORKER

It

men whose

M. B. Bush was quite
night, but Is better

flat

This recital was one of the most delightful wo have heard for many seasons: In fact Mr. Grnlnger's playing
should convince any doubting Thomas
that the piano, with all Its serious
limitations, Is not Hiecessnrily to bo
avoided; nor are all planlst.i to be regarded as pitiless foes to mankind.
Mr. Grainger did well In playing
naeh's Partlt.-i to omit tho Courante

M—

and

WHERE

A

tau-s

ti-U

before the dnor of a Justl.v
unpopular fellow-tutor. The first named
suinmoncd a studwnt, who was wholly
ignorant of the affair, and said to him:
"You were seen with that barrel of
Now, If you
sand at Mr.
's door.
will tell me the names of the others, th.;
faculty will take no action in your
oa.se."
Yet this tutor w:«s Ihc son of a
clergyman; he himself had studied for
the ministry, and would make long
prayers In the college chnppl. Mr. Johnson still grows red in the face with indignation 11 a he recalls the Incident.
Mr. Powers was more fortunate. His
diitnpcd

i

j

Stronjr

0:111

iha tutors niid profe.«Bors,
to tho Rrudiiati's. tii-ntrd

them vilely'. Thl» one was a sneak; that
one had the lmpu\lence to "condition"
the narr.'ltor.
Mr. Herkimer Johnson
telli of tUo contemptible meanness of a
Some
tutor at Yale In the M>veiitles.
sophomores with 11 mistaken sense of
and
sund
humor had carried a barrel of

ENTHUSIASTICALLY ADMITTED
Hall of

leunlons

whn, Bcrortli

R. H. L. did not pretend that the Joke
was orlclnal with him. We think he
Improved It by "Thar she comes"; "thar
she foes," was Uie "ilani Tree" seen
us a vaudeville act before Mcliityre and

Heath "siarred"

uOs

.

ri:.>(pnruBtlif

del,

Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Granados,
de Falla, Dobson, MacDowell, CarpenStucken and two
ter, Burnett, Van der

!

Wolf
more pungent

air of the "Follies," might
himself at his full length, al-

disport
though the gods and goddesses who
preside over the ways of Symphony hall

Irish

old

The

songs.

first

of

Mr.

SchelUng's

Chil-

take
dren's Concerts with orchestra will
place In Jordan hall next Saturday at

much with

hta
did not seem to Interfere
Innuendo, his loping gait, or his "lov down" on those who make the news.
E. G.

11

A M

Music by Mozart, Beethoven,
Tchaikovsky. Read-

Schubert-Krelsler,

Godard, Rossini.
Mr. Newman on Friday night and
Saturday afternoon will show In Sym-

ing,
1

1

"

,

otlon
1.1s

and

Knd snv-

ind Hlong the

win be performed
nn>c!n Society In
\~^'axt Sunday afternoon
and Monday evening

The old HOWARD
d LInea:

was very
on
n

V

,

1

1

at

column last
friend Qulncy Kllby.
your

!.

>felv!lle

I

,

:

:

I

remember

by Ben

':'

^,t

o

1

i

Ames

In

well.

Williams,

remarked: "You

ters

;

On another

others.

H.

Our
It,

BILL.

CLARENCE AND FARNHAIVI
As the World Wags:

On the 30th of last May a correspondent Inquired in your column as to the
identity of C. W. Clarence, the author
of "a biography of Ralph Farnham, the
alleged last survivor of the Battle of
Bunker Hill." Has that inquiry ever
biCen answered? I think that Mr. Farnham was not an actual participant in
the Battle of Bunker Hill, not being on
the hill at the time of the battle.

the golden year."
.

A

symphony

in silver

diawn

—

—

tell th"?

truth

I

A strong facial resemblance was more
than once remarked between Queen
Alexandra and Mary Queen of Scots,
but few realise the late queen-mother's
direct descent from that beautiful but
unfortunate lady. Queen Mary's grand-

hate this month

janitors neglect the steam
I would not sing its praises oneth
Except to hold my self-esteem.
Its climate drives a man to drink
(A boon if you have had it tested)
December, drear, for what I think
Of you I ought to be arrested.

When

j

be the opera,
piano pieces. Including a set of preludes; one of the most trifling of Mo- .
zarfs sonatas, the fruit of mere routine; and finally the sonata with the
funeral march! To offer a program of
novel music not too ponderous was indeed a grand idea, and a better one'
still It was to place the Chopin sonata
*h€re, from its familiarity, it belongs:
after the music not so well known.
It seems a pity, though, since Mr.!
Tillotson has the Russian bee in his!
bonnet, that he should not have takeni
the opportunity to let us hear what
the young musical lights of Russia are
(!<^:ng
Instead of what those,
today,
r.
i-ocians,
who as composers never
7.
-e lights at all, did some years ago.
B it If he had, he would have spoiled
whPt appears to have been hl:-i scheme;

IN KING PHILIP'S
As the World Wags:

,

Mail Bag contributor retorts with a
condemnation of suspenders. The rest
of us, more modest, hope the argument
Those of
will continue, for our benefit.
us who possess highly developed figures,
So far the
particularly, are interested.

argument implies that all men are built
lines, whereas regard should
be had for those who are not., The man
rotundity is annoyed by
horizontal
of

on adonlzed

belts that slip; likewise the man of
whose garters won't
fieshless bones
stay up. In between is a very small
And what
group of belt adherents.
about the man who wears both belt and
f5uspenders, belt for appearance and suspenders for utility?
think of a belt as an appliance
for binding, just as we accept the truth

that trousers should be suspended from
H-ence it would seem that
sometliing.
suspenders have the better of the arguSticklers who regard convenment.
tionalities as binding, let them wear
Or a compromise might be arb-2lts.
ranged whereby the belt wouM be worn
on the front lawn, suspenders in the
back yard along with the old corncob
The objection to
and perfect peace.
this compromise is its serious concession
to the man who maintains that belts
are for trousers, suspenders for pants.
One difficulty with suspenders In use
in formal society is the proclivity of
su.spender buttons to burst free from
their appointed spheres, like the jam
of river ice in a spring freshet, and
force an awkward suspension of formalMan in hi.-?
ity .T.S well as 'of society.

heated anxiety hastens to effect temporary repairs by hitching up to the
remaining button, but whwn that button protests against the double strain
then is man a mere thing, helpless, put
out of the running, a subject for disasMan 'doesn't appre.sociated charity.
of trousers until a sus-

ence to the petition of the 100 per cent.
American soldier, isaac Wanno, in regard to his scalp money and other items
of account, and as a further item, damages for the loss of one of his eyes by
the explosion of his powder horn in the
battle of Nerridgawock. I have also noted the challenge to young gentlemen enjoying the advantages of a college education to step forward and state how

j
i

du Pecheur, Manuel de Falla; movements perpetuels (1, 2, 3), Francis
Poulenc; valse phantastique, Edna Bentz
Woods; Tannhauser overture, Wagner-

1

and its locus.
rest, I,
Stimulated by the day of
gentleman,
I trust,
a
young,
though hot
though I do not keep a chaise, the enjoyment of a college education not being

come as

;

I

i

I

.

my

j
'

|
.

|

j

,

i

Norridgewock in King Philip's war, this
and without consultation of
This, it seems to me, is a
authority.

'

i

The spelirtither sporting thing to do.
ing of the locus of the battlefield would
have tendency to deceive those of literal
mind. By the grace of God, mine is not
a literal mind. Here lies the possibilitythat the truth of the facts acquired as
education in my pre-Harvard period has
prevailed. Go to it, ye of later generations, out of your fund of general infor-

ABEL ADAMS.

jTiation.
»

AgitMWst, N. H.

MMDALE SINGS

Esthier Dale, soprano, sang this frolast night in Jordan hall to thej
Luof John Doane:
slnghe plu care, Handel; Auf Fluegeln

consternation Itself and the face of
know
superiority sickens and fades.
.Toneb-, and ho is safely a suspenders ad-

with

song).

Me

in the

Summer

Night,

Van

der

I

tlcists,

Schumann,

Chopin

and

Men-

delssohn, that he did his most beautiful
Here it was Hoffman in tho
playing.
mood, and when he is so, there is nont

him.
strange and scattered program, too,
without any special ligne, starting out
with tho Taussig arrangement of Bach'?
toccata and fugue which was lovelieM
when Taus.s1g omitted the efflorescent
louche.'^; the E major scherzo of Mendelssohn which he played with exquisiti
muted tones so that it hardly seemed
^to take palpable shape; Schumann's
"
fantasy plec^ in C major which he
to excell

!

A

!

it

was

flawless play-

was

of infinite

individualized,

made

beautiful:

each theme given significance; and
with never a touch of virtuosity. There

.

folk

j

shading and tonal purity, not playing in the grand manner,
but always intense and deeply poetic.
There is none who can achieve so
many shiftings and varieties of tone, or
such a lovely, unerring rhythmic vitality as Hoffman. Each note, each phrase

Winter Wind. Spring, Castelnuovo-Tedesco; La Maja y el Ruisenor (from
Goyescas), Granados; El Majo Discrete,
'de
Murciana,
Seguidllla
Granados;
(Arg-entine

i

cept as indications. And it was in tht
older music, the music of the roman-

And throughout

'

Vldalita

1

ing,

des Gesanges, Mendelssohn; Es Liebt
Sich so Lieblich im Lenzv?, Brahms; Mitl
Delnen- Blauen Augen, Strauss; Amor
und Psyche. D'Albert; Auf dem Gruenen
l^alcon, Dank des Paria, Wolf: "I Know
Where I'm Goin'," Irish folk song; Barbara Allen, arr. by Quilter; Und<sr the
Greenwood Tree, Blow, Blow. Thou

by Alberto "Uniliams; Y^asmln, Dobson; Slumber Song, MacDowell; To a
Young Gentleman, Carpenter; O Come

\

with.

accompaniments

Falla;

i

played in its long and changeful enand
nocturne
Chopin
the
tirety;
scherzo, as well as Liszt's arrangement
of the Tannhauser overture to close

!

gram

arr.

i

.

later years,

step
a living factor
fcrward to express it as my opinion, not
my knowledge, be it perceived, that the
battle was at the place now known as

-

Although they did not take precedence and were not present either in
their most rabid or significant guise
the ultra moderns were at least represented on Hoffman's program last night.
And of the few great pianists now alive
he is the only one who does not utterly
debar them.
Still the mournful and aloof little air
the fisherman of De Falla and
of
Poulenc's brief and quizzical studies
are of no great musical moment, ex-

i

oft'-hand
1

Liszt.

|

to this battle,

in

pender button uproots, until with the
humbla button the
bursting of an
trousers become too long at the bottom
and too short at the top, the laws of
relative gravity Inexorabte. Jones wears
a face of stern dignity and superiority
as he wends his way along the crowded
sidewalk, but at the button signal Jones

We

WAR

have read with interest the refev-

I

—

—

At ,s> 'i.j'liony hall last evening Josef
Hoffman, i.ianist, played the following
program: Toccata and fugue, Bach-Taus-l
sig; scherzo in E major, Mendelssohn;
fantasy in C major (in three parts),
Schumann; nocturne In F major,
scherzo In C sharp minor, Chopin; Recit

j

A

is

j

of

Chronicle.

|

As the World Wags:
The Herald editorially has expressed
its disapproval of man's belt and of the
waistband ruffle which the belt creates.

valii-i

Queen

came Queen of Denmark. King Christian IX, Queen Alexandra's father, was
Louisa's great-grandson.— London Daily

BELTS AND SUSPENDERS

ciate the

Stuart,

—

Bohemia, was great-grandmother of
George II, whose daughter Louisa be-

GORDON SEAGROVB.

1

Elizabeth

daughter,

P.n'-,

tura soprano of genius can make interesting music? There are many Handel
airs with bravura in their course whii?h
Miss Dale could sing to the queen's
Why not
taste, airs we never hear.
give us the chance?
managediscreet
his
by
Doane,
Mr.
ment, did much to make the accompaniments to Castelnuovo's songs tolerable
to people who might easily have disliked them. In some of the other songs
he showed less mastery and sympathy.
R. R. G.

OBSERVER.

Provides the leaves a sombre grave
I've sketched a mood I can't go on.

We

—assuming

Blumenfeld to
conductor who wrote

is

-Mii s

;

—

in

,

I

practise their fine art;
On good, old Boston Common
Open season that's my plan.
And let these mighty hunters
Shoot the squirrels— if they can

(That "golden year" is pretty trite,
But on): "The geese are on the wing.
The maple.'; all in frost bedight
Moan mournfully for distant Spring;
'liie little bay where danced the wave

is

TILLOTSOM

a song

sniKi-i

—

deer

suggest another season

I'd

doubt)

To

Frederic Tillotson, pianist, played this
program last night in Jordan hall, before an audience of excellent size:
Prelude E minor. Opus 32, No. 10,
Rachmanlnov; Prelude G sharp minor,
Op. 32, No. 12, Rachmanlnov; Etude, D
sharp minor. Op. 8, No. 12, Scriablne;
Prelude F sharp minor. Op. 17, No. 8,
Elumenfeld; Prelude G sharp minor. Op.
17,
No. 12, Blumenfeld; Fairy Tales,
Op. 20, No. 1, Medtner; Tragedle Fragment, Medtner; Sonata, D major, Mozart; Sonata, B flat minor, Chopin.
Surely an odder program was never
set together. ,A group of inconsequen-

."jing

"And dying

recital:

transcendental. It is curious how anxious he is to explain the difficulties of
each work, and how he defeats them,
for the essence of his playing does not
depend upon technique at all.
Keys,
hammers, strings and pedals are dematerialized as soon as he puts them
into action.
The tones of the E minor
Nocturne float out upon the air, and we
follow into a solitariness; the faint
rhythms of the B flat minor Mazurka
beckon us to the land 'where nobody
grrows old and bitter of tongue.'
And
~who can play a Mazurka as Pachmann

.

interpreter,
R. R. G.

laush),

—

Russians

To appease

"The bluejay's wintry note rings out
Across the meadows brown and sere"—
(You've heard the phrase before, no

—

tial

.\a tlie World Wags)
the mighty hunters
Who were cheated of the fun
Of shooting the Myle^ Standish
Which in that forest run

i-.'.st iiij;

—

one

A SUGGESTION

your behalf;
Let's see: "Ths bluejay's wintry note—"
(Not bad to start— don't make me

To

WHEELER.

Pachmann's music

a

SOS!

(For

POET ADDRESSING DECEMBER
my duty as a pote

De Pachmann Is still
inimitable. The Daily
London had this to say

little.

belt,

>

j

that
semi-tropicals "do not use suspenders.
We should send them some. And we
might send along some trousers, that
the suspenders might be given something definite to do, serving even in
H. C. P.
altruistic endeavor.
Fitchburg.

It Is

old friend

a

A

not suspended'?

if

t

j

May

"He also made hig little speeches, of
course told us how cold his hands became' In cold weather, how much he
loved England, how much he loved
Chopin, how much well. It was a typical Pachmann recital.
But let these
things be forgotten, and let us think
only of Pachmann the musician.
The
present writer has already set down in
these columns the strange impression
which Pachmann conveys, even with a
few modulating chords between one
work and another. That impression was
deepened yesterday, even at moments
when technical facility seemed to be
falling

trousers,

A

emotion.

moment

one of tragedy and man Is overcome
by a consuming surge of bilious pessimism, defeat, dismay. Of what avail
nail, rope,
Thus in reality the argument is
It is urged
of belt vs. buttons.

'

in

theie would be no end to it. One could
write a full page In praise of her voice,
a lyric soprano of almost dramatic
sound
in
voice lovely
a
character,
throughout its long range and warmly
middle
lower
and
its
expressive in
On her technique also one
registers.
could write a long list of compliments,
tor her skilful management of breath in
particular, her suave legato, the shapely
moulding of her phrases, both musical
and rhetorical, and for so long as she
did not sing above the staff the nice
clarity of her speech.
It would be pleasant, if there were
room for detail, to analyze the elements
that made the Brahms song especially
delightful.
By her warmth of feeling
and her vocal skill. Miss Dale made the
ciuick sentiment in Strauss's song cover
the musical commonplace that mars it
Right to the heart she went
in spots.
of the added song by Brahms. The song
the
..f d' Albert, the lively Spanish songs,
.'Spanish lament, Castelnuovo-Tedesco's
Under the Greenwood Tree," the Hanrecitative all this widely varied
(i.I
music she sang with rare intelligence,
force and charm.
Strange then, it is, that Miss Dale
should choose to sing several songs in
so high a key that many of the words
she i:ould not make easily understood,
and to her tones she could not give
Wolf's
their most sympathetic sound.
exquisite balcony song suffered in this
over-brisk
the
from
say
to
way, not
pace that spoiled its rhythm and its
character, and so did the bedizened BarToo much hurry, by the
bara Allen.
same token, preivented Mr. Doane, for
all his technical competence, from doing
justice to the accompaniment to "It
Was a Lover and His Lass." And why
should Miss Dale, a soprano only a little
less than dramatic, wish to try her hand
at a Handel air that not even a colora-

is

bill

Incorrigible,

Telegraph of
about his recent Chopin

an

is

Stucken.
If once
tail that

That a -week has set apart
When these same fearless hunters

Medford.

at

warm

hi.'!

un-

I

cial ethics suffer violation, the

—

thm's sake, nor yet
performer, after all,
not a recorder.

she played in "Kenllworth" with practically the same people as in "Mephlsto." Ih still another she was cast
In the support of D. L. Morris in "Dutch
Justice," also In the burlesque "Pygmalion," with th^ Zavlstowskl Sisters In
the principal parts, and Adah Richmond, W. H. Danvers, Joe Murphy, Nat
Jones and others.
On this bill Joe
Murphy did four turns; Emily RIgl
headed the grand ballet In a "Hungarian
Dlvertlsement";
other
well
known performers on this bill were
Ashcroft and Morton, Add Weaver,
J. W. McAndrews and Lozada, Juggler.
These are, indeed, pleasant memories.

JOSEPH

for economy of means, for simAll communicating
directness.
emotion he did away with. Though he
he seemed no
tone,
produced pood
longer to revel in the beautiful tone of
many colors with which he used to
harm the ear. He played very rhythmically, beyond a doubt; but his rhythms
set no feet to t;ipptnB.
Mr. Tillotson or so It,
In short,
seemed set music before his hearers;
precisely as the composers set it down
on paper, of course with a high degree
of technical skill, with pure taste, with
all

plicity,

But some
tor following his conviction.
of his admirers must hope he will come
again to feel that tonal rotor does no
harm, nor delight in rhythm for rhy-

ivi'.DA.
!ial business of life Is
the uccunuuulaiion of pleasant memories."
He said sometl^lng:. I find Julia
Melville's
name on several Howard
Athenaeum bills, none of them dated,
but probably of the early seventies. According to one she appeared in the
burlesque, "Mephlsto," with Adah Richmond, Olivia Rand, Harry Bloodgood,

Nat Jones and

scheme. Like the young composers most up to date, he seemed to

admirable musicianship. Of himself, he
gave nothing at all.
If Mr. Tillotson feels that such extreme reverence for composers is only
rtghL, all reverence to Mr. Tillotson

Mos.

an

.it

a:\ve a
i'O

Inat

.1

i

una I.- .vvM.**.:! of he Hay.
unquestionably Is a tempera.Man
A coat button may
mi ntal creature.
be uprooted in a storm and do no more
damage than to agitate man's vocabulary, but in the case of ripped suspender buttons big business succumbs, soI

^

number

th.»
,

"

,

,

1

a likely to
the cone
V have proved
mterestln..
asTeeable.
For his performance as well as for
this propmm Mr. Tillotson appeared to
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irtr-

a

.<'..

a

old

the

1

was
\

In

In

M. Ward at Marblehead,
duc^d by George Boles, who
of the stock company
Boston Theatre In the middle

:

being

t

Interested

lu'n

rr.

—

large and enthusiastic audience and Mr. Hoffman played several

was a

eiu-firps
:

,

j
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